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THE INDEPENDENT LABOUR PARTY

PREVIOUS to 1893 the Independent Labour Party had no corporate
existence. From the time the franchise was extended to the counties,

a more or less isolated and spasmodic agitation had been going on in

favour of the creation of a Labour Party unconnected with either

Liberalism or Toryism. The General Election of 1892 found eight or

nine candidates standing in opposition to nominees of both parties.

The support awarded these varied from 19 votes to 2,900, and, im-

mediately after the General Election, organisations began to spring

up all over the country calling themselves '

Independent Labour

Associations.' There was no cohesion among these, nor any plan of

concerted action. Each branch acted for itself, and had its own

programme, the only connecting link being a determination to steer

clear of any alliance with the orthodox politicians and parties.

When the Trades Congress met at Glasgow in September 1892,

over forty of the delegates present were connected with these

Independent Labour Associations, and it was agreed by these, at an

informal conference, to convene a meeting of representatives to con-

sider, and, if possible, agree upon, the formation of a National Inde-

pendent Labour Party.
At that time there was in Scotland an organisation known as the

' Scottish Labour Party,' which had been formed in 1888 and which

had branches in various parts of Scotland. This organisation had run

five candidates at the General Election of 1892, and was in a vigorous,
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healthy condition. It took an active part in arranging the National

Conference alluded to above.

This historic gathering met in Bradford in January 1893. It

was attended by 120 representatives from all parts of England and

Scotland. Several of these delegates represented the Fabian Society,

whilst others were sent by branches of the Social Democratic Federa-

tion. The Conference sat for two days, elaborating a programme and

constitution.

A second Conference was subsequently held in Manchester in

February 1894, at which none but representatives from branches

which had affiliated to the Independent Labour Party were ad-

mitted. Ninety-four delegates attended, some representing several

branches.

Again the Conference sat for two days, and the programme agreed
to at Bradford was slightly amended.

Since then the movement has gone on developing by leaps and

bounds, and in a Directory just issued by the secretary, Mr. Tom
Mann, a full list of branches in all parts of the country is given. In

Lancashire and Cheshire there are 68 branches; in Yorkshire

alone 101
;
Scotland is represented by 40

;
London has 30

;
the

Midlands 21
;
North-eastern counties, 15. There are several branches

in Wales, and 2 in Ireland. The total number of branches presently

existing is over 300, comprising a total membership of over 50,000.

Hitherto, the great difficulty in connection with the political

organisation of the working-class has been that of finance. We claim,

however, to have solved that difficulty.

Every member pays, as contribution to his branch, a minimum of

one penny per week. He is also expected to contribute to collections

at public meetings, and to special levies for particular purposes, such

as the free distribution of literature
;

the conducting of special

agitations in the interests, say, of the unemployed and other similar

purposes. These levies and voluntary contributions make up an

average of at least 2d. per week per member, in addition to the

penny paid to his branch.

We have thus 50,000 members paying threepence per week, being
a weekly income of nearly 6251. or 32,5001. per annum. But this

does not exhaust the financial resources of the movement.

During the year 1894 three parliamentary bye-elections have
been contested by Independent Labour Party candidates, viz. : Mid-
Lanark in Scotland, and AtterclirTe (Sheffield) and Leicester in

England. The total election expenses for these three Candidates was
not far short of 1,0001. This was chiefly made up by special volun-

tary contributions by members and friends, ranging from one penny
to five pounds. Many working-men, earning not more than 25s. or

30s. per week, contributed 10s., 15s., and 20s. towards this 'Bye-
Election

'

fund.
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This is a very important phase of the movement perhaps, all

things considered, the most important, inasmuch as it has been
assumed that without State payment of Members, Labour Eepresenta-
tion was impossible, save in the case of a few wealthy Trade Unions.

We are proving, however, that by proper organisation, and a very
little self-sacrifice, it is possible for working-class constituencies to

select working-men as their representatives and pay them for their

services.

In this connection it is worth noticing that the Trades Union

Congress has twice afiirmed the desirability of a special contribution

for Independent Labour Members for Parliamentary purposes, and, as

it is evident that the Trade Union movement is rapidly coming towards

the programme of the Independent Labour Party, it is only a question
of time until Trade Unionists will be expected to contribute to their

political funds asmuch as a matter of course as it is to-day to pay into

their Trade Union fund, out-of-work fund, sick fund, or accident fund.

Twenty of the largest Trades Unions have a combined membership of

over half a million and a yearly income of over one million pounds

sterling. One penny per month from these members would give

nearly 25,000. a year, whilst one penny per week no great sum
would yield over 1 10,000. I do not use these figures as an argument

against State payment of Members which the Independent Labour

Party supports, as a matter of principle but to show that the working
class is not so hopelessly dependent on State payment of members as

some of its Eadical friends have assumed. It is fortunate that this

should be so
; otherwise, judging by the action of the present Eadical

Government, Labour Eepresentation would still be a long way off.

To prevent misunderstanding I may here point out that the

voting strength of the Independent Labour Party is not to be measured

by its financial membership. Thus in Mid Lanark in April last, with

a membership of less than a hundred, the Independent Labour Party
candidate polled 1,221 votes

;
in Attercliffe, where a branch had only

been formed a few weeks previous to the election, and was not strong

numerically, the Independent Labour Party candidate polled 1,249

votes, and in Leicester, where no branch had been formed previous

to the election, the Independent Labour Party candidate polled 4,402

votes. In each case there was a Liberal and a Tory candidate in

addition to the Independent Labour Party nominee.

The organisation of the party proceeds on the following lines :

In each constituency one branch is recognised, which, however,

may be divided into ward or parish sections for the purposes of

organisation. These branches are affiliated to
'

County Federations/

or, in the case of Boroughs, into ' Councils
'

;
such Councils and

Federations supervising the work over the entire area covered by the

branches represented thereon.

A Conference is held yearly of one representative from each

B 2
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branch. This Conference is the supreme authority for the whole

organisation. Its decisions are binding alike upon branches and

members. From this annual Conference, President, Secretary,

Treasurer, and a Committee of six are selected. These form what is

known as the ' National Administrative Council/ which continues in

office until the next Conference is held.

This Council is purely administrative and may not initiate any
new policy without the sanction of the Conference. In addition to car-

rying out the decisions of the Conference at which it was appointed,

the Council is expected to raise funds for the general work of the

party and a special Election Fund to aid branches running candi-

dates.

It is empowered to take such action as circumstances may justify

in any constituency where an election is pending, but where no

branch of the National Organisation exists. It is prohibited from

receiving any contribution to any of its funds ' from any source

whatever where a stipulation or stipulations are made by the donor

or donors which in any way interfere with the discretion of the

Council in disbursing the contribution in question as they shall

deem advisable/

This is meant to safeguard the movement from being financed in

the interests of either Liberalism or Toryism. For the support of

this Council each branch pays to the general treasurer a capitation

fee of 3d. per member per annum.

Even at the last General Election, when there was practically no

organisation, the Independent Labour candidates, i.e., candidates

who were standing with a Liberal and a Tory contesting the same

constituency, as in Bradford, Glasgow, and Middlesbrough, were

able to poll from 5 to over 30 per cent, of the electorate. The
three elections which were fought in 1894 show a considerable

increase in the voting strength of the Independent Labour Party.

Thus, in Mid Lanark, Mr. Eobert Smellie, the Independent Labour

Party candidate, polled 1,221 votes against 7,600 votes divided

between the Liberal and the Tory candidates a proportion of 14 per
cent.

In Attercliffe (Sheffield) the combined vote of the Liberal and

Tory candidates was 7,981, whilst the Independent Labour Party
vote was 1,249, or 13 per cent. In Leicester, the combined vote of

the Liberal Party, the Liberal Labour Party, and the Tory Party was

23,615, and the Independent Labour Party vote 4,402 a proportion
of 16 per cent.

At the municipal elections in November 1894, the Independent
Labour Party was very active, running candidates in all the large
centres of population. Taking fourteen of these, ranging from

Bristol in the west to Glasgow in the North, and including South-

ampton, Nottingham, Leicester, Liverpool, Manchester, Rochdale,
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Bradford, Halifax, &c., the Independent Labour Party vote averaged
about 30 per cent, of the total poll.

Of 130 municipal contests of which I have obtained particulars,

the figures work out as follows :

Liberal vote 92,972

Tory vote 79,535

Independent Labour Party vote . . 56,420

The Independent Labour Party vote thus being over 25 per cent, of

the total poll.

In a number of instances Liberals and Tories combined in their

opposition to the Independent Labour Party candidates. This was

notably the case throughout Yorkshire, and in Liverpool and a con-

siderable portion of Lancashire.

It will be seen, therefore, that, owing to the rapid development
of the Independent Labour Party during the past few months, it is

no exaggeration to say that it now controls at least 25 per cent, of

the total voting power in the centres of industry. The following

facts are interesting, as showing how this would affect the results of

a general election :

Eighteen seats are held by supporters of the Liberal Government

by majorities of less than 100 votes. Thirty-five seats are similarly

held by majorities over 100, but under 250 votes.

Now, if, in these constituencies, the Independent Labour Party
vote was withheld, i.e. if the members of the Independent Labour

Party did not vote for either candidate, the present members would

be defeated. If it were decided to cast the Independent Labour

Party vote exclusively for Tory candidates, more than one half of

the present Liberal members would be defeated throughout the

country.

It is frequently assumed, and it has been stated by no less an

authority than Lord Kosebery, that the Independent
1 Labour Party

is recruited exclusively from the ranks of the Liberal Party. Such,

however, is not the case. Take the Attercliffe election as a case in

point, and it is illustrative of all the elections we have fought. At

the General Election in 1892, when there was no Independent Labour

Party candidate in the field, the voting was as follows :

Liberal vote . . . .5,107
Tory vote 3,963

At the bye-election in 1894, when there was a slight increase on

the register, which may safely be assumed to have been divided

between Liberals and Tories in proportion to their previous strength,
the results were as follows :
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Liberal vote 4,486

Tory vote ... . 3,495

Independent Labour Party vote . 1,249

A careful analysis of these figures shows that whilst 14 per cent.

of the Independent Labour Party votes come from the Liberals, 12 per

cent, must have come from the Tories.

This experience is common to all elections, both Municipal and

Parliamentary, though the proportion in the case we are considering

is higher than the average, which, so far as can be ascertained, runs

to about two-thirds Liberal to one-third Tory i.e., we take two men

from the Liberal ranks for every one we detach from the Tories. I

have made full allowance for this in the calculations on how the

Independent Labour Party vote might be made to influence election

results.

In many cases so little interest is felt by the workers in political

programmes that vast numbers of them abstain from voting altogether.

Take the single case of the metropolis. At the last General Election

the electors on the register numbered 613,737. Of these 190,744

voted Liberal and 218,918 voted Tory, whilst 204,075 abstained

from voting. In all the bye-elections contested by the Independent
Labour Party this reserve of voting strength has been tapped and

drawn upon.

Having said so much about the organisation and strength of the

Independent Labour Party, I now come to its object and pro-

gramme.
As stated in the Constitution, the object of the party is :

' The
Collective Ownership and Control of the Means of Production, Distri-

bution, and Exchange
'

;
and the methods by which the object is to

be attained are summarised as follows :

Independent representation of the people in the House of

Commons and in all legislative, governing, and administrative bodies,

and by propaganda by means of literature and public meetings.
The following are the conditions upon which candidates receive

the financial support of the Independent Labour Party.
1.

' That he will advocate the object and programme of the Inde-

pendent Labour Party.'

2.
' That if returned to Parliament he will form one of the Inde-

pendent Labour Party there, and sit in opposition, without regard to

the political colour of the party in power/
3.

c That he will act with the majority of the Independent Labour

Party in the House of Commons, irrespective of the convenience of

all other political parties.'

In selecting candidates, each branch must obtain the consent of

the National Administrative Council of the party before their candi-

date can be recognised.
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At present candidates have

following constituencies :

South-West Ham
Halifax .

West Bradford .

North-East Manchester

Barroiu-in-Fumess .

Newcastle-on-Tyne .

Bolton

Preston .

Huddersfield .

West Hull

Colne Valley .

Jarrow-on-Tyne
Dundee .

Mid Lanark .

Central Glasgow

Ashton-under-Lyne .

Hyde Division (Cheshire)
Camlachie (Glasgow)
Fulham .

West Nottingham

Southampton .

Tradeston(Glasgoiv)

been selected and approved of in the

J. KEIR HARDIE, M.P.
JOHN LISTER.

ALD. BEN TILLETT.

LEONARD HALL.

PETE CURRAN.

FRED HAMMILL.

FRED BROCKLEHURST.
ALD. JAS. TATTERSALL.

H. EUSSELL SMART.

TOM MCCARTHY.
TOM MANN.

A. T. DIPPER.

JAS. MACDONALD.
KOBT. SMELLIE.

EDWD. MARSDEN.

JAMES SEXTON.

G-. S. CHRISTIE.

C. W. B. PEARCE.

WM. PARNELL.

J. H. BEEVER.

J. E. MACDONALD.

FRANK SMITH, L.C.C.

These candidates are a fair reflex of the composition of the party.
Most of them are working-men and officials of their respective Trades

Unions. But all classes are represented.
John Lister is a landlord, belonging to one of the oldest families

in Yorkshire. Fred Brocklehurst is a University man, who studied

for the Church, and was on the point of being ordained as a curate

when he was '

caught
*

by the New Movement.

Eussell Smart is a commercial traveller. Edward Marsden a

retired manufacturer. George Christie is an artist. C. W. B. Pearce

a wine merchant. J. E. Macdonald and Frank Smith are journalists.

Of the other candidates, Eobert Smellie is a miner, Pete Curran

a blacksmith, Ben Tillett, Leonard Hall, A. T. Dipper, James Sexton,

and Tom McCarthy dockers and labourers, Tom Mann and Fred

Hammill, engineers, James Macdonald a tailor, William Parnell a

cabinet maker, and J. H. Beever and James Tattersall were silk

dressers.

A number of other applications for indorsement have been made

to the National Administrative Council, but the proportions of the

learned, the wealthy, and the labouring classes are not disturbed.

The allegation is frequently made in the Liberal press and on

Liberal platforms that the Independent Labour Party always opposes
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Liberal candidates, and shows a special partiality towards the Tories.

This is about as incorrect as Liberal statements generally when deal-

ing with opponents. Take, for example, the list of candidates quoted

above. The Liberals have not yet succeeded in finding a candidate to

oppose me in South-West Ham, though they are searching diligently.

Should they not succeed, then I shall be opposed by a Tory only.

This is also true of the following places, which are at present held by
Tories or Liberal Unionists : North-East Manchester, Barrow-in-

Furness, Bolton, Preston, Huddersfield, Central Glasgow, Ashton-

under-Lyne, Hyde Division, Camlachie, Fulham, West Nottingham,

Southampton, and Tradeston. In Newcastle, which is a double member

constituency, one of the seats is held by a Tory and the other by a

Liberal, whilst in Halifax, West Bradford, West Hull, Colne Valley,

Jarrow-on-Tyne, Dundee, and Mid Lanark, the seats are at present

held by Liberals. This list is a sufficient refutation of the oft-repeated

slander that the Independent Labour Party opposes Liberals only, and

is paid by the Tories for so doing.

The most virulent opponents of the Independent Labour Party,

whether on the platform or in the press, are Irish Nationalist

Members of Parliament. Mr. T. P. O'Connor, M.P., told the Irish-

men of Glasgow a few weeks ago to give no countenance to the

Independent Labour Party. Mr. Edward McHugh, M.P., informed

an audience in Lancashire that if the Liberals did not succeed in

finding a candidate for South-West Ham, he would advise the Irish-

men there to vote for the Tories. In the series of papers run in

England and Scotland by Mr. Charles Diamond, M.P., and in the

Nationalist press of Ireland, the leaders of the Independent Labour

Party are vilified and misrepresented in the most glaring fashion. It

is worth putting on record, however, that this feeling of rancour is not

now shared by many of the rank and file of the Irish party in Britain

at least. Many Irishmen are enthusiastic members of the Inde-

pendent Labour Party. They are finding that their interests are

more closely identified with those of the British workman than with

those of the successful farmers and men of business, some of them
of a very shady reputation in their relations with their workpeople,
who make up the bulk of the present Irish representatives in Parlia-

ment.

Objection has been taken in some quarters to the admission of

other than working-men to the Independent Labour Party, but it

does not profess to be an exclusively working-class organisation,

although it aims at the economic emancipation of that class.

The object quoted above may be subscribed to by any member of

the community. Socialists are to be found in all ranks and stations

of life, and any person who declares himself a Socialist, and is willing
to act with the party on the Independent lines above referred to, is

eligible to become a member.
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The programme of the party reads thus :

1. Restriction, by law, of the working day to eight hours.

2. Abolition of overtime, piece-work, and the prohibition of the employment of

children under the age of fourteen years.

3. Provision for the sick, disabled, aged, widows, and orphans, the necessary
funds to be obtained by a tax upon unearned incomes.

4. Free, unsectarian, primary, secondary, and university education.

5. Remunerative work for the unemployed.
6. Taxation to extinction of unearned incomes.

7. The substitution of Arbitration for War, and the consequent disarmament
of the nations.

A committee is now at work preparing a Land programme, the

object of which will be to extend the sphere of operations of the

party into the agricultural districts. It will probably take the shape
of giving increased powers to County, District, and Parish Councils,

to acquire land to be cultivated by the unemployed or half-employed
labourers in the villages.

It will be noticed that the programme of the party is in no sense

of the word political.

At the first conference of the party some discussion arose on this

point. A section of those present desired to include such measures

as the Abolition of the House of Lords, Adult Suffrage, Payment of

Members and Election Expenses, and the like
;
but after discussion

these were all left out in favour of the following general declaration :

' The Independent Labour Party is in favour of every proposal for

extending Electoral Rights and Democratising the System of Govern-

ment.'

There is good reason for this omission of political items from the

programme. Were such to be included, the attention of men would be

divided between the political and the social reforms, and it would always
be possible for the Radical Party to point out that it was prepared to

go as far as we were politically, and that would be a strong argument
in favour of some working alliance or agreement with that party.

The programme, as framed, however, excludes the possibility of

such a contention, and concentrates the attention of the members on

questions which have a direct bearing on the social and economic

well-being of the workers. To this one fact as much as any other is

to be attributed the remarkable growth and development of the move-

ment.

It is still a fiction in politics that there are no Conservative working-
men. One has only to mix with the workers to discover how baseless

such an assumption is. In many parts of Lancashire an actual majority

of the working-men vote Tory, whilst, as recent election returns show,

the proportion all over the country is a growing one. These men are

not divided from their Liberal fellow-workers on social, or labour, but on

political questions. The Tory working-man wants to defend the Church,
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wants to maintain the '

integrity of the empire,' wants to uphold the

House of Lords, is in favour of the monarchical system of government,

&c., whilst the Eadical working-man is opposed to all these
;
but on

such matters as the hours of labour, wages, the proper treatment of

the aged poor, and the necessity of honourable work being found

for the unemployed, both men think alike. Take the present

agitation against the House of Lords as an illustration of this.

Kadicals like Mr. Samuel Story and Sir James Joicey and others of

like type than whom the worker has no more bitter enemy are

inviting the working classes to join with them in a crusade against

the House of Lords. Suppose the invitation accepted, and assume

that twenty-five years hence the House of Lords were abolished.

If the House of Commons was then filled with men of the Story

and Joicey stamp, the worker would find himself no whit better

off than he is to-day. His working day would still be long,

wages low, and employment irregular and uncertain. His masters

would then, as now, wield the sceptre of power in the House of

Commons, and he would then be under the necessity of doing what

we invite him to do to-day, namely, purge the elected chamber of

soulless Gradgrinds, whose philosophy of life, as Carlvle put it, is to

sell cotton cloth a farthing an ell cheaper than some one else. An
aristocratic hereditary House of Lords is much less to be feared

than a bourgeois House of Commons. Thus the Independent Labour

Party, whilst repudiating the idea of a second chamber, hereditary
or elective, takes no part in the present meaningless outcry against
the Lords. When the right kind of men are sent to the House of

Commons, the Lords won't long
' block the way,' and until then it

matters not whether we have a House of Lords or not, as nothing

practical will be done for labour.

Attempts have been made in the past to form * Labour Parties,' of

which one, the ' Labour Electoral Association of Great Britain and

Ireland,' is still in existence. It is, however, an organisation of

Liberal working-men, and I question whether a single Tory working-
man was ever attracted to its ranks. TJiis is explainable by the fact

that the Labour Electoral Association is chiefly concerned with poli-

tical reforms, and is found supporting Liberal candidates, employers of

labour and the like, election after election.

Up to the present, the Independent Labour Party, where it has

had no candidate of its own, has not interfered one way or the other

in elections. And at length the Tory working-men and the Liberal

working-men are coming to see that a common platform is being
afforded them, on which they can meet and agree to forget their poli-
tical differences, and unite in using the machinery of State, local and

imperial, to bring about reforms desirable in themselves, and on which

they are in absolute agreement.
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For a time the Trades Unionists looked somewhat askance at the

new movement. Some of the older leaders continue to do so still,

but in practically all the great cities, and in many of the smaller townsi
the Trades Council and the Independent Labour Party Council work

together at election times in perfect harmony. Eecent Trades Union

Congresses have shown substantial agreement with not only the

object but the policy of the Independent Labour Party.
At the Glasgow Congress in 1892 a resolution was carried by a

majority of one vote in favour of the formation of a Trades Union

Independent Labour Party. This was ratified the following year at

Belfast, of all places in the world ! The 1894 Congress met at

Norwich, where a prominent member of the Labour Electoral Associa-

tion moved a resolution in the following terms :

'

That, in the opinion of this Congress, it is essential to the main-

tenance of British industries to nationalise the land, mines, minerals,
and royalty rents, and that the Parliamentary Committee be instructed

to promote and support legislation with the above object/
To this an amendment was moved to delete the words '

mines,

minerals, and royalty rents,' and insert after the word * land
' * and

the whole of the means of production, distribution, and exchange.'
A division was taken on this, when 219 voted for the amendment,
and 6 1 against, and on the amended resolution being put to the vote

as a substantive motion, it was carried with fewer than twenty dissen-

tients.

I do not claim that the whole of the Trades Union vote will be

controlled or directed by the Independent Labour Party. The older

officials above referred to have still considerable influence, and, aided

by a number of younger men who still cling to the tradition that

Liberalism is the friend of labour, have sufficient power to confuse the

issues and prevent united action. Despite this fact, however, from my
knowledge of the country, which is extensive, I can safely assert that

at least one third of the members of the Trades Unions will act with

the Independent Labour Party.

To those who know anything of organisation it must at once be

evident that such results as those above indicated have not been

arrived at without an amount of labour which can scarcely be realised

by those not in the movement. Each one of the 300 odd branches

is actively engaged in propaganda work. Nearly every branch has

its own club-room or meeting-place, and runs two or three meet-

ings weekly. Summer and winter the members are to be found

at the street corners preaching the new gospel of discontent.

On the Sundays, meetings are generally held indoors, and are

made attractive by singing and music in addition to the speeches.

Classes are held for the study of economics
;

leaflets are distributed

by the hundred thousand, and pamphlets sold by the ten thousand,
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whilst two of its newspapers have a national circulation, in addition

to over a dozen local sheets issued weekly. Its prominent members,
in addition to their ordinary duties, speak two or three times a week

to crowded audiences. Personally, since the party was formed, I have

spoken on an average four times a week, and during that time have

visited all the cities and towns of any size in England and Scotland,

and a large proportion of Wales and Ireland.

^Yhat the future policy of the party may be, it is, of course,

impossible to say. For the present, it is strongly anti-Liberal in

feeling. This is not due to any sympathy with Toryism, but to dis-

gust at the way in which the Liberal Party has broken faith with its

supporters. It is enjoined in the Constitution of the Independent
Labour Party that, on the eve of a General Election, a national con-

ference of delegates should be called to discuss the line of action to be

pursued by the party at the approaching election. It is intended

by this means to secure uniformity of action all over the country.
Either the whole of the Independent Labour Party vote will be cast

for one or other of the orthodox parties, or the whole party will

abstain from voting in all constituencies where there is no Inde-

pendentLabour Party or Social Democratic Federation candidate, and,

judging from what I know of the present temper of the members, my
opinion is that, at the approaching General Election, the vote will be

withheld.

As to how many of our candidates may be returned, it is, of

cours-e, impossible to say, but, at any rate, there will be a sufficient

number in the next House of Commons to define the attitude of the

Independent Labour Party towards both parties. Then the prejudice
which still lingers against it in some quarters will rapidly disap-

pear. In Liberal districts we are accused of being in the pay of the

Tories
;
in Tory districts of being in the pay of the Liberals, and

the weak-kneed are prone to believe such statements. Labour has

been so often '

sold
'

in the past that it is difficult to some to realise

that at length a Labour Party exists which is not being run in the

interests of individuals, and is not a thinly disguised attempt to

bolster up the falling reputation of the Liberal party. The British

working-man believes in action more than profession, and when he
finds the Independent Labour Party Members of Parliament fighting
his battle relentlessly against the occupants of the front Bench,
whether Liberal or Tory, his last vestige of suspicion and distrust

will disappear, and we shall have in this country what Lord Eosebery
and Lord Salisbury have united in deploring a division of the elec-

torate into two classes the owners and defenders of private property,
and the lovers and defenders of humanity.

It is commonly asserted that the Independent Labour Party aims
at securing the return of a sufficient number of members to enable
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it to hold the balance of power between the Liberal and Tory parties,

and thus extort reforms from each in turn. Nothing, however, could

be further from the truth. On political questions, such as Home
Kule, this method may be practicable, but on questions affecting rent

and interest, Liberal and Tory will join forces. The ambition of the

Independent Labour Party soars much higher than to become a mere

balancing party. It aims at the division of the nation into two

parties Socialist and anti-Socialist. Judging by present appear-

ances, it almost seems as if the election following the one approaching
would be fought on these lines. Radicalism has reached its ultima

Thule. If it makes another step forward, it must be towards, if not

into, Socialism. The present Radical programme includes Home
Rule, Payment of Members, Manhood Suffrage, Shorter Parliaments,

Disestablishment, Temperance Reform, to which has recently been

added the House of Lords. If the electors want a Radical programme,
here is one strong enough to satisfy the most advanced. If the

Liberals cannot win on this programme, what is there left to be added?

Only the Crown ;
and if the nation accepts the rule of the Coronet,

it isn't at all likely to object to that of the Crown. If the Liberal

party
be defeated at the next election, therefore, Socialism remains

as its only hope, and with the adoption of even the mildest form of

Socialism, the Spencers, and Kimberleys, and Roseberys in the Lords,

and the McEwans, and Brunners, and Joiceys in the Commons would

find themselves compelled to either retire from political life, or sit with

the Conservatives. Whether in Parliament or out, Tories they would

be. What remains of the Liberal party would go to pieces, and the

struggle for supremacy on the new issues of Socialism versus Anti-

Socialism would be fairly entered upon. This is what has happened
whenever Labour has organised on independent lines Germany and

Belgium being cases in point. The workers are coming to see that

Liberalism, not Toryism, is the foe they have most to fear. It keeps

them divided, makes them wrangle over non-essentials, and prevents

the real issues from being seen or grappled with.

It is self-evident that our present industrial system is nearing its

end, and all the programmes yet put forward are either concerned

with purely political reforms, which do not touch the fringe of the

social problem, or with attending to the interests of the (compara-

tively) well-to-do section of the artisans. Disestablishment and the

agitation against the House of Lords are included in the former cate-

gory, and Mr. Chamberlain's proposals for pensions, and for making
the workers owners of their own houses, in the latter.

It seems strange that the one problem of the closing years of the

nineteenth century how to find profitable employment for the great

masses of men who, in every land, are piteously begging in vain to

be allowed to work for a living should be altogether overlooked and

neglected by politicians.
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This one circumstance alone, were there no others, justifies the

existence of the Independent Labour Party, whose sole concern is

the reorganisation of our industrial system on the basis of an industrial

Commonwealth, in which the whole of the wealth produced by labour

shall belong to the workers, and in which it will not be possible to

have Over-Abundance on the one hand, and death-dealing Poverty on

the other.

J. KEIR HARDIE.
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THE COLLECTIVIST PROSPECT

IN ENGLAND

DURING the long history of our species, from the days of Plato and
Isaiah until our own, there have not been wanting from time to time

philosophers or prophets who, dissatisfied with the imperfect actual

society, have solaced themselves with visions or fancies of an Ideal

Society or Commonwealth yet to be, or thought desirable to be. Collec

tivism, or the collective ownership of land and capital, with a division

of consumable goods, either in equal shares or, if unequal, then in

shares proportioned either to need or to merit, is the latest. Not
that it is entirely new, for, to go no further back, the St. Simonian

Socialists in particular had reached one essentially similar more than

sixty years ago. The difference was that their conception had special

reference to Capacity, and postulated a hierarchical order in the future

renovated society according to merit, with production or service

according to aptitude, and distribution according to contribution or

work done. Collectivism, or the New Socialism, on the other hand,

appeals chiefly to the working classes, and rather inclines from its

principles to equality of conditions and of wages, though this fact is

conveniently held in the shade, or kept ambiguous purposely, by

apostles and leaders, lest it might prematurely cause differences or

produce sects amongst the converts. The St. Simonian Socialism,

very naturally, did not greatly attract the middle or upper classes,

though eminent persons at first favoured it
;
neither did it sufficiently

attract the body of the working classes, but only the &lite amongst
them. For these, and for other reasons, it failed, while Collectivism

has so far profited by its failure and by the failure of the scheme of

Fourier as to turn and address itself decisively and mainly to the

working classes and the poor ;
and with such success that it is hailed

by many of them all over Europe as the word of emancipation and

deliverance the true and only Gospel.
It is only of very recent introduction to England, so much so that

we should look in vain for the word in book or speech earlier than

twenty years ago ; while even the now continually recurrent word

15
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' Socialism
' we should very rarely find. It has, however, made re-

markable progress in the past few years, not only amongst common

labourers, but even amongst skilled workmen to some considerable

extent, and even, strangest of all, amongst members of the middle

class, against which it openly declares war all over Europe.
But the most significant sign of its progress in England is afforded

by the fact that, at the last two Trades Union Congresses, held respec-

tively at Belfast and at Norwich, a majority of the delegates present
affirmed the principle of Collectivism in all its range ;

and in order to

make it even more comprehensive and to be sure that nothing impor-
tant was left out, they altered the usual Collectivist formula of
*
collective ownership of the means of production

'

to ' the means of

production, distribution, and exchange.' Under the shorter formula

money, the means or medium of exchange, might escape, while the

great bankers and financiers might escape with it, since money is not

an indisputable means of production. It was at the suggestion of

Mr. Keir Hardie that a previous more moderate, and more practical

proposal of land nationalisation was amended into the much more

comprehensive one, on the grounds, first, of logic because if national-

isation of land be good, the nationalisation of land, capital, and the

means of exchange must, he argued, be better and secondly, because

it contained the '

only solution of the problem of poverty.'

Now, this affirmation by the great majority of Trades Union dele-

gates would be a matter of first moment if the declaration of the

Congress really represented the deliberate will and aspiration of

the majority of the Trade Unionists themselves, for it would then mean
that more than half of the million of the 6lite of the working classes

represented at the Congress were Socialists of an advanced type,
while presumably it would express the wish of a still larger propor-
tion of the less intelligent and less prosperous labourers outside the

Unions and not represented. And even if it does not represent the

real and active aspirations of so many, it is still a sufficiently serious

fact in many ways. It shows that Socialism of an advanced and

revolutionary kind is spreading in England amongst the superior

artisans, though how far it has really spread as a set of living con-

victions and aspirations, as distinguished from vague aspirations or

languid and partial assent, can only be determined in a practical,

though not wholly decisive, manner at the next General Election,
when the Independent Labour Party and the Socialist Party, who are

both alike Collectivist, propose to run numerous candidates.

But the chief importance of the matter is that it shows the leaders

of labour have committed themselves to a Socialism of the most im-

practicable kind, so far as it aims at the collective ownership of all

capital, which could not be realised without confiscation and almost

certain civil war, and which, even if established in name, could not
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endure unless a revolution in human nature accompanied the other
revolutions that would be necessary.

The Collectivists, however, think it practicable, and Mr. Keir
Hardie adds,

' without revolution/ They profess to think it would
be generally beneficial ;

to the working classes certainly, to others

most probably, since, at any rate, they would all have to undertake some
useful labour. Moreover, they seem to think it realisable soon

;
at any

rate they must pretend to think so, for a long-deferred Millennium is

apt to be heavily discounted as to its present value. It would arouse

little enthusiasm if it had to be postponed for even two generations, so

that, if they turn themselves into an Independent Labour Party, the

leaders, unless they can promise it soon and promise it in full, may fail

to get the necessary support against other political parties offering

tangible and realisable benefits at once
; while, if they merely call

themselves Socialists, they may not make converts unless they can pro-
mise that the Kingdom will come quickly. And there is no doubt that

a certain number of good people believe in the promises genuine

enthusiasts, amiable philanthropists, Christian Socialists, and many
simple sanguine people, both male and female, do really believe that

the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, the Happy Kepublic so long

deferred, is at length about to appear in the shape of the Collectivist

Commonwealth.

Now here I join issue with the Collectivists. I believe that while

a part of their programme is possible within a moderate time, even

without postulating a higher humanity than that of to-day, yet that

such portion can only safely and profitably be introduced by slow

degrees. The larger part of the programme' which implies the

nationalisation of all capital ;
the suppression of private enterprise

in the production of material or non-material goods ;
the narrowing

of private property to the ownership of such consumable goods as

the State in its wisdom directs to be produced, with the almost

entire abolition of inheritance
;

the prohibition even of our free

dealings with these goods, save to consume them
;
the forbidding of

free contracts, which all nations the least removed from barbarism

have found necessary, such as sale, hire, loan, partnership, agency,

service, &c.
;
the prohibition of interest, the suppression of money

and of credit
;
the at least considerable equalisation of wages, and

the turning of us all into State functionaries, with a good deal more

necessarily implied in the Collectivist principle and aims is imprac-

ticable for the next 500 years, and one would almost say as long as

our planet swings in space or the genus homo is found upon it.

It is impracticable, at least, unless human nature in its fundamental

essence and desires, either eternally innate or deeply rooted as the

result of thousands of years of slow social evolution tending to

intensify them, be simultaneously changed in the majority of men by
a sort of general miracle. I believe, further, that if anything resem-
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bling Collectivism in its fulness were ever attempted to be esta-

blished in this country, even by a supposed majority in some new
1 Mad '

Parliament representing even a majority of voters, that it would
be forcibly resisted by the minority, which, on the boldest supposition,
can never be a small one

;
and it would be resisted because it would

necessarily involve confiscation as well as revolution, political, eco-

nomical, and social. If, finally, it were ever by any extraordinary com-

bination of chances momentarily established, as it might conceivably
be in a country like France, which has a great leaning towards it, as

well as some Collectivist memories, it could not possibly last. It

could not even be reduced to practice save nominally, owing to its

inherent impracticability ; while, so long as it did exist, even partially
or nominally, it would bring, after the first grand general division, the

shares of which would soon be dissipated, in addition to general social

chaos, evils including poverty to all classes, and greater poverty than

now prevails. Far from solving the problem of poverty, it would

substitute for the present very limited and partial poverty a universal

one, so long as it continued.

These are the points to be established and emphasised. But
before doing so it is first necessary to state that our English Collec-

tivists are not likely to have a majority in Parliament for a con-

siderable time to come, and there is thus a prior impracticability until

they do have it, as collective ownership cannot to any very great or

dangerous extent be introduced by the municipalities. Mr. Keir

Hardie, however, and Mr. Tom Mann and the Independent Labour

Party generally are very sanguine as to the future
;
and their new

political party is to be the chief working organ towards the Col-

lectivist goal. Unlike the revolutionary Collectivists of the Continent,
the Labour Party disclaims the sword and counts upon the suffrage
as the best means to its end, and no doubt this is so far sound policy.

But, to conquer by the suffrage, they must secure at least a majority
of Members of Parliament pledged, and pledged sincerely, to the

principle of Collective ownership. We need not for the present dwell on

the obstacle presented in the certain opposition of the House of Lords.

What is the likelihood that they will obtain a majority of sane members
of the House of Commons pledged to such revolutionary views within

the next twenty or the next fifty years ? They will certainly not

find candidates of the class that have hitherto offered themselves.

But sufficient Labour Candidates or convinced Collectivists or pro-
fessional politicians, when members are paid, may be found. The

question is how much support such would obtain from working-men.
I doubt greatly,' in spite of the vote of their delegates at Norwich, if

the candidates will obtain much support from working-men at the

next General Election, because I do not believe that many of these

are Socialists of the Collectivist type. We are assured, however, that

they are fast becoming so, under the instruction of the younger and
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more energetic Trade Union leader?. Time can alone determine in u

practical manner how far this is true
;
in the meantime, I repeat that

I largely doubt it. I think the great majority of them are too sensible,
too practical, even too honest or too conservative to be converted. But
even if it were otherwise, I believe that when the real and full mean-

ing of Collectivism is explained to them, and what it really implies
is pointed out, as it is sure to be, and very soon, by trusted, able, and
influential political leaders, of which happily there are not a few now in

both the great traditional parties I doubt very much if they will long
continue of the Collectivist faith or if a large proportion will record their

votes for the candidates who write *

Collective ownership
'

on their flag.

I doubt whether many of the skilled and well-paid labourers, the intel-

ligentand sensible labourers, or even the honest labourers, will be aroused

to any very high pitch of enthusiasm for a cause and programme
championed by its present leaders, which no statesman, and hardly
a member of the present Parliament except the Labour members
would endorse the quarter of

;
which implies for its realisation, if it

is to come soon, as temptingly held forth for its dupes, the con-

fiscation of property, since compensation could not possibly be

given, and which in all probability would involve a civil war in

defence of property. And when it is explained to them, further, that,

even if they had reached the happy land of Collectivism, in addition

to many discomforts, they would have still less wages than they
now enjoy under our despised Individualism, they would be still less

inclined to hail its adrent or help to hasten it. The nationalisation of

land and capital, unless spread over a very long time, would appear
too like simple robbery to commend itself to their honest and

unsophisticated instincts and, spread over a long time, it does not

greatly concern them
; while, on the other hand, both political

parties are prepared to offer something tangible and immediate,

which may have no special reference to Collectivism or may even

be opposed to it, such as more diffused land ownership, house ownership,

education, reduction of working hours, &c. And thus the advent of

Collectivism will in all probability be indefinitely delayed, so far as

it depends on the suffrage, and Mr. Keir Hardie, the new Moses

who is to deliver the workman from the house of bondage, will, with

the Independent Labour Party, have to wander some useful,

meditative, and probationary years in the political wilderness before

he leads them, increased in numbers, into the Promised Land of

Collectivism
; and, indeed, it may not be permitted him to enter in at

all during his life, however he may quicken the steps of the great

political parties in the desired direction.

c2
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II

But I go much further
;
and at the present time of general fer-

ment and of vast and vague, but for the most part illusory, hopes

held out to the working class, it is desirable to go into the question

and the serious issues it raises more fully and fundamentally. Let us

suppose, then, that the Independent Labour Party joined with the ex-

treme Socialist Party has at length, through fervid young orators and

advanced Trades Union Leaders and Labour Leaders generally, carried

their propaganda and educated the working-men so far as to make a

majority of them strongly desirous of Collectivism, and nothing but

Collectivism an extreme supposition, as I think, and referring for its

realisation to a future rather remote. Let us further suppose that

through these and other agencies a majority of representatives in the

House of Commons has been returned pledged to the principle of

Collectivism, and that such majority was bold enough, or fanatic

enough, to attempt to carry out the principle as a practical policy

that it declared, first all land, and next all fixed capital and the
* means of exchange,' to be Collective, or State, or public property does

any sane person imagine that the very considerable minority that

would be affected, including the most powerful classes and interests,

would submit passively and without a struggle to be plundered under

the pleasant name of Law, and because such was the Will of the

majority, to which the will of the minority should always give way ?

The minority would oppose the policy by every means in their

power by reason, by remonstrance, by persuasion, and, if all else

failed, with arms in their hands. Such in the last resort they would

do, judging from the analogies of history. They would resist
; they

would be morally justified in their resistance
;
and they would in all

human probability be successful in their resistance.

Because a primary, if not the chief, end of Government and Law
as hitherto conceived being the protection of Property and Person and

the enforcement of Contracts freely made, if any Government, instead

of revising the laws of property and contract so as to make them more

just and generally convenient, which it may and should do, should

proceed to confiscate Property and suppress Freedom of Contract, the

citizens adversely affected in their inmost rights would be released

from the moral duty of obedience to the commands of such a Govern-

ment, and would be justified in defending their property and their

freedom.

The question thus raised, of the utmost gravity and going to the

very foundation of our theories of government and our political and

social existence, is simply this : Whether a Parliament representing
a mere numerical majority, or any other Government has a moral right,

if it chooses, to disregard all past laws, public policy, precedent, or pre-
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scription, and to make a tabula rasa in particular of all property and
contract law, to confiscate the property of its citizens, which every
Government has hitherto guaranteed and protected, and also, if it

seems good to it, to attempt absurd and impossible things, such as the
abolition of private property and of contracts for this in very large
measure would be necessary to establish Collectivist Socialism ?

A Government has not a moral right to take property from its pos-
sessors without giving adequate compensation, if the property has been

acquired in the legally recognised modes. The extreme Socialists no
doubt maintain that the present owners of land and capital are spoilers

and robbers morally viewed ;
as the unjust holders of property wrong-

fully, though not illegally, acquired, and that what was got under the

shelter of Law and sometimes by its assistance, may be retaken by
Law when the injured class have the power to do so. Especially of

capital they maintain that it was originally, and still is, in most cases,

the result of wages withheld from the working classes though justly
due

; wages stopped by existing employers, or by their fathers or grand-

fathers, though sometimes it now has its origin in the immoral gains
of speculators, or financiers, in monopoly charges, or other immoral

modes of acquisition. They are not very particular as to the proof
of the proposition so sweepingly made against employers in particular ;

the usual one being that of Karl Marx, that the labourers produce the

value of the wages received in half their working hours, and thus work

the remaining half their time for nothing for the employer. An argu-
ment which amounts to no more than this : that the employer does

as a fact subtract from the total produce (or its price), first current

interest on fixed capital (which he himself must pay on capital, so far

as borrowed) ; secondly, an average to cover possible deterioration in

his plant and machinery as well as other incidental risks
; thirdly,

the cost of the materials used in his special industry ; fourthly, his

own wages for highly skilled and important labour, and usually well

paid when hired. He must deduct these and also ground rent for

his buildings ;
the remainder is all that the employees can expect

to divide amongst them. But that in making these deductions he

is confiscating what is due to the labourers is not proved, but merely

asserted. The fact is, without the payment from the beginning of the

Industrial Kevolution, of interest for fixed capital, the thing chiefly

complained of, the great mass of new wealth which has been ever

since increasing would not have come into being at all, so that there

would have been nothing about the division of which to quarrel ;
and

without a large share as wages of management, the product to be

divided would have been very much less than it has been
; though no

doubt if all capitalists (lenders of capital) would be content with less

interest, and all capitalist employers with less interest and less wages,

the working classes would have so much the more to divide amongst

them. Xo doubt, too, that if profits are higher than ordinary (after
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deducting necessary expenses) employers could afford to part with

some of it to their hands, as the more generous or wiser ones some-

times do.

The Collectivists have not, then, proved their proposition that

employers and capitalists are spoilers and robbers
; while, on the other

hand, the working class are much better off than they would have

been had such types not appeared at the right moment, or at all, as

we see by a comparison of their condition in countries like England
and the United States, where such types are conspicuous, with other

countries where they are absent, or exist in small numbers
;
the latter

being comparatively poor, the wages of labourers low, and the popu-
lation less.

Large employers have necessarily benefited the working class,

though thinking mainly of their own advantage. But it is quite

probable that, at the beginning of their career and up to 1824 at least,

they obtained larger profits than their fair share, because, up to 1824,

the working classes were denied the right of Combination, and' con-

sequently were in a less advantageous legal position for bargaining
with the great employer than other classes who sold their services to

him, or made commercial contracts with him. The distributing,

financing, and professional classes were all enabled to get a fair share

of the extra gains of the employing capitalist. But the working class

did not share in the gains to the same proportionate extent (though,

undoubtedly, later on their wages were raised), and they did not share

it partly because they were denied the right by which they could

have kept up the price of their labour. Possibly, also, as Mill sug-

gests, another reason was because they did not put a greater restraint

on their numbers. Certainly all skilled labourers got their share of

the annual dividend, partly from their limited numbers. At any rate,

the fact remains that Trades Unions were illegal for at least half a

century after the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, and the

working class may have lost considerably thereby, in spite of counter-

balancing considerations and of rising wages in the great developing
industries.

Further, the passing of the land into the hands of a comparatively
limited class deprived other labourers of opportunities of making an

independent livelihood, and some compensation would seem due on

this score to unemployed or agricultural labourers, as well as to the

larger classes of labourers employed in manufactures, on account of

the industrial disabilities they were under.

But the compensation cannot be of indefinitely great amount;
while some has been already made, and some is being made, in the

shape of free education, general and technical, allotments, small

holdings, improved dwellings at reduced rents, cheap workman's

trains, &c.
; while, moreover, more is promised in the shape of

reformed Poor Law, Old Age Pensions (if the thing can be proved to
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be generally good for the working class), Insurance against accidents,
and other things, which the more fortunate classes are willing and

ready to give without pressure, provided only they can be shown to

be just, reasonable, and likely to be really beneficial to the working
classes, and not merely illusory or profitable to some classes of

labourers at the cost of others.

Ill

So far as to the claims for compensation in the great class suit. We
have, however, supposed the majority to disallow or largely dis-

count the claim of landlords and capitalists for compensation, to be

convinced of the justice of their cause, and to attempt to confiscate

land and capital. Such a procedure could be only based on might,
not right, and the classes attacked would be justified in meeting

might with might. They would be justified in resisting ;
and I think

that, after making concessions up to the point at which their con-

sciences were clear, and the extent to which they were willing of them-

selves to go without pressure, they would resist. For what stronger
motives could they have to urge them than the confiscation of their

property, the multiplied interferences with their liberty, and the

general fate dimly foreshadowed for them in the distance under the

coming regime of Collectivism ? What worse, or as bad, could they pos-

sibly suffer from a victorious foreign enemy or invader ? To defend

their first and dearest rights men have in all ages fought ; Englishmen,

indeed, have fought for very much less in their last great Civil War ;

and I think, unless their spirit had very greatly deteriorated, the

minority would do so again under the circumstances contemplated.

It might perhaps be supposed that they would tamely submit, like

the French nobility at the great Kevolution. But the cases would be

widely different, because it would no longer be a small and privileged

class of nobles and clergy that would be marked for spoliation, with

the great middle class and the rest of the nation hostile to them, nor

would it be as Karl Marx fancied and prognosticated, a small class of

colossal capitalists which had devoured all the lesser ones, but a very

much larger body, composed of the great landowners, landed gentry,

farmers, peasant proprietors (now happily growing numerous) ;
all

degrees of capitalists, great and small, and these very numerous
;

all

who had saved or acquired property in any way ;
and these would be

supported by large classes whose interests would be identified with the

middle and upper classes, and specially with the capitalist class, which

would indeed contain many of their individual members
;
the profes-

sional classes in the main
;
most of the clergy of all denominations ;

all the superior grades in the Civil Service, the Educational Service,

the commercial world
;
most of the journalists, men of letters, and

artists. Moreover, they would be supported morally, and in the last

resort physically, by multitudes of the working classes, convinced that
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the existing order was better for them than the proposed order
;
the

men of common sense or common honesty ;
of superior ability, or

energy, or foresight, or ambition ;
the men of conservative instincts,

including many agricultural labourers ;
most of the skilled labourers

and the artisans whose wages considerably exceeded the general

average. The ' men of light and leading/ the men that enthusiastic

audiences of 5,000 or 10,000 now crowd to hear at political meetings,

would nearly all be on this side, and would draw large foliowings ;

the clergy would influence those over whom religion had a hold, the

subtle power of money would influence many more, and it would,

indeed, be difficult to over-estimate its influence
;
so that, if we added

together the mere numbers due to those different forces and circum-

stances, though we have for argument's sake supposed the total to be

a minority, it will be at once seen that it cannot be supposed a small

minority or much less than the majority.

Then consider the quality as well as the composition of this minority.
It contains the whole middle class, and the congeries of sub-classes

and varieties just referred to and making up the middle class are

extremely powerful in all modern civilised societies, whether through

wealth, position, education, energy, intelligence, power of organisation,
habits of command and direction, moral force or spiritual influence.

It is, especially when reinforced by the ablest from the class beneath,
a true Governing Class

;
to which in large measure and away from the

aristocracy the sceptre has passed. It wields in the main both the

Temporal and the Spiritual power, widely as we may define the latter,

to include philosophers and men of letters, as well as the clergy.

Many of its members are accustomed to command and to lead, the

classes beneath to be led and to obey ;
and for the most part in

England cheerfully and willingly to obey as in the natural order of

things even to obey cheerfully in the performance of their daily

labour, though they may be sometimes a little sore about their share

of wages.

Such are the forces that a Eevolutionary Government would have
to reckon with. It would indeed at the commencement, in case of

resistance offered, have nominally the control of the armed force of

Society of the army, navy, militia, as also of the police. But the

weapon might very likely break in its hands if it came to use it, since

an army without officers and generals is little better than an armed

mob, and the officers and generals, under the circumstances supposed,
would, it may very strongly be presumed, decline to carry out the

necessary orders or to put down the resistance. Or, as would be
much more likely, an army, being a kind of single organism accus-
tomed to obey (though a somewhat incoherent organism that might
divide into two), most of it, or all of it, would follow a single popular
general, and it is most probable that such would not obey the

Eevolutionary Government even though disobedience would in legal
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theory involve the crime of treason if there was no dissentient House
of Lords in existence.

This is a permanent danger to all Governments in
revolutionary

times, before which both the Long Parliament of England and the
French ^Revolutionary Government, though for a time it had kept the

generals obedient by the terror of the guillotine, finally collapsed.
No doubt since we have supposed the Government to have a majority
of citizens at its back, it could, if time were allowed, raise a fresh

army and extemporise new officers and evolve new generals, if none of

the old ones would stand by it
;
buttime would probably not be allowed

by the revolted army, and the Government would be dissolved by
force.

Let us suppose this great danger somehow surmounted for the

time, that the Government has somewhere, and that it has got some-

how, some troops, and officers, and generals that can be depended
upon ; then, if the Government should attempt to confiscate property,

society would be thrown into a state of civil war. The minority would
have on their side the intelligence, governing faculty, most of the

military talent and science, a large part of the soldiers since we
cannot make so extreme a supposition that they would all, or in large

proportion, support the Government regardless of their officers and

generals. They would also have at the commencement, before con-

fiscation had time to take effect, nearly all the wealth, while in mere
numbers behind to draw on they would have a minority not greatly
inferior to the majority, so that one would be rather inclined to say
that it would emerge victor in case the struggle came to fighting.

This is the situation which would be in the second order of pro-
babilities the first being that a popular and able general would

suppress the Government. And I think that, foreseeing this situation,

the Governmentwould meditate before it pushed matters to extremity.
A foreknowledge or a forecast of the probable result of conflict, and of

the result of further aggression as likely to precipitate one, would

prevent the Government, however revolutionary in desire, from

attempting to realise their ideal programme except slowly and tenta-

tively. What it would probably do would be to attempt first the

nationalisation of land
;
and this by offering half compensation, or

less, or none, it might conceivably do in more or less complete
fashion (always supposing that its majority of voters stood behind

it), without arousing any active resistance, unless it touched the

properties of the many small owners. It might even raise the tax on

successions and legacies ; put on a considerable progressive taxa-

tion on incomes, and attempt other socialistic measures without

arousing much opposition. It might nationalise railways, mines, big

monopolies, without forfeiting general confidence, provided it gave

reasonable compensation. It would only be when it attempted to take

over private enterprises and production without full compensation, and
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refused to pay or permit interest or dividends to small capitalists, or

proceeded beyond a point with confiscatory taxation, and when all

owners of property, including peasant proprietors, would be attacked,

that a formidable and widespread spirit of opposition would be

aroused. If property were attacked beyond a point, if, in addition,

liberty were curtailed, the spirit of opposition and of resistance

would be so intensified that the Collectivist confiscators might

long pause before they proceeded further. And then wealth is a

potent force, not only to defend itself by force if attacked, but also

to damp the ardour of assailants in various ways open or occult. It

is not unlikely that wealth would be employed to prevent its own

confiscation, and very likely it would have considerable effect in spite

of the '

payment of members,' possibly in part in consequence of such

payment, which must, however, be postulated as having become fact

at the distant time to which our suppositions refer. Unless politicians

of the time be incorruptible as Kobespierre, which, judging from

contemporary assemblies, whose members are paid, is unlikely, some

of the wealth would, directly or indirectly, be employed in way of

bribery to prevent its confiscation by force. And if money, or, still

better, place, have any influence with members, they may be sup-

posed to be more potent with wavering voters, so that once again,

and for another reason, the majority in favour of Collectivism cannot

be supposed large, and it may not have the inclination for a '

thorough
'

policy of Collectivism. And in this way once more the danger to

property may be long deferred.
' In other words,' the perfervid Socialist may say,

'

you suggest
that the majority returned may prove unfaithful to its pledges ;

that

it may be bribed to defeat the end for which it was elected
;
that it

may decline to carry out the mandate imposed upon it by the Will

of the People. But, since it is a question of probabilities, we think

that, if such unfaithful or lukewarm representatives should appear,

they will be dismissed at the end of their torn and truer men re-

turned.' So may urge the Collectivist
;
and we must therefore face

the final contingency here suggested of a fresh election and a new
Parliament composed of more extreme men or of determined fanatics

;

men like Kobespierre, St. Just, and Marat, who would shrink at

nothing ;
or like Couthon, prepared to l make France a cemetery rather

than not carry out our principles
'

;
men who would watch and sus-

pect and terrorise each other up to the desired point of confiscation.

In such an extreme case as this which, however, must be considered

as a remote contingency, because it supposes a set of men determined
on extreme courses, in defiance of warning, protest, argument, and
the teaching of history and science, and it supposes the bulk of the

nation belying its historical qualities, conservative instincts, and
common sense, to have become as mad as the rulers in such a case

there would only be the alternative of submission or an appeal to the
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sword
;
and we must thus in the last resort contemplate the possi-

bility, and, in the case supposed, almost the certainty of, a CIVIL

WAR. Now, concerning the possible course and consequence of such
a terrible thing as a civil war, I do not care to speculate further than
to say, as already stated, that I think property, ability, organising

faculty, backed by the directing brain, and probably by a large part
of the body, of the army, would win. There would be no corresponding

advantage on the other side but numbers and fanaticism ; formidable

forces, too, and not to be despised, but hardly sufficient for victory,

though enough to cause a prolonged and bloody struggle. And be the

issue ever so doubtful, this is certain : that the victory of either side

would be a national calamity a defeat for society as a whole. If Pro-

perty won, the cause of Labour would be thrown back indefinitely, as

the spirit of reaction and of repression would follow as necessary means

of self-defence for a whole generation ;
a sullen and mutinous majority

would be held down by force, and the slightest attempt at resistance

or renewal of the struggle would be mercilessly repressed. Liberty of

speech or of meeting would be denied
;
arms taken from the defeated

;

and, most probably, as in all such cases, a despotism supported by

bayonets would be established. It would be a terrible state of things
a state of peace and order maintained by brute force, and almost

as bad as war. Moreover, as we see in France, where there is an ever-

continuing possibility of civil war, it might be only a temporary truce

until the majority saw an opportunity for a renewal of the war, so

dangerous is the first beginning of civil strife, and so
'

like the letting

loose of waters.' On the other hand, if Collectivism won, it could

only be for such a short time as would suffice to disclose the inherent

and insuperable difficulties it labours under
; or, rather, the total

impossibility of carrying out the scheme in practice.

IV

THIS is a side of the matter on which our Collectivists are wisely

reticent
; though, as they probably know well enough that Commu-

nism is generally impracticable, they should know that Collectivism,

so far as it approaches Communism, as it must largely do from its

central principles, would also be impracticable. Nationalisation of

land and capital is indeed a phrase easily said, it looks so simple ;

but when one follows it out into its consequences, it is not easy to

carry out, especially the nationalisation of capital. No doubt after a

successful civil war it could be nationalised, so far that it might be

divided amongst the conquerors ; or, with greater self-denial, its col-

lective ownership might be affirmed by them. What would be hard

to do would be to maintain the collective ownership of land and capital,

and especially of capital.
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We will suppose the new social system installed and set agoing
somehow. But it is also to be a new industrial and economical

system, and it is on this side that its real difficulties will begin. The

production of wealth, as well as the supply of services, is to be entirely

under the direction of the State. All private enterprise will neces-

sarily be suppressed, both to avoid competition and to prevent great

inequality, and only the amounts of labour that the Government or

the appointed authorities prescribe will be produced and only certain

kinds allowed. It is easy to see objections to this scheme of pro-

duction, however necessary; we pass to the more delicate subject of

distribution. On what principle shall the division of the produce be

made ? Shall all share equally, as we should expect from the

general aim of Collectivism to produce social equality and to level

inequality? Then there would result general equality in poverty,

because the principal reason why there is now so great an amount of

wealth is because the shares are unequal, because the remunera-

tion for efforts amongst the different classes of producers varies

with the quality and quantity of the labour. It is because the

captains of the industrial armies expect such a large share that they
make such great and successful efforts, by which they add to the

produce more than they take from it, while a large part even of what

they do take is merely held for others and is assigned to them in

return for services. If this is true of organisers and directors, it is

still more true of inventors and discoverers, whose ideas, in the form of

machines and processes, are the chief factors in production, and which
in the past 100 years have contributed twenty times more towards

multiplying the wealth than all inferior labourers together. If, then,
the ablest men and most energetic industrial chiefs are not remune-
rated on a liberal scale

;
if the efforts of inventors are not encouraged

by some '

royalty
'

or percentage on the increased results of their

inventive genius, there would be less efficient production, and the

new inventions which add to it or enable it to be effected with less

labour would not be made. There would be slackness of effort all

throughout, in inventors, organisers, foremen, even in the better class

of workers, if they were not stimulated by extra remuneration to put
forth their utmost and their best efforts

;
in short, if the present enor-

mous and far-extending stimulus of private interest be removed or even

seriously lessened, the inevitable result would be a production greatly
reduced in quantity and inferior in kind. There would have to be given
at least * bounties on production,' and so long as men are as they are,

and are long likely to be, they would have to be on a liberal scale that

is to say, equality of remuneration would have to be departed from as

respects these higher labourers. Otherwise there would be poverty in

which all would equally share, and ordinary labourers would have to set

against their poverty only the poor satisfaction that the former rich

classes had all been dragged down to share it with them. Then all
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kinds of superior unproductive labourers, such as medical men, advo-
cates, teachers, would have no incentive (save public spirit) to put forth

their best efforts if there was no '

payment by results
'

for the superior
or the specialist, but all took equal shares. Artistic, literary, and
other intellectual labourers would fare no better, and there might be

very scanty provision made for them in a state of general material

poverty. Science might be cultivated with a view to its material

results, but the best way to cultivate it effectually to this end would
be to reward men of science and inventors beyond the ordinary rate

;

the disinterested pursuit of science for its own sake there would be
little room for, any more than for philosophy, art, letters, which are

not indispensable for mere material existence. These interests would

have to thrive as best they could
;
and they would certainly dech'ne, as

they always do in countries materially poor or retrograding. There

would, if the system could last, be a return to barbarism combined

with poverty, and all for the sake of a sorry social equality. No doubt,
in such a case, the former lower classes would, at the beginning, suffer

less than the better classes, whose fall would have been so much

greater, and who would suffer both from material and other sorts of

poverty. Class envy would be gratified, and in full measure. But

gratified envy is not a lasting luxury, while the poverty would be

a real and lasting privation which could be felt and measured;

poverty for all, and poverty for the generality far worse than now

prevails, with no cheering and elevating hope in the hearts of the

better sort, such as they now may have, of being able by their energy
and ability of emerging from it.

The fair fabric of civilisation would decay and perish, as it did at

the decline of the Koman world, under two or three generations of

such a regime of equality if such could continue. Happily, it could not

long continue. The system of Spartan simplicity and equality would

necessarily be modified shortly after trying it, supposing reason and

sanity not quite gone out of our Collectivist rulers, and postulating

some remains of the old leaven of self-interest or egoism in the

governors as well as the governed. The principle of inequality would

be re-introduced, to stimulate and reward effort
;
some permission of

private enterprise in certain directions would be allowed, such as the

permission to publish a book or journal, if not to produce material

necessaries and luxuries
;
some permission to the skilful surgeon to

accept more than the regulation fees paid by the State, or for the

talented artist, actor, or singer, to deal more directly with their clients

or patronising public rather than be salaried by the Government

or Municipality. Possibly also, with unequal wages the permission

to save, and even some fixed, but moderate, rate of interest might be

granted to discourage mere waste of superfluous wages, more spe-

cially as the Government might even itself require to borrow, its own

capital, having possibly become attenuated or some extraordinary
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expenditure rendered necessary, say from a foreign war, if we may sup-

pose such an anachronism in such a State at such a time. Here, no

doubt, the out-and-out Collectivist will strongly protest ;

' At all

hazards,' he will say,
' interest or usury, the engine of extortion and

oppression, must be prevented.' Well, then, if totally prohibited there

is a premium put on mere waste and unproductive consumption, which

the Government might one day regret ;
waste of wealth which might

have been productively employed by the Grovernment, allowing a

moderate premium or payment for the saving, in case it should need

it, which probably it sometimes would, and always should since it

does not permit private persons to employ it productively. Other-

wise there is a prevention of the production of wealth, which may
prevent an increase of population or necessitate a decrease. Then

shall the Collectivists permit bequests in addition to accumulation

and interest strictly regulated ? It may be said that children, being
under the care and shelter of the State, will not require bequeathed

wealth, and accordingly in the Collectivist commonwealth it is only

proposed to allow the inheritance of durable consumer's wealth, such

as houses, pictures, jewellery, and the like, but not of land, or

fixed capital, nor of coined money, if money be allowed at all, be-

cause such might be accumulated and might lead to the old gross

inequality. The result, then, of this limitation of inheritance and

curtailment of the power of bequest will be that savings will only be

made fordeclining years, if even so much be necessary under so paternal
a Grovernment. There would be little motive to saving, and everyone
would be tempted to consume all he receives, and even to hasten about

it, lest the Government might have occasion to levy a ' benevolence
'

on possessors without interest. The suppression, then, of freedom of

bequest and inheritance, as well as the prohibition of interest, would

lead to unproductive consumption, waste, carelessness of the future,

and the enjoyment of the passing hour. Foresight would disappear,

and the Collectivist citizen, his cares thrown on a most paternal

Government, would be light in heart, if also somewhat light in purse,

or possessions.

We have seen, however, that Collectivism must be modified to the

extent of allowing inequality of wages ;
that it would be prudent

to permit some interest, and even to offer it sometimes
;
that the

suppression of freedom of bequest would entail very serious conse-

quences, by leaving nearly all the saving of capital to be done by the

Government; and that there might be very serious results, in the

case of unexpected emergencies, such as a war, a cotton famine, or a

failure of crops. We see also that the Government, not to interfere

intolerably with liberty and the rights of the individual, must permit
certain contracts, e.g. exchanges, and private sales (even if shops be

forbidden), and loans, e.g. from the better-paid functionary to the

man in necessity ;
even loans for interest, which might be convenient
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and which could not be easily discovered or prevented. In short and
to spare details: not to interfere with freedom and to avoid poverty, the

departure from the present system could not be great. A certain and
a considerable inequality would have to be allowed

; also, to some degree,
the principal rights ofproperty, including the right of bequest, and the

chief contracts at present recognised. Thus, then, finally, we come to

this : that even ifCollectivismwere established aftera successful civil war,

equality would be found impossible under penalty of poverty, slavery,

and multiplied impossibilities ;
that even if the system were modified

so far as to permit a certain inequality of wealth, yet the suppression
of private enterprise, the restriction of the spheres of private agree-
ments and contracts, the general ordering of the lives of the citizens,

together with the abolition (for most part) of inheritance, would

result both in comparative poverty and very great restraints. The

ablest and most energetic outside the governing class would be dis-.

satisfied the most, and they would easily communicate their dis-

contents to the generality, especially if poverty became intensified.

Things would be modified more and more in the old direction, till,

finally, there would be the inevitable counter-revolution, probably with-

out any fresh civil war, for which the governing class would no longer

have heart in face of the falling off of their supporters and their own

failing fanaticism. There would be a grand Kestoration, not of a

dynasty but of a Social System ;
the old system based on private

property and contracts, which has emerged, as a slow evolution under

every civilisation, as the system most suited to human nature in a

state of aggregation, and which is still more suitable and more

necessary under the circumstances, physical and social, of our complex
modern civilisations.

The system is by no means perfect, any more than the connected

economical and industrial system ;
but it is, nevertheless, an existing

fact, and it actually works in a not intolerable manner, while it is

susceptible of improvement and is being improved; whereas the

alternative system of Collectivism is one which could not become

realised, except at the most tremendous cost, and which would be found

fraught with evils, absurdities, and impracticabilities, and running

counter to the nature of man in every direction, even if it were

temporarily established.

WILLIAM GRAHAM.
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THE QUEEN AND LORD BEACONSFIELD

Ox the wall of Hughenden Church may be seen a memorial tablet,

recording the gratitude and affection of Queen Victoria for the

services and for the memory of a man who without question was the

most interesting and striking figure of her reign. The inscription

which it bears was written by the Queen herself.
l To the dear and

honoured memory/ so it runs,
* of Benjamin, Earl of Beacon'sfield,

this memorial is placed by his grateful and affectionate Sovereign and

friend, Victoria E.I.
"
Kings love him that speaketh right." Prov.

xvi. 13.' This inscription is in many ways noteworthy. To find a

memorial erected by a sovereign to a subject is in itself sufficiently

remarkable, but so rare an act of condescension is unique coupled

with public expressions of gratitude and friendship^.

These qualities are not common in kings accustomed to accept

devotion or service as their due, and even from Queen Victoria such

strong words read strangely when it is remembered that they are

from the hand of a queen of England towards one whom her ancestors

would have scorned as the son of a hated and despised race, whom to

this day some of her relatives and regal cousins hound and persecute

with all the unenlightened fervour of the middle ages. It was meet,

however, that in a Christian church such a memorial, raised by the

supreme head of that Church, to a Jew by blood and by every fibre

of his nature, should be rounded off by a quotation from the pro-

verbial philosophy of the most famous ruler of his race, and fitter

still that there should be found affixed to it a signature, the novelty

of which to English eyes recalls the fact that Lord Beaconsfield

aspired to rank with Bismarck and Cavour as the consolidator of

Imperial rule.

If in politics an opportunist, in character no man could have

exhibited greater consistency throughout a long life
;
and that Lord

Beaconsfield should lie, not in "Westminster Abbey surrounded by the

ashes of the ' Venetian party,' but among the villagers of a Bucking-
hamshire hamlet, under a memorial raised to him by the occupant of

the Throne, was a fit climax to the creed he professed in youth, and

carried with him to almost supreme power, and to the grave. If he

began political life amid the contemptuous jeers of a Tory House of
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Commons, he lived to receive the profound adulation and enjoy the
absolute confidence of the Conservative party. If the first thirty
years of his political existence were passed in the cold shadow of royal
disapprobation and dislike, he lived to become the darling of the
Court and to earn the inscription which adorns his tomb. These
variations of sentiment were in no way due to changes in Disraeli

himself, but rather to the slow appreciation by others of his rare

personality. His character never underwent any marked development,
while the ideas which wellnigh choked his youth found expression in

maturity and old age. In his political enthusiasms and hatreds he
was alike consistent and persevering. No one ever suspected him of

a weakness for the Whigs whom he hated, nor doubted his sympathy
for the people whom he trusted, and his regard for the Throne which
he upheld. As a Tory Democrat he appeared an abnormal growth
to the * sublime mediocrity

'

of Peel and of his party, yet he lived to

establish household suffrage and to convert the diadem of the English

kings into an Imperial crown.

In youth Disraeli brooded over problems of statecraft, and these

very problems he lived largely to solve as a minister. To those who
read his political tracts, cast by him into the original form of the

political novel, and who were familiar with his foppish appearance
and his florid style of speech, it appeared impossible that he should

figure in any other character than that of the political charlatan and
social buffoon. Yet over these prejudices, permanent in some

minds, completely overcome in others, Disraeli triumphed by sheer

force of talent and energy. With the dawn of a new era in

English politics, in 1832, his strenuous public life began ;
and when,

half a century later, he had had his fill of life and honour, men began
to appreciate how full the intervening years had been of indomitable

strife, devoted to the gradual conquest of the ear of the House of

Commons, of the confidence of the Conservative party, of the goodwill
of the Sovereign, and of the support of the nation. All these were

finally won, and this extraordinary child of Israel, whose ancestors

were unhappy refugees hunted from Spain to Venice, whose immediate

forbears were poor immigrants into a London suburb, sat himself

down in the seat of the chief of the House of Stanley, dictated his will

to the proudest aristocracy on earth, posed as the representative of

the English race among the assembled Powers of Europe, took Great

Britain into the hollow of his hand, clothed a nation boutiquiere with

Imperial purple, left behind him a cause identified with his name, and

a party strong enough to defend it, and finally sank into a grave
smothered with flowers by the hands of the people, and surmounted

by a memorial inscribed by the hand of the Queen. The Napoleonic
era of marvels furnishes no example more romantic of the triumph of

individual capacity over hostile conditions.

Although much has been made by political adversaries of the
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flattery by which Lord Beaconsfield is supposed to have influenced

the Queen, there is not a scrap of evidence to show that in his

relations to the Sovereign he employed arts or adopted methods

foreign to those used by Lord Aberdeen or by Sir Robert Peel.

The secret of his success lay not in subservience to the will of

the monarch, but in masculine appreciation of her sex. It is

noteworthy that among all his personal triumphs that over the Queen
was the longest deferred. In 1852, when he took office as Chancellor

of the Exchequer, his position as leader of the House of Commons
was assured. Yet it was with reluctance that the Conservative party,

under severe pressure from its chief, yielded to his leadership, and

even as late as 1867 powerful Tory peers, like Lord Lonsdale, were

known to doubt whether Disraeli would ever be loyally accepted by
the party in succession to Lord Derby as their head. That the

English people were far from placing trust in him was clear from the

minority in which for twenty-two years they left his following in

Parliament
;
and it was well known that in his office of Chancellor of

the Exchequer he had been unwillingly approved by the Queen, so

violent was her prejudice against him, mainly on the ground that the

holder of that office was not brought into personal contact with the

Sovereign. By 1874 the English people had been won over, and Mr.

Disraeli was at last, after a prolonged and patient novitiate, entrusted

with a large majority in the House of Commons. Thenceforth his

task was easy, and the entire confidence of his party was his reward

for the triumph they owed to his adroit leadership. Mr. Disraeli

then stepped from the ranks of clever politicians, and took his place

among European statesmen. It was at this time that the last barrier

between the Prime Minister and the Queen fell to the ground.

Dislike, dating from a time when Disraeli's bitter invective was

goading to fury Sir Robert Peel's friends, and among them the

Sovereign, had long since given way ;
but only half-confidence had

supervened, bred of mistrust in the alien and too nimble politician.

Now this in turn was swept aside, and Lord Beaconsfield filled the

place so long left vacant, and became the ' friend
'

of the Queen as well

as first minister of the Crown.

Antipathies, to a far greater extent than is generally supposed, have

a physical basis, and although Disraeli in youth possessed a certain

weird beauty, it was of a kind unlikely to attract favourably either men
or women of a northern race. When he first rose to address the House
of Commons on the 7th of December, 1837, he was

very showily attired, being dressed in a "bottle-green frock coat and a waistcoat of

white, of the Dick Swiveller pattern, the front of which exhibited a network of

glittering chains, large fancy-pattern pantaloons, and a black tie, above which no

shirt collar was visible, completed the outward man. A countenance liridly pale,

set out by a pair of intensely black eyes and a broad but not very high forehead

overhung by clustered ringlets of coal-black hair, which, combed away from the

right temple, fell in bunches of well-oiled small ringlets_over his left cheek.
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Then, again, his manner of speaking was not that to which the
House of Commons was accustomed. He is thus described by an
eye-witness :

His gestures were abundant: he often appeared as if trying with what celerityhe could move his body from one side to another, and throw his hands out and
draw them in again. At other times he flourished one hand before his face, and
then the other. His voice, too, is of a very unusual kind : it is powerful, and had
everyjustice done to it in the way of exercise

;
but there is something peculiar in it

which I am at a loss to characterise. His utterance is rapid, and he never seemed
at a loss for words. On the whole, and notwithstanding the result of his first

attempt, 1 am convinced he is a man who possesses many of the requisites of a
good debater. That he is a man of great literary talent few will dispute.

To eyes by long usage inclined to gauge a man by the symmetry of
his top boots and the stains on his hunting coat, or, as in the case
of Castlereagh or Althorp, to trust an orator in inverse ratio to his

intelligibility, Disraeli seemed untrustworthy and dangerous. Sober

men, too, looked askance at this
foreign-looking person who could

fashion an epigram as readily as they could knock over a cock pheasant
Even so cosmopolitan a bishop as Wilberforce, though he was fasci-

nated, could not recognise in him a countryman.
'
I enjoyed meeting

Disraeli/ he wrote as late as 1867. ' He is a marvellous man. Not a

bit a Briton, but all over an Eastern Jew
; but very interesting to talk

to.' Yet this was thirty years later than that famous first appearance
in Parliament, which had provoked alike uproarious mirth from an

undiscriminating assembly, and the well-remembered threat from its

victim that a day would come when they would be forced to give him
a hearing.

Certainly, when Bishop Wilberforce wrote, the time had long

passed when Disraeli had need to crave a hearing from the House of

Commons. In 1852 his 'pre-eminence in opposition had given
him an indisputable title

'

to the leadership of that assembly ; but,

strangely enough, popularity had not accrued to him with power.
Four years later his titular leader, Lord Derby, writing to Lord

Malmesbury, observed :
' As to Disraeli's unpopularity, I see it and

regret it, and especially regret that he does not see more of his

party in private ;
but they could not do without him, even if there

were anyone ready and willing to take his place.' Personal contact,

according to this practised and shrewd observer, was the cure for the

vehement prejudices of his party against their abnormal political

chief. 'Disraeli has no influence in the country/ observed Greville,

about this time,
' and a very doubtful position in his own party.

Yet personal contact rarely triumphs over prejudice, and proverbially

seldom strengthens respect unless the latent qualities in a man are

of the loftiest order. That this was the case with Mr. Disraeli seems

,not improbable, for certain it is that his foes were chiefly to be found

.among those to whom personally he was unknown, while few men
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have been so well served and so well liked by those with whom he

desired and claimed intercourse.

In the early years of her reign the Queen can have heard but

little of Disraeli. Although the chief of the Young England party,

and the author of novels that had a certain vogue, he and his following
were not at that time a serious factor in politics. To Disraeli, however,

to his romantic fondness for women, and to his reverence for the

stately aspect of the Throne, the Queen's personality already strongly

appealed. Had he not felt strongly the charm before which Lord

Melbourne and Peel succumbed, the celebrated passage in Sybil
could not have been written.

Hark ! it tolls ! All is over. The great bell of the metropolitan cathedral

announces the death of the last son of George the Third who probably will ever

reign in England. He was a good man : with feelings and sympathies ;
deficient

in culture rather than ability ;
with a sense of duty ;

and with something of the

conception of what should be the character of an English monarch. Peace to his

manes !

We are summoned to a different scene.

In a palace in a garden, not in a haughty keep, proud with the fame but dark

with the violence of ages ;
not in a regal pile, bright with the splendour, but soiled

with the intrigues of courts and factions
;
in a palace in a garden, meet scene for

youth, and innocence, and beauty, came a voice that told the maiden that she

must ascend her throne !

The council of England is summoned for the first time within her bowers.

There are assembled the prelates and captains and chief men of her realm
;
the

priests of the religion that consoles, the heroes of the sword that has conquered,
the votaries of the craft that has decided the fate of empires ;

men grey with

thought, and fame, and age ;
who are the stewards of divine mysteries, who have

toiled in secret cabinets, who have encountered in battle the hosts of Europe, who
have struggled in the less merciful strife of aspiring senates

; men, too, some of

them, lords of a thousand vassals and chief proprietors of provinces, yet not one of

them whose heart does not at this moment tremble as he awaits the first presence
of the maiden who must now ascend her throne.

A hum of half-suppressed conversation, which would attempt to conceal the

excitement which some of the greatest of them have since acknowledged, fills that

brilliant assemblage ;
the sea of plumes, and glittering stars, and gorgeous dresses.

Hush ! the portals open ;
she comes

;
the silence is as deep as that of a noontide

forest. Attended for a moment by her royal mother and the ladies of her court,
who bow and then retire, VICTORIA ascends her throne

;
a girl alone, and for

the first time, amid an assemblage of men.
In a sweet thrilling voice, and with a composed mien which indicates rather

the absorbing sense of august duty than an absence of emotion, THE QUEEN
announces her accession to the throne of her ancestors, and her humble hope that

divine Providence will guard over the fulfilment of her lofty trust.

The prelates and captains and chief men of her realm then advance to the

throne, and, kneeling before her, pledge their troth, and take the sacred oaths of

allegiance and supremacy.

Allegiance to one who rules over the land that the great Macedonian could
not conquer; and over a continent of which even Columbus never dreamed; to

the Queen of every sea, and of nations in every zone.

It is not of these that I would speak ;
but of a nation nearer her footstool, and

which at th moment looks to her with anxiety, with affection, perhaps with

hope. Fair and serene, she has the blood and beauty of the Saxon. Will it be-
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her proud destiny at length to bear relief to suffering millions, and, with that soft
hand which might inspire troubadours and guerdon knights, break the last links
in the chain of a Saxon thraldom P

It was in 1845 that Sybil was published, a year fertile with
events which for the first time brought Mr. Disraeli prominently to

the notice of the Queen and of the Prince Consort, and to which may
be traced a hostile prejudice lasting in the case of the Prince till his

death, and in the mind of the Queen for the space of a generation.
His attacks on Sir Kobert Peel, virulent and unrelenting, were

looked upon by the Sovereign, not as the legitimate assault by one

political opponent upon another, but as the stroke of an assassin at

the heart of a friend. The whole nature of the Prince, his sanity and

love of sober discussion, his loyalty and respect for character, his

economic mind and hatred of claptrap, revolted against the Protec-

tionist Ahithophel. To his Teutonic eyes Peel was the noble, broad-

minded English gentleman, slowly beaten down by the arts of this

Satanic Jew. It was a sentiment widely shared even by those glad

to make use of any stick, effectually tempered, with which to beat one

whom they feared as a despoiler and branded as a traitor. The Queen
shared the Prince's views, and when, six years later, she was obliged

to receive Mr. Disraeli as a minister, her reluctance was well known

and secretly condoned by her subjects.
' Make them fear you, and

they will kiss your feet,' said some one to Vivian Grey ;
and Disraeli

invariably took his own sermons to heart. He had made the House

of Commons fear him, and the House of Commons accepted the
* smile

for a friend and the sneer for the world
'

with which he enforced his

rule. That he, like his colleague George Smythe, could prove a

splendid failure he was determined should not be
;
and the obstacles

which hitherto had yielded to his untiring courage he was resolved

should be surmounted to the last.

* The only power,' said Coningsby,
* that has no class sympathy

is the Sovereign
'

;
and this thesis he was bent on proving, in spite of

the Sovereign herself. It was a question of perseverance, high daring,

and time. To him, a son of patriarchs whose span of life was counted

by centuries, the flight of time appeared a small factor. He was never

hurried. It seemed as if he, too, one of the chosen people, might

expect to live beyond the ordinary term of man's life. After twenty

years of strife for the lead of the House of Commons, he, an alien,

was at length the first man in that proud assembly. He could well

wait, if necessary, twenty more for the confidence of the English

people and that of their Sovereign.

With marvellous endurance and patient tenacity those heroic

qualities of his race he waited ;
and he had his reward.

' The most

wonderful thing,' wrote Bishop Wilberforce, not a friendly witness,

'

is the rise of Disraeli. It is not the mere assertion of talent, as you

hear so many say. It seems to me quite beside that. He has been
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able to teach the House of Commons almost to ignore Gladstone, and

at present lords it over him.'

It was to certain great qualities of character, as extraordinary as

his intellectual powers, that Mr. Gladstone himself bore witness in

asking the House of Commons to vote a public monument to Lord

Beaconsfield. These were his strong will, his long-sighted persistency

of purpose, his remarkable power of self-government, and last, not

least, his great parliamentary courage.
' I have known,' said Mr.

Gladstone,
* some score of ministers, but never any two who were his

equal in these respects.'

Had the Prince Consort lived, regard on his side must have fol-

lowed the inevitable intimacy into which the two men were thrown.

To Mr. Disraeli the Prince's qualities were apparent from the first.

Although in 1854, when jealousy of the Prince's position near the

Queen culminated in an attack upon him in Parliament, Disraeli

remained silent
;
he had written only a few days before a strong ex-

pression of favourable opinion.
* The opportunity,' he says,

' which

office has afforded me of becoming acquainted with the Prince filled

me with a sentiment towards him which I may describe, without

exaggeration, as one of affection.' That the feeling was far from

reciprocal is well known. The Prince's was not a nature to be taken

by storm. That he would have yielded, as the Queen yielded ulti-

mately, to the firm pressure of a powerful character no one can

reasonably doubt. Partisanship has invested Lord Beaconsfield in

later days with the attributes of those artful men who, as it has been

said, study the passions of princes and conceal their own, in order to

acquire and retain influence. If Lord Beaconsfield, in his dealings
with the Sovereign, stooped to the employment of arts, they were of

the simplest kind. He once described his method to a friend.
' I

never contradict,' he said
;

' I never deny ;
but I sometimes forget.'

To the bore or the Pharisee such maxims may seem degrading ;
but

there is many a man, under the pressure of ministerial or domestic

sufferings, who will envy the serene philosophy of Lord Beaconsfield.

Chance is often the determining factor in our likes and dislikes
;.

and it so happened that the year 1874, which gave Mr. Disraeli his

majority, establishing him a second time Prime Minister, was psycho-

logically favourable to his influence at Court. His first administra-

tion, seven years before, extending over a few months only, had given
him inadequate opportunity. Now his personal magnetism could be

employed under circumstances altogether favourable. The Queen
had been engaged for some time in the heart-stirring task of recon-

structing for the perusal of her people the Life of the Prince Consort.

To contemplate old journals and letters, to permit the past to invade

the present, to revive the memory of youth and friends long dead,

is to open the heart and mind to new and kindling impressions.
The Queen was enabled to realise afresh how much she had lost. Of
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the friends of her girlhood not one remained
;
and of those who had

stood near the throne during her early married life, Lord Russell

alone was left already in the half-shadow of death. Almost the

last link with the past snapped by the death in May 1874 of M. Van
de Weyer, who had been the friend of her uncle, King Leopold, and
had received a large and intimate share of the confidence of the

Queen. For reasons, some obvious and some obscure, Mr. Gladstone

followed rather in the steps of Palmerston and Derby than those of

Aberdeen and Peel, whom in character he far more closely resembled.

Certain it is that his relation to the Queen, though it may have been

that of a trusted minister, was not that of a friend. Mr. Disraeli

succeeded, however, in re-inspiring sentiments which had for long
lain dormant

;
and once more in the old place occupied by Lord

Melbourne, in her charming and helpless girlhood, before the days
when she could look to her Permanent Minister for guidance, there

stood a minister who was at once the Queen's constitutional adviser

and her private friend.

Disraeli's chivakous devotion to women is abundantly clear from

his novels, but it has been made clearer still to those, Mr. Froude

among them, who have had access to his unpublished letters to Mrs.

Brydges Williams, now in the possession of Lord Rothschild, and who

were cognisant of his almost daily correspondence with another lady

of great powers of mind and personal charm, who, to the deep
sorrow of all who knew her, has recently followed the leader whom
she honoured with her friendship. His loyal devotion to Lady
Beaconsfield and the adoration he inspired in her have for long been

notorious. What wonder, then, that to Disraeli, a romanticist in

statecraft, an idealist in politics, and a Provencal in sentiment, his

chivalrous regard for the sex should have taken a deeper complexion
when the personage was not only a woman but a queen ? In trifles

Disraeli never forgot the sex of the Sovereign. In great affairs he

never appeared to remember it. To this extent the charge of

flattery brought against him may be true. He approached the Queen
with the supreme tact of a man of the world, than which no form of

flattery can be more effective and more dangerous. So far the

indictment against him may be upheld. The word ' subservience
'

is

the translation of this simple fact into the language of political

malice. It has been freely used, and events of such vast import as

the Imperial Title and the Congress of Berlin were put down by

political adversaries to the flexibility of the courtier rather than to

the supreme volition of the statesman. If it was true of Charles

Earl Grey that he

Wrought in brave old age what youth had planned,

it was equally true of Lord Beaconsfield. It was noticed that he

had always a fantastic taste for the outward and visible side of a cause
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or of an idea, and the Imperial notion in Tancred readily took the

shape of the Imperial Titles Bill. There is a passage in this novel,

written thirty years before the Queen assumed the title of Empress
of India, before the first use outside India of Indian troops in Imperial

interests, and before the hold of England upon Alexandria was ob-

tained by the purchase for four millions of the Khedive's shares in

the Suez Canal. It runs thus :

You must perform the Portuguese scheme on a great scale
; quit a petty and

exhausted position for a vast and prolific empire. Let the Queen of the English
collect a great fleet, let her stow away all her treasure, bullion, gold plate, and

precious arms
;
be accompanied by all her Court and chief people, and transfer the

seat of her empire from London to Delhi. There she will find an immense

empire ready made, a first-rate army, and a large revenue. ... I will take care

of Syria and Asia Minor. The only way to manage the Affghans is by Persia and

by the Arabs. We will acknowledge the Empress of India as our suzerain, and

secure for her the Levantine coast. If she like, she shall have Alexandria as she

now has Malta : it could be arranged. Your Queen is young ;
she has an avenir.

Aberdeen and Sir Peel will never give her this advice
;
their habits are f6rmed

;

they are too old, too ruses. But, you see ! the greatest empire that ever existed;

besides which she gets rid of the embarrassment of her Chambers ! And quite

practicable ;
for the only difficult part, the conquest of India, which baffled Alex-

ander, is all done !

Looking at the dreams of Mr. Disraeli in 1847, and the achieve-

ments of Lord Beaconsfield in 1877, it is scarcely a matter of

surprise that the Queen of England, who cannot fail to appreciate, in

keen personal degree, the glorification of British authority over the

world, should yield willingly her favour and support such a minister.

It was not difficult for the Queen, when she appeared to maintain her

own will, to be found in reality carrying out that of her Imperial Chan-

cellor.
' I had to prepare the mind of the country,' Mr. Disraeli

once said,
' to educate if it be not too arrogant to use such a phrase

to educate our party.' He did in truth educate, not only his party
but his countrymen at large, and finally the Sovereign. His party
he converted to that form of Tory Democracy which sanctioned the

Eeform Bill of 1867. His countrymen he converted from a ' nation

of shopkeepers
'

into Rhodesian Imperialists, and inflicted a mortal

wound upon the Manchester school. The Queen he converted from
a Whig Sovereign into the Empress of India. It was the spirit of

the age, he would himself have said, which he did no more than inter-

pret. A cool and friendly foreign critic said of England in the early
seventies that she had '

fallen into disrepute among nations,' and
that the fate of Holland was everywhere foretold for her. England
with her teeming millions, requiring more than ever an outlet into

fresh lands for her people, and new markets for her commerce, may
have grown restive under this dangerous and unworthy suspicion.
Lord Beaconsfield may have done no more than follow the example
of Sir Robert Peel in 1846, and gauge accurately the poignant
necessities of the epoch over which he was called upon to preside.
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It is impossible to deny to him the attribute of rare political insight.
When in March 1873 he refused to take office, but declared never-

theless that the Tory party then occupied the ' most satisfactory

position which it has held since the days of its greatest statesmen,
Mr. Pitt and Lord Grrenville

'

;
that it had '

divested itself of those

excrescences which are not indigenous to its native growth, but which
in a time of long prosperity were the consequence sometimes of

negligence, and sometimes, perhaps, in a certain degree, of igno-
rance'

; although his political adversaries laughed, within a year Mr.

Disraeli had the laugh on his side, and what he called the '

career of

plundering and blundering
' on the part of the Liberal party had

come to a disastrous end. As the shadows gathered round him, the

love of prophecy, deep-seated in his race, often gleamed out. In

1880 he said to a friend,
' I give myself two years more of life.' To

the Queen he gave twenty. Not long before he had penned his

famous letter to the Duke of Marlborough. No manifesto was ever

more criticised, and even his warmest friends cavilled at the prophetic

allusions to the adoption of Home Eule by his political adversaries.

It was indeed early days to speak of the party then led by Lord

Hartington as being
*

ready to challenge the imperial character of the

realm
'

;
as a party that, having

'

failed to enfeeble the colonies by
their policy of decomposition, may perhaps now recognise in the dis-

integration of the United Kingdom a mode which will not only

accomplish but precipitate their purpose.' The phrases are those

of a hostile parliamentary critic, but the prescience is that of a

statesman or a prophet.

The Queen parted from her minister with unfeigned sorrow. On
this man who had complained that all existence was an ennui or an

anxiety, but who nevertheless said of his dying wife '

for thirty-three

years she has never given me a dull moment,' this man who was

accused by his friends of taciturnity, who was but twice seen to laugh,

and who '

kept all his fireworks for when women were present,' the

Queen had bestowed that strong regard which had not been given to

any Prime Minister since Lord Aberdeen. Honours for himself, an

earldom, the garter, honours for his friends, all these things were

nothing. They were the due of any minister who chose to press for

them. The ' affection and friendship
'

of the Sovereign could not be

claimed as a right. They had no necessary place in a Prime

Minister's Gazette. If the Queen chose to visit Hughenden, and

walk on the south terrace among her minister's peacocks, much as

years and years before she had visited Drayton, her line of ministers

between Peel and Lord Beaconsfield had no legitimate cause of

complaint. Like Mordecai, he was the man whom the Sovereign

delighted to honour.
' Attended this week the opening of Parliament

'

writes Arch-

bishop Tait in his journal of 1877 :
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the Queen being present and wearing for the first time, some one says, her crown

as Empress of India. Lord Beaconsfield was on her left side, holding aloft the

sword of state. At five the House again crammed to see him take his seat
;
and

Slingsby Bethell, equal to the occasion, read aloud the writ in very distinct tones.

All seemed to be founded on the model,
' What shall be done to the man whom

the king delighteth to honour ?
'

It was exactly forty years, that mystic number of the Jewish race,

from the day when the newly-elected member for Shrewsbury had

taken his seat for the first time in the House of Commons. Then,

despised as a clever, unscrupulous dandy, jeered at as a fop who had

mistaken his vocation, hanging on to the skirts ofLord Lyndhurst with

one hand and those of Lady Blessington with the other, he seemed

destined to perpetual failure. Now, standing on the left side of the

Queen, bearing aloft the sword of state, an Earl and First Minister of

the Crown, the most conspicuous figure at that moment in Europe, he

had achieved the wildest improbabilities of which his romantic youth
had dreamed. A few years more, and he was back at Hughend'en, a

broken, dying man, whose web of life was woven at last, spending
months in absolute solitude, with only the shadows of the past about

him. ' " Dreams ! dreams ! dreams !

"
he murmured as he gazed into

the fire,' records a visitor to Hughenden, and they had been in truth

the staple of his life. Mr. Disraeli as a novelist a dreamer of

dreams had preceded Mr. Disraeli the politician. Lord Beaconsfield

as a novelist survived Lord Beaconsfield the statesman. Vivian Grey
and Endymion they mark the beginning and the end. To the
' dear and honoured memory

'

of this extraordinary man his Sovereign
inscribed her gratitude and affection. Perhaps to such feelings as

these, ever inspired in those nearest to him, may be attributed the

secret of his triumph over conditions apparently so hostile.

That Lord Beaconsfield's character presented aspects repellent to

the political purists cannot be questioned ;
and that politics were

oftener than not to him a game or a fine piece of strategy rather than a

conflict of principle must be unquestioned. It is perhaps not doubtful

that he feigned some sentiments he was far from feeling, and masked
others that he felt deeply. The dictum that far-reaching ambition

and perfect scrupulousness can hardly co-exist in the same mind he

perhaps exemplified. By the Queen this incompatibility was noticed,,

when it was indeed painfully obvious, and she shrank from the spectacle.
As years rolled on, the conflict grew less glaring, and the Queen's

attention, together with those of her subjects, became fixed on the finer

qualities of the man. His pertinacity and undaunted courage, his

patience under obloquy, his untiring energy, his high conception of

the honour and keen regard for the interests of England all these

characteristics were recognised and admired. There was one quality r

however, which is rare in statesmen, and even if present is not always

patent to the world. In a leader of men it is the key to success, and
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in an aspirant to fame the secret of power. Dizzy, as he was for so

long affectionately called, possessed the inestimable quality of perfect

loyalty to his friends. He was never known to forget a kindness or

ignore a service. He was never suspected of having betrayed a
follower or forgotten a partisan. However irritating the blunder,
however black the catastrophe, Mr. Disraeli could be relied on in the
hour of need. His personal hatreds were well under control '

I

never trouble to be avenged,' he once said to the writer
;

* when a man
injures me I put his name on a slip of paper and lock it up in a
drawer. It is marvellous how men I have thus labelled have the
knack of disappearing !

'

In judging men, though not infallible, he
seldom erred. Among his opponents, long before they had made a

mark, he noticed the present Prime Minister and the present leader

of the House of Commons. The former he took some pains to attract.

Of the latter he said,
' He is the only man in the House, except my-

self, who knows the history of his country.' When Lord Hartington.
was making his first speech in Parliament, Mr. Disraeli turned to the

colleague sitting next him and murmured,
' This young man will do.'

Among his friends he showed equal discrimination. His reliance

upon Lord Cairns, the most powerful aud courageous intellect in the

Cabinet of 1874, was absolute : and during his absence at the Congress
of Berlin it was to the Chancellor that he very wisely looked to sus-

tain the burden of Government at home. He appointed to the

Primacy a prelate second to none in statesmanlike qualities and force

of character. In his selection of Lord Lytton for the viceroyalty he

was perhaps not so successful
;
but to this choice he was impelled by

feelings which, if they occasionally overwhelm the judgment, are a

source of strength to the vanquished. It was, however, among men

younger than himself that he commonly sought his intimate friends.

As the leader of '

Young England
' he had found himself separated

by nearly fifteen years from the majority of his little following. Like

Mr. Pitt like Peel he drew about him in later life a knot of young
men for whom he was the centre of interest, and who have kept his

memory green. To some of these his whole heart went forth. If

his letters to the present Lord Kothschild, and to Lord Kowton, were

to be published, this side of Disraeli's character would receive due

recognition. He loved to deal in superlatives, both in writing and

in talk, and they were no exaggeration of the depth of his feeling for

those he really liked. His profound and admiring regard for women,
and his warm affection for his friends, are the salient points in the

domestic character of Lord Beaconsfield. That the Queen should,

with her sensitive appreciation of these qualities, have come under

the charm of her minister's personality was in no way surprising.

Finally, from his proud loyalty to the Hebrew race he never for a

moment swerved. For eighteen centuries that race has been slowly

taking possession of the civilised world. Through the martyrdom of
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individual souls Jewish morality has changed the face of the globe.

The conduct of the European peoples modern civilisation as it is

called is their work
;
while in art, in music, and in letters they have

more than held their own. Power, of an overt and conspicuous kind,

has, however, for eighteen centuries been denied to men of their

blood. Disraeli broke the spell. In July 1878, in the capital of the

greatest military nation of our time, among the heroes and statesmen

who had created Imperial Germany, among the representatives of the

civilised nations of Europe, congregated there to check Russia in her

victorious career, and maintain the equal balance of European autho-

rity, the most observed and conspicuous personage was not Bismarck,
nor Moltke, nor Andrassy, nor any prince nor emperor of them all,

but the slim and still youthful figure that with pale and haggard
face and slow step, leaning on the arm of his private secretary, was

seen day by day to cross the square from the Kaiserhof to the Congress,
the representative of the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland and

Empress of India the figure of Lord Beaconsfield the Jew.

REGINALD B. BRETT.
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BIRDS AND THEIR PERSECUTORS

TWENTY years ago in Italy melody was to be heard all over the

country. The labourer going home to bed through the vines sang
his stomello or his rispetto to the sleeping fields. The boy who
drove his yoked oxen or cows in the big square cart beguiled the

way with song, joyous or amorous. The guitar and the mandoline

were heard at dusk at every farmhouse door, and in the streets of the

towns youths went singing and playing till the moon was high.

There was music all over the land, along the hedgerows as in the

city lanes, under the poplars and mulberries as beneath the walls of

citadel and baptistery. How many a time at sunset or in the star-

light have I listened to the beautiful canzone of the peasantry when

the sweetness of the vine flower, filled the atmosphere or the dropped
acacia blossom shed its smell on garden paths. Now rarely are these

wood notes wild ever heard to lighten and spiritualise toil.

The chiming of innumerable bells then answered one another from

all the belfries on all the hills through every village feast day or holy

eve, in deep-drawn, swaying waves of sound, sweet as the smell of

the wild thyme over which the lullaby of the chimes seemed to float

in benediction. Every church had its own especial tone and measure,

and when one grew familiar with them it was easy to distinguish each

by its way of ringing or cadence of metal. Nothing was ever more

soothing and melodious than all those various chimes answering one

another across the hills and valleys in the hush and fragrance of

summer. When I used to sit under the shade of magnolias in my
gardens I could count seven chimes ringing from seven belfries

S. Giusto, Marignolli, S. Maria, Soffiano, S. Vitale, Grioggoli, and

S. Bartolo some of these deep and sonorous in tone as muffled

drums, some clear and sweet as a lark's carol
;

all calling to and

answering one another across the fields and woods dividing them, the

majestic cadence of the monastery of Val d' Ema coming across the

waters to complete the litany. Now all is mute, or nearly so
;

superior legislative wisdom has decreed that church bells are a

nuisance and offence
; they are rung but rarely, briefly, timidly, the

whole peal scarcely ever. Any Prud'homme or Dryasdust who dwells

near a belfry may say that the ringing annoys him, and it is silenced,

whether in town or ..country.

45
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I know one old church tower which is as old as the days of

Matilda and Theodora
;
beautiful in sombre colours, like a Rembrandt

;

standing on a knoll amongst olives, looking westward over the vale of

the Arno. It has a fine peal of most harmonious bells, but nothing is

heard from it now except one bell, sorrowfully and monotonously ding-

donging to call its peasant worshippers to Mass. But there are other

sounds which are still sweeter, and should be still more sacred than

the chimes of the bells, and that is the song of the birds, which every

year, alas ! grows less and less often heard the loveliest sound on

earth when it rises from dewy grass or trills from blossoming tree.

This also, like the music of the bells, is dying out and leaving the

world the poorer. It is not the fault of the bells or the birds ;
it is

the fault of man.

Yesterday I was in a hill-side pine wood in the Lucchesia. It was

at a considerable altitude, and the mountains and the plains were

outspread far and wide below me in the golden haze of a setting

autumnal sun. Great woods stretched around me in all directions
;

the broom and furze, the heather and ferns were growing thickly to-

gether on many a square mile, whilst the sea wind blew over them

from the sea shore on the west. Nature had made these woods a

paradise for birds ;
but in them, save one little bird (a willow wren, I

think), not a wing was seen, not a note was heard. On my homeward

road I met a person, well clothed, followed by a boy carrying nets and

poles and osier cages, in which were, recently captured, many chaf-

finches, two goldfinches, some fieldfares, and one of those useful and

rare birds the great woodpecker, who sat upright and tragic as a

figure of Napoleon on the Rock. It is to such methods of capture as

these that the silence of the woods is due. Year after year, genera-
tion after generation, these methods are followed wherever a tree

stands or a sod of grass grows. The result is inevitable, pitiful,

monstrous. The most ignorant must know something of the utility

of the great woodpecker, and his marvellous skill at carpentry, and

the raids he makes on the insects hidden under the bark, which with-

out him in time would be the death of the tree. He has no song ;

he is not edible
;
he will not live a week if caged ; yet he is merci-

lessly trapped and carried away from his native woods to die.

When I say that he is not edible I mean that he is not considered

so
;
but to the Italian everything is edible

;
it is a nation without

a palate. It steeps a hare in fennel and eats salt with melons. The
craze for devouring birds of all kinds is a species of fury from the Alps
to Etna

; they crunch the delicate bodies between their jaws with

disgusting relish, and a lark only represents to them a succulent morsel

for the spit or pasty. The trade in larks all over the world is enormous

and execrable, and is as large in England as in Italy. It should at

once be made penal by heavy fines on the trappers, the vendors, and
the eaters, or ere long no more will the lark be heard on the earth. It
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is admitted by all who know anything of the subject that agriculture
would be impossible without the aid of birds, as the larvse and

developed insects of all kinds would make a desert of the entire area of

cultivated land. This is well known
; yet all over the world the de-

struction of birds rages unchecked, and no attempt is made to protect

them, to interdict their public sale, and to enable them to nest and
rear their young in peace. A scientific writer has said that the

destruction of the individual is unimportant, but the destruction of

the type is a crime. (He was speaking of the destruction of the

great auk.) As matters go now, unless some stringent measures are

taken, the birds of Europe will, in the next century, be as extinct as

is now the dinornis. The ornithophil societies of France and Switzer-

land have more than once written to me that unless birds be protected
in Italy they must perish all over Europe, since so great a variety
of races wing their way to the south in winter, and there are

ruthlessly murdered. Switzerland says that millions of her birds (in-

sectivorous songsters) leave her for Italy in autumn, never in spring to

return. No representation of this fact produces any impression on

Italians
; they do not believe that birds aid their crops and clean their

vines. They wish to eat them
; they are impervious to any other

considerations, and so they continue to destroy lovely and useful little

lives, butchered to lie in rotting heaps in the market-places or be sold

at two farthings a head. In autumn numerous tribes of northern

nesting song birds come southward, and their piping and trilling is

heard for a week or two in the fields and hedges, under the willows of

watercourses, and among the furze and chestnut scrub of the hills.

Then it is silenced. Trap, or gun, or net, or poison have done their

work. The huge low-spread nets called panatoie capture hundreds

in a forenoon. There is no distinction or discernment in the wholesale

murder. The decree is, Let every winged thing die.

Along the little streamlets, by the banks of rivers, among the

reeds and rushes, anywhere where there is water, men wait at day-
break to snare or slay the birds as they come to drink

;
and again at

sunset, when the birds, large and small, fly down to slake their thirst,

the same brutal foes lie hidden to destroy them. As are the dogs'

lives in the cities so are the birds' lives in the country ; they are hunted

from dawn to dark. Even within the towns the birds are no safer
;

the blackcap and merle, the linnet and chaffinch, the bullfinch and

goldfinch, which would be numerous in Italian towns were they let

alone, are caught by nooses or shot without pity.

The thistle seed so eagerly sought and eatenby the goldfinch should

make that beautiful bird precious to those who have neither sight for

his plumage, or ear for his song. The grubs and larvse of injurious

insects turned up by the bills of blackbirds and nightingales should

render them sacred to those to whom their melody says nothing.

All the tribes of finches are invaluable as grub hunters and aphis
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eaters on the grounds where they feed and breed. Italian agricul-

turists bitterly bemoan the fact that their fields are ravaged by insect

hordes of every kind, that their fruits drop off unripe, and that their

vegetables are eaten to the root by snails and caterpillars, and through
the root by wireworms and grubs. There is, indeed, a close time in

most countries, but it is too short to be effective
;

it begins too late

to protect birds in their amorous season, when they are most easily

approached and taken, and ends too soon to save the later young
broods from being seized or shot whilst scarcely fledged.

I have repeatedly seen during the close time linnets, finches,

grosbeaks, and nightingales hawked wild in the streets of Eome

by boys who held them at the end of a string, and flung the

terrified little things into carriages or shops, or on to people's

shoulders, on the chance of sale. I have often bought them and set

them free on their own Campagna. Perhaps it is not wise to do so,

since it encourages the traffic in them
;
but I think a friend of mine

was right when he said once,
* Let me do a little good, make some-

thing happy, when and while I can
;
our poor short lives cannot

pretend to compete with the huge infinitude of evil/

Much protection might be effected by prohibition to shoot or trap

within any city or town, or near it : say, not within three miles of it.

The slaughter would be largely checked if all wild birds, dead or alive,

were forbidden to be brought through the gates of any city or town.

The bunches of soft-plumaged little bodies swinging in dirty hands,

the crowds of fluttering, trembling winged things pent together in

low osier cages or crates, would not then wound the sight and heart

of the lover of birds as he passes through town or village, as it does

now. I have seen barrows full of birds so caged thus openly offered

for sale in the close time, and the sellers to escape conviction and

fine had the impudence to declare they were old caged birds, when

many of them were the scarcely full-fledged offspring of that summer,
and all were plainly, by their miserable and restless manner, birds

caught only a few hours previously ; they were being sold for two

soldi each, even as the afternoon wore away for still less !

To speak of the sorrow of such sad sights to an Italian to

almost any Italian, high or low, male or female is to provoke
ridicule and be accounted a monomaniac and a bore. There is no

kind of feeling for birds in Italy. They are classed, in the Italian

mind, with beetles, rats, and vermin generally. All their exquisite
loveliness of movement, of form, of mode of life, which makes even a

songless bird a miracle of charm and poetry, says nothing whatever

to the Italian mind. They are good in frys and pasties ;
that is all

the Italian mind thinks of birds, whether it be the mind of a prince
or of a peasant.

1

By what means, then, can it ever be possible to

1 There are, of course, some exceptions, such as Prince Gravina, who has constantly

brought a Protection of Birds Bill before the Chamber.
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obtain any safety for birds in this country? There is only one

possibility : if it could be brought home to the population, or at

least that portion of it which is in authority, what an immense
amount of injury is done to the land by this destruction of birds,

there would be a chance of such slaughter being forbidden or greatly
limited. When the locusts appear in large swarms in some districts,

as they did in Tuscany last year, there is for the moment loud

talk of forbidding the capture and slaughter of birds for three or

four years ; but, unhappily, when the locusts go the fear of them goes
also

;
the lesson which they taught is forgotten, and the measure is

shelved. The Exchequer wants the money brought in by the gun
tax, and the Government is afraid of alienating the millions whose

highest idea, both of sport and of rapture, is to shoot a nesting gold-

finch or wring the neck of a noosed nightingale. Over and over

again has the project of enforcing an absolute preservation of all

insectivorous birds been before the Chambers, been considered by
ministers, and urged by prefects and syndics ;

but invariably it has

come to nothing through the fear of displeasing the electorate and

interfering with the pleasures of the mob.

Yet the insect plagues increase, as I have said, with every year.

Mosquitoes, flies, wasps, moths, caterpillars large and small, and the

red ant, which swarms in houses and devours all kinds of food with

incredible rapidity all these are a hundredfold more numerous than

they were in bygone years ;
whilst the great ash-coloured locust

appears in millions, which cover and desolate whole districts, leaving
no green blade or leaf alive. Whose is the fault ? Who lets the

larvae-eating and the insect-killing birds be murdered in the very
season of their usefulness ? Who lets the swallows, who would rid

the air of winged pests in their graceful circling flight, be shot

down in scores as they flash in the morning sun or skim the water at

even-time for a bath and drink ? I have known hundreds of swal-

lows and martins come to make their nests as April brought them

home, and I have known these innocent and useful returning pil-

grims destroyed almost entirely before June was passed, two or three

at most being left of the happy bands which had come back so

joyously and trustingly to the roofs of men. The penalty for slaying

a swallow or martin could not be placed too high. All day long and

until it is quite night this bird seldom rests, and in his buoyant

flight is ridding the air of men's worst pests. It seems scarcely

conceivable that even the ingratitude and stupidity of human beings
can have gone so far as to destroy this scavenger of the air, who does

a work for men which they are wholly incapable of doing for them-

selves, and one which is absolutely invaluable. I leave out of the

question all the beauty of the bird, his grace, his fidelity, his in-

genuity in architecture, his intelligence in his travel and self-guid-

ance
;
I speak merely of his unrecompensed and untiring utility, and
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I say that to let such a creature be destroyed by thousands to please

the brute, the cad. and the fool is an act of madness in those who

are the makers of legislation.

So is it to destroy the big white owl and the common little brown

owl, both of which are so numerous naturally in Italy, building in

all the old towers, spires, belfries, and villa roofs
;
but they also

are mercilessly killed, and the mice and other vermin rejoice and

multiply. Often, in the quiet country nights of summer, when the

moon makes earth fair with a more spiritual light than that of

day, a shot rudely breaks the peace and charm of the hour
;

it is a

peasant, or the marquis his master, firing at an owl or a nightingale

as one or the other softly flits through the radiance above the seeding

grass or the bearded wheat. There is a horrible night method also

of taking nesting birds which is common in all parts of Italy. Men
tie Ianthorns to long poles and shove the lights up into the trees, or

vines, or bushes, with much noise and hooting ;
the shifting lights

so terrify the birds, wakened out of their sleep, that they fly madly
to and fro, and fall an easy prey to their persecutors.

This is considered a very amusing diversion, and children are al-

lowed as a treat to crush the skulls of the little birds snared in the nets.

The duke and duchess are as eager for these noble pastimes as their

ploughman and his wench. The amusement of the uccelliera pleases

high and low alike. The prince and cardinal find a great glee in its

stupid butchery, as do the country lout and city cad. The patrician

woman claps her jewelled hands, and the sleek ecclesiastic purrs with

pleasure as the victims are snared, caught, and either killed or caged.

The children alike of the duke and of the day-labourer are allowed

as their most coveted reward the right to slay the trapped birds by

pressing the skull till it breaks.
' Give me ! give me ! give me !

'

cry a dozen little lords and ladies as each bird flutters down, and

the feathered prey is torn living from hand to hand in eager rivalry,

until the victor in triumph crushes or bites through its head. What
can be expected from such an education ? This method of amusing
idle hours could be justly made illegal, whether for ecclesiastics or

laymen, for not only is it one of the most prominent causes of the

ruthless murder of birds, but the '

sport
'

is one degrading to manhood,
and to childhood most demoralising.

It is not, however, worse than that of aristocratic English children,

who go with the keepers to see rabbits bolted from their holes, or

rats hunted from stacks and killed, and who in their daily walks see

in their fathers' parks the steel trap and the pole trap set for fur and

feather.

England at least, who always considers herself appointed to be the

schoolmistress of the world, should hasten to show an example of

clemency and wisdom with regard to birds and, by enlarging the Birds'

Protection Act, which is at present scarcely more than a farce, enforce
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the careful and universal protection of them throughout the country,

despite the opposition of landowners and the ignorance of peasants.
The bill now in contemplation empowering County Councils to do as

they choose with regard to birds will be still more mischievous than

the one now existing.

The small nation of Denmark and her sisters has proved capable
of doing this good work effectively. The child who touched a nest in

the land of Hamlet would be severely punished, and the agriculturists

have been instructed to see in the bird their most precious ally. But

England remains in this matter, as inmany others, barbarous and blind.

The naturalist has much to answer for in both hemispheres, and

it is not possible to hear with patience any naturalist speak of his

love for nature. He loves to destroy nature. No one who truly

loved it could bear to skin and stuff forms late instinct and radiant

with life, and keep these parodies of life beside him under glass. No
sentiment contains love which shows itself by inflicting death. In

birds more than in any other creature the immobility of death is

horrible, because it stands in such cruel contrast to the vivacity and

vitality which have been destroyed.

Berwick, in his Memoirs, speaks of having in his youth knocked

down a bird with a stone.

'The little victim dropped from the tree, and I picked it up.
It was alive, and looked me piteously in the face, and, as I thought,
could it have spoken, it would have asked me why I had taken away
its life. I felt greatly hurt at what I had done, and did not quit it

all the afternoon. I turned it over, admiring its plumage, its feet,

its bill, and every part of it. It was a bullfinch. This was the last

bird I killed.'

But he adds, unhappily, that many have been killed for him,
which spoils his confession. It is hard to understand how so kind-

hearted a man can have endured to draw from dead birds.

I do not feel such utter despair before the dulness and brutish

barbarity of the peasantry of any nation as I do before the absolute

indifference and cruel egotism of those who are called gentle people.

The one is a clod of earth
;
if you can succeed in moving it you may

sow a little good seed under it : the other is a polished slab of marble,

under which nothing can grow, which you can never stir by any

lever, and which you may try to pulverise for ever in vain.

I believe birds are constantly supposed to be destroying fruit

when they are eating insects invisible to us. I saw a blackbird one

day occupied at a bunch of ripe grapes on my wall. Poised on out-

stretched wings, he kept incessantly darting at it, and continued to

do so for many minutes. When he at last flew away I went and

looked at the bunch : he had not touched or perforated a single

grape ;
therefore he had of course been eating the insects and aphidse

within the cluster.

E 2
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Even if birds did eat some fruit, or spoil some, who would grudge
them a share of it who had any sense or generosity ? They do good

enough to earn their wage, if there be no tenderer feeling for them.

The avarice, stupidity, and greed of people who deal in fruit need

not, perhaps, surprise us
;
but I am frequently annoyed and pained to-

find the same bad qualities in people of high breeding and culture.

An English lady known to me, of gentle disposition and kind heart,

yet told me tranquilly that she had ordered her gardeners to kill all

blackbirds and bullfinches in her gardens,
'

because,' she added,
'

they

destroy the cherries and plums/ She is not a person who needs to-

sell her fruit, and she goes to the house in question about two months
in the year, not always that. Another acquaintance of mine (Eng-

lish) wrote to me from her yacht,
* We bought seventeen goldfinches,

just caught, and took them on board
;
but they have all of them died

except one.' She appeared to have no perception of the cruelty of

her action in taking these wild woodland birds out to sea, where it

was impossible to give them food adapted to them. If on such

persons as these, highly born, well educated, removed from all want

or temptation, it is impossible to produce any effect, how can one

hope to influence the ignorant, dense, and all-devouring peasantry of

any land ?

As I write this a robin hops up the stone balustrade of the terrace ~

he looks at me brightly and fearlessly. There is a large bamboo in a

pottery vase on the top of the terrace
;
he hops up to it and busies

himself inside its branches for awhile, then looks at me again, flies

away on to another bamboo which grows on the lawn, and sings a

song of thanks. How lovely are all his movements
;
how beautiful is

his glance ;
how bright is the sheen of his plumage ;

how charming^
are his buoyancy and confidence. Kill him ! As soon would I kill a
child that loved me.

The upper world talks a great deal of its duty to educate the
lower

; why does it not educate itself first ?

A well-known ornithophile, Carl O'huelsen, in a recent article in?

which he deplores the futility of the preservation of birds in the

northern countries, since those birds migrating in search of food and
warmth are mercilessly murdered on migration to the southern coun-

tries, says that international legislation should protect them. But
how is this to be brought about ? How is it to be enforced if it

were brought about ? He says that the bird as a guest in the south

should be respected. But unfortunately the south would reply that

it is an uninvited guest, a trespasser ;
and the south is too greedy

and too stupid to regard it as anything else. Members of the royal
house take pleasure in killing nightingales with slender little javelins
made for the purpose- What use, then, is it to tell the peasantry
that birds are sacred ? All the world over kings, princes, and ministers

find their pleasure in wholesale slaughter. With what consistency can
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slaughter be forbidden to the populace ? International action is infi-

nitely to be desired
;
but how is it to be obtained ? Italy, the greatest

slaughterer of birds, will always refuse adherence to any such project.
The whole temper of the Italian people would make any laws ordaining
mercy to winged or four-footed creatures a dead letter. As for

educating them to different feelings, it is a pure chimera.

Legislation as regards birds is environed with many difficulties.

It is hard to know how a law is broken over miles of wild country,
within park walls, along solitary shores, and on lonely hillsides. But

great good would be effected if birds were prohibited as food
;

if all

nets, traps, gins, bird-lime, and call-birds were made illegal ;
and if

punt shooting and night netting of water birds were forbidden. In

Italy, if birds were not allowed to be brought within the gates of a

town, their slaughter and capture would be much diminished, and if

the gun tax were raised the crowds of cads who ravage the country
fields would be greatly lessened. If the uccellario and panatoie of

the richer classes were made unlawful, the numbers thus sacrificed

would be also much diminished. As many as six or seven hundred

birds of all kinds are frequently caught in one morning by these

means on a single field or in a single shrubbery. It is a disgraceful
and degrading pastime of the rich, and should be made illegal. Not
less degrading and inexcusable is the pigeon-shooting from traps so

popular in England. The one act of my life which fills me with the

most acute regret and remorse is that in early years I gave a silver

cigar-case to be shot for at Hurlingham by the Lords and Commons.

My excuse, if it can be called one, is that / did not think. It is the

cause of much unconscious cruelty. It is an act of which I am now

poignantly ashamed. When, later on, a wounded bird fluttered down
to die beneath a cedar-tree by which I was seated, I realised the full

horror of that disgusting sport, and I never again entered the

-enclosure of the club.

Unhappily English example has, since those days, made such

shooting popular and fashionable throughout Europe. Not a word

can be said in its favour or defence. It is mean, cowardly, barbarous,

and contemptible. A blue rock is a clever and handsome creature. I

kept some once in a large enclosure to paint from, and was struck as

I watched them by their brightness, vivacity, and intelligent com-

munication with each other
;
the dancing and the posturing of the

males in courtship are delightfully droll. I have seen a male pigeon
waltz round and round many times, raising his crest and flapping his

wings, and then advance to his lady-love with mincing graces in a slow

gavotte, bowing low at intervals, whilst she made believe not even to

see him. And these interesting creatures are thrown pell-mell into

hampers and sacks, with broken legs and wing feathers torn out, and

after long racking journeys, half suffocated and tortured by thirst,

become the targets for the crack shots of an aristocratic society !
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Truly the women who look on in the enclosure at this sport, and

have dead canaries, or swallows, or humming-birds in their bonnets,

or osprey tufts or the bright wings of the rainbow-hued lophophore
on their hats, are fittingly attired to accord with its high state of

civilisation .

The highest aristocracy, the women of most ancient royalty, en-

courage by their patronage of an infamous pastime and a foolish fashion

the slaughter of birds in both hemispheres by poison, by noose, by
air gun, by trapping, by a hundred ingenious methods of murder.

They have not the excuse of ignorance or thoughtlessness ; they have

been told a thousand times how their feather trimmings and their

feather coiffures are procured. They know that for their adornment

millions of innocent and beautiful lives perish on the rivers, in the

fields and meadows, by the brown northern streams, and in the gor-

geous orchid swamps. They know it perfectly, all these high-bred and

educated women, but they do not care. They wear what looks to them

pretty ; they accept what their famous costumiers and milliners send

them
; they are afraid to be thought singular or sentimental. They

might, perhaps, follow a royal example, but none is set them, and

they go to court covered with the spoils of slaughter.

Consider the marvellous life of a bird and the manner of its

whole existence. Men must truly be brutes not to be moved by
wonder and admiration before a creature so ingenious, so courageous,
and so persecuted. Consider the powers of that little mind of which

the inner light flashes from the round bright eye ;
the skill in build-

ing its home, in finding its food, in protecting its mate, in serving
its offspring, in preserving its own existence, surrounded as it is on

all sides by the most rapacious enemies. Consider its migration.
Men are proud of the steamships and railway trains of the overland

route between Europe and India, but what merit have they beside

the flight of the bird from Northern Europe to Southern Asia ? Alone,

unaided, opposed by many adverse circumstances, and frequently
blown back by weather, it yet crosses continents, seas, and deserts, till

it reaches its winter home by Nile, or Ganges, or Euphrates ; and

yet again, when spring is in the air, returns over those thousands of

miles to make its nest in some Norman croft, or Rhenish hedge, or

English orchard. The migratory flight of the bird is the greatest
miracle of nature. It is sad and amazing that it is regarded by man
with entire indifference, and merely utilised by him for his own gain
or diversion.

All the tendency of modern life is set against the continuance of

what is called ' wild life
'

i.e. such forms of life as have continued to

exist in a natural state, without artificial aids or restrictions
;
the

only forms which are really beautiful.

When left alone it is such a lovely little life cradled amongst the

hawthorn buds, searching for aphidas amongst apple blossoms, drinking
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dew from the cup of a lily ;
awake when the grey light breaks in the

east, throned on the topmost branch of a tree, swinging with it in the

sunshine, flying from it through the air : then the friendly quarrel
with a neighbour over a worm or a berry ;

the joy of bearing grass
seed to his mate where she sits low down amongst the docks and

daisies
;
the triumph of singing the praise of sunshine or of moon-

light ;
the merry, busy, useful days ;

the peaceful sleep, steeped in

the scent of the closed flowers, with head under one wing and the

leaves forming a green roof above.

In winter, doubtless, it is hard work for him to keep himselfalive

and warm
;
but the bird is a little philosopher, and he wears a water-

proof coat. Pious people rob him of his natural food in hedge and
thicket that they may decorate their churches with holly and mistle-

toe and bay, and when the frosts are long and the snow is deep the

non-migratory bird suffers greatly ; often, indeed, the cold kills him,
if he escape the gun and the trap. But in southern countries, like

Italy, he fares well if he be let alone
;
and in northern countries

people might easily help him if they would but spare him some

grain, some seed, some crumbs of bread, some bones of meat hung
in the branches where he can reach them and animals cannot.

Every invention in the programme of what is called civilisation is

against the creatures of wood and water and air. The beaver is

almost extinct, the mole is incessantly hunted, the hare is harried to

death in every country ;
the steam plough, the steam reaper, the steam

engine drive before them millions of once happy and woodland-born

creatures
;
and the birds suffer more than any other living thing. The

great electric lights of the lighthouses on the coasts and islands slay
hundreds of thousands of the birds of the sea and of migratory song
birds, as they dash in headlong flight against the revolving glare, and

fall dead from the shock on to the rocks below. When the tired flocks

of the air land on some seashore, worn out with fatigue, half dead

with thirst, obliged to seek a day's repose before continuing their

flight, the human brute receives them with stick and net and gun.
There is no hospitality for the winged traveller

;
if he stoop to drink,

if he pause to rest, if he plume his ruffled feathers on a tussock of

grass, his enemy is down on him, the two-limbed human brute, who
is more cruel than any bird or beast of prey. There is no sympathy
with his courage, no aid to his weariness

;
even a drop of dew or a

wayside seed is begrudged to him. He must perish, to be ground
between the yellow teeth of peasants, or, perchance, lie dead in crates,

or be skinned, that his pretty plumage may be worn on the heads of

female fools. Every rush-covered islet on a stream, or a lake, or a

broad, has its murderous punt-shooting. Every stretch of waste land

or belt of common wood has the caterer for the fashions of women,

spreading his toils or setting his mirror traps for the songsters
and the swallows. Every child is brought up to torment and hunt
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down the birds. No holiday seaside excursion is complete to the city

cad and his ' flame
'

without wounding some winged creature and seeing
it struggle helpless in the surf of its native shores. Sometimes, if

shot on the shore and taken in rough hands, its wings are torn off to

adorn the Sunday hat of some 'Arry's girl, and the bleeding, mutilated

body is thrown back alive into the salt waves.

Sciepce is not the criminal here. The offenders are the whole

public, of nearly all nations, who for greed, for sport, for dress, or for

mere brutal horseplay, destroy all over the world the loveliest and the

most marvellous of all the children of Nature.

OUIDA.
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WOMEN UNDER ISLAM: THEIR SOCIAL

STATUS AND LEGAL RIGHTS

Her woman's sex dims not the sun's effulgent ray ;

Though masculine the moon, he lighteth not the day.
1 Arabic Verse.

1 1 think I never saw a country where women may enjoy so much liberty, and

free from all reproach, as in Turkey.' LADY CRATED, A Journey through the Crimea

to Constantinople.

IT is ordinarily assumed that the social and legal position of women
under Islam is one of extreme degradation and absolute rightlessness,

and the belief is also not uncommon that Moslems deny to their

wives and daughters, as soulless beings, a place in Paradise. In a

paper read before a meeting of the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions at Milwaukee, on the 2nd of October, 1878, the

Eev. N. Gr. Clark, Foreign Secretary of the Board, informed his

hearers that ' the faith of Islam teaches its followers that woman
does not possess a soul.' A statement to the same effect was also

made, not long ago, by the late Lord Grranville at a public meeting.
And even such a distinguished Oriental scholar as M. Servan de

Luguy seems to have been under the impression that the gifted

Osmanli poetesses whose verses he eulogised were, together with their

Moslem sisters generally, loaded with chains and confined in dungeons.
For we find him asking,

' Will it be believed ? even the women in

this country, where their sex is reduced to the most frightful and

degrading slavery, have dared to seize in their fetter-galled hands

the poet's lyre!'
2 To add to this general misconception we have

nowadays many superficial travellers who, after spending a few

weeks, or it may be days, in a Moslem country, take upon themselves

to write books or articles describing the harems, which they confess

they have not seen, as ' detestable prisons,' and the condition of the

women, whose acquaintance they have not made, as one of * horrible

1 The respective genders of the sun and moon are the same in Arabic as in

German.
2 ' Le croirait-on ? Les femmes memes, dans ce pays ou le sexe est reduit au plus

affreux, au plus degradant esclavage, des femmes ont os6 saisir d'une main meurtrie

de fers la lyre du poete.' La Muse Ottomane preface, p. xv.
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slavery.'
3 The position of Moslem women in semi-barbarous countries

is, no doubt, as unenviable from our point of view as that of Christian

women in localities where manners are still primitive. But to de-

scribe the condition of the women in, for instance, Mombasa, a re-

mote island ruled by the Sultan of Zanzibar, as typical of that of

Moslem women generally,
4 is as misleading as to instance the status

of Christian peasant women in south-eastern Europe as typical of

that of women generally in Christendom. But, though no one

adequately acquainted with the religious and social life of Moslems

could, with any degree of honesty, venture to make such assertions,

this assumed debasement of women by Islam has been eagerly seized

and enlarged upon by theorists of all kinds, religious, political, and

social. And it may therefore be desirable to show, in a brief survey

of the religious, legal, and social position of Moslem women, how

utterly at variance with facts is such an assumption.
Let us first examine the religious position of women under Islam.

As to their being credited with the possession of '

souls,' and 'conse-

quent immortality, the Koran is most explicit, and in many texts, of

which the following may serve as specimens, promises to them par-

ticipation in the joys of Paradise on equal terms with men.

God has promised to believers, men and women, gardens beneath which rivers

flow, to dwell therein for ever, and goodly places in the garden of Eden.5

Verily, men resigned and women resigned, and believing men and believing

women, and devout men and devout women, and truthful men and truthful women,
and patient men and patient women, and humble men and humble women, and

almsgiving men and almsgiving women, and fasting men and fasting women . . .

and men who remember God much and women who remember Him God has

prepared for such forgiveness and a mighty hire.6

Enter ye into Paradise, ye and your wives, happy.
7

The Hadis, or ' Traditional Sayings
'

of Mohammed, also record

that the Prophet of Islam imparted to his followers his divinely ac-

quired knowledge that certain of their deceased friends had been

rewarded for their faith by admission to Paradise. Among them, he

said, was his departed wife and first convert, Khadija, whom he had
been ' commanded to gladden with the good tidings of a chamber of

hollow pearl, in which there is no clamour and no fatigue.' And the

honour and regard paid to his wives, and especially to Khadija and

'A'isha, is in itself sufficient evidence that the slavish subjection of

women, so generally assumed to be inseparable from Islam, was
neither preached nor practised by its Founder. 'A'isha, who had
been educated entirely by her husband, was esteemed the most

8
Forty Days in the JSast, by E. H. Mitchell. Keviewed in the Academy,

February 14, 1891.
4 See Westminster Gazette, September 27, 1894 :

' The Truth about the Moham-
medan Wife.'

5
Koran, chap. ix. 73.

Ibid. chap. xiii. 23. * JUd. chap, xxxiii. 35.
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polished and learned woman of Arabia, and was honoured by the

believers with the title of '

Prophetess
' and ' Mother of the Faithful/

After the death of Mohammed she was consulted in all difficulties

that arose respecting points of religion and law
;
and a large propor-

tion of the Hadis were, according to Moslem theologians, made up
from her replies, which were based on the opinions she had heard

expressed by the Prophet. Moslems, after uttering the names of

'A'isha and other sainted women, add,
*

May they find acceptance
with Allah !

' And at the conclusion of the Khotba, the sermon de-

livered in every cathedral mosque on Fridays, a collect is recited, pray-

ing for the bestowal of the divine mercy and grace on Fatima, the

daughter of the Prophet and ancestress of all his descendants
;
on his

wives
;
and on '

all resigned (Moslem) and believing women, whether

living or dead.' At the funeral of a Moslem woman the following

beautiful prayer is added to the burial service as performed over men :

Allah, pardon Thou our living and our deadj those of us looking on and

those of us absent
;
our little ones and our adults, our men and our women.

Allah, unto whomsoever Thou grant life, cause Thou him to live resigned

(Moslem) to Thy will
;
and whomsoever Thou call away, make Thou him to die in

the faith.

Cause Thou this departed one to possess Thy solace and Thy ease, Thy mercy
and Thy grace.

O Allah, if she have been a worker of good works, then do Thou add to her good
works

;
and if she have been an evildoer, do Thou pass it over. And may security

and glad tidings surround her, with honour and privilege. And free Thou her from

the torment of the grave and of hell-fires, causing her to dwell in the abodes of the

Paradises with her children. O Allah, make Thou her tomb a garden of the gardens
of heaven, and let not her grave be a pit of the pits of perdition. For Thy mercy's

sake, Thou most compassionate of the merciful.8

Regular attendance at the public services in the mosques is not

required of Moslem, any more than it is of Christian and Jewish,

women in the East
;
but sermons are specially preached for them by

the Hodjas on week-days, when, as no male worshippers are present,

they congregate round the pulpit instead of occupying their usual

places in a screened gallery. Women are, however, required to per-

form all the customary ordinances of Islam, such as the five daily

prayers (namaz) with their preliminary ablutions, the observance of

fasts and feasts, pilgrimage to the holy cities, and all that is com-

prehended in the term '

good works.' Girls as well as boys are

taught their prayers at the age of seven
;
and the honourable title of

Hafiz is conferred on women as well as on men who have committed

the whole of the Koran to memory. Eoliya Effendi, a seventeenth-

century writer, mentions in his Narrative of Travels? that the city

of Angora in Asia Minor contained at the time of his visit two

8
Compare Sir J. Eedhouse's Essay on the Character and Varieties of Turkish

Poetry.
8 Book ii. p. 231.
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thousand boys and girls who, like himself, were Hafiz. And in the

harems of ladies of wealth and position it is customary to retain the

services of an educated person, who is distinguished by the honour-

able title of Hodja-Kadin, or Lady Chaplain, and whose duty it is to

read and expound the Koran to the uneducated members of the

household, and also to instruct newly purchased slaves in the tenets

of Islam.

The above facts will, I trust, suffice to indicate the real position

of woman in the religious system of Islam. Let us now consider

what is at the present day, and has been for the last thirteen hundred

years, the legal position of a free Moslem woman.

As a daughter, she is entitled, on the decease of her father, to

inherit his property in common with her brothers, in a proportion

determined by law according to the number of his children. As a

wife, she has the uncontrolled possession and disposal both of the

wealth which was hers before marriage, and of that which may sub-

sequently accrue to her. She can inherit property without the

intervention of trustees, and dispose of it during her lifetime, or at

her death, as she pleases. No doctrine of coverture exists for her
;

she can sue or be sued independently of her husband, and also sue

or be sued by him. In the event of her suffering wrong, or being
accused of wronging others, she is at liberty to plead her own cause

before the public tribunals, and often does so most ably and eloquently.

A husband is legally bound to support his wife, and her slaves or

servants, according to her rank and his means, and to furnish her with

a suitable residence. To quote from the Hedaya :

10 * It is incumbent

on the husband to provide a separate apartment for his wife's habi-

tation, to be solely and exclusively appropriated by her, because this

is essentially necessary to her, and is therefore her due, the same as

her maintenance,' &c.

Though great facilities appear, at first sight, to be given to a man
in the matter of divorce, women are, on the other hand, safeguarded
from a too arbitrary exercise of this prerogative by certain wise regu-

lations, which to a great extent modify such facilities in practice.
* The curse of Allah,' said the Prophet,

*

rests on him who capriciously

repudiates his wife.' And, in addition to religious and social restric-

tions, a serious obstacle to divorce is offered by the nekyah. This is

the settlement upon the wife at the betrothal of a considerable sum
of money, to be paid to her in the event of such dismissal from her

husband's roof, and without the payment of which no divorce can

legally take place. So essential is such a dower considered that, even

were mention of it omitted from the marriage contract, the law would

presume it by virtue of the contract itself. A Moslem marriage being
a purely civil contract, consisting of a proposal on one side and

10 The Heclaya, or '

Guide,' a coirm3ntary on the Moslem law.
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acceptance on the other, and rendered legal by the testimony of two

witnesses, it can also be dissolved by the contracting parties accord-

ing to one of three methods of procedure. If a couple are not on

good terms with each other, and all the attempts at reconciliation

made by their friends are unavailing, a divorce by mutual consent is

pronounced, and the woman returns to her father's house, taking
with her, besides the dower, everything she brought, or of which she

has become possessed since her marriage. If a man divorce his wife

without her consent, the case is the same. And she can also claim

her release, with payment of the nekyah, for various reasons, among
which are his desertion, cruelty, or neglect to maintain her in the

degree of comfort to which she is entitled. If, however, the wife,,

without such adequate reason, and contrary to the desire of her

husband, requests a divorce, she obtains it only by foregoing her

dower.

As to the much-discussed question of the custody of children,

this was settled for Moslems at the outset by Mohammed, who
decreed that a son must remain with his mother so long as he re-

quires her care, and a daughter until she is of a marriageable age.

If a child is born to a couple after their separation, and the mother

nurses it, the father must pay her for doing so
; and, if wealthy, he

is required to '

expend proportionately for the maintenance of the

mother and nurse out of his plenty.' Should the mother die, the

right of custody reverts to her female relatives, if any are living, the

child's maternal grandmother having the first right, and, on her

death, and failing a sister of suitable age, its maternal aunts.

Should the mother be without female kin, the father's mother and

sisters bring up the children.

Such being the legal position of free Moslem women, it naturally

follows that their social condition can hardly be one of 'degraded

slavery.' But, before entering on this part of my subject, it may be

well to give a brief description of the abode of a Moslem family ;

for the word harem usually conveys the idea, if not of a *

detest-

able prison,' at least of a mysterious abode, all the female inmates

of which are the abject slaves of one male tyrant.

As a general rule, a Turkish konak, or mansion, is a rambling,

irregularly built edifice of two stories, divided internally into two

establishments, the haremlik and the selamlik, between which is the

mabryn, or neutral ground. The haremlik, which is by far the larger
and more cheerful division, contains all the private apartments of the

family, and has its own separate entrance, courtyard, and garden.
The windows towards the street are partially covered with lattices,

but those overlooking the garden are screened only by cypress,

mulberry, and acacia trees, under which blossom in luxuriant confu-

sion the rose and jessamine, orange and pomegranate, tuberose and

carnation. In smaller houses, two rooms on the ground floor consti-
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tute the selamlik, where the master of the house receives his male

guests, transacts his business, and entertains the poor. The word

harem simply means a sacred inclosure, the same term being applied

to the sanctuaries of Islam. The haremlik is consequently the

sanctum sanctorum, the place safe from all intrusion, into which not

even the husband may enter if a pair of goloshes at the door of the

divan khane, or sitting-room, announces that his wife has visitors.

Although the law of Islam allows a man to marry four wives, and

to be the owner of an unlimited number of slaves, an Ottoman house-

hold is by no means, as is generally believed, composed of a large

number of women, all of whom stand in wifely relations to their lord

and master. As a matter of fact, at the present day, among Turks

of the labouring class, one wife is the rule
;
and among those of the

wealthy classes more than one is the exception. This was strikingly

proved in the census made by a British Commission of Inquiry in

some of the Turkish villages of Bulgaria after the so-called '

Bulga-
rian atrocities.' Hardly was a household to be found containing more

than one wife. And when, to the question,
' How many wives has

(or had) So-and-so ?
'

the answer was * He has two,' it was always

prefaced with the words,
* With shame be it said, Effendi !

'

Monogamy, indeed, would seem to have always been the general
rule with Moslems. For the Khalif AH, the nephew and son-in-law of

the Prophet, married a second wife only on the death of his beloved

Fatima
;
and if we search the biographies of the eminent philosophers,

theologians, historians, and poets who flourished in the palmy days
of the Ottoman Empire, we shall find that few of them took advan-

tage of their privileges in this respect. For, besides the other

considerations which make a plurality of wives undesirable, there is

also the grave question of expense. A second wife means an extra

suite of apartments, an extra slave or train of slaves, according to

her rank
;

for each hanum must have her own special attendants

and an extra allowance of pin-money. There is, besides, no great

superabundance of women in the country, notwithstanding the influx

of slaves
;
and every mother of a marriageable girl naturally prefers

to see her daughter become a bash kadin, or first wife, as she takes

precedence of later married spouses. Lack of progeny by a first

wife is usually the reason that induces an Osmanli to incur the extra

expense and the risk of having his domestic peace destroyed by taking
another. He might, of course, divorce the first, if so minded. But
in that case he would be obliged to pay to her the sum stipulated in

the marriage contract, and incur the social odium attaching to such

a course of action. Two wives, however, seem to be the limit nowa-

days, and only once during my long residence in the East had I an

opportunity of visiting a harem containing even this number.

It is generally supposed that a Moslem woman has absolutely no

occupations beyond a certain amount of servile attendance on her
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Bluebeard of a husband, and that she passes the greater part of her

days on a sofa,
'

eating sweets and playing with her jewels,' as lately
described by one of our enthusiastic advocates of the political enfran-

chisement of women. The hanum is certainly perfect mistress of

her time, as we have seen her to be of her property, and disposes of

both as she pleases. She is an early riser, takes an interested and

active part in every detail of the housekeeping, and is a veritable

Lady Bountiful to all the poor of her neighbourhood. And if pay-

ing calls, attending wedding festivals, promenading, bathing, and

shopping are the chief diversions of the generality of Osmanli women,
their lives can hardly be said to be more unprofitably spent than are

those of thousands of uncultured women belonging to our upper and

middle classes. But from the very foundation of Islam records are

not wanting of highly cultivated and intellectual women who enjoyed
the friendship and esteem of their learned male contemporaries, and

whose writings and sayings are eulogised by historians and biographers.

As sainted women, 'A'isha and Fatima have already been mentioned.

Eminent, too, among mystics are the names of Kabia-al-Adawia,

surnamed ' the Mother of Good,' whose grave near Jerusalem is still

a place of pilgrimage ;
Kira Kadin, wife of the Dervish poet, Jelalu-

'd-Dm
;
and the Babi heroine, Kurratu-'l-'leyn, who lived respectively

in the eighth, thirteenth, and nineteenth centuries. And equally

with Arabian, Persian, and Seljukian women have the daughters of

the Osmanlis distinguished themselves in the fields of mystic piety

and literature.

Zeyneb (Zenobia), the first Ottoman poetess of whom we have

any biographical record, wrote in the fifteenth century. She was the

daughter of an eminent kadi, or judge, of Amasia in Asia Minor,

and, according to her biographer, gave evidence at a very early age
of great intelligence, as well as of the possession of considerable poetic

talent. 11

Encouraged by her father to cultivate these natural gifts,

she studied under his direction the immortal works of the Arabian

and Persian poets, and made herself mistress of the languages and

various verse forms in which they wrote. Living, as she did, at the

time of the taking of Constantinople, an epoch when the passion for

conquest and military renown filled every Osmanli breast, the success

of her country's arms fired Zeyneb with a patriotic enthusiasm which

found eloquent expression in her muse, and entitled her to be con-

sidered the poet-laureate of her day. Kimali Zade, who compiled
in the sixteenth century a biography of poets, thus extols in language

characteristically oriental this gifted lady: 'The learning and

poetry of this bride are not covered and concealed by the curtain of

secrecy and the veil of bashfulness, but the rosiness of her beauty and

the down and mole of her comeliness are beheld and admired by

11 In the '

good old times,' and indeed until quite recently, the composition of

verses always formed part of the education of an Osmanli maiden of good family.
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the world, and are the object of the gaze of every man and woman.'

And Latifi, the poet-biographer and critic, describes her as ' a noble

daughter, a chaste and virtuous maiden, endowed with many agree-
able mental qualities. . . . Learned men,' he adds,

' marvelled at her

understanding.'
The same Asiatic town also gave birth, towards the end of the

same century, to a poetess equally distinguished who wrote under the

fakhullus or '

pen-name
'

of Mihri, a term which, signifying equally
' follower of love

' and ' follower of the sun,' admirably describes the

spirit of her poetry. This lady appears to have carried on a literary

correspondence with the most eminent poets, statesmen, and men of

letters of her day ;
and both contemporary and subsequent chroniclers

are unanimous in praise of her talent and learning. Though sought
in marriage by many distinguished men, she, like Zeyneb and

Sidgi, elected to live and die unwedded. Sidgi, who lived in the

latter half of the sixteenth century, was also a prolific writer, and

left behind her, besides the customary divan, or '

collection/ two

long mystical poems. For, unlike Zeyneb and Mihri, Sidgi sang not

of earthly but of heavenly love
;
and some passages in her writings

appear indeed to indicate that she was deeply versed in the pantheism
which is so closely allied to the mystic doctrines of the Sufi philo-

sophy. On the other hand, the writings of Fituet Hanum, who lived

nearly two centuries later, express the passionate adoration of, and

delight in, the beauties of nature inborn in every Osmanli breast.

Among the poetesses of this century may be mentioned the un-

fortunate princess, Hibetulla Sultana, sister of Mahmoud the Second,

and Leyla Hanum, sister of Izzet Holla, the Chancellor poet and aunt

of the famous reformer statesman, Fuad Pasha. The ladies of this

family also still enjoy a wide reputation for intelligence and accom-

plishments. Nor is it only in the higher circles of Ottoman society
that such culture is to be found, though it there naturally obtains

readier recognition and renown. I have indeed myself met with

it in the humbler walks of life
;
and there can be no doubt that in

Turkey, as elsewhere, many a woman of literary tastes has been

doomed by force of circumstances, if not to ' waste her sweetness on

the desert air,' at least to charm with her literary productions only a

small circle of friends and acquaintances. The foregoing names of

Ottoman poetesses may, however, be sufficient testimony to the wil-

lingness of even Moslem men not only to recognise and appreciate
talent in women, but also to afford them every facility for education

whenever a sincere desire for it is manifested.

We are, no doubt, becoming very
'

emancipated
'

in the West
;

but we are yet far from having attained such an '

equality of the

sexes
'

as would allow a prime minister to divide with his wife the

responsibility of choosing his colleagues and subordinates in office.

Such, however, is the influence often exercised by the clever wife of a
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grand vizier, not only directly over her husband, but indirectly

through her friends in the Imperial Serai, that the dismissal of ex-

isting functionaries of the Porte, and the appointment of their suc-

cessors often rests to a great extent virtually with her. While ministers

and officials of every degree are crowding the selamlik of a newly-
created seraskier, brougham after brougham sets down at the haremlik

gate its load of ladies in white yashmaks and gay feridgfa, the mothers,

sisters, and wives of these ministers and officials, all intent on se-

curing, through the interest the Vizier's lady is known to possess,

promotions, appointments, or other favours for their sons, brothers,

or husbands. All these ladies, together with the humbler crowd who
arrive on foot, are politely received by the attendants, and conducted

to an ante-room, where they divest themselves of their cloaks and the

lower half of their veils, settle their headdresses, shake out their skirts

now of European cut, alas ! and adjust their jewellery to the best

advantage. The hours which sometimes pass before they obtain their

audience are beguiled with the consumption of the light refreshments

sherbets, sweetmeats, and coffee served at intervals, the smoking
of innumerable cigarettes, and, of course, gossip and criticism of each

other's gowns and jewels. As each guest is ushered into the divan-

khan$, or reception room, she advances with profound and repeated
salaams towards the Vizier's lady, and perhaps essays to kiss her foot

or the hem of her garment, an act of homage which is accepted from

those of an inferior degree, but prevented in the case of those of

equal rank with the hostess. After some general conversation, which

is always on such an occasion interspersed with expressions of obsequi-

ous flattery and adulation, the subject of the desired favour will be

delicately broached by the suppliant, and listened to with polite at-

tention by the great lady who, with the diplomatic evasiveness charac-

teristic of her nation, succeeds in making a graceful and gracious

reply without in the least committing herself. Nor is such influence

exercised by the Grand Vizier's lady alone. For the wives of the

other ministers and of high functionaries generally have a voice in

filling up the various posts connected with their husbands' offices ;

and the power wielded by the Valide Sultana, or Empress Mother,

and her favourites in the Serai is notorious. It is related that one of

the ' four rules of conduct
'

given by the famous Vizier Mohammed

Kinprili, when on his deathbed, to the young Sultan Mohammed the

Fourth, was 'never to listen to the counsels of women.' 12 Yet the

great Vizier himself owed his office to the Valide Sultana Tarkhan ;

and his son and successor in the Vizierate owed the freedom of action

which he enjoyed under the same prince to the patronage of Moham-
med's favourite Sultana. 13

Sultanas are, however, almost without exception of slave origin ;

and though slaves do not, in Islam, form a separate and hereditary
12

Creasy, History of the Ottoman, Tt;rks, p. 276. ls Hid. p. 285.
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caste, a few words as to their rights and wrongs while in a state of

servitude may not be superfluous.

Slavery, as it now exists in Turkey, is in direct contravention of

the law of Islam, which only recognises as legitimate property non-

Moslems who have fallen into the power of the True Believers during
war. The Circassian women and girls who form the vast majority of

the slaves brought to Turkey at the present day profess, however,

the creed of Mohammed, and the Sheik-ul-Islam himself would find

it difficult to justify their purchase and sale. The Turks, however,

get over this difficulty by asking no questions of the slave dealers

concerning the women and children they present for sale, and absolve

their consciences by remarking,
' Let the sin fall on them.'

Domestic slavery, however, as practised in Moslem Turkey, differs

widely from the same institution as it existed until recently in

Christian America. In Islam, slaves are protected by many humane

laws, and are, on the whole, treated quite paternally. Their condi-

tion has nothing specially humiliating about it
; they form, as- 1 have

just said, no class apart, and speedily become merged in the free and

native population. Whatever may be the faults, shortcomings, and

infirmities of a domestic slave, she cannot be turned adrift, as her

owner is responsible for her maintenance. Nor may she be supplied

with food of an inferior quality and insufficient in quantity, for the

Prophet has commanded that a slave shall fare as well as her owners.

At the end of seven years' servitude she may claim her freedom, and

generally obtains with it a trousseau and a husband. It is considered

by Moslems a pious and meritorious act one of their '

good works/
in fact to free a slave

;
and Turks on their deathbeds frequently

bequeath their liberty to the slaves of the household. Occasionally,

of course, slaves may fall into bad hands, and be resold before the

expiration of the seven years, in order that their owners may not

lose the purchase money ;
or they may become the property of per-

sons of violent character and cruel temper, who take advantage of their

helpless position. That such cases are not, however, of very frequent
occurrence is evident from the small number of slaves who are driven

to seek the protection of the law, or that of the foreign consuls. As

has elsewhere been pointed out,
14 the distinctive provisions of the

Moslem marriage law insure that there shall be no relations whatever

between men and women in which the woman, whether bond or free,

shall not, from the very fact of such relations, have enforceable legal

rights against the man, and for her children as well as for herself.

Thus it follows that if a slave bear a child to her master, she cannot be

resold, but has a right to remain and bring up her child in its fathers

house. Her offspring is also considered legitimate, and inherits its

father's property in equal shares with the children of his free wife,

should he have one. In all probability her owner will set her at

14 The Women of Turkey, ii. p. 448, &c.
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liberty and marry her, in which case she will assume the social posi-
tion and be entitled to all the rights and privileges of a free Moslem
woman.

For the service of the harem as at present constituted slaves are

indispensable, it being unlawful for a free Moslem woman to appear
unveiled before any man not a near relative, while to a slave who is

the property of her master or mistress no such restriction attaches

so far as they are concerned. Since the abolition of the public slave

market the private trade in slaves has become much more general
and widely spread than it formerly was, and is carried on to a great
extent by ladies of rank, some of whom are themselves emancipated
slaves. In addition to the negresses and other women of unattrac-

tive exterior to whom the menial duties of the household are

assigned, these lady dealers pay large sums for pretty children of

from six to ten years of age, who are carefully trained for the higher

positions they will probably be called upon to occupy. Many Turks

prefer, for various reasons, to marry women who have been brought

up as slaves. Marriage with a free woman is, indeed, a very expen-
sive matter for a young bridegroom and his parents, owing to the

lavish outlay in presents and entertainments required by custom on

such occasions. Consequently, if a father cannot afford to marry his

son to a maiden of his own rank, he purchases for him a slave girl

who has been educated in some great lady's harem, and no expense
is incurred beyond the purchase money. A slave, having no position

of her own, is submissive and obedient to, and anxious to please, her

lord and master, has no troublesome pretensions or caprices, and no

interfering relatives to take her part against him. A free woman, on

the other hand, is by no means always disposed to have, according to

her own expression,
' neither mouth nor tongue/ She is fully aware

of her rights, and inclined to assert them, and the moral support
afforded by her family gives her an assurance which the husband often

finds extremely inconvenient.

Many of these highly trained slaves find their way to the Impe-
rial Serai, being either purchased by the Valide Sultana for her own

establishment, or presented to the Sultan by private individuals and

by the nation at the annual festival of Kandil Ghedjessi. Here, of

course, if it is their kismet, they may attract the notice of the

Padischah, and perhaps become in their turn ' The Crown of Veiled

Heads/ as the Valide Sultana is euphemistically termed. But even

should this not be their lot, their days need not necessarily be ended

within the precincts of the Serai. For serailis are frequently

emancipated, dowered, and given in marriage to functionaries of the

palace, or other personages whom the Sultan pleases thus to honour.

I once met a lady of this class who had been bestowed by Abdul

Aziz on his chief barber, an important official
;
and she was at the

time on a visit to the wife of the Governor-General of Salonica, a

F 2
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Circassian who had also been married from the Serai. The chief

barber's widow had with her half a dozen little slave girls from seven

to ten years of age, for the most part pretty, and dressed in very
fanciful costumes one as a Turkish colonel in miniature tunic and

trousers. The half-deferential, half-saucy manner of these children

to their protectress was highly amusing, and they certainly seemed

very happy, and full of fun and mischief. This lady had already

supplied the Imperial Palace with fourteen young beauties whom she

had carefully trained for the purpose. Slave children are also fre-

quently enfranchised and adopted by childless couples and widows of

even the highest rank, and are brought up in accordance with the

wealth and position of their adoptive parents.

It will thus be seen that, speaking generally, female slaves have,

in Turkey, very little to complain of. Their lot is, indeed, preferable

in many respects to that of the majority of free domestic drudges in

the West, while their prospects are infinitely better. Whatever the

special duties of a slave may be, they are at no time arduous, and

leave her plenty of leisure to dream of the time when she may herself

become a hanum, with slaves of her own to wait upon her. Wrhen
the ladies of a family go out walking, driving, visiting, or to the

public baths, a number of the slaves of the household also share the

treat
;
and it is, no doubt, greatly owing to this custom of including

some of the slaves in every outdoor excursion that misconceptions
have arisen in the minds of foreigners as to the practice of polygamy.
A carriage, or it may be two or three carriages, full of well-dressed

women, pointed out to the tourist as ' Ibrahim Pasha's harem/ are

immediately set down as containing the Pasha's wives and odalisks
;

whereas the probability is that the carriages contain his wife and

daughters, and half a dozen or more slave women, his wife's private

property, over whom he has, consequently, no right whatever.

The seclusion of Moslem women when at home within the pre-
cincts of the haremlik, and the concealment of their persons when
abroad with veil and cloak, is by no means, as so often imagined, a

result of their '

degraded position.' The seclusion of women is an
Eastern custom which has in all ages been practised under certain

social and economic conditions
;
and chief among these conditions

has been the neighbourhood of people of an alien race. Nor is it

invariably and exclusively under Islam that such customs obtain at

the present day. For, in the remoter parts of the Turkish Empire,
the Christian women, Greek and Armenian, live in the greatest seclu-

sion
;
while the Moslem women of the Albanian and Kurdish high-

lands enjoy an extraordinary degree of independence. With the
Kurdish mountaineers, indeed, and especially among the nomad
tribes, that equality of the sexes,' so yearned after by the New
Woman,' seems to have been, from time immemorial, an acomplished
fact. The women, besides taking a lively interest in the social and
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political affairs of their tribe, are acquainted with all that concerns it

its fads, plans, and conspiracies in which they are, in fact, often
the moving spirits. As enterprising and indefatigable as the men
of their race, they are ever on the alert, and ready to leap into the
saddle riding, of course, astride and not infrequently take part in

military expeditions.
15

What is, however, seemly in the highlands may be undesirable

in the lowlands, and more especially amid the mixed horde of Moslems,
Christians, and Jews, native and foreign, who throng the streets ofan
Eastern capital. Hence the institution of the harem a retreat

practically inviolable, for none but members of the family dare cross

its threshold unbidden. As an illustration of its sacredness for Mos-

lems, I may mention an incident that occurred at Salonica on the day
of the massacre of the French and German Consuls in 1876. While
our Consul-General was at the Konak concerting measures with the

Pasha for putting a stop to the rioting in the city, the rumour reached

them that his life also was threatened by the fanatical mob without.

Mr. Blunt then informed the Governor-General that he would be held

responsible for his safety, and obtained from him the assurance that,

should it become absolutely necessary, he would allow him to take

sanctuary in the harem. Knowing that there he would be absolutely

safe, her Majesty's representative took no further precaution.

Equally inviolable with the harem are also the cloak and veil of a

Moslem woman. For while this disguise enables her to go abroad

freely and incognita, it at the same time renders her perfectly safe

from insult or molestation, whether on foot in the streets, in train or

tram, or on the deck of a Bosphorus steamboat, and whatever the

provocation she may give. The unveiled Christian women and girls

of the cities are, however, on the other hand, even when escorted by
duenna or servant, exposed not only to impertinent remarks, but

often to graver insult, while traversing the public thoroughfares.

Many more examples might be adduced, did space allow, of the
'

liberty, free from all reproach,' which, a hundred years ago, so struck

Lady Craven. The above facts will, however, I trust, suffice to refute

at least the three erroneous assumptions referred to at the beginning
of this article : first, that the religious position of Moslem women is

not inferior to that of Moslem men
; secondly, that not only the

legal rights of women in Islamiyeh compare favourably with those of

women in Christendom
;
but that, before the recent enactments in

15 Compare Millingen, Wild Life among the Kurds, and Kich, Narrative of a

Journey in Kdrdistan. Mordtmaunn, in his Die Amazonen (p. 132), relates that in 1854

there passed through Constantinople, on their way to the seat of war, a band of

Kurdish cavalry led Ly a woman named Kara Fatme Hanum Black (i.e. Valiant)

Lady Fatme. Save for the dauntless fire that blazed in her eyes, there was, however,

nothing Amazonian in the aspect of this female warrior, who is described as a little,

shrivelled-up, old woman. Kurdish, in common with Eastern, folk-tales generally
afford abundant evidence of the independence of women in the East.
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this country with regard to married women's property, the legal

position of the Moslem woman was even superior to that of her

Christian sisters in the West
; thirdly, that the possession of such

legal rights is utterly incompatible with the condition of '

degraded

slavery
'

to which every Moslem woman is generally assumed to be

condemned
;
and that, as a natural result of the possession of these

rights, women under Islam enjoy, in many respects, an exceptional

degree of personal independence. Yet, notwithstanding that Moslem
women have so long enjoyed all these advantages, it is impossible to

deny that they are, generally speaking, far behind the women of

Christendom. This, however, is not so surprising when we -take into

consideration that Moslem men are also far from being in the van of

progress. Nor is this fact attributable solely to the unprogressive
tendencies of the religion of Islam, but also in great measure to

economic and political causes. The Turkish Empire, for instance,

has but of comparatively late years emerged from the feudal stage of

economic development into that upon which Western Europe 'entered

centuries ago. It is, consequently, still in the transitional state of

chaos necessarily brought about by a change in economic conditions.

And in such an Empire as that ruled by the Ottomans, peopled as it

is, not by a homogeneous race, but by many diverse nationalities,

each with its own traditions and aspirations, it must be admitted

that the difficulties in the path of social progress are, in Turkey,

greater than they have been in any European country that has

emerged from feudalism. Intercourse with Europeans has, however,

begun to exercise great influence on Eastern thought and manners.

It has already deprived Ottoman culture of its former distinctive

character, changed the old methods of education, and introduced ideas

which cannot fail, ere long, to affect in an important degree the

social life of the Osmanli nation.

LUCY M. J. GAKNETT.
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AURICULAR CONFESSION AND
THE ENGLISH CHURCH

ALTHOUGH the subject which I propose to discuss in this paper is

highly controversial, I shall endeavour not to treat it in that contro-

versial spirit which is
'

charity's cancer.' My object is not to

denounce or to attack individuals, but to enunciate what I believe to

be the authoritative teaching of the English Church, in contrast to

the unauthoritative teaching of a certain section or *

school of

thought
'

at the present day. The laity are, as a rule, quite unac-

quainted with the authorities to which appeal must be made in

investigating what is the teaching of the Church of England, and, as

it is for the ordinary layman that I more particularly write, it will be

necessary at the outset to state facts which are as familiar as the

alphabet to those who are already interested in such matters. The

authoritative teaching of the Church of England is to be found in

(I.) the Book of Common Prayer, (II.) the Thirty-Nine Articles,

(III.) the Homilies, (IV.) the Constitutions and Canons Ecclesiastical.

There are two other sources of information to which we may turn

when any question arises as to the true meaning and force of any
words in the Prayer Book. They are (i.)

the older Service Books,

from which we can see how the present Prayer Book differs from

them, and (ii.) the writings of the bishops and divines who were

intimately associated with the ^Reformation and with the revision of

the Prayer Book. These men knew quite well what they intended

to do, and in their writings we may ascertain what the Keformers

had in view in the alterations which they made in the services of the

Church. This is quite a different thing from quoting the opinions

or views of men, however learned or however saintly, who lived later

on, and who differ widely in their interpretation of the Prayer Book,

as they do also in their interpretation of Scripture. The Keformers

of the English Church are to be quoted as witnesses of facts (and it is

facts I am. about to consider rather than opinions) facts in accom-

plishing which they took a prominent part. They were quite clear

as to what they aimed at, and what they induced the Church and

State to sanction. Of that, therefore, whether these changes were

71
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right or wrong, wise or unwise, these men are competent witnesses.

I will now refer with the utmost brevity to some points which must

be first grasped in order to understand the nature of the authorities

which I have mentioned.

I. THE PRAYER BOOK

What may be spoken of as practically the First (Reformed) Prayer

Book was issued in A.D. 1549. This is generally known as the First

Prayer Book ofEdward the Sixth. It was sanctioned by Convocation as

representing the Church, and afterwards by Parliament, and it was

enforced by an Act of Parliament (2 and 3 Edward VI. cap. i.).
This

book, having been in use for a few years, was considered by some of

the Reformers to need further change, and in A.D. 1552 a revision of

it was carried out, and the Second Book of Edward the Sixth was

issued, and an Act of Parliament passed (5 and 6 Edward VI. c. i.)

directing the use of the new book and setting aside the former book

altogether. On the death of King Edward in 1553, and the accession

of Queen Mary, the reformed books were, of course, set aside, and the

Roman services were reintroduced. When Elizabeth came to the

throne in 1558 the Second Book of Edward, with some few alterations,

was again adopted and enforced by an Act of Uniformity passed
in 1559. A final revision of this book took place in A.D. 1661, on

the Restoration of Charles the Second. The outcome of this last

revision is the Prayer Book which we now have. It is the only legal-

book according to the Act of Uniformity passed in A.D. 1662, by
which all previous Prayer Books are absolutely set aside.

1

During
these various revisions the revisers considered the contents of previous
books and of ancient service books, and the primitive practice of

the Church, and adopted or rejected as they thought right ;
and we

have the result of their work in the Prayer Book. It is not for us

now to go behind it and select from ancient sources what they did1

not select, or reject what they have approved. They then exercised

on behalf of the Church of England that right which is claimed for

national Churches in these words :

'

Every particular or national Church
hath authority to ordain, change, and abolish ceremonies or rites of the

Church ordained only by man's authority/
2

II. THE THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES

Ihese Articles were put forth as agreed upon by Archbishops and

Bishops and the whole clergy in the Convocation holden in London

1 An Act passed in 1872 modified this Act to the extent of permitting shortened

services, &c.

2 Article XXXIV.
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in the year 1562. Every clergyman at his ordination and on appoint-
ment to a curacy or incumbency has solemnly to make the following
declaration :

* I do assent to the Thirty-nine Articles of Religion and
to the Book of Common Prayer, and of ordering of Bishops, Priests,

and Deacons. I believe the doctrine therein set forth to be agree-
able to the Word of God, and in public Prayer and in Administration

of the Sacraments I will use the Form in the said Book prescribed

and none other, except so far as shall be ordered by lawful authority.'

III. THE HOMILIES

These are a series of sermons or addresses set forth in 1574 to

be read in every parish church.' Their teaching is practically as

binding on the clergy as are the Articles and the Prayer Book
;
for

Article 35 appoints that the Second Book of Homilies ' be read in

churches by the ministers diligently and distinctly, that they may be

understanded of the people ;

' and the Prayer Book directs,
' Then

shall follow the Sermon or one of the Homilies.'

IV. THE CANONS ECCLESIASTICAL

These were issued in A.D. 1603 by Convocation, and sanctioned

by the King (James the First).

My present purpose is to consider whether there is any sanction

in these authorities for the practice of auricular confession. The

subject forces itself upon public attention by the fact that a certain

number of clergy actively maintain the practice of confession, and

assert that the Church of England justifies their doing so. The laity

become bewildered with quotations from ancient, though as a rule

not primitive, fathers of the Church, mediaeval decrees, antiquated
service books, and the discourses of eminent divines past and present.

The only fair course is also the most simple, which is to inquire what

those books which I have mentioned teach. They and Holy Scripture
are the sole authoritative standards of Church practice and doctrine.

What, then, do we mean by auricular confession? It is the

systematic enumeration of individual sins to a priest for the purpose
of obtaining absolution. This practice has been revived within the

last thirty or forty years, and is now pressed upon men and women
and children with much urgency, and defended as not only in itself

useful and almost necessary, but as being consistent with the principles

ofthe English Church. I will state the views ofthose to whom I refer in

their own language. One writer 3 has told us that * habitual confession

of sins to a priest
'

is highly conducive to the healthy development

3 Sacramental Confession, by Kev. C. F. Lowder.
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of the spiritual life. A work entitled Hints to Penitents, by a

priest, asserts that '
it is muddling the whole argument to say that

the Church of England discourages frequent private confession.' It

proceeds then to give minute directions regarding the selection of a

confessor and preparation for frequent private confession. Another

little work, How to 'make a Good Confession, has a chapter headed
1 How to prepare for Habitual Confession.' In this the following

rules are given :

' Examine yourself every night and see what wrong

things you have done during the day. Write down each sin as you
remember it. Every week look over your record and see how many
times you have been guilty of each sin. Note it all down on another

piece of paper in the order in which you wish to confess, and then

destroy the daily record.'
'

Perhaps you have done only little sins

that hardly seem worth taking to Confession, they are so very little. . .

If Almighty God thought it worth while to shed His blood for these

little sins of yours, surely you ought to think it worth while to confess

them.
1

Then, farther on, when the person goes to confession'we are

instructed :

' Some people take their paper to the Confessional and

read word for word what they have written, others make only short

notes of their examination and say their confession from their notes.'

A * form
'

of confession is then given thus.
'

I confess to Almighty
God, to the whole company of heaven, and to you, Father, etc.' After

confession ' the priest, if Tie sees fit, will give you absolution,' and the

result is thus stated,
' When he says the word "

I absolve thee," the

precious blood of Jesus Christ flows sacramentally upon your soul and

cleanses you from all your sins. It is His blood alone which cleanses

you, and no one but the priest has the power of applying it to your
soul.'

' Remember that you go to Confession to give glory to God
and not to get comfort for yourself.'

It is unnecessary to multiply quotations of this sort. There are

numerous manuals circulated by thousands amongst Church people
which teach the same thing, viz. habitual confession (even by chil-

dren) to the priest, not of some great sin burdening the conscience, but

of the most trivial error in conduct that can be remembered. Lists are

to be kept of the most minute sins, so that nothing be forgotten
and the absolution then pronounced by the priest is the ordinary
and almost necessary channel for obtaining the forgiveness which is

promised to the penitent in the Gospel. The Prayer Book for the

Young goes so far as to say,
' Confession is one of the lesser sacra-

ments instituted by our Lord Jesus Christ by means of which those

sins which are committed after baptism are forgiven.'
Let us now turn to the standards of the English Church as to

doctrine and practice to see what justification there is for such teaching.
Confession, habitual confession, is indeed taught in the Prayer Book;
but the confession is always directed to be made to Almighty God. In
the daily exhortation to confess morning and evening we are told to
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confess our sins 'with an humble, lowly, penitent, and obedient
heart. And, although we ought at all times humbly to acknowledge
our sins before God, yet ought we most chiefly so to do '

(When ?

in private in the Confessional ? No
; but)

* when we assemble and meet

together/ That exhortation, to be read twice every day, contains the

keynote to the principle of confession in the English Church. It is

to be always
' before God ' and ' most chiefly

'

in public worship. It

is to be noticed that this commencement of daily service was not in

the First Prayer Book, but was inserted in the Second Book of 1552.

Later on we shall see that provision for 'private confession' was

made in the First Book, and has been omitted from all later books.

Thus, public and general confession to God, which was the practice
of the Primitive Church, is reinstated in the Prayer Book at the same
time that private confessions of sins to a priest are abolished. This is

an example of the spirit in which the reform of the Service Books

was carried out. The next important point is that the priest is

then directed to pronounce absolution in Morning and Evening

Prayer for sins which have been confessed, not to him, but to God.

In doing so he declares in no hesitating language that God hath
'

given power and commandment to His ministers to declare and

pronounce to His people, being penitent, the absolution and remission

of their sins.' And he proceeds at once to exercise that power and

authority by declaring :

' He [i.e. God] pardoneth and absolveth all

them who truly repent and unfeignedly believe His Holy Gospel.'

We have, then, not in some occasional service rarely read, or in some

unfamiliar canon scarcely ever studied, but in what is to be read to

the people twice every day, the Church's clear statement as to Confession

and Absolution. The Confession is to God alone, and the Absolution

is a declaration of His forgiveness of all penitent sinners. It may
seem almost absurd to dwell so much on these passages, with which

all Church people are familar, but this very familiarity with the

words may tend to prevent a due appreciation of their importance and

significance.

We turn now to the Office for Holy Communion, and we find

both Self-examination and Confession insisted upon as a neces-

sary preparation for receiving that Sacrament. When the people

are conveniently placed to receive the elements the priest exhorts

them to ' make your humble confession to Almighty God.' In the

First Book the following words were added :
' and to His Holy Church

here gathered together in His name.' To avoid possibility of mistake

these words have been ever since omitted.

The Absolution follows thus :

'

Almighty God, our heavenly

Father, who of His great mercy hath promised forgiveness of sins to

all them that with hearty repentance and true faith turn unto Him,

have~mercy upon you, pardon and deliver you from all your sins,'

&c. Now, whatever may be the grace and efficacy of priestly
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absolution, they are here bestowed when there has been no private

confession whatever of particular sins to a priest.

Again, when the minister gives notice of celebration of Holy

Communion, he is ordered to remind the people of the danger of un-

worthy receiving, and he exhorts them i

to search and examine your own

consciences, and that not lightly or after the manner of dissemblers

with God, but so that ye may come holy and clean to such a heavenly
feast and be received as worthy partakers.' Then there follow details

as to ' the way and means thereto
;

' and what a contrast is this

authorised instruction of the Church to the unauthorised teachings
which I have quoted from modern manuals !

' First to examine

your lives and consciences by the rule of God's Commandments,
and then, wheresoever they have offended,

'

to confess yourselves to

Almighty God! Then, if they have injured their neighbours, they
are to be reconciled to them. Such is the ordinary and regular pre-

paration for Holy Communion as laid down by the Church. There is,

however, a passage in this exhortation on which much reliance is

placed by those who advocate habitual confession for every one :
' If

there be any of you who by this means cannot quiet his own con-

science herein, but requireth further comfort or counsel, let him
come to me, or to some other discreet and learned Minister of God's

Word, and open his grief ;
that by the ministry of God's holy Word he

may receive the benefit of absolution, together with ghostly counsel

and advice/ &c.

First, notice that whatever this may mean it refers to exceptional
cases only, and is not the rule

;
and that while a few lines before the

word '

confess
'

occurs * confess to Almighty God '

the word * con-

fess' does not occur here. The meaning of 'opening his grief
and of the benefit of Absolution will become clearer if we examine

the changes made here in our present Prayer Book as compared with

the First Book. The passage read thus in the First Book :

And if there be any of you whose conscience is troubled and grieved in any-
thing, lacking comfort or counsel, let him come to ine or to some other discreet

and learned priest, taught in the law of God, and confess and open his sin and grief

secretly, that he may receive such ghostly counsel, advice, and comfort, that his

conscience may be relieved, and that of us (as of the Ministers of God and of His

Church) he may receive comfort and absolution . . . requiring such as shall be
satisfied with a general confession not to be offended with them that do use, to

their further satisfying, the auricular and secret confession to the priest.

I beg the reader to compare carefully the wording of these two

exhortations, and to remember that the latter is now illegal ;
the

former alone is legal. At the last revision (1662) it was proposed to

change the words as they now stand into,
'

let him come to me or
to some other discreet and learned priest, the Minister of God's

Word,' &c., but Convocation refused to make even that change.
4 It

4 Parker's History of the Revision of the Prayer Book, p. 206.
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is quite clear that the revisers in 1552 saw a difference between the

word '

priest
' and the phrase

' Minister of God's Word,' and so did

the revisers in 1662, for these latter would not allow the word *

priest
'

to be either substituted or even used as an equivalent for it.

There is no reason whatever why a deacon should not read this exhor-

tation. A deacon is ordained ' to assist the priest in Divine Service,

and specially when he ministereth the Holy Communion, and to help
him in the distribution thereof, and to read Holy Scriptures and

homilies in the church, and to preach if he be admitted thereto by
the Bishop.' The rubric directing this exhortation to be read says :

* When the minister giveth warning for the celebration of Holy Com-

munion, after the sermon or homily ended, he shall read the exhor-

tation following.'
6 In the first Prayer Book the reading of the

exhortation was expressly allotted to ' the Priest
'

alone. If, then, the

revisers did not intend to confine the reading of it to a priest alone,

but permitted it to be read by a deacon, there is certainly no auricular

confession or ' sacramental absolution
'

therein suggested. The words
*

confess,'
'

secretly,'
' auricular and secret confession to the priest,'

all of which occur in the First Book, are all omitted now. Is there no

significance in this change? If the revisers and reformers meant

the same practices to be continued in the Church as were sanctioned

in the First Book, they could not possibly have taken a more effective

course for concealing their meaning and intention. But there is

further proof that their object was to do away with private confession.

In the First Book a * form of absolution
'

which is given in the
' Visitation of the Sick

'

was ordered ' to be used in all private confes-

sions.' This ' form '

still remains in that service, but the rubric

authorising its use in private confession has been removed. Why
was this direction removed, and no form of absolution for private use

retained in the Prayer Book? The obvious answer is, because

private confession itself was abolished. When, therefore, I maintain

that auricular confession is not suggested or intended by the words
'

open his grief,' I am not arguing from any one casual word or

expression, but from a whole series of alterations, all bearing in the

same direction, and all of which are quite unintelligible if the prac-
tice were to be continued as before. To this change from private
confession to '

opening his grief
'

corresponds the alteration made also

in the words which follow. In the first Prayer Book we read,
' that

of us as of the Ministers of God and of the Church, he may receive

comfort and absolution.' In the Second Book these words were

altered into * that by the ministry of God's Word he may receive

comfort and the benefit of absolution.' It has been argued that
' God's Word '

does not here mean Holy Scripture, but some formal

'word of absolution' to be spoken by the priest. Perhaps some

5 A deacon might have been incumbent of a parish in 1662. See 14 Charles II.

sec. 13.
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people argued thus in the seventeenth century, and so to make it

quite clear the revisers in 1662 substituted for 'God's Word' the

words ' God's Holy Word,' which is the phrase in our present Prayer

Book, and no ingenuity can make it signify anything except Holy

Scripture. So careful were these revisers to show that this absolution

was meant to be the direct result of the message of forgiveness con-

tained in Scripture, that although the phrase in the first draft of the

revision was * that by the ministry of God's Holy Word he may
receive comfort and the benefit of absolution,' the words ' comfort

and' were omitted, lest it might possibly be suggested that the
* comfort

'

was to be connected with the ministry of God's Holy Word,
while the absolution was to be obtained from some other source.

Here, surely, we have the most minute and scrupulous care in the

detail of every expression so as to prevent possibility of mistake.

Every change is in the same direction. It is not ([ would beg the

reader to notice) as if we had in our Prayer Book a service compiled
and set forth for the first time, but we have the former books to thus

compare it with, and we find every allusion to private confession

carefully removed, every word and sentence which in the older Book

sanctioned such confession and sacramental absolution most rigidly

expunged. But we have still further collateral evidence that such

was the intention of the revisers. We have an authoritative decla-

ration on the subject contained in The Homily on Repentance?
These homilies are, as I have already pointed out, the authoritative

teaching of the Church :

Ifwe will with a sorrowful and contrite heart make an unfeigned confession

of them [our sins] unto God, He will freely and frankly forgive them. . . . In-

deed, beside this there is another kind of confession which is needful and necessary.
And of the same doth St. James speak after this manner (James v. 16), saying,
1

Acknowledge your faults one to another, and pray one for another that you may
be saved.' The true meaning of it is that the faithful ought to acknowledge their

offences, whereby some hatred, rancour, grudge, or malice, having arisen or grown
among them one to another, that a brotherly reconciliation may be had. . . . And
whereas the adversaries go about to wrest this place for to maintain their auricular

confession withal, they are greatly deceived themselves, and do shamefully deceive

others. For if this text ought to be understanded of auricular confession, then

the priests are as much bound to confess themselves unto the lay people, as the

lay people are bound to confess themselves to them.

Again :

When they do allege this saying of our Saviour Jesus Christ unto the leper to

prove auricular confession to stand on God's word,
' Go thy way and show thyself

unto the priest,' do they not see that the leper was cleansed from his leprosy
afore he was by Christ sent unto the priest ? By the same reason we must be

cleansed from our spiritual leprosy I mean that our sins must be forgiven us afore

we come to confession. What need we then to tell forth our sins into the ear of

the priest, sith that they be already taken away ? . . . Moreover, these are St.

Homily on Repentance, Part II., p. 538 ct seq. Cambridge edition. Parker, 1850.
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Augustine's words :
' What have I to do with men that they should hear my con-

i'ession, or think they were able to heal all my diseases ? A curious sort of men to

know another man's life, and slothfully to correct and amend their own ! Why
do they seek to hear of me what I am, which will not hear of thee what they
are ?

'

. . . Augustine would not have written thus if auricular confession had been

used in his time. Being therefore not led with the conscience thereof, let us

with fear and trembling, and with a true, contrite heart, use that kind of confession

that God doth demand in His word
;
and then doubtless, as He is faithful and

righteous, He will forgive us our sins, and make us clean from all wickedness. I

do not say but that if any do find themselves troubled in conscience they may repair

to their learned curate or pastor, or to some other godly learned man, and show the

trouble and doubt of their conscience to them, that they may receive at their hand the

comfortable salve of God's word; but it is against the true Christian liberty that

any man should be bound to the numbering of his sins, as it hath been used here-

tofore in the time of blindness and ignorance.

We have thus in this homily the difference clearly drawn

between auricular confession and the 'opening of one's grief which

is recommended in the exhortation in the Communion Service : the

similarity between the last few lines of this and the words in the

Communion Service shows that the writer had the exhortation in

that service in his mind.

We have, however, some other striking historical sidelights on

this subject ;
we have the writings of the men who lived at the time

or immediately after, who either took part themselves in the changes
made at the Reformation or were on terms of intimacy with those

who carried those changes into effect. John Hooper (Bishop of

Worcester), in 1552, during the visitation of his diocese, issued inter-

rogatories for clergy and laity to answer. Amongst these we find

one: 'Whether they preach any doctrine to avouch purgatories,

pardons, auricular confessions' &c. Hugh Latimer (Bishop of Wor-

cester, 1535), referring to our Lord's command,
' Go show thyself to

the priest,' writes :

Here our Papists make much ado with their auricular confession, proving the

same by this place. For they say Christ sent this man to the priest to fetch

there his absolution ; and therefore we must also go to the priest and after confes-

sion receive of him absolution of all our sins. And so they bind the consciences of

men, persuading them that when their sins were all numbered and confessed it

was well. And hereby they took clean away the passion of Christ, for they made
this numbering of sins to be a merit, and so they came to all the secrets that were

in men's hearts, so that no emperor or king could say or do nor think anything
in his heart but they knew it, and so applied all the purposes and interests of

princes to their own advantage ;
and this was the fruit of their auricular confes-

sion. But to speak of true and right confession, I would to God it were kept in

England, for it is a good thing, and those which find themselves grieved in con-

science might go to a learned man and there fetch of him comfort of the Word of

God, and so come to a quiet conscience.

Such is Latimer's definition of true confession, and his contrast of

it as taught by the English Church with auricular confession, which

had been practised in former days, but had been abolished by the
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Keformers. This testimony is valuable, not because of his learning
or piety, but because he was a leading actor in the great change
which took place at the Keformation

;
and he is, therefore, a perfectly

competent witness as to what he and his brethren, rightly or wrongly,
meant by that change. The same prelate again writes in the very
same year as the revision of the Prayer Book took place (1552) :

But I may absolve you as an officer of Christ in the open pulpit in this wise.

As many as confess their sins unto God, acknowledging themselves to be sinners,

&c. . . . Ego absolve vos. I, as an officer of Christ, absolve you in His name.

This is the absolution that I can make by God's Word.

Again he writes, after the Kevised Book was issued :

Now, I say, they that be content with this general absolution, i.e. which

every minister of God's Word giveth in his sermons, it is well, but they that are

not satisfied with it, they may go to some godly-learned minister who is able to

instruct and comfort them with the Word of God, to minister the same unto them

to their contentation and quieting of their consciences. And herein standeth our

absolution or remission of our sins, viz. when we believe in Him and look to be

saved through His death.

Bishop Jewel 7 writes :

This is the confession that St. Augustine speaketh of, not secret or private or in

the ear, but public, open, and in hearing of all the people. Certainly these words

of St. Augustine,
'

open penance,'
' confess openly,'

' in sight of all the people/ these

icords, I say, mil not easily serve to prove your purpose of private confession.

The value and force of these writings (and the quotations could

be indefinitely increased from other authors) are not, as I have already

observed, that they are expressions of opinion, but that they are con-

temporaneous testimony to facts. These men knew personally what

alterations were made and what was aimed at by the changes effected

at the Reformation in which they themselves took part. The altera-

tions were not made in haste they were amply and anxiously dis-

cussed and while the revisers were desirous not unnecessarily to

shock those who had been accustomed to auricular confession and
sacramental absolution, yet they did not hesitate nor fail to make

perfectly clear the changes which were considered necessary.
I come now to the only other part of the Prayer Book to which

reference is sometimes made as sanctioning or encouraging the

practice of confession. In the Office for the Visitation of the Sick

the rubric directs as follows :
' Here shall the sick person be moved

to make a special confession of his sins, if he feel his conscience

troubled with any weighty matter. After which confession the priest
shall absolve him (if he humbly and heartily desire it) after this sort.'

Then follows the absolution :

' Our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath left

power to His Church to absolve all sinners who truly repent and

T JewcTs Works, vol. iii. Parker Soc. ed.
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believe in Him, of His great mercy forgive thee thine offences
; and

by His authority committed to me, I absolve thee from all thy sins,

in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost/

First, it is to be observed that whatever the significance of this

confession and this absolution, they only refer to the exceptional case

of a sick person whose conscience is burdened with some weighty
matter, and that the pronouncing of absolution is not to depend upon

any judgment formed by the priest but is to take place if the sick man

humbly and heartily desire it.
8 Here also the changes made in the

Eeformed Prayer Book are significant and instructive. In the First

Book it said :
' After which confession the priest shall absolve him

after this form. And the same form of absolution shall be used in

all private confessions.' Thus -in our present Prayer Book the words
*
if he humbly and heartily desire it,' have been added, and the words

1 after this sort
'

have been substituted for
'

after this form,' and the

reference to private confessions is altogether omitted. There is no

reason why the words '

special confession
'

should be regarded as

equivalent to private confession to a priest. The words '

special
J and

'

private
' have quite different significations.

'

Special
'

refers to the

subject-matter of the confession
;

'

private
'

would refer to the mode of

confession
;

*

special
'

is contrasted with '

general.' There is, for ex-

ample, a ' General
'

Thanksgiving, i.e. for blessings in general ;
and

there are special thanksgivings for
*

Rain,' for '

Plenty,' for '

Peace,' &c.

So there is in Morning Prayer a general confession of sins in general ;

and there is here a '

special confession
'

of some special sins which are

weighing on the man's conscience. While, of course, it is permitted
to any sick man thus burdened to tell the sins which cause his^sorrow

to the minister who is seeking to console and help him, there is no

direction here for him to make a formal and private confession.

Everywhere else in the Prayer Book where confession is mentioned it

is expressly stated that it is to be to God and there is nothing here

to indicate that it must necessarily be otherwise. It is frequently
as in the Morning and Evening Prayer, and in the Communion

Service the duty of the priest to pronounce absolution for sins which

have been confessed only to God, and, indeed, here also the absolution

is
' from all thy sins,' although the confession (even if made to the

priest) has been only of some special sins. We have a parallel case

in the ' Service to be used at Sea/ In it those present are to make
* an humble confession of their sin to God : in which every one ought

seriously to reflect upon those particular sins of which his conscience

shall accuse him.' And after this confession of both general sin and

particular sins to God, the priest pronounces absolution. The form

of absolution given in the Visitation of the Sick is, of course, of

8 Yet a recent writer (the Rev. V. S. Coles, of Pusey House) says :

' Absolution is

not a charm, but the rational sentence of a divinely appointed judge upon the reality

of faith and penitence.'

VOL. XXXVII No. 215 G
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no greater force or efficacy than the forms of absolution elsewhere.

The Church attaches no special importance to it. In the older

Prayer Books the priest was directed to absolve ' after this form
'

but

in our present Book the words are ' after this sort,' to show that the

use of it is purely optional. Any words from Scripture of assurance

of forgiveness to all penitent sinners would do just as well, and be just

as legal ;
for this form was only intended for the use of incompetent

and unlearned priests, in an age when there were many such. In

saying this I am not expressing any opinion of my own, I am referring

to the authoritative teaching of the Church in the 67th Canon,
which is unmistakably clear on this point. It says :

' When any

person is dangerously sick in any parish, the minister or curate shall

resort unto him or her, to instruct and comfort them in their distress

according to the order of the Communion Book if he be no preacher,
or if he be a preacher then as he shall think most needful and con-

venient.'

It may be well, while speaking of the words of absolution given in

this Office as a specimen of the kind of help which a priest is to

render to a penitent sinner, to consider what the meaning of these

words was when originally spoken by Christ to His disciples.
9 "What-

ever they meant then, the same, nothing more and nothing less, they
must mean now. We must keep this promise of Christ to His Apostles
distinct from that which was made to St. Peter (St. Matthew xvi. 19),

and which is commonly spoken of as ' the Power of the Keys,' and
also from the power to ' bind and loose

'

(St. Matthew xviii. 18) which

was given to all the disciples. The former referred to teaching the

opening, as it were, with a key of the doors of knowledge in this

particular case the knowledge of the Gospel. The conversion by St.

Peter's preaching at Pentecost of the first great body of Jews who
embraced Christianity, and subsequently the admission of the first

Grentile convert into the Christian community, were the performance
of this duty by St. Peter. In Acts xv. 7 he himself claims these as

the fulfilment of this great commission.

The power to bind and to loose (St. Matthew xviii. 18) had a

legislative significance. The Eabbis exercised such a power, and they
declared what precepts were and what were not binding (see St.

Matthew xxiii. 24, and Acts x. 28). The Christian Church was
to possess an analogous power, and we have an illustration of its exer-

cise when the Church decided that in those early days the disciples

were to abstain from '

things strangled.' They
' bound

'

that on the

brethren, and they
'

loosed/ e.g. when they decided that circumcision

was not necessary. (See Acts xv. 23-29.)
The power

' to forgive and to retain
'

sins is quite distinct from

these, and refers to the principle on which the forgiveness of sins was

St. John xx. 23.'
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to be based in the Christian Church. 10 The words whose soever sins
'

is in the Greek not singular but plural. The reference is made not
to an individual, but to the classes of persons whose sins are forgiven.
Our Lord, as He repeatedly announced, came to found a kingdom
upon earth. Every kingdom, every society in the world, exercises

this power of forgiving and of retaining sins. It is exercised by dif-

ferent nations in accordance with widely different principles. Such
a power was to be exercised by the Kingdom of Christ on earth.

Sincere penitence for the past, and faith in Jesus Christ, are the sole

conditions of (rod's forgiveness, and the Church, His witness upon
earth, is to lay down these as the sole condition of forgiveness so far

as she is concerned. It would evidently be impossible for any earthly

kingdom to adopt such a principle of forgiveness. The State pun-
ishes the guilty, penitent, and impenitent alike. The State forgives

i.e. does not punish some of the most atrocious sins that man can

commit. It is obvious, then, that in an earthly kingdom there are sins

forgiven which are not forgiven in heaven
;
and there are sins retained

and punished which are forgiven in heaven. In the Kingdom of

Christ, however, the law of forgiveness is to be identical with the law

of forgiveness in heaven. For example, a man has committed a

crime for which the legal penalty is death. The criminal becomes

deeply sorry for his sin, truly and sincerely penitent. The State

cannot recognise this the sin must be '

retained/ not '

forgiven/
To that man the minister of Christ goes, and, ere he dies at the

hands of Justice for his crime, the priest says in effect to him :
' My

son, the Kingdom of England cannot forgive your sin
;
in self-defence

it has to punish you ;
but there is another Kingdom whose principle

of forgiveness is different the Kingdom of Christ
;
and I, as its

authorised representative, tell you that, inasmuch as you are really

penitent, and have really turned back through Christ to that God

against whom in that awful moment you asserted yourself I tell you

you are forgiven.' Now, which has, the retention of that sin on earth

by the State, or the forgiveness of that sin by the Church which

has been identical with the treatment of that sin by God in Heaven ?

Is not this what Christ meant by saying,
' Whose soever sins you my

Church and witness upon earth retain on earth are retained in

Heaven, and whose soever sins you forgive are forgiven in Heaven ?
'

And is not the Church daily witnessing to this great truth when she

asserts :
* He pardoneth and absolveth all them that truly repent

and unfeignedly believe His Holy Gospel
'

?

Bishop Jeremy Taylor
u takes this view of this passage :

Our Blessed Saviour in these words did not distinguish two sorts of sins, one

to be remitted and one to be retained, so that it should be necessary to know the

10 The distinction between"these three passages is pointed out with great clearness

and power in a sermon on Confession and Absolution by the late Dean of "Wells (Dr.

Plumptre).
u Dissuasivefrom Popery.

a 2
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special nature of sins. He only reckoned one kind that is under which all sins

are contained. But He distinguished two sorts of sinners, saying quorum et quorum,
the one of penitents and their sins are to be remitted, and another of the impeni-

tents, whose sins are not to be remitted but retained. And therefore it becometh

the minister of souls to know the state of the penitent, rather than the nature and

number of his sins.

I do not desire to ignore the statement in Canon 113 which ad-

monishes a minister to whom a man has confessed his secret and

hidden sins that ' he do not at any time reveal and make known to

any person any crime or offence so committed to his trust and secrecy.
5

This Canon, however, is dealing with the presentment by church-

wardens of parishioners to the ordinaries, and grants permission to

the vicars to join in the presentment. The minister is ordered not to

reveal certain crimes and offences confided to him
;
but then there

follows a very sweeping
*

exception
' '

except they be such crimes as

by the laws of this realm his own life may be called into question for

concealing the same.' What crimes would a priest be compelled,

under this Canon, to disclose, even though told him in confession ?

' Those who in any way assist the criminal after his crime, with a

view to shielding him from justice, are accessories after the fact.

There was no difference in those days between principals and acces-

sories in treason or misdemeanour, and the distinction in felony made
little difference, because all alike, principals and accessories, were

punishable with death.' 12 What offences, then, were punishable with

death in the early part of the seventeenth century ?
' The following

crimes were excluded from the benefit of clergy, and were therefore

capital whether the offender could read or not : high treason, petty

treason, piracy, murder, arson, burglary, housebreaking and putting
in fear, highway robbery, horse stealing, stealing from the person
above the value of a shilling, rape, abduction with intent to marry.
In the cases of persons who could not read, all felonies, every kind of

theft above the value of a shilling, and all robbery were capital crimes.' 13

All these, then, were amongst the '

exceptions
'

from the rule that the

minister should not reveal anything confessed to him privately. It

is quite clear that this Canon was not set forth for the purpose of

encouraging confession ! It must be interpreted in connection with

the whole tone and drift of the Prayer Book and the Homilies.

I have endeavoured in this article to treat this subject from an

historical point of view. I have not attempted to enter into any
discussion as to whether the systematic practice of auricular confes-

sion is advisable or not whether it is calculated to promote or to

hinder the growth of a robust vigorous tone of religion, whether its

influence, where it has extensively prevailed, has been to develop or

to destroy social purity, and to strengthen or to sap the foundations

12
Stephen's History of the Criminal Law, i. pp. 466-7 and 231.

13 Ibid. i. 466-7.
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of social and of national life. I have not even attempted to defend

the Reformation, and the action of those who, as the then lawful

Church authorities, carried into effect the revision of our Service

Books ;
nor have I sought to deny that some most devout and earnest

members of the English Church have approved, and do still approve,

these practices. All these matters, however intrinsically important
and interesting, are quite beside the one clearly denned point to

which I have restricted my inquiry viz. Is the inculcation of the

practice of auricular confession in harmony with the letter and the

.spirit of the authorised teaching of the Church of England ? If any
one, without having been already committed to fixed theories on the

subject, reads the passages which I have given from the Prayer Book,

the Homilies, the Articles and the Canons reads them in connection

with their history, and with the statements of those who compiled

them, there is, I think, only one answer that can be given : That while

in exceptional cases the Church suggests the '

opening of a grief
'

which persons cannot solace for themselves to the minister of Christ

with a view to receiving counsel and comfort and the benefit of

absolution from Grod's Holy Word, the Church does not enforce

in any case what is technically known as auricular confession
;
she

does not even recommend it
; indeed, the abandonment of all those

instructions regarding it which were contained in the earlier Service

Books, and the introduction instead of the primitive practice of

general public confession and absolution, is a discouragement of it

which amounts to practical prohibition.

I cannot better sum up all that I have said than in the words of

Bishop Jeremy Taylor, who in 1660 writes 14
: 'But concerning

confession, as it is a special act of repentance, the first thing that is

to be said of it is that it is due only to God.' Again, the same pre-

late says :

' The question, then, is whether to confess all our greater

sins to a priest all that upon strict inquiry we can remember be

necessary to salvation. This the Church of Kome now affirms
;
and

this the Church of England and all Protestant Churches deny/

T. TEIGXMOUTH SHORE.

14 Works t vol. vii. cap. x. iv. p. 440. London ed. 1850.
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THE PAINTINGS AT POMPEII

DURING a recent visit to Pompeii, in which I endeavoured to acquaint

myself with all the wall- paintings of importance remaining in situ,

I had a considerable hunt after one a bacchanalian subject which

certainly was, when Mr. Sommer's photographs were taken not long

ago, a characteristic picture of great excellence, and in fine preserva-

tion.

I received various directions about it from sundry custodians ,

seemed to be on a warm scent in the house of the Centenary, and

found a comparatively unimportant painting similar in subject, and,

finally, ran it to earth in the house of Holconius. That is, I found

the wall on which it, undoubtedly, had once been traces enough
remained for complete identification for the rest, this painting,

that was in nearly perfect order when it was photographed, is now a

wreck, simple and absolute. I expressed my disappointment to the

custodian who had unlocked the house of Holconius for me, and he

shrugged Lis shoulders and explained that there had been several

severe frosts of late years at Pompeii, that all the paintings exposed
to the weather (about ninety-nine per cent, of the whole) were decay-

ing as fast as they could, and that three or four years would probably see-

them all out. ' These things/ he exclaimed,
'

ought to be in Eng-
land, where you are rich enough to roof them all in, and take care of

them.' He added the cheering information that on Sundays, when
the excavations are open free of charge, and visitors are allowed tc*

wander about them unaccompanied by a custodian, Tommaso,
Ricciardo, and Enrico come out from Naples, with their little pen-
knives in their pockets, to assist the disintegrating forces of nature

in their work on the Pompeian frescoes. In one house that, I think,.

of the Wounded Adonis the frescoes have been so severely mauled by
holiday visitors that the direction is thinking of closing it on Sun-

days : is waiting, apparently, until all trace ofthe steed has disappeared
to shut the stable door.

It is a disheartening state of things for any one who realises the

great beauty and value of these paintings to have to reflect on, that

none of them are completely protected and very few at all, and that

most of the little money there is to spend on Pompeii does not go
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towards defending what is already uncovered, but in the more popular
direction of uncovering more. And one cannot even have the selfish

comfort of thinking
'

Well, they will last my time !

'

I have used the title at the head of this article because what
attention criticism has given to Pompeian wall-painting has usually
been bestowed on the more easily accessible specimens of it in the

Naples Museum, and not on those remaining in the city itself. It is,

indeed, very usual to say that all the paintings of importance that

have been discovered are to be found in the Museum. But careful

study of the work both at Naples and Pompeii has led me to a widely
different conclusion. In two rooms at Pompeii, in the exedra of the

house of Siricus and in the room known as the Camera della Kegina

Margherita, are to be found the most important specimens of ancient

painting in existence the Exedra of Siricus on account of its artistic

magnificence, and the room of Queen Margaret by reason of its unique
state of preservation.

The house containing the latter room was in the course of being

painted when Pompeii was overwhelmed, one room of it was found

with a blank wall, the other walls being decorated. The c Camera '

itself was uncovered in the presence of the Queen of Italy, and was

at once roofed in and locked up ;
the guides say that the sun has

never touched its frescoes at all. Hence, where they are not simply
broken they are in perfect order, not only are the colours as fresh and

unfaded as the day they were laid on, but the touch and the surface

remain intact. Important as this is in itself, it gains additional

importance from the light it throws upon all the other wall-paintings,

and from the fact that it sets at rest for ever a vexed question as to

the colour sense of the Graeco-Eoman painters. When there is

question of an ancient painting of any kind that in its present

condition is harmonious in colour, but, obviously, greatly faded from

its original brilliancy, there are always two ways of regarding it.

The enthusiast says,
' If it is so beautiful now in its decay, how much

more so must it have been in its pristine brilliancy !

' * Not at all,'

replies the Advocatus Diaboli,
' when brighter it was very probably

cruder, and time has given it a harmony that it did not originally

possess.' And either discutant may be right.

But, with the paintings of the room of Queen Margaret before us,

there can be no doubt that Grseco-Koman decorative painters were

colourists of the first order
; that, having great personal skill, and an

admirably systematised colour scheme, they were capable of producing
work that was at once brilliant and delicate, and that, in the matter

of colour, has never been excelled in the whole history of Art.

Before proceeding with this delayed appreciation of the Pompeian

frescoes, it may be well to indicate some of the causes that have led

to their being so much overlooked and so almost universally under-

valued. The most obvious, of course, is that the mass of matter of
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interest revealed by the excavations at Pompeii might well account

for any one particular feature of it being crowded out of sight or

hastily summed up. Then, the period during which the world be-

came acquainted with, and made up its mind about, these paintings
was not exactly a propitious one for their fit appreciation. The latter

half of the eighteenth century had quite settled for itself what

classical painting was or at all events ought to be like, and what

that was we may gather from the works of David, Grirodet, and their

Italian contemporaries. One imagines that to the virtuosi of that

time the Pompeian frescoes must have come as a great shock it

was so unutterably inconsiderate of antique painting to turn up so

unexpectedly and to be so unconceivably unlike what one had so

satisfactorily settled that it must be. Nothing, obviously, could be done

under the circumstances but engrave it, and represent it to be as like

the classical art of the Grirodet-David type as possible. And the

elaborately engraved renderings of the Pompeian frescoes have been,

I believe, responsible for some of the neglect accorded to the ori-

ginals. The average man feels disappointed, not to say resentful,

when he finds that the original of a highly finished-up line engraving
is a painting originally slight and now much faded by time. No
works of art have been so altogether misrepresented by copies as

these, photographs apart : the transcripts of them may be divided

into two classes. Those which are not in the least like the originals

but are tolerable in themselves, and those which are not in the least

like the originals but are absolutely intolerable. In the forefront of

the latter class come all the chromo-lithographs, whose atrocity of

outrage cannot be indicated in decent speech.

Writers who have dealt with the subject of the Pompeian frescoes

have usually been perplexed by a curious mingling of qualities to be

found in many, though by no means in all, of the figure subjects :

beautiful colour, excellent traditional composition, considerable brio

and dash in execution, combined with drawing that is generally

inadequate and frequently very bad. But, whilst puzzled and in a

measure repelled by this particular phenomenon, they have not rea-

lised that there is a very plausible and simple explanation of it.

Fifteen years before the eruption that entombed Pompeii, occurred

the second of two exceedingly destructive earthquakes which left a

large part of the city in ruins. In a very short space of time the

surviving citizens returned to their homes, and began to repair and

rebuild their city. Some of the more important public edifices were

still in the course of construction when the city was finally over-

whelmed in 79 A.D., but the dwelling-houses had, in innumerable

instances, been completed and in use for a considerable space of time-

The earthquake probably destroyed most of the interior decoration of

the city, and the majority of the immense quantity of painted deco-

ration that was in complete existence when Pompeii was finally en^
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tombed must have been executed in a remarkably short space of

time much of it being hurried over in a way that it would not have
been under ordinary circumstances. Looking at the proportion of

figure-work to ornamental painting, one would say that Pompeii and
its neighbourhood supported four or five capable figure-painters, and
a whole army of competent painters of ornament and arabesque, in-

eluding animals, amorini, and figures on a small scale. If we assume

that, the former class not being equal to the amount of work thrown
thus suddenly on their hands, the latter were set to work, on the
occasion of this emergency, upon comparatively large and important

figure subjects, we shall find that the assumption, not an improbable
one in itself, does exactly account for the admixture of skilful quali-
ties of execution together with faulty drawing which characterises a

considerable amount of Pompeian fresco work. The paintings shown
in the Naples Museum, being in many instances selected not at all for

their merits as works of art, but on account of their size and the

attractive nature of their subjects these less meritorious productions
have assumed an undue prominence. The most celebrated and most

frequently copied of all the ancient paintings in the Museum at

Naples is the *
Sacrifice of Iphigenia,' which tallies with a verbal

description of the same subject as painted by Timanthes. It is

perhaps the very worst picture that was found at Pompeii at all.

Some wholly admirable figure-painters there undoubtedly were,

for their work remains, and by it should the art of the time and place
be studied and judged, since it is painting we are after, not painting
flurried by seismic disturbance. And in their work, when we find it

framed and set in a gorgeous entourage of fanciful arabesque, we find

one of the very choicest things of the earth : the lovely quintessence
of the art of painting, the pure element of it with all the crudities

and the pedantries eliminated. Nothing feeble or tentative, no

aggressive cleverness of the studio, no disillusioning hint of the posed
and fatigued model, nothing over-elaborated, and nothing inadequately
treated

;
a dream of beauty realised by the exquisite art ofthe brush.

It is hard to give a hint even of the loveliness of fine painted
decoration in words, but the specimen that seems to me the finest

is so little known, and is so obviously doomed to but a short life of

it, that I cannot forbear some attempt to describe it.

The house of Siricus (DOMVS VEDI SIKICI), stands in the

street that Fiorelli has called the Via Undecima. It is near to the

Stabian Thermae, and almost opposite to the Lupanar,
' an establish-

ment,' to use Mrs. Candour's words, 'of no extraordinary fame.' Stand-

ing on the hospitable SALVE in mosaic of the threshold of Siricus, one

is movedto meditate on this propinquity. Was the establishment there

before the days of Siricus, or did the establishment come to him ? If

the latter, what did Siricus think of it all, and, if virtuously indignant,

through what channel did he vent his indignation ?
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But, let his morals have been what they may, Siricus had in his

house an exedra, or sitting-room, that, when it was in perfect order,

must have been a very masterpiece of delicate and exquisite painted

decoration. Much of its painting has flaked and faded, more is

going, and going, alas, rapidly. Still, on three of the walls there

remains a sufficient mass of the original decoration for a careful ob-

server to realise what a marvellously rich, complex, and at once re-

fined and daring scheme it was that once covered the walls of this

beautiful room.

The lowest part of the walls, the dado as we should call it, is, as

is usual in Pompeii, of a black, beautiful in surface. This is en-

riched with festoons and arabesques of golden yellow, and with

delicate patterns in the same yellow varied with soft blue. It is

broken up by panels of varying sizes, bounded by broad lines of soft

red. On these panels are painted, with much dash and brio, such

things as foliage, flowers, birds and amphorae.

In the centre of the body or main mass of each of the walls is a

large panel of red, superb in colour quality and surface, with a

picture in the centre of it. This panel, which is slightly taller than

a square, has three sides straight, whilst the top, to avoid monotony,
is very slightly arched. It is framed by an elegant ogee pattern,

painted with the -greatest delicacy in golden yellow and blue, and

crowned with a mask, and the entire panel, with its frame, is vigorously
relieved on a back-ground of black. This black ground or interval is

enriched at the top and corners of the panel with arabesques, with

gryphons and with amorini holding candelabra, all admirably de-

signed, and mainly softly greenish in tone.

The side panels of the walls are of a fine tawny golden yellow,
relieved on a back-ground of a deep purple-red ;

this ground is enriched

(as was the black ground of the red panels), with gryphons and

arabesques. The bounding-line of these panels is of a soft, greenish

blue, and, well within the field of the panel, there is a border of

pattern crisply painted in a whitish yellow with interval spaces of

soft blue. Single figures stand on painted capital brackets in the

centres of these yellow side panels ; they represent, apparently, Apollo
and the Muses and Sciences. The painted architectural intervals

between the purple back-grounds of the side panels and the black

back-grounds of the centre panels, stand upon basal panels composed
of a harmony in yellows, rich, pale, and reddish. They contain land-

scape subjects, touched in with the most airy lightness and delicately
framed. The architectural work is itself yellow in general mass, but
it is relieved with blue, bluish green, and soft reds, varied in a very
refined harmony. The more distant portions of the architecture are

of a delicate grey. The work is further enriched with wreaths, masks

pendent vases, combats of centaurs and lions, and standing figures of

musicians and Muses.
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A peculiarly rich and delicate acanthus scroll forms the frieze of

the room
;

it is painted in a delicate harmony of blues, greens, and
reds on a black ground. Amorini and various animals alternate in

the centres of the scrolls with different decorative flowers.

The remainder of the wall over the frieze and above the natural

range of the eye is treated more broadly and simply with central

panels of purple-red containing figures on pedestals ; the panels are

flanked by architectural side pieces in yellow and green, on a ground
of purple-red ; there are, as well, festoons of drapery and panels of

Pegasi.

Of the three paintings in the great red central panels, that to the

right, representing Vulcan exhibiting to Thetis the armour forged for

Achilles, is very much defaced. The painting opposite to it represents

Neptune and Apollo assisting at the building of the walls of Troy.
This picture has suffered a good deal, it was in obviously better con-

dition when it was photographed, and, apparently, still more perfect
when Fiorelli described it, probably soon after.it was first uncovered.

Enough remains to show that the Neptune has been a superb figure,

nobly designed, and resembling in colour the finest of Venetian paint-

ing. Eather more complete, though, alas! obviously progressing

rapidly towards ruin, is the central painting of the Drunken Hercules.

The inebriated hero,
' with vine,' or at all events ivy,

' leaves in his

hair,' and, apparently, howling discordance, sprawls in the foreground

by an altar, his flesh is of a tawny red colour, and his drapery, one

conjectures, was once green. In the back-ground Dejanira, accom-

panied by two graceful female attendants, watches his revel. She is

half naked, and a yellow drapery lined with blue lies across her knees.

Above reclines Bacchus, attended by fauns and Msenads, and by
Ariadne, who leans across his knees

;
he is loosely wrapped in a

drapery of wine-purple lined with soft blue. Freakish amorini haunt

the scene, one is, apparently, filching the hero's wine cup, another

playing some trick with his wreath, whilst a group are making off

with his club, and another little company are tying his quiver up in

a tree. The precise degree of definition that the back-ground once

had it would be difficult now to determine. At present it is chiefly

a soft haze of a greyish blue-green, varied in places with palish green

foliage.

It is difficult to know, in writing such a description as the above,

if one has conveyed to the reader any hint or suggestion of the beauty
of the colour scheme that is so vivid a recollection to oneself. The

complexity of the scheme of ornamentation, the immense amount of

thought and fancy expressed in small compass, will be no doubt

obvious, and to that one may add that, for the sake of clearness, the

complexity has been rather under stated. Also that, though the

room is of quite moderate dimensions the longest wall probably not

exceeding twenty feet the decoration does not give the slightest
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impression of over-elaboration or confusion, and it is only to de-

liberate study that the extreme subtlety of the method reveals itself.

It would be superfluous to give any detailed description of the

decoration of the Camera della Kegina Margherita ;
it is similar

in general scheme to that of the Exedra of Siricus, but, the room

being much smaller, it is altogether less important. The point of

interest here is the perfect condition of the painting, the lustrous

beauty of surface that it still retains and the delicacy and fine skill of

the painted touch. Also the subtlety and play of the colour scheme,

architectural ornament that is beside a red panel, for instance, echo-

ing its stronger note in a delicate rose-red.

In a cubiculum in the house of Sallust there is a small painting
of Mars and Venus that is strongly suggestive of Griorgionesque

colour in its harmony of rich flesh tints, purple and grey draperies

and golden shield. And in the house of Adonis there is a good deal

of painting of interest one little subject in the portico of the

peristyle, a dog with furtive eye gingerly approaching a joint of

meat, is singularly humorous in expression. The important frescoes

in the house of Holconius are all absolute wrecks, but the house of

Apollo, the house of the Surgeon, the house of the Black Walls, and

the house of the Centenary, as well as several others, contain work

that is worth visiting. In the last-named there are two little rooms

that correspond with one another, on either side of the entrance to

the atrium, both decorated with most delicately painted arabesque,
in the one instance on a ground of lustrous black, in the other on

one of ivory white.

To a lover of art who was about to make a first acquaintance with

Pompeian fresco work one would say, Do not give in if you find a

few stumbling-blocks at the outset. An unaccustomed form of art

takes some knowing before it can be appreciated : if it is worth any-

thing at all, it is worth taking on its own terms. We must remember
that though we now very fully appreciate Japanese art, there was a

time when we looked upon it as merely quaint and curious, and had

no thought of taking it seriously as art at all. The Pompeian
decorator, with his prolific fancy, would, doubtless, regard OUT method

of covering large spaces of our walls with mechanically reproduced

patterns as intolerably dull we should remember this before we
murmur unthinkingly, as some do at his frequent introduction into

his scheme of fantastic painted architecture. The fact is, he hated

monotony, and, without these architectural intervals, his wall would
have tended towards a series of rectangular panels occasionally varied

by curved forms. But the architecture, with its innocent perspective,
its pendent garlands, and its fantastic creatures, brought together the

curved and rectangular elements of the decorative scheme, and

harmonised the whole. It was also always taken advantage of as a

useful element in the colour scheme.
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It is a melancholy reflection that comes to one as one paces the

tufa-paved streets of the exhumed Campanian city, that these vivid

and beautiful paintings that have survived the shocks of earthquake,
the ashes of the burning mountain, and century after century of

burial, should now be perishing of sheer neglect, and
perishing, too,

almost unnoticed : gaped at, maybe, now and then for a few moments

by a band of tourists who listen to the parrot-gabble of a guide,"and
then again deserted

Wherever a fresco peels and drops,

Wherever an outline weakens and wanes,
Till the latest life in the painting stops,

Stands One whom each fainter pulse-tick pains ;

One, wishful each scrap should clutch the brick,

Each tinge not wholly escape the plaster,

A lion who dies of an ass's kick

The wronged great soul of an ancient Master.

Amongst several artists of various nationalities that I have met
who have resided at Pompeii, not one had even heard of the Camera
della Kegina Margherita. The reason is not far to seek : the room is

kept locked up ;
artists with a special permit are free to wander where

they will in the excavations and to call on the custodians to unlock

for them whatever closed places they may wish to study in. But
the Camera della Eegina Margherita being mentioned in none of the

guide books, they simply never hear of it unless some accident brings
it under their notice. The exedra of the house of Siricus which is

always open, is, as far as I can make out, scarcely better known.

Fiorelli, in his Descrizione di Pompei, describes this exedra as

splendidamente dipinta, but Fiorelli's book is a cumbrous work, aye,
and a pedantic, and I do not think it is anywhere else on record that

these paintings are of special importance. An artist examining the

city, who, in the course of his wanderings, had sauntered into some
hundreds of rooms and glanced at many, many fading frescoes, might
stroll for a few minutes from the bright external sunshine into the

comparative darkness of this exedra without at once realising the

great value of the painted work on its walls.

And yet, with the single exception of the Sistine Chapel, there is

no frescoed building in the world more worthy of special pilgrimage
and study than this. Not in itself alone, but as giving a key to what
the art of painting must have been in the great Athenian epoch.

Trying to get at that by studying the '

Iphigenia,' or many of the

paintings in the Naples Museum, one will be, if one is perfectly frank

with oneself, faced by the difficulty that, if Greek painting was as

good as we have heard, it could not have resembled at all the

specimens before us. No such difficulty confronts us in the Exedra

of Siricus : the struggle there is to imagine how anything, done in

that tradition, could possibly be finer. The difference must have
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been only as between the fine vase-painting of the Greek colonies

and the very best Athenian work in the same line as between the very

good and the very best.

It is not as a matter of art alone that one is led deeply to regret

the neglect and decay that is the appointed lot of these lovely paint-

ings. As time goes on, and as our lives and ideas are daily driven

farther away from any likeness to those of the old beauty-dominated
Greek world, the more priceless will all that records it and remains

of it become to us. The deeper thoughts, the grander side of the

Greek character, are expressed in the work of their sculptors, philo-

sophers and tragic poets. Yet these have become by now somewhat

over stately to the modern mind, somewhat cold to the imagination.
But there is another side to the versatile mind of the ancient Greek,
a side fresh, intimate, tender, humorous, and frugally luxurious, that

found for itself other and more flexible means of expression ;
for this

we turn to the Comedies of Aristophanes, the Dialogues of Lucian and

the fast-perishing wall-paintings in Pompeii.
H. A. KENNEDY.
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DEFOES < APPARITION OF MRS. VEAL'

THANKS to Sir Walter Scott, few of Defoe's works are better known
than the pamphlet which he called ' A True Eelation of the Appari-
tion of one Mrs. Veal, the next day after her death, to one Mrs. Bar-

grave, at Canterbury, the 8th of September, 1705.' In this piece,
which appeared in July 1706, we are told how a maiden lady of about

thirty, named, as was then usual,
' Mrs.' Veal, who had kept house at

Dover for her only brother, an officer in the Custom House service,

called upon an old friend, Mrs. Bargrave, of Canterbury, at noon on

the 8th of September, 1705. They had not seen one another for two

years and a half, and Mrs. Bargrave was surprised at the visit. Mrs.

Veal explained that she was going a journey, and had a great mind
to see Mrs. Bargrave first. Mrs. Bargrave had felt hurt at the

previous neglect of her old friend, attributing it to Mrs. Veal's pro-

sperity ;
she herself led an unfortunate life, through

' the unheard of

ill-usage of a very wicked husband.' The ladies talked of their early

intercourse, and of the comfort they had derived from Drelincourt's

book upon Death, from Dr. Sherlock, and others. ' But Drelincourt,'

Mrs. Veal said,
' had the clearest notions of death and of the future

state of any who had handled that subject.' Much edifying conver-

sation followed, and Mrs. Veal, who had not been well, said,
' Mrs.

Bargrave, don't you think I am mightily impaired by my fits ?
'

to

which Mrs. Bargrave replied that she thought her friend looked as

well as ever she knew her.

Mrs. Veal then surprised Mrs. Bargrave by requesting her to write

to Mr. Veal about the persons to whom she wished certain rings and

a purse of gold to be given. Mrs. Bargrave feared that a fit was

approaching, and began to talk about her visitor's gown. Mrs. Veal

said it was ' a scoured silk, and newly made up.' At last Mrs. Bar-

grave consented to write to Mrs. Veal's brother, and went out to fetch

her daughter. When she returned, Mrs. Veal had come out of the

house into the street,
' in the face of the beast-market, on a Saturday

(which is market-day).' She said she must be going, but would see

Mrs. Bargrave again at her cousin Watson's, in the city. She then

walked away,
'
till a turning interrupted the sight of her, which was

three-quarters after one in the afternoon.'
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On Monday Mrs. Bargrave astonished the Watsons by inquiring

if Mrs. Veal was there. Mrs. Watson said there must have been a

mistake : if Mrs. Veal had visited Canterbury she would certainly

have called upon them. While they were talking, Captain Watson

came in, and announced that Mrs. Veal had died on the seventh, at

noon, of her fits that is, twenty-four hours before she appeared to

Mrs. Bargrave. When Mrs. Bargrave said that Mrs. Veal had told

her that her dress was scoured, Mrs. Watson cried out,
' You have

seen her indeed, for none knew but Mrs. Veal and myself that the

gown was scoured.' Mrs. Watson owned that the description of the

dress, which she had herself helped to make, was correct. When the

story got abroad, many gentlemen went to see Mrs. Bargrave, and

they were favourably impressed by her manner. One material thing
more Mrs. Veal told Mrs. Bargrave

' that old Mr. Breton allowed

Mrs. Veal ten pounds a year, which was a secret.'

Mrs. Bargrave never varied in her story. A servant next door

heard her talking to some one at the time, and, immediately after

Mrs. Veal had gone, Mrs. Bargrave told her neighbour of the ravish-

ing conversation she had had with an old friend.
* Drelincourt's

Book of Death is, since this happened, bought up strangely.' Mr.

Veal tried to throw discredit upon the story, though why he thought
it a reflection was not clear. As Mrs. Bargrave said, she had no

interest in making people believe the narrative
;
in fact, she had been

put to much trouble by it. One gentleman came thirty miles to

hear the tale from her own mouth.

Such, with innumerable details which add to the air of veri-

similitude, was the story told by Defoe
;
but in the preface he said,

' This relation is matter of fact. It was sent by a Justice of the

Peace at Maidstone to his friend in London, as here written, and it

was attested by a sober gentlewoman, his kinswoman, who lived near

Mrs. Bargrave, and had heard the story from Mrs. Bargrave's own
mouth. This lady, who was not a person to be easily deceived,

testified that Mrs. Bargrave was a pious and honest woman.' The

moral, added Defoe, is the reality of a future life, and the need oi

repentance and right living in the present world.

Scott analysed this story with loving care, and said that, however

improbable it seems when described in bald outline,
* whoever will

read it as told by Defoe himself will agree that, could the thing have

happened in reality, so it would have been told.' In our day, Scott

added, journalists would have cross-questioned Mrs. Bargrave and the

rest, and would have dug up Mrs. Veal's body rather than not get to

the bottom of the matter
; but our ancestors wondered and believed.

Being himself a romancer, Scott accepted and expanded a circum-

stantial account of what caused Defoe to write the tale. The publisher
of Drelincourt's heavy book (The Christian's Defence against the

Fears of Death) could not make it sell
;
he therefore employed Defoe
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to describe how a ghost, which could speak from experience, recom-

mended Drelincourt as giving the most reliable account of Heaven.

Defoe's tale was appended to the unsaleable volume, which then

became a most popular manual. Now, Mr. Lee has shown that this

account given by Scott is fictitious. Drelincourt was widely read,

first in France and then in other countries, long before Defoe wrote

his pamphlet, and the English translation had reached a fourth edition

in 1701. Moreover, some subsequent editions of Drelincourt did not

contain Defoe's story, and the first edition which did contain it sold

rather slowly. The pamphlet, too, was published first in separate

form by Benjamin Bragg, whereas Drelincourt was published by
J. Robinson and others, who must have made arrangements with

Bragg for permission to reprint the tale. But the original pamphlet
had at the end an advertisement, stating that many thousand copies

of Drelincourt had been sold already, and that the character given it

in the True Relation had caused the fourth impression to be nearly

sold off.

Later critics have followed Scott in praising
* Mrs. Veal '

as an

early example of Defoe's power of making fiction appear to be fact.

Mr. Leslie Stephen has dwelt upon the skill shown in disarming
criticism by giving all the arguments for and against the' veracity of

the characters. Thus we are told that one person said Mrs. Bargrave
had known beforehand of the annuity of 10Z. a year given to Mrs.

Veal by Mr. Breton; but this person, Defoe adds, had the 'reputation

of a notorious liar.'
' One can almost fancy Defoe chuckling as he

concocted the refinements of this most marvellous narrative/ Pro-

fessor Raleigh, in his recent book on the English novel, in speaking
of the True Relation as the first of Defoe's realistic fictions, remarks

that ' the ordinary reader becomes so interested in the opinion that

Defoe's characters have of one another's veracity that he forgets to

ask whether they exist.' Yet another writer said the other day,
' We

would as soon believe in the apparition of Mrs. Veal in her scoured

silk dress
'

as in a certain theory about Defoe.

It has been reserved for Mr. Wright, in his new Life of Defoe,

to suggest whether
' a lady of Defoe's acquaintance, to whom he gives

the name of Mrs. Bargrave, did not tell him, and in good faith, this

story.' Before I read this passage I had obtained a clue which now
enables me to substitute for Mr. Wright's acute conjecture actual

proof that the piece was, as Defoe said,
* a true relation

'

of ' matter of

fact.' Whether the apparition really was seen must continue to depend,
as, Defoe put it, upon the evidence as to Mrs. Bargrave's veracity,

and the question may be left to the Psychical Research Society ; but,

for the rest, I shall be able to show that nearly all the details are

true, that the characters are real persons, and that, in fact, Defoe in-

vented nothing, or next to nothing, but simply told, very skilfully,

a ghost story which was attracting notice at the time. Perhaps he
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had done what Scott suggested would now be done interviewed Mrs.

Bargrave ;
at any rate he had heard the whole tale from some one, as

he describes in his preface. Defoe was a born journalist, always

ready to glean interesting matter from anybody who had anything
to tell which was of general interest.

In collating the text of the True Relation the modem re-

prints are very inaccurate I found in the British Museum a copy of

the pamphlet called the ' fourth edition,' which, as appears from a

catchword, once formed the introductory sheet to an edition of

Drelincourt, printed about 1710. Of no value in itself, I noticed

some manuscript notes in a contemporary handwriting, and on ex-

amination I found at the beginning a long note in Latin, of which

this is a translation :
' On the 21st of May, 1714, 1 asked Mrs. Bargrave

whether the matters contained in this narrative are true, to which

she replied that she had neither written the printed narrative nor

published it, nor did she know the editor
;

all things contained in it,

however, were true, as regards the event itself, or points of .import-

ance
;
but one or two circumstances relating to the affair were not

described with perfect accuracy by the editor. The editor, no doubt,

learned all particulars by word of mouth from Mrs. Bargrave, and

then published them without her knowledge. Some things added in

this copy were changed for the better by Mrs. Bargrave herself.'

Was Mrs. Bargrave, then, a real person? Here we have a con-

temporary owner of the book placing it on record that he saw her,

and that she said that the narrative was, in all essentials, true. She

added little
;

her interviewer corrected with his pen only four

passages, and of these one is clearly a mistake. After ' She was with

me on Saturday almost two hours
'

the writer inserts
' from twelve

till near two.' Among the devotional works recommended by Mrs.

Veal he mentions Scott's Christian Life ;
and after Mrs. Bargrave's

offer of tea to her visitor
('
and so it passed ')

we find this addition :

*

Something was also mentioned in this conversation of the former

times when the Dissenters were persecuted by King Charles the

Second. At which, says Mrs. Veal: "People should not persecute
one another whilst they all are upon the road to Eternity."

'

These

remarks are just such as Mrs. Veal might make, and her friend recall

to memory afterwards. For the rest, the printed narrative was

accepted by Mrs. Bargrave.

My next business was to find what was known of the persons
mentioned in the pamphlet. In Hasted's Kent there are many
particulars of the Bargrave and Veal families. A Bargrave was Dean
of Canterbury under Charles the First, and from Berry's Kent Pedigrees
we learn that a Robert Bargrave, of Doctors' Commons, had, by his

wife Sarah, an only daughter Elizabeth, who married in 1715. Now,
Mrs. Bargrave, in 1705, had a daughter for whom Mrs. Veal inquired.
In view, however, of the bad character given of Mrs. Bargrave's
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husband, it would be unkind to identify him too positively. Perhaps
he vtas the Richard Bargrave of Bridge, maltster, who married

Barbara Smith, widow, by licence, on the llth of January, 1700

(N.S.), at St. Alphage's, Canterbury.* From Mr. Cowper's reprints of

tjie registers we know that he was buried at St. Paul's, Canterbury, in

July 1726, and that ' the widow Bargrave' followed him in January
1727-8.

We are on more certain ground when we turn to the -Veals.

There had been De Veals in very early times, but the family seems to

have sunk into obscurity. There were Veals at Canterbury in Defoe's

day, but those with whom we are concerned belonged to Dover, as he

says. Mrs. Veal's brother, with whom she lived, was, as is stated,
' in

the Custom House
;

'

for by 1719 he was Comptroller of the Customs at

Dover. This William Veal married soon after his sister's death in

1705, for a '

young son' of his was baptised at St. Mary's, Dover, on

the 10th of August, 1707. His wife was a widow named Minet, and

another Minet, rector of Eythorne, married William Veal's daughter
in 1724. Veal died in 1729, and was buried at Capel, where he

owned an estate. But the most important fact for us is that the

register of St. Mary's, Dover, records the burial, on the 10th of

September, 1705, of * Mrs. Veal,' the central figure of the narrative.

She died, it will be remembered, on the 7th of September, according
to Defoe, whose account is thus completely substantiated.

But other details can be verified. There were several Watsons in

Canterbury at the time, one of whom, no doubt, was Mrs. Veal's

cousin, Captain Watson. And, curiously enough, we can identify

the ' old Mr. Breton' who had given Mrs. Veal an annuity of IQL

He was Robert Breton, of the Elms, near Dover, of whom particulars

will be found in Berry's Pedigrees. He died in 1708, three years

after Mrs. Veal, and was called
' old

'

Mr. Breton, no doubt, because

he had a son Moyle, born in 1692. Thus the whole narrative is

literally true, and I have only to thank the Rev. A. L. Palmer, of

Dover, the Rev. J. C. W. Valpy, of Alkham, and Mr. S. Wilson and

Mr. J. B. Jones, of Dover, for the help they have given me in tracing

the various characters. No doubt Mrs. Veal's dress had been scoured,

though this is now hardly capable of proof. Who can say, however,

that the account for the cleaning of the gown will not some day be

found ?

May we not draw a moral, after the manner of Defoe, from the

result of this inquiry ? The fact that there is no record of Defoe's

story being contradicted by contemporary writers might have sug-

gested that it was at least based on fact ;
for enemies were not slow

to blame Defoe for saying that Robinson Crusoe and other tales were

true. It has become the fashion of late to assume that Defoe was

romancing when he said his narratives were true histories, and the

more he has asserted it the more critics have laughed at his skill or

H 2
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abused him for the immorality of his devices, according to the way
the matter struck them. This scepticism has been extended to

matters relating to Defoe's own life and character, and the late

Professor Minto went so far as to say that he was '

perhaps the

greatest liar that ever lived.' The result of this attitude has been a

marked change in the common estimate of Defoe, as shown by the

chance notices of him in the newspapers. I hope to have an oppor-

tunity of speaking at greater length on this question in another

place ;
but does not the story told in this paper show that we should

be at least as likely to arrive at the truth by believing what Defoe

says, in the absence of proof to the contrary ?

GEORGE A. AITKEN.



1895

NIGHT TRAVELLING IN INDIA

I HAVE already written a short account of how a night may be spent
in India, though of course I do not wish it to be understood that such

nights are very common
;
and now, looking back over the many years

I passed in wandering from end to end of that weary country, the

memory of other nights comes crowding to my mind, spent under quite
different circumstances, but fully as strange and unusual, and also

quite as unlikely to have been experienced by the ordinary pleasure-

seeking traveller. He comes and goes during our delicious but too

brief cold weather, he sees wives just returned from the hills with

health restored and greatly pleased at rejoining their husbands, the

little ones have rosy cheeks, the men are delighted to have their

families back, and he thinks domestic happiness is perfect in India.

Then for the many who love sport this is really a good time. Guns
are overhauled, spears for the ever-fascinating pig-sticking are brought
out once more, in every compound tents are being pitched, and

nothing is heard of except the chances of sport and the likeliest place

for big or small game. The stout, red-faced old colonel, the dried-up,

weatherbeaten doctor, and the callow, pink and white civilian just

landed, and still loaded to the muzzle with every conceivable fact and

theory these one and all assume airs of most alarming importance.

They ride frantically to each other's houses in the earliest grey dawn,

they burst in in the middle of dinner, they make nothing of inter-

rupting an important trial by whispering three words to the judge
which may cause him either to pull a long face or to indulge in

some quite unofficial expression of glee. When some placid-minded
matron begins to grow uneasy at these singular proceedings, when
her thoughts begin to range between the chance of another mutiny
and the probability of a famine or an outbreak of cholera, when at

last, impelled partly by nervousness and partly by curiosity, she

demands of her masculine acquaintance the meaning of all this tur-

moil, she is told :
* Oh ! it would not interest you, but old Nubbee

Bux brought word last night that he knows for certain of one tiger,

perhaps two
;
he declares that this time there is really no mistake. I

suppose you won't mind Mr. Brown going with us.' She agrees

with a sigh, and begins at once to think of the many preparations
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she will have to make. The tents, camels, servants, and food must

be seen to
; quinine and other medicines must not be forgotten.

Brown is not as young as he was
;
she hopes he will not overtire

1

him-

self. Of the tiger itself she thinks nothing ;
she knows its claws are

no match for Brown's rifle, and besides Nubbee Bux has so often been

wrong. In the midst of all this happy bustle and excitement our

globe-trotter arrives with letters of introduction. With true Indian

hospitality he is instantly made free of the best of everything, and of

course swept off after this precious tiger. He will be given the best

place, and will acquit himself well or ill according to his capacity ; but

I am bound to say that a charging tiger and a fidgety elephant in

grass ten feet high have been known to try the nerves of a man very

considerably who has previously shot nothing more ferocious than

grouse or partridges. Anyway he gets the cream of the entertain-

ment : he shares the wild excitement ;
he listens to the deep silence of

the jungle night, and watches the flaring torches of the naked, sweat-

ing beaters
;
he returns with the victors and sees the great brute

skinned. When all is over he thinks of his tame trim lawns at

Eichmond or Sydenham, and wonders how any one can prefer that

dull life to this adventurous excitement, and he goes away and

never sees the seamy side of the gay picture he carries back to

England.
Our globe-trotter, then, has left

; February is drawing to a close,

every morning a fiercer sun rises, every evening the dust haze is

thicker
; anxiously the parents look at the children and furtively at

each other. Everything is spoken of except the weather; we all

make believe as hard as we can that there is no change. But in the

back verandah the tailor is repairing the punkah frills, and presently

I remark that I think the punkahs had better be put up ;
we shall

not want them yet, but it is as well to be ready. They are put up,
and my husband sighs when he comes back from the office and sees

them. As long as I dare I put off shutting the doors
;

it means

imprisonment all day in semi-darkness, no glimpse of the sky or outer

world, and a consequent depression not to be overcome. But at last

it, too, must be done
;
then the end is at hand. Kapidly the children's

faces turn white, appetites fail, sleep departs. I hear them in the

night asking for water, and I get up and give them iced milk and
bathe their burning feet and hands as they lie in bed, and then dip

my own into the bath. I go and stand in the verandah trying to get
a breath of air, till the dread of snakes and scorpions drives me back
to bed. I lie awake trying to think of any way of putting off the

inevitable
; surely we need not go till April, and yet how thin those

little faces looked in the dim light ! It is wrong to keep them here,
and yet surely it is wrong to go and leave my husband to months of

monotonous work in this weary heat alone. There is no place I could

send them to alone, and if there were how long could I hold out my-
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self? So the weary argument goes on, and I know that either way
I shall be worsted, and happiness is over for this year.

Next morning my husband looks at me and says quietly,
*
You'll

have to go.' I try to pretend that that is simply absurd, and when
that will not do I get as long a respite as I can, and after much

bargaining we settle that I shall start in ten days. I declare I can-

not possibly get the warm clothes we shall want ready before that,

though everything has been ready for a fortnight, because at any
moment a move might be absolutely necessary. This year I am ex-

ceptionally fortunate, as I am to share a tiny house with a great
friend of mine, and so shall escape those most hateful places the

hill hotels. I write to her that the time has come, and she arrives

after a long and weary journey, leaving her husband on a distant

frontier station. She is also reproaching herself for leaving him, but

she looks so deadly white and ill that I only wonder how she has held

out so long. The day for departure comes only too soon, but the

poor chicks are covered with that dreadful torment prickly heat, and

I am feeling as if each day must be my last. Our train starts at

four in the morning, so a little after two we all get up, more dead

than alive, finish the packing, dress the children, who naturally are

cross and fretful, try to swallow some tea, and drive off in darkness

to the station. Here we stow ourselves as comfortably as circum-

stances will permit in a carriage. We have a great mass of ice in

a blanket, and with this we put our provisions and fruit and drinks.

My friend has one child, and I have two. We decide to get rid of

the ayahs, preferring their room to their company, and look after

the children ourselves. My husband and a disconsolate friend, whose

wife and family are in England, have come to see us off. As we

steam out of the station and lose sight of each other, I am sure we

each think that not all the rupees in the Indian treasuries would

repay us for this life. The day grows hotter and hotter, the carriage

is baked through and through. The thermometer says 95, then 100,

and finally 106. One cannot touch the glass of the windows, and

the water in the lavatory is too hot to be usable. My friend's baby
looks so ill that we are terrified lest it should die there and then, and

my own little ones are extremely exhausted. At about two o'clock we

arrive at the place where we leave the train, and most thankful we are

to get out of that stifling oven of a carriage and make our way to

the dak bungalow. It is 93 there, but feels quite cool in comparison.

The children begin to recover, and we get them bathed and fed, and

they fall asleep.

Having rested and dined, we prepare to start. It was about

seven in the evening; the sun was low, and we sent for our doolies.

We had the most serious part of our journey before us, fifty miles

to be done in these doolies. Neither of us had ever travelled in

these queer conveyances, as hitherto we had always been to places
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that could be reached in tongas, but to this station there was not

a good enough road for that. Our doolies having arrived, we
went out to inspect them. They looked queer enough, and mighty
uncomfortable. A dooly is a long box of wood, big enough to lie

down in
;

it opens by sliding panels in the side. There were three

of this sort and two small ones, called by the natives '

bird-cages/
In one of these a native can sit cross-legged, but no European could

travel in such a position. My friend, myself, and one ayah got
into the doolies, each taking a child. The other ayah and a man-

servant who was with us took the bird-cages. All our other servants and

most of the luggage had been sent on some days previously, with

orders to get the house ready. The doolies were dreadfully dirty and

close, but there was no help for it. We arranged our own rugs and

pillows in them, and gave the order to start. I have no doubt we
looked very picturesque in the red light of the setting sun. To each

dooly there were four coolies, naked except for a rag round the waist

and a dirty turban over long, matted hair. There were also two extra

men who ran alongside ;
one carried a torch and the other a hookah.

These spare men relieved the others now and then. Every man had

a bundle with him containing, I suppose, food it certainly was not

clothes and these were deposited on the top of the dooly. I

thought we should never get off. All the men talked, shouted, and

gesticulated at once. I could not understand a word they said, but

luckily they could understand me
;
so I pretended to get into a great

rage, threatened all manner of things I certainly could not have per-

formed, and finally we slowly moved out of the compound. When I

saw the pace we were going at, and thought that we had fifty miles

before us, I felt in despair ;
it seemed as if the first ten miles would

take the whole night at that snail's pace. It was fearfully hot, and

the dust raised by the men's feet was choking ;
the children were all

crying, and M. and myself were quite exhausted. At last we got out

of the village, the dust grew less, the beggars who had followed us

whining for coppers gradually left us, and the coolies slightly mended
their pace. Sleep was out of the question ;

the swinging motion of

the dooly, the creaking of its crazy woodwork, the grunts and groans
of the coolies, the smell of their abominable torches, and the flashing of

the light in one's eyes combined to make this impossible. Hour after

hour we lay and endured it as best we could, and many times I said

to myself,
' Would God it were day !

' About midnight a tremendous

change came over the atmosphere ;
we were toiling up a steep ascent,

and I should say the thermometer must have dropped thirty degrees.
It was delightful ;

for the first time for many weeks I drew a full

breath, but it was dreadfully dangerous, and I wrapped my little girl

and myself up in all the rugs I had. At intervals we stopped at

villages and changed the entire set of coolies. Whenever this occurred

there was always the same jabbering, squabbling, and grumbling as
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when we first started, and the same delay before we could get away.
After the cold began I took advantage of the first stoppage to get
out of my dooly and go to M., as I was anxious to see how she bore

the change. To my distress I found that while my teeth were

chattering with cold she was burning with fever. I could do nothing for

her
;
the only hope was to get on as fast as possible, so I got in again,

feeling very anxious about her, and once more we began our slow

progress. I noticed that at the next halting-place the quarrelling
and grumbling were worse than usual

;
at the next worse still, and

there was a very long delay before we started at a pace of about a

mile an hour. Finally, I felt my dooly put down, and a dead silence

followed. Surprised at this, I got out and looked about
;
the dawn

was just breaking, and a lovelier sight than met my tired eyes it

would be hard to imagine. We were in the midst of a deep and

gloomy forest of enormous deodars and pines. On one side of the road

these rose sheer above our heads, clinging to the face of the

mountain
;
on the other side the ground fell away in a steep precipice,

clothed still with pines, but one could see over them. In the

distance, yet looking quite close, rose peak after peak covered with

eternal snow
; sharp edges stood out like swords, glittering and clear

as icicles
;
tender blue shadows were flickering and dying amongst

them
;
the summit of each glorious peak was tipped with a faint pink

stain, as if a rosebud were about to burst and could not make up its

mind whether it would be white or crimson. In the great peace and

silence the voices of many cataracts could be heard calling to each

other across the wild ravines, and I could see them falling in

broken rainbows at this instant, touched by the growing sun. For a

few minutes I stood entranced : I forgot my husband left alone in the

heat, forgot my crying babies, my sick friend, and my own over-

whelming exhaustion, while I drank in this delicious spectacle,

and gathered up a fresh supply of courage to get through the

rest of our weary journey. Then I turned to wrestle with present
conditions. I inquired what had happened that we were put down
like this in such a lonely place. I felt rather alarmed, for there were

fully twenty-five coolies, and I had only one man on whom I could rely.

But I put on the bravest face I could, and soon found I had

nothing to fear from the coolies themselves. It seems that at

neither of the last two halting-places could any men be found to

replace them. They had brought us three stages instead of one, and

were utterly worn out
;
to go further, they said, was impossible. I

looked closely at them and saw that they were speaking the truth
;

their dejected faces and listless attitudes showed great fatigue. I

next asked where we were, and to my dismay heard that we were

seven miles from the nearest dak bungalow and seventeen from our

destination. Here was a predicament ;
to walk was hopeless, we had

no food or drink, M. was ill, I was not much better, and the children
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were asking for milk and bread. I spoke quietly to the men, said we

would wait half an hour at any rate, and told them I was sorry to see

how tired they were. They brightened up a little when I praised

them for doing so much, and, pulling themselves together, produced
the hookah, lighted up, and began to pass it round. Then I went to

poor M. ;
the fever had gone, but she was as weak as a baby. I covered

her up for fear of another chill and then examined our resources

half a dozen biscuits, about a pint of milk, and a little sherry. It

was better than nothing. I felt as if we were on a raft at sea and I

doling out the last provisions. I divided the milk and biscuits

amongst the children and quieted them for a time; the sherry I

shared with M. When the half-hour was over I went to the men
and promised them treble pay if they would take one ayah and the

three children on to the dak bungalow and send back fresh coolies for

us. At first they refused, but I pressed it urgently, for I was terrified

at the idea of keeping the children without food. They were good

fellows, and when they saw how grave the situation was they agreed.

I was very pleased, and tied the children securely into the dooly, as the

ayah could not possibly hold all three. They were in the act of lift-

ing it when I went to the edge of the road and stood on the parapet
for a final look for help. To my joy I saw a number of figures

moving along towards us. I showed these to the coolies, and they
decided that these were fresh men in search of work. I was delighted,
and as soon as we could be quite sure of this I untied the babies

again. I had not at all liked the idea of sending on the children or

of being left there ourselves, but there seemed no alternative. Our
new allies arrived and professed their willingness to take us on, so I

thanked my former coolies and gave them a liberal backsheesh, and

we parted with mutual satisfaction. In about two hours we reached

the dak bungalow, and determined to stay there a night and day to

recruit
;
we all felt we could not face those doolies again at once. It

was wonderful how quickly we all revived in the delicious cool air
;

one long sleep worked miracles for us all
;
the children began to eat as

children should, and even to play and laugh again, and we were happy
in watching them. The next day we did the remaining ten miles

and reached our queer little doll's house, clinging to the mountain-

side like a swallow's nest. But that and our life there I will not now
describe

;
I only intended to tell of our night's journey in the doolies.

The next night which I recall to mind was passed under far

more disastrous circumstances. We had been some weeks at Simla

when it became necessary for my husband to return to Lahore for a

few days on some business connected with the office. It was the

middle of the monsoon, the rain had been exceptionally heavy, and

floods were reported in every direction. I did not like his going, as

I knew the roads would be very bad
;
but as it had to be done I

determined to go too, and see the waterfalls along the cart-road from
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Simla to Kalka. He objected to my going, but I was firm, and he
at length agreed. The fact is, I was sick of Simla : sick of the mean-

ingless round of gaiety and amusement so called
; tired to death of

the endless squabbles of the various private theatrical companies, of

the perpetual talk of dress, and discussion of scandal about ladies so

elderly that one had much ado to speak of the matter with becoming
gravity. I therefore hailed with delight the prospect of a week's

escape from these botherations.

Accordingly we took seats in the mail-cart instead of hiring a

private tonga, because we thought that if any difficulty should occur

on the road greater efforts would be used to extricate and forward

the mails than for an ordinary passenger tonga. With light hearts

we took our places early one morning, little dreaming what was

before us. From Simla to Umballa is a drive of about a hundred

miles, and we intended to go straight through with the mails
;

at

Umballa we intended to take the train to Lahore. The first fifty

miles forms the descent, and the rest is on level ground. The tongas
are driven at breakneck speed, and a most horrible horn is blown

nearly the whole time to warn every one to get out of the way, which

for their own sakes they take care to do. At every five or six miles

we pulled up to change the horses, and immediately started off again
full gallop. The views and the immediate surroundings were inde-

scribably lovely all the way. In spring and autumn these hills are

barren enough, but now in the rains a rank vegetation grew every-
where

; long green fronds of fern waved over our heads from the steep

banks, enormous creepers ran riotously up the great trees or reck-

lessly flung themselves over the precipices, thousands of wild roses

turned their innocent pink faces towards us, tall grasses, weeds, and

flowers innumerable struggled up to the light. At every turn of the

roadwe would find a waterfall perhaps a majestic, thundering cataract,

perhaps only the tiniest silver thread smothered under the crowding

foliage, but always charming and sweet, till I was tired of exclaiming
at their beauty. We could see for miles over narrow valleys and

steep ravines clothed with every shade of green, and dotted here and

there with trim gardens and white bungalows, or with the rough
cultivation and mud hovels of the rude hill tribes.

One of the places where we changed was built on a sharp spur of

the mountain, jutting out into a valley. While they were putting
in the fresh horses and the coachman was taking a hasty pull at his

hookah we walked out to the edge and looked over at the mass of

tree-tops below. On three sides was a sheer precipice, perhaps 500

feet; on one side nothing could be seen, for a cloud was slowly climb-

ing the wall of rock and enveloping everything in thick grey mist.

A shower had just passed, and the sun suddenly shone out brilliantly.

With a magic touch the perfect arch of a rainbow was flung on to

the surface of mist. The arch was reflected in the cloud below it,
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and formed a complete circle, the most lovely ring that could be

dreamt of. We moved forward to examine this beauty more closely,

and behold! two huge black figures stood in the ring, veritable

spectres of the Brocken set in a rainbow frame. We stood and stared

for an instant before we realised that it was our own unworthy shadows

that his majesty the sun had thus condescended to glorify. It was

a strange sight, and one I can never forget. It lasted only a few

seconds, and before we had finished wondering at it the figures and

the rainbow faded away, and all was blank grey mist. The mails

could not be delayed for all the rainbows in the Himalayas, and

in another minute we were jolting along the road again. We
passed a number of small landslips, and hundreds of coolies were at

work clearing the remains of them off the road, but we got through
without any stoppage ; only once, as we tore along the road, a thun-

derous crash sounded behind us, and we saw a tree, a boulder as big
as our cart and horses, and a quantity of loose earth come slithering

down the hill. The boulder took the road at a single leap, and we

heard it go crashing into the forest below. We looked at each other

and gasped, and the coachman turned grey under his chocolate skin
;

but the next instant we whisked round a corner, and I had wholly

forgotten the circumstance till I began to write this article.

About three in the afternoon we reached Kalka, and were then at

the end of the descent, and had only level ground before us. For

this I felt thankful, as there would be a more roomy carriage and

much less jolting for the rest of the way. We were allowed half an

hour there for some food and a wash, and all too soon our new con-

veyance came round with the mail-bags already strapped on the top.

We had still fifty miles before us, and the second half of that would

have to be done in the dark
;
but that did not trouble us. What I

really felt anxious about was crossing the Grhugger. This is a stream

whose conduct is eccentric and irregular to the verge of lunacy ;
in

fact, it is impossible to predict what it may do in the next twenty-
four hours. I had heard our coachman making anxious inquiries of

the driver of the ascending mail as to its condition and temper.
* The

water is very deep,' was the reply.
' With the greatest difficulty we

came through/ This sounded bad, but natives so frequently make
mountains of molehills that I still hoped for the best. We strained

our eyes as we approached, and long before we reached the bank I

saw the big restless form of an elephant standing under a tree. My
heart sank, for I knew this meant that the stream was too high for

the carriage, and when we reached the Grhugger I felt dismayed in-

deed. It was in its worst mood, just a foaming, raging torrent ;
small

trees and bushes were rushing along in it like straws. Through the

roar of the waters could be heard a constant grinding, crashing noise.

It was the stones and boulders hurrying along the river-bed, and

knocking against it and each other. The prospect looked so gloomy
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that the coachman and the mahout declared we must wait half an
hour and see if it went down at all. Accordingly, we sat down and
watched it. I marked a little stone just out of reach of the water.

At the end of half an hour my stone was covered, and it was evident

that the crossing must be now or never, as the stream was rising

rapidly. While we waited the natives had got the mail-bags and our
small amount of luggage on to the elephant, and in another five

minutes we had mounted, and the mahout was urging the elephant
into the water. She was a young female, and evidently did not like

the look of things at all. Her twitching ears and occasional deep
shudder showed how nervous she was. Slowly and cautiously feeling
her way, she ventured step by step into the water, the mahout urging
her on with words of praise and endearment. To me each moment
seemed an hour. At last we neared the middle of the stream

;
the

water almost reached the howdah, and its pressure was forcing the

elephant down the current. Every instant a boulder came crashing

against her legs, and the poor beast was evidently dreadfully fright-

ened. Once she gave a shrill trumpet, a plain cry for help. I was

very sorry for her, but all our lives now depended on her courage and

firmness. Once she refused to proceed and tried to turn back, but

the mahout soothed and comforted her, and inch by inch we drew

over to the opposite shore. I am sure she was as relieved as any of

us when at last we were on dry land again. Here another carriage was

waiting. Once more the mails were unloaded and reloaded. The
letters for England were in those bags, and I wished they could tell

the tale of their adventures in all the quiet English homes for which

they were bound.

We now proceeded a long way without further trouble, but we
had lost a great deal of time, and night had closed in on us. Still,

we made good progress and were nearing Umballa, and had, in fact,

arrived at the last halting-place, about six miles from the city.

Needless to say we were very tired and stiff, and eagerly looking forward

to the end of our long drive. They took out the horses as usual and

led them away to the stable-yard ;
we were half-asleep, and it was some

time before we became aware that no attempt was being made to put in

fresh horses, and, whatwas still more singular, therewas perfect silence

in the stable-yard instead of the usual incessant chattering. After

waiting a few minutes my husband got out and went to see what was

the matter. He was away some time, and I heard a considerable

amount of language all the while he was there. Presently a pair of

horses was led out very slowly and with much grumbling, and my
husband returned and told me that a flood was reported ahead and

the men had refused to proceed ;
but it was impossible for me to stay

there, there was no sort of accommodation, and he had insisted on

going on. Well, the horses were put in finally, and the coachman

got on and started
;
we drove a short distance, and then found we were
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driving through water. This got deeper and deeper, and it was running

through the bottom of the carriage like a mill-race
;
it was quite dark,

but we could feel and hear it. It became apparent very soon that

we could not go on, and neither could we turn back. We were off

the road that was clear and it was hopeless to find it again in the

darkness. The horses were let go and promptly swam away, and

returned, doubtless, to their stables. Here was a pleasant state of

things ! Standing in five feet of water, in inky darkness, without a

notion where we were, and, what was worse, the suspense as to whether

the flood was rising or falling. If it rose another foot we should

infallibly be swept away ;
as it was, we were wet through and most

miserably cold and hungry. By putting my hand through the

carriage window I could dip it into the water, and so could ascertain

whether it rose or not. Luckily it did not, or this article would have

remained unwritten. Next to the rising of the water we dreaded

most an invasion of snakes. There must have been many swimming
about in that flood, and at any moment one might enter the carriage ;

we could neither have seen nor heard it. Oh ! how slowly that

dreadful night wore on
;
how we longed for the dawn ! We had some

dry matches, and every now and then struck one to see how the time

was getting on
;

it seemed not to get on at all. About two o'clock

in the morning I found I could barely reach the water with my hand
;

it was going down, therefore, and that was something, but by that

time I was so utterly exhausted that I did not care what happened
next. But everything, even such nights, must come to an end, and
at last the dawn broke. I was too tired to look about me, but it ap-

peared that we had actually been on the road all the time not that

that made any difference, for we could not have moved had we known
of it.

The horses were now brought back and re-harnessed, with no end
of kicking and splashing, and we made another start. We were only a

few miles from Umballa, and though we had of course missed the

night mail we should be in plenty of time for the day mail, and have

a few hours to spare for much-needed rest and food. We got into

Umballa about six, and the train would leave at nine. How glad I was

to get into an hotel and see a room with a big fire in it ! My
husband made me promise to get an hour's sleep, saying he would wake
me in time. Accordingly I hung up my clothes to dry and thank-

fully lay down and went instantly to sleep. I awoke after what seemed
about ten minutes' sleep, and, looking at my watch, found to my horror

and amazement that it was past twelve, and there was my husband
sound asleep, and we had missed the day mail train also. Of course

I immediately woke him up and demanded the reason of this conduct.

My astonishment was considerably increased when he explained that

it was impossible to proceed at all
;
the floods had breached the railway

line so badly that all traffic of every sort was stopped. I declare I
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could have cried with sheer disgust when I heard this
;

it was the last

straw, and seemed too crushing to be borne. We had gone through
all the danger, fright, and fatigue for absolutely nothing, and now the

only thing that remained was an ignominious return to Simla, there

to stand as best we could the jeers and jokes of our acquaintances.

There was no help for it
;
we remained twenty-four hours in Umballa,

as flesh and blood protested too loudly against being immediately

put again into those jolting carriages. Then we set forth once more,
still very crestfallen and disgusted. The floods had entirely disap-

peared ;
the Ghugger was a laughing, innocent, baby rivulet

;
no land-

slips or even rainbows enlivened the monotony of the return journey ;

and I have long ago forgotten what our friends had to say on the

subject, though doubtless their remarks were sufficiently witty and

pointed to be worthy of remembrance.

S. C. LOGAX.
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ST. MARTIN OF TOURS

IT is more than forty years ago since I was much impressed by

hearing Professor Sedgwick say in his emphatic manner :

'

Geology
knows no beginning knows no beginning !

'

I was very young
then, and the words came upon me as a new revelation for which I

was not prepared. Mr. Cadaverous was my guide and mentor in those

days, and I went to him in my perplexity.
'
Is it true ? What does he mean ?

'

*

Quite true, my friend. Keach what point we may in the past,

there is always something behind it.
J

1 Then is it true of History ?
'

* Yes of History ! History, too, knows no beginning ! Yet

be it remembered that History knows many beginnings. Abraham's

start from Ur of the Chaldees was one of them. Mohammed's

Hegira from Mecca was another, and a third was Caesar's first

campaign in Gaul.'

How often have I thought of those words ! How long it was

before I at all understood how Caesar's campaigns in Gaul could be

regarded as one of the great beginnings of History ;
how it was the

first great opening out of the West to the light that should come
from the East

;
how the sudden start of Caesar from Rome in the

spring of 58 B.C. was another of those momentous Hegiras which

usher in a new era for the nations of the world. Seven years after

that the western frontier of the great republic had advanced from the

shores of the Mediterranean to the seaboard of the Atlantic, and

stretched from the mouth of the Rhine to the Bay of Biscay. The

people of Gaul had become subject and tributary to Rome, and what
the future might be which the wonderful conquest had opened out

for the victors and vanquished who could forecast or imagine ?

Among the last of those many peoples in the great basin of the

Loire whom Caesar names in his Commentaries were the Turones.

Their territory appears to have extended along both banks of the

Loire fromBlois to Saumur. Even then it must have been a fruitful

landJ:hrough whose southern borders flowed the Cher, the Indre, and the
Vienne. Then, as now, it must have been '

sunny Touraine.' But
the people were not as warlike as the dwellers in the more rugged
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districts of Gaul
;
and when Caesar made his dispositions for keeping

the lately vanquished peoples in due subjection, he counted it enough
to leave two legions in Touraine to overawe the whole district of the

Lower Loire from the Cher to the sea. Whether the Turones had

any important oppidum in their borders up to this time does not

appear, but the military occupation of Touraine by a regular anny
implied the existence of a garrison town with regular defences

;
and

early in the first century of our era we find such a stronghold occu-

pying a commanding position at the point where the Loire is joined

by the Cher. The city soon rejoiced in an imperial designation, and

was called Augustodunum. For long it has been known among men

by its modern and more familiar name of Tours.

We learn but little about this earlier Koman fortress or depot.
The people of Touraine broke out in revolt in the days of Tiberius

;

were promptly reduced to submission
;
seem to have behaved them-

selves becomingly for a few generations ;
lived in that kind of happi-

ness which results in a people having no history ;
and were rewarded

with the honour of freedom, for the meaning of which term anyone
who wishes to know is hereby referred to the work of M. Fustel de

Coulanges.
1 For religion, there is reason to believe that these people

clung stubbornly to some half-mystic, half-idolatrous forms of faith

and worship which we vaguely call Druidism. But as the generations

passed on, and Eoman culture and Roman ideas took even a deeper

root, Druidism tended to die out, and what was left in its place which

appealed to the people's hopes and fears and aspirations behind the

veil none can tell us.

The Saviour's Gospel soon got a firm foothold in the valley of the

Rhone. The Narbonensis might be almost called a Christian land

before the third century was well over. On the Rhine and the Seine

there were important centres of the new faith. But, however much
the hagiologists may babble of apostles and semi-apostles going forth

here, there, and everywhere when for the Church of Christ time

was young, there is less than no proof that in the wide region that

lies between the Seine and the Garonne, and comprehends the whole

basin of the Loire no proof, but strong presumption the other way,
that Christianity had got any firm foothold even at the beginning of

the fourth century.

Nevertheless, when we have brushed away as much as we please

of legend and fable and of tradition invented in the times when pious
frauds were not rare and not discouraged, there remains a certain

residuum of fact which may be accepted as the basis of sober history,

and which finds us standing upon solid ground. It seems clearly

established that in the middle of the third century a great missionary
movement was started from Rome in the days of Pope Sixtus the

Second, having as its object the evangelisation of Celtic Gaul.

1 La Gaiile Romaine, p. 210 et seq.
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Missionary work in those days was begun and carried on after a

fashion which we in our times are only beginning to adopt. Those

early missionaries were sent out in bands under a bishop appointed
as the leader and commander, and one of these bands, it appears, was

sent to Touraine, with a certain Gatian'as its responsible director

and head. He fixed his headquarters in the neighbourhood of Tours.

He found himself among a heathen people a people who had lost

their old Druid hierarchy with its elaborate organisation, and whose

religion was a confused and chaotic polytheism in which no one quite

believed, which no one could hope to explain or defend, and which

exercised over no one any moral influence or control.

The Koman fortress occupying the extreme eastern limit of the

modern town presented a frontage of about 450 yards along the left

bank of the Loire
;

its western limit extended to the point where the

piers of the suspension bridge now stand, and it comprehended within

its area the soldiers' quarters, the Prsetorium, the baths, and an im-

mense semicircular theatre, the diameter of which was nearly 500 feet,

and calculated to hold 17,000 spectators. To the westward the city

itself extended along the river bank. The enormous walls which sur-

rounded this important military station, and ofwhich fragments still re-

main to attest their cyclopean proportions, were not yet built up. The
terror of the Koman name was sufficient in the third century to overawe

the most audacious subjects of the empire, and the barbarians on the

frontiers had not yet burst the barriers that kept them within the

borders assigned them. Tours was a free city. The taxes and tribute

were not burdensome
;
trade flourished after a sort. There was peace

and contentment in the land. The missionary bishop preached and

taught and gathered converts. There is not much to show that the

opposition he met with was fierce or violent, nor much to indicate

that his success was great. The converts were, it seems, the poor
and lowly, but the 'common people heard him gladly/ At times he

had to hide himself among the caverns in the rocks over there, on the

other side of the river. At times he came forth again, showing an

example of a life of self-sacrifice, and an example of holiness, meek-

ness, and love. The only strip of land which those Christians owned

among them seems to have been a cemetery outside the limits of the

city to the west, and this cemetery appears to have been held on the

same tenure as similar burial-places were held by the early Christians

at Kome. There they laid their first bishop in the ' Poor men's

graveyard.' Not yet, does it seem, could they call it a churchyard,
for a church they could hardly venture yet to raise and worship in as

their own. For fifty years we hear this man of faith and prayer

stayed at his post ;
and when he died, there was none to carry on his

work. There was nothing to tempt the half-hearted to follow in his

steps. The little Christian society, however, kept together and held

its own.
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This state of things went on for seven-and-thirty years ; mean-
while Christianity had been steadily making way. Constantino, the

great Emperor, had taken up with the new creed, and the world was

following in his steps. There was no talk of persecuting now, nor

any need to beg for mere toleration. The men that had jeered at

the meek and lowly Gratian had passed away, and a new generation
had sprung up who had learnt to revere his name. By this time

peradventure they had got to call him a saint, and to wish there

were another like him.

There was a certain wealthy citizen of Tours whose name was

Liter, a devout and earnest man, large-hearted and open-handed.
He saw that the Christian folk were many, and that the time had

come for providing them with a worthy place of assembly. So he

built them a church wherein to worship, and he acquired a great
house in which a nobleman of Tours had dwelt, and he converted it

into a Basilica, by which seems to be meant a sort of cloistral

establishment, where the clergy might live in society, strengthening
each other's hands. Then the Christians said,

' Let Litor be our bishop,
and somehow a bishop he became. We hear but little of him. They
date his consecration in the year 337 ;

he died in 37 1 . Far away in the

East there were wars and rumours of war of vast masses of people

moving westward of terrors and horror that were at hand
;
but then

in the West, all over the wide basin of the Loire, there was peace and

quiet. The revolting peasants had come to a frightful end wellnigh
a hundred years ago. Tours was the most important city from the

Loire to the Seine, and by this time in Graul a bishop was a personage
whose power and influence were great, and making themselves felt

more and more from day to day.
While Litor was ruling his diocese with quiet zeal and discretion, a

far more illustrious ruler than he was playing a great part some seventy
miles to the south of Tours. Poitiers was a city that lay on the

high road from Tours to Bordeaux. We know very little of its early

history ;
but we do know that in the middle of the fourth century there

was a large number of Christians settled there
; perhaps it is not saying

too much to assert that Paganism had almost passed away in this

region. At any rate the heathen folk were in a minority. At Poitiers,

as at Tours, there was a man of birth and education, a man of wealth and

position, who had been born in the town, and lived there with his wife

and daughter, and his name was Hilary. One day he declared himself

a Christian
;
he had been for long a devout student of the Scriptures,

but had hesitated to take his side. He would do so no more. He
was baptised with his wife and daughter, and then the eyes of all the

faithful were turned upon him. There is nothing to show that there

had been any bishop at Poitiers till now. The people's voice rose up
to heaven. ' We need a guide and teacher among us, speaking with

authority, and acting as our leader and governor. Let Hilary the

i 2
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good be our bishop him and none else !

' Those were days when it

seems the people did not wait for any conge d'elire.

It was twelve years or so before this that the church at Tours had

elected Litor
; twenty-four years later St. Ambrose was chosen Bishop

of Milan by acclamation
; now, in the year 350 A.D., Hilary was sum-

moned by the voice of the Christian people to be Bishop of Poitiers.

Never was a popular election more justified by the event. Hilary
became the champion of the orthodox in the West

;
but he was more

than a mere polemic : the holiness of his daily life exercised an

immense personal attraction. To young men he was a hero to wor-

ship. Among them was a young soldier born at Stein-am-Anger,
2 a

town about 100 miles south of Vienna (Pannonia), who had served in

the wars under Julian the Apostate, perhaps against the Alemanni

in 359, and probably had been on the young prince's staff when he

kept his Court at Paris. There he may have had time for study and

reflection. There, too, he may have heard of the great Bishop Hilary
in the West, pounding away at the Arians, and giving them no rest

for they called him Malleus Arianorum but all the while living
the life of a saint, to whom this world was but a painful sojourning-

place, the other world was his home. Martin that was his name
threw up his commission, he could find no peace ; he, too, must become
a real living, praying, fasting, toiling Christian. His heart was hot

within him
;
he must needs go to some one who could give him counsel

and help, and tell him how truth was to be found, and how heaven could

be ours. He was one of those ardent and passionate natures from whom
the kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, who lay siege to its gates and

batter its walls with strong sighs and tears, and who can give them-
selves no rest till they have taken that kingdom by force. To Poitiers

he came, and there the saintly Bishop Hilary received him with open
arms. There was no limit to the ascendency which the elder man
exercised over the younger. Martin was a man of birth and fortune,

and he laid his worldly wealth at the feet of his teacher. There was

much strife and variance among Christians in those days. The
heathen had ceased to persecute people for professing Christianity, but

the Arians and the Orthodox had begun to persecute one another.

The craze for asceticism too in its various forms had set in. Martin

founded a monastery at Poitiers, doubtless a very different sort of

establishment from that which developed into the vast institutions of

a later time, for all this was going on more than one hundred years
before St. Benedict of Nursia was born or thought of. Such as they

were, however, these early devotees had begun to be troublesome in

the eastern parts of the Empire, and their numbers had multiplied
so seriously here, there, and everywhere that the Emperor Valens,

A.D. 365, issued an edict ordering that monks should not be excused

2 He was born in 336, consecrated on the 4th of July, 370, died on the llth of

November, 401, set. Gj. (Arndt and Krusch, Greg. ii. 590 /*.)
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serving in the army, and whoso refused should be flogged for his con-

tumacy. But the rage was not to be stopped this way ;
it went on

growing from much to more. Indeed, the monastic life was at this

period passing through a new stage in its development. The dan-

gerous mischiefs inseparable from a life of asceticism passed in

lonely seclusion had become widely recognised. The Anchorites

were beginning to associate themselves in communities under some
sort of discipline, and Martin built, it seems, a house in which they
who had a craze for turning their backs upon the world might live

together in society ;
that is, he invited the Anchorites to become

Coenobites. To separate oneself from all that was evil might or might
not be for the good of the soul. To live in the society of seekers

after God must be better.

Meanwhile Martin himself was practising severe austerities with

the usual results. Visions came to him, voices spake^to him, the foul

fiend appeared before him, the flesh troubled him, angels comforted

him. Hilary, his teacher and guide, had gone through it all. But

Hilary had thrown himself into theological disputation the literature

of the time and this had saved him from excessiveintrospection, saved

him from being a mere morbid mystic, hardly able to separate his

dreams from his waking actions
;

for the brain will not bear to be

left without its natural repose, and revenges itself for uninterrupted
demands upon its powers by making unconscious cerebration do

the work of sleep. Martin was no man of letters, he hadjao resource

in books and study. What he saw, or thought he saw, what he heard

or felt, or thought he heard or felt, he accepted as fact, without ques-

tioning. Beginning with a faith that asked only for certainties, he

had gone to accept ever more and more as absolute verity dogmas one

day, inferences hardly deserving the name the next
;
then injunctions

that were laid upon him as binding, this to do, and^that to refrain from,

and the other to maintain without doubt or wavering till the faith of

the neophyte had ceased to be a force controlling the excesses of the

critical faculty, and had become mere unquestioning credulity stub-

bornly receptive of all that might be offered. Let reason, or conscience,

or prudence, or doubt suggest what they might, these are all devil-born.

But Martin was exactly the man of his time neither behind the

age nor too much in advance. These people of Gaul, in the basin of

the Loire, wanted only something to believe only to believe, to believe!

Here was one whose faith, at any rate, was firm as the everlasting

hills. He had found the truth, and if he, verily and indeed arrived at

that, what could he not be expected to do ? He spoke of the Lord

the Christ as a friend who held personal converse with himself
;
the

Christ, he told them, was always by his side. He heard His voice in

the roar of the tempest, in the rush of the hurricane. In the blaze

of the noon-day, when the cicala forgot to chirrup, that voice came

with articulate words. He wondered others did not hear them ! In
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the blackness of the midnight whispers spake to him such mysteries as

might not be uttered by the lips of mortal men. * Faith !

'

said the mul-

titude,
'

faith !

'

Ifwe could but believe as he does, thenwere our salvation

sure. Faith, they say, can remove mountains ;
what is to hinder this

man from working miracles, raising the dead, or opening the eyes
of the blind

; or, if the barbarians come as come they will some

day, what is to hinder him from turning to flight the armies of the

aliens ?
' There is one virtue,' they cried,

' and that is faith. Only to

believe only to believe ! One power that can overcome all things,

that is faith. All things are possible to him that believeth, and this

holy one believes as none others do !

'

Of course the next step was that up and down this Gallia Lugdu-
nensis, among this newly awakened people, excitable, unreasoning,

superstitious, ignorant, counting nothing impossible, the contagion of

St. Martin's unquestioning faith, supported and buttressed as it was

by his fame for holiness and absolute unworldliness, communicated

itself like a prairie fire among the multitude high and low. -They

accepted with a passionate enthusiasm the dogmas which he imposed

upon them, they adopted his attitude of passive acquiescence in his

creed
; they thought they had gained like faith with him when they

had only followed him in his boundless credulity ;
but for his life of

holiness, his unworldliness, his ecstatic devotion and his attitude of

aspiration, his thirst for nearness to God, even the living God all

that they let him keep to himself. They would believe
; they would do y

they could do, no more.

Good, worthy, generous, and blameless Litor died. The people
cried out for Martin of Poitiers to come and be their bishop. They
would take no denial, and on the 4th of July, 370, he was consecrated

Bishop of Tours. It was a Sunday, the day of days, the day which

the saint of wonder-working faith had always loved
;
for was it not

the Lord's day, which the Lord had exalted as His own ?

Take as notes of time, that when Martin was elected bishop St.

Hilary had been dead two years ;
that St. Jerome had just brought his

tour in Gaul to an end, and during that tour had been much moved by
*

religious impressions,' had made acquaintance with Hilary's book
on the Psalms, and copied the whole of it with his own hands

;

that St. Ambrose was still a layman and prefect of Liguria, with his

official residence at Milan
;
that St. Augustine, a precocious and

rollicking lad, was leading a somewhat dissipated life at Carthage,
and just beginning to surrender himself to the allurements of the

Manichean creed. We need not look further eastward, though there

were great men there, too, who were fast rising into notice Basil,

the two Gregories, and Chrysostom. Athanasius, the greatest of

them all, was ending his days at Alexandria, revered and undisturbed
in his peaceful old age.

St. Martin took up his abode at Tours. Litor's Basilica, it must
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be remembered, was not the episcopal or cathedral church. Already
it had become a monastery, though perhaps hardly yet with a per-
fected organisation. Probably the monks were presided over by a

prior, but the bishop's authority was paramount ; there was no thought
of disputing his supremacy in those early days. The cathedral was
situated at the other end of the city, within the precincts of the
Eoman citadel, and hard by was the episcopal residence, from which the

bishop worked the great diocese. 3 His clergy lived round him in their

clergy houses. They were still to some extent missionary preachers, told

off to minister in this station and in that
;
in the town itself there were

arduous duties to discharge, and many calls upon their time. There
was the education of the young to supervise, and it must needs be a

Christian education; there was the care of the poor and needy, oforphan
and the widows in the daily ministrations, and soon there came the

provision for the sick and incurable, for it is claimed that at Tours the

very earliest hospitals were founded and endowed. These cathedral

clergy had to conform to such discipline as the bishop thought fit to

impose ;
and as their number in the natural course of things went on

increasing, that discipline would tend to pass through changes ;
for

not only did circumstances alter, but each succeeding bishop would
be pretty sure to have views of his own of what was wanted.

Whether these clerics were yet called canons (i.e. men of Rule) I

will not venture to pronounce decidedly, but that they were a chapter
or college whose members were united by the bond of subjection to

the bishop in a de facto corporation I cannot doubt.

As for the monks in the Basilica, they were meek enough and
subservient enough in St. Martin's days, but the time came when they
waxed fat and kicked, and declared that no bishop should be lord

over them. An abbot of so renowned a monastery was as good as a

bishop any day, even though he were Bishop of Tours. But that

was a long time after this.

Martin did not like the secular business that it was hard to avoid.

He shrank from the pressure and the noise of the crowd. He would
fain keep up the old life of mortification and silent prayer ;

how
could he, when there were interruptions at every hour of the day and

night, and ceaseless questionings in things great and small, which

imperatively demanded his prompt decision ? He set up a sort of

hermitage, a cell to retire to when he needed to be alone, in the pre-
cincts of the great Basilica. Even that sufficed not

;
he would not

rest till he had founded a real monastery on the other side of

the Loire. After passing through centuries of romantic vicissitudes,

3 The parallel which London affords is extremely interesting. There too we had,

on the left bank of the Thames, the Cathedral Church of St. Paul with its canons,

among whom the bishop had his residence, and higher up the river was the Confes-

sor's Abbey at Westminster, with ^its monks and their shrine the distance between

the two foundations being almost exactly the same as between the Basilica and the

Cathedral at Tours.
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it still flourishes as a quiet and beautiful nunnery, known by the

name of Marmoutier, which is only a transformation of the older

title, Mwjus Monasterium, or the Greater Monastery, founded more

than 1,500 years ago. Thither the bishop would retire at intervals

when the stir and stress of the Canons' College was unbearable,

and there he collected all such seekers after Grod as he could find,

men old and young, afraid of the world or sick of it, and yearning
to lead the higher life, and spend their days and nights in exercises

of devotion, and looking into the state of their souls. Poor souls !

What grievous and sore trouble they gave their owners !

Meanwhile there was a mighty movement going on. Mothers

brought their children for baptism ; they could not tell you why,
save that it must be good to make them somehow children of Grod.

Conscience-stricken men flocked to the mass with bowed heads,

trembled when the Host was raised, trembled at the presence of

the Very Grod. In the great cathedral church multitudes with one

voice pealed forth some hymn which Hilary of Poitiers had composed

only, as it were, the other day, whose words were familiar to them all ;

or they followed the bishop, with a ringing echo, when the creed that

those Arian heretics hated came to be said or sung, and each man cried

aloud with a certain ferocity of assertion :

* I believe ! I believe ! I

believe !

'

It was all mystery and a holy wonder. It was the age of

Faith faith that asked no questions, knew no perplexity, nor any

halting on a borderland between assertion and denial. One day a

man was in the outer darkness, where the wolves were packing and

howling, the next he had sprung at a bound into the shepherd's fold.

Ay, but this bishop and his staff were not slothful shepherds that

cared not for the flock. The children were sent to them to be taught,
and taught they were. The beggars came for food. The poor in the hard

times asked for help for seed corn, for a loan, for a garment. The
widow and orphan came that they might have some one to speak for

them, might have protection from their oppressors, counsel in their

distress, deliverance from the scribes that devoured widows' houses

and restored not the pledge to such as had no friends.

And when disease and physical suffering had brought them very
low, the people found their holy bishop a friend indeed ! The
science of medicine may have been, as we say, in its infancy, but, such

as it was, Martin appears to have been skilful in applying it. To set a

broken limb, to bind up a painful wound, to apply such remedies as

might relieve common ailments, to detect the causes of mischief that

were below the surface, and to suggest some rational treatment, all

these appear to have been a kind of intuition with him. His fame

spread far and wide. Soon it began to be said that he was, as they
expected he would be, a worker of miracles indeed. One could tell

how his son lay dying, nay, he was dead, and the bishop had laid his

hands upon him, and he rose up and walked
;
another had been halt
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or maimed, and the saint had bound up his wounds, touched him,
and he was whole. The frenzied were calm and gentle in his

presence, and their ravings ceased. His voice of tender sympathy
soothed sharp pain. Each new story of his marvellous and inexplicable

power was the parent of others, stimulating unconsciously the exag-

gerations which arose so easily, and were in many instances the mere
innocent expressions of exuberant gratitude for real benefits received.

Sometimes, too, with the greedy credulity of irrational superstition
there was mingled a strain of motives that helped to emphasise the

wildest assertions of witnesses whose testimony was appealed to.

Some, who were proud of their native city, were proud that such

things should be going on in their midst
;
the world had no such

bishop as theirs. Pilgrims were already coming from afar to gaze

upon him, to listen, to see him with their own eyes, to bring their

needs to him and cast themselves at his feet, and all left something
behind them : it could not but be well for Tours. ' Great is Diana

of the Ephesians !

'

was doubtless shrieked by many who believed what

they said with all their hearts
; by some who could not bear the

thought that the temple of the great goddess should be despised and

her magnificence destroyed ; by some in no small fear that their craft

was in danger to be set at nought, and lest the demand for the silver

shrines of the temple should come to an end, to their own great loss

and damage.
Our beliefs and our professions of assent to this or that creed,

ay, and our misgivings and loud protests of denial too, are not

always free from lurking considerations of loss or gain such

as sway many fairly honest men, in the main neither hypocrites nor

cowards. How much more convenient, when a multitude is under

the dominion of an irresistible delusion, to let them have their way,
rather than hold aloof, and lift up one's voice, and be the single sane

man among the myriads crazed !

Almost the only contemporary life of St. Martin is that by his

enthusiastic disciple, Sulpicius Severus. The influence of this curious

tract upon mediaeval hagiology it would be very hard to exaggerate ;
its

importance as the model on which the later lives of saints were drawn

up has, I think, never been adequately recognised. It is incompar-

ably more sober, humanly affectionate, and free from nauseous ex-

travagances than the stupid and impudent pictures of copyists. One

critic calls it a *

pious novel.' He never could have read the bookling.

Sulpicius may have been weakly credulous, but what he tells us he

believed as simply as he believed the Gospel. From his point of

view, what he set down was mere matter of fact. The prodigious

accumulation ofmythus which grew up in the next two hundred years,

and which Gregory of Tours collected together with the insatiable

voracity of a mind saturated in the grossest superstition, proves how

deep was the impression left by St. Martin upon the people of his own
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days, and it proves too that Sulpicius, while gratefully accepted as a true

and faithful witness as far as he went, was not regarded to have done

full justice to his master and friend. There was so much more to tell.

Moreover, if in deed and in truth the holy Bishop of Tours had, in

his lifetime, restored to life a wretched slave who had hung himself
;

had kissed into health and cleanliness a hideous leper at Paris
;
and

cured of (temporary?) blindness a friend who afterwards became

Bishop of Treves
;
and had done many another wonderful work that

there was no explaining what more natural, what more logical,

than that the people should expect that this kind of thing would go
on ? 'It is sure to go on !

' men cried.
'

It must go on ! It shall

go on !

' And go on it did from generation to generation. Captives

in their inaccessible prisons called to the dead and ever-living saint,

and burst their fetters and were free. Drowning men at their last

gasp thought of him, prayed to him, struck out with one more despe-

rate effort, and found themselves on the river bank. Sailors in the

trough of the sea, their vessel ready to founder, shrieked out his name,
and the winds were hushed into a calm ! Woe to those that mocked,
and woe to those on whom his displeasure fell

;
and blessed were they

who put their faith in him, be they where they might, on land or

sea. But Tours had been his home when living, now his resting-

place when dead
;
for even workers of miracles die.

In 401 St. Martin felt that his time was short. Quarrels had

broken out among his clergy at Candes, a town at the point where

the Loire receives the waters of the Vienne. The saint went down

to make peace. He quelled the dissensions, but he fell ill and never

rallied. A countless multitude assembled to take part in his obsequies,

and with sobs and tears and irrepressible grieftheylaid him in his grave.

His successor was one of those many whom he had turned away
from a frivolous life in his youth, Brice by name, of whom the saint

had foretold that he would have a troublous career, and the prophecy
came true. For years St. Martin's tomb, though visited by multi-

tudes, was but a poor little sepulchre, roofed over only with thatch.

At last St. Brice (they were all saints, as the Pope is styled His Holi-

ness) resolved to erect a worthier resting-place for the sarcophagus
in which the man of God was sleeping. Accordingly he inclosed it

in a small chapel some forty feet long by twenty wide, terminating
towards the east in a semicircular apse, with a vaulted roof ceiled

with panels of exquisite workmanship. From the roof was suspended
a lamp that was never allowed to burn out. Behind the sarcophagus
was the high altar, where the *

daily sacrifice
'

was offered with be-

coming solemnity. The crowds of pilgrims increased the usual

consequences followed. Needless to say that the miracles went on.

Soon the concourse of worshippers required more and more space, and

in the next generation another bishop, St. Perpetuus, set himself to

build a worthier and more splendid temple.
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The sarcophagus was opened ;
the bones of the saint were collected

and placed in a magnificent shrine of silver gilt (electrum), and over

this Perpetuus set up an altar of marble, fragments of which in situ

were discovered in I860, after being concealed from all eyes for many
centuries. Kound this central shrine the church of St. Perpetuus
rose up, a marvel of magnificence ;

and though its proportions were
inconsiderable as compared with the immense cathedrals of a later

age, its massive walls, its wide portals, its lofty windows, and its

hundred columns, with all the barbaric glitter and sheen that be-

wildered the worshippers with a sense of vastness and beauty and

glory, made even this early church of Tours by far the most impres-
sive sacred building in Gaul, and as such it continued to be the ad-

miration and the despair of the western architects for at least six

hundred years.

In the century that had elapsed since St. Martin had been so pro-
minent and dominant a figure at Tours his name had become more
and more ' a name to conjure by

'

;
his personality had impressed

itself ever deeper and deeper upon the imagination of the Christians

of the West
;
his fame as a worker of miracles had spread abroad

from one end of Europe to the other but greater honour was prepar-

ing for him and for Tours.

During the fourth century no part of the Koman Empire had

suffered so little from war as Gaul, south of the Seine. The people

enjoyed a kind of independence, they were in a great measure left to

themselves. The fifth century was almost half over before Tours had

any experience of the horrors of a siege. Then the Visigoths got

possession of the town ; but the bishops of Tours set their faces against
these Arian heretics, and they played into the hands of the terrible

Franks. Clovis was by this time the mightiest conqueror in Europe,
but his ambition was not satisfied say, rather, that he could not safely

stop in his career. To leave the Visigoths masters of Aquitaine, and

to let them retain the Garonne, was impossible ; but the Loire must

be made sure of as a first step to the next advance. Clovis saw that

with Touraine as the home of orthodoxy, and St. Martin as the

wonder-working champion of the Nicene Creed, the Arians must

needs be at a disadvantage. They had no oracle, the others had.

Prudence, policy, and the unceasing pleading of his queen Clotilda,

all urged him in the same direction : those Arian Visigoths were to

be swept from the face of the earth; their foes should be his

friends.

Four years later he moved his headquarters between Paris and

Soissons. It was the year in which his brother-in-law, Theodoric the

Great, paid his memorable visit to Kome. In 507 he set out to drive

the Visigoths across the Pyrenees. His march led him along the old

Roman road that passed through Tours, and already a great awe was
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upon him as he approached the city of the Saint who was to him a

mysterious object of wonder akin to fear, a being, whether human or

divine, he could not tell.

He sent messengers before him to consult the oracle, as men had

done to Delphi a thousand years before. They carried rich offerings

in their hands to the shrine and the Basilica of St. Perpetuus, now

in all its fresh and dazzling grandeur. As the envoys entered the

church the choir were chanting the seventeenth Psalm, and while

their steps were just passing the great doorway the words of triumph
burst forth in loud acclaim :

' Thou hast girded me with strength

unto the battle
;
thou shalt throw down mine enemies under me !

'

The omen came to the fierce warrior with a shock of joy ;
he crossed

the Vienne on the way to Poitiers, and at Vouille he met the

Visigoths and routed them with hideous slaughter ; Alaric, the Visi-

goth king, was among the slain, Aquitaine was won.

Four years later Clovis went again to Tours. The Emperor
Anastasius had sent ambassadors to the Frankish conqueror ; they

brought him a purple robe, a mantle, and a golden crown enriched

with precious stones, and in their master's name they greeted him
as consul. Clovis rode through the streets of Tours, scattering hand-

iuls of gold as he went along, the people troubling the air with their

plaudits, and welcoming him as ' Consul !

' and 'Augustus !

' He passed
into the great Basilica, and there he gave a public audience. Then

he prostrated himself before St. Martin's tomb, and rendered thanks

for the victories he had won through the intercession of the Holy
One whose votary he professed himself to be. Next year he died at

Paris (27th of November 511) ;
he was but forty-five years of age;

his career, take it all in all, has no parallel in history.

Clotilda, the widowed queen, returned to Tours and took up her

residence within the precincts of the great Basilica, under the shadow

of St. Perpetuus' Church. She gave herself up to a life of austerity,

so far as one in her exalted position was likely to do
;
she chose at

her own will three bishops of Tours, at least, and at Tours she died

in 545. She seems to have been lavish in her offerings ;
to the end

a kind of queen that could hold her own. Through the mists that

hang about that period of horrible wickedness and cruelty, when the

Merovingians showed themselves less like men than like wild beasts

rioting in lust and blood, every now and then there flit across the

stage at Tours some of the actors in that revolting drama men
and women, with hobgoblin names, that one finds it hard to believe

were human beings of note and power in their day. Did Clotilda

make that place of retreat into a kind of palace, or something like

it, that Ultrogotho, another queen, and widow of Clotilda's son,

Childebert, made a pilgrimage to Tours, bringing with her gold and

jewels and precious garments? She humbled herself with strong

crying and tears, and as she wept and prayed at the awful shrine, lo!
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two blind men were restored to sight. Next came the hapless

Kadegunda she too a queen, but not a widow, for she had renounced

her ruffian husband, Clothaire. She came to find peace of mind, and

found it
;

for she was a blameless and a gentle woman, truly devout

and sound of heart, who deserved, if any do, to be numbered among
the saints of God on earth. Clothaire himself appeared at Tours the

year before he died (561). He came to play the penitent, and to

beg with loud groanings at the shrine, bringing rich offerings in his

hand that he might be saved from the wrath to come.
' There may be heaven, there must be hell,' mutters the fierce

man in the poet's lay. If he was right, that foul and bloodstained

king might have grovelled long enough on the pavement by St.

Martin's burial-place before by such gesticulations he could have

atoned for the murder of his eldest son, whom, a little while ago, he

had burnt alive !

If you have a taste for horrors you may have your appetite for

such food supplied even to satiety by turning over the pages of

Gregory of Tours' history of those Merovingian monsters and their

enormous crimes during the sixth century. But Tours, at one time

or another, saw them each and all. The grandsons of Clovis were

almost worse than their sires. The story of that generation is one

long record of slaughter and treachery. Clothaire's dominions were

at his death divided into four kingdoms, precisely as his father

Clovis's had been, and the old conflicts between the brothers began

again ; only the atrocities of this generation were tenfold worse than

their fathers had known. These were the days of Fredegonde and

Brunehild. The story of those terrible women makes one sick to

read. Let us pass them over here.

From the coming of Clotilda to Tours the bishopric appears to

have become a piece of patronage which the royal family bestowed at

their will. We hear no more of the people's voice making itself

heard. The bishops followed one another in rapid succession.

Clotilda seems to have virtually appointed five or six of them. Then

Clothaire promoted his chancellor, or private secretary, and then a

diplomatist who had done him good service alas ! the man took to

drink in his old age then the high-born and magnificent Euphro-

nius, who was bishop when Clothaire came howling and blubbering,

to St. Martin's shrine
;
he died in 572, eleven years after Clothaire

had closed his long career of crime.

Seventeen days after the death of Euphronius, Greg9ry,
* the

father of French history,' as our neighbours across the Channel love

to call him, was chosen Bishop of Tours. The Lower Loire had fallen

into the hands of Siegbert, the eldest of the sons of Clovis, by the

death of his brother Charibert in 567. Gregory was virtually

appointed to his bishopric by Siegbert and his audacious wife Brune-

hild. Between Siegbert and his youngest brother, Chilperic, King
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of Soissons, there had risen up implacable hate, and Chilperic's wife,

Fredegonde, was more than a match for Brunehild in cunning and

reckless ferocity. The war between the two brothers and their

children went on for forty years. It may be said to have come to

an end when Brunehild was tied to a horse's tail, and dashed to

pieces as the scared brute was lashed into a gallop (A.D. 612).

Gregory was of diminutive stature but well-born
;
he counted at

least three bishops among his forefathers ;
he was now in his thirty-

fourth year. All his life he had lived among ecclesiastics
;
he had

been nursed in the atmosphere of religious observances which were

very closely allied indeed to superstition. St. Martin had long been

his hero
;
for years he had been collecting stories of miracles and

wonders and nursing his faith to keep it warm
;
he accepted every-

thing, he questioned nothing. Under his eye the cathedral and the

great Basilica, which had suffered much damage by fire and pillage,

were more than restored : they were made more glorious than before.

Tours had already become a holy city, and in that narrow area,

exclusive of the precincts of the cathedral, there were by this time at

least eighteen churches, not to speak of any others that were built on

the right bank of the Loire. We are dealing, observe, only with the

sixth century. In a later age they count more than sixty churches

and chapels upon this holy ground. The architecture, as far as the

fabrics were concerned, was barbaric, but Gregory's friend and con-

temporary, Fortunatus, tells us how the interiors were enriched with

paintings and sculpture, with mosaics and bas-reliefs, and all ablaze

with gilding and colour. The prodigious wealth of the churches and

the clergy was becoming embarrassing. To the monks it was a

serious danger in many ways ; laxity, indolence, and all the usual

concomitants of luxurious living were the rocks ahead. But in the

meantime Tours attracted able and cultured men within its walls, as

well as the slothful and the time-servers. Already the school ofmusic

at Tours had a wide reputation. Artists could always hope to find

employment ; education went on of a certain kind. The Merovingian

kings were far from being illiterate. Chilperic, Fredegonde's husband,
wrote prose and verse, and even believed himself to be something of

a theologian. It must have been at Tours that Fortunatus first got
into favour with St. Eadegunda before she took flight to Poitiers.

There was much coming and going, and much discussion, sometimes

of a heated character. Britain's St. Augustin on his way to England
to breathe, if it might be, a new life into the well-nigh extinct

Christianity that was languishing among us, and to introduce new

discipline into the drooping Church of our island sojourned for a

while at Tours, and saw the holy city as Gregory had left it just three

years before, a sight to make even the Roman monk pause and wonder

with much searching of heart. And just about the same time another

saint, Columban, the Irish missionary, found himself also at Tours,
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when Brunehild had put him on shipboard at Nevers a banished

man, and ordered him to leave her realm and take himself back
whence he came. What a sight for the eyes of those two fervent and
earnest ones as they gazed upon the forest of towers and fanes

glittering in the sunshine ! Of course they bent their steps to the

renowned Basilica, but as their eyes rested upon the long series of

frescoes on which St. Martin's miracles were displayed, covering all

the walls, did it occur to either of them, or peradventure to both,
'

Everywhere Martin and his wonders, but where is Christ ?
'

Not a little significant is it that among all this crowd of churches

there was not one dedicated to the Saviour's name; they were

erected to the honour of outlandish saints, whose memory has passed

away, and of whom the boundless industry even of the Bollandists

has little to tell that is better than fable. Tours, from first to last,

was the home of credulity. Under the sway of those Frankish rulers

preachers of righteousness, purity, and love could have gained no hear-

ing. It was as if the priests of the sanctuary had come to acquiesce in

an ethical standard which to us is simply horrible to think of, and had

laid the flattering unction to their souls that at any rate their converts

were believers. Where both practice and profession could not be

looked for together, better to have one than neither
;
if the multitude

continued to be the slaves of their old vices and appetites and

passions, following in this the example set them by their irresponsible

princes, still something was gained by making them believe as they
were taught, like callow fledgelings opening their mouths for what-

ever might be dropped into them.

Simple little Bishop Gregory all nerves and heat and busy little

brain, with his feeble constitution and his romantic temperament, brave

and outspoken, and never daunted by bluster or threats lived the

higher life according to his light, but he moved along a line with a

very narrow gauge. His own times, and all succeeding times, could

better spare a better man. What would we not give for such a history

of our own land in those centuries over which now an impenetrable

darkness hangs, and will hang for ever !

Gregory's eight books on the virtues that is, the miracles of

St. Martin gave a new and powerful impetus to the cult of the saint
;

they did more they served to stimulate immensely the unhealthy

appetite for that mischievous form of fiction which, the more it was

indulged, the more emasculated did the untrained intellectual powers

of the multitude become. The shrine was the object of their adora-

tion
;
it was like the sacred stone of Mecca, the outward and visible sign

that miracles had not, never could cease
;
a palladium which legions

of angels watched round to defend. When, in October 732, Charles

Martel assembled his mighty army in the great plains hard by Tours,

it may be that he chose this battlefield to give his hosts the benefit

of such assurance of victory as might be supplied by the conscious-
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ness that the saint was near them and on their side. When the

Saracens were smitten hip and thigh, routed and cowed, and Europe
was saved from the infidels, who could doubt whence deliverance had

come ? Whence but from the awful one whose bones were resting in

the great Basilica, where prayers were offered up without ceasing

night and day ? If blasphemers in their godless cynicism ventured

to suggest that in very truth the wealth of the plundered churches

and monasteries had helped to gather the soldiers of fortune to the

Hammerer's standard, and so had mightily influenced the fortunes of

war, the monks despoiled of their good things, and the clergy who
had been grievously plundered, as they undoubtedly were, would be

sure to raise a howl of fierce denial :
'

Nay, nay ! Not his wealth

which ye robbed him of, but his own right hand and his stretched-

out arm. He smote great kings, for his mercy endureth for ever
;
and

slew famous kings, for his mercy endureth for ever !

'

New and abler rulers rose up to oust the dregs of the House of

Clovis, but still. St. Martin held his own. Pepin, Charlemagne's

father, lay a-dying, and he knew it. There was one chance for him
of recovery from the grievous sickness that was upon him, one chance

of being granted a few more years of life. He sent great gifts worthy
of a king to the shrine, and begged the saint to give ear to his moan
and set him up again. The prayer was answered. He rallied a little,

just long enough to allow of his reaching Paris, and there he breathed

his last (A.D. 768). Karl himself emphatically Karl the Great is

said to have made more than one pilgrimage to Tours. The city had

become more and more splendid ; but the waters of the Loire, Karl

said, must be kept within bounds, and new quays were constructed

by his orders.

In June 800, says the Chronicle, he was at Tours again ;
Hilde-

gard, his fourth wife, was sick unto death. Karl paid his devotions

at the shrine
;
but Hildegard's hour had come. Karl buried her in

St. Martin's Church, and in her memory raised up that tower or the

core of that tower which is one of the few relics of the glorious

Basilica, and it still bears his name. The monastic and episcopal
schools at Tours long before this time had quite superseded the old

Eoman municipal schools. The school of the Basilica had now become
a sort of Frankish Eton, where the sons of the rich and noble con-

gregated in large numbers, learning as little as they chose, but pay-

ing high fees for the little that they learnt. Karl brought about a

new order of things, and reforms were carried out or attempted on

paper. But not even a Roman Emperor can change the spirit of his

age. Tours never rose to that position, as a seminary of sound

learning, which was reached at Paris or Aachen. When Alcuin of

York worn out at last by all the work and noise and unrest at the

Emperor's Court retired to enjoy a short period of repose as Abbot of

St. Martin, to which preferment he had been appointed some years
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before, tie found the cathedral canons and the monks of this

and that religious house in the town mere dunces as compared with

those he had left behind. But of the lovely climate of this favoured

land, of its air, its fruits, its sunshine, he speaks in a kind of rapture.
It is now as it was then. I for one could not but think of Alcuin

when they brought us the pears and figs and peaches, fragrant and lus-

cious, in such prodigal abundance, only a month or two ago, in our

delightful caravansary. More than a thousand years had passed away.
What had not changed since then ? Laws, morals, politics, literature

yes, and, thank God ! religion too, for the faith and Christian senti-

ment of the nineteenth century are other than those of the ninth. But

Nature in her smiling beneficence is almost as she was, though one

had one's misgivings as to whether or not the march of luxury had

not surpassed the old level after all, and whether the habits and

requirements of our modern life were or were not less potent for

good or evil than the barbaric grandeur and stifling self-indulgence

of those so-called dark ages.

What a long story there is still to tell about this city and its shrine !

We are but at the beginning of its romantic annals. A man may
saunter through those streets and find at every step a spirit of

the past accosting him
; every stone in the road, every ripple on

the river, brings him a message from the ages behind us. What a

happiness it is to some of us to have an ear to hear the voices of the

dead speaking, and calling up the wondrous memories ! Alas ! that,

with all our immense advantages, with knowledge so accessible, and

our means of acquiring it so incomparably more facile than in our

fathers' days, Gibbon's sarcasm should be truer now than ever :
' Our

modern travellers, taking nothing with them on their travels, bring

nothing home.' 4

When I sat down to write with a light heart, I thought I could

easily get it all over from the beginning of time down to the last

and, in some respects, the most wonderful resuscitation of the cult of

St. Martin by the rebuilding of his Basilica in our own days. But

who is sufficient for these things, and who would read the long, long
tale if I had the wit to tell it ? And yet there are some very queer
stories of events that happened and personages that did such amazing

things at Tours. I wonder how many of my readers ever heard

that it was at Tours that William the Conqueror took a huge fancy
for the lady who became his queen ;

that she would not have any-

thing to say to him
;
that she was so very, very, very rude, and said

such horrid things to him, that he kicked her and beat her within an*

inch of her life. Only then did she submit to this terrible wooer,.

4 I shall be very grateful to any of my readers who will tell me when and liorv

Gibbon expressed this. I am very sure that I read it somewhere in Gibbon when I

was little more than a boy, and, I think, not in the Decline and Fall.
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and even went the length of vowing that she would have this man,
who could trounce his wife so soundly, and him only. Whether

St. Martin helped this suitor who would take no denial helped him

by telling him the right way to win the bride I know not. But

that, too, happened at Tours. Well, if it did not, how does it happen
that only the Tours Chronicle relates the odd legend. There is so

little unusual and such an entire absence of the miraculous in the

incident that it can hardly be a dream or an invention. Did the

grim Conqueror, too, make a pilgrimage to Tours, and did the oracle

say,
' Win her by fair means or by foul

'

?

AUGUSTUS JESSOPP.
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THE POLITICAL SITUATION

A FEW weeks hence the Parliament of 1892 will meet for its third

working session. Every Liberal will now be ready to admit that this

Parliament has lived longer and done more than its most ardent

friends anticipated at the moment of its birth. A story is told on

good authority which vividly illustrates this fact. On that day
in August 1892 when the leading members of the new Govern-

ment went down to Osborne to receive the seals of office just

surrendered by their predecessors, an eminent Cabinet Minister

remarked to his colleagues as they were crossing the Solent,
* I have

been thinking over the matter carefully, and I really do not see any
reason why we should not remain in for two years.' His words were

received with a burst of incredulous laughter from the other members

of the Administration. Yet the two years have passed, and the

Ministry still lives. It is now well on in the third year of its

existence, and the end is not yet. This fact, if it teaches nothing

else, helps to prove the worthlessness of general political forecasts,

and must make any writer feel diffident when he is asked to express

his opinions regarding the future course of events. It will be well to

recognise the indisputable success which Ministers have achieved so

far as the retention of office is concerned. Both friends and foes

have been surprised by it. Once again, however, predictions of evil

are hurtling like missiles through the air. A new^session is at hand,

and we are confidently assured that before it is many weeks old

the Government will have received the coup de grace. It may be

so. Ministries, like men, begin to die as soon as they begin to live,

and the sword that is suspended above every Government from the

moment when it is brought into existence may fall upon Lord

Rosebery's Cabinet very early in the coming session. It is possible,

I say ;
but I cannot see why it is more likely to happen now than a

year ago. True, the Ministerial majority has been reduced by a nett

loss of three seats since the General Election, and by the withdrawal

of Mr. John Redmond and his colleagues from the Government ranks.

But there still is a majority, and it is one that is hardly likely to be

turned into a minority on any question of confidence. Tory writers

delude themselves with the pleasing notion that Mr. Labouchere

131 x 2
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who does not love Lord Kosebery will join them in a direct attack

upon the Government at the opening of the session. I venture-

humbly to predict that Mr. Labouchere will not upon that occasion

be found going into the Opposition lobby ; but, if he did so, he-

would assuredly have to go there unaccompanied by a single fellow-

Liberal. As for the notion that the ' internal divisions,'
* mutual)

jealousies/ and 'conflicting interests' of the Liberal Party will lead1

to its sudden break-up when its representatives next meet at West-

minster, I would simply point to what happened in 1893 and 1894.

The Ministerial majority, despite these quarrels and divisions and

jealousies, of which we are told so much by Tory newspapers, stood

shoulder to shoulder during those years of arduous labour and conflict ;

and there is not the slightest reason to suppose that in 1895 the

members of that majority will act otherwise.

It is well that emphasis should be laid upon these facts and the

lesson they teach, because it has become the fashion for the opponents
of the Government to talk and write of it as though it were really

moribund. They doubtless wish that it were so, and they are

probably convinced in their own minds that whenever a General

Election takes place it will be put out of existence. But they would

do well to refrain from mistaking their desires and expectations for

facts. So far as anyone who simply regards the actual situation can

see, there is no reason why the session which is to begin on the 5th

of February should not be as long and as fruitful as any ordinary
session. Difficulties, great difficulties, undoubtedly lie in the path of

the Ministry. But they are not greater than those which have

already been successfully overcome. Let the members of the

Opposition, therefore, recognise the fact that Lord Eosebery and hi&

colleagues are still the masters of the situation, and that the policy
of '

forcing a crisis,' which Mr. Balfour has proclaimed, is not one

that is likely to succeed. The nature and the order of the business

that is to engage the attention of the House of Commons in the

coming session will be fixed by the Cabinet, and not by the leader of

the Opposition ;
and so long as the proposals of Ministers are satis-

factory to their own followers, they will most assuredly be carried'

into effect. It is, however, precisely at this point that the hopes of

the Conservatives peep forth. Will Ministers be able to satisfy their

followers by any possible arrangement of the programme for the

session ? This is the first question that suggests itself in a survey-
of the situation.

In answering that question it is necessary to take into account

the remarkable change that has come over the whole political situa-

tion in England since the beginning of last March. On the day
when Mr. Gladstone addressed the House of Commons for the last

time as a Minister of the Crown, he gave the signal for the opening
of a formal and deliberate attack upon the privileges of the House
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of Lords. The real meaning of the signal was hardly perceived at

first by the public at large. When, in the April number of this

Eeview, I ventured to put my own interpretation upon it, and to

speak of it as the initiation of a movement for establishing beyond
dispute the supremacy of the House of Commons by the abolition

of the absolute veto of the House of Peers, I was laughed to scorn by
my critics. It was ridiculous, this attempt to arouse public indigna-
tion against so eminently respectable an institution as the Hereditary
Chamber. The critics seemed to be oblivious of the fact that the

indignation did not need to be aroused
;
that it was there, deep down

in the heart of every Liberal, long before Mr. Gladstone spoke, and

that it had been waiting only for the removal of the restraining
official hand in order to make itself felt. When, in the month of

June, a great gathering, at which the Liberal Party in every consti-

tuency in England was represented, was held at Leeds to formulate

the demands of Liberals on this question of the Peers, the merriment

of our opponents waxed louder than ever. The Leeds Conference,

which was called without official sanction or instigation, and which

-assumed far larger proportions than its promoters expected or

-desired, was described as ' a hole-and-corner meeting,' and a Tooley
Street demonstration, whilst the champions of the ridiculous privi-

leges of the Peers jeered at those who took part in it after the

fashion in which Goliath jeered at David. Yet they might have

recognised one fact at least. That was, that the Conference proved
-that there was no hesitation and no apathy on the part of Liberals,

>at all events, on the question of the Peers. The one difficulty with

which the chairman of that great meeting had to contend was caused

-by the attempt of the more extreme sections of the party to go

beyond the demand for the abolition of the veto of the Lords and the

-establishment of the supremacy of the House of Commons. One might
have supposed that wise men, however little they might be inclined to

.agree with the conclusions of the members of the Conference, would at

least have seen that they were in earnest, and that there was not a trace

in their proceedings of any attempt to manufacture or simulate an

outburst of popular indignation. Again, however, the Opposition

was badly served by its intelligence department ;
and both leaders

.and followers in the Tory army composed themselves to sleep in the

.happy belief that the Leeds Conference was ' a fizzle
' and the

attempted movement against the House of Lords a dead failure.

From this condition of supreme self-satisfaction they were

aroused to a state of irritation rather than of alarm by Lord Kose-

bery's speech at Bradford. It is distinctly amusing to look back

at the comments upon that speech, even though little more than two

-months have elapsed since the speech itself was delivered. The

hurden of the Tory press and Tory speakers on the occasion resolved

itself into an angry inquiry as to why, in the world, Lord Kosebery
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had seen fit to play into the hands of the Leeds fanatics ? But they
took hope from one thing. That was, that the Prime Minister did

not seem to them to be in earnest on the question of the Peers, and

was far more anxious to impress upon his followers the difficulties

and dangers of the new movement than its chances of success. They
were fortified in this belief, that Lord Kosebery was merely playing
with his party, by the fact that Mr. Labouchere once more came to-

the front and expounded at great length, and with all his remarkable

ability, the reasons which led him to believe that the Liberal sheep
were on the point of being betrayed and sold into the hands of the

Tory butcher by their own chosen shepherd. Nobody apparently

thought it worth while to examine the amusing paradoxes of the

Member for Northampton ;
and perhaps Lord Kosebery has less-

reason than any other Liberal to regret that they were published.

They again lulled his Tory opponents into a state of blissful content-

ment, whilst they did not do him so much as a penny's worth of

damage.
So far as the Prime Minister's speech at Bradford is concerned, it

is an easy matter now to recognise it as having been intended, not as

the complete revelation of a political plan of campaign, but as the

opening chapter in that which was eventually to become a volume.

It has been followed by many speeches since, and each has struck a

deeper note and drawn forth a fuller and more complete response from

the Liberal Party. One may admit that, until the Devonport speech
on the 12th of December, there were sections of the Ministerial Party
in which fears, not as to Lord Eosebery's honesty, but as to the extent

of his adoption of the popular demands on the question of the Lords,

prevailed. Our opponents say that the Prime Minister has been

driven by the pressure of these sections beyond the point at which he

originally wished to stop. I do not believe it. From first to last he

has moved cautiously, as a general entering an unknown country y

preparing to attack a formidable foe, ought to move. But he has

always advanced in the same direction, and he has never called upon
his army to halt. Still, if the charge that he was acting under pres-

sure from behind were true, ought not that fact to satisfy the leaders

of the Opposition as to the reality ofthe movement against the Peers ?

If a man in the position of Lord Eosebery, the leader of a party and

the First Minister of the Crown, found that movement too strong to-

be resisted, and was compelled to place himself at its head, it could

hardly have been the empty thing, the mere fizzle, that our oppo-
nents profess to believe it to be. It is not my contention, but theirs,

that Lord Eosebery has acted under pressure. Let them recognise
what is involved in the truthfulness of that contention.

They will recognise it more easily now than they would have done

three months ago. Ever since the opening of the campaign by the

Bradford speech the movement against the privileges of the Peers
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has been steadily advancing. Even the dullest of our opponents is

now unable to shut his eyes to this fact. Just as the Prime Minis-

ter's speeches have grown in force and in clearness during these three

months, so the movement among his followers has assumed larger

proportions and taken a more definite shape. It is not my business

here to discuss the merits of the question between the House ofLords

and the nation. Nine months ago I ventured to deal with that part
of the subject in the pages of this Keview, and I have the satisfac-

tion of knowing that I was not wrong at that time in my interpreta-

tion of the wishes of the Liberal Party. My purpose here is to

discuss the position which the question has now reached in public

opinion, and its effect upon the immediate policy of the Government.

So far as the first of these points is concerned, it is now clear that the

whole Liberal Party has committed itself to the demand for the

abolition of the veto of the Peers. It is the Prime Minister who now
makes himself the spokesman of this policy, and wherever he goes in

England or in Scotland he finds that he has no need to convert a

solitary Liberal to his views that his chief business is, indeed, to

prevent the more ardent of his followers from going too far and too

fast. The only doubts which are expressed with regard to his policy

come from one or two men who profess to believe that for some occult

reason which they decline to reveal to us Lord Kosebery is bent upon

luring his followers into a trap in which he and they will be ruined

together. These fictitious fears are, I need hardly say, scouted by
the party as a whole. But the significant fact is, that if there is any
division of opinion among Liberals, it refers, not to the abolition ofthe

veto, but to what is to follow the abolition.

Our opponents must, then, recognise that there is no longer any

question as to whether this movement against the House of Lords

has taken root or not. It has undoubtedly gained the support of

the whole Liberal Party ;
and with every day that passes it becomes

more clearly manifest to Tories, as well as Liberals, that it is upon
this question, and upon no other, that the battle of the next General

Election will be fought. Whether the movement against the Lords

will succeed in that struggle depends upon the extent to which the

mass of comparatively indifferent politicians, whose vote determines

the result of every General Election, are affected by the energy and

enthusiasm of the Liberals. As yet, Forfarshire and Brigg notwith-

standing, we have no real light upon this point. There have been

no signs in any of the recent elections of any outburst of popular
enthusiasm in favour of the agitation ;

but it is equally true that

these elections have shown no signs of any revulsion from that

agitation. The General Election manifestly promises to be a hard

and square fight, in which the Liberals will have the advantage of

contending for popular rights and the principles of representative

government, whilst our opponents will have to bear the burden of
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the defence of the most unpopular and ridiculous of our existing
institutions.

Such is the position the movement against the House of Lords

has now secured in the public mind. When I come to consider its

effect upon the immediate policy of the Government, I am brought
back to the question I stated at the beginning of this paper :

* Will

Ministers be able to satisfy their followers by any possible arrange-
ment of the programme of the session ?

' On this point there have

been some very obvious differences of opinion, not only among the

rank and file of the party, but if one may judge by the speeches of

Ministers in the Cabinet itself. On a question of tactics such

differences are almost inevitable, and they cast no discredit upon the

unity of a party or a Ministry in matters of principle. A large and

important section of the Liberal Party desired that, after the formal

opening of the campaign against the House of Lords, that campaign
should be followed up with unremitting vigour ancl activity. The

question is so great that, like Aaron's rod, it swallows up all rival

questions. Many desired, therefore, that this fact should receive

practical acknowledgment from Ministers
;
that there should be no

attempt to '

plough the sands of the sea,' or bring forth innocents

for whose throats the sword of our hereditary Herod was already

sharpened ;
but that the House of Commons should be asked to deal

at the earliest possible moment with the resolution of which Lord

Kosebery has told us, and that the question should then be submitted

to the country. On the other hand, there were many who did not

like to see the Government refrain from any attempt to carry out its

programme, and who were specially anxious that certain measures

which have the ardent support of sections of the party should be

pressed forward, and, if possible, sent up to the House of Lords. It

is the section in the Cabinet which holds this opinion that has mani-

festly prevailed. But as a matter of fact I do not believe that the

difference between the two parties is so real as it appears to be.

Even those who wished to put the question of the Lords to the test

in the House of Commons at the earliest possible moment were well

aware that this moment could not arrive immediately. They wished

to limit the work of the coming session to the question of the Lords

plus the introduction of the Welsh Disestablishment Bill and the

Irish Land Bill and the passing of a Eegistration Bill. All that the

people who favour the filling-up-of-the-cup policy desire is that a real

attempt should be made to pass all these measures through the

House of Commons, and that in addition Ministers should show their

hand by bringing other measures before the House. In neither case

would it have been possible to reach the question of the House of

Lords and to wind up the session before Midsummer. Ministers

had, therefore, to determine whether for the sake of saving a couple of

months they should forego the undoubted advantage of placing their
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full programme of legislation before the country, and of making it

manifest, even to the least intelligent of the electors the gentlemen
who cannot spell, and of whom Mr. Chamberlain is so mightily afraid

that it was the House of Lords which prevented the practical

realisation of that programme. They have decided that the gain in

time would have been secured at too heavy a price, and those of us

who favoured the bolder and more direct policy are not at all likely

to quarrel with them because of their decision. The main point that

we have been anxious to secure is now placed beyond doubt. What-
ever may be the programme for next session, every item in it will

have a more or less direct reference to the question of the House of

Lords, and of its right to veto the decisions of the House of Commons.

Be the session short or long, every night of debate at Westminster will

help to elucidate that question and to bring it more fully and clearly

before the nation
;
nor is there the slightest risk of the issue being

obscured by any other when the time comes for the country to pro-

nounce between the rival aspirants to its confidence. The movement,
which was greeted at its birth with shoufs of derisive laughter, now
* holds the field,' and is never likely to be deprived of that position

until its final triumph has been secured.

WEMYSS REID.
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STONY SINAI

' ABOUT noon we saw a beast standing on a mountain top looking

down at us. When we saw it, we thought that it was a camel, but

Calinus said that the beast was a rhinoceros or unicorn. It hath a

horn set in the midst of its forehead, four feet long, and whatsoever

it butts at, it runs him through and pounds him against the rocks.

It is said by writers on natural history that they place a young

virgin in his way, whereat he puts away from him all his fierceness,

and lays down his head, and is held thus entranced until he be

taken and slain/

Thus wrote that delightfully naive observer, Father Felix Fabri,

who visited Sinai 400 years ago. Modern pilgrims, who have followed

in his footsteps with their eyes open, will at once recognise that the

animal he saw was the '

bedan,' or Sinaitic ibex, which gazes down on

passing caravans from the cliffs which tower above their route. He
is seldom visible to them unless his shapely figure happens to be

silhouetted on the sky-line. This wild goat inhabits the mountains on

either side of the Ked Sea and the steep gullies of Moab, and is the

only representative of the deer or goat tribes in these regions.
1 Esau

doubtless hunted it, and those few sportsmen who have followed his

example will not be surprised that the uncertainties of the chase cost

him his birthright.

In the spring of 1893 I had visited the granite ranges on the

west of the Grulf of Suez, but, after a fortnight's quest, I returned

without having once fired my rifle, though I captured alive an adult

female ibex, perhaps a unique experience. The range of Sinai, on

the opposite side of the Grulf, is loftier than the peaks which face

them, and therefore precipitates more moisture, and, where water

gathers, there is food for man and beast. Here then, in January last,

I hoped to retrieve my previous defeat, and to do my hunting in the

company of men of an unfamiliar race. In travelling a new country
1 Unless we believe Diodorus the Sicilian, who wrote in the second century B.C.,

and perhaps took his traditions from a much earlier age. He describes many strange
beasts as inhabiting the countries bordering on the Eed Sea

; e.g. sphinxes, which he

says are ' bred near to the Troglodytes, not unlike those which the limners draw, save

that they differ in being rough. They are of a gentle nature, very docile, apt to learn

anything presently that is taught to them.'
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and hunting a new beast it is part of the game to study the habits,

not only of the animal, but also of the human animal. Sinai being
isolated on two sides by dangerous coasts, and on the third by a

desert, the thin thread of communication with their fellow-men has

not disturbed the customs of these Amalekites since kings of the

Third Dynasty sent expeditions from Egypt to delve for turquoise
and copper, or when, many centuries later, another invading host,

under one Moses, drove them from their wells.

The romance of camel-riding soon wears off, and, as a pastime, it

is to be avoided whenever possible. To escape the week's land journey
to the great granite range which occupies the point of the Sinaitic

peninsula we arranged to be landed by a Khedivial steamer at the

little fishing village of Tor, which lies opposite to the highest peaks.

The coast of the Eed Sea and Grulf of Suez is lined with coral reefs,

and there are no harbours, except where some torrent course brings

down at rare intervals such a weight of water as to force a channel

through the outer barrier. Tor commands such a gap, but its

harbour is hardly worthy of the name, and our steamer did not

venture inside it. Even the fishing-boats, which took us off, could

not reach the shore, and the last thirty yards of our voyage were

accomplished on the shoulders of Arabs.

The score or so of houses are all built of coral, great masses of

the radiating kind, with others like fossil sponges. Our dragoman,

Joseph, who had arrived by land, awaited us on the little pier ; but

he had prudently removed his camp to a palm grove two miles off,

to be out of the way of the village ruffian. There is a Grovern-

ment official here, in whose house we drank a ceremonial cup of

coffee, and a branch establishment of the convent of St. Katharine.

With the monks who occupy the latter we also thought it prudent to

establish friendly relations. Here, too, lives a patriarchal Greek

merchant, who was anxious to do the honours of the place. He was

disappointed to hear that I was not a Lord, but I told him that I

was a brewer, which is the next thing to a Lord. He was glad of

that, and was sure I should be a Lord the next time I came that

way. We had no desire to remain at Tor, for the whole granite

range from Serbal to Jebel et Thebt rose majestically like a

ruined wall at a distance of fifteen miles, and we hoped to escape

as soon as possible from the dismal plain, and invade its most

secret recesses. Um Shomer was the most striking peak. The

sacred summit dedicated to Abou Mousa was invisible, being hidden

by the loftier Jebel Kattarina. At this distance the deep ravines

which carve the granite into fantastic folds, before debouching on the

plain, could not be distinguished. Of these one only, Wady Hebran,

is easy for camels, and another, Wady Isleh, twenty miles to the south

of it, is barely passable by them. The latter is rarely followed by

travellers, but it contains the finest defiles, and is in a more direct
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line to the country which I desired to hunt. It was therefore by this

staircase that I proposed to penetrate to the interior. On announc-

ing my intention, I was at once met, as was to be expected, by the

statement of the camel sheikh that it was impossible. Joseph

pleased me by seconding my view, instead of backing the sluggard,
as most dragomen do, and I insisted on adhering to the route chosen

until insurmountable obstacles were reached, feeling tolerably con-

fident that, at the critical point, away would be either found or made.

It must be admitted that loaded camels are nervous and clumsy on

declivities which would scarcely puzzle a London cabhorse, and it is

to the credit of the Bedawin that they take extreme care of their

beasts, their only wealth. They have a saying that ' A camel is

better than a wife,' and though the animal has a phlegmatic tem-

perament, it appears to reciprocate its master's affection. On one

occasion I was nearly bucked off my beast because its owner had left

its head to take the leading cord of a rival.

The palm grove where camp was pitched contains a sulphur

spring, which first issued, according to the Arab tradition, at the

command of Moses, to cure the Israelites suffering from disease.

Throughout the Peninsula one finds the Arab beliefs inspired by the

Mosaic story, and Abou Mousa is revered by Mahomedans as well

as Christians.

Two miles further back lies the low sandstone range of Jebel

Nagus, whence issue mysterious sounds. Here once stood a monastery
so runs the tale established in this secret place by monks fleeing

from persecution. The retreat was betrayed to their pursuers by a

wandering Arab, who had received alms, but when the band of

marauders sought to surprise it, the building had been miraculously
enfolded in the mountain, and nothing remains but a vast slope of

sand; but ever since the sound of the wooden gong, which the

monks use, is heard at sunset summoning to vespers.
I should have been glad to reach the gates of the mountains that

evening, and hastened off our long train of camels as soon as they
could be loaded up ;

but it is always desirable to allow plenty of time

to shake down at the first camp, so we halted early, in the middle of

the plain. The sun set behind the fine cone of Jebel Gharib on the

opposite side of the sea, and far to the south of it we recognised the

faint outlines of the Porphyry Mountains and the Kittar range, on
the slopes of which we had disported ourselves the previous year.
Our camp looked pretty on the sandy plain, which glowed in the

sunset, while the still waters of the Gulf reflected the slanting rays.
Reddest of all were the stately buttresses of Um Shomer,

' made for

wild goats,' we said to ourselves, as we closed our glasses with a snap
at the summons to dinner. Anastasius, our cook, distinguished him-

self, and it was pleasant to watch him over his iron trough of char-

coal, blowing it up in one part to a hot glow with the wing of a
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chicken, and deftly moderating it at the other end with lumps of

dead charcoal.

The plain of El Gaah, which separates the sea from the range, is

a dreary strip, fifteen miles wide, waterless, and therefore lifeless.

From it the mountains rise abruptly, and without a transition stage.
In the morning, after four hours' march, we rode straight into the
cavernous portals of Wadi Isleh. Once within its narrow walls shade
and trickling water were quickly attained.

On a rock face at the opening of the valley we found Sinaitic

inscriptions and archaic pictures chipped out, in a grotesque style,

of camels and ibex, similar to some which I had observed on the

Egyptian side of the Grulf. Here, too, we met a solitary and ragged

Arab, who looked in keeping with the wildness of the spot. This was

a hunter who had been sent for by our camel sheikh. His name i&

Sbhr. I do not know if this is the way he spells it, but it is pro-
nounced like that. As we got very fond of Sbhr, I mention him
where he entered our little stage.

That afternoon we climbed the sides of the gorge to look for
'

sign
'

of goats. What little there was was old, but there had been

no rain here, and consequently the hasheesh, or herbs, had not begun
to grow.

Our tents were pitched by groups of palms and groves of giant
reeds with yellow stems. Palms are found in all the Sinaitic ravines

where there is water, but that is by no means everywhere. In such

torrent-swept gorges only those are able to hold their own whose

roots are anchored in jutting rocks. The great smooth boulders by
which they are surrounded add very much to the incomparable beauty
of the groups, which have survived by their aid, and give them a

wayward and natural grace which they want when planted on the

plain. A tree still more remarkable for its holding power is the

tarfah, or tamarisk, which we encountered in many places at a higher
elevation. This is perhaps the most tenacious-rooted tree in Nature.

The largest specimen which I saw grew in a narrow rocky gorge,

where the weight of the flood must be all but irresistible. Three or

four stones, as large as tea-chests, were jammed among the forks of

the branches, higher than the top of my head. These must have been

whirled and wedged there by the force of the current.

The flat, gravelly bottom of the ravine was the road which we
travelled the following morning. In places the rocky walls ap-

proached within six yards of one another, and, 200 feet overhead,

were scarcely further apart. In such narrows, though the bed of the

stream is ordinarily dry, the torrent had left its mark unmistakably,
in polished edges, to a height of at least 150 feet. The tropical

storms, or Sells, which occasionally burst on these mountains, run off

the bare walls of rock as from the roof of a house, and where, as in

this case, a large area is drained by a narrow trench, the flood pours
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down with amazing suddenness and power, and subsides with almost

equal rapidity.

Further up the bottom was cumbered with boulders, and difficul-

ties began. Progress was slow, for many times the heaviest loads had

to be removed and carried over some granite shelf, while our sheikh

stood on some commanding rock gesticulating his orders. When
there is the slightest dampness on the rocks, the smooth pads of the

camels' feet slip like indiarubber. The necklaces of cowrie shells and

shirt-buttons, which they wore as an amulet against stumbling, did

not always avail, for two or three of them fell and made the rocks echo

with their protests. Camels have a shrewd eye for the weight of their

loads, and expostulate freely if they think too much is being exacted

from them. When M. opened her white umbrella her beast objected

strongly. The first time she did it he stopped dead, turned his head

round in her face, and roared. He evidently wished it to be under-

stood that he could not possibly stand another package of that size
;

but finding that his complaints were not attended to, he satisfied his

conscience by walking at the slowest pace which could be called any

progress at all.

At three o'clock we stopped, as for several hours' farther there was no

other camping-place safe from a sudden invasion of water. This was

annoying, as we had hoped to reach that night the foot of a moun-
tain said to contain ibex. Camps have also, of course, to be chosen

with some reference to the proximity of water, but it is not an essen-

tial condition
;

it was the business of the camel sheikh to see that

our barrels were kept supplied, however far he had to send for it.

Leaving the ladies to make a short move of ten miles with the

camp, we who designed to hunt started by moonlight the next morn-

ing, and reached our proposed beat by daylight. Here we left our

riding camels and followed a ravine full of tamarisk, and, when that

came to an end, struck straight up the side of the mountain. When
the proper elevation had been reached, we turned along the side of

the ridge, keeping a few hundred feet below the top of it. Soon we
noticed ibex beds, little bare places where they had scratched away
the stones before lying. Sbhr wore a confident air, and removed his

sandals of fishes' skin, to walk more silently, and to get a better hold

on the rocks. He said the wind was '

kidy, kidy, ouf ouf,' an opinion
in which I concurred on this and many subsequent occasions. He
tested it continually by throwing up handfuls of dust, the lighter

portions of which floated as a little cloud. He also prayed fervently
that the wind might keep steady. He showed his intelligence by
quickly accustoming himself to use the opera-glass. But the tele-

scope was beyond him. I was pleased to find that my Arabic, though
limited, was sufficient. I made him understand that Celestin, my
companion in many hunts, was a Sayad or hunter like himself, and

must have time to use the glass. He himself, of course, relied
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mainly on his eyes, and presently showed that they served him well.

Arrived at a corner, a fresh turn of the valley and wild chaos of rocks

came into view, Sbhr's gaze became fixed, and he carefully shaded his

eyes from the sun. Then he turned to me for the field-glass, adjusted

it, looked again, gently withdrew, and held up one finger ; then, be-

hind the rock, he executed a triumphant caper. I soon had my glass
on a fine Taytal, or male ibex, lying on a large slab of granite in the

full sunshine, like a sphinx on its pedestal, and presently made out

part of the back of another.

I had now to diplomatise with Sbhr, and to explain to him how

important it was that he and W., who had generously abandoned his

rights in my favour, should remain there to watch while I made
the approach with Celestin, in whom, of the two, I still had the

greatest faith as a stalker. He covered himself with glory by sub-

mitting with a good grace. The ibex were nearly on a level with us,

and about 500 yards off. We had to retreat and mount to the ridge
so as to approach them from above. Arrived at the top, we again

sighted them, but while we moved to a better place they had

disappeared. For some time we sought in vain with the glass, and

at length, in some humiliation, had to return to our companions.
Sbhr wore a triumphant air, thinking we had given it up, and pointed
to himself. The ibex were still visible from this point. We now
made out four, and, for greater certainty, waited till they lay down,

specially noting the position of the biggest. Then together we
climbed once more to the top, and took a hasty lunch by way of

steadying our nerves for the steep downward climb. When Celestin

and I again started, Sbhr seized my hand and pointed to heaven,

with great earnestness invoking the blessing of the good Allah upon
our success. I thought this was nice of him. He also showed his

zeal by pressing his skull cap upon Celestin, a privilege which the

latter declined. Keclining with their heads over the edge, he and

W. watched us from above. The rocks were good, and in twenty
minutes we had made the descent. We reached the point from

which, from above, it had seemed we should get a shot, but on

arriving there we could not make them out. Once more we moved
on. Celestin looked over, and beckoned me up. There was the big
ram still lying in the same position. A small one standing close to

him saw the movement of our heads and looked up, but without

alarming the others.

The Sinaitic ibex is perhaps the smallest of the wild-goat tribe.

They are not only extremely difficult to see, but offer what seems a

very inadequate mark. This one looked both far and small, though I

dare say it was not more than a hundred yards away. I thought I had

held straight, but at the shot he went off with the rest and disappeared

instantly into a little ravine. There was a great clatter of stones,

and when they reappeared on the other side we counted no less than
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six ibex, but none of them seemed big enough for the gentleman I

had marked as my own. One of them offered a fair shot, but I

reserved my fire in case the wounded one should appear. Then,
after a pause, we hurried down and looked into the ravine. For a

time we could see nothing, but presently something groaned ;
then

the poor old goat stumbled out from behind a rock, turned round,

and fell dead. We raised a shout to inform our friends above, and

descended to smoke a pipe and gloat over the first success. The

head was a very pretty one, but by no means of the largest. It

taped nearly thirty inches.

Before turning homewards we climbed once more to the summit

of the ridge, which rose to a height of nearly 7,000 feet. We failed

to make out any more goats, but were rewarded with a wonderful

view of splintered peaks to the east, through a gap in which we

looked down on to the Gulf of Akaba, the eastern branch of the Ked

Sea. A heavy cloud overhead cast the jagged ridges into shadow,

and they looked sombre against the pale gleam of water. 'Beyond
that was an immense yellow plain, and far into Arabia the lowering
sun behind us shone on faintly luminous mountains, which seemed

loftier than those we were on. In this climate the evening and the

morning light reveals many mysteries. In the other direction, the

double peak of Um Shomer, grandest of all, though not quite the

highest of the range, was flecked with snow patches on its northern

side.

Keturning to our quarry, we found Sbhr engaged in stitching his

garments, an occupation in which he always spent his idle moments,

only varying it by sewing up the cuts in his feet and legs, which,

after a few more days of rock jumping, wanted repair as much as his

clothes. I particularly remember a fantastic pattern in blue cotton

on his heel, which he exhibited with some pride, and which showed

a dawning of decorative design. The ibex was hastily skinned and

cut up, so that it should pack close and Sbhr might carry it more

arabico in its skin, a task which, for three hours, he performed with-

out a murmur over a rough country. It grew quite dark before we
reached the camp on the plain of Eahabeh, and the beacon-lights
which Joseph had providently set for our guidance were welcome.

We had now reached the central plateau of the peninsula, and

henceforth for a month the average elevation of our camps was over

5,000 feet. Frosts were often sharp at night, and the air, even at

midday was fresh and bracing. Meat which had been brought from

Suez was in excellent condition at the end of three weeks. I some-

times wonder whether our northern medicos in search of new sana-

toria will discover the healing virtues of this Southern Engadine.

Only our poor Bedawin, clad in the meanest rags, suffered severely at

night. They lay in half a dozen little camps, with no other protec-
tion against the weather than their fires of desert scrub, which gives
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a moment's flame but little heat. In the morning they were so

torpid with cold that it was hard to get them to start. At the first

pause they would pull up two or three dry plants, and in less time
than it takes to write would be crouching over a blaze. At every
opportunity during the day an Arab repeats this process, and so

constant is the collection of fuel that, if in hunting the ibex are

disturbed, the hunter endeavours to disarm their suspicions by
stooping and moving slowly about, as if engaged in the one occupa-
tion which is always going on. Certainly it often has the effect of

causing the herd to stop and gaze.

Each night we called a council after dinner and discussed many
things with our people. Our hunters were summoned, and while

Joseph interpreted, their swarthy faces peered through the tent

door into the light, and when the conference was over they received

a handful of tobacco, coveted even more than food. These men
were as anxious for a successful hunt as we could desire, but their

advice was not always sound. They are like children, and think that

if they have observed a thing once, it will always recur. In my
opinion, the sinister reputation which has, to some extent, attached

to these Arabs of Sinai since the tragic murder of Professor Palmer

at the time of the Arabi rebellion, is undeserved. They were

probably induced by secret messages from Cairo to regard his

mission to obtain camels as an act of war, and they treated him and

his companions as they and their people have always treated their

enemies. I found them trustworthy. They drive a hard bargain,

but, this ratified, the conditions are faithfully kept. Their goats are

tended on the mountains by the unmarried girls, a sure sign of good
manners. My daughters soon found that they could wander, un-

attended, for many miles from camp, secure of an unaffectedly

gracious reception from any casual tent-dweller that they met.

Could this be said of any civilised country on the shores of the Medi-

terranean ?

Though living in tents, the Sinaitic tribes are not strictly nomadic,

but have summer and winter quarters, following the feed. Their

little stores are generally deposited in stone-built granaries, which

are often left unvisited by the owner for months. The Arab's only

capital is his camel. That the return is not large may be judged
from the fact that when I had occasion to send to Suez and back, to

take and receive letters, a distance of 240 miles, my messenger
received thirty shillings. Violent crimes are not common, but occa-

sional blood feuds are relentlessly maintained between families the

blood vengeance being, by custom, obligatory on the next of kin.

They are full of terrors of the invisible world. At the same time

charms and love-philters are much in vogue. I have been told that if

the loved one be stroked with the nose of a cold boiled hyena, the effect

is surprising. Like other orientals, they profess a fatalism which is

VOL. XXXVII No. 215 L
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sometimes an excuse for laziness. I told Achmet to take my gun and

shoot me some Wabhr for specimens. Eeturning early to camp, I

found him still sitting over the fire, and asked him why he had not

obeyed my instructions. He said :

' If it is Allah's will that I should

shoot Wabhr, he would send the Wabhr to me.' I told him that if

Allah wished Achmet to have backsheesh, that Arab would find it up
his sleeve, but he would get none from me. This man was a hanger-
on of the convent. There was a marked contrast between his features

and the keen, hawk-like faces of the ordinary run of Bedawin. His

prominent dreamy eyes and sleepy expression pointed to an origin far

to the east of Arabia. The convent, which is a holy place to Mahomme-
dans as well as Christians, has attracted the blood of many races. The
dried bodies of two Indian princes clad in armour remain still in the

mortuary.
I have already mentioned the striking peak of Um Shomer. The

Arabs have many superstitions with regard to this mountain, and

Palmer mentions their belief in mysterious explosions which are heard

proceeding from it. Now, some time later, when I was on one of the

peaks near Mount Serbal, and about thirty miles from the former

mountain, we heard a single very loud report, which resembled the

distant boom of a heavy gun. My Arab at once said,
' Hark ! Um

Shomer.' The native accompanying W., who was hunting on another

range, made the same remark. My daughters at the camp far below

also heard it, and their followers told them the same thing. In the

evening we tried through our dragoman to elicit an explanation. This

was Sbhr's story.
'

Long before Abou Mousa lived, an ibex-hunter on

that mountain met a beautiful damsel with hair that swept the ground.
She was gracious to him, but forbade him to follow her. He, however,
tried to pursue her, but she placed an enormous rock in his way, and

it is there to this day. She has been angry ever since, and makes
this noise two or three times a year.'

* But isn't the noise made by a big rock falling?
'

* There are big rocks everywhere, but this noise is only heard from

Um Shomer. It is not outside the mountain at all, but inside.'

* How do you know this, Sbhr ?
'

' My grandfather told me, and his father told him.'

That is the only source of knowledge, but that such traditions are

handed down with little alteration is proved by their practical identity
in all parts of the peninsula.

Joseph then offered the following lucid explanation.
' You see, Sare,

there is an image in that mountain, and when the metal get hot he

burst. But I b'lieve nothink.' I am no nearer to a solution, but the

boom which we heard was real enough.
The Bedawin have a profound faith in every European as a hakim

or healer. At El Mayer I noticed a poor woman signalling to me
from behind a rock. She was evidently very anxious that her for-
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wardness should not be observed by the other Arabs. The two babes
which she had brought from a considerable distance, were living
skeletons and beyond my aid. I can only hope that the hot lemonade
and soup which I prescribed comforted the mother's heart, and did not

hasten the end which came a few days after. Owing to exposure and
wretched food the infant mortality among these people is great. To

put it bluntly, the population of these barrens is kept at its proper
level by starvation.

The first night at Wady Nasb the storm rattled over our canvas

roofs as if the mountains were made of sheet iron and all the stones

were loose, but we were not otherwise affected. We had placed our

tents on a raised bank well above the valley bottom, and the kitchen

tent occupied a similar position on the opposite side. As I peered
out into the darkness, it was fitfully illuminated by the flashes, and

I wondered whether we should be separated from our breakfast by a

raging torrent. Though we escaped even this inconvenience, the

storm was the most disastrous which has occurred since that of 1867,

described by Mr. Holland. Two other camps of Europeans in differ-

ent parts of the peninsula were invaded by the flood, and some of

their possessions lost. We soon heard news of Sbhr's camp, which he

had passed three days before. Though his family had had time to

escape to the rocks, many of his goats and donkeys had been swept

away, but he announced with great cheerfulness that his tents had

been caught on the bushes lower down the valley, and recovered.

We were told of two Arabs who were known to have entered the

gorge of Wadi Isleh, which we had ascended. The bodies of the:'r

camels were found washed out on to the plain ;
the bodies of the men

were never seen again. We had projected a return later on by tie

same route, but the ravine had been so wrecked with boulders that

it was impracticable. In other parts of the peninsula many lives

were lost.

Our hunting next day was accompanied by an unusual sound of

many waters, but the rivulets disappeared as soon as they reached

the wider ravines, being absorbed by the grit and sand which form

their bed. Ibex were numerous, and I soon annexed another ram,

but the herds generally consisted of females or very small rams.

Accompanied by my daughters, I made another successful approach,

which was not the less interesting that, when we got within range,

there proved to be nothing worth shooting. This happens fre-

quently when the herd is viewed from below, in which case it is

impossible to see every member of it at once. The worst of such a

stalk is that it is discouraging to the Arabs, who hunt for the pot,

and regard it as wasted labour when it results in no meat. The

females, which in this species are so small as to be easily mistaken

for kids, are very alert, and when a slight movement attracted their

L 2
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attention, began whistling. This, which is their characteristic alarm-

note, is more like the thin pipe of a bird than the snorting hiss of a

wild sheep. Even when we rose and waved at them they continued

to stand, covering the retreat of the main body. This habit of theirs

spoilt another stalk the same evening. In that case there was a ram
of good proportions. They had had some inkling of danger, and

began slowly climbing upwards, while I stealthily followed. Twice I

got within easy range, but the bodyguard of females stood sentinel

while his majesty retreated with great deliberation, and I could only
see his horns. At last they were fairly frightened, and set off at full

speed. I tried to cut them off, but only succeeded in getting a long

running shot, which I missed.

I had secured two rams within a fortnight of leaving London, but

it must not be assumed from this that the chase is an easy one. My
companion hunted on twelve successive days without getting a shot.

Of the only two Englishmen who, within my knowledge, had come

here previously to our visit to hunt these goats, one obtained a single

specimen, and the other struck his colours at the end of a fortnight,

for the sufficient reason that he had worn out all his boots before he

had achieved even that measure of success.

Although there are a fair number of goats on all the ranges

throughout the peninsula, the primary difficulty is to find them.

Their colour is almost indistinguishable from the broken rocks among
which they live, and which baffle even an expert telescopist to '

pick

them up,' though after a time he learns that the horns and the

small black mark on the knees are the points best worth looking for.

Even when found, the restless habit of the bedan, in common with

all other goats, breaks the heart of the hunter. When he has

reached the last corner, and thinks success assured, they have vanished

into one of the unsuspected breaches or hollows which honeycomb
the cliff. It is the habit of the males to rise suddenly on their hind

feet and butt one another. The crash of horns thus made sometimes

betrays them to the enemy. In the absence of such guidance it is

generally safe to predict that they will be low down after a cold night,
and will slowly move higher and higher as the heat of the day
increases. The wind in these ranges is a treacherous friend. Even
on fine days it comes whirling round the wrong corners at critical

moments. In stormy weather it blows in every direction within five

minutes, and the hunter may e'en sulk in his tent, for a successful

approach is a sheer impossibility.
Few of the Arabs are sufficiently enterprising to stalk the goats

in their rocky fastnesses. The strategy which they prefer is to wait

in ambush by some water-hole to which the animals must resort in a

drought, and, if the chance comes, neither age nor sex is respected.

In case anyone should think of following in our footsteps, I may
mention, as a fair measure of their chances, that I actually hunted on
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twenty-four days, and that I used in all eleven cartridges, which in-

cluded all
' shots of despair

'

that is, running or second shots, and some
fired at long distances when I had waited in vain for a better chance.

I secured six taytal, i.e., rams, and my companion, W., had four
; while

C., who came out with us, but made a separate camp, also had to be

contented with four, but one of his was better worth getting than all

the others. I reckon that I climbed in that time about eighty thou-

sand feet vertical. And we thus perhaps wasted more tissue than

we captured. As the rocks are big and loose, and there are no soft

places, the jar caused by jumping down steps of four or five feet at a

time tells on joints which have seen service. Even in sitting down
the nether man pays a price. Spying is a delightful occupation, but

after half an hour the perch on these rickety rocks becomes a veritable

stool of repentance. Here, however, the resources of civilisation are

not exhausted. On the same principle that pilgrims boil their peas,

I carry a small tough pillow in my rucksack, not for my head, but

for the solace of the other end. Something must be conceded to the

wrong side of fifty, and I commend this discovery to sportsmen who
are not well cushioned by nature. It is good for the temper and

saves tailors' bills.

It is surprising that travellers who reach the convent do not ex-

tend their journey into the southern part of the peninsula, where

the scenery is incomparably finer than any to be seen on the custo-

mary routes, and where the natives are unspoilt by the contemptuous

patronage of the monks. Our camp in Wadi Nasb l was pitched at

the entrance to a ravine grander than anything I saw elsewhere in

stony Sinai. It had, perhaps, never been explored, and certainly has

not been described, by Europeans. The cliffs of this splendid gorge,

which not even the ibex can climb, exhibit all the richest tints

pink, ochre, and purple wliich distinguish the granites and porphy-
ries of those regions, and the wealth of colour reaches its climax in

the masses of golden-stemmed reed lining the little perennial stream,

which here flows over silver sand, and there expands into an oozy

bottom. So rankly do these grow in this hothouse that their white

plumes mingle with the waving fronds of the palms thirty feet from

the ground. When we passed through, our cavalcade of thirty camels

was completely hidden by the tropical vegetation, but the crashing of

the canes, the loud-voiced complaints of the camels, and the wild

shouts of their owners, were magnified by the walls of the narrow

chasm as by the throat of a trumpet, and made such thunder-music

as I shall not soon forget.

Above the gorge there is a large grove of Tarfah trees and a

colony of Arabs. Here there were some signs of cultivation, and

partridges called from the rocks. Animal life is scarce in Sinai, and

1 This must not be confounded with the minor valley of that name near Serabit

el Khadem, on one of the ordinary routes to the convent.
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what there is is extremely invisible. In a well-watered country there

is every variety of colour, and, however closely matched Nature's

children may be by their favourite covert, the moment they stray

from it they become conspicuous. Not so in a desert country, where

there is little range in the warm sandy tones to which bird and beast

conform for their protection. The only exception to this rule which

I observed is a certain ' chat
'

with a black body and white head, one

or more of which birds were generally to be found near camp, and

always prominently perched on a rock. So easy a prey must have

some other protection, perhaps a detestable flavour. I carried small

traps and a block-tin case of spirit, into which I popped things with

four legs, things with two, and things with no legs at all. Some-

times it was a fat-headed lizard, sometimes a '

porcupine
'

mouse, so

called from the stiff bristles with which his back is armed, and which,

no doubt, make him unpleasant to swallow. More often a sandy lark

or tit. Once W. brought home in his telescope-case a thin dust-

coloured snake, four or five feet long, with a dangerous-looking flat

head, of which the Arabs stood in great dread. He was only partly

stunned, and when we shook him into the fiery liquor he took the

bath with a vicious hiss. I think that my bag of small deer would

have been larger but that most of them were still hibernating at

these elevations. One morning on waking, I noticed a small heap of

freshly turned sand close to my face. I was sure it had not been there

when I turned in, and proceeded to investigate. On turning back

the ground sheet I found a newly-made tunnel quite a yard long

immediately under it. My bed had been laid on the concealed hole

of one of the desert rats, which in some places honeycomb the surface.

He
(
had found his quarters getting so hot that he must have jumped

to the conclusion that the genial spring had arrived. He had

gnawed through the ground sheet, but finding my mattress, or me,
too tough, had bored his way out through the sand. To prevent
their injury I made little mummies of most of my catches by wrap-

ping them in sections of the above-mentioned cane, which grows in

the wet wadis. When I finally opened my cauldron at the British

Museum, and revealed the precious broth it contained, Mr. Thomas

pounced upon one of my mice, a fellow with big transparent ears, and

called it by my name. Afterwards the mouse and I had to descend

from this pedestal, for somebody, it appeared, had discovered it before.

Of all the mammals that exist in Sinai, the leopard is the largest and
the one which we most desired to see. Though we constantly found

fresh tracks, and our telescopes were always exploring likely places,

we never set eyes on it. It is, of course, of nocturnal habit, yet it

must often take its siesta in places exposed to view. We frequently
found remains of ibex newly killed by it, and, as it was thus in

pursuit of the same animal as we were, it was strange that we never

ran against one. Once, when we were out before light, I heard a
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feline growl, whereat the native with me exclaimed, Hark ! the
Nimr !

' But I am bound to say that the sound was not unlike the

peevish snarling of one of our camels in the camp below. At one lair

where an ibex had been devoured, masses of hair lay about,- but no
skin nor any other remains except the horns. Sbhr explained that
the leopard's tongue is very rough, and that he licks off the hair, and
then devours everything else. There is evidence that in the process
he swallows a good deal of the hair too.

Gazelle are scarce in Sinai, but my daughters had a strange
encounter with one, the only one seen by any of us. They were riding

along the sandy bottom of a wady, when one of these animals was
seen retreating in front. Their Arab attendant said there was a
tarfah grove beyond, and that he would not pass through it, fearing
an ambush. Nor could he scale the steep rocks forming the sides of

the ravine. Sure enough, after some hesitation, back he came at full

gallop, and passed within five yards of the party, turning a complete
somersault in his haste and terror. The kodak, hastily withdrawn
from its case, of course would not go off at the critical moment.

The ivabhr, or coney, is a quaint tailless beast like a marmot, but
with an unusual dentition. The upper pair of incisors, instead of

meeting the lower pair like those of rodents, pass on either side of

them, and have the appearance of small tusks. Its nearest relative is

the hippopotamus.
The plain of Es Sened, about ten miles south of the convent, was

one of our favourite camps. It is studded with strange smooth
bosses of granite like inverted teacups, as though the molten mass
had been thrown up in bubbles ; but doubtless wind-blown sand was
the potent tool which carved and polished them. The plain, though
sheltered on the west by a semicircle of tall crags the home ofmany
ibex is sufficiently elevated to overlook the lesser ranges to the north

and east, so that we could watch the magic of the evening light on
the long white cliff which forms the edge of the '

Tih,' or Desert of

the Wanderings, and which brought out in conspicuous rose colour

the lofty Arabian range beyond the great trench, of which the Gulf

of Akaba fills one end and the Dead Sea the other.

It was at Es Sened that I had the worst luck, and as this article

would not give a faithful picture of goat-hunting unless I described

some of the disappointing vicissitudes which befell me, I will describe

a part of my experiences there. Two Taytal with unusually massive

horns had been more than once observed by us on the peak of Um
Alawi, and were the object of our keenest desire. I had been going
all day without seeing anything, and, to finish up, went right over the

top of that peak, the tallest of the group. Now my enterprising
ladies had taken it into their heads to explore in this direction, and,

crossing the ridge at a lower point, must have given the wind to the

family party to which these patriarchs were attached. We saw the
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band about 300 yards off, galloping towards us as hard as they could.

They seemed to be making for a pass on the other side of a certain

group of rocks. Could we reach it before they did ? We ran for

this shelter, and when close to it caught a glimpse of a young one not

twenty yards above us. It passed without perceiving us, and I made
another dash for the rocks. When I looked over, there, at a distance

of fifty yards, or maybe less, was the father of the flock, standing at

attention, his great horns I have no doubt they were forty inches
;

they always are under such circumstances curving over his flanks.

Now I ought to have known from the fixity of his gaze that he had

seen something, and that the pause would be a very brief one. I

should have fired instantly as I stood. Instead of that I tried to

make more certain by drawing forward a few inches for an elbow rest.

The slight movement was sufficient. He recognised an enemy, and

began that series of bouncing jumps, now up four feet, then down

six, which is so annoying to the rifleman, and he continued to do so

with unabated vigour after my bullet had sped. But there was

another as big. I jumped down the rocks and sat down on the other

side, in a firm position, waiting for him. As I expected, he came

along, and behaved beautifully. Not seeing his companions, he

stopped in the right place, offering a perfect chance. Here, at least,

was, seemingly, a certainty ;
but the cartridge missed fire, and he was

round the corner before I could slip in another. There were words

about that gunmaker. Nothing was left for us but the long clamber

downwards to camp. We had reached the level of the plain, and

were going carelessly, because nothing was to be expected there,

when I saw the same band again quietly feeding in front of us.

Celestin, usually so much quicker sighted than I, did not observe

them, and, as he was a few yards in front, I failed to stop him in

time, or get the rifle in hand. Even this did not fill up the cup of

my misfortunes. On another day we again saw the two veterans,

keeping a bright outlook on the top of the peak. They disappeared,

but, later in the day, we re-found them lying in the middle of a cliff.

Their position was well chosen for security, as they commanded every

approach, but, while they were in brilliant sunshine, we were in the

shade, and were able to take advantage of this fact to creep within

300 yards. Further advance was impossible, but we made sure that

they must take their supper in the ravine which divided us, and,

buoyed up by this hope, for three hours we endured a piercing wind.

This the females did, feeding unconcernedly to within easy range,
but the rams had unaccountably disappeared. At length they showed

far below, at an impossible distance having descended by a gully
invisible to us. After all, these are the bitters which one takes for

an appetite, but it must be admitted that the taste remains long in

the mouth.

My Arab was much troubled by my ill-fortune on this and other
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occasions, and he regarded it as a bewitchment which might be cured.

He urged that some spell should be used which would counter-work

the devil. From the recesses of his cleeve a mysterious packet was

solemnly produced, which contained a powder like chopped hay, and

he told me that a sovereign specific against the bad luck was for the

hunter to load his gun with a portion of the dried contents of the

stomach of a bedan previously killed by him. He offered to give me
some of the precious compound, but he doubted its vicarious efficacy.

I ought, so he said, to have reserved some from one of my own bedan;

but, in default of this, he was good enough to say a little prayer over

each ofmy cartridges, which precaution he thought would be sufficient,

and for this he charged nothing.
In the early centuries of our era pious men crowded into Sinai to

escape persecution, or to seek a retreat from the world. In numerous

gorges, even among the wildest surroundings, where there is perma-
nent water, there are remains of walls and gardens the attempts of

these pioneers to reclaim Nature. The Convent of St. Katharine, built

by Justinian, is all that remains of these extensive monastic settle-

ments. Towards this all routes and all pilgrims converge. It has

a varied literature, which I will not attempt to extend, for it strikes

me that there has been a trifle too much sentiment wasted on the

monks already.

The lofty walls have the appearance of a fortress, which purpose
indeed they are intended to serve. The garden is a small oasis sur-

rounded by uncompromising rocks. Out of a cloud of gladsome
almond-blossom rise cypresses thin dark spires the only things
which seem to point to heaven from within . the stern enclosure.

The (Economos, or bursar, offers a friendly greeting to strangers, but

the monks two or three dozen of them seem sodden with dulness.

With vacant faces they dodder to the well, wag their dishevelled

beards, and turn their praying-wheel, but for the poor
' Saracens

'

to

whom these valleys belong there is no message and no medicine, for

body or soul. When a monk dies he is buried for one year, after

which his withered mask, as empty as the life it lived, is disinterred,

and added to the ghastly stack which has been slowly piling up for a

thousand years.

An old writer informs us that there used to be ' three Abbots

learned of tongue that is to say, Latin, Greek, Syriac, Egyptian,
and Persian.' At the present day the world-famous library is a

standing reproach. The volumes, which the monks are too unlearned

to read and too lazy to tabulate, lie, hugger-mugger, in three small

chambers, on shelves or piled in heaps, and some open, face down-

wards, on the floor, the prey of every kind of destructive agency. I,

for one, am glad that the great White Father of the north borrowed,

and forgot to return, the chief treasure which it contained.

When we visited the convent a party of some ninety pilgrims of
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the G-reek Church, chiefly Russians, were leaving it. They appeared
to be of the peasant class, and their pilgrimage is said to be *

assisted
'

by the Government. Many of them were women, who seemed to be

in the full enjoyment of their spree. It was curious to note the con-

trast between these fat-faced northern fraus and the lean starveling

Bedawin who attended on them. One and all they had ascended both

Jebel Musa and Jebel Kattarina no light labour. The body of St.

Katharine, who is an object of peculiar veneration to Russian peasants,

is said to have been miraculously transported to the top of the latter

mountain.

The sacred summit of Jebel Musa, which towers for more than

2,000 feet above the fortress-convent, has been venerated by too

many generations to be vulgarised even by the over-numerous sites

of Mosaic incidents which have been accumulated round its base by
the monks. We climbed the ancient rock staircase, thinking of the

countless processions of pilgrims to whom this final sacrifice has been,

for ages, the climax of their labours. The summit is crowned by two

little chapels, the one devoted to Islam, the other to the Cross.

In the mountain stillness they seemed to forget their bloody rivalries,

and to tolerate one another. We had ascended in the night, and

reached the final ridge before the sun rose out of a sea of cloud an

unusual phenomenon. The island peaks rose out of the white fleecy

plain, showing black against the growing light. Between two of

them the shining lake of vapour seemed to pour over in a broad

Niagara to a lower level, curling up again in wreathing masses,

between which were black depths which the eye could not penetrate.

Perhaps Antoninus Martyr, who was a pilgrim here in the sixth

century, saw something of the same sort, for he says :
'

Upon those

mountains rain never falls, and in their recesses during the night
unclean spirits are seen rolling about like fleeces of wool or waves of

the sea/ Turning our backs to the sun, the rounded summits of

Ras Suf Safeh glowed like burnished copper. We tried to descend

by a steep gully facing the plain of Er Kahah, where, according to

the tradition, the Israelites were assembled to receive the law ; but if

Moses carried the tables by that way, we could find no practicable

route, and had to retrace our steps and effect a descent by a some-

what less direct passage ; but even this was rather critical, owing to

the hoar frost, which still clung to the rocks and made them danger-

ously slippery to our rubber-soled boots.

After leaving the convent our course lay to the north, and, though
we explored the recesses of many mountains and glens hitherto un-

visited, our camps were generally pitched in comparatively familiar

valleys, which have been often described.

Ultimately we brought our wanderings to a close by following the

Wadi Hebran to the coast at Tor. Here a steamer should have called

for us, according to arrangement ;
but it did not arrive, and we were
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left in suspense. Now the surroundings of Tor are not agreeable. It

lies on the edge of a dead flat
;
I might almost say a deadly flat. It

is here that the Mecca pilgrims are brought on their return from the

Shrine of Mahomet, and quarantined, by thousands, for such time as

may be necessary. Three hundred of them had died here of cholera

in the previous autumn. Our only recreation was to wander along
the shore, picking up shells and some of the disjecta membra, which
I observed were not calculated to raise the spirits. The authorities,

whom I have mentioned before, made as much of us as if we had
been occupants of the condemned cell. The Sinaitic army of

occupation is quartered at Tor, and consists of twelve men. One-
third of this force was told off as a guard of honour, and presented
arms when we looked out of our tents. At the end of the third

day of our enforced detention, although the steamer failed to arrive,

the captain of it did so, on a camel, and with his leg bandaged up.
"We then learned that his ship was well fixed on a coral reef some

leagues to the south, and we seemed to be more stranded than

ever
; but, fortunately for us, a small steam-launch had brought down

a party of Germans. I succeeded in chartering it, but by that

time so heavy a wind was blowing that the skipper declined to risk

his light craft. When we did at last escape, the waves were still

chasing one another from the north, and through or over their purple
crests we danced a joyless dance all the way to Suez.

E. N. BUXTON.
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THE TRIUMPH OF JAPAN

EVER since the overthrow of feudalism and the adoption of the

European system of government in Japan, two parties, not altogether

unequally matched, have contended for supremacy in the counsels of

the nation, one advocating a warlike policy, and the other the develop-
ment of the country by peaceful means. Two chiefs stood out head

and shoulders above their fellows in the maintenance of these policies.

Saigo, an able and ambitious man, desired to work out his country's

greatness by the help of the sword. Being himself a Daimio of the

old school, he mingled his hatred for foreigners with a contempt for

their power. The treaties which had been forced upon his country

were, in his opinion, degrading to Japan, and ought to be abrogated
at the point of the bayonet. Happily for Japan, a man equally able

and far wiser led the opposing faction. Okubo was as ardent a

patriot as Saigo, and saw, with a clearer vision, that the real progress

of his country depended rather on the development of its resources

than on a hasty rush into the arena. For a time Saigo attempted to

gain his point by constitutional agitation, but, finding that the

opposing force was too strong for him, he appealed to arms, and raising

a rebellion intheprovince of Kiushiu, staked his fortunes on the chances

of war. After some fierce fighting his adherents were utterly routed,

and, driven to despair by the failure of his plans, he committed suicide

after the traditional manner of his countrymen. But though dead

his spirit lived after him, and in a moment of desperation some of his

most fervid followers committed the crime and folly of assassinating

Okubo.

The increasing prosperity of the country had, however, won the

nation over to Okubo's views, and Count Ito, his faithful friend and

adviser, found ready support when he took over the reins of power
on the death of his former colleague. During the four years which

have now elapsed since the adoption of the new Constitution, both the

Government and the people have, under the guidance of Ito, more

especially 'devoted their energies to perfecting the administration of

the country and encouraging trade and manufactures. The result,

from a patriotic point of view, has been most satisfactory. Trade has

increased by leaps and by bounds, and the manufacturers have
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carried their success to a point which even threatens to interfere

with British and Indian interests. At one time it almost seemed
that there might possibly be a danger of the national zeal for economies

interfering with the efficiency of the national defences. By the

exertions of the peace party in Parliament more than one-tenth of

the public expenditure was reduced, the grants to the army and

navy were seriously curtailed, and the proposal to establish a Govern-

ment iron factory in connection with the navy was vetoed in the

House of Eepresentatives. Even imperative measures for the pro-
tection of the country were seriously contested, and it was only
after a fierce debate that last year two ironclads, which were required
to bring the navy up to its full strength, were ordered from an English

shipyard. Far from these ships having been able to take part in

the battle of the Yalu, they are still on the stocks, and will not be

available for warlike purposes for another year or two.

Notwithstanding the fact that the peace party were thus putting
checks on the military aspirations of their opponents, it is customary
in certain quarters to describe the Japanese as having been actuated

throughout by a desire to gain possession of Korea and to humble

China. If such had been their objects, they have been strangely
remiss in taking advantage of the many opportunities which their

proposed victims have given them of late years. If the Chinese

had determined to bring about a war, they could not have acted

more directly to that purpose than they have done, nor could

the Koreans have more palpably fallen into the schemes of Peking
than their conduct has seemed to imply. It is a matter of notoriety
that the attack on the Japanese legation at Seoul in 1881 was

directly instigated by the Chinese Resident at that Court, and that

again in 1885 the voice was China's voice, though the hands were

the hands of the Koreans. On both these occasions, however, the

fire-eating Japanese, who are represented as having been ever on the

look out for a casus belli, accepted the very lame apologies of the

Koreans, and maintained peace in face of events which might well

have been held to justify a war. But they even went beyond this

negative attitude, and when it had been agreed by treaty that the

Korean Government should pay an indemnity to Japan of 500,000

dollars, the Mikado's advisers remitted four-fifths of this sum in

consideration of the poverty-stricken condition of the Korean

people.

Gratitude is not a quality which distinguishes Asiatics. They
are willing to recognise that it blesses those who take, but hold

quite a different view with regard to those who give. It might,

however, have been expected that after this and other exhibitions of

the friendly feelings of the Japanese Government towards the people,

a reciprocal sentiment of goodwill would have been shown for the

very tender regard which had been manifested for their pockets.
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But this was far from being the case. Among the numerous miscon-

ceptions which are current with regard to the positions of the Chinese

and Japanese in the peninsula, is one which presupposes that the

Chinese population in Korea is vastly in excess of that of the

Japanese. The fact that until the conclusion of the foreign treaties

with Korea capital punishment was the penalty inflicted on any
Chinamen who ventured to cross the frontier into the country is

entirely ignored, and by the consular reports for ] 892 we find that

while the number of Chinese residents at the treaty ports was only

920, the Japanese settlers numbered as many as 8,048. With

the rapid increase of Japanese residents the Tokio Government

expressed a desire to enlarge the very narrow borders of the settle-

ments appropriated to their countrymen. At the instigation of the

Chinese Kesident at Seoul, however, this most reasonable request was

refused, while the Chinese concessions were enlarged and multiplied

in obedience to no kind of necessity.

If the relations between China and Japan during the last quarter
of a century could be made known, they would constitute a curious

chapter of history, and one which would upset many preconceived ideas

and stultify many of the bold assertions which are now being made.

During the whole course of the international dealings the Chinese

have hurled scorn and defiance at the Wojen, or dwarfs, as they con-

temptuously designate the Japanese, and have withheld from them

every right which they have not been compelled to yield. In 1873

they brought the two countries to the verge of war by refusing
the just reparation demanded by Japan for the murder of Japanese

subjects in the island of Formosa
;
and when they found that the

Japanese had landed a force on the island, with which they were

prepared to take the punishment of the offenders into their own hands,

they only escaped from the legitimate result of their conduct by an

accustomed rapid transition from bluster to petition, and so obtained

the friendly intervention of the British Minister. By the good offices

of Sir Thomas Wade peace was restored
;
but this was no sooner accom-

plished than the Tsung-li Yamen reverted again to the old attitude of

contemptuous indifference, and squabbled over the amount of indem-

nity to be paid and the security to be given for its payment, until they

nearly drove Okubo, who was representing Japan at Peking, from the

capital. Again China was saved from the consequences of her folly

by the influence of Sir Thomas Wade, and Okubo continued to main-

tain diplomatic relations with the Government.

Only those who were at Peking at this time know the extent to

which the Tsung-li Yamen carried their system of studied imperti-

nences, and they alone can award Okubo the credit due to him for

his dignified self-restraint. The position was one which might well

have been converted into a casus belli by a diplomatist less anxious

to preserve peace, and it is a memorable fact that, notwithstanding
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the annoyances to which he had been subjected, he proposed to his

Government to return to China the indemnity which she had so

grudgingly handed over, as a token of goodwill on the part of Japan.

Although well disposed towards China, the Mikado's Government
did not feel inclined to bear the cost of the expedition which had

been forced upon them by the conduct of the Peking officials, and

they therefore declined Okubo's almost quixotic proposition.

It is clear, then, that the Japanese had no desire to enter into a war

with China, and no wish to make themselves masters of Korea. But
to all observers of Eastern politics it has long been obvious that Korea

was likely to prove an apple of discord between the two empires. It

is not denied that for as many centuries as will carry us back to the

dawn of the Christian era the connection between China and Korea

has been close and intimate. Korea was the earliest recipient of the

inventions and learning of China, and it was through her that en-

lightenment first reached the then uncivilised natives of Japan. The
art of printing and the knowledge of Chinese literature were carried

by Korean scholars to the land of the Eising Sun, and it was from the

Korean shores that the first Buddhist missionaries set sail to bear the

tenets of Shakyamuni to the idolatrous Japanese. Next to China,

Korea was for many centuries the most civilised kingdom in Eastern

Asia. Several circumstances contributed to this result. In the

troublous times which brought ruin on courts and upset dynasties

in China, political refugees found safety and a welcome among the

mountain fastnesses of the neighbouring peninsula. These men,

many of whom were able, restless, and energetic, introduced a leaven

of civilisation and independence among the people of the land. They

kept up a constant warfare with the Manchurian Khans, and on occa-

sions crossed swords, and sometimes not unsuccessfully, with China

herself. After many vicissitudes of fortune, however, the power of

China became, in the tenth century, dominant in the peninsula, and

from that time onwards the ' Son of Heaven '

has in an ambiguous

way claimed suzerainty over the land.

But China is not the only country which has invaded and con-

quered Korea. If the Japanese records are to be believed, their

armies carried fire and sword through the peninsula in the second

century of our era
;
and it is certain that at the end of the sixteenth

century the celebrated Shogun Taikosama levied a successful war on

the unhappy inhabitants. After the common practice of the East,

this latest victor declared the conquered to be tributaries, and decreed

that they should at stated intervals send tribute-bearing missions to

the Court of Japan. But though Korea has thus been paying double

tribute, her real relationship has been with China, and it has been

under the withering influence of that country that the Koreans

have been brought to their present state of poverty, idleness, and

degradation.
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Time was when they were skilled mechanics, when the country

yielded abundant harvests in response to the energy and diligence of

the farmers, and when art of considerable merit flourished in the land.

As manufacturers of ceramics and workers in metals the Koreans held

their own among the expert artificers of the East. Their artists pro-

duced paintings which compare not unfavourably with the works of

their Chinese masters, and the earliest specimens of books printed

from movable types known to Europe were issued from the printing-

presses of Korea. Students of history are well acquainted with the

dreary spectacle of nations which have receded from certain levels of

civilisation into barbarism, and though the Koreans have not lost all

signs of the culture which they once possessed, they furnish an in-

stance of how a people may retrograde when under a baneful influence

such as that which the suzerainty of China has exercised in this case.

The traveller who to-day journeys into the interior of the country
finds it difficult to believe that the listless, unclean, and generally

untaught natives with whom he is brought into contact can possibly

be the descendants of men of energy and culture. The same men are

there, tall, stalwart and proud, but the life has gone out of them, and

the melancholy expression which is the dominant feature in their

countenances seems to mourn over the time when they were capable
of better things. Like the Japanese of a later period, the Koreans

adopted with the literature of China the philosophy, ritual, and reli-

gion of the Middle Kingdom. In one notable respect, however, they
bettered the instruction given. They alone of all the people of

Eastern Asia invented an alphabet. The Japanese, as we know,
elaborated a syllabic system based on abbreviated forms of the Chinese

characters. But they got no further. The Koreans made a similar

syllabic system a stage on the way to an alphabetic writing which

they arrived at about five hundred years ago. The use which has

been made of this most convenient system is illustrative of the dead

weight which China has been to her tributary. In spite of its sim-

plicity for it is one of the simplest alphabets in the world and in

spite of the fact that any alphabet would be infinitely preferable to

the cumbrous and difficult Chinese characters, the native writing has

been relegated to the literature which affords amusement to women
and children, while everything which aspires to a literary tone is

written in the antiquated characters of China.

The condition of disintegration to which Korea has thus been

reduced under Chinese influence has made her a standing danger in

the East. It is well known to all who are behind the scenes that fear

of Eussian aggression has been the principal motive which has

actuated the policy of Japan towards Korea. Russia does not

possess any harbour on the Pacific which is available for her ships at

all seasons of the year. Korea has several such ports, and it has

long been an open secret that Russia has for years cast longing eyes
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ut the territory across the Tinmen. This would bring the Russians
within sight of the shores of Japan, and this, rightly or wrongly, the

Japanese consider would constitute a standing menace to them.
In fact, the position of affairs, mutatis mutandis, is much the same
with regard to Japan and Korea as to England and Afghanistan ;

and
the same motive which has decided us not to permit the near

approach of Russia to our frontiers in India is influencing the

Japanese in their determination to keep the Tsar's troops north of

the Tiumen. They further see plainly that Korea can only be

effectually employed as a buffer state if she is made strong enough
to preserve her own frontiers. With the object of enabling her to do

this they have for the last twenty years attempted, by friendly advice,

to introduce reforms into the country, and, as a first step towards the

consummation of their desire, to withdraw Korea from the stunting

tutelage of China. As a move in this direction they made a treaty

with the king, in which he was given all the honours of an inde-

pendent sovereign, and in which no reference whatever was made
to the suzerainty of China. From time to time they have also

attempted to introduce some order into the administration of the

country, and some backbone into the feeble efforts of the king and

his advisers to strengthen the kingdom. But at every turn they
have been met by the opposition of the Chinese, who have invariably

instigated resistance to every scheme for improvement.

Though vacillating and weak, the king has sufficient intelligence

to recognise the degradation of his country, and sufficient patriotism

to desire to improve its condition. He has been, therefore, well

disposed to listen to the Japanese recommendations, and has in several

instances adopted them. In the '

Diplomatic and Consular Report
for 1892

'

it is stated that

Among tlie enterprises which owe their initiation to the king's personal energy,
and have been supported entirely by his private funds, the following is by no

means an exhaustive list : A paper manufactory, a match factory, gardens for the

cultivation of the mulberry and the breeding of silkworms, looms for weaving silk

and satin fabrics, a model farm (conducted on Western principles) for the growth
of foreign cereals and the breeding of foreign stock, a powder manufactory and

arsenal, a steamer company for developing trade with non-treaty ports, foreign

schools, a foreign hospital for the treatment of indigent sick, a government mint,

an army drilled in the foreign fashion, a postal system, &c.

All these well-intentioned efforts on the part of the king to improve
the condition of his subjects have ended in failure, with the exception

perhaps of the foreign school, where twenty-five students study

English, natural science, international law, and political economy.
The cause of this unfortunate breakdown is not far to seek. Like

many households, the household of the king is divided against itself.

While he has shown himself open to political convictions, the queen
and her family have been the keen partisans of China, and at the
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instigation of the representative of the emperor at Seoul, have

thwarted every attempt at reform, and have thrown the whole of

their weight in support of the continuance of the system which has

brought their country to the verge of ruin. It was this faction

which originated the outbreak in 1885, when a direct attack was

made upon the Japanese and those native ministers who had favoured

their views.

It will be remembered that on that occasion, at a dinner given to

commemorate the inauguration of a postal system, the banqueting-
hall was invaded by a band of rebels who attempted to make a

prisoner of the king. Over the person of the king, who appears to be

commonly treated as ' a pawn in the game of party politics,' a fight

between the contending factions raged for four days, during which

time .complete anarchy prevailed, and the Japanese were ultimately,
for a second time, compelled to fight their way from Seoul to the sea

at Chemulpo. With enemies who were prepared to back up secret

intrigue by force of arms the Japanese could plainly have no com-

pliments to exchange, and they at once landed^troops to insure the

safety of their countrymen. This was the signal for the arrival of a

Chinese force, and it was only by the placable conduct of the Japanese
that war was avoided. But the position was full of danger. The
forces of the two countries stood face to face, and it was only by
the exercise of self-restraint on the part of Japan, and of prudence
on the part of China, that peace was preserved by the execution

of a treaty. By the terms of this convention it was agreed

that China shall withdraw her troops now stationed in Korea, and that Japan shall

withdraw hers stationed therein for the protection ofher Legation. The specific term

for effecting the same shall be four months, commencing from date of the signing
and sealing of this convention, within which term they shall respectively

accomplish the withdrawal of the whole number of each of their troops, in order

to avoid effectively any complications between the respective countries. . . . The
said respective Powers mutually agree to invite the King of Korea to instruct and
drill a sufficient armed force, that she may herself assure her public security, and

to invite him to engage into his service an officer or officers from amongst those of

a third Power, who shall be entrusted with the instruction of the said force. The

respective Powers also bind themselves, each to the other, henceforth not to send

any of their own officers to Korea for the purpose of giving said instruction. In

case of any disturbance of a grave nature occurring in Korea, whi2h necessitates

the respective countries, or either of them, to send troops to Korea, it is hereby
understood that they shall give each to the other previous notice in writing of

their intention so to do, and that after the matter is settled they shall withdraw

their troops and not further station them there.

This document was signed by Ito on behalf of Japan, and by Li

Hung-chang on the part of China.

The Japanese contend that on the conclusion of this treaty they

loyally withdrew their troops, and affirm that the Chinese evaded the

condition by sending a thousand soldiers disguised as traders to take

the place of the recognised garrison. By the same instrument the
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Chinese virtually resigned their claim to suzerainty over Korea. As a

matter of fact, they have throughout blown hot and cold on this point,

after the manner of their kind, and it was not until the present year
that they reasserted their rights over the country. They have been

so long accustomed to deal with lesser states, who are as orientally

minded as themselves, that they forgot that the Japanese have passed
from darkness into light, and are in the habit of

fulfilling their

obligations with the same accuracy as that which they expect from

other states. The renewed claims of China produced, therefore,

some friction between the two countries, and when China despatched

troops to Seoul without giving notice to Japan, as prescribed by the

treaty of 1885, the Mikado lost no time in asserting his right to land

a force on the coast. Even then it might have been possible to have

preserved peace if the Chinese had been willing to join hands with

Japan in reorganising the administration of the country, in suppressing
the corruption which prevails, in reforming the system of justice, and

in creating an effective army and navy. To the propositions of the

Japanese on these subjects the Chinese haughtily replied that if any

reorganisation was necessary it should be effected by the suzerain

state, and that Japan could have no part nor lot in the matter. The

inevitable result followed, and the circumstances which succeeded are

too well known to need recapitulation here.

As a rule, events move slowly in the East, where time is no object

and hurry is unknown. But the transformation of Japan has changed
all this so far as Eastern Asia is concerned, and within the last few

weeks matters have moved apace. We are accustomed to seven-week

wars in Europe, and on the present occasion, after the expiration of a

little more than that time, we are beginning to look for signs of the

end of the contest. Within the last few days one point has been

made quite clear, and that is that European intervention at this

stage would be worse than useless. The Japanese claim, and rightly

claim, that after the victories which they have won in the field and the

advance which they have made into the enemy's country, any

proposals which are to be made should be made direct from Peking
to Tokio. This is, as we know, contrary to the views of the Chinese,

who, mindful of their old habit of overwhelming foreigners with scorn

and solicitation in almost the same breath, have now, in the moment
of danger, sought to induce the governments of Europe to arrange
terms with the enemy at her gate. But the Japanese are not likely

to listen to any proposals thus championed. They have China on

the hip, and are determined to treat with her only when she comes

in person and upon her knees. They have before them the history

of our treaties with the Celestial Empire, and they are not likely to

repeat the blunders and accept the humiliations which we have

shown ourselves too ready to commit and to submit to. The war

has produced an outburst of military enthusiasm among the

M 2
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Japanese which might complicate matters if the campaign were

unduly prolonged. But at present the desire of the people is for

commercial rather than for military empire, and if peace is to be made
China will be compelled to yield large and far-reaching trading

privileges, which will affect the fortunes not only of Japan, but of all

those who are entitled to take advantage of them under the 'favoured

nation clause.' The fulfilment of this condition will carry with it

infinite benefits, not only to the world at large, but to China herself.

The opening of the country to trade, the development of its almost

boundless resources, and the construction of railways through the

length and breadth of the empire, will make all things new. The
Sick Man of the East will be obliged to march on the lines of civilisa-

tion and improvement, and the present torpid empire, with its

industrious population and internal wealth, will begin a new page
of Eastern history.

Large indemnities will also, doubtless, have to be paid, but, above

all, the reorganisation of Korea must be left in the hands of Japan.
Even judged by an Oriental standard, the government of that country
cannot escape from the charge of supporting a system which is at

once corrupt and oppressive, and in the interests of humanity a strong

reforming hand is required to crush out its iniquities. Political

considerations preclude the possibility of any European power

accepting the office of reformer. China has been long tried in the

balance and has been found wanting, and there remains only Japan
to undertake the task of cleansing the Augean stable. The ease and

rapidity with which she has put her own house in order augurs well

for her power to grapple with the Korean difficulty, and her intimate

knowledge of the people and their wants furnishes an additional

qualification for the thankless and arduous duty which she has

declared herself ready and determined to carry out.

EGBERT K. DOUGLAS.
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FRANCESCO CRISPI

AN APPRECIATION

FRANCESCO CRISPI is the last of the great leaders of the Italian Risor-

gimento. There still survive soldiers who fought bravely in the

field, but of the statesmen who welded the petty states of the

peninsula into one compact nation Crispi is the sole survivor.

It was at one time a fashion among the enemies of Crispi to

sneer at him as an imitator of Bismarck. Except that Nature gave
indomitable courage both to the great German and to the great

Italian, there is little resemblance between the men. Years ago,
when Prince Bismarck was at the height of his power, one of the

ablest men in Germany, a man who was a profound admirer and an

earnest supporter of Bismarck, said, in the course of conversation,
' Bismarck is not a great man intellectually. He makes mistakes

which a great statesman would never make as witness his opposition
to the assumption of the German crown by the King of Prussia, his

Kulturkampf, and his war against the Socialists. At the same time,
he is wonderfully great in his iron will and his utter fearlessness.

These qualities have rightly made him the ruler of Germany, but in

intellect Bismarck should be ranked below Beaconsfield, and far

below Cavour.' The petty follies of which Prince Bismarck was

guilty in his anger at his removal from the Chancellorship have

since gone far to justify this estimate of his character.

Crispi is no whit inferior to Bismarck in courage, and he shares

with the great German his cynical contempt for the opinion of the

majority. During his second tenure of the Premiership Crispi has

shown a desire to conciliate his opponents, but during his first

administration he ruled the Chamber with an ungloved tyranny
which Bismarck himself would hardly have ventured to display.

But here the real or fancied resemblance between Crispi and Bismarck

ceases. The Italian belongs to the Cavour rather than to the Bis-

marck type of statesman. That is to say, his greatness is due to the

force and subtlety of his intellect, rather than to his courage and

determination. He has a hotter temper than Cavour, and being less

the master of himself, is occasionally less the master of the situation

than Cavour would have been
;
but the future will judge the two men

165
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by their achievements rather than by their idiosyncrasies of tem-

perament.
There have been three distinct periods in the life of Crispi. He

was at first a republican conspirator ;
next a radical politician ;

and

finally a stern and ruthless enemy of militant radicalism. But there

was never any sudden change in the man. He has been from the

first an opportunist, in the sense that he was ready to accept any
lawful weapon that would help him in his fight for Italy. Given his

clear intellectual perception of facts and his passionate patriotism, it

was inevitable that the man should pass through a course of political

evolution. That he has ever sacrificed his convictions for the sake

of personal profit, no one who really knows the man will for an

instant believe.

Francesco Crispi was born in Sicily in 1819, of a family of

Albanian descent. His father was an advocate, and Crispi embraced

the same profession. He established himself in Naples in the year
1843. As he was honest, intelligent, and living under the brutal

tyranny of King Bomba, Crispi became, as a matter of course, a con-

spirator. More than any other man Crispi was the soul and brain

of the Sicilian insurrection in 1848, and when Sicily was reconquered

by the royal troops, Crispi, after fighting in Palermo until further

resistance became impossible, escaped to Marseilles, and later to

Piedmont. He lived for a time in Turin, supporting himself by

contributing to Liberal journals ; but after one of Mazzini's mad and

murderous attempts at insurrection in Lombardy, Crispi was arrested

under pressure from the Austrian Government, and after a brief

imprisonment, was expelled from Piedmont, and sought refuge in

Malta.

At this time Crispi was a member of the Giovane Italia, and as

such was ranked among the followers of Mazzini. When, after a short

stay in Malta, he was again expelled for political reasons, he went to

London, where he became the close associate of Mazzini. Without

doubt it was the influence of the latter that implanted in the

enthusiastic Sicilian the seeds of that cynical contempt for men
which in later years he so often displayed. At that time Mazzini

was accepted by nearly all the Italian patriots as their leader. He
had been one of the first to preach Italian unity. He had been the

virtual dictator ofHome during the short-lived republic of 1849. He
was eminently magnetic in his personality, and his eloquence kindled

in those to whom he spoke the enthusiasm which he himself felt.

His writings were full of sounding phrases which meant little, but

which had a large share in leading his followers to look upon him as

a sort of inspired Hebrew prophet, born out of time. That the man
was utterly incapable as a political leader was conclusively shown by
his persistence in defending Home, instead of throwing himself with

his army into the mountainous region across the Neapolitan frontier
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and overthrowing the rule of King Bomba. His cold-blooded

inhumanity the inhumanity of the born fanatic was shown again
and again no less conclusively than his political incapacity. He
sent band after band of young men to certain death, after having
deluded them into the belief that fifteen or twenty men landing on

the shores of Southern Italy, or descending from the Alps into Lom-

bardy, could overthrow the government of Naples, or drive out the

Austrians. Either Mazzini believed that these pitiable attempts
would succeed, in which case he demonstrated his unfitness for

leadership ;
or he deliberately meant that his dupes should die in order

to awaken sympathy for the cause of Italy in which case he showed

the pitilessness of the fanatic. That he accepted assassination

as a legitimate weapon has often been denied, but the fact is con-

clusively established, even without the testimony of the young
enthusiast whom he sent to assassinate the King of Sardinia, and to

whom he lent his dagger. Doubtless Mazzini sincerely loved Italy, and

desired to see her free and independent ;
but when the moment came

that made a united Italy possible, it was Mazzini who strove to prevent
union by intriguing against the annexation of Sicily and Naples to

Piedmont, and who tried to induce Garibaldi to establish a Neapoli-
tan republic, and thus to separate the south from the north.

Crispi could not remain long in close relations with Mazzini

without gauging the man. That this narrow-minded fanatic should

have been able to make himself the accepted leader of the

Italian patriots filled Crispi with bitter disdain. Nevertheless he

saw that Mazzini had his uses in the warfare to which hundreds

of brave and unselfish men had devoted their lives. Those windy

phrases concerning
' God and the People,' with which the prophet

used to awaken enthusiasm and to veil his own lack of any sane

policy of action, were more potent with the Italian youth than

would have been the plainest arguments set forth in the clearest and

most unimpassioned language. Crispi saw that for the time the

leadership of Mazzini must be retained, but he learned at the same

time the lesson so often acted upon by him in later years, that it is

not by appealing to reason that men can most easily be led.

It was not long, however, before Crispi openly separated himself

from Mazzini, and the reason for this separation was that Crispi

shrank with horror from Mazzini's defence of assassination. A posi-

tion as a newspaper-correspondent in Paris was offered to Crispi, and

gladly accepted. For some time he resided in Paris. Here he might
have fallen under the influence of Manin, had it not been that Crispi

was still an ardent republican, and could not accept Manin's belief

that Italian patriots should rally round the House of Savoy. The

attempt of Orsini was followed by a general expulsion of Italian

exiles from France, and Crispi, although he was known to be incapa-

ble of any share in that murderous outrage, was compelled to leave
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Paris. He returned to London, where he lived in obscurity until

the breaking out of the war in Lombardy in 1859.

With the help of a false passport and a clever disguise, Crispi at

once made his way to his native Sicily, where he traversed the whole

island, preparing the way for an insurrection. Keturning to England,

he sought the aid of Mazzini, for the projected insurrectionary move-

ment could not afford to dispense with the moral and material aid

that Mazzini could give it. With the promise of money, arms, and

men, Crispi returned to Sicily, where he found that the Sicilian-

leaders had suddenly determined that the time for insurrection had

not yet arrived. They refused to make the attempt for which a few

weeks earlier they had declared that Sicily was fully ripe. Whether

or not this failure was due to the secret orders of Mazzini will proba-

bly never be known. It is, however, very certain that from the

first Mazzini had been lukewarm in the matter. He rarely approved

of any political movement of which he was not the recognised

originator and sole leader.

Soon after the peace of Villafranca Crispi renewed his efforts for

the liberation of Sicily. This time it was to Garibaldi, and not to

Mazzini, that he looked for aid. With some difficulty he induced

Garibaldi to consent to lead an expedition to Sicily as soon as the

Sicilians should have risen against the Government. Next Crispi,

with infinite effort, found the money and arms for the expedition r

and organised the ' Thousand.' When all was ready, Garibaldi, who,

with all his exalted enthusiasm, was a cool-headed soldier when

military affairs were in question, declined to go to Sicily, on the

ground that the islanders had failed to rebel. He stubbornly
declared that he would not lead his men to be butchered in the face-

of a cowardly and inert population. It was then that Crispi produced

despatches from Sicily containing the news that the whole island

was in a blaze. Garibaldi hesitated no longer, and was eager to go-

to the help of the struggling patriots. These despatches were, to-

speak plainly, prepared by Crispi himself. In using them he took a

leaf from the book of Mazzini. He knew that his fellow-Sicilians

would revolt the instant that Garibaldi landed in the island. He
knew, too, that Garibaldi's determination not to sail unless the

insurrection had broken out could not be moved. Surely if there

was ever a case in which the end justified the means it was this.

Crispi sailed with the ' Thousand
'

as a soldier, and at Calatafimi

and Palermo fought with the utmost courage. After the capture of

Palermo, Garibaldi placed in Crispi's hands the task of bringing order

out of the chaos of Sicilian revolution, and when Garibaldi crossed to

the continent, Crispi remained in Sicily as the Dictator's representa-
tive. He was soon called to Naples, where his talent as an organiser
was again conspicuously displayed, and where he found it necessary
to oppose, not only the Cavourians, who demanded instant annexation*
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to Piedmont, but also the Mazzinians, who wished to prevent the

union of the South and the North. The Apostle of Italian unity,
now that he saw Italy about to become united under the King of

Sardinia, and not under the dictatorship of the chief of the Giovane

Italia, had become the determined opponent of Italian unity, and

insisted that Naples and Sicily should be made an independent

republic, strong enough to dictate terms to the Sardinian king.

Crispi, who opposed immediate annexation because it would take

from Garibaldi the power of independent action, also opposed the

sectional policy of the Mazzinians. Fortunately for Italy, Garibaldi

listened to Crispi instead of Mazzini, and after the victory of the

Volturno both Sicily and Naples ranged themselves under the

glorious flag called by the Mazzinians the '

cross-stained banner of

Savoy/
When Naples passed under the control of the royal government

Crispi returned to Palermo. Through his hands had passed the

treasures of a kingdom, but, like^Garibaldi, he quitted it a penniless

man. When, a little later, he was elected deputy from Castelvetrano,

a subscription was necessary in order to pay his fare to Turin.

There are few crimes of which Crispi's priestly or radical enemies did

not, in his latter days, accuse him, but no sane man has ever ventured

to suggest that he enriched himself when the Neapolitan treasury

was in his keeping, and he could have plundered it without fear of

punishment.
The new deputy was no longer the republican conspirator. He

took the oath to support the king and the constitution. He had

seen clearly that unity and freedom were attainable only under the

monarchy, and he therefore accepted the monarchy loyally and

frankly. It was characteristic of Mazzini that he should have

attacked Crispi as a deserter from the only true political faith

because he did not, after entering Parliament, engage in a republican

propaganda ;
but Crispi, in an open letter, made the reply that he

did not think it worthy of an honourable man to swear to support

the laws, with the concealed intention of becoming a perjurer. That

Crispi ever wavered in his loyalty there is not the slightest evidence.

The story that when he became Prime Minister he threatened to-

proclaim a republic unless, within twenty-four hours, his wife should

be received by the Queen, is of course absolutely without foundation.

Crispi was as incapable of making the threat as King Umberto would

have been incapable of yielding to it. Crispi was then, as always, a-

patriot, and the House of Savoy does not yield to threats.

In the Chamber Crispi sat on the left, but he joined himself to

no one political group. He had a definite programme of reforms,

nearly every one of which has since been adopted. To the question

put to him by one of his friends, whether he intended to sit in the-

Chamber as a Garibaldian or a Mazzinian, he replied,
' I shall sit as a
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Crispian.' He was by nature a leader, and not a follower. He was

content to bide his time, knowing that the future would be his.

The leader of the Left, or the '

Party of Action,' as it was usually

called, was Urbano Kattazzi, a supple politician, devoid both of states-

manship and courage. The fact that this man of shallow intrigue

and wordy oratory should be the leader of a great party must have

deepened Crispi's contempt for the ease with which men are gov-

erned. He, however, accepted the leadership of Kattazzi, as he had

formerly accepted that of Mazzini, for any attempt at a division of

the party was not to be thought of. The affair of Mentana, in

which Eattazzi's reputation was wrecked, left Crispi stronger than

ever. He had organised the expedition with the understanding that

Kattazzi, who was then Prime Minister, would secretly aid it, while

apparently opposing it
; but when the pinch came Kattazzi lacked

the courage to play to the end the comedy of c The Second Cavour.'

He hesitated to occupy Kome with the Italian troops under the pre-

text of preserving order, and while he hesitated Napoleon acted, and

De Failly and his chassepots reached Kome before the Italians.

Kattazzi, knowing that further persistence in his comedy meant war

with France, and that such a war would have been suicidal on the

part of Italy, resigned, amid the impartial curses of all parties. In

spite of his share in what was technically a rebellion, Crispi was not

arrested. Every one was persuaded that he had acted with the ap-

proval of Kattazzi, and this fact, together with the universal sympathy
felt by all patriotic Italians for the gallant volunteers, would have

made the arrest and punishment of Crispi a dangerous blunder. The
arrest of Garibaldi, which was inevitable, was rightly held to be a

sufficient vindication of the law.

Depretis, an abler man than Kattazzi, though still a politician

rather than a statesman, finally succeeded to the leadership of the

Left. Crispi had become more and more the dominant force within

the party, but as yet the prizes of success were to be reaped by other

men. It was not until 1877 that he became a cabinet minister.

Depretis, who was at the time at the head of the government, offered

Crispi the portfolio of Minister of the Interior. He accepted it, but

within a year he was driven from office by a scandal which his

enemies fully believed would drive him for ever from public life. A
Neapolitan newspaper brought against him a detailed charge of hav-

ing committed bigamy, and a criminal prosecution against him was

begun.
The story of Crispi's

'

bigamy/ as his enemies have never ceased

to call it, has often been told, but nearly always in a way to prove that

he was virtually guilty. The story is not a pleasant one, but there

is nothing in it which can justify in any way the pretence that he
was guilty of bigamy.

In 1853, while Crispi was a prisoner in Turin, he fell in love with
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Rosalia Montfasson, the pretty daughter of his washerwoman, who

brought his linen to his cell. When Crispi left Turin and sought

refuge in Malta, Rosalia accompanied him. He was anxious to

marry her, but he had not the money for the necessary marriage fees.

A friend informed him that a priest, who happened to be passing

through Malta, would marry the pair without charge, and accordingly
the marriage, as Crispi believed it to be, was celebrated by the chari-

table priest. The marriage laws of Malta are peculiar, and even the

British subject does not always find it easy to understand them.

Crispi knew nothing of the Maltese laws, and naturally supposed
that a marriage which would have been legal in Sicily or Naples
was also legal in Malta. Rosalia accompanied him henceforth

wherever he went. She sailed with the ' Thousand '

to Marsala, and

cared for the wounded under fire at Calatafimi with the utmost

courage. But, as was almost inevitable, Crispi, the ambitious, accom-

plished man of genius, and Rosalia, the ignorant girl of the people,

who could neither read nor write, grew gradually apart. The fault

was chiefly the woman's. She was absurdly extravagant, and Crispi

found it impossible to pay the debts which she contracted in his name.

She became madly jealous, and quarrelled incessantly with Crispi.

Worse than all, she became hopelessly addicted to excessive drinking,
and the final result was that Crispi's home became intolerable.

It was in these circumstances that Crispi became attached to a

lady of Palermo, and found in her society the peace and comfort for

which the man so ardently longed. It was a cause of bitter regret

to him that he could not marry her. One day a friend suggested
to him that possibly the Maltese marriage had been irregular. An
eminent lawyer was consulted, and Crispi was advised that there

had been no legal marriage at Malta, and that he was perfectly free

to marry the woman whom he loved. He at once availed himself

of this unexpected solution of his difficulties, and the new marriage
was celebrated openly, and in strict compliance with the law. Not

very long afterwards a Neapolitan journal told the whole story, with

the important omission of the fact of the illegality of the -Maltese

marriage, and with the deliberate assertion that Crispi had com-

mitted bigamy. This was followed by a criminal prosecution, and

although the court found that the alleged marriage at Malta was null

and void, and that Crispi was not guilty of bigamy, he was neverthe-

less compelled to bow to the storm and to resign his portfolio.

There are those in England who hold that the mere fact that a

man has ever lived in illicit relations with a woman makes him unfit

for public life. This theory, the enforcement of which would have

driven Victor Emanuel, Cavour, and Garibaldi into private life, would

have compelled Washington to resign the presidency of the United

States, and would have deprived France of the services of Gambetta,

is, fortunately for mankind, not held outside of England. Crispi had
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honestly tried to marry Eosalia, and had borne with her until for-

bearance became no longer possible. Whatever may be thought of

his conduct, most assuredly he was not guilty of bigamy, and he

certainly was not a sinner above many other men whom the world

holds in honour.

Although Crispi was compelled to withdraw from the Ministry, he

did not withdraw from the Chamber. When the trial was concluded

he resumed his seat as deputy, and his courage and resolution in re-

fusing to be crushed by a conspiracy won for him, first tolerance, and

then sympathy. He was no longer a leader of the Left, and the
'

Crispi group
'
that still remained faithful to him was a small one.

Still, the parliamentary skill of the man was as great as ever, and

when, after Depretis had resumed power by means of an alliance

with the Eight, the opposition was reorganised under the leadership
of the Pentarchy, Crispi became once more the real, though not the

nominal, head of the party.

The men of the Pentarchy were Cairoli, Zanardelli, Nicotera,

Baccarini, and Crispi. Cairoli, a man of the utmost purity and

nobility of character, a true Chevalier Bayard, but a man wholly un-

fitted to govern a nation, was the figure-head of the combination.

Zanardelli was perhaps the ablest lawyer in Italy, but, like many
other able lawyers, his over-subtlety made him an indifferent states-

man. Baccarini, a man of marked ability, would probably have had

a brilliant future, had it not been for mYpremature death. Nicotera,

a turbulent politician, a brave soldier, a conspirator who had suffered

tortures in the Neapolitan prisons, and with all his turbulence a man
so genial that he could look with careless indulgence on the corrupt

practices of some of his followers, owed his place in the Pentarchy to

the fact that he was the head of a group of southern deputies, whose

votes were absolutely at his command. It is a curious illustration of

the cynicism of Crispi that he associated himself with Nicotera in the

Pentarchy, although it was Nicotera who had instigated the attempt
to convict him of bigamy. Crispi sought the overthrow of Depretis,

and as Nicotera could contribute to this end, Crispi was quite willing
to make an alliance with him.

The Pentarchy, although it was nominally headed by Cairoli, who
had been more than once Prime Minister, and who would have once

more succeeded to the place had the Pentarchy triumphed, was from

the first inspired and ruled by Crispi. No one in the Chamber was his

equal in parliamentary skill, and the policy dictated by him to the

Pentarchy was unhesitatingly adopted. The Pentarchy was, however,

destined to disappoint all its members except Crispi. Cairoli, whose

health was failing, retired from public life. Baccarini died
;
and

when Depretis, on the eve of overthrow, appealed to Crispi for aid,

and offered him a place in the Cabinet, the Pentarchy was dissolved.
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Crispi accepted the offer of Depretis. There had never been any real

difference between the policy of Depretis and that advocated by the

Pentarchy. The latter had, it is true, endeavoured to pose as the

advocates of reconciliation with France, and as such had used ex-

pressions that might have been interpreted as hostile to the Triple
Alliance. Every member of the Pentarchy was, however, firmly
convinced that the Triple Alliance was a necessity for Italy, and it was

perfectly understood that the Pentarchy's apparent coolness toward

the Alliance was, in plain words, only a political trick. Crispi

abandoned no conviction by entering the Depretis Cabinet, and even

his enemies did not accuse him of having betrayed his party. His

vigorous hand was soon felt in the Department of the Interior over

which he presided, and when, three months later, Depretis died, it

was a matter of course that Crispi should succeed him.

Crispi, the republican conspirator and the radical politician, was

now the Prime Minister of the monarchy. His patriotism, his courage
and his ability were conceded, but there were many who still regarded
him a slippery politician. To some extent Crispi's course while

in the Chamber justified this estimate of him. He had learned

that men were not governed by argument and reason. He accepted
them as he found them, and when he knew that a sounding phrase
or a specious sophism would sway those who would be deaf to a plain

statement of the truth, he used the weapon that promised to be effec-

tive. He was absolutely honest in the sense that he could not be

influenced by bribes whether of money or of place. His patriotism

forbade him to take any course or seriously to favour any measure that

could injure the country, but within these limitations he unquestion-

ably used at times the methods of the demagogue. He was beyond
doubt what the Anglo-Saxon would call

'

tricky.' Nevertheless it

must be conceded that, in the main, his parliamentary career was a

thoroughly creditable one. He never shrank from advocating any
measure which he believed to be necessary, no matter how unpopular
it might be. He knew himself to be vastly superior in ability to such

men as Kattazzi, Depretis, and Cairoli, and he knew that, could he

become Prime Minister, he could do more for Italy than his rivals

could do. In comparison with the fearlessness and clear-sighted

rectitude of Crispi's career as a deputy in all matters of vital impor-

tance, the smaller trickeries by which he sought to serve his party
and himself are hardly worthy of notice. Taken all in all, he had a

right to be proud of the years between 1860 and 1887.

During his first Premiership Crispi drew closer the bonds that

united Italy to her northern allies. He avoided all cause of quarrel

with France, but he made it proudly plain that Italy would submit

to no insults or aggressions from the other side of the Alps. He
resisted the suicidal demands of the extreme Radicals that Italy should
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reduce the numbers or impair the efficiency of the army and navy
which guard her independence. In domestic affairs he endeavoured

to introduce reforms which, had they been adopted, would have led

to important economies in public expenditure ;
even as it was, the

pretence that Crispi was in any way responsible for the deficit in the

Treasury, which has pushed the country so far in the direction of

bankruptcy, is wholly at variance with the facts. Indeed, his over-

throw, which came with a suddenness which astonished Europe, was

really due to the secret unwillingness of the deputies to vote for

the reduction of the absurdly great number of office-holders a

measure which the economic condition of the country imperatively
demanded.

Crispi had dissolved Parliament, and the ensuing election had

given him an enormous majority. It is extremely probable that he

had used to the fullest extent the pressure which, in a Latin country,

the government never fails to use in order to influence the elections,

but the overwhelming vote which the country gave to him showed

that it had the fullest confidence in him, and the most earnest desire

that he should remain at the head of the government. Parliament

had scarcely met when, in the course of debate, Signor Bonghi, a life-

long enemy of Crispi, succeeded in goading the irascible Sicilian so

far that he entirely lost his self-control. Signor Bonghi is a man of

the utmost integrity of character, and a writer and speaker of very

great ability. He has, however, the misfortune of always doing the

right thing at the wrong time, and of exasperating both his friends

and opponents whenever he discusses any measure of importance.
What he said on the occasion just mentioned so exasperated Crispi

that he retorted with a bitter insult. The whole Chamber was

instantly in an uproar at the invasion of its dignity, and as the result

of this sudden quarrel the government was defeated and Crispi re-

signed. The insult to Bonghi, whether deserved or not, was only a

pretext for the action of the Chamber. The deputies knew that the

country expected them to vote for the reduction of the number of

useless office-holders, but they also knew that by so doing they would

deprive themselves of much of the patronage which was their capital

as politicians. Nothing is more certain than that a majority of the

deputies were glad to vote against the measure, and the opportunity
of defeating it under the pretext of vindicating the dignity of the

Chamber was eagerly improved.
"When Crispi fell, the delight of the French press over the dis-

appearance of the ' Italian Bismarck
'

ought to have been sufficient

proof that he was a man whom Italy could not spare. While Crispi's

opponents were clamorously shouting that his fall was as complete
and hopeless as that of Bismarck, those who knew the situation in

Italy knew that, if Crispi lived, his return to power could^only be a
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question of time. The country made trial of the
well-meaning

Marchese di Eudini, and of Signer Griolitti, of whom it will no longer
be necessary for any one to speak. When the condition of Italian

finances was seen to be desperate, Crispi was recalled to power as the
one man who could save the Italy which he had done so much to

make. Nothing could have shown more clearly the falsity of the

charge hitherto made by his opponents, that he had plunged the

country into its financial difficulties. That charge was tacitly

dropped when the intelligence and patriotism of the country turned
once more to Crispi, and prayed him to drag Italy out of the mire
of bankruptcy.

During his second premiership, Crispi has endeavoured to con-

ciliate rather than to dictate. He began his administration with an
earnest appeal to men of all parties to lay aside party animosities,
and to work with him towards the one end of saving Italy from

bankruptcy. While he has never for an instant forgotten what is

due to the position of Italy as one of the Great Powers, he has

endeavoured, whenever opportunity permitted, to show that he is

most sincerely anxious to keep the peace with France, and to return,
if possible, to friendly relations with her. He has risen above party

passions and prejudices, not in the cynical spirit of a leader who
believes that political principles can be taken up and put aside at

pleasure, but rather in the spirit of the veteran statesman who knows
that his career is nearing its end, and that henceforth he has nothing
to gain or fear from popular opinion. He has earned the intense

hatred of the Radicals by the thoroughness with which he crushed

the Sicilian insurrection, but no other possible course was open to

him. The Sicilian revolt was not in its inception a rebellion against
the royal government, although the Anarchist leaders strove, and to

some extent successfully, to bend it in that direction. It was the

despairing protest of a starving population, the tumultuous and in-

articulate outcry of men who could no longer bear their misery. But
no government worthy of the name can yield or stand aside in the

presence of riot, pillage, and murder. The vigour with which Crispi

beat down the mob undoubtedly saved much bloodshed. It was a

cruel necessity which forced him to shoot down the poor Sicilian

peasants, but not one of the leaders of the Opposition in the Chamber,
had he been in Crispi's place, could have confronted an armed mob
with any weapons other than those that Crispi was compelled to use.

In spite of the factious opposition of a Chamber that has become

little better than a political gambling-room, where petty ambition

stakes principle and character in the hope of gaining place and power ;

in spite of the relentless hatred of the clerical party, and of the fury of

the Socialists and Anarchists, Crispi has ruled firmly, patiently, and

well. He has not yet saved Italy, but he has at least postponed the

day of disaster that still looms threatening in the future.
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If keenness and broadness of intellect, knowledge of men and

affairs, fearlessness and incorruptibility, patriotism that is a passion,

fidelity to friends that never wavers, and disdain of enemies so com-

plete that vengeance offers no temptation if these things make
a great man, there have been few greater men than Francesco Crispi,

the conspirator, the soldier, the statesman, the patriot, the last of the

heroes who made Italy.

W. L. ALDEN.

The Editor of THE NINETEENTH CENTURY cannot undertake

to return unaccepted MSS.
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I LIFT up my voice in the capacity of a humble but disappointed
Democrat. When Lord Eosebery, at Bradford, pronounced the

seemingly fateful words ' Constitutional Kevision,' and, throwing down
the gage, stated that it was for us to back him up, I thought I saw

the dream of a lifetime fulfilled, and a noble and perfected scheme of

popular institutions rising on the ruins of a demolished anti-Demo-

cratic system. But months and the Cardiff Conference have passed

away, and we do not seem to be much forwarder. Everybody keeps

staring at the gage which Lord Eosebery threw down, apparently

wondering what sort of structure it is, but nobody or, at all events,

nobody of much consequence goes and backs Lord Eosebery up. Mr.

Labouchere keeps declaring once a week that the agitation against
the House of Lords has fallen flat

;
not the best way, one might think,

of helping it to get upon its legs. Of course Mr. Labouchere blames

Lord Eosebery. In these latter days Mr. Labouchere, to use a cant

phrase, seems to have got Eosebery on the brain. For some reason

or other, the Prime Minister has become his bete noire, or diabolus

ex machina, good to untie any knot and explain the inexplicable.

If the quartern loaf or the Luddites were unexpectedly to rise,

I have no doubt Mr. Labouchere would say that Lord Eosebery was

at the bottom of it, and would assign the same cause for any sudden

replenishment of the butchers' shops with large blue flies. As a

matter of fact, if it had not been for Lord Eosebery taking the Leeds

VOL. XXXVII Xo. 216 N
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movement by the hand in the name of the Government, it would by
this time have been buried and forgotten.

Whether it was wise from a tactical point of view to give the

Leeds people so much of their head may, I think, be reverently

questioned. Mr. Labouchere is probably right in thinking that a

good many professing Liberals are not so bitter against the Peers as

he is, or says he is. Some of them are very willing to become Peers

themselves, and clutch at baronetcies in default of better. Others of

them are staggered by the quasi-Socialisms which they ascribe to

prominent members of the Government. The propertied classes in

general, small as"well as great, were probably never less discontented with

the Peerage than they are at this moment, while the holders and friends

of threatened privileges and monopolies intensify their support in

proportion as danger seems to draw near. From various causes,

many who not so long ago were of a different mind would now rather

bear the Lords they have than fly to others that they know not of.

In the circumstances I do not feel charmed with the prospect of going
to the country on a cry of ' Down with the Lords.' I think it as

likely as not that Lord Salisbury and Mr. Balfour may come back to

power, when the first thing they will do will be to put such repairs

on the House of Lords as shall keep it standing for perhaps the

better part of another generation, a lasting sorrow to earnest Demo-
crats who hoped they might live to see the day of greater things.

At the same time I have great faith in the present Prime

Minister's long-sightedness and tenacity of ultimate purpose, and

cannot but believe that when he took this matter up, he saw his way
to a conclusion that should be neither lame nor impotent ;

and the

general cause being so good, I regret there should be such a necessity
of whistling for a wind in its favour, and that the supply of siffleurs

is so unsatisfactory, whether as regards numbers or sibilancy. For

this state of things I regard the Leeds Resolution and its framers as

very greatly to blame. I cannot see how that proposal can be made
the means of awakening any Democratic enthusiasm worth speaking

of, and certainly nothing like the amount that will be wanted for

terrorising the Lords into acquiescing and assisting in their own ex-

tinction. It neither says
' Down with the Lords

'

nor '

Up with the

People,' and both will require to be shouted pretty loudly and often

before those of us who want them can have our way. Lord Kosebery
most wisely, as I venture to think, intimated that on the Lords ques-

tion, if the nation piped, the Ministry would dance. Whereupon Dr.

Spence Watson's ' machine '

men, without loss of time, held a Conven-

tion of their English Liberal Federation at Leeds, and in a fine frenzy

of '

predominant partnership,' which appeared to forget such trifles as

Scotch, Irish, and probably Welsh opinion, composed in the name of

the British people the melody which Mr. Labouchere has christened

the '

Irreducible Minimum.' As a piece of political dance-music, how-
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ever, it seems an inefficacious production. There is not a parlia-

mentary fandango or waltz in it, and if the Prime Minister and the

Chancellor of the Exchequer must, as Mr. Labouchere insists,
* toe the

line
'

in the needful and unitedpas de deux, it will have to be the work

of another than the light and fantastic digit known to saltatory

tradition.

The Scottish Liberal Federation, in a Conference held by them

in Edinburgh, also framed a resolution, but of less uncertain sound

than the Leeds fiasco. The Edinburgh ^Resolution, with refreshing

democratic consistency and emphasis, demands the complete abolition

of the House of Lords, while, by restricting itself to the destruction

of an '

hereditary and irresponsible
'

Chamber, it at once loyally

conforms to the counsel of the Prime Minister, when he deprecated

the present discussion of the question of one or two Chambers, after

having, for exceptional reasons assigned, himself fully and forcibly

argued the matter in favour of the second of the alternatives
; while

at the same time it leaves the field open for the consideration of

those expedients of an Elective Senate, or Eeferendum, or Shorter

Parliaments, which, either separately or in combination, have been

adopted by the most advanced democratic nations for the purpose
of securing to the People the continuous control of their parliamen-

tary institutions. The Leeds deliverance, on the other hand, does

the very contrary of all this. Professing to be a democratic utter-

ance, it declines, as already said, to cry
' Down with the Lords/ but

leaves them standing in all their ornamental inanity; while it

equally declines to cry
*

Up with the People,' but after, as Mr.

Labouchere explicitly and even exultantly avows, emancipating the

House of Commons into a single unchecked legislative Chamber,
leaves the People without a vestige or pretence of a hold over their

own parliamentary creation and agency. The cleavage of interna-

tional opinion between the distinct and consistent pronouncement of

the Edinburgh Conference and the congeries of contradictory futi-

lities embodied in the Leeds emanation is obvious and unmistakable,

and not to be mended except by a plump and plain recantation on

one side or the other.

Among the many inconveniences created for serious Democrats

by the Leeds declaration is that of being unable to accept the caution

given by the Prime Minister against a premature discussion of the

unicameral or bicameral systems of legislation. If Lord Kosebery
wishes his direction obeyed, he must get Messieurs the Leeds

botchers to begin to say nothing of several of his own Cabinet

colleagues. No one is louder than they are in maintaining that the

question of one Chamber or two is not at present before the country.
As far as they are concerned, that is in a sense true, because they
have already decided the question in their own favour. They start
'

Constitutional Kevision
'

with a single Chamber, divested of every
N 2
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scrap of effective safeguard or check in the popular name an

entirely new thing in constitutional re-adjustment ;
for although, to

a Democrat, the House of Lords may be a very bad Second Chamber,
it announces, by its place in the Constitution, the principle of inter-

cameral control in the public interest. But our Leeds constitution-

makers change all that. Theoretically and practically alike, they

endow the House of Commons with absolute legislative irresponsibility

and carte blanche, and having thus created a brand-new Single Cham-

ber system, they say, Hush ! not a word just now about Single or

Second Chamber. Oh no ! we must never mention it. The question

is not ripe. By-and-by there will come a time. I ask, was there

ever such an impudent instance of the Friar preaching against

thieving with the pudding in his sleeve ? You eat the chestnuts,

and then propose that we shall discuss the question of their posses-

sion in the dim and distant future. And you really think you are

going to take me in so ? I could get angry with these Leeds

people, if I thought they fully knew what they were doing.
'

Of course they point to another part of their Eesolution where

they profess to keep the House still going as if it were a Second

Chamber for some parliamentary purpose. But that is the feeble and

faltering Leeds way, eating their cake and pretending still to have it.

They try to palter with us in a double sense, and they break down,

even at that. They kill the House of Lords as a legislative body
'

clipping their wings,' Mr. Bryce it calls, stabbing them to the heart

being the matter of fact next, they make a mummy of it, decking
it with coronet and ermine or other robes, and all the defunct's para-

phernalia ;
then they go so far as to arrange for occasional reappear-

ances of its ghost for the benefit of Borderlanders, and having done

all this, they put on a grave face, and say that we still have a Second

Chamber. I call that political
*

smashing.' If it were applied to

banknotes, it would be heard of at the Old Bailey. Is a dead man

anybody ? What more is a strangled Senate ? The brazenness of

the Leeds combinationists in this matter is almost beyond belief, till

you have looked into it. I quote from their mouthpiece, the Speaker,

surely the sedatest organ of revolution that ever essayed that fiery

function, and which, as is well known, is under the competent editorial

charge of Sir Wemyss Keid, the putative, or rather jactitative, father

of the Leeds abortion.

It is being made clear (says the Speaker} to the apprehensions of the timid

among our own party that the triumph of this demand (i.e. for abolishing the

Lords' veto) will not involve, as some have supposed, the sweeping away of every

safeguard against hasty and violent legislative action. Whatever opinions men

may hold on the abstract question of a Second Chamber, we know of no section

among Liberals which is not prepared to admit that we need to take some pre-

cautions against hurried or panic-stricken action by the House of Commons. It

is the growing belief of many who are joining in the movement against the veto

of the Peers that the removal of that veto will tend to make the House of Lords

stronger, as an advisory and consultative Chamber, than it is at present.
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Then, after another fortnight's meditation, the Speaker advances

to the conviction that,

If, for the future, the House of Lords shall have the power of rejecting a bill

in one session, but shall be compelled to pass it in the next session if it be again
sent up to it by the House of Commons, we shall have a real security against hasty
action on the part of the Representative Chamber, as well as against any attempt
on its part to tyrannise over the nation.

In other words, eager Democrats like myself are asked to believe

that, under the Leeds treatment of amputating their powers and

degrading their position, the Lords will find salvation so rapidly and

learn sweet reasonableness so completely that they will not only pass

post-haste all Liberal Bills sent up to them, but will stop all maleficent

Tory measures, like the Crimes Act, say, as long as they can, and

only consent to them when compelled by a '

hasty
'

or '

tyrannical
'

Tory House of Commons, acting under the revised Constitution. The

Ethiopian can be made to change his skin by tying his hands behind

his back, and the leopard his spots by drawing his teeth, and a crowd

of epistolary contributors to the Speaker, most of them, to judge

by their writing, ladies of experience, using masculine pseudonyms,
welcome the New political Physiology with a chorus of applause. As,

however, the Speaker in the following week hastened to explain thatthe
' next

'

session might be commenced and the '

hasty
'

or *

tyranni-

cal
'

legislation forced through within twenty-four, or at most forty-

eight, hours after perpetration, it has perhaps a right to be acquitted

of the folly of its own vain imaginings ; although where, in that case,

the promised
* real security

'

is to come from not even the kaleido-

scopically shifting wisdom of the Speaker has yet been able to

suggest.
But the whole thing is so ludicrously unreasonable that it is

hardly possible to avoid suspecting an attempt on the part of the

Leeds wire-pullers to throw dust in our eyes for some purpose which

will not bear avowal. We are assured that the hereditary principle is

so evil in its operation that it entirely unfits the Lords for doing the

work of a Second Chamber, leading them, as Mr. Bryce showed at

Aberdeen, from the mere position in which they are placed, system-

atically to obstruct Liberal and accelerate Tory measures. In the

next breath we are invited to believe that this same hereditary

principle is so beneficent in its influence that it makes the House of

Lords the wisest and justest tribunal of legislative criticism to be had

anywhere or anyhow, so much so that they may be safely trusted with

suspending Bills for forty-eight hours or even longer, they are so

certain to do it impartially and well. When it is a question of veto,

Heredity is the Abomination of Desolation
;
when it is a question of

advice, Heredity is the Fountain of Wisdom. It is a humiliation to

have to argue such a question : but I suppose I must go through
the form of asking, What makes the Lords reject Liberal measures ?
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What but their Tory convictions or prejudices arising, as every

Democrat must hold, by a psychological necessity, out of their mental

position as inheritors of unjust class privileges and monopolies ?

Will these convictions or prejudices cease to be, or turn to the

opposite, because they are denied an accustomed practical outlet ?

On the contrary, if the Lords take to wasting their time in the vain

formalities of criticising bills or correcting draftsmanship, they will

naturally do it as bitterly as they can, so as to help their Commons'

friends the better. Deprived of powder and shot, they will make all

the harder a fight with the butt end of the gun.

To retain the House of Lords as an advising body is simply, as

every true Democrat must believe, to retain precisely the worst advice

that is to be had, so bad that you have had to set on foot this very

movement to prevent your proposed advisers from ever acting on it.

You would be better off, as you must think, with the advice of the

Times, or the Horse Guards, or Convocation, or Cogers Hall. Why,
then, do you insist on keeping it? Why do you not adopt the

Scotch national demand, and go in for the abolition of the Lords

altogether ? What sort of Democrats are you if you shudder at that

proposal ? You say it is too sweeping, and could not be carried.

Why not ? If you are able to raise such a storm against the Lords

as to frighten them into surrendering their '

veto,' do you think they
would fight to the death for the chance of offering you

' advice
'

?

If you can capture the substance, will the shadow cost you much
trouble ? My knowledge of dukes is neither extensive nor peculiar,

but such observations of them as I have been able to take lead me to

believe that their fault does not lie in thinking too humbly of them-

selves, and that they will not thank you for this empty function of

correcting draftsmanship, and suspending bills for forty-eight hours,

and giving advice which will not be taken. I should expect them to

prefer being improved out of the Constitution altogether, so as to be

competent for election into the House of Commons or any represen-

tative Senate it may be necessary to create. Why, then, are you
afraid to make a clean sweep of the whole abuse ? Can it be that

the evil principle of hereditary honour an absurdity not less flagrant

and scarcely less mischievous than the cognate absurdity of hereditary

power has done its work of debauching the national sense of reve-

rence so thoroughly that, with all your Democratism, you are still a
'

flunkey
'

at heart, and tremble to lay an irreverent hand on the

fetish of false dignity ;
or is it that you know of so many of the

wealthier members of your party who, whether spontaneously or

under conjugal stimulus, desire to play at Lords in the gilded cham-

ber, that you hesitate to estrange them by smothering their popinjay
ambitions ? I find it difficult otherwise to explain your behaviour.

In these circumstances I am not surprised to hear complaints of

the apathy with which the Leeds Kesolution has been received, and
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to find Sir Wemyss Eeid himself acknowledging last month in the

pages of this Keview that ' there have been no signs in any of the
recent elections of any outburst of popular enthusiasm in favour of

the agitation.' How could there be ? It is impossible to arouse the

democratic spirit of the country by a proposal to spare the hereditary

principle when it would be so easy to give it its death-wound, and

by affecting to keep on the House of Lords under the
ridiculously

transparent pretence of using it as a sort of Second Chamber, after

having deprived it of Second Chamber powers and properties on the

ground that it was incurably unfitted for Second Chamber purposes.
Without aiming at any one person more than another, I will say that

honest zeal cannot be evoked by dishonest devices. But I find

shortcoming in the Leeds Resolution, not only on the sham side of

it, but equally, or,' rather more conspicuously and disastrously, on the

side of it where it is a reality. Disentangled from all the pretexts
with which it is complicated, the Leeds Resolution is a declaration

in favour of government through a single legislative Chamber

unchecked and uncontrolled. Its cry is really not so much ' Down
with the Lords

' and *

Up with the Commons '

as *

Up with the

Commons ' and ' Down with the People/ and that is an oligarchic
and not a democratic cry. I shall be told, of course, that '

Up with

the Commons ' means '

Up with the People,' because the Commons
and the People are the same thing. I have seen that averred in

naked print. But it is not true in fact, whatever it may be in figure.

The People is one thing, and the M.P. people are another. Mr.

Labouchere is not Northampton ;
he is the agent or employee of

Northampton, and the House of Commons is the agent or employee
of the People. To fuse or identify principal and agent, master

and servant, because under certain conditions the law deems the acts

of the one to be the acts of the other, is the simplest fallacy that can

be committed by the feeblest reasoner. Yet this is precisely what is

done by the soi-disant ' Democrat '

who, in the present connection,

identifies the People and their representatives. I insist, however,
that they are separate parties to a contract in which there are separate
interests of contractor and contractee, and that the Leeds Resolution,

by starting the new Constitution with a Single legislative Chamber,

absolutely uncontrolled for seven years, and with power to 'vote

itself immortal
'

if it chooses, is sinning against the first principles of

Democracy, and departing from the example of the most advanced

Democratic nations, both of which point to the growth and develop-
ment of a continuous hold and check, direct or indirect, or both,

exercisable by the people over their representative institutions.

Those ' Democrats '

who, in this way, desire to escape government

by the people, say that this state of things already exists when
there is a Tory majority in the House of Commons. On this it may
be remarked that even in that case the House never realises that
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consciousness of irresponsibility which is the psychological root of

the main evils of unlimited power so well emphasised by the Prime

Minister at Bradford. But apart from that, and granting the allega-

tion, for argument's sake, do such ' Democrats
' mean that they are

satisfied with the position of affairs they point to ? Do they like

having a Tory House of Commons doing as it pleases without let or

hindrance ? Do they not think it possible that if when the Crimes

Act was passed, there had existed something in the nature of a

standing Keferendum, that piece of legislation might have been

overset ? Or if there had been an elective Senate, chosen at a different

date, or composed of different materials from the House, is it not

conceivable that the Act might never have been passed at all ? These

chartered libertines of Democracy seem to think that because we are

in power at present, to-morrow shall be as this day and much more

abundant, and that it is as needless as it would be disagreeable to be

interfered with by Keferendums or Senates, or anything of the kind.

But a Tory day of doom and darkness is coming. During the past

twenty-five years the Tories have been half the time in power, and

they will be in power again, when perhaps some of our now insouciant

friends may wish they had a Keferendum or Senate or something else

to protect them, instead of having to stand by some six or seven years

grinning [and bearing it. This, of course, is not the best way of

looking at the matter, but it may suggest reflection. The true

question is whether the Leeds reconstruction is on right lines. It is

no answer to say that it will leave us no worse than we were. Surely
we want to be better? And when a great opportunity occurs of

supplying a glaring defect, when a call for Constitutional Eevision is

authoritatively raised, why should not the occasion be eagerly seized

for perfecting the people's self-protective control of their institutions

in conformity with all Democratic principle and experience ? Why
is the proposal evaded or opposed ? Why is the cry raised for an

irresponsible House of Commons, or as near as may be ? Is it that
' Democratic

'

M.P.'s cherish an Aristocratic dislike to having their own
'

wings clipped
'

? Is it that the ' machine ' men of politics are jealous
of a wider organisation of popular directing power than their own
limited and manageable Caucus ?

No doubt there are * Democrats
' who do not go so far in their

aversion to popular control of the proposed Single Chamber. They
are, to repeat words already quoted,

l

prepared to admit that we need

to take some precautions against hurried or panic-stricken action by
the House of Commons,' and agree that we must have some ' real

security against hasty action on the part of the Kepresentative

Chamber, as well as against any attempt on its part to tyrannise over

the nation.' This security they profess to find in Triennial Parlia-

ments. But Triennial Parliaments are not in the Leeds Kesolution,

and form no part of its scheme. And even though they were and did,
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they are not adequate to meet the assumed danger. Can '

Democratic
'

M.P.'s who desire to keep out of the people's reach as long as they
can, explain why

'

hurry/
'

panic,'
'

haste,'
'

tyranny,' are certain not

to occur during the first three years of a new and absolute Chamber,
and are only possible after that period ? I have always understood

that it was youth rather than age that was liable to '

hurry
'

&c., and

should expect the first three years of an unchecked Single Chamber
to be its most dangerous time. The old Chartists thought so, and

demanded annual Parliaments, which, as Lord Kosebery showed

at Glasgow, flow logically from the Single Chamber system, if it is to

keep touch with the people, but which, as he further showed, are

peculiarly liable to the very dangers of '

haste,'
*

panic,' and so forth

which they are devised to meet. A good deal of unwisdom and

mischief can be got through in a year by unwise or mischievous people
whose time is short. Moreover General Elections once a year are

undesirable in many ways : one session is too short even as an

apprenticeship to the business of Legislator and Superintendent of

Administration, and certainly too short for inaugurating and carrying
out any comprehensive and far-reaching policy, domestic or foreign.

Hence, although most of the '

points of the Charter
'

have become law,

Annual Parliaments have made no headway.

Why is it that so many
'

Democrats,' and especially
' Democratic

'

M.P.'s, think it right, or even consistent, to accumulate objections to

the principle of the Referendum, or ' reference to the People,' as the

Home Secretary sensibly translated it at Birmingham ? I should

have thought they would have been only too glad to welcome it, as

it is the simple, direct, and logical application of Democratic principle

to the solution of the problem, and practically means the People

being their own Second Chamber. You appoint an agent. Is it wise,

is it usual, to leave him for seven years, or even for three years,

entirely to himself, and, more than that, with absolute power, not

only over yours but you ? That, however, is the proposal of the

Single Chamber fanatics. But the thing is pure lunacy. It is not

a question of Liberalism or Toryism. It is not even a question of

sound business. It is a question of sane conduct. Without more ado,

then, let us ask what is the People's best mode of looking after their

agent ? There is a saying of some standing to the effect that any
one who would thrive at the plough must himself either hold or drive.

The eye of the principal must be continuously and effectively on

team, and implement and assistant. That is the principle of the

Referendum. The people look after their Legislature with their own

eyes, and interfere when they see cause. In Switzerland, where the

Referendum is most highly organised, and where, as in America, they
have also a Second Chamber necessitated by the ' double sovereignty

'

involved in their Federation, provision is made in the Constitution

for the direct interposition of the people when their Legislature, or
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law-making agent, goes wrong. The electorate can veto any bad law

very soon and summarily after it has been made. Similarly if the

law-maker seems getting on too slowly, the electorate can exercise

the Initiative and direct a certain principle to be embodied in a bill

and carried into law without delay. In America the President is a

personified popular Keferendum, and can veto laws passed by both

Houses of Congress, until they come before him with a two-thirds

majority from each. In amendments of the Federal Constitution

there is provision for taking the direct instructions of the nation, and

in many States the same provision is abundantly used to get laws

passed that can hardly be called organic, but which the people think

useful for their protection against their unsatisfactory legisla-

tures.

Here we have, in greater or less complete degree of application,

the common sense of the relation of principal and agent, employer
and employee. As the Zurich Constitution puts it,

' The people
exercise the law-making power, with the assistance of the legislature,'

and the Keferendum and Initiative, based on that idea, are in opera-
tion throughout the Kepublic, both Federal and in its Cantons.

The people set their
' Assistant

'

Legislature to work, but reserve to

themselves the power of correcting its action. In America, the same

thing exists, although on a limited scale, and it is remarkable that, of

the two countries, the one in which the principle of immediate

popular control is most fully developed is that in which Democracy
is working most beneficially. There can be no doubt that in Switzer-

land the Referendum has been a success. It has taken permanent
root. The people are satisfied with it. Nobody desires to abolish it

;

many wish to improve or extend it. It has checked the abuses of

party spirit, its violence, insincerity and self-seeking. The Swiss

does not need to care so much as we do what party dominates his

Legislature. If it goes wrong, he can soon put it right. Parlia-

mentary log-rolling and obstruction find themselves discouraged. It

is no good saying,
'

If you won't vote for my Home Rule Bill, I shan't

vote for your Allotments Bill,' or ' If you help me to maintain the

Union, I will help you to defeat the budget,' when the vote won by such

tactics may be reversed by the country the next month. Or what is the

use of obstructing a bill, even to success, when an order may come from

the People in three weeks saying that it must be carried ? Parties in

the Chambers rely on argument rather than '

whipping,' because that is

their best Parliamentary means of influencing the electorate, while

the political intelligence of the people is educated to the highest degree

byjhaving continually to watch and judge the action of their Legisla-
ture. The Swiss people have not used their power with fussy or vexa-

tious frequency, while the character of their deliverances on various

questions, though not surprising to Democrats who understand the

principles of their creed, have somewhat astonished wild and feather-
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headed persons who erroneously assumed that the nation was as wild

and feather-headed as themselves.

Foreign observers have little but praise for the state of things in

Switzerland. Sir Francis Adams and Mr. Cunningham, among our-

selves, in their useful work on The Swiss Confederation, in which the

pros very much outweigh the cons, remark,
*

It is a question for us

Englishmen to consider whether it would be possible and advantageous
to introduce the Keferendum at home,' and then proceed to illustrate

and support their suggestion by a reference to the Home Kule question.
American writers, who have made an anxious and interested examina-

tion of Swiss democracy, are even more emphatic. Vincent, in his

careful study, State and Federal Government in Switzerland, in the

Johns Hopkins University Series in History and Politics, speaking of

the Keferendum and Initiative, says,
' As to the results ofthese institu-

tions, it may be said, in general, that the people of Switzerland have

shown themselves worthy of the confidence they have placed in them-

selves
;
mistakes have been made, but often these mistakes have been

remedied by the same methods later on
;
while all the advancement

in constitutional law, from the chaos before 1848 down to the present

strong Federal government, has been made with the consent of the

popular voice.' He then proceeds to argue for the introduction of

the Swiss system into America. Testimony to the same effect might
be adduced from Winchester, Sullivan, McCracken, and others, who

agree in signalising the fact that the best men go into public life,

and that ' the members of the Assembly practically enjoy life tenure,'

which to ' some extent may be ascribed to the fact that the people
feel they are masters of the situation through the power of rejecting
all measures which are put to the popular vote.' Americans of

position insist that an extension of the Keferendum principle would

go far to correct the abuses which accompany the working of Demo-
cratic institutions among themselves. Some even go so far as to

propose a kind of personal Keferendum, by which each constituency
should be empowered to call its representative to account at any
moment for his public conduct, and, after due notice and hearing, to

dismiss him from his position if deemed necessary. Were such an

arrangement in existence in this country, it might do more to check

parliamentary obstruction than all the machinery of the '

gag
' and

the '

guillotine,' with all the improved devices for smothering debate

which repressionists desire to see added.

What makes the Keferendum so distasteful to Democrats who
like the Oligarchism of the Leeds Resolution ? I should not be sur-

prised if its foreign origin had something to do with it. It is out-

landish,
' made in G-ermany

'

or next to it, and England is not partial

to what is
'

un-English.' Moreover, it seems, Constitutional Revision

must proceed in what the Speaker calls
' our English way.' This

'

English way
'

appears to consist in having a c

scrupulous regard for
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old forms and institutions,' in consequence of which ' we still main-

tain a score of ancient forms and institutions from which we long ago
extracted the vital essence.' If this is the English way, I venture to

call it a very bad way. It is the way of indolence, supineness, un-

reasoning conservatism. It is the way of putting new wine into

old bottles, which I thought had received its quietus on a

famous occasion. I believe a burden of vain anachronisms is

a drag on progress. One result of this '

way
'

is that the very excel-

lence of a proposed reform comes to be quoted against it. The Re-

ferendum is voted ' too logical
'

in its Democratic thoroughness. We
have got on so well in spite of illogical elements in our Constitution

that many persons have come to believe it is the illogicalities that

have been the making of us, and to suspect any proposal that is not

to a considerable extent irrational. Hence one of the merits of the

Leeds Resolution in the eyes of certain people, probably, is that it is

to a large extent absurd and self-contradictory ;
that while admittedly

a security is needed against
'

panic,'
'

haste,' and the rest of it, the

Leeds scheme provides a Chamber without any check at all. A plan
so perverse as that must, it is thought, have some practical good in

it. But probably the most formidable objection for the matter of

expense and difficulty cannot be seriously regarded in a country like

this is one that is put by the Liberal Magazine, the official organ
of the Liberal Federation, when, after fairly enough acknowledging
the success of the Eeferendum and the possibility of its having a

great future, it alleges that '

it naturally results in reducing the

power and prestige of Parliament.' That is because it increases the

power and prestige of the People, and the question is whether Parlia-

ment is made for the People, or the People for Parliament. There is

nothing sacred in the representative principle, as it is sometimes

called. It is really not a principle, but a convenience, a bit of mechan-

ism Democracy being primarily direct and non-representative
and if a combination of the representative and the direct action of

the people gets better results out of self-government, the '

power and

prestige of Parliament
' must be left to themselves. But there is a

good deal of human nature in the average, and even in the ' Demo-
cratic

'

M.P., and the additional 'power and prestige' of a Single

Chamber, freed from all, including popular, control, are possibilities

which, perhaps, cannot be sacrificed without a sigh.

Accordingly, I doubt if the Keferendum is within the range of

practical politics in this country at present. Although, perhaps be-

cause, it is theoretically the perfection of the People's supervision of

their own institutions, Parliamentary and Caucus ' Democrats
'

will

discover it to be impossible to root a brand-new apparatus like that

among the old-fashioned machinery of this country. Where there is

not a will there is not a way. Well, but the same objection cannot

be taken to an elective Senate. Second Chambers, at all events, are
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quite in ' our English way.' If you will not allow the People the
direct control of their legislative

'

assistant,' at least give it them
indirectly. Let them have a factor or manager over him, in their

interest, perfecting the arrangement, where needful, by making each

party, according to circumstances, factor or manager over the other.

Even in a bogus company there must be directors to control the

secretary, while the secretary must countersign the cheques. But
here, too,

' Democrats '

of the Leeds pattern, all, or mostly, begin to

make excuse. What is the good, say some of them, of having a

Second Chamber, a mere replica of the first, the same sort of people
elected by the very same people ? Entia non sunt multiplicanda
sine necessitate. If the two agree, one is not wanted. If they differ,

one must be made supreme to prevent deadlock, and then we are back

at Single-Chamberism once more. But these metaphysical
' Demo-

crats
'

assume too much. There is a necessitous even where both Cham-
bers consist ofthe same sort of people.

' Second thoughts are best
'

is a

maxim widely accepted, and ifthe brain particles that functionthem are

numerically different from the first set, they are of the same quality.

What is self-control but the Second Chamber system under psycho-

logical conditions the Impulses having to pass the scrutiny and veto

of Keflection ? And, conversely, what is the Second Chamber system
but the parliamentary organisation of Popular second thoughts and

National self-control, without which public as well as personal history

may become a very harum-scarum and perilous progress ? But why
assume that both Houses must contain the same sort of persons ?

Why could not a Senate be literally so, an Assembly chosen by the

People out of the older men
,
who have seen more life or have been

already tried in public functions, so that we might have the nation's

experience controlling its energy, and its energy stimulating its ex-

perience ? Why should not the Chambers be chosen at different

times, so as to represent different phases of the public mind, as with

the American President and Congress ? As to deadlock, that is a de-

tail which may be left to Constitutional engineers. In America it is

provided against at the second stage by the limitation on the Presi-

dent's veto
;
and a power of mutual dissolution between the Chambers,

with retribution from the electorate menacing the one that was in

the wrong, might also be a solution.

Then another class of '

Democrats,' anxious for as much parlia-

mentary independence of the people as possible, try to get up a scare

about a '

strong
' Second Chamber '

overriding and thwarting the

.Representative Chamber.' This, of course like the old petitio

principii of When did you leave off beating your father ? assumes

that one of the Chambers is to be '

representative
' and the other not.

But who proposes such a thing ? No real Democrat. The shilly-

shally superficialists of the Leeds school, with their phantasmagoric
Second Chamber of aristocratic outline and colouring, may have this
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ultimately in view
;
but those of us who prefer the * stalwart

'

spirit of

the Scottish National Federation, are opposed to any Second Chamber
of hereditary or nominated members, and insist that it must be

equally representative with the other. If it be '

strong/ it will be

the People's doing, and it will be *

strong
'

in their interest. In

America it is the Senate that is the *

strong
' House

;
in Switzerland,

on the other hand, it is the National Council. If the people choose

to have it so, who is to challenge their action ? As to one such

Chamber '

overriding and thwarting
'

the other, that may be service-

able to the people or not, according to circumstances. You could

imagine a Board of Bank Directors who might be very thankful if

the secretary
' overrode and thwarted

'

the cashier, or the cashier
' overrode and thwarted

'

the secretary. When the crisis is over they
could dismiss the offender, and so could the people the peccant

Chamber, at an election or by the Keferendum. Some ' Democrats '

seem to be so muddle-headed to put it plainly as to be unable

to distinguish between the House of Lords, which they wish to

abolish, and a purely elective Senate, which might be put where it had

been, and to imagine that as theone succeeds the other in time, it must,

by some subtle influence, inherit its aristocratic and anti-popular
tendencies. Such persons can only be answered by assuring them
that it is not and cannot be so, and begging them to reflect a little

on what is advanced above. Others there are who hold that to require
an effective supervision of the House of Commons is to outrage the

maxim of ' trust in the People,' thereby confounding the People with

a committee of individuals employed by the People, while the further

deduction sometimes actually made that ' trust in the People
'

implies
that the People should be trusted always to select a wise and impec-
cable committee that can never misrepresent its constituents, might,

perhaps, be true in a world where all candidates are archangels and
all electors prophets, but can have no application to the present

planet, whose incidents and personalities so often lend support to a

pessimistic philosophy.
Then there are Democrats who are really in favour of a Second

Chamber, but who think that, being too busy at present to make a

good one, we may go on indefinitely with the Single unchecked

Chamber, and by-and-by, when we have more time, set up the other.

A type of this class may be found in Mr. Haldane, Q.C., M.P., who
has recently published an article on the House of Lords, full, as was
to be expected, of constitutional learning and thoughtfulness, but
also open to criticism. Mr. Haldane is for a ' resolution declaring
that the Commons are entitled to be the sole judges of the will of

the constituencies
'

not excepting the constituencies themselves

leaving the Lords, however,
'

capable of acting in a constitutional

emergency if the Commons had plainly and obviously put them-

selves in the wrong.' As this implies that the Lords are also to be
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judges whenever they see cause, Mr. Haldane's resolution must
mean that the Commons are to be the *

sole' judges, but not the
*

only
'

judges. On hearing of this resolution, Mr. Haldane thinks

that the Lords must, in consistency, submit, as they did in the case

of Commons Eesolutions on Money Bills
;
that they will commit the

needful act of self-extinction, and get buried in parliamentary cross-

roads, with a power, however, of resurrection when they are wanted.

I confess I shall require a little time to grasp all this. I do not see,

for one thing, how the obligation of consistency is made out.

Formerly, the Lords were called upon for their legislative belongings,
now they are called upon for their legislative existence. But pro-

perty and life differ not in degree but in kind, and you cannot argue
from the one to the other a precedent for the one is not necessarily

a precedent for the other. You may give up your money, or even

your Money Bills, to prolong your life, but if it comes to demanding
your life itself, you may as well make a fight for it. However, it is

not for this I cite Mr. Haldane. He agrees with the Prime Minister,

rightly, in my humble judgment, that the people of this [country
desire a Second Chamber, but he wishes to postpone its erection, not

only until the Lords' Veto has been settled, but until Home Eule
'
all round '

has been settled, and apparently until Imperial Federation

has been settled, and then after this long interval and it will be

pretty long we are to have a ' reformed and reconstituted House of

Lords
'

containing the ' wise men of the Queen's dominions, far and

near.' I doubt if this recognition of the right of the hereditary

principle to a place in the Constitution, with the prospect of increasing
its power by the action of ' wise men,' will take the Democratic taste

of the country. Besides, Mr. Haldane is making a false start in

giving himself away for an indefinite time to the Single-Chamberists.
There are some things that will not bear postponing. It is agreed,

say, that the patient must have his leg cut off. You propose to

divide the labour by cutting off the leg to-day and tying up the

arteries to-morrow. But to-morrow there will be no patient. No
doubt the Absolute Single Chamber will be alive probably very much
so but it may have done a large amount of '

haste,'
'

panic,' and
'

tyranny
'

in the meantime, may have been dealing with a different

class of subjects altogether from Home Eule and Imperial Federation,

and when Mr. Haldane's time for his ' reformed and reconstituted

House of Lords '

comes, may decline to look at it, and be too proud

perhaps even for the Eeferendum.

Of course the Quis custodiet ' Democrat
'

puts in his smirking

appearance, and asks, if Chamber No. 2 is to watch No. 1, who is to

watch No. 2, and if No. 3, then who No. 3, and No. 4, and No. 5 and

so ad infinitum ? Well, if people think that life is long enough to

admit of following out the infinite divisibility of matter, or proving the

impossibility of the hare's ever overtaking the tortoise, or engaging
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in dialectical acrobatics generally, they cannot be prevented from

so amusing themselves
;
but that will not alter the practical fact that

two heads are better than one, and that duality always and necessarily
affords the sufficient bases of a complete antagonism, a reciprocal

vigilance, and a perfect polarity considerations surely, than which

nothing short of '

Mesopotamia
'

itself ought to be more satisfying to

mystical philosophers and choppers of logic. Such persons, I think,

would be better employed in considering what would be some of the

possible consequences of starting the government of this country on

a new career, under an Absolute Single Chamber, One very formid-

able and not very long-delayed development would probably be the

immense intensification of that parliamentary struggle between

revolutionary and reactionary forces that lies before us in any case.

I am not myself a believer in the Socialism of the Norwich Trade

Union Congress, with its
'
nationalisation of everything.' It seems to

me to be visionary and impracticable, and, although it were neither,

not only without promise of advantage, but full of disappointment
and disaster, to the masses of the people. But just because it is a

vision, it has a future. Millenniums, and (rood Times Coming, and

Golden Ages Eedivival have always captivated the imaginative section

of the classes they promised to bless. The more level-headed among
the working-men may not be carried away, but they will be affected

by contact and environment, and we shall have, in the assumed

Single Chamber, by help of payment of members, a Socialist and quasi-
Socialist combination, which, both by its direct power and the use of

log-rolling and other parliamentary devices, may become an increas-

ing force of disintegration. On the other hand, the forces of resist-

ance and reaction will close their ranks and sharpen their antagonism,
and both tendencies will come more and more into irreconcilable

conflict. Under the Keferendum or an Elective Senate this struggle
would have been kept within safe bounds. Even under the House of

Lords it would have been moderated. The Lords would have rejected
extreme revolutionary bills

;
the reactionist temper would then not

have risen so high ;
and many who would not otherwise have done so

would tolerate the resulting attenuated and jogtrot Toryism rather

than risk a chronic state of tempestuous strife that might at any
moment explode in ruin. Indeed a main evil, from a Democratic

point of view, of the unchecked Single Chamber project, is that it

will lead a large percentage of Liberals to hold on by the House of

Lords as a steadying influence better than none at all, who would,

with a different prospect, have worked for its abolition.

One of the first things the revolutionary tendency will do will be

to capture the Executive Government, and convert it into what, of

course, on Democratic principles, it ought to be, a Committee of the

House of Commons, eligible and dismissible at its pleasure. This, in

spite of pretences to the contrary, it is not at present. The House
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lias no voice in the selection of the Government, only the invidious

and practically useless option of objecting. Once in, the party heads,
not elected, but co-opted by predecessors similarly co-opted, are

masters of the situation. On any signs of independent action in their

party, they can put the pistol of Dissolution to their heads and say,
* Your vote or your life

;
if you do not come to heel, we will blow your

parliamentary brains out,' and so bring mutineers to their senses.

Looking at facts rather than phrases, the actual Government of this

country is properly neither a Monarchy nor a Democracy, but mainly
an alternation of two traditional Oligarchies, each composed of an

aristocratic nucleus, continually drawing recruits that suit it into its

'

ring,' getting into power and place through the efficacious manipu-
lation ofparty resources, and then sticking to them as long as it can, by

managing the members of its parliamentary following through a

dexterous blending of menace, cajolery, and reward. Naturally the

members of this
'

ring
'

seek to perfect their power. They would be

more than human if they did not. And apparently the instinctive

expectation of becoming uncontrolled masters in an uncontrolled

House has led most of the members of the existing Oligarchy to side

with the Absolute Single Chamber plan, not explicitly of course, but

tacitly deciding in its favour by starting it in practice, while professedly

postponing the consideration of its merits until who knows when. So

capable a man as the War Secretary goes even further, and argues

positively in its favour, on the ground that administration, peace and

war, treaty making, foreign policy, colonisation, have always been

unchecked ' in the hands of the Executive Government, under the

eye and control of the House of Commons.' As if it were not notorious,

to the intense dissatisfaction of Democrats, that the House ofCommons
has little to do with those matters

;
that Governments do as they like,

and then defy the House to
'

stop the supplies,' well knowing that

prerogative to be as dead as the Eoyal Veto
;
and that many of the

' unchecked
'

proceedings relied upon by the War Secretary rank

among the most shameful and disastrous episodes in our history.

There would have been fewer of such performances under the check

of a Referendum or popularly elected Senate.

If Cabinets imagine that the Absolute Single Chamber is going to

be their Paradise, I believe they are reckoning without their host.

It is more likely to be their Gehenna. Revolutionary Socialism and

Democratic Individualism alike will not permanently tolerate being
ruled by a co-optative secret society. They will seize the Executive,

and then will come the tug of war. For reaction will not have been

idle in the meantime. In the search for a check, it may probably
turn to the long disused machinery of the Royal Veto and the Privy

Council, and seek to make them a reality. Then the fight will turn

to one between the House and the Crown, between the Executive

inside and the Executive outside. Any day there may occur one of
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those accidents, so familiar in history, that precipitate a terrible crisis.

How that will end cannot be doubted. The forces of order in this

country, political and military, are too strong for violence to have a

chance. The pillars of the throne may be shaken or collapse, but order

will.be maintained somehow, although at the price, it may be, of a great
sacrifice of public liberty, and strengthening of reaction and repression.

It is such a possible catastrophe, bound up with the very terms of

the Leeds Kesolution, and effectively, if dimly, realised by the popular

consciousness, that helps to unfit it as a means of evoking Democratic

enthusiasm. Condoning, while professedly condemning, the hereditary

principle, eagerly seizing the chance of aggrandising the importance
of M.P.'s, while ostentatiously neglecting the opportunity of extending
the influence of the People, how could its authors expect it to be

acclaimed by the People ? If I scratch a ' Democrat ' and find an

Oligarch, it does not dispose me to journey far in his company. To

expect the Prime Minister to do great things with no better lead than

a movement that has necessarily as well as confessedly fallen flat is

not reasonable. If he achieves much, it will be the more to his credit
;

if he achieves little, the fault will lie at the door of those who assume

to speak for the '

predominant partner.'

K. WALLACE.
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HOW TO l MEND' THE HOUSE OF LORDS

IN 1884 Lord Rosebery, in moving for a Select Committee * to in-

quire into the best means of promoting the efficiency of the House
of Lords/ said :

'

I firmly believe that what the people of England
want is no abolition and no violent reforms of this House, but simply
to have as efficient a chamber as can be furnished.

5 At that time he

evidently demanded reform for the sake of increasing the efficiency

of the House. Efficiency need not necessarily imply, however, that

the House of Lords shall invariably endorse the acts of the House of

Commons
;
but this is what Lord Rosebery, under pressure from his

Radical supporters, is now practically demanding. He has himself

said :
'

By the abolition of the veto you would keep the Peers in a

state of suspended animation, if, indeed, you can call it a state of

animation at all
;

' and yet this condition, which he deprecated in 1884,

is the very one to which, by his recent speeches, he desires to bring the

House of which he is himself one of the most distinguished members.

If the House of Lords were deprived of the power of veto and of

amendment it would have lost all influence on legislation, and might
just as well be abolished. Lord Rosebery in his speech at Bradford

declared most emphatically in favour of a second chamber. He said :

* I am a second-chamber man on principle. I am all for a second

chamber. I am not for the uncontrolled government of a single

chamber any more than I am for the uncontrolled government of a

single man. The temptation of absolute power is too great for a man
or any body of men

;

'

and yet he advocated the placing of this uncon-

trolled power in the hands of the House of Commons by proposing
that the power of veto should be taken from the Upper House. The

explanation of this inconsistency, of course, is, that although Lord

Rosebery may be a believer in the necessity of retaining a second

chamber with, at all events, a remnant of power, he finds himself

under the political necessity of dancing to the tune played for him

by the most extreme of his so-called followers, who regard the House
of Lords as an obstacle to the passing of the ultra-democratic legis-

lation upon which they have set their hearts, and which they believe

can never be overcome as long as the House of Lords exists in any

shape or form.

That this opinion is held by few, and exercises Lut small influence

195 02
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on the electorate, may, I think, be seen from the results of the two
elections which have taken place since Lord Kosebery started on his

enterprise against the House of Lords. Both Forfarshire and Brigg,

by deserting the Kadical for the LTnionist camp, showed distinctly that

they did not entertain any very hostile feeling against, or any very
rooted objection to, the House of Lords. The nation may not be enthu-

siastic about the Upper House as at present constituted, but

neither is it blind to the weaknesses and defects of the House of

Commons.
The people have a vague general notion that the House of Lords,

although theoretically not perfect, does its duty fairly well, and give
it credit for incorruptibility, and when not swayed by class prejudice
for justness of conduct. They recognise its merits, and in some

particulars its superiority, over the House of Commons, but they think

it is too exclusively composed of one class, and are scandalised that

men who by their immoral lives have been ostracised from society

should still be permitted to make laws for the nation. As a matter

of fact, such men, who are extremely few in number, rarely appear
in the House

; but this is unknown to the people, and even if it

were known the reply could still be made that it is not fitting that

such men should retain the power of claiming the right to vote.

A feeling also exists that, although many members of the^House
of Lords are pre-eminent in ability, wisdom, experience, eloquence,
and conduct, the voting power of the House rests with certain leaders,

who can at command always bring a dead weight of mediocrity to

crush out of existence any measure which may not meet with their

approval. But such an accusation could be brought against most

chambers. There must be a majority and a minority, and in all

cases the majority will assert its power. And it would be difficult to

find a chamber in which it could be said that there were no ' black

sheep' and no dead weight of mediocrity. The real grievance is

that the dead weight is thought to be invariably thrown upon one

side alone. Even this would not be considered such a serious grievance
if any constitutional limit existed to the power of veto possessed by
the House. Happily, however, theory and practice do not coincide.

There are few, if any, members of the House of Lords who would for

an instant maintain the proposition that it should, even under the

strongest provocation, indefinitely resist the opinion of the Lower

House
;
the vast majority would only regard themselves as justified in

opposition so long as the subject in dispute, uncomplicated by side

issues, had not been clearly submitted to the electorate for the ex-

pression of its calm and deliberate opinion. In other words, when

the House of Lords differs from the House of Commons it in effect

says :
' We disagree with you in this matter. We do not believe that

your proposed legislation is for the benefit of the country at large, but

if, notwithstanding our arguments, you still continue of the same
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opinion, refer the matter to our common masters the people, and their

decision shall be final.'

Putting on one side as a quantite negligeable the comparatively
insignificant fraction of irreconcilable Kadicals who, in order to indulge
themselves in the luxury of a fling, as they conceive, at the classes,
would not'hesitate to impair the efficiency of the legislative machine
the party upon whose aid Lord Kosebery relies for support in his

attack on the House of Lords may probably be divided into the

following categories :

1 . Those who honestly believe that a country is better governed
by one than by two chambers.

2. Those who believe that it would be wise to retain the House
of Lords as at present constituted, but to deprive it of all legis-
lative functions, and thus to convert it into a mere Advisory
Board.

3. Those who believe in a democratically elected second chamber,

powerful, but still inferior to the Lower House, and who conceive that

such a chamber can never be properly constituted as long as the

House of Lords blocks the way.
4. Those who are diametrically opposed to the aims and objects

of the Kadical party, who desire to see a really powerful Upper House
established which shall be practically as well as theoretically the equal
of the House of Commons, and who believe that the most effective

way to bring about this result is to avail themselves of the lever

supplied by Lord Eosebery, confident that the country will never

sanction the abolition of the House of Lords, and that the only
result of the agitation will be the ultimate establishment of an Upper
Chamber which shall be able effectively to control the action of the

Lower.

Lord Rosebery, by declaring himself a second-chamber man, has

deprived himself of the right of claiming the support of the first

category, and they can hardly give it without stultifying themselves.

The belief expressed by Lord Rosebery in 1884 that the people of

England do not desire to abolish or violently to reform the House of

Lords, but simply to render it more efficient, should withdraw from

him the support of the second and third categories. There remains

then only the fourth, a broken reed to lean upon from Lord Rosebery's

point of view.

But there is another body of persons, far larger, I believe, than

all the other categories put together, which desires neither the aboli-

tion of the Upper House, nor its degradation to the position of an

Advisory Board, nor its elevation either to the rank of a superior, or

even to that of a rival, of the Lower Chamber, but who, as Lord

Rosebery has himself put it,
' want no abolition and no violent reform

of the House, but simply to have as efficient a chamber as can be

furnished
;

' and we have the authority of the Prime Minister himself
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that lie firmly believes that this body of persons is none other than

the people of England.
It seems to be generally acknowledged that the agitation of the

Eadical party against the House of Lords is not really based (what-

ever the exigencies of party warfare may require to be said on plat-

forms or written in newspapers or magazines) on the obstruction it

offers to all measures of reform, for one cause of complaint is stated

to be that, although Kadical measures are rejected by the House of

Lords, legislative and social reforms proposed by Conservative

Ministries invariably pass the Upper House
;
nor can it fairly be based

on any accusation of incompetence, for we have the acknowledgment
of experts that the debating power of the Lords, and their work in

committees, are on an average superior to those of the Commons.

The real cause of supposed grievance (which dates from the time of the

disruption of the Liberal party on the Home Eule question) is that,

whilst legislation proposed by the Conservatives or Liberal-Unionists

finds an easy passage though the House of Lords, the same.legisla-

tion, if brought forward by a Eadical Government, is confronted with

doors closed and barred.

No one can deny that there is a certain amount of truth in this

statement, but it is only a half truth, for although these doors might
in theory at the will of the House of Lords be permanently barred

against bills coming from the House of Commons, whether they bore

on them the imprimatur of the Eadical Party or not, still, practically,

we all know that to insure their passage through the House nothing
further is needed than to furnish them with the passport of popular

approval, obtained through the ballot-box direct from the hands of

the people. Although such enforced delay is often undoubtedly useful

in giving the country time to consider at its ease the bearing of pro-

posed legislation, it cannot be denied that to the Eadical statesman

it must be provokingly irritating to be required, on each important
occasion on \vhich he submits measures to the approval of the Lords,

to be challenged to show proof that he holds a mandate from the

people before admission is accorded to his proposal, whilst he sees his

political rival permitted without question to lay any bills he likes at

the foot of the throne.

The power of the House of Lords to reject proposed legislation

being in theory co-equal with that of the House of Commons, the

Eadical statesman can never positively inform his party that the

opposition of the House of Lords will finally cease should they return

him to power with a mandate from the people to carry his proposals

into law. He may feel competent that such would be the case, but

not being able positively to assure his followers in Parliament of this,

the weak-kneed amongst them may lose heart, and urge him not to

expose them to the certain annoyance of an election, which after all

may not effect the purpose he has at heart.
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Thus he finds himself, as he conceives, unfairly handicapped in

the political race.

It is difficult to see how this is entirely to be avoided so long as

a second chamber is in existence which is not similar in its com-

position and origin to the Lower House. If the former be elected

in the same manner, and from the same classes as the latter, there

will be no difference in political feeling between the two bodies, and
unless actuated by feelings of jealousy they will vote alike upon
almost all subjects. Under these circumstances one chamber would

be simpler, more economical, and offer less chance of friction. If, on

the other hand, the second chamber be not constituted exactly like

the Lower House, differences of opinion must of necessity arise, and

in proportion as the members of the former are either drawn from or

elected by a stratum of society higher than that to which the majority
of the electors of the latter belong, so will the political opinions of

the members of the Upper House more or less diverge in a Conserva-

tive direction from those held by the members of the Lower. An

Upper Chamber, therefore, constituted so as to be of any real service

to the State, must necessarily be more Conservative than a branch of

the Legislature established on a wider or more popular basis, and

differences must therefore be expected, and even welcomed, as show-

ing that the second chamber is rightly performing its true functions

of criticism, and of compelling the popular chamber to obtain the

endorsement of the country in . cases where bills are passed in the

Lower House by small majorities, or where there is a reasonable doubt

whether they represent the deliberate opinions of the mass of the

electors.

There can be no doubt that the simplest way to avoid all friction

would be to abolish the House of Lords, and be content with a single

chamber, but there are few thoughtful men who would venture to

trust the future of an ancient civilisation and a world-wide empire
like ours to the mercies of a single omnipotent popular assembly, un-

controlled by any written Constitution, and which, under the influence

of a passing wave of popular passion, or of belief in some social or

political heresy, might by a bare majority take an irretrievable step,

bitterly to be repented of on the morrow, entailing wide-spread

misery, or even shaking, if not destroying, the foundations of the

social fabric so slowly and laboriously raised during the course of ages

by the wisdom and experience of mankind.

Happily for Great Britain there exists no constitutional means of

forcing the Peers to abdicate the impregnable political position they

hold, and, although they may be persuaded to reform themselves, we

may rest assured that they can only be driven from the citadel of

power at the point of the bayonet.
It is useless, then, to discuss the question of a single chamber.
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Its establishment is not possible without violence, and is certainly

not desired by the mass of the people.

Let us then consider the practical questions. First, what substan-

tial grievances can be brought against the House of Lords ? And

secondly, what is the best programme of reform which the House of

Lords can be induced to accept ?

Before entering, however, upon these considerations, I would warn

the Eadical who, although a second-chamber man, desires to main-

tain the ultimate supremacy of the representative House, to beware

of introducing the elective principle into the constitution of the

House of Lords.

Should the Peers, or even a section of them, owe their seats to

any form, however modified, of popular election, they will assuredly

straighten their backs, and declare that, not only theoretically but

practically, they are the equals in political power of the members of

the House of Commons.
At present, the principle of popular election holds no place.in the

constitution of the House of Lords, for the Irish and Scotch members,

delegated by their fellows to sit in the Upper House, are representative

of none but of the Peers who have elected them. The result is that,

whatever may in theory be the privileges of the Lords, they recognise

that they hold no mandate from the people, and would never dream

of indefinitely placing themselves in opposition to the popular will.

Very different, however, would be their attitude if they could persuade
themselves that they in any way held a brief from even a section of

the people.

The case of Canada may be cited as a proof of the inconvenience

attaching to an elected Upper House.

The second chambers of Upper and Lower Canada were originally

nominated by the Crown, but when the two provinces were united

(a cry having in the meantime arisen in favour of the principle of

election) the second chamber of the United Provinces was formed on

an elective basis. Owing to the pretensions of the Upper Chamber
to complete equality with the Lower, this system was found so in-

convenient that, on the formation of a Dominion Parliament, when

Confederation was established, all political parties consented in the

case of the new Upper Chamber to revert to the old plan, which is

still in force, of nomination by the Crown .

The case of the election of the members of the Senate of the

United States is beside the question, as the Senators under the Federal

system represent the States of the Union a system which we have

no means of copying at home.
I take it for granted, then, that Eadicals who are in favour of a

second chamber would not desire it to be elected by the people.

If it be acknowledged, as I have endeavoured to show, that all

Upper Houses which are not elected by the people must, as a con-
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dition inherent in their constitution, be more Conservative than

popular chambers, and that opposition to the Lower House is only a
matter of degree, the accusation brought against the House of Lords
that it opposes the popular will is hardly one which need perturb the
mind of the serious politician.

The important point to which he should turn his attention, if he
desires to retain the ultimate supremacy of the Lower Chamber, is

the framing of limits to the opposition of the House of Lords.

The only accusations which second-chamber men could justly

bring against the House of Lords would then apparently resolve

themselves into the following :

1. That theoretically the House can indefinitely oppose the

popular will.

2. That it is too exclusively composed of one class.

3. That it possesses no means of excluding
' black sheep.'

Now if the Peers have, as I think, practically renounced the right
of indefinite resistance to the House of Commons, it would constitute

no great renunciation on their part to make the theory and the

practice of their conduct coincide, by their passing a self-denying

ordinance, that when a bill coming from the Commons has been re-

jected by the Lords in two consecutive sessions, and after a general
election in the year following the last rejection, and within six

months of the election, is brought up again to the Lords in a form

similar to that in which it was presented to them on former occasions,

then resistance to it shall cease, and it shall be permitted to pass
into law.

It might also be placed on record that, in case the ' referendum
'

or direct reference to the people of questions in dispute between the

two Houses be introduced into Great Britain, the Peers will con-

sider themselves bound to abide by the result of the ' referendum
'

without insisting on their right to a second rejection.

If the Lords were to consent thus to put on record the limits they
have already in theory placed on their power of veto, the extent of

their opposition would be known and recognised, and men would feel

that it was well that the electorate should have on important questions
a second and final opportunity of expressing a well-considered and

definite opinion.

In order to obtain a chamber which should represent the best

and wisest thought of the nation, and should not consist as at present
too exclusively of one class, it would be well to diminish the number
of hereditary Peers sitting in the House, and introduce into it men

distinguished in many walks of life, who might not be desirous of

burdening their families with the responsibilities of an hereditary

peerage, but who would be quite willing to accept for themselves

seats for life in the House of Lords.

The principle of life Peers having been admitted in 1887, it only
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remains for the House to extend this privilege by petitioning the

Crown to grant life Peerages in such manner and in such proportions
as shall make the House of Lords, though not an elected body, repre-

sentative of the best elements of the national life.

Wealth, Land, Law, Army, Navy, Diplomacy, the Civil Service,

and the Established Church, are all amply represented in the House.

Commerce, Literature, Science, and Philanthropy are already

partly represented ; why should not their representatives be still

further increased ?

Let the most distinguished sons of Art, Medicine, and Architec-

ture, who at present are in a great degree excluded from the House,
find seats within its walls.

Why should the high ecclesiastics of only one Church be able to

influence the course of legislation in the Upper House ? Let the

spiritual leaders of the other denominations be offered seats in pro-

portion to their numbers. In Border not to increase too largely the

ecclesiastical element, it would be well to diminish the number of

prelates of the Established Church entitled to a seat in the House

to, say, about two-thirds of their present number, and to offer

the seats thus vacated to the leading ecclesiastics of other denomi-

nations.

Both Lord Kosebery and Lord Dunraven have proposed that the

Colonies should be represented. By all means let the Agents-Greneral
sit and vote in the Upper House during their tenure of office, in the

same manner as the Lords of Appeal in Ordinary used to be summoned
under Lord Cairn s's Appellate Jurisdiction Act, before the Amending
Act of 1887 was passed- which turned their temporary peerages into

unconditional peerages for life.

In a former number of this Eeview I advocated the admission to

the House of Lords of a limited number of princes or distinguished
natives from India, and I trust that if any reform of the Upper
House be attempted the claims of India and of the Colonies will not

be ignored, so that the idea of imperial unity may assume a concrete

form in at all events one branch of the Legislature.

As long as care be taken that the principle of popular election

shall in no way be permitted, in the creation of Peers, to encroach on

the prerogative of the Crown, I see no reason why the municipalities

of some of the principal cities should not each be invited to submit

to the Queen the name of a distinguished citizen for the honour of a

life Peerage.
A municipality should not be permitted to make a similar re-

commendation to the Crown until after the death of the last recipient

of the honour.

In the same manner it appears to me that the learned, scientific,

and artistic corporations, such as the Eoyal Society, the Koyal Aca-

demy, the Koyal College of Physicians and Surgeons, and other similar
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bodies, might each be invited to lay before the Crown the name of

one of their most distinguished sons with a view to a life Peerage
being offered to him.

The writer of a treatise on the reform of the House of Lords,
which appeared lately in the form of three letters to the Times, made
a suggestion that all Peers who had served as Cabinet Ministers,

Ambassadors, Judges, Speakers of the House of Commons, Generals,

Admirals, heads of departments, and Indian or Colonial Governors,
should retain for life their right to sit and vote, and that the other

hereditary Peers, including those from Scotland and Ireland, should

be allowed to select representatives amounting to one-third or one-

fourth of their total number by the proportional vote. If the first

suggestion, which seems a judicious one, were adopted, about 100

hereditary Peers would retain their seats for life
;
and it may be

supposed that after the principle of life Peerages had been at work
for some years the official class, instead of being as at present
almost entirely composed of hereditary Peers, would contain a con-

siderable proportion say half of life Peers. It would, therefore, I

think, be not unreasonable to permit 200 hereditary Peers to be

elected by the whole body of the hereditary Peerage, thus admitting
to the House about one-half, instead of, as suggested by the writer in

the Times, only one-fourth or one-fifth of the present number of

Peers who possess that privilege. It should always be remembered
that the Peers hold constitutionally an impregnable position, and that

it is only through their own act, prompted by a sense of duty, and
the conviction that the renunciation of privilege will be for the benefit

of the State, that any reform excluding a large number of Peers at

present possessing seats can ever be effected. Any suggested reform

should, therefore, not omit to take this stubborn fact into considera-

tion, and the largest number of hereditary Peers should be permitted
to retain their seats which (consistent with efficient reform) can with

safety be admitted to the House.

Were the above system of reconstitution adopted, there would be

a certain danger lest Peers who sit on the cross benches of the House
of Lords, and are unconnected with any of the political parties, should

be overlooked in the day of election, although some of them might in

an unofficial way have rendered service to the country.
If the Crown were empowered to create say thirty life Peers in

addition to those recommended by certain learned and municipal

corporations as suggested in this paper, special categories of persons
would probably have to be mentioned from which the Peers were to

be chosen
;
and the possibility of omission alluded to might be avoided

by authorising the Crown to summon a certain number of persons to

the House in consideration of useful services rendered to the people
of an unofficial or unpolitical character.

The House thus constituted would number about 400. Of these,
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from 100 to about 150 would, under the above arrangement, hold

their seats for life as Spiritual or Temporal Peers. By permitting as

many as about 200 hereditary Peers, in addition to those who happen
also to hold official rank, to retain their seats, few would be excluded

who were in the habit of attending the debates of the House, no great

revolutionary shock would be given to its composition or procedure,
whilst by the gradual admission of as many as 80 new men, exclu-

sive of the growing number of official life Peers, all of them chosen

for wisdom, ability, or distinguished service, fresh life and vigour
would be given to the second chamber. Its doors being open to talent

and successful energy in all departments of useful service to the

State, it would soon come to be regarded as the branch of the Legis-
lature specially representative of learning, intelligence, and refine-

ment, as well as of social rank and wealth, and would consequently
obtain for itself the interest and support of all whose education,

environment, or temperament would naturally lead them to place
their confidence, rather in the wisdom of successful and experienced

intelligence and in inherited gifts of leadership or statesmanship,
than in the varying and uncertain voices of an untrained multitude.

The House then would probably be composed as follows :

Elected hereditary Peers 200

Official and ex-official Peers, about . . . .100
Life Peers . . ,. 30

Archbishops and Bishops of the Established Church 20

Ecclesiastical dignitaries of other Churches . . 10

Eecommended life Peers . > ,< 20

Colonial and Indian life Peers . 20

Total . . .400

As it may be presumed that under the category of recommended
life Peers the men whose names would be submitted by the learned

societies and large municipalities for the honour of a peerage would

not all belong to one political party, there would be no reason for

delay in summoning the whole 20 in the same year to the Upper
House, and the same might be said of the Colonial and Indian life

Peers
;
but in the case of the ordinary life Peers and of the 10 repre-

sentatives of the Koman Catholic and Dissenting Churches, as these

would probably be chosen by the Prime Minister of the day, it would

be well to place a limit on the number to be added to the peerage in

the same year, so as to insure as far as possible that both political

leaders should have a fair chance of adding to their followers in the

Upper House.

Under the above circumstances the hereditary Peers would pro-

bably at first number about 300 and the life Peers (exclusive of the

Archbishops and Bishops of the Established Church) about 60, but
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gradually, as the life Peers increased in number, and more and more of

them held official rank, their numbers would increase and that of the

hereditary Peers decrease, until, supposing the official and ex-official

class to be equally composed of hereditary and life Peers, the former

would number 250 and the latter 150. Of course, in the improbable
event of all the officials and ex-officials being life Peers, the numbers
would be equal.

If the House of Lords were to adopt some such reform as that

which I have attempted to sketch, the accusation could no longer be

made with any shadow of justice that it was exclusively composed of

one class.

The last and third accusation, that the House of Lords possesses

no means of expelling its
' black sheep,' could not be better met than

it has been by the proposal of Lord Salisbury that on an Address

from the House the Crown should be empowered to refuse a writ of

summons to any Peer guilty of misconduct
;
but although it might

be well to pass some such bill as Lord Salisbury's Suspension of

Writs Bill of 1888, 'black sheep' would probably find it exceedingly
difficult (even if they desired to vote, which experience has shown

they hardly ever do), to force an entrance into a House constituted as

proposed in these pages.

It appears to me, therefore, that all legitimate grievances against

the composition and powers of the House of Lords would be removed

by the adoption of some such measure
;
the Upper Chamber would

be strengthened and made in a certain degree representative without

being clothed with an elective character which might encourage it

to place itself in determined and perhaps permanent opposition to

the popular branch of the Legislature. Its rights of veto and of

amendment, whilst still retaining in force sufficient for all useful

purposes, would be regulated so that the country and the House itself

would know the exact limit of its powers. The House of Commons
would feel that when supported by the people, whatever might be

the political complexion of the Upper House, the will of the Commons
must ultimately prevail without the necessity of threats or of revo-

lution, but simply by the lapse of time and by patient persistence of

conduct over a period which could not possibly extend for more than

three years.

If the above reform were accepted by the Upper House, a reason-

able hope might be entertained that in the future neither despair on

the one hand nor the consciousness of unrestricted power on the other

would ever tempt the Lords to unwise and obstinate resistance, or the

people to revolutionary action.

MEATH.
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INFRINGING A POLITICAL PATENT

THERE is one thing above all others which irritates and disgusts the

Home Eule Liberal. That is the suggestion that the ordinary work-

ing man dpes not regard the Grladstonian party as the party to whicji

he naturally and necessarily belongs. The declaration that working
men can be, and, indeed, as often as not are, Unionists by conviction,

seems to him a positive outrage. He feels about it as the conven-

tionally minded man of science feels about a doubt in regard to the

Darwinian hypothesis. The person who makes it is either knave or

fool. Nothing, he holds, but ignorance or craft could induce any one

to maintain so monstrous a proposition as that which denies Glad-

stonianism pure and simple to be the faith of the masses. The

Home Kule Liberal will take almost anything else in the way of

argument with suavity and moderation. You may suggest that the

choice of Lord Kosebery as premier was the most '

blazing indiscre-

tion
'

ever committed by a great political party. You may refer to

Sir William Harcourt and Parnellite juice ; you may recall how the

majority of the Liberal leaders were converted to Home Rule as

suddenly and as precisely as a regiment of dragoons wheels to the

left, and found salvation at the word of command, and it will be all

considered fair fighting. Suggest, however, that the Unionists are

now quite as democratic as their opponents, and that on this count

the working classes do not find a pin to choose between the two

parties, and you will at once be treated as if you were hitting

below the belt, and had passed the bounds of decency and good
sense. Their monopoly in the masses, their patent rights in the

opinions of the people, constitute a sacred precinct, which must not

be'profaned by outsiders. It is like talking lightly about a man's

wife, and quite as much to be resented and put down with a high
hand. * I am, thank heaven,' the Gladstonian seems to say,

' able to

tolerate honest differences of opinion on all subjects, and do not in

the least mind plain speaking. But remember that there must always

be some matters which cannot be left open for debate among gentle-

men, and this, as all right-minded men will surely admit, is one of
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them. I can no more allow you to doubt the loyalty of the masses

to our party than I would allow myself to impugn the fidelity of the

classes to Unionism.'

II

It is in this feeling that is to be found an explanation for a

matter otherwise inexplicable the positive frenzy of indignation
into which Mr. Keir Hardie's utterances throw the ordinary Glad-

stonian. They could forgive him his liability to ' bolt
' on this or

that question, and to vote, as they think, at random
; they could

pardon even the organisation of the Independent Labour party
and the running of Labour candidates. What they cannot forgive is

the fact that he is perpetually impugning what I may call the

essential tenet of their creed, and publicly and loudly proclaiming
that the English working man considers himself no more a born

Gladstonian than a born Unionist, and is, instead, inclined to judge
the two great parties quite impartially. What rankled in the article

which Mr. Keir Hardie wrote in these pages last month was not his

report of the successful organisation of Independent Labour candi-

dates, but his remark that one has only to mix with the workers to

discover how baseless is the assumption that there are no Conserva-

tive working men. It was clear that the official Gladstonians felt

this like an actual blasphemy. Their attitude of shocked surprise

was so pathetic that it almost compelled our pity and sympathy.
One thought of the wounded feelings of the stately and reverend

priests of the Sun-god as some barbarian broke into the temple, and,

bellowing out the silly, secret name of the god, declared, with vulgar

emphasis, that all their chief mysteries were follies or paradoxes.

That might be, in reality, very true, but it would be difficult to see

the incident unmoved, and not to feel for the poor worshippers who

had grown grey in sedulously cherishing their hieratic illusion.

Suppose that one or two of Canute's courtiers half believed that the tide

would not wet the king's feet. Their disillusionment might be

necessary, but it cannot have been otherwise than painful. Sunt

lacrymce rerum even for the Gladstonians when the main item of

their creed is shown to be entirely untenable. No doubt, the more

intelligent Gladstonians have long known that their view as to the

working man's politics was a pious fraud. Yet even they are to be

pitied. Though they know the truth, they are pained at its publica-

tion, and * hold it not honesty to have it thus set down/

Since, however, disillusionment is bound, sooner or later, to

come to them all, I need not feel altogether heartless if I try to

point out that it would be better for the Gladstonian party, and

better for our public life as a whole, if they were to follow the excel-

lent example of the Eoman Catholic Church in regard to untenable

doctrines. When once a belief, though hitherto favoured and sup-
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ported by the Church, has become demonstrably absurd, it is given up
with the best grace imaginable. The Church held out against Gralileo

for a time, but when once the old position had become untenable,

she abandoned it without reserve. It is surely time that the

Grladstonians should give up their untenable doctrine in regard
to the opinions of the masses, should admit that the Unionists,

Conservative as well as Liberal, move, and should acknowledge that

both parties in the State are now, as in America, democratic.

The notion that the masses are all on one side is ridiculous, and

altogether out of date.

Ill

That the masses of the people themselves entirely ignore the

Grladstonian patent will be admitted by any one who has ever seen

them at close quarters. I acknowledge, however, that the ordinary
Unionist of means like the ordinary Grladstonian of means is inclined

to believe that at present the working man is naturally a Grladstonian .

The thing has been said again and again by his opponents, and he has

no means of disproving it by personal inquiry. He is inclined to

think that the working man must do what is so largely expected of

him, and become a Grladstonian in spite of the fact that the principles

of both parties are democratic and popular. Possibly if the working
man were a mature historian he might usually start life as a Home
Kuler. He would be influenced by remembering that the Liberals had

in the past done most for the people. Bat the working man is not

strong in history or tradition. He does not inquire what party his

father favoured, nor is he nurtured in any special creed. His political

attitude when he begins to interest himself in politics is as often as

not a purely detached one. He chooses for himself. It is not too

much to say that in the towns and populous districts that is, in the

places where there are most working men it never occurs to him to

suppose that one party is more the people's party than the other.

Let us consider for a moment how this free choice is likely to be

exercised. Are there any a priori grounds for thinking that he will

naturally become a Gladstonian ? We will suppose for the sake of

argument that the working man is a person of discontented mind
and inclined to range himself against those above him in the social

scale. Would that throw him into the arms of the Grladstonians ?

Most assuredly not. If he let his dislike of those above him be his

guide, he would become a Tory, for in all probability the majority of

the people above him in his own immediate circle would be Glad-

stonians. People are apt to talk as if the working man, when he

thought of the rich, thought of some conspicuous duke, or of this or

that millionaire. But in most instances these are to him mere

shadows, abstractions of the newspapers, and not things of flesh and

blood. When the working man thinks of the rich he thinks of his
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employer, of the big general dealer in his quarter of the town, of the
miller or middleman who has thriven till people shake their heads over

his luck and envy it. But these visible, tangible rich men, the rich

men of the workman's four-mile radius, are, as I have said, as likely
as not to be Grladstonians. Indeed, I might almost say more likely,
for the pushing successful men of business in a small way are gene-

rally inclined to the Home Kule side. If, then, the working man
were to choose his political creed on the supposed ruling passion of

being
'

agin
'

the rich and those more fortunate than himself, it is

pretty certain that he would as often as not be a Conservative. The
discontent argument, when adduced to show that working men are

naturally Grladstonians, will not hold water.

IV

But the discontented view of the working classes is altogether falla-

cious . The people who, knowing nothing about the working classes at

first hand, and arguing on what they call general principles, conclude

that working men must be men of extreme and revolutionary opinions,

are wholly in error.
' How can you,' they ask,

*

expect them not to

favour schemes for taking money from the rich and putting it into

the pockets of the poor, or at any rate for changing for change sake ?

When men are wretched and discontented with their lot it is no

wonder that they should support any scheme of alteration however

rash. When the status quo is intolerable, who will care to main-

tain it ?
' Now this contention sounds all very fine in theory, but

in practice it is entirely delusive. In the first place it is founded

on an untenable assumption namely, that the working classes as a

whole are wretched and discontented with their lot, and would regard
almost any change as a change for the better. As a matter of fact, the

bulk of them are not in the least discontented in the sense meant.

It is the old delusion of the supercilious plutocrat who pities

every one as a poor devil who does not drink champagne and have a

valet. Life must be intolerable, thinks the millionaire, without great
rooms and fine pictures, plenty of horses, a yacht, and unlimited

cigars. Yet the humble smoker of the pipe and the diner off roast

mutton is not in the least discontented. Sidney Smith in his old

age, and enjoying the luxuries of 1844, gave a list of all the improve-
ments in the machinery of life which he had himself seen introduced,

and drew a stirring picture of the miserable days before railways,

lucifer matches, umbrellas, and a dozen other necessary conveniences.
' When I think,' he added,

' of all this, I feel almost ashamed to re-

member how perfectly happy and contented I was.' The position of

the working man in regard to his own condition is very much that

suggested by Sidney Smith. He is perfectly contented to go without

things which he has never used. No doubt it may be said that he
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sees others use them, and that here the pinch of envy enters, whereas

in Sidney Smith's case rich and poor were alike without the comforts

provided later by science. But that is in reality a sophistical distinc-

tion. The working man may read about richer men's luxurious

dinners and sumptuous furniture, but he is very little affected thereby.
These are unrealities which the instant needs of work and sleep and his

own amusements give him very little time to bother about.

Why should we presume envy to be so passionate an influence

among people who earn from 40L to 300Z. a year, while we realise clearly

that in people of from 300. to 1,OOOZ. a year it is a very weak force?

Little Timmins is a clerk in the Circumlocution Office with 400?. a

year, and has to live in a waywhich, when considered in all its petty and

penurious detail by Sir Gorgious Midas, whose income is 80,000. a

year, seems undistinguishable from positive destitution.
' He actually

had to go without the help of a first-class dentist, and might have

endured tortures, merely because of the expense ! Can you imagine

anything so horrible ?
'

says the soft-hearted millionaire, wondering
in his heart why Timmins does not hate him like poison for his

wealth, and organise a terrible Jacquerie among his brother-clerks.

Yet, as a matter of fact, the Timminses, among whom the present
writer is proud to reckon himself, feel no such blinding bitterness.

We may know in the abstract that life is not tolerable unless we are

free from the worries which penury entails, worries which the money of

the millionaire puts an end to
;
but yet, strange as it may sound, we

do not find it easy to get up a sense of burning indignation, nor does

reflecting on our position of comparative destitution make us take

any particular line in politics. Indeed, like Sidney Smith, I often

feel ashamed to think how happy we are while we drag on what

Midas calls our squalid and hopeless existence an existence of parlour-

maids, omnibuses, and cheap photographs after the antique, instead

of butlers, broughams, and old masters. Most of us have not even

the excuse that we have never heard of anything better, for some of us

read Ouida and the Society papers, and others even knew Midas at

College and have been asked to his house in the evening and seen all

that money can do. Well, it is much the same with the majority of

the working classes. Theoretically they ought to hate, and envy,
and be '

agin
'

all the classes richer than themselves
; but, as a matter

of fact, that feeling of jealousy is only a very abstract one. When A,

an employer and rich man, has done B an ill turn, B may feel so

much hurt that he will hate all rich men and try to throw his vote

against all employers and all rich men
;
but such cases are the ex-

ceptions. As a rule the working man comes by his political convic-

tions just as his richer neighbour does. A is a flighty optimist, and so

always goes with the party that promises most and runs the greatest

number of Utopias. B has in him the '

spirit that denies/ the critical

nature, which is always inclined to say
' No' to any change, and soB
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goes against the party of rapid reform. C is a strong Churchman, D
a strong Nonconformist, and choose their political party accordingly,
while E, a keen economist, and F, a man with views on foreign policy,
also choose the side which best suits their particular views. No doubt

thousands of such men are extremely muddle-headed about their

opinions, but then so are a large proportion of the politicians of May-
fair and Belgravia. 'All that I want to insist on is that now that both

parties are democratic in spirit, and neither party dreams of denying
their proper share of power to the working classes, the workman
chooses sides just as does his employer. No doubt if any large por-

tion of the population were to fall into a condition of real and not

comparative destitution a condition like that which prevailed in

England during the forties we might again see men's political

principles very largely influenced by the need of bread. Now, how-

ever, and we may thank God that it is so, famine politics do not exist

for practical purposes, and men are Home Eulers or Unionists as con-

viction, accident, or fancy lead, and not on grounds of class hatred.

Perhaps it will be said that these arguments are all very well, but

that they cannot stand against the almost universal '

general impression'

that Gladstonianism is the natural creed of the working man. Securus

judicat orbis terrarum. To which I would reply that the present

judgment, instead of being an instance of ' the round world must

be right,' is an example of a vulgar error. The proof that this is FO

is easy. Ifthe working man was naturallyand necessarily a Grladstonian

and only a Unionist by a freak, the purely working-class com-

munities would invariably return Grladstonians. But it is notorious

that at the great centres of population, the constituencies almost

exclusively inhabited by working men, are not merely equally divided

but tend more to elect Unionists than Home Eulers. Mr. Balfour,

the leader of Conservative Unionism, ought according to the theory
to be altogether unacceptable to ^working men. Yet he sits most

securely for a town division in which there is hardly a house which is

not occupied by a working-class family. It is no good to say that

these cases of working-class constituencies returning Unionists are

exceptional, or due to influence exercised by the employers and the

rich. It would be childish to argue that the working men in the

great constituencies of London and Lancashire are induced by fraud,

force, or favour to vote Unionist. They do so because they happen
to hold Unionist opinions. The constituencies in which the working
classes are the predominant element usually give the Unionist managers
far less concernthan a cathedral borough or a county division filled wit'h

great houses and liberally managed estates.

p 2
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VI

So mucli for the electoral facts. A consideration of the legislative

projects favoured bythe two parties in the State will also showany person
of cool judgment that the working man has no a priori reason for

preferring the policy of the Gladstonians to that of their rivals on the

ground that it is more in sympathy with their needs. Let us suppose
a balancing working-man elector trying to consider which side he

should join and determined that he will not be influenced by any

personal or abstract predilections, but will simply choose in accordance

with the prospects of benefit to his own class, held out by the two

parties. Let us also suppose him to begin with the Ofladstonian pro-

gramme. In order that I may not be unconsciously unfair in present-

ing this to his view I will base myself on the recently issued report of

the National Liberal Federation. Here if anywhere must blow ' the

authentic airs
'

of the Liberal Paradise. First ' loom '

the two great

questions of Home Kule and the House of Lords. Is there anything

essentially working-class in Home Rule ? According to its advocates

any man with a sense of justice and humanity ought to be a Home
Kaler, but this does not make the question stand out as exclusively

a working man's question. Of course we all like to fancy
that our own pet political scheme appeals to the unsophisticated

intelligence of the honest, upright, God-fearing working man,
and specially stirs the great heart of the people, but can any
one who has cleared his mind of cant seriously argue that a

man should be a Home Ruler merely because he is a working
man ? It would have been as sensible for Jefferson Davis to have

declared that every American working man ought naturally to

sympathise with the ' Secessh
'

party. Does the great constitutional

change of the abolition of the remaining functions of the House of

Lords attract him any the more ? I doubt it. Theoretically, or

rather superficially, it might seem as if it would, but when the

workman realises, as he soon does, that the House of Lords only

^sks to be allowed to appeal to him for a final answer on vexed

questions of legislation, he is hardly likely to grow very en-

thusiastic for the abolition of the People's Remembrancer. Next

<jomes electoral reform. No doubt if the Gladstonians went in

plainly and honestly for universal suffrage and equal electoral

districts, and the Unionists opposed such a change, our balancing

working man would be inclined to say that here clearly the

Gladstonians were advocating something which was in the interests

of the mass of the population. But the Gladstonians, as the working
man is quite sharp enough to see, do not propose to touch electoral

reform in any such wide and comprehensive spirit. Instead they only

propose to deal with the fringe of the question and to leave such

matters as the over-representation of Ireland and the under-represen-
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tation of London and the home counties untouched. While the
workman notes that the population of London is equal to that of

Ireland, and that Ireland has some forty members more than London,
and also observes that the Gladstonians do not propose to alter this

anomaly, though the Unionists urge them most strongly to do so, he
is not likely to be brought over to the belief that the Home Rulers

are his only friends in the matter of electoral reform. Take next the

question of Disestablishment. If the working man is a Nonconformist

he will probably agree with the party which is against Church endow-

ments. If, on the other hand, he is a Churchman, he will be in favour

of the Establishment. In any case it is ridiculous to allege that the

matter is a working-class question a banner to which, when once

raised, all hand-workers must of necessity flock. It is the same with

Temperance Eeform. The fact that the Gladstonians are the

Prohibition party will of course attract the teetotal working men, but

it will not attract the working men as a class. A Prohibition policy
will indeed strongly repel that large section of the population which,

when it is told that fermented liquor is vile stuff, and that ' the very
swine shrink from it,' is minded to reply with Artemus Ward that

in that case * the swine is a ass.' We come last to the social part of

the Gladstonian programme. Can it be said that this is more

attractive to the working man than the Unionist projects for dealing
with the condition of the people ? As a matter of fact the Gladstonians,

except in the case of the Employers' Liability Bill and the Miners'

Eight Hours Day, have very little to offer. But it is notorious that

on both these measures, as presented by the Gladstonians, working-class

opinion is hopelessly divided. In the case of the latter measure it

was significant that certain of the Labour Members joined with what

the Daily Chronicle called 'Millionaire Baronets' to prevent the

passage of the Bill in the only shape acceptable to its promoters.

VII

When a working man in search of a party begins to examine

the policy of the Unionists, is it sustainable that it will seem to

him less democratic, less sympathetic to working-class aspira-

tions, or less popular ? Let us suppose him to begin here also with

the constitutional questions. Can the Unionist solution of the Irish

question, the maintenance of a united Parliament at Westminster

and the preservation of the integrity of the Empire, be called in any
sense anti-working-class ? Again, can the advocacy of the Referendum *

as a check on the supremacy of the House of Commons, and what

1 I have a right to consider the Referendum as inscribed on the Conservative

banner. The official central organisation of the party lias issued a leaflet giving the

Conservative policy in the words of its leaders. One of the first items is the Refe-

rendum supported by a strong quotation from Lord Salisbury.
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Walt Whitman so well called
' the insolence of elected persons,' be

considered likely to disgust the working man ? It is a matter of

common knowledge that the Eeferendum is an institution thoroughly
democratic in principle, and one which is distinctly popular with the

mass of the people. When the Unionists want the people to be

directly consulted on matters of great political moment, and the Glad-

stonians are evidently most anxious that no such consultation should

take place, can we expect the working man to argue that the

Gladstonians are the labourer's natural party? In the matter

of electoral reform the Unionist advocacy of ' one vote one value
'

is

quite as attractive as that of ' one man one vote,' while on the

questions of Disestablishment and Prohibition the working man in

search of a party will not, as I have said above, find it possible to con-

clude that either the advocates of these measures or their opposers

can claim to monopolise the popular side. When, however, we come

to social legislation, the balance of popularity is distinctly on the side

of the Unionists. Mr. Chamberlain's proposals in favour of Old Age
Pensions, house purchase made easy for the artisan, shorter hours in

shops, and a system of compensation to all workers for all injuries

proposals which are endorsed by the Unionist party as a whole

are, to say the very least, not at all likely to encoura,ge the notion

that ' no workman in his senses can vote Unionist.'

VIII

Bat in truth it is unnecessary to labour the point that the Glad-

stonian party has no monopoly in the working class. The facts

as I have shown do not give the least support to the conten-

tion either that the workmen ought naturally to be Gladstonians or

that in practice they usually are Gladstonians. If superior persons in

both parties would only clear their minds of the belief that human
nature is altered by the receipt of less than 3Z. a week, they would

err less grossly in their political diagnosis. A working-man politician

is just like any other politician, and wears his opinions partly as the

result of accident and partly of temperament, just as men do at

Brooks's or the Carlton, the Eeform or the National Liberal. The

claim that GHadstonianism is the natural and necessary creed of the

working man is one which only wants looking at plainly and straight-

forwardly to be proved a snare, a delusion, and a sham.

ST. LOE STRACHEY.
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SHOULD WE HOLD ON TO THE

MEDITERRANEAN IN WAR?

IT would be impertinent, perhaps, for an army officer to pretend to

offer an opinion upon many important questions of naval tactics which

our admirals will have to face in time of war. But as regards the

broad strategical conditions of such a struggle, whether by land or by
sea, arising from the geographical position and circumstances of our

Empire relatively to the other great Powers, the case is different.

Any well-informed Englishman anywhere, whether belonging to our

war services or not, who has taken the trouble to acquire some general

knowledge of the principles of war, is entitled to form an opinion

upon those leading and vital questions on which the future fortunes

of our Empire depend. And the more these questions are discussed,

the better it will unquestionably be for the nation at large.

Kecent utterances in the press tend to show that we are still in

the dark upon a great fundamental question of strategy, and disposed,

as I think, to take a vicious and altogether mistaken course in deal-

ing with it, although it lies at the very root of all our dispositions

for the conduct of a great war.

This question is simply, Shall we, in case of a war with France,

or with France and Eussia combined, set ourselves to hold on to the

Mediterranean, and to meet and beat our enemy's fleets both inside

and outside that important sea
;
or is it better, in the first instance,

and as a temporary strategical operation, to give up the command of

the Mediterranean altogether, and to shut up our enemy's fleets there-

in, in order to secure an overwhelming superiority of force in the

Channel, and in all the ocean waters everywhere throughout the

globe, outside the Mediterranean ?

Now, at the outset, any one who may advocate the last-mentioned

policy must expect to meet with a storm of indignation and reproach
from many patriotic officers and others who are jealous for the credit

of the Flag, and prepared instantly to protest against any idea of giving

up the Mediterranean to the French fleets, even temporarily. Thus

Mr. H. W. Wilson, who has recently examined this question in an

article in the United Service Magazine for October 1894, concludes

215
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his paper with an emphatic protest against such a course.
' A with-

drawal from the Mediterranean would be a more fatal blow to our

power than even a great disaster.'
' If we do not reinforce our Medi-

terranean fleet, if we still cling blindly to our antiquated dispositions,

we stake the British Empire upon a chance the throw of a die.'

Again, a talented naval officer, Captain K. W. Craigie, K.N., in an

excellent prize essay for the United Service Institution, says on this-

question,
'

It is not for a moment proposed that our fleet should

evacuate the Mediterranean ;
such a weak and pusillanimous policy

would be a national disgrace and shame, and the prelude to the down-

fall of the Empire.'
I would, however, beg to remind Captain Craigie that he himself

proposes in his essay that the Eastern trade in time of war should be

diverted round the Cape, and the Suez Canal route kept open only for

mails, troops, and stores
;
in which view he is supported by Admiral

Elliott and many other naval officers. But if so, if we are to go so far,

then I would here venture to ask him and them to consider with me,

fairly and dispassionately, whether it is not better to go further stilly

and to make the French, or the French and Kussians in case we-

were fighting them in combination without allies on our side to

support us, and require our support in the Mediterranean a present

of that sea altogether as a temporary measure.

I will set down in order the arguments which occur to me for and

against the policy of holding strongly on to the Mediterranean.

Those in favour of it shall have the first place, as it holds the field

more or less at present as probably the generally received and accepted
course. We shall then be in a position to strike a fair balance of

argument with a view to determine which strategy is best in the broad

interests of the Empire.

(1) If we give up the Mediterranean we must give up Egypt

temporarily to the French, for they will be likely to occupy it forthwith.

This will doubtless be regarded throughout Europe as involving a

great humiliation and immense loss of prestige to Great Britain.

Only a few thinking men among the statesmen and strategists can

be expected to recognise that our policy is
' reculer pour mieux sauter,'

and to await the further developments and ultimate consequences of

such a far-sighted policy before judging and condemning it. For the-

moment we must expect that the decline and fall of Britain will be

shouted triumphantly throughout Europe. Some statesmen may
possibly think this of importance. I venture to think it a very small

matter
;
for the louder the shouts of triumph from our enemies over

our fall, the stronger will be the reaction in our favour, and the

greater the glory and credit of Britain, when, a little later, our

scientific policy is triumphantly vindicated by success, as beyond all

reasonable question it will be.

As regards the Egyptians themselves, and the Khedive, we cannot
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be charged with any breach of faith in such a -withdrawal, for \ve

have repeatedly given distinct pledges in the face of Europe that our

occupation is only temporary. And I refuse to believe that our

experienced officials at the Foreign Office have been guilty of the

folly of tying our hands, as by binding our troops to remain in Egypt
in any eventuality, in any secret understanding or treaty with the

Khedive.

(2) We must leave Malta ' en Fair
'

for a period not, at the outside,

exceeding six months. This, however, will be a gracious and kindly
act on our part, as providing the French Mediterranean fleet, which

we shall, of course, carefully shut up in the Mediterranean, with an

amusing occupation in trying to capture it
; otherwise they would

be rusting for want of an enemy to fight. For if we occupy the

Straits of Gibraltar strongly, as we are bound to do, they will scarcely

dare to attempt to force the passage. By so doing, even if successful,

they would, on any reasonable calculation, commit themselves to fight

our powerful Channel fleet, fresh and intact, with their own Medi-

terranean fleet in a diminished, crippled, and more or less mutilated

condition.

Malta is, or is supposed to be, victualled and provided with all

stores and requirements for independent defence for a far longer

period than this a year or more. But if there be any deficiencies in

these necessary arrangements they should be remedied at once. A
strong flotilla of torpedo boats and gunboats would assist, in its

defence, with such coast defence vessels or battleships, if any, as may
be considered necessary. Malta is very defensible and strongly for-

tified, and with a combined naval and military defence the French

will, I think, find it a very tough nut to crack. We succeeded in

the past in holding Gibraltar triumphantly against all efforts of

France and Spain and Malta, in the supposed case, will be in as strong
a position relatively as ever Gibraltar was. If, after all, our enemies

should succeed in capturing it, it will be after great losses and

sacrifices
;
and should our general strategy be vindicated by success,

they will be compelled to surrender it again to us, later on, without

the necessity of our firing a shot to recover it.

As regards Cyprus, it would be quite useless to leave a few men
there to be cut off. Our best course, if we adopt the strategy of

giving up the Mediterranean, will be to withdraw from it altogether ;

and we might request the Sultan to send a Turkish commissioner to

administer it during the war, which the Sultan would probably be-

very ready to do.

(3) If we give up the command of the Mediterranean, we shall

lose all the water-borne trade thereon, or such portion of the Con-

tinental trade as could not be diverted to pass through Belgium,

Holland, or the Baltic. This is of the less consequence as it is generally

agreed that, in any case, and apart from such strategy as this, for the
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first period of a war, or until we can meet and beat the French fleets,

and capture or destroy their cruisers, any Mediterranean trade what-

soever will be upset, in view of the powerful and commanding French

positions on its flanks. Moreover, such local Mediterranean trade

which cannot, as above, be diverted to the north coast of Europe
is altogether insignificant in amount as compared with our total trade.

(4) We should lose ten days for a fast steamer and twelve or

thirteen days for a slower vessel, by the necessity for rounding the

Cape instead of passing through the Canal, as between England and

Colombo, or say England and Calcutta. This, no doubt, is a consider-

able disadvantage, but as a very large set-off against this we must
consider the risks and uncertainties of the Canal passage in war,

which will always, whether we occupy the Mediterranean or not, make
the Cape route much safer and more reliable.

(5) If we give up Egypt and withdraw our garrison from it

immediately after or in anticipation of a declaration of war, which, if

we are abandoning the Mediterranean, would clearly be our- only

course, we shall lose the command of the Suez Canal. This will be

of little importance after we have diverted all our Eastern trade round

the Cape, and blocked the issue from the Eed Sea to our enemies by
a strong occupation of Perim and Aden a measure which will be a

necessary part of the strategy of giving up the Mediterranean.

(6) It is, perhaps, of greater importance that by losing Egypt we
shall lose our telegraph lines to the East, which pass through the

Isthmus of Suez. This is undoubtedly a serious matter. The evil

will, however, be minimised by the lines round the Cape and across

Canada. In any case, and apart from the present question, it is of the

first importance that we should secure continuous submarine com-
munication with all our leading stations abroad, with no such weak
links as that at the Isthmus. This is undoubtedly a pressing matter,

whatever be our precise strategy in war.

Let us now look at the other side of the question, and see what

advantages we shall secure by withdrawing all our fleets from the

Mediterranean and shutting up our enemies therein for the first

period of the war, or for a time, which I estimate roughly at from four

to six months
;

let us say six months at the outside. These are :

(7) The withdrawal of our fleet from the Mediterranean will

strengthen our squadrons in the Channel, or available for service

everywhere outside the Mediterranean, by that large fraction of our

navy which would otherwise be necessary to cope successfully with the

whole French naval power inside the Mediterranean, and to convoy
our vessels and keep up communication therein, minus that portion
of it which will be necessary to close the exits at Gibraltar and Perim.

By this course, according to Lieutenant E. Hyde Smith, K.N.,
1 we

should gain
1 Naval Essay, Royal United Service Institution.
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12 ironclads

10 belted or protected cruisers

10 second-class cruisers

6 third-class cruisers

12 torpedo gun-vessels

4 coal ships
2 store and ammunition ships
2 torpedo depots
12 torpedo boats

But I am not careful for the precise figures. All that is necessary
for the present argument is that we shall unquestionably gain a very

strong reinforcement to our naval strength outside the Mediterranean,

enough to put us in a position of assured superiority to the French

everywhere throughout the world except in the Mediterranean.

Our supremacy in cruisers and ocean-going battle ships attained

by this policy will be very marked and most important. For it is

clear that when our Channel fleet is in overwhelming strength, as

compared with the French fleets in the Channel, we can afford to

send all available turret ships and non-sea-going coast defence vessels

away from our shores to assist in barring the passage at Gibraltar.

And it should be carefully noted that month by month, as time goes

on, our general position will be strengthened, and more and more

ocean-going battle ships and cruisers set free for duty at sea. For

we can build first-class torpedo boats, torpedo cruisers, and gun-
vessels with unexampled rapidity against the world. When war

breaks out it will be too late to lay down fresh ironclads. Our

Admiralty will at once order and equip with the utmost expedition a

great number of these rapidly constructed small craft. In six weeks,

or two months at the outside, we can get a large fleet of them built

and sent over to Gibraltar. With every succeeding week their

number can, if required, be further increased. As fast as they arrive

at Gibraltar they will strengthen the defence of the Straits there,

and set free some of the ironclads or cruisers which, in the first in-

stance, were allotted to the defence of the passage. Moreover, these

new constructions will quickly replace for general purposes the flotilla

which is tied down to the local defence of Malta. Hence the total

deduction from our available fleet caused by the local forces at

Gibraltar and Malta will so.on be very small.

I am not careful about details, but I venture to suggest that a

number of small powerful rams could be rapidly constructed for the

same purpose. They need not be comfortable or good sea boats,

provided they are capable of getting over to Gibraltar. They would

be of the simplest and strongest construction with few fittings, as

their crews could ordinarily live on shore if required. They would

not be armour-plated, as there would be no time for that, nor would

their displacement admit of it, but they would be very strongly built,

and would be one huge horizontal girder in plan. They might be

low turtle-backed structures, with an inclined steel poop forward for

protection against the enemy's machine-gun fire. They would
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require only a very small coaling capacity, as they could be towed

over to Gibraltar in the first instance, and there their duties would
be purely local. In fact, they could contain very little besides their

powerful engines. Their crews would be very small, and they would
be prepared to sacrifice themselves, if necessary, to destroy a big iron-

clad of the enemy. Probably small, swift, handy rams of this type
could be constructed and sent over in three months, and the

experience of the ill-fated Victoria goes to show that eight or ten of

them would render a very powerful support to the retained squadron
at Gibraltar, and relieve some of the sea-going battle ships from duty
there.

Turning now to the defence of the eastern exit from the Mediter-

ranean, it would at first sight appear that our best plan would be to

obstruct the Suez Canal. It could easily and very effectively be done

by buying up, when war seemed probable, and sending there a num-
ber of old worn-out colliers or merchant steamers, or large barges, each

laden with stone or ballast and cement. Then a judicious mixture
of the stone and cement, plus the sea-water, when the vessels were

scuttled would turn them practically into gigantic blocks of cement

concrete. If the vessels were sunk in parallel rows transversely to the

Canal they would make a most formidable obstruction, which it would
take months of labour to remove.

But in view of the fact that we have joined with the other great
Powers in guaranteeing the neutrality of the Canal in war, and of the

great importance, at the outset of a great struggle, of not setting
all the neutrals against us, I very much doubt whether any British

Government would approve such a course. It will probably be con-

sidered much better to leave the Canal open to the vessels of all

nations as per treaty, and to search and stop all French or supposed
French vessels at the lower end of the Ked Sea at Perim. This would
not in practice involve anything like such a large detachment of our
naval force there as at first sight might be supposed ;

for the French
would place themselves in a very false and dangerous position if they
were to send a large squadron through the Canal to force the passage.
However strongly they might occupy Egypt and guard the Canal in-

cur absence, there would always be a very measurable risk of the

Canal itself being closed behind such a force, whether by accident or

design, as from the hidden machinations of perfide Albion, and then
the unfortunate French fleet would be shut up to grill in the Eed Sear

with their retreat, if they were worsted in a struggle at Perim, cut

off. Apart from this, it would never pay the French to send any
strong force so far from European waters and away from their vital

interests in the Mediterranean and the Channel. For suppose they
were to force the passage at Aden, and get into the Indian Ocean,
what could they do ? They would be separated by half the globe
from their fleets in the Channel, and we should still be in a position
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to beat them in detail. Hence our force at Perim, based upon Aden
in reserve, need only be of very moderate strength, and would not

make any considerable deduction from our available maritime power.
To summarise this part of the discussion, I repeat that the net

gain in the strength of our fleets outside the Mediterranean result-

ing from this policy of withdrawing from and closing that sea would

be sufficient to place the French in a position of hopeless inferiority

to us everywhere outside the Mediterranean itself. Many important
results would instantly follow from this situation. Of these I will

mention only the most important.

(8) Our food supply and our vast trade interests would be effect-

ively secured. This is all-important, especially when we consider

that our merchants and shipowners, and our population generally,

have been to a certain extent demoralised by a long spell of peace.

They have got into the habit of making all their arrangements just

as if war were an unknown factor in human affairs. The depth of

our present supineness and carelessness is the measure of the height
of the panic and confusion which the reality of war will involve. But

this strategy of giving up the Mediterranean for a time will make us

so strong and secure in the Channel, and on all the vital trade routes,

that any such panic and confusion will soon settle down.

(9) We shall minimise our risks and dangers throughout ;
the

nation will be broken in again to war easily and quietly ;
our food

supply and our whole maritime system will gain time to adjust

themselves to the new conditions introduced by the war
;
our admirals

will experimentally master the new tactical conditions introduced by
the modern combination of gun, ram, and torpedo, gradually, with-

out finding themselves committed to put all the fat in the fire at

once
;
the Government of the day will gain an invaluable breathing

space, and instead of being howled out of office, possibly, in case of

an initial disaster, by panic-stricken crowds, will be in a position to

address themselves calmly and resolutely to the work which lies

before them.

(10) By this strategy we shall keep the lead in the war entirely

in our own hands throughout, and we shall everywhere be too strong
for the enemy at the actual point of contact. These are inestimable

advantages.

(11) Our supposed enemies the French will find themselves

stripped one by one of any or all out of a long list of some twenty-
three colonial possessions, or groups of colonial possessions, as I here

neglect numerous small islands. For the details of these I refer to

the Statesman's Year Book. That is, they will lose, if the war con-

tinue, and if we so please, the whole of their foreign and colonial

possessions outside the Mediterranean.

For they cannot hope to save one of them. Had the other

strategy of fighting simultaneously in the Channel and the Medi-
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terranean been adopted, the situation would be very different. The

Ministry of the day would then find themselves committed to most

urgent demands for troops from England to reinforce and support our

weak garrison in Egypt, and to equally pressing naval demands for

fleets to convoy those troops thither in safety against the French

fleets. The French, even if happily worsted in one or two naval

struggles in the Mediterranean, would still occupy with strong forces

very formidable and secure flanking positions at Toulon, Marseilles,

and Biserta. Besides this, there would be numerous losses of mer-

chantmen in the Channel, due to our weaker strength therein, and a

great demand for more protection from the merchants and shipowners.
The French would be strong enough in the Channel to make a good

fight, and there would be a cry against moving troops from England,
and probably a scare about invasion. Altogether the hands of the

Government would be much too full to admit of sending expeditions

against the distant colonial possessions of France, and any operations

against them would be much smaller local affairs, due to the enter-

prise of individual admirals in command on our distant stations.

But when the Mediterranean and Egypt have been frankly
abandoned at the outset, there will be everything to encourage us in

such expeditions. Thus there will be nothing whatever to prevent
us from sending a formidable force, consisting of 10,000 men, in trans-

ports, provided with artillery and a liberal supply of machine guns,
and convoyed by some of our first-class cruisers, with orders to pass
round the Cape, on by Madagascar and Keunion, and thence eastwards

as far as Saigon, reducing all the French possessions on their way.
The cruisers with their powerful batteries would then aid the machine

guns of the land force in covering a landing at some suitable spot
out of range of the enemy's shore batteries, and the troops would take

his defences in reverse and make short work of them. Probably,

however, all naval authorities will agree that the points to which we
should primarily turn our attention are the enemy's coaling stations

and naval bases, as Goree, Gaboon, Eeunion, Diego Suarez, Saigon,
Numea. Until these are taken, whereby so many thorns in the side

of our commercial marine would be removed, we might defer the

capture of such more intrinsically valuable possessions as Martinique
and Guadaloupe. For the capture of these six important harbours,

and their prompt addition to our already goodly list of fortified coal-

ing stations, will effectually draw the teeth of France, and for ever

prevent her from troubling our peace in the non-territorial or ocean

waters throughout the globe. Later on, if the war continued, we
could occupy the French possessions in Tonquin and Cochin China,
invite the Chinese to take possession of Tonquin, whereby we should

cultivate their friendship, and restore to Siam her lost provinces.

I repeat that, with this strategy of giving up the Mediterranean

at first, we shall be so strong outside it, that France cannot hope to
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prevent us from doing any or all of these things. Probably a wise
and sound plan would be to capture all her foreign possessions, one

by one, systematically, and annex them, except those more properly
due to China and Siam, forthwith, as we get them, to the British

Empire. When the French find that each successive week, as the

war goes on, brings a fresh proclamation annexing one or two more
of their colonies, they will get very sick of it. They will realise the

overwhelming strength of our position, and very probably hasten to

make peace to save the then still standing balance of their Colonial

Empire.
If not, if the war is to go on, our path will be perfectly clear,

We shall by that time, say by the end of the fifth or sixth month of

the war, have cleared the ground considerably. We shall have

captured or destroyed all French war vessels which have dared to

show themselves in the Channel outside such strong bases as

Cherbourg. We shall have captured or destroyed most of their

distant fleets or cruisers and occupied the bases on which the

remainder depend for coaling and supply, so that these survivors also

will be in a forlorn condition. We shall have captured and occupied

any or all of the foreign and colonial possessions of France outside

the Mediterranean, to which we may have thought it worth while

to turn our attention. We shall have greatly strengthened ourselves

meanwhile by the construction of a very large flotilla of torpedo boats,

torpedo cruisers, and gunboats. We shall now be in a most favourable

position all round for re-entering the Mediterranean, with every
reasonable prospect of beating our enemies whenever and wherever

we meet them therein. And we can proceed to turn the French out

of Egypt again, or to force them to restore it to us by treaty, as may
be most convenient. It is not likely, as I think, that they will have

succeeded in capturing Malta, but if they have, they will quickly be

compelled to surrender it. The war, fought out on these lines of

strategy, ought not, I think, to last more than eight or nine months.

Its termination will probably show the maritime power of France

destroyed, and that of Britain increased by many naval depots,

coaling stations, and colonies of France, which we should not give
back to her, but retain as compensation for the cost of the war.

I would now venture to invite those officers who at first sight may
be disposed to regard the temporary surrender of the Mediterranean

to France as a national humiliation and an impossible thing, to con-

sider well its immense advantages as a purely strategical operation,

and to see if they cannot bring themselves to agree with me, that

those advantages are quite decisive in its favour. We are here, of

course, dealing with this whole question in the light of things as they

are, not as they might be. No doubt it may be argued, and I entirely

agree, that we ought to be strong enough at sea to beat the French

or any other enemy, both inside and outside the Mediterranean
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simultaneously, with reasonable certainty. But even supposing the

Government were to decide on the necessary increase of the navy
to-morrow morning, and Parliament to vote the money forthwith, it

would still take years to build the vessels and train the personnel.
Our only reasonable course, therefore, is to argue the question on the

basis of things as they are at present and are bound to be in the

immediate future. So, on this platform, I submit that our naval

strength is not nearly sufficient to justify us in making a present to

our enemies of a strong trump card, the strongest in our hands, at

the commencement of the war game. This we shall practically do if

we undertake to fight in the Mediterranean and the Channel

simultaneously, for thereby we shall throw away, gratuitously and

unnecessarily, the great advantage which we ought to derive from

our very commanding and formidable strategical position. If I may
be allowed to borrow a simple illustration from land warfare, let us

take the case of a general who, with 250,000 men, has to meet two

armies of the enemy, each 100,000 strong, separated by a defile of

which he himself is already in possession. What should we think of his

strategy if, thereupon, instead of setting himself to beat each fraction

of the enemy in detail with his whole force, while holding strongly
on to the defile to keep them separate, he were to elect to divide his

force into two armies of 125,000 men each, and send them separately

and simultaneously against the two armies opposed to him ? It is

clear that every soldier in Europe would regard such a general as a

hopeless imbecile, ignorant of the first principles of his profession.

Yet this is precisely, mutatis mutandis, what our Admiralty will be

doing if they undertake to meet and beat the French simultaneously
in the Channel and the Mediterranean while we are in possession of

the defile at Gibraltar.

But this illustration does not exhaust the case, or show sufficiently

clearly the folly of our Government if they neglect to utilise their

great strategical advantage. For in order to make the analogy

complete, we must further suppose that one of the hostile armies

opposed to our general above is surrounded by mountains, or sea, or

impassable obstacles of some kind, and enclosed as it were in a ring

fence, having the defile of which the general himself is in secure

possession for its only outlet in any reasonable proximity to the

theatre of operations, and to its own neighbouring force. Under

such conditions our general ought, of course, to crush the army out-

side the defile, first with his whole strength, and then pass through
the defile to crush the remainder. If, instead of so doing, he were

still to divide his force into two halves, wherewith to attack the two

hostile armies simultaneously, would not all men think him only fit

for a lunatic asylum ?

The principles of strategy are fixed, and apply to naval war just

as much as to war by land
;
and I repeat that these well-understood
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first principles of the art of war demand and require that we should

meet and beat the enemy first outside the Mediterranean and then
inside it, while holding strongly on to the Straits of Gibraltar mean-

while, to keep him from joining his divided forces.

Herein the laws of scientific war unite happily with the laws of

ordinary prudence and common sense. For what can be more im-

portant from the side of common sense than that, in face of the un-

known risks and dangers arising from the enemy's fast steam commerce

destroyers, together with the Declaration of Paris to tie our hands

and hamper us, we should commence such a great struggle by
securing our food supply and our vast commerce. This we shall be

enabled to do, as I have shown, effectively, by adopting the scientific

strategy.

In conclusion I would summarise this discussion by submitting the.

following proposition to the consideration of all naval and military

officers, and of all who are interested in the security of the British

Empire :

In case of a war against France, or against the combined forces of

France and Russia, and in the absence of some overruling cause

arising from our engagements to our possible allies in the Mediter-

ranean, or from the honour of Britain committed to their support,

our proper and only sound and scientific strategy is to withdraw all

our fleets from the Mediterranean at the outset of the war, except
that small fraction required to aid in the local defence of Malta, to

withdraw our troops from Egypt and Cyprus, and to seal up the exits

from the Mediterranean and Red Sea to our enemies by a strong

occupation of Gibraltar and Perim. Thereby, during the first period
of the war, we shall be in a position of overwhelming strength by sea

everywhere throughout the world outside the Mediterranean. We
shall secure our vast commerce and the food supply of our population,

and we can reduce and capture at our leisure any or all of the

numerous naval bases and valuable colonial possessions of France

outside the Mediterranean. Should the (proved results of this policy

not be sufficient to terminate the war favourably for us, we shall then

be later on in a most favourable position for pushing it to a satisfac-

tory issue, by re-entering the Mediterranean and beating our enemies

therein by sea, wherever they are to be found.

H. ELSDALE.

VOT.. XXXVII Xo. 216 Q
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SOCIAL EVOLUTION'

THAT I have not, so far, replied to any of the criticisms of Social

Evolution that have appeared in England or elsewhere has not been

due to any want of respect for those who have done me the honour

to review what I have written. Far otherwise. My motive in keeping
silence is very briefly told. It has been the natural result of the view,

very firmly held, that, apart from the temporary gratification of

answering an opponent, no permanent good, but rather evil, is done

by a writer in attempting to defend his position before he him-

self feels it to be seriously threatened. In saying so much I must, of

course, be understood as speaking solely for myself, and in explanation

of ray position, and I am most anxious to avoid any appearance of

presumption or assumption as regards the views of others. No one

has been throughout more painfully conscious of the shortcomings

and defects of the book, or more appreciative of the learning and

ability with which these defects have been discussed than the author.

But, this notwithstanding, I feel bound to clearly state my position at

the outset, that whatever may be the value of these criticisms in other

respects they appear to me to have left the main thesis of the book

unanswered.

It was my opinion when I felt that the time had come for the

publication of Social Evolution that the main argument of the book

had been put as well, and in particular as clearly and as simply, as

it was in my power to put it. A necessary evil of all critical discus-

sion is, however, its tendency to draw off attention into subsidiary

channels and upon merely side issues. I am afraid that few produc-

tions have run so great a risk of suffering in this way as the book in

question. The argument from beginning to end is vitally connected

in all its parts ; yet it necessarily covers so much ground that it is

almost impossible for any reader to follow it and to avoid having to

take sides at one point or another upon some matter in which his

deepest personal convictions are concerned. It is perhaps owing to

this that the principal defect in the criticisms appears to me to

be the lack of a due sense of proportion and relation. They may
or may not form in themselves a valuable examination of certain

details connected with the book, but they do not to any considerable
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extent constitute criticism directed towards the central argument.
What that argument is has, indeed, been often almost entirely lost

sight of. I may, 'therefore be allowed, before proceeding with what I

have to say, to briefly recall, not the various steps therein, but some
of its principal features.

The principal conception of Social Evolution in reality runs

through the whole book. Everything therein is subsidiary to one

purpose, namely, the attempt to state in simple scientific terms, and

without the necessity for starting with any equipment of teleological

assumption, that which presents itself tome as a natural law of human
evolution hitherto unenunciated. If it should come to be that I have

succeeded in this attempt it will, not improbably, be difficult in future

to avoid the conviction that the whole drama of human history turns

upon this law. If I have succeeded too, however imperfectly, in

formulating it, whatever may be the measure of the success, or even

of the failure, of my own efforts to apply the law, it will probably be

hardly less difficult to avoid the further conviction that the result will

be ultimately much the same. It may be for others with wider

learning and deeper knowledge to do this part of the work as it should

be done. But theye cannot be a single department of science con-

cerned with man in society which will stand quite where it did.

And now let me state as simply and as briefly as may be done

here the outlines of a position which it seems to me has not been

seriously faced. A fundamental fact of human evolution that we
have to recognise is that from the very beginning we are concerned

with a creature which possesses two associated characteristics not en-

countered anywhere else in life, and the influence of which marks

off by a strict line of demarcation his evolution from that of all the

forms of life that have preceded him. The first characteristic is

human reason
;
the other, associated with it, is the capacity which man

possesses of acting under its influence in concert with his fellows in

social groups. It is evident from the outset that we shall have to

witness, in the era which opens with man, these two special endow-

ments undergoing continual development. In the first place he can

only obtain his highest development and employ his powers to the

fullest in association with his fellows, and we have, in consequence,

thenceforward to witness the process of evolution in progress ever

tending to produce in the individual the highest possible degree of

social efficiency. In the second place, the individual's intellectual

faculty being, in itself, a factor contributing to success and social

efficiency we must, other things being equal, find the process of evo-

lution also ever tending to the highest possible development of reason

in the individual.

There is also a third leading factor in the situation upon which

it is necessary to fix attention. This new creature with whom we are

henceforward concerned remains, and must apparently for ever

Q 2
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remain, notwithstanding his special endowments, absolutely subser-

vient to a fundamental physiological law which appears to be as in-

herently associated with life as the law of gravitation is with matter

a law too which, there is every reason to believe, has controlled the

whole course of the evolution of life at every point as directly as the

same law of gravitation has shaped the development of the solar

system. Stripped of all the details and technicalities with which

modern biological science has necessarily enveloped it, this principle

of life may be briefly defined as the law of retrogression. Except on

one condition, the inherent tendency of all the higher forms of life

appears to be towards retrogression and degeneration. There is only
one way, to all appearance, inwhich this tendency has ever been held in

check
; namely, by the prevalence of conditions in which selection can

prevail, and each form be enabled to carry on its kind to a greater

degree from individuals rising above the average to the exclusion of

others falling below it. What we have to understand is, in briefr

that, in the absence of certain onerous conditions that have always

prevailed, so far from the higher forms of life being innately progres-

sive, the tendency of every organ, part, or quality with which these

forms have become equipped is to actually fail to reach its average

development ;
and that this tendency is a constant quantity which

outweighs in the average when it is allowed to act all other develop-
mental tendencies whatever.

I am not concerned here to discuss the merits of questions

arising out of Professor Weismann's contribution to this theory
of life. Whatever may be the issue of controversies to which it has

given rise (most of them too technical to be mentioned here),

one thing appears to me, after a considerable number of years of

close attention, to be fairly certain, namely, that this simple but wide-

reaching generalisation has been established on foundations that are

not now likely to be shaken, and that it must in the result pro-

foundly modify the outlook in the sciences concerned with man in

society.

The first point claiming attention in connection with this theory
of life is that it offers the explanation of much that we previously
felt to be true while only dimly understanding how it should come
to be so. We see, in brief, why it is, if this view be correct, that

the history of the evolution of life has necessarily been the record

of continuous rivalry, effort, and self-sacrifice. Progress once begun,
can never cease, but the law inseparably associated with it must

always, in the average, necessitate a state of constant effort and

feelf-^acritice in the individual.

But now at last we have come to be concerned with man. A
leading principle of the difference between him and all lower forms

of life appears to consist simply in this. His reason has given
him power to outwit, and therefore to suspend, this onerous
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cosmic process to which his progress is due, and which con-

sists in continually resisting the law of retrogression. Yet he has
never suspended it. Nothing, indeed, can be clearer when we come
to understand his development than that he has not so succeeded,
and that it is this same process with which we are concerned from
the beginning of life that has been successful throughout human
history, and right down into the midst of our Western civilisation.

It would, however, be wide of the mark to imagine that man has

never attempted to suspend this condition which compels him to

make progress. The history of the world is merely the history of

the attempt ever continuously but ever, on the whole, unsuccessfully
made. The condition of progress must apparently always be a state

necessitating constant effort and sacrifice. But the law of retro-

gression is everywhere expressed in human history by a natural

tendency to just the opposite condition. The ideal of the average

individual, as the programmes of political parties have constantly

testified, is not effort and sacrifice but the desire to live in the

greatest possible ease and comfort with the least possible exertion.

The history of classes presents an example of the same tendency.
The ideal of nearly all the ruling classes that have arisen in history

from the military aristocracies of extinct social systems down to the

slave-holding families of the southern United States has been to ob-

tain for themselves, at whatever expense to their fellows, the maxi-

mum of ease, comfort, and security, with the minimum of effort and

sacrifice. In the great civilisations that have developed and declined,

the social ideal of whatever class into whose hands power has fallen

has nearly always been to obtain the highest possible standard of

ease and comfort with the least exertion, for the largest possible pro-

portion of their number.

Before the advent of man the cause ofprogress was always served

by the forms of life which preceded him being endowed with

instincts rendering them subservient to the end which the process
of evolution was working out. A difference in his case is that

by the possession of reason he has become equipped with the power
to obtain satisfaction of such instincts without entailing the con-

sequences. He has at many points in his career, and more par-

ticularly in his declining civilisations, engaged in the attempt,
successful for the time being, to circumvent even some of the most

imperative of them like the parental instinct. In the case of the

last mentioned desire he has at many periods, by the restriction of

the population and by the perversion of the institution of marriage
and the family, succeeded, for the time, in obtaining its satisfaction

for the individual while suspending its operation in furthering that

onerous process of evolution with which the interests of society and

the race are ultimately bound up.
In the history of human thought we have the same conflict pre-
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sented. From the first infant questionings of the race down into the

pages of this Keview and to the last article on Free Love and the

New Hedonism we have a continuous record of what may be called the

intellectual complement of this tendency. The fundamental error in

the teaching of that influential school of thought which has culmi-

nated in England in Utilitarianism, and which Hume, Bentham, the

Mills, and Mr. Herbert Spencer have so largely shared in developing y

consists simply in endeavouring to find a sanction for right conduct

in our own inclinations, that is to say in the inclinations of a creature

subject to the law of retrogression. It is evident that no ultimate

sanction for right conduct in a progressive society can, in the nature

of things, ever come from such a source. There is indeed no more

remarkable situation in the history of the human mind, and none

which it seems modern evolutionary science is more likely to clearly

explain, than this which philosophy presents in its ever-continued

but ever-unsuccessful effort to convince the world that there is in the

nature of things a rational sanction for right conduct in the individual.

It has urged from generation to generation the utilitarian doctrine that

the all-sufficient sanction for right conduct is simply enlightened self-

interest. But it has urged it in the face of the alniost universally

held belief that right conduct must have some other ultimate sanction,

and that such a doctrine is not a counsel of perfection, but one which

is inherently anti-social and immoral. We have in short to witness

continually the extraordinary spectacle of that great dumb world to

which the vast proportion of our fellow-creatures belong that world

which draws on its own experience, and which is moved by the strongest
instinct of which society is capable (that of self-preservation), standing

throughout history ever confronting philosophy in this matter in an

attitude ofmute but resolute and unchanging contradiction.

All this I have endeavoured to explain in Social Evolution far

more clearly than can be now attempted, and with details of illustra-

tion and example for which no place can be found in a brief article of

this kind. It all, however, constitutes what is but the introduction

leadingup to that which presents itself to me as the central feature of

human history, namely the resulting conflict of two great natural

tendencies which has hitherto been without any satisfactory explana-
tion either in science or philosophy. It is this conflict that appears
to constitute the pivot upon which history turns. It is in the light

of this conflict alone that history can be explained in the terms of

natural law. We can never have, it would appear, either a philosophy
of history like that foreshadowed by Fichte or a science of history
such as is imagined by the modern historical school without under-

standing the laws of this conflict. For it is out of it that all the

phenomena of history in reality proceed.
The outlines of the situation may be readily understood. In

human affairs we are concerned with a creature subject to the law of
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retrogression and, therefore, only able to hold his place, much less

make progress, by submitting to an onerous process of evolution the

benefit of which is remote far beyond the limits of his own lifetime

and in the success of which he has, as an individual, absolutely no
interest. If he, therefore, holds this world to be a mere sequence of

materialistic cause and effect, and if he possesses the power to sus-

pend the process or to escape its effects, it follows with almost the

cogency of mathematical demonstration that his own reason can

never supply him with any effective sanction for submitting to it.

It will probably be seen at no distant date that all the efforts of

philosophy, hitherto, to discover such a sanction must eventually be

placed in the same category with the attempt to discover the prin-

ciple of perpetual motion. The one task is rendered, by ultimate

natural conditions, just as inherently impossible of accomplishment
as the other.

To understand this is to reach at one bound a position in which

we get a most vivid light thrown upon all that immense class of

social phenomena which we have in the religious systems of mankind.

When we remember the scale upon which these phenomena exist,

and to what a large extent the history of the world is merely the

history of its religions, it seems to be impossible, if we proceed in the

spirit in which evolutionary science has carried on its investigations

elsewhere, to avoid the conviction that the explanations hitherto

given of the function of these beliefs are altogether trivial and in-

sufficient. The explanation accepted must at least be of a kind to

justify the magnitude and the universality of the phenomena we are

regarding. The conclusion to which we seem to be carried is that

it is these systems which constitute the subordinating factor in

human evolution. It is their function to supply the ultimate sanction

for that effort and sacrifice necessary to the continuance ofthe process

of evolution proceeding in society, but which man, as a reasoning
creature subject to the law of retrogression, is, in the nature of

things, precluded from ever finding in his own reason.

To feel that we are justified in making this admission is to feel

that we have taken a step far-reaching and even revolutionary in its

consequences. Two things are immediately apparent. In the first

place we have found in religion the characteristic feature of human

evolution, the essential motive force from which all cosmic progress in

society proceeds. In the second place we have found in religion itself

its essential element, namely, the ultra-rational sanction it prescribes

for conduct. We have in fact reconstructed the old sociology ;
for

it is henceforward in the social systems that arise in history, founded

on forms of belief providing super-rational sanctions for conduct, that

we must look for the social organism endowed with a definite principle

of life, and subject to laws of growth and decline which may be

formulated in scientific terms.
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We have in brief the two opposing but complementary terms

which enable us to enunciate with some approach to exactness some

of the fundamental laws to which history is subject. On the one

side, we have the factor of human reason which, being itself an

element contributing to efficiency and success, is, other things being

equal, necessarily ever tending to be progressively developed. But

always only on one condition for the process of evolution in pro-

gress having ultimately no sanction in the individual's reason, the

tendency of the rational factor, if uncontrolled, is always eventually
towards disintegration and the arrest of progress. On the other

side we have the complementary factor in that system of ultra-

rational belief with which the life of every social system is ultimately

united, the function of which is to provide the necessary sanction for

effort and sacrifice, without which the conditions of progress cannot

continue.

We have, therefore, reached a position in which it is possible to

formulate a group of statements which, if correct, constitute nothing
more or less than a series of fundamental principles of history.

They may be placed in the following order :

1. All religion is essentially ultra-rational. No form of belief

is capable offunctioning as a religion in the evolution of society

which does not provide sanctionsfor conduct outside of, and superior

to, reason. 1

From what has preceded it also follows that :

2. The social system founded on a form of religious belief,

forms an organic growth which is the seat of a series of historical

phenomena unfolding themselves in obedience to laws that may be

enunciated.

The principles of development and decline in these social systems
must be stated in terms of the conflict already mentioned. We have,

therefore :

1 I do not know whether any reader of Social Evolution who has done me the

honour to study the book closelj' will feel that what has been said here suggests a

criticism that I have taken pains to answer beforehand in the book itself, namely,
that I might be taken to have represented the nature of man as a house divided against

itself. I have endeavoured to make it clear throughout that the religious feeling, that is

the willingness to submit to sanctions beyond reason, is not only just as much part of

man's nature as any other, but that it is the most characteristic part of it a part

which is being continually developed by the process of evolution in progress. The

sanction for submitting to the cosmic process is in man
;

it is not in his reason. It is

not beyond him ;
it is simply beyond his reason. ' Natural selection seems, in short, to

be steadily evolving in the race that type of character upon which these (religious)

forces act most readily and efficiently ;
that is to say, it is evolving religious character

in the first instance, and intellectual character only as a secondary product in as-

sociation with it. The race would, in fact, appear to be growing more and more

religious, the winning sections being those in which, crctcris parilnts, this type of

character is most fully developed (p. 280).
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3. The process at work in human society is ahvays developing
two inherently antagonistic but complementary tendencies ; namely,
(1) the tendency requiring the increasing subordination of the

individual to society, and (2) the rationalistic tendency leading
the individual at the same time to question, with increasing in-

sistence, the authority of the, claims requiring him to submit to

a process of social order in which he has absolutely no interest,

and ivhich is operating largely in the interests of unborn genera-
tions. In a healthy and progressive society, the fundamental
principle of its existence is, that the second tendency must be con-

tinually subordinated to the first. But the intellect has no power
to effect this subordination.

As the development proceeding amongst us is above everything
else a process of social evolution, and as natural selection is ever

tending to develop the highest possible type of social efficiency, it

follows that, if we have been correct so far, it may be stated as an

historical law that :

4. The problem ivith which every progressive society stands

continually confronted is : Hoiv to retain the highest operative ultra-

rational sanction for those onerous conditions of life which are

essential to its progress ; and at one and the same time to allow the

freest play to those intellectual forces which, while tending to come
into conflict with this sanction, contribute nevertheless to raise to the

highest degree of social efficiency the whole of the members.

Now, a surprising thing to me, and, one which has led me to feel

the uselessness at present of discussing criticisms of Social Evolution,
is this. Although the foregoing four propositions, whether they may
or may not be correctly described as the most important in the book,
must certainly be included as amongst the most important, yet,

excepting the first (which has, however, been subjected to no real

criticism), they seem scarcely to have received any attention from the

critics. In the detailed criticism to which the book has been

subjected, I scarcely find any attempt to examine it as a whole and

from the central position up to which it all leads. There is much
criticism of adventitious details arising out of many subjects touched

upon, but scarcely any attempt to deal with the book as an organic

unity, from which point of view alone it would seem worthy of

being seriously considered. Yet it is not that the propositions here

referred to are unimportant. If the position taken up therein should

come to be regarded as in the main correct, there is probably no

department of science concerned with man in society which can

remain unaffected. Nor is it that the book has left in doubt my own
firm conviction that they indicate the existence of a cause connecting
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in orderly sequence the events of history. I have made it perfectly

clear that I hold that we are not far distant from the time when it

must become one of the commonplaces of knowledge that it is out of

the conflict of the two great natural tendencies here described that

the whole of the phenomena of history proceed religious, moral,

judicial, social, and political. However involved may be the process

through which we trace them back, the whole procession of events

which constitute the history of any type of civilisation have their

ultimate cause and origin in this conflict and can be intelligently

studied and understood only in connection therewith.

The history of Western civilisation is, in fact, simply the natural

history of the Christian religion. It is this religion which has con-

tributed the causes that have tended to the production of the type of

social efficiency developed therein which has differentiated that

civilisation from all others. And the significance of the entire

order of social change that the Western peoples have undergone under

its influence consists, as I have endeavoured to show, in the single

fact that the cosmic process in operation from the beginning of life

has tended therein, not towards interruption, but towards obtaining
the fullest, highest, and completest expression it has reached in the

history of the race.

Nor is there any room for doubt as to the two main characteristics

through which it has contributed to this result. The central element

in all religions is the ultra-rational sanction provided for conduct
;

it has provided such a sanction of extraordinary strength and effici-

ency. The principle common to all religions is the merit of self-

sacrifice ;
it has provided, as it still provides, the sublimest concep-

tion of self-abnegation that has ever moved humanity. It is to the

first the character of the ultra-rational sanction provided that we

owe that integrating world-building spirit which found its earliest

significant expression in outward forms when Leo the Third placed the

crown of the Caesars on the head of the northern barbarian, and

which still renders the Catholic dogma and the English Puritan faith

the two most powerful antiseptic influences in our Western civilisa-

tion. It is to the second to the softening influence of the spirit

of that unexampled conception of self-abnegation that we owe the

evolutionary force that has been behind the entire process of social

development, which has transformed a military organisation of

society into the modern state, and which is still pursuing its course

unchecked among us. Beginning with the abolition of slavery it

has slowly undermined the position of one after another of the

ruling classes who obtained under an earlier social organisation

powers that have been steadily undergoing restriction
;
extended

political power in ever-widening circles to the people ;
and at last

brought us to a time when men have set before their minds as an

object of practical endeavour a state in which, for the first time in
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the history of the race, all the excluded masses of the people shall be

brought into the rivalry of life on terms of equality of
opportunity.

The whole process of democracy has, in short, been from the

beginning inherent in the system of ethics upon which our civilisation

is founded. It has unfolded itself throughout as a process of life

which may be stated and denned at any point in its history in

terms of natural law. Every developmental movement, down to

the last political phase recorded in the history of the Western

peoples, may be stated in terms of the conflict we have been
discussing.

The latest of all modern Socialism can, like all that have preceded
it, be correctly stated in terms of this conflict and in no other terms.

The problem before it is simply : Is it a movement which is tending
to produce the greatest possible degree of social efficiency ;

or is it

one which is tending towards an ideal that can never be made consis-

tent with this, namely, the maximum of ease and comfort with the

minimum of effort for the greatest possible number of the existing

population ? The destiny of the movement may be foretold, not in any

spirit of prophecy, but as the result of a strictly scientific forecast of

the working of forces now, as ever, immutable and inexorable : In so

far as modern Socialism tends to realise the latter ideal to the exclu-

sion of the former, to that extent it must be a failure.

When I set out to write Social Evolution I was impressed, as I

am sure many an earnest student of our social phenomena has been

impressed before me, with the extraordinary contrast which the sciences

that deal with man in society present when compared with the prac-
tical and experimental sciences upon which they rest. I need not

speak of the strength and vigour of the latter, and of the new life

that has come to many of them with the knowledge of the last fifty

years. All this is only as it should be. It is the contrast which is so

striking. I am bound to say that this impression with which I set out

has deepened and grown down to the present hour. What seems to

come home to the observer is the conviction, however much he

may for the time try to avoid it, that, outside a small group of

workers, who, however, stand more or less aloof from the main body
of professional thought, we have really in England at the present day
no school of thought producing men fitted to deal with the science of

human society as a whole. It would be impertinent in me to make
such a remark if it implied any intention to speak disparagingly of

the learning displayed, and of the zealous and painstaking work being

performed, even under discouraging circumstances, in many of the

departments of knowledge in question. My meaning is different. It

is of the isolation of these departments of work from each other and

from the sciences upon which they rest that complaint has to be made.

That unity of life now everywhere visible throughout the lower

sciences, which causes them to run into each other at every point, and

which renders strict lines of demarcation between them almost im-
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possible, is nowhere to be found in the higher branches of knowledge.
The workers in many of them still live in an earlier world of ideas which

has long since passed away elsewhere. Unconscious of how the world

has been moving, some of them seem even anxious to tell us that

they know nothing of any other science and that they desire to know

nothing.
We have been hearing now for many years of a science of history,

and many earnest and learned workers have borne a part in the uphill

effort to raise history to that dignity which is its legitimate destiny.

Nevertheless no spectacle can be more profoundly depressing to the

worker who, trained in the accurate methods and the truth-seeking

spirit of the lower sciences, and with the sense of the reign of universal

law which these sciences give, strong upon him, endeavours to take

up the tangled threads of knowledge in this department of learning.

In our universities and centres of learning he will find the exponents
of the science still discussing whether it can ever have any laws, and

even whether it should be founded on fact or romance. Let him
take down any volume of history from its shelf and endeavour to find

any scientific clue therein to the natural laws underlying and con-

trolling the majestic process of life which has unfolded itself in our

Western civilisation, or to the natural laws that have directed the

development of other social systems contemporaneous with it or

anterior to it. He will in all probability find none. If there is

any attempt to discuss the matter at all, in the light of cause and

effect, it will not be suggestive of the methods which science has

followed elsewhere. Let him take up a representative organ of edu-

cated opinion like the Spectator, and he will find an historical critic

in a recent number regarding with a kind of dim wonder the connec-

tion between a few ignorant men
' who started forth to purify a world

of which they knew nothing, by ideas which that world held to be

contemptible,' and the fact that they have nevertheless so transformed

it that to-day the effect of their work and thought
*
is regulating the

acts and the laws of the guides of all mankind.' He will find the

same critic equally impressed by
c the spectacle of the half-naked

ascetic sitting under his banyan and giving out to brown men,

ignorant as fishes, thoughts which to-day form the only antiseptic in

the minds of a third of the human race
;

' and not less by that of
' the epileptic camel-driver, who wandered for months among the

mountains of Arabia, to descend with thoughts which, bad or good,
were so powerful that they bound the very tribes of the desert into

an indissoluble brotherhood, and hurled them out, a nation of

warriors, to tread down the highest existing organisations of the

world.' But he will find no explanation. It is all part of 'the

romance of history,' the critic tells us. That is the formula of the

writer, who, however, evidently is moved by the conviction that

there must be some law underlying it all. But he has nothing
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better to send us to work with in this the last decade of our scientific

century.

Even if the impartial observer turns to that party to which his

sympathies naturally go out the party which is opposed to the

romance rendering of history, and which is at present devoting itself

to the exhaustive study of periods he does not find, on the whole,

anything much more satisfying. The efforts of this party seem to

be directed towards founding a school of classifiers and abstractors.

The limit of its aim seems to be to publish all available material

that exists, and to vouch for the authenticity of our sources of

knowledge. Far be it from any one loyal to the spirit of science to

say a single word in disparagement of work so useful and so neces-

sary. But it would also be wrong to pretend to hope that we can

ever construct a science of history merely in this frame of mind, or

that the remnants of unpublished manuscripts, or the sweepings of

sources of information still left unexploited however precious can

so broaden the foundations of historical knowledge as to enable us

thereon to raise history to its proper dignity as a science.

It is not merely for the classifiers and abstractors that history is

waiting now
;

it is for the worker who, trained in the methods of

comparative science, will add to the present outfit of the historian

the equipment necessary to enable him to regard history as the last

complex but orderly phase in the evolution of life. It is only such a

worker that can expect to utilise in the elucidation of our human
and historical problems that vast store of knowledge which the sciences

upon which history rests are now ready to contribute.

Nor is it easy to see how any fair-minded person, not com-

mitted to opinions on either side, can look round to-day at the

social sciences generally and not have to admit that they are all

in much the same state as history. It would be difficult to imagine

any more remarkable situation than that presented in our day by the

science of economics. We have had within the last thirty years a

theory of social development founded on an economic conception put
forward by a worker quite outside the ranks of the official exponents
of this science. I refer to Marx's view of modern society and the

theory of surplus value on which it is based. It is a view so utterly

out of proportion, so evidently only partially true, and so clearly

demonstrative at every point of the author's ignorance of the method

of action in human society, of existing evolutionary forces larger than

any he has taken account of, that it can hardly have any prominent

place reserved to it in a future science of society. Yet, strange as it

may appear, there is at the present time scarcely a professor of

economics in any university within the limits of our Western civilisa-

tion who has not felt the effects, direct or indirect, upon his work of

Marx's generalisation. It grows in influence despite the refutations,

it is continually receiving from the economists. Nay more, I am
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much inclined to think that a recent socialist writer 2 has not

greatly overrated Marx's true position in placing him alone along-
side of Darwin in influencing the thought of the nineteenth century.
And in what consists the secret of the influence of Marx's generalisa-

tion, masterly despite its errors ? Simply, it seems to me, in this :

that he has succeeded in basing his theory of society on a clear and

largely true statement of the historical and human form of a relation-

ship which has projected itself throughout the history of life. His

work has taken no account of the factors, special to human society,

which control and regulate this relationship. Yet the effect of the

imperfect view which Marx has obtained of a natural law operating
in human society in a larger sense than the economists have been

trained to understand has so far raised him above his critics that his

theory remains, as a political and social force, almost unaffected by
the criticism of those who endeavour to deal with it from within the

narrow circle of the merely economic position. And it has been,

perforce, to the economist alone that society has had to turn for

instruction. In the present state of knowledge there has been

absolutely no science of society in any larger sense than his to which

the world could look for help and guidance in the problems with

which it is struggling in a kind of agony that gives a note to the

entire literature of our period.

To turn from history and economics to professional philosophy is

only to find the same lesson repeated. Outside the synthetic system
of Mr. Herbert Spencer that colossal edifice slowly and painfully

(and surely to its own detriment) constructed by the author apart
from and almost independent of the professional learning of

the schools the exponents of philosophy in England live in an

old world of thought which has scarcely been affected by the

influx of knowledge which the advancement of the lower sciences

has brought. They are even for the most part unconscious

of what is being done outside this world. There is no more

striking sight in our time, when the perception of the unity and

continuity of natural law throughout the entire realm of life has

become the starting point of all real work, than to find men,
authorities in their own departments of knowledge, endeavouring to

discuss the problems of human existence and to formulate the ultimate

principles of human nature without any real equipment for such a

task, possessing scarcely any knowledge of those sciences which lead

up to their subject, and almost without any perception of the immense
and even revolutionary importance of the contributions which these

sciences have made to that subject within the lifetime of the present

generation. Even in the least fruitful period in the past this

position would have been disastrous. For there is no lesson in the

history of philosophy clearer and more emphatic than one which

1 Dr. Edward Aveling. The Student's Marx.
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cannot be expressed in any better words than Professor Huxley's,

namely that :

The menwho have made the most important positive additions to philosophy,|such
as Descartes, Spinoza, and Kant, not to mention more recent examples, have been

deeply imbued with the spirit of physical science
; and, in some cases, such as

those of Descartes and Kant, have been largely acquainted with its details. . . .

In truth, the laboratory is the fore-court of the temple of philosophy ;
and whoso

has not offered sacrifices and undergone purification there, has little chance of

admission into the sanctuary.
3

And if this has been true in the past of those sciences upon which

philosophy rests, how much more so in our own day when these

sciences have become the sources of knowledge that has trans-

formed and reconstructed the very foundations of human thought !

It is these reasons, amongst others, which lead me to feel that the

time has not come for a reply to criticisms of Social Evolution.

Nor am I sanguine that that time will immediately arrive. This is

not said in any spirit of self-sufficiency, or of disrespect for the

opinions of others, but simply because I feel it to be so. No one can

have devoted a period of ten years to the study of his subject, to

the practical exclusion of every other ambition than the desire to

understand it, without obtaining a fairly clear knowledge of how he

stands, and of the relationship of his own work to that of others.

While the book was being written, and down to the date of its

publication, it was the opinion of the writer that the view of social

development therein put forward could not, in the nature of things,

receive any criticism on its merits at the present time, and that its

reception from the professional exponents of knowledge must neces-

sarily be hostile. Notwithstanding the favourable reception the book

appears to have received, I am of opinion that this estimate will

prove to be not far from correct. What has really happened is that

the book has been received with favour by that large outside world

in which the social instincts are strong and deep, and which has

recognised in it an echo of its own experience and a justification of

much which it had always felt and known to be true despite authorita-

tive statements to the contrary from recognised leaders of thought.
But I do not hide from myself that from this class, equally with the

other, no searching criticism is to be expected. I have had no purpose
to serve in the book except the statement of the truth as it presented
itself to me. I have sought neither to oppose nor to defend any party
or opinion, and no preconceived conviction or opinion of my own has

been allowed to stand in the way of the application of the principles

of human development therein presented. Science is an exacting

mistress, and it is in the belief that it is in this spirit alone that

she accepts service, that I have endeavoured to do her work. The

1 Hume, part ii. chap. i.
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book has not really been written for the exponents of the older

schools of thought ;
the progress of the world is not made by con-

verting the older generation but by educating the younger. It is to

the rising generation of workers, to those whose mission it will be to

assimilate in the spirit of scientific continuity the vast store of new

knowledge with the old, that Social Evolution is addressed.

BENJAMIN KIDIX
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DELPHI

DELPHI, by virtue of its oracle, the multitude and diversity of the

cults which it embraced, and the wealth and treasures which it con-

tained, possesses an interest unrivalled perhaps by that of any othgfc-

city or shrine in Greece. A great era opened, therefore, in the anaals

of archaeology when, after long and complicated negotiationsx the -

contract ceding to the French the right of excavation at Delphi,,

finally received the royal assent, and became law on the 13-25th oft'

April 1891. The chief features of the agreement, which is on much
the same lines as that made with the Germans for Olympia, are as

follows.

Right of compulsory expropriation is given as in the case of roads

and railways ;
all land thus acquired becomes the property of the

Greek Government, as also do all antiquities of any kind which may
be discovered. On the other hand, the right of excavation is given
to the French for ten years, and also the exclusive right of copying,

photographing, and publishing antiquities discovered for five years
from the date of discovery in each case.

But before entering into the details of the work of excavation and

the results hitherto obtained, I propose to trace shortly the origin

and history of Delphi, and to try and convey some idea of the appear-
ance which it presented in the days of its sanctity and magnificence.

According to the earliest traditions, Delphi was the joint oracle

of Earth and Poseidon, and Earth gave her share to her daughter,

Themis, and Apollo received it from Themis. Such was the version

of the story accepted by ./Eschylus, who in the opening lines of the

Eumenides puts the following prayer into the mouth of thQ

Pythian priestess :

First in this prayer of all the gods I name
The prophet Mother Earth, and Themis next,
Second who sat for so with truth is told

On this her mother's shrine oracular,

To guard her oracle, Earth had posted in the chasms of Parnassus a
terrible she-dragon, who infested the place till she was slain by
Apollo a legend interpreted in later times as symbolical of the early

development of religion in man, beginning with the worship of Earth

VOL. XXXVII No. 216 241 K
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and her gloomy children, trammelled by the coils of the Earth-born

Python, which is at length vanquished by Apollo, just as the mist

and darkness of superstition are dispelled by the rising sun of truth.

Pausanias enumerates five successive temples at Delphi.

The most ancient (he says) was built of laurels from branches brought from a tree

at Tempe, so that was nothing more than a hut
;
and the people of Delphi say the

next temple was built of the wax of bees and of wings. The third was of bronze,

and this is no marvel, since Acrisius made a bronze chamber for his daughter, and

the Lacedaemonians have still a temple to Athena Chalcioecus (of the bronze house),

and the Romans have a forum remarkable for its size and magnificence with a

bronze roof. 1 And the fourth (built of stone by Trophonius and Agamedes) was

burnt down when Exicleides was archon in Athens in the first year of the 58th

Olympiad (548 B.C.) when Diognetus of Croton was victor
;
and the temple which

still exists was built by the Amphictyons out of the sacred money, and its architect

was the Corinthian Spintharus.

It is with these latter two temples that we have to deal, the first

three being undoubtedly prehistoric, and existing at the time of the

worship of Earth and her children.

The founding of the fourth temple marks the advent of Apollo at

Delphi, which we find most graphically described in the Homeric

hymn of Apollo.

The god descends from Olympus to make choice of a suitable

site whence to reveal the futurities of fate. After journeying far and

wide, he at length arrives at the harbour of Crissa, on the southern

side of Parnassus. Struck by the sublimity of the cliffs and chasms

of Delphi, he determines to establish there his oracle, in the solemn

silence of the mountain valley, far from the roar of chariots, and

watered by a pure spring.

(
Here,' says Apollo,

' will I build a splendid temple to be an oracle for men
; they

shall bring hecatombs from the Peloponnesus, from Europe, and from the isles, and

I will make revelations nnto mortals in my sanctuary.' Having thus spoken,
Phoebus Apollo laid the foundations, and upon them Trophonius and Agamedes,
sons of Erginus, placed the stone threshold, aided by countless tribes of men, and

raised the temple with polished blocks of stone. And hard by there was a spring of

pure water, guarded by a she-dragon, a great and terrible monster, the nurse of

Typhon, who devastated the land
;

2 and the Lord Apollo slew her with his sharp

arrows, and, having slain her, he mocked her and said : 'There lie and rot upon
the ground. No longer shalt thou be a scourge to my worshippers. Neither

Typhoeus nor the dread Chimsera shall save thee from death, but here shall the

black earth and the sun-god Hyperion cause thee to rot.' So he spake exulting,

and darkness covered her eyes, and the sun caused her body to rot, whence the

place is now called Pytho, and the Lord Apollo the Pythian.*

1 The Forum of Trajan in Rome, which was roofed with bronze tiles.

2 The hymnographer proceeds to relate that this monster was produced by Hera.

with the assistance of Earth, in a fit of jealousy and rage at Zeus having, alone and

without her co-operation, produced Athena fully armed out of his head. The idea is

amusing, and the pomposity of Hera's speech to the assembled gods and goddesses,

on the subject of her wrongs, delightful.
3 Frcm the old Greek verb iri'0ccrcu, but this is a very doubtful derivation.
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Apollo now stood in need of priests to minister to his service and
deliver the answers of his oracle. Descrying in the gulf a ship bound
for Pylos, containing many and good men from Gnossus, the city of

Minos in Crete, the god assumed the form of a mighty dolphin, and

swimming out he leaped upon the deck and lay there, a most alarm-

ing monster. And the hearts of the mariners failed them for fear,

so that they could no longer govern their ship, and Apollo at the

same time sent a strong wind which drove them along the Gulf of

Corinth into the harbour of Crissa, where they ran aground.

And here Apollo sprang from the ship like unto the sun at midday flashing
forth myriad rays, and his glory reached unto the heavens

;
and he descended into

the innermost shrine, and a flame rose from the temple, and all Crissa was filled

with its glory.

Meanwhile the affrighted crew did not dare disembark, till sud-

denly Apollo appeared standing on the ship in the likeness of a man,
and revealed himself as the author of their miraculous voyage.

* I am the son of Zeus, and am called Apollo, and I led you hither that ye
should guard my rich temple and that ye might know the counsels of the gods and

live in honour all your days. And first shall ye build an altar on the shore and offer

sacrifice to me as Apollo Delphinios, since ye first saw ine in the form of a dolphin.

And when the sacrificial feast was over they rose up and went singing the lo Paean

as it is sung in Crete, and the Lord Apollo went before them, resplendent in his

beauty, with lofty step and playing on the harp.

Such is the legend of the advent of Apollo at Delphi, and the

consecration of his temple according to the Homeric Hymn.
In earliest times the administration of the sanctuary seems to

have been in the hands of the people of Crissa, but as a town gradually

sprang up at Delphi itself, the inhabitants very naturally claimed to

manage their own affairs, aided in all that regarded the special

service of the temple by the counsels of the Amphictyonic Assembly
which met twice a year, once at Delphi and once at Thermopylae.
This Assembly, which, owing to the great wealth and religious

ascendency of Delphi, played so important a part in Greek history

as even sometimes to have been mistaken for a sort of federal diet,

started from the same small beginning as the numerous other

Amphictyonies existing all over Greece. They were a species of

religious fraternity or partnership into which a number of towns or

tribes entered for the celebration of the worship of the god of a

particular temple. The temple was considered the common property
of all, and under the common protection of all, though one of the

number was frequently chosen as permanent administrator. The

twelve constituent members of the Amphictyonic Assembly of Delphi
were the Thessalians, the Boaotians, the Dorians, the lonians, Per-

rhoebians, Magnetes, Locrians, (Eteans, Achseans, Phocians, Dolopes,

and Malians. It remained unchanged till the Second Sacred War

(355 B.C.), when the Phocians were disfranchised and their vote given
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to Philip of Macedon, the cause ultimately of the Macedonian

ascendency, and the downfall of Hellenic liberty.
But to return to the history of Delphi. In 595 B.C. war was-

declared by the Amphictyonic Council against the port of Cirrhar

which fell after a long struggle (First Sacred War). The ricb

Cirrhean plain was dedicated to the service of the god, and the spoils
-.

of the war were employed in founding the Pythian games, celebrated-

at Delphi every four years, the first celebration taking place in 586
B.C. Owing to the destruction of Cirrha and the decay of Crissa,.

Delphi was now independent. The government, which was of neces-

sity theocratic, seems to have been in the hands of a few noble-

families. The people were supported by the vast sacrifices and the

costly and numerous presents offered by the great of the earth when-

they came to consult the oracle. Already in the eighth century the-

reputation of Delphi was established, not only throughout Greece,,

but also among all the surrounding nations. Lucian records that

the oracle was consulted by
'

Phrygians, Lydians, Persians, Assyrians,

Phoenicians, Italians, and even Hyperboreans.' Herodotus enumerates^

the treasures presented to the god by oriental potentates : a golden*
throne from Midas, king of Phrygia ;

six golden craters and countless-

silver ornaments from Gyges, king of Lydia ;
a large silver bowl in*

a wrought-iron stand from his successor Halyattes ;

4 from Croesus,,

the greatest benefactor of the temple, a golden lion on a golden*

pyramid, a golden bowl worth eight talents, gold and silver casks and1

vases innumerable, a gold statue, and girdles and necklaces belongkigr
to the queen. Immense wealth, too, must have poured in from the*

annual tribute of the Greek states the island of Siphnos, for instaneer

which possessed rich gold mines, sending a tenth of their produce

yearly to Delphi and from the colonies, almost all of which were-

founded with the sanction or by the express command of the Pythian*

Apollo.

In 548 B.C. the temple was destroyed by fire, and the Amphictyon&
decreed that it should be rebuilt on a scale of magnificence com-

mensurate with its sanctity and renown. The sum required was 30O

talents (115,000.), one-fourth to be found by the Delphians them-

selves^ the rest to be collected from the Hellenic world in general.

The contract was given to the family of the Alcmseonidae, at that time-

exiled from Athens owing to the enmity of the Peisistratids. They
employed a Corinthian architect called Spintharus, and won a repu-
tation for great liberality by using Parian marble for the facade of

the temple, although the agreement only stipulated for ordinary

stone.

In 480 B.C. Xerxes, probably ignorant of the fact that the former

temple had been burnt, sent a detachment of his army to plunder

* This iron stand is specially mentioned by Pausanias, as being all that remained,

when he visited Delphi, of the offerings sent by the kings of Lydia.
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Delphi. The inhabitants in fear consulted the oracle as to what they
should do with the treasures, but the god in reply bade them leave

them untouched :
' he could, without help, protect his own.' The

Delphians consequently thought only of saving themselves, and all

quitted the city except sixty men and the prophet. On the approach
of the barbarians a portion of the sacred armour, which it was not

lawful for any mortal hand to touch, was seen lying upon the ground
in front of the temple, having been removed from the innermost

shrine where it was wont to hang a sign that the god himself had

gone forth to war. But on arriving at the temple of Athena

Pronoia they were overtaken by prodigies still more wonderful than

this : a storm of thunder burst suddenly over their heads
;
at the

same time two crags split off from Parnassus and rolled do wn upon
them with a mighty noise, crushing vast numbers beneath their

weight, while from the temple of Athena rose the war-cry and the

shout of victory. All these things struck terror into the hearts of

the barbarians, who turned and fled
;
and the Delphians, seeing this,

emerged from their hiding-places and smote them with a great

slaughter, led on by two armed warriors of stature more than human,
who the Delphians maintain were two heroes of the place, Phylacus
and Autonous, each of whom has a sacred precinct near the temple

<Herod. viii. 39).

A similar attempt to plunder the temple was made in 279 B.C. by
Brennus, chief of the Gauls. He advanced by the same route as the

Persians, and was in the same manner repulsed by divine interposition.

The thunder rolled, the rocks were rent, fire came down from heaven,

consuming the barbarians and their arms, and the mighty dead arose

to defend their sacred home Hyperochus and Laodocus, Pyrrhus
and Phylacus and were seen upon the field of battle.

Thus miserably ended the two great barbarian attempts to plunder

Delphi ;
it is only unfortunate that the Greeks themselves, and later

on the Eomans, were so much more successful in their efforts in the

same direction.

In 357 B.C., on the outbreak of the Second Sacred War, the temple
-was seized by the Phocians under Philomelus, and its treasures con-

verted into the sinews of war. It was subsequently plundered by
Sulla

;
and Nero removed no less than five hundred bronze statues, and

abolished the oracle altogether, in a fit of rage at a rebuke adminis-

tered to him by the god for the murder of his mother. It was,

however, reopened by Hadrian, and restored to much of its former

splendour during his reign and those of the Antonines.

Delphi occupies a theatre-shaped position at the foot of a wall of

beetling crags overhanging the valley of the Pleistus, which to the

west broadens into the rich plain of Amphissa, bounded by the

Corinthian Gulf and the Peloponnesian mountains, and to the east

rises precipitously a mountain gorge hemmed in by rocks, to the
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towering pile of the majestic Parnassus. The great barrier of crags

behind the town is cleft towards the centre and at its culminating

point by a narrow chasm between two stupendous cliffs with peaked

summits, the famous Phsedriades, literally
' the Kesplendent,' Nauplia

and Hyampeia. From the base of these cliffs rises the Castalian

spring, a fountain of most pure water which flows down to the

Pleistus in a rocky bed overhung by saxifrage, ivy, and a perfect

wealth of maidenhair fern.

It were difficult to conceive a more glorious prospect or one better

calculated to inspire religious awe and enthusiasm than that of

Delphi, towering over the ravine, the sublime abode of a sublime

and mysterious deity ;
its terraces, porticos, and temples rising one

above the other in gorgeous masses of marble, bronze, and gold,

backed by a wall of frowning crags,
* the livelong day under the

sun's bright wing.'. And these feelings of religious awe were doubt-

less greatly enhanced in the hearts of those who came to consult the

oracle with the blare of trumpets and the clamour of chariots and

horsemen, by the effect of a very remarkable echo caused by the

amphitheatre of rocks by which the town is enclosed.

Pausanias, who visited Delphi about 1 60 A.D., approached by the

road from Daulis.

There are (lie eays) en entering four temples in a row
;
the first in ruins, the

next without statues, the third adorned with some effigies of Roman emperors, and

the fourth is the temple of Athena Pronoia. Near the temple of Athena is the

sanctuary of Phylacus, and beyond is the gymnasium. Ascending thence to the

temple on the right hand is the water of Castalia.

The sacred precincts of Apollo, which were very large, were

situated in the upper part of the town, and were traversed by many
passages of communication. The se numerous passages (sgoSoi) are

explained by the nature of the ground, which being everywhere hilly (as

Pausanias specially tells us) was divided into terraces, of which a

certain number of the supporting walls still exist. On the left was

the tomb of Neoptolemus, and near it a small stone supposed to be

the one given to Chronos as a substitute for the infant Jupiter. Ke-

turning towards the temple you came upon the fountain Cassotis, the

water of which penetrated into the adytum of the temple, and

inspired the priestess with prophetic powers. And above Cassotis was

the Lesche or club adorned by the paintings of Polygnotus of

Thasos, a handsome theatre, and a statue of Dionysus. In the highest

part of the town was the stadium, built of local Parnassus stone till

Herodes Atticus embellished it with Pentelic marble.

In Pausanias's day the sacred precincts were filled with a vast

number of votive offerings of which he enumerates more than 1 50

statues of gods and goddesses in marble and gold, portrait statues of

victors in war and in the games, masterpieces of all the greatest

sculptors, ten statues from the chisel of Phidias dedicated by the
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Athenians in commemoration of Marathon, a gilt statue of Phryne
by Praxiteles, one of her lovers, the bronze horses of the Tarentines,
the head of the Pseonian bison, the Delphian wolf, and a countless

multitude besides.

Pausanias also gives a minute description of the famous paintings
of Polygnotus, though as an art critic he is somewhat difficult to

follow, especially as regards composition. The picture on the right

represented the capture of Ilium and the return of the Greeks, that

on the left the descent of Odysseus to Hades to consult the soul of

Tiresias as to his return home. The figures were very numerous,
and most of them had their names annexed, which Pausanias sup-

poses in many cases to have been invented by the artist.

It now remains only to give a short description of the temple
of Apollo itself. It was a Doric hexastyle peripteral building with

sculptured pediments begun by the Athenian Praxias, a student of

the great Calamis, and completed after his death by another Athenian

named Androsthenes. The eastern pediment represented Apollo

standing between Leto and Artemis, and surrounded by the

Muses : the setting sun occupied one angle, very probably balanced

in the other by the rising moon, a compliment to Artemis. The
western pediment represented Dionysus in the midst of his Bacchantes.

Golden shields were suspended from the architraves, the gift partly
of the Athenians from the spoils of Marathon, partly of the ^Etolians

in memory of a victory over the Gauls.

Pausanias does not mention the metopes of the temple, but some
of them are described by the chorus in the Ion of Euripides,
the scene of which is laid at Delphi, and were as follows :

1. The slaughter of the Lernsean Hydra by Hercules and

lolaus.

2. Bellerophon, mounted on Pegasus, slaying the Chiinaera.

3. Zeus slaying with his thunderbolt the giant Mimas.

4. Athena slaying Enceladus.

5. Dionysus slaying with his thyrsus another giant (literally

child of earth).

They all alike commemorate the triumph of the gods over

earth-born monsters, a tribute doubtless to Apollo, who in the Greek

Pantheon was always specially identified with Hellenism and culture

as opposed to ignorance and barbarism.

In the pronaos or vestibule of the temple stood a bronze statue

of Homer on a pillar, and the walls were decorated with various

sayings of the seven wise men. Over the door of the cella was

written the word El, the meaning of which has puzzled the learned

of all succeeding generations, and especially Plutarch, who has given
us the benefit of his absolute perplexity at very great length.

The cella contained an altar to Poseidon, statues of two fates

with Apollo and Zeus represented as the arbiters of fate, the altar at
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which Neoptolemus was slain, and the iron chair on which Pindar

sat when he sang hymns to Apollo.
In the innermost shrine of the temple, the Holy of Holies, to

which Pausanias tells us but few had access, stood a gold statue of

Apollo, and before it an altar on which burnt a perennial fire. Here,

too, was probably preserved the sacred omphalos or navel, the centre

of the earth, a conical mass of white marble or stone flanked by two

golden eagles ;
for tradition has it that Zeus, wishing to discover the

centre of the world, despatched two eagles from the extreme east and

west, and they met at Delphi.

In the floor of this inner shrine was a fissure communicating
with the oracular chasm below, from which emanated mephitic

vapours, and over which stood the tripod. Before the delivery of

an oracle, sacrifices were offered in front of the temple, and the

Pythoness, after bathing in the Castalian spring, burnt laurel leaves

on the altar before the golden statue of Apollo. She then descended

into the chasm, drank of the water of Cassotis, chewed some laurel

leaves, and took her seat on the tripod, holding a branch of laureLin

her hand. Whether the prophetic frenzy which ensued was sup-

posed to have Been produced by the exhalations, the water of Cassotis,

or the laurel which she had eaten, is uncertain
;
but we may be sure

of one thing, namely, that the priests took very good care to shroud

the whole performance in the deepest mystery, in order to invest it

with a character yet more awful and divine.

The only other buildings within the sacred precincts were a

portico built by the Athenians, and eight treasuries, for the custody
of the smaller and more valuable offerings, dedicated by the Sicyo-

nians, the Siphnians, the Boeotians, the Athenians, the Cnidians, the

Potideans, the Syracusans, and the Corinthians respectively. They
were all empty already in Pausanias's day. Delphi remained probably

very much as he saw it till the year 330 A.D., when Constantine

carried away some of the principal works of art to adorn his new

capital, of which one only remains the bronze column in the

Hippodrome at Constantinople, which supported the gold tripod

offered to Apollo from the Persian spoils at Platsea. At the end of

the fourth century imperial edicts were issued against idolatry, and

the Christians were let loose to indulge in the indiscriminate de-

struction or defacement of all statues and beautiful objects connected

with the worship of antiquity. Let us hope that the efforts of the

French School may be rewarded by the discovery of some master-

pieces which, like the Hermes of Praxiteles at Olympia, have escaped
their barbarous zeal.

Before any serious excavation could commence at Delphi, it was

necessary to remove the village of Castri which entirely covered the

sacred precincts. A new site had to be selected, estimates of compen-
sation fixed between the Greek Government and the French School,
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and above all the inhabitants had to be persuaded to leave their old

homes and settle in the new village prepared for them about halfa mile
lower down. These negotiations dragged on an unconscionable time,
and the feelings of the villagers were so bitter against these modern
Gaul invaders that on several occasions the troops had to be called in

to keep the peace. It was not till the spring of 1893 that the work
was able to begin in real earnest, though a certain amount of rather

desultory excavation was done in May 1892. A most elaborate sys-
tem of inclined tramways at different levels was laid out, the incline

being sufficient for the trucks to run down of themselves to the end,

where they are hauled up again by horses. The whole of the earth

is shot down into the ravine of the Pleistus at a projecting point of

the road near the new village. All worked stones of which the pur-

pose or connection is not obvious are piled on terraces beside the

tram lines so as to get them clear of the site, to which they can

easily be brought back if required or identified. All this engineering

work, which in a site like Delphi is rendered most difficult by the

steepness of the slope, the depth and accumulation of the soil, and the

masses of heavy stones which have to be moved, is admirably carried

out under the able direction of a French engineer, M. Convert, and the

archaeologists are thus free to devote their entire attention to the

record and study of what is discovered.

The work of excavation, under the personal superintendence of M.

Homolle, the Director of the French School, began with the clearing
of the site immediately below the temple, close to the spot where the

French had in an earlier campaign cleared the portico of the Athe-

nians and a part of the Sacred Way leading up to the temple. At the

lowest extremity of the Sacred Way there is a semicircular structure

containing the inscribed bases of a series of statues of the legendary

kings of Argos, from Danaus to Perseus and Hercules, and also the

signature of the artist Antiphanes of Argos it is a curious fact that

whereas the signature is written in the ordinary way from left to

right, the names of the kings are written from right to left, in order

no doubt to give a greater air of age and mystery to these venerable

potentates. This dedication of the Argives, the site of which is accu-

rately described by Pausanias, has proved most valuable as a key to

the topography of the place.

By the month of June 1893 the plan of the building identified as

the Treasury of the Athenians could be accurately determined, owing
to the complete clearing of the foundations and the terrace which

supported them. A large number of fragments of sculpture and in-

scribed blocks of masonry have been discovered, in some cases at a

great distance from the actual site, and the whole building can now

be reconstructed. It is a Doric edifice, in the form of a temple in

antis, built of Parian marble, and decorated with sculptured metopes
on all four sides. The combination of vigour with grace in the style
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of decoration of the whole building argued it from the first to be of

Attic origin, and this supposition was confirmed by innumerable in-

scriptions relating to Athens and the Athenians, and finally by the

discovery of a portion of the dedication containing the words

A6ENAI . . . MAPAOn .... The metopes, which still retain

something of archaic severity, offer a most valuable contribution to the

history of Attic art, not only from their own intrinsic excellence, but

also as belonging to a positively fixed date, viz. the epoch immediately

following the battle of Marathon. They represented on the two

principal facades the legends of Theseus and of Hercules. The third

side was divided between scenes from the contests of Hercules and

Greryon and the battles of the Greeks and Amazons, whilst on the

fourth are represented a series of conflicts, the subject of which has

up till now baffled M. Homolle's ingenuity. A fragment of a sculp-
tured horse has also been discovered on a larger scale than the

metopes, and similar to one found the preceding year, but facing in

the opposite direction
;
these were doubtless placed on the two peaks

of the pediments, and formed the acroteria of the Treasury.
The inscriptions which abound on the walls, and by the piecing

together of which it has been possible to restore the order of the

blocks, consist of Delphic and Amphictyonic decrees in favour of the

Athenians
; catalogues of Athenians sent to take part in the Pythian

games ;
decrees granting municipal and other rights at Delphi to

Athenians; and lastly, and this discovery has perhaps caused the

greatest excitement of all, a quantity of musical inscriptions, consisting

chiefly of hymns to Apollo, bearing the musical notation marked

above the text.

Until the discovery of these fragments our knowledge of Greek

music was based, in the first place, on the theoretical works of Greek

writers such as Plato, Aristotle, his pupil Aristoxenus, Euclid the

geometer, Alypius, and others
;
and secondly, on a few insignificant

manuscripts viz. hymns to Calliope and Apollo by a certain Dionysius,
and a hymn to Nemesis attributed to Mesomedes, mediocre composi-
tions in a mediocre state of preservation of the epoch of the Antonines,

edited with a commentary by Bellermann at Berlin in 1840 a short

musical inscription discovered at Tralles in Asia Minor by Professor

Eamsay in 1883, and a very small fragment of a chorus of the

Orestes of Euripides, published by M. Wessely.
Of the musical fragments discovered at Delphi three are far more

important and far better preserved than the rest. The first inscribed

on a stele, dating from the third century B.C. to judge from the cha-

racter of the letters, is a paean consisting of twelve couplets preceded

by a decree in prose conferring special honours on the composer, one

Aristonous by name. The second and third fragments, which are

now accepted as belonging to each other, compose the famous 'Hymn
of Apollo,' about which so much has been said and written during
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the past year. M. Weil, by whom the text has been edited, believes

it to have been specially composed at Athens for the ^corijpia, a

feast instituted by the Athenians and ^Etolians to celebrate the

annihilation of the Gauls in the passes of Delphi by divine intervention

in the year 279 B.C. A solemn embassy or theoria, headed by the

noblest women of the city, was despatched from Athens to Delphi to

offer thanksgiving to Apollo who had so signally protected his own

sanctuary, and thus saved the rest of Greece from the horrors of a

barbarian invasion. The hymn opens with a paean of praise to Apollo,

son of Zeus, the revealer of the divine word to mortals, and celebrates

his victory over the dragon who guarded the oracular tripod, an

antetype of his recent destruction of the Gallic arms. It then assumes

the character of a processional hymn sung by the chorus of Attic

maidens as they advance past the Castalian spring to the Delphian

shrine, and is a glorification of Athens and her patron goddess, rather

than of Apollo and Delphi. It ends abruptly in the middle of a

sentence, the fragment on which the last part was inscribed having
not yet been discovered.

The musical notation has been interpreted by M. Theodore

Keinach according to the precious manual and tables of Alypius.

The notes are represented by the ordinary letters of the Greek

alphabet, upright, tilted forwards or upside down, indicating various

notes according to their various positions. They are placed over the

syllables of the text with which they correspond, and are never written

more than once, even though they may have to be repeated several

times. The hymn is written to be sung in unison, as was always the

case in Greek music
;
the scale is the Phrygian, corresponding more

or less to our C minor
;
and the time, which is settled by the metre,

in this case psconic, is f . The melody has a certain stern grandeur
of a distinctly melancholy and religious character, and bears an un-

doubted resemblance to the music composed by Professor Stanford

for the overture of the (Edipus Tyrannus.
The hymn was sung for the first time after its discovery at the

French School on the 27th of March in the presence of the King and

Queen of Greece, but its effect, from an artistic point of view, was

entirely ruined by a piano accompaniment composed for the occasion.

It is difficult to imagine anything more incongruous than a Paean to

Apollo over two thousand years old being sung to the accompaniment of

an instrument as essentially modern as the piano ;
but the resources

of the modern Athens were limited, and no harp was forthcoming.
Between the Treasury of the Athenians and the portico is an

enclosure containing a mass of rocks split in the middle so as to form

a kind of grotto accessible by steps cut in the stone. This was, no

doubt, the rock of the Sibyl, mentioned by Pausanias, near the

sanctuary of Earth and the Muses. And here, in the earliest days,

was the oracle of Earth and Themis, and the lair of the guardian
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dragon Pytho. Hard by stood the colossal marble Sphinx, the emblem
of music and of prophecy, on a massive column dedicated by the

Naxians. The Sphinx is now all but complete, and the general effect

of the monument, which has been reconstructed and set up, is most

imposing.
On leaving the Treasury of the Athenians, the Sacred Way makes

a sharp turn towards the east, broadening out into a sort of square
flanked by four monuments : the Treasury of the Athenians to the

north, that of the Siphnians to the south, the Treasury of the Boeotians

to the west, and to the east a building up to now unidentified. The

Treasury of the Boeotians, which is considerably smaller than that of

the Athenians, is built of a fine quality of limestone of a bluish colour,

in the shape of a Doric temple. It has been identified by means of the

inscriptions on the courses of the walls, consisting chiefly of decrees in

favour of the Boeotians and of the Thebans in particular.

Below the Sacred Way the stone foundations of an edifice in

the form of a temple in antis have been identified as those of the

Treasury of the Sicyonians. They are very deep, and consist almost

-entirely of fragments of architecture evidently belonging to some

structure of an earlier date. Upon them were lying fragments of

sculptured metopes of the sixth century, of a remarkably fine and

delicate style, and completely covered with paint which in part still

remains.

The first metope represents the Dioscuri and Idas driving back

the herds of cattle from Messenia. A second and third probably also

relate to the legend of the Dioscuri
;
one representing the boar hunt

in Calydon, the other some scene connected with the Argonauts. All

that has been found of the fourth is a ram, probably that of Helle,

and the fifth represents the rape of Europa.
A few steps further on in a westerly direction, crowning a high

bastion of earth flanked by the polygonal wall known as the Hellenico,

rose the Treasury of the Siphnians, vaunted by Pausanias as the

richest and most magnificent of those at Delphi. And indeed the

excavations of the French have fully confirmed his description ; for,

apart from its splendid position, commanding the Sacred Way and

opening on to a large square, no doubt adorned with statues and

votive offerings, the fragments of sculpture and decoration which

have been discovered on all sides prove it to have been an edifice of a

most rare and costly perfection. It was built of Parian marble in the

form of a prostyle temple, the cornices, entablature, and doorway richly

decorated with ornamental carving, cut with a depth and sharpness

rivalling if not surpassing that of the Erechtheum. Around the four

sides ran a frieze so marvellous in its vigour and freshness of conception
and in the delicacy and detail of execution, as to recall some lovely

Attic vase of the end of the sixth century B.C.
;
and the simi-

larity of the general style to that of the metopes of the Treasury
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of the Athenians proves it to be the work of an Attic artist of about
the same period.

On the north side is represented the battle of the gods against
the giants. In the midst, Cybele, in her chariot drawn by two lions,

advances to the fray, and beside her marches Hercules, attired in his

Nemean trophies, drawing his bow to smite one giant, whilst a second

is being mangled by the lions. Another splendid group is that of

Athena bearing down shield against shield upon Enceladus and
another giant ;

the goddess drives her adversaries before her by the

irresistible impetus of her onslaught, and the contrast is very fine

between the calm strength of her attitude and the impotent contortions

of her opponents. Beside her Hera, with a superb movement of rage
and violence, hurls her antagonist to the ground and transfixes him
with her spear through shield and harness to the earth. Apollo,

Artemis, and Dionysus advance against five giants, one of whom lies-

disabled on the field, whilst ^Eolus, seated, in the angle, lets loose the

winds to do battle for the gods.

The eastern side divides itself into two scenes, one human, one

divine a battle amongst mortals, and a council of the gods. In the

latter the gods are seated and recall those of the Parthenon frieze,

but here there is far more animation, and they seem to be taking a

lively interest in the scene they are watching. In the midst, on a-

throne, with arms supported by a nymph and satyr so delicately

carved as to resemble ivory, is seated a god who, from his size and

majesty, can be none other than Zeus.5 To his left are Apollo,,

Artemis, and Aphrodite, seated close to one another and engaged in

earnest and excited conversation, whilst a little way off, and apparently
indifferent to all that is going on, sits Ares, wearing the full panoply
of war. To the right are Athena and Hera, the latter with her hand

resting on the knees of Zeus.

The other half, complete and symmetrical in itself, represents four

warriors fighting over the corpse of a hero, while on each side stands,

a chariot harnessed with four horses, ready to carry off the victor and

his prey.

In consideration of the fact that Artemis, Apollo, Aphrodite, and

Ares, the gods favourable to Troy, are grouped on one side of Zeus,.,

whilst Athena and Hera, the ardent supporters of the Greeks, are

seated on the other, M. Homolle interprets the whole scene as repre-

senting the gods watching the struggle over the dead body of Patro-

clus.

The reconstruction and interpretation of the southern and western

sides of the frieze are more difficult. The fragments discovered on

the former represent a bearded man mounting his chariot and carry-

5 The decoration of the throne at first suggested Dionysus, but there is no reason

for assigning him the most prominent position, and it seems impossible that the

Father of the Gods should have been absent from so solemn a conclave.
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ing off a woman, followed by chariots and horsemen advancing in a

solemn procession towards an altar.

On the western side one fragment has been discovered, near the

centre of the wall, representing a woman reining back her steeds

and in the act of alighting from her chariot
;
and another represent-

ing Athena with her segis mounting her chariot drawn by four winged

horses, whilst Hermes, holding his caduceus, with his winged sandals

bound upon his feet, strives to restrain the fury of the team. To the

right a warrior of mighty stature, apparently obeying the orders of

the goddess, advances towards the chariot.

It is possible that the frieze on this side was again divided into

two scenes, of which we only possess enough to reconstruct one
;
that

the warrior following the winged chariot of Athena as she mounts

towards Olympus represents Hercules, and that we have before us

the apotheosis of that hero subsequent to the victory gained by the

gods over the giants, thanks to his co-operation. If this is so, and

the subjects of the northern and western sides formed part of the

same legend, it is probable that a similar connection existed between

the southern and the eastern. The scene of abduction may then re-

present the rape of Chryseis, which played so important a part in the

events of the Trojan war ;
and the fact that the gods are seated at

the angle, with the combat on the one side and the rape on the

other, seems to justify this surmise. M. Homolle, however, de-

clines to give any definite opinion, as so much of the sculpture is

still missing.
In addition to the frieze three fragments of a pediment were dis-

covered on the eastern side of the Treasury, representing the dispute

between Hercules and Apollo for the tripod. Athena stands between

them as arbitress, whilst Leto strives to withdraw her son from the

struggle. On the one side are two female figures and a chariot, on

the other a woman and a warrior, all with their backs turned to the

central group.
This pediment possesses one very remarkable peculiarity, namely,

that whereas the lower part of the figures is in bas-relief, the upper

part is absolutely detached from the background, which is hollowed

out behind them to a very great depth. The proportions of the

figures are heavy, the attitudes awkward and constrained
;
and though

almost certainly of the same date as the frieze, this pediment must

have been the work of an artist who had remained very much more

trammelled by the stiffness and conventionality of archaism. Traces

of the use of colour abound all through these sculptures, and there

are also signs and even remains of the application of metal, especially

bronze, on the spears, arrows, harness, bridles, &c.

Professor Furtwaengler also calls attention to the remarkable fore-

shortening of the chariots on the eastern side of the frieze, an artistic

effect which hitherto has only been found in bas-reliefs of the end of
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the fifth century ;
the treatment of the shields, too, is unusual, the

inner side being often shown, hollowed out, and brilliantly coloured.

Altogether, this frieze and the ornamental decoration of the Treasury
of the Siphnians must be considered as the most beautiful, the most

interesting, and the best preserved example which we possess of

archaic art at the moment of its transition into the perfect sculpture
of Phidias and the fifth-century masters.

Not far from the Treasury of the Siphnians, two caryatides have

been discovered bearing on their heads large sculptured vroXot, or head-

dresses in the form of baskets. They were at first supposed to belong
to the Treasury, but there would have been hardly room for them,
and other fragments have been since discovered and pieced together,

so that there are now the component parts of four female figures,

which doubtless supported a tribune of some kind. They bear traces

of the influence of the school of Chios, and resemble, in the treat-

ment of the drapery, the archaic statues of the Acropolis Museum.
The excavations of the temple of Apollo itself, although on a very

extended scale, have proved most disappointing ;
not one metope, not

a fragment of the frieze or the pediments has been discovered, and it

seems probable that some Koman emperor, subsequent to Pausanias,

must have caused the sculpture to be removed in its entirety. What
seems still more extraordinary is that, with the exception of one

triglyph, no trace has been found of the vaunted marble fapade

erected by the Alcmaeonidse. There are plenty of drums of columns,

but hardly any capitals, and none of them bear the type of the sixth

century, but resemble the work of a very much later date. The

whole thing is very strange, and one is almost inclined to believe

that the temple was restored at some subsequent period, and no

mention made of it by any author
;
and yet that appears almost im-

possible.

The plan of the temple can be now traced more or less clearly

a peripteral edifice, on three high steps, with a fa$ade of only six

columns. In the centre of the floor is a large depression which has

not yet been thoroughly excavated, but which probably marks the

site of the adytum. A subterranean aqueduct of undoubtedly ancient

work, carrying away the water of Cassotis and passing under the

temple, has also been discovered, with an opening exactly on the level

of the wall. The cellars beneath the temple have not yet been com-

pletely cleared, the work having been stopped by the earthquakes
last year, but they appear to have been merely structural appliances
to support the edifice and save material.

The excavations will be continued in the hopes of coming upon
the foundations or fragments of architecture of the former temples,

especially of the one burnt in 548 B.C., but M. Homolle now hardly

hopes to discover anything connected with the last temple, and a

clean sweep seems to have been made of all votive offerings and
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statues round it, not even a base or a dedicatory inscription having
been brought to light.

Of the isolated finds the most interesting is a colossal archaia

statue of Apollo, which was actually serving as a buttress to support
a terrace wall of a later date between the Treasury of the Athenians

and that of the Siphnians. The feet are broken, but on the base is

inscribed the signature of the artist,
'

. . . medes of Argos.' It is

in Naxian marble and throws an important light on the history of

Peloponnesian art. A similar statue of the same dimensions and the

same style has been discovered on almost exactly the same spot, and

leads us to suppose that the two formed part of the set of statues of

Apollo dedicated by the inhabitants of Lipari after a victory over the

Tyrrhenians. A certain number of bronzes have been discovered ;

amongst them a charming little statuette in the style of the Dory-

phoros of Polycleitus, and an archaic Apollo of a specially beautiful"

patina. The latest discoveries reported have been made near the

temple a fine Koman head, a bronze statuette, and a large marble

statue of Antinous, of which the arms only are missing, which is said

to be very fine.

Such up to the present moment are the results of the French

excavations at Delphi ;
but the site, fruitful as it has proved already^

is by no means exhausted, and the continuation of the work and the-

publication of the results will be awaited with the greatest interest

and impatience. All has been carried out in a most thorough and

practical manner, and on a very large scale, thanks to the liberality

of the French Government. In addition to the ordinary annuai

revenue of the French School (amounting to 3,100., devoted to the

salaries of the director, students, and engineers, the maintenance of

the buildings, &c.) the Government voted in 1892 an extraordinary

grant of 500,000 francs, and another of 125,000 francs last spring-

The German excavations at Olympia were carried out on an equally

magnificent scale, a sum of 800,000 marks having been given by the-

Government over and above the income of the school of about 2,OOOL

per annum. It is indeed depressing to turn from the consideration

of these flourishing and opulent bodies to that of the English School,

unendowed, unsupported by Government, and unaided by any of the

educational establishments of England and the British Empire, with

the exception of the University of Oxford.

Opened in 1886, it has, owing to the excellent direction and

energy shown, won the respect and appreciation of the Greek Govern-

ment and the other archaeological institutions of Athens, but it is

really pitiable to compare its circumstances with those of the sister

schools. As against the 3,100Z., 2,OOOZ., and 1,400Z. of the French,

German, and American schools, it possesses a total revenue varying

between 450L and 5001.
,
1001. of which is given by the Hellenic

Society, 1001. by the University of Oxford, the rest made up by
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voluntary subscriptions and donations. Out of this sum, the salaries

of the director and of the students have to be paid, and the house and

library maintained ;
the margin left for other expenses is consequently

meagre, and excavation on any considerable scale is rendered out of

the question. In addition, the French and German schools possess

.ample lodging and accommodation for their students, whereas the

English school, apart from the library, is barely adequate for the

director's residence.

That the school should continue under its present circumstances

is impossible, and it is hoped that an effort may be made in its

favour in the course of the coming year. I would therefore conclude

Ihis record of the French achievements at Delphi by an earnest

appeal to all who value the study of the triumph of civilisation over

barbarism, of the gradual elevation of our race, of all in short that

was noblest and most beautiful in the past, to come forward when-
ever the time arrives, and assist, by every means in their power, in

placing the British School on a more satisfactory basis, and one com-

patible with the wealth and culture of Great Britain.

KEGTNALD LISTER.

VOL. XXXVII No. 216
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GHOST-STORIES AND BEAST-STORIES

THERE are two classes of anecdote which, in apparent evidential value,,

resemble each other much, yet are commonly received with widely
different degrees of belief. These are '

ghost-stories
' and stories

about the intelligence of beasts. By
'

ghost-stories,' here, we mean

any kind of story concerning the '
ultra-scientific

'

;
such as tales of

levitation, physical movements of untouched objects, remarkable
'

premonitions,' and so forth. People who will swallow a tale of the

most startling kind as to the cleverness and reasoning powers of a

dog or a cat, will refuse to believe in such a simple fact as that a

sane person may have an isolated and, as far as we know, meaningless
hallucination. There is nothing

'

superstitious
'

in the assertion that

such experiences do occur; yet the fact is often rejected by people
of common sense, who readily accept instances of the most amazing

intelligence in beasts.

The reason for this disparity of the believing power, in any
individual (the evidence in favour of an anecdote of either kind being

equal) is that we all have experience proving that cats and dogs exist,

whereas we have not all had personal experience of an isolated

hallucination. Therefore, however sane, honourable, and veracious

the witness to a hallucination may be, many persons of common sense

simply reject his testimony sans phrase.
Let us go a step farther. Just as we all have experience of the

actuality of cats and dogs, so we are all familar with the existence of

dreams. But many people will admit ax amazing anecdote of intelli-

gence in the dog, while they would put aside testimony (in itself

equally good) for intelligence in the dream
;
that is, for a premonitory

dream, or for a dream representing a simultaneous event at a distance.

Here the reason for their scepticism is, that their own experience

vouches for intelligence in the dog, and they do not know how far

that intelligence may be carried. But they have no personal ex-

perience of intelligence in the dream. They therefore argue that it

is very easy, even for an honest witness, to exaggerate or distort facts

in the matter of dreams, though in truth it is just as easy (or near]y

as easy) for an honest witness to exaggerate or distort facts in the

matter of dogs. Thus, as to Mr. Jingle's dog, which was reluctant to
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enter a wood wherein there stood a placard of warning to trespassers,
his hesitation may have been within the range of canine intelligence
or it may have been misinterpreted by Mr. Jingle. Had the dog been
Mr. Darwin's, and had the observation been his, we could not absolutely
refuse to credit the statement. Yet, if a man of science, or several

men of science, tell us that they have seen Mr. Home float in the

air, and have felt all over his body in the vain search for mechanical sup-

ports, we generally reject their assertions without a moment's hesi-

tation, however unblemished their repute may be, and however
disinterested their motives. We act thus because we have personal

experience of clever dogs, but have no experience of floating men.

Nay, we go farther and declare that, while intelligence in the dog is

a matter of universal experience, levitation in the man, or other

object, is
*

opposed to universal experience.' If anyone denies this,

and produces hundreds of statements to prove that levitation has been

a matter of experience, he is not heard. The remark is merely re-

peated, that such or such an event is opposed to universal experience.

This frank proceeding is part ofHume's justly celebrated argument

against miracles. The occurrences at the grave of the Abbe Paris

had been put a stop to a short time before Hume's visit to Paris in

1734. He naturally heard talk about them, which led him to this

judicious conclusion (he is arguing that miracles cannot be proved) :

'

Many of the miracles were proved immediately by witnesses before

the officiality, or Bishop's Court at Paris, under the eye of Cardinal

Noailles, whose character for integrity and capacity was never con-

tested even by his enemies.' The Cardinal's successor was an enemy
of the Jansenists, in whose interest the ' miracles

'

were worked. ' Yet

twenty-two rectors or cures of Paris, with infinite earnestness, pressed
him to examine those miracles, which they asserted to be known to

the whole world, and indisputably certain. But he wisely forbore.'

That is to say, phenomena which were called ' miracles
'

ivere within

human experience in Paris, in 1732. But ' miracles
'

being contrary
to universal experience, it was wise to leave them unexamined. Of

course ' miracles
'

(in the old sense of the word) were probably not

occurring. But a rare series of psychological phenomena was being
exhibited, and it was ' wise

'

to neglect the opportunity of examining
them. Now, if the phenomenon had been that of a dancing elephant

practising its steps alone, by moonlight, after being beaten for per-

forming ill, certainly the modern savant would have thought the

truth of the fact worth ascertaining. The story of the elephant is

given by Pliny and Plutarch, and, though corroborated by Theophile
Grautier's similar anecdote 'of a poodle, doe? not win the .belief of Mr.

Komanes. He reserves his opinion.
1

1
Komanes, Animal Intelligence, p. 386.^ Pliny, Hist. Nat., viii. 1-13. Plutarch,

De Solert. Anim. c. 12. Theo's tale isJn the Menagerie InUme, and is not delivered

earnestly,

s 2
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The vast majority of mankind is still of Hume's opinion. We
consider it infinitely more probable that gentlemen of trained and

acknowledged powers in scientific observation, and of uncontested

honour, should lie publicly, frequently, and consistently, or should

have been gulled into perilling their reputation for common sanity
and honesty, in defence of a fable or of a delusion, than that they
should have enjoyed an experience so very unfamiliar. In the pro-
cess of human evolution, mankind, so often duped, so often bitten,

has naturally developed this measure of scepticism for its own pro-
tection. As everyone knows, this natural protective scepticism, in

itself so salutary, has delayed the acceptance of dozens of now estab-

lished truths, and has broken the hearts and fortunes of many
inventors

;
we must, of course, take the evil of it with the good.

Let us imagine that Mr. Darwin had been present when Mr.

Home floated before Mr. Crookes. Mr. Darwin, we suppose, might
have received and reported the same impressions as Mr. Crookes has

often made public. But, if Mr. Darwin had done so yea, even Mr.

Darwin his asseveration would have been received with the incredu-

lity which many persons, at first, extended to his theory of Natural

Selection. Other people have a kind of converse incredulity, and can

accept a gentleman's narrative of his own impressions a trifle more

readily than they can swallow Mr. Darwin's hypothesis as to the

origin of the peculiarities of the cuckoo.

In that case (of the cuckoo) sceptics have to do with causes which

exist, but which, in this instance, their reason does not find adequate
as an explanation of the facts. In the other case, they have nothing
to do with causes, but only with the question : is it probable that

a given statement accurately represents a given set of impressions ?

They can, for themselves, answer in the affirmative, without knowing
whether the impressions did, or did not, correctly represent the actual

occurrences. They only think it conceivable and credible that a very
minute minority of mankind has, somehow, the power to produce
these unusual and abnormal impressions, even on sane and scientific

observers. But this guarded admission will probably be rejected

indignantly by many people who accept with readiness (what the

others may boggle at) the Darwinian theory of the causes which

originated the habits of the cuckoo. If scepticism about a set of

alleged abnormal facts be laudable, orthodox, sensible, perhaps scep-

ticism about the supposed effects of a set of natural causes is, at least,

not absolutely blameworthy. These causes, indeed, may be in rerum

natura nay, they certainly are in rerum natura but a man may,

provisionally, doubt whether they (and they alone) are adequate to

produce the effects in a given case assigned to them. To doubt this

*

beast/ or rather ' bird story,' is heretical
;
to be unconvinced that the

story of the floating man is false, is most heretical. But heretics have,
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in a certain small proportion of cases, been in the right ;
and heretics

are a not useless product of evolution.

Turning from this competition of scepticisms, let us examine the

nature of the evidence, first for
'

Beast-stories,' and then for what, in

the interests of brevity, we may call
'

Ghost-stories.' In the preface
to Mr. Komanes' Animal Intelligence (1882) we find him explaining
his own methods in the collection and acceptance of testimony. Of
course his methods need not be approved of by other men of science,

perhaps they are thought too lax. He is working in a new science,

Comparative Psychology,
' hitherto virtually excluded from the hier-

archy of the sciences.' This is exactly the position of the student in
'

psychical research,' which, indeed, is still
' excluded from the hier-

archy of the sciences.' Why has Mr. Romanes' own topic been thus

left in the chill shade ? Because facts as to ' the levels of intelligence
to which this or that animal attains

'

have '

hitherto been almost

exclusively in the hands of popular writers ;
and as these have, for the

most part, merely strung together, with discrimination more or less

inadequate, innumerable anecdotes of the display of animal intelli-

gence, their books are valueless as works of reference.' Such writers,

no doubt, are Bingley, Thompson, Jesse, perhaps the Rev. J. G. Wood,
the old Sporting Magazine, Pliny with his cerium est about the

dancing elephant, Plutarch, and so forth.

Now psychical research has been in precisely the same boat. The
facts as to apparitions, levitations, premonitions, crystal-gazing,

' have

been almost exclusively in the hands of popular writers,' who have,
*
for the most part, merely strung together, with discrimination more

or less inadequate
'

(or with none at all)
' innumerable

'

ghost-stories

of all kinds. Hence ' their books are valueless as works of reference/

So Mr. Romanes declared about Beast-story books, but, as we shall

see, he did refer to them after all. Among
'

popular writers
'

in

psychical research, we have (as in the case of beasts) the Rev. J. G.

Wood, Mrs. Crow, the Rev. F. G. Lee, Pliny, Plutarch, Le Loyer,

Bovet, Bodin, Wodrow, Cotton Mather, Cardan, Glanvil (more dis-

criminating), Aubrey, Henry More, Sir Walter Scott, Kirk, Frazer of

Tiree, Paracelsus, the Bollandists, Robert Chambers, Dr. Gregory, and

hundreds of others, ancient, mediaeval, and modern. Many persons
interested in psychical research think this huge mass of popular
literature valueless ' as works of reference.' But, just as Mr.

Romanes, after all, did consult and use his popular, unscientific pre-

decessors, so there may, in certain conditions, be profit in the popular
or religious collections of ghost-stories. What are these conditions ?

Simply the same as those laid down by Mr. Romanes for his own

guidance.
'

Considering it desirable to cast as wide a net as possible, I have

fished the seas of popular literature as well as the rivers of scientific

writing. The endless multitudes of alleged facts which I have thus
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been obliged to read, I have found, as may well be imagined, exces-

sively tedious ;
and as they are for the most part recorded by totally

unknown observers, the labour of reading them would have been

useless without some trustworthy principles of selection.'

Well, that statement exactly describes the toils of a reader in

popular ghostly literature, ancient, mediaeval, and modern. Mr.

Komanes goes on :
* The first and most obvious principle that occurred

to me, was to regard only these facts which stood upon the authority
of observers well known as competent, but I soon found that this

principle constituted much too close a mesh.' Perhaps Mr. Komanes

is too lax
;
but apply this to psychical research. ' Facts stated upon

the authority of observers well known as competent
'

(at least in other

fields) are such as we find attested by Lord Crawford, Mr. Crookes,

Drk Gibotteau, Lord Brougham, M. Kichet, Professor Lodge, Mr.

Eobert Chambers, Sir David Brewster, M. Lombroso, and so on. But

let it be granted that *
this principle constitutes much too close a

mesh,' for the sake of the parallelism with Mr. Komanes. He found,

in trying to ' determine the upper level of intelligence in animals,'
* that the most remarkable instances were recorded by persons bearing
names more or less unknown to fame.' Here the parallelism is com-

plete ! The most remarkable ghost-stories of all kinds are certainly

recorded by persons whose names are more or less unknown to fame !

Who has heard of Hubbel and Arthur Davison, witnesses of the strange

case at Amherst ? But, as Mr. Komanes goes on,
'

this, of course,

is what we might antecedently expect.' Persons known to fame are

a tiny minority. The obscure are a vast majority.
( Chances must

always be greatly against the more intelligent individuals among
animals happening to fall under the observation of the more intelli-

gent individuals among men.' The same chances tell, in the same

proportion, against the more extraordinary psychical phenomena

chancing to fall under the observation of the more intelligent human

beings. Besides, the less intelligent human beings are so stupid that

they will actually walk a hundred yards to view a psychical phenome-

non, whereas the more intelligent human beings, as a rule, will not

do so.

Let us take an example. On the 21st of August, 1879, about

7.30 to 9.30 P.M., many of the unintelligent, or, at least, not over-edu-

cated peasants of Knock, in county Mayo, saw, on the outer wall of

the chapel, at the gable, a singular light, in which they observed

certain figures in the round, representing, as they supposed, the

Blessed Virgin, a lamb, St. John the Evangelist, and St. Joseph.

The light (after nightfall) was conspicuous, and was seen by Patrick

Walsk about 9 P.M., from a distance of half a mile, he being at the

moment unaware that anything unusual was occurring. He heard

next day about the alleged apparitions, and the case proves that his

experience (which excited his curiosity, but did not induce him to
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make a closer inspection in the heavy rain) was not the result of

collective excitement and of expectant attention.2 The other specta-
tors were of all ages from six to seventy. Fifteen depositions are

printed ;
none are negative, and it is perhaps likely that if there were

cases of negative experience they were not inquired after.3

All these witnesses were of the peasant class, and were probably
not among the minority of highly intelligent persons. The Eev.

Archdeacon Cavanagh, however, had the advantages of a learned

education and of trained intelligence. Consequently, when sum-
moned by his housekeeper to view the phenomenon, at about 8.45

P.M.,
' he appeared to make nothing of what I said, and consequently

he did not go.' This witness, the housekeeper, Mary McLoughlin,
had been casually going from the Archdeacon's house to visit a

neighbour, when she saw the appearances, and conjectured that ' the

Archdeacon had possibly been supplied with these beautiful figures

from Dublin, and that he had said nothing about them, but had left

them in the open air.' She viewed them by daylight, about 7 P.M.

She then paid her visit, stayed with her friend for half an hour, and

returned with Miss Mary Beirne, who spontaneously called her

attention to the phenomena. Miss Beirne then summoned her

family, who stupidly came
;
Miss McLoughlin invited the Archdeacon,

whose intelligence induced him to stay at home. We have thus lost

the opinion of an educated gentleman on the most remarkable collec-

tive hallucination of recent times.4

This digression illustrates one cause (in addition to the com-

paratively small numbers of ; the more intelligent individuals
'

) of

the regretted rarity of psychical phenomena recorded by well-known

observers.

They decline to observe.

In the Knock affair, this wise negligence was most unlucky. The

phenomena
' came not by observation/ No fanatic crowd was waiting,

in a pious frenzy, on the look-out for a miracle. When such crowds

did come, later, they had very scant and dubious '

manifestations,'

though all agog for these. Thus again, at Lourdes, in 1858, large

- The Apparitions and Miracles at Knock (prepared and edited by John Mac-

Philpin, Tuam. Gill, Dublin, 1880), p. 38.

3 Later cases of. partial experience, as of policemen seeing the light, while women
saw the Virgin (02). tit. p. 57), need not delay us. On the side of the women were

enthusiasm and expectant attention, as the affair had been talked of for three months

(August 28, 1879, to January 5, 1880). And the policemen, to a limited degree ,

may also have been under an illusion of expectant attention.
4 We say

*

hallucination,' because the figures did not fill space substantially, as

they seemed to the eye to do. ' I went in to kiss, as I thought, the feet of the Blessed

Virgin, but I felt nothing in the embrace but the wall, and I wondered why I could

not feel with my hands the figures which I had so plainly and distinctly seen. . . .

I could not understand why I could not feel them with my 'hands.' Evidence (given

in Irish) of Bridget French, estat. 75, op. cit. pp. 42, 43. In the case of Jeanne d'Arc

.she believed, that she touched, as well as saw and heard, her saints.
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excited throngs watched Bernadette, in the presence (as she believed)
of Our Lady. Not one of all the thousands of spectators was so-

favoured by enthusiasm and expectant attention as to see even the

light, or the robe of the Madonna. Yet, on the common theory, this

should have occurred, or the experience should have been feigned,
In the excitable and credulous Middle Ages, not one human being
claimed to have seen saint, angel, or abnormal light attending a

person so stimulating to the fancy as Jeanne d'Arc. At Lourdes, as-

in the case of the Maid, all the predisposing causes of hallucination

were present, but nobody pretended to have been hallucinated, to have
beheld anything unusual. At Knock, the earliest witness saw the-

phenomena casually, while passing by, in full daylight. She assigned
to them a natural though a non-existent cause,

'

figures from Dublin.
1

She dawdled over gossip for half an hour, and, with her friend, found

the phenomena still permanent at her return. Then the neighbours
were brought in, and saw what they were told was there. But the-

light was viewed by a spectator at a distance, who knew nothing of

the other appearances. If the Archdeacon had gone to the spot, his-

evidence, if he saw nothing but the darkness and the rain, would have

been yet more valuable and interesting than if he had beheld the-

company of the saints.

To return to Mr. Eomanes : he found that he must either stick

to well-known observers, and so neglect
'
all the more important part

of the evidence,' and '

feel sure that he had fixed the upper level of

intelligence too low/ or he must find some criterion for the more

extraordinary cases, reported by unknown observers. The mass of

these cases (as of ghost-stories) is
' enormous.' Mr. Komanes, there-

fore,
'

adopted the following principles as a filter to this class of facts.

First, never to accept an alleged fact without the authority of some

name.' Next, if the alleged fact was important, and the name of the

recorder unknown, to consider carefully whether ' there was any con-

siderable opportunity for mal-observation. . . .' Third,
' to tabulate-

all important observations recorded by unknown observers with the

view of ascertaining whether they have ever been corroborated by
similar or analogous observations made by other and independent
observers. This principle I found to be of great use in guiding my
selection of instances, for where statements of facts which present

nothing intrinsically improbable are found to be unconsciously con-

firmed by different observers, they have as good a right to be deemed

trustworthy as statements which stand on the single authority of ar

known observer, and I have found the former to be at least as abun-

dant as the latter.'

Now let us see how this
'
filter

'

serves to purify the Katharasarit-

sagara, the stream of the ocean of ghost-stories.

(1) Let us reject
'

every alleged fact without the authority of some

name.' We cannot take the evidence of ' a gentleman of Somerset^
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or of * a very learned clergyman,' anonymous ;
or of * a lady of excel-

lent family in Scotland.' 5 It is amusing to find that some tellers of

beast-stories, like many tellers of ghost-stories, are nervously timid

about the appearance of their names in print. Thus a gentleman
'

occupying a high position in the Church '

refuses to support his dog-

story by his name.6
However, ghost-seers are still more timid about

their highly respected names than the owners of dogs. They can.

hardly be encouraged by being dismissed as fools or knaves.

(2) We have, in ghost-stories, to consider ' the opportunities for

mal-observation.' These, in the dark, are numerous, hence we much

prefer Mr. D. D. Home, who performed in the light, to Madame

Eusapia, whose deeds are of the darkness, more or less. Again, a
*

wraith
'

observed in the street, and by a short-sighted person, may well

be the result of mal-observation, and ofmistaken identity. Feverish,

excitable people are bad observers
;
their stories

*

go out
'

;
and other

instances occur to the mind.

(3) This third principle, preference of cases where the reports of

many unknown, or not generally known, observers are unconsciously
confirmed by the reports of known observers in other matters ac-

knowledged to be competent, is of great importance. But there is-

one marked difference and want of parity in ghost-stories and beast-

stories. In the latter,
( statements of fact

'

may
'

present nothing

intrinsically improbable.' In the former, judging from the point of

view of familiar experience, every statement is
'

intrinsically improb-
able.' To see an absent person, at the moment of death, is an ex-

perience rare enough to be '

intrinsically improbable.' To view a

gentleman floating around the room
;

or chairs untouched, flying

through air
;
or musical boxes winding themselves up ;

or doorkeys

extricating themselves from the keyholes, and flitting about
; are all

facts, from their unfamiliarity, most uncommonly improbable. That

a person should handle burning coals, or place his finger in the flame

of a candle for a quarter of an hour, or walk over red-hot stones, or

support a brazier of burning coal on his naked knees, in each case-

unscorched, is about as improbable as anything that the fancy can.

devise. That a cat should spread crumbs as a bait for birds appears
a little odd.7 But it is less staggering than the phenomena just cata-

logued. Here the beast-story has a decided advantage in credibility

over the ghost-story. As we originally said, the beast-story does but

stretch to a point further the assent which is ratified by general ex-

perience. The ghost-story, on the other hand, illustrates experiences

which, in each generation, are very far from universally prevalent.

When they have been '

proved by witnesses in the Bishop's Court,'

5 Dr. Gregory, in his Letters on Animal Magnetism (1851), dealt as freely as.

Wodrow in fourth- or fifth-hand ghost-stories.
6 Animal Intelligence, p. 451. 7 Ibid. p. 418.
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then science, like the Archbishop applauded by Hume,
'

wisely refuses

to examine them.' Therefore they never occurred at all
; therefore,

when they recur, they are *

contrary to universal experience
'

;
there-

fore they are not only
*

intrinsically improbable,' but nakedly and

flagrantly impossible. To return to Hume, ' the Due de Chatillon, a

duke and a peer of France, of the highest rank and family, gives evi-

dence of a miraculous cure, performed upon a servant of his, who had

lived several years in his house with a visible and palpable infirmity.'

Therefore it is
' wise

'

to refuse to examine the Due de Chatillon, and

his experience is
'

contrary to universal experience.' Besides, Jan-

senist miracles are inconvenient.

The reasoning powers of mankind are so remarkable, that perhaps
we may never get rid of these fine old fallacies. Of course, if the

servant was cured, there was no ' miracle
'

in the matter
; merely an

illustration of some natural law. But Hume's horror of what he

called
'

miracles,' and his high sense of their inconvenience, became

one of his idola specus, and he reasoned like the common Philistine.

If, for the sake of argument, we can at present dismiss this favourite

fallacy, and, provisionally, eliminate the element of ' the intrinsi-

cally improbable
'

from our consideration of ghost-stories, then we

may apply Mr. Komanes' filter of the third class. That is, we

may compare with the statements of well-known observers the un-

consciously coincident reports of observers not so well known, or not

known at all. If we do this, we shall assuredly find that the reported

phenomena fall into definite classes or categories, capable of being
'

tabulated,' if that is any comfort. Then, if Mr. Komanes' criterion

is correct, the undesigned coincidences between what competent
and known observers aver, and what Tom, Dick, and Harry, in all

ages, societies, and climes, have kept on averring, will mutually
corroborate both classes of statement. This corroboration of evidence

by undesigned coincidences has already been adopted by the new
science of anthropology, and the evidence thus handled is only con-

temned by philological mythologists, who think the results incon-

venient.

If we employ this filter, then, we find known and competent
observers alleging, for example, that they have seen human beings
handle or tread on burning coals, embers, red-hot stones, and similar

things, not only without showing symptoms of pain, but without

being scorched. This, in itself, is not only
*

intrinsically improbable,'

but, in all known and ascertained conditions of the human body, is

absolutely impossible. Meanwhile, the evidence of several known
and competent observers, such as Mr. Crookes, Mr. S. C. Hall, Lord

Crawford, Mr. Basil Thomson in the Fiji Isles, and another gentleman
in Southern India, and in Borneo of a witness for the present anony-

mous, is corroborated by the tales of old and unknown witnesses, of
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Father Brebeuf in North America, of Virgil, and of Dr. Dozous at

Lourdes. 8

Dr. Dozous was present on the 7th of April, 1858, when Berna-

dette, in ecstasy, held her hand for a timed quarter of an hour in the

flame of a lighted candle :

' Je ne trouvai nulle part la moindre trace

de brulure.' The writers on Lourdes seem quite unaware of the

similar statements made by competent observers in Southern India,

Fiji, Borneo, America, England, and elsewhere. On the hypothesis
that savages, and that D. D. Home, were, or are, acquainted with some

physical method of doing the trick, it still seems very improbable
that Bernadette had any such recipe. Thus a set of statements not

only improbable, but, in understood conditions, impossible, may con-

ceivably deserve examination. We can hardly call it scientific to say,

with Hume, that it is
* wise to refuse to examine them.' If any truth

of any kind be found in them, then there may be a corresponding
truth in many old traditions of martyrdoms and ordeals. Unluckily,
this discovery would be equally unwelcome to physical science (un-
less a physical method of escaping heat can be discovered) and to

religious exclusiveness. For what is the value of a saintly miracle

which can be repeated by a Huron, Fijian, a low-caste native of

Southern India, a Heathen Chinee, or an enigmatic American ? Of

course, we could fall back on the hypothesis of impious parody by the

powers of darkness.

This is one example of the classes or categories into which these

statements group themselves. Another example is too familiar to

bear repetition. The feats of levitation attested by Mr. Crookes and

other competent observers in the case of Home are reported by known
and unknown observers, in all times, lands, and conditions of civilisa-

tion. Many of the instances were, of course, examined in the pro-
cesses of canonisation. Cotton Mather offered to show the sceptical

Calef a case, but Calef *

wisely refused to examine it,' because it was

a '

miracle,' and miracles were things of the past. The anecdotes of

movements of objects untouched have recently received the addition

of Professor Lodge's report on Eusapia Palladino, while Mr. Arthur

Davison's remarks on Esther Cox, in Nova Scotia, are candid, and

without any
'

spiritualistic
'

bias. Here an observer, not known to fame,

Mr. Davison, corroborates by his narrative an observer Mr. Lodge
who (in other fields) is reckoned competent. But the stories, as Mr.

Romanes says in regard to beast-stories, with their
' multitude of alleged

facts,' are
'

excessively tedious.' Inquirersknow where to findthem, and,
if they look into them, must sedulously apply Mr. Romanes' '

filter
'

to the evidence. Of course, hoaxing is a factor, but hoaxing is a

factor in beast-stories. The categories of '

ghosts,'
*

wraiths,'
'

pre-

monitory dreams,' and other '

premonitions,' all rest on the same sort

of footing of evidence, known and unknown
; but, what we might

8
Boissarie, Lourdcs, pp. 48, 49.
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not expect,
*

premonitory dreams '

appear to be more infrequent than

the other alleged occurrences. Yet they are the most easily
* faked

up/ by dint of a little goodwill and lapse of memory.
The conclusion seems to be that what is sauce for the gander is-

sauce for the ghost. Evidence as to *

ghosts,' and so forth, may,

perhaps, be examined and '
filtered

'

in the same way as evidence-

concerning strangely intelligent ganders and other animals. The

only serious obstacle lies in that clause about the '

intrinsically

improbable/ But the ratios of improbability depend on the un-

familiarity of the facts. They can never cease to be unfamiliar and
*

opposed to universal experience
'

while it is considered wise to refuse

to examine particular cases, and, without examining them, to deny
their existence.

After penning these remarks, the writer chanced to take up a

recent example of scientific method. Mr. H. S. Wells' signed review

in Nature (6th of December, 1894) of Mr. Podmore's Apparitions
and Thought Transference is, indeed, a valuable criticism valuable-

both for the conscious and perhaps very just strictures on the book,

and for the unconscious exhibition of bias.

Mr. Podmore had compared the opposition which psychical
research encounters to the opposition previously encountered by
Cuvier and Agassiz. Of course, this analogy is no conclusive argu-
ment. Cuvier, and Agassiz, and many other pioneers of science, were

derided
;
and psychical students are derided. Cuvier and Agassiz

were in the right, yet it does not follow that Mr. Podmore is in the

right. But whoever said that it did follow? Mr. Podmore's

argument is not,
* I am laughed at, therefore I am on sound ground,'

but,
* My being laughed at proves nothing against the soundness of

my ground.' Mr. Podmore does not, or should not, compare the

investigations in which he is interested with those of Agassiz, for

they are, as a rule, in very different ' matter.' 9 But he may
legitimately adduce the case of Agassiz and a dozen others, as

demonstrating that the laughers have often been in the wrong and

the butts in the right.
* The credit accorded,' says Mr. Wells,

' to such evidence as the

S.P.K. accumulates has, if anything, diminished.' Since when? It

is notorious that, since the Eestoration, evidence on psychical matters

has never been in such credit as it enjoys at present. Never, since

the reign of Charles the Second, have so many F.K.S.'s publicly
admitted their interest in topics which for 170 years were practically

scouted by all men of education.

Mr. Wells draws justly this great and acknowledged distinction

between the subjects of psychical and of physical science
; namely, that

Yet it is usually said that Agassiz examined, or wanted to examine,
' the electric

girl
'

Angelique Cottin, who was reported to do the same things as Eusapia Palladino,

but to do them better. She turned out to be a failure.
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in the latter
*

things can be reproduced whenever required.' Certainly
we cannot produce a ghost, wraith, or the like * whenever required.'

Even in '

thought transference
' we cannot guarantee success. But in

like manner we cannot produce many authentic manifestations of

human faculty in other kinds * whenever required.' We cannot show a

Calculating Boy every day, or a Tennyson, or a Shakespeare. Mr. Fry
cannot every dayjump twenty-three feet nine inches; yethehas done so.

In all studies of human faculty or malady this rule holds good, in

varying degrees, yet psychology, which examines human faculty, is,

one presumes, a sort of a science ! We are dealing with living and

highly complex beings, and with events which occur (if they do

occur) under conditions almost wholly unascertained. Opium, we

fancy, does not operate alike on all constitutions, still less does

hypnotism, yet both operate and deserve study.

For these reasons many
'
facts

'

at present must be taken, if taken

at all, on the word of known observers, who cannot, or cannot always,

repeat the experiment which they describe.
* Few of the phenomena

are directly observed,' says Mr. Wells. Mr. Lodge does not read Mr.

Sidgwick's thoughts; Mrs. Piper does perhaps. Perhaps the less

said about Mrs. Piper, by people who want to get psychical research

recognised, the better. Passe pour Madame Piper !
10

Mr. Wells insists that two young women in Mr. Guthrie of

Liverpool's shop had an obvious private interest in being
*

thought-
readers.' Perhaps they had

;
but the one example of their successes

which he gives may suggest that all were on that low level. On the

other hand, when'Mr. Lodge examined the girls,
11 their successes were

amazing were staggering to the faculty of judgment. The real

question is not concerned with the possible interests of the girls, but

with Mr. Lodge's competence as an observer. Is there anything to

be said against his methods and precautions ? He may have been

.gulled by a ' code
'

that, indeed, is much the most probable hypo-
thesis but no exception to his methods in this case or to his powers
of observation is taken by Mr. Wells. Mr. Lodge only makes his

assertions ' to the best of his scientific belief.' It is Mr. Wells who
declares that the girls were * liberated at intervals from the toils of

shop or workroom.' Mr. Lodge speaks of an experiment made ' in

the evening.'
12 Other ' intermediaries

'

were often lowly folk

( American M.D.'s
'

(these outcasts of society),
*

lady medical students
'

(a notorious crew),
' a baker's assistant,' and ' most of the letters of

the alphabet.' As was said, people are still chary of their names.

This is not so odd when imputations against their honesty are certain

to be made. Our belief, in fact, rests on the powers of observation

I

10 This is the writer's private opinion. He has never seen Mrs. Piper, and is dis-

gusted by the vulgarity of her familiar.

11

Proceedings, S.P.E. part vi.
12 Ibid. vi. p. 194.
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and the caution possessed by a number of men 'whose scientific

reputations,' says Mr. Wells generously,
' are now hopelessly (why

hopelessly ?)
' bound up with the reality of the alleged facts.' Now,

is Mr. Huxley's scientific reputation bound up with the reality of the

alleged Bathybius ? Is Mr. Crookes' reputation
'

hopelessly bound

up
'

with the reality, or rather unreality, of the alleged Katy King ?

Is Mr. Alfred Wallace's reputation bound up with the reality of

spiritualism ? This is not a scientific, and perhaps it is scarcely
a courteous, mode of argument.

If Mr. Lodge found that he had been gulled, he would say

so, as any gentleman would. His scientific reputation depends on
facts which ' can be reproduced whenever required,' not on drapers'

young ladies !

Meanwhile the existence of '

thought transference
'
can only be

established, if at all, after an almost infinite number of experiments
under many various conditions. Perhaps a duchess may someday oblige
Mr. Wells by acting as 'intermediary.' His suggestions of interested

motives in ' intermediaries
' on one side and in observers on the other

are, ifwe are right, not very correct or valuable. 13

Passing some perhaps
more useful remarks on accident versus telepathy, we may note that
' were Mr. Podmore's case strong and it is singularly weak the

undeniable chance of a recrudescence of superstition remains as a con-

sideration against the unqualified recognition of his evidence.' Then
is strong evidence (if producible) to receive only a '

qualified

recognition' (whatever that may mean) because, otherwise, the

public might jump to false conclusions ? Is Mr. Darwin's evidence

to be received with a not unqualified recognition, because his theory
furnishes an excuse for M. Daudet's Strugforlifeur ? The moral

consequences of facts have usually been thought, by men of science,

to be no affair of theirs. The ' dreadful consequences argufiers
' have

been stigmatised by Professor Huxley. But here they are again, in

an organ of science.

ANDREW LANG.

13 That an observer whose scientific reputation depends on certain facts being facts

is an interested observer, seems to be implied by Mr. Wells. Perhaps this inference

never occurred to the critic.
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To the Editor of THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

SIR WALTER SCOTT AND
MRS. VEAL'S GHOST

SIR, The writer of the article in the January number of this

Keview on Defoe and the Apparition of Mrs. Veal appears to take for

granted that the biographical notice of Defoe which is printed among
the miscellaneous works of Sir Walter Scott is rightly attributed to

him.

It seems, however, that the essay in question was written, not by
Scott, but by his publisher Ballantyne.

A note to this effect is prefixed to the essay in the published
editions.

But it is certain that in 1828 Scott was collecting material re-

specting Defoe's pamphlet on the story of Mrs. Veal's Ghost.

The following letters were written to Miss Wagner in that year,

and by her given some years subsequently to the father of the present

possessor.

Miss Wagner, herself a lady of some literary attainments, was the

aunt of Mrs. Felicia Heman s.

The subject of Mrs. Veal's Ghost appears to have inspired a de-

liverance by the novelist of his own views on spiritual manifestations,

and to have suggested a record of an incident in his own experience,

both of which are of considerable interest.

Yours, &c.

K. S. CLEAVER.

MADAM, I am honoured with your favour in which you kindly

offer me a copy of the verses upon Friendship recommended in the

story of Mrs. Veal's Ghost, which I would account a very particular

favour. I cannot say that I am a believer in the return of departed

spirits, but I heartily regret the days when I did entertain that very

interesting opinion. The great moral argument against their

existence is that, in proportion as incredulity on this point increases,

instances of supernatural appearances decrease, and, in other words,
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ghosts are only seen when they are believed. But whether recon-

cileable to the understanding or not, they are most interesting to the

imagination, and I shall always remember with pain the loss of the

sensation.

I was with a party in a pleasure yacht who had been absent on a

tour through Orkney, Shetland, and the Hebrides, and one evening
ran into the little bay of Dunvegan under the ancient castle which

you may see described in Dr. Johnson's Tour. The present McLeod

came off with his piper and boats to fetch us on shore, and gave us

a right hearty welcome. The lady asked me in courtesy whether I

would choose to sleep in the haunted chamber, which of course I

preferred, and was told many stories of its horrors. It certainly was

the finest scene I ever saw for a ghost. The walls of the castle were

of immense thickness, and tradition did not even assign a date to that

part of the castle. The room was comfortably furnished, but in an

antique fashion, and the scene without was one of the grandest I ever

saw. The clouds driving over the moon, which was sometimes quite

covered, sometimes shed a wild portentous light upon the waves of

the Atlantic, which poured into a salt-water loch, dashing in their

passage against three tall pyramidical rocks popularly called McLeod's

Maidens, on which the billows threw sheets of foam which rose to a

great height, and for a moment seemed to robe the Maidens in wind-

ing sheets of foam. All this I saw, the quarter of which would have

been sufficient at a more imaginative time of life to suggest strange

matters either for waking reverie or dreams. But woe is me :

The wild romance of life was done,

The real history was begun.

I felt nothing but that I had had a busy day, had eaten a good

dinner, had drunk a bottle of excellent claret, and was much disposed

to sleep.

And so, to my eternal shame, without troubling myself about the

ghost of Korie More or anyone of his long line, I went to bed and

slept quietly till my servant called me in the morning.
Fifteen years have passed since that time, and I am not a jot

mended in the point of excitability.

I am not, however, equally insensible to acts of kindness, and

therefore am, Madam,
Your much obliged, humble servant,

WALTER SCOTT.

EDINBUEGH : February 7, 1828.

Any parcel will reach me safely addressed under cover to Francis

Freling, Esq., General Post Office.

Miss WAGXEE,
Wolstenholme Square,

Liverpool.
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I ought to have acknowledged before now the receipt of your

obliging favour, dear Madam, with the copy of the verses on Friendship
which attracted the praise of Mrs. Veal's Ghost. The third and fourth

stanzas seem to have been what the amiable spirit chiefly alluded to.

If I might still be so troublesome, I would be obliged to you to com-

plete the favour you have done me by having the goodness to mention

the size of the pamphlet, the number of pages, and the precise words

of the title-page, bookseller's name and all. Thus little things are

great to little men.

Thus, as is the usual gratitude of the world, I reward you for the

trouble you have already taken in my behalf by saddling you with

more labour.

I am something curious to know if the verses were published by
the same man who published Drelincourt on Death, in which case it is

probable the pamphlet was intended to act like a double-barrelled gun,
and kill right and left.

I am, Madam, with a great sense of your kindness,

Your much obliged, humble servant,

WALTER SCOTT.

EEINBUEGH : March 3, 1828.

Miss WAGNEF,
Liverpool.

VoL.XXXVII Xo. 216
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IS BIMETALISM A DELUSION?

MR. HENRY DUNNING MACLEOD, in a forcible article against Bime-

talism in this Review for November last, contends that,
;
if it were

possible to establish a fixed ratio between gold and silver by inter-

national agreement, it would be equally possible to fix the value of

all commodities,' and declares that ' the attempt to restore bimetal-

ism is simply the endeavour to revive the exploded economic fallacy

that the value of commodities can be regulated by law.' He charac-

terises as a ' delusion
'

the theory that a fixed legal ratio between

the coins can control and fix the relative value of the metals. In his

view, 'it is the market value of the metals which regulates the

relative value of the coins,' and,
' as the value of the metals is con-

stantly changing in the market of the world, the value of the coins

must equally do so too.' He goes so far as to declare it proved

incontrovertibly that ' the fixed legal ratio between the coins never

had the slightest effect on the relative 'market value of the metals
'

!

Bimetalists cannot allow this extraordinary statement of the case,

made in so absolute a manner by an author of repute in economic

science, to pass without protest. Primarily, we decline to admit that

money is a commodity, or that there is a market value of the money
metals (or metal) different from the legal value. Gold was a com-

modity before it was used as money, just as silver has become a

commodity since it ceased to be money. Commodities have a price,

but money has not. Money makes the price of all commodities, but

is itself without price. The price of commodities^ varies with varia-

tions in the demand for them
;
the demand for money, or for bullion

to be converted into money at the invariable Mint price, is insatiable.

An ounce of gold is always worth 31. 17s. 9d., because the law requires
the Mint to give that price for it.

1 The value of gold bullion is neces-

sarily measured by the quantity of coin it will make, and there can

be no value which will prevail against the Mint value. If a mountain

of gold were discovered to-morrow, it could only] be appraised by

supposing it converted into coin at the rate fixed by law. We can

1 This is the expression in common use, though, speaking" accurately, the Mint

buys nothing. It has no capital to buy with. Its operations are purely mechanical,
not commercial.
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conceive of no other method of measuring its value. No one would
sell it for less than the price paid by the Mint, and surely no buyer
would pay a higher price. Were it a mountain of coal or a mountain

of copper, the result would be different. But a mountain of gold is

a mountain of money, as we saw in California and Australia in 1852,
and as we see in South Africa to-day. Its value is fixed beyond

question by the very Statute Book whose provisions Mr. MacLeod
cites as

'

absolutely inoperative.' Statutes are inoperative in fixing
the value in money of commodities, but money itself, created by
statute, has no price. The price of commodities is their value ex-

pressed in money, whereas money itself cannot have a market value

in the sense that commodities have. We speak of the purchasing

power of money, not of its market (cash) value. Money cannot be

priced, any more than the yard can be measured : the one is price,

just as the other is measure. A sovereign is always a pound sterling ;

it cannot be more or less. There is no price list of gold, because

ingot and coin are the same thing. The State subdivides the ingot
into pieces of convenient sizes, certifies their weight and fineness,

and they then become coins and legal-tender money. At the present
time silver bullion has a market value, or price, because it is no

longer a money metal. But no one speaks of the value or price of

silver five-franc pieces in France, or of silver thalers in Germany,
because these silver pieces are money, they make their own price, and

as money are worth their face value as fixed by law, independently of

the market value of the now degraded metal of which they are

composed. They are worth just what gold pieces of the same

nominal value are worth, though they are not convertible into, or

redeemable in, gold. In England, twenty shillings are synonymous
with a pound sterling, although the shillings are all of silver and the

pound is of gold. What becomes, in these circumstances, of Mr.

MacLeod's affirmation that '
it is the market value of the metals

which regulates the relative value of the coins
'

?

The statement as to the impossibility of fixing the value of com-

modities by legislation is doubtless applicable to silver while it

remains a mere commodity, dethroned from its [historic seat as a

precious metal, and without the same legislative sanction to fix its

money value, its debt-paying power, which gold enjoys and on which

gold depends for its seeming fixity. But Mr. MacLeod is also the

author of a valuable treatise, The Theory and Practice of Banking,

long since become a standard work, and one of its chapters, devoted

to the theory of value, suggests a line of argument utterly at variance

with the emphatic affirmation made in his article in this Keview

as to the impracticability of bimetalism.

In the treatise, after pointing out with great vigour of language
the fallacies of all other theories, and especially that of the cost of

production, as fixing value, he argues that value depends upon ex-

T 2
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changeability alone, and adduces what to most students are convincing

proofs of the correctness of his views. If now we apply this theory
to the value of money in debt-paying power, we find that at the

present time, among the great nations of Europe and in the United

States, a certain number of grains of gold bullion (and of gold bullion

only) can by arbitrary legislative enactment be converted at the

mints in unlimited amounts into coins which are legal tender,

exchangeable, for a certain amount of debt, called a pound sterling,

a dollar, &c., and that the money value of the coins becomes thus

permanently fixed. Grold may be scarce or it may be abundant
;

it

maybe difficult and costly to produce, as it was in 1844 and in 1884,

or it may be found in vast quantities and mined with comparative

cheapness, as in 1851 and in 1894; but its
'

exchangeability
'

for

debt as fixed by legal enactment, and its consequent money value,

never vary. It is this statutory immutability of the debt-paying

power of a certain number of grains of gold that creates the illusion

in so many minds of a fixity in the so-called 'intrinsic value' of

gold, independent of its legal value. It is an instance, too, of the

accuracy of Mr. MacLeod's definition of value as depending upon

exchangeability, and not upon cost of production.
Before considering this theory of value in its bearing upon the

*
Silver Question,' let us first state what is the contention and demand

of the bimetalists regarding silver. It is not, as seems so often to

be assumed by their opponents, that 15J ounces of silver shall be

declared by law to be equal in ' intrinsic value
'

(whatever that phrase

may mean) to 1 ounce of gold, and that therefore the market price

of each shall be legally so fixed in terms of the other. The bimetal-

ists demand merely that the two metals be declared by law to be,

not of a fixed relative market value, but of the same utility in debt-

paying poiver, in the proportion of 15J to 1 the mints to be freely

open to the coinage of both thus re-establishing silver in the

position which it held in common with gold from the beginning of

history until recently (always by legislative authority), and restoring
the conditions under which, prior to 1873, all debts State, Corpora-

tion, and individual were incurred, and a supposed normal level of

prices was established. In other words, they claim that the '

exchange-

ability
'

of silver for debt, equally with gold, should be restored by

legal enactment, with free coinage, in the ratio of 15^ ounces of the

former to 1 ounce of the latter a ratio which has stood the test of

centuries with satisfactory success, as against the novel and doleful

experiment of the present generation in endeavouring to '
live and

prosper
' on a single money metal.

Accepting Mr. MacLeod's theory of value as based on exchange-

ability, to what inevitable conclusion are we led as to the ensuing
relative value of the two metals under a bimetalic regime ? We find

that lo^ ounces of silver and one ounce of gold become by law, and
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in fact, exchangeable for, and equal to, the same amount of debt;
and consequently, being equal to and exchangeable for the same

thing, they become equal to and exchangeable for each other, in

accordance with the axiom quoted by Mr. MacLeod in his treatise,

that Things which are equal to the same thing are equal to each

other. His own theory of value allows us in this deduction to leave

out all question of cost of production, and to base our conclusion on

exchangeability alone. This conclusion is the only logical one, but

it is diametrically opposed to that arrived at by him in his article

against bimetalism. We can only escape from it by assuming that

there might be some other demand for one of the two metals which

would preponderate over the debt-paying, monetary, demand. But
this latter is so universal, so insatiable, so eternal, that the demand
for the legal-tender metals for other than monetary purposes is minute

in comparison, and can only create variable oscillations around the

statutory rate of equivalence as long as the unlimited monetary
demand exists. Such was the unanimous conclusion of the Koyal
Commission of 1888, monometalists as well as bimetalists, regarding
the price of silver, measured in gold, prior to 1873, while the French

Mint was freely open to both metals. The report, signed by all the

members of the Commission, contains the following statements :

Looking, then, to the vast changes which occurred prior to 1873 in the relative

production of the two metals without any corresponding disturbance in their market

value, it appears to us difficult to resist the conclusion that some influence was

then at work tending to steady the price of silver, and to keep the ratio which it

bore to gold approximately stable.

Prior to 1873 the fluctuations in the price of silver were gradual in their

character, and ranged within very narrow limits. . . . Now, undoubtedly, the date

which forms the dividing line between an epoch of approximate fixity in the

relative value of gold and silver, and one of marked instability, is the year when
the bimetalic system, which had previously been in force in the Latin Unionf

ceased to be in full operation.

Mr. MacLeod quotes many authorities of the past in supposed

support of his contention as to the impossibility of maintaining the

parity of equivalence between the two metals at a fixed ratio by

legislation. But he makes no allowance for the very important fact

that in all past experience there have been two or more '

legal ratios
'

co-existing in the world, and that the consequent disaccord has

accounted for the seeming inadequacy of law to maintain the fixed

legal ratio and concurrent simultaneous circulation of the two metals

equally in all countries. The fact that different legal ratios cannot

coexist with absolute success is no evidence that a single and

uniform ratio for the important commercial countries would not

ensure practical parity, or, to quote the unanimous words of the

Koyal Commission above given, as to actual conditions prior to the

closing of the French Mint,
'

approximate fixity in the relative value'

of the two metals the world over.
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It is the disaccord which has always existed in past experience
that is the very basis and raison d'etre of Grresham's law, which Mr.

MacLeod cites as though it were an argument against bimetalism

on a common ratio. To give greater weight to the importance of

this law, he says it should be called the law of Oresme, Copernicus,
and Grresham, as the two former had both declared it before Grresham.

He might have said it was also the creed of the bimetalists
;
for

Cernuschi, our great master in the science of money, has always
insisted that ' Two ratios cannot work simultaneously on the face of

the globe.' As a matter of fact, two ratios existing in different

important countries make for each of the countries one dearer and

one cheaper coin, or medium of exchange, and account for the

circumstance dwelt upon by Mr. MacLeod, that the underrated coin

disappears from circulation in each case. The cheaper coin remains

and the dearer one migrates to that country where, by reason of a

different legal ratio between the two metals, it is more highly
valued. This influence is irresistible, whether it be called the law of

Gresham or the law of gravitation.

In the five centuries of experience referred to by Mr. MacLeod

during which gold (or silver) has at times disappeared from the

circulation of different bimetalic countries, where has it gone?

Always to some other country where it was exchangeable under a

different legal ratio for a larger amount of debt (as compared with

the alternate metal) than in the country from which it emigrated.

Thus, in the period comprised between 1793 and 1834, when the

legal ratio of the two metals was as 15 to 1 in the United States and

as 15^ to 1 in France, gold flowed from the United States to Europe,
where its exchangeability was largest, while silver flowed from

Europe to the United States, where its exchangeability was largest.

In 1834 the United States changed their ratio to 16 to 1, instead,

unfortunately, of adopting the ratio of 15J to 1 in accord with

France
;
and from that time on all the silver migrated to Europe,

gold taking its place in the United States, just as the reverse

effect had been brought about in the previous period, and for a

similar reason. The ' market value
' on which Mr. MacLeod lays

so much stress as being above the legal value in any single country
has always been the price (subject to expenses of transmission) fixed

by some foreign mint, the highest bidder for the time being among
the chief commercial nations, for one metal in terms of the other.

It is precisely to obviate this monetary preference in any market for

one metal over the other, to establish an equipoise, and to remove

the sole cause of the migratory flights of either metal away from its

co-partner, that bimetalists advocate an international and uniform

agreement, such as has never heretofore existed. They claim that

under such an agreement the debt-paying, monetary, demand (at a

uniform ratio) will control and fix the price of silver, exactly as the
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same demand, under authority of statute, controls and fixes the price
of gold to-day. They assert with the fullest confidence that a

uniform international agreement, accepted by those nations having the

largest metallic reserves, will obliterate all important preferences for

one metal over the other, and that under it there could take place

only such oscillations in relative value as might arise from accidental

and temporary causes, and of no greater magnitude than occur at

present in the exchanges between large centres trading upon a

common basis of gold.

Mr. MacLeod states categorically that, if an international agree-
ment were made on the basis of 15J to 1, the market ratio

(with mints closed to silver) being 35 to 1, gold would entirely

disappear from circulation and silver would be the sole metallic

currency of the world. But, in that case, where would the

gold go and to what use would its owners apply it ? Who would be

willing to pay storage and lose interest on this enormous inert hoard ?

The precious metals have never yet flowed in large volume from one

country to another except to fulfil the mission of *

legal tender
'

for

debt the highest, noblest, and most valuable function that metal can

perform. Destroy the value of either metal as '

legal tender
'

in the

chief countries of the world, and it may sell at 35 to 1, or even

at a lower ratio, compared with the alternate metal; for it will

then have only such value as its inferior and minor utilities create

for it.

In discussing the '

Silver Question,' the definition of money given

by Aristotle cannot be too often quoted :

Money itself is only a frivolity, a futility. It has value only by the law and

not by nature, inasmuch as a change of agreement among those who use it can

depreciate it completely, and render it entirely unlit to satisfy any of our wants.

And Cernuschi has written :

Nature produces silver and gold, but does not produce money. It is the

legislator who attributes to one of the metals, or to the two conjointly, the mone-

tary function. Numisma, money, comes from nomos, law.

No better instance of the accuracy of these definitions can be

needed than that of the closing without notice of the Indian Mint in

1893, when silver fell 15 per cent, in one day. There was no decrease

in the cost, no increase in the amount, of production of silver
;
but

nomos, the law, was rescinded, and numisma, money, the creation of

law, was shattered. Someone has wisely said :
*

Money is not the

value for which goods are exchanged, but the value by which they
are exchanged.' Bain puts it admirably when he says :

It is a vital error to suppose that gold as gold is the standard of value
;
that the

material of money is the standard. The material of which money is composed is

no more a standard of value than the dial of a watch is the time. It is not the

standard, but the register in which the standard is recorded. The real standard is

the human mind. Money is only the notation and vehicle of demand.
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In the conduct of trade throughout the world, prior to 1873, gold
and silver money might be likened to counters in familiar games,
where the red counter is worth five of the white, according to the

accepted
'

legal enactment '

governing the game, though the one
differs from the others in colour only, and not in weight or substance ;

in exchangeability, in utility as a debt-payer, and not in intrinsic-

value. The white counters could be '

demonetised,' and the game
continued with the same amount of red counters, but subdivided into

smaller sizes, each reduced piece representing as much as the larger

piece represented before, though at the sacrifice of convenience. 1

And now, in the great game of the world's commerce, since 1873, the

demonetisation of the white counter has actually taken place, involv-

ing in this case, not convenience alone, but the whole fabric and

system of prices. The coloured counter has in effect been subdivided ;

which means, dropping the simile and stating in plain language the

true effects of monometalism upon business, that the prices of com-

modities generally have been * cut in two,' and debts, interest on

debts, and rentals, while remaining at their former nominal valuation,

have in reality greatly increased in burden. No one to-day can better

realise the truth of this statement than the British agriculturist and

landowner.

Whether the present state of affairs has been chiefly caused by the

increasing comparative scarcity of money of ultimate redemption, or

by the dislocation of the exchanges with countries still trading on a

silver basis, or by a combination of both causes, it is immaterial now
to inquire. But the results are upon us and speak for themselves.

EDWARD TUCK,

1
Paulus, the great Koman jurist, describing money, says,

'
it circulates with a

power which it derives not from the sulstance but from the quantity'
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AURICULAR CONFESSION AND THE

CHURCH OF ENGLAND

MR. TEIGNMOUTH SHORE, in his article on the above subject in last

month's number of this Keview, has made a very serious charge of

unfaithfulness against a large and growing number of his brethren in

the ministry, as well as of his brethren of the laity. One might
have thought that one in Mr. Teignmouth Shore's position, of his

intelligence, and wide knowledge of the prevailing currents of Church

opinion, would have been unwilling to revive a controversy which

seemed to have been settled many years ago, after much discussion,

and mainly on the principle of solvitur ambulando. Full forty

years have passed away since Mr. William Gresley published his

popular volume on the subject, with its catena of Church authorities,

and Dr. Pusey's famous work on the same subject has not, so far as I

am aware, been answered. Mr. Shore's article is but a sketch of a

portion of the materials needing to be considered on this momentous

part of the Church's ministry, touching, as it does, so deeply the

needs of souls. It is surely a strong measure, after giving only
a partial view of such a subject, to pronounce so absolute a judgment
as to say that the result of what he considers to be the Church of

England teaching on confession to a priest is
' a discouragement of

it which amounts to practical prohibition.'

Mr. Shore has grounded his judgment mainly on the changes
which nave taken place in reference to this matter in our formularies.

What those changes practically come to, and what was intended by
them, may surely best be seen in the writings of our chief divines

who wrote during the period when our formularies were taking their

present shape, when a succession of manuals of instruction brought
their teaching home to the people, and when the Church of England

system was being consolidated. What was rejected, or what was

retained, of pre-Keformation uses, and what has come down to us

with authority, is shown by the Elizabethan and Caroline divines,

and the parish priests of those periods ;
and this Mr. Shore would

apparently acknowledge, for he quotes Bishop Jeremy Taylor as an

evidence for his position. In this, as in other subjects of controversy,

281
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it is very necessary to be careful as to the special points under dis-

cussion, and the terms employed. But in this respect Mr. Shore, if

he will bear with me for saying so, has been wanting. He concludes

his article with a quotation from Jeremy Taylor, as if it clenched his

charge against his supposed opponents, and yet this quotation tells

directly against his judgment.
The quotation is as follows :

' The question, then, is whether to

confess all one's greater sins to a priest, all that upon strict inquiry

we can remember, be necessary to salvation. This the Church of

Kome now affirms, and this the Church of England and all Protestant

Churches deny.' The italics are mine, simply in order to emphasise
the point. Mr. Shore's argument, up to this point, had been against

any private con/ession to a priest at all
;
he closes with this quotation,

which only denies its necessity to salvation. It seems strange that

Mr. Shore has not observed that this raises up an entirely new ques-

tion, one quite by itself; and that this, not confession itself, but its

necessity, was really the main matter in dispute between the Eoman
advocates and our reformers. If Mr. Shore had limited his plea to

this one point, we should all be agreed. Kome had ruled that a

priest's absolution, following on private confession, was a necessary

condition of membership, and this for everyone alike, under all cir*

cumstance?. To regard confession to a priest as a special means of

applying the virtue of the Atonement to troubled and sin-laden souls,

as a discipline for overcoming faults and obtaining counsel and gui-

dance, as a means of bringing oneself, as far as possible in this world,

before the Divine judgment, and to seek such means of grace habitu-

ally, if continuing to be found helpful ;
to regard the priest as a

guide and helper, and as an instrument in the hand of God for con-

veying, according to His mind, the assurance of His forgiveness

this is one thing, but nothing of this kind was attacked in the con-

troversy that arose with the Keformation, nor during the unsettled

times that followed. It was something quite different that formed

the ground of conflict : it was the question of the Roman rule of

necessity : the indispensableness of sacerdotal confession to everyone.

What had in earlier days been dependent on special circumstances,

became, according to Roman use, universally obligatory. This new

rule affected the whole question of human self-responsibility, of per-

sonal choice, of the action of the will, of the grounds of communion,
and intercourse between the children of the Divine adoption in Christ

and their Heavenly Father. The question lay at the very foundation

of the great movement for asserting Christian freedom as against

absolutism, and thus it became the turning-point of the whole discus-

sion about the ordinance of confession. And it was against this

enforcement of authority over the spiritual life of souls and their

individual responsibilities to God that our Reformers contended, as

a matter of vital moment. They did not question the benefit or the
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need of confession, as a voluntary act, or as a Sacramental ordinance.

They struck against the iron rule. They contended for personal

freedom, and this not merely as a rightful Christian claim, but as

securing for such an act, what alone can give it value, the free-will

of a responsible agent.

Jeremy Taylor, whom Mr. Shore selects as his witness among our

great divines, makes this perfectly clear, and it is strange that Mr.
Shore could have quoted him for his own purpose without seeing it.

Thus he writes :

' Whether to confess to a priest be an advisable dis-

cipline, and a good instance, instrument, and ministry to repentance,
and may serve many good ends in the Church, and to the souls of

needing persons, it is no part of the question,' adding,
' the Church

of England is in no way engaged against it, but advises it, acd

practises it.' Again he says :

Let it be commended to all to whom it is needful and profitable, but let it be free,

as to the conscience precisely, or bound but by the cords of a man, and as other

ecclesiastical laws are, which are capable of exceptions, restrictions, cautions, dis-

pensations, rescindings, and abolitions, by the same authority or upon greater
reasons. The question is whether to confess all our greater sins to a priest, all

that upon strict inquiry he can remember, be necessary to salvation. . . . Here

then we join issue. 1

Nor can one acquit Mr. Shore of unfairness in his quotations, not

consciously, one may surely believe, but from over-haste in trusting
to a separate sentence favouring his strong prepossessions, without

regarding the context. For, after quoting the words,
'

Concerning
confession as a special act of repentance, the first thing that is to be

said of it is that it is due only to God,' which, indeed, none could

wish to gainsay, he takes no notice of what, after this, Taylor says,
' Yet confession to a priest, the minister of pardon and reconciliation,

the curate of souls, and the guide of consciences, is of so great use

and benefit to all that are heavy laden with their sins, that they who

carelessly and causelessly neglect it are neither lovers of peace of

consciences, nor are careful for the advantage of their souls
'

;
and

but a little further on he adds,
'

It is not necessary in respect of a

positive express commandment, yet it is in order to certain ends

which cannot be so well provided for by any other instrument ;
it

hath not in it an absolute, but it may have a relative and superinduced

necessity.'
2

Great as Eichard Hooker is, we cannot always appeal to him as a

sure witness on Sacramental subjects. But he is perfectly clear on

this point, and his words, as usual with him, enter deeply into the

spiritual aspect of the question.

Because (he says) the knowledge how to handle our own sores is no vulgar
and common art, but we either carry towards ourselves for the most part an over

1 Dissuasive from Popery. Heber's edition. Vol. si. p. 10.

2 Ibid. ch. xi. sec. iv.

:
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soft and gentle hand, fearful of touching too near the quick, or else endeavouring
not to be partial, we fall into timorous scrupulosities, and sometimes into those

extreme discomforts of mind from which we hardly, if ever, lift up our heads again ;

men thought it the safest way to dislose their secret faults and to crave imposition
of penance from them whom our Lord Jesus Christ hath left in His Church to be

spiritual and ghostly physicians the guides and pastors of redeemed souls whose

office doth not only consist in general persuasions to amendment of life, but also

in the private particular care of diseased minds. Howsoever the Montanists pre-

sume to plead against the Church, saith Silvauus, that '

every man ought to be his

own penitentiary, and that it is part of our duty to exercise, but not of the Church's

authority to impose, or prescribe, repentance, the truth is otherwise, the best and

strongest of us may need in such cases direction.'
3

Archbishop Usher takes precisely the same ground :

Be it therefore known, that no kind of confession, be it public or private, is

disallowed by us, that is requisite for the execution of that ancient power of the

keys which Christ bestowed upon the Church. The thing which we reject is

that new picklock of Sacramental Confession, obtruded on men's consciences as a

matter necessary to salvation. 4

This was the debatable point, the question of necessity, not the

thing itself, but the absoluteness of its requirement in every
individual case. Other points were at the time keenly disputed,

points of great importance, but yet subordinate to the main point at

issue. Thus e.g. Jeremy Taylor argued against the position, that
* Priests have power to impose a punishment according to the quality

of every sin/ maintaining that the judgment the priest has to

make is rather ' of the Person
'

or * state of the penitent.' There

had been what the Homilies call
* the numbering of sins,' and

apportionments of penances to different sins, which had been felt to

be exceedingly vexatious. And, again, Taylor argued strongly against

any
*

proper judicial power in the Priest as distinct from one minis-

terial and dependent which God Himself, as He wills, ratifies/

quoting St. Anselm as his authority. There were other points which

became matters of keen controversy and usages opposed which

had raised against the term,
' auricular confession/ a violent preju-

dice, but the main point of opposition was that of 'necessity.'

Indeed the term ' auricular
' seems to have been used as a technical

term, implying not confession simply, but as involving certain points

of Koman use, which had become very unpopular, and gave special

disfavour to this expression.

Such judgments as have already been given, and which might

easily be multiplied, show what was regarded by our chief divines to

be the matured and permanent settlement as to this matter in the

Church of England when the first struggles of the Keformation crisis

were over, when men's minds had settled down, and the formularies

were taking their present shape. Mr. Shore quotes from Latimer

3 Eccles. Pol. b. vi. ch. iv.

4 Usher's Works. Oxford edition. Vol. iii. p. 91.
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and Bishop Jewell, and they certainly give a different view from

what has been here represented. They would apparently have done

away with private confession to a priest altogether. But they were

speaking in the first heat of the stormy conflict, and are known to

have embraced an ultra-Protestant line. The question is, are we to

take our stand upon the extreme destructive principle, a line which

liad its advocates in the earlier stages of the battle, or on the

deliberate and matured judgment of divines of a far higher mark,
who have been the main instruments in giving the settled form to

our Church's system of belief and practice ? Our Reformation was

not a movement of one age ;
it cannot be said to have reached its

settlement till the last revision of the Prayer-book.
Mr. Shore also quotes from the Homilies popular addresses, in

which certainly extreme language is freely employed. But it is to be

observed that in the Homily on Repentance, from which he quotes, the

ground on which the homilist rests his argument is the authority of

the Fathers, mentioning by name St. Anselm, St. Augustine, and

Nestorius, Bishop of Constantinople, authorities good enough against
the Roman compulsory rule, but not so against confession to a priest

sought voluntarily, as in the days in which they lived
;
and even the

passage from the Homily quoted by Mr. Shore closes with a sentence

which seems to give us the keynote, or the essential bearing, of

the whole passage :

' But it is against the true Christian liberty

that every man should be bound to the numbering of his sins, as it

hath been used hitherto in the time of blindness and ignorance.' It

is the special Roman use the homilist evidently had in view.

Yet more conclusive evidence as to the settling down of our re-

formed condition is to be seen in the series of manuals for the in-

struction of the people generally, which evidently had a very wide

circulation, and which have been regarded among us as t}'pes to be

followed, and some of which are still in use. Thus Greorge Herbert

says of his 'Priest to the Temple
'

:

In his visiting the sick, or otherwise afflicted, lie followeth the Church's counsel,

namely, in persuading them to particular confession, labouring to make them

understand the great good use of this ancient and pious ordinance, and how

necessary it is in some cases.

Herbert died in 1632. Bishop Taylor, in his Holy Living, says :

Because we may very much be helped if we take in the assistance of a spiritual

guide, therefore the Church of God in all ages hath commended, and in most ages

enjoined, that we confess our sins, and discover the state and condition of our

souls, to such a person, whom we, or our superiors, judge fit to help us in such

needs.

Jeremy Taylor died in 166 7. Bishop Cosin, who had much to do

with the last revision of our Prayer-book, stated in his Devotions, even

as one of the precepts of the Church :
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To receive the Blessed Sacrament of the Body and Blood of Christ with frequent

devotion, and three times a year at least, of which times Easter to be always one,

and for better preparation thereto, as occasion is, to disburden and quiet our con-

sciences of those sins that may grieve us, and scruples that may trouble us, to a

learned and discreet priest, and from him to receive advice and the benefit of

absolution.

Cosin died in 1672. Cosin's expression,
' learned and discreet priest,'

may explain what is meant in our Homilies by the term '

godly learned

man,' or more simply, 'learned man,' or, as one of the reformers,

William Turner, Dean of Wells, called it,
' head man of our soul,'

terms which have led some to say that confession to a layman, equally
as to a priest, was intended. The term itself answers to '

clergyman,'

simply implying the necessity of learning and godliness in those who
exercise such a commission.

Again, Bishop Patrick, in his Book for Beginners, advises :

If he still find he is not safe, he must after all advise with some discreet minister

of God's Word, as with a ministerial physician, desiring to know what course to

take that he may get the mastery of those unruly lusts which are too hard for

him. And when he comes for this ghostly counsel and advice, let him not be

ashamed privily^to confess his sins, and to open the whole state of his soul before

him whom he consults/relating how, and by what means, he comes to be thus

entangled in the mire of the devil, that he cannot get out of it. Be sure you

conquer the loathness you will find in yourself to make this discovery, for fear it

disgrace you in his opinion ;
and convince yourself that you ought the rather to

confess your sins ingenuously, that you may take shame to yourself, and lay

yourself low in the presence of God and His minister.

Patrick died in 1707. The Bishop's expression,
'

presence of God
aid His minister,' cannot be understood otherwise than as implying
Sacramental confession.

Once more, John Isham, whose Daily Office for the Sick was

published in 1694, and republished in 1696 and 1702, repeats the

strongest passages of Bishop Taylor. He says :

Though our Church presseth particular confession to a Priest only when the

conscience is disquieted with sins of deeper malignity, yet it doth not discountenance

the more frequent use of it, and this too in so comprehensive a case as to take in great
numbers that neglect it

;
and it is the declared judgment of the learned and pious

Bishop Taylor, that confession being useful in all cases and necessary in some
;
and

encouraged by Evangelical promises, by Scripture precedent, by the examples of

both Testaments, and prescribed by Apostolical injunctions, and the canons of all

Churches, and the example of all ages, and taught us by the analogy of the

ministerial power, and the very necessities to every man ;
he that for stubbornness,

or any other individual weakness, shall decline it in the day of his danger, is near

death, but very far off from the Kingdom of Heaven.

Mr. Teignmouth Shore has given us a somewhat elaborate view of

the changes in our formularies, as the ground of his contention, and

has drawn conclusions at variance from what is here affirmed to be

the true view of our Church's system. It would take too long to go
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into any farther inquiry as to this point, nor is there here any
attempt to explain or illustrate these changes. But the extracts

which have been given from the writings of some of our chief divines

of the generations during which these changes were taking place, and
while the popular manuals instanced were disseminated among the

people, seem to me sufficiently to show what was generally under-

stood and acted upon during this period. The last revision of the

Prayer-book took place at the Savoy Conference, which terminated

on the 14th of July, 1661 : the quotations which have been given,
as showing,the state of common belief and practice, extended beyond
the seventeenth century.

It may appear strange, if these things are so, that confession to a

priest, together with other Sacramental ordinances, which have been

of late so freely taught amongst us, should appear to many as a mere

accretion upon our proper and legitimate system, the invention of

the Oxford Movement. This was actually said lately?; in a leading
article of the Tim.es. It would seem from Mr. Shore's article that

this idea has also entered into his view of the present condition of

our Church life, and to many there may be need of some explanation
how it could be, if the views above stated are correct as to such

doctrines leavening the Church up to the end of the seventeenth

century and beyond it, as acknowledged and accepted principles in

active operation, they should have fallen into such oblivion that their

assertion now appears to be a novelty, and awakes in many such

strenuous opposition.

I cannot myself doubt as to the cause. There supervened upon
the Revolution the secession of the non-jurors, and this comprehended
no less than 400 priests and eight bishops, including the Primate.

The men who clung to the belief of the divine right of kings, and to

whom their oath to the exiled family was a part of their religion, were

also the main upholders of the higher view of the Church's system.

They were succeeded by men of a different stamp, and with these came

in a lower view of Church life. There is no mistaking the difference

between those who seceded in consequence of their reverence for their

oath, and those who were able to accommodate themselves to the new

order of things and the new principles of government. The conse-

quences of such a change extended throughout the Church as well as

throughout the State. There were families that retained the old

usages. There were individual witnesses to the forgotten truths

among the clergy, but they were comparatively, like angels' visits,

few and far between, as voces clamantium in deserto. The Oxford

Movement was, as it were, the rising up again to the surface for the

first time, after more than a century, of the stream which had so

long been hidden underground, bringing with it the treasures of

Catholic truth, held in abeyance during the interval. The Oxford

Movement was the rising to the surface of the teaching and uses of
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the days of Andrewes and Jeremy Taylor and George Herbert and
Cosin and Ken. We see a difference in the attitude of the men who
led the Oxford Movement, a difference arising from their antecedents.

Keble and Pusey were both brought up from childhood in families

which had inherited the old ideas common to the non-jurors.
Newman had ho such advantage. Newman, during the struggle,

said,
' I look to the Bishops.' Pusey said,

' I look to the Church.'

A whole world of difference lay between the two sayings, marking
the immense diversity between the two men, in their bringing up,
and their grounds of belief. To Keble and Piisey, the attacks which

reached them from all quarters were of no account. They were con-

scious of the solid groundwork of the system which they had inherited.

They remained calm and tranquil through all the turmoil. Newman
had no such stability, for he had had no such early teaching, and
when attacked, he had no standing ground, and despaired de repub-
lica. The strength of those who held firm, and still taught, and

have prevailed, arose from their clearly seeing that the Tractarian

theology was nothing new in the Church of England, was simply a-

recovery through faithful witnesses of the good old system for which

a long line of our forefathers prayed and suffered, before the Kevolu-

tion in Church and State led to the decline and torpor of the last

century.

This is the true explanation of the contrast between the last

century and the present, which so many view with surprise and

suspicion. The Evangelical Movement led the way out of the '

Slough
of Despond

'

;
the Oxford Movement completed the recovery.

Mr. Teignmouth Shore at the close of his article, in summing up,

questions, though without expressing any opinion, whether confession

to a priest be ' calculated to promote or to hinder the growth of a

robust, vigorous tone of religion, whether its influence, where it has

extensively prevailed, has been to develop or to destroy social purity,

to strengthen or to sap the foundations of social and of national life.'

It is not difficult to see to which alternative he inclines. No doubt,

the moral effects of confession are a fair criterion by which to judge
of its value. One could wish to ask Mr. Shore whether he thinks a

troubled and sin-laden soul a good foundation for the growth of

Christian manliness, or an over-scrupulous and misguided conscience

a hopeful source of moral vigour, and whether there may not be

strength and peace for such in the assurance of forgiveness and

renewed life, through the Blessed Spirit, which the Christian priest-

hood claims to give as part of its divinely appointed ministry, as a

Sacramental ordinance ? It has been one of the unfortunate results

of the strain put upon the conscience by an arbitrary rule, that the

very essential features of a merciful remedy for spiritual distress has

been misconstrued. The sense of slavery has been introduced where

the object has been the removal of hindrances to the soul's free
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communion with its God. The idea of subjection to human authority
has to many minds taken the place of trust in the strengthening of

the higher faculties of the regenerate life by a supernatural agency.
Confession is a practical matter. Only those who are accustomed to

its exercise can judge whether, when rightly used according to the

Church's intention, it interferes with the soul's true liberty, whether

it strengthens or weakens the moral fibre. To have secured freedom

for its exercise is the safeguard of priest and people alike. Some, in-

deed, of our chief divines speak of '

necessity,' but they mean moral,

not absolute, necessity. There are different ways in which God guides
His children, and different remedies applicable to their several needs.

The aim of the Church of England is to combine personal freedom

as to all spiritual things with ready access to all means of grace, and

this necessarily involves difference of method the principle which

our First Prayer-book affirmed, though, as Mr. Shore says, it was

withdrawn on the publication of the Second book. But this was done

through the influence of foreign reformers, alien to the English mind,
and practically it has never ceased to be the rule which has guided
the thoughts of Churchmen.

Its words are these :

*

Eequiring such as shall be satisfied with a

general confession, not to be offended with them that do use, to their

further satisfying, the auricular and secret confession to the priest, nor

those also which think needful or convenient, for the quietness of

their own consciences, 'particularly to open their sins to the priest, to

be offended with them that are satisfied with their humble confession

to God, and the general confession to the Church. But in all things
to follow and keep the rule of charity, and every man to be satisfied

with his own conscience, notjudging other men's minds or consciences
;

whereas he hath no warrant of God's word to the same.'

T. T. CARTER.

VOL. XXXVII No. 216 U
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LANGUAGE VERSUS LITERATURE

AT OXFORD

To say that the anarchy which has resulted from confusing the dis-

tinction between the study and interpretation of literature as the

expression of art and genius, and its study and interpretation as a

mere monument of language, has had a most disastrous effect on

education generally, would be to state very imperfectly the truth of

the case. It has led to inadequate and even false conceptions of what*

constitutes literature. It has led to all that is of essential importance
in literary study being ignored, and all that is of secondary or acci-

dental interest being preposterously magnified ;
to the substitution

of grammatical and verbal commentary for the relation of a literary

masterpiece to history, to philosophy, to aesthetics
;
to the mechanical

inculcation of all^that can be imparted, as it has been acquired, by

cramming for the intelligent application of principles to expression.

It has led to the severance of our literature from all that constitutes its

vitality and virtue as an active power, and from all that renders its

development and peculiarities intelligible as a subject of historical

study. In a word, it has led to a total misconception of the ends at

which literary instruction should aim as well as of its most appropiate
instruments and methods. All this is illustrated nowhere more strik-

ingly than in the publications of the two great University Presses.

It would be easy to point to editions of English classics and to works

on English literature bearing the imprimatur of Oxford and Cambridge
in which all that is worst in the opposite extremes of pedantry and

dilettantism finds ludicrous expression.

And in thus speaking I am saying nothing more than is notorious,

nothing more than is admitted, and admitted unreservedly, in the

Universities themselves, or at least at Oxford. But different sections

of Academic society regard the matter in different lights. The

majority of the classical professors and teachers, deprecating any

attempt on the part of the University to meddle with '

Literature/

treat the whole thing as a joke, and, so far from supposing that the

reputation of the University is concerned, find infinite amusement in

the constant exposures which are being made in the reviews and
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newspapers of the absurdities of the 'English Literature party.'

They regard the '

study of Literature
'

precisely as they regard the

University Extension Movement the one as a contemptible excres-

cence on our academic system, the other as a contemptible excrescence
on academic curriculum s. Another section takes a very different

view. Eecognising the reasonableness of the appeals which have,

during the last nine years, been made to Oxford to place the study
of Literature on the same sound footing as she has placed that of
other subjects included in her courses, and discerning clearly that

what is required cannot be attained as long as the interests of

Philology and those of Literature continue to collide, this party,

unhappily a small minority, has pleaded for the establishment of a

School of Literature. They have very properly laid stress on four

points : First, that as the chief justification for the establishment of

such a School is the fact that the University is undertaking by
innumerable agencies, its Press, its oral teachers both at home and

abroad, to disseminate liberal instruction through the medium of

English Literature, the principal object of the School should be the

education of these agencies. Secondly, they have insisted that if

the interpretation of literature is to effect what it is of power to effect,

if, as an instrument of political instruction, it is to warn, to admonish,
to guide, if, as an instrument of moral and (esthetic instruction, it is

to exercise that influence on taste, on tone, on sentiment, on opinion,
on character on all, in short, which is susceptible of educational

impression it must both be properly defined and liberally studied;
and they contend that if it is to be so defined and so studied outside

the Universities it must first be so defined and so studied within.

Thirdly, they insist that the study of our own literature should be

associated with that of ancient classical literature, for two indispu-
table reasons : first because the basis of all liberal literary culture

of a high standard must necessarily rest on competent classical

attainments, and because, historically speaking, the development and

characteristics of the greater part of what is most valuable in our

literature, would be as unintelligible without reference to the Greek

and Koman classics as the literature of Kome would be without

reference to that of Greece. Fourthly, they point out that as our

literature is in various intimate ways associated with the literature

of Italy, France, and Germany, and as an acquaintance with the

classics of those countries must form an essential element in a literary

education, the comparative study of those literatures and our own

ought by all means to be encouraged and provided for. And, fifthly,

they show that what is demanded is perfectly feasible. There already
exists in the University, they contend, every facility for organising such

a course of Literature as is required. All that is needed is co-ordination.

In the Classical Moderations and in the Literce Humaniores Honour

Schools a liberal literary education on the classical side is already
u 2
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provided ;
two-thirds in fact of the discipline, culture, and attainments

desiderated in a literary teacher it is the aim of those schools to-

impart. The Taylorian Institute provides instruction in the lan-

guages and literatures of the Continent, and if its professors could be

roused into a little more activity, a youth might in two years, if he

pleased and that side by side with his severer studies acquire some-

thing more than a superficial acquaintance with the language and

writings of Dante and Ariosto, of Lessing and Groethe, of Montaigne
and Moliere. What he could not obtain would be instruction and

guidance in the study of our own literature. In a word, all that is

required to secure what this party plead for is simply the establish-

ment of a Chair of English Literature in the proper acceptation of

the term, and the co-ordination of studies which are at present

pursued independently. It was proposed that it should take the

form of a Post-graduate Honour School, standing in the same relation

to the other schools in the University as the old Law and History
School used to stand to the old Literce Humaniores School, and as

the examination for the Bachelorship in Civil Law now stands to

the ordinary Law School. Thus a youth who had graduated in-

honours in Moderations and in the Final Classical School, who had

studied modern literatures at the Taylorian and our own literature

under its professor, or even by himself, would have an opportunity
of displaying his qualifications for an honour diploma in Literature-.

But the appeals and arguments of this party have been of no avail.

Next come the philologists. They are in possession of the field.

All the revenues supporting the chairs of language and literature

are their monopoly. They have steadily resisted all attempts on

the part of what may be denominated the Liberal party to encroach

on their dominions. In their eyes the Universities are simply
nurseries for esoteric specialists, and to talk of bringing them into

touch with national life is, in their estimation, mere cant. Their

attitude towards literature generally is precisely that of the classical

party towards our own literature
; they regard it simply as the concern

of men of letters, journalists, dilettants, and ' Extension Lecturers/

They defeated eight years ago an attempt to establish a chair of

English literature by transforming it into a chair of language and

securing it for themselves. They attempted subsequently to supple-

ment what they had done by the establishment ofa School ofLanguage
on the model of the Mediseval and Modern Languages Tripos at Cam-

bridge. They were defeated by a coalition of the classical party, the

Liberals, of whom I have just spoken, and a third party who insisted

on a compromise between Philology and Literature. Eeviving the

scheme, they have, by accepting the modifications of the com-

promisers, just succeeded in getting it accepted. The new School of

English Language and Literature is the result of that compromise.
Now it will not be disputed that if the Universities ought, in the
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interests of liberal culture, to provide adequately for instruction in

.literature, they ought also, in the interests of science, to provide

.adequately for instruction^ in philology. It is a branch of learning
of immense importance. It is and ought to be the peculiar care of

Universities, and nothing could be more derogatory to a University
than deficiency in such a study. But it is a study in itself. As a

.science it has no connection with literature. Indeed the instincts

.and faculties which separate the temperament of the mathematician

from the temperament of the poet are not more radical and essential

than the instincts and faculties which separate the sympathetic
student of philology from the sympathetic student of literature. But
no science resolves itself more easily into a pseudo-science, and it is

in this degenerate form that it has become linked with literature and

been in all ages the butt of wits and men of letters. Nothing but

anarchy can result till this mutually degrading alliance be dissolved.

It has been forced on the philologists by the compromise to which

reference has been made. Let them be free to rescind it. Let the
'

pia vota
'

of Professor Max Miiller be fulfilled and Oxford have her

School of Philology. That such a school should be established is

desirable for three reasons. In the first place it would define what is

at present vague and indeterminate, the scope and functions of

philology. Secondly, it would place that studyon its proper footing, and

by placing it on its proper footing it would not only demonstrate its

relation to other studies, but it would enable it to effect fully what

it is of power to effect. Thirdly, it might, and probably would, do

something to relieve Oxford of the opprobrium of being behind the

.rest of the learned world in this branch of science. The school would

probably not attract many students, for philology, unlike literature,

.can never appeal to more than a very small minority. If therefore

the choice lay between the institution of a School of Philology and

that of a School of Literature, there can be no doubt which should have

precedence. But no such choice is offered. If the philologists were

not strong enough to refuse to compromise, they are strong enough
-to crush any attempt to forestall them.

Let us now turn to the constitution of the school which has been

the result of this arrangement, and which will authorise the University

to confer, not, be it remembered, an ordinary but an honour degree in

English language and literature. The following are the Kegulations.

The subjects for examination are four. 1 . Portions of English authors.

2. The history of the English language. 3. The history of English

'literature. 4. In the case of those candidates who aim at a place in

the first or second class a Special Subject of language or literature.

The portions of the authors specified are these. Beowulf, the texts

printed in Sweet's Anglo-Saxon Reader, King Horn, Havelok,

Laurence Minot, Sir Gaivain and the Green Knight. Of Chaucer's

Canterbury Tales, the Prologue, The Knight's Tale, The Man of
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Law's, The Prioress's, Sir Thopas, The Monk's, The Nun Priest's,

The Pardoner's, The Clerk's, The Squire's, The Second Nun's, The

Canon Yeoman's the selection being presumably designed less in the

interests of Chaucerian students than in those of the Clarendon Press

publications. Next come the Prologue and the first seven passus

(text B) of Piers Ploughman. Then come select plays of Shakespeare,
chosen apparently at haphazard, Love's Labour's Lost, Romeo and

Jidiet, Richard the Second, Tivelfth Night, Julius Ccesar, Winter's

Tale, King Lear. Then we have the following extraordinary farrago :

Bacon's Essays.

Milton, with a special study ofParadise Lost and the Areopagitica.

Dryden's Essay on Epic (sic).

Pope's Satires and Epistles.

Johnson's Lives of the Poets the Lives of Eighteenth Century
Poets.

Goldsmith's Citizen of the World.

Burke's Thoughts on the Present Discontents.

Lyrical Ballads (Wordsworth and Coleridge), Shelley's Adonais-.

The second part of the examination will be on the history of the

English language.
' Candidates will be examined in Gothic (the Gospel

of St. Mark), and in translation from Old English and Middle English
authors not specially offered.'

This is to be followed by the History of English Literature, to

which portion of the Eegulations the following odd clause is appended :

* the examination will include the History of Criticism and of style

in prose and verse.' Last come the special subjects designed for
* those who aim at a place in the First or Second Class.' Six of

these consist of certain prescribed periods of English literature. The
other subjects are as follows :

(1) Old English language and literature down to 1150 A.D.

(2) Middle English language and literature 1150-1400 A.D.

(3) Old French philology with special reference to Anglo-Norman
French, together with a special study of the following texts :

Computus of Phillippe de Thaun, Voyage of St. Brandan, The Song
of Dermot and the Earl, Les Contes moralises de Nicole Bozon.

(4) Scandinavian philology, with special reference to Icelandic,

together with a special study of the following texts : Gylfaginning,.
Laxdsela Saga, Gunnlaugssaga Ormstungu.

(5) French literature down to 1400 A.D. in its bearing on

English Literature.

(6) Italian literature as influencing English down to the death of

Milton.

(7) German literature from 1500 A.D. to the death of Goethe in

its bearing on English literature.

(8) History of Scottish poetry.
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Such is the scheme which will, in conjunction with the similar

scheme at Cambridge, supply England and the colonies with their

literary professors. Let us examine it in detail. The first thing
which strikes us is the contrast between the competence and judg-
ment displayed in the organisation of the philological part of the
course and the confusion, inadequacy, and flimsiness so conspicu-
ous in the literary part. Nothing could be more satisfactory than
the provisions made for the study of language. They are obviously
the work of legislators who knew what they were about and who, but

for the thwarting requirements of the provisions for Literature, would
have proceeded to a superstructure worthy of the foundation. A
student who, in addition to having mastered the prescribed works

in Gothic, Anglo-Saxon, and Middle English, is competent to

translate and comment on unprepared passages from those dialects,

has certainly laid the foundation of sound scholarship in an important

department of philology. In the fact that what properly belongs to

his study has been relegated to the subjects out of which he has

only the option of choosing one, we have a lamentable illustration of

the effects of the compromise forced on the philologists. If for the

literary portion of the curriculum a candidate could substitute the

first four of the special subjects, he would have completed a thoroughly

satisfactory course of philology, so far at least as relates to the

Teutonic and Eomance languages. But to pass from what concerns

philology to what concerns literature. Now in considering this

point it is necessary to remember that we are not dealing with the

regulations of any subordinate institution or curriculum, with

provincial Universities and seminaries, or with schemes of study in

which Literature is only one out of many subjects. We are dealing

with a Final Honour School at Oxford, with regulations which

will inevitably form a precedent and model wherever the study of

English literature shall be organised in Cfreat Britain. We are

dealing with a school which is to educate those who are to educate

the country. Nothing, therefore, could be more disastrous than

unsoundness and deficiency in the provisions of such an institution,

nothing more deplorable than its giving countenance and authority

to error and inadequacy. It is not too much to say that if this

scheme had been designed with the express object of degrading the

standard of literary teaching and of perpetuating all that is worst in

present systems, it could hardly have been better adapted for its

purpose. Not to dwell upon subordinate defects, it completely severs

the study of our own literature from that of ancient classical litera-

tures. It necessitates no knowledge of any of the Continental

literatures. It ignores absolutely the higher criticism. Contracting

literature within the narrowest bounds, its selection of books for

special study is worthy of an Army Examination. In the wretched

jumble in which Goldsmith's Citizen- of the World jostles Shelley's
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Adonais and Burke's Thoughts on the Present Discontents, Words-

worth's and Coleridge's Lyrical Ballads, no attempt is made to

discriminate between works which are representative critically either

of the work of particular authors, or historically of particular epochs,
and works which have no such significance, while many of the most

important departments of our prose literature are unrepresented.
Nor is this all. It affords every facility for cramming. It is adapted
to test nothing but what may be mechanically acquired and mechani-

cally imparted, what may be poured out from lectures into note-

books and from notebooks into examination papers. Proceeding on

the assumption that a literary education is merely the acquisition of

positive knowledge, it neither requires nor encourages, as the pre-

scription of an essay or thesis, or even *

taste-paper
'

might have done,

any of the finer qualities of literary culture, such, for example, as a

sense of style, sound judgment, good taste, the touch of the scholar. I

can assure these legislators, and I speak from knowledge, that setting

aside the philological portion of this curriculum, which is, so far as

it goes, solid enough, an experienced crammer would in about three'

months furnish an astute youth with all that is requisite for gradu-

ating in this school.

But to proceed to details. Conceive the qualifications of

an interpreter and critic of English Literature, a graduate in

Honours in his subject, whose education has proceeded on the

hypothesis that he need have no acquaintance with the classics of

Greece and Home. Would any competent scholar deny that the

history of English Literature in its mature expression is little less

than the history of the modifications of native genius and character-

istics by classical influence, that the development and peculiarities

of our epic, dramatic, elegiac, didactic, pastoral, much of our lyric, of

our satire and of other species of our poetry is, historically speaking,

unintelligible without reference to ancient classical literature ? That

what is true of our poetry is true of our criticism, of our oratory,

sacred and secular, of our dialectic and epistolary literature, of our

historical composition, of the greater part, in short, of our national

masterpieces in prose ? What, indeed, the literature of Greece was

to that ofEome, the literatures of Greece and Borne have been to ours. 1

It was the influence of JEschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Menander,

Diphilus, which transformed the Ludi Scenici and the Atellan farces

into the tragedies of Ennius and Pacuvius and the comedies of

Plautus and Terence. It was the influence of the Koman drama

1 The learned Professor of Anglo-Saxon at Oxford, one of the chief legislators for

the new school, thinks otherwise, and I should like to place the following passage on

record. In his History of English Prose (p. 485) he writes thus : The idea that

English literature rests upon a classical basis has been formulated and industriously

circulated as the watchword of a pedantic faction, and hardly any organ of current

literature has proved itself strong enough or vigilant enough to secure itself against

the insidious entrance of the above indoctrination.' And so it comes to pass that we
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and of a drama modelled on the Eoman which transformed, so far at

least as structure and style are concerned, our similarly rude native

experiments into the tragedies and comedies of Shakespeare. On
the epics of Greece were modelled the epics of Home, and on the

epics of Greece and Eome are modelled our own great epics. Of our

elegiac poetry, to employ the term in its conventional sense, one

portion is largely indebted to Theocritus, Moschus, and Virgil, and
another to Catullus and Ovid. Almost all our didactic poetry is

modelled on the didactic poetry of Kome. Theocritus and Virgil
have furnished the archetypes for our eclogues and pastorals. One

important branch of our lyric poetry springs directly from Pindar,
another important branch directly from Horace, another directly
from the choral odes of the Attic dramatists and Seneca. Our
heroic satire is simply the counterpart often, indeed, a mere imita-

tion of Eoman satire. And if this is true of our satire, it is equally
true of the greater portion of our best ethical poetry. It is the same
with our prose. The history of English eloquence commences from

the moment when the Eoman classics moulded and coloured our

style, when periodic prose was modelled on Cicero and Livy, when

analytic prose was modelled on Sallust, Seneca, and Tacitus. With
the exception of fiction, there is no important branch of our prose

composition, the development and characteristics of which are his-

torically intelligible without reference to the ancients. But it is

not merely in tracing the development and explaining the pecu-
liarities generally of our prose and of our poetry that competent
classical scholarship is indispensable. Is it not notorious that in

each generation, from Spenser to Tennyson, from More to Froude,
our leading poets and prose writers have been, with very few excep-

tions, men nourished on classical literature and penetrated with its

influence ? Many entire masterpieces, much and in some cases the

greater portion of other masterpieces, particularly in our poetry, are

simply unintelligible I am speaking, of course, of serious critical

students except to classical scholars. Take, for example, The Faerie

Queen and the Hymns of Spenser, Milton's Paradise Lost, Camus,

Lycidas, and Samson Agonistes, Pope's satires, the two great odes

of Gray, Collins's odes to Fear and the Passions, Wordsworth's great

Ode and his Laodamia, Shelley's Adonais and Prometheus Unbound,
Landor's Hellenics, much of the poetry of Tennyson, Browning, and

Matthew Arnold. The effect of this severance of the study of our

own literature from that of the classics is written large throughout

read in the account of the debate in Congregation on the occasion of the former

attempt to establish this school :

' The proposal to add the Professors of Greek and Latin to the Board of Studies

was rejected by thirty-eight votes to twenty-four, Professor Earle maintaining that

the fallacious notion that English literature was derived from the classics was so

strong that it was unwise to place even the Professor of Latin on the Board.' Times,

May 26, 1887.
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the whole domain of education, in the instruction given in schools

and institutes, in the monographs, manuals, and * editions
'

which

pour from scholastic presses. In one of the most popular manuals

now in circulation, the writer tells us that ' the pastoral name of

Lycidas was chosen by Milton to signify purity of character,' adding
' in Theocritus a goat was so called \svKcras for its whiteness/

Another writer confounds the ' choruses
'

in Shakespeare with the

choruses of the Greek plays. Another, commenting on the symbolism
of ivy in the wreath of a poet, tells us that it indicates '

constancy/

Nothing is more common than to find elaborate critical comments

.on the Faerie Queen without the smallest reference to its connection

with Aristotle's Ethics, and on Wordsworth's great Ode without any
reference to Plato. But such is the confidence reposed in Professor

Earle and his theory, and so determined are the legislators for the

new school to exclude all connection with classical literature, that it

is not admitted as a special subject. A candidate has, as we have

seen, the option of studying the influence exercised on old English
literature by French, and on later literature by Italian and German^
but the one thing he has not the option of studying is the influence

exercised on it by the literatures of Greece and Rome. Some of my
readers may remember that a few years ago a public appeal was made
for an expression of opinion on the question of associating the study
of our own classics and that of the ancient. Opinions were elicited

from many of the most distinguished men in England. They were

all but unanimous, not merely in supporting the association, but

deprecating the severance. So wrote Mr. Gladstone, Cardinal

Manning, Professor Jowett, Matthew Arnold, Lord Lytton, Mr. John

Morley, Walter Pater, Addington Symonds; so wrote the Archbishop
of Canterbury and the Bishop of London, the Rector of Lincoln,

the President of Magdalen,} the Warden of All Souls, and many
others. I may add, also for I am now at liberty to state it publicly

that this was emphatically the opinion of Robert Browning.
I cannot, of course, quote these opinions in extensof and that of the

late Professor Jowett and a portion of that of Mr. John Morley must

suffice.

I am as strongly of opinion that in an Honour School of English Literature or

Modern Literature the subject should not be separated from classical literature, as

I am of opinion that English literature should have a place in our curriculum,

So writes Professor Jowett :

It seems to me to be as impossible effectively to study English literature, except

in close association with the classics, as it would be to grasp the significance of

mediaeval or modern institutions without reference to the political creations of

Greece and Rome. I should be very sorry to see the study of Greek and Latin

writers displaced or cut off from the study of,our own.

So writes Mr. John Morley.

2 They may all be found in full in a Pall Mall ' Extra (January 1887).
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But the Professor of Anglo-Saxon and his friends think otherwise,
and have, unhappily for the interest of letters and education, persuaded
Oxford to think otherwise too. I say advisedly the interests of

letters and education. For the precedent of excluding from a school

of *

Literature/ and that at the chief centre and nursery of liberal cul-

ture, the literatures of Greece and Rome cannot but be detrimental

to the vitality and influence of the ancient classics
; and, as Froude

truly observed, both the national taste and the tone of the national

intellect would suffer serious decline if they lost their authority.
The reaction against philological study which has set in during the

last ten years has given them a new lease of life. But the spirit of

the age is against them ; they have rivals in languages far easier to

acquire ; they are not and never can be in touch with the many.
Let them become disassociated from our curriculums of Literature,

and they will cease to be influential. They will cease to be studied

seriously, to be studied even in the original, except by mere scholars.

Another absurdity not less monstrous in these regulations is

the absence of all provision for instruction in the principles of

criticism. There is indeed an unmeaning clause about the history

of criticism and of style in verse and prose being included in the

examination, but as nothing is specified and as no work on criticism,

with the exception of Dryden's Discourse on Epic Poetry and John-

son's Lives (of eighteenth-century poets)
3
is included in the books

prescribed for special study, it is plain that this important subject

has no place. Why it should not have occurred to these legislators

to substitute, say for Goldsmith's Citizen of the World and Burke's

Thoughts on the Present Discontents, some work which would at least

have opened the eyes of the literary professors of the future to the ex-

istence of philosophical criticism, is certainly odd. Had they prescribed

select essays from Hume, and Shaftesbury's Advice to an Author, or

Campbell's Philosophy of Rhetoric, or Burke's Treatise on the

Sublime and Beautiful, or even the critical portions of Coleridge's

Biographia Literaria, with the two essays of Wordsworth, it would

have been something. But the truth is that as they have excluded,

except from the optional subjects, all literatures but the English,

one absurdity has involved them in another. The course for the

literary education of our future professors, proceeding on the principle

that they need know no languages but Gothic and Anglo-Saxon, has

necessitated the elimination of all the great masterpieces of critical

literature. As they are assumed to know no Greek, they can have

3 It is amusing to notice how carefully the greater part of what is most precious

and instructive in Johnson's work, the lives namely of Cowley and Dryden and the

noble critique of Paradise Lost, is expressly excluded, and the greater part of what is

most trivial and regarded by himself as trivial, the lives of the minor poets of the

eighteenth century, is selected. Macaulay ranks the lives of Cowley and Dryden, with

that of Pope, as the masterpieces of the work, and Johnson himself considered the life

of Cowley to be the best.
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no instruction in such works as Aristotle's Poetic and Rhetoric, and

in the Treatise on the Sublime. As they are assumed to know no

Latin, they can have no instruction in Koman criticism. On the

same principle such works as Lessing's Laocoon and Hambur-

gische Dramaturgie, Schiller's ^Esthetical Letters and Essays, Ville-

main's Lectures, and Sainte-Beuve's Essays can find no place in their

curriculum of study. And so it comes to pass that Dryden's Dis-

course on Epic Poetry and Johnson's Lives of the eighteenth-

century poets represent the course in criticism !

Now it is not too much to say that for a University like Oxford

to confer an Honours degree in English Literature on a student who
need never have read a line of the works to which I have referred, is

to authorise not simply superficiality but sheer imposture. How can

a teacher deal adequately even with the subject which these Regula-
tions profess to include the history of criticism who need have

no acquaintance with the Poetic and Rhetoric, the Treatise on the

Sublime, and the Institutes of Oratory? How could a teacher

possibly be a competent exponent and critic of the masterpieces of

our literature, who had not received a proper critical training, and

how could he have any pretension to such a training, when all that

is best in criticism had been expressly excluded from his education ?

It may be urged that he would himself supply these deficiencies,

that the study of our own literature would naturally lead him to the

study of other literatures, that intelligent curiosity, ambition, or a

sense of shame would induce him to supplement voluntarily and by
his own efforts what he needed in his profession. In some instances

this would undoubtedly be the case. In the great majority of in-

stances such a supposition would be against all analogy. As a gene-

ral^rule a high Honours degree in any subject represented at the

Universities is final. It winds a man up for life. It determines,

-fixes, and colours his methods, his views, his tone, in all that relates

to the subject in which he has graduated. If he chooses teaching as

a profession, he has no inducement to correct, to modify, or even

materially add to what has been imparted to him, for his scholastic

reputation has been made, and a comfortable independence is assured.

To very many men, indeed, who go up to the Universities with the

intention of following teaching as a profession, a high degree is a

mere investment, the one instinct in them which is not quite banaustic

being the conscientious thoroughness with which they impart what

they have been taught. Nothing, therefore, is of more importance
to education than the sound constitution of the Honour schools of

Oxford and Cambridge, and nothing could be more disastrous than the

toleration in those schools of inadequate standards and of palpably
-erroneous theories of study.

But to return to the Regulations. The ridiculous disproportion
between the ground covered and the work involved in the different
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*

special subjects
'

open to the option of candidates would seem to indi-

cate either that the regulators are very inadequately informed on those

subjects, orthat divided counsels have resulted in the settlement of very
different standards of requirement. Compare, for instance, what is

involved respectively in such subjects as 'English Literature between

1700 and 1745' and 'The History of Scottish Poetry.' Why, a

competent knowledge of the history of Scotch poetry in the fifteenth

century alone would be much more than an equivalent to the first

subject. Not less absurd is the prescription of '

English Literature

between 1745 and 1797' as an alternative for 'English Literature

between 1558 and 1637.' The prescription of such '

special subjects
'

as

the influence exercised on our literature by the literatures of Italy, Ger-

many, and France, is one of the few steps in a wise direction discernible-

in these Kegulations ;
but as no student is free to take more than one of

them or required to take any of them at all, their inclusion in no way
affects the constitution of the school. A competent literary education is

not very much furthered by a student being invited to study how our

literature has been affected by one out of the five literatures which

have influenced it. As, moreover, the integrity of a chain depends
on its weakest link, so the efficiency of examinational tests in their

application to purely optional subjects depends on that subject in the

list which involves least labour. A candidate who can '

get a first
'

out of '

English Literature between 1700 and 1745,' or between 1745

and 1797, will be much too wise to attempt to 'get a first' out of

subjects which will require treble the time and labour to master. Is it

likely that candidates, anxious naturally, from less lofty motives than

the love of literature for its own sake, to obtain an Honour degree, will,

after laboriously acquiring Anglo-Saxon and Middle English, which are

compulsory, voluntarily specialise in a subject requiring a knowledge
of Italian and German, when it is open to^them to choose as their special

subject
' Old English Language and Literature down to 1150'?

The statute authorising the foundation of this school recites that

in its curriculum and examinations {

equal weight
'

is
* as far as

possible to be given to language and literature, provided always that

candidates who offer special subjects shall be at liberty to choose

subjects connected either with language or literature or with both.'

It would be interesting to know what this means. If by 'equal

weight
'

be meant equality in the proportions of what is prescribed

for the study of literature and what is prescribed for the study of

language, the provision is stultified by the very constitution of the

course. To suppose that the history of English literature and the

special study of a few particular works like Shelley's Adonais, Burke's

Present Discontents and the Lyrical Ballads is equivalent to the

History of the English language, the Gospel of St. Mark in Gothic,

the Beowulf, and a volume of extracts in Anglo-Saxon, King Horn,

Havelok, Sir Gaivain, and the Prologue and seven >assics of Piers
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Ploughman in Middle English, is palpably absurd. If by
'

equal

weight
'

be meant that an examiner is to assign equal marks to can-

didates who distinguish themselves in literature, and to candidates

who distinguish themselves in language, it involves gross injustice.

For while the latter have every opportunity for displaying knowledge
and competence, the latter have not. If a student has literary tastes

and sympathies, if he is conversant with the classics, if attracted by
what is best not merely in our own but in other modern literatures he

has indulged himself in its study, if he has made himself a good
critic and acquired a good style, what chance has he of doing his

attainments and accomplishments justice ? But if it be meant that
'

equal weight
'

will be given, not to literary merit regarded as Sainte-

Beuve and Matthew Arnold would regard it, but regarded in relation

to the standard indicated by the regulations of the school, then the

philologists would have just reason to complain.
As the constitution of this school is still open to amendment, it

is devoutly to be hoped that Oxford will see its way to reconsidering
a matter so seriously affecting the interests of education and culture.

It is neither too late to remedy what has been done, nor to devise a

remedy. Let it be remembered that there is an essential distinction

between what should constitute an Honour School and what should

constitute a Pass School, between what is to educate those who are

to educate others and what guarantees nothing more than a smat-

tering. The present institution could be reformed in two ways.

By reducing the philological part of its provisions to the level of the

literary part, it could, with a little further simplification, be made into

an excellent Pass School which would supply a real want. By
eliminating the literary part and adding proportionately to the phi-

lological it could be transformed into a perfectly satisfactory Honour

School of modern languages. But no modification could make it into

an Honour School of English literature correspondingly adequate, for

the simple reason that the study of English literature cannot be

isolated from the study of those literatures with which it is insepa-

rably linked. The absurdity of assuming that the student of philology

could separate a single language or dialect from the group to which

it belongs, that he could isolate Anglo-Saxon from Gothic or Middle

English from Anglo-Saxon, the Celtic of the Cymbry from the Celtic

of the Gaels, is not greater than to assume that the study of our

literature can be severed from the study of those literatures which

stand in precisely the same relation to it as one of these dialects

stands to the others in the same group.
If the legislators of this school decline to reform it, then it is the

duty of Oxford a duty which she owes alike to education and to her

own honour to counteract the mischief which this institution must,

by degrading throughout England and the colonies the whole level

of liberal instruction and study on its most important side, inevitably
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do. To the herd of imperfectly and erroneously disciplined teachers

which this institution will turn loose on education let her oppose at

least a minority which shall worthily represent her. Let her esta-

blish a proper degree or diploma in literature. There exist, as I have

already said, scattered throughout the various institutions of the

University, nearly all the facilities for a complete course in this sub-

ject, and nothing more is needed than to encourage and render pos-
sible their co-ordination. Let it be open to a man who has obtained

a high class in Moderations and in the Final Classical Schools, who has

availed himself of the opportunities offered for the study of modern

languages and literatures in the Taylorian Institute, and who has

studied what he would at present have to study for himself, our own
literature, let it be open to him to present himself for examination

in these subjects and to obtain as the result of such an examination

a Degree analogous to the Bachelorship of Civil Law. It would no

doubt not be possible for these studies to be pursued systematically

side by side with the work required for a high class in Moderations

and Literce Humaniores. Nor is it necessary. There need be no

limit assigned to the time at which a candidate would be free to

qualify himself for obtaining this diploma. As a general rule it.

would probably be about six months, possibly a year, after the attain-

ment of the present degree in Arts. And considering the high prizes

open to teachers in Literature, it would be well worth a student's

while to spend this additional time in preparing himself for the ex-

amination. Thus would a precedent disastrous beyond expression

to the interests of liberal instruction and culture, as well as to the

reputation of the University, be at least deprived of its authority.

Thus would the mass at any rate be leavened, and such institutions

in the provinces and elsewhere as have, unlike Oxford and Cam-

bridge, had the wisdom to separate their Chairs of Language and

Literature, know where to go for those who should fill them ;
and

thus, finally, would there be some chance of the literary curriculum in

Oxford ceasing to be a byword in the Universities of the Continent and

America.

J. CHURTON COLLINS.
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THE CROWN'S 'RIGHT OF REPLY

AMONG the truest and least fallible tests of the stage of civilisationO
arrived at by any given people is the spirit in which the Criminal

Law is administered, and the best expression of that spirit is to be-

found in the rules of procedure in criminal cases, whether those rules

are enacted by the Legislature or adopted by the judicial authority.

They are tests alike of the degree of consolidation in the society

itself, and of the sense of security therein, as well as of the attitude

of public opinion on the subject of the position of persons accused of

crime.

In an early and but half-civilised society the governmental

authority is very much alive to the consequences of unpunished
crime. It recognises only too clearly the difficulty of detection, the

evil of example, and above all a sympathy in the general public with

those disobedient to laws, the importance of which is not appreciated

by the mass of the people. The sense of public duty and the import-
ance of submission to the law can have but little development through
tradition or education until society has become organised to a con-

siderable extent and the sense of social union has become widely

spread.

The authorities, therefore, whether administrative or judicial, at

such a period, feel that their first duty is to suppress crime, and to

convict those supposed to be guilty of offences against the law. The

importance of conviction is so great that the safety of the individual

appears to be of minor importance, and is soon lost sight of when it

is apparently in conflict with the safety of those institutions which

the authorities are interested in maintaining.
At the same time the value set upon human life and liberty is>

low. To those who, in their daily life, are familiar with force and

violence, it seems a slight matter that in some trial, in which they
take but little interest and concerning which they have less know-

ledge, a man has been convicted either through the application of

imperfect procedure or on unreliable or insufficient evidence. It

is action by the State which they have little inclination to criticise,,

and certainly no power to control.

In England the attitude of the people towards the Government
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in reference to its mode of conducting criminal trials was, until

comparatively modern times, one of indifference mingled with a

feeling that it was at once useless and dangerous to interfere.

Persons, whose guilt was certainly never proved by evidence that

could be regarded as in any way satisfactory, were imprisoned,

tortured, and put to death, under circumstances which would now
raise a perfect fury of indignation, and yet no expression of public

opinion was heard, and it may well be doubted whether any one was

in the least degree moved. Indeed, up to the end of, the sixteenth

century it apparently never occurred to anyone that the public had

any interest in the administration of the Criminal Law.

In the seventeenth century, owing to the attitude of the judges
in the great constitutional struggles, criticism began to be heard.

Sometimes, when people were on other grounds in serious opposi-
tion to the Government, as on the occasion of Lilburne's trial, or

that of the seven bishops, a warm, not to say overpowering, public

opinion manifested itself, and the political trials of that century made
an indignant people realise the importance of the proper administra-

tion of the Criminal Law.

The great maxim, now happily a part of the English conscience,
1 that a man must be regarded as innocent until he has been proved

guilty,' had scarcely become a reality. Judges, law-officers, and in

some cases even juries, seemed to vie with each other in their eager-
ness for the conviction of the accused, and were by no means careful

as to the means by which such conviction was brought about. They
gave but little weight to considerations which made for acquittal.

Prisoners, whose life was in hazard, were surrounded by every

difficulty. They were prosecuted by eager advocates, whose position

depended on their success in the proceedings, and tried before judges
not unfrequently appointed for the purposes of that particular class

of trials, and who used against .the prisoner all the technical chicanery
which was characteristic of the Criminal Law in those days. The

prisoner was not even permitted to have counsel to meet the eloquence
and skill arrayed against him.

At last public opinion began to move, and in the year 1695, a

statute (7 & 8 Will. III. cap. 3) was passed for
{

regulating trials in

cases oftreason, and misprision of treason.' By that act it was provided
that a person charged with either of these offences should be supplied

with a copy of the indictment in the form in which it was found

against him, and should be permitted to have counsel assigned to him.

It was further provided that he should not be convicted except on the

oath of two witnesses. This protection, however, it is to be observed,

was only granted in the case of those who were tried on a charge of

treason a charge so frequently made against the members of the

Legislature themselves at that time, that they were able fully to

realise the importance of a fair trial. It is strange, and, indeed,

VOL. XXXY1I No. 216 X
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almost incredible, that nearly a century and a half elapsed before

public opinion insisted on similar protection being afforded in the case

of trials for other felonies, although, in almost all cases, conviction

meant capital punishment. This was secured in 1836 by the statute

6 & 7 Will. IV. cap. 104.

When, therefore, one finds so little interest or enlightenment on a.

question of such fundamental importance, it will not be surprising
that an abnormal, unjust, and exceptional procedure was allowed to-

spring up almost unnoticed, at the instance of the Law Officers of the

Crown, and by the permission, not to say encouragement, of the Bench.

I refer to the practice by which the Attorney or Solicitor General

as such, in criminal cases conducted by either of them in person, even

when the prisoner has not called witnesses or put in evidence, is per-
mitted to have what is technically called ' the right of a general

reply.' This means that the Law Officer, after opening the case for the

prosecution and calling evidence, may claim the right to postpone his

speech until the prisoner or his counsel has addressed the jury, and

then, for the first time, to explain how, in his view, the evidence makes

out the case he has undertaken to prove. It is, perhaps, difficult for

laymen to realise the supreme importance of this practice. But it

must be borne in mind that counsel for the prosecution may open a

case against the prisoner from one distinct point of view, all the

evidence being apparently directed to that view of the case. The

prisoner's counsel would, naturally, cross-examine with reference to-

such an opening, and being called upon would, in his address to the

jury, deal with the case which had been presented by the counsel for

the Crown, and may have been able to show that the case originally

put forward was quite untenable. By the practice in question,

counsel for the Crown, after the mouth of the prisoner and his counsel

are closed, may start a completely new theory, making use of incidents

appearing in the course ofthe trial which had no real importance, which

had no reference to the original case made, and, so far as they affected

the question, could be easily explained, but which had not been re-

ferred to on behalf of the prisoner because, up to the moment of the

reply, no attention had been directed to them, and so the prisoner is

absolutely precluded from answering or explaining or in any way

dealing with them.

This is no imaginary, but a very real grievance, and its injustice

has been found to be so great that in no court in England is it per-

mitted, either in civil trials or in any criminal proceedings other

than those in which one of the Law Officers of the Crown happens to

conduct the prosecution in person. In Scotland the prisoner is en-

titled to the last word, even when he has called evidence. It must

be obvious to all that any man charged with a crime ought to have

every opportunity of giving an explanation of, or an answer to, any

point which may seem to tell against him. The curious thing is, as
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I believe will presently appear, that this practice has no other founda-
tion in the history of our law than the wilfulness of a Chief Justice,
whose contempt for the liberty of the subject was notorious, and so

dangerous that his views on a very important point had to be corrected

by statute. It has been supported on the authority of his great name
by judges who have not been sufficiently critical of so strange a claim

when put forward by the Law Officer of the Crown.

When the notion first arose I have been unable to discover, pro-

bably some time in the sixteenth or seventeenth century. It does not,
so far as I can find, appear in the reports earlier than 1758, in Dr.

Hersee's case (19 St. Tr. 1841), in which, at the end of the case for the

prosecution, the Solicitor General declined to sum up the evidence,
'

choosing to reserve himself for the reply,' which, as the report says,
' the Court (consisting of Lord Mansfield and others) held to be within

rule if he so thought proper,' and when the prisoner's counsel declined

to call evidence and had addressed the jury, the Solicitor General

replied.

Now, it is to be observed that here the Law Officer advanced no

argument and cited no authority for such a claim. He merely
' chose to reserve himself for the reply,' and the Chief Justice, without

giving any reason, held it to be ' within rule.' What rule ? No
such rule can be found to exist, and the practice is certainly no rule

of law, but a most unjust exception from the well-known rules of

English procedure.

The next case in which the claim appears was heard in 1777. It

was an information for libel against John Home (20 St. Tr. 651).
The prosecution was conducted by Thurlow as Attorney General and

the Court was again presided over by Lord Mansfield. As soon as

the- information had been read, the defendant, who appeared in

person, took this point and argued it with a skill and propriety
which must strike everyone reading this remarkable trial. He

begins by correctly stating the general practice as follows :

'

It is the usual practice and wholesome custom of the Court, in

trials of this kind, that unless the defendant examines witnesses on

his behalf, the defendant's answer closes the pleadings, and that it

is not the practice in that case that the counsel for the prosecution
should reply.' He then goes on to observe ' that in some late trials

the Attorney General claimed and exercised the peculiar privilege of

replying, notwithstanding that no witnesses had been called for the

defendant.' I presume, therefore, that attention had been called to

this strange anomaly for the first time on that occasion.

He was much interrupted by the Chief Justice, but at last

succeeded in getting his argument before the Court. He argued for

the existence of the general rule as stated above, and pointed out its

justice. He submitted that as procedure is part of the law, there is

no power to alter it except by statute, and insisted on the public
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danger of introducing such exceptions as that claimed, maintaining at

the same time that there was no such privilege possessed by the Law
Officers.

The Attorney General again offered no argument, and cited no

authority for this supposed privilege, but that was apparently quite

unnecessary, for the Chief Justice immediately ruled that,
' there was

no occasion for the Attorney General to say anything.'
' I am most

clear,' said the Chief Justice,
' that the Attorney General has a right

to reply if he thinks fit, and that I cannot deprive him of it.' Lord

Mansfield gives no reason or authority for this *

very clear opinion/
but instead indulges in general observations, which, if they mean any-

thing, mean that there are no general rules of practice at all binding
on the Court. This seems a strange notion.

The defendant, not unnaturally, expressed his surprise at hearing
no argument from the Attorney General, and, perhaps irrelevantly,

pointed out the serious consequences to himself of a mistake made

by the same Chief Justice, who had pronounced an erroneous judg-*

ment against him in another trial.

However, the judge, who evidently had a very strong prejudice

against the defendant, had ruled, and there was an end of the

matter.

I insist on the attitude of the judge in this trial, because no one

can doubt that much feeling was introduced into the case. The
whole proceeding was such as could not take place, and, indeed, would

not be tolerated, in these days, and above all there was no means of

questioning the ruling by appeal. This decision has always been

regarded as the decisive authority for the existence of this, as it

seems to me, unjustifiable practice.

The case of Lord Abingdon was tried in Westminster Hall in

1794 before Chief Justice Kenyon (R. v. Abingdon, 1 Espinasse,

226). It was an information for libel. Erskine was counsel for the

prosecution, but not in any official capacity. The defendant

appeared in person and addressed the jury. At the close of his

address Erskine rose to reply. Lord Kenyon observed that as the

defendant had called no witness he thought it irregular for counsel

for the prosecution to reply. Erskine argued that it was a privilege

of the counsel for the prosecution, and often allowed on circuit. Lord

Kenyon expressed his view that though the Attorney might be

entitled to it, this was a privilege, he thought, no other counsel for

the prosecution ought to have, that he had never claimed it while a

counsel and holding a high office under the Crown, and that he would

not now make a precedent of what he disapproved. It will be

noticed that the Chief Justice was not familiar with any such

rule as that which Lord Mansfield had, with so much certainty,

asserted to exist, otherwise he could not have spoken in such general

terms of the position of the Attorney General. Curiously enough,
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three years afterwards Erskine conducted the prosecution, not as

Law Officer, in the case of Williams, who was frigid for blasphemy
before the same judge, Chief Justice Kenyon, and then, ap-

parently without objection, and certainly without argument, replied
at the end of the case {22 St. Tr. 661-696). A point somewhat

analogous arose in the well-known case of Kobert Emmett, who was
tried at Dublin in 1803 for high treason, before a special commission,

presided over by Lord Norbury. Baron George and Baron Daly were

also in the commission. The Crown was represented by the Attorney
and Solicitor General, Plunkett and others, and Emmett by Burrows

and Macnully. At the close of the case for the prosecution Emmett
refused to allow his counsel to call witnesses, or even to make a speech.

Macnully submitted that the trial was then closed. Plunkett claimed

the right to speak to the evidence on behalf of the Crown, and Lord

Norbury, without argument, said there could be no doubt that

counsel for the Crown had a right to speak to a great body of evidence,

and that the counsel for the prisoner could not by their conduct of

the case preclude the Crown from that right. The report continues,
1 we cannot prevent the reply.'

It will be noticed that what was claimed there was a right to

sum up the evidence, and not a reply properly so called. The exer-

cise even of this right gave rise to some animadversion.

The next case of any importance on this subject was in 1811-12.

It was a trial in the Court of King's Bench in Ireland of Edward

Sheridan, M.D., and Thomas Kerwan, for a misdemeanour under

the Convention Act (33 Geo. III. c. 29). The judges were Chief

Justice Downes, and Justices Day, Osborne, and Daly. Barrows

addressed the Court for Dr. Sheridan, and a question arose as to

whether any evidence should be called for the defence. It was

determined not to call any, and the Court was asked to disallow a

claim on the part of the Crown, by the Solicitor General, to reply.

It was stated that, at the last commission in Dublin, one of the counsel

for the Crown (not stated whether a Law Officer or not) rose to reply,

but was not admitted. The Solicitor General then said, with great

fairness, that while there was nothing in the particular case to

warrant a departure from any general rule,
*

it remains to be esta-

blished whether there is such a general rule/ He contended that the

Crown was always allowed to have the last word, and referred to what

had taken place in Emmett's case. Mr. Justice Osborn, after refer-

ring to a decision of his own on circuit, observed that *
if the Crown

has the right there ought to be an authority to prove it.' It had

been disallowed by Baron Smith and Justice Day on circuit. The

Solicitor General could nob quote any stronger authority than

what fell from Lord Kenyon in Lord Abingdon's case, and the

decision in Emmett's case. Eventually his argument was reduced to

the contention that every rule of this kind was made for the con-
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yemence of the Court, who might dispense with it in any case of

difficulty. It was further argued that what had taken place in the

above cases, at any rate, gave the Attorney General a right of reply.

The Chief Justice said in general terms that he had always enter-

tained ' the notion
'

that the Attorney General had the right of reply,

but stated that the other judges required some stronger authority
than the cases which had been mentioned. Eventually, however, the

Court allowed the reply, although no grounds were given for the

right except the general
' notion

'

of the Chief Justice. It must not

be forgotten in considering this case that the Solicitor General had

not had an opportunity of summing up the evidence, owing to the

course adopted by the prisoner's counsel on the question of calling

witnesses.

This is the first case in which anything like an argument on the

question took place, and the Law Officers were totally unable to quote

any real authority, or indeed to suggest any rational ground, for the

claim which was put forward.

The practice had now got a sort of footing in the Courts, and

was, before long, expressed in stronger and more decided terms.

Lord Tenterden in 1829 laid down the practice in the following

way :

' Whenever the King's Counsel appears officially, he is entitled

to reply' (E. v. Marsden, M. & M., 439).

The Law Officers having now in this way made good their position,

it was not long before other counsel appearing for the prosecution
claimed a similar privilege. Indeed, it seems difficult to reject such

a claim if that of the Law Officers is well founded. This naturally

gave rise to much discussion, and twelve of the judges, anxious to

have some guiding rule, held a council in 1837 and passed the follow-

ing resolution :

' In cases of public prosecutions for felony instituted by the Crown,
the Law Officers and those who represent them are in strictness

(! !)

entitled to reply although no evidence is produced on the part of the

prisoner.'

It is, of course, highly undesirable to have so important a matter

decided by the judges in camera, with no sufficient discussion and

independently of public opinion. It amounts to legislation affecting

the rights and liberty of persons on their trial. It will be observed

that the rule was in this resolution laid down in the widest terms.

The privilege was alleged to exist not only in the Law Officers but in

those who represent them.

Such legislation is, strictly speaking, not binding on any one, but

as it dealt with procedure, and as there were no means of questioning
it by appeal, the judges could follow it or not as they deemed fit.

Chief Baron Pollock in 1845 (Eeg. v. Gardner, 1. C. & K. 628)

adopted it in the wide terms laid down in the resolution, and said

that,
'

if this is a prosecution by the Attorney General, those who re-
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present him, though not usually counsel for the Crown, have the right
to reply, as in the Mint cases at the Old Bailey/

In 1858 the question arose in the County Palatine, and the At-

torney General ofthe County Palatine, whose position within the County
is precisely the same as that of the Attorney General of England
in the kingdom generally, claimed the same right. Baron Martin,
however, expressed himself as follows :

' I cannot admit your claim,
Mr. Attorney ;

the right is a very objectionable one. I shall limit it

whenever possible, and I wish I could prevent the Attorney General

of England from exercising it
'

(Reg. v. Christie, 7 Cox C. C. 506).
In the same year Atherton, who was with the Attorney General

for the Crown, exercised the right of reply without objection (Reg. v.

Esdaile, 1 F. &F.237).

Again in the same year the matter came before Mr. Justice Byles,
and he expressed himself as follows :

*
I am of opinion that the right

of reply when the prisoner calls no evidence ought to be limited to

the Attorney General when prosecuting in person, and if I could do

-so I would not allow it even in that case. I certainly cannot permit
it under any other circumstances

'

(Reg. v. Beckwith, 7 Cox C. C. 505).
In 1859 West, on behalf of the prosecution, expressed his inten-

tion to waive ' his right of reply.' Mr. Justice Byles, however, said,
< But I do not admit the right' (Reg. v. Taylor, 1 F. & F. 535).

In 1869 Mr. Justice Brett held that the privilege was confined to

the Attorney and Solicitor General (Reg. v. McCubrey, Sessions

Papers C.C.C. 1 868-69, 540), while in the same year ChiefBaron Kelly
laid it down that either the Attorney General, the Solicitor General,
or any gentleman of the Bar appearing for them, had the right
-when claimed, and says that * no one who has for any length of time

filled either of the chief law offices of the Crown has ever entertained

a doubt about it' (Reg. v. Waters, Sessions Papers C.C.C. 1869-70,

.565). Sir Henry Hawkins in Reg. v. Wood (Sessions Papers C.C.C.

1877-78, 261) agrees with Chief Baron Kelly.

Under these circumstances the judges again summoned a council,

>and feeling the very serious consequences of the application of the

resolution of 1837, apparently thought it necessary to restrict the

-exercise of this extraordinary privilege. In December 1884 they
resolved ' that in those Crown cases in which the Attorney or Soli-

citor General is personally engaged, a reply, where no witnesses are

called for the defence, is to be allowed as of right to the counsel for

the Crown and no others.' This is the practice now adopted.
I have dealt with this matter thus chronologically because I am.

^convinced that it has no real foundation in the principles which are

-applicable to the administration of the criminal law in England. It

had its origin in some general and most mysterious claim of some

personal privilege supposed to be vested in the great Law Officers of the

rown. I need scarcely point out that for a man, because he happens
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to have been chosen a Law Officer, to have a personal privilege capable
of producing serious injustice to a person on his trial for his liberty,

or even his life, is an odious anomaly, and so shocking to English
notions of justice and propriety that one would think that it had only
to be mentioned to be abolished. It has seemed so thoroughly bad

to some Law Officers that they have "absolutely refused to exercise it,

and have condemned it in the strongest language when discussing it

unofficially, although by the tradition of their office they are pre-
vented from abandoning it. Many judges have condemned it from

the Bench, all with whom I have had an opportunity of discussing
it unhesitatingly describe it as an abnormal piece of injustice.

Attempts have been made on all sides to extend it by counsel repre-

senting the Crown in different capacities. At one time the Bench

seemed, not illogically, disposed to meet their views, although now
its exercise is limited by the terms of the resolution of 1884.

There seems to be no remedy for the existing state of things

except legislation. At the same time it is impossible not to recognise
the extreme difficulty which seems to surround legislation on such a

subject, when we remember the hindrances to the amelioration of our

Criminal Law which always spring up when a Government makes an

effort in that direction. But is it too much to ask Parliament to put
an end to such an anomaly, which is nothing but a personal privilege

of the Attorney and Solicitor General, who, by recent changes, are

becoming more and more Departmental officers, and which in many
cases results in grievous wrong being done ? It cannot be supported
on principle or by any well-considered judgment of any court of

law. But above all, it leaves a rankling sense of injustice in cases

conducted by the Law Officers in person which should, and in most

cases do, give the public an example of that perfect fairness with

which prosecutions should be conducted, and where any personal

privilege to the detriment of the prisoner ought to have no place.

ALFRED COCK.
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THE MAKING OF A SHRINE

THERE is quite a little market held this beautiful November

Sunday morning along the high road in front of the church of the

Holy Rosary at Valle di Pompei.
A butcher, the single one, has hung out his joints ;

a fruit-vendor

sets forth well-filled baskets of pears, apples and grapes ;
small cafes

and osterias have set tables laden with cups and plates on the side-

walk, shaded them with white awnings, and adorned them with white

and red flags.O
At the Shiine of the Madonna di Pompei Mass is being per-

formed all day long, the hours of service being arranged according to

the arrival of trains, which bring successive crowds of worshippers.
In the early morning the congregation is composed of countrv-

people, mostly women who wear a handkerchief tied over their heads

in the unpicturesque fashion of Yorkshire factory girls. Later

people arrive by carriage from out-of-the-way places, take lunch at

the ' Restaurant of New Pompei,' and make a day's pleasure-excursion
of their pious pilgrimage, sometimes uniting with it a visit to Old

Pompei, the ruins of which lie within a stone's throw.

How did this richly-decorated and miracle-working shrine arise ?

Twenty years ago, this spot of land, wild and rough of aspect,

held a small hamlet of scattered huts, called simply Valle, or The

Valley ; possessing a wayside tavern, and a half-ruined parish church.

For many years the place had been noted for its brigands and

robbers, and, after the year 1860, became famous as the haunt of the

dreaded chief Pilone. It stood on the site of a feudal city of some

importance from the eleventh to the sixteenth century.

About 1740 the old town was deserted, the air having become

pestilential, probably from some displacement and stagnation of the

waters of the Sarno, which waters the whole plain between the

mountains. And, at last, there remained only the above-named

hamlet, and the scattered cottages of the agricultural labourers.

Much of the land had become the property of Countess de Fusco ;

the inhabitants began to neglect all religious rights and duties, and

313
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sank into a very barbaric state. It was at this period that the

parish priest began to use for signing his registers a seal with the

inscription
' Parish of San Salvatore in the ancient valley of

Pompei/ which practice led to the present official name of Valle di

Pompei.
The inhabitants, poor and ignorant, became thoroughly stultified,

and it not infrequently happened that old people, incapable of work,

were forsaken by their families and forced to take refuge in some

deserted lime-kiln, or perished miserably and alone in some wretched

hut. In bad weather a flood of water ran down the steep southern

side of Vesuvius, deluging and destroying the high road and render-

ing traffic difficult and dangerous.
In this isolated condition the people grew grossly superstitious,

believing firmly in witchcraft. All their actions were accompanied

by senseless ceremonies. When a farmer purchased a cow or calf,

the owner on leading it out of the stall cast a handful of earth over

its back, and hung his mother's spindle to its horns, to keep off the

evil eye. If anyone broke a limb, or suffered pain of any kind, he

sent for a witch, who murmured a charm while making the sign of

the cross. In the case of slight ailments, a walk to Torre Annunziata

and a drink of sea-water were considered a sovereign remedy. If a

peasant desired to be revenged on an enemy, he applied to a

professional wizard living in the mountains, who, for a small sum,

undertook to rid his customer of the enemy.
Even now some of the inhabitants of Valle di Pompei believe

that a man born on Christmas Eve will become a wizard or be

changed into a wolf.

Not so very long ago highway robbers lay in wait for passing
travellers among the ruins of the amphitheatre or the hollows of the

pumice-stone hills. In this way the then director of the Bank of

Naples was once captured, and only released on payment of a high
ransom

;
and here too a carter and a bailiff were robbed and murdered.

Travellers dreaded the Yalle, and traversed this part of the high-

way to Salerno in fear of their lives
;
and in the * Annals of the

Realm of Naples,' a note was appended in 1872 to the name of Valle

di Pompei which ran as follows :
' a solitary, gloomy and dangerous

locality.'

It was in October of that year that a native of Lecce, Don Bartolo

Longo, practising as a barrister in Naples and married to the

Countess de Fusco, went to Valle di Pompei on some business

connected with his wife's estate.

He was met by two of her principal tenants armed with guns,
who told him that a certain famous brigand, believed to be dead,

was, on the contrary, hiding in the mountains, and often visited

Valle di Pompei.

During the course of the day Don Bartolo paid a visit to the
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parish priest, visited the rotten and small parish church, and learned
that the greater part of the parishioners, numbering 1,200, never
went to church and lived in a state of pitiable ignorance. Don
Bartolo was struck with pity for the poor wretches, who could not
even send their children to school. He frequently visited the place,
and relates how one day, while walking in melancholy mood in a
desolate spot, he was inspired by the conviction that there was no
better way to save a sinner than by propagating the worship of Our

Lady of the Kosary. He vowed to institute that worship in that

desolate spot before he died. No sooner had the vow passed his lips
than he felt a heavenly calm descend upon his spirit, and, as he heard
the Angelus ringing, he knelt down and prayed, rising with the firm

determination to fulfil his vow.

He began by visiting the scattered houses in the district, giving

presents of rosaries and medals to the inhabitants gifts that were

eagerly accepted, as the bright metal seemed to the people to have
at least some monetary value. Most of the people had no idea

of prayer, were incapable of repeating the Ave Maria, and seemed
inaccessible.

But Don Bartolo soon discovered that they cherished a fond

reverence for their dead, and complained bitterly that when anyone
died, his corpse was carried off to a distant cemetery without a soul

to follow it.

Taking advantage of this pious sentiment in the people, Don
Bartolo by 1874 had succeeded in forming a Confraternity of the

Eosary, the members of which undertook the duty of following
funerals and reciting the prayers.

Learning further from the parish priest that the people were very
fond of fairs and festivals, games, wrestling-matches and such like,

Don Bartolo resolved to institute a festival on the feast of the Madonna
of the Eosary in October, and to form a great lottery, the prizes

of which, rings and earrings, should tempt the women of the neigh-
bourhood to attend. He went to Naples and begged from his friends

and acquaintance all kinds of medals, pictures of saints, rosaries, and

statuettes, and, at the proper time, took them to Valle di Pompei,

together with a hundred crucifixes such as hang at the heads of the

beds in cottages.

He arranged a lotteryat tickets oftwo soldi (less than a penny) each,

the first five prizes to consist of objects in pure but thin Neapolitan

gold. The other 800 prizes were formed of the medals, crosses, &c.,

which he had collected. He ordered a band of music from the town

of Pagano, arranged that High Mass should be performed in the old

church, and begged his own father-confessor to preach on the Eosary ;

there being no picture of the Virgin at Valle, he took there a small

lithograph surrounded by the fifteen mysteries, which usually hung
at the head of his own bed.
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But on the day appointed a violent thunderstorm frustrated all

his plans. The neighbouring populations and the aristocratic friends

he had invited were equally prevented from attending. His father-

confessor, preaching to the few peasants who entered the church, used

such good Italian that they, accustomed only to the dialect, failed to

understand him.

Undismayed by this hindrance, Don Bartolo set to work to arrange
another fair and lottery for the following year, to announce which he

sent a peasant woman, notorious for her stentorian voice, to all the

country-side, while he himself traversed the neighbourhood collecting

subscriptions either in money, corn, or cotton. The people responded
to his efforts, interested themselves in his plans, and many women,
unable to give anything else, parted with their gold necklaces or

pearl earrings.

This time the festival took place with great success.

Don Bartolo now interested the higher clergy in his work, and a

mission to Valle di Pompei was arranged.
In October 1875 great progress had been made. Already some

pious person had presented the old church with a new altar, upon
which was placed a statuette of the Virgin. That year's feast was

more brilliant than before. So many persons crowded to the church

that Mass had to be performed at a temporary altar erected out of

doors, and the Bishop of Nola administered the sacrament with great

pomp. He urged Don Bartolo not to remain content with erecting
an altar to the Madonna of the Kosary, but to build a church worthy
to be her shrine, and advised his listener to commence a collection

for the purpose of one sou a month, which no good Catholic, be he

poor as he might, would refuse. He himself promised a donation of

five hundred francs. Don Bartolo was astounded at this proposal,

thinking it impossible with such insignificant means to arrive at the

end proposed. Not long after, while conversing with his hosts at the

Countess's country house just opposite the old parish church, and

pointing to a field next to it, the Bishop said,
' That shall be the site

of your shrine !

'

The subscriptions were now set on foot, and succeeded beyond

expectation. Rich and poor, old and young, were solicited for one

sou a month for the purpose of building a church. The clerical

mission also did its work
;
the people were taught to pray. But,

according to the rules of ecclesiastical liturgy, the picture before which

they prayed must be an oil-painting. Don Bartolo went to Naples
with the intention of purchasing one at an antiquarian's shop, and

was eagerly wishing to meet a certain Neapolitan friend who would

help him to bargain, when the very man appeared before him.

Together they ransacked the shops, but the price demanded wa&

always too high. Time pressed, for the picture was wanted at Yalle

di Pompei for special prayers the very next day. At last Don
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Bartolo's friend remembered that he knew a nun who possessed an
old painting of the Madonna of the Rosary, and the friends sought her
out at Porta Medina. She still had the picture, but the paint was

pealing off, and the figures were so coarse and vulgar that Don Bartolo

cried out in disappointment.
* Don't hesitate,' said the nun,

' take

the picture; it is good enough for the people to worship/ The

picture was large, and now the trouble was how to convey it to Valle

di Pompei in time. Don Bartolo remembered that a carrier from the

place was in Naples and about to return. To him he confided the

picture, himself starting later for Valle by train. When the picture
at last reached that place, what was his dismay in finding that it had
been brought on the top of a dung-cart ! And when he presented
it to the three missionaries and other clericals assembled, there

was a general smile at the poor old thing, and it was cast into

a corner behind the altar. Next day it was given to a painter
who was sketching in Pompei, and restored to something like

decency.

Shortly the mission ended, and at the close of the year Don
Bartolo received from the General of the Dominican order a diploma
as founder of the Confraternity of the Eosary in Valle di Pompei, the

diploma being confirmed by the Bishop of Nola.

And now, the old picture having been placed on the altar, the

rumour spread of a miracle having been performed by its means on a

young girl in Naples, who, afflicted with epilepsy, had repaired to

the Shrine of the Madonna of Lourdes in a church at Naples in vain,

but had miraculously recovered her health on the very day of the

placing of the picture of the Madonna of Pompei, to whom the sick

girl's mother had made a vow.

The news spread like wild-fire
;
the shrine began to attract uni-

versal attention
; pilgrims crowded to it, especially on the solemn

festivals in May and October
; princes, cardinals, priests, and even rojal

personages joined the Confraternity. Offerings arrived from all parts

of the world
;
artisans and artists vied with each other in proposing

to work gratis in decorating the future church, and shrines were

erected to the Madonna of Pompei in other churches.

On the 8th of May 1876 the first stone of the new church was

laid with great pomp. It is the day dedicated by the Catholic Church

to the archangel Michael, who was chosen protector of the new shrine
;

all the more because tradition attaches to Mount St. Angelo, which

towers above Valle di Pompei, the apparition of the saint in the

seventh century to the Bishop of Castellamare, St. Catellus, enjoining

him to build a chapel on the summit, while at the same mount a

pure spring of water issued at the spot indicated, which still quenched
the thirst of pilgrims thither until the year 1860, when the brigands

took possession of the chapel as a hiding-place, and it was destroyed

by the soldiers to get rid of the brigands. The marble statue of the
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archangel placed by St. Catellus in the chapel still exists, and is

worshipped in the cathedral of Castellamare.

The day of the laying of the first stone of the new church at Valle

di Pompei was superb. A tent was erected on the ground containing
an altar with the picture of the Virgin. The Bishop of Nola, at-

tended by a long train of priests, performed Mass. The crowd of

peasants was immense, and more than three hundred distinguished

personages attended the ceremony.
On the anniversary of this day ten years later, a delegate from

the Pope, Cardinal La Valletta, was able solemnly to consecrate the

high altar of the Madonna of the Rosary in the new church. Leo
the Thirteenth himself blessed the marvellous diadem of diamonds,

sapphires and other precious stones that, in the Italian fashion, was

placed on the surface of the picture in the spot it would have occu-

pied had it adorned a statue. The Virgin has, besides, a necklace of

brilliants forming the word Rosario. A shining star is on her brow ;

two rich solitaires form her ear-rings, and the rosary which she gives
to St. Catherine, and that which the infant Jesus presents to St.

Dominic, are also formed of diamonds. The Virgin's shoes are of gold
and diamonds, her mantle is starred with them, and beneath the

picture precious stones form the words Ave Maria.

Before being placed on the rich high altar, the picture had been

again restored by the celebrated Neapolitan painter Maldarelli, who
ascribed the lovely expression of the Madonna's face to an especial

grace conferred on his art by her.

The shrine of the Madonna of Pompei has become the possessor
of innumerable ecclesiastical privileges, and the Pope has taken it

under his immediate jurisdiction ;
the church is adorned by marbles

from Bagneres and Carrara, by large modern sacred pictures in its

six side-chapels, and by Venetian mosaics. The facade is still wanting,
but the marble for that is being prepared, and this year the inaugura-
tion of this final work will take place.

And now we will briefly relate, as an instance of faith in the

nineteenth century, the story of one of the most striking miracles

attributed to the Madonna of Pompei, attested to by the then

Bishop of Lacedonia, the town in which it occurred, by the Bishop of

Nola, and by numerous witnesses, who legally signed their depositions
at the instance of Don Bartolo,

' so that,' as the latter says in his

account of the affair,
' unbelievers may have no reason to deny the

miracle.'

Maria Antonietta Balestrieri is the daughter of a respectable post-
master in the town of Lacedonia, in the province of Avellino. She
lost her mother when she was only three years old. Her father mar-

ried again, and in the year 1887 the stepmother and daughter both

joined the Confraternity of the Madonna of Pompei. In 1888 Maria

Antonietta was a beautiful healthy girl of nineteen years of age, but
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on the 6th of April of that year she was attacked by a terrible malady,
which crippled all her limbs, distorted her spine, and at last reduced
her to a state of the greatest misery. From the contraction of the
muscles her hands were tightly closed, and the finger-nails penetrated
the palms, causing deep wounds. The patient could scarcely endure
nourishment

;
her left cheek was paralysed, and her mouth drawn to

one side. She was reduced to a skeleton, and her eyes could bear no

light, so that she preferred to remain in total darkness. By-and-by
the physicians gave up all hope of saving her life. In these straits

Antonietta's whole family resorted to prayer, and, with the father at

their head, recited the novene of the Madonna of the Eosary, and re-

peated the fifteen mysteries. On the 10th of July of that year (1888)
Madame Balestrieri wrote to Don Bartolo at Valle di Pompei, begging
that the orphans of his asylum should hold a nine days' supplication
for her stepdaughter. On the 21st of July Antonietta's condition

was such that Extreme-unction was administered. But she still

lingered. One night, the 29th of July, she begged to be left quite

alone, recited the prayer to the Madonna, and had arrived at the

words * Have pity ;
show thyself to me !

' when a bright light struck

her eyes, which, to her amazement, felt no pain from it. In the

midst of the light appeared the figure of the Madonna of Pompei
clad in a snow-white robe, a blue mantle, and holding a wreath of

roses. In a soft voice the Virgin spoke, 'Antonietta, wilt thou

come to Pompei ?
' ' Ah ! Holy Mother,' answered the patient,

' how
can I ? I am lame and a cripple.'

'

Eise,' continued the Virgin,
* thou art healed.'

' Ah !

'

sighed the girl,
' I cannot even move !

*

Then the Madonna laid her hands on the breast and side of the

girl, and lifted her into a sitting posture, again saying 'Thou art

healed.'
'

Holy Mother !

'

exclaimed Antonietta,
' I would rather die

than live a cripple.'
'

No,' said the Madonna,
' thou shalt not die,

but live and proclaim my power in all Lacedonia. To-morrow thou

must rise, partake of the sacrament, and after that thou must pilgrim
to the shrine at Pompei. Take off thy shoes at its threshold, and

move on thy knees to the altar. Whatever grace thou desireth, turn

to me
;
I am thy mother.' With that the vision disappeared, and

Antonietta remained sitting on her bed in the same position. She

then began to try her limbs. They could move ! She stretched her

arms, opened her hands, rose from her bed, and walked. Beside her-

self with joy, she was about to run to her parents, but, fearing that

they would take her for a ghost, she laid down again, waiting im-

patiently for day. But long before dawn her father came to see how

she was. She told him what had happened, and that she would start

for Pompei that very day. He believed she was delirious, but she

rose from the bed and proved that she was cured. The news soon

spread in the town, and friends and relations crowded to the house.
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In the early morning Antonietta went to the church, the bells were

rung, and the whole population crowded to see the restored girl take

the sacrament. The Rector of the Oratory addressed a moving
sermon to the people. When the family physician arrived at the

house, he found his patient well, the wounds on her hands had

healed, she could eat and drink
;
on the 10th of September Antonietta

began her pilgrimage, starting with her whole family, to the number
of thirty persons, in carriages to Pompei. The journey lasted three

days, and at every halt the miracle was proclaimed. When the

pilgrims reached the shrine, they bared their feet, reaching the foot

of the altar on their knees. Antonietta had fasted on bread and

water during the journey, and now received the holy sacrament, thus

fulfilling the behest of the Madonna. When the party were about

to leave the shrine for home, she declared her decision. She would

dedicate her life to the Madonna of Pompei, and, in spite of the grief

of her parents at parting with her, she entered the Orphan Asylum,

where, to this day, she devotes herself to the education of the orphan

girls.

It will be understood that the news of this miracle, with number-
less others which accompanied and followed it in various parts,

industriously proclaimed and published, greatly inflamed the imagi-
nations of the South Italians. During the next three years gifts

and subscriptions pouredin, pilgrimages to the shrine increased in

frequency, and the number of persons, till every May and October

sees many thousands of worshippers at the shrine.

And from the very first the practical result of all this religious

exaltation and zeal, kindled by the enthusiasm of one man, began to

show itself. Don Bartolo established a printing-office, a Female Orphan

Asylum, and workmen's houses
;
sent forth to all parts of the world a

monthly pamphlet entitled * The Rosary and New Pompei,' which

related the story of the shrine, and gave detailed accounts of the

miracles, favours, &c., accorded by the Madonna, which, when the

miracles were cures of diseases, were accompanied by attestations

signed by the physicians who had attended the patient ;
an office

was opened where subscriptions were received and photographs of the

miraculous picture, rosaries, and medals dispensed. This nucleus of

a new city grew : roads were laid out bordered with trees
;
a stately

avenue of plane-trees, called the Via Sacra, led to the little station
;

playgrounds and a day school were added to the orphan asylum ;
a

large square with a fountain was laid out
;
an hotel rose opposite the

house of the De Fuscos
;
a meteorological observatory was built on

the roof of the orphanage, from which a splendid view of the volcano

and the Sorrento coast is obtained, and, backwards, of the majestic
mountains that on all sides border the valley. A pharmacy, a post

and telegraph office were likewise built by Don Bartolo
;
a large shop

for the now increasing sale of pictures, crosses, rosaries and medals
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was opened on the ground floor of the De Fusco mansion, and the

highroad in front of the rising church was paved.
The organ of the handsome church, the cupola of which is now a

conspicuous object in the valley, deserves special mention. It was
built in the celebrated atelier of Signer Inzola at Crema, according to

the models exposed at the Musical Congress at Paris in I860. A full

orchestra, and all the different human voices, soprano, alto, tenor con-

tralto and bass, and the voci bianchi that is, a faint echo as if from
a heavenly choir are represented, and a special gradation called undo,

maris, or sea-wave. The organ numbers sixty-one full registers, has

three key-boards and thirty pedals ;
the pipes number 2,200 ;

the pedals
for forte and mezzo-forte are worked by an electric-pneumatic system,
and also the wind is supplied by a dynamo-electric machine the first

application of this kind in Italy.

This organ was inaugurated in May 1890, when it was played by
several of the most famous organists in Italy. The permanent
master is a blind man, and it is he who teaches the orphan girls to

sing.

From the dynamos of the typographical establishment the chief

buildings of the little town, its streets and shops are lighted by

electricity. The printing-office is supplied by a number of presses

on the newest models, which are constantly busy. In the year 1886

400,000 printed prayers were sent out to all quarters of the world.

Numbers of publications are forwarded gratis ; yet still the sale of the

others makes profits which help to defray the expenses of the

orphanage and schools. Of the two monthly publications 90,000

copies are sent out each month. The side of a large room is taken

up by shelves filled with the addresses on labels of people in all parts

of the world. About sixty little girls of the Orphanage help the work

by gumming the covers, folding up the magazines in them, and

labelling them for the post.

The little post-office has enough to do. Thousands of letters and

telegrams arrive every clay for Don Bartolo, the telegrams being

chiefly a request that the orphans shall recite prayers for sick person?.

The little railway station on special festivals has to prepare for the

alighting of some 100,000 pilgrims; while, exclusive of this, the

yearly average of visitors by train is 40,000.

And the money for all this, for the different works, for the keeping

up of the orphanages, for the employes, who number two hundred,

and the food of the children, who are now nearly 200 also, and will

soon be a thousand, does not come from any funded income. On a

Saturday night, when wages, &c., are paid up, Don Bartolo's cash-

box is often empty, but before the next Saturday arrives it is again

full.

Let me now briefly describe the crowning work of Don Bartolo,

who, whatever Protestants may think of the superstition from which
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he chiefly derives his resources, is one of the most sincere philan-

thropists of modern times an Italian
' General Booth.' Last May he

opened a provisional
* Home for the Sons of Prisoners/ in expectation

of a magnificent asylum, for which he has all the plans ready, which

is to hold 500 of these abandoned children. Don Bartolo's idea is to

save the most neglected class of innocent children the children of

convicted criminals, who do not come within the scope of government
or private orphan asylums, and who are branded at their birth with

the crimes of their parents. In his appeal for this interesting work,

delivered at Valle di Pompei on the 31st of May, 1891, Don Bartolo

rightly called his institution ' an entirely new Christian work,' of

which there was no example in any Catholic nation. He pointed out

that England has been foremost in establishing societies for the re-

claiming of prisoners, and for reformatories for criminal children, but

that the class of innocent children who were the inheritors of the

crimes of their parents had never yet been cared for.

The number of boys in the provisional home is now nearly half a

hundred. They look healthy and happy, and the general type of

their features is not of a degraded kind. Like the orphan girls, they
are lodged in bright, airy, sunny rooms, arranged after the latest

hygienic principles. The spacious vaulted, white-washed dormi-

tories of the boys, with their deep borders of Pompeian red, and the

plump beds covered with red quilts, look specially comfortable and

cheery.

The boys are taught all kinds of crafts, and each plays a musical

instrument. A large number are employed in the printing-offices,

and I saw a small lad, a little
'

compositor
'

of ten years, setting up
the type of one of the pretty little tracts which are entitled *

Little

Eeading-books (piccole letture) edited by the sons of prisoners.' One
of these small books, lately published, and written by Don Bartolo,

relates the story of the ' Wreck of the Utopia,' giving a thrillingde-

scription of the incidents of that disaster, and telling how an Italian

and his little boy, emigrants, and both members of the Eosary of

Valle di Pompei, though they were natives of a place in the province
of Avellino, were saved from death by miracle. The father, when

nearly engulphed by the furious waves, was caught up by an English
launch belonging to the Anson. The author pays a well-deserved

compliment to our English tars
;
he says the crew of the Utopia

performed prodigies of valour and self-sacrifice in saving the poor

emigrants. The son of the emigrant thus saved, a boy of ten, was,

according to his own tale, looking over the side of the sinking

Utopia when suddenly he saw a boat below him, and, calling two

fellow-boys of his own province, descended into it. They found there

only a single old sailor, who rowed them quickly to land through the

furious waves. What boat it was, who was the sailor, was never

known
;
and among the emigrants who were saved the story ran that
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ihe old man had been St. Joseph, who possesses a chapel in the shrine
at Valle di Pompei, and took compassion on the little worshipper of
the Madonna of the Kosary. The father, who had given up his son
for lost, met him at the hospital in Gibraltar, and at once dedicated
him to the Madonna of Pompei, in whose service the lad remains to

this day. The boys also print their own monthly magazine, the * Valle

di Pompei/ in the last number of which are some zincotype portraits
of the first boys received, and an essay by Don Bartolo on the moral
and social aspects of his institution, which he believes not only to be

eminently religious in its scope, but highly important in the services

it renders to the State and to science. He declares that when Italy
shall possess ten such establishments, each holding only 300 boys,

penal statistics in Italy will be able to show a yearly diminution of

150,000 crimes. This is calculated on the number of crimes found

to be committed on an average by as many boys who have not been

saved from their criminal environments.

The effect of his home for prisoners
5

sons on their parents in prison
is already shown by the number of affecting letters received by Don
Bartolo. He has already received no fewer than 335 letters from

forty-two different prisons, forming a chorus of thanks and blessings,
and the number is great when it is considered that, in order to write

one of these letters, the prisoner must sacrifice the letter he might
have written to his own parents or wife.

The boys are admitted to the ' Home '

at a very early age, and do

not leave it unless they wish to do so. All nations are accepted.
None are taken whose parents or parent are condemned to prison for

less than twelve years, it being wisely considered that all would be

wasted if the boys were fetched away by a released father or mother

before being well confirmed in the new way of life. But space forbids

full allusion to the wide-spreading and ever-increasing influences of

Don Bartolo's eminently philanthropic work. The fact remains that

the little germ town of Valle di Pompei is interesting to all who wish

to study the results of faith and modern Christianity in one of its

many forms.

Valle di Pompei, which has now become important enough to be

placed under the care of a vice-syndic, owes its existence to the

religious sentiments, the energetic will, the highly industrial talent,

and the benevolent heart of a single individual, who has engaged the

sympathies and help of the whole Eoman Catholic world, and who,
while his shrine of the Madonna of the Kosary has been called by a

French priest the ' Lourdes
'

of Italy, can, in the educational and

industrial portion of his work, show results which appeal to the

sympathy of all.

As I write these closing words the pictures arise before me of

healthy cheerful children hard at work or at play, or singing sweetly
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to the accompaniment of a splendid organ at vespers ;
of a black-

robed pilgrim kneeling and clinging to the altar the whole night in

the darkened church, praying for the recovery of her sick husband :

she kneels and clings, her hands clasped on the white altar-cloth, her

eyes raised to the picture of the Madonna above her, shining in all

the splendour of its gems and of its fifteen never- extinguished lamps.

LILY WOLFFSOHN.
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MARRIAGE OF INNOCENT DIVORCEES

NEWMAN gave to Keble's ' Assize Sermon on National Apostasy
'

in

1833 the glory of founding what he called * the Oxford Movement/
for which the most distinctive name now is

'

Sacerdotalism.' And
its first demand was for the revival of the *

Discipline of the Church,'

meaning exactly the opposite of '

Clergy Discipline,' a now familiar

term. I am only concerned here with one phase of it, with which

Keble's name is still ostentatiously associated and his writings appealed
to as gospel both on matters of history and of doctrine I mean that

which is indicated by the title of this article. Being obliged to act

one way or the other by the Archbishop of York's encyclical to his

clergy last September, and specially to my
'

surrogates
'

or deputies
for marriage licences, I studied the subject more than I, and probably
most laymen, had before

;
and particularly the report, not really

' of
'

but to the committee of that Convocation, which had entrusted the

making of it to a notoriously red-hot partisan ;
and then, by a quite

unique preface, reserved power for every member hereafter to disclaim

responsibility for more than '

accepting its general principles,' whatever

each member may understand thereby. Then opportunely there

came out a larger History of Marriage and Divorce, by Dr. Luckock,
Dean of Lichfield, and formerly head of the Ely Theological College.

The object of them all is the same : to encourage the clergy to assert

their supremacy in matters of this kind, and their agreement with

the Council of Trent, except that they do not yet openly claim to

mitigate prohibition by dispensation. You will see presently why I

say
*

openly.' Not a few of them have already reached the point of

repelling from the Communion, or excommunicating only without

,ny civil consequences, except as much social ostracism as their

female slaves dare to apply both parties to any marriage of whom
-either is an innocent divorcee, and not a widower or widow

;
besides

refusing to perform any such marriage, though that is express

defiance of the Divorce Act, 1857, which was carried by a great

majority of bishops in every important division. That Act does

allow them to refuse to marry guilty divorcees, and therefore I think

the licensing authority of any diocese may well refuse to license

them, though nobody can lawfully refuse their banns. My ex-surro-
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gate, the reporter, published his own declaration that he would
neither obey the law of England nor his own '

official principal
"

according to his appointment, and that he ' would not be sorry to be*

relieved of his office
'

if he was not to have his own way. Since then.

I have had and heard various complaints of such excommunications,,
clerical and social. In one case the parties had actually married

under the advice of their own parson, who has since been converted

and excommunicated them. That case, of which the necessary

papers were sent to me, evolved another specimen of spiritual supre-

macy and ingenuity too good to be concealed from those who may
need similar relief. A convocational dignitary, of much more conse-

quence than the ' convener and reporter,' was consulted, and gave
this oracular response, and authorised it to be shown to any clergy-
man that, as the couple who were so treated ' would have obtained)

a dispensation in the Roman Church, though at a heavy cost, and
the English Church has no such system/ the preliminary advice of

their parson might be regarded as a '

dispensation, under which he

may reasonably shelter himself, though that advice was wrong
*

in the opinion of the said official, and of the adviser himself now. I

have not heard whether he has sought that shelter, or thinks hi&

original sin too deadly for it, or that the married couple require
shelter more than he does, and at least penance, under the revival of

discipline, and I can only leave this precious story there.

I have not heard of any bishops actually advising their clergy to

defy the law in that way ;
but I have no doubt it is understood in

some dioceses that they may rely on the bishop to veto any prosecu-
tion for it in the Ecclesiastical Court. Probably a civil action would

He for such a refusal of a legal right or rite as bishops were not

authorised to strangle that when they got the other power into the-

Clergy Discipline Act of 1840, through the false statement that they
had it already, by the one who was weakly allowed to spoil a much
better Bill by mere audacity and violence, which had been passed the

year before with the approval of the highest authorities both spiritual

and temporal. I need not say who it was. But without any direct

advice or understanding that a prosecution would be vetoed, the

same result is obviously brought about by whoever in that diocese is-

their '

principal
'

directing the surrogates to refuse licences to any
divorcee. That is of course felt, and intended, to cast a slur on ali

such marriages, which women will seldom face, to say nothing of

their probable further excommunication. Another bishop of the

same province has been performing this very Janicular feat, not to-

borrow Bunyan's more vernacular epithet. He has publicly desired

his surrogates to refuse licences for any kind of divorcee to marry
while the former partner is alive, on this delightfully logical and

thoroughly English pretext, that '
it is very hard for any one nofc

fully acquainted with the evidence to judge ;
nor are we wise in con-*
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stituting ourselves judges ; ... so it would seem best not to grant
the favour of a licence to any divorced person ;

'

that is, to constitute

ourselves executioners at once, and to overrule the Divorce Court
and jury if the applicant for the licence was acquitted, and to assume
that they were wrong in not convicting by divination if there was
no charge of guilt and no intervention by the Queen's Proctor for

alleged collusion. Then the oracular prelate turns his other face, and
1 directs the attention of the clergy to the declaration

'

of the largest
and latest Lambeth Council, of one hundred and forty-five bishops
of all the Churches in the world in communion with ours,

'

that,

recognising the fact that there has always been a difference of opinion
in the Church on the question whether our Lord meant to forbid

marriage to the innocent party in a divorce for adultery, the clergy
should not be instructed to refuse the Sacraments or privileges of

the Church to those who under civil sanction are thus married
'

(i.e.

by virtue of the Act of 1857). The reporter and the Dean naturally
call that resolution '

disappointing
' and untrue historically ;

which

we shall see it only is in conceding far too much to them. And if a

licence does * bestow the blessing of the Church,' as the Archbishop
wrote obviously without reading one they are clearly a privilege

of the Church, and so within the Lambeth Declaration. If they are

not, and if the episcopal Janus really meant his clergy to attend to

it, they are to give innocent divorcees all the privileges of the

Church, but to refuse a mere form, which any lay registrar can give as

well, only it is not binding ;
and all for nothing but to stir up odium

against persons as innocent as a bishop unconvicted, and to ' make

the heart of the righteous sad whom God hath not made sad,' because

these priests think He ought. The few other bishops who have

taken the same line generally have been prudent enough not to

invent any reasons that I have seen, but are probably all prepared to

say ditto to the Northern Primate if necessary.

It is so much the fashion to accept bold assertions about things

we know very little of from persons in any great position, but very

often the merest amateurs and partisans, that I had better state here,

what everybody knows who ever read a law-book or looks into Philli-

more's Ecclesiastical Law (1958-9), that one of the greatest Lord

Chancellors and Chief Justices, Lord Hardwicke, and other great

judges have declared ' there are some things of an ecclesiastical nature

which no canon can touch,' and marriage was one of them
;
and that

even such canons as were intra vires of the Convocations (which

a great many of the 141 were not) are invalid against the laity ;

if contrary to the laws of the realm they are declared invalid by the

great Act 25 Hen. VIII.,
' for the submission of the clergy,' to which

they voted their assent. Either the dissolution or the invalidity of

every marriage in the prohibited degrees, or for being
'

clandestine,'

has always depended solely on statutes.
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Further, let us see what is the canon that all these asserters of

the submission of the laity rely on and declare with dogmatic con-

fidence that it makes any civil legislation for divorce invalid and

impossible and not to be obeyed. They all justify refusing either to

license or to marry any kind of divorcee (not being a widow or widower)
and excommunicating them if they get married, by the 107th canon,

which did not exist for seventy years after our marriage legislation

began, and is :
' In all sentences pronounced only for divorce and sepa-

ration amensaet toro' (which was no complete or irrevocable divorce)
4 there shall be a caution and restraint that the parties shall live

chastely; neither shall they marry any other person during each

other's life.' It is hard to give credit even to amateur lawyers for

believing that to have been a kind of prophetic prohibition of the

clergy and laity in Parliament passing a real Divorce Act in any
future century. Even that Avalonian Chancellor who delights in dis-

charging popguns in the Guardian at the two greatest Primates of

the last two centuries, as well as me, seems to know better than to

put his name to an opinion that a plea of canons against statutes or
* the Queen's ecclesiastical (common) law/ would be listened to for

five minutes in any court in the kingdom.
And now we must slide for a little while into Scriptural theology

alone, and then examine the rakings of the patristic dustheap, in

which interpreters of this kind can always find something that either

really suits them or can be made to look so byjudicious manipulation.

Luckily no textual controversy is involved here. Nobody pretends
to doubt that our Lord twice uttered the well-known exception to the

general indissolubility of marriage,
' save for fornication

;

'

once in the

Sermon on the Mount (Matthew v. 32), of which the other evangelists

record very little, and afterwards, in answer to the Pharisees (xix. 9,

10). So the problem for the prohibitionists is how to conjure the

exception into something as good as non-existence. But no saying
is too hard for them. Their party live upon such feats and always
have done. Giving due precedence to the Archbishop, he said :

' It

has been found possible to extract different meanings and to draw

different conclusions from certain texts
'

evidently meaning these

and the parallel ones. But what different meanings' or conclusions ?

except that of course they are different if you can expel the ex-

ception out of the two speeches, from what they are if you leave

it in. But that is textual criticism
;
and nobody openly attempts

that here. But they do secretly ;

'

St. Paul
'

(his Grace proceeds,

quoting 1 Cor. vii. 39)
' has made known to us very clearly the sense

in which those words (of St. Matthew) were understood by him and

by the Church in his day :

" The woman which hath a husband is

bound by the law to him as long as he liveth : ... so that if she be

married to another man she shall be called an adulteress."
' That is,

in plain English,
'

St. Paul was inspired proleptically to repeal the ex-
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ception by not repeating it seven or eight years before St. Matthew-
wrote it twice.' That would not do for a repeal, even ifthe dates were

reversed, by a well-known rule of law. Much less will it do in the Bible,

which, everybody knows, does not legislate by continual interruptions
and qualifications and provisos, but rather by apparent contradictions

in different places, expecting Christians at least to bear in mind that

it all has one ultimate author. This cannot be better expressed than
it was by the man who has been called

' the modern Butler,' the late

James Mozley, in the preface to his famous book on Regeneration,
of which I need only give one sentence, at p. vi :

' The answer to

this claim to " take statements as they stand
"

is obvious. It is very

easy and proper to take a statement as it stands, if there is no other

statement to which it is opposed. But if there is, our attitude is

altered immediately. We cannot help ourselves then, but are obliged
to go into and examine two statements instead oftaking one as it stands,'

and more to the same effect. If these interpreters are right, that

St. Paul was inspired to overrule his Master, St. Matthew was inspired
to overrule him back again by recording twice the words which he had

omitted
;
and thereby to offer the strongest temptation to all people,

' wheresoever this gospel shall be preached in the whole world/ to

commit the very sin which, they assure us, our Lord meant to de-

nounce. How are they going to get over that difficulty, which is infinite

compared with all their artificial ones ? It is curious that the very
next prohibition (in Matthew v.) is

' Swear not at all,' &c. Yet no

Christian authority
* takes its stand

' on that, or says,
' that is

enough for me '

unless you reckon the Quakers one. The Church of

England expressly qualifies it for judicial oaths by Article 39; and

the exception is recognised by Hebrews vi. 16.

The summary of the whole of these texts is, that we have four

accounts of substantially the same deliverance by our Lord in the

three synoptic Gospels. (You may add a fifth if you like to reject the

evidently true statement of a very learned bishop, Bethell, the author

of what used to be the standard High-Church book on baptism, in the

debate on the Divorce Bill, that the passage from 1 Corinthians vii.,

which some other bishop had quoted,
' has no more to do with the

case of an adulterous wife than with the Millennium.') Two of these

accounts are fuller than the others in several respects; for, besides the

proviso which all this turns upon, Matthew xix. 3 shows that the

Pharisees began by asking if a man may put away, airoKvw, his wife

for every cause
;
and the answer was exactly suited to it, being in effect,

'

No, not for every cause, but for one, iropvsia.'
Would any man of

common-sense and impartiality pretend to interpret them by reducing

the two full accounts to the capacity of the two incomplete ones ?

The prohibitionists however have a shift for this too. They assert

with their usual confidence that Tropvsta never meant post-nuptial

fornication, but only ante-nuptial. So they expect us to believe
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that, though post-nuptial sin was a capital offence by the Mosaic law, as

only concealed ante-nuptial was, our Lord intended the much greater
one to go unpunished even by divorce among Christians ;

for whom

they tell us the exception was not intended though the general rule

was equally for them and the Jews. People who believe such assertions

as these must have a wonderful appetite for both dogmatism and

paradogmatism. As a question of Greek Testament scholarship, I

should think mostpeople will preferthejudgment of such a great scholar

and writer of the best Greek Testament notes, and High Churchman

too, as the late Bishop Wordsworth, to any of these men whose con-

clusions always precede their arguments. He dismissed their assertion

about TTopvsia almost with contempt, both there and in vol. iii. of

his collected essays. Their arguments are mere illogical conjectures

and juggling with quotations ;

l and there are plenty of instances in

the very Fathers whom they quote of iropvsia being used for adultery,

which of course it is when committed by a married person.

Another question of Greek Testament scholarship, on which they
have the same great scholar against them, is raised by their ingenious,
assertion that our Lord only meant to sanction what is now called

'

judicial separation
'

for a wife's adultery, and no real dissolution of

marriage
* as if she were dead,' as our Act says. Not only does he

reject that guess, for which there is no Scriptural sanction, but Liddell

and Scott's lexicon gives the meaning of avroXua), the word used

throughout those texts in all three gospels, about a dozen times in

different tenses, as '

set free, discharge, dismiss, divorce.' Moreover,

in vv. 10, 11 of the chapter which is pronounced decisive by the

Archbishop, and where temporary separation is plainly meant, the

word used is
%a)pi,<r6f}vai,,

or some other tense of it, which is

evidently mis-translated '

depart from,' as the late Greek Professor

Evans remarks in the Speaker's Commentary. Not that it signifies

here what the English ought to be, seeing that the original word for

a real divorce, and one a toro, which was always terminable, are so

different. After such a separation she was to remain a^a^os, not

married again, because she was not aTidKskv^jjLsvT]. Mr) ^cop^era),
in Mat. xix. 7, is used as a more comprehensive prohibition ;

for if it

had there been said,
' Let him not divorce her,' it would have implied

that they might
'

separate
'

at discretion, which would have con-

tradicted the original and repeated rule.

Now then we may leave the only real authority and examine the

sham ones, which a good many of the sacerdotalists prefer, under the

guise of interpreters of the real one ; who can of course interpret

anything to mean anything else, if they are allowed to be supreme,
and not merely commentators or arguers, or at least witnesses to facts

within their own knowledge. And then they often are useful, in

showing how late their doctrines or practices came into existence ;

1 See Mr. Reynolds's Brief Examination ofthe York Reported. (Hall, Cambridge).
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which is decisive proof that they were not primitive, and therefore

have no genuine authority and are only heresies. All these self-

constituted interpreters and pretended historians declare throughout,
and these two in the largest type over many pages, that ' the

testimony of the whole Catholic Church in the first age
'

is unanimous
on their side. The Dean only terminates that age early in the fourth

century, so as to take in two favourite councils and the imposture
called

' the Apostolic Canons.' The Eeport draws the line about sixty

years earlier at Origen,
* because after him the muddy stream of civil

policy begins to soil the pure flow of Christian tradition,'and Origen's

testimony is peculiarly valuable,
' because it covers the Christian

metropolis of Egypt and also Syria, where he worked.' Therefore let

us deal with him at once. They identically quote this passage from

Origen's Commentary on St. Matthew :
( But now, even some of the

rulers of the churches have permitted a certain woman to rnarry
4

during the life of her husband, acting contrary to Scripture, in which

it has been said, A woman is bound so long as her husband liveth
;

and again, Thus the woman who marries another man in her husband's

lifetime shall be called an adulteress. Yet not altogether without

excuse, for it is likelythat this licence was permitted in comparison with

worse things, though contrary to ... Scripture ;

'

with more to the

same effect, which all looks decisive enough until one asks, But what

does Origen say she was divorced for ? Nothing. That alone looked

suspicious from such a profuse writer. And then I was informed by
the Kev. H. W. Keynolds, of Bolton, that Origen gave a good deal

more, and more definite testimony in the same treatise, of which one

passage notices the fact that there were disputes whether some other
Jr o *

offences besides adultery justified divorce; which our clerical

instructors might as well have told us, but did not. And Mr. Eeynolds
has printed no less than six passages from that same treatise, every

one containing either the critical phrase 'except for fornication/

irapsKTos \6<yov Tropvsias, or else that ' divorce is not lawful for every

cause,' meaning that it is only for one, as our Lord answered the

Pharisees
;
and also several times using iropvsia plainly for adultery.

I gave them all shortly in the Guardian of the 19th of December,

as being every one omitted by the Dean and the reporter. The

latter answered that he had abbreviated all his patristic history from

Bishop Kingdon, and the former has not yet answered at all, though

his followers keep assuring us that ' he will take care of himself.'

That is the way Convocation reports and learned-looking books

are generated and circulated to impose false history and doctrine on

unlearned laity and help the sacerdotalist priests and women to

tyrannise over them. Dr. Luckock's notions of quotation in general

seem unusually elastic. I am no advocate of the priggery of never

abbreviating fairly, or transposing for convenience, or using honestly

equivalent words from memory. But in cutting open the other part
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of his book I caught sight of a note referring to
'

p. 13 of Lord Grrim-

thorpe's pamphlet On the Deceased Wife's Sister,' and a passage
over it with quotation-marks, which I was sure I never wrote

;
and

I found that he twice had substituted '

absolutely good,' as to those

marriages before 1835, for
' as good as I have described

;

'

i.e. if they
were not dissolved by decree before either party died, they became

absolutely good ;
and then he proceeded to expose my ignorance of

law in calling them '

absolutely good.' Surely no man who thinks

himself competent to discuss law at all could help seeing that those

are quite different things ;
and he had evidently read my adjacent

pages too. But why should I fare better than ' Saints and Fathers '

in such hands ?

They both begin with Hermas, who early in the second century
had an imaginary interview with the 'Angel of Eepentance,' who
first gave him the rather superfluous information that *

if a man's

wife has committed adultery and he remains ignorant of it and lives

with her he commits no transgression,' but secus (as old law-books

say) if he does know it. Thereupon Hermas went on,
6 What then,

sir, is he to do if his wife continue in her vicious practices ? And he

said the husband should put her away but remain by himself
;
but if

he has put her away and married another he also commits adultery.'

Unfortunately for the credit of all parties concerned, the saint was

still not satisfied, but asked further,
' What is to be done if she

repents and wishes to return ? Shall she not be taken back ? And
he said unto me, Assuredly ... In view therefore of her repentance
the husband ought not to marry another.' But for the reporter's

greater candour, or less perception of absurdity, I should never have

known what that dotted lacuna in the Dean's Latin and English
versions of the passage concealed

;
and it is certainly worth knowing

in estimating the value of this earliest testimony of the sense of the

Church or its rulers at that time. For we are told by the Dean that

this whole story was treated as ' a divine revelation
'

by two other

Fathers, Clemens Alexandrinus and Irenaeus, whose credit as
'

experts
'

is not improved thereby. For the angel's answer was,
' But not often.'

We are left in the dark for how often ; and therefore I can only ask

the Dean and his fellows how often they would take the angelic advice

themselves if they were unfortunate enough to need it. Of Irenseus

we hear no more in this matter
;
but Clemens is the next but one of

the prohibitionist authorities, and a very useless one, seeing that he

only condemns the remarriage rcov Ks^copia/Jisvcov, separated, not

divorced. Such witnesses are fatal to their case.

Next to Hermas comes Justin, about A.D. 135, who seems to have
'

spoken of a man who had divorced his wife and married another as

a bigamist ;
because he knew that by the law of the Church the first

was still his wife.' But unluckly he neither tells us how she was

divorced, nor what for. And he only quotes one bit of our Lord's
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entire deliverance,
' He that marrieth one divorced,

committeth adultery.' But the meaning of that whole sentence

clearly was, that it is adultery to marry a woman put away except for

adultery. If any man chooses to marry one divorced for that, it is

his affair, so far as Scripture or the law of England speak. No clergy-
man is bound to marry them, nor any ecclesiastical official to license

them, though lay registrars are, if duly rec
x
uired

;
and that, I remember,

was the doing of the bishops, though before the Divorce Act. The

Keport only cites one more authority before Origen, viz. Athenagoras,
and him not wisely ;

nor the Dean at all. All that the reporter can

make of him is that he simply quotes our Lord's precept from the two

incomplete records of it : of which fallacy I have said enough already.

So here is the formidable array of ' unanimous testimony of the

whole Catholic Church,' as they both assure us, during the first two

centuries and a half. Unanimous indeed it is, but all the wrong way,

except that ' Divine revelation
'

of nonsense to Hermas, which the

Dean dared not quote in full. That is a -conclusive proof that the

doctrine was not primitive by a long way, and therefore is heretical.

But as he thinks he can make it more primitive by going sixty years

later, and it will not take long, I had better follow him so far.

His marginal note against the first is :

' Tertullian apparently in-

consistent ;

' which is enough from such a controversialist. It means

that Tertullian is claimed by the other side, and wrote something which

it requires a really good conjurer to turn into its opposite. It would be

a waste of time to analyse the process. Next comes Cyprian, whom
the reporter, and I suppose his spiritual father Bishop Kingdon, does

not cite at all
;
which again is significant. He only said that ' a wife

must not depart from her husband, but if she does she must remain

single.' As I shall have to deal with two Councils presently, it is ap-

propriate to quote now what the Archbishop of Canterbury wrote

of those of that age, in his ' Life of Cyprian
'

in the Dictionary of

Ecclesiastical Biography, that ' their decrees were often Uncatholic,

Unchristian, Uncharitable, Unanimous,' and but for the laity would

have been worse. Is that what the reporter means by 'the foul

stream of civil policy soiling the pure flow' of clerical waters ?

The '

Apostolic Canons
'

were brought into both the marriage

controversies dealt with in the Dean's book by Keble, as an undoubted

code of the early Christian Church, and were so introduced to the

House of Lords by Bishop Blomfield, who incurred no small ridicule

by being told afterwards that he had himself broken the very canon-

he quoted against wives' sisters, &c., four times over by his own

marriages. Pusey, who had far more learning and literary honesty

than Keble, acknowledged in the Marriage Law Commission that they

were a forgery (though he did not use that word) of the fourth cen-

tury. That is enough to say of them on the ground both of authen-

ticity and common-sense.
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The Council of nineteen bishops at an uncertain place in Spain,

generally called Elvira, in 315, and a favourite with various kinds of

prohibitionists, did declare that ' women who have left their husbands

and joined themselves to others without any precedent cause may
not have the Communion, even at the last, except perhaps if mortal

sickness compel it
;

' and another similar sentence, only adding
'
till

her husband is dead.' Bat first, what has that to do with divorces

for adultery ? Secondly, the quoters of it always suppress the fact

that it also ordered the clergy to put away their wives et non generare

filios, which they know discredits it altogether as an authority. Even
Kome did not adopt it till 1123 at the first Lateran Council. The
resolution of the Council of Aries, on which the Dean expends many
pages, would be a good one for his purpose but for the unlucky acci-

dent that there are two rival versions of it : one Petavius's. that young
men are not prohibited from marrying after their wives have been

divorced, but should be advised to remain single ;
and the other that

they are prohibited as well as advised
;
not a very rational kind of

decree certainly ;
but I need hardly say it is the one the Dean prefers,

and defends by that foolish maxim, difficili lectioni prcestat ardua,
as if scribes of all degrees did not oftener make mistakes by accident

than by design. The adoption of that rule helped to sink the Kevised

Version and its Greek ' W and H '

basis, which the greatest textual

authority of the age called '

splendidum peccatum.' I mean of course

Dr. Scrivener, who approved of that remark of mine.

And those are all the authorities they profess to have, within

what either of them calls
' the first age,' to overrule the two distinct

Divine permissions of dissolution of marriage for adultery : which is

not dissolution if it means that you must keep your wife still.

There has never been such a law anywhere, either human or divine.

Ambiguous prohibitors, and any later ones, however positive, are

plainly of no value to them. Therefore I only add from Bingham,
uncontradicted as far as I see, that such marriages were never prohi-

bited even at Kome until the Council of Trent. And as neither that

nor anything later than the primitive age is any real authority,

I have nothing more to notice until the first private Divorce Act

in 1670, which soon begat many more, and finally the general Act of

1857. That first one is attributed with due regret by all these

writers to Bishop Cosin, whom their party have always treated as

their best authority in the numerous ' Kitualistic
'

suits, and probably

as having had more influence in revising the Prayer Book in 1661-2

than anybody else. Therefore he was the least likely of all men to

support a Bill that overrode it, as they all declare the Divorce Acts

do, because the well-known sentences in the marriage service are not

altered into ' to have and to hold for better for worse [except

adultery] ;

' ' Those whom God hath joined together let no man

[but the Judge of the Divorce Court] put asunder ;

' and '
till death
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[or divorce] us do part.' Is common sense quite extinct in the high
places where such nonsense as this grows and is diffused in Convocations

and solemn addresses ad clerum ? Of course they dare not express it

in plain language, but I defy them to make out that it is not the

inevitable meaning of what they say.

The Dean admits that Cosin's speech, which in those days can

only have been printed by or for himself, contained such ' an apparently

overwhelming mass of authorities, that it (in short) carried the Bill/

But he is
' confident that it only needs a candid investigation of

them to reveal most serious misinterpretations ;
the only satisfactory

explanation of his conduct is to be found in a failure of memory and

judgment consequent on his advanced age,' which all of them specify
as eighty-three. And by way of damaging the fathers of such a

measure still more, they all, beginning with Keble, according to their

own defence of themselves, add that Cosin's seconder was Wilkins, a

very eminent Bishop of Chester,
* a reputed Socinian :

'

a truly likely

couple, if either of those stories were true, to have influenced the

House of Lords to pass such a novelty. I have already had the

pleasure of showing in the newspapers, which Mr. Gray began writing

to, that every word of them was false.

According to a note which they both print, they were started by
an anonymous annotator or editor of a Life of Evelyn, who was a

great friend of Wilkins, and gave him the highest character, and his

consecration was performed and attended by an unusual concourse of

the highest dignitaries, ecclesiastical and civil, including Cosin him-

self; who, to complete the story, was not eighty-three, but a little

over seventy-five, as they could have found in plenty of books if they
had wanted to find the truth of such a heap of improbabilities,

instead of rejoicing to copy them. Thus far the Dean has been silent

on that also, though the reporter made the best excuse he could, by

throwing it all on Keble, and then inventing an impossible excuse for

him. Unless Mr. Eeynolds had put me on the track, these gross

slanders would have gone on being copied by one writer from another

ad infinitum and have been believed by everybody.
It will be enough to give one specimen of the Dean's ' candid

examination' of Cosin's later authorities; and it shall be the

most celebrated of them, Chrysostom ; who, arguing against divorces

for
*

impiety,' like Origen, said,
c After the wife's fornication the

husband is no longer a husband
;
but in the other case, even if

she be an idolater, the right of the husband is not lost/ And again,
*

Marriage is dissolved by adultery, and the husband after he has

put her away is no longer her husband/ Thereupon he calmly

asks,
'

Now, what did St. Chrysostom mean ?
' The reporter saw

so clearly what he meant that he tries summarily to dispose of it

as * rhetorical
;

'

as if
' rhetorical fathers

'

employed their eloquence in

writing permission when they meant prohibition. After five more
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pages of indescribable conjuring, and omitting two more passages

containing
'

except for fornication,' as the reporter also does, the

Dean concludes that the saint must have meant the contrary of what

he said. Lactantius, Basil, Epiphanius, and Augustine are a]l simi-

larly treated : the first by quoting somebody who called him also
' a

rhetorician, with little more than an elementary knowledge of Chris-

tian doctrine
;

'

the second by quoting a general statement of his as a

contradiction to his specific one on this point ;
the third by pro-

nouncing his dicta only reconcilable by
' an omission which would

greatly simplify the argument.' So would the omission of those two

awkward sentences in the Gospel. Finally, Augustine, we are told,

was seriously misrepresented by Cosin as saying that * the law-

fulness of divorce for adultery admits of no doubt;' which Lord

Lyndhurst, from his own reading, when nearly eighty-five, reminded

Bishop Wilberforce of in the debate on the Divorce Bill, who had only

quoted his other saying, that ' he had great doubts about remarriage ;

'

but the doubt of a writer of the fifth century is not worth much
;
and

later he doubted about his doubt. As the Bill was in the House of

Lords for three sessions, owing to accidents, Lyndhurst had time

enough to review all the authorities, and came to the same conclusion

as I have about the early ones. The later are admitted to have

differed a good deal
;
which makes them dqubly useless. Neither the

Dean nor the reporter condescends to notice Wordsworth's concurrence

with Cosin about the evident meaning of all those '

misrepresented
authorities

' from the earliest times, and many more.

The summary of the case for prohibiting the marriage of innocent

divorcees, and enforcing it by as much excommunication as they can,

is this :

' We do not deny that our Lord twice declared that a wife's

adultery is ground for dissolving her marriage ;
but we assert that the

whole Catholic Church from the beginning has interpreted those de-

clarations away, so that the general rule that marriage is indissoluble

comes in.' The answer is that nothing but a subsequent and equally
clear Divine revelation could authorise such an *

interpretation
'

or

reversal of our Lord's judgment ;
and there is not only no proof that

the Church ever did so in any age worth inquiring into, but abso-

lute proof that it did not, either formally or informally.

GRIMTEORFE.
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I

THE LIBERATION OF ITALY 1

THE most picturesque and romantic, if not the most important,

European drama of the nineteenth century, is the consolidation of

Italy from a number of obsolete and servile principalities into a free

modern kingdom. That which had been the dream of poets, phi-

losophers, statesmen, and demagogues for some eight centuries, and

the ideal towards which a long series of combinations and conspiracies
had aimed, became realised by an astonishing series of striking events

and men ofcommanding genius within the space of a single generation.
It resulted from failures and defeats, not from victories. It was a

signal triumph of the moral forces over the physical and armed forces..

A tale so rich in romantic episodes, crowded with anecdotes of

some of the most interesting personalities in modern times, with a

history exceedingly complex, not a little of it still remaining in the

stage of unpublished memoirs and memories, has been constantly
written in detail and in chapters, but as yet no complete history of

it exists, at once exhaustive and authoritative in all its many sides

and its profusion of characters. We now have a short but accurate

history of the great transformation in 400 pages, beginning with

Napoleon's victories in Lombardy and ending with the establish-

ment of Home as the capital of Italy in 1872
;

a history com-

bining intimate knowledge and laborious study of the whole

written and unwritten sources with vivid eloquence and a wise and

deep devotion to Italy. The Countess Martinengo Cesaresco bears

a name illustrious in the annals of Lombard heroism. By birth an,

Englishwoman, well known in English literature, she is by marriage
an Italian, and by family alliances and friendship placed in the very

centre of the movement. The sympathy of English liberals has for

fifty years been of constant service to the cause of Italian indepen-

dence. It has now furnished that cause with an historian.

The task of a historian who undertakes to weave the history of

1 The Liberation of Italy, 3815-1870. By the Countess Evelyn Martir.enga

Cesaresco. 8vo. London : Seeley & Co. 1895.

VOL. XXXVU No 216 337 /-
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the peninsula for two-thirds of a century into a single coherent story
is most formidable. There were eight, if not ten, distinct national

units, accustomed by long tradition to act more or less as indepen-
dent bodies, with no practical conception of what Italian unity meant.

There were at least four distinct parties, which were often in rivalry

and even antagonism, to the extent sometimes of opposing and de-

nouncing one another. There are piles of detached memoirs com-

posed by those who knew nothing of what passed outside their own

set, and often but little of what passed inside it. The authoress very

truly says :
* The liberation of Italy is a cycle waiting to be turned

into an epic,' 'it presents the appearance of a series of detached

episodes, but the parts have an intimate connection with the whole,

which, as time wears on, will constantly emerge into plainer light.'

Some of the most important steps in the evolution of Italian inde-

pendence are still by diplomatic reserve unpublished, and remain

part of tint secret history which is known only in the inner circles.

For this side of her task, as well as for the side of literary experi-

ence, the Countess Martinengo Cesaresco had special opportunities..

The family into which she married belonged to the Lombard patriots

who were the backbone of the small Sardinian kingdom in its early

struggles. They were amongst Cavour's and Victor Emmanuel'*

trusted friends and fellow-workers, and were the intimate confi-

dants of the British Ambassador. To Count Giuseppe Martinengo

Cesaresco, Sir James Hudson on leaving the British legation at Turin

left his library. "In this collection and in another made by her own

family from 1850-1870, the Countess has gathered the material from

which her book is constructed. But perhaps more important than

any document has been to her the friendship of eminent patriots,

the intimacy with the real
' makers of Italy,' and that inspiration of

heroism which is in the blood of a family whose life and fortune

have been for generations pledged to the future of their country.

A deep interest in a given cause and a hearty enthusiasm for its

triumph are often somewhat perilous qualifications to a historian. But

in the case of the Risorgimento of Italy a vivid feeling for the senti-

ment whieh gave it birth and for the extraordinary characters of its

leaders, is absolutely essential to a clear understanding of the external

facts. Mere cynicism and a cold-blooded enumeration of public acts

would entirely fail to account for the consolidation of Italy, the in-

cidents of which were unexpected to the point of paradox and in-

explicable on all ordinary calculations. The Countess Martinengo

thoroughly seizes this point. She does not exaggerate when she

says,
* above and beyond the other causes that contributed to the

conclusion miast always be reckoned the gathering of an emotional

wave, only comparable to the phenomena displayed by the mediaeval

religious revivals.' That is essentially true. The electric influence

of Garibaldi over an excitable people has been compared to that of
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Peter the Hermit and Joan of Arc, and the '

emotional wave '

which
so often overwhelmed statesmen and commanders between 1 848 and
1870 was akin to the great secular and religious uprisings of the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The fact that she has lived in the
midst of this popular ferment and watched it gathering from the

Alps to Palermo, gives our authoress the title to write its history.
The book begins, as a history of Italian independence shoul 1

begin, with the first Napoleon, who, whatever be his selfishness and
his offences against mankind, clearly saw the inherent unity of the

nation, foresaw its ultimate success, and indirectly and more or less

unintentionally contributed to that success. From the establish-

ment of the kingdom of Italy onwards, the peninsula was a wholly
different place from what it had been ever since the decline of the

Holy Roman Empire. It had been a kingdom, a factor in the

politics of Europe ;
and the idea of Italian nationality passed from

the poets and dreamers to at least that part of the people which had
borne arms and seen great events. Next follow three chapters devoted

to the Carbonari, the conspiracies, insurrections, prisons, and execu-

tions which make up Italian history from 1815 to 1831. The fourth

chapter deals with '

Young Italy,' Mazzini, the Bandieras, and Charles

Albert. The fifth chapter treats of the election of Pio Nono in

1846, and the preparation for the composite national movement.
All of these are treated in about ninety pages with clearness, accuracy,
and eloquence. This portion of the story, which is all some fifty

years old, is beyond any living memory but that of the aged ; and in

all its essential features it has been fully and correctly narrated in

many works in several European languages. The Countess does not

do more than summarise these with vigour and lucidity ;
nor does she

seem to have added new matter. The practical work of forming the

Italian kingdom may be said to have begun with the election of Pio

Nono in 1846, an incident which sent so singular a thrill through the

peninsula and which baffled so utterly the calculations of astute

statesmen. From 1846 to 1870 the work was practically accom-

plished, and the remaining fifteen chapters deal with this period.

Three vigorous chapters give the tragic story of 1848-49, in

Lombardy, Venice, Rome, Naples, and Piedmont, down to the

accession of Victor Emmanuel. The next twenty-one years of his

reign certainly form one of the most fascinating series of adventures

in modern history. But it was an adventure guided for eleven years

by the greatest statesman of this century. Count Cavour has full

justice done to him in this book. When we consider the very small

forces at his disposal, the intricacy of the problem, and the variety of

the obstacles when we see how many were his successes and how

very few were his failures in true statesman-like power Cavour

stands head and shoulders above either Napoleon or Bismarck. And
this Piedmontese, who made Italy and annihilated Piedmont,

' never

z 2
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spoke Italian with true grace and ease.' Nevertheless in profound
love of his country and in organising genius he -will for ever rank

with Richelieu, William of Orange, and Cromwell.

The true merit of this book is, that with ample recognition of the

genius of Cavour, the nobility of Manin, and the chivalry of Victor

Emmanuel, the author does no less justice to the services of Mazzini,

of Garibaldi, of Nicotera, and Crispi. The regeneration of nations is

seldom effected by perfect saints or perfect heroes
;
even real heroes

are sometimes overcome with infatuation and Quixotic follies. And
devoted patriots have been known to watch the issue of unscrupulous

intrigues
' with sombre acquiescence.' Italy has been made by many

different parties, incompatible policies, and men of contrasted charac-

ter. It needed the astute genius of Cavour, the pure patriotism of

D'Azeglio and of Manin, the intense passion of Mazzini, the crusading
heroism of Garibaldi. All contributed something the statesmen r

even the intriguers, the patriots, the soldiers, the conspirators, the

fanatics, the martyrs. Mazzini and Garibaldi fired the people, but

Cavour alone was able to effect permanent results. These various

forces and leaders were continually opposing each other; but^by
some incalculable fortune, the errors of each were neutralised, and

their good work alone became enduring. The final independence of

Italy was the marvellous issue of a multitude of forces, more or less

discordant and incompatible, not one of which singly could have

accomplished any great result. This was the surpassing greatness of

Cavour, that he understood all the forces, and in turn made use of

all, even of those whom he almost despised and who certainly hated

him.

The charm of this book is, that though starting from the point of

view of Cavour's statesmanship, it is aglow with enthusiastic interest

in Mazzini and Garibaldi, whilst quite alive to the inspired fanaticism

of the first and the heroic madness of the second. The Countess Mar-

tinengo has indeed supplied the general reader with a clear, eloquent,

and authentic summary ofsome of the most complicated and fascinating

chapters in modern history. Although based on the best published

accounts, it is very largely drawn from private sources that have

not yet appeared in print. The sources have the highest authority ;

so that even students of this obscure epoch may find not a few things

which will strike them as new and at the same time trustworthy.

The general reader will find a history wise in judgment, graceful and

eloquent in form, and singularly inspired with a sense of historical

proportion.

FKEDEEIC HARRISON.
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EUEOPE FJROM 1815 TO 1871 1

STUDENTS of modern history will welcome the first volume of Professor

Stern's monumental history of Europe from the Congress of Vienna.

Professor Alfred Stern, now of the University of Zurich, has at last

begun the issue of the imposing work on which he has been engaged
for more than twenty years. It belongs eminently to the class of what

they call
'

diplomatic
'

histories, based on State documents and mainly
devoted to problems of international relations. Its sources of course

include all the authoritative published works in the different European

languages ;
but Professor Stern has also for many years devoted his

recess to original research in the archives of European nations. He
has studied the various collections of the Austrian Empire at Vienna,

the Archives du Ministere des Affaires Etrang&res at Paris, the

Royal archives at Berlin, the Archivio di Stato at Florence, the

Federal archives of Berne, and 'also those of the smaller German

capitals. His work promises to be not only one of the most exhaustive

histories af the period, but to reach colossal proportions. It will be

in three parts : the first, in three volumes, from the Congress of

Tienna in 1815 to the Revolution of July in 1830
;
the second, down

to the Revolution of 1848; the third, to the Peace of Frankfort in

1871. It may well be doubted if the whole can be completed within

nine, or even ten, volumes. But no smaller scale is possible for a

history which is not intended for the general reader, but to supply
the student with abundant and authoritative materials for grasping
the ramifications of this period of fifty-six years.

The present volume, which brings the history to the year 1820,

is a monument of industry and research. No element of the con-

stitutional, the social, the economic, or the intellectual movement

has been neglected. Literature, art, the drama, socialism, unionism,

radicalism, finance, commerce, philosophy, and religion are treated

with knowledge and insight, no less than the parliamentary, constitu-

tional, revolutionary, and diplomatic history. Such a book does new

honour even to German scholarship. Students in many countries

will look forward to its successful completion. But it should be

translated into English before that arduous goal is reached by the

laborious and ambitious author.

FREDERIC HARRISON.

1 Gesclticlite Et/ro^as 815 Us 1871. Von Alfred Stern. Erster Band. Berlin.

1891.
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THE LIFE OF MR. J. A. SYMONDS

I find a pleasure in expression for its Own sake
;
but I have not the inevitable

touch of the true poet, the unconquerable patience of the conscious artist. ...
The right words do not fall into the right places at my bidding. I have written

few good paragraphs and possibly no single perfect line.

THE regret expressed with so curious a naivete in the foregoing
sentences seems to have haunted Mr. John Addington Symonds
throughout the whole of his strenuous literary life. Like many
another touch of self-disclosure in these volumes, it is not absolutely

above the suspicion of insincerity, or at any rate not wholly free from

a suggestion of pose ; but in the main no doubt the feeling which

here finds utterance was genuine enough. Mr. Symonds was all his

days
' in trouble about his style,' as some other men are about their,

souls. He examined it as regularly and as severely as a devotee

examines his conscience. He confessed its sins to himself and refused

them absolution. In short he was almost to the hour of his death in

travail with artistic perfection without, in his own opinion, having
' the strength to bring forth

'

;
and it may therefore soothe his

departed spirit, if it can still be touched by mortal things, to know
that he has at least left behind him a portrait of himself which comes

as near to perfection as literary skill, analytic subtlety, and the invalu-

able quality of an utterly fearless egotism can succeed in raising

it.

Apart, moreover, from the charm of its style, the book is indebted

to the pious care of its compiler, Mr. Horatio F. Brown, for many
other attractions. It is excellently well arranged ;

and in so far as

the correspondence on which the editor has drawn may have needed

sifting, admirably well selected. The necessary intrusions, here and

there, of the editorial personality are managed with rare tact and

reserve. Throughout large portions of both volumes, indeed, Mr.

Brown has allowed his friend, almost without a word of interruption,

to speak for himself. Though the book is called a biography, it is

really an autobiography ;
and its editor only plays biographer in the

very limited measure in which that role is forced upon him by the

paramount obligation of every now and then supplying missing links

in the narrative, or, more rarely, of explaining or justifying some

passing phase of his hero's intellectual and spiritual development.

This, however, very much more rarely ; for, partly in the auto-

biographic memoir which he left behind him, and partly in his care-

1 John Adding/ton Synwnds. A biography compiled from his papers and corre-

spondence. By Horat io F. Brown. 2 vols. London : W. Nimmo. 1895.
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fully composed correspondence during his later years with his literary
friends in England, Mr. Symonds bequeathed materials for a history
of his inner life, as minute as Amiel's, without his tediousness, and as

outspoken as Marie Bashkirtseff's, without that young woman's
continual and comically obvious sacrifices of truth to theatrical effect.

A comparison of the book with Rousseau's Confessions might be mis-
understood. Mr. Symonds had none of Kousseau's sins to confess,
and certainly none of his morbid propensity to the invention of sins

for the purpose of confessing them. It is not to moral but to physical
weaknesses that I refer : but I doubt whether anyone since the '

self-

torturing sophist
'

has ever made such full and unreserved disclosures

on these delicate matters as Mr. Symonds. The sufferings of his

infancy, the midnight terrors of his evidently neurotic childhood, his

hideous dreams, his strange waking trances, his somnambulism, and
his father's ' short method '

with it all these things are set down
with the disarming simplicity of the man who believes, in that 'per-

fect good faith which is the secret of the best autobiography, that the

smallest particulars about himself are of interest to the world, and that

his readers will overlook and even applaud any want of reticence in

view of the treasures of information which they owe to it.

It is the same with Mr. Symonds's intellectual as with his

physical history. He records for us each stage in the development
of his aesthetic sensibilities with the most scrupulous care, and

pointedly calls our attention to each landmark on the route. Here
it was, he says, that a line in Pindar '

first awoke in me reverberating
echoes

'

;
and here a passage in the Iliad ' made me weep bitterly.'

It was the description of Hermes going to meet Priam, disguised as

a mortal,
' in the first budding of the down on lip and chin when

youth is at her loveliest.' The ' Greek in me awoke to that simple
and yet so splendid vision of young manhood. . . . The phrase had

all Greek sculpture in it, and drew my tears forth.' Yet (mark this)
* I had none to spare for Priam at the feet of his son's murderer

;

none for Andromache bidding a last farewell to Hector of the waving

plumes. These passages touched my heart and thrilled a tragic

chord. But the disguised Hermes, in his prime and bloom of beauty,

unlocked some deeper fountains of eternal longing in my soul.'

Later on, that line in the Hippolytus,
' My tongue has sworn, my

mind abides unbound,' impressed Mr. Symonds powerfully, and
' unsealed hidden wells of different emotion.' The sense of casuistry

and criticism '

leapt into being in that touch.' Mr. Symonds
'
fore-

saw in that moment how pros and cons of moral conduct would have

to be debated, how every thesis seeks antithesis and resolution in the

mental sphere.'

Few readers with any sense of humour (in which Mr. Symonds,
it need hardly be said, appears to have been wholly deficient) will be

able, I suppose, to read such passages as these without a smile. Yet no
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one, I should imagine, even of the writer's warmest admirers, will wish

them away, or would deny that they are interesting and were worth

writing. It is easy to sneer at the importance attached to such

experiences and at the solemnity with which they are related easy

to say that every man whose intellectual curiosity and whose aesthetic

sensibilities have ever been awakened at all must have had them first

awakened at some definite moment and by some specific evocation,

and that we could all of us recount the circumstances if we were vain

enough to believe them of interest to the world. But how many of

us could do so in fact ? With how many of us remains there any-

thing but a broken, half-obliterated record of our intellectual quicken-

ing ? To how many is it possible to point to any definite moment
of childish life at which the germ of adult thought first became vital

within us ? Very likely it is only that sort of child whom old-

fashioned people would have called
'

old-fashioned,' and moderns

pronounce
'

neurotic,' who does or can concentrate sufficient contem-

porary attention on its own mental processes to make reminiscences

like Mr. Symonds's possible. But they are not the less interesting

for having had a morbid parentage. Some of Mr. Symonds's analyses

of his semi-ecstatic meditations in the region of abstract thought
contain treasures of high value to the psychologist. To depreciate

them on the ground of their origin would be as foolish as to throw

away pearls because we owe them to a disease of the oyster.

No doubt they had to be paid for
;
most things have

;
and

throughout the book we meet with many a proof that Mr. Syrnonds

was, in one sense, conscious of the price he was paying for them.

That is to say, he was uneasily aware of weaknesses which impeded
the full development of his powers but pathetically unsuspicious of

their cause. Like most Balliol men of his period, he seems to have

attached the highest value to a certain famous Influence, whereof we

have heard, perhaps, a little more than enough of late years, and of

which it is only necessary to say here that, whatever it may have

done for other men, it was about the worst medicine for administration

to young Symonds that the whole academical pharmacopoeia could

have furnished. What he needed when he came up to Oxford not,

I mean, for the development of a precociously mature intellect, but

for his soul's health was, in familiar phrase, to be ' taken out of

himself
;
to be cured, as far as cure was possible, of his eternal and

devouring self-consciousness
;
to be taught what he only painfully and

doubtfully learned, nay, perhaps only thought he had learnt, many years

later, that the living of life, after all, is a greater and more important

thing to every individual man than the making of literature. That

being what he needed, what he got at the Balliol of his day and from

its famous tutor, afterwards to become its more famous Master, those

who were academic contemporaries of the Sacred Influence, though
themselves outside its range, had frequent opportunities of observing ;
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and they will find their impressions on that subject confirmed by
many a tell-tale utterance of these pages. Nor do I think that I

shall provoke dissent from many of them in hazarding the opinion
that, if Mr. Symonds's picturesque and vivid style ran too often to

precocity, if his treatment of his material now and then lacked

breadth and geniality if, in a word, the human and sympathetic
element is too sadly to seek in his writings he, in great measure,
owed these shortcomings to the fatal operation of the Sacred Influence

in cockering instead of correcting his congenital foibles.

To what unfortunate luxuriance of growth these foibles attained

is well seen in two such passages as these :

A severe uncompromising sense of duty, a grim incapability of any transaction

with the world marked my grandfather out as the lineal and loyal descendant of

his Puritan ancestors. These moral qualities were transmitted to my father. In

my father they became transfigured and spiritualised. The advanced ground
reached by my father was the soil in which I grew up. These three generations
of men my grandfather, my father, and myself correspond to the succession of

vEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, to the transition from early pointed Gothic

through Decorated to Flamboyant architecture.

And this :

When I broke up our home on Clifton Hill, in 1881, I deliberately burned the

correspondence of five generations
- that is to say, the letters of my grandfather

and of his immediate ancestors through four descents. I had two good reasons for

doing this. One was that I did not know where to deposit these documents.

This reason surely should have been as sufficient in itself as the

local mayor's famous twelfth excuse for not directing the bells to be

rung in honour of Queen Elizabeth. But Mr. Symonds adds :

The other was that the perusal of them left a deeply painful impression on my
mind. The intense pre-occupation with so-called spiritual interests

;
the suffocat-

ing atmosphere of a narrow sect resembling that of a close parlour ;
the grim stern

dealing with young souls not properly convinced of sin
;
the unnatural mixture of

this other worldliness with mundane marrying and giving in marriage and pro-

fessional affairs caught me by the throat and throttled me. I could not bear to

think that my own kith and kin, the men and women who had made me, lived in

this haunted chamber from which' eternity's sunrise,' the flooding radiance ofNature's

light, seemed ruthlessly excluded. So I committed an act of vandalism whereof I

am now half-repentant and half-proud.

For Euripides to have destroyed the literary remains of JEschylus
was surely a matter, not for half, but for whole repentance. Still, it

is not the impiety of the act thus committed not the childish vanity
which could not bear to contemplate or even to leave in existence any
such damning records of the limited intelligence of ' the men and

women who had made Me '

that strikes one most in this melancholy
confession. Far more impressive, at least to my mind, is its proof

that thirty years of assiduous self-culture may yet leave a man so
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utterly lacking in the true spirit of the student, so Philistinely
incurious of the history of his own intellectual development as Mr.

Symonds here proclaims himself. The incident, and the frank

relation of it, give the clue alike to his strength and his weakness

to his partial failure as a writer and to the singular interest of his

autobiography.

H. D. TRAILL.

MRS. AUGUSTUS CRAVEN 1

I REMEMBER the late M. Taine once observing to me that he thought
Mrs. Augustus Craven la femme la plus spirituelle whom he had ever

met. As esprit is a peculiarly French gift, and as Taine had

certainly known the French women best worth knowing in his day and

generation, his testimony is pretty decisive. But esprit I must

keep the French word, for we have no precise English equivalent was

only one of Mrs. Augustus Craven's high endowments. She was

adorned with the peculiar grace of manner which still lingers among
the representatives of the old French nobility. She possessed a

singularly wide intellectual cultivation. Her sympathies were as

ready and as active as her wit was prompt and vivacious. Her ideals

were high and noble. And her whole life was consecrated by the

purest and most elevated religious feeling. She is known to millions

by her writings, and especially by her Recit d'une Sceur. Indeed, I

suppose that most cultivated persons in all European countries have

read that extremely fascinating book, in which, while putting before us

the story of one very dear to her, she has unconsciously revealed much
of her own bright and beautiful soul. But it may be said of her, as

Vittoria Colonna said of Michael Angelo, that those who admire her

works admire but the smallest part of her. There was a charm about

her personality but faintly reflected in the delightful pages that

proceeded from her pen. Her conversation, with its lightness of

touch, its felicity of expression, its refinement of tone, its elevation of

thought, its vivacity of gesture, its play of feature, possessed a

delicate and subtle grace which no words can adequately render. I

could wish that Mrs. Bishop, who was privileged to know her so well,

1 A Memoir of Mrs. Augustus Craven {Pauline de la Ferronnayti), Author of Le
Rccit tfuiie Sfeur' With extracts from her Diaries and Correspondence. By Maria

Catherine Bishop. 2 vols. London : Richard Bentley & Son. 1894.
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had made a little collection of her sayings. One which occurs to me as

I write may serve as a specimen of them. I was talking to her one

day about a novel by a brilliant writer, who had combined in it, not
the utile and the dulce as Horace prescribes, but religious aspiration
and riotous animalism. '

Ah, yes,' she said,
*

it is like an improper
song sung to the organ.'

I suppose Mrs. Augustus Craven was as well known in English

society as in French, at one time it was before my time and this

memoir will be welcome to many of her old friends who still survive,

and to many more who, although they did not know her, in one way
or another know about her. In the early fifties she and her husband

they were then living in Berkeley Square were much in Lady
Palmerston's and Lady Grranville's world, and were often to be met
at Holland House and Bowood. Mr. Craven was in the diplomatic
service when he married Mademoiselle de la Ferronnays. Perhaps
the great mistake of his life was that he left it with a view of enter-

ing Parliament. He stood for the county of Dublin at the General

Election of 1852, and was badly beaten. ' This election.' Mrs. Bishop

writes,
' cost Mr. Craven many thousand pounds and his diplomatic

career. It seems,' she adds,
* as if their English ties were loosened

by this event
'

;
and shortly they established themselves at Naples,

where they resided, with frequent absences, until 1867. From that

year until their deaths he died in 1884, and she in 1891 they

practically had no permanent abode. They were a great deal in

England from time to time, and I think it was in 1880 that I

had the pleasure of making their acquaintance. Mrs. Craven was

then bearing the burden of more than threescore years and ten
;
but

time had dealt very gently with her. Hers was one of those richly

endowed natures that age cannot wither nor custom stale their

infinite variety. Those who had known her well in her earlier days
told me that she had then lost none of her charm in social inter-

course, and I can well believe it. I was greatly struck by the

number and variety of her interests. Whatever the topic of con-

versation, she had something to say about it which was not only

admirably expressed, but was also eminently suggestive. She pos-

sessed an extraordinary quickness of perception, enabling her to see

clearly the real bearings of philosophical and historical questions in

the details of which she was unversed. I never knew a woman of

more active and more sensitive intellect. She could reason well

enough if occasion demanded. But, as a rule, she seemed to reach,

by swift intuition, conclusions which come to most of us as the result

of syllogistic processes. I remember remarking to her once that the

great issue of the present day in the world of thought is not between

one or another metaphysical school
;
that it is, in truth, whether

metaphysics have any right to exist at all. She replied :
' Yes ! it

is whether one is mere matter in motion or is mind masked in
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matter. That is the question, is it not ?
' Her husband, a man of

much cultivation and great accuracy of mind, entirely shared her

interests and friendships. A letter of hers to me, which now lies on

my table, dated the 9th of February, 1884 it was but a few months

before his death gives a pleasant picture of him, bearing bravely

his increasing infirmities, and associating himself as closely as ever

with her thoughts and pursuits. The immediate occasion of her

writing was an article of my own in this Keview, which she had

been reading to him. I shall not quote her too kind words of

appreciation and approval. But I may cite the characteristic sen-

tence with which she concludes :

'

Well, we can but wish you joy
to be in the front of the one great battle now being fought in the

world.' It was the last joint message from them that reached

me.

I am afraid, however, that in paying my personal tribute to this

highly gifted woman, I have wellnigh lost sight of Mrs. Bishop's notice-

able book. I may plead, in excuse, that throughout it Mrs. Craven is

herself brought directly before us by her letters and her diary, so that

one was naturally led to one's own recollections of her. Of Mrs. Bishop
it may suffice to say that her task of selection and connecting narrative

has been executed with fineness of tact, correctness of judgment, and

literary skill. She has succeeded in placing before us a faithful image
of the friend whom she knew and loved so well. Not the least engaging

pages of the book are those containing Mrs. Craven's opinions on matters

of English politics, which always deeply interested her. I must leave

my readers to seek them out. But I should like to observe, before I

lay down my pen, that Mrs. Craven was one of the few people who

seem to have adequately appreciated the real greatness ofthat noble and

pathetic figure, General Gordon. ' There are not many such men as

he in this generation,' she observes in one letter. In another :

' We
are quite astonished at your not appearing to give a thought to

Gordon, and to what is happening about him, in England. We can

think of nothing else. Anything like the conduct of the Government

about him I have never seen or heard during the whole forty-eight

years that I have known and loved England. And as to Gordon, I

place him very high among men, more so than ever since I have read

his wonderful Reflections in Palestine.' In a third letter I find the

same feeling as strongly expressed :

' We are terribly anxious and

surprised at the Government's attitude towards Egypt, and, indeed,

I do feel the Jingoism that is within me reviving to a tremendous

degree ;
and if any harm comes to Gordon (who, in my eyes, is a hero

of the purest water), I shall give way to it quite, and never side with

Gladstone or Gladstonians again in any degree, or on any subject.'

I have quoted enough, I think, by way of sample of the delightful

reading contained in these volumes. I will conclude by pointing out

what, in my judgment, is a serious drawback to one's comfort ia
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perusing them the absence of a table of contents. I may be allowed

to express a hope that this defect will be remedied in the second

edition, which, no doubt, will soon be called for.

W. S. LILLY.

O

THE LIFE OF MR. BRADLAUGH l

MR. BRADLAUGH was a noticeable man, and his life, even though it

appears in the unwelcome but familiar shape of two octavo volumes,
is a noticeable book. It is useless to argue with biographers ;

they at all events are neither utilitarians nor opportunists, but ideal-

ists pure and simple. What is the good of reminding them, being
so majestical, of Guizot's pertinent remark,

' that if a book is unread-

able it will not be read,' or of the older saying,
6 a great book is a great

evil
'

? for all such observations they simply put on one side as being

perhaps true for others but not for them. Had Mr. Bradlaugh's Life

been just half the size it would have had (at least) twice as many
readers.

The pity is all the greater because Mrs. Bonner has really per-
formed a difficult task after a noble fashion, and in a truly pious

spirit. Her father's life was a melancholy one, and it became her

duty as his biographer to break a silence on painful subjects about

which he had preferred to say nothing. His reticence was a manly
reticence

; though a highly sensitive mortal, he preferred to put up
with calumny rather than lay bare family sorrows and shame. His

daughter, though compelled to break this silence, has done so in a

manner full of dignity and feeling. The ruffians who in times past

slandered the moral character of Bradlaugh will not probably read

his life, nor, if they did, would they repent of their baseness. The

willingness to believe everything evil of an adversary is incurable,

springing as it does from a habit of mind. It was well said by Mr.

Mill,
' I have learned from experience that many false opinions may

be exchanged for true ones, without in the least altering the habits

of mind of which false opinions are the result.' Now that Mr. Brad-

laugh is dead no purpose is served by repeating false accusations, as

to his treatment of his wife, or of his pious brother, or as to his dis-

regard of family ties
;
but the next Atheist who crops up must not

expect any more generous treatment than Bradlaugh received from that

1 diaries Bradlauqli : A Record of Ins Life and Work. By his daughter, Hypatia

Bradlaugh Bonner. 2 vols. London : T. Fisher Unwin. 1894.
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particularly odious class of persons of whom it has been wittily said

that so great is their zeal for religion, they have never time to say
their prayers.

Mr. Bradlaugh will, I suppose, be hereafter described in the

dictionaries of biography as * Freethinker and Politician.' Of the

politician there is here no need to speak. He was a Eadical of the

old-fashioned type. When he first stood for Northampton in 1868

his election address was made up of tempting dishes, which afterwards

composed Mr. Chamberlain's famous but unauthorised programme of

1885, with minority representation thrown in. Unpopular thinkers

who have been pelted with stones by Christians, slightly the worse for

liquor, are apt to think well of minorities. Mr. Bradlaugh's Radicalism

had an individualistic flavour. He thought well of thrift, thereby incur-

ring not merely the condemnation of Mr. John Burns, but the censure

of his own devoted admirer, Mr. J. M. Robertson, who, in his zeal, has

added more than 300 pages to Mrs. Bonner's biography. Mr. Brad-

laugh's politics are familiar enough. What about his freethinking ?

English freethinkers may be divided into two classes, those who
have been educated and those who have had to educate themselves.

The former class might apply to their own case the language once

employed by Dr. Newman to describe himself and his brethen of the

Oratory :

We have been nourished for the greater part of our lives in the bosom of the

great schools and universities of Protestant England ;
we have been the foster-sons

of the Edwards and Henries, the Wykehams and Wolseys, of whom Englishmen
are wont to make so much

;
we have grown up amid hundreds of contemporaries

scattered at present all over the country in those special ranks of society which
are the very walk of a member of the legislature.

These first-class freethinkers have an excellent time of it, and, to

use a fashionable phrase, do for themselves very well indeed. They
move freely in society, their books lie on every table, they hob-a-nob

with bishops, and when they come to die their orthodox relations

gather round them, and lay them in the earth ' in the sure and certain

hope,' so at least priestly lips are found willing to assert, 'of the

resurrection to eternal life through our Lord Jesus Christ.' And yet
there was not a dogma of the Christian faith in which they were in a

position to profess their belief.

The freethinkers of the second class, poor fellows, have hitherto

led very different lives. Their foster-parents have been poverty and

hardship. Their school education has usually terminated at eleven.

All their lives they have been desperately poor. Alone, unaided, they
have been left to fight the battle of a Free Press. Richard Carlile,

as honourable a man as most, and between whose religious opinions

and (let us say) Lord Palmerston's there was probably no difference

worth mentioning, spent nine out of the fifty-two years of his life in

prison. Attorney-generals and indeed every degree of prosecuting
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counsel have abused this kind of freethinker, not merely with pro-
fessional impunity, but amidst popular applause. Judges speaking
with emotion have exhibited the utmost horror of atheistical opinions
and have railed in good set terms at the wretch who has been dragged
before them, and have then at the rising of the Court proceeded to

the ' Athenaeum ' and played whist till dinner-time with a first-class

freethinker for partner.

This is natural and easily accounted for, but it is hardly to be
wondered at that, in the biographies of second-class freethinkers

bitterness is occasionally exhibited towards the well-to-do brethren

who decline what Dr. Bentley in his Boyle lectures called ' the public
odium and resentment of the magistrate.'

Mr. Bradlaugh was a freethinker of the second class. His father

was a solicitor's clerk on a salary which never exceeded 21. 2s. a week,
his mother had been a nursery-maid, and he himself was born in 1833
in Bacchus Walk, Hoxton. At seven he went to a National School, but

at eleven his school education ended and he became an office-boy.
At fourteen he was a wharf-clerk and cashier to a coal merchant

;
his

parents were not much addicted to church-going, but Charles was

from the first a serious boy, and became at a somewhat early age a

Sunday School teacher at St. Peter's, Hackney Koad. The incumbent,

in order to prepare him for Confirmation, set him to work to extract

the Thirty-nine Articles out of the four Gospels. Unhappy task,

worthy to be described by the pen of the biographer of John Sterling.
The youthful wharfinger could not find the Articles in the Gospels,
and informed the Rev. J. Gr. Packer of the fact. His letter convey-

ing this intelligence is not forthcoming and probably enough con-

tained offensive matter, for Mr. Packer seems at once to have

denounced young Bradlaugh as one engaged in atheistical inquiries,

to have suspended him from the Sunday School, to have made it

very disagreeable for him at home, and with his employer, and to

have wound up by giving him three days to change his views or to

lose his place. Mr. Packer has been well abused, but it has never

been the fashion to treat youthful Atheists with much respect.

When Coleridge confided to Dr. Bowyer that he, S. T. C., was inclined

to Atheism, the Doctor had him stripped and flogged. Mr. Packer,

however, does seem to have been too hasty, for Bradlaugh did not

formally abandon his beliefs until some months after his suspension.

He retired for a short season, and studied Hebrew under Mr. James

Savage, of Circus Street, Marylebone. He emerged an unbeliever,

aetat. 16. Expelled from his wharf, he sold coal on commission, but

his principal if not his only customer, the wife of a baker, discovering

that he was an infidel, gave him no more orders, being afraid, so she

said, that her bread would smell of brimstone.

In 1850 Bradlaugh published his first pamphlet, A Few Words

on the Christian Creed, and dedicated it to the unhappy Mr. Packer.
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But starvation stared him in the face, and in the same year he enlisted

in the 7th Dragoon Guards and spent the next three years in Ireland,

where he earned a good character, and on more occasions than one

showed that adroitness for which he was afterwards remarkable. In

October 1853 his mother and sister with great difficulty raised the

30. necessary to buy his discharge, and Bradlaugh returned to

London not only full grown but well fed. Had he not taken the

Queen's shilling, he never would have lived to fight the battle he

did.

He became a solicitor's clerk on a miserably small pay and took

to lecturing as 'Iconoclast.' In 1855 he was married at St. Philip's

Church, Stepney. His lectures and discussions began to assume

great proportions, and covered more than twenty years of his life.

Terribly hard work they were. Profits there were none or next to

none. No man ever endured greater hardships as a missionary than

did Bradlaugh. In 1860 the National Reformer was started and his

warfare in the Courts began. In 1868 he first stood for Northampton,
which he unsuccessfully contested three times. In April 1880 he
was returned to Parliament, and then began the famous struggle with

which the constitutional historian will have to deal. After this date

the facts are well known. Bradlaugh died on the 30th of January,

1891.

His life was a hard one from beginning to end. He had no

advantages. Nobody really helped him or influenced him or mollified

him. He had never either money or repose he had no time to

travel, except as a propagandist, no time to acquire knowledge for

its own sake he was abused but never criticised. In a single

sentence, he was never taught the extent of his own ignorance.
His attitude towards the Christian religion and the Bible was a

perfectly fair one and ought not to have brought down upon him any
abuse whatever. There are more ways than one of dealing with religion.

It may be approached as a mystery or as a series of events evidenced

by testimony. If the evidence is trustworthy, if the witnesses are

irreproachable, if they submit successfully to examination and cross-

examination, then, however remarkable or out-of-the-way may be the

facts to which they depose, they are entitled to be believed. This is

a mode of treatment with which we are all familiar, whether as

applied to the Bible or to the authority of the Church. Nobody
is expected to believe in the authority of the Church until satisfied

by the exercise of his reason that the Church in question possesses
' the notes

'

of a true Church. This was the aspect of the question
which engaged Bradlaugh's attention. He was critical, legal. He
took objections, insisted on discrepancies, cross-examined as to

credibility, and came to the conclusion that the case for the super-

natural was not made out. And this he did not after the first-class

fashion in the study or in octavo volumes, but in the street. Hi?
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audiences were not Mr. Mudie's subscribers, but men and women
earning weekly wages. The coarseness of his language, the offensive-

ness of his imagery have been greatly exaggerated. It is now a good
many years since I heard him lecture in a northern town on the Bible

to an audience almost wholly composed of artisans. He was bitter

and aggressive, but the treatment he was then experiencing accounted
for this. As an avowed Atheist he received no quarter, and he might
fairly say with Wilfred Osbaldistone, 'It's hard I should get raps
over the costard and only pay you back in make-believes.'

It was not what Bradlaugh said, but the people he said it to, that

drew down upon him the censure of the magistrate, and (unkindest
cut of all) the condemnation of the House of Commons.

Of all the evils from which the lovers of religion do well to pray
that their faith may be delivered, the worst is that it should ever

come to be discussed across the floor of the House of Commons. The
self-elected champions of the Christian faith who then ride into the

lists are of a kind well calculated to make Piety hide her head for

very shame. Kowdy noblemen, intemperate country gentlemen,
sterile lawyers, cynical but wealthy sceptics who maintain religion as

another fence round their property, hereditary Nonconformists whose

God is respectability, and whose goal a baronetcy, contrive, with a score

or two of bigots thrown in, to make a carnival of folly, a veritable

devils' dance of blasphemy. The debates on Bradlaugh's oath-taking
extended over four years and will make melancholy reading for pos-

terity. Two figures, and two figures only, stand out in solitary

grandeur, those of a Quaker and an Anglican Bright and Gladstone.

The conclusion which an attentive reading of Mr. Bradlaugh's

biography forces upon me is that in all probability he was the last

freethinker who will be exposed, for many a long day (it would be

more than usually rash to write ever), to pains and penalties for

uttering his unbelief. It is true the blasphemy laws are not yet

repealed ;
it may be true for all I know that Christianity is still part

and parcel of the common law it is possibly an indictable offence to

iend Literature and Dogma and God and the Bible to a friend, but,

however these things may be, Mr. Bradlaugh's stock-in-trade is now-

free of the market-place where just at present at all events prices are

low. It has become pretty plain that neither the Fortress of Holy

Scripture nor the Rock of Church Authority is likely to be taken by
storm. The Mystery of Creation, the unsolvable problem of matter,

continue to press upon us more heavily than ever. Neither by Paleys

nor by Bradlaughs will religion be either bolstered up or pulled down.

Sceptics and Sacramentarians must be content to put up with one

another's vagaries for some time to come. Indeed, the new socialists,

though at present but poor theologians (one hasty reading of Lux

Mundi does not make a theologian), are casting favourable eyes

upon Sacramentarianism, deeming it to have a distinct flavour of Col-
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lectivism. Calvinism on the other hand is repulsively individualistic,

being based upon the notion that it is the duty of each man to secure

his own salvation.

But whether Bradlaugh was the last of his race or not, he was a

brave man whose life well deserves an honourable place amongst the

biographies of those Radicals who have suffered in the cause of Free-

thought and into the fruits of whose labours others have entered.

AUGUSTINE BIRRELL.



1895

REMINISCENCES

OF CHRISTINA ROSSETTI

THE editor of this Keview, knowing of my friendship with the late

Christina Kossetti
; knowing also that hers is a name which will throw

upon every page where it appears a blush of poetic light as rare as

the * shadow of Israfeel's wing
'

in the Arabian story, has asked me
to write for him a few sentences of reminiscence about her. In

urging me to do this he shows his editorial wisdom, for the time will

come it must come when every authoritative word about one

so beloved, every scrap of testimony from every witness, howsoever

unworthy, will be accounted sacred by those to whom poetry is almost

a religion. For my part, however, it is natural that I should feel

reluctant at this time to say more about her tham in my obituary
notice of her in the Aihen&um of the 5th of January I have already

said. He who writes about any person ofa rare distinction cannot fail to

feel a painful sense of doing a presumptuous thing. Imagine, then,

what must be the feeling of him who sits down to write about the

most adored personality among the poets of our time ! Steele said

beautifully of a certain lady,
' that to know her was a liberal education.'

But in describing the sweet lady, and poet, and saint of whom I

am asked to write Steele's eulogy would have to be amended in

something after this fashion :

' To know her was an education of

the heart and a purifying of the soul.' No one, I think, could spend
an hour in friendly converse with Christina without feeling his moral

nature braced up, so to speak, by a spiritual tonic. And this simply
arose from the fact that while she seemed to breathe a sainthood that

must needs express itself in poetry, all the charm of the mere woman

remained in her remained, and coloured her life with those riches of

earth, without which woman may be worshipped, but never loved as

Christina Rossetti was loved by us all. Am I asked how it happened
that the friendship of such a woman was given to me at a time when

her reclusiveness (even before the death of her sister Maria, upon
whom she leaned) shut her in and away from so many people, more

worthy, in a certain sense, of that friendship than I people, I mean,

who, by virtue of an entire sympathy with her in matters of special

creed, might be supposed to touch her more nearly and dearly ? Am
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I asked how this came to pass ? My answer is, that a rare devotion

to her brother, my friend, was the golden chain that enlinked so noble

a soul to mine.

Those who have read what has been written by Mr. W. M. Kossetti,

by Mr. Hall Caine, by Mr. William Sharp, by Mr. Joseph Knight, and

others, about the last decade of Gabriel Rossetti's life need not be told

here, that from 1872 to the Easter of 1882, when he died, his intimacy
with me was closer in touch of soul to soul than his intimacy with

any other man had ever been, though, of course, between him and

the illustrious painters and poets whom he knew in earlier days,

before his sorrows came, there were intimacies of a different kind.

He himself, indeed, was wont to say and I cannot recall the words

without an emotion so deep that as I write my pen is not too

steady in my fingers that this friendship was '
closer than any

literary friendship of which we have any record.' And though I, doubly
blessed as I have been blessed with another rare friendship may
not be able to goto Rossetti's length about my relations with himself,

I cannot but remember with a grief that yet is a kind of joy, ho.w

close and how dear that friendship was, and is.

Into the depths of a relation so sacred I am, I hope, not expected
at any time to go. And let me take this opportunity of saying, that

it is my too vivid memory of those days which has hitherto seemed

to paralyse my hand when I have dreamed of giving that portrait of

him which he so much wished me to give. I am obliged to touch

upon these matters in order to show how it became possible, or rather

inevitable, that I should be brought within the narrow personal orbit

of Christina Rossetti. As I have said, my intimacy with Rossetti

began about 1872. I had not known him very long when one after-

noon, at Kelmscott, he said to me, while we paused in the meadow to

see with what gusto the poet of the Earthly Paradise could kill the

Thames bream,
* The time has now come for you to know all my

family : my mother and my sisters, I mean. You are the only man, I

think, who saw on first meeting him what a good and lovable fellow

William is underneath
;
and I know that you and my mother and

sisters must get on together well/

I rather shrank from meeting Christina, and, need I say why ?

Many important people had I met in my somewhat various walks

through the world, from the proud magnates who flourish in what we
call society, to the still prouder magnates among the Romanies to

whom Borrow introduced me at Wandsworth and elsewhere. I

cannot say that any one of them abashed me much. I shrank some-

what, however, from the idea of meeting Christina Rossetti.

Of all contemporary poets, she had seemed to me the most in-

dubitably inspired. I had made a lifelong study of poetic art, yet
Christina's art-secret had baffled me. Her very uncertainty of touch,

as regarded execution, seemed somehow to add to the impression
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she made upon me of inspiration. She never (as her brother

William, who has gratified me by reading these pages, reminds me)
' made up her mind that she would write something, and then pro-
ceeded to write it. She always wrote just as the impulse and the form
of expression came to her, and if these did not come, she wrote not at

all.' But it was not her inspiration which overawed me at the idea
of meeting her. It was the feeling that her inspiration was not that
of the artist at all, and not that of such dramatic passion as in other

poets I had been accustomed to, but the inspiration of the religious
devotee. It answered a chord within me, but a chord that no poet had
theretofore touched. It seemed to me to come from a power which

my soul remembered in some ante-natal existence, and had not even

yet wholly forgotten. As to meeting Christina as an earthly woman ,

that had never till now occurred to me as a possibility, notwithstand-

ing my relations with Gabriel.

I said to him,
' But Christina is a saint, you know.'

' You are going to meet her as soon as George and I return to

Chelsea,' he said, with a smile,
' and you and she and my mother will

be all capital friends in an hour perhaps in five minutes.'

In telling this anecdote, however, let me not be misunderstood.

Though we were Bohemians who met at Cheyne Walk, we were not so

particularly unsaintly, not more unsaintly, say, than are the most re-

spectable folk in London, before and after Church. Those '

orgies
'

which were talked about and scribbled about at that time were,

Philistia will be grieved to know, entirely apocryphal.
On the third or fourth day after the return to Chelsea, having let

myself in the house with my latchkey, I opened the studio door

without dreaming that anyone besides Gabriel was there. This

was during the time that Mr. George Gordon Hake and Mr. Dunn
lived at 1 6 Cheyne Walk, before the time when he saw no one feut

myself, his family, Madox Brown, Shields, Leyland, Marks and another

or two. The canvases, pictures, and easels, of which the studio was

full, were always so thickly scattered round about the doorway that

one could hear the voices of those who were conversing before either

seeing their faces or being seen oneself. I heard a voice, precise,

formal, yet as sweet as a silver bell, say :

*

Yes, Gabriel, they are the loveliest apple-blossoms I have ever

seen in a picture quite perfect.'

There was a something in the tone of the voice that banished all

my awe of the saint, and I entered the room.

I have not space, if I had the time, to describe here the mother

and daughter. And yet, what a lovely picture of all that is sweetest

in the gentle life of a Christian country they made, as they sat look-

ing at Gabriel at work before his easel.

After he had introduced me, he said,
'
I want you to tell me what

you think of these apple-blossoms.'
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' My opinion is superfluous,' I said,
'
for I heard as I entered the

studio how they were characterised by the writer of " An Apple Gather-

ing."
'

I then repeated the most perfect parable-poem in the English

language.
' But do you quite agree with what I said about these blossoms ?

'

asked Christina. * Kemember that I am an ignorant Londoner, with

an ill-educated eye, even for familiar apple- blossoms, while you
are

'

' A yokel of the East Midlands,' I said,
' who has been surrounded

by apple-blossoms and pear-blossoms, and all other blossoms from child-

hood. As you are so very kind, however, I will venture to say that

the single little cluster of blossoms on the left side of the figure is

just a little too white wants more pink. And besides,' I said, turn-

ing to Gabriel,
*
is not the shape of those petals ?

'

' Just a little like those of pear-blossom ?
'

said Christina, with a

laugh.
Whether it turned out that the bunch of bloom under discussion

was bloom of pear meant for apple I do not remember. But I do

remember saying to myself,
' A very saint, no doubt, but a playful

one.'

The talk about the apple-blossom led, naturally enough, to talk

about ' the Country,' as Christina called that undefined part of the

universe which lies outside the postal district of London, and

especially about the creatures who, in her view, evidently owned ' the

Country
'

as their domain, or at least had high manorial rights therein

of an unquestionable kind the wild animals, of which she talked

sometimes as though they were human beings, and sometimes as

though they were fairies. Her description of a certain squirrel she

had seen the action of its tail as it went from branch to branch

showed what a fine naturalist was lost in this poet, who had so rarely

left the smoky air of London.

It was Gabriel who at once leapt from the subject of squirrels to

that of Jamrach's menagerie in the Ratcliff Highway, an institution

which had been a favourite resort of both his and mine long before

we had known each other. ' Jamrach
'

naturally led to the creatures

Gabriel had formerly bought there, and brought to the great square

garden at the back of the house the Indian bull, the wood-

chuck, the dappled deer, the peacock whose yell had been such a

frightful nuisance to the entire neighbourhood of Cheyne Walk that

Lord Cadogan, the ground landlord, had been compelled to insist that

in every new lease of a house in Cheyne Walk there should be a

special covenant prohibiting the new tenant from keeping peacocks.
Then the virtues and the vices of the owl ' Bobbie

' came under

discussion, and then those of the famous wombat.
At this point Gabriel insisted on reciting certain lines that

Christina had written upon this wombat lines which ran thus :
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Uominibatte

Agil, giocondo,
Che ti sei fatto

Liscio e rotondo !

Christina here laughingly insisted on her brother giving an improved
reading of this last line, occasioned by the wombat having proved a

rough customer :

Irsuto e tondo.

Deb. non fuggire

Qual vagabondo,
Non disparire

Forando il mondo.

Pesa davvero

D' un emisfero

Non lieve il pondo.

Before the ladies left the house that day I had struck up a

friendship with them which was one of the most beautiful influences

of my life, a life which has since then been, I must think, unusually
rich in such beautiful influences.

It was during Kossetti's illnesses, however, that I was brought
into the closest contact with Christina Eossetti and her mother. The
curse of Eossetti's life was an insomnia the origin of which is very
obscure. It grew upon him year by year; and in a fatal moment in

the early spring of 1870 a friend, with the best intentions, suggested
chloral, a comparatively new drug then, as a remedy. Being of a

self-indulgent and impatient nature, Eossetti increased the doses of

his drug as the power of the insomnia increased. And so far from

the effects of chloral being harmless, as was then generally supposed,
the mischief it insidiously works on the nervous system is appalling.
No one who has not witnessed the agonies of a victim of insomnia

can realise how irresistible is his yearning for chloral after he has once

tasted the sweets of that fatal nepenthe. Periodical illnesses were the

result of Eossetti's indulgence in the drug ;
and it was when these ill-

nesses took a particularly serious turn that Christina and her mother

used to go to Cheyne Walk in order to relieve his few friends, as far

as possible, from the anxiety and strain these illnesses caused. This

it was that drew us so closely together, and no words of mine could

convey to the reader the effect of having those two ladies moving
about the house a very dark house. They seemed to shed a new

kind of light in every room and passage.
On these occasions the only exercise that Christina took was a

stroll around the great square garden which at that time spread out

at the back of the two houses on each side of No. 16 the garden
around which Eossetti himself (after he had ceased to go abroad at

all) used to tramp every afternoon at the rate of five miles an hour.

It was here that Gabriel's purchases from Jamrach's had used to dwell
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from time to time. It had, I believe, always been kept in an untidy

state, but the extreme raggedness into which it eventually passed, and

which, just after Kossetti's death, was commented upon as a sign of

the owner's ragged state of mind, was, as I said in a letter to the

Daily News at that time, owing to myself : it was purposely kept as

a wilderness by me, whose love of wild flowers, and what are called
1

weeds,' Grabriel, with agood-humoured but uninterested smile, allowed

me to indulge.
Christina gave us great credit for the garden. She had no idea,,

she said, how beautiful fig-trees looked when allowed to grow wild at

their own sweet will. The jessamine, the roses and the marigolds

mingled themselves with the thistles, Solomon's seals, daisies, blue

irises, and rhubarb in aesthetic designs of Nature's own. The mul-

berry and cherry tree used to be a great joy to her.

Among the statues in the garden, her favourite was a draped Venus,
at which I am now looking as I write, for it is now in the garden at
1 The Pines/

I could fill a volume and the book, on account of its subject-

matter, would be one of the loveliest things in literature of remini-

scences of Christina Kossetti and her mother in their relations to

Gabriel and his illnesses.

I cannot, however, refrain from saying here a word about a

certain occasion in the year 1877 when he was extremely ill, not

from the effect of insomnia now, but from a different cause altogether..

He had for years been subject to a certain organic disturbance which,

though under timely and skilful treatment it is not considered to be

dangerous, will become full of peril, and will, indeed, end fatally

if, in certain of its developments, it is neglected or treated unskil-

fully.

In 1877 this ailment took a somewhat serious form. Yet our

friend, the eminent surgeon, John Marshall, was not greatly alarmed,,

knowing that, should it occur that the symptoms did take an aggra-
vated turn, he had but to perform a surgical operation in order to

give relief. This operation, however, was one of great delicacy, and

the aggravated symptoms necessitating it were apt to come on sud-

denly. Marshall therefore left instructions with the housekeeper

that, should Kossetti seem to be suffering from an accession of illness,

she was to take a cab and go at once to him at Savile Eow. The

symptoms did come on quite suddenly, but, as Eossetti was determined

that he would undergo no operation save in my presence, the house-

keeper, obeying his commands, which were always given with a

Napoleonic imperiousness, came to me at Putney instead of going

straight to the doctor.

On reaching Cheyne Walk, and seeing, as I thought, that a serious

rupture of internal blood-vessels had taken place, I went to Marshall,

and at once, and fortunately found him in.
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'

My description of the state of things alarmed him
;
we called for

a chloroformist, and drove off for Cheyne Walk as fast as possible.
The operation was performed with all Marshall's usual skill, but
afterwards Kossetti fell into a state of the greatest weakness. I sent

for his unfailing friend, Madox Brown, to consult with Marshall, who
advised that Rossetti should be taken to the seaside. Herne Bay,
as being near to London, was the place selected, and thither he
was taken by Brown, or rather to a little place called Hunter's

Forestall.

In a very little time Mrs. Rossetti, Christina, and myself went
down to Herne Bay, and found Gabriel in a lamentable state of

depression ;
it was here that I saw his mother and sister at their

very best, I think, and it was here that I was struck by the practical

side of Christina's character. She kept the accounts of the little

household I have them now in that perfect handwriting of hers.

While Rossetti and the nurse walked down to the sea, I as a rule

used to be with the sister and mother, either in the quaint little

parlour of the house, or taking short strolls with Christina through
the lanes, talking upon many things, but most upon poetry. Upon
this subject, I must say, I never heard anyone talk so delightfully,

with so much freshness and originality, as Christina talked.

The verses of any poet or poem that she enjoyed above the others

were always, you may be sure, the best
;
and yet she never attempted

to say a word as to why she thought them the best.

But of course the talk inevitably ran a great deal upon Gabriel,

who had lapsed into a state of sheer despondency. He was undoubtedly

very weak, but not nearly so weak as his vivid imagination declared

him to be. He was convinced that he would never be able to paint

again, and, consequently, the moment he touched the brush his hand

shook as with the palsy, and the brush fell from his fingers.

Many an anxious conference had we as to the best means of

grappling with this all-powerful imagination. An accident disclosed

the lines on which we could work. We got talking about

W. B. Scott and his absolute baldness, which extended not only to the

head, but to the eyebrows and the eyelashes the result, I believe, of

some aggravated form of dyspepsia.

Rossetti said that he had seen him without his wig, and tried to

describe the phenomenon. I said,
' Sketch Scotus's bald pate for us.'

He went to the easel, and made the sketch rapidly and perfectly.

Of course we made no comment upon the fact of his powers of work

being suddenly restored.

But the next day Christina was seized by a burning desire to have

her portrait drawn in chalk. Simultaneously Mrs. Rossetti was seized

by a burning desire to possess a portrait of Christina in chalk. When
Rossetti declared that he could not even hold a piece of chalk, Scotus's

bald pate was pointed to. The result of the little plot was a very
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successful chalk portrait-group, life-size, of Christina and her mother
head and shoulders.

This was followed by another portrait of Christina (an admirable

portrait now in her brother William's house), then by a portrait
of Mrs. Kossetti, and then another of Christina, both of which
were hanging in Christina's house in Torrington Square when she

died.

This emancipation of Eossetti's mind from its slavery to a dominant

imagination went a good way to restoring also the body, and one or

two other admirable portraits of Christina were made. I wish I had
secured the bald pate of Scotus ; but we feared he might by some
accident see it lying about, and it was too unflattering for Christina's

kind heart to bear, so Eossetti himself destroyed it.

In spite of Eossetti's illness, and the anxiety resulting from it,

that sojourn at Hunter's Forestall could not fail to be a pleasant one

to me. To commune with Nature in company with a true poet of

whatsoever temperament must needs be an interesting experience.
It is not that poets the race whom Nature is supposed to have chosen,

for her high-priests are specially learned in Nature and her ways.
Even in the matter of filial love towards her, it is a matter of doubt

whether-they are quite so worthy of her favouritism as they believe

themselves to be. In this matter, however, of their relation to Nature
there is nothing in which poets vary so much. I remember once

saying to Christina at Hunter's Forestall, when we were talking
about Tennyson, that there are few poets whose^knowledge of Nature

goes further than knowing her as a painter of pictures. The word
*

Nature,' I said, means, with most poets,
'

scenery,' and nothing more ;

and perhaps if England is the one country where the poets show a

deeper knowledge than this, the cause is that, owing to England's

being so intensely an agricultural country that, as Emerson said,

her landscapes seemed ' finished off with a pencil,' our poets have

the opportunity of acquiring what may be called ' the farmer's know-

ledge
'

of Nature's processes in the vegetable kingdom. And he

who shares the knowledge of the practical farmer shares the know-

ledge of the practical naturalist.

Christina's objection to this was that this finishing-off of the

landscape with a pencil must needs add to the comparative tameness

of the scenery of England.
I did not then know Tennyson, save through his poems. But,

when I did come to know him, I found that in one sense he had an

advantage over Wordsworth : he had not only an intense love of

Nature as a painter of pictures, and was as much alive as Wordsworth
to the mysterious

' influences
'

of the ' vernal woods,' but also he could,

on looking over the gate of a turnip-field, tell
' how the turnips were

looking.' The processes of the agricultural year were as familiar to him
as to a farmer. And it must not be supposed that the farmer's view of
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Nature is an unimportant one. Without some measure of it no poet
can learn all that may be learnt from the aspects of an English land-

scape.

The very opposite of Tennyson was Gabriel Eossetti. He really
seemed to feel with Charles Lamb, that the question as to how the
'

turnips were looking
' had some deep relation to the '

supply of legs
of mutton.

But, as Christina remarked in response to my words thereon :

' Not only does Gabriel pass heedless by the question of the con-

dition of turnips, but the question of the lovely hedgerows and trees

surrounding the fields in which these same turnips grow.'
And this was true. At Kelmscott, for instance, nothing would

make him more surprised than to see Christina and myself lingering
over a patch of those lovely many-coloured mosses upon the old apple-
trees in the garden, which look as if embossed with miniature forests

in jewel-work.
As to Christina herself, the peculiar charm of a stroll with her

through a country lane was that she reminded one of a wondering
London child let loose from school into the infinite fairyland,

c the

Country.' Her capacity for knowledge ofNature was infinitely greater,
of course, than that of Gabriel. Nevertheless, it is not unlikely that

her constant and ever-present apprehension of the noumenon under-

lying the phenomenon, as evidenced by all her poetry, would, under

any circumstances, have somewhat dimmed her eyes for seeing
Nature's physiognomy as it appears to eyes of a more objective kind.

One great point of sympathy between her and myself if for the

moment I may, without presumption, couple my own name with that

of one whose genius was so rare, and whose soul was so lofty may be

seen from the following dialogue, which took place between her and

me years after the period under discussion at Birchington, where she

and her mother had gone to nurse Gabriel in his last illness. We
were talking of our previous stay at Bognor for Christmas, when all her

family save William were there.

On that occasion we had both shared the fancy that the trees

seemed conscious of the rise and fall of the tide. I said :

'

Long before ever science dared to say that the vegetable world is

conscious, I felt it must be so by an instinct. When I was a mere

child, never for one moment could I doubt that life and consciousness

are inseparable.'
*

This, then,' she said, smiling,
' accounts for the disgraceful state

of the garden at Cheyne Walk. You could not bear to see the poor

weeds cut, even when Gabriel himself determined to get a gardener

in
;
but what about the poor tame flowers who were choked to death ?

To you, I suppose, a beautiful garden flower is as uninteresting as a

flower in wax or in Morris's wall-papers, compared with one of your

beloved weeds ?
'
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'Not so entirely,' I said,
' and yet on looking at it, and reflecting

over its ancestry, it calls to myjnind those unhappy victims of Chinese

cruelty, those children who are imprisoned from their infancy in

some fantastic mould, such as a vase, and compelled to grow into its

shape.'
4 A new horror for my imagination,' said Christina

;

*

don't tell

Gabriel of such a thing. It will keep him awake.'
' As to trimmed trees,' I said,

'

although I know that they must,

unfortunately, be trimmed for their own sake, they always call to my
mind L'Homme qui rit, Hugo's unlucky hero, whose face was carved

and trimmed.'

Now, although Christina did not carry this feeling to what will

be called so morbid an extent as I did, she had always felt that plants

were conscious, and was much delighted on being told that science

had justified her fancy. She declared that ' there was something
in science after all.'

The conversation had taken a turn something like this at Hunter's

Forestall at the period I am now touching upon, and to which in

these desultory remarks I now return.

I am not quite certain whether it was here or at Kelmscott that

Christina saw the sun rise for the first time in her life.

Being myself addicted to what Gabriel used to call
* the baneful

and unpoetic habit of early rising
'

a vice which he resisted heroically,

as he rarely rose before noon I was in the habit of talking about the

attractions of Wimbledon Common, which in the early morning was

left to the birds and the rabbits to a degree that could scarcely be

imagined by people unfamiliar with it. I knew from previous con-

versations that Christina had never seen the sun rise
;
and I believe

that it is a phenomenon not commonly observed by poets, and that

this is why it so commonly occurs that a poet's description of the

cloud-pageantry ofa sunrise is evidently borrowed from his recollection

of the sunsets he has seen. No doubt, as I said to Christina, the two

are alike in many ways, and yet in many ways are extremely different.

Upon a certain occasion she made up her mind that a sunrise

she would see, and one morning we went out just as the chilly but be-

witching shiver of the dawn breeze began to move, and the eastern

sky began slowly to grow grey.

Early as it was, however, many of the birds were awake, and

waiting to see what we went out to see, as we knew by twitter after

twitter coming from the hedgerows. Christina was not much
interested at first, but when the grey became slowly changed into a

kind of apple-green crossed by bars of lilac, and then by bars of pink
and gold, and finally when the sun rose behind a tall clump of slender

elms so close together that they looked like one enormous tree, whose

foliage was sufficiently thin to allow the sunbeams to pour through
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it as through a glittering lacework of dewy leaves, she confessed that
ao sunset could surpass it.

And when the sun, growing brighter still, and falling upon the
sihrer sheet of mist in which the cows were lying, turned it into a sheet
of gold, and made each brown patch on each cow's coat gleam like

burnished copper, then she admitted that a sunrise surpassed a sunset,
and was worth getting up to see. She stood and looked at it, and
her lips moved, but in a whisper that I could not hear.

Yet, so powerful is the force of habit, that I greatly doubt whether
Christina ever took the trouble to see another sunrise.

To depict that life at Hunter's Forestall, however, would be difficult

the more realistic the picture of any episode in which Christina and
her mother played a part, the more idealistic it would seem, the more
like the work of a poetic imagination.

Although the eyes of Christina and her mother were not identical

in colour the grey of Mrs. Rossetti's eyes was in Christina's deepened
with the memory of her Italian ancestry, as Gabriel's were yet they
were alike in this, that

They seemed to love whate'er they looked upon ;

and during all that stay those four eyes were always on the watch to

minister to Gabriel's wants, and also on the watch to see that no

sweet hospitality towards me was lacking.

In regard to this latter point, the unceasing vigilance of those

four kind eyes really constrained me at times not a little. I was

not even allowed to rise and open the door when one of them left the

room. The other was at the door before me.

All this kindness arose from the fact that with them gratitude

was an actual passion.

My intimacy with their brother had grown up during a period
when his life was largely shadowed by sorrow and pain. They knew
that it had been my privilege to alleviate in some measure that sor-

row and pain. They did not know, they could not realise, that the

charm of Gabriel Rossetti was so irresistible that he was to me, at

least, a more fascinating companion than almost any other man could

have been in the most brilliant health and animal spirits.

They did not know, and other people have not known, that what

was calledmy
'
self- sacrifice' was not, and could not be, any self-sacrifice

at all. It is no self-sacrifice to spend one's time with a man whose

society gives one such an immensity of pleasure as Rossetti's gave me.

I do not deny that, owing to the dreadful effects of his drug, he would

pass into those moods which have been described as '

gloomy melan-

choly/ and by others as mere ' moroseness
;

'

but I can honestly say

that he had a way of making his melancholy more interesting to me
than most other men's cheerfulness, and that I do not remember

having ever had addressed to me an angry word from him.
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Christina and her mother never could realise the true relations

between Eossetti and me. Nothing I cquld say could ever persuade
them that I was not the most self-sacrificing of friends towards an

afflicted son and brother
; and, as I say, gratitude with them was a

passion.

At some future time I shall write upon Christina Kossetti when

ministering to her brother at Cheyne Walk, at Kelmscott Manor, at

Bognor, but especially in his last illness at Birchington-on-Sea.

THEODOKE WATTS.
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A NEW YEAR'S EVE

CHRISTINA ROSSETTI DIED DECEMBER 29, 1894

THE stars are strong in the deeps of the lustrous night,

Cold and splendid as death if his dawn be bright ;

Cold as the cast-off garb that is cold as clay,

Splendid and strong as a spirit intense as light.

A soul more sweet than the morning of new-born May
Has passed with the year that has passed from the world away
A song more sweet than the morning's first-born song

Again will hymn not among us a new year's day.

Not here, not here shall the carol of joy grown stroiu

Eing rapture now, and uplift us, a spell-struck throiu

From dream to vision of life that the soul may see

By death's grace only, if death do its trust no wrong.

Scarce yet the days and the starry nights are three

Since here among us a spirit abode as we,

Girt round with life that is fettered in bonds of time,

And clasped with darkness about as is earth with sea.

And now, more high than the vision of souls may climb,

The soul whose song was as music of stars that chime,

Clothed round with life as of dawn and the mounting sim,

Sings, and we know not here of the song sublime.

367
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No word is ours of it now that the songs are done

Whence here we drank of delight as in freedom won,

In deep deliverance given from the bonds we bore

There is none to sing as she sang upon earth, not one.

We heard awhile : and for us who shall hear no more

The sound as of waves of light on a starry shore

Awhile bade brighten and yearn as a father's face

The face of death, divine as in days of yore.

The grey gloom quickened and quivered : the sunless place

Thrilled, and the silence deeper than time or space

Seemed now not all everlasting. Hope grew strong,

And love took comfort, given of the sweet song's grace.

Love that finds not on earth, where it finds but wrong,
Love that bears not the bondage of years in throng

Shone to show for her, higher than the years that mar,

The life she looked and longed for as love must long.

Who knows ? We know not. Afar, if the dead be far,

Alive, if the dead be alive as the soul's works are,

The soul whose breath was among us a heavenward song

Sings, loves, and shines as it shines for us here a star.

ALGERNON CHARLES SWINB URNE.

The Editor of THE NINETEENTH CENTURY cannot undertake

to return unaccepted MSS.
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THE MILLSTONE

ROUND THE NECK OF ENGLAND 1

FOR years I have been endeavouring to convince my fellow-country-
men of the weakness of our position and naval policy in the Medi-

terranean
;
and over and over again have I insisted that, so long as

we maintain there an attitude which is not absolutely unassailable,

we are mere braggarts, imperilling by our provocative swagger not

only ourselves and our interests, but also the peace of Europe, and,

indeed, of the world. I have tried to show : first, that our naval

force there is much too small for its responsibilities ; secondly, that

our bases there would be inadequate in war-time even for the fleet

which now depends upon them for its docking, its supplies, and its

refreshment generally ; and, thirdly, that it is our duty either to hold

the Mediterranean with a far bigger force, and with more and better

bases than we have, or to frankly abandon our pretensions to the

permanent command of it.

Lieutenant-Colonel Elsdale, K.E., is so far in agreement with me
that he would have us make up our minds to abandon the Mediter-

ranean upon the occurrence of certain eventualities. AVith me, he

would prefer to see Great Britain strong enough at sea to beat all

her possible enemies simultaneously, both in the Mediterranean and

elsewhere; but he submits that it is almost hopeless to expect any
Government so largely to increase the material and personnel of the

1 See ' Should we hold on to the Mediterranean in War ?
'

by Lieutenant-Colonel

H. Elsdale, E.E., in The Nineteenth Century for February 1893.

VOL. XXXVII No. 217 B B
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Navy as to ensure the holding of the inland sea in war-time. I

adopt this view with regret, but adopt it I must. Even if all the

necessary measures could be begun to-morrow, years would have to

elapse, and the threatened dangers of ourpresent situation might in the

meanwhile descend upon us, ere the policy could produce effective

results. Moreover, if we had more material and more personnel, we
should still have to surmount the difficulty of the lack of adequate
local bases. Gibraltar may be, as it was in the past, impregnable ;

but it is not, and it cannot be rendered, a suitable base of action for

a large fleet engaged in hostilities in the Mediterranean, although it

may be, and I hope is being, rendered a fairly adequate base for

single ships, and perhaps for a small squadron. As for Malta, it is

strong, and, within certain limits, it is a passably good base for

operations in the Central Mediterranean
;
but we have no base to the

eastward of it, and, so far as modern naval operations on the coasts

of Egypt and Syria, or near the Dardanelles, are concerned, it is of

little use. Besides, it is an isolated outpost. So long as we face

and beat all comers in the Mediterranean, Malta may, if we choose,

be ours
;
but if ever we be driven out of the Mediterranean, Malta

must fall if not by forcible capture, then, sooner or later, by the

operation of the changeless law of sea-power into the hands of the

State or the combination that ejects us. Lieutenant-Colonel Elsdale

expects it to be capable of holding out for six months, against such a

force as that of France, after our abandonment of the Mediterranean.

He is too sanguine. It would not, in such a case, be ours for two

months, if France exerted herself to take it. And, except Malta

and Gibraltar, we have not, either in the Mediterranean or near it, a

single place where in war-time we can repair a battleship or a

medium-sized cruiser. Such being our situation, it seems to me
that to dream of holding the maritime supremacy of a sea upon the

shores of which half a dozen other naval powers, including two of

the most formidable, have well-fortified stations full of ships, and

backed by large armies and plentiful internal resources, is worthy
rather of some poor victim of the manie des grandeurs than of a

thoughtful and business-like nation. The day for plain speaking
has come. If we had, or could create, other and suitable bases, and

if also we could resign ourselves to the pecuniary sacrifices involved

in nearly doubling our Mediterranean fleet, we might in a few years

make good our pretensions ;
and I for one confess that I should be

proud to see Great Britain in so commanding a position. But to

add in peace-time new Mediterranean bases to our old ones, and to

properly fortify them, would probably give rise to inconvenient

international difficulties
;
and to strengthen the Mediterranean fleet

to the requisite point would be to incur expenses which, for such an

object and in the present temper of the electorate, would not, I sus-

pect, be sanctioned by the country. Indeed, Is the Mediterranean a
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deserving sphere for the concentration of so much present audacity
and permanent watchfulness ? I think not. Our Navy is not yet

strong enough for its duties, even outside the Mediterranean.

Kealising all this, Lieutenant-Colonel Elsdale would have us, if we
can do so honourably, withdraw our fleet from the Mediterranean at

the outset of the next war, and, per contra, endeavour to seal up the
Strait of Gibraltar at one end, and the mouth of the Eed Sea at the

other; so that, when we have brought overwhelming strength to

bear upon our enemies elsewhere, and have crushed them, we can, if

need should still remain, go at our leisure and in enormous force to

the Mediterranean, and crush what survives of them there also. He
would, in a word, if I understand him aright, have us persevere up
to the actual outbreak of war in our present arrogant attitude, and
then suddenly abandon it.

There I cannot agree with him. Let us, I would urge, neither

by word nor by deed continue to promise more than we deliberately
intend to perform. And let us not contemplate any movement so

precarious and so dishonouring as the abandonment of the Mediter-

ranean in a hurry and with the enemy at our heels. People and
Government will not do what must be done if we would render our

position in the Mediterranean permanently secure. The present

policy of endeavouring to support the Mediterranean fleet by the

Channel Squadron is a mere penny-wise and'pound-foolish makeshift
;

for no policy of that kind can ensure that the enemy shall not get
between our two forces, and smash one or

4
both of them separately :

nor must we depend upon Italy as an effective ally. To my mind,
the sole sound alternative is neither the Admiralty's nor Lieutenant-

Colonel Elsdale's. The true alternative,
*

if we cannot or do not

intend to face the risks and the costs of holding the Mediterranean

so firmly that no one shall think of disputing it with us, is to come

out of it now, bag and baggage, while we can make our exit with

dignity, and even, I am satisfied, with advantage.

I am aware that an Englishman who dares to say this will be

charged with lack of patriotism, and probably with other crimes

equally despicable. People who have their thinking, like their

washing, done for them and they form a respectable minority

everywhere will declare that I am siding with the *

perish India
'

school, and that I forget the mission of our race. I care nothing for

the opinions of persons of this stamp. My patriotism does not tell

me that the mission of Great Britain is merely that of the benevolent

policeman who assists strange, and generally thankless, old ladies over

dangerous crossings. Her first duty is to herself and to her own.

So long as her own interests and'territories are not directly involved,

she has very little concern with European politics. Indeed, she is

far more an Asiatic, an African, an Australian, and an American

power than a European one; and, above all, she is, and ever must
B 13 2
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be, an Ocean-power. I realise all that. No one wants more than I

do to see her great and strong. No one has a firmer conviction

concerning the magnificent future of the race to which her children

belong. But I say unreservedly, that while, as now, she has pressing
work, and as much of it as she can do, before her in connection with
the consolidation of her Empire and the protection of the precious
trade by which she feeds herself, and while her fleets are all too small

for that, her attitude in the Mediterranean is as unnecessary as it i&

dangerous.

Why, let me ask, did we first go to the Mediterranean ? and why
are we there now ? We went in the days when piracy was prevalent,
and maritime police almost unknown, to protect our commerce.
That was a legitimate reason. But there is no piracy now, and in

peace-time our commerce is as safe there as that of the United States

or of Sweden ;
while in war-time, whether we hold the Mediterranean

or not, our commerce, in such narrow waters, fringed, as they are, on

both sides with torpedo-boat stations, filled with scores of possibly
hostile boats, must come almost to a standstill; nor is our purely
Mediterranean commerce essential, happily, to our well-being. We
went, next, to the Mediterranean in self-defence against France and

Spain. That was another legitimate reason, and we may have to go
thither again and again if we be attacked. Afterwards we went,

primarily to protect the outposts which we had taken in war and
not surrendered

;
in the second place, to attend upon the Sick Man

of Europe ; and in the third place, because of the bleatings of the

bondholders. Some assert also, that we went to keep open our road

to India. These are all either bad reasons or unreal ones. The
truth is, that after the Napoleonic wars we continued in the Medi-

terranean because we had acquired a habit of meddling with other

people's business, and because false pride prevented us from shaking
off that habit, and from confining ourselves exclusively to our own

affairs. We kept Malta, not because it was commercially valuable to

us, nor even because it paid its own expenses which it has never done

but because we had won it, and because, under certain conditions

which have since greatly altered, it might be useful to us in the event

of another war, if one broke out with France or Italy. We helped the

Sick Man because interested people induced us to believe that, in

some never precisely explained way, his death would greatly injure

us. We are, I hope, better informed now. And we hastened to the

bleating bondholders from a chivalrous but entirely mistaken notion

that our manhood ought to be at the disposal of every creature no

matter how unworthy in distress. Wiser had we been had we

determined that, should the necessities of war recall us to the Medi-

terranean, we would then take what bases we might need, but that

in the interval we would keep nothing within the Straits
;
had we

left the Sick Man to be doctored by his neighbours ;
and had we
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.given the bondholders to understand that the great mass of British

.people are not interested in Egyptians, and that those who invest in

precarious securities must not expect Great Britain to guarantee
them against loss. As for the pretext that the Mediterranean is to

be regarded as a road to India in war-time, one can form but a low
idea of the intelligence of those who put it forward. Even if we held

footh banks of the Suez Canal with the entire military force of the

Empire, I doubt whether we could prevent a skilful and cunning
enemy, no matter how weak he might be, from blocking the passage
almost wherever and whenever he might see fit to do so. Indeed, it

is very generally admitted, by those best qualified to speak on the

subject, that in war-time we must not depend upon the Canal, though
we may be able to use it

;
and that our only sure road to India, in

time of trouble, is by way of the Cape. We are in the Mediterranean

more for the benefit of others than for the benefit of ourselves
;
and

the plain truth is, that we cannot at present, in justice to ourselves,

afford to indulge in this philanthropy. We can, if only we have the

courage to withdraw in peace from a position presumedly untenable

in war, secure, by methods more certain and more economical than

the actual occupation of the Mediterranean, all the great strategical

advantages which imperial necessities demand
;
and we can, at the

-same time, strengthen our far more important positions elsewhere,

.and get rid of very many anxieties and pre-occupations with which

our general policy ought not to be burdened.

By our withdrawal from the Mediterranean I mean our cessation

to maintain any permanent Mediterranean fleet whatsoever, and our

relinquishment of the various places which we at present occupy
eastward of Gibraltar and westward of the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb.

I do not mean that we should, after the withdrawal, never send a few

ships up the Straits. What I mean is, that we must become visitors

instead of dwellers in the Mediterranean. Warships of the United

States, of the Northern Powers, and even of Brazil and other small

.and distant naval nations, continually go there as guests, and ours

might go on a similar footing. Moreover, should it become necessary

for us, in conjunction with others, to enforce in the Mediterranean

any of those agreements which the Great Powers have united to

guarantee, there would still be nothing to prevent us from sending
such force as might be called for

;
and that force could very well use

-as its temporary bases the Mediterranean ports of our allies. Nor, of

course, should we surrender our share in the common right to use

the Suez Canal, which, particularly in the event of a rising in India,

might be of considerable use to us
;
but we should accustom ourselves

to do without the Canal, to some extent even in peace-time, and

.absolutely during war with any Mediterranean naval power. Our

-road is across the ocean or our own territory, and not through other

^people's ditches.
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This withdrawal would require us to make arrangements for the

transfer to other hands of Egypt, Cyprus, and Malta. In Egypt we

might invite France to succeed us, if necessary, and, at the same

time, we might give our neighbour to understand that we should

witness without anxiety any extension of her influence along the

northern coast of Africa between Egypt and Algeria, provided always-

that she left us a free hand in Morocco westward of, say, 5 W. longi-
tude. As for Cyprus, we might, in exchange for a promise of support
in some other form, persuade the Porte to consent to a modification

of the Treaty of 1874, and to resume, under guarantees, the adminis-

tration of the island. And as for Malta, we might, having first made

provision for those of the population who wished to remain British

subjects, offer the island to Catholic Europe, to be guaranteed by it

as a neutral patrimony for the Papacy. This step, if the Pope would

consent to quit Rome, would probably be pleasing to Italy as well as

to Austria, Spain, and France, and I am not sure that it would be

altogether displeasing to the majority of the Maltese.

Thus we should rid ourselves of our permanent Mediterranean,

entanglements. The only Mediterranean State that would feel in

the least sore at our action would be Italy ;
but her causes of dis-

satisfaction would, after all, be more imaginary than real. There are

in Italy many people who believe that Great Britain not only wishes

them well which is perfectly true but also is in some sort of

informal alliance with their country ;
and these people might regard

onr withdrawal as a desertion. I think that we in England may be
thankful that our statesmen have never concluded the engagements
which at one time they were urgently pressed to conclude with the

Triple Alliance, and with Italy specially. But, undoubtedly, there

still is, and long has been, more than a chance of our concluding
such engagements, if not in cold blood, at least upon the appearance
of war-clouds over Central Europe ;

and our withdrawal would relieve

us from all temptations in that direction. The reflection may be a

selfish one, but I cannot avoid expressing a conviction that, if we were

ever led into placing dependence upon the co-operation at sea with

us of Italy, either for our purposes or for hers, the results would be

disastrous. In the last century we had Italian co-operation at sea.

It produced friction and it hindered success. The Italy of to-day is

very different from the Italy of a hundred years ago, but I suspect
that the Italian temperament is much what it then was ;

and al-

though it is impossible not to admire the energy with which in

recent years Italy has set herself to create naval material and to

train naval personnel amid circumstances of ever-increasing difficulty,

I am bound to say here, that all my naval friends who have seen

much of the Italian fleet assure me that Italy has not yet succeeded

in organising a navy which, ship for ship, is a match for the navy of

any other European Power. The vessels are magnificent and full of
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the most modern appliances; the officers are for the most part
scientific, and of their bravery there has never been any question :

but yet something lacks, and that something is, I suppose, the

naval, as distinct from the maritime, genius. This, at least, is what
I must conclude from a passage in a letter written to me from an
Italian naval port three years ago, by a British officer of the greatest
distinction and experience.

' I do not know/ he said,
' what is amiss

with the Italian Navy. It is not in ships ; it is not in officers at

least, if it is, you cannot localise it
;

it is not in science they are

more scientific than we
;

it is not in pluck and hard work
;

it is not
in seamanship, for the Italians are good sailormen, though they don't,
in their navy, get half enough sea-work. Yet there is something
amiss, something that I can't help being conscious of. And the up-
shot of it all is, that if I had a heavyjob on hand here I would rather,

even if I had a very inferior force of my own, attempt it without

than with Italian help, You won't think me prejudiced, for you
know how much I like the Italians. But they are not man-of-war's

men. It was what I detect as being amiss that cost them Lissa. It

will cost them more, I'm afraid, yet.' This verdict is not very
different from the verdict of other officers, less distinguished, but

equally unprejudiced, whose opinions I have heard or seen. Yet I

fear that the opinions have never been shared in Downing Street,

where, in an unconfessed way, the possibility of Anglo-Italian naval

co-operation has for years been cherished as a thing to be fallen back

upon in the last resort. I am glad that we have not yet had to fall

back upon it : it might have let us through. But so long as we
remain in the Mediterranean with resources too limited, we shall be

in danger of looking to Italy to supplement them. Withdrawal will

free us from that risk
;
and it may not be a misfortune if both the

Italians and we became more independent. No nation save Italy is

likely to experience regret at our disappearance. It will not cause a

pang, I think, even to Turkey.
Mere motives of economy would scarcely, in the case of a Power

like Great Britain, justify such a withdrawal. If nothing could com-

pensate us for relinquishing the Mediterranean, it might be our duty
to hold it at all costs. But I hope to be able to show, not only that

we can, while practising the economy, find ample compensations,

but also that, whether we quit the Mediterranean or not, we must

presently adopt some, at least, of the measures which, if we do quit

the Mediterranean, will enable us to retain all the strategical ad-

vantages demanded by the necessities of the Empire.
France is about to embark upon an adventure which will give

her in the Indian Ocean a possession larger than Germany, very rich

in minerals, and, in parts, of extraordinary fertility. Its insalubrity

has been overrated
;

it has good harbours and an intelligent popula-

tion
;
and in the hands of France it must become, within a few years,
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the most valuable and important of her colonies. Nor can it fail to

become, pari passu, a notable strategical position. It is intended to

create a naval port there, and this France has not had in the Indian

Ocean for many a day. It is not forgotten by Frenchmen that they
were at one time within a little of establishing themselves as masters

of India, and they have never ceased to regret the chances which

they then missed, nor are they under any misapprehension as to why
they missed them. Had they possessed half a dozen more ships and

slightly better facilities for repairing them in the Indian Ocean, they
would probably not have failed in the age of the Bailli de Suffren.

They are not disposed to risk in the same manner the future owner-

ship of Madagascar. Their establishments there, though designed, I

dare say, for defence, and not for offence, will, nevertheless, become in

case of war a menace to our security in the East, and will necessitate

a considerable increase of our East India Squadron, the building of

more docks in India, and the holding by us in stricter surveillance

than ever the mouth of the Ked Sea, where, nearly opposite our own

fortress of Aden, the settlement of Obock, their intermediate coaling-

station between the Canal and Madagascar, is situated. Obock lies

at the entrance of the deep gulf of Tajura, at the head of which is a

land-locked bay where half the fleets of the world might moor in

safety, if protected by guns mounted on the lofty surrounding hills.

The place has possibilities which the acquisition of Madagascar can-

not but cause to develop and we should be worse than blind if we

did not in good time take measures accordingly. There is no reason

why we should not, nor why, while taking them, we should not take

them in such a manner as to provide us with partial compensation in

view of the proposed abandonment of the Mediterranean.

Thirty-five miles north of Obock, and ninety miles westward of

Aden, the mouth of the Eed Sea narrows to a breadth of fifteen

miles
;
and in the very narrowest part lies the island of Perim, a

coaling-station and dependency of Great Britain. The island is about

two miles broad and four miles long. On its eastern side, between

it and Cape Bab-el-Mandeb, the channel known as the Small Strait

is only a mile and a half wide. Cape Bab-el-Mandeb is a small

mountainous peninsula which completely commands the island, and

which might be rendered impregnable. Jebel Manhali, its loftiest

summit, is nearly 900 feet high, and Perim Island, though hilly, no-

where rises to more than 214 feet, which is the elevation of Lloyd's

Signal Station. On the south side of the island is a fairly good and

well-sheltered natural harbour, capable of easy improvement. The

channel westward of Perim is about eleven miles broad. The whole

position, apart from the climate, which is trying, is a splendid one

from the point of view of the strategist, and I do not wonder that

our occupation of Perim only by a few hours prevented the seizure of

the place by France. As I have said, it is about ninety miles from
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Aden, and it is about two thousand miles, or a week's steam at twelve

knots, from Bombay. In other words, it is much nearer to Bombay
than it is to France

;
so that if it were known in Bombay that a

French expedition was leaving Toulon, ships from Bombay could

reach Perim before the expedition could approach that place.

Similarly, it is nearer to Bombay than it is to Madagascar ;
and it is

admirably situated for holding Obock in check. It therefore appears
to me that if we properly fortified Perim, and the peninsula of Bab-

el-Mandeb as well, held the places with Indian troops, kept upon the

spot an ironclad coast-defence vessel and half a dozen '

destroyers/

preserved our position at Aden, and maintained an adequate naval

force, with suitable docks, at Bombay, we ought to be able to hold

the mouth of the Ked Sea against all comers. Whether it would not

also be desirable to fortify and hold the volcanic peninsula of Jebel

Siyan, on the Somali coast, nearly opposite Perim, is a question which

may deserve discussion, for we draw our meat supplies for Aden from

the Somali side, and we have other interests there. But the effective-

ness of all such arrangements must ultimately depend upon the naval

situation at Bombay, which ought, especially in view of French

activity in Madagascar, to be erected, with as little delay as possible,

into a great and self-sufficient naval headquarters.

I hope that Lieutenant-Colonel EJsdale will not suspect me of

merely plagiarising him in thus proposing measures for the sealing

up in war-time of the mouth of the Ked Sea. He, by implication at

least, suggests that these measures should be adopted only after the

outbreak of war in Europe. I suggest, and, indeed, insist, that they
should be adopted now, or as soon as possible. The building of

batteries, the transport of heavy guns, platforms and munitions, the

installation of electric search-lights, and the organisation of schemes

for defending a supremely important position, and for stopping and

examining every vessel coming down the Ked Sea in war-time, are

affairs which cannot with prudence be left to the last moment
;
and

unwise delay might prevent us from being able to attend to them
at all.

Lieutenant-Colonel Elsdale's views as to the western outlet of

the Mediterranean, and the possibility of sealing it in time of war by
the stationing of a naval force at Gibraltar, are, I am afraid, not

sound. He would send there, upon the outbreak of hostilities, a

number of small powerful rams, and he seems to think that, at least

until the arrival off the Straits of a large British fleet, these would be

sufficient to prevent an enemy's warships from passing in or out. In

a paper read last year at the Koyal United Service Institution, I

endeavoured to demonstrate by the light of recent naval history that

the ram cannot be expected to be successful against any vessel that

is under control
; that, used against a vessel not under control, it is

likely to be more dangerous to the rammer than to the rammed ;
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and that it is fully as perilous in all circumstances to friend as to foe.

Commander Sturdee, K.N., in his Prize Essay, arrived independently
at much the same conclusions

;
and nothing has since occurred to

modify them. I do not, therefore, believe that the stationing of a

number of rams at Gibraltar would be effective
;
and I do believe

that the rams would be likely to do more harm to one another than

to the enemy. Nor can I admit that, under modern conditions, the

possession of Gibraltar as a solitary base can enable us to seal the

mouth of the Strait. To seal it up, even approximately, we must

possess near the western end of the Mediterranean, in addition to

Gibraltar, a good naval harbour, with at least some docks, upon the

African coast. We might create such a post, at considerable expense,
at Ceuta, or, more cheaply, at Tangier. Ceuta is Spanish, and is, I

suspect, not to be had by peaceful methods so long as we hold

Gibraltar. Tangier, at present held by Morocco, was once ours, not

by conquest but by gift ; and, as I have yet to learn that we ever

renounced it by treaty, although we dismantled and evacuated it

after twenty-one years' occupation, I consider that of all civilised

states Great Britain undoubtedly has the best claim to it. Sooner or

later it must fall into the hands of a European Power. Morocco

would be all the better for our influence. It is a sink of barbarism

and cruelty. If it were to fall into the hands of France or Spain,
much of the value of Gibraltar to us would be neutralised

;
and

certainly, with Tangier as well as Ceuta in ah'en European hands, we
could never hope, except by the employment of an enormous fleet at a

great and dangerous distance from a repairing base, to seal the mouth
of the Strait at all.

It may sound cynical, but I am thinking only of British interests,

which, in my eyes, stand above all else
;
and therefore I do not hesi-

tate to say that the law of self-preservation, while it now recommends
to us to withdraw from the Mediterranean, renders it incumbent upon
us to make ourselves masters of Tangier come what may. No foreign

Power, except Morocco, would be justified in regarding the two move-

ments, if effected simultaneously, as hostile ones. We do not want
to seal up the Mediterranean in peace, nor to block it even in war,

except as against ships bent upon attacking us or upon prejudicing
our safety elsewhere. And for the opinion of Morocco, neither civili-

sation nor international comity demands any hearing whatsoever for it.

The country is a scene ofperpetual disorders, tempered by the bloodiest

repressions and the most grinding exactions. Our establishment on

its borders, while it would tend to give us security, would tend to

give Morocco peace, good government, European civilisation, and
commercial prosperity. Spain, I dare say, would though, I think,

without the smallest justification resent the step ;
but we should

have a clear conscience as regards Spain, for our action would not

really menace her in any way. France would, I hope, find compen-
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sation in our evacuation of Egypt, and in the concession to her of a

free hand east of 5 W. longitude. Germany might grumble, for, in

the lifetime of Dr. Nachtigal, she herself was credited with more than

a platonic affection for Morocco. But if we went to work with deter-

mination, forethought, and adequate force, I believe that the whole

business might be accomplished, if not without bloodshed, at least

without war with any European Power. It could be done by the

retiring Mediterranean fleet, supplemented by a small fast squadron

convoying troops and torpedo-boat destroyers from Portsmouth, and

all might be over in ten days ; except, of course, the evacuation of

Egypt, Cyprus, and Malta, which we might undertake to quit within

six months. To advocate in cold blood the perpetration of such a

stroke may outrage the susceptibilities of some excellent people ; yet

even they will, I suppose, admit that Morocco cannot for ever remain

as it is, and that British civilisation is, after all, as wholesome for it

as French, German, Spanish, or Italian.

Holding Perim and Cape Bab-el-Mandeb on the east, and Gibraltar

and Tangier on the west, we should be able, as it were, to get out of

tiie way of the march of events which barely concern us in Europe.
If it should suit Kussia to come out of the Black Sea into the

Mediterranean, her presence there would then cause us no anxiety,

since it would not in any manner threaten us. We should be relieved

from the ever-present danger of being dragged into participation in

Central European quarrels. The possible recrudescence of the Eastern

Question would lose very much more than half its terrors. Nor do I

see a single serious disadvantage in the scheme. Tangier would

supplant Malta as our winter naval port, and would become the

headquarters of a newly constituted Atlantic Squadron, and of a

station which on the north would be bounded by the limits of the

Channel Station, and on the south by the limits of the Cape and West

African Station
;
and the Atlantic Squadron would naturally be our

strongest and our best, though, as it could be effectively supported
from the Channel, it need not be ordinarily as strong as our present

Mediterranean fleet. Both at Tangier and at Gibraltar might be

stationed an ironclad seagoing guardship and a small flotilla of des-

troyers and torpedo-boats ;
and at Tangier docks and naval establish-

ments would have to be constructed. These would entail a certain

outlay; but in return we should get security instead of peril, a

magnificent strategic position, a valuable trade-centre at Tangier,

and freedom from European preoccupations ;
and we should set at

liberty for imperial service a considerable force which is now in the

Mediterranean very largely for the benefit of other people. Part of

the force so set free I should like to see added to the Cape and part

to the East India command. The strategical importance of the Cape
must increase from year to year, whether we continue to attempt to

hold the Mediterranean or not
;
and if we abandon the Mediterranean,
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and depend no more upon the Suez Canal, the Cape will at once be-

come, as it were, the pivot of the Empire.
Lieutenant-Colonel Elsdale seems to me to have failed only by a

very small fraction of an inch in striking the right nail squarely on

the head. His failure consists mainly in postponing the advocated

withdrawal until the moment of the outbreak of a European war. If

we did that we should court disaster, as well as deal a dangerous
blow to our own prestige. If we remain in the Mediterranean until

war is ablaze around us, we must fight, or we must flee like cowards ;

and recent events in the Yellow Sea indicate clearly how risky it may
be for a modern fleet to fight far removed from its bases, or even near

bases that are inadequately organised. The Japanese gunnery at the

battle of Hai-yun-tau, good though it was, was, I suspect, not so good
as British or French gunnery : the range chosen for the action was

a much greater one than would probably be chosen by British and

French admirals in command of approximately equal fleets. And I

shudder to think how many fine ships and priceless lives, after even

a glorious British victory, would go uselessly to the bottom if, holding
the Mediterranean in the ineffective and precarious way we do, we

fought a battle near either its western or its eastern extremity, far

from Malta, our only Mediterranean dockyard. We may have to

fight far from our bases, but we need not deliberately expose ourselves

to that necessity. So let us abandon the inland sea, not in war-time,

but as soon as possible, taking measures meanwhile to strengthen

and consolidate our general strategical position on the great oceans

and their highways. Mediterranean Europe can very well settle its

own affairs without our help, and by leaving it to stew in its own

juice we shall, we may be sure, escape from many future perplexi-

ties.

He who will take the trouble to look at the map of the world will

find that the British red colours choice and productive territory upon
the shores of every ocean and every sea except the Mediterranean.

Bordering upon that land-locked lake we have nothing. In it we

only possess that which, valueless and unproductive in itself, obliges

its owners to face the perpetual risk of being embroiled in all the

quarrels of the Continent. Surely the very map appeals to us to

turn from the one place where we have no colonies, and to concentrate

our attention upon the scores of places where our interests are really

vital and where our countrymen have made for themselves new

Englands, some of which may yet become as glorious as the old

mother-land and protector of all of them.

It is absurd to suggest that our interests in the Mediterranean

are paramount to those of France, of Italy, or of Spain. It is ridiculous

to assert that our occupation of the Mediterranean brings us any

-corresponding benefit of a substantial kind. But it is true that our

attempt to hold the Mediterranean as we do is terribly perilous and
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may even be fatal. Let us then in future be merely visitors there,

like the Americans or the Danes. We shall effect our true object

the defence of our world-wide empire if, as we withdraw, we take

measures that will enable us, in case of necessity, to shut and bolt

the two narrow doorways of this long passage. Then, freed from

the millstone of her present Mediterranean policy and its threatening

complications, Great Britain, stronger than now upon every other sea,

may face with confidence all foreign conspiracies against any portion

of her immense sovereignty. Secure of her food and commerce, and

guardian of her own honour, she may safely leave those who do not

meddle with her to jog along as they will.

WM. LAIRD CLOWES
(' NAUTICUS ').
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THE GOOD SENSE OF THE

ENGLISH PEOPLE

IT is one characteristic of the happy history of England, at all events

in later times, that whenever the party of change, no matter in what

direction it was moving, seemed to be going either too far or

too fast, something has always intervened to recall or to arrest its

footsteps. This reserve force we have been accustomed to call the

good sense of the English people ;
and many among us seem to think

that we can rely on its operation in the future as often as the condi-

tions reappear which caused its intervention in the past. We may
note three special occasions within little more than the last hundred

years when this national characteristic has manifested itself with the

most decisive results. We refer to the General Elections of 1784,

of 1835, and of 1886. Even a hundred years before the earliest of

these dates the people had exhibited the same spirit by their acqui-

escence in the change of dynasty and the limitation of the royal

prerogative, though they had no love for the new family, and were

sincerely attached to their ancient form of government. But they
did not wish these restrictions to be carried too far

;
and when the

Eevolution families pushed their pretensions beyond a certain point,

and seemed on the verge of swamping the monarchical element in the

Constitution, the people of England let them know that they desired

aristocracy as well as monarchy to be kept within reasonable limits,

and re-established the sovereign in that degree of power which they
believed that he was intended to exercise.

Fifty years after this came another revolution, which greatly

strengthened the principle of democracy, and conferred very wide

powers on a class of the community in which whatever discontent

there was in the country had been chiefly visible. Many persons

predicted the very worst results from these concessions, and for a

time it appeared likely that their apprehensions would be realised.

The new Parliament seemed to be moving very fast. But again,

after a few years, the people stepped in and cried 'Hold !

We are not yet ripe for these changes.' Thus, even as early

as 1835, they clipped the wings of the Liberal majority; six years
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afterwards they restored the Conservatives to power ; and from this

time for nearly another generation the policy of every Govern-

ment in turn, no matter by what name it was called, was the

Liberal-Conservative policy represented by the Coalition of 1 835.

Again the scene changes, and we enter on the period when the

condition of Ireland becomes the dominant question of the day.
Mr. Gladstone's Irish policy was accepted by the English people up
to a certain point, both by the constituencies of 1868 and those of

1885. But here also, when he attempted to go beyond that point,

and to push reform to revolution, the people once more intervened,

and from the loins of the popular party sprang the Liberal-Unionists,

at once accepted as their representatives by the people of Great

Britain. And we see that Mr. Balfour, speaking on the 16th of

January at Manchester, predicts that a career of influence equal to

that which awaited the coalition of 1835 lies before the one to which

he is himself a party. At the General Election of 1892 the people

gave no sign of having changed their opinions on Home Rule, though
a new class of questions had arisen which somewhat diverted their

attention from it, and caused less unanimous support to be given to

the Unionist party than on the previous occasion. But the good
sense call it what you will which showed them the danger of Home
Rule in 1886 would continue to show it to them still, if only a single

issue were laid before them, a condition which of course the present
Government are interested in evading. The only element of uncer-

tainty in the immediate future lies in that ' new class of question
'

already referred to, which substitutes a complex issue for a simple one.

So far I have only desired to make clear what I meant by the

periodical intervention at critical moments of an influence able to

check political precipitation, and to distinguish between reform and

revolution. This influence is
' the good sense of the English people/

It certainly has played this very useful and important part on many
great occasions of infinite national importance. Why should we
distrust it now ?

I do not say that we need. Many recent events throw a useful

side light on the present temper of the people, justifying the confi-

dence of those who trust to this reserved force for our safety in the

future. The Parish Councils elections in particular show that good
sense has in a vast number of cases predominated over class pre-

judices, or has, at all events, prevailed where we might have expected
class prejudices to exist

;
and that the peasantry have recognised

the superior fitness of such persons as conducted country business

under the old system to be their leaders and advisers in the new.

When this same quality will again be put to the test by a dis-

solution of Parliament it is impossible to predict. If we say that a

General Election will probably take place some time during the present

year, it is as much as it is safe to assert. But there is another elec-
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tion close at hand, which will be as good a criterion as the choice of

a new parliament we mean the election of the London County
Council. The existing body is a curious reflection of the House of

Commons
;
the majority, or Progressives, consisting of various groups,

each with some scheme of its own, for promoting the welfare of the

Metropolis : and all alike animated by a common desire to extend

the jurisdiction of the Council beyond the limits assigned to it

by statute. This disposition on the part of the Progressives may be

compared with the impatience of the Kadicals in the House of

Commons under the constitutional control of the House of Lords,
and their desire to constitute the Lower House an autocracy. A
similar tendency made itself visible some years ago in the London
School Board; an anxiety to intrude its jurisdiction beyond the

sphere to which the author of the Education Act intended to confine

it
;
and this tendency, as soon as the people of London once

thoroughly understood it, received a salutary check. The common
sense of Londoners told them that it was perfectly possible to

combine economy with efficiency ;
and that if Christianity was to

be taught at all in Board Schools (perhaps an open question), it could-

not be taught by masters who denied its fundamental doctrines. Yet
as soon as the successful party seemed to be pushing its victory too

far, they in turn received a hint which has had the desired effect.

Now, will the London voters bring the same kind of common sense

to bear on the election of the County Council ? Eates have already

risen to such an extent in some quarters as to cause a sensible depre-

ciation of house property, and to induce many families, long resident

in London, to settle themselves permanently in the country ; thereby

causing an appreciable loss to London tradesmen and shopkeepers
and all the workpeople who are dependent on them. If

Londoners will inquire to what purpose this increase of taxation has

been devoted, they will see, I think, some reason for reducing the

strength of the extreme Progressive Party on the Council. There

are three kinds of objects to which the attention of such an

institution may be directed : those, namely, which are absolutely

necessary ;
those which, withoutbeing necessary, are useful; and those

which are chiefly ornamental a perfectly legitimate class of objects

for the County Council to keep in view, but not to be preferred to

either of the other two, or to be undertaken at all if the cost to the

ratepayers is out of all proportion to the benefits derived from them.

The ratepayers will do well to ascertain in what proportion the

expenditure of the Council has been divided among these three

objects. The Moderates contend that a wholly undue proportion has

been devoted to such purposes as ornamental parks and gardens
of little real benefit to the very poorest classes

;
and that the money

would be much better spent in providing numerous small open spaces

as recreation grounds among the most poverty-stricken quarters at
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the East-end of London. This is only one illustration of the kind of

abuse complained of. Let the ratepayers inquire whether it is well

founded or not.

I am simply recommending those most interested in the matter
to satisfy themselves of the truth of these assertions. Let them look

at the addresses issued by the candidates on both sides, and judge
for themselves. If the facts alleged by the Moderate Party are true,

common sense will dictate the conclusion to be drawn from them. I

am not fond of such words as fads and faddism, but they are current

coin now, and require no apology. It is said, then, that the London

County Council is so heavily loaded with this element that its proper

practical work is greatly hindered, and both time and money wasted

through the prominence assigned to special crotchets, which, as the

Moderates express it,
'

lie outside the province of the Council.' On this

question I offer no opinion. The matters referred to may or may not

be legitimate subjects for the consideration of the London County
Council. But they cannot be said to be the most urgent or the most

appropriate. Londoners must decide for themselves whether the pro-

gramme of the Moderates is not the more practical of the two, especi-

ally the transference of the power of licensing places of public amuse-

ment to the magistrates or other permanent authorities, who would

exercise it like men of the world, understanding the limits within

which State interference in matters of morality should properly be

confined. The common sense of the London people, which has dis-

played itself so strongly in certain kindred matters, may be expected
to show itself alive to these questions also

;
and to warn the ex-

treme party on the Council, as they have warned them elsewhere,

that they have been going rather too fast, and that what we
want are not censors of public morals, but practical men of

business.

The political importance of the forthcoming County Council elec-

t ions cannot be overrated. It will be really, though not ostensibly, a trial

of strength between the same two parties who are opposed to each

other in Parliament
;
and the result will to some extent foreshadow

what is likely to happen when the Metropolitan constituencies are

again called upon to choose their Parliamentary representatives.

The retrospect is encouraging, but at the same time the illustra-

tions we have taken from the three periods (1784, 1835, 1886)
above mentioned must not be too closely pressed. They possess a

general and a convergent significance which must assuredly be taken

into account in our forecasts of the future. But in each case parti-

cular causes were at work which necessarily modify the conclusions

to be drawn from attributes common to them all, and several con-

siderations have to be weighed before we can satisfy ourselves that

the vessel of the State can find secure anchorage in the character of

the working classes who now possess the casting vote,
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In the first place, we must remember that ' the people,' signifying
for our present purpose the enfranchised portion of the working
classes, is a term which has not always meant the same thing. It

meant one thing in 1784, another thing in 1835, and another thing
in 1886. This is a difference which we must bear in mind, because

when the constituencies are appealed to on certain broad issues

certain primary constitutional principles, which do not touch their

immediate personal interests there is nothing to prevent their com-

mon-sense from having fair play. Questions of this nature may be

raised, of which, perhaps, the people may not be the best possible

judges ; but, at all events, they will be able to take a straightforward

view, undistracted by cross considerations. Now, the more the fran-

chise has been widened
,

r

^and the larger the class from which members
of Parliament have been drawn, the more rapidly have questions

sprung up in which working-men are personally interested, and the

more difficult has it become for them to get a clear, unclouded view

of such as belong to the higher region of politics. We must not,

therefore, argue too closely from what the good sense of the people
has done in the past to what it is likely to do in the future.'

We have to allow for the seductive influence of subordinate ques-

tions, tempting them to disregard the voice of common-sense
;
and

questions of this kind, which may have no interest for one kind

of electorate, may be all-powerful with another. The above may
seem commonplace truisms enough ; yet, to judge from the language

very commonly to be found in the political press, they are practically

disregarded ;
and ' the good sense of the English people

'

is perpetu-

ally invoked as a sure and certain safeguard in all emergencies, as

if either the English people or the questions upon which their

good sense is to be exercised had always been the same, and must

necessarily always continue so.

In the second place, what may be thought still another truism

is this namely, that good sense is, after all, but raw material. It

has to be cultivated either by experience or by education, or by both,

before it can be of much service
; good sense cannot teach us the

use or properties of things of which we are naturally ignorant ; good
sense alone cannot make a man a lawyer, a surgeon, or an architect.

It cannot teach him how to handle a gun, to navigate a ship, or to

drive an engine ;
no more can it teach him the art of politics. The

most ignorant man may have a great deal of good sense
;
but he will

show it by recognising his ignorance, and by not meddling with

matters which he has never been taught to understand. Now, it

must frankly be acknowledged, in justice to the English people, that

down to this time they really have displayed a considerable share of

this good sense
; and, as we have already said, do to some extent

justify the confidence which persons not fairly chargeable with

optimism habitually repose in it. They have shown themselves
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willing to be led by those who were better informed or had more

experience than themselves, and many of them, no doubt, would be

willing to acknowledge that it must be a long time before they can

dispense with such guidance. Political knowledge is not learned at

school. When the working-man has acquired in his leisure hours

some accurate knowledge of the history of his own and other countries,

and some acquaintance with the principles of political economy, he

may boast that he is qualified to judge for himself of constitutional

and social questions. He will show his good sense in the meantime

by acknowledging as much, and by making every effort in his power
to educate himself to this extent. On all that portion of the work-

ing classes who do perceive this truth, and we trust it is a large

one, we may, no doubt, confidently rely. But though we may
hope and believe that this is so, we must not too readily take it for

granted. We have the rj TWV &7j/j,aya)ya)v acreXysia to reckon with,

and all those many maladies incidental to democracy which Aristotle

sums up in the fifth book of the Politics. The fifth chapter of that

book is a political education by itself. And it is curious that, as an

almost necessary result of the various causes there mentioned, Aris-

totle should mention the coalition of parties originally opposed to

each other, but now obliged to draw together in defence of their

common interests, and, as no doubt many of them would honestly

believe, the interests of their common country.

Assuming the truth of the more optimist view which we have

here described, and accrediting the English people with all the good
sense which we are justified in ascribing to them, we have still to

ask ourselves another question namely, what strain it will bear, and

to what tests it has hitherto been submitted. It is in trying to

answer this question that the confidence of the most hopeful among
us must experience some abatement. The Labour question and the

Land question are the two great tests by which the good sense of the

people wiirultimately be tested the artisan class by the first, and the

peasantry by the second. At present we have no right to anticipate

any action on the part of either inconsistent with the virtue which has

been so generally imputed to them. On the Eight Hours' Bill, for

instance, they seem inclined to take a very independent line, a large

proportion, perhaps quite half, ofthe working class being disposed to

exercise their own common-sense upon the question, and not allow the

trades' unions to lead them by the nose ; and this, be it remembered,
is a question which they do understand, and on which they are per-

fectly entitled to act upon their own judgment. But there is no saying
what effect may be produced by the^formation of a Parliamentary
Labour party, appealing to the support of the artisans upon general

grounds, without compelling their acceptance ofany rigid code of arti-

cles. We know that the leaders of a party which has been returned

upon general principles may afterwards use their power for the promo-
c c 2
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tion of particular objects not originally contemplated by their followers,

who, even if willing, are not always able to offer any effectual resis-

tance. At all events, if we look forward into the future of the Labour

question in Great Britain, whether in town or country, we feel that

we are gazing into a vast and dim expanse peopled only with shadows,
the shapeless outlines of the problems of the future, of which the

exact nature defies our penetration, while the possible results may
well inspire us, if not with alarm, at least with the deepest anxiety.

What temptations may await the working-man in this hereafter,

and whether the good sense of either the peasant or the artisan will be

proof against them, when the advantages promised by a short-sighted
selfishness are immediate and the punishment awaiting it remote,

are questions which it is no slur upon the working classes to hesitate

to answer in the affirmative.

They have now the power, if they have the will, I do not say
to overthrow existing institutions, but to create infinite confusion,

and perhaps to work irreparable mischief in the attempt to do so.

At all events we must be prepared for either alternative. The leaders

on both sides make no secret of their conviction that in all human

probability we are on the brink of a long and desperate struggle be-

tween the apostles of pure democracy and those who still believe in

the superiority of mixed forms of government. There is a great deal

at stake besides the maintenance of the Union, and there are many
public questions of vital importance on which equal unanimity exists

among those who have united in defence of it. But in what forma-

tion it may be better for the constitutional and economic forces of this

country to encounter the attack
; by what means the total strength

of the more moderate and temperate part of the population may be

brought into the field, and rendered most effective against the com-

mon enemy ;
are questions to which more than one answer may be

given. We all know the dispositions which have hitherto proved

successful; and I hardly know a more signal illustration of the

national quality which is the subject of this paper than the readi-

ness with which the Unionist alliance has been accepted and sup-

ported. There are some who say that a third party is an anomaly,
and that there is no room for it in the existing party system. The

English people reply in effect
,

'

Very well
;
then we must make room

for it.' Granting it to be an anomaly, the toleration ofanomalies, when

they are found to work well in practice, has always been recognised as

one of the special notes of English common-sense, and is thoroughly
in harmony with all Conservative instincts and traditions. Many
institutions at this very hour are defended on no other ground.

At the same time, we are perfectly well aware that states-

men of eminence, whose judgment is entitled to all respect, are

of a different opinion, and that in both sections of the party
there is a growing impatience of existing arrangements. I am
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very far from saying that there is no weight in their objections. It

is said that we must look a little beyond the Irish question, and, if

Whigs and Liberals like the Duke of Devonshire, Sir Henry James,
and Mr. Chamberlain are to help the Conservatives in any future

constitutional emergencies, why, it is asked, persevere in a separate

organisation ? The theory on which the Duke of Devonshire has more
than once insisted namely, that his own party has still a function

to perform in acting as moderators between the Conservatives and the

Kadicals may have had much to say for itself once, and may have

again ;
but has it now ? The advocates of amalgamation think not.

There are, they think, no parties to moderate between. Lord Stanley
and Sir James Graham might have spoken with propriety of mode-

rating between the Eldonian Tories and the new Eadicals. But the

ultra-Conservatives, between whom and the Kadical party the Whigs
might have usefully acted as mediators, have practically disappeared.

There is no longer any need, therefore, for such a party as the Duke
of Devonshire describes. Yet the fact of its existence is not without

its effect on the popular mind. If Liberal-Unionists occupy this posi-

tion in virtue of the moderating theory, the common-sense of the

people will certainly suggest to them that there must be something
to moderate, and that the Conservatives are not wholly to be trusted.

The mass of the people do not understand distinctions without a dif-

ference. The prolonged existence of the Liberal-Unionists as a

separate party, rejecting that fusion with the Conservatives to which

all external circumstances point as the natural issue of the present

political situation, must not only give rise to the suspicion above

mentioned that after all there is something wrong with the Con-

servatives but also it is thought to the notion that some kind of

legerdemain is going on. If the working-man can only be induced to

vote for Conservatism by being made to believe that he is voting for

something else, he will sooner or later find it out, and we shall have

his support no longer.

I think it will be allowed that I have not understated the fusionist

case
;
nor do I wish for a moment to deny its strength. Yet I have

little doubt that the rival one is the stronger of the two. It has

been so frequently said as to be commonly believed that the majority

of mankind are the slaves of words, and that men will do under one

name what they would refuse to do under another, though the thing

to be done is in each case exactly the same. But in many cases it

will not be exactly the same, though to all outward appearances it

may be so. Things which are the same objectively may not be the

same subjectively. Names represent principles ;
and between adapt-

ing our principles to the varying conditions under which we may be

required to act upon them, and throwing them off altogether, there is

a moral if not a practical difference, of which the individual is himself

conscious, though to the outer world it may seem to be purely imagin-
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ary. His mental attitude towards the questions which he is called on

to consider will be distinct from that of one who has never had occasion

to make any change at all. To apply these remarks to the present

political situation, it is not difficult to understand that the reluctance

of Liberal-Unionists to part with the name of Liberal may have its

root in something deeper than a mere blind adherence to an obsolete

political nomenclature. If this were all, it would be difficult to com-

pliment the people on the good sense which they have shown in

supporting the Alliance as it stands. But, though we do not believe

that any great number of Liberal-Unionists are actuated by such a

motive 'as this, there are, no doubt, other reasons besides the one

already given which justify their attachment to the title they have

borne so long. I should be the last to underrate the value of senti-

ment in politics. It infuses a generous element into the coarser and

more material considerations by which public life is necessarily more

or less regulated, and enables political opponents to understand and

sympathise with each other better than any amount of reasoning.
Whatever there may be of sentiment in the unwillingness of Liberal-

Unionists to abandon their old name and to divorce themselves from

all the traditions and associations connected with it, is deserving of our

highest respect. Who cannot sympathise with the prayer of Juno ?

Ne vetus indigenas nomen mutare Latinos

Neu Troas fieri jubeas Teucrosque vocari

Am vocem mutare viros aut vertere vestes :

Sit Latium, sint Albani per ssccula reges.

Men who know the Liberal-Unionists well say that a feeling so

strong as to be almost insuperable against the change suggested
animates a much larger number of them than the advocates of fusion

are aware of. If this view is correct, the adoption of their scheme

would only end in the loss of a large number of votes at the next

general election. If parties were again reduced to two, and voters

had to choose once more between Liberals and Conservatives, it is

thought that old prepossessions would revive, and that more than

half the value of the Alliance in its present form would be destroyed.

As the existing arrangement has not hitherto alienated any Liberal

votes by creating an impression that the two sections of the party
have not perfect confidence in each other, why should it do so in the

future ? Is there any danger to be apprehended in this direction com-

parable to what is to be feared from the more numerous defections

likely to be caused by amalgamation ? This is the question, and it

seems to me that the balance of probability, if not heavily, is still

decidedly in the negative.
But the most forcible argument of all against the incorporation

of Conservatives and Liberal-Unionists into one party is not a matter

ot opinion or calculation, but of fact. The pear is not ripe. I assume
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that such a fusion implies the formation of a Cabinet including some
of the principal Liberal-Unionist leaders. Now, Cabinets with
'

open questions
'

are always a doubtful experiment. The only
successful one that I can think of was Lord Liverpool's, in which

Roman Catholic Emancipation was an open question. But this

had been made so by the policy of Mr. Pitt himself, the second

founder of the Tory party, and looked up to by all sections of

it with a proportionate degree of reverence. A Tory Cabinet

could hardly quarrel with a statesman because he held and
advocated opinions entertained by Mr. Pitt. Roman Catholic

Emancipation was a policy hatched in the very bosom of Toryism,
and not brought in from without by others who were not Tories.

Now we are given to understand that, in any fusionist Cabinet which

may succeed the present, Welsh Disestablishment would have to be

regarded as an open question. This is quite as important as the

Roman Catholic question, if not a great deal more so
;
and instead of

growing out of the Conservative party would be grafted on to it.

The members of Lord Liverpool's Cabinet who were for removing
the Roman Catholic disabilities were all Tories. The members of

a Conservative Cabinet in favour of Welsh Disestablishment would be

all Liberals. Thus the question would be a perpetual memento of

earlier differences of opinion, which might otherwise be forgotten,

and would probably lead to a rupture at no long interval, far more

disastrous than anything that could possibly happen by things

remaining as they are.

Whether the good sense of the English people will continue to

operate in the future as it has done in the past, and whether it is

more likely to fulfil the function here ascribed to it, under the guid-
ance of a party constituted as the Unionist party now is, or under

one in which heterogeneous but concordant elements have been

welded into complete unity, are interesting and important questions
for all of us

;
the most interesting and important of all the questions,

we may say, with which at this moment we are confronted. The
two are closely connected with each other, and if any mistake is made
about the second, we can hardly expect a very favourable answer to

the first. This much, however, may safely be ^asserted, that, let the

constitution of the anti-Revolutionary party be what it may, it must

have a positive and constructive policy to set before the people, if

the understanding which now exists between them is to rest upon
a permanent basis.

There may still be some Conservatives who think that a purely
defensive policy is the only one proper to their party ;

and this much

undoubtedly is quite true, namely, that an active and constructive

policy has the natural effect of driving the opposite party into further

extremes. As Conservatives become liberal, Liberals are obliged to

become radical. This, I fear, is unavoidable. No scheme of party
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policy can be perfect ;
and this is the flaw in the positive programme

which not only the Liberal-Unionist leaders but the Conservative

also agree in thinking necessary, though they may differ on particular

points. But it is the lesser of two evils. The editor of this Keview

has been kind enough on several occasions to allow me to give my
reasons for thinking so, and I shall not recapitulate them now.

However it may look on paper, a purely defensive system could never

work in practice. The people, I believe, may be readily induced to steer

between two extremes, but not to exchange a party which promises
them everything for a party which promises them nothing. Inde-

pendently of this consideration, the Conservatives, having put their

hand to the plough, will not be allowed to look back. If the people are

to believe in their sincerity, they must continue to prove it by a

policy of popular legislation. This need not be a destructive policy.

It need not infringe either the rights of property or the rights of

labour. The choice at the present day lies between Conservative

progress and Radical progress ;
no other kind of antagonism is possible

now. We may, if we choose, defeat the latter by the former, but not)

by doing nothing at all.

I am perfectly conscious that the essentially English faculty which

has come to the rescue in so many emergencies is not to be implicitly
or universally relied upon. Passion may for the moment overpower it,

or cross issues may confuse it. Other causes to which I have briefly-

alluded may impede its operation in the future. But Englishmen
should be proud of it. It has solved many problems political, social,

and religious, and has tided us over many troubles which other nations

have encountered less successfully, (rood sense, it is true, does not

appeal to the imagination ;
it does not stir up enthusiasm. It is

plain prose ;
but prose is the language of prudence ;

and prudence-
and firmness, combined with the power of rating ideals at their true

value, are the qualities by which the stability and happiness of nations

are most effectually secured.

T. E. KEBBEL.
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ON SOME LEGAL DISABILITIES OF

TRADE UNIONS

PREFATORY NOTE

IN the following article Mr. Holland has done good service by calling

attention to an important step which has been taken by one of our

self-governing colonies in the direction of facilitating the settlement

of industrial disputes by Boards of Conciliation.

Since the article was written, the Bill introduced by Mr. Kingston,,

the Prime Minister of South Australia, the principles of which Mr.

Holland describes, has become law, and an interesting experiment in

legal industrial conciliation is apparently about to be made under

very favourable conditions.

This measure is founded to a considerable extent on the same

principles as those which I, with some other members of the Labour

Commission, attempted to set forth in some observations appended to

the Eeport of the Commission published last year, and it is possible

that their practical application to a legislative measure in South

Australia may be the means of attracting more attention to them in

this country than they have hitherto obtained.

Mr. Holland has in this article very clearly explained the con-

siderations which led some of my colleagues and myself to make the

suggestions referred to, and has given a short account of the South

Australian Act. I may, however, state in a sentence or two my own

view of the matter.

The evidence taken by the Commission points to an almost

unanimous desire to substitute some system of arbitration or con-

ciliation for the present resort to strikes or lock-outs, and to an

equally general, though more vague, desire that the existing methods

of voluntary conciliation should be supplemented by tribunals with

a legislative sanction. But the principal disputes on which such

tribunals would be called upon to decide are disputes, not between

individual employers and their workmen, but between organised

bodies of each. These organisations have, however, no legal cor-

porate existence, and they are expressly prohibited by the law

from entering into contracts binding their members. The real

393
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parties to the dispute would, therefore, come before the court with

no recognised legal position, and with no power to enter into a

contract, legally binding on their members, either to accept or to

abide by the award. Such a position of the principal parties, be-

tween whom they would have to arbitrate, would seem seriously to

impair the authority of the courts themselves, and it is doubtful

whether their establishment would constitute any considerable advance

on the system of voluntary Boards now in existence. It appears to be

a necessary condition of the effective working of State Boards of Arbi-

tration or Conciliation that powers should be conferred upon the asso-

ciations which do in fact represent both employers and workmen, in the

first place to accept, in the name of their members, the arbitration of

the appointed courts, and in the next to bind their members to

accept and abide by, for certain denned periods, the award which may
be pronounced.

A similar idea seems to have occurred to the framers of the South

Australian Act, which, before constituting Boards of Conciliation, pro-
vides for removing from associations of employers and employed the

disabilities which rendered them, like our own, incapable of entering
into legally binding contracts.

I regret that the suggestions contained in the observations referred

to have met with direct opposition from some of the representatives
of Trades Unions, and with doubt and distrust on the part of others.

Nothing was further from the intentions of those who signed these

observations than to make any insidious attack upon Trades Unions.

The whole tendency of the Keport, and of the observations which are

supplementary to it, is in the direction of recognising that in the

better organisation both of capital and of labour lies the most hope-
ful prospect of progress towards industrial peace, and that Trades

Unions are an essential part of such organisation. It may be that when
the Trades-Union leaders in this country discover that in a colony
where labour is largely represented in the Legislature the suggestions
referred to have been adopted as a basis for a measure of industrial

conciliation, they may be disposed to regard them with greater

favour, or at least as more deserving of full and close examination,

than they have hitherto received. The condition of some of the

great industries which are mainly controlled by associations of this

character, and the importance to their very existence of the establish-

ment of better relations between the employers and working-men,
make the subject one of special interest at the present time, and the

prospect of the introduction of legislation on the question in the

present session of Parliament may afford an opportunity for the dis-

cussion of the principles to which attention is called in this article.

DEVONSHIRE.
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AT the Trades Union Congress held at Norwich last year it was moved,
that * in the opinion . of this Congress it is essential to the mainten-

ance of British industry to nationalise the land, mines, minerals, and

royalty rents.' To the outside spectator this would have seemed a

sufficiently large programme for the present ; but Mr. Keir Hardie pro-

posed the now famous amendment to substitute for the words *

mines,

minerals, and royalty rents
'

the words,
' and the whole means of pro-

duction, distribution, and exchange/ The amendment was supported

by Messrs. Tom Mann, John Burns, and J. H. Wilson, typical

leaders of the * New Unionism,' and carried by 219 votes against 61.

Mr. Burns in this debate, voicing the views generated, in his excellent
*

History of Trades Unionism/ by Mr. Sidney Webb, who does much
of the thinking of the party, said that ' Trade Unionism was the in-

dispensable preliminary and precursor of the modern development of

Socialism/ Mr. J. Kudge said that * Trades Unionism was only a

fundamental method of carrying out the principle of Collectivism
'

;

Mr. Greenall, that '

something needed to be done to press on Trade

Unionism to a wider, and perhaps a nobler, end than that which Trade

Unionists had had in view in the past/ Now what was this older

and, according to Mr. Greenall, less wide and noble view of the ends

of Trades Unionism? The leaders who, through a long period of

industrial storm and "stress, guided the workmen of England out of

the miseries which marked the break-up of the old and the establish-

ment of the new manufacturing era, had ideas of this kind. They

thought that industry depended upon partnership between Labour

and Capital, since both were necessary, and both were, or should be,

free, but that the partner Capital was unduly predominant, and that

the partner Labour had by reason of internal weakness fallen almost

to a servile condition. The remedy for this, in the opinion of the older

leaders, lay, not in the substitution of the State or Municipalities for

all other employers, but in the organisation of Labour in each trade,

so that it might stand on equal terms in negotiation with its partner

Capital in the division of the receipts of the common industry. If,

when Capital was strong and Labour weak, these leaders did not look

to State action for a remedy, much less would they look to it when,

as now, Labour in the organised trades is, to say the least, as powerful

as Capital.

This being so, the flying of the Socialist flag by the Trades Union

Congress was likely to lead to searching of heart and division. The

first result has been the formal secession from the Congress of the

great, long-established, and well-organised Society of the Boiler-

makers and Iron-shipbuilders, containing some of the pick of the

artisans, and especially strong in the North-east of England. It is

possible that this example will not as yet be followed by other of the

older Trade Unions, but men like the leaders of the Amalgamated

Engineers or Ironworkers must be watching the new departure with
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the feeling of blended pity and impatience which practical men have

for the doings of inexperienced idealists with whom they are associated

in an attempt to achieve some concrete good. They have too long
been intimate observers of the secret springs of national wealth and

industry not to dread the rash intermeddling of theorists. The mass

of the miners are, no doubt, inclined to Socialism, but on this and

other matters Northumberland and Durham diverge from the remain-

ing districts. On the whole, everything points towards a split between

the older Trade Unionism and the new, unless wiser counsels prevail.

It is probably beyond hope that the workers in unskilled or

widely scattered industries can ever be welded into strong Trade

Unions. In the recent utter collapse of the transiently formidable

and well-manned organisation of seamen we have a fresh illustration

of this. But the workmen in skilled industries, which possess a

certain degree of local concentration, can, and do, organise themselves

into associations almost as solid, coherent, and united for action as

are joint-stock companies. This distinction between the strong
trades which have the natural basis for organisation, and those weak
industries which have it not, is of the essence of the question. It

runs through the whole Keport of the Labour Commissioners, who
were well entitled to form a judgment, for they heard the evidence

of representatives of almost every industry in the United Kingdom.

A broad and fundamental distinction (they say paragraph 76) may be drawn
in the following respect between skilled and unskilled industries. The fact that a

trade is skilled, i.e. requires training from an early age, or at any rate for some
considerable time, constitutes ii,ipso facto, a kind of natural crafts guild, defended

from sudden invasion by men of other trades by its difficulty of acquirement, and
sometimes also by the fact that expensive

' kits
'

of tools must be provided by the

workmen. Youths who enter such a trade have to be taught their work by men

already in it, and thus a strong society, once established, is able to control the

conditions of entrance, and practically to compel new-comers to join it. The
natural facilities which skilled industries possess for organisation may be more or

less neutralised in the case of trades in which the workers

1. Are widely scattered and frequently on the move, as e.g. sailors ;

2. Carry on the work in their own homes, or independently, or in very small

groups ;

3. Are for the most part women ;

4. Have, through tHe operation of any special cause, to contend against an over-

stocked or irregular labour market. . . .

On the other hand, when a skilled industry is carried on in more or less large"

factories, workshops, or mines, and (at any rate in some central districts) brings a

large number of workmen into close contact when, in other words, a trade com-

bines the elements of skill, co-operation in the same work of a number of people,
and local contiguity it seems under all these circumstances to be easy to convert

the natural craft thus existing into a formal and permanent Trade Union.

So much for the real and strong trade societies, with whose future

I am now chiefly concerned. The Keport of the Labour Commission,

goes on to say (paragraph 77) :
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Unskilled or general labour that is, labour in occupations which require little

or no training stands on a very different footing from skilled labour in respect to
the facilities which it affords for strong and enduring organisation. The evidence
shows that trade societies among the class of unskilled labourers have been apt to

rise suddenly and rapidly, enrol a great number of members, and then as quickly
decline. Those who try to organise labour of this class meet with many difficulties.

Among these are the comparative poverty, less regular habits, and frequently the

roving disposition, of this class of workmen. The chief
difficulty, however, appears

to be that workmen in these departments of labour do not possess the natural

monopoly which belongs to men in skilled trades. If they strike, their employers
usually find it easy at very short notice to obtain men of the same class to take
their place. . . . Upon the whole, it is not as yet shown by experience that it is

easy, if indeed it is practicable, to mould into a permanent organisation men work-

ing at an occupation which is not of the nature of a craft requiring special training.
Such an organisation, not being built upon the foundation of a natural monopoly
of skill, is apt to fall away and perish in times of trade depression or other adverse

circumstances.

Journalists and pamphleteers of a certain kind find it conve-

nient, or are led by ignorance of the subject, to speak of the '

working
classes

'

as an indivisible whole having a common character and bene-

fiting by a single policy. Those, however, who have made a scientific

inquiry into the subject, or have practical acquaintance with it, will

recognise the truth of the main distinction pointed out by the Labour

Commission, and will see that the legislative treatment of the two

classes of trades the strong trades and the weak trades, or, it might
be more correctly said, the skilled classes of artisans and the mass of

miscellaneous labourers involves entirely distinct considerations.

There is, of course, every degree of skill and natural monopoly, and it

is impossible to say exactly where the industries capable of real

organisation end and those incapable of it begin, but the broad dis-

tinction is clear enough. The edges of night and day shade,

imperceptibly into one another, yet day is different from night.
It is a sound view of the functions of the State that it should

interfere as little as possible with individuals in the conduct of

business and industry. If any country allows its central government
to absorb into its organs all the capital and industrial managing-

power of the Commonwealth, and to give the ablest and most

energetic citizens the sad choice between becoming regulation-

fettered officials and betaking themselves to less enslaved regions, that

country will, in the industrial sphere, as surely fall before the com-

petition of less highly civilised rivals as, in the field of arms,

centralised and bureaucratic Kome fell before her vigorous and free

barbarian invaders. By the time that the State has acquired all the
' means of production, distribution, and exchange/ it is to be feared

that the subject-matter of these operations will have vanished. But

the principle that the State should interfere as little as possible in

industrial matters is tempered or checked by this other ancient and

well-founded principle namely, that the State, as the organ of the
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whole commonwealth, should protect the weak against abuses of

power by the strong. It is on this ground that alike rest things so

different as an action for assault and battery and the factory legisla-

tion of the last fifty years. Here, then, is seen the advantage of

drawing as clearly as possible the main distinction between the natural

crafts which are able to form themselves into strong organisations,

and the industries which, for one or other of the reasons pointed

out by the Report of the Labour Commission, are unable to do so. The

labour of scattered and incoherent industries like those of seamen

and agricultural labourers may call for a degree of legislative inter-

ference which is unnecessary and mischievous in the case of miners or

iron-workers. Everyone admits the expediency of intervention in the

case of the labour of women and children. It is quite possible that

a sufficient case may be made out for the transfer to municipal

authorities of some great concerns, such as docks or tramway lines,

which chiefly employ unskilled labour, with a view not only to more

economical, because more united, management, but to the improve-
ment of the conditions of labour of those who are powerless to help

themselves. In cases of this kind there is doubtless ground for the

exercise of a paternal direct control by the public power, as guardian of

the interests of the weak. With this side of the industrial question

I am not further concerned in the present article. In the case of

the strong trades, or, as I have called them, the natural crafts, wholly
different considerations apply. It is not protection that the strong
Trade Unions should have they protect themselves well enough
but a fuller incorporation, responsibility, and collective life.

The strong Trade Unions have long ago proved themselves too

powerful for single employers to cope with. They have driven the

employers into forming their own associations, and now, in many
important industries, agreements with regard to wages, hours, and

other matters are made between associations on either side.

Virtually, individual employers or workmen are ruled, not by their

personal contracts, but by the contracts made by the will of the

majority of their fellows in a trade or district. This mode of con-

ducting business leads at times to Labour conflicts on a colossal scale.

* When both sides in a trade are strongly organised, and in possession

of considerable financial resources, a trade conflict, when it does occur,

may be on a very large scale, very protracted, and very costly. But

just as a modern war between two great European States, costly

though it is, seems to represent a higher stage of civilisation than

the incessant local fights and border raids which occur in times or

places where Governments are less strong or centralised, so, on the

whole, an occasional great trade conflict breaking in upon years of

peace seems to be preferable to continued local bickerings, stoppages
of work, and petty conflicts.'

l The general result of the march of

1 Labour Commission Report, paragraph 92.
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progress, through paths of peace and war, has been the acquisition

by the associated workmen in the strong and natural crafts of a very
real, though informal, industrial partnership with the men who supply
the capital and the managing ability. It maybe that, in the future,
these free associations will go farther, will themselves become masters

of the capital, and conduct the business through their own represen-
tatives. At present there are but few signs of this event coming to

pass, and for a long time yet, in all probability, we shall see trade

conducted by the present partnership between Labour and Capital
under a system of agreements. In any case, it is to be desired that

trade associations shall be strong, in order to form a bulwark against
a ruinous extension beyond its proper frontier of central or municipal
officialdom.

Industrial partnership between Labour and Capital is, then, at

present, the true alternative to Socialism. The partnership may in

some circumstances exist between the employer in a single business

and the men employed by him, and will then usually take the shape
of what is more specifically known as '

profit-sharing.' Or, in other

circumstances and this, in the great trades, is the most usual and

practicable method the partnership will take the form of division of

the receipts of the common undertaking between employers and

workmen throughout a district in proportions settled, and revised

from time to time, by the skilled representatives of associations on

either side. In either case agreement by formal treaty is necessary.
Is it desirable, then, that collective agreements of this kind should

continue to be non-recognisable at law, or would it not be better to

give the associations the power of acquiring legal personality, and of

entering, if they desire it, into legally binding contracts ? Agree-
ments relating to the ordinary business of life are legally binding,
and guaranteed by civil action for damages in case of breach of either

party, whether made between individuals, or between individuals and

corporations or joint-stock companies, or between a corporation and

joint-stock company, or between two corporations or two joint-stock

companies. By this means certainty and solidity are given to business

operations, and nerve and sinew to the commercial system of the

country. Now that employers in the great trades are no longer the

masters of labour, but have to contract for it with associations as

powerful, or more powerful, than they themselves are, it is of vital

importance to them to be able to rely for fixed lengths of time upon
the agreements which they make with these societies. Honour and

interest are fairly efficient at present, in most cases, to secure the

observance of agreements and the giving of a fair notice of intention

to alter terms. Yet there are exceptions to this
; and, in any case, it

would seem that, in the evolution of industrial partnership, the time

has now come for enabling these business associations to make their

agreements upon the ordinary legal basis. If an association of work-
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men enter into a collective agreement to work for three years, say at

building a bridge, at a certain rate of wages, there seems to be no
reason why their collective breach of this agreement by way of strike

within that period should not render them liable to an action for

damages, to be met out of their collective funds. The same view
holds true with regard to an agreement made by an employer, or set

of employers, with a Trade Union to pay a certain rate of wages for

a certain time. But at present the Trade Union can neither sue nor

be sued on this account. A joint-stock company can enter into a

legal contract to supply materials for the bridge, but a Trade Union
cannot so contract to supply labour. Workmen, at present, have no

legal guarantee that wages will remain unreduced for a month ahead
;

and employers, when they take a contract extending, perhaps, over

two or three years, run the risk of changes in the wage part of cost

of production sufficient to alter the whole basis of their calculation.

A manufacturing country, or district, in which the managers of

industry could reckon with perfect confidence upon wage rates re-

maining unchanged for two or three years ahead would have a most

telling advantage over its rivals.

The truth is that trade societies have not yet completed their full

and natural growth. Like the Christian Church, the Trade Unions

struggled into existence in face of a public policy of repression. Under
the legislation of the ' seventies

'

they arrived at the stage of fall

toleration. The Act of 1871 declared that (1)
' the purposes of any

Trade Union shall not, by reason merely that they are in restraint of

trade, be deemed to be unlawful so as to render any member of such

Trade Union liable to criminal prosecution for conspiracy or otherwise
'

;,

and (2)
' the purposes of any Trade Union shall not, by reason merely

that they are in restraint of trade, be unlawful so as to render void or

voidable any agreement or trust.' Permission was by the same Act

given to Trade Unions registered under the Act to hold property in

the name of trustees, who might sue or be sued in respect of it. The

Legislature, however, gave these gifts with a grudging hand. The

simplest and broadest policy would have been to enact that every trade

association, whether of employers or workmen, which registered itself

under the Act should not only have the power of holding property,

but also that of entering into legally recognisable collective agreements.
The opportunity was lost through the old jealousy felt with regard to

Trade Unions. The Majority Keport of the Eoyal Commission of 1867

had gone so far in the opposite direction as to recommend that no

Trade Union should be allowed registration, and consequently protec-
tion to its property, the rules of which prevented the employment or

limited the number of apprentices in any trade
; prevented the intro-

duction or limited the use of machinery in any trade
; prevented any

workmen from taking a sub-contract, or working by the piece, or work-

ing with non-unionists
;
or authorised the application of funds in sup-
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port of any other unconnected union engaged in a conflict with its own

employers. The legislation of 1871 did not, indeed, embody these limi-

tations, but did go so far in the same invidious sense as to preclude
courts of law from entertaining legal proceedings in respect of agree-
ments between members of Trade Unions, as such, with regard to the

conditions of employment, or the payment of subscriptions, or the

provision of benefits to members, or financial assistance to members
in labour conflicts, or with regard to '

any agreement made between

one Trade Union and another.' The term ' Trade Union '

under these

Acts includes, it must be remembered, associations of employers as

well as those of workmen.

It is not necessary to blame either the Royal Commission of 1867

or Mr. Gladstone's Government of 1871 for looking with suspicion upon
Trade Unions. There is something wholesome in the slowness with

which Englishmen overcome a well-rooted prejudice against novelties.

Resistance tests merit, and if Trades Unionism has had to fight its way,
so in its time had the principle of toleration to religious dissent, and

that of a standing army, and that of an income-tax. But since 1871

a quarter of a century has elapsed, and the revision of the whole

matter by the Labour Commission shows the completeness of the

establishment and, on the whole, the beneficial character of the action,

of these great societies. Statesmen should now look at the question
in a new light, take things as they stand, without troubling themselves

either about the far past or the far future, and consider whether the

time has not come to place trade associations upon the same footing

that other large business partnerships hold before the law, and to

strike off the last disabilities imposed by the ancient jealousy of their

action. Not till then can it be said that, as the age of toleration

succeeded to that of repression, so the age of full legal establishment

has succeeded to that of toleration. It is a pity that the Act of 1871,

so far from expressly imposing contractual disabilities upon trade

associations, did not make the acquisition of a contractual capacity a

condition of registration. At present the Legislature is no longer in

a position to offer to the associations the gift of legal protection of

their property as an inducement to them to acquire this corporate

capacity. In order to make associations avail themselves ofan optional

power of acquiring it, we could now only count upon their seeing
the advantage of entering into arrangements which would give

greater permanence and solidity to trade relations and operations, and

therefore be beneficial to all concerned.

In connection with this matter, it is to be hoped that the respon-
sible leaders of Trade Unions will carefully consider the suggestions
made in the ' Observations

'

appended by the Duke of Devonshire and

seven of his colleagues to the Majority Report of the Labour Com-
mission. The ' Observations

'

first call attention to the fact that at

present
VOL. XXXVII No. 217 D D
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collective agreements (as to wages, &c.) are, as a matter of fact, frequently made
between great bodies of organised workmen and employers, which bodies have no

legal personality, and cannot sue or be sued for damages occasioned by the breach

of such agreements by sections of their members. There is collective action with-

out legal collective responsibility. While this state of things lasts it does not

appear that such collective agreements can be, as between such bodies, otherwise

than morally binding upon them.

The ' Observations
'

proceed to point out that, by the Trade Union
Act of 1871, trade associations are expressly prohibited from entering
into legally enforceable contracts with each other, and that, even if

this negation were repealed, they could not enter into such agree-
ments for want of legal personality.

2 The Duke and his colleagues
also find that the ' substitution of agreements between associations

(morally binding only) for agreements between individual employers
and individual workmen is a growing practice, and one which is

intimately connected with the mode and scale upon which modern

industry is at present carried on/ and they gather from the evidence,

both of employers and employed, that ' the advantages of this system

greatly outweigh the disadvantages/ Such agreements, expressly,

exiled as they are outside the pale of contract law, are,
* in fact, the

recognition of the virtual partnership between those who supply
labour and those who supply managing ability, and are, therefore, on

the whole, in accordance with the public interest and with the cir-

cumstances of modern industry.'
l
If this is the case/ they add,

*
it

seems to follow that further legislation is desirable, in order to bring
the law into harmony with the present state of facts and public

opinion.' It is then explained that this further legislation would

consist in an Act repealing the prohibitive section of the Trade Union

Act, 1871
;
and further, inasmuch as such repeal by itself would be

insufficient, offering to all trade associations, whether of employers
or employed, the power of obtaining full legal incorporation. This

would enable them to enter into agreements involving, like other

agreements, the right to sue and liability to be sued for damages in

case of breach.

The Duke and his colleagues think (and this is a matter of the

greatest importance)

that such an extension of liberty, if conceded (and in so far as it might be

acted upon), would not only result in the better observance for definite periods of

agreements with regard to wage rates, hours of labour, apprenticeship rules, de-

marcation of work, profit-sharing and joint-insurance schemes, the undertaking of

special works, and other matters, but would afford a better basis for arbitration in

industrial disputes than any which has yet been suggested.

For, as they subsequently point out,

* It must be observed that there is nothing in the Act of 1871 to prevent an
association of workmen from entering into a legal contract with one or more
individual employers, or with any public authority like a town or county council. But
this they are precluded from doing by want of legal corporate personality.
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in order to have arbitration in the strict sense of the word there must be two
or more parties capable of entering into a legal contract to submit present or

future questions to arbitration, and there must be such submission. Then, by the

ordinary principles of law, damages can be recovered from any party who refuses

to go to arbitration, or declines to act on the award when made.

If, then, trade associations possessed legal personality they could,
under the existing law, themselves confer a binding character upon
the awards of the tribunals which they might select or institute. Sir

John Gorst and Mr. Chamberlain have lately proposed the creation

under Act of Parliament of public tribunals of arbitration in labour

disputes, but they have not suggested that the awards of such tri-

bunals can, in any case, have more force than that which would re-

sult from their influence, superior to that of private arbitrators, on

public opinion. Tribunals of this kind may be of great value in any
case, but if reference were made to them by associations endued with

legal personality, their awards would receive a truer sanction. In many
industries, however, trade associations would, by virtue of the per-
manent rules of their constitution, refer questions to the joint

'

wages
boards

' which already exist, or would be created.

In these cases the problem of how to give powers of procedure to voluntary
formed boards of arbitration and a legal sanction to their awards would be solved

by the operation of the ordinary law as to agreements made between parties capable
of contracting. Inasmuch as such tribunals would, in each case, be constituted by
the agreement of the parties interested, they would, it might be expected, possess
their confidence

;
while the fact that associations, and not individuals, were primarily

responsible for the observance of the awards might remove some of the difficulties

which have hitherto attended attempts to give a legal sanction to arbitration

awards in industrial matters.

It is proposed, in a word, to remove agreements seriously affecting
business and industry, and at present made in the most formal shape,

out ofthe position they at present hold in the legal category of gambling

agreements, or agreements for immoral consideration which, though
not punishable, are not enforceable in courts of law. These modest

proposals were received when they appeared with much indignation

by the organs of the Socialist party. It was said that the * Observa-

tions
'

were an insidious attempt to undermine the existence of Trade

Unions. The fact, however, is that the possession of legal personality
would strengthen and solidify trade associations, and make it still

more important than at present to the individual workmen to belong
to them. But the cleverest Socialists, just as they dislike the idea

of leasehold enfranchisement in the towns, and the increase in the

number of small rural freeholders, dread anything which increases

the strength, independence, dignity, and self-reliance of free associa-

tions. As Napoleon said, when he determined to continue the revo-

lutionary law of compulsory division of property at death, the break-

up of family groups and the minute division of property increases

the strength of the central government.
' Pulverise and conquer

'

is

D D 2
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not only the maxim of Napoleon, but is also the creed of the Socialists,

our modern promoters of democratic State despotism.

It is to be hoped that the matter will not appear in the same

light to the leaders of real and practical Trades Unionism. It is

referred to in rather a neutral tone in the last Keport of the Parlia-

mentary Committee of the Trades Union Congress. They say :

An important suggestion is made by a small, though influential, section of the

Labour Commission, to the effect that Trade Unions should be invested with ' cor-

porate powers
' wherever they desire to possess the same. This suggestion is one

which will require to be carefully watched, otherwise alterations of an important
character may be made in the law relating to Trade Unions, the effect of which may
completely change the character of these societies.

This, of course, is perfectly true; the greatest care would be

necessary in any legislation of this kind, and, in any case, details

might, no doubt, present considerable difficulty. The tone of the

remark made by the Committee does not, however, seem to be irre-

concilably hostile to the essence of the proposal.

If the Duke of Devonshire's ' Observations
'

have been received

with coldness or hostility by a powerful, or at least a very articulate,

party in this country, they have met with a better reception on the

opposite side of the world. The idea of the ' Observations
'

is that,

in order to make industrial agreements binding, or to give real sanc-

tion to industrial awards, it is necessary that the bodies of men who

enter into these agreements, or who submit questions to arbitration,

should have legal collective personality, involving collective liability

to payment of damages, out of collective funds, for breach of the

awards or agreements. Bills based on this principle have twice been

passed in the House of Assembly in South Australia, in 1891 and

1892, and similar Bills have twice passed the House of Kepresenta-
tives in New Zealand. 3

By a singular coincidence, in all four cases

the Bills have come to grief in the Legislative Council, the less

popular assembly. The most ardent promoter of this legislation in

South Australia has been the Hon. C. C. Kingston, the present

Premier of that colony. A pamphlet published by him last year

gives the text of his * Act to facilitate the Settlement of Industrial

Disputes/ and his reasons for it. In this pamphlet he quotes at

length the Duke of Devonshire's
'

Observations,' and adds :

It is with the most intense pleasure that I am able to remark that the chief prin-

ciples which are embodied in the measure are not only favoured in New Zealand, but

have been made the subject of recent deliberate approval by the eminent Imperial

authorities whose observations I have been able to quote.

The provisions in the British Trade Union Act of 1871 which

expressly prevent these associations from having any legal rights

3 See postscript, p. 408.
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against their own members, or from entering into binding industrial

agreements, were, rather mechanically, perhaps, copied into the South
Australian Act of 1876. With regard to this prohibition Mr. King-
ston makes the following observations, which may well, I think, be

presented to the consideration of the British public :

As the law stands at present, unions of masters and men are expressly dis-

qualified from making binding agreements; The position is monstrous. It is

difficult to imagine its parallel. But suppose for an instant that joint-stock com-

panies were prohibited from making binding contracts. The result to trade and
commerce would be paralysing. Even if there were no prohibition on the numbers
who may constitute an ordinary trading partnership, and there were simply an
absence of the various Companies Acts facilitating dealings by large associations,
confusion would reign supreme. Yet the position to-day is, that there is no
law which enables the hugest combinations of masters to make binding engage-
ments with similar associations of men on questions of the employment of labour

and capital, in which they have the intensest interest, and the settlement of which
would not only be beneficial to those directly interested, but to the entire community.
Surely masters should be afforded reasonable facilities in the making of industrial

agreements necessary to the security of their capital. A similar privilege should
also be accorded to men in relation to the employment of their labour, which is

their only capital.

Mr. Kingston observes and this is a very important point that

registered unions of workmen, which had the power of making collec-

tive industrial agreements and enforcing their rules against their

members, might
'

undoubtedly undertake works and contracts which

could not be undertaken by looser organisations.' So, for instance,

we might imagine the London County Council proposing to construct

some great building, and entering into direct contracts with the dif-

ferent societies of masons, carpenters, painters, and so forth, employed

upon it. Such contracts, if entered into as the law stands, would

have no binding legal force upon the artisan societies
;

so that the

County Council cannot properly make them, but must either itself

be the immediate employer for several reasons a rather dangerous

policy or must offer its contracts to individual employers.
Neither the ' Observations

'

nor Mr. Kingston's Bill contemplate

any compulsory incorporation of trade associations. But, just as

any number of persons are at liberty to form themselves into a joint-

stock company, so it is proposed that any number of workmen, or

employers, may form themselves into a labour company which shall,

for the purpose of entering into industrial agreements, be an entity

in the eye of the law. The Bill contains provisions for the voluntary

registration of industrial unions, whether of employers or employed.
The effect of such registration is to make the union adopting it, and

each and all of its members, bound by all industrial agreements and

awards made by or affecting the union, and at the same time to make

the rules of the association binding on its members. The Bill

then proceeds to define and regulate the general form of '

industrial

agreements.'
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Industrial agreements (clause 30^^*7
be made between organisations, or

between organisations and any other person*
5

,
or between any persons whomso-

ever, regulating or in relation to
industrial^atters,

or for the prevention or

settlement of disputes and differences in any wiseN.^
lating thereto. Every indus-

trial agreement shall be for a term to be
specined\^

erein
>
not exceeding three

years from the date of the making thereof. ^<

\
After some regulations as -to the form and publication

of the

agreement, the Bill proceeds :

A

t

Every industrial agreement duly made and executed shall be binding
on * e

parties thereto, and on every person at any time during the term of sue!
1

,

1
.

a ree "

ment a member of any organisation party thereto, and on every person vJ,
m

manner prescribed shall signify to the Registrar concurrence therein, and all s\
u

persons shall be entitled to the benefit thereof. Any industrial agreement mi.^
be varied, renewed, or cancelled, by any subsequent industrial agreement made by'

1
*

any persons bound thereby, but so that no person shall be deprived of the benefit

of any industrial agreement by any subsequent industrial agreement by which he

shall not be bound.

Then comes the sanction :

If any organisation or person bound by any industrial agreement shall in any
particular make default in compliance therewith, such organisation or person shall

for every such default be guilty of an offence against this Act, punishable by a fine

not exceeding such amount as shall be fixed by such industrial agreement ;
and if

no amount shall be so fixed, then, in the case of an organisation, not exceeding

500, and, in the case of an individual, not exceeding 50/.

Presumably the object of this last clause is to limit the powers of

the Courts in assessing damages. It must be observed that Mr.

Kingston's Bill allows registered organisations to cancel the registra-

tion by going through certain formalities and satisfying the Kegistrar
that the cancellation is desired by a two-thirds majority. There is

also an important provision which would probably be acceptable to

English Trade-Unionists, that if any person, while bound by the

rules of any registered organisation, shall in any particular make
default in compliance therewith, he shall, for every such default, be

punishable by a fine not exceeding 51. or such lesser sum as shall be

fixed by the rules of the association. There is no hardship in making
the rules of a society legally binding on those who voluntarily join

it, and it is better that fines should be raised under legal sanction

than, as they are now, without it.

In England, an Act going no further than this might, at any rate

at first, be sufficient. Mr. Kingston, however, combines, in his Bill,

with the registration of unions and its consequences, a scheme for the

formation, not only of private boards of conciliation constituted by
industrial agreement, but of local boards of conciliation elected by em-

ployers and employed, and, further, of a central State board, the mem-
bers of which, except the president, are to be nominated in equal
numbers by organisations on either side. All registered associations
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and their members are to become subject by the fact of registration

to the jurisdiction given to these boards of conciliation. Disputes

may be referred to the boards, either under provisions of industrial

agreements, or, in connection with particular cases, by the parties to

any such dispute. Over and above this, it is proposed to give power
to the Governor of the colony, acting upon the recommendation of

the president of the State board, to refer to '

compulsory conciliation
'

any dispute which should arise between two registered organisations.

As for the phrase, it is a strange one. Compulsory conciliation

seems to be a contradiction in terms, and, indeed, a * moral monster/
like undenominational religious education in the eyes of Mr. Glad-

stone. It is very probable that the objection felt to this process by

great employers was the real rock upon which Mr. Kingston's Bill

suffered shipwreck in the Legislative Council. Yet, in itself, it is by
no means an unreasonable idea that the public authority should, as

keeper of the peace and guardian of the general interests of the

commonwealth, intervene to prohibit a private industrial war which

may, like our coal-mining conflicts, inflict enormous mischief on

non-combatants and dependent industries, and should compel the

parties to accept the alternative of arbitration. Mr. Kingston's Bill

contains, moreover, some remarkable provisions, which are not to be

found in the corresponding New Zealand Bill, for punishing by fine

any organisation or individual who should, directly or indirectly, take

part in or assist any lock-out by employers or strike by workmen on

account of any industrial dispute for the settlement of which any
board of conciliation should have jurisdiction, either derived from

reference under some industrial agreement, or from reference by the

Governor by way of '

compulsory conciliation.' Where, that is to

say, jurisdiction has once arisen, the primitive and more barbarous

procedure of private industrial war is not to be allowed. If in any

country legislation like that proposed in South Australia took place,

and part of the industrial community took advantage of it, the

benefits to all concerned of living beneath the reign of law would

soon become so manifest that the system would, it may be believed,

be adopted in course of time in all the strong and well-organised

trades.

Mr. Kingston by no means despairs of success, and it is to be

hoped that, for the sake of the experiment, at all events, he will be

able to carry his Bill on the third attempt, and that success may
attend the similar measure in New Zealand. The idea, at any rate,

is well-launched. A few years ago it was very ably advocated in

reports made to the Belgian Labour Commission by some of its

members. In England, nothing is more remarkable, both in the evi-

dence taken by the Labour Commission and the opinions collected

by the Labour Department of the Board of Trade, than the unanimity

with which both employers and workmen desire the substitution for
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strikes and lock-outs of less barbarous methods of settling the

partnership questions between Labour and Capital. There must be

many social changes before the days of perfect industrial peace can

arrive a peace which is not industrial death
;
but it would be a long

step in that direction if trade associations were enabled to enter into

agreements weighted with a real guarantee which would, over long

periods, at any rate, secure the preservation of peace in trades which

availed themselves of the power. That contracts, once they are

made, should be binding at law upon those who make them is a

necessary step in the transition from a state of war to a state of peace.

BERNARD HOLLAND.

P.S. After this article was in print I heard from Australia that

Mr. Kingston's Bill has now become law, and came into force on the

1st of January last. One of the Supreme Court Judges has accepted
the position of President of the State Board of Conciliation, and it is

considered that an excellent start has thus been made towards build-

ing up a Board having the public confidence.
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HOW TO ORGANISE A PEOPLE'S

KITCHEN IN LONDON

IN no city in Europe do the wage-earning classes spend so much on

their dinners, and receive such a poor return for their money, as in

London. Their work as a rule lies too far away from their homes for

them to be able to go there for their midday meal
; yet there are

whole districts in which not a single working man's restaurant is to

be found. The people who are employed in these districts must,

therefore, either content themselves with ' cold snacks,' or take a slice

of beef, or something of the sort, to a public-house, where they are

allowed to cook it, always providing they buy a pint of beer. On their

snacks they may spend, of course, as much or as little as they choose
;

if, however, they have recourse to the publican's fire, their dinner,

meagre fare though it be, costs them sevenpence each at least.

Even where there are restaurants, it is only the aristocrats of labour

who can dine there every day ;
for in most of these places the prices

range from eightpence to a shilling; and a man who is earning per-

haps a pound a week cannot always afford to spend eightpence on his

dinner, if he have a wife and children to support. And a very sorry
meal it is that he has for eightpence deficient alike in quantity and

quality, and almost always badly cooked. In Vienna, as in many
another town, a much better dinner may be had for half the money.
There a man can buy for fourpence as much well-cooked, nutritive food

as he can eat
;
while here, whoever has only that sum wherewith to

satisfy his hunger must go half starved. Yet most of the raw mate-

rials out of which dinners are made beef, mutton, lard, flour, sugar,

rice, &c., are dearer in Vienna than in London
;
and rents are as high,

and taxes higher. The only reason why the working classes must

pay twice as much for bad dinners here as they pay for good ones

there, is that the men who cater for them here are traders whose one

object, naturally enough, is to clear for themselves the highest possible

profits ;
whereas there they are philanthropists, bent on securing for

their clients the full value of every penny they spend on food.

To provide the working classes of London with wholesome, well-

cooked food at a price which even the hewers of wood and drawers

409
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of water can afford to pay, would be to render a signal service to the

whole community. Whoever would undertake to do this work, and

do it well, would not only relieve much terrible suffering, but give a

helping hand to the solution of some of our hardest social and econo-

mic problems. For much of the misery, drunkenness, and crime in

our city is the direct result of a large percentage of the population's

being badly fed, even when not underfed. That good food could be

brought within the reach of the worst paid of our wage-earners we
have proof, for a feat of a similar nature has already been accomplished
in Vienna. At the People's Kitchens in that city, thousands of work-

men dine every day, dine well too, although for one among them who
is earning more than twenty shillings a week, there are a dozen who
are earning less. All that is needed, therefore, is that some philan-

thropist should organise the food supply of our workers on the same

lines as Dr. Kiihn has organised that of the Viennese. The task, it

must be confessed, is not an easy one : the organisation of a People's

Kitchen entails hard work work, though, that is well worth doing,,

and sorely needs to be done.

A People's Kitchen, it must be remembered, is a business under-

taking, not a charity ;
it is a restaurant organised on a self-supporting

basis. The man who dines there pays for his dinner its full cost,

though its bare cost. The price of every portion of food he eats is

fixed with due regard not only to the cost of its ingredients, but of

the fire at which it is cooked, of the wages of those who cook it, and

of the rent of the house in which it is eaten. He feels, therefore, no

special gratitude to those who manage the business
;
the probabilities

are, indeed, he hardly realises that they are working for his benefit,

not their own profit. This is a fact which the organiser of a People's

Kitchen ought always to bear in mind. If he wish his undertaking
to be a success, he must be prepared to look upon those who frequent

his kitchen as customers, not as proteges to consult their wishes,

study their tastes, and even humour their prejudices. He must

devote himself to their service, take thought for them, give them his

time, and consider their interests as carefully as if they were his own.

Yet, for all that he does, he must never expect a word of thanks from

those for whom he works. He must be content to stand to them in

the relation simply of a professional caterer. Upon no other terms

could a People's Kitchen be worked successfully in London. If there

were anything that smacked of charity about such an institution of

the conferring or receiving of a favour it would lose its character

completely, and prove a failure. Even among the poorest of our

workers, there are hundreds who would rather starve than accept a

dinner for which they must render thanks.

The experience of the first People's Kitchen Association in Vienna

proves clearly that, to insure the successful working of a kitchen, the

management of it should be in the hands of a small number of persons,.
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each one of whom is as intent on furthering its interests as if it were

a business enterprise, on which he was dependent for his livelihood.

When, therefore, an English Dr. Kiihn appears as he will appear, no

doubt, sooner or later and undertakes to organise People's Kitchens

for us here in London, the first thing he will have to do is to secure

the active co-operation of, at least, five persons, of whom three must

be gentlemen. These five will form a sort of Board of Directors, of

which he himself will be the chairman. One of the gentlemen will

act as treasurer, another as secretary, and the third as vice-chairman
;

while of the ladies, the one will be kitchen superintendent and the

other assistant superintendent. In every case the office will, of course,

be honorary.
As soon as the Board of Directors is formed, the question of ways

and means will have to be considered. Dr. Kiihn, who has organised
more than a dozen of these institutions in his time, is of opinion
that 500Z. would cover the initial expense of starting a kitchen

in which dinners for 500 persons a day could be provided. His

calculation is based, of course, on the assumption that the building
for the kitchen would be rented

;
and that it would require no

important structural alterations. He allows 450. for the expenses in

connection with the installation, and 501. as working capital. Need-

less to say, however, he does not imply that 450Z. would defray the

cost of erecting anything very elaborate in the way of steam ovens,

&c. The smallness of the working capital required is accounted for

by the fact that, as every dinner is paid for before it is eaten, the

income of the kitchen begins from the very day it is opened.
It will be for the Board of Directors to decide as to the best

method of raising the 500. necessary for the initial expenses. In

Vienna the cost of starting the kitchens has, in every case, been

defrayed by subscriptions and donations. The money thus obtained,

however, is regarded by the First Association as a loan, rather than a

free gift ;
and will ultimately be returned, not indeed to those who

gave it, but to the community, in the form of free dinners for the

very poor. In London the necessary sum could no doubt be raised

without difficulty either by a public subscription, or by a private

appeal to those interested in the undertaking. But whether it would

be advisable to have recourse to either of these methods is another

question. It is possible that English workmen might regard a

restaurant started by means of donations as a charity institution ;

and feel, therefore, that in going there they were being laid under an

obligation. Probably the majority of them would gladly pay an

extra farthing for each of their meals, if, by so doing, they could have

the satisfaction of thinking that they were beholden to no man.

Then they would be free to grumble away to their heart's content at

every dish set before them a privilege for which most people would

be willing to make some little sacrifice. As a point of fact, if the
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5QQL were raised by issuing shares bearing interest at four per cent.,

instead of by subscriptions, the difference it would make to the cost

of a single meal would be considerably less than a farthing. 201. when
divided among 234,000 meals (500 dinners + 200 breakfasts + 50

teas) x six days x fifty-two weeks is hardly an appreciable sum.

Practically the result of paying interest on the money wherewith to

start the kitchen, instead of accepting it as a free gift, would be

merely to reduce by a grain or two the size of some of the portions
of food sold.

The next business the Board will have to take in hand is to find

a home for their kitchen. According to experts in the subject, a

kitchen ought always to be either in a densely populated district, or

near some great factory. If it be also within hailing distance of a

Board school so much the better. There is certainly no lack of such

places in London : in Battersea, Bethnal Green, Blackfriars, and

Clerkenwell they are to be met with at every turn. The building
should occupy a prominent position, at the juncture of three or four

streets, if possible. It ought to contain, in addition to the dining-

rooms, a large kitchen, a scullery, and store-room and cellars. Per-

haps the most convenient arrangement is to have two dining-rooms

adjoining* each other. Then at the end of one of them there should

be the counter at which the dinners are served
;
and in the space cut

off by it a large stove for keeping the food hot. Near the door, or

in the entrance hall, if there be one, there should be a sort of sentinel

box for the cashier who sells the food checks. If the kitchen were

near a Board school it might be advisable to have an extra dining-

room, and reserve it for the use of the children. In the Vienna

kitchens special dinners are provided for school children, at a charge
of a penny each. If this arrangement were adopted in London, the

extra room might be used, in the evening, as a smoking-room by the

men who have tea or supper at the kitchen.

The dining-room should be bright and comfortable, well warmed
in winter, and with plenty of fresh air in summer. There ought to

be as much colour about them as possible, for it is well to remember

that the people who frequent such places dearly love reds and

yellows ;
and little wonder either, for they pass their lives for the

most part surrounded by the various shades of grey, drab, and black.

Perhaps some of the kindly and generous might be persuaded to give,

or lend, a few pictures to brighten up the walls
;
for even the roughest

of the rough might possibly enjoy his dinner the more for having
beautiful things to look at while he ate it. All the furniture re-

quired would be long, narrow tables, covered with white American

cloth, and benches with backs.

Then the question of the supply of provisions will have to be

considered. On this point Dr. Kiihn lays down two rules for our

guidance : never trade with a middle man if you can avoid it, and
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never give an order to a trader who is connected directly or indirectly
with any kitchen official. He is strongly of opinion that, as a matter
of economy, all the provisions used should be of first-rate quality,
and be obtained from the best possible sources. In the kitchens

he has organised, the system pursued is to invite tenders for three-

month contracts. He himself, however, keeps a sharp watch on the

provision market, and is always on the alert to discover where the
best and cheapest supplies can be obtained. As he buys his stores

in large quantities, and pays for them within a fortnight of delivery,
he obtains them at considerably under current prices, to the great

advantage of those for whom he caters. When starting a kitchen, it is

of importance that one of the directors perhaps the vice-chairman

should make it his special business to follow the working ofthe provision

market, with a view to helping the Board to decide where, and how,
to obtain their supplies. In this department the co-operation of

some one who has had practical experience as a caterer is most
valuable.

Perhaps the most difficult of the duties the organisers of the

first People's Kitchen in London will have to fulfil, is that of

choosing the paid officials. It has been proved in Vienna that, to

work a kitchen with an average dinner clientele of 500 persons, eight
servants are required viz. a matron, a cook, two kitchen-maids, a

scullery-ma^d, a general helper, a waiter, and a cashier. To insure

the undertakings being managed economically, the cook ought to be a

highly trained, skilful professional, and her kitchen-maids thoroughly

capable women, with a sound knowledge of their calling. Unfortu-

nately such persons as these are not to be found every day in London
;

for most Englishwomen have just about as much idea of cooking as

they have of flying ;
and when they are found, they require higher

wages than the directors of a People's Kitchen ought to pay. This

difficulty might, however, be overcome by employing foreign cooks,

women, for instance, who have been trained in the Vienna kitchens.

The services of these persons can be secured on very moderate terms.

The Vienna Association provides its cooks and kitchen-maids with

board, lodging, and medical attendance
;
and gives the former 151.

a year and the latter 121.

Dr. Kiihn holds that the success or failure of a kitchen depends,
in a great measure, on the character of its matron, as on her rests the

responsibility for the working of it. As the representative of the

Board of Directors, she is in the position of mistress with regard to

the cook and other servants
;
she has to keep a sharp watch on their

proceedings, and maintain discipline among them. At the same

time she herself stands in the relation of servant to the lady superin-
tendent

;
and must render to her an account of all that passes in the

kitchen. To do her work properly, she must be a clear-headed, hard-

working woman, vigorous alike in body and mind, methodical in all
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her ways, and of considerable business capacity. The persons who
make the best kitchen-matrons are those who have had experience as

housekeepers in large establishments. The matron orders what

provisions are required in the kitchen
;
and when they are delivered

weighs them, and tests their quality. She verifies the trades-

people's accounts
;
and all the stores are under her care. She mea-

sures out to the cook the raw materials required in the preparation
for each meal

;
and assures herself that every dish made is properly

seasoned and cooked, and that it contains the whole of the ingre-
dients she gave out for the making of it. She sees that everything
is in order in the kitchen by six o'clock in the morning, and that

breakfast is ready to be served. She herself must carve, and weigh,

too, all the portions of food sold. In the absence of the lady super-

intendent, she is responsible for the serving of the meals, and must
insist on all things being done decently and in order. She must
find time, too, to make up her accounts every day ;

for she has to

certify to the lady superintendent the exact amount of food sold in

the kitchen.

The Vienna Association is prepared to help, in a very kindly and

practical fashion, those who undertake to organise a People's Kitchen

in London, by training for them their matron. Dr. Kuhn has offered

to receive into one of his institutions whoever may be appointed to

that office, for three months, free of charge, and to give her there an

opportunity of learning how to manage a kitchen. It would be

difficult to overestimate the value of the help thus proffered. Our

Board of Directors would be freed from half their cares, if their first

kitchen were started under the management of a matron who had been

specially trained for her work, as she would be trained in Vienna.

In all the continental kitchens there is one rule in force which is

as the laws of the Medes and Persians : no money must pass through
the hands of any paid official, excepting the cashier. Even the

matrons are not allowed to have anything whatever to do with the

funds of the restaurants they manage. All the money they have

under their control is some ten shillings a week for petty cash. Dr.

Kiihn's system, of account keeping is simple in the extreme, and

would probably work in London as successfully as it does in Vienna.
Whenever a kitchen is open to the public, there is a cashier at the

door. No special ability is required in this official: all that is

necessary is that she girls are employed be "a fair accountant and

thoroughly trustworthy. It is her business to sell the little metal

checks which, within the kitchen, pass current as money. These

checks differ in size and shape according to the value of the portion
of food they each represent. As soon as the kitchen is closed after the

mid-day meal, the cashier balances her accounts, and notifies to the

lady superintendent the number and value of the checks she has sold

during the previous twenty-four hours. The superintendent counts
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the checks that have been paid in, and sees whether they correspond
on the one hand to the number sold by the cashier, and on the other

to the portions of food given out by the matron. The checks that

are sold for distribution, and may be used at any time, are of paper.

Every afternoon, as soon as the superintendent has certified that

the money is correct, the cashier deposits it in the bank. Once a

week she makes up her accounts, and sends them to the honorary

treasurer, who compares them with those supplied to him by the

lady superintendent and by the bank. At the end of three months

the treasurer balances his accounts, and submits them to two honorary
auditors. He then draws up a statement showing the exact financial

position of the kitchen, and places it before the Board. If it is

found that the undertaking is being worked at a loss, the portions of

food are reduced in size
; if, on the contrary, more money is being

cleared than is necessary for covering the working expenses and

making a reasonable provision against a rainy day, the portions are

enlarged.

When, some twenty-two years ago, the Vienna Association was

first formed, the whole of the work connected with the management of

its kitchens, excepting in so far as it devolved on the matrons, was

in the hands of honorary officials. It was only when the undertaking
had increased considerably, that a paid secretary and a paid book-

keeper were appointed to relieve the honorary secretary and the

treasurer of some of their duties. And, although the Association has

extended its operations in all directions, and has developed into a

huge commissariat, until within the last few months it has never

spent one penny on the supervision of the working of its kitchens.

This was done entirely by the members of the Association, and in a

special degree by Dr. Kiihn and the lady superintendents. Even now
the Association has in its employment only two paid officials, kitchen

inspectors as they are called, whose duty it is to help in the super-

vision, and they are engaged for only four hours a day. It is hardly

probable, however, that the chairman of the English Board would be

able or perhaps willing to watch personally over the serving out

of the dinners day after day, and direct the working of the under-

taking down to the minutest details as Dr. Kiihn did for years. And
in that case it would be well for him to provide himself from the

first with a kitchen inspector. This would involve no great expense,

as the inspector need devote only about two hours a day to his duties
;

and it would facilitate considerably the working of the kitchen by

lightening the somewhat heavy burden that rests on the chairman

and the lady superintendent.

According to the Vienna arrangement, the special duty of an

inspector he is always a retired officer is to be present in the

kitchen, as the representative of the chairman, during the dinner hour,

in order to keep the servants up to their work, and to help the lady
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superintendent in seeing that all the guests are properly attended to

and treated with courtesy. He tastes the food, tests the weight of

the portions, and watches that they are all of equally good quality.

He listens to complaints, welcomes suggestions, and tries to make all

things go smoothly. He must keep order in the kitchen, and, while

on his guard against interfering unnecessarily with the guests,

he must take measures to prevent any one of them from causing

annoyance to his neighbours. For years all this work was done by
Dr. Kuhn himself. Although the inspector watches over the

working of the kitchen, he does not direct it that is done by the

matron, whose authority he is required to support. He does not

issue orders, therefore, but merely sees that the orders of the chair-

man are obeyed. One of his duties is to keep the chairman informed

of all that passes in the kitchen
;
another is to examine and verify

the matron's accounts.

Even with an inspector to help them in their work, the chairman

and the lady superintendent of a People's Kitchen are far from holding

sinecures. The former is, or ought to be, the mainspring of the

whole undertaking, the one to whom all connected with it must look

for guidance. His position is that of general manager. Not only

must he decide, in consultation with the directors, the lines upon
which the kitchen shall be worked, but he must personally watch

over the working of it. As the representative of the Board in the

intervals between its meetings, all power is in his hands, and although
he may delegate his authority to the matron and the inspector, the

responsibility it entails rests primarily upon him. The paid officials

are his servants : he engages them and dismisses them, and they are

responsible to him for all they do. He must, therefore, visit the

kitchen regularly to see for himself that they are all doing the work

allotted to them faithfully and well. He ought to be in touch, too,

with his clients, to know what they like and what they dislike, so as

to be able to adapt the arrangements of the kitchen to their con-

venience. It is well for him, therefore, to go about among them from

time to time, and try to elicit hints and suggestions for the improve-
ment of his undertaking, and above all to interest them in its success.

It is quite possible, as Dr. Kuhn has proved, for a chairman to

establish very friendly relations with those who frequent his kitchen,

without for one moment casting aside his role of professional

caterer.

The office of lady superintendent is only one degree less impor-
tant than that of chairman, as all the domestic arrangements of the

kitchen are under her supervision. She is deputed by the Board to

watch over the matron, to act as a check upon her, and see that she

does her duty. At the same time she must talk things over with

her, take counsel with her, and try to help her in her work. She

keeps an account of all the provisions used in the kitchen, certifies
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that they are of good quality, and that none of them are wasted. A
iady superintendent must always secure the co-operation of one or

more assistant superintendents, and form a committee of ladies able

and willing to help her in her work. Every day she, or one of her

assistants, must be in the kitchen, some little time before dinner is

served, to see that everything is in order, and that there is a sufficient

supply of knives, forks, &c. She, or her representative, must assure

herself that the food is appetising, and insist on its being nicely
carved and served as daintily as possible. During the dinner hour
she and one of the members of the ladies' committee stand by the

counter, and hand to the customers in turn the portions of food that

'corresponds in value to the checks they present. While doing her own
work the superintendent has to keep watch that the ladies who help

'her, do theirs, for she is responsible for them'to the Board. In addi-

tion to the one who serves the dinners there should be a lady to

give knives, forks, and spoons to those about to dine
;
and if there

be another to hand the bread it is an advantage. The work of the

members of the ladies' committee, though simple enough in itself,

requires to be done with tact and discretion, for any touch of patron-

age in their manner towards those whom they serve, or anything in

their dress to accentuate the distinctions of rank, might ruffle the

tempers of the susceptible. They are there simply as the officials of

the Board, to keep down expenses by saving the wages of regular

waiters. Still they have many opportunities, if they but know how
to use them, of making the lives of those whom they meet in the

kitchen one touch at least the brighter by their kindly courtesy.

When dinner is over the lady superintendent examines the accounts

of the matron and the cashier, and tests them by means of the checks

in her possession. If she finds all is correct, she signs their books

and gives them to the inspector, who revises them.

Even when the Board of Directors have money in hand for their

undertaking, when all is in working order in their kitchen, and they
have engaged their servants, they have still one very important duty
before them

; viz., that of drawing up their dinner menus. Hitherto

beef and mutton, roasted or boiled, potatoes cooked in water, and cab-

bages, have been the staple fare of our workers, even of such of them
as dine in restaurants. They have never had the chance of regaling

themselves with any of those savoury pottages in which the hearts of

their continental comrades delight. They know nothing of the culi-

nary chefs-d'oeuvre which French peasants concoct out of bones and

herbs as often as not. Many of them have never even tasted a salad.

The managers of our kitchen will have the chance, if they can but be

induced to seize it, of putting an end to this state of things. They
will merit the thanks of the whole community if they will introduce

a little variety into our national fare, and make a few additions to

our ' one sauce.' With a foreign cook in their service they could do
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this easily, and must do it indeed if they -wish to cater successfully
for the very poor. Roast beef and mutton are wholesome food no

doubt, but they are somewhat costly. A portion of beef that would

be counted in London of fair size could hardly be sold, even in a

People's Kitchen, for less than 2^d. But 2 Id. for beef alone means 3d.

at least for a dinner, and that is a larger sum than the frequenters of

a kitchen can always afford to pay in these evil days. The directors

ought, therefore, to make it their special business to provide their

customers with some savoury dish appetising and nutritive at a

price of 1 \d. the portion. This is done in Vienna, and there is no
reason why it should not be done in London, providing, of course, the

cook employed be an adept in her calling. Beef, mutton, and

either pork, fish, rabbit, or something of the sort, with vegetables,

ought always to be on the menu of a kitchen
;
and sweet pudding

at a %d. and Id. the portion. Soup, too, at Id. the plate, bread

included, should be on sale whenever the restaurant is open; and,

excepting during the dinner hour, tea, coffee, and cocoa.

When all is in readiness for the opening of the kitchen, its

directors will have to take measures to attract customers. The
British workman is conservative by nature, and will continue to go
for his dinner wherever he is in the habit of going, unless it be

brought home to him clearly that a better meal is to be had by going
elsewhere. A few posters and handbills, however, setting forth the

price of the food sold in the kitchen, would speedily overcome any
little reluctance he might feel to desert his old haunts. Nor will the

kitchen be entirely dependent on its dinner clientele for its income.

It will be open at six o'clock in the morning, and men will be only
too glad to turn in for their breakfasts on their way to their work.

And a fair number of them will probably go there again in an even-

ing for tea or supper. A certain amount of trade, too, will be done, no

doubt, with the people who have a fancy for eating their dinners in

their own homes. Excepting during the dinner hour all comers will

be welcome to fetch what provisions they require ready cooked.

Thus there is no danger of a People's Kitchen, if properly managed,

lacking customers in London.

It has never been denied that, if we could have these People's

Kitchens in London, they would be a very great boon to the poorer
members of our community, in that they would enable them to pro-

cure better food than they have at present, and at a less cost. But

doubts have been expressed as to whether it would be possible to

work such institutions here successfully. The conditions of life, we
are told, are so very different in Vienna from what they are in Lon-

don, that an arrangement which answers admirably in the one city

might prove a failure in the other. We are assured, too, that no

restaurant could be self-supporting at which dinners of a kind to

satisfy London workmen were provided at the prices current in the
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Vienna kitchens. Englishmen eat twice as much beef as Austrians

we are reminded, and must therefore necessarily pay twice as much for

their meals. Then we are informed, and this very emphatically,
that in London it would be impossible to secure the amount of

voluntary personal service required for the successful working of such

an institution as People's Kitchens organised on a large scale.

The conditions of life in Vienna differ certainly from those in

London ;
but in the one town as in the other there is a vast popula-

tion with larger appetites than they have the means to satisfy.

Wherever such people as these are congregated in large numbers,

the prime factor in determining the success of a kitchen is ready to

hand. Besides, it must be remembered that People's Kitchens are

not an institution peculiar to Vienna. They exist, in a flourishing

condition too, in Berlin, Christiania, Prague, Presburg, and a dozen

other towns
;

it is noteworthy that wherever they have been organised

on the same lines as in Vienna, and have been managed carefully and

intelligently, they have proved a success.

The English custom of eating a large amount of beef un-

doubtedly increases the difficulty of organising kitchens in London-,

although not to the same extent now that it would have done a few

years ago. The ordinary London workman would, of course, sniff

with scorn if a portion of beef of the size sold in the Vienna kitchen

for 8 kreuzers (about IJcL) were placed before him. But, for one

thing, it is not probable that the managers of a London kitchen

would provide beef at 1 ^d. the portion ;
and even if they did, they

could afford to make the portion nearly twice as large as that sold at

the same price in Vienna. Beef and mutton, it must be remembered,

are protected in Austria, with the result that the Association

must pay at the rate of rather more than Qd. a pound for the meat

consumed in its kitchens. In London, however, beef and mutton of

excellent quality, if bought in large quantities, can be obtained at an

average price of 3d. a pound. Thus for 2d. a very fair amount of

meat could be supplied in an English kitchen. And if the men who

went there wished for more and had the money wherewith to pay
for it they would be perfectly at liberty to order two portions

instead of one.

Some years ago a professional caterer in Glasgow opened several

working men's restaurants, in which dinners, consisting of 6 oz. of

beef, vegetables, and a slice of pudding, were'provided at the rate of

4Jd each
;
and he made a large fortune by ; his venture. At our

only model restaurants near London those organised for the

workers at the Victoria and Albert Docks a man'can have as much

beef, potato, and pudding as he can eat for Qd. Yet these restaurants

are worked on strict business principles, and all the service in

connection with them is paid for.

The question as to whether it would be possible in London to

E E 2
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secure the services of honorary officials to work People's Kitchens in

the same way as they are worked in Vienna is one that cannot be

decided until the experiment has been tried. No very great

difficulty in doing so, however, is found in any of the seventeen towns

where restaurants of this class have already been organised ;
and we

have no reason to suppose that English men and women are less

willing to give a helping hand to those who stand in need of it than

Austrians, Germans, or Norwegians. On the contrary they have

hitherto, as a rule, taken the lead in organising philanthropic

undertakings. Nowhere is the feeling, that those who have must

help those who have not, stronger than in London
;
and nowhere is

the fact more clearly recognised that the only effectual way of

lie!ping is by rendering personal service. Almsgiving is apt to

pauperise, and there are too many paupers in the world already.

There are thousands of men and women in London who, from

one year's end to another, hardly know what it is to have quite

enough to eat. They are the respectable poor for the most part,

people who, through no fault of their own perhaps, have fallen behind

in the race. At the best of times they earn only just enough to

provide themselves with the necessities of life
;
and they pass their

days face to face with the fact that, sooner or later, they will have to

choose between starvation and the workhouse. It is such persons as

these who would benefit most by People's Kitchens
;
and if it be

only for their sake the experiment of organising these institutions is

. surely well worth trying.

EDITH SELLERS.
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THE BUILDER OF THE ROUND TOWERS

A CHRONICLE OF THE EIGHTH CENTURY

Beatissimus Episcopus Fechinus, Sanctus Hibernice, for ever and ever

blessed and honoured ! I, who am but a poor monk, very unlearned

and unskilled in writing, dare scarce for shame inscribe his name.

For the report of his deeds and of his miracles, and the fame

of his great glory, and of his courage and wisdom and sanctity,

have gone abroad into all lands, and not in Erinn alone, but where-

soever the saints of (rod are spoken of. Nevertheless must I en-

deavour to do what I can, unworthy though I be, seeing that the

task has been laid upon me as a duty of obedience, therefore may I

not shrink from it.

Now, touching that first thought and conception with regard
to the island which he eventually inhabited, and which is still called

by his name, that first thought and conception has been related

in diverse manners, but this is the manner in which I have

received it, therefore if I tell it wrongly, or if in the telling I make

any error, or omit anything that I ought to tell, I pray that it may
be forgiven me, and imputed to my ignorance, rather than to any
malice or desire to deceive.

One thing at least is certain and beyond dispute namely, that

the monastery of Cluain-Duach in Corca Bascinn,
1 where the saint

grew up and received his training, stands close to the edge of

the Western Ocean, in the region which men now call Thomond.

And that Western Ocean, and portion of that Western Ocean, is

known to be the fiercest and most robustious in the entire

world. For the waves of the sea beat eternally against the rocks

along its edge, the water rising up whitely, even to the top

of the same, so that in winter time, or in the great gales of

autumn, no man can approach the shore without his soul failing

him, both for the rage of the elements themselves, and still more

for thinking upon those evil powers and influences, whose fury is

seen in that watery fury, and their hellish hate and turbulence

in the beating of the sea against the rocks, and the gnashing and

1 South Clare.
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twisting of their lost and evil souls in the gnashing and twisting of

the froth, which is flung high up to the very tops of the cliffs, so

that even good and pious men monks and bishops who dwell in

these parts are oftentimes afraid to approach the shore, fearing to

encounter the like hellish influences, which influences, doubtless for

some good purpose, are permitted to endure for a season.

Now in the midst of this fury of the ocean there are found along
that part of the shore of Erinn a great store of islands, [which

are called of the people illauns, skerries, or carrigeens, according to

their size. And against these illauns, sherries, and carrigeens

the waves attain to a yet greater violence than elsewhere, they

being of such a small size, and having the sea upon every side

of them. And several of them bear a very evil and deadly repu-

tation, such as the one called Inis Gloire, upon which no

woman, nor yet creature of the sex of woman, dare land but she

will immediately die, or yet again another upon the which whoso

toucheth it, or even toucheth aught that hath grown on it, his flesh

and his skin withereth, and the hairs of his head drop off. But of

all those islands in the Western Ocean the one which at that time

bore the worst and the deadliest reputation was a small and very

steep illaun lying a little way from off the land, which was known
as the Wicked illaun, and by no other name, being so called by
reason of the curse which St. Enda of Aran had laid upon it.

For St. Enda having sent certain of his monks from the three

holy islands to visit St. Senan in his monastery at Inis

Cathargh,
2 on the way back they were caught in a great storm,

and the waves rising higher and higher Satan himself doubtless

assisting from beneath their curraghs were cast ashore and

dashed to pieces against the illaun, the sides of which were too

steep for them to climb. Therefore St. Enda cursed it, and

-cursed it did remain, so that no fishing boat durst so much as

pass near it, and it was said that even to rest the eyes upon
it could scarce be done save at great risk both to the body and
to the soul.

This being known to all men, not to be gainsaid, it remaineth

but to see in what manner that great and solemn curse was lifted

off again. Now the first intimation that such a miracle would

come to pass befell in this wise. It chanced upon a certain tide

that the old abbot of Cluain-Duach, whose name was Garbhain,
with Ferdomnach the sacristan, and others of the younger monks,
went down together to the shore seeking for sloke-weeds to boil.

And having gathered together a good store of it, also of shellfish,

both the smaller and the larger kinds, they paused for a while upon
the shore, close to the point which is now called Foohagh.

It chanced that day the sun was shining very brightly, and it

2
Iniscattery.
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shone not only upon the sea and upon the nearer rocks, but upon
all that country of Corca Bascinn, and beyond it again to the
mountains of Conmacne-Mara 3 which rise over the New Sea. Then
the abbot turned himself round, and, seeing him do so, the monks
also turned themselves round with one accord, and they all looked

south. And lo ! there too the sun shone brightly, even to the utter-

most bounds of the ocean. Also towards Ciarraige Luacra 4 the sun

shone, making it all appear fair and seemly. Only upon one spot
it shone not, and that spot was no other than the Wicked illaun,
the edge of which rose up steep and black against the water, its

shadow also lying out behind it, as it were a stain of ink upon the

sea.

Then the sacristan Ferdomnach, looking quickly away from it,

crossed himself, and said to the monks that stood nearest to him
that it was easy to see that the island was indeed accursed, for

that it was the one spot in all that coast upon which the sun

never shone, neither in winter nor yet in summer, and that for his

part he had little doubt that it was at that time and continually
inhabited by raging and turbulent devils.

Hearing him speak so, St. Fechin (who was at that time only
a plain monk, and the youngest, moreover, of the entire company)
lifted up his eyes, and looked long and steadily at the Wicked illaun,

as if to challenge it. Then, being filled with the Spirit of God and

with great boldness, he spoke out suddenly befcre them all, saying
that for his part he was not afraid of any devils, howsoever turbulent,

and that he would as lief go there as anywhere else, and that he

was certain, moreover, that St. Enda would never permit devils to

destroy any man who was doing no harm, and that a monk who durst

not go to any place, whether it were cursed or whether it were not

cursed, was not fit, in his opinion, to be a monk at all.

But the abbot, hearing him speak so, rebuked him for his pre-

sumption, and for opening his lips without license, he being the

youngest of them all, and they not discerning the Spirit that spoke

through his lips. Also the sacristan Ferdomnach, who was a cho-

leric man, smote him suddenly over the mouth, which chastise-

ment Fechin accepted silently, uttering no word of complaint.

Nevertheless that which he had spoken he kept in his mind, he

being never one wont to take up aught lightly, nor yet to

relinquish it again when once it had found an entrance into his

mind.

With that the abbot once more turned himself about, and the

monks did so likewise with one accord, and they all fared back together

to the monastery. But it was often afterwards observed that when-

soever he was not at work Fechin would stand upon the seashore, and

look away towards the Wicked illaun, as if some thought worked in

3 Connemara, 4
Kerry.
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his heart concerning it, and from that day and that hour he seemed 1

to all men to increase in stature, and in strength, and in wisdom,

and in all things that pertain unto knowledge. For he grew

exceedingly, both in his outward man and in the strength of his

hands, and yet more in the inner things of the mind and of the soul.

For the Spirit of God worked in him, so that his fame increased

daily, and was spread over the whole south of Erinn. For he

grew to be knowledgeable in all the arts, and became Captain
and Head monk, the first in the monastery for the fashioning
of the vessels of the church, and of everything that is wrought
in iron, or in silver, or in gold. And great fame came to the

monastery because of him, and because of the number of his

works which he wrought, which was greater than the number

wrought by any other single monk ever before or since in Erinn.

For the number of the iron bells that he beat and hammered out

with his own hands was one hundred and thirty-seven, and of silver

croziers twelve, and of the larger chalices fourteen, and of the lesser

ones sixty-two, so that it became clear to all men that he must have

had aid from on high, else had he never accomplished the half or"

the quarter of all that he did accomplish and did achieve.

One score and seven years St. Fechin spent in this manner,

working continually in the monastery, but at the end of that time,

having been consecrated a bishop, he remained no longer wholly
in it as heretofore, but travelled about to and fro over all Corca

Bascinn and Ciarraige Luacra, not having any fixed residence,

but going backwards and forwards, wheresoever he was called and

wanted, according to the manner and the pattern of the ancient

bishops of Erinn.

Nevertheless, he held himself still in a measure to belong to his

own monastery, and oftentimes they would hear his voice calling to

them while he was still a long way off upon the seashore, for his

voice was the most powerful, and the one that had the deepest com-

pass, of any voice in Erinn. And having entered the monastery,
and reported himself dutifully to the abbot, he would repair straight-

way to his own cell, which he loved exceedingly, albeit it was ruder

than any other, being open on two sides, and blown about by
all the gales of ocean. And here he would labour hard with his-

hands, his arms bare, and the sweat pouring from his face, fashioning
all manner of vessels, both large and small, of which the greater

number have in the evil times been lost, but of which some remain

with us unto this day.

Yet these works and fashionings of his were but a small

portion of all that St. Fechin accomplished at that time. For he

travelled incessantly, not only throughout Corca Bascinn and

Ciarraige Luacra, but over the whole of Erinn, visiting all monas-

teries, and shrines, and eremitical places. Likewise, the greater
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chiefs he visited, and, wheresoever he went, he admonished them,

showing that evil days were at hand, and would shortly come,
and that they ought to make ready for them, trusting in the power
of God, but also preparing themselves, even as He would have them
to do.

Then a day came when the resolve took Fechin suddenly that he
would visit Home. Accordingly he started to walk thither without

warning or preparation of any kind. And as he journeyed Homewards,
he visited all the lands that lie between it and Erinn, and all the-

cities, and strong fortresses, and monasteries, and kings' palaces
in those lands, so far as they were on his path, walking always by
himself, having neither company nor change of raiment, wearing
ever the habit of his order, and having his head bare, and for all1

defence a great knotted holly stick, which he carried ready in his

hands.

In this way, travelling day and night, and not resting anywhere
for more than one night at a time, he arrived before the gates
of Rome. Albeit, when he arrived there, it was the gloaming of the

evening, so that he found them shut before him. Accordingly he
called to the gatekeeper, and desired that the gates should be

opened. But the gatekeeper refused to open them, saying that it

was now past the hour, and that none therefore might enter the

city until the morning.
When he heard that word, St. Fechin was wroth, and he lifted up

that great knotted stick of Irish holly which he carried in his hands,,

and struck with it three times loudly upon the gates of Rome. And
then occurred that great and wonderful miracle the fame of which

has gone abroad unto all lands, for the glory of Grod, and the greater

praise and manifestation of the saints of Erinn. For no sooner

had the echo and the sound of those three blows which the saint

struck died away, than there followed immediately a great drum-

ming, and clashing, and riving noise, so that the whole city of

Rome heard it. And great fear fell upon all the people of the

city, they being fully persuaded that the judgment day had come.

And lo ! Rome's great gates, even her gates of iron and of bronze,

and of beaten gold, opened suddenly and widely of themselves..

Further than this, every gate and door throughout the whole city

of Rome, and every single thing upon the which there was any lock

or fastening (whether internal or exterior), they all opened suddenly
of themselves

;
there was not so much as one single bolt or lock

that remained closed and fastened within the city.

Then St. Fechin walked in, and abode peaceably there that

night. And it was told to the Pope early the next morning
how that a tall cleric of the Irish Scots had come to Rome, and

all that had occurred when the gatekeeper had refused to open the

gates to him. Then the Pope marvelled greatly at what he heard, and
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lie said to those that told him,
'

Bring us here that Irish cleric/

So St. Fechin was brought before the Pope, wearing his robe, in

which he had walked from Erinn, and carrying his great knotted

stick of Irish holly in his hand. And the Pope, when he saw him,
marvelled the more, because of the great height and breadth of the

man, which was greater than the height or the breadth of any man
whom he had ever seen before

;
also at the report of all that he had

done, and of the marvels that had been wrought by him. And when
the Pope spake to him, and inquired concerning his travels, Fechin

answered him in a voice so great and masterful that the Pope
was fain to turn away his head, not being able to support the volume

of it. And every known or famous man in the whole of that city of

Home, as well as the abbot of Rome, and the Pope himself, and his

twelve cardinals, all gathered round to see the great and wonderful

Irish cleric.

Then, when a few days were past, being anxious to test him more

completely, the Pope gave orders that he should say Mass in his

presence, and in the presence of Rome's people all. So they led

Fechin with them to St. Peter's high altar. And the altar was

dressed for his use, but no missal was given him, neither was any
vessel, nor any bell provided. So, having put on his vestments, and

looked about him, St. Fechin perceived that, these things being

absent, the altar was not fit or ready for the celebration of Mass. '

Lo,

I see plainly that this is meant for the proving of me,' said he to him-

self,
' I being a stranger here, and coming from a far land, and a small

land, and one that has not of late won any fresh fame or reputation/

With that he bowed himself down before the altar of St. Peter's, and

prayed earnestly to (rod, the Creator of all things whether animate

or inanimate, also to St. Patrick, and to St. Columba, and to

St. Columbanus, and to St. Kieran of Saigher, that his country and

their country might suffer 110 wrong or diminution at his hands. And

having thus prayed, he stood erect, and stretched his hands above his

head, high into the air before them all, he standing before the altar

and having his back to them. And lo ! when he drew his hands down

again, one of those small iron bells which he had himself fashioned at

Gorca Bascinn, far off beside the great sea, was in his hands, also a

chalice of the Irish pattern, and a small Gospel (Soscila beg) such as

he was wont to use at home. Then he rejoiced greatly, not for his

own sake, but for the glory of God, and for the sake of his country,

which had suffered no shame, but had rather received fresh? glory at

his hands. And straightway he celebrated Mass in the presence of the

Pope and of the Romans all, and afterwards he preached to them in

the same place. And his voice was heard not only throughout the

church, but across the entire city of Rome. So that certain mockers

(of whom there were a great store in that town) declared jestingly

that, for a certainty, one of the old gods of the heathen must have
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come back to visit it, for that no mere mortal could have had such a

voice, it having a sound as of the wind, and of the sea, and of all the

stormier elements of nature in it, as well as a power and persua-
siveness which carried it straight into the hearts of all that listened.

After that St. Fechin remained five weeks in Rome, and when
he left yet another miracle was vouchsafed to him. For that small

iron bell with which he had celebrated Mass, and which, on his

departure, he left behind him upon the altar of St. Peter's, was

found afterwards to have gone from thence, and so soon as ever he re-

turned to Corca Bascinn, as he neared his own cell, behold ! it was

there waiting for him, hanging upon a birchen bough near the door.

And this miracle happened three times over, for thrice he sent it

back to Rome, and each time it stole home again after him. Therefore,

the name of eloidhech, or ' The Deserter,' came to be henceforward

bestowed upon that bell.
5

Then, after leaving Rome, St. Fechin walked homewards

to Erinn, returning to it by a different way to that which

he had taken on leaving, to the intent that he might see all

that lay upon his road. And all that he saw, and all that he

learned upon his travels, and every fresh work and new thing that

he observed, these he carefully noted down, not writing them upon

parchment, or upon waxen tables, but carrying them with him

engraved on his own heart, ready for the use and for the service of his

own country and his own people.

In this way, as he was nearing home, it chanced that upon a

certain tide he was in the land of the Armorican Gauls, which is

upon the sea coast. And having arrived late one night in a monastery,

early the next morning he walked abroad to see what manner

of place he was in, as was his wont and habit. And as he did so,

he came suddenly upon a number of masons, who were at work

upon a tower for the defence and protection of that monastery.

Then, having stood a while to contemplate them, St. Fechin per-

ceived how that this tower was not only of a great height, and of a

great strength, but was built quite differently from any tower that

he had seen ever before. For the doorway of it stood some twenty
feet or more above the ground, and the windows, though small,

were exceedingly strong, and the shape of it entirely round,

and the masonry-work extraordinarily close and fine; roof it had

as yet none, that portion of it being uncompleted. Then, having
stood a while longer to observe it, suddenly the Spirit of God
descended upon him with great force, so that he perceived and

knew for a certainty of what great profit the like towers would

be, and were destined moreover in God's good providence to be, to

his own land, and especially to the monasteries in it, which greatly

5 For very similar Roman miracles performed by St. Molasius of Devenish, see

Silva Gadelica, pp. 28-29.
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needed protection. With that, girding up his robe, he went down

suddenly amongst the masons, and taking a tool out of the hands

of one of them, set to work silently in their midst, for he spake
not the tongue which they spoke, neither did they speak nor under-

stand his tongue.
But those masons beholding one whom they knew not thus

suddenly at work amongst them, and not being willing that a

stranger should learn their secrets ran upon him with one accord

to lay hands upon him violently. Seeing which St. Fechin, cry-

ing out in his great voice, and calling upon God to aid him, their

feet became stuck fast to the ground, and their hands and their

arms glued to their sides, and their very tongues clave to their

mouths, so that they could utter no word, neither in their own

tongue nor in any other. And so they remained, lost in wonder

and miserable confusion, until St. Fechin, taking pity on them,,

restored to them the use of their limbs and of their tongues, and

moreover gave to them for their use both the Latin and the

Irish tongues, neither of which before they knew a single
word of.

Then, when their tongues were loosed, they perceived with one

accord what a miracle had been wrought upon them, and they
turned to God, and believed with their whole hearts. And straight-

way they showed to St. Fechin all their secrets, and all the

art of their masonry, and all that they knew
,
so that in a little

while he became a Master builder, more expert than any of

them, able to build such towers, and to set them straight and.

firm and solid upon the ground, as was afterwards abundantly seen

and tested.

After that he abode nine days in that monastery in order to

perfect his knowledge. And all who saw him there, and all

who became acquainted with him, bestowed their soul's affection

upon him. So great was the favour that he won in the eyes-

of the abbot, and of his monks, and of all who saw him, that

they could not endure it when the time came that he must

leave them. And when that day came, they followed him a long

way on his road, weeping and lamenting because he would not

remain. And having come to the spot where they must needs part

company, they all lifted up their voices together, and blessed him*

saying :

Good hath been thy visit to our house, oh strong-armed and pleasant-tonguecl
cleric of the western Scots ! Prosperous be the road that thou takest back to

thine own land. Happy shall he be that showeth thee any kindness or hospi-

tality, but he that showeth thee any evil thing, let his dwelling become an

abomination to him
; upon the black flagstones of Hell let him lie for ever and

ever, because thy face has been a benediction to us, and thy voice as loud music in.
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our ears, and our hearts cleave tenderly to thy heart, and we are grieved and

exceedingly loath to part with thee, oh strong-armed and pleasant-voiced cleric of
-the western Scots !

These were the words that they sang that day, all of them to-

gether, and they all wept, lifting up their voices and complaining,
because he would not remain. Nevertheless, after he had parted from

them with many friendly words, St. Fechin travelled away right

joyfully over sea and land, neither pausing nor delaying any more,
but growing lighter in heart day by day, because he was now

nearing home. And so he came at last to the shores of little Erinn,
and to his own country of the Corca Bascinn once more.

But as the devil, which loveth discord, would have it, a very
<evil and a very contentious spirit had meanwhile got abroad over

all that part of Erinn. For every chief and prince, and every son

of a prince, was at war with some other chief or prince, so that

the whole of South Erinn was filled with the noise of their con-

tentions. Neither were these contentions about any great matters,

such as might fittingly take men to their deaths, but about matters

of no account, so that more men were slain that year than had been

for many years past, yet none could say wherefore they were slain,

or to what end, nor yet in whose cause, nor could even put any
name to those wars, for the friends of one day became the foes of

the next, and all was noise, and fury, and most bloody and dis-

<jomfortable confusion.

Seeing this, and observing how great a store of men and treasure

was being wasted to no end, St. Fechin was greatly grieved, and,

moreover, was very wrathful, knowing, as he did, what evil days
were in store, and must surely come soon, and all the sooner and
the more surely because none made any provision for them. For

already, three years before this, the black ships of the heathen Gall

Tiad appeared for the first time upon the coast of Erinn, and had

descended upon Inis Patrick, and had ravaged and destroyed many
places, carrying off everything that they found in them, as well

as many men and women as slaves to their ships.

Being, therefore, fully persuaded that they would shortly come

again, and in yet greater numbers and with more ferocity than before,

'St. Fechin went to and fro over the whole south of Erinn, and along
both shores of the river Senan,

6
endeavouring to persuade the chiefs

and princes to lay aside their disputings and to unite as brethren, assur-

ing them and prophesying to them that, unless they did so, they would,

without doubt, be defeated and destroyed, the heathen being so fierce

and cruel, as well as so skilled and practised in all the arts of war,

and that they, being found separate and divided, would become the

prey of the pagan Gall, and would be made his slaves and his bonds-

6 Shannon.
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men, and that the altars of God would be everywhere overturned, and

that their wives and their daughters would become the chattels and

the things of the heathen
;

all which predictions have since come to

pass, as we who have lived in the evil days know only too well, even

as the saint at that time predicted.

Then certain of those chiefs and princes believed his words, and

forbore from their disputes. But others, and the greater number of

them, said :
' Lo ! the pagan Grail have come but once, wherefore,

then, should we look that they should ever return again ?
' While

others thought within themselves that if it was only the men of the

East or the North that were harmed, and slain, and carried away, well,

it was no very great matter. For one reason, therefore, or another

they mostly betook themselves presently again to their fightings, and

their hostings, and their harryings, in which they took such delight,

even as they had done before St. Fechin returned to Erinn.

Then when he perceived that his words went for nought with

them the saint was full of wrath, and pronounced a great curse against

those who, having heard his words, paid no heed to them. Likewise

he went continually to and fro, visiting all the monasteries through-
out the whole of Erinn, and wheresoever he went he besought the

abbot and the brethren of those monasteries that they would make
haste to build them defences

;
and especially he besought them to

erect tall bell-towers, or cloicctheagh, of the same kind and descrip-

tion as those which he had learned himself to construct in the land

of Armorica, showing them how all the sick of the monastery, and

all treasures, whether precious metals or manuscripts, could be safely

stored in such towers, they being of their own nature so strong that a

few men, and those unlearned in the arts of war, might readily defend

them against a host.

Then at certain of the monasteries the abbot and the brethren at-

tended to his words, and having obtained their consent, St. Fechin

straightway gathered together a store ofworkmen, and these he taught
all that he had learned in the land of Armorica, showing them how
to build the towers, and how to set them firm and erect upon their

bases. And then for the first time tall cloicctheagh began to arise

in the land, and all who saw them were greatly astonished at their

strength and their height, and at the symmetry of their mason-work,

although as yet they were less lofty and of a less perfect symmetry
than many that were in the after-days built.

Howbeit at the greater number of the monasteries the abbot and

the monks refused to allow him to build such towers, declaring that

the cost of them was too great,and not believing, moreover, that the

danger was so near as he said. And amongst those was his own

monastery of Cluain-Duach, in Corca Bascinn, whose old abbot being
now dead, the sacristan Ferdomnach had been elected abbot in his

room, which same was a man suspicious by nature of all things that
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were new, and one, moreover, never willing that aught should be

proposed or done in the monastery but such things as he himself

proposed or did.

Finding that all he could say availed nothing, St. Fechin at

last rose up suddenly in his place, and with a great oath swore that

he would no longer remain in that monastery, nor yet set foot in it

ever again till he died. Nevertheless, because of the trouble that he

foresaw coming upon Corca Bascinn, he resolved that he would not

depart from it altogether. Therefore, he presently determined in his

own mind that he would build himself a small damliagh, or cell,

upon one of the waste islands which lay hard by in the midst of the

sea, even as other saints and holy men had done before him. And
of all the many islands in that sea none would he choose, and upon
no other would he live, only upon the ' Wicked '

illaun, as it was still

called, which lay opposite to the point of Foohagh.

Having got himself a wickerwork coracle, he embarked in it, there-

fore, alone. And having rowed himself across the space of sea which

lies between the island and the shore, he reached its foot, and tied

his coracle to the rocks, and began to climb. And the abbot

Ferdomnach and all the brethren of the monastery assembled upon
the seashore opposite, and they all trembled exceedingly, and prayed

aloud, expecting to see him torn in pieces by the devils, or else of a

surety to fall into the water, the sides of the island being so straight
and precipitous that it seemed scarce possible for anyman to scale them.

Nevertheless St. Fechin reached the top safely, being aided as some

maintain by two strong angels, who supported him on either hand,

while others declare that a great cord was let down to him from on

high. And next day he returned to fetch away his books and his

hammering tools, yet, because of his oath, he would not set foot in

the monastery, but bade one of the monks bring them to him where

he stood.

Then, having made a load of them, and fastened them upon his

back, he once more returned to the island. And here he built

himself a cell of loose stones, roofing it over with scraws, which he

cut from the turf. And there he abode for two years and seven months,

even as his namesake, St. Fechin of Conmacne-Mara had abode in a

like cell upon the little island of Ard Oilen, opposite the point called

Kenvyle, living upon shellfish and stale bread, of which a bag was left

at the foot of the cliff, seeking and finding a desert in the ocean

(qucerere desertum in Oceano), as holy men and confessors of Erinn

have in all ages delighted to do.

In this way the time passed on until that black year came, the

blackest and the most deadly amongst the many evil years of Erinn,

when for the second time, and now with greater daring and ferocity

and cruelty than before, the pagan ships once more visited its shores,

being seen this time first off the headland of Cnoc Brandon", in
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Ciarraige Luacra. And having entered Ciarraige Luacra by the Cashen

river, they ravaged and destroyed it utterly, seeking out all its holy

shrines, and churches, and monasteries, and destroying all that was

found therein, save such things as they carried away with them to

their ships.

Then there arose a great wailing, and a great trembling panic

throughout the land. And from all directions the people who dwelt

upon the sea coast and upon the banks of the rivers fled inland,

and went to hide themselves in the innermost parts of the forests.

And in the monasteries also there was great wailing and tribulation,

especially in those that had made no provision for defence. And
at the monastery of Cluain-Duach in Corca Bascinn, the abbot

Ferdomnach became like a man distraught, so filled was he with

terror, by reason of the monastery standing close to the edge of the

seashore, and the heathen being at that time so near, scarce half a

day's sail distant, and sure therefore to come and ravage it, so soon

&s they had done ravaging and destroying the monasteries of Ciarraige
Luacra. And being utterly given over to fear, and to a craven love

of life, he fled away secretly from the monastery by night, with two

other monks, all three of them slipping off their sacred robes, and

disguising themselves in lay ones, so that they might, as they hoped,
the more readily escape.

Then, finding themselves left without any head or guidance, a great

panic seized upon the other monks, and they likewise fled, carrying
with them all that they could lay hold of, both of food and goods.
Nevertheless a few of those that were left took shame to themselves

thus to fly before the heathen, telling one another that it were

better to suffer death than to live in like dishonour. And these

put out in cots and whatsoever boats they could find, and betook

themselves to St. Fechin upon his island. And having come to the

foot of it they cried aloud to him, saying that they had come to

stay with him to the end, and that they were ready to obey his

-commands, and to endure even Ked martyrdom, so only it might
redound to the glory of God and to the better ransom of their

immorta souls.

Then, having understood what they purposed and what they had

come to do, St. Fechin let down a cord to them from the top of the

island
;
and when they had reached him he fell upon their necks, and

embraced them tenderly, and blessed them. And other monks also,

who had at first fled, repented and came in like manner, till there were

as many as the island could contain.

Then, while the heathen still tarried, certain of the men of the

-coast that had not been able to fly, especially of the very poor and

the very starving, who cared not greatly, perchance, for their lives,

gathered themselves together in a little band upon the seashore. And

perceiving them there, St. Fechin spoke to them, telling them, and
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proclaiming aloud, that God was stronger even than the heathen, and
would in the end surely overcome them, although the tribulation

was so great and so furious for a season. And then was made mani-

fest the reason of that great voice of his, which was greater than the

voice of any other man before or since in Erinn. For such was the

power of it that he could be heard by those that stood upon the shore,

and that, too, despite of the rolling of the waves, and the grinding of

the rocks, and the loud cries of the sea-birds. And daily the number
of those that came to listen to him increased, for he filled their souls

with awe, and with confidence, and with a power above death, so that,

forgetting for the moment their fears, they seemed only to dread one

thing namely, to lose a single word of those that the saint uttered.

For he spake as one who stands upon his own grave, to whom all things
are known, and all secrets revealed

;
for whom Life and Death are as

one, and everything is made clear and manifest. And he spake to

them of Heaven and of Hell, and of the great Judgment to come,

and of the certain joys reserved for the Faithful, and the sure destruc-

tion, misery, and damnation of the Wicked. And of Erinn herself,

moreover, he spoke, and he prophesied many things, saying that she

must be persecuted, and must be tormented many years, both at the

hands of the heathen Gall and at the hands of other strangers ;
and

that her strength would never lie in her great wealth, nor yet in the

abundance of her treasures, for that these things would never be hers in

any great degree. Neither would she be a great or a powerful nation,

as some other nations were, but would know defeat, and shame, and

sorrow, so that her sons would oftentimes have to hang their heads in

humiliation because of her. Nevertheless would a golden seed, he

said, remain in her, and would swell and increase continually, so that

by reason of those very tribulations, and of the evil things that would

befall her, and of the many tears that she would have to shed, and of

all the blood with which her fields would be bedewed for these very

reasons, and because of the pity of her great beauty which was to be

so wasted and marred by trouble and evil usage her sons and her

daughters would love her and would cherish her, as no other land in

all the wide earth had ever been loved or been cherished. And that

they would gather out of all lands, north and south, and east and

west, men and women of diverse race, and of diverse creeds, and of

diverse ways of thought. And this one thing alone, he said, would

unite them all namely, the love of that poor country of theirs, who
was the nurse, and the mother, and the dear heart's Beloved of

them all.

And many other things declared he, and prophesied he, whereof I,

who write down these words, have no strength to tell
;
nor did he ever

cease until a day came when, as he was still speaking to the people

gathered together on the shore to hear him, lo ! the black galleys of

the heathen were seen advancing high above the water, and coming
VOL. XXXVII No. 217 F F
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towards them, laden with all the spoil which they had collected in

Ciarraige Luacra.

Then at that sight a great cry arose from those that stood upon the

seashore, and, their courage once more failing them, they ran, and

went to hide themselves in the woods and inland places, and St.

Fechin and his little band of monks remained alone to see the end.

Of that end, and of what there befell, no mortal can tell, for none

were there to see it, only the angels of Grod. Nevertheless one who
stood afar off declared that he beheld the black ships of the heathen

gathered about the island of St. Fechin, even as wolves in a forest

gather about some prey that they have marked out to devour. And
for a time it seemed that they were unable to ascend it, both because

of the steepness of its sides, and because of the great rain of stones

and rocks which the saint and his companions ceased not to fling

down continually upon their accursed heads. Nevertheless in the

end they succeeded in doing so, being doubtless aided by Satan and

his hosts. And thereupon there went up from the whole top of that

island a great and a burning flame, such a flame as may be seen

upon an altar when a sacrifice is made before Grod. And further

than this no man knoweth, only Grod Himself, Who knoweth all

things; from Whom no secrets are hid, with Whom is all power,

might, majesty, and dominion for ever and ever. Here endeth the life

of St. Fechin of Corca Bascinn.

EMILY LAWLESS.
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WHAT IS CHURCH AUTHORITY?

CANON CARTER of Clewer has vigorously attacked the article in which

(in the January number of this Refiew) I endeavoured to show that

auricular confession is contrary to the authoritative teaching of the

English Church. There is little in Canon Carter's article which re-

quires a reply, but the basis on which the argument in it rests raises

the serious questions for laity as well as for clergy viz. Where is

the authoritative teaching of the Church of England to be found ?

and, By what authority can her teaching and practice (if necessary)
be modified ?

Before proceeding to consider these vital questions I will, however,

deal with one point quite a side issue raised by Canon Carter. He

spends a considerable portion of his article in the last number of this

Review in proving my
' unfairness in quotations/ and he does so by

showing that Jeremy Taylor has expressed in other parts of his

writings opinions which are at variance with the apparent meaning
of the words which I quoted from that writer at the conclusion of

my article. Now I did not quote Jeremy Taylor either as ' witness
'

or authority. I only used a few words from the writings of that great

divine which seemed to me to express tersely what I had been en-

forcing, and I did not found upon them any argument whatever. On
the contrary, I most emphatically stated that the only witnesses or

authorities on which I relied as to the meaning of changes made in

the Prayer Book at the Reformation were the '

bishops and divines

who were intimately associated with the Reformation and with the

revision of the Prayer Book,' and not men who lived later, however

learned or devout, and who differed widely in their interpretations of

the Prayer Book. As the revision took place between 15491552 my
authorities were Cranmer, Latimer, Hooper, Jewel i.e. the men who

were foremost in effecting the Reformation changes. They were com-

petent witnesses as to what they themselves accomplished, and as to

the nature of the alterations for which they obtained legal sanction

and Jeremy Taylor, who lived a century later, certainly was not. The

quotations I made from these ' witnesses
' have not been impugned

either by Canon Carter or by The Guardian, which sweepingly accuse?

me of ' overmuch picking and choosing
'

in my quotations. To pre-
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vent any more profitless discussion of an absolutely unessential point
I will consider the quotation from Jeremy Taylor cancelled, and so

at once clear the ground for far more important issues. The strength
of the position I took up is shown by the fact that both Canon Carter

and The Guardian have used every effort to divert attention from
the main argument and to fix it upon this utterly unimportant
question.

What, then, is Church authority ? Where is it to be found ? The

present Prayer Book and the Thirty-nine Articles (based, of course,

upon the teaching of Holy Scripture as supreme) are the standards

of the English Church; and as illustrative of these we have the

Canons and the Second Book of Homilies. Now, how does Canon
Carter of whom personally I speak: with the greatest respect deal

with these authorities ? He adheres, in regard to the subject under

consideration Auricular Confession to the *

principle which our

First Prayer Book affirmed/ and he quotes as expressive of this

principle the following passage :
'

Requiring such as shall be satisfied

with a general confession not to be offended with those who do use,

to their further satisfying, the auricular and secret confession to the

priest/ &c. That passage does certainly sanction auricular confes-

sion
; but it, as Canon Carter admits,

' was withdrawn on the pub-
lication of the Second Book.' Canon Carter, however, implies that

we practically need not regard its withdrawal as of importance because
1
it was done through the influence of foreign reformers, alien to the

English mind '

!

Are English clergy, then, at liberty to discuss the value of the

varied influences under which the Church of England made certain

changes in her public service books, and reject those changes if it

be thought that they were made * under influences
' which any indi-

vidual or body of individuals may chance to disapprove ? This method

simply opens the floodgates of anarchy. The only question is one of

historical fact not, Under what influences were changes made ? but

only, What changes were made ? Every priest at his ordination promises
'

to minister the Doctrine and Sacraments and the Discipline of Christ

as the Lord hath commanded, and as this Church and Realm hath

received the same! He declares solemnly that he ' assents to the

Thirty-nine Articles and to the Book of Common Prayer.' By that

is meant the Book as it now stands, and not the First Book, which

has been completely swept away and made absolutely illegal. In the

Act of Uniformity of Elizabeth !
it states that '

all laws, statutes, and

ordinances wherein and whereby any other service, administration of

Sacraments or Common Prayer is limited, established, or set forth to

be used within this Kealm . . . shall from henceforth utterly be void

and of none effect.' In the Act of Uniformity which is now in force,

the legal vitality of the above enactment is continued, and it is

1
Elizabeth, c. 2, sec. 14
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further enacted that the clergy are to perform the Church services
' in such order and form as is mentioned in the said Book annexed

and joined to this present Act,' i.e. our present Prayer Book. And
it is further stated that this is to be so *

to the intent that every

person within this Kealm may certainly know the rule to which he is

to conform in public worship and administration of Sacraments and

other rites and ceremonies of the Church of England.'
2 This obviously

excludes any reference to any other book for such purposes.
In view of all this, is it fair or right to quote the First Book as an

authority to which appeal can be made as to the teaching of the

English Church ? If there be any doubt as to the meaning and pur-

pose of certain changes in the Prayer Book, reference may be fairly

made to the declarations of those who were instrumental in origi-

nating and making those changes. I referred to such in detail in my
former article, and Canon Carter admits that such men as Latimer

and Jewel etc.
'

certainly give a different view
'

from that which he

himself adopts. But which * view
'

is more likely to be correct ? Is

it likely that 'Elizabethan and Caroline divines and the parish

priests of those periods,' and Canon Carter and others in the present

day, know better what the reformers and revisers intended than

they themselves ?
'

They would apparently have done away with

private confession to a priest altogether/ writes Canon Carter,
*

but/
he adds,

'

they were speaking in the first heat of the stormy conflict,

and are known to have embraced an ultra-Protestant line.' This may
be a reason for thinking that the changes which such men initiated,

and which this Church and Kealm adopted and sanctioned, were un-

wise and undesirable, but it does not in the smallest degree invalidate

or weaken the testimony of these men as to what the nature of those

changes really was.

In a similar strain the Homilies are dismissed by Canon Carter

as '

popular addresses in which certainly extreme language is freely

employed.' This may or may not be so, but it does not diminish the

value of the witness which these Homilies bear as to the nature of

the changes effected at the Keformation. Those Homilies were for

the most part written by men who either themselves took part in

the revision, or who were intimately associated with those who did

so, and they are ' ordered to be read in churches
'

to enlighten the

people on those very points.

It is quite beside the question, in this or any similar discussion,

to quote as Canon Carter does the opinions of earnest, able, and

pious divines who lived a century or two centuries after the crucial

changes were made. The question is one of fact, and the wit-

nesses selected must be those who were living at the time and

cognisant by personal experience of what was done. I admit that

Canon Carter, recognising the truth of this principle, quotes a passage
2 14 Charles II. c. 4, sec. 1 and 2.
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from the Devotions of Bishop Cosin as being the writings of one
1 who had much to do with the last revision of our Prayer Book '

(1662). The object of his quotation is to show that as Cosin speaks
of ' a learned and discreet priest

'

in this passage, such must be the

true explanation of what is meant in the Homily by
'

Godly learned

man.' It is quite true that Cosin had much to do with the last

revision of 1662, and he desired to have much more to do with it.

He was anxious to have had those very words, which Canon Carter

quotes, introduced into the Exhortation in the Communion Office

instead of the words which are there now;
3 but the revisers

rejected them ! Yet we are asked to believe that the words which

the Church deliberately refused to insert are to be taken as the

true interpretation of her teaching !

The general accusation which Canon Carter brings against me is

that I have revived ' a controversy which seemed to have been set-

tled many years ago.' By what authority, may I ask, was it settled ?

1

Mainly,' we are told,
' on the principle of solvitur ambulando!

Here, indeed, is a new principle for the settlement of Church contro-

versies in regard to teaching and practice. Individual clergy are to

keep on doing what they happen personally to think best; and

persistence in this course for thirty or forty years is to *
settle

'

the

question. I quite admit that this is the method by which questions
are being settled although ambulare is a very mild and inadequate
word to describe the pace at which we are going. The systematic

practice of auricular confession is taught as *

morally necessary
'

for

men, women, and children. The '

Sacrifice of the Mass,' which was

abolished, is taught instead of the celebration of Holy Communion.
1 Protestant

'

is employed as a term of opprobrium and contempt by
members of the Church of England, although she is declared to be
' Protestant

'

in the coronation oath of our Sovereign, in Acts of

Parliament, and in formal documents issued by the Church herself

through her Convocations
;
and the same designation was used even

by Laud at the time of his death, when he declared,
' I have always

lived in the Protestant religion established in England, and in that

I am come now to die.'

Those who (no doubt quite conscientiously) repudiate much of

the language of the present Prayer Book, and avow their preference
for the First Book, seem to think that they are at liberty to exercise

the widest freedom in spreading their views in the pulpit and in the

press. But if any of us dare, on the other hand, to defend the use

of the language of the present Prayer Book, to which we have sworn

our allegiance, as against the phraseology of a book the use of which

has been for centuries absolutely illegal, we are to be considered

narrow, puritanical, bigoted, uncharitable. With all personal regard

3 See Parker's Introduction to the History of the Revisions of the Prayer Book,

p. 206.
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and esteem for the many intimate and honoured friends who differ

from me, I confess I cannot see the justice or fairness of this con-

tention.

I have not expressed any opinion as to whether the changes made
in the Prayer Book at the Keformation were desirable or not. That
is a separate question, on which, however, I have very decided views.

The Church of England has as much right and power now to revise

her service books as she had in 1552 and in 1662. But, if changes
are to be made, let them be made openly, deliberately in the sight of

all men, and set forth by the lawful authority of this Church and

Kealm. But by this new Solvitur ambulando method which is

now dignified with the title of a '

principle
'

every practice and

doctrine, and the whole nomenclature of the National Church may
be gradually and imperceptibly modified, and eventually completely

altered, and all questions, even of vital importance, may be c
settled

'

by private individuals and voluntary societies, if only a sufficient

number of earnest, devout
;
enthusiastic men think it desirable, and

are tenaciously bent on carrying their wishes into effect. It is

against this policy of disintegrating individualism, this doctrine of

private judgment in excelsis, this denial and ignoring of the need of

the authoritative sanction of this Church and Kealm for such changes
that I enter my respectful but earnest protest.

T. TEIGNMOUTH SHORE.
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WANTON MUTILATION

OF ANIMALS

THE vagaries and follies of Fashion form an interesting, and frequently
a surprising, theme to the student of human nature. Civilised and

uncivilised men surrender themselves willingly nay, sometimes

eagerly to the most fantastic whims because they are fashionable, be

they related to dress, decoration, mutilation, or deformity ;
and the

Moloch of Fashion perhaps claims more victims among mankind every

year than fall a sacrifice to the most prevalent and deadly disease.

The eccentricities of the savage, with his tattooed face and body,
flattened cranium, serrated teeth, pendulous perforated ears and lips,

and other wonderful deformations, find something of their counter-

part in the inexplicable fancies of civilised folks, such as the goat-like
feet of the fashionable Chinawoman and the spider-waists of the

ladies of the Western world. The human race from the earliest times

has everywhere tried to improve personal appearance by indulging in

such vagaries, which in many instances must have demanded consi-

derable inventive skill. Its behaviour in this respect is not in con-

formity with the assertion of the poet, that ' Nature never made her

works for man to mend/
Not content with subjecting themselves to fashionable mutilations

transformations, and whimsical adornments, people, and particularly

those who considered themselves highly civilised, have exercised con-

siderable ingenuity in their attempts to improve the appearance of

some of the animals they have taken into their service and domesti-

cated. No matter how perfect they may be in shape or in graceful-

ness nor is it of consequence how well adapted certain parts may be

to perform special functions alterations must be made in accordance

with some notion as to making the animal more useful, more smart,.

or more beautiful
;
and the process of gilding refined gold goes on,,

agreeably to the whim or fashion of the day or hour.

Few of the domestic animals have escaped this kind of attention/

at some time or other, and birds even have not been exempt, a&

witness the 'dubbing 'of game-cocks, which certainly was more or

less of a necessity when these creatures were kept for combative-

sport. But the dog has, next to the horse, been the victim of
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fashionable mutilations for the longest period, and three at least of

these are very painful to undergo, and are subsequently of disadvan-

tage to the animal. I do not apply the term *

mutilation
'

to the

removal of any part of an animal which does not cause pain or

permanent deformity, and therefore do not include the removal of

hair, though I certainly do not admire the fashion of making French

poodle dogs ludicrous by denuding certain parts and leaving islets

and grotesque tufts in others
;
neither do I think the appearance of

horses and ponies is improved by
'

hogging
'

the mane and clipping
off the forelock, both of which add to the beauty of these animals, and
are of protective service. The term is applicable more particularly
to the removal of parts which cannot be restored, and the loss of

which entails pain or great inconvenience to the animal for the

remainder of its life, while its natural appearance and beauty are

more or less interfered with.

The fashionable mutilations to which the dog has been subjected
are three in number ear and tail cropping, and the strange opera-
tion known as

'

worming.' Though the law prohibits the performance of

the operations which lead to these mutilations, yet at least two of them
are still carried out surreptitiously, and the third,

*

worming,' may also

be practised ;
at any rate, I have seen it done in my young days. It

and the tail-cropping can boast of a venerable antiquity, and they
also had their raison d'etre in a superstitious belief in their efficacy

in preventing madness or rabies. So long ago as the time of

Columella, the Koman writer on agriculture, the mutilation of the dog's
tail was a popular and favourite procedure ;

as he tells us in his De
Re Rustica that the shepherds believed that if, on the fortieth day
after the birth of a pup, the last bone of its tail were bitten off, the

sinew (believed to be a worm) would follow the piece ;
after this the

tail would not grow, and the dog could not become rabid. This

superstitious notion has prevailed for ages, and may still be enter-

tained in certain quarters. However this may be, the fashion of

removing a portion of the tail of many breeds of dogs is quite

common, and if it is not done with a view to the prevention of mad-

ness, it is at any rate considered most desirable for these animals to

have a short blunt tail, because it improves their appearance. Some

dogs have scarcely any tail left. I have seen grooms and dog-
fanciers bite off puppies' tails as a matter of business, and some of

these people have shown me a fragment of sinew attached to the

amputated portion as the ' worm in the tail.'

It should be noted, in speaking of this fashion, that a mongrel

dog has been termed a 'cur' (Latin curtus, or crop-tailed), because

it usually had the tail shortened : and, according to ancient forest

laws, a man who had no right to the privilege of the chase was

obliged to cut off the tail of his dog, on the plea that, if a dog has

no tail to act as a rudder, he cannot hunt game.
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*

Worming/ for centuries deemed a necessary operation for the

prevention of rabies, consisted in the excision of the frsenum of the

dog's tongue, under the impression that it had something to do with

the genesis of that terrifying malady. The notion seems to have

been entertained by the Greeks before Pliny composed his Natural

History, for in that interesting book he mentions that there is a

small worm in the dog's tongue, known to the Greeks as 'lytta'

(est vermiculus in lingua canum qui vocatur a Greeds lytta), and
if this be removed from the animal while a pup, it will never become

mad or lose its appetite. This worm, after being carried thrice

round a fire, was given to persons who had been bitten by a mad dog
as a prophylactic against hydrophobia.

1

It is curious to find allusion to this worm in the tongue in a

Lsece, or Leech Book an Anglo-Saxon manuscript of the tenth or

eleventh century entitled The Medicina de Quadrupedibus of
Sextus Placidus (in all probability a fictitious name) as a remedy
for this disease.

' Take the worms (ivyrmas) which be under a mad
hound's tongue (under wode hundes tungari), snip them away, lead

them round about a fig-tree, give them to him who hath been rent :

he will soon be whole.' 2 Kabies was at that time well known in this

country, and extraordinary recipes for
' tear of mad hound '

are given
in this book. The operation on the tongue, either as a preventive of

or remedy for rabies, was practised, and probably is now, in many
countries

;
for I have traced its history in modern Greece, Thrace,

Turkey, Moldavia, Wallachia, Koumania, Gralicia, in Spain, Kussia,

and elsewhere.3 It is probable that for many centuries very few dogs
of any value escaped this tongue mutilation, to judge by the frequent
references to it in works on these animals, and Dr. Samuel Johnson,
who tried to give a definition of l

worming,' says the worm *
is a

substance, nobody knows what, extracted nobody knows why/ I

have described why it was removed, and have shown that the excised

part was the bridle of the tongue, a somewhat loose, tendinous-looking
fold of membrane, situated beneath the middle of the tongue and the

floor of the mouth, and designed to assist the animal in eating, and

especially in lapping fluids. In its ordinary relaxed condition it

looks somewhat like a slender worm, and when cut out the resemblance

is more complete ;
hence the name given to the operation, which is

extremely painful, and leaves the unfortunate dog with a very sore

mouth for some days, while it makes the tongue less competent to

carry on its important functions. It is needless to add that in no

respect does it confer any advantage to the dog or its owner.
*

Ear-cropping
'

is another brutal and disfiguring operation to

1 Hixtoria Naturalis, lib. xxix. cap. 32.
?
Leeclidoms, Wortcunning, and Starcraft of Early England, i. 363. London,

1864.
3 Rabies and Hydroplwlia, p. 21. London, 1872.
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which dogs have been subjected for two or three centuries, and though
it is forbidden by law it is still practised somewhat extensively, as

the number of animals seen with clipped ears at dogshows and

elsewhere testifies. It was probably first introduced when bulldog

fighting became a fashionable amusement, and the ear-flaps were

almost totally removed to prevent their being torn and mangled by
the fangs of contending dogs for the same reason, in fact, as were

the combs of fighting cocks and the hair cropped close from the

heads of pugilists. But this discreditable pastime is now abolished,

so there is no occasion for ear-cropping, even in the case of bulldogs,
and certainly no valid excuse can be offered for this exhibition of

depraved taste with regard to other breeds of dogs, and especially

terriers animals which, as their name implies, have need for the

pendulous ear to guard the entrance to the auditory canal while

burrowing.
The operation is a protracted and horribly painful one, as it

generally happens that piece after piece of skin and'cartilage have to

be clipped away in order to make the portions remaining of the same

length ;
but this is only the initial part of the business, as it is

necessary for several days afterwards to pull the ears, or what is left

of them, to make them stand erect and unwrinkled
;
meanwhile the

piercing yells of the poor dogs while all this is being done is terrible

evidence of the agony they suffer. Toy-terriers, a most delicate and

sensitive breed of dogs, are, perhaps, those which are now most

frequently mutilated in this way. It may be mentioned that deafness

is not an unusual result of ear-cropping, and also that the inner part

of the organ having no protection from flies or the entrance of foreign

matters, the dog so mutilated suffers great annoyance during its life.

This irreparable injury to the dog, inflicted to satisfy a morbid taste,

is due to the stupid notion that the shortened peaked ears cause

the animal to
' look smart

'

or ' more varmint.'

If the dog suffers so much from the whim of silly fashion, what

does the horse not endure ? No animal undergoes more torture at

the hands of man than this, the noblest and most useful of all the

creatures that have been brought under his dominion. Compared
with the life of other animals, that of the horse is more or less one of

toil and punishment from soon after birth until it is prematurely

terminated in that sad condition known as ' worn out.' England is

the purgatory of horses, so far as severe labour and ill-treatment are

concerned, and it is in England that the fashionable mutilations

which have greatly added to the animal's misery have originated.

As with the dog, the whims of fashion have more particularly con-

centrated their efforts on the ears and tail, and at one time on the

nostrils also, and the mutilation of these, at different periods, has

certainly been pushed to extremes.

When the practices of nostril-slitting, ear-cropping, and tail-dock-
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ing were first begun it is difficult to determine. The Greeks and

Komans admired the elegant proportions of the horse too much to

allow them to be disfigured, and the authorities who describe these

proportions are often eloquent and always unanimous in alluding to

them. The mane, tail, and forelock receive due attention, as they
were considered beautiful adornments. ' The mane, forelock, and

tail,' says Xenophon,
' are the gift of the gods, bestowed on the horse

for beauty.' Simon remarks,
' Let him hold his tail high, and have

it thick at the base and long/ Varro speaks of the tail as *
full and

curly
'

;
Columella lays stress on the tail being

'

long, thick, and curly
J

;

Apsyrtus notes that ' the tail should be large and curly-haired,*

while Pelagonius insists that ' the tail should be long and not bristly,

for this is ugly
'

;
and Oppian, depicting a well-formed horse, says

* his long-haired tail should flow out far behind him.'

The ancient Greeks at one time cut or '

hogged
'

the mane of

their horses, to some extent at least
;
but it cannot be ascertained

whether the fashion was at any time universal, or practised only on

those intended for special purposes, or of a certain size or breed.

Certain it is that, among the antique examples of sculptured horses

with hogged manes, there are others with that appendage long and

straight, long and curly, or short and curly. The sculptures from the

frieze of the Parthenon ofAthens prove this to be an antique method

of treating the mane, and they further show that the ancient Greeks

varied this species of unnatural and barbaric taste by cutting out

portions or notches equidistant from each other in the hogged mane,
so that the crest of the necK bore some resemblance to the em-

brasures of a Norman castle. But it is probable that this fashion

was old in the time of Xenophon, and was then subsiding ; for, as we

have seen, he dwells on the beauty of a flowing mane, as well as a

long tail and forelock
;
and contemporary and later Greek and Roman

hippiatrists are equally decided on this point.
4

Indeed, all horse-

loving peoples, except those of our own country, have recognised the

appropriateness and the beauty of the horse's mane and tail, and if

they do perchance cut the hair of these, they do not go in for

permanent disfigurement.
The Arabs of the Sahara, for instance, cut all the hair, except a

tuft between the ears, off the neck, as well as off the withers and tail

of the one-year-old colt
;
at two years all is removed

;
at three years

it is again clipped ;
from three to five years it is allowed to grow, but

only that the whole may again be removed at the end of the fifth

year. This operation is named el halafya, and no cutting instrument

is ever again applied to the hair
;

it would be considered sinful to

do so, as the only object would be deception as to age. The reason

given for this clipping is that it indicates the age up to eight years,

as it takes at least three years before the horse, having regained his

4
Morgan, Xenoplwn's Art of Horsemanship. London, 1894.
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full length of hair, can be styled djar one that trails his tail along
the ground. It is just posssible that the peculiar manner in which

the Arab horse carries his tail, horizontal or elevated, and which

always excites the admiration of horsemen, may be the effect of this

removal of the hair from the tail, as it considerably diminishes the

weight for five years at the growing stage of life
;
and this, continued

through countless generations, may have resulted in permanently

raising the croup and elevating the position of the tail. But if the

Arabs explain and justify this fashion of cutting away the long hair

of their horses until these are five years old, they do not attempt to

find any excuse for our fashion of treating the horse's tail. In their

estimation this is a barbarism for which they are at a loss to discover

a sufficiently strong name, while it affords them an inexhaustible

theme for raillery, of which General Daumas gives the following in-

stance : On a very serious occasion an Arab chief of a tribe with

which the French were at war sent a very defiant message, conclud-

ing with the words,
* We are aware that you care only for horses with

very short tails, and our mares do not produce such.' 5

The fashion of mutilating horses appears to have prevailed at a

very early date in England, and may have been introduced from

Germany or Scandinavia. Among the ancient Britons there is evidence

that such mutilations were illegal ;
for we find in the law of Howel

the Good, compiled about A.D. 876, that if a person lamed a horse he

should forfeit the value of the animal, and ifhe mutilated him he should

forfeit the third part of the value to the owner. He that cut off the

hair from a horse's tail was obliged to maintain him till it had grown

again, and in the meantime to furnish the owner with another. But

if a person cut off the hair from a stallion's tail, he was fined twenty-
four pence, and if the tail was chopped off, the horse was deemed

unfit for service. In the nineteenth of the Canons passed at the

Council of Celchyth, or Calcuith, held in A.D. 785, or perhaps two

years later, a strong rebuke is administered for the indulgence of

certain repulsive tastes, which proves that they were prevalent and

popular. It says

From the influence of a vile and unbecoming custom, you deform and mutilate

your^horses : you slit their nostrils
;
tie their ears together, and by doing so make

them deaf. Besides this you cut off their tails
;
and when you enjoy them unin-

jured and perfect, you choose rather to maim and blemish them, so as to make

them odious and disgustful objects to all who see them. Numbers of you, like-

wise, are accustomed to eat your horses a practice of which no Christians in the

East were ever guilty. This also you are admonished to renounce entirely.
6

It may be assumed that this interdiction was successful ^in its

results when issued, and for a long period afterwards
; indeed, so far

5 Daumas, Tlie Horses of the Sahara. London, 1863.
6
Spelman's Councils of England, i. 293.
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as using horse-flesh as an article of diet is concerned, it has had a

lasting effect
;
for not only is it not consumed, but there is an absolute

prejudice against it. The nostril-slitting, too, was abandoned for a

long time, and is only mentioned casually. But it is still practised
in some parts of the world, as in Persia, Mongolia, and even Northern
Africa

;
and ponies with slit nostrils are often seen in the Himalayas

and in Afghanistan. This mutilation is resorted to in the erroneous

belief that the horse can inhale more air when going at a fast pace,
and also that it prevents neighing a disqualification of much import-
ance during war, or when it is desirable to travel as silently as

possible. It was practised in Hungary not long ago, if we are to ac-

cept as evidence the copy of a finished sketch of a horse's head, by
the celebrated Zoffani, given in Colonel Hamilton's work on horses. 7

It is rather surprising that the fashion was not renewed in England,
for two or three centuries ago, to prevent a horse neighing, it was

recommended to tie a woollen band round the tongue. Markham

says

If either when you are in service in the wars and would not be discovered, or

when upon any other occasion you would not have your horse to neigh or make a

noise, you shall take a lyste [band] of woolen cloth, and tye it fast in many folds

about the middle of your horse's tongue, and believe it, so long as the tongue is so

tyed, so long the horse can by no means neigh or make any extraordinary noige

with his voice, as hath often been tried and approved of.
8

A very barbarous and useless operation for the prevention of

stumbling in horses was fashionable towards the end of the seven-

teenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries
;
this was the ex-

posure of the tendon of a muscle that assists in dilating the nostrils,

and twisting it round two or three times, when it was divided. ' In

doing this you shall see the horse bring his hinder legs to his fore

legs almost, when you have thus pulled and turned the sinew two or

three times.' 9 Such a statement will give some idea of the pain the

animal experienced during the senseless operation.

With regard to the fashionable tampering with the ears, this was

probably recommenced at the beginning of the eighteenth century,
and soon became general. There is no evidence whatever in favour

of this abominable fashion, and it seems to have had no better excuse

for adoption than that offered for dog's ear cropping it made horses

look smart. Rather, it might truly be said, it made them look hideous

and most unnatural, for these appendages of the head are perhaps the

most expressive feature in the horse's physiognomy, while they have

a most important function to perform in the conveyance of sounds to

the middle and internal ear. Pliny the elder, nearly two thousand

7 Tlie Naturalist's Library, vol. xii. Edinburgh, 1841.
8 MarJtham's Masterpiece Revived, p. 356. London, 1681.
9 The Gentleman's Jockey and Approved Farrier. Tenth edition. London,

1717.
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years ago, remarked that the intentions of a horse may be as well

known by the movements of its ears as are the inclinations of a dog

by the motion of its tail. I cannot discover that the manner in which

this cropping was carried out has been described anywhere, but from

specimens of iron ear-moulds I remember having seen about half a

century ago, it may be inferred that one of these was fastened to the

outer side of the ear concha, and all the skin and cartilage protruding

beyond its border was pared off by means of a sharp knife. In this

way the greater part of the appendage was excised, and the horse was

left with two little rounded projections on each side of his head, which

were only slightly movable, so that the unlucky animal looked as if it

had no ears. Indeed, it is related that the first time George the

Third saw horses with cropped ears, the animals were driven by Lord

Tommy Onslow, the prototype of our four-in-hand school, and the

King sent for him immediately to express his anxious desire to obtain

some of the earless breed.

Gibson 10 and Wallis,
11 who wrote treatises on the horse in the

eighteenth century, assert that this ear-cropping, or *

setting-up of

the ears,' as it was termed, was attended with injury to horses.

Cavalry and saddle horses all had these mutilated ears, and the

hideous and damaging fashion was extended to carriage and heavy

draught horses likewise, until it was rare to see a horse with them in

their normal shape and dimensions. It continued during the re-

mainder of the century, and well on into our own day, as may be

observed in pictures of the English cavalry, and drawings of hunters

by Alken and others. Sidney
12

says

It was not uncommon to find even hunters thus tortured and disfigured as late

as 1840
;
while to a much later date the stupid fashion of depriving cart-horses

of their fly-flappers was usual in several counties.

He gives an illustration of ear and tail mutilation as it was practised

in 1780, the subject being a carriage horse portrayed by Marshall.

Captain Brown, who lived during the prevalence of this fashion, also

alludes to the cruelty attending it.
13

No other nation of horsemen has ever attempted to become

fashionable in equine matters by depriving horses of their ears, though
sometimes the Arabs, for a special purpose, slit one or both ears of a

foal a few days or months after its birth. This fancy is accounted for

in various ways, according to General Daumas. One statement is

that the operation is performed on animals born during the night,

because it is imagined that they ought to have better vision than

10 TJie Farrier's New Guide. Fourth edition. London, 1725.
11 TJie Farrier and Horseman's Complete Dictionary. Third edition. London,

1775.
12 Boolt of the Horse, third edition, p. 252.

13
Biographical Sketches and Authentic Anecdotes of the Horse, p. 1G3. Edinburgh,

1830.
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those that come into the world by daylight. Another is that it is

done to foals born on Friday, the day of the gathering together of

Mussulmans at the mosque, because it is a lucky sign. But Daumas

says the true reason is this :
' The master of the tent has a young

child whom he dearly loves, and in slitting the ear of his foal he

signifies that he reserves the animal for this child, who is named.

Should the father afterwards die, no one would dispute the possession
of the creature with the young person thus designated.

14

We have reserved for our final observations the fashionable

mutilations performed on the horse's tail, for the reason that we shall

have more to say about them, and especially because one of them is

now the rage, and perhaps never was so common. There is an old

proverb which says that '
it is better to be the head of an ass than

the tail of a horse/ and which, though it implies that it is better to

be the head of the commoners than the tail of the gentry, might be

truly and literally applied to the animals mentioned
;

for surely no

part of any creature has been more the object of silly and brutal fancy
than the caudal appendage of the horse, by people destitute of feeling

for this animal, and as deficient in taste and knowledge as to his

beauties and requirements. We have seen how much the Greeks

and Komans admired the horse's tail, and how all equestrian nations

have allowed it to remain intact, as one of the chief adornments of

the horse, and also because it serves a most useful purpose. We also

know that the ancient Welsh laws protected it from harm at the

hands of man, and that an ecclesiastical canon was issued in order to

prevent it being damaged in the eighth century. Apart from its

beauty and being in harmony with the general conformation of the

horse's body, it is an organ of the greatest value to the comfort and

utility of the animal.

In proof of this we have to remember that the horse's nervous

system is highly developed and his sensitiveness is very great, greater,

perhaps, than that of any other of the domestic animals. This ex-

treme sensitiveness alas ! only too frequently ignored or misunder-

stood is more particularly manifested in the skin, and especially

when the horse is tormented by insects. Neither the ox,
15

dog, nor

ass suffers as he does from the attacks of these pests ;
so that, in order

that he might be shielded from them, Nature has endowed him with

better protection than she has those animals. For he is furnished

with along mane that curtains the neck, a continuation of it over the

face (the forelock) to guard the ears and eyes, and a long sweeping

14
Op. cit. p. 70.

15 The use of the tail as a protection from insects, even in the case of bovine

animals, is well exemplified in what is reported to occur sometimes in South Africa.

There the hysenas are addicted to the nocturnal practice of biting off the tails of

such oxen as fall in their way. In this manner the tailless cattle are exposed to the

merciless assaults of swarming insects, which soon undermine their constitutions

and speedily hurry them into disease and death.
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tail that acts as a brush or whisk to remove insects that settle on

parts on the skin that are most acutely sensitive to irritating im-

pressions, such as the flanks, between the hind legs, and under the

belly, where the teeth cannot reach
;
while another extraordinary pro-

tective agency has been bestowed in the form of a well-developed
muscle (the panniculus carnosus), which belongs specially to the

skin, and the principal, if not sole, function of which is to corrugate
that covering by a series of rapid spasmodic contractions, by which

the tormenting insects are shaken from off its surface. This muscle

is strongest in those situations which the tail cannot extend to, as

towards the shoulders and sides of the body. The tail also covers

parts which should be concealed and guarded, especially in the female

animal.

The tail is composed of a number of small bones (from fifteen to

eighteen), continued from the spine, with strong muscles which raise,

depress, or curve it to either side
;
there are also nerves and blood-vessels,

but the spinal cord does not extend into it. It is covered throughout
its whole extent by fine and closely adherent skin, from which grow

except at the base or root and the under surface, where the skin is

thinnest and most sensitive the long coarse hairs which form such

a characteristic adornment, and which do not exist in such profusion

in any other animal. In the asinine and bovine species, which have

only a tuft of hair at the termination, the organ is very much longer,

to compensate for the absence of the long hairs. In shape the tail

is conical, and its length is from one to two feet. This part, con-

sisting of the bones, muscles, and skin, is, in horseman's language,
termed the '

dock.'

In well-formed horses the tail should be strong at the root, rising

high from the croup, the direction of which it follows. When this

is horizontal the tail is gracefully carried, especially when the horse

is moving. With powerful, good-shaped horses it is often carried

upwards, or even curved over the back, especially when the horse is

lively. The health and strength of the animal are, according to

popular notions, indicated by the resistance the tail offers to manual

interference, and by the way in which it is carried. To some extent

also it affords an indication of the horse's disposition. A fidgety

horse usually has the tail, like the ears, always in motion
;
when about

to kick the tail is drawn downwards between the legs ;
when the

animal is fatigued or exhausted then it is drooping and frequently
tremulous

;
and with some horses, when galloping, it is swung about

in a circular manner or lashed from side to side. There can scarcely

be any doubt also, as already mentioned, that, like the tail of birds,

it assists in the horse's movements, as when the animal is galloping
in a small circle, or rapidly turning round a corner, it is curved to the

inner side.

With well-bred horses the hair of the tail is comparatively fine and

VOL. XXXVII No. 217 G G
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straight, and often grows to such a length that it reaches the ground ;

coarse-bred horses may also have the hair long, but then it is usually

very thick and strong, and more or less frizzly, though soft curly
hair may occasionally be noticed in the tail of thoroughbred horses.

In some horses there is a tendency to shedding of the tail hair (this,

like that of the mane, tail, forelock, fetlocks, and some other parts, is

permanent, and not shed at certain seasons, as in other regions of the

body) ;
the horse is then said to be '

rat-tailed,' and there is a popular

saying to the effect that such a horse is never a bad one. In other

instances the tail hair falls off except at the end of the dock, where

it forms a tuft, and the horse is then ' cow-tailed
'

or '

mule-tailed/

Such is the organ upon which man has expended so much inge-

nuity in disfiguring and mutilating. The earliest attempt in this

direction was shortening it, an operation known as '

docking.' This

fashion was probably revived in the fifteenth century, though it only
affected a certain kind of horses, which we find here and there

described as '

curtals
'

(French courtauds), implying that they were

curtailed. Thus in the Regulations and Establishments of Algernon

Percy, Fifth Earl of Northumberland, which were begun in 1512,
in the enumeration of the horses to be maintained mention is made
of * a grat doble trottyng hors called a curtal, for his lordship to ride

on out of townes.' This horse has been described as a tall, broad,

and well-spread animal, whose best pace was the trot, but too un-

wieldy in himself, or as employed in carrying great weight, to be

able to gallop. Florio,
1G in 1598, gives the Italian word cortaldo as

a curtail,
' a horse sans taile

;

' and Cotgrave,
17 under the heading of

Double Courtaut, says it is
* a strong curtail, or a horse of middle

size between the ordinary curtail and horse of service.'

Shakespeare also alludes to this kind of horse in All's Well that

Ends Well (Act ii. scene 3), where Lafeu says he'd give away
'

bay

Curtal, and his furniture.' So that one kind of riding horse at

that time received a special name through being deprived of its

tail. The earliest representation I can find of such an animal is

that given in a design for a playing-card by Faithorne in 1684,

showing
'

Captain Bedlow carrying letters to forraigne parts,' and

reproduced in the illustrated edition of Green's Short History of

the English People (vol. iii. p. 1407). The term *

curtail,' as applied

to docking, is a common one in the seventeenth century ;
but the

fashion was evidently very limited for a considerable period, as all

the horses represented in the engravings and paintings of that time

have the tails long and almost touching the ground. Grervase Mark-

ham, who published a treatise on horsemanship during the reign of

James the First, in the earlier editions of that work describes many

16 A Worlde of Wordes, or Most Copious and Exact Dictionarie in Italian and

English. First edition. London, 1598.
17 French and English Dictionary. London, 1660.
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kinds of horses, those he gives figures of having long tails, and no

mention is made of amputation of the dock
;
but in later editions

allusion is made to it in a very decided manner, and shows that it was

a sort of mania in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

In the time of Charles the First the tail was long and flowing,

reaching almost to the ground, as is to be seen in the statue of that

monarch at Charing Cross. It was adorned with ribbons on gala days,

before and after that date, and, to preserve it in bad weather and in

travelling, it was frequently strapped up in a leather case called a
' dock '

in the language of the manege. This covering, which was

also worn by race-hors-es, was as long as the dock, and was made
fast to the crupper by means of straps, while leather thongs from it

passed between the horse's thighs and around the flanks, to be

attached to the girths, in order to keep the tail tight and hinder it

from whisking about.

During the reign of Charles the Second docking became general

in England, for I find in an edition of Markham's Masterpiece, pub-
lished in 1681, that it is mentioned, the reasons for its adoption

given, and the manner in which the operation should be performed
is described. In treating of ' The making of curtals, or cutting off

the tails of horses/ he says

The curtailing of horses is used in no nation whatsoever so much as in this

kingdom of ours, by reason of so much carriage and heavy burthens which our

horses are continually exercised and imployed withal, and the rather, sith we are

strongly opinionated that the taking away of those joints doth make the horse's

chine [spine] or back a great deal stronger, and more able to support a burthen,

as in truth it doth, and we daily find it by continual experience.

This statement is repeated in later editions, and by Wallis in

1775, and the notion for which there is no foundation in either

anatomy or physiology was entertained chiefly by grooms and

horse-dealers until recent days, though now one never hears of it, and

other excuses, equally baseless, are given for chopping off horses'

tails. Besides, horses did not carry such heavy loads in the days of

Charles the Second as in previous times, for the massive armour of

the warrior and the cumbrous horse furniture had largely disappeared.
The operation must have been horribly painful, and we are told

that it caused great bruising, and often led to mortification and death.

Similar accidents were quite commonly recorded in books of farriery,

and were attributed to various causes, but chiefly to the cauterisation

employed to restrain hsemorrhage. For example, Gibson, who had

been surgeon in a dragoon regiment, and who wrote a good book on

horses,
18 in which he speaks of '

curtailing,' but only to warn farriers

to have their *

searing-iron smoother and better polished than was

usually the case,' and that it should be rubbed clean on a woollen

cloth and the metal hardened. He attributed the great anguish
18 The Farrier's New Guide. Fourth edition. London, 1725.

G G 2
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horses suffered, and the serious consequences ensuing, to neglect of

these precautions. Bartlett, another surgeon, speaks of docking as a

common operation, which was sometimes followed by bad results.

During the reign of William the Third another development of

fashionable cruelty was introduced, and the truncated tail, instead of

being allowed to remain more or less horizontal or slightly pendent,
was now rigidly fixed in an almost upright position. This monstrous

deformity was accomplished by completely dividing the muscles on
the under part of the tail two, three, or more deep incisions being
made the gashes filled with tow, and the organ then kept elevated

for a considerable time until the wounds were healed. This operation
was termed *

nicking,' and by it the horse carried his tail upright, or

perhaps curved over his croup, and was quite unable to move it

downwards. The burly Irishman, as Lord Wolseley calls William

Cadogan Marlborough's able lieutenant and excellent staff-officer,

who was quartermaster-general in the Low Countries in 1701, and

afterwards became Lord Cadogan has received the credit of inventing
this new fashion when he commanded a regiment of dragoons, and

the '

Cadogan tail
'

soon became the rage ;
so that horses then, and

for more than a century afterwards,
19 had their ears cropped and the

tail nicked and docked. One can scarcely realise what an extraordi-

nary transformation fashion had at this time effected in the appear-
ance of horses. How the old Greek and Koman horsemen would

have stared and shuddered, could they only have seen such grotesque
creatures !

'

Nicking the tail of a horse,' says Reeve,
20 '

is an opera-
tion designed to make him carry it more genteel/

Horses with tails Cadoganised were sometimes designated
' cock-

tails,' or * bob-tails
;

'

and, to entitle them to further distinction, all

the hair was clipped from the few inches of upright stump, which

procured them the name of '

plug-tails.'

After amputation of the greater portion of the tail, what

remained was cut half through beneath, and then the most difficult

part of the business was to make it stand up to the degree fashion

demanded, without allowing it to deviate to the right or left. With

this object in view, the horse was confined in a stall, not allowed to

lie down for many days, while the shred of tail was attached to

weights by means of cords that run through pulleys fastened above

in the ceiling of the stable. Until the wounds were nearly healed and

the tail had been fixed at an acute angle to the croup, this restraint

could not be dispensed with. I remember seeing horses undergoing
this treatment so recently as 1850. Kichard Lawrence tells us that,

at the beginning of the present century, owing to want of attention

in slackening the bandage after the operation, a regiment of

"
According to Lecoq (Traite de VExterieur du Ckeval, p. 73, Paris, 1870), the

French eren nowadays designate a very short-docked tail as a queue en Cadogan.
" The Art f Farriery. Third edition. London, 1771.
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dragoons in the English service once lost more than forty horses

in the same week in which they were operated upon.
21

And the disadvantages of having horses so mutilated were, if

always present, sometimes seriously felt. For instance, Hartmann 22

asserts that during the last century the English cavalry were several

times rendered almost useless from the losses amongst the horses

caused by the attacks of flies, from which they could not protect
themselves. This happened more particularly in 1743, near Dettin-

gen, and also at Fritzlar, Hochkirch, and Willensthal. The same

authority also specially notes that in the Seven Years' War, which

commenced in 1756, the flies caused such disorder among the British

cavalry horses at Minden that the battle was nearly lost.

About this time Berenger, Gentleman of the Horse to George the

Third, published a most interesting treatise on horsemanship, in

which he quotes the views of Xenophon with regard to the mane and

tail, points out the cruelty of cropping horses' ears and nicking and

docking their tails, and adds that the king had issued an order that

the horses which serve in his troops should remain as nature

designed them. 23

As already remarked, these fashionable mutilations were generally

practised on all but race-horses until the first quarter of this century.
On the frontispiece of a book,

24
published at the beginning of this

period, there are two figures of mounted soldiers, one of which, a

dragoon, is mounted on a chestnut horse with its ears cropped and

its tail nicked and docked a la mode, and as in the previous century,
the other being a Guardsman riding a powerful black horse with a

long flowing tail and natural ears. Percivall, in a series of excellent

lectures on the horse, published in 1824,
25 treats of docking, but as

a veterinary surgeon : he mentions that from six to fifteen inches

were cut off the tail at one, two, or three operations ;
that docking

and nicking are cruel and useless, and attended with danger to

horses
;
that veterinary surgeons are averse to these operations,

though they must perform them
;
and that in Suffolk and Norfolk

draught horses often had only three inches of tail left. It may be

noted that the tail curled over the back from nicking was known as

the '

squirrel tail.'

Towards 1830 there were evidently fewer signs of this curiously

depraved taste, and the fashion was on the decline. It had had its

day and was gradually disappearing. Possibly the strictures passed

upon it by sensible people had something to do with this, and

21 The Complete Farrier and British Sportsman, p. 251. London, 1816.
22 Traite des Haras, p. 279.
23 The History and Art of Horsemanship, i. 239. London, 1771.
24 A Treatise on the Cavalry and Saddle Horse. By G. Orr, late of the Fencible

Cavalry. London, 1803.
25 Part Second of a Series of Lectures on the Veterinary Art. London, 1824.
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the poet and the caricaturist had also much influence, no doubt.

I have seen a drawing by Eichardson or Gillray, or some other

artist of their class, representing a farrier in the act of cropping a

horse's ears, the tail having been already docked and nicked, and a

bucket full of blood was standing near, the animal having under-

gone phlebotomy an operation regularly performed, especially on
St. Stephen's Day, when horses were first well galloped, then copiously
bled, in order to insure them against disease during the following

year a fashion supposed to have been introduced by the Danes.
Another print I recollect seeing, which represented a very emaciated

horse, with the fashionable tail, standing in a luxuriant meadow, his

body covered with flies, which prevented him from grazing, and from

which he could not free himself; a notice board in the field an-

nounced that horses were taken in to graze, those with undocked
tails at six shillings a week and docked ones at eighteenpence.

In 1850 I saw a few horses nicked and docked, but this was done

at the request of horse-dealers, who were desirous of continuing the

fashion
;
after that time, and until quite recently, the natural tail

was quite common, and a well-furnished one was much admired.

The change was gradual, the short stump by degrees becoming

longer, until at length the dock was allowed to remain at its normal

length, and the hair was generally cut square more or less near its

end, according to its carriage, the character of the horse, or the use

to which he was put.

But about that time the vile fashion of docking was again

revived, its reintroduction being due, I think, to the popularity of

polo, the ponies engaged in which were made ridiculous-looking by

having their manes and forelocks cut off, and a stump of tail of only
a few inches left. Polo ponies are not treated in this manner in the

country in which this game originated, and where it is played with

as much spirit as here. Sidney remarks (op. cit.) that

of late the fashion of docking the tails and hogging the manes has been

revived by polo-players. Even hunters have been thus disfigured ; but, like

crinolines and chignons, it is a beastly fashion that cannot last for ever. In this

year (1878) a number of mares, which it was the fancy of an Essex baronet to

collect for sale, were positively disfigured I should say indecently by the short-

ness of their docks.

Now it is extremely rare to find a horse or pony of any kind

which is not more or less curtailed of its fair proportions, and so

maimed for the remainder of its life that it must suffer from the

attacks of insects, and have parts exposed that should be concealed

and protected against cold and heat. Nothing can be more painful

or disgusting to the real horseman and admirer of this most symme-
trically formed and graceful animal than the existence of this most

detestable and torturing fashion, and those who perform the operation
or sanction it are neither humane nor are they horsemen, but rather are
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they horse-maimers and promoters of the worst form of cruelty to

animals. Let any one go to Rotten Row during the season, and satisfy

himselfas to the extent to which the fashion prevails, and the repulsive

appearance which otherwise beautiful horses present. The astonish-

ing and most saddening feature of the equestrian promenade is the

presence of ladies riding mares which are almost tailless. Surely a

plea might be entered here for the use of a fig-leaf to clothe the

nude!

The advocates of this fashion of tail-chopping advance apologies

for its adoption which were never dreamt of by those who resorted to

it from its commencement until its discontinuance forty years ago ;

and it is needless to say that these apologies have no more foundation

than had nicking and ear-cropping. We have seen that in the

seventeenth century docking was practised under the mistaken notion

that the back was strengthened thereby. We do not hear this erro-

neous argument now
; fifty years ago it was scarcely mentioned, but,

instead, it was said that the unmutilated tail heated the horse while

at work, that it was apt to soil the rider in dirty weather, and that

the horse being domesticated and housed, there was less need for a

long tail to keep off the flies. But surely it would have been suffi-

cient to shorten the hair of the tail as high as the end of the dock

to meet these excuses. When this is done the tail is as short as

any one could reasonably desire, and the animal is not permanently

damaged, for the hair will grow again. And this remark is true for

all time. Now one excuse is, that it is dangerous to employ horses

with undocked tails, as the reins are liable to get under them, and

cause kicking and running away. But surely this would have hap-

pened during the forty years when docking was not in fashion, and

yet there is no mention of it. The fact is, that the accident is much
more likely to happen with horses whose tails have been tampered

with, from remembrance of the torture they had undergone. And it

may be pointed out that in other countries where horses are as

-extensively employed as in the United Kingdom, and where docking
is not practised is even detested no complaint is made as to the

danger of unmutilated tails. Such a plea for docking would lead to

the inference that our horsemen are less competent than those of

these countries, or than their forefathers were, in managing horses.

Again, it is stated that the natural tail is inconvenient in harness

horses, as it is liable to come into contact with the fore part of the

vehicle
;
but surely such vehicles must be badly constructed, or the

horses must be improperly attached to them, or stupidly driven, to

permit this. Other countries do not chop off their horses' tails in

order to fit the animals to the carriage. This excuse reminds us of

the bootmaker in Punch, who proposes to pare a piece off his custo-

mer's toe, so that the boot he is trying on may fit his foot. Horses

have been driven for years in England, and are now worked all over
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the world, in harness, and their natural tails have never been found an

obstacle to satisfactory utilisation
;
on the contrary, they have been

found an advantage.
But the danger of the reins getting under the tails of saddle-

horses cannot surely be offered as an excuse for cutting off a portion
of that important organ, for it is impossible to imagine a condition

of affairs which would result in such an accident; no horseman

would entertain such a notion for a moment
;
and yet these riding-

horses are no more exempt from the disfigurement than are harness

horses. Are our equestrians less accomplished on horseback, or less

courageous, because apprehensive of an accident that cannot happen,
than the tens of thousands of horsemen whose horses' tails almost

sweep the ground, and who almost live in the saddle ?

The pretexts offered for the fashion of docking horses' tails now
universal in the United Kingdom will not bear investigation, as

none of them has any reasonable foundation ;
the operation is a pain-

ful and useless one, and therefore justly deserves the designation of
'

cruel,' while the penalties imposed for the infliction of cruelty on

animals are fairly incurred by those who perform it, as well as by
those who cause it to be performed. All lovers of horses should enter

their protest against the continuance of this absurd and pernicious

mutilation, which not only causes suffering while it is being effected,

but afterwards renders the animal's life more miserable than it would

otherwise be, at the same time grievously disfiguring its symmetry.

They are not admirers or lovers of the horse who acquiesce in such

punishment, such defacement of one of Nature's noblest creations and

most long-suffering and most useful of servants. This fashion i&

the mere caprice of a disordered fancy, which revels in devising

grotesqueness and abnormality in things beautiful and perfect.

Docking is now a kind of mania, and a horse with anything but a

short stump at the end of his body is looked upon as a kind of mon-

strosity. Indeed, it is next to impossible to buy a horse which has not

been made * smart
'

by the docking knife
;

if the breeder or the

dealer does not have a piece of the dock hacked off, the buyer or his

groom does
;
and sometimes conscience is relieved when the amputa-

tion is limited to two or three joints, though such modified shorten-

ing may necessitate one or two subsequent curtailments at the hands

of other owners.

It is in vain that protests are uttered against the fashion, or argu-
ments adduced antagonistic to its continuance. The examples of

foreign countries have no influence in suppressing the morbid whim ;

neither does the fact that army horses have natural tails must have

them and yet perform all kinds of work which is supposed in civil

life to require docked tails, without any of the accidents occurring

which fashionable horsemen imagine and dread. His Koyal Highness
the Duke of Cambridge, as Commander-in-Chief of the Army, dis-
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countenances the practice, and while I was Principal Veterinary

Surgeon of the Forces an order was issued from the Horse Guards

forbidding the purchase of horses with shortened docks, as such

animals would be much less useful as troopers, besides being unsightly.
1 suppose there is not a docked horse in the stables of her Majesty.

Those who breed or deal in horses say they cannot dispose of

them unless they have undergone the operation, and this argument
prevails in perpetuating the fashion in quarters which are influenced

by this commercial excuse. For instance, at a meeting of the Royal

Agricultural Society of England, held in September 1892, the Duke
of Westminster moved ' that in future no foals with docked tails

should be entered for the Society's country meetings.' Colonel Sir

Nigel Kingscote approved of this motion
;
to his mind it was a

horrible thing that foals should be turned out to graze with docked

tails, and therefore without the means of keeping off flies
; indeed, he

thought it was a barbarous custom to dock the tails of horses at all.

Another member said he thought it would be a good thing if the

docking of tails were stopped. But Sir Walter Grilbey said, if horses'

tails were not docked whilst they were young, he did not know when

they would be docked. If done while the animal was young, it was

no punishment to it, whereas if the operation was delayed it was

much more painful. The motion, if carried, would be almost a veto

on docking horses' tails at all. Such a rule, if passed, would not

prevent him docking the tails of his foals, because otherwise when

they were grown up he would not be able to sell them. 26 At a sub-

sequent meeting the Duke of Westminster said he made his motion

entirely upon the ground of cruelty to the animal, as he was under

the impression that the tail was given to an animal for certain pur-

poses, not only as a balance to the head, but for the practical purpose
of keeping off the flies when turned out to grass. It was absolute

cruelty, when flies were very much about, to turn out animals unpro-
vided with the means of keeping them off. He had been told of

cases where land had been let at lower rates in consideration of the

animals having had their tails docked, and consequently consuming
less grass. Sir Nigel Kingscote again spoke against the practice. He

thought docking foals' tails should not receive the encouragement
of the Society. He would not only object on the ground of what he

would call this senseless fashion, but also on the ground of its being
actual cruelty. Everybody who chose to go through Yorkshire and

Norfolk must notice the poor brood mares feeding under the little

shade which they could get, with no possible means of switching the

flies off. A great Society should not encourage so senseless a thing as

26 He forgot to mention the subsequent punishment the horse suffers
;
and he

was evidently not aware that age is no barrier to the operation. Unfortunate army
horses, when cast and sold because of age, are docked by their purchasers. Troop
horses are not disposed of because of age until they are at least sixteen years old.
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the docking of horses' tails; and, in anyway, they should not encourage
the docking of foals. The arguments of those who said that it was

less cruelty to them when foals did not seem to improve the case at

all. And Prince Christian raised the question as to when this fashion

of docking the tails of horses had been reintroduced. It seemed to

him to have become general again only during the last few years.

He had now been more than twenty-five years in this country, and he

did not remember seeing docked horses except during the last four

or five years. In his view the docking of horses' tails spoilt their

appearance. Another speaker thought the Society should do every-

thing to condemn it : but other speakers following urged that

farmers would object to the practice being stopped ;
that the Society,

as a body, should not interfere too much with the trade of the

country ;
that if farmers did not dock horses

j

dealers or other people
would

;
that horses with docked tails fetch more money ;

27 and that

ninety-nine out of every hundred horses were docked. This com-

mercial argument prevailed, and the motion was negatived by sixteen

votes to nine. Thus the influence of a great Society, one of whose

objects is to promote the improvement of the domestic animals in

beauty and utility, was given in favour of the continuance of a cruel

and damaging fashion because it was a remunerative one. The

result would doubtless have been the same had the motion been

brought forward against nicking or ear-cropping, operations which are

in the same category with docking, and which we shall in all like-

lihood witness the revival of very soon. For such odious fashions are

recurrent among us
;
and while making every possible allowance for

the severe depression that has befallen agriculture, this misfortune

cannot be accepted as an excuse for practising useless and damaging
mutilations on animals.

27 The plea that the infliction of these fashionable mutilations may enhance the

money value of the animals they are practised upon will not be sustained by law, as

has been more than once shown. Even so recently as last January Mr. Bushby, in

giving his judgment in one of the London police courts in a case of dogs' ear

cropping, spoke of the practice as sought to be justified on two grounds that it

enhanced the market value of the animals, and that it was necessary for their own

well-being ;
but he thought the first plea was excluded by the case of ' Ford v. Wiley,'

where it was laid down that, though severe operations, like that on the dog in question,

might be performed, if without them the animals could not be fitted for their ordinary

use, the mere fact that by such operations the market value was increased was not

a valid excuse. The second plea, he thought, had not been proved by the evidence

given for the defence. He had come to the conclusion that the defence had failed to

vindicate the common practice of cropping, which had originated in the exigencies

of dog-fighting. The defendants were convicted, and in 1889 Chief Justice Hawkins,

in giving his opinion on a case of cruelty to animals, incidentally referred to '

docking
'

of
'

horses and said, I hold a very strong opinion against allowing fashion or the

whims of individuals to afford a justification for such painful mutilation.' And

alluding to this and other kinds of fashionable mutilations of animals, he added,
' These instances indicated his view, that the legality of a painful operation must be

governed by the necessity for it, and even where a desirable and legitimate object

was sought to be obtained the nature of the operation and the pain caused thereby
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The injurious effects of these fashions are, unfortunately, not

limited to the unlucky horses in this country, for our absurdities are

sometimes copied by other nations. Looked up to as a great horse-

producing and horse-improving kingdom, it is often imagined we can

do nothing wrong in the management of horses. Therefore it happens
that foreigners sometimes imitate our weaknesses, assume our foibles,

and even endeavour to improve upon them.

France for a long time held aloof from docking and nicking.
The first of these, however, obtained a slight footing in that

country, and the second soon followed, being known as the queue a

Vanglaise, a horse so treated being 'Englished,'
28 and the ridi-

culous disfigurement became the mode among the small number
of equestrian imitators of the fiers Anglois. It did not extend much

beyond Paris, however, and natural tails were seen everywhere, even

the hair being allowed to remain its entire length; those of the
4

Diligence
' and * Poste

'

service horses being tied up, and often

covered in a case in bad weather. But the Honourable Miss Dillon

has recently stated that formerly in the south of France a docked

Horse was never seen, the heat of the climate and the flies in summer

combining to make long tails a necessity.
' Now our horrid English

custom has been copied, and even the wretched cart-horses are docked.

As the flies swarm all over the manure heaps which lie against the

open stables, what these poor beasts must suffer in summer is in-

conceivable.' 29

In Germany it has been the same, though the Cadogan tail, when
once introduced, has held its ground, and is even now evidently very
much in the fashion, if we may credit the statement of a veterinary

surgeon in that country, who claims to have improved the operation,

and has nicked no fewer than seven thousand horses,
' in order to

make them look noble.' 3 It is astonishing to -find what may be

called a horse-coper's dodge so extensively resorted to by a professional

man.

In the United States of America it does not appear likely that

such a detestable fashion will be allowed to prevail, the good sense of

horse-owners being apparently entirely opposed to it. Already the

Legislature of Massachusetts has passed a stringent law against the

practice of docking. The important sections of this Act are as

follows :

must not so far outbalance the importance of the end as to make it clear to any
reasonable mind that it is better that the object should be abandoned rather than the

suffering should be inflicted/
28 Cette operation ayant 6t6 imaginee en Angleterre, on la designe sous le nom

<le queue a Vanglaise, et Ton appelle anglaise le cheval qui y a 6te sounds.' F. Lecoq,

Traiti de VExtcrieur du Cheval (Paris, 1870), p. 73.

29 The Live Stock Journal, April G, 1894, p. 335.
30 Die subcutane Myotamie des Schneifes bei Pferden. By Dr. P. R. Briicher.

Berlin, 1894.
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Whoever cuts the bones of the tail of any horse for the purpose of docking the

tail, or whoever causes or knowingly permits it to be done upon the premises of

which he is the owner, lessee, proprietor, or user, or whoever assists in or is present
at such cutting, shall be punished by imprisonment in the jail not exceeding one

year, or by fine of not less than 100 dollars nor more than 300 dollars. If a horse

is found with his tail so cut, and with the wound from such cutting unhealed,

upon the premises of any person, such facts shall be prima facie evidence that the

person who occupies or has the use of such premises on which a horse is so found
has committed the offence described. If a horse is found with its tail so cut, and
with the wound resulting from such cut unhealed, in the charge or custody of any
person, such facts shall be prima fade evidence that the person having the

charge or custody of such horse has committed the offence charged above.

This law should certainly make it difficult to mutilate a horse in

this way within the borders of the particular State, but it cannot re-

store a docked horse to its original condition
;
nor will it prevent the

removal of horses outside the State to be docked. However, there is

no danger of this being done, as the American horsemen know the

value of the horse's tail.

The fashion is not tolerated in Canada, and it will be remembered

that in March 1894 the women of the Dominion who subscribed for

a pair of horses, a sleigh, and furs as a wedding gift to the Duchess

of York were highly indignant when they discovered that the horses

had been docked before being shipped from that loyal colony. Steps
were to be taken to prosecute the parties responsible for this act,

while the subscribers were also sending a memorial asking her Eoyal

Highness to express her reprobation of the cruel practice and to

refuse to accept the horses.

In this country the law is impotent to suppress the practice,

though docking is undoubtedly a cruel operation, because it is painful

and unnecessary, and, therefore, comes within the scope of the Act

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. But it is most difficult to-

detect persons performing the operation, or to bring guilt home to

them when it is accomplished ;
and even when discovered flagrante

delicto a conviction is very doubtful, as magistrates are often them-

selves approvers of the fashion and employ docked horses, or they are

uncertain whether the operation is or is not a useful one. It needs

a law like that of Massachusetts to deal with the evil, with the addi-

tion of a tax imposed on persons who use horses so mutilated. It is

strange that the ingenuity of the Chancellor of the Exchequer has

not found out this means of obtaining financial assistance, for the tax

would bring in a handsome sum, if only a very small amount had to

be paid by horse-proprietors for each docked animal in their stables.

The Treasury coffers would also be better filled if dog-owners were

made to pay an additional tax on dogs with cropped ears and tails.
31

31 The various Dog Clubs could do very much to suppress these mutilations, and
it is satisfactory to observe that two or three of them have been moving in this

direction. It is also most gratifying to know, by a communication dated the 22nd
of January last, that his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales disapproves of the
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If such measures were adopted animals would be greatly benefited,

as these unsightly mutilations, equine and canine, would soon be

dropped ;
we could then realise what these animals would look like

in their natural form, and would no longer be the laughing-stock
of nations who condemn or make merry over our freaks of fashion in

dealing with these creatures.

GEORGE FLEMING.

fashion of ear-cropping, has never allowed any dogs belonging to him to be mutilated,

and would be pleased to hear that owners of dogs had agreed to abandon such an

objectionable fashion.' Horse shows might also be largely instrumental in abolishing

docking, by refusing to admit docked horses, or at any rate not awarding them

prizes.
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REMBRANDT
AND SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS

A NOTICE OF TWO LANDSCAPE PICTURES

REMBRANDT worship is becoming universal, and Sir Joshua Reynolds,

always thoroughly appreciated in his own country, has at last found

his true place in the world at large. Every picture, sketch, or draw-

ing of these great masters is now being assiduously noted down,

catalogued, and described, and every discovery of a forgotten or un-

appreciated work hailed as a welcome and noteworthy event. There

need, then, be no apology for putting on record in this Keview an

occurrence of this kind, and the more so as it in a manner links to-

gether the works and doings of the two artists. Two pictures are in

question : one of them is at present on loan at the Royal Academy
Old Masters' Exhibition, and the other is on view at the Guildhall Art

Gallery. The former work is the Duke of Westminster's very beautiful

landscape ascribed to 'Rembrandt and Teniers,' No. 53, and the

latter, another representation of the same picture, believed to be by
the hand of Sir Joshua Reynolds. The Duke of Westminster's

picture was exhibited before at the Academy, some twenty years ago,
and it was at that time the subject of much debate : not that there

was any difference of opinion as to the intrinsic merits of the work,
for all were agreed that it is one of the most exquisite and most

poetical works in landscape art in existence. As to the authorship of

the picture, however, art critics and experts were then, and are still,

very much at sea.

The composition represents the outskirts of a Dutch town, with a

road leading from the gate or entrance down to a pool of water over-

hung with trees, through which the setting sun is seen in dazzling

coruscations, the entire sky being lit up with the splendid radiance.

A group of four men are dragging the pool with a net. In the

middle distance, on the hillside near the road, is a flock of sheep, and

two small figures may be seen entering the town from the road. The
other picture at the Guildhall Gallery represents the same scene with

many minor differences of detail, but omitting all the figures, and it
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was obviously painted by a different hand and at a more recent

period.

Keturning to the Westminster picture, on the face of it this deep-
toned brilliant work, with its striking arrangement of light and shade,
seems to suggest no other mind and hand than those of Kembrandt

;

but the difficulty is that the figures in the foreground and other

indications point with almost absolute certainty to another scarcely
less notable painter David Teniers.

There can indeed be no doubt that portions, if not indeed every

part, of this fine picture were painted by the Antwerp Fleming, and
it is difficult to imagine under what circumstances there could have

been any co-partnership or co-operation with the great Dutchman at

Amsterdam.

Teniers, it is true, frequently painted the figures in the landscapes
of other painters, notably in those of his compatriot Van Uden

;
but

there is no record, and it may be added no probability, of his having
ever rendered any such assistance to Eembrandt. The chances

indeed are that the two men never saw each other, although they
most likely had a knowledge of each other's works and style. They
were contemporaries, but Teniers outlived Kembrandt many years :

the latter died in 1669, whilst Teniers lived till 1694.

Holland and the Netherlands, when this picture must have been

painted, were only just recovering from the long and deadly struggle

by which the Dutchmen threw off the yoke of the Spanish Nether-

landish power. Teniers was a Catholic, Court painter, and the keeper
of the gallery of the Archduke Leopold, Governor of the Netherlands,

and his headquarters were at Brussels.

The Protestant Kembrandt, on the other hand, lived all his life

amidst the canals of Amsterdam, where the chief patrons of his art

were merchants and Jews, not princes. It is unlikely that Teniers

ever visited Amsterdam, and equally so as to Kembrandt having ever

been at Brussels.

Unlike Kembrandt, however, Teniers was an extremely versatile

painter. He was in the constant habit of counterfeiting the style

and distinctive peculiarities of other masters
;
in fact, he was a well-

known producer of '

pasticci/ or free imitations of the works of other

painters.

In my opinion, then, the Westminster picture is entirely from

the hand of David Teniers
; but I am equally convinced that it was

mainly inspired by the genius of Kembrandt, and that it was not

improbably suggested by the sight of some now unknown drawing or

painted sketch by that master.

There can be little doubt, from numerous indications, that the

picture was painted some time during the second half of the 1 7th

century, probably not earlier than c. 1660-70. This consideration r

by the way, I think effectually disposes of a theory which has been
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recently started to the effect that the Westminster picture was the

work of Adrian Brouwer
;
but Brouwer died young in 1638. In other

respects there are, I think, no grounds for that attribution.

I now pass to the consideration of the other representation of the

landscape in question, which I believe to be by the hand of Sir Joshua

Keynolds, now at the Guildhall Gallery. This picture occurred in a

sale at Messrs. Christie's some few years after the first exhibition of

the Westminster landscape at the Academy. I purchased it myself
for a small sum, and it has until recently remained hung up uncon-

sidered and disregarded. It was only when the Westminster picture

appeared again, a few weeks ago at the Eoyal Academy, that it

occurred to me to bring the two works together with the view of de-

termining their respective authorships. The comparison forthwith

revealed most interesting and suggestive differences. As I have

before said, the pictures, whilst substantially identical in subject,

vary very considerably in details. On careful comparison and weigh-

ing of various points it became evident that my picture was repro-
duced from the Westminster example, and not the latter work from

it. When a coat of fresh varnish was applied after many years'

neglect, causing the picture to * bear out
'

with its pristine brilliancy,

to my own great surprise it stood revealed as a masterly and
beautiful work, very different in colour, tone, and technical execu-

tion from the prototype, but I think not inferior to it in general ex-

cellence. I must confess I was at first in the dark as to the hand
which executed it, and the credit of initial discernment in that respect
is due to that acute and experienced connoisseur, Mr. Martin Colnaghi,

who, on my asking his opinion, at once pronounced the picture to be

a work of the English school, and most likely by Sir Joshua Keynolds.
Now Sir Joshua was an enthusiastic collector of ancient pictures

and an especial worshipper of Rembrandt. His collection numbered

upwards of four hundred pictures, for the most part notable and ex-

cellent specimens. Two or three years after his death, these pictures
were sold by auction by Messrs. Christie in the very same room where

so many treasures are still being daily scattered to the winds. This

was in 1795, just one hundred years ago.
The world-famous establishment in King Street keeps its archives

in perfect order, and every auction catalogue from the very begin-

ning, with the prices carefully noted and the names of the purchasers
for every lot, are forthcoming at a moment's notice, and are always

liberally placed at the service of those who have any reasonable grounds
for consulting those invaluable records. It occurred to me forthwith

to see if any light could be thrown upon the two pictures in question
on reference to this source, and I may at once say that I was not a

little gratified to find my expectations well fulfilled.

I found that Sir Joshua's collection contained no less than

eighteen pictures by or attributed to Kembrandt, the majority
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certainly authentic and admirable works of art
;
two or three of them

are, in fact, at this moment amongst the select treasures of the

National Gallery.

The very first
' Rembrandt '

in the catalogue, No. 42 in the first

day's sale, is described as ' a view of a city gate in Holland a very

singular effect,' and it was sold for the magnificent sum of 4. 10s. r

one '

Simpson
'

being the lucky purchaser. Now there is only one

picture by or ascribed to Rembrandt now known which answers to

this description, and that is this selfsame Westminster ' Rembrandt-

Teniers
' now at the Academy, and I do not think there can be any

reasonable doubt indeed that it is the picture now in question.

Lest, however, it should be thought incredible that such a picture

could be sold, even a hundred years ago, for so insignificant a

sum, I may as well state that the majority of the other Rembrandts

averaged only about 20. or 30. each, and that this particular work

sold for so much less is, I have no doubt, attributable to the fact that

even then it was not generally received as a certainly authentic work

of Rembrandt. As an incidental corroboration of this I may state

that Smith, in his well-known '

Catalogue Raisonne,' published in

1829, whilst he includes all the other Rembrandts in the Westminster

Collection, does not mention this particular picture, although it had

been acquired by the then Marquis of Westminster in the previous

year, 1828.

Smith evidently did not consider it by Rembrandt. Happy age
for the true connoisseur ! This beautiful picture, Rembrandt or no

Rembrandt, as the case may be, if brought to-day under the ever

active hammer in the same time-honoured spot, would probably fetch

five hundred or even a thousand times as much as in 1795. It will

now be understood, then, that the almost certainty that Sir Joshua,

was in his time the actual possessor of the Westminster picture in*

itself renders it very probable that he was the author of the copy from,

it. I think, however, that the internal evidence of the work itself is

sufficiently conclusive.

There are, however, further incidental indications in support of

the supposition, and of Sir Joshua's imitation of Rembrandt's landscape

work. Sir Joshua's property was inherited by his niece, Miss Reynolds,
who became Marchioness of Thomond. This lady seems to have

kept back from the sale in 1795 all the pictures and sketches by her

uncle, for there were no works by the hand of Sir Joshua included

in it. After Lady Thomond's death, however, a second Sir Joshua sale

was held at Christie's in 1821, and in it are included three landscapes

by the great master. They are described as follows :

No. 48. ' A woody landscape, one of the few performances of Sir

Joshua in this line.'

No. 63. ' A view from Richmond Hill in the rich and bold manner

VOL. XXXVII No. 217 H H
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of Kembrandt tin* (nippiest of the productions of Sir Jonhua in HUH

line.'

No, 23 (Seen i Sale).
' A bold landHcape with figures in the

slylo of Rosa.'

II is clcjir Mini Sir .Joshua's Imidsrnpcs were exceptional perform-

ance,;, ;md very few in number.

Including my own picture, there are, I believe, only three such

workH forthcoming at the present time. The other two are the well-

kiiown Kielimnnd Mill and ;i picture now in Hie posses: ion of Mr. James

Knowles, the Editor of this Review, which is known to be the woody

landscape, No. 48, in the Thomond sale.
1 The 'Rosa' landscape,

then, making the fourth Hir Joshua picture 'in this line,' remains to

lu* accounted for. Perhaps this notice may be Mie means of bringing

it to light. By a curious coincidence this year's Old Masters' Exhi-

bition lit tho Academy contains another of Sir Joshua's studies from

Rembrandt, this time from one of his figure subjects, the picture

belonging to Lord I loii-diton and entitled 'The Tribute Money,' by

Sir Joshua Reynolds, R.A.

This is, without doubt, a direct copy by Sir Joshua of Rembrandt's

picture, No. Ill in Smith's catalogue, then in the collection of Lndy

Clarke, and ongraved by McArdell.

J. C. ROUINSON.

1

[This jiidtire p;isscd from the Tlnmiond sale info Mir possession of Samuel

Rogers, the banker-poet, and reappears in the catalogue of his sale at Christie's (on
A |.M I L'H, J85G) (us follow**, undor the name of Sir Joshua Reynolds :

No. 004, A romantic woody landscape intorHooted \>\ ;i in .mi of water- alilghly

poetical work, painted in the manner of Titian.'

It is HO striking an imitation of Titian's landscape work that, when exhibit I at

tho Royal Academy In the winter of 1H86, it was held by some of tho Acadeniici.-ms

to bo by Titian himself, until its pedigree was traced by tho aid of Messrs. Christie's

:iilinir:il.lr records I'rom
1113' own li:inds tliroii^h Hit- collect i.. us .,f DC Xodc, \\ \ KM

Ellis, Rogers, and Lady Thomond to Sir Joshua. ED, NINETEENTH CKNTUKY.]
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OFFICERS' EXPENSES IN THE CAVALRY
AND OTHER ARMS OF THE SERVICE

A LITTLE while ago I waH talking to two ladies interested in a young
fellow who was about to join a cavalry regiment. They were deplor-

ing the extravagance of the allowance said to be necessary for a

cavalry officer, and one of them expatiated on the very different way
in which Hi ings might and ought to be managed.

I could only say, 'If you will offer a workable scheme for the

reduction of expenses in our cavalry I am sure that the authorities

will be everlastingly grateful to you/
From time to time we see letters in the newHpapers from parents

and others enlarging on the impossibility of any, except men of

considerable means, Hcrvin^ as cavalry officers in our Army. Kom<--

dies are suggested generally in the direction of compulsorily putting
a stop to expenditure on the keeping ofpolo ponies, coaches, or hunters,
or due to expensive messes, and entertaining on a large scale.

Comparisons are made between the expenses in our service and
those in the services of other countries.

Of the remedies suggested I would say that, though some of

them may be possible, they can only] act as palliatives. The com-

pariHons alluded to are, I venture to say, of all comparisons the most

misleading,
Hefore <iisciiHsing what 1 may call the financial o,ualification now

necessary to enable a man to serve as a^cavalry officer, it is advisable

to investigate the same question with regard to the service generally.
' Poor ' and ' rich

'

are comparative terms
;
and when it is said

that ' a poor man
'

can go into this or that regiment, or into this or

that branch of the service, the term 'a poor man' is not usually

employed as meaning a man with no private means. Perhaps some
officers do live on their pay, but such officers are the exception, not

the rule.

Men do not choose the Army as a profession with a view to

making money, but either because it is a profession which attracts

them by the romance which still surrounds it, the chance of adven-

ture and distinction appertaining to it, and the position which it

467 E H %
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offers, or simply because they think that in the Army they can lead a

pleasant life, finding there agreeable companions and a fair share of
amusement of one sort and another.

To whichever of these two classes a man belongs the possession of

money is of considerable importance to him.

At first sight it would appear that this should hardly be the case

when a man enters the Army meaning really to make it his profession.

But so it is, and the possession of money, even from a purely pro-
fessional point of view, makes many things easy, and many things

possible, which would otherwise be difficult or beyond his reach.

It is not, however, on this aspect of the case that I would most

insist
; for, given determination, capacity, and opportunity, I hope

and believe that no man in our service need fear that the want of

money will stand in his way.
What we have really to consider is how the possession of money

will affect an officer in his every-day life. I think that it will affecfo

him to a very great extent, and this I believe to be the reason why
you do not find, as a rule, really poor men entering any branch of'

our service.

I have mentioned above some of the inducements to men to go
into the Army, and they are inducements which, by the way, have

more effect with many of the men who join the ranks than i&

commonly believed.

Komance, distinction, adventure ! The golden dream of the

recruit ! And a very good dream. But those with whom it rests te

decide whether a boy should endeavour to enter the Army as an

officer or not, know that even if this dream or any part of it is ever

realised it will only be together with a vast amount of humdrum
barrack existence. They know that, alas ! in many and many a case

the golden dream isn't
' in it

'

with the humdrum existence, and that

many and many a good officer never sees a shot fired on service, and

leaves the Army, after having devoted all his energy to his profession,

without ever having had the opportunity of putting into practice all

that he has so carefully studied and worked at.

We must take human nature as it is, and the nature which de-

sires the excitement of a soldier's (ideal) life requires more excitement

in the long days of peace than can usually be obtained ' on one's pay/
Is it strange that some compensation is demanded for the surrender

of liberty, rewarded perhaps only by disappointed hopes ? I think

not. And so it comes to be that t >^ majority of men who go into

the service are not the very poor, but men who can in one way or

another afford to procure for themselves amusements which gild the

dull routine of peace life, and which, if well chosen, do more by in

some sort training them for the active and adventurous life they

always hope for. How comes it, then, that in Continental armies

many men do serve who are really poor and who must live on their
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pay, who in some cases indeed, as Prince Kraft has told us, have

even found it difficult to allow themselves enough to eat ? I think

it is not hard to find reasons for the difference in this respect between

oar Army and the other armies in Europe.
In the first place our standard of living is higher than the

standard of living abroad, and I think that the difference in pay
falls far short of making up for this disparity.

It is not only the ordinary every-day expenses of an officer that

have to be considered, but also the standard of living of those with

whom he is brought into contact outside the service.

There is no doubt that when a really poor man leaves his home
to join the Army in England he finds himself thrown together with

many people outside the service who live much more expensively than

he has been accustomed to do, while his regiment is expected to

return hospitality with hospitality on at least the same scale as it is

given.

Then there are the sporting instincts of the English race to be

reckoned with instincts which have carried us east and west to

discover and to conquer instincts which, however much they ought
=t be governed by the length of a man's purse, we should hardly wish

to see wanting in officers of the British Army. Hunting, racing, and

shooting these were not invented by soldiers; they have been for

years, and still are, part of our national life. What wonder that

soldiers, situated as they are, should endeavour to take their share in

these things ? What wonder, if this is the case, that want of means

should be more keenly felt by officers in our Army than by officers of

armies in countries where sport is only an imported word, and where

what we call sport is only indulged in by the rich, and not, as in this

country, enjoyed wherever and whenever it is at all possible, by rich

and poor alike ?

Provide a fairly regular supply of fighting, and, I imagine, the

supply of officers willing and able to live on their pay will be ample ;

but while campaigns are so scarce that the competition for a place in

a small war reminds one of the competition for a start from the

covert side on a crowded day in Leicestershire, I am afraid that we can

expect but a small proportion of very poor men to enter the service.

There is, however, another very great difference between the

conditions under which the officers of our Army and the officers of

foreign armies serve.

If, as I have endeavoured to show, the possession of private

means is in many ways of importance to officers, then, in a small

army like ours, and in our present state of society, it is not to be

wondered at that men with means are the rule and men without the

exception.

Abroad the case is different. An enormous number of officers

is required, and consequently a much larger class in the country is
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drawn upon. The door is thus opened to poor men, who find in their

regiments a standard of living suited to their means, and companions
no better off than they are themselves.

And how about the monotony of garrison life ? Is the poor
Grerman or French officer better able to bear it than an Englishman
in the same position ?

I think he is, for several reasons. Our habits are different. An

Englishman's bent leads him always to be doing something with all

his might, and the placid enjoyments of the concert, the promenade,
or the cafe, or even the more active pleasures of the fencing saloon

and the gymnasium, are not to him as much as to a foreigner. And

again in some ways there appears to be more reality in the routine

of military life in the armies of our neighbours than in that of our

own. Those stupendous forces, ready to move at the shortest notice,

bivouac, as it were, actually within sight of a possible enemy ;
while

our little army in England is not even in the first line, and our army
in India is secured from any sudden attack in force by various cir-

cumstances.

So far I have referred only to the expense of living as an officer

in the service generally. I now come to the question of expenses
entailed on cavalry officers in particular, and as to whether these

expenses as they exist at present are unavoidable or not.

Costly, however, as service in our cavalry is at present, it must

by no means be supposed that the cavalry arm monopolises the privi-

lege of being expensive. There are in the infantry expensive regi-

ments, and a man will calculate the cost not only when deciding
which arm of the service to choose for his son, but also,

1 should he

have chosen cavalry or infantry, when making up his mind to what

regiment he will endeavour to have his son posted.

Now, just as some regiments of infantry are more expensive than

others, so the cavalry, as a whole, is more expensive than the other

arms. There are also of course in the cavalry, just as in the infantry,

degrees of expense, but this fact does not affect the question now
before us, viz. the financial qualification for service in the cavalry

complained of as keeping good men out unjustly to them, and with

a bad effect on the arm they would wish to serve in.

I must here explain to any of my readers who may not be well

posted in Army examination matters that, to obtain sufficient officers

for our cavalry, it is sometimes necessary to offer cavalry commis-

sions to men who in the competitive examinations for entrance into

the Army have not obtained sufficient marks to properly entitle them

to a commission at all.

For instance, (say) fifty commissions are competed for, forty of

which are for infantry and ten for cavalry, and the forty-five men who

1 The Royal Engineers are organised as one corps, viz. the Corps of Royal

Engineers ;
the artillery as one regiment, viz. the Royal Regiment of Artillery.
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pass highest take up the forty infantry and five of the cavalry com-

missions. The forty-sixth and forty-seventh men in order of merit,

perhaps, cannot afford to go into cavalry. It is, then, necessary to

take the forty-eighth man, and so on down the list to a certain point,

so as to fill up the five cavalry vacancies still unfilled.

It is complained, then, that, whereas the highest intelligence is

required in a cavalry officer, we have arrived at a state of things which

necessitates the cavalry accepting a lower standard of education than

is accepted by the infantry.

No doubt this state of things is not desirable
;
but I doubt

whether, with the present severe competitive examinations, our

cavalry suffers at all by the loss of capable men, though it probably
does suffer by the loss of men of moderate means who, could they

accept cavalry commissions, would do far more by their presence to

put a stop to extravagant expenditure than can be achieved by the

wisest sumptuary laws that it is possible to invent.

As long as rich men are the rule and poor men the exception

pretty well throughout the cavalry, so long will it, I believe, be im-

possible to check the expenditure which now debars a poor man
from accepting a cavalry commission.

Orders of course do exist, and very rightly, the object of which is

to keep down expenditure by officers of the Army. To some extent

this object is attained
; but, after all, money is like water, and you

might as well attempt to stop the flow of a river as attempt to stop

money being spent where money exists. One way or another it

will be spent, and if it is spent on legitimate and healthy pursuits

so much the better.

It is to be hoped that as long as rich men exist in the country
there will always be plenty of them anxious for and able to attain to

the honour of serving in our Army. It would speak ill for the welfare

of our empire were it otherwise.

But it is one thing for men of considerable means to compete

successfully for commissions in the service another for the man
with money to be able to throw it into the scale and so defeat

competitors less well off than he is.

It is to be remembered, however, that the tendency to extrava-

gance in the cavalry, which makes service in it so expensive, is rather

inherited from the past than born in the present day ;
and I think

this fact must be taken into consideration when seeking to cure the

evil.

In the days of chivalry the whole cavalry was perforce composed
of comparatively wealthy men, and the knight loved not only a good
horse and good armour, but also costly ornaments for himself and

splendid caparisons for his steed. And looking further down the

page of history we find that Prince Kupert's cavaliers added nothing
to the reputation of the cavalry arm for economy. Certainly Crom-
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welFs Ironsides might well be quoted as cavalry of the finest type,
with no tendency to extravagance, were it not that they were ex-

ceptional men, the product of an exceptional time, and that the

fanaticism or religious enthusiasm (call it which you will) which led

to the murder of their king only naturally induced them to discard

what they would have termed the vanities of their opponents.
Just as the habits of Cromwell's soldiers of all arms can hardly be

cited as typical of the habits of the soldier class of that day, so also it

would be misleading to quote the manners of his cavalry as typical

of the manners of the cavalry of that epoch.

And, to come nearer still to our own time, would not Murat,

splendidly mounted and in gorgeous uniform, almost have been put
down as an extravagant fop had his appearance not been entirely

overshadowed by his brilliant capacity and his audacious courage ?

And so on to the present day the horse soldier has always been in-

clined rather to be too lavish than too careful. And this habit of mind

is, I think, not to be wondered at, nor a habit to be too roughly dealt

with.

Too careful calculation or a too great fear of failure will ruin the

work of a cavalry soldier. Acting in his proper
2 role he must never

-defend, but must always attack. His attack must be delivered at

headlong speed, and he must never hope to correct mistakes once the

die is cast. The very animal he rides is of but little use unless in

his character carefulness is subordinate to a generous and fearless

freedom. Audacity, then, tempered by discretion, is what is required
of the cavalryman in the field, and at home corresponding qualities

inducing him to be liberal, not lavish.

But where men are all more or less rich it is hard to prevent the

liberality which is desirable degenerating into the extravagance which

is the reverse.

The question, then, comes to this : Is it not possible to remove

this financial qualification, which at present prohibits any 'but men of

considerable means entering our cavalry as officers ? Is it not pos-
sible to insert the thin end of the wedge which shall open up the

way for poorer men who, having made good their foothold, will quickly
-make it easy for others to follow ?

If it is, a cause of complaint which damages the cavalry will have

'been removed, and this arm will benefit by the fact that cavalry

commissions will be the best prizes to be won, and not, as is some-

times the case at present, consolation prizes given to unsuccessful

competitors in the first trial of strength demanded from those who

aspire to serve as officers in our Army.
Now, what are the expenses which have to be borne by cavalry

officers ?

We may divide them roughly into compulsory expenses and

2 I.e. when he is acting mounted.
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expenses that are not compulsory ; though, of course, it is not in all

-cases quite possible to clearly define to which class certain expenses

'belong.

Of the latter class of expenses I have already written. They are

-expenses which, in the main, will always be regulated by the amount

of money there is to spend, though they can be, and are to some

-extent, controlled by orders issued by the Commander-in-Chief.

It is with the former class I have to deal, for I believe that it is,

to a great extent, responsible for the difficulty experienced in deal-

ing with the latter, and I cannot help thinking that it is worthy of

consideration whether this class of expenditure might not be very

considerably reduced.

I know it is said that it is little use reducing compulsory expendi-

ture while that which is not compulsory is so extravagant. But con-

siderable compulsory expenditure is all in favour of the rich man and

-all against the poor one, helping at thevery outset to handicap the latter.

There are men even now with strength of character, and who love the

service, who manage to live on comparatively very small incomes in

the cavalry. If the compulsory expenditure were reduced to a

minimum, these men's positions would be strengthened, and the

-service be made more pleasant to them. In them we already have

the thin end of the wedge, so to speak, and, were they to find service

in the cavalry less of a struggle, it would not, I think, be long before

others similarly situated, or even less well off than they are, joined

them.

If it is really desired that poorer men should go into the cavalry,

why not make it possible for them, at any rate as far as compulsory

expenditure is concerned, to live as cheaply in the cavalry as in any
-other branch of the service ?

Let us, then, examine the compulsory expenses, and inquire

whether they are capable of reduction, and if it is worth while reducing
them.

For convenience sake I will divide the compulsory expenses as

follows :

1. Expenses of living.

2. Expenses of moving, attending manreuvres, and so on.

3. Expenses of outfit, with upkeep of the same.

4. Expenses of chargers and their upkeep.

Whether expenses Nos. 1 and 2 are light or heavy depends to

;a considerable extent upon officers themselves, and, as far as this

is the case, they would be found, I think, to reduce themselves,

if not automatically, with at any rate but little impulse from the

authorities whose duty it is to supervise them, were there more men
in the cavalry to whom economy was of importance.

As regards No. 2 there are certain economies not in the hands of
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officers which I think might be effected, but this is a question not

specially affecting the cavalry.

No. 3. The original cost of outfit and its upkeep afterwards is

at present pretty heavy. I believe this might be greatly reduced, not

so much by doing away with the handsome uniforms which now exist

as by very considerably limiting the occasions on which they may
be worn, and by doing away with what is superfluous.

No. 4. We now come to what is by far the most important
item amongst the compulsory expenses we are examining.

The cost of living, so far as it is not under the control of the

authorities, can only be gradually reduced according to the means

possessed by cavalry officers. The other expenses alluded to are

comparatively unimportant. But in this matter of officers pro-

viding themselves with horses, and keeping themselves so provided,

we have at once a very serious item of expenditure, and one which

might easily be swept away.
Not only is the present system under which officers mount them-

selves an expensive one in itself, but it is one which, I think, en-

courages expenditure.

Every young fellow who now joins a cavalry regiment must

within a certain time become the owner of horses. And this designa-

tion, which at first sight perhaps may appear to be a misleading one,

is, I think, not so in reality. Who ever possessed two horses with-

out wishing to possess three, or three without feeling that another

horse would just make his stud complete, and so on ? Do I, then,

propose that cavalry officers should have no horses of their own ?

Not at all. The more they ride, if they can afford it, besides when

they ride at their work, the better. But, if we are to have poor men
in the cavalry, it seems to me that they must not be put to the

expense entailed by buying horses on joining, and keeping them up
afterwards ;

and if we are to induce economy in the cavalry it is not

the best way to do so to say that every young fellow on joining a

cavalry regiment, or soon afterwards, must own at least two horses.

I have said that the present system under which officers are

mounted is an expensive one, and it certainly appears to me to be so.

In the first place there is the initial outlay in purchasing chargers

a transaction involving, of course, some risk of loss, and requiring

knowledge and experience (I purposely avoid figures, for the price of

horses is always a contentious subject, and does not affect my general

argument). No doubt our young officer will be able to get the benefit

of the assistance and experience of a friend either in his regiment or

among his own relations, but it does not follow that his friend is a

good judge of a horse
;
the best judges make mistakes, and it is not

so easy to buy a horse for another man as for oneself. The horses

having been bought in the rough, they have to undergo training in

the riding school a training which tests both temper and soundness.

If a bad buy has been made, of course further expense is the result.
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If the bargains have been good ones, further expense need only be

incurred if horses are incapacitated by accidents, sickness, or age.

Age we need not trouble about, for if a horse suffers only from that

he has probably paid his way. But accidents and sickness may
come, and if they do more money must make good the damage.

It has always appeared to me that, if economy is an object, officers

might be mounted economically to themselves and without extra

expense to the country by providing them with a horse from the

ranks, such horse being extra to the present establishment. Every
officer would then be entitled to ride a squadron horse at drill and

manoauvre whenever he chose. He would only have a special horse

in the same way as a non-commissioned officer or private soldier has

a special horse that is to say, he would have the horse he had

selected whenever he required it, but at other times it would be at

the service of the squadron, and would stand in the squadron stables.

An officer's soldier servant would have at all times to groom one

squadron horse, e.g. his master's horse, whether his master had ridden

it or not, thus relieving the grooming men of the squadron of the

charge of the horses extra to the establishment.

The average annual cost of a squadron horse to the country (ex-

cluding maintenance, stabling, &c.) is, I believe, about 51. This

calculation allows for the value of capital laid out, and is based on the

average price at which horses are purchased, the average number of

years they serve, and the average price realised by sale of cast horses.

It follows, then, that even if a little extra purchase money is allowed,

so as to secure a proportion of horses of higher class likely to make
officers' chargers, a very small deduction from the pay of an officer

will reimburse the country for supplying him with a horse.

For the scheme to work it must apply to all officers
;
but there

need be no hardship in this, for officers might still be allowed to ride

their own chargers if they preferred to do so, provided they were
*

passed' according to existing custom. Officers would, of course,

draw forage for one horse less than they do now ;
otherwise they would

be entitled to forage as at present.

To sum up : Every officer who chose to ride a squadron horse as

a charger could do so, paying but a very small sum annually for the

privilege. Neither the forage he would lose nor his soldier servant's

time need be taken into account, as in any case his charger must be

fed and groomed.

Every officer not choosing to ride a squadron horse would lose one

horse's forage, and his servant's time in addition to the deduction

from his pay. It may be presumed, however, that such an officer

could afford the loss above referred to, and the country in this case

would secure an extra horse, bought and maintained gratis.

I feel that I may very fairly be asked why the ownership of horse-

flesh has not induced extravagance in the horse artillery, as I have

suggested that, amongst other things, it has done in the cavalry.
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My answer is that the conditions of service in the horse artillery are

different. The artillery is organised as one regiment, and officers

are promoted from one branch of it to the other. In field artillery

the ownership of horses is not compulsory. Though there are a

good many men in the artillery of considerable means, as a rule the

officers are not rich. Where horse and field artillery are quartered

together they mess together. Everything, therefore, is against any

tendency to extravagance gaining ground ; but, were horse artillery

and field artillery quite distinct, I think it is possible that service in

the former would become more expensive.
In the artillery, taken as a whole,'amongst other things which

conduce to economy is the fact that a proportion of its officers, at

any rate, are not compelled to own horses.

In the cavalry amongst other things which induce extravagance
is the fact that every officer must own at least two horses.

I believe that service in the cavalry is so popular that, with a

very little encouragement, many men who now refuse cavalry com-

missions would accept them, preferring, were this necessary, to be

rather badly off in the cavalry than rather well off in the infantry.

The very tedium of peace soldiering, which I referred to in the first

part of this article, is far less felt in the cavalry than in the infantry,

and, in so far as this is the case, the want of means is less irksome.

The removal, so far as is possible, of the financial restriction which

prohibits poorer men from entering the cavalry is, I think, advisable,

not because it will enable us to get better men than we do at present,

but because, as competitive examinations are the expedient by which

a small number of commissions are allotted amongst a large number

of men, it is of importance that there should be in such examinations

a fair field and no favour. Further, it is of importance that in the

cavalry an element should be present which shall make it easier to

combat any extravagance which may exist.

I am not ignorant of the fact that the mounting of officers on

squadron horses is not altogether a novel proposal, though I think

that it has, perhaps, not received the attention it deserves, and that

the effect it might have, if carried out in its entirety, has not been

fully realised.

I feel that in writing as I have done I may be accused of being
one of the fools who ' rush in where angels fear to tread.' I hope,

however, that I may be acquitted of such folly, for I am well aware

that the solution of so difficult a question as the one under consider-

ation is not easily arrived at. The remarks I have made are sub-

mitted with a full knowledge of how difficult is the subject I have

endeavoured to deal with, and are offered as a contribution only to

this most important discussion on the best way of meeting a state of

things undesirable in itself and injurious to cavalry prestige.

AIRLIE,

Major, I0t?i Hmsars.
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WRITTEN GESTURE

THERE has been much nonsense, and some sense, expressed about the-

delineation of character from handwriting. Between the exaggerated?

belief of some adherents to this study and the too hasty scepticism-

of its opponents there exists a mental condition which permits a

quiet examination of the facts that relate to this matter. The

subject does not lack interest, and may, perhaps usefully, be looked

at in some of its aspects.

The idea is an old one that handwriting is indicative of character.

In 1622 an Italian named Baldo wrote a treatise called Trattato

come da una lettera missiva si cognoscano la natura e qualita dello-

scrittore, Carpi, 1622. This work, a method of ascertaining the

habits arid qualities of a writer by means of his written letters, was

translated into Latin and published in Bologna forty years later by
one Petrus Vellius. During the years 1622-1895 more than one

hundred works upon this subject have been published in various

countries, the most important being Crepieux-Jamin's L'Ecriture et

le Caractere, of which I gave a free English version in 1892. 1'

Many of these treatises contain something that is true, and their

general faults are too much assurance of statement and not enough

weighing of the observed facts. Later than 1892 fresh lines of ex-

periment, observation, and reasoning have suggested themselves to

me, for I have been impelled to try to get behind the facts, and to

know more about their rationale, to unify the diffused ideas floating

in my mind during nearly twenty years of study, desultory and

otherwise.

Brushing aside any fanciful notions as regards this study of

character, and disassociating it'frorn palmistry, thought-reading, and

other so-called *

occult
'

arts, let us look if it have any real basis of

truth, and, if it have, let us^try to define that basis.

First, it may be useful to bear in mind that we do all of us

commonly form opinions about people which are based upon their

gestures. The accuracy of our opinions is largely a subjective

matter, and there are some persons who are specially sensitive in this-

1

Handwriting and Expression. Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co. 1892.
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direction, partly by exercise of their observant faculties, partly by
a natural fitness. For example, an experienced street beggar, an

intelligent London magistrate, a skilful painter of portraits, a

physician who knows his work, an adroit barrister, are all likely to

be specially quick and accurate in drawing deductions from facial

and other bodily gestures which may escape general notice. But to

some extent every one forms such opinions perhaps half-unconsciously,

and, moreover, is guided in the affairs of everyday life by the

opinions so formed. Let us also bear in mind that all expression of

mental conditions manifests itself only by physical movement, by
nerve-muscular contractions directed in their nature and extent by
the brain. A forty-years-old face has had many such fine contrac-

tions made in it, and those which have been the most frequent have

left their mark, it may be in definitely traced lines of thought, it may
be in the deep chisel-scores of unrestrained passion. But the tell-tale

marks we see on a forty-years-old face are merely the accumulated

results of many little face-gestures : the mouth may have set firm

and steady with the repeated gestures of resolute endeavour, or it

may have become loose and pendulous by repeated acts of self-indul-

gence and moral slackness. Even the set of the lower jaw will often

change in its character, owing to many individual gestures emanating
from psychical conditions. I know a man of middle age whose

lower jaw was weakly set some fifteen years ago, but which has now
hardened to a firm expression owing to that man's consciousness of

a weak resolution, assisted by an intellect which again and again took

the place of native will-force, and made him act firmly, much

against his natural inclination, until now his resolution has become

part of himself. The eye, again, gets its expression from movement.

The dilatation and contraction of the iris are very delicate movements,
but they are gestures nevertheless

;
and we all know how expressive

are the gestures of the eyebrow.
And so with other forms of gesture. The walk, the voice, the pose

of the head, the postures and even the shape of the hands, are

affected or modified to a very considerable degree by the predominating

gestures of past years, each gesture which, slight as it may be and

gone in a second, has nevertheless left its faint score, a score that is

constantly adding up to make a record. Moreover, every time that a

current of nerve-energy travels along the channel in which the brain

sends it, and so causes nerve-muscular contraction, gesture, the easier

is the path made for the next journey of the nerve-current along the

same channel
;
and thus there is an increasing tendency towards

repetition of this or that nerve-muscular contraction, or gesture,

which in time cuts its mark upon the very externals of a human body,
and renders a particular gesture habitually tell-tale instead of only

intermittently significant. It is well-nigh impossible for a man of

fifhy to disguise, without artificial means, the accumulated results of
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many past gestures of an identical nature, caused by a mental con-

dition many times repeated.

Civilised adults restrain their facial and other gestures consciously

at times, and in later life often by the force of habit. Upon the

individual depends the degree of propriety in thus controlling the

outward manifestation of his thoughts. If this restraint of gesture
did not exist, any fairly experienced man could habitually read the

mind of another like an open book, as it is read sometimes in certain

conditions when restraint is thrown aside. Take a homely illustra-

tion. Some people put on manners and a voice to suit occasions. You
have very likely overheard an acquaintance speaking in circumstances

when no denaturalisation of the speaker's voice was thought neces-

sary. Suddenly the speaker becomes aware that you are within

hearing, and at once that voice becomes denaturalised, restrained,

and modified to what may be considered the proper voice for you to

hear. [There ought to be some interesting and perhaps valuable

data as gesture to be obtained by comparing the marks upon a

number of the recording cylinders of a phonograph.] So in hand-

writing, I often meet with denaturalised gesture which shows the

evidence of its non-spontaneity as I look at it, and which is there-

fore of little value as data.

The preceding remarks are intended to briefly indicate that in

dealing with written gesture I intend to view it as one of the forms

of psycho-physiological movement, subjected to certain disadvantages
of all forms of gesture, and to the one great advantage that it is the

only form of gesture which is permanently self-registering at the

moment of its expression. In this advantage we possess facilities for

observation and comparison which are of real value in helping us to

avoid error and to get at truth.

The pen-tracings on a piece of white paper record in black out-

lines the results of movement of movement which is a physical sign

of mental action depending upon the formation and action of a certain

combination among the nerve-cells of the brain. As regards the posi-

tion of those nerve-cells which govern the act of writing, there is no

need here to do more than refer to authorities,
2 because we are not

so much concerned about the localisation of the writing centre of the

brain as we are concerned in trying to ascertain if the final results

upon a piece of paper have any connection with mental condition.

In referring to the localisation of the writing-centre of the brain I do

not intend to convey the impression that, in the act of writing, this

centre only comes into play ;
for when we write a letter the entire

2 Text Book of Psychology, by William James, Professor of Psychology in Harvard

University (Macmillan & Co., 1892), p. 117, fig. 48 ;
On Aphasia, by James Boss, M.D.,

&c. (J. and A. Churchill), 1887 p. 90; The Functions of the Brain, by David Ferrier,

M.D., F.K.S., &c. (Smith, Elder, & Co., 1876), p. 278.
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mind and the entire brain are, more or less, at work : the writing-
centre merely conveys to the hand the final order, so to speak, result-

ing from the combined brain action, and sets the necessary nerve-

muscular machinery working.
It is probably true that our pen-strokes are a result of a complex,

action among the nerve-centres of the brain, which action is, moreover,

influenced by all past and present sensations carried to the brain, in-

cluding, of course, such tendencies and mental conditions as may
have been acquired by heredity. The muscles of the hand are very

delicately responsive to fine variations of motor action of nerve-centres,,

and, like the muscles of the face, are delicate and complex, in order

that they may be able to perform their functions. Here we have an

important reason for not slighting these pen-tracings. Mental action,

is known to us only by its expression in movements of some kind, and

we may usefully bear in mind that the movements of small parts of

the body parts of small mass and weight such as the eyes, the

mobile features of the face, the hands, and fingers, are much more

frequent than the movements of the large limbs and of the trunk.

The frequency of such movements of small parts supplies numerous-

data for study, which, in the case of handwriting, are fixed on paper,

and are not fleeting, as are facial movements
;
and the delicacy of the

small parts moving enables them to express, at small expenditure of

nerve-force, gradations of fine gesture which are lost in the more-

costly movements of the large limbs and of the trunk. These move-

ments of large parts actually entail a greater expenditure of nerve-

force than do the small movements, and they are less frequent : thus-

they are not so valuable as exponents of mental condition as are the

movements of small parts, although, at times, a strong emotional con-

dition will be too much for the small and delicate parts of the body
to express, and it will violently expand into vehement and expressive

movement of the large parts of the body, or of the body as a whole.

At such times even the ordinary observer makes many a true estimate

of the mental condition which for the moment obtains, although he

may quite fail to recognise the logical fact that the more delicate-

movements are even more expressive to the trained observer than are

the violent actions of passion expressive to himself at the time when

emotion is in full play.

Here, then, is the theory by which I think we may study hand-

writing as expressive of character. We are justified in regarding
the pen-strokes of a person who has overcome the mechanical difficulty

of writing, and who is, therefore, using the pen as part of his hand-

movement which is acting upon the orders sent down by the brain, as-

so many little nerve-muscular gestures, in the formation and se-

quence of which much scope is given for each of us to perform the

action in the individualistic way in which we perform other actions,

and which gestures are on a par with the delicate and expressive
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actions of the small muscles of the features in the face. "We may also

note that while facial movement expressive as it is of mental condi-

tion is too fleeting to be studied with much facility, written gesture
is permanently fixed on paper at the moment when the gesture is

made, and that it thus allows us to study at leisure, and with as much
care as we choose to employ, these expressions of individuality and of

mental condition.

For many years before I was able to form any coherent theory

upon this subject I had, as a student of gesture, and especially of

little gestures, often been impressed and uncomfortably puzzled by
the curious differences in the handwriting of the same person at

different times, and I can remember thinking that this variation must

negative any validity in the statement that handwriting is an index

to character. Further reflection, and observation of new facts, showed

me that this variation was really a piece of evidence in favour of the

validity of the idea, and not opposed to the truth of it. I found that

tiie handwriting of some persons did not show this variation, but that

it remained almost identical year after year ; and observation taught
me that these persons showed a similar regularity as regards other

forms of bodily gesture general demeanour, voice inflection, tone of

voice, style of walking, &c. I also found that, in cases where I had

noticed much and frequent variation in the handwriting especially

at short intervals of time the writers exhibited a corresponding
variation in general demeanour, voice inflection, &c. This mistake

caused me to look more carefully into other peculiarities of many
handwritings, both of persons known to me and of those whose hand-

writings were contained in my collection of letters. I arrived at the

conclusion that, while it is foolishly assertive to say that a hard and fast

connection exists between this peculiarity in handwriting and that trait

of character, it is quite permissible to regard handwriting as a series of

gestures which do bear a true relation to various mental conditions,

and which may be brought into line with many other peculiarities of

physical movement that common experience has taught all of us in

varying degrees to be expressive of individual character.

With this conclusion there came a wish to take by the hand

what was true in this study, and to lift it up from its existing place

as a frivolous pastime to its proper niche in Truth's house as a piece

of the study of human gesture, which, by its very nature, is well

adapted to show us some interesting relations between mental action

and physical movement.
For the sake of illustration I will now mention some of the ele-

mentary connections between written gesture and mental condition

which are usually found to co- exist ;
I will then offer a few sugges-

tions upon the analysis of written gesture in terms of physical move-

ment, and upon the relation of such movement to mental condition.

Here we shall touch, I think, entirely fresh ground, and we may
VOL. XXXVII No. 217 II
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arrive at conclusions which may justify us in thinking that the study
of handwriting so long overlooked as of small importance is truly

worthy of the most careful attention, as being a self-registering record

of the connections which certainly do exist between psychical condi-

tion and physical movement. Our facts are delicate : they are sus-

ceptible of minute shades of variation which the magnifying glass
makes plain ; they lend themselves to the whims of a moment's flash

of excitement
;
we may follow one person's gesture from day to day

and from year to year, and thus keep closely on the track of one set

of gestures, or we may contrast A.'s gesture with B.'s
;
we may safely

go back to the sixteenth century, when writing began to show

spontaneity, and we may work up to the present year. We shall

indeed be poor students if with these intrinsic advantages in our

data we fail to arrive at some real knowledge about the expression of

mind through the channel of movement. For we are dealing with

human acts which are performed by each of ^is after the individu-

alistic fashion in which we perform our other acts throughout life.

In giving the illustrations which follow, it is assumed that the

handwriting be produced under normal conditions that it be, in fact,

the natural and spontaneous action of the person writing. There are

many side issues connected with handwriting that is produced in

conditions which are abnormal, but these cannot be fitly dealt with

in this paper. Among abnormal conditions there may be mentioned

illness, extreme haste in the act of writing, the deliberate denatural-

ization of handwriting for example, in order to satisfy the require-

ments of examiners for a Civil Service appointment the influence

of a particular style of writing taught, and which has not yet been

thrown off by the development of the adult individuality, &c. These

aoid other abnormalities are interesting and very useful, but they
do not now concern .us.

Take, for example, handwriting which constantly shows an ascen

dant movement across the page, either as regards individual words or

as regards the lines of words. An ardent, active, and sanguine man

usually shows this peculiarity in his written gesture, perhaps because

these qualities are accompanied by a plentiful store of nerve-force ;

and plenty of nerve-force causes a man to perform all his acts in a

buoyant and expansive manner
;
he unconsciously and easily expends

the extra nerve-force that is needed in order to continually thrust

his pen upward and further away from his body than is really

necessary to the act of writing.
As a contrast, take up a handwriting that runs down across the

page, the words of which, or the lines of words, droop below the hori-

zontal level from which each starts. Neglecting exceptional cases, it

will usually be found that such gesture is the gesture of depression,
of want of ardour, of sadness. There is a deficiency of nerve-force,

and the dragging > and gets through its task at the least expenditure
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of energy, and it altogether lacks the virility and '

go
'

which mark
the former gestures. Even as regards normally sanguine people, a

profound sorrow, or a physical trouble, will cause this gesture of

depression to show in their handwriting, as it will show in their

temporarily lax gait and bent head.

Look at a handwriting where the upstrokes of one line are con-

fused and intermingled with the downstrokes of the line above, and
in which no clear differentiation exists between the symbols used in

the act of writing in which the successive actions that go to make

up a page of writing are run one into another. We can scarcely expect
a man whose gestures these are to be a clear and precise thinker or

speaker, or to be lucid in any of his actions, especially if, in addition

to this confusion, no attention be paid to such details as punctuation,
dots to the i'& 9 bars to the 's, &c. Incidentally, we shall not strain

our logic if we suspect such a writer to be wanting in politeness and

courtesy, because the action, as a whole, which consists in writing a

letter of the kind now mentioned is wanting in courtesy, inasmuch as

it necessarily causes some inconvenience to the addressee of the letter.

Quite apart from the conventional handwriting of the lower grade
of mercantile clerks, and of others who are compelled to pay undue
attention to their handwriting, and to thus rob it of its value as free

gesture quite apart from such specimens, we find handwritings
which are noticeable for the very definite separation and differentia-

tion of the various gestures which compose a page of writing. Not

only are the words kept clear and distinct, but the lines of words

show no confusion one with another. Such writing is often very far

removed from possessing the conventional and '

copper-plate
'

appear-
ance which distinguishes and invalidates as spontaneous gesture
the writing of certain clerks and others

;
but the clear spacing-out of

the symbols used is quite in accord with the mental action of a mind
which thinks and expresses itself clearly and with precision. If, in

addition to such differentiation as is here referred to, there exist also

a care for the necessary detail of handwriting, it is obvious as soon

as the fact is stated that a useful attention to detail accompanies a

clear and precise mental condition.

Contrast the handwriting of a gushing, talkative person who has

no idea of proper restraint or of dignified reserve with the written

gesture of a discreet diplomatist such as Lord Dufferin who mea-

sures his actions and keeps them well under control. In the one

case you will see long and unrestrained pen-strokes especially at

the end of words, when the action is intemperately prolonged instead

of being discreetly ended and in the other case you will see no

superfluity of pen-gesture whatever. It is not necessary to go to the

trouble of looking at Lord Dufferhrs writing for a black and white

illustration of this point ;
the written gesture of any discreet and

properly reserved person will show to you the same peculiarity.

i i 2
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Another quality of handwriting which may serve as a useful

illustration of the aspect of the study now being viewed is given by
the flourishing and ornate gestures which are often to be seen. Not
content with performing the series of acts necessary to write a letter,

some people will complicate the formation of the symbols used by
the addition of twirls and flourishes, not after the laboured and old-

fashioned way of the now almost defunct writing-master, but as an

outcome of a natural inability to perform an act in a simple and

straightforward manner. In some specimens I have examined, the

extraneous gestures dwarf and confuse by their exuberance the ges-
tures which are necessary to the act, and which gestures, moreover,

are in such instances often very badly adapted to the end in view.

Now, people who are plain, direct, and straightforward do not write

with this useless and ill-controlled elaboration of gesture, which is

rather the gesture of insincere, affected, or pretentious individuals.

As an example of one class of specimens which may be considered as*

contradictions of this statement, I may mention that some artists will

often make written gestures with exuberant unnecessary movements.

Sir Frederic Leighton's writing illustrates this peculiarity ;
but the

movements are confined to isolated strokes of the pen, and are not

found in the piece of writing as a whole
; moreover, these strokes are

often graceful. This is an important distinction, and such writings

ought not to be confused with those in which elaborated and ugly

gesture is found in nearly every pen-stroke.

Another inference which may be drawn from this elaborated pen-
movement is that it points to intellectual inferiority, as compared
with written gesture which suffices for the desired end, and which is

not redundant, and thus not wasteful of nerve-force. For one of the

qualities of nerve-muscular movement which is psychologically known

to be alHed to intellectual superiority is the performance of an act

efficiently and yet without waste of energy. I think we may apply
this mode of reasoning to many forms of gesture other than hand-

writing : speech, for example. Ask a man who is intellectually inferior

the nearest way to a place he well knows, and note the waste of words

and perhaps of gesture also
;
ask a man who is intellectually superior

the same question, and note the terse directions you will receive,

which will be as clear and useful as the former directions are confused

and probably useless. In fact, it is by thinking about analogies with

gesture in general that we may often arrive at useful hints about the

interpretation of written gesture, provided that we train our observa-

tion to be close and accurate.

In connection with this unnecessary elaboration of handwriting,

it is interesting to notice the writing of some insane persons, who will

add to elaboration a quality of bizarreness that is very significant of

their condition. On the other hand, I have seen the writing of

monomaniacs whose written gesture was as free from obvious pecu-
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liarity In these respects as their speech was rational when they were

temporarily free from mania.

Quaint gesture in handwriting that is well controlled, and which
is well adapted to fulfil its function puts us on the track of an ori-

ginal and fanciful vein in the mind, which causes the outward mani-
festations of that mind to be quaint and original in form. Charles

Dickens showed this trait very prominently. His handwriting was

.beautifully managed, any corrections he made were made clearly,
there was no confusion in his pen-strokes, and there was a great at-

tention to all the details of writing, portions of which the capital
letters in particular were most quaintly formed. I have dealt else-

where with the signatures of Charles Dickens from 1825 to 1870,
which are curiously interesting when viewed as gestures, and some of

them show this quaintness well. The extraordinary activity of

Dickens is well shown by the lines beneath some of his signatures.
A signature he wrote in 1834, at age twenty-two, has a curved line

-appended to it which measures two feet.

A little feature to be seen in some writings perhaps only to be

distinguished as a separate gesture by the aid of a magnifying glass
is the tiny stroke which is separately placed above the small r, in

order to show that it is an r, and to thus distinguish it from another

letter, or part of a letter, which resembles the r when the latter is

made without this little top stroke. At the first glance, how insig-
nificant does this detail appear ! But is it really without meaning
as a human action ? I think not. A man who habitually takes the

trouble to make clearer the meaning of one of his symbols, at the cost

of a little separate action, is a man who takes pains with his work and

who desires to do his work well. This action, trivial as it appears,
oould scarcely be done by a slovenly or careless person ;

it is a gesture
of minute care and attention qualities that in one way or another

have been of vast service to individuals and to mankind. Thomas

Carlyle, for example, showed his minute carefulness by an attention

to punctuation that I have never seen excelled, and which has rarely
been equalled.

Let me mention some more little gestures in handwriting which
seem too trivial for notice until they are pointed to. I have some
letters written by a person who gets through the body of a letter in

A somewhat slovenly style, and who neglects the courtesies of letter-

writing which go to show a consideration for the convenience of its

-addressee
;
but when X. comes to his signature all traces of slovenliness

vanish, and it is invariably framed in with little dots at the left and

at the right hand with the loving care of an entirely self-complacent
and self-engrossed nature. This peculiarity is very minute, and it is

-instructive to witness the writing of this signature and to see the

careless manner until the signature the ego-part of the letter is

reached. Now X. is certainly much more than ordinarily selfish and
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self-complacent ;
these qualities are known to and commented upon

by his relatives and acquaintances.

A legal friend recently asked me to examine a quantity of abusive

anonymous letters, and he gave me several non-anonymous letters

which, he said, almost certainly contained a signed letter by the writer

of the anonymous letters. There are some men who by their faces

tell you that they absolutely cannot commit a deliberately mean or

dishonourable act
; you know it, and you recognise the fact as readily

as you know that you cannot trust some other face. Stroll through
the City, use your eyes, and wonder why

'

practical
' men trust some

of the important financial faces you will meet. So in handwritings,
there are some which to the sensitized eye are similarly plain, and one

of this class I found among the stated-to-be-possible writers of these

scandalously anonymous letters. Putting this letter aside as beyond

suspicion, I afterwards found the malicious writer mainly by the way
in which the final stroke of the last letter of each word ended. The

handwriting was well disguised, the scandal had been going on for

years, an expert in handwriting had been consulted, and yet how

simple the matter was ! Take a magnifying glass, examine minutely
the shape and ' texture

'

of the final pen- stroke of each letter as your

pen leaves the paper, and you will see how these tiny movements

betray you. There were also other confirmatory details, such as the

shape and the position of the dots to the i, the punctuation marks,

the width of margin left blank, the space between word and word

and between line and line, all directly incriminating features, which

had not been thought of by the anonymous letter-writer who had so

cleverly disguised the form of the writing. Experts who work by the

/orm of letters must often be misled
;

it is the tiny gesture of the

movements which betrays us in our handwriting, even if we write

anonymously. By the way, notice the difference in the dots to the

i as regards shape and position between those leisurely placed by
a calm, unemotional man and those dashed down by an impulsive or

animated person. Use a magnifying glass and you will be surprised

to see how much expression is contained in these black dots. The

detection of forgery and the identification of handwritings becomes a

certainty if we set about the work on these lines. A friend at the

Treasury recently showed me a most beautifully and elaborately

written card in a large frame which had been prepared by a well-

known expert in handwriting, presumably as an evidence of skill
;
but

what connection can possibly exist between copperplate handwriting
enriched by scrolls and a capacity for detecting similarities and

differences between two pieces of the written gesture of a supposed

forger or other criminal ?

Plates I. to IV. contain some actual specimens of gesture which I

have selected as elementary studies to assist the student in observing
his facts, and some remarks to aid him in drawing inferences from
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1. Written at age four. Non-spontaneous gesture.

^m&^^
2. These two signatures were written by the Queen,

when a child, in one of her copy-books. Con-

rentional, non-spontaneous gesture.

3. Written Jane 27, 1837 seven days later

than the Queen's Accession. Spontaneous
and expressive gesture.

4. The signature

to the Coro-

nation Oath

(1838). 'The

things which

I have before

promised I

will perform and keep. So help me God.' Spontaneous gesture, in which mental agitation it well

marked.

6. Written Jane 18, 1839. Sponta-
neous and expressive gesture. Dig-

nity, decision, force of character.

[I have examined the Queen's

handwriting daring the last sixty

years, and the most salient fea-

tures of this long series of gestures

are their uniformity and consist-

ency. However useful to the artist,

or to the scientist, may be the

qualities of mobility and impres-

sionability which are usually

shown by variation or by mobility

of gesture we must, I think, ad-

mit that a stable and non-variable

consistency well befits the pre-

mier sovereign of the world.

J. H. 8.]

6. Written January 26, 1892.

neous and expressive gesture.





Contrast 1 rvitk 2. No. 1 shows re-

serve, precision, self-control.

Notice the control of gesture
shown by the control of the
final strokes of the words. No.
2 expresses disorder, an effusive

and badly - controlled nature,
mental confusion. Notice the

way in which one gesture is

confused with another.

Contrast 3 with 4. No. 3 expresses
a cultivated intellect, an un-

affected, direct, and straight-

forward nature, a careful at-

tention to detail. No. 4 is a

piece of vulgar gesture which

expresses by its useless and

ug'y elaboration an unedu-

cated mind, vulgarity, and

pretentiousness of nature.

It is instructive to compare
the simply-formed and effi-

cient letters of No. 3 with the

complicated formation of the let-

ters in No. 4. Notice specially

the capital F, jET, and M, and the

small *, A, and d.

Contract 5 with 6.

No. 5 is a

piece of vigor-

ous, energetic,

and animated

gesture, dif-

fering widely
from No. 6,

which ex-

presses indolence, a lack of

energy, and which has not any
of the strong virility of No. 5.





1. Written by Napoleon, December

2, 1805, immediately after he

won the battle of Austerlitz.

2. Written by Napoleon, July 14,

1816, after his final defeat,
and on the day before he
surrendered himself to the

Captain of the Bellero-

phon.'

Noa. 1 and 2. The reckless

and ascendant gesture
of No. 1 contrasts signi-

ficantly with the de-

pressed and weakened

gesture of No. 2.

<-+<-

3. Gesturewhich
is very angu-
lar and rigid,

and which ex-

presses men-
tal rigidity,

a non-recep-
tiveness of

fresh ideas.

Con-

trast

No. 3

with

No. 4.

4. Gesture which is pliant and active, and which expresses mental pliability and activity,

a receptiveness of fresh ideas.

5. Written by Marie Antoinette when in prison
and under sentence of death. The agita-
tion and depression of this may be con-

trasted with the very active, ascendant,

animated, and vivid gesture of No. 6 (F. C.

Burnand), which is

specially remarkable

for the easy and buoy-
ant gesture with which

this pleasing and fine

signature ends.

< 44**

CL
9. Charles Darwin.

7. Written by Oliver Wendell Holmes. This gesture illustrate*

the kindly graciousness and simplicity of its writer, and it

lacks force and individuality, although it is by no means

weak. Contrast No. 7 with the 4 Emile Zola '

of

No. 8, which is a piece of bold, forceful gesture,

somewhat bizarre and lacking delicacy.

Nos. 9 and 10 are remarkably simple and clear ges-

tures, which suffice for the desired purpose without

any waste of neive-force always a sign of intel-

lectual superiority. These

gestures are quite different

from and more simple than

the writing which is termed
'

copperplate.'10. Isaac Newton.
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those facts. The thoughtful reader should bear in mind that, unless

he be already experienced in the observation of the particular class

of facts now under discussion, he will for a while be wanting in the

faculty for observing his facts correctly an initial difficulty which

may be soon removed by experience, and which is common to all

novices in their study of unaccustomed facts. The slow and faulty

observation of pathological signs by a young medical student is a very
different thing from the rapid and accurate diagnosis of a case by an

experienced and clear-sighted physician. However, I believe that

the specimens contained in the Plates here shown will be found suffi-

ciently significant, even by the novice, to justify their insertion in

this paper. I have not touched the much more delicate features of

this form of gesture, which, by observation and inference, supply a

valid basis for fine and subtle diagnoses of mental conditions to the

experienced and careful observer.

I have now given a sufficient number of illustrations to show,

perhaps, that in written gesture there is much more than is evident

to the casual observer, and which suffice to justify a rational study of

those interesting movements. Let us be free from haste, and if

possible free from bias ; but do not let us blindly shut our eyes to

facts because they are small in bulk, or because they have not yet

quite disengaged themselves from the hands of quacks. There was

a time when the scientific observation of pathological conditions was

non-existent, and when the art of medicine was largely in the hands

of empirics ;
now we have scientists in some of our physicians, and

capable practitioners of the art of medicine by the hundred.

Finally, I venture to suggest another aspect in which to look at

the gestures of handwriting. During nearly twenty years I have

thought about these movements and experimented upon them, and

while I cannot avoid knowing that there is a real basis of truth in

the study as the silent witnesses have been silently examined and

have silently added proof to proof until the bulk of evidence bids fair

to grow cumbersome I have not been able to rest content with the

form of proof which may be illustrated by the homely phrase,
* The

proof of the pudding is in the eating thereof.' It has been impera-
tive to go behind the evidence, and to try to get at the reasons of

this connection between written gesture and mental condition. Ob-

servation of facts properly came first, then came the formation of a

tenable working hypothesis, and then followed more observation of facts

which has gone to substantiate the hypothesis. But, perhaps, a useful

way to investigate these gestures is to analyse them in terms of move-

ment which are present or are absent in certain mental conditions.

Then, if we find that a peculiarity of written gesture, when expressed
in terms of movement, be psychologically allied to a condition of mental

faculty which corresponds with the condition previously arrived at by
observation of the facts in handwriting alone we may know, with a
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considerable degree ofprobability, that we are correct, that our primary
inferences from the observed facts of written gesture are true.

To take a specific case : Psychologists have independently arrived

at the conclusion 7 that the ' motor expression
' termed ' much spon-

taneous action controllable through senses' (A) usually co-exists

with '

capacity for intelligent thought
'

(B). Long before I became
aware of this connection between the movement (A) and the mental

condition (B) I had, from observation of the facts of written gesture
and by reflection thereon, come to the conclusion that easily-traced

and well-controlled handwriting (A') was one of the signs of a good
intellect (B'), evidenced by written gesture. As my movement (A')

is not far from identical with the movement (A), I connected the

movement (A') with the mental condition (B), and found the latter

to be closely allied to my mental faculty (B
A

).

Another illustration. In psychosis, the * motor expression
' termed

' fixed lines of motor action
'

(C) is stated to usually co-exist with the

mental condition * uniform lines of thought' (D). My study of

written gesture had caused me to connect a certain rigid monotony
of movement (C') with a non-variable and equable mental condition,

which is sometimes unduly tenacious of received impressions (D').

I found that the movement (C') was akin to the psychologist's move-

ment (C), and therefore I connected (C') with the mental condition

(D), which, again, I found to correspond closely with the mental

condition (D') that had been independently ascertained.

By working upon this method of analysing written gesture in

terms of movement, we arrive at a mode of dealing with our facts,

which, to my mind, is pregnant with hitherto unsuspected results,

and which is probably destined to be the highest and most convincing
form of proof that we can obtain. Although we must not put aside

the practical form of proof which, within my own knowledge, has

been accepted by many persons of intelligence and of good reputa-

tion as satisfactory evidence of the turning to account for social and

biographical uses the written gesture of X. or of Y.,
8 we must not be

content to stop at practical demonstration, and the difficulties which

lie in the way of this, the highest mode of dealing with our facts,

are by no means insuperable if we fully recognise the existence of

such difficulties and prepare to meet them. We may not be able at

present to '

label
'

all the qualities of a piece of written gesture with

7 A Dictionary of Psychological Medicine. Edited by D. Hack Tuke, M.D., &c.

J. and A. Churchill, 1892, vol. ii. p. 1027.
8 A recent instance of the practical use of this study of gesture was mentioned

in the Standard's report of ' The Belgian Poisoning Trial/ in January 1895, when

expert evidence was taken as to the personal characteristics of one of the principal

persons concerned in this trial, as deduced from some of his handwriting by the

graphologist who gave evidence. Also, I could quote passages from letters in my
possession bearing sufficiently well-known names which would evidence the fact that

the practical usefulness of this study of character as a social instrument is becoming

ecognised in this country as well as on the Continent and elsewhere.
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the distinctive marks of psycho-physiological movement which are

known to the student of physiological action, and which may be re-

spectively allied with this or that quality of written gesture, but we

can already go far enough along this path of discovery to encourage
us to go further. Here I have given only two illustrations of my
investigations along this line, but more than these two illustrations

are known to me. I am merely pointing to what I believe to be the

best solution of this interesting connection between gesture and

mentation, and to the most desirable mode of investigation.

Thus, by the method just briefly illustrated, we have an entirely

independent check upon results which have been obtained by obser-

vation of the facts of written gesture ;
we have another check

upon these results by the method I have illustrated on pages
482 to 489, and which method brings the facts of handwriting
into reasonable analogy with the facts of gesture in general;
and we have a tenable working hypothesis as set out on page 480.

Also, I have obtained some very interesting and, I believe, valuable

results from certain experiments which can only be briefly, referred to

as affording another item of proof of the connection between

peculiarities in written gesture and psychical conditions. These ex-

periments were made by deliberately letting the hand write in a

certain fashion, and by carefully noting any faint or other modifica-

tions that could be detected in the accompanying conditions of

thought or emotion. For example, I have found that the deliberate

action of letting the hand move very calmly and quietly, and thus

producing very calm and equable written gesture, caused the subsi-

dence of a temporary condition of mental agitation and restlessness.

The deliberate action of setting the hand to wander about the paper,

making confused and tangled written gesture, caused a normally clear-

thinking and orderly mind to feel a sensation of confusion. The

deliberate action of setting the hand to make vigorous and ascendant

written gesture, was distinctly accompanied by the lessening of a

state of mental depression. Conversely, I have obtained useful

results by deliberately assuming, to the best of my ability and with

sincerity, this or that condition of thought or of emotion, and by
then freely allowing my hand to write under the influence of the

assumed and partly realised condition, without any conscious bias

towards this or that form of written gesture. A third experiment
which yields some interesting and corroborative results of a similar

nature is to stand in front of a mirror, and try to make the face

express some one specified psychical condition, at the same time

when a diametrically opposed psychical condition is forced upon the

mind. For example, try to look very angry and irritable at the same

time when you feel kindly disposed and gentle, and the effort will be

found difficult, wanting in true expression, perhaps impossible. In

this connection do we not often detect something false in gesture
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when a person who is not a skilled actor is trying to simulate the

outward expression of a mental condition which is not felt ?

The points of contact and of agreement between gesture and

mentation which have now been scantily illustrated are too important
to be overlooked, and many other examples might be stated. We
perhaps find ourselves thinking that we must no longer slight this

study of handwriting as we may slight a foolish pastime, but that it

deserves to be regarded as a branch of the study of human gesture

by which much knowledge may be gained of the physical expression

of psychical conditions.

JOHN HOLT SCHOOLING.
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MAURICE MAETERLINCK

IT is easier to do evil than good ;
and art finds evil correspondingly

the easier to express. Even the great Dante succeeded more perfectly,

if possible, in the Inferno than in the Paradise. And yet a lesser

man might have written the horrible episode of Ugolino, but hardly
the last supreme canto of the Beatific Vision. The greater artist is

shown in the Paradiso, not because the execution is more adequate
than in the other parts of the poem it is less so but because the

vision of the holy of holies needed greater artistic powers to be

expressed at all. To paint or mould the human form after the

mighty forces of time and crime and agony have done their worst

upon it, after evil wrought and evil suffered have changed the un-

assertive might of beauty to the braggart strength of ugliness, after

hate and woe have substituted the lines and angles of that simple

picturesqueness that seems complex for the gradations of that com-

plex loveliness that seems simple this is an easy task compared
with the embodiment of humanity's ideals, its Virgins and Venuses,
its Michaels and Apollos. It took less art to model even Rodin's

superb presentment of his world-beaten old woman than to carve the

Hermes of Praxiteles. And so in all the arts. The villains are the

strongest characters of our novelists and playwrights; heroes they

shrewdly avoid or fall into the mawkish and sentimental in attempting
them. And we have ten actors who can play Mephistopheles for one

who could play Parsifal. The technique of goodness is harder than

the technique of evil.

Now, this is no argument for the unfitness of evil for artistic

treatment.
'

It is but a plea for pause ere we over-estimate achieve-

ments that may be bold and brilliant but are neither the most

difficult of execution, the most needful for the development of the

human soul, nor the most beautiful among the modes of art. It is

only they who express nothing, impotent alike of good and evil, the

Peer Gynts of the ideal, who are barred out from the steep but

unguarded entrance to the temple of Apollo. But among those who

enter, the seats nearest the altar are reserved for those who have sung
valorous love and triumphant joy, not for the prophets of lamentation,

still less for the masters of ignoble passion.

491
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It is the weakness of M. Maurice Maeterlinck's title to greatness
that his strength lies chiefly within the range of the lower emotions.

The lowest of all emotions, craven terror, is that which he most

frequently depicts. It is not a sublime terror. The reader or hearer

of one of M. Maeterlinck's plays is apt to feel, not so much awe-struck

as creepy ;
but creepy he does feel, and there is no gainsaying the

power with which this result is produced. Maeterlinck, like Baudelaire,

has created ' a new shudder.' The characters of his dramas seem to

be in the benumbing clutch of a nightmare, paralysed, helplessly

wound in the coils of their own fears. Of all his personages those

that are most distinct and living in characterisation are King Hjalmar
and Queen Anne in La Princesse Maleine

;
and of these one is a

monster of malignant vice and the other the nerveless slave of her

baleful fascination. It is as though we had entered a world where

man and nature alike had been chilled by the horror of some Gorgon's
head.

The master tone is always terror. If other emotions are presented

they are transposed into this key. The love scene of Maleine and

Hjalmar in the park is richer in foreboding than in love. Family
tenderness and anxiety for the dying woman in L'Intruse is over-

whelmed by a curdling dread of a spectral presence. Only in

Alladine et Palomides can he be called successful in creating a notable

impression by other means. There the hypnotic spell is still present,

but it has become the attendant, not the master, and for once he has

called to life a strange unearthly beauty in the love of those two

gentle hearts a beauty like the blue backgrounds of Lionardo,

weird and polar. For this is a love that is to warmer, more human

passions as the pallid flash of northern lights to the dawn.

If M. Maeterlinck is confined for the most part in his emotional

range to primitive and not altogether noble feelings, it must be said

that it does not seem to be his aim to express the human soul either

through the scope of its emotional possibilities or the height of its

emotional reach. Characterisation and passion are less to him than

tfce mystic meaning of incident and story. He is a symbolist, avowedly.
If he fails to present to us a high type of teaching or beauty in his

persons and passions, he evidently means to be both teacher and poet
in the reflections, so to speak, which his stories cast upon the cloud-

land of ideas, the reverberation of his action in the world of thought.
His realism of treatment has been perceived more readily than his

extreme idealism of substance, and this has resulted in a general

misconception of his true position. The translator of Ruysbroeck the

Admirable, the student of Plotinus, of Dionysius the Areopagite, of

Boehme, Novalis, Coleridge and Emerson, of the Zendavesta, the

Gnostics and the Kabbalists, the man who writes enthusiastically of

Ernest Hello, together with Mallarme and Villiers de 1'Isle Adam, as
*
le plus grand mystique franpais de cette epoque,' is more than an
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idealist, he is a veritable mystic. Even his hard saying that he

writes his dramas for marionettes may, perhaps, be better understood

by remembering the use of marionettes in mystery-plays, and his

fondness for the mood of symbolism in which those plays were con-

structed.

In a broad sense, all language is symbolism, and all art is language.
To the artist the material universe is a medium through which to

express the immaterial realities of thought and feeling. There cannot

be art, except where the two elements are present together the im-

material passion, action or reflection, and the material embodiment

by which it is made manifest. The one is the symbol it would not

exceed the modesty of prose to say the sacrament of the other.

But symbolism, as the name of a special artistic method, demands a

narrower definition. It must be distinguished from imitation on

the one hand, and from expression on the other
;
and these distinc-

tions arise from radical psychological differences in men. Without

presuming to divide mankind by hard and fast lines into classes, it

may be said generally, that there are three ways of regarding the

world, and that every individual looks at life predominantly in one of

these ways rather than another. There are those of 4

yellow primrose
'

celebrity, who see the material appearance and nothing beside. To
another class the impression of the sensible object is relatively faint,

and the important thing seems to be the idea, the general principle.

The third type concerns itself chiefly with people, and has a tendency,
in many cases, to conceive even inanimate objects as having a fictitious

kind of personality. The first is the natural, the second the ethical,

the third the poetic mind. One views the world as thing, one as law

or abstract intelligence, one as personality. Not that anyone has one

of these outlooks to the absolute exclusion of the other two. The
human soul is not so simple as all that. But now toward one, now
toward another of these sub-conscious philosophies the individual and

the race alike veer, and art veers with them. If the thing be upper-
most in men's minds, we shall have an imitative and realistic output ;

if the soul, a poetic, perhaps even a dramatic one
;

if the abstract

idea dominate, art turns to symbolism of necessity. The body is its

own majestic speech, and the emotions of the soul have their instinc-

tive and spontaneous language ;
but for the abstract idea, expression

must be forcibly created. The life and the heart find utterance

through natural correspondences, metaphors which exist by the

constitution of things. Art has but to discover them. But for the

mental we must find artificial correspondences, allegories and con-

sciously invented symbols.
As with everything else, there is a rhythm in the recurrence of

artistic schools. But the recurrence is never in exactly the same

form. The symbolism of to-day, diverse as are the forms it takes in

the work of Maeterlinck, Mallarme ar.d others, has yet a general
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character that differentiates it from the symbolism of other periods.

It by no means of necessity involves a complete and consistent allegory.

Its events, its personages, its sentences rather imply than definitely

image an esoteric meaning. The story, whether romantic as Les Sept
Princesses or realistic as L'Intruse, lives for itself and produces no

impression of being a masquerade of moralities
; but behind every

incident, almost behind every phrase, one is aware of a lurking

universality, the adumbration of greater things. One is given an

impression of the thing symbolised, rather than a formulation. The

allegory is never reached by the primitive device of personification,

nor does it show in any other way the evidence of being made to order.

It is an allegory that will never bite anybody until Maeterlinck

societies begin to be formed. Instead of looking at marionettes with

most gross and palpable strings, we see a living picture, with actuality

and motive sufficient to itself, while yet we cannot rid ourselves of

the haunting presence of vast figures in the wings. It is perfectly

clear that the invisible
' intruder

'

is Death, that Les Aveugles is the

symbol of a world lost in the darkness of unfaith and unknowledge,
its ancient guide, the Church, sitting dead in the midst of the devotees

and them of little faith, who all alike have lost the swift vision of the

intuition and can only inform themselves of their situation by the

slow, uncertain groping of the reason. In vain they seek a guide in

animal instinct, in the glimmer of vision possessed by the poet who
turns aside and gathers flowers in some power of insight fancied to

belong to insanity, in the new-born future that cannot utter yet its

revelation. But the correspondences must not be pursued too

curiously. They are intended to appeal to the imagination and the

emotions, not to the mere ingenuity of the intellect.

While M. Maeterlinck, however, shares with a numerous and

varied school the practice, and with a somewhat smaller number the

doctrine, of symbolism, he is sharply individualised from the rest of

the school (except, perhaps, the authors of Vistas and Salome

and other direct imitators) by two technical peculiarities. His

conceptions are romantic to the last degree, but the language in

which they are set forth is that of the simplest realism. His

vocabulary, except in some of the stage-directions, though chosen

with great nicety, is hardly more copious than that of a peasant and,

except where it sometimes becomes quaint from sheer excess of

simplicity, is always so handled as to give an impression of great

verisimilitude. At first reading you would swear him, for realism,

own brother to Mr. Howells, and it is only after some attention that

the romantic wolf is seen lurking under the sheep's clothing. It is

part of his way of doing this that leads to the second peculiarity I

have spoken of. The simple iteration characteristic of all real

conversation, but especially of the conversation of Frenchmen, is

imitated to an extent to which even Dumas pere, who was a master
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of its effectiveness, never pushed it. But this iteration is not used

merely for the sake of realism. It is part of a general appreciation

and effective use of the principle of parallelism in art.

Parallelism has been better understood in decorative art than in

any other. Its value for expression has been but meagrely recognised.
In poetry, since its magnificent uses by the Hebrews, it has been

chiefly confined to its most artificial form in antithesis and to the

subordinating and decorative purposes of metre and rhyme. M.
Maeterlinck is almost, if not quite, alone among modern writers in so

using it as to confirm the general dictum of Delsarte for all the arts,

that parallelism, in its ordinary uses a principle of convention, of

weakness or of subordination, may become, simply by being carried

a step further, a powerful instrument to express the shadowland of

human emotions.

For his use of iterations of phrase in the dialogue, M. Maeterlinck

has been criticised more severely than for anything else he has done.

It has been called * mere Ollendorf' and held up to unsparing ridicule.

Now, it may be a mannerism, it may be used too frequently for its

own strongest effectiveness
;
but to call it

' Ollendorf
'

is to write in

an uncritical spirit. In almost every instance, the reviewers who
have waxed so facetious have supported their position by quoting
snatches of dialogue isolated from all connection with the scene of

which they are part and which is their justification. In no case have

they indicated the exceptional circumstances, the emotions of amaze-

ment, horror, and hysterical fear, which accompany the extreme

instances they cite. The reviewer of the New York Nation picks out

these lines for his especial merriment :

Maleine. Je vois le phare !

La Noun-ice. Vous voyez le pliare ?

Mai. Oui. Je crois que c'est le pliare . . .

Now. Mais alors, vous devez voir la ville . . ,

Mai. Je ne vois pas la ville.

Nour. Vous ne voyez pas la ville ?

Mai. Je ne vois pas la ville.

Nour. Vous ne voyez pas le beffroi ?

MaL Non.

But he does not tell his readers that Maleine and the Nurse have

been imprisoned in a windowless tower, that during their imprison-
ment a foreign army has overrun the land, put the entire population

to the sword, and left of the city literally not one stone standing

upon another. Of all this Maleine and the Nurse know only that no

one any longer brings them either food or drink. With incredible

toil and terror they have pierced a hole in the wall of the tower and

look out again, for the first time since their incarceration, into the

open air. The unwonted blaze of the daylight at first blinds them,
and as their eyes gradually accustom themselves to see, the fall
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enormity of the ravage that has left the Princess neither father nor

mother, nor subjects, nor habitation, bursts upon them. With a

knowledge of these attendant circumstances, with even a slight

imagination of the inflections they would excite, I believe the passage

quoted above will be read with quite different sensations.

Not that I would claim literary impeccability for M. Maeterlinck ;

far from it. He is as capable of the incident of the nose-bleed in the

second act of La Princesse Maleine as of this scene of the tower.

He walks continually on the dangerous border between the tragic
and the ridiculous, and it would be strange indeed if he never made
a misstep ;

but in the main it must be confessed that he has a cool

head and a sure footing. He has been accused of a lack of humour
;

but it is rather a restriction to one kind of humour, the hysterical

mirth of tragic crises, the grin on the everlasting skull.

As a playwright, M. Maeterlinck is as original and independent as

he is in his purely literary qualities. Not at all awed by the modern

dogma that the action must take place upon the stage (the method

alike of Shakespeare and Sardou), he almost invariably, except in his

first play, La Princesse Maleine, makes the action take place behind

the scenes, suggesting it to the audience by its effect upon the

characters rather than by actually depicting it. The action in

L'Intruse, the only thing that happens in that play, is the death of

the sick woman, who does not appear in the play at all. The action

in Les Aveugles is the death of the priest, which takes place before

the play begins. But how much more awful is the result than had

the author given us never so realistic a death scene upon the stage in

each of these two instances. So in the other plays. Everywhere

suggestion of the event, rather than its actual presentation. That

this is a poetical method there can be no doubt
;
that it is effective

in the theatre I can only argue, as yet, from the striking impression
which I saw produced upon a New York audience by L'Intruse, in

spite of the inadequacy of a cast of students and amateurs.

Parallelism, symbolism, suggestion, and the use of realistic means
for romantic effects, these are the marks of M. Maeterlinck's method,
as a special delight in the passion of fear is the salient characteristic

of his subject-matter. Of these, it is no small achievement to have

mastered the language of even one passion ; the uses of parallelism

may open a new field of expression to the artist in words
;
and

symbolism will not, I think, become entirely obsolete so long as the

world still hearkens to the parables of the man of Nazareth.

KlCHARD HOVEY.
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THE CHINESE DRAMA

THE Chinese drama throws a strong light upon China, past and

present, and teaches us the private views and feelings of at least four

hundred millions of human beings, among whom civilisation dawned

centuries before we began to emerge from barbarism. It is not our aim

within the narrow limits of an article to treat the subject exhaus-

tively ;
such a plan is manifestly impossible ; moreover, a compre-

hensive account of the Chinese drama is beyond our powers, for it

can be written only by those who know China as fully as their own

country. We shall do no more than attempt to give a general idea

of it.

If we could gauge the dramatic importance of any country by the

number of plays it has produced, China would undeniably hold the

first rank
;
those written during the Youen dynasty alone fill about

five hundred ordinary volumes. All these plays are varied perhaps
more so than those of any European country according to the age
in which they saw the light. During the epoch preceding the eighth

century, and commonly called that of the Soue dynasty, the native

stage was in its infancy, and none of its efforts deserve to be

remembered, though they have received the collective name of ' The

Amusements of the Quiet Streets.' It is curious to note that each

division of Chinese dramatic history has a designation of its own.

Thus, that of the Thang dynasty from the eighth to the tenth

centuries is entitled ' The Music of the Pear-garden ;

'

and that of

the Song dynasty, which immediately followed the former, is called
* The Amusements of the Flowering Forest.' The Songs held the

throne until the fourteenth century, when they were succeeded by
the present Youen or Mongol line. These five centuries are the Golden

Age, and their productions have the name of * The Joys of Assured

Peace.' The tragedies belonging to this era are known as the 'Tsa-

kee.'

Are the Chinese, it will be asked, great theatre-goers, and do their

Government despotism and widespread ignorance give full play to

their dramatists' genius ? We think that it is easy to answer both

questions in the affirmative. A piece of any kind generally
'

draws,'

though playhouses scarcely exist, except in one or two cities, and in

quite the northern parts of the empire, and the stage is usually in a
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wretched shanty or on a platform erected at street corners. It would

be idle to expect in such places dresses and decorations superior to

those we had in England in Shakspeare's time, yet the public shows

an interest and appreciation for which we find no parallel elsewhere.

However arbitrary the Government may be from our point of view,

the playwright is permitted to write on almost every subject he can

conceive, and, as we shall point out, he broaches some which an

English public would never tolerate. It is impossible to enjoy

greater freedom than that granted by the Imperial authorities in this

respect. Popular ignorance does not prove a stumbling-block to the

author, as in Europe ;
he has to deal with a peculiar form of civilisation

and a nation possessed of strong common-sense, a fund of humour,
and a keen sense of satire, which atone for defective education. Many
of the subjects chosen do not, according to our Western ideas, appear
fitted for the stage they are wanting in interest and passion. This

change is only partial, for even Europeans, connected as they are by

strong ties and a practically common civilisation, hold divergent

opinions as to what is strictly dramatic or no. Koughly speaking,
the subjects come under eight heads : (1) Scenes from the history
of the empire ; (2) filial and parental piety ; (3) the exaltation of

learning ; (4) native vices and peculiarities ; (5) those common to

mankind
; (6) official corruption ; (7) legal anomalies

; (8) the

absurdities of the religions professed in various parts of the land.

The historical plays are probably the best, but we should search

them all in vain for the genuine reproduction of any memorable event,

or for a better picture of the manners and customs of bygone ages
than we have in pieces coming under other heads. The playwrights
have sought to give historical characters a more private type to

represent them, less as landmarks on the march of time than to show

those inner shades ofhumannature which it is not the historian's task

to depict. This spirit is evidently much in accordance with our own.

Filial and parental love are, as a topic, destitute, in our opinion,

of dramatic elements, but, curious as this may appear, it furnished

an important part of the Chinese national repertory from the earliest

times down to the present day. Filial duty, or piety is more con-

spicuous throughout than parental duty; it enjoys greater impor-
tance by reason of the extensive authority the law affords a father

over his offspring, and his, to us, somewhat erroneous notions of

his rights and obligations. The following scene from the Pe-pa-ke

(History of the Lute), first played in A.D. 1404, offers a vivid picture

of the services imposed upon a son :

Tsai-yong (sadly). What is the world ? (Sings.) I have studied everything ;

the works I have read would fill a thousand books. But as for winning fame and

honours, oh ! I have never thought of that. It grieves me to behold my father

and mother getting old. My heart breaks with grief, and to whom can I unburden

it ? But heie cornea my lord Chang.
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Chang. My worthy neighbours all look upon me as a staunch protector.

Whatever happens, they run to me for advice. (Salutes Tsai-yong.)

Tsai-yong. Ah, sir, my parents are too old
;
I cannot make up my mind to

leave them.

Chang. I understand, my friend, that your parents' advanced age and the lone-

liness in which they may find themselves concerns you greatly, but you know that

your father wishes you to honour your family ancestors. If you do not take advan-

tage of springtide's beautiful days to set out, when will you go ?

Tsai-yong. You do not approve of my conduct, and

Chang. Well, well, here are your father and mother
; speak to them of it.

Mrs. Tsai (warmly). My son, you must not take your wife away with you.
Since her wedding, two months since, Chao has grown terribly thin. If she lives

with you during three years I foresee that at the end of that time the poor woman
will be fit for burial.

Chang. Ah, Mrs. Tsai, will you cause discord in your family ? Will you set a

man and his wife at variance ?

Tsai (to his son). My boy, the examinations are beginning. This is the season

when the Son of Heaven summons all men of talent to the capital. Why will you
not compete for higher honours, since you have passed the first examination ? l

Tsai-yong. Father, deign to listen to me. I do not refuse to go ;
it is your old

age and the dread of future troubles that keep me here. If I leave the house, tell

me who will remain to feed and serve my parents.

Chang. My good friends, this is what I think : you should exhort the young
man to go to the capital.

Mrs. Tsa :

i. Do you ignore, Chang, that I have not in my house seven sons or

eight sons-in-law to wait upon me ? I have but one son, and you want him to

abandon us !

Tsa'i (to his wife). What words have you uttered, wife ? If our son leaves us

to pass his literary examinations shall we not one day possess a large number of

servants ?

Mrs. Tsai (angrily). Stupid old man ! years have clouded your eyes and
dulled your ears. You cannot make a step, or even moveyour legs. If an inun-

dation comes when you have forced your son to leave us who will be here to

assist you ? You will die of hunger if you have no rice, of cold if you have no

clothes. Do you know that ?

Tsai. Hush, you do not understand those matters. When my son is a Mandarin

we shall have a different household altogether. He ought to be on the road to

Pekin already.

Tsai-yong. My mother is right. I trust my father will acknowledge that

she

Tsai. That's it, that's it
;
she is right and I am wrong. (To Chang.) I know

well enough what keeps him here.

Chang. Say, since you happen to know.
Tsai. The attractions of Chao have produced a deep impression upon him.

(Sings.) He dreams of nothing but love and the sweets of the nuptial couch.

Tsai-yong. Father, you think I have intentions which

Chang (smiles). Ah ! ah ! young graduate (sings), you sigh after the indis-

soluble union of Youen and Yang.
3 Like the male phoenix, you are loath to part

from the mate you love. I fear that, in your blindness, you prefer the stupid in-

action of Ngo to Pong's audacious flight.
3

1 The first examination is held annually at the capital of each district, or, more

correctly speaking, of each province. The third examination, referred to here, takes

place every third year at Pekin, and partly in presence of the Emperor.
2 Birds symbolical of conjugal love.

8 Two birds representing timidity and courage,

X K 2
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Tsai. You think only of pleasure, and you do not hesitate to argue with your
father.

Tsai-yong. Heavens ! I oppose my father ! My parents, I would not presume
to put obstacles in your way. I repeat that your great age, and nothing but that,,

keeps me here. If an inundation happens what will people say ? but that

your son was wanting in filial piety and that he abandoned his parents to go in

quest of I know not what preferment. Then my father will be accused of rashness ;.

everybody will say that he forced his only son to undertake a perilous journey,.

Really, the longer I reflect over this matter, the more difficult it seems to obey
your orders.

Tsai. Following my instructions depends wholly upon yourself; but tell me,

what you understand by the word Heao (filial duty).

Mrs. Tsdi. What ! you are over eighty years of age and you do not know what
Heao consists of? Well, it is merely this : leading an old man about like a
child.

Tsai. Woman, what do you mean ?

Tsai-yong. I shall answer your question, father. 'A son's duty is, in all

seasons, to provide the comforts of life for his parents. Each night he must pre-

pare the couch on which they repose ;
each morning, at cock-crow, he must inquire

in affectionate terms after their health
;
watch over them when they walk ;

honour

those they honour, and love those they love. He must not leave the roof under

which they dwell.' 4 This is how our ancestors defined filial obedience and prac-
tised it.

Tsai. My son, these are Tseao-Seae (ordinary duties). There are, however,

many degrees of filial piety, and you have not spoken of the higher ones.

Mrs. Tsai (exasperated). Imprudent man ! you are yet living, and it is only
when you are dead that our son can be called upon to fulfil his last and greatest

obligations. As to his journey, let it be no more heard of.

Tsai. Listen to me, Tsai-yong.
* The first kind of filial love consists in serv-

ing your parents ;
the second, your sovereign ;

the third, in seeking to win honours.

You must likewise keep your body unmutilated, and avoid everything calculated

to destroy it. This is the first command imposed upon you ;
but to attain dis-

tinctions, to practise virtue, and to hand down to posterity a glorious name that

will reflect credit upon your parents are the highest expression of filial duty.' He-

who does not endeavour to obtain dignities is a bad son
;
he must struggle for

them though his parents be old and poor. If you raise yourself by your talents to

the rank of Kwan (Mandarin) and you transform our miserable habitation into a,

mansion, you will have accomplished all your duties.

Tsai-yong. I have, father, but one objection to make. Suppose I leave you,

who can tell whether I shall return with or without the palm of victory ? If 1'

fail, you will remark that I did not know how to serve my parents and my Emperor.
What a fearful responsibility !

Chang. What fantastic ideas you have, young man ! Though I am old, I re-

member hearing it said :
' At fifteen, you must study ;

at thirty, you must act.'

The man who hides in his breast the pearls and precious stones he possesses and1

conceals his abilities, never loved his family. You have learning and erudition,

my young friend, and you cannot fail to succeed.

Mrs. Tsai. Enough, enough, Chang ; you are not lacking in fine words to induce-

my son to go.

Tsai. Come, come, my son, follow my advice and prepare at once for your-

departure.

Tsai-yong. Man lives a hundred years, my parents, but are so many days in

store for you ? . . . (Sings.) Your son feels joy with a tinge of sadness. He prays*

4 This passage is from the Book of Rites.
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that you may have long lives, and hopes that you will be like the peach-tree Fan.

tao, which blossomed after 3,000 years.

Tsai. Feelings like thine, my son, spring from a heart filled with love towards

us. But every man pledges himself at his birth to love his parents and to serve

his prince ; by doing both of these he wins fame.

Tsa'i-yong. As you insist upon it, I shall start for the capital.

Chang. Young graduate, let your parents' well-being cause you no anxiety. . .

Go, and go soon. My house can hold five families, and if your parents are in dis-

tress I shall assist them.

Tsai-yong. Thank you, Lord Chang, for your generous promises ; they embolden
sne to leave my father and mother in your care. When, however, the day of pros-

perity dawns for me, will they not be stricken with age ? Alas ! I fear that if I

return with embroidered garments my parents will not know me again.

Tsai. You spoke just now of our isolation, my boy ;
but on the day when you

become a Kwan (sings), the three sorts of meats and the costly fare offered during
the great sacrifices shall be laid before me, from morning till night, on elegant
dishes and in vases of fine porcelain. That is better than eating beans and drink-

ing water. If you come back with honours (speaks} I shall die (sings), but my
eoul shall be proud, calm, and happy.

Mrs. Tsai. In the twinkling of an eye the pearl in my hand is taken from me.

Go, my son, but if your parents die of cold and hunger while you rise to be a
Kwan your honours will be tarnished.

This dialogue is very Chinese. It contains also many of those

touches of nature which make the whole world kin. The characters

of Tsai and his wife are well brought out, though with what strikes

us as a shade of crudeness. As to the singing part, we shall refer to

it further on. It may be interesting to add that the Pe-pa-ke is

considered a work of high merit.

The glorification of learning is another theme upon which much

good work has been done. Graduates often take a leading part in a

play, and constant allusions are made to them. The love that makes
a maiden's heart beat faster is inspired by her lover's intellectual

attainments as often as by his physical advantages or his charm of

manner, when he has any. The stage sometimes represents a library,
discussions often take a literary turn, and the very atmosphere is, so

to speak, impregnated with learning and competitive examinations.

It can barely be otherwise in a country where both are constantly
before the public gaze, and where they form so important a part of

the Government organisation. Still, pedantry is unknown, or nearly
so ; the style of language common to every-day life is employed in

the drama. If certain extracts appear to gainsay this, we should

bear in mind that the Chinese, in their ordinary discourse, indulge in

a wealth of metaphor altogether banished from our customs.

It is difficult to say much of those productions whose interest

hinges on some native fault or peculiarity. Owing to our limited

acquaintance with China, no number of quotations could show us how
far the play-writer's efforts at delineation have succeeded. With
virtues and vices common to the human race the position is reversed.

Avarice is always avarice whatever be the social conditions around
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it. It is intensely human, and, therefore, unceasingly engrossing.

Moreover, it is one of those topics that survive the changes of fashion

and the destruction of empires.
The piece of which we subjoin a brief sketch is celebrated under

the title of The Slave of the Treasures he guards, or, in other words,

The Miser.

In the prologue we learn that Thou-yong purposes going up to

Pekin, where competitive examinations are to be held. His patri-

mony has been sadly lessened by his father's prodigality, and he is

eager to obtain a certain post so as to make up for this loss of

treasure. Accordingly, he buries the greater part of his money and

sets out, accompanied by his wife and son.

In the first act, Luig, the god enthroned in the temple on the

sacred mountain, deigns 'to tell us his name, qualities, and genealogy.
The gods, he declares, are not to be bribed by the wicked with gifts

and incense. A scoundrel, Kou-jin by name, enters the temple

daily, worries him, and gives utterance to bitter complaints against
deities and men

;
he bewails having to carry water and clay for

masons as a means of living, and ends by cursing his lot. He cannot

even afford to purchase a little incense, and he offers his god balls of

earth instead! Oh, if Luig bestowed upon him riches he would

maintain religious men, give alms plentifully, build pagodas, repair

roads and bridges, and befriend the widow, the orphan, and the infirm t

Sleep overtakes him in the midst of making these fine promises.

Luig appears to him in a dream and informs him that wealth is

granted by none but the God of Happiness. That divinity, being
summoned forthwith, puts Kou-jin to shame by reminding him that

he was formerly possessed of affluence, but that nobody except him-

self benefited from it. Had he not been unjust to his parents, and

cruel to the poor ? The rascal attempts to justify his past conduct.

Finding his efforts successful, he goes a step further : he begs, and

finally importunes, the god to make him a wealthy man. The latter

yields and then vanishes. Chinese deities, who, by the way, gene-

rally behave like spoilt children or passionate men, must be at some?

disadvantage when dealing with clever rogues, if we are to judge by
the result of Kou-jin's impudent efforts.

When the second act begins we are in a sumptuous apartment,

where Chin states that his master was once a servant employed in

the most menial offices, and who found himself one day mysteriously

possessed of considerable means. But the rich man has no son, and

he has commissioned Chin to buy one for him. Here the scene-

changes to the interior of a wineshop, the keeper of which declares-

that he has in his cellars a hundred casks of wine, ninety of which

are more like vinegar than anything else. Aweary and road-stained

traveller makes his appearance, followed by a woman and a boy. It

is Thou-yong. He has failed in his examination,, and his buried
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treasure was robbed in his absence. Destitution stares him in the
face. The wine-merchant, however, receives the wayfarers kindly,
and proposes selling the graduate's son to Kou-jin. After a con-

sultation between his parents, and despite his entreaties, the child

is entrusted to Chin. Kou-jin, meanwhile, is busy communicating
many things about himself. He boasts that since the gods have
enriched him he has built houses like palaces, that he owns vast

tracts of fruitful land, numerous junks laden with goods, that his

thousand and one speculations are always successful, and that he

enjoys a full measure of that consideration which the possession of

wealth confers. And he loves his money above everything else
; his

sole pleasure is to see it increase, and parting unnecessarily with a

single farthing is almost as bitter as losing a limb. He is known to

be an arch-miser, and he glories in the fact. Thou-yong's son pleases

him, and is purchased at once
;
but the unhappy father, who has

confessed his penniless condition, is turned out of the house like a

dog for hinting that immediate payment would be highly acceptable.
He complains of this treatment and gets a sound beating for his

pains. This moves Chin to pity ;
he promises the poor man assist-

ance and dismisses him with the words :
' Go away, my friend

;
his

heart is hard and inhuman, like that of every rich master.'

What follows is worthy of notice. The miser draws up with his

clerk a document running in this wise :
' The party binding himself

by this deed is Thou-yong, the graduate, who, being without any
means of living, wants to sell his son to a rich proprietor, the

respected Kou-jin, a Youen-waeV 5

Chin. Everybody knows that you are a Youen-wae, and very wealthy. Why,
therefore, write ' rich proprietor

'

?

Kou-jin. Do you want to teach me anything ? Am I not a rich proprietor instead

of being a beggar ? Yes, yes, rich proprietor rich proprietor. Put those words
behind the deed. After the bargain has been struck, if one of the contracting

parties fails to carry out the conditions stipulated here, he shall pay one thousand

ounces of silver as a fine.

Chin. I've written that
; but, by-the-by, how much do you give the graduate

for his son ?

Kou-jin. Don't trouble your head about that. I am so rich that I can never

spend all my money, even if I shower it upon him.

Thou-yong signs the paper, which the clerk brings back to his

master, who asks him if the graduate has left.

Chin. How can he go away since you have not paid for his food ?

Kou-jin. "You must have lost your senses ! Having nothing to feed his son

with, this man sells him to me, that he may live in my house and eat my rice.
.
I

am willing not to charge anything for food, but how dares this beggarly graduate
to ask for more ?

Chin. He has no means of returning to his friends.

Kou-jin. As he will not consider himself bound by the terms of the deed he

4 Honorary title given to men of fortune.
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signed, send him back his son and let him pay me a thousand ounces of silver as a

fine.

Chin, who is humane throughout, prevails upon his employer to

give an ounce of silver.

Kou-jin. You should not think so lightly of a silver ingot on which is the word
Pao (precious thing). Making this outlay appears a small matter to you, but it is

like drawing a drop of blood from my veins.

The parents are naturally furious at such a paltry offer.
' What/

exclaims the mother,
' an ounce of silver ! Why, a baked-earth child

cannot be bought for that money !

' When this remark is reported
to Kou-jin, he replies, with bare-faced coolness, that a baked-earth

child occasions no expense beyond that of buying it.
' This fellow,'

he adds,
*
sells me his son because he is unable to feed him. I am

willing to go so far as not to charge for what the urchin will cost me,
but I will not consent to have my property wrested from me. You
blockhead !

' he cries, turning to Chin,
'
it is you who fostered such

absurd pretensions. In what terms did you offer the ounce of silver ?
'

Chin. I said to him :
' The Youen-wae sends you an ounce.'

Kou-jin. That is the very reason for his refusing it ! Now pay attention and

obey my instructions. Take an ounce of silver, hold it up high, very high, and

say to him with unction :
'
Hi, you beggarly graduate, His Excellency deigns to

grant you this precious ounce of silver.' Do you understand ?

Chin. I may hold it up as high as ever you like, but it can never be more than

what it is. My lord, I beg of you to give him his due and to dismiss him.

Kou-jin. Well, then, not to hear anything more about this affair, I shall open

my money-box and pay another ounce of silver, but no more, mind.

Thus ends the third act, and we must suppose an interval of some

twenty years before the next one begins. Here, again, Kou-jin is

placed in a strongly satirical light. His adopted son is twenty-five

years of age, and he himself is a dying widower.

Kou-jin. Oh, how ill I am ! (Siyhs.) How wearily each day drags on for a suf-

fering man ! It is nigh upon twenty years that I bought this young madcap of a

famished graduate, his father, who could not afford to keep him. I spend nothing
on myself, no, not even a farthing, while he, headless fool, is ignorant of the value

of money. He considers money only a means of getting food and clothing ; beyond

that, it is worth, in his opinion, no more than mud. Can he imagine all the an-

guish it costs me to spend the tenth of an ounce ?

Adopted Son. Father, won't you eat something ?

Kou-jin. You are unaware, my son, of the fact that this sickness was caused

by a fit of passion. One day, having taken a fancy to eat some roasted goose, I

went out to buy one. The dealer had just been roasting a duck, from which came
a most delicious gravy. Under pretence of bargaining the price of this bird, I

took it in my hand and held it until my five fingers were full of gravy. I returned

home without buying it, and partook of a dish of rice cooked in water. After

each spoonful I sucked one of my fingers. When I had eaten the fourth spoonful
I fell asleep. Unfortunately, during my slumbers a thieving dog came and licked

my fifth finger. On awaking and seeing what had taken place, I grew so furious

that I fell ill. My condition gets worse every day ;
I arn already a dead man.
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But come, I must forget my thrift a little let me see, ah yes, I should like to eat

some mashed beans.

Adopted Son. I shall fetch you a hundred farthings' worth.

Kou-jin. Nay, for a farthing ;
that will suffice.

Adopted Son. For a farthing ! That money will get you but a spoonful, and

what dealer will sell me so little ?

The young man goes out and spends ten farthings instead of one,

for which he is soundly rated by the miser.

Kou-jin. You took ten farthings just now and gave them to the bean-seller

Adopted Son. He owes me five farthings on the coin I gave him, and I shall

ask him, another day, to return them.

Kou-jin. Before giving him credit for that amount did you ask his name, and
who his neighbours are ?

Adopted Son. Why inquire, father, about his neighbours ?

Kou-jin. If he removes without paying the money, where shall I go and claim

at ? ... I feel that my end is near.

Adopted Son. I must go to our temple and offer incense for your recovery.
Give me some money for the purpose.

Kou-jin. There is no need for that
;
burn no incense for the prolonging of my

days.

Adopted Son. But long ago I vowed to do that, and I cannot postpone the

performing of my vow.

Kou-jin. Ah, ah, you made a vow ! Well, here is a farthing ; go and burn

jour incense. .

Adopted Son. That is not enough.

Kou-jin. Take two farthings, then.

Adopted Son. That's not enough either, father.

Kou-jin. Then I give you three farthings ;
that is enough. . . . No, it is too

much, too much, too much. My last hour is fast approaching, my son, andwhen I

am no more do not fail to claim the five farthings.

The vigour of this satire is apparent to all. Few of us have not

seen characters of whom Kou-jin is a prototype. His part is in no

way overdrawn, and his sordidness is well sustained to the end. It is

instructive to place him side by side with Moliere's Avare. The last

act of the play we have been summarising is devoted to the fresh

misfortunes which overtake the graduate, and concludes with the

return of the adopted son to his natural parents.

The Chinese are eminently sceptical ; they pin their faith and

respect chiefly upon a number of practices, many of which are not

more than nominally religious. Filial love, for instance, is not

closely associated in their minds with some high and invisible being.

They accomplish their filial duties because custom and training

have instilled into them a matter-of-fact veneration for their parents,

and because such is a traditional habit among them.

When they perform the funeral rites they bring offerings to their

gods, less as an act of homage to them than as a mark ofrespect towards

the memory of their relatives. We seldom, perhaps never, read of a

parent telling a lad to do his duty because this is pleasing to his

divinity, though we constantly read of his teaching obedience to what
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was ordered by the sages of old. Thus a rite is celebrated because it

is prescribed by usage, while the deity to whom it is addressed sinks

into the background. He is the part needed to make a whole, but

that part is kept out of sight as much as possible.

A Chinaman can feel, therefore, little scruple in ridiculing those of

his tenets which lend themselves to derision. In a land, too, where

religions are so numerous and grotesque, and where public opinion

and the Government allow so much toleration, we can reasonably

expect to hear of a large quantity of religious comedies. That the

laziness and ignorance of a licentious priesthood should come in for

a large share of censure under these circumstances is not to be won-

dered at. Strange to say, religion and clergy have suffered little in

consequence, and, what is more important still, have not purified

themselves. How a man can retain any particle of respect for a creed

which has been mercilessly lashed before millions of his countrymen
is a problem which we shall not attempt to solve. Inquirers into

this question may possibly discover that the scepticism we have just

mentioned has much to do with this apparent anomaly. We shall

content ourselves with laying before the reader the summary of a

religious drama or tragedy, and another of a religious burlesque,

or, what looks at least like a comedy.
The History of the Character Jin shows how some dramatic

authors, under the present dynasty, treat Buddhism, a faith which

has more adepts than any other in Thibet and China Proper that is

to say, among a mass of people comprising about four-fifths of the

total population of the empire.
Leou is a miser and a money-lender whose sordidness is the

subject of the opening scenes. Then a fat and strong priest of

Buddha, coming to ask for alms, is laughed at by him. He assembles

his neighbours and bids them jeer at the beggar's corpulency, which

they do pretty freely.
' I must measure his stomach,' observes Leou

sardonically, and he forthwith tries to proceed from words to action.

The priest, however, stoutly resists him.

Piiest. Give me something to eat, and I shall teach you my doctrine.

Leou. Where is your doctrine ?

Priest. Bring me paper, ink, and a brush.

Leou. I have no paper. (Aside.) A sheet of paper costs a farthing ;
that man

makes ruinous demands.

Priest. If you have no paper, bring me ink and a brush. I can write my
doctrine on the palm of my hand. Leou, give your hand.

Leou. Here it is.

Priest. ( Writes.) I make known to you the doctrine of Fo.

Leou. (Looks at his hand.) It is the character Jin (patience).

Priest. Say that it is a treasure you will always carry about with you. (Dis-

appears.)

The miser, after vainly looking for the beggar, is convinced that

a miracle has taken place. He makes useless efforts to efface the
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character from his hand, but it imprints itself on everything he
touches. An individual who comes to claim money not due to him
is struck and finally killed by Leou. When the murdered man is

raised from the ground, the character Jin is found on his breast,

where the fatal blow had been dealt. At that moment the priest

appears and exhorts the murderer to embrace Buddhism, which the

latter refuses to do. He, however, retires into seclusion, leaving to

his wife the management of his affairs. His conversion is only a

matter of time, and unexpected domestic troubles accelerate it.

Mrs. Leou is of equivocal virtue, and her lord is warned of the

fact
;

so one day he snatches up a knife against her, and suddenly

perceives upon its blade the character Jin. In an instant his arm
is paralysed, and the steel falls from his grasp. The faithless spouse
takes advantage of Leou's emotion to escape. The priest reappears,
Leou embraces the Buddhist religion and goes into a monastery.

Let us now take a second play, written on another religion very

widely professed viz. the one based on the tenets of Lao-tseu, and

which teaches the doctrine of transmigration. Many writers are

fond of describing the transmigrated husband who returns to ascer-

tain how long his widow has worn her weeds. As a matter of course,

he seldom has the satisfaction of seeing himself mourned long. The

subject is distinctly comic, without containing much inherent pro-

fanity. The following is an outline of The Transmigration of Fo-

cheou.

Yo-cheou is one of those judges who favour the rich, oppress
the poor, and serve the party that bribes them the most. He has

amassed great wealth, but he professes to be in poverty despite his

high functions. The Emperor ordered an inquiry into the adminis-

tration of justice in the province within Yo-cheou's jurisdiction, but

the latter had a clerk who kept the reports of proceedings and

everything else in perfect order. From this inquiry the wily magis-
trate issued covered with honour, and at liberty to continue his

exactions.

Yo-cheou leaves his court, and meets an aged hermit, Tao-se-lue,

who exclaims on seeing him,
' Woe to Yo-cheou ! his last hour is

nigh !

' A crowd gathers round the hermit and takes him for a

lunatic. He is arrested by the judge, who returns home and falls

sick. Yo-cheou's end gradually approaches, and his family assemble

round his bedside. He sends for his brother, to whom he gives a few

parting injunctions, and communicates his fears that the lady about

to become a widow will not remain faithful to his memory. Both

the parties in question allay his anxiety, and he dies more or less

happy.
The second act introduces us to one of the eighteen hells

mentioned in the Tao. The King of Terrors summons demons and

genii to his palace for the purpose of passing sentence upon Yo-cheou.
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If the art of scenic decoration were better understood this picture

would be terribly effective, for we have here the weird and yet

gorgeous splendours of the infernal abode, the supposed power of its

lord, and the extraordinary doings of devils and spirits added to the

impression which everything connected with religion produces. As

it is, the whole thing savours of a farce, because the meagreness of

the decorations strips the scene of its majesty and provokes scoffing

mirth. Yo-cheou is condemned to a miser's penalty: to pick up

eternally small pieces of money from the bottom of a caldron full

of burning oil. Lue-tao determines to intercede for the guilty

judge, and demands an audience of the King of Terrors, or, as he is

ealled in some places, the King of Hell. It is granted without

hesitation. The conventionalities and polite platitudes that obtain

in civilised communities are also observed by the gods, if we are to

credit what follows.

King of Hell. Illustrious master, I should have gone to see you. My unpar-

donable want of civility confounds me.

Lue-tao. An important matter brings me hither. What crime has Yo-cheou

committed that you punish him thus ?

King of Hell. Are you aware that while this abominable man was on earth he

traded with justice ? And he is a miser
;
he shall go into the burning caldron,

he shall!

Lue-tao. Great King, emulate the virtue of the sovereign Lord of Heaven, who
loves to give life to all creatures. This Yo-cheou, however sordid he may have

been, is none the less fitted for the priesthood, and he has declared himself my
disciple. I beg you to join his body and soul together and to let him return to

earth.

King of Hell. Please to wait a second while I look downwards.

He looks down on the earth and learns that Yo-cheou's widow has

just burnt her husband's corpse. His regret at this occurrence is

expressed in befitting terms.

Lue-tao. In that case what can be done ?

Yo-cheou. What infamy ! What abominable cruelty ! Ah, my wife, you
were in a great hurry to be rid of my remains. Could you not have waited a day

longer ?

Lue-tao (to King). Have the power, great monarch, to give him the body of

another man, if you think fit ! Yes, I know you have, but will you be pleased to

exercise your prerogative in this instance ?

King of Hell. So be it, Lue-tao, I can refuse you nothing.

He looks down once more to find out into whose body Yo-cheou's

spirit can be sent. Le, a young butcher, died three days ago, and

his corpse can receive the judge's soul. Only, he is dreadfully ugly,
for he has blue eyes.

Lue-tao. I accept your oifer with all my heart. (To Yo-cheou.) The trans-

migration of your soul will take place at once. As you well know, your body and

soul cannot be reunited, as your widow has burnt the former. But this must excite

no vain regrets on your part. You shall go into the body of a butcher with blue

eyes ;
but remember to keep your vows faithfully, and do not forget my exhorta-

tions.
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The third act is the most amusing. Le's family and neighbours
have collected near his remains. When the rites are about to begin
he amazes everyone present by sitting up in bed and staring at his

mournful surroundings. His wife and children almost weep for joy.
But Le, or rather Yo-cheou, who has already forgotten his adventures,
is far from disposed to share in this loving outburst.

' Hush !

' he
roars

;

' whoever saw such a scandal ! What audacity ! They come

flocking into my very bed-chamber.' He, of course, knows none of

the persons surrounding him. '

Le, do you know me, your wife, who
loves you tenderly ?

'

exclaims the widow. She wants to kiss him, but
he pushes her back. ' Turn all these mad people out !

' he shouts.
*
I'll have none of all this. Away, all of you.' He makes an effort to

rise, but, ignoring that Le had a twisted leg, he hurts himself and

falls back on the bed with a groan. A crutch is brought, and he

straightway leaves the place to go in search of his own house.

In the next act he is scarcely able to recognise his former

dwelling ;
it was repaired after his death by order of the Imperial

Censor in memory of his long and loyal services as a magistrate 1

He knocks at his door, and his wife, who opens it, almost swoons with

fright when she learns that he is Yo-cheou. Before she has time to

recover, he walks into the house, followed by Le's relatives. The
butcher's wife claims her husband, while the revived corpse swears

that he is Yo-cheou, the former judge, and receives a sound thrashing
for seeking to pass under another name. Finally, all parties go before

the Imperial Censor. But this is a case to puzzle a man even wiser

than Solomon, seeing that Le is the plaintiff, Yo-cheou tha

defendant, and that both are the same individual. Fortunately, the

old hermit appears at this juncture, and reminds Yo-cheou of the.

vows he has already broken
; whereupon the latter makes a virtue of

necessity and takes refuge in a cloister.

It may be well to point out here that the unities of time, place,,

and action are not always observed, and the three summaries which

have passed before our eyes already show to what an extent these-

rules are sometimes set at nought.
A conspicuous difference between the English and Chinese

dramas is explained by the fact that whereas in the former love holds-

a leading part, in the latter it is relegated to a secondary place. In

England it is a passion, in China a sentiment only ;
hence the thousand

intrigues love gives rise to are, in the latter country, either thrown

into the shade or tabooed entirely. Without their ardent passions,

many of our theatrical productions would lose their interest and most

of their merit. An English, or to use a wider term, a European play-

goer requires a due quantum of love. In China, on the other hand,,

this demand finds little echo, since love there is not the chief theme
of bard and painter. Convention and the strength of parental

authority have crushed, in a great measure, those amorous longings.
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which exist in the human heart
;
and as love, courtship, and matri-

mony are even more prosaic in the Far East than in our part of the

world, the first of these feelings, if handled as a passion, cannot

powerfully arrest the attention of the multitude.

Side by side with this singularity we must place another not less

striking, and which the reader has already noticed viz. the singing
man. The singing man there is but one in each piece intones, as

a portion of his rdle, verses intended to point out a reflection, an

allusion to former events, the unusual aspect of a situation, or

anything else upon which the author wishes to lay stress. He often

interrupts the development of the action, but this not unfrequently
affords him an opportunity of putting the writer's inmost thoughts
more forcibly before the spectator. Although the extract from the

Pe-pa-ke, given above, has shown how the words sung are inserted

in the text, we shall reproduce two others, the first being taken

from a tragedy and the second from a light piece. We must not

omit to state that the manner of singing varies according to the

nature of the impression to be created.

In the Confronted Tunic such is the accurate rendering of the

title a beggar, dying of cold and hunger, is befriended by a man
who offers him shelter under his own roof. The outcast tells his

woful story to his benefactor and the latter's son. The father, filled

with compassion, exclaims,
' Behold this unfortunate man ! for him

the wheel of fortune has not turned !

' and then he adds, singing :

' Who would believe that, in this world, there are many creatures so

unhappy that they can hardly be taken for men ?
'

In A Soubrettds Intrigues, Pay-meen-chong, a graduate, is in

love with the fair Seao-man, whom he met in a garden. The maiden

reciprocates his love and sends her attendant, Fan-sou, after him.

Fan-sou. Sir, I salute you.

Pay-meen-chong. Ah, so you are here, Fan-sou.

Fan-sou. How do you find yourself ?

Pay-meen-chong. I am dying of shame ! I am ill, and she has reduced me to

this state. Do not wonder at it, Fan-sou. But what brings you here ?

Fan-sou. My mistress takes a great interest in you, and she wishes to know if

rest has made you feel better. (Sings.') She recommends to you, sir, warm

potions and taking care of your noble person.

Pay-meen-chong. Does she send me any other advice ?

Fan-sou. (Sings.) She desires you to study the King and the historians, and not

to neglect literature.

Pay-meen-chong. Does she send me also any counsels coming from her heart?

Fan-sou. (Sings and lays a Jinger on Pay's mouth.) Take care to let no indis-

creet word escape you.

Pay-meen-chong. I am so ill that my soul is weary and my dreams are no

longer peaceful.

Fan-sou is evidently a member of the fair sex, and the words
*

singing man '

used a few paragraphs back, and here applied

indirectly to her, will be explained more fully hereafter.
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We remember how Tsai'-yong left home at his father's request to

go up to Pekin. We now find that he competed with success, and

that the Emperor loaded him with honours. But his triumphs

undermined his love for Chao, and when his sovereign offered him a

wife from among the great families of the land he accepted her.

Kemorse, however, and a remnant of love for her he left behind leave

him no peace. Neaou, his second wife, in the first flush of wedded

bliss, perceives that anxiety of some kind clouds her husband's happi-

ness, and her efforts to arrive at the truth have a womanly ring.

Neaou. I heard just now the sound of your lute.

Tsai-yong. Yes, wife, I play to calm my troubled niind.

Neaou. I heard of your talents long ago, and everyone says that you are a pro-

ficient in music. How is it, then, that as soon as I come to listen you cease ? ^ I

am glad to hearken to your play, for your servant, too, has troubles. Sing me a

eong, I beg of you.

Tsai-yong. Since you wish it I shall do so
;
but say, what do you want me to

sing ? Would you like
'

The Pheasant that takes Flight in the Morning
'
?

Neaou. Oh, no, it contains no love.

Tsai-yong. You are wrong. Still, I shall sing
' The Bird Louen separated

from the Mate it Loves.'

Neaou. . . . Why will you describe with your lute the sorrows of widowhood ?

Tsa'i-yong. Then let us take something else. What do you say to ' The Ven-

geance of the Beautiful Concubine Chao-keun '

?

Neaou. Why sing of vengeance in the palace of the Hans, where peace and

concord reign ? In such a calm evening, my lord, and before such a delightful

landscape, let me hear * When the Tempest shakes the Pines.'

Tsai-yong, Very well, it is a fine Qong(sinffs and accompanies himself on the lute)*

Neaou. (Interrupts.) You make a mistake. Why do you sing to the tune
6 When I dream of returning to my Birthplace

'

?

Tsa'i-yong. True, I shall begin again.

Neaou. You are wrong once more, my lord
;
that is the air of ' The Abandoned

Turtle-dove.'

Tsa'i-yong. I take one tune for the other.

Neaou. You cannot do that unwittingly. You despise me and will not sing
before me.

Tsa'i-yong. Such a thought is far from me. The fact is that I cannot use thia

instrument.

Neaou. And why not ?

Tsa'i-yong. Because I used always my old one when I sang formerly. Thia
lute is new and I am not accustomed to it.

Neaou. Where is the other one ?

Tsa'i-yong. I threw it away long ago.
Neaou. Why?
Tsa'i-yong. Because I have a new one.

Neaou. Suffer your servant to ask you another question. Why do you not
leave this instrument and return to the old one ?

Tsa'i-yong. Do you think, wife, that at the bottom of my heart I do not love

my old lute ? But, unfortunately, I cannot leave this one !

Neaou. Allow me to put you one question more, my lord. As you cannot
abandon this instrument, how comes it that you are still attached to the other ?

I fancy that your heart is far away.

Tsa'i-yong (sadly). I have broken my old lute, and now that I desire to play
on this one, I am unable to do so, for I confound one note with another.
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Neaou. The confusion exists only in your heart. Whom is it that you think

of with so much emotion ?

Tsai-yong. Whom can I think of?

Neaou. How can I tell ? Of someone, perhaps, you would not like to see

again.

And the scene continues in this style until the graduate's secret

is torn from him by his wife's shrewdness and tenacity.

This conjugal story leads us to transcribe one of a different de-

scription, without which no account of the Chinese drama can be held

satisfactory. But before doing this we must explain as briefly as

possible a peculiar phase of Chinese life, generally avoided by writers

of travels.

We have all heard how a Chinaman considers a large family one
of the signal favours of his gods. There are times, however, when a/

husband's hopes to rear posterity are shaken in one way or the other,

and he seeks out of doors for pleasures he cannot find at home. This

destroys home life to a degree incompatible with Chinese notions.

The law empowers him, therefore, to introduce into his family circle

a concubine, whose children by him are considered legitimate if the

lawful wife have no issue, whilst in the contrary case they are bastards

whose paternity has been recognised. It is only fair to add that this

custom is not general, that the interloper can enter the household

with the wife's leave only and under duly defined conditions, and that

she owes obedience to the mistress of the house. Taking into account

woman's idiosyncrasies and man's, to be more exact it is easy to

guess what heartburnings such a system occasions and what opportu-
nities it affords for character-drawing. The following affords a good

example of this.

Le is a rough and simple citizen with a modicum of brains, and1

he is captivated by Chang-eou, a young and fickle woman of doubtful

reputation, but unquestionably beautiful. She is also endowed by
Nature with a cleverness and a fertility of resource sufficient to baffle

the most renowned doctors. Small wonder is it that Le gets hope-

lessly entangled in her meshes. She feels no love for him, though a

strong one for his money, and she proposes to perform the ceremonies

necessary before gaining admission under his roof, and to which we
shall give the name of marriage since they constitute a sort of poly-

gamy. Le has not the power, perhaps not the will also, to refuse her.

His wife, as might be expected, indignantly and vainly protests-

against hi; decisions. This is what ensues :

Le. I will marry her.

Leou. If you do that you will kill me with grief. (Sings.} My indignation-

waxes so fierce that I long to plunge her powdered face into the waters of the

river Me-lo. If her passion for you grows stronger it is because she yearns to

deprive me of the pleasures to which I am entitled. Turn your ear away from

the insidious words of her mouth. This vile woman deceives you, she trades on

her charms, and still you are eager to marry her ! (Sings in another key.} What !
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you propose admitting this she-wolf into your house ! Remember that when you
have married her harmony will give place to petty quarrels. How can you stoop

to leave your lawful wife for a degraded concubine ? If you do not take up my
defence when she and I fall out, I shall quit this place. If I hasten to meet you
'when you return home, this woman will heap insults upon me from her

window.
Le. You misjudge her

;
she is as incapable as myself of doing

1 such things.
Leou (sings). Turn a deaf ear to a creature whose heart is full of malice. She

"will lose no opportunity of abusing your credulity and of plundering your house.
4She will make you scenes and torment you with her long tongue. To satisfy her

you will require heaps of gold and silver. The day will come when you will have

to pawn your farm and your lands, and to sacrifice your silken stuffs. You will

then resemble a leafless twig.
Le. Ah, she possesses so many attractions, how can I help being in love with

her?

Leou (sings). You love her glances and you worship her painted and finely-

arched black eyebrows. But remember that her brow, with its splendour, like that

of the flower Fou-yang,
6
brings ruin on homes

;
that her lips, red like a cherry and

soft like a peach, help to devour men's souls. Her breath is as sweet as the odour

-<of the clove tree, but I fear that a gust of wind will scatter all these charms.

Le. You dread imaginary things. At any rate, I am resolved to marry her.

No other conclusion could be expected. Chang-eou is introduced

into the house to pay Leou the homage prescribed by custom.

Chang-eou (on the threshold). Mr. Le! Mr. Le ! (He comes out of his room.)
Are your ears stopped up ? I have been calling you since the last hour and you
do not hear me ! I come to pay my respects to your wife. Four distinct bows I

shall make her. She will receive the first, sitting ;
at the second, I expect her to

*ise
;
and she will return the third and fourth. If she conforms herself to the re-

quirements of politeness, so much the better
;
but if she does not, I shall leave

the ,house at once.

Le. Come, there is no hurry ;
I shall go and speak with her. ( To Leou)

Wife,'^Chang-eou is here, and her desire is to do homage to you. Do not fail to

return her last two bows. If you do not respect established usages, she will quarrel
with YOU.

Leou. For the sake of peace, I am ready to do as you wish.

Chang-eou (enters, to Leou). Madam, be pleased to sit down before receiving

your sister's homage. (Boius twice.)

Le. My wife will now rise.

Chang-eou (bowing several times). What devil of a nail fixes her to that chair ?

How is it that she does not acknowledege my courtesies ? (Gets angry.)

Leou loses her temper also, and sharply scolds her husband. The
latter does his utmost to calm her and to put an end to this un-

pleasant scene, but he finds his task a thankless one. Chang-eou, on

her side, loses patience and sets herself against him. His position

between two shrieking women is not to be envied. Chang-eou feels

that she is bound to win the advantage, and she is not the person to

waste an opportunity of attaining her object.
' I tell ycu once for

all, Le,' she exclaims, 'that if you love her I must retire, but that

if you love me you must repudiate her !

' ' How can I turn her off/

A flower that changes colour thrice a c'ay.

VOL. XXXVII No. 217 L L
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asks Le, 'when she is my wife and the mother of my son and

daughter ?
' ' What !

'

replies Chang-eou,
' besides refusing to listen

to me, you take her part ! Enough ;
I leave the house.' But Le

cannot consent to lose his paramour. He resolves to cast off Leou,
and when the latter hears of this she swoons. Grief kills her in a

short time.

Every student of our national drama has learnt that before the

Restoration of Charles the Second no woman was permitted to perform
on an English stage. In Italy this prohibition was of even longer

duration, since actresses were unknown at Rome in 1740.7 Their

introduction upon European boards is possibly the outgrowth of

progress. In China the reverse is the case. There, acting as a pro-
fession for women was countenanced until a century and a half ago,
but their profligacy became so conspicuous so runs the story that

a decree was published excluding them from the stage, and this law

is still in force. It is hard to ascertain how far this measure was

justified, but in the absence of irrefragable proofs we may hazard the

theory that the edict referred to had a political rather than a moral

signification. Tolerating actresses, especially in a country where

the drama "possesses great influence, is a violation of the traditional

principle of government in virtue of which women are constantly

kept in subjection. A talented actress is sure to be a popular

idol; wealth and honours are laid at her feet, her fancies are

humoured, and her irregular life is tolerated. She enjoys an apparent

superiority over the general run of men, and her sex thereby gains

strength and influence. Her ambitious sisters, too, in other

walks of life strive to throw off their shackles. Many will urge

that, if this view be correct, the authorities would have found an

earlier opportunity of suppressing what they regard as an evil
;
and

we observe, in reply, that our limited acquaintance with Chinese

history renders it impossible for us to determine in what way social

and other causes hindered the carrying out of this so-called reform

at an earlier date. If, on the other hand, the measure had a purely
moral tendency, who can explain why the Government delayed so

long to enforce it ? It is proper to add that, whatever reason this

change was owing to, it did not affect the nature of the drama,

although, from a strictly artistic point of view, it caused a grotesque-

ness in the love parts, which would have aroused the ire of William

Hazlitt.

It is worthy of note that while in the titles of pieces an elaborate

display of words is used, as The Slave of ike Treasures he guards in

lieu of the simple but comprehensive word Miser, the contrary is

done when giving names to characters, and such cognomens as Mr.

Pocketemptier, Mr. Humbug, &c. are much appreciated. The names

bestowed are often adapted to the bearer's position and proclivities.

7 Ultalie il y a Cent Ans, by Charles de Drosses, ii. 207.
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Witticisms are greatly sought after and, as we have intimated,

humour and satire are far from neglected. This is how the presiding
official at a competitive examination is sometimes made to addresg

the candidates. His comical vein induces us to overlook his

buffoonery :

Gentlemen graduates (he says), by a decision of the sovereign court of Le-pOH
I am appointed examiner-in-chief, and as a new triennial period IB about to open,
the Emperor has charged me to preside over the examens. It is for me to discern

each candidate's merit. But, gentlemen, do not alarm yourselves, for I am one of

those magistrates who love pleasure and gaiety, and I have nothing common in

this respect with my immediate predecessor. During the last examinations, for

example, the first essay had for its theme a literary question ;
the second, a moral

one
;
and the third one on politics. I propose altering all this. Instead of these three

dissertations, you will have to write the second line of a distich, to guess an enigma,
and to sing a song. Whoever completes the distich will be able to solve the enigma
and to sing the song. He will be raised to the rank of a Choang-youen and covered

with glory ;
he will wear in his bonnet flowers embroidered in gold, and sit at the

sumptuous banquet of the doctors in the Imperial Palace. As for the man that

fails, his face will be smudged with ink, and he will be driven Out of this hall

with sticks.

This and the quotations cited in the course of our paper give a

sufficient idea of the manner in which satire and its concomitants

are employed.
For many ages the native dramatists have lashed avarice and

official corruption and especially the former yet both are as wide-

spread as ever, and the Chinese remain one of the most avaricious

nations on the face of the globe. Again, the depravity of their

priesthood and the ridiculous sides oftheir religions have been brought
out with a vigour calculated to astonish the most free-thinking

European ; still, priest and faith have lost none of their influence over

the masses.

GEOKGE ADAMS.

L L 2
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A NIGHT IN THE REPORTERS GALLERY

.EVERY newspaper reader has heard of the reporters' gallery of the

House of Commons. It is the medium through which he is enabled

to gaze upon the arena at Westminster on which the rival political

parties of the State fight out at close quarters their polemical differ-

ences
;
to observe how the great captains bear themselves in the com-

bats, and to hear what each has got to say, in that war of words, in

support of the faith that is in him. But of the ways and means of

the gallery popular knowledge is of the most meagre character.

Indeed, outside the ranks of journalism there are few acquainted with

the conditions under which the reports of speeches and the descrip-

tions of incidents in the House of Commons are supplied to the

morning newspapers. The attention of the visitor to the House is

often irresistibly attracted from the proceedings on the floor of the

Chamber by the bustle and animation which prevail in the gallery

over the Speaker's chair. He knows it is the reporters' gallery.

There is sufficient evidence of that in the spectacle of pens and pencils

in the nimble fingers of its occupants flying over the pages of note-

books. He watches with interest the relieving of the men who are

' on '

for a verbatim report of a great speech by Sir William Harcourt,

Mr. Balfour, or Mr. Chamberlain. At the signal a touch on the

shoulder ten or a dozen reporters jump simultaneously out of the

little boxes in front of the gallery, and giving place to colleagues, ready
with notebook and pencil to take up the speaker at the exact point

at which they left off, they disappear from the gallery. But of what

goes on outside the gallery the average visitor to the House, like

the average newspaper reader, is ignorant. Let us, then, have a look

behind the scenes of this busy journalistic workshop at Westminster.

We shall find it an experience at once interesting and instructive.

The ambition of every newspaper reporter is to get into the gallery

of the House of Commons. But only a favoured few obtain that dis-

tinction. No one is permitted to enter the gallery without a ticket,

and, owing to its limited accommodation, not more than 250 of these

tickets are issued by the Serjeant-at-Arms to newspapers whose

position? entitle them to be represented there by reporters, London
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correspondents, leader-writers, artists, or sketch-writers. The tickets

are of two classes :
' transferable

' and *

non-transferable.' A trans-

ferable ticket may be used by any member of the staff of the news-

paper for whom it is issued
;
but the non-transferable ticket can be

used only by the journalist whose name it contains. The non-trans-

ferable tickets are in this form :

REPORTERS' GALLERY,
HOUSE or COMMONS.

Not Transferable.

SESSION 1895.

MR. WILLIAM GOVAN,

The Daily Mercury.

II. D. ERSKIXE.

Well, armed with this piece of cardboard, we are allowed to pass

through the outer gates of Palace Yard by the vigilant policemen on

duty there
;
and from the cloisters of Palace Yard we ascend by a

spiral staircase to the wing of the Houses of Parliament set apart for

the accommodation of the members of the reporters' gallery.

Until this session access to the gallery was to be had only by one

door, which was in the centre. Last session a strong representation
as to the difficulties of entrance and exit on busy nights was made by
the Committee of the gallery to the First Commissioner of Works, and

as a result the centre door was built up, and two doors one at each

end were opened in the gallery during the recess. Inside the gallery
sits Mr. Woodcraft, the principal gallery attendant, whose easy duty
it is to preserve order and decorum amongst its occupants. He is in

evening dress and wears across his breast the badge which distin-

guishes all the attendants in the House a brass chain with a figure
of Mercury attached. If it be our first appearance for the session, our

credentials from the Serjeant-at-Arms must be produced for inspec-
tion by Mr. Woodcraft. But you are rarely asked again during the

session to show your credentials if you are the holder of a non-

transferable ticket. The first impression one gets of the gallery

is its narrow and confined dimensions. In front of it, and over-

looking the Chamber, are twenty-nine boxes, each just affording

sitting room for one person. Behind, against the carved oak screen

running right round the gallery, and separated from the boxes by a

narrow gangway only, is a raised bench with a ledge in front for the

purposes of writing. Not more than eighty journalists can be accom-

modated in the gallery, between the boxes, the bench and some

standing room in the corners, so that on nights of interest and im-

portance the gallery becomes, indeed,
' a congested district.'
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The boxes, which, of course, are better situated than the bench

behind for seeing and hearing what is going on below on the floor

of the House, are allotted to the exclusive use of certain London and

provincial journals and news agencies. The Times has got three of

the boxes in the very centre, and therefore in the best position,

in the gallery. One is for the use of its reporting staff, another for

the chief of the staff, and the third for the writer of its Parliamen-

tary summary. The other London morning papers, the Daily
Chronicle, the Standard, the Daily News, the Morning Post, the

Morning Advertiser, the Daily Telegraph, have each a box for their

reporters, and another each for their summary-writers or the chiefs

of their staffs. Two of the metropolitan evening papers, and two

only, enjoy a share, but only a share, in a box. The Pall Mall

Gazette has the use of a box till six o'clock, when Reuter, the foreign

news agency, gets possession, and the Globe divides in like manner

the accommodation of a box with the summary-writer of the Morning
Advertiser. The Press Association and the Central News, the two

chief news agencies, have each got two boxes for their reporting
staffs and summary-writers ;

and there is also a box for the Parlia-

mentary debates' staff. Amongst the provincial papers, the Scotsman

(Edinburgh), the Glasgow Herald, the Freeman's Journal (Dublin),
and the Manchester Guardian alone have the exclusive use of boxes.

Important provincial papers like the Yorkshire Post, the Liverpool

Courier, the Liverpool Post, the Birmingham Daily Post, the

Manchester Courier, the Leeds Mercury, the Bradford Observer, the

Dundee Advertiser, the Irish Times, the Glasgow Daily Mail 9 the

South Wales Daily News, the Newcastle Chronicle, &c., have to share

between them the few remaining boxes. This is done by two or

three of the Liberal papers, or two or three of the Conservative

papers, combining together and employing a special staff to report

'local members' members sitting for constituencies within the

district covered by each paper special attention, of course, being

given to Liberal members by the Liberal papers, and to Conservative

members by Conservative papers, the remainder of the report being

supplied by the Press Association or the Central News.

The provincial morning papers who have not special representa-
tives in the gallery get their reports from one or other of the news

agencies. These reports are of three classes the '

summary,' a con-

tinuous but summarised report of the proceedings ;

'

specials,' consist-

ing of full and first-person reports of ministers, and ex-ministers of

importance ;
and *

locals,' or reports of local members done specially

for local papers. These three separate and distinct reports of the

proceedings in Parliament are often delivered, by telegraph, of course,

to a newspaper in the provinces during the night, and with the aid

of scissors and paste are arranged in order, as one coherent and com-
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plete report by the sub-editor. The length at which the Parliamen-

tary speeches of local members, particularly on local matters, are

given in provincial journals, while distinguished statesmen like Sir

William Harcourt and Mr. Balfour are often put into a few lines in.

the same report, must have occasionally puzzled newspaper readers.

The arrangement I have described will throw some light on the

mystery. But it must be also borne in mind that a speech by a

local member on a local matter frequently transcends in interest and

importance to local readers even the most eloquent pronouncement on

some subject of Imperial concern by a Prime Minister. The London

journals are in a different position. They have no '

local members '

to look after. They are indifferent to the representative of Bow and

Bromley, or of Kensington, as such
;
and in reporting Parliament

they are guided solely by the space at their command, and the nature

of the proceedings.

It is a common complaint of the provincial press that undue

representation has been given to the London journals in the distribu-

tion of boxes and seats in the reporters' gallery. It is said,
c

Why
should the Times have three boxes, and why should the other London

papers have two boxes each, when not one of the daily newspapers
of important provincial centres like Liverpool, Birmingham, Leeds,

Newcastle, Cardiff, has a box for its own exclusive use ?
' The exist-

ing allotment of seats took place many years ago, when perhaps the

provincial press lagged far behind the London press. Now, however,

the daily newspapers of our large provincial towns occupy, by right
of their enterprise and ability, positions not inferior to the metro

politan journals ;
and they report Parliament at as great length as

any of the London papers, save the Times, while they have to bear

the heavy expense, from which the metropolitan papers are free, of

nightly telegraphing these reports to their publishing offices in the

country. The foreign press correspondents in London also complain

and, I think, complain with great justice of their total exclusion

from the gallery, though the correspondents of London newspapers
are afforded the fullest facilities for the discharge of their functions

in all the legislative assemblies on the Continent. The only repre-
sentative of the foreign press in the gallery of the House of Commons
is Eeuter's agency. But the truth is, the authorities of the House,
Mr. Speaker and the Serjeant-at-Arms, are naturally reluctant to

make any innovation which would either disturb long-existing privi-

leges, or increase the already undue pressure on the accommodation in

the gallery ;
and until the House itself deems it a matter in which

it might becomingly interest itself and passes a ' Eedistribution of

Seats Bill' for the gallery, the present condition of things will pro-

bably be allowed to continue.
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The seats on the back bench, which, as I have already said, do not

command a full view of the House, are not reserved. They are used,

as a rule, by descriptive writers, London correspondents, and leader-

writers, who take notes of the salient points of important speeches,

or watch for interesting incidents or material of any kind for graphic-

and spicy paragraphs ;
and by artists and caricaturists on the look-

out for characteristic attitudes and facial expressions of the leading
Parliamentarians. In the normal condition of things there is nor

difficulty in getting a seat on this bench; but on interesting occa-

sions, when a big Bill is about to be introduced, or an important speech
to be delivered, you have to come down early to secure a place-

there.

Let us see, now, how the reporters work.
1 We will take the-

Times staff for the purposes of illustration. The staff formerly con-

sisted of at least thirteen reporters and the chief, but as the Times

have now undertaken to supply the report to Messrs. Waterlow, the

printers and publishers of the Parliamentary Debates popularly-

known as '

Hansard,' the staff has been increased by three additional

reporters. The average strength of the staffs of the other London

papers is eight men. As a rule, they report the proceedings at

only about half the length the Times gives to its splendid record, but

they work on the same principles. At the opening of every sitting

the chief of the staff who superintends the work draws up a list of

quarter-hour
'

turns,' which is followed by the members of the staff

in regular rotation. Here is a specimen :

Staff Turns

Mr. Ponsonby ...*.... 3

Robinson 3.15

Rowland . . 3.30

Salter 3.46-

Macauley 4

Smith 4.15

Wright 4.30

Hooke 4.45

Williams ........ 5

Reynolds 5.15

Jones 6.30

Higginson ........ 5.45

Browne 6

Stubbs G.15-

Clarke 6.30

Alexander 6.45-

Mr. Ponsonby is due again at 7 o'clock, Mr. Robinson at 7.15, and sex

on, so that each member of the staff gets more than three clear hours

to transcribe his quarter of an hour of shorthand notes into long-hand,
unless some of the reporters are required in the Lords, when, of course,

the time between turns is not^so long. If the debate is not of any
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great interest, a * turn
'

will occupy in transcription only an hour, or ir>

some instances two hours, according to the standing of the speaker.

But even if the member be Mr. Balfour, Mr. Asquith, Mr. Chamberlain,

Sir William Harcourt, or any of the other Party leaders, who are

usually given verbatim and in the first person, the writing out of his-

notes will not take the reporter much more than two hours. Mr.

Ponsonby's third * turn
'

comes at eleven o'clock. At ten o'clock the
* turns

'

are shortened to ten minutes, at eleven to seven and a half

minutes, and at midnight to five minutes, in order that the '

copy
*

may be written up with all possible speed and despatched to the

composing-room in Printing House Square. Mr. Ponsonby will,

probably, have a fourth turn of seven and a half or of five minutes

before the House adjourns between twelve and one o'clock
;
but the

members of the staff towards the bottom of the list will have only
three turns each. They make up for coming on late by getting off

early. The list, however, is changed every week. By a natural

process of rotation, Mr. Eobinson, who is second on the list this

week, will next week open the proceedings, and be followed by Mr.

Kowland and the others in the same order, while Mr. Ponsonby goes
to the bottom of the list.

There is just one more point to explain in connection with the

list of turns. As each man writes out his turn he puts on every slip-

a number,
'
1

'

or ' 2
'

or *

3,' to indicate that it is his first, or second,

or third turn. Thus Mr. Ponsonby writes on the top of his slips-
'

1," 2,' '3,' &c.
;
and at the end of the turn writes, 'Robinson-

follows.' Mr. Robinson in like manner uses for his first turn the

numeral '
1

' on his slips. As further guides to the compositors in?

*

making-up
'

the report when it is put into type, Mr. Robinson begins
his turn by stating that he has relieved Mr. Ponsonby, thus :

' Robin-

son follows Ponsonby,' and by also indicating who is addressing the

House, thus :
' Balfour speaking.' This is done right through the

report. It may seem to the outsider an elaborate system of precau-

tion; but such is the hurry and excitement that prevail in the

composing-room, especially towards the hour when the paper has ta

be '

put to bed,' that this exceeding care is very needful to prevent
* mixes

'

such as portions of Sir Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett's speech being
attributed to Mr. Labouchere, and vice versa which, however amus-

ing they may be to the newspaper reader, do not, to say the least,,

tend to the gaiety of the printing office.

When a reporter is relieved by a colleague at the end of Ids-

quarter of an hour, he leaves the gallery and goes to one of the

writing-out rooms to transcribe his notes. We will accompany hint

thither. Immediately outside the gallery is a large compartment

containing a telegraph office where Press and private messages are

received. This office is connected with St. Martin's-le-Grand by a
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pneumatic tube, through which (

copy
'

tucked into '
carriers

'

is trans-

mitted to the provincial instrument-room at the Central Telegraph

Office, a distance of two miles and a half from Westminster, in five

minutes, and thence telegraphed all over the country. The compart-
ment behind the gallery, and two rooms to the right and left, and

another large compartment connected with the first by a short pas-

sage, resound with the bustle of messenger boys, in the uniforms of

the news agencies, and several London and provincial papers, carrying
to and fro

'

copy
' and writing materials for the reporters ; the click,

click of several
' sounder

'

telegraph instruments, over which reports

of the proceedings in the House are being transmitted to some

of the London evening papers or to the London offices of provincial

papers connected with the gallery by special wires
;
and the shout-

ing of messages to other newspaper offices through telephones.

Leaving this scene of bustle and excitement, we mount a staircase

and find ourselves in a suite of apartments overlooking Palace Yard,

and devoted to the exclusive use of members of the gallery as writ-

ing-out rooms and recreation rooms. Two of the Committee rooms

overlooking the terrace and river are also appropriated to the use of

the journalists. All the rooms are lighted with electric lights, and

most of them are airy, commodious and comfortable. The four rooms

used for writing are supplied with desks, chairs, and ink, pens and

blotting paper. One of them also contains a useful library, consisting
of works of reference, volumes of the Parliamentary debates, blue

books, Bills and other Parliamentary papers ;
and in another lovers

of the weed may smoke while they are at work. These writing-

rooms are crowded during the night with reporters transcribing their

notes, and leader-writers, London correspondents and writers of

Parliamentary sketches spinning from their fertile and imaginative
brains criticisms of speeches and policies, and descriptions of scenes

and incidents in the House. Well, in one of these rooms the reporter

who has just been relieved writes out his quarter of an hour's

turn at note-taking. If some obscure or unimportant
' honourable

gentleman
'

spoke during the turn the task is very easily and quickly

discharged. But if it were Sir William Harcourt, Mr. Balfour, Mr.

Chamberlain, or any of the other great men of Parliament who are

usually reported fully, the transcription of the shorthand notes will,

as I have already said, occupy an arduous and trying hour, or an

hour and a half at least. In the case of an important speech four or

six reporters who have been ' on '

during the same quarter of an hour

write out together in order to ensure absolute accuracy. One of the

group reads out his notes as he transcribes, and all the others, as they

write, practically, from his dictation, follow the narrative on their

own notes, and correct errors into which the reader may have fallen,

from one cause or another. This practice is necessary for several

reasons. For instance, sometimes it is difficult for all the reporters
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to hear a speaker distinctly. It may be because of the right honour-

able member's imperfect articulation, or of the situation of the bench

from which he addresses the House. But though all the reporters

may not succeed in transferring every word of the right honourable

gentleman to their note-books, a group of four or six are certain

unless the speaker was exceptionally indistinct to have, between

them, a full and complete record of his utterance, and so by writing
out together and comparing each others' notes they can turn out a

veritable photographic reproduction of the speech exactly as it was

spoken.

The two qualities in a speaker which most delight the reporter
are lucid thinking and distinct utterance

; and, whatever else they

may lack, most of the great Parliamentarians of the day possess these

two qualities. Old reporters will tell you that public speaking has

undergone a complete revolution in style and manner. Statesmen

like Bright and Disraeli and Gladstone to mention three who were

masters of different styles of the fine art of oratory always spoke

slowly, deliberately and impressively, and the average reporter never

had any difficulty in taking them. But the style of speaking popular

nowadays in Parliament is what is called * the conversational style
'

a free and rapid flow of words, which not infrequently taxes all the

reporter's skill and dexterity in the use of * the winged art
'

to get
them down on his note-book. But speed does not frighten the reporter
so much as muddled and incoherent ideas indistinctly expressed.

Of all our leading Parliamentarians Mr. Chamberlain is the easiest

to report. His average rate of speaking is 140 words a minute, and,

besides, he possesses, in the highest degree perhaps, the qualities of

lucidity of thought and distinctness of utterance. Mr. John Morley,
Sir George Trevelyan, Mr. Campbell-Bannerman, Mr. Goschen in

the Commons, Lord Kosebery, Lord Salisbury, Lord Ashbourne, the

Duke of Devonshire in the Lords, never present any difficulties to

the reporter, though none of them, with perhaps the exception of

Mr. Campbell-Bannerman, is quite so easy to ' take
'

as Mr. Chamber-

lain. Lord Herschell and Lord Halsbury in the Lords, Sir K. Web-

ster, Mr. Matthews, and Mr. Fletcher Moulton in the Commons, are,

like most lawyers, unpleasant speakers from the reporter's point of

view. But comparing the occupants of the Treasury Bench, as a

whole, with the occupants of the front Opposition Bench, as a whole,

it must be said that the members of the Government give the

reporters the more trouble and worry, both on account of rapidity

and indistinctness of expression. Mr. H. H. Fowler, introducing the

Franchise Bill and the Parish Councils Bill in the session of 1892,

gave the reporters an exceedingly hard time of it. That, however,

was due largely to the mass of statistics he had necessarily to quote,
and through these the most difficult of all matter to report h
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galloped at a pace that paralysed the fingers of the reporters. Ordi-

narily Mr. Fowler is, like Mr. Shaw Lefevre, Mr. Acland, Mr. Gardner,
or Mr. Bryce, comparatively easy. But I cannot say as much for

Sir M. Kay-Shuttleworth, Sir Edward Grey, Mr. Arnold Morley, and

Mr. George Kussell
;
and perhaps Mr. Sydney Buxton should also be

included in this category of difficult speakers on the Treasury Bench.

Now that Lord Randolph Churchill has passed away, Mr. Balfour

is, after Sir R. Webster and Mr. Matthews, probably the most difficult

speaker on the front Opposition bench. He is generally easy to take-

when he makes an important -speech, but latterly in discussions in

Committee he has developed a very rapid style of speaking. A
change for the worse, in the reportorial sense, has also come over Sir

William Harcourt. When Sir William takes part in an important
debate a debate in which each speaker endeavours to make the

most of his powers he is one of the most delightful and easiest of

men to report, but during the discussions in Committee on his Budget
last session he gave the gallery men many bad quarters of an hour.

Indistinctness was the great fault of which we had reason to complain.
The right honourable gentleman had the habit of turning his back

on the gallery and speaking down the Chamber with the result, of

course, that we could not hear him, and much of what he is reported
to have said during these discussions is mere guess work. However,

gallery men can forgive him many things, for he did them an excel-

lent service last session. His speech introducing the Budget made-

about eight columns in the newspapers. He read it in the House,
for he had it typewritten, and he subsequently sent copies of it up to

the gallery. It was a speech that was full of figures. It would have

been difficult to take a full and accurate note of it
;
and so our relief

and joy when we were informed that we would get copies of it were

really too deep for words.

Of the men in the front rank Mr. Asquith is the most difficult

to report. He. is clear and distinct in utterance, but he is excessively-

rapid. A reporter following him on a ' verbatim note
'

has very little

breathing time. He never pauses in the course of a speech. Hi&

clear-cut sentences long, rotund and full-bodied come flowing

uninterruptedly from his lips at a steady, pitiless rate of between

160 and 170 words per minute. And then so subtle is his use of

phrases, so delicate are the shades of meaning he conveys by his critical

selection of them, that every word of a sentence must be given if you
are to retain its original force and colour. Amongst other men of

distinction who are difficult speakers are Sir Charles Dilke, Sir Henry-

James, and Mr. Courtney. Mr. Courtney is by no means a fast

speaker ;
and when he is lifted by strong emotion out of his ordinary

mood, as in the case of his celebrated speech last session on the

Evicted Tenants Bill, he is easy to report. His ordinary mood,
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.however, is very trying. His pedantic and philosophic points make
too great a strain on the common-sense mind of the average re-

porter. Sir Henry James is rapid, involved, and indistinct; and

the extraordinary fluency and swiftness of utterance of Sir Charles

Dilke make it difficult for the fastest shorthand writer to keep pace
with him. Of the Irish representatives, Mr. McCarthy, Mr. John

Kedmond, Mr. W. O'Brien, Mr. T. M. Healy, Mr. T. P. O'Connor on

the Nationalist side, and Colonel Saunderson, Mr. Carson, Mr. David

Plunket, and Mr. T. W. Kussell on the Unionist side, are easy to

report. Mr. Dillon is very rapid, but very distinct
;
Mr. Blake rarely

speaks, but when he does, his strange and unfamiliar style, with its

portentously long sentences, is difficult to master; and Mr. Sexton's

marvellous facility of words and phrase-making often tests the skill

of the most expert reporter.

It may be asked whether reporters often find it necessary to im-

prove the speeches of members of Parliament. Well, in the case of

any of the leading men what the reporters aim at is to give a verbatim

transcript of the speech to give the exact words of the speaker in the

order and form in which they are uttered. If a reporter condenses

in such a case, it is because orders have come from the newspaper
office that space is limited and that *

copy
' must be kept down. But

if the necessary space is available the desire of the reporter is to give

everything. Kepetitions are retained when they are used to drive

home a proposition to imprint it on the minds of the audience
;
and

even redundancies and archaic expressions are given when they occur

and they rarely do in first-person reports of speeches on im-

portant subjects by leading Parliamentarians. Indeed, these speeches

-are, as a rule, so perfect in diction that it would be presumptuous on

the part of the reporter to attempt to make the language more

forcible or more graphic. But the speeches of smaller men often

need improvement. Many of them habitually clothe their hazy ideas

in lax % loose, and disjointed talk, which, if reported as uttered, would

mar or ruin their reputations. But even when revising and con-

densing the speeches of these men the conscientious reporter retains,

as far as possible, the exact phraseology that has been used. If this

course were not generally followed by the reporters, the individuality

of speeches in temperament and diction, their actuality and colour,

would be lost. All would be alike so far as the outward dress of

language is concerned
;

all would be reduced or raised to the same

monotonous level. Some people may still retain the notion which

had some vogue in the early days of reporting, that reporters
' colour

'

their reports of speeches, according to their own political opinions.

But the idea, if it does exist, is utterly without foundation. A re-

porter is no more influenced in his work by his political opinions than

is a doctor or a lawyer.
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Let us see now what means are at the disposal of members of the

gallery for rest, recreation, and refreshment. There is a good dining-

room, overlooking Palace Yard, the walls of which are hung with

portraits of distinguished gallery men who have gone to the happy
land where there are no parliamentary orators and no newspapers. The
menu card shows a list of dishes soups, fish, joints, entrees, pastries,

and wines, &c. suitable to the simple tastes and limited purses of

journalists. Formerly the kitchen committee catered for us as well

as for the members of Parliament, but we found it agreed neither with

our digestions nor our purses. Now the catering is done by a special

contractor to the gallery, to whom the authorities of the House or

rather the State give a grant of 100L on the declaration of a con-

tract, an annual subsidy of 251. towards the renewal of plant, and the

necessary kitchen accommodation, with lights, &c., rent free. After

dinner the reporter may retire to the smoking-room, sacred to tobacco,

coffee, and gossip, or he may indulge there in games of chess or

draughts, or read the evening papers, or the weekly and monthly

magazines, with which the room is liberally supplied. The walls of

this room are also hung with portraits of dead reporters, photographic

groups taken at some of the annual summer outings of the members
of the gallery, and with Vanity Fair cartoons of eminent Parlia-

mentarians. Then, again, there is a tea-room, where one can enjoy,
with a cup of tea, the newspapers and magazines, or a book from the

library, which has been mainly contributed by members of the gallery ;

and finally there is a bar, where men seek sustenance and courage to

bear them well through the ordeal of a quarter of an hour's turn of

Mr. Asquith or Sir Henry James.

Holders of non-transferable tickets pay the small sessional sub-

scription of 2s. 6d. to defray certain necessary expenses, and elect

annually a committee of twelve to manage affairs and look after the

interests of the gallery.

It will be seen, therefore, that the members of the reporters'

gallery now enjoy at Westminster many of the advantages of a good
club. It is true that at times the pressure on the accommodation is

great, and some discomfort ensues. But taking it all in all, the lot

of the parliamentary reporter is now a very happy one, especially as

compared with that of his predecessor, who, in the old House that was

burned down in 1834, had to scramble for places with mere sight-

seers in the strangers' gallery ; or, later still, in the present House,

when, though he had a special gallery in which to take notes, he had

no rooms for writing or refreshments till 1880, and had, previous to

that year, to hurry after his ' turn
'

at note-taking to his office in

Fleet Street or in the Strand, or to an inn at Westminster to prepare
his copy.

MICHAEL MACDONAGH.
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MR. BALFOURS ATTACK ON AGNOSTICISM

IN the second century of the existence of Imperial Kome, anyone
interested in the future of that vast and ancient society would have

done well to take careful note of certain movements of thought and

drifts of opinion which, however overlooked, perhaps despised, by the

mere administrator, bent on the maintenance of civil order, or by the

mere politician, thirsting for a profitable pro-consulship, might loom

larger than patrician conspiracies, or the massing of barbarians on

the frontier, to a statesman.

Generation after generation of hard-headed, hard-fisted, emi-

nently practical Quirites had held together ; and, by courage, intelli-

gence, industry, frugality, force, fraud whichever came handiest

had raised an aggregation of obscure hamlets on and about the Pala-

tine hill by the Tiber, into the sovereign city of the largest and, in

spite of all shortcomings, the best-organised, realm the world had

ever known. It had been of immense service to these singular

Komans that they held a common faith, which inspired them with

both piety and enthusiasm. And though the piety was not incom-

patible with calculation, and the enthusiasm generally had an eye
to business, these qualities were none the less efficient. Their

rdigio really bound the individual lives into a common life, and sub-

ordinated personal interests to those of the community.

But, in the second century, this theory of the nature of the things
and of the human obligations consequent upon it, was far advanced in

a process of decay. It had long been difficult for reasonably honest

people even to pretend to believe in the mythological fables held

sacred by their forefathers
; and, for a considerable time, the Augurs

had been suspected of smiling, perhaps of winking, at one another

during the performance of their sacred office. There was much re-

fined depravity among the upper classes, much ignorance, suffering,

and sheer brutality among the lower
; though it is greatly to be

doubted if the Eome of Hadrian was one whit worse than the Paris

of Louis the Fifteenth, the London of George the Second, or the

527
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Petersburg of Catherine the Second
;
to say nothing of the Papal Rome

of thirteen centuries later.

As confidence in the old, and somewhat cold, national religion had

waned, foreign, chiefly Oriental, superstitions of a more emotional

cast had found wide acceptance. From mystic, quasi-philosophical

theosophies to the vulgarest corybantic revivalisms, there were creeds

to suit every taste, and missionaries and ministers thereof to draw

upon every believer's purse. Thiasoi and sodalities of Isis, of Mithra,
of Serapis ;

Israelite synagogues, each with its gentile zone of half-

proselyte
'
fearers of Grod

;

'

Christian ecclesise, Catholic, Schismatic,
Grnostic

;
answered to the motley variety of churches and chapels

with which we Britons have been said to compensate ourselves for the

uniformitarianism of our cooks. Beside all these, more or less (too
often less

!)
serious and respectable embodiments of the religious

spirit, swarmed a wretched brood, full of superstitious and magical

practices, many of them honest survivals of savagery ;
but many more

gross and criminal impostures, analogous to so much of modern spirit-

rapping and table-turning. Flourishing prototypes of our Cagliostros
and Blavatskys abounded

;
while for these wolves and foxes, innume-

rable sheep and geese had been prepared by the over-civilisation

which, then as now, sapped manhood and debased and distorted

womanhood.

These were the highly cultivated of their age the people who had
read books without end, and who, nevertheless, were more profoundly

ignorant of the realities of things than the slaves in their ergastula ;

human beings with their powers of observation withered by disuse,

their powers of reasoning stunted by love of novelty and smartness and

by devotion to forms of expression, instead of attention to the sub-

stance of that which is expressed. The man of letters was dying out
;

Oigadibsius,
1 the litterateur, was taking his place, and nobody knew

the difference.

Such half-cretinised products of over-civilisation
; neurotics, ex-

hausted by unceasing indulgence of the senses and the emotions,
creatures flabby in body, with the acute sensibility of the weak mind in

place of intelligence, are puppets in the hands of a really virile and able

impostor. A rare combination of faculties, each good in itself courage,

resource, imagination, above all, force is required for the making of

a really great liar. No one attains that high position until he has

reached the point of being able to believe his own fictions for so long
as his interests require that prodigious effort.

The confident assertion of such a genius of fraud sweeps the

neurotics and the Gisradibsii off their feet. The former are carriedO

away, as it were, by a nervous avalanche
;
the latter because, never

1 ' You Gigadibs, who, thirty years of age,......
Believe you see two points in Hamlet's soul

Unseized by the Germans yet which view you'll print.'

Bislwp Bfougram't Apology, Browning's Works, vol. 1
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having possessed any solid intellectual foundation, their feet go up
and their heads down, like those of boys on a slide before the swoop
of a burly man. It is these people who cannot be got to understand

that the absence of proof against, is not the same thing as the presence
of evidence for, an assertion

;
and that the occurrence of a certain

form of the would-be miraculous in every age, and among all nations,

is not the least reason for thinking that there must be '

something
in it

'

beyond the folly, or the fraud, which competent investigation

always shows to be the *

something.' That true man of letters,

Lucian, had something to say about these people and their dupes
which is well worthy of modern attention.

Amidst this seething multitude, the seeker after higher manifes-

tations of human nature would hardly distinguish more than three.

For the rarely counted, but by no means lowest, type, illustrated

by those who strive to do the duty which lies before them to the

best of their ability and with as little speculation as possible, usually

remains invisible. The visible three, who possessed not only the will

to act up to a standard of duty, but a theory of the nature of things
more or less connected with their practice, were the Stoics (including

the better class of Cynics), the Jews, and those ultra-liberal Jews

by doctrinal filiation who were known as Christians/

The best men among the Koman upper classes were either pro-

fessedly Stoics, or deeply tinged with Stoicism. That philosophy is

the most thoroughly materialistic which has ever been promulgated ;

it is also essentially pantheistic, and logically committed to Determin-

ism. At the same time, the Stoics held, as strongly as any modern

orthodox professor of moral philosophy, by
* eternal and immutable '

principles of morality. Cynicism was merely the rigorous carrying-out

of the ascetic principles which all Stoics professed ; just as Monachism

is only the Sermon on the Mount reduced to practice. And, if the

baser Cynicism led to the degradation of Stoicism, it did not sink it

further than the baser Monachism was soon to sink Christianity.

The Jew was just what he is now. He occupied the same sort of

position in Koman society as he did in English society a century

ago. He was unenfranchised and despised, but influential
; ridiculed,

but courted. And he exhibited, as it seems to be his fate always to

exhibit, human nature, here in its brightest and best, and there in

its darkest and worst, colours.

The Christian societies, as yet in the independent stage of

ecclesiastical evolution, were, socially, much in the position of our

little local
' Salvation

'

conventicles before they were captured and

'generalled' by private enterprise. Authentic accounts of the

practices and of the teaching current among them may be found in

Justin Martyr and in the Didache. The curious, on the other hand,

may easily acquaint themselves with the teachiDg which was not then
* current' by perusing the Nicene and Athanasian creeds, supple--

VOL. XXXVII No. 217 M M
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mented by the Thirty-nine Articles, all of which, and the Catechism,
were to be found, in my young days, in the Book of Common

Prayer. I am still grateful to them for whiling away the tedium

of many a dull sermon to which I was compelled to seem to listen.

If a looker-on had possessed an unusual share of sagacity per-

haps more than one has any right to expect of mortal man he

might have divined that the future of the Western world turned,

not so much on the result of the coming death-grapple between the

Empire and its neighbours, as on that of the struggle for

supremacy of the theories of the nature of things and of the proper

regulation of human action among them, held by these three sections

of the community ;
little as the average Caesar, or Prsefectus Praetorii,

might consider any of these minorities worthy of his attention,

except as troublesome, impracticable people, with whom shortening

by the head was probably the only effectual corrective of incompre-
hensible perversity and seditious obstinacy.

We are made wise by the events of nearly seventeen hundred

years. The Barbarians have done exactly what it was to be expected

they would do. The Eoman Empire, and even the Holy Eoman

Empire, have distilled away into the limbo of nonentity ;
and only a

caput mortuum remains, as that poor
'

prisoner of the Vatican,' who
fulfils the ideal of a prisoner, according to modern philanthropy, in

so far as he lives in much more comfort and splendour than any
honest labourer known to me. And, in all this time, the struggle for

mastery between the scientific spirit, temporarily incarnate in Greek

philosophy, and the spirits of post-prophetic Judaism, and of that

prophetic Judaism, already coloured by Hellenism, which bore the

name of Christianity, has gone on, until, now, Judaism stands sub-

stantially where it did
;
while the simple Christian faith of the second

century has been overlaid and transmuted by Hellenic speculation into

the huge and complex dogmatic fabric of Ecclesiastical Christianity.

Finally, the scientific spirit, freed from all its early wrappings,

stands in independence of, and for the most part in antagonism to,

its ancient rivals. Its cosmology, its anthropology, are incompatible

with theirs ;
its ethics are independent of theirs.

That, if I mistake not, is in broad outline the state of affairs

among us ;
and the future of our civilisation as certainly depends

on the result of the contest between Science and Ecclesiasticism

which is now afoot, as the present state of things is the outcome

of the former strife. To those who hold this view, the competency
or incompetency of the '

shepherds of the people/ whether lay or

clerical, will seem to be closely connected with their capacity to

recognise these leading factors in the formation of opinion. For

it is by opinion that men always have been, and always must be,
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governed, since force, their obvious and immediate master, is but

opinion's bully. Therefore it is eminently satisfactory to find that

one, at any rate, of our political chiefs, already occupying a high

place, and sure to go higher, not merely in official rank, but, if I may
have an opinion on such a matter, in the estimation of his countrymen,
whatever their politics, is fully awake to these facts

;
that he clearly

sees the important consequences, both speculative and practical, which

are likely to flow from an antagonism in the world of thought of a

much sharper and more serious kind than has ever yet existed
; and,

perhaps, notes the significant circumstance, that force no longer

waits upon the orders of only one of the combatants
;
that the hereto-

fore weaker has become strong and is daily growing in power.
Mr. Balfour styles one of these protagonists

' Naturalism
'

;

the other he is curiously shy of naming, except so far as the

sadly vague appellation of ' current teaching
' 2
may be called a name.

Since the purpose of his work is to set in order the ' Foundations

of Belief,' and since that belief is, I apprehend, essentially theological,

I might, perhaps, prefer
*

Theologism
'

as an equivalent to ' current

teaching.' But I live in due terror of the theologians. They might

quarrel with me, and, as we shall see, not without some show of

reason, on the ground that a theology with doctrines such as these set

forth in this
' current teaching

'

does not exist. However, a name I

must have for
' current teaching,' if only to avoid circumlocution, and

I can hit upon nothing better than ' Demomism '

; for Liddell and

Scott say that the verb 877/^0o^ai, signifies to * talk popularly ;

' and

that, I suppose, is just what ' current teaching
'

comes to.

Headers of the Foundations of Belief must be very learned and

very acute if they do not find much to instruct them
; very dull, if

enjoyment of dialectic fence is not largely mingled with their gratitude
for that instruction

; and, if they are not devoid of the literary sense,

they must feel the charm of a style which flows like a smooth stream,

sparkling with wit and rippling with sarcasms enough to take away any

reproach of monotony. To devote more than a passing word to the

glories of the shield, the weight of the spear, and the sharpness of the

sword of Achilles, would be a sorry compliment to that hero. And, glad

as I should be to linger over Mr. Balfour's merits as a literary artist, I

may not stay to do more than hint my appreciation of the hue of

scepticism which overspreads the Foundations so extensively, that a

less sympathetic observer might easily fail to distinguish between

what is rock and what is sand. But I must bethink me that con-

tributors, at any rate, belong to the strictly conditioned world
; and,

mindful of editorial space and readers' patience, hasten on to perform
the business I had in mind when I set out. This is to discuss, as-

suredly in no controversial spirit, but solely with the desire to get

things clear in my own and other minds, what appear to me to be the

2 Ihe Foundations of Belief, p. 83.
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fundamental positions of Mr. Balfour's attack upon Agnosticism, and

how far that attack has succeeded
; or, perhaps, not succeeded. In

this frame of mind, I desire to make the most liberal allowance for

the difficulties in which his plan of campaign has involved even so

skilful a tactician. It is not always easy to state one's own opinions
in an adequate manner

; and when one attempts to set forth those

of other people, a large experience, I think, justifies the opinion
that the effort is rarely satisfactory at least to the other people.

But Mr. Balfour has not merely undertaken to define the opinions
of a school to which he professedly has an antipathy : he has been at

the trouble to provide the scholars with a catechism
;
a sort of Delphm

edition of Naturalism, in usum studiosce juventutis.
3

Now, I ask

whether even such a moderate and judicial-minded person as Athan-

asius, who, as he was long since promoted to saintship, must doubt-

less have been as well aware as Mr. Balfour ' of the necessity of under-

taking a work of this kind in an impartial spirit,' was likely to give
a definition of Arianism which would be quite satisfactory to Arius,

still more to draw up a catechism which would prove acceptable to

the congregations of the (roths who, unhappily; professed that heresy ?

Thus the probabilities seem to be heavily against the success of

Mr. Balfour's enterprise, so far as Naturalism is concerned
;
and yet

failure on this point may involve total defeat. If '

Naturalism/ as

defined and catechetically represented by him, is a body of doctrine

which nobody holds
;

if
*
Naturalistic

'

teaching and teachers are as

devoid of real existence as Hippogriffs and Chimseras, the champion
of Demomism is doing battle with the air. Of course I do not deny,
indeed it is my purpose to affirm, that there is something else to

which this
' Naturalism

'

stands in the relation of a mere distorted

shadow, and which is very solid and stern reality.

As I have said, I have sought in vain for any precise definition

(outside the catechism to be considered further on) of Demomism
in Mr. Balfour's pages. But that it is put forward as substantially

one with the ' current
'

theology and the ' current
'

religion is clear

from a passage at p. 7, which states that ' Naturalism is in reality the

only system which ultimately profits by any defeats which Theology

may sustain, or which may be counted on to flood the spaces from

which the tide of Keligion has receded.' I shall have to differ so

much from Mr. Balfour that I am glad to mark my entire agreement
with this statement, provided always that I may substitute Agnos-

ticism, as I understand it, for Naturalism, as he defines it.

Naturalism, on the other hand, obtains the honour of a full

description in limine (p. 6).

Agnosticism, Positivism, Empiricism, have all been used, more or less correctly,

to describe this scheme of thought ; though, in the following pages, for reasons with

3 Foundations of Belief, pp. 83-85.
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which it is not necessary to trouble the reader, the term which I shall commonly
employ is Naturalism. [But whatever the name selected, the thing itself is suffi-

ciently easy to describe. For its leading doctrines are that we may know
'

pheno-

mena,' and the laws by which they are connected, but nothing more. '

More,
there may or may not be

;
but if it exists we can never apprehend it

;]
and what-

ever the World may be,
" in its reality" (supposing such an expression to be other

than meaningless), the World for us, the World with which alone we are concerned

or of which we alone can have any cognisance, is that World which is revealed to us

through perception, and which is the subject matter of the Natural Sciences.'
4

I must remark that ' Naturalism
'

is a well-known and perfectly

understood technical term of philosophy, and applies to all systems
of speculation from which the supernatural is excluded, whether it be

merely ignored or expressly denied. Naturalism proper has nothing
to do with the specific doctrines of Materialism or of Idealism, of

Determinism or Libertinism, but is compatible with any of these

doctrines. So the professor of ' Naturalism
'

may be a pure empiric,
or a believer in innate ideas

;
a Platonist or an Epicurean. Doc-

trines as widely different as the pantheism of Spinoza and the

so-called atheism of the Buddhist are forms of
' Naturalism.' How-

ever, it is not necessary to do more than signalise the possibility

and the probability that serious errors of connotation may arise

from this novel use of old language, and to remark, in the in-

terests of Agnosticism, that it has not, necessarily, anything what-

ever to do with Naturalism properly so called. For one may surely

hold that he knows nothing about any supernatural powers, and even

is unacquainted with any means of knowing about them, and yet

totally refuse to commit himself to the denial of their existence ?

The elementary consideration so often, but it would seem quite

uselessly, urged, that a man may say he knows nothing of any
Saturnians and does not believe we shall ever have the means of

knowing, and yet leave the existence or non-existence of inhabi-

tants in that planet quite open, is surely worth some attention.

The choice of a term which is open to so much misunderstanding
seems to me unfortunate, from all points of view, except, perhaps,
that of the pure polemic. I object to making Agnosticism the

scapegoat, on whose head the philosophic sins of the companions with

whom it is improperly associated may be conveniently piled up.

Before now, I have had occasion to speak of the pedigree of

Agnosticism ;
and I have vainly endeavoured to placate its enemies

by showing that it is really no child of mine, but that it has a

highly respectable lineage which can be traced back for centuries.

I will not repeat anything I may have said elsewhere, but I think

the opportunity fitting to set forth, for the first time, the particular

passage in an essay by Sir William Hamilton, published in 1829, and

4 The brackets are inserted for a purpose which will appear later on.
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first read by me about the year 1840, which, so far as I am concerned,
is the original spring of Agnosticism :

Philosophy, if viewed as more than a science of the conditioned, is impossible.

Departing from the particular, we admit that we can never, in our highest generali-

sations, rise above the finite
; that our knowledge, whether of mind or matter, can

be nothing more than a knowledge of the relative manifestations of an existence,

which in itself it is our highest wisdom to recognise as beyond the reach of

philosophy in the language of St. Austin,
'

cognoscendo ignorari, et ignorando

cognosci?
5

When, long years after these words had made an indelible im-

pression on my mind, I came across the Limits of Religious Thought

(which I really did read, though the fact that I once unfortunately spelt

Mansel with two 1's has been held by a candid critic to be proof to

the contrary), I said to myself
' Connu !

'

; and the thrill of pleasure
with which I discovered that, in the matter of Agnosticism (not yet so

christened), I was as orthodox as a dignitary of the Church, who might
any day be made a bishop, may be left to the imagination.

Let me beg attention to a few more of the weighty words,

which for some fifty-odd years have had their echo in my mind,
and have determined the nature of the philosophy be it good, bad,

or indifferent which, for me, is Agnosticism ;
which have led me

to follow Socrates in the belief that the knowledge of what we do not

know is, perhaps, the surest
;
and to hold that those who do not

attain that knowledge, who presume beyond human limitations, are

rightly visited with the punishment of becoming the slaves of their

own delusions, the worshippers of idols, which are their own works as

much as if they were hand-made.

Loath to admit that our science is at best the reflection of a reality we cannot

know, we strive to penetrate to existence in itself
;
and what we have laboured

intensely to attain, we at |last fondly believe we have accomplished. But, like

Ixion, we embrace a cloud for/a divinity. Conscious only of conscious only in

and through, limitation, we think to comprehend the infinite
;
and dream even of

establishing the science the nescience of man on an identity with the omniscience

of God. It is this powerful tendency of the most vigorous minds to transcend

the sphere of our faculties, which makes a ' learned ignorance
'

the most difficult

acquirement, perhaps, indeed, the consummation, of knowledge. In the words of a

forgotten, but acute philosopher Magna, immo maxima pars sapientice est

queedam cequo animo nescire vette (1. c. p. 36).

Suum 6
cuique. Here is the cardinal proposition of Agnosticism,

as I understand it, set forth, with a force and clearness that have

never been surpassed, sixty-six years ago.

The discipline of natural science, however, is in no respect more

important and more valuable than its constant practical admonitions

s Discussions in Philosophy and Literature, by Sir W. Hamilton (1852), p. 14.
6 * Suum '

with so much right of property as is conferred by clear definition.

Hamilton's profound acquaintance with the history of philosophy would, of course,

have estopped him from claiming more.
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to swear by no master. After all this warning that the limits of our

powers of conception are no measure of the possibilities of existence,

and against our tendency to fancy
' the domain of knowledge as neces-

sarily co-extensive with the horizon of our faith,' Hamilton forgets

that, contrariwise, the domain of faith may extend so far outside the

horizon of possible knowledge, that we have no right to speak of

its objects in the language of cognition.
'

By a wonderful revelation/ he says :

we are thus, in the very consciousness of our inability to conceive aught above

the relative and finite, inspired with a belief in the existence of something uncon-

ditioned beyond the sphere of all comprehensible reality (1. c. p. 15).

And a note added, after the mature reflection of twenty years, in

the Discussions expands this passage :

True, therefore, are the declarations of a pious philosophy
l A God understood

would be no God at all,'
' To think that God is as we can think Him to be, is

blasphemy.' The Divinity, in a certain sense, is revealed
;
in a certain sense is con-

cealed : He is at once known and unknown. But the last and highest consecration

of all true religion must be an altar 'Ayvua-Ta 0e<a * To the unknown and uriknoW'

able God.' In this consummation, nature and revelation, paganism and Christian-

ity, are at one : and from either source the testimonies are so numerous that I

must refrain from quoting any. Am I wrong in thinking that M. Cousin would

not repudiate this doctrine ?

There was a time, I confess, when this eloquent rhetoric attracted

me. That deep-seated repugnance of the human mind, especially of

the young mind,
'

qucedam cequo animo nestire velle,' was strong in

me
;
and I was as ready as Hamilton himself, to forget his own warn-

ing, to confuse the necessities of thought with the obligations of

things, and, hypostatising nescience, pretend, under the guise of

Faith, to the possession of Knowledge. But riper years have brought
rooted dislike to the language, and distrust of the dialectic process,

exemplified by the passage I have last cited. It seems to me that

the admission of a state of mind intermediate between knowledge
and no-knowledge is fatal to all clear thought, and holds the door

open to the return of one or other of the many forms of the Abso-

lute which Hamilton took so much trouble to expel. There is no

intermediation between a straight line and a bent line : however

slight may be the deviation of the latter, it is not straight. There

is nothing intermediate between darkness and light: the merest

glimmer of twilight is as much not-darkness as broad sunshine. If
* a God understood is no God at all,' a God of whom nothing can be

predicated is, for us, a possibility to be borne in mind, but not a

subject of knowledge. If ' to think that God is as we can think

him to be, is blasphemy,' to think that he has no thinkable attri-

butes, easily runs into the thought that he has none which can

affect us
;
in fact to the theology of Epicurus. Construed strictly,
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therefore, this
'

pious philosophy
'

comes to pretty much what ' current

teaching
'

is fond of calling impiety. Is it not better to keep silence

about matters which speech is incompetent to express ; to be con-

tent with revolving in the deeps of the mind the infinite possibilities

of the unknown ?

It is a noteworthy circumstance that Hamilton, usually so accurate,

has interpolated into his translation of 'Ayvcoa-ra) o3 the words ' and

unknowable,' which, I apprehend, have no sort of business there. For

aryvuxTTos, so far as I can ascertain, always means 'unknown'

(whether from ignorance or forgetfulness), and implies nothing about

the possibility of being known. I am at this moment ayvwcrTos of

what my gardener is doing, but it is certainly nothing unknowable.

Moreover, as the Athenians used the word in the inscription which

the Apostle read, they certainly did not mean to honour an * un-

knowable
'

Deity, but simply any divine personage who by mischance

had been overlooked. If our philosopher had contented himself with

pointing out the indubitable fact that the limitation of human know-

ledge to the relative and the finite affords as little foundation for

denial, as for affirmation, concerning that which lies beyond our

cognisance ; if, by way of counterpoise to the proposition that it is

'

blasphemy to think that God is as we can think him to be,' he

had added that it is preposterous to assert that there is no Grod,

because he cannot be such as we can think him to be, I fancy he

would have taken up a position of unassailable security, and might
have done something to let the wind out of the bladder of dogmatic
Atheism.

It may seem that we have strayed a long way from the discussion

of the definitions of Naturalism and Demomism ; but the excursion

has been made with premeditation. For the passage which I have

inclosed between brackets in that definition of 'Naturalism/ cited

above, which is said to contain the leading doctrines and to be the

equivalent of Agnosticism, Empiricism, and Positivism, would serve

very well for a paraphrase of language employed not merely by

Hamilton, but, before him, by Kant, by Hume, by Berkeley, and by
Locke : that is, by the philosophers who are generally accounted the

heads of schools as widely different as the Critical, the Sceptical,

the Idealist, and the Empirical. So far, therefore, Mr. Balfour's

' Naturalism
'

runs, not merely with Agnosticism and with Empiricism,

but with much else. The doctrine that the subject-matter of know-

ledge is limited to phenomena (though I believe the term '

pheno-

menon' has come into general use only since Kant) is common to

all I have mentioned. And it is as common to all of them to include

mental as well as physical phenomena among the subject-matters

of knowledge. So far as I can discover, there is no authority what-

ever for limiting the application of the word '

phenomena
'

to the
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appearances which in ordinary language are ascribed to external

objects.

I am loth to quote myself, but in a discussion about Agnosticism
I hope I may be forgiven for doing so. Seventeen years ago I

wrote thus :

Observation of the mind makes us acquainted with nothing but certain events,

facts, or phenomena (whichever name be preferred). ... To all these mental

phenomena, or states of our consciousness, Descartes gave the name of '

thoughts/
while Locke and Berkeley termed them 'ideas.' Hume, regarding this as an

improper use of the word '

idea,' for which he purposes another employment, gives

the general name of '

perceptions
'

to all states of consciousness. 7

It really is not open to dispute that the sense Jiere attached to

the word '

phenomenon
'

is that which was, and is, universally recog-

nised by philosophical writers. Mr. Balfour, on the other hand,

seems to me to employ it in a sense peculiar to himself, if I may
judge by what follows the bracketed sentence in the citation given
above. He appears to restrict the term '

phenomena
'

to those which

constitute the subject-matter of the Natural Sciences, mental states

not being reckoned among them.

The explanatory and apologetic note which follows does not touch

my difficulty ;
on the contrary, the explanation makes matters

worse, and the apology appears to be due for another wrong.

Roughly speaking, things and events, the general subject-matter of Natural

Science, is what I endeavour to indicate by a term [i.e. phenomenon] for which,
as thus used, there is unfortunately no substitute (p. 7).

Thus it would appear that, not content with devising dogmatic
definitions and catechisms for philosophers of another way of thinking,
Mr. Balfour proposes, incidentally, to remodel their technical termi-

nology, and to attach original and hitherto quite unheard-of significa-

tions to old-established terms. We have seen what has happened to
' Naturalism

;

' ' Phenomenon ' comes even worse off. That which,
as it was introduced into philosophical language, had the value of
*

appearance
'

(' roughly speaking, things and events
')
of every descrip-

tion, has had a ' monstrous cantle
'

cut out of its patrimony, and

is restricted to the general subject-matter of Natural Science.

I am afraid it must be admitted that the brilliancy which hovers

over the pages of the Foundations of Belief is sometimes so vague
and shifty that, like a hostile search-light, it often spreads con-

fusion where it professes to illuminate. One thinks to seize some-

thing logically tangible, and lo ! it is gone. Even now, I am not

quite sure of Mr. Balfour's meaning. For it may be that * Natural

Science,' like ' Naturalism
' and *

Phenomenon,' is used in a sense

different from that employed by the rest of the world.

Let it not be suggested that this is mere carping, inasmuch as the
"

Hume, Collected Addresses, vi. 73- 7-i.

VOL. XXXVII No. 217 N N
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subject-matter of the Natural Sciences is clearly enough affirmed to

be ' that world which is revealed to us through perception.' Alas ! like

the honest farmer in face of unwonted claret, I am ' no forrarder
'

for

these repeated draughts of definition. For what is meant by
'

per-

ception
'

? I think modern usage generally confines the application

of the word to operations of the mind concerned with the phe-

nomena of what is termed the external world. We are said to *

per-

ceive
'

external objects and sensible phenomena generally. I do not

think any one would say that we perceive love, or hatred, or mathe-

matical axioms. On the other hand, as I have just pointed out,

Hume (and I may add, Locke) set a precedent, which might be cited

to justify the application of the term perception to the subject-matter

of all knowledge.
I apprehend, however, that it cannot be Mr. Balfour's intention

to take advantage of Hume's authority. For, in that case, the world
' revealed to us by perception

'

would be the totality of phenomena,
both mental and bodily. And much as I might desire to do so, I

am unable to imagine it is intended to pay the devotees of Natural

Science the compliment of supposing that they may legitimately

entertain the ambition of Bacon, and ' take all knowledge for their

province.' In fact, this is just what Mr. Balfour objects to their doing.

Hence I feel shut up to the conclusion that *

perception,' for Mr.

Balfour, means nothing more than '

perception through the senses
'

;
.

and that the Natural Sciences of which he speaks are such as Astro-

nomy, Physics, Chemistry, Ofeology, Mineralogy, and Botany. The

following skimming appears to give us the cream of Mr. Balfour's

view of Naturalism (and therefore of Agnosticism) :

Here, and here only [that is to say, among the objects of Natural Science], are

we on firm ground. Here, and here only, can we discern anything which deserves

to be described as Knowledge. Here, and here only, may we profitably exercise

our reason or gather the fruits of Wisdom. Such, in rough outline, is

Naturalism (p. 7).

Unfortunately, the limitation of Natural Science to such branches

as I have just mentioned, to the exclusion of Zoology and Physiology,

would be as original an innovation, and even more startling and

less justifiable, than those already discussed. Natural Science really

must be admitted to include what all the world calls
' Natural

History
'

; and, in Natural History, with all respect to my colleagues

the Botanists, Zoology is the predominant partner.

Now, the study of animals involves that investigation of all the

activities they manifest which is the province of the department
called Physiology. From Haller, in the middle of the last cen-

tury, down to the latest physiological birth of time, the right of the

physiologists to deal with the animal mind, as well as with the animal

body, has never been questioned. Since the Primce Linece were

published, no authoritative compendium of Physiological Science has
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lacked its psychological section
;
sometimes its psychological treatise.

Thus no conception of Natural Science which excludes Psychology
can possibly be entertained. But, if Natural Science rightfully

includes Psychology, the phenomena of Consciousness fall within its

province. And if the physiologists had not too much to do at home

already, and stretched forth their hands over the whole realm of

mind, I know of no logical barrier strong enough to bar an indefinite

extension of the dominion of Natural Science in this direction.

Quieta non movere is an admirable maxim in many practical con-

tingencies. It is really better to leave these Natural Science people
alone

;
or the day may come when they will put forward a claim to

History and Art, in both of which provinces Archaeology has already

planted their flag ;
to Ethics, where Evolution has even now something

to say ; nay, perhaps (horrible to reflect
!),

over Theology, where a close

ally of Natural Science, the '

Higher Criticism,' is already ravaging
the hinterland. It may be good policy, therefore, not to stir

ambitions, hitherto dormant, by a fruitless attempt to deprive Natural

Science of territory of which it has long had undisputed possession,

and to restrict it to the world of material, even including purely

Vegetative, phenomena. There is no worse statesmanship than

that which irritates those whom it is powerless to constrain.

But if tjie
' Natural Science

'

of Mr. Balfour is unlike anything
known to men of science, it follows that the view of * Naturalism

'

founded on it, and the conceptions of Empiricism and Agnosticism,
which are counted among the forms of Naturalism, are equally non-

existent.

For Empiricism, at any rate, this easy deduction is readily verified.

I suppose I may assume that Locke, generally labelled the father

of the experience philosophy, is a representative of Empiricism;
Is he not known to all those who take their philosophy from

text-books and compilations (that is, most people) as the author of

the dictum,
' Nikil est in intellects quod non fuerit in sensu,'

' In

the intellect there is nothing except that which has been sensation
'

?

And do not these same sources of information usually celebrate the

sagacity of Leibnitz in correcting Locke's error by the famous

addition '

nisi intellectus ipse,'
*

except the intellect itself ?

But it will happen to anyone who, having been trained by
Historical or Natural Science in the excellent practice of consulting

original sources, attempts to verify these statements, to discover that

Locke said nothing of the kind, either in Latin or in any other

language ;
that Leibnitz does not attribute the saying to him,

but ascribes it, vaguely, to '
les Philosophes

'

;
and that, after

stating his own opinion, he winds up with the declaration that '

Cela

s'accorde assez avec Votre Auteur de 1'Essai [to wit, Locke].'
8

For, a^

8 Nouveaux JEssais. Tome second, chap. i. I have given Leibnitz' version of the

dictum. In others *

prius
'

or ' ante
' comes after ' mm.'
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Leibnitz justly points out, Locke over and over again insists that we
have not one source of knowledge, sense, but two, sense and reflection

;

nor, less frequently, that the additions to our knowledge obtained

through the latter channel are the result of the activity of the mind

itself. If Locke says that experience is the origin of all knowledge,
we must bear in mind that he means internal experience as well as

external. Therefore, if Locke is an '

Empiric,' so is Kant. In fact,

I know not who can hope to escape the name, except the Fichtean

idealist, for whom the activity of the Ego is the sole source of

phenomena Even Berkeley assumes sensation to have an external

cause in Grod.

Positivism I leave to take care of itself. As to Agnosticism, as I

am concerned only with looking after the interests of that form of it

which I profess myself, the perusal of the preceding pages will pro-

bably suffice to indicate that I wholly repudiate Mr. Balfour's portrait

of it. Nor is this repudiation based merely upon the Definition

given in the *

Preliminary,' though I have hitherto gone no further (

for questionable matter. The catechism is open to equally serious

objection. Moreover, I venture to doubt whether Demomism has

been any better served
;
and whether the real

' current teaching,'

that which Mr. Balfour and his political friends desire to force upon

present and future, generations of English school-children, has, so far

as it covers philosophical ground, any resemblance to that elevated

creed to which ' Naturalism
'

is made to play the part of a foil.

But justice could not be done to the discussion of these and

various other interesting and important topics within the compass of

a single article.

(To be concluded.)

T. H. HUXLEY.

The Editor of THE NINETEENTH CENTURY cannot undertake

to return unaccepted MSS.
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ENGLAND AND THE MEDITERRANEAN
A REPLY TO MR. LAIRD CLOWES

WHEN a writer, speculating in days of peace, bids us abandon a policy

which has undergone the test of great wars, abundantly justifying the

views of the statesmen and the sailors who have consistently upheld

it, he incurs a grave responsibility. The more plausible his statements,

the greater should be the suspicion with which they are regarded,

since, at the best, he can but offer us personal surmise in place of

history.

Dropping his Belgian mask, Mr. Laird Clowes comes forward with

a laudably definite proposal. There are here no half-measures
; every-

thing is detailed. The Mediterranean is to be abandoned alike in

peace and in war. The historic waters of the most important sea of

the world are no longer to carry the white ensign, except as an occa-

sional guest
* on a similar footing

'

to *

Brazil.' From Gibraltar to

the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, for three thousand miles of the greatest

trade route of the world, the sea power of the British Empire is to be

inoperative. Egypt is to become a French colony ; Tripoli is to

share the fate of Tunis
; Malta is handed over to the Pope ; Cyprus

i Averts to the Porte. In return, we are to be permitted to seize

Tangier, and occupy Morocco, west of the fifth meridian of West

longitude, with a hinterland undefined, and also apparently to annex
* the peninsula of Bab-el-Mandeb

' and the rugged and worthless

pron ontory of Siyan on the Somali coast.

Such is the scheme which Mr. Laird Clowes propounds. No doubts

or misgivings seem to occur to him
;
certitude is stamped upon every

VOL. XXXVII-No. 218
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sentence. Of argument based on past experience or on reason there

is none. His few incidental excursions into history are singularly

unfortunate. Assertion follows assertion throughout the article with

aggravating persistency. He has wholly failed to see that, in demand-

ing that we should break with all the teaching of the past, and de-

liberately fling to the winds the rich experience of great wars, some-

thing more than the ipse dixit of ' Nauticus
'

is required. We claim

at least to be reasoned with before taking a leap into Cimmerian

darkness. ' The day for plain speaking has come,' he tells us. I

agree with him.

After careful study of this remarkable article, I fail to discover

precisely what is the ruling motive. We are led at the outset to

believe that pure economy is the object sought.
*
It is almost hope-

less to expect any government
'

to give us the ' materiel and personnel
'

necessary in Mr. Laird Clowes's view to hold the Mediterranean.

Therefore, apparently, we are to accept the revolution he advocates.

Later on, however, we are informed that ' mere motives of economy
would scarcely . . . justify

'

us in taking the step, and the tone fre-

quently adopted seems to indicate that, under any circumstances,

our best and safest policy would be to adopt this brand-new gospel.

Our presence in the Mediterranean even appears to arouse Mr. Laird

Clowes's resentment. In that sea we possess nothing except what is

* valueless and unproductive/ 'We went in only to protect our

commerce against piracy ;
we went next ... in self-defence against

France and Spain ;

' we remained for several alleged reasons, but ' the

truth is
'

that our stay is due to ' a habit of meddling with other

people's business/

History was never moreabsolutely travestied. The first British fight-

ing fleet entered the Mediterranean in 1 1 94, carrying Eichard the First

to Palestine, and capturing en route Messina and Cyprus. We ' went

next
'

in force in 1654, by the orders of Cromwell,
* to procure satis-

faction from such Princes and States as had either insulted the

Government, or injured the commerce of England.'
* The orders,

which Blake carried out to the letter, were by no means confined to

the suppression of piracy. Before the end of April 1655, the great

Admiral of the Commonwealth 'had taught nations to whom the

very name of Englishmen was a strange sound to respect its honour

and its rights. . . . The petty Princes of Italy had been made to feel

the power of the Northern Protestants . . . and the distant echo of

our guns had startled the Council Chambers of Venice and Constanti-

nople.'
- We ' went next' in force in 1694 to protect our commerce

and save Spain, our ally, from the loss of Barcelona and Catalonia.

We went again in 1695, risking an inferior force in a successful effort

to protect our trade. On the 13th of August, 1704, Sir George Rooke.

1 Orders of Cromwell to Blake.
2
Life (f BteJtf, by Hepworth Dixon.
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with a British and Dutch force, won the important victory of Malaga
over a superior French fleet, and established a command of the

Mediterranean unchallenged for the remaining period of the war.

After Byng's failure and retirement to Gibraltar in 1756, Hawke was

sent in with orders
* to endeavour by all means to destroy the French

fleet.'
3

Throughout the long struggle with the French Republic and

Empire, the vital necessity of holding on to the Mediterranean was

made manifest, notwithstanding that our trade interests were then

relatively trivial. Inferiority of force did not deter our admirals

from entering it, and, when temporarily abandoned, it was quickly

reoccupied. At the beginning of 1798, the French controlled the

Mediterranean from end to end. At its close, two French ships of

the line both subsequently lost remained afloat. If Mr. Laird

Clowes's
' law of self-preservation

' had found favour in the days of

real national stress, Nelson, with a force inferior to the Toulon fleet,

would not have entered the Mediterranean in May 1798, and the

battle of the Nile would never have been fought.
4 We then held on

to the Mediterranean simply and solely because we were fighting for

our existence as a nation not engaged in discussing theories and

stem experience had proved the policy to be indefeasible. From the

battle of the Nile to the present day we have maintained our position

in the great inland sea. No Power of modern Europe has so old an

historic claim to use its waters; net one has a greater record of

fighting there performed. Yet Mr. Laird Clowes ventures to describe

our position as one of '

provocative swagger
' on one page, and of

disinterested
'

philanthropy
' on another. We are in the Mediter-

ranean to-day (1) because history shows us that we must be there in

war
; (2) because our commerce there afloat is enormously greater

than that of any other Power
; (3) because no other waters would

serve equally well for the training of our fleet. The first reason

does not appeal to Mr. Laird Clowes, who is able to assert that *
it is

absurd to suggest that our interests in the Mediterranean are

paramount to those of France, of Italy, and of Spain.' Our trade he

abandons altogether, after characterising it as '

valueless and unpro-
ductive.' The Mediterranean as providing excellent training waters

for Great Britain or her possible enemies has not presented itself

to his imagination.
I cannot, within due limits, hope to deal with the whole of the

varied and intricate subjects over which Mr. Laird Clowes lightly

ranges. The entire Eastern question, the merits and demerits of the

Triple Alliance, the fighting capacity of the Italian navy, and the

possible combinations of Mediterranean Powers must be left alone.

In laying down the lines of a national policy, we cannot go beyond

3
Admiralty orders to Lord Hawke.

4 If Nelson had possessed a few more frigates, Napoleon would almost ceitainly
have been canght, and the history of Europe changed.

o o 2
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reasonable probabilities, and the fact that '

half a dozen other Powers,

including the two most formidable, have well-fortified stations full of

ships 'in the Mediterranean is scarcely a conclusive reason for our

retreat. All these six Powers will certainly not be arrayed against

us ;
if one of them obtains an ally, it is reasonable, considering the

great conflict of interests in these waters, to suppose that we may
do likewise. Mr. Laird Clowes has, however, erected an entirely new
standard. In his view we have no right to be in the Mediterranean

unless we are '

absolutely unassailable.' No more preposterous theory
can be imagined. No nation can ever be *

absolutely unassailable
'

at

the outbreak of war, either in the naval or military sense, and the

navy or the army which abandons a position as a matter of course

because it is liable to attack has ceased to be a fighting force and

has sunk beneath contempt. If, as is urged, we abandon the Medi-

terranean because we may perhaps have to fight there, our star of

empire has already set.

Other considerations have, however, combined to prompt these

curiously eager counsels of retreat. Our interests in these waters are

described as inferior to those of Spain ;
while our purely Mediter-

ranean commerce is not '

essential, happily, to our well-being.' The

total of British trade passing the Straits of Gibraltar is about

214,000,000/., and of this purely Mediterranean commerce is

97,220,000/. far greater, therefore, than our whole Australasian

trade. Further, there is a large and growing trade of British colonies

with Mediterranean ports.
5 All this Mr. Laird Clowes proposes to

abandon because of some French torpedo-boat stations on the shores

of Northern Africa and the Grulf of Lyons. To deal fully with the

torpedo-boat question would require an article, and I can only say

here that his view is based on pure assumption. I do not for a

moment contend that, at the outset of war, this great trade route can

be guaranteed. I assert, however, that, by right of the past, the

command of the Mediterranean belongs to Great Britain, in the sense

that it must be fought for by any other Power. Should the British

navy win a victory in these waters, or should the French fleet decline

to accept battle, it will not be difficult to effectually abate the torpedo-

boat menace. c We should,' Mr. Laird Clowes tells us,
' accustom

ourselves to do without the Canal to some extent, even in peace-time.'

He does not pause to explain what he means. Our Indian reliefs

can of course be sent round the Cape, if there were any possible object

in so doing ;
but inexorable laws, which no theories can change,

govern trade routes, and the Suez Canal has dictated the structure of

a considerable portion of our steam tonnage. Trade will continue to

follow its accustomed lines, and to abandon all attempt to defend it

5 The total British colonial trade with foreign countries passing the Straits of

Bab-el-Mandeb is 45,130,000?. I believe the figures above given to be below the

reality. In any case they do not include the great value of the shipping.
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would shake the very foundations of the Empire and imperil the

allegiance of great colonies.

Another remarkable statement must be noticed, because it lies at

the root of Mr. Laird Clowes's new ' law of self-preservation.'
' Even

if we held both banks of the Suez Canal,
6 with the entire military

force of the Empire, I doubt whether we could prevent a skilful and

cunning enemy, no matter how weak he may be, from blocking the

passage almost whenever and wherever he might see fit.' To prevent
foul play, it is merely necessary to pass all mercantile ships through
the waterway with a guard on board. Any Power in military posses-

sion of Egypt could apply this simple precaution, which requires the

very minimum of military force. The point is vital, since our sole

real reason for being in Egypt to-day is, by preserving internal order,

to avert occupation by a foreign Power, which would be able at once

to utilise the Canal for its own war vessels and close it to those of an

enemy. A neutral Egypt properly administered would meet all our

requirements, but a French occupation we cannot possibly permit.

How this consideration affects Mr. Laird Clowes's readjustment of the

balance of power will shortly be seen.

Keduced to its simplest terms, the problem with which Mr. Laird

Clowes deals is as old as naval warfare. It has been successfully

solved in the past by our greatest admirals. Nothing has occurred

to demand a new and supremely fantastic solution. To control an

enemy's fleet, either by defeating it or by confining it in port, is the

primary object of naval war. The great sailors of Elizabeth were

unanimous as to the method of accomplishing the task.
* With fifty

sail of shipping,' wrote Drake to the Council more than three hundred

years ago,
* we shall do more good upon their coast than a great many

more will do here at home
;
and the sooner we are gone, the better

we shall be able to impeach them.' * The opinion of Sir Francis

Drake, Mr. Hawkyns, Mr. Frobiser and others, that be men of greatest

judgment and experience,' wrote Howard to Walsingham,
'

is that the

surest way to meet with the Spanish Fleet is upon their own coast, or

in any harbour of their own. . . . The seas are broad
;
but if we had

been on their coast they durst not have put off.' This has been

the guiding principle to the greatest glories of the British navy.

Captain Mahan has enforced the lesson throughout his brilliant

writings, and has shown, beyond all question, what the naval occupa-
tion of the Mediterranean implies. The control of the Toulon fleet,

which Mr. Laird Clowes now gives up as hopeless, if not unnecessary,
is a mere detail in the application of a universal law. St. Vincent

and Nelson not only saw that the thing must be done, but succeeded

in doing it, and the facts that the abandonment of the inland sea in

1796 was countermanded during its execution, and the occupation

6
Serenely oblivious of our large proprietorship in tL1

s water-way, Mr. Laird

Clowes classes it among
' other people's ditches.'
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restored as soon as possible in spite of our numerical inferiority, are

conclusive of a necessity enforced by the demands of war. If Mann
had '

obeyed' his orders/ states Mahan, the battle of Cape St. Vin-

cent would have been fought in the Mediterranean instead of the

Atlantic/ and the results of the victory would have been greatly
enhanced. * The expulsion of the English/ wrote Napoleon,

' has a

great effect upon the success of our military operations in Italy.'

Well might Nelson ' lament our present orders in sackcloth and ashes,

so dishonourable to the dignity of England.'
7

Since the days of Nelson two changes have come to pass.

(I) France has occupied Algeria, and, by means of the nominal
<

Regency
'

but real annexation of Tunis, has become possessed of

1,000 miles of the coast-line of Northern Africa. (2) Toulon has,

within the last few years only, become the base of the main French

fleet. The first of these conditions supplies a powerful argument

against the new scheme
; since, as Captain Mahan has pointed out,

the first object of Great Britain should be * to grasp firmly some

vital chord 8 of the enemy's communications, and so force him to fight

there.' This potent lever, which St. Vincent and Nelson had not,

Mr. Laird Clowes bids us fling aside. The second condition seems

to be the real * basis or substratum, what you will/ of the entire

theory. Were the policy inaugurated by the late Admiral Aube to

be changed, and the naval strength of France to be mainly trans-

ferred to the Atlantic, the so-called
*

millstone/ together with all the

erratic boulders which have accumulated round it, would at once

crumble into dust.

The policy of Mr. Laird Clowes is based upon the negation of an

axiom of war. Now, as always, the only true objective of a navy is

an enemy's fleets. Where those fleets are, the British navy must be,

and the pursuit of subsidiary objects inevitably entails failure or

disaster. Throughout the discursive article under review, I fail to

trace the smallest recognition of this elementary truth. If the plan
of substituting a '

seal
'

at the Straits of Gibraltar and Bab-el-Mandeb

for the policy which has given to the British navy all its past glories

means anything at all, it is pure defence in regard to the most im-

portant portion of the theatre of war. Defence for the British

Empire spells ruin.

At the great gates of the Mediterranean and Red Sea we are

bidden to maintain an expectant attitude, awaiting an attack close to

our fortified ports of Gibraltar and Tangier on the one side, and Aden,

Perim, Bab-el-Mandeb, and Siyan on the other. Mr. Laird Clowes

speaks much of batteries on shore, destroyers and guardships ;
he

says singularly little about fighting fleets. The modern theory seems

7 Letter to Mrs. Nelson, October 1796.
8 I do not assert that this chord is

'

vital,' but it is more nearly so tlinn any other

accessible to a navy.
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to be that these broad sea-channels may be regarded as the '
defiles

'

dear to the writer of military text-books, a species of Thermopylae
where a small force can effectually oppose a superior fleet. The

analogy is false. To < seal' the Straits of Gibraltar requires the

constant presence of a fleet capable of defeating any force that can.

issue from Toulon. Such a fleet must always be ready for action,

cruising close at hand in the Atlantic or lying behind its anti-torpedo
breakwaters ;

for the choice of the moment of attack is left with the

enemy. No position could be more harassing, more insecure, or more

totally opposed to every tradition of successful war. It will occur to

most people that the fleet which can accomplish all that is thus

demanded might as well be cruising in the Mediterranean with its

scouts observing Toulon, free to manoauvre, gaining efficiency every

day, gleaning accurate information, and able, when the enemy
appears, to choose its own moment of battle.

Mr. Laird Clowes's proposal, however, goes a great deal further.

He applies the same conditions to the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, and

he hands over Egypt and the Suez Canal to the French. In other

words, he enables our rivals, operating on interior lines, to oppose us

at the southern end of the Ked Sea, with every ship that can pass

through the deepened Canal. To control the Toulon fleet by the

method proposed implies the provision of a naval force double that

entailed by the old and proved war policy. The whole case is not

even now presented, for he gratuitously provides the French with the

finest training waters of the world. Here their whole fleet, with all

its mobilised craft, can be quietly brought up to the highest state of

efficiency. What this means, students of Captain Mahan's works

are able to judge.
In spite of one apparently contradictory statement, I consider

that I am justified in believing that Mr. Laird Clowes claims economy
in some form for his scheme.9

Here, culled from his scattered

sentences, are the measures which he calls upon us to undertake at

once :

(1) Improvement of Gibraltar.

(2) Provision of breakwaters, docks, fortifications, and garrison
at Tangier.

(3) Occupation of Morocco, west of 5 West longitude, and

consequent defence against France of a land frontier of hundreds

of miles.

(4) Fortifications, and therefore great increase of garrison, at

Perim.

(5) Fortification and garrison of promontory of Bab-el-Mandeb.

(6) Fortification and garrison of the barren rock of Siyan.

(7) Large development of Bombay as a naval base.

9 ' To strengthen the Mediterranean fleet to the requisite point would be to incur

expenses which &c.' (p. 370).
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For Malta, therefore, Mr. Laird Clowes substitutes four new

fortresses, which ex hypothesi must be powerfully and permanently

garrisoned. I know every corner of Malta, which has one of the

strongest land-fronts of all the fortresses of the world. Until after a

great naval disaster, Malta fulfils Mr. Laird Clowes's condition of being
unassailable. I also know Tangier, and I assert that, if we abandon

the Mediterranean, and rely on Mr. Laird Clowes's seal, 20,000 men
and much fortification would be required to defend it. How many
troops would be needed to establish and maintain control of Morocco

no one can say. The new Eed Sea fortresses may be called upon to

resist an attack in practically unlimited strength. They, too, must

be strongly fortified and garrisoned. On the whole, I have no hesi-

tation in stating that to carry out Mr. Laird Clowes's programme will

require a capital expenditure of at least ten millions sterling and the

addition of an Army Corps to our military establishments. Mr.

Laird Clowes gives no hint of the dimensions of the '

far bigger
'

force which he considers necessary to maintain the traditional policy

of England. I cannot, therefore, frame a balance-sheet, nor can I

discuss this involved question. merely state my firm belief that,

so far as France is concerned, we are at this moment perfectly able

to make good our position in the Mediterranean, and that every
instructed naval officer and politician across the Channel is well aware

of the fact. In any case, the proper application of increased expendi-
ture is to the navy, and not to the frittering away of our strength by

increasing an already large number of fortified ports. For, after all,

it is upon the navy alone that the efficacy of Mr. Laird Clowes's seals

and the security of his various new fortresses must ultimately depend.
If the navy is permitted to operate in front of the latter, instead of

in rear, they may be dispensed with altogether.

The fatal confusion of ideas which results from ignoring principles

is illustrated in the following significant sentence :
l The present

policy of endeavouring to support the Mediterranean fleet by the

Channel squadron is a mere penny-wise and pound-foolish makeshift.'

Mr. Laird Clowes must surely be aware that the peace strength of

our Mediterranean fleet is merely based upon diplomatic considera-

tions. With a view to avoid the appearance of the 'provocative

swagger
'

which he censures, the number of ships is deliberately re-

stricted. At the same time, in accordance with established custom,

the Channel squadron visits the Mediterranean every year. I fail to

understand what is meant by the phrase 'endeavouring to support.'

It has never been possible in all cases to distribute navies in precise

accordance with the strategic conditions arising on the outbreak of

war, and the Mediterranean fleet has never been kept at war strength.
This cheap

'

makeshift/ as Mr. Laird Clowes contemptuously styles

it, has the sanction of long experience even in days of storm. I pre-
sume him to infer that because the ships ready for mobilisation at
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Toulon would render the French fleet numerically superior to our

peace strength in the Mediterranean, our position is^necessarily im-

perilled. Newly mobilised ships, however, require weeks to develop
their full fighting powers. From Plymouth, a modern squadron would

reach the Mediterranean in four days. There are some persons who-

appear to believe that a great naval war can break out without any

warning whatever. They have not, however, explained the modus

operandi, and remembering that a hundred years ago timely informa-

tion of the proceedings at Toulon was forthcoming, it is inconceivable

that in days of communication infinitely multiplied a fleet equipped
and ready for action can issue thence as a bolt from the blue.

That naval wars are decided by fighting fleets, that naval strategy

consists in bringing superior force to bear at decisive points, and that

such decisive points are the positions, wherever they may be, of an

enemy's fighting forces all these axioms escape recognition at the

hands of Mr. Laird Clowes. Headers of his article will derive the

impression that naval war is an affair of bases, that one fortified sta-

tion neutralises another Perim being
'

admirably situated for holding
Obock in check

' and that a modern fleet cannot fight at all unless it

has a base close under its lee. We breathe an atmosphere of fortifi-

cation '

batteries,'
'

heavy guns,'
'

platforms,'
'

munitions,'
'
electric

search lights/ &c. in which naval methods and naval traditions are

stifled. Passive defence, of the utter worthlessness of which China

has just furnished a complete illustration, seems to inspire every page.
The precepts and the practice of the great masters of naval war, from

Drake to Nelson, are ruthlessly discarded.
' Kecent events in the

Yellow Sea indicate clearly how risky it may be for a modern fleet to

fight far removed from its bases,' notwithstanding that the victorious

fleet fought at 800 miles and the defeated fleet at 150 miles from its

base, which the latter reached to be evicted by menace, and ultimately

destroyed in another much-fortified harbour. The balance of our

naval forces
'
set free

'

by Mr. Laird Clowes's scheme, he would '

like

to see
'

distributed between the Cape and the East India commands.

Why ? Apparently because ' the strategical importance of the Cape
must increase year by year.' The only real strategic points on the

seas are, however, the positions of an enemy's squadrons, and how the

Cape command can need reinforcement at a time when no possible

enemy has any serious force in its waters, where too, according to

Mr. Laird Clowes, an enemy could hardly fight
' so far removed ' from

his base, is not explained.

In conclusion, I will attempt briefly to sum up the situation

which Mr. Laird Clowes proposes to create. The Mediterranean from

end to end is a French lake. Our naval officers, who once knew its

waters better than their rivals, have lost all their experience. The
whole shore of Africa from Algiers to the Southern mouth of the

Red Sea is French territory. Egypt is a province of France, which
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extends far down the western shore of the Red Sea and embraces the

vast basin of the Nile. France holds the Suez Canal, and can use it

for her own*purposes, while denying it to an enemy. The fleet which

might have controlled that of Toulon, covered Port Said, Malta, and

Gibraltar, arid at the same time cut the important line of communi-
cations between France and Algiers, is split into two parts, and

relegated t tte ignominious task of watching the outlets of the

Mediterranean and the Red Sea. France can strike in force at either

part at pleasure, and may surprise one part at least. The short

route to the East, and to the great French dependency and naval

base of Madagascar, is in French hands. Malta, with its splendid
defensive advantages and marvellous harbours, bisecting the distance

between Toulon and Port Said, is ruled by the Pope. (Is Mr. Laird

Clowes really serious in this part of his programme?) Four fortified

positions, one of them (Tangier) being peculiarly vulnerable, are open
to land attack, in any force the French may choose to employ.
Great Britain' has on her hands Morocco, with a large and intensely

fanatical population, and a long land frontier which sooner or later

will march with that of France. Finally, when war breaks out, ideal

training waters are at the disposal of France in which to perfect the

manoeuvring
'

power of her fleets, and work up her raw reserves

into full fighting efficiency.

The above is a simple statement of the results of the '

bag and

baggage
'

p'olicy. Mr. Laird Clowes finds here '

advantage,' relief

from burdens, 'economy/ and 'ample compensations/ I submit

that, if he has removed a ' millstone
'

from our necks, he has replaced
it by a minor planet. By the adoption of his plan, the wildest

dreams of the French Chauvinist would be realised. The principles

successfully apiplied by Nelson in war are surely safer guides than

the theories 'evolved by Mr. Laird Clowes in peace.

Above the purely naval aspects of the Mediterranean question

stands the point of national honour. Our presence in the great
inland sea dates back 700 years, and has been almost continuous for

200 years, arid unchallenged for ninety years. A balance of power
has arisen, carrying with it international responsibilities which we
have no right to discard. France, under Mr. Laird Clowes's re-

arrangement, becomes at once undisputed mistress of the sea, with a

great accession of territory and power. To suddenly destroy an

equilibrium long existing would in all probability cause a European
war. We have no right to inflict this risk upon other nations

;
we

are bound in honour by our international responsibilities.

In the Unknown realms of the future lie many problems, whose

solutions we cannot forecast. The ancient problem of the Mediter-

ranean, however, is as clear as its blue waters. As it was solved in

the past, so only can it be solved now and in the years to come.

Pure reason and the long experience of great wars unite in pointing
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the way. National honour, splendid traditions, and the eternal

principles of naval strategy alike forbid us to desert our commerce,
and that of our colonies, on three thousand miles of the element

which we have been taught by successive generations of sea officers

to call our own. If we abandon the Mediterranean and hand over

to our rival the spoils of a great naval victory, without obliging
him to fire a shot, we give to the world the sure signs of that

madness which, in the affairs of men and of nations, prefaces ruin.

G. S. CLARKE.
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THE FOUNDATIONS OF BELIEF

THE Notes on The Foundations of Belief, from the hand of a rising

statesman, pleasantly recall Plato's implied prophecy, that ' until in

our states either philosophers are rulers, or the present nominal rulers

become competent philosophers, and political power and philosophy

coalesce, and the ordinary natures that seek the one without the

other are forced to stand aside, there is no rest from ills for states, or

indeed for human kind, and our true commonwealth cannot possibly

be born and see the light/
1 ' that ideal state, the model of which is

stored in heaven.' 2 For once that we may be liable to go wrong
under leaders whose judgment on social problems is 'too academic/

we incur a tenfold risk of mistake through a blind copying of some

unsifted l

practical experience.' The men of the intellectual schools,

moreover, are of * climates
' and temperaments sufficiently different

to watch and check one another
;
as in the present case, our two

Right Hons., Messrs Balfour and Huxley, by their exchange of criti-

cisms, will perhaps help us, their readers, to conclusions better

balanced than their own.

At all events they produce delightful books. The impressive

charm of Mr. Balfour's even tempts the eager reader to do him a

certain wrong, by treating its title of Notes as over-modest, and try-

ing the work by a standard to which it does not profess to conform.

It is not a didactic exposition of what, in Berkeley's lucid English,

was known as The Principles of Human Knowledge, but now is

rebaptised as Epistemology ;
for it does not even tell us what ' know-

ledge
'

is, by what mark we may recognise it when we see it, or how
we must go to work to get it, or in what respect it differs from

'belief that falls short of it. This would require a systematic and

constructive treatise a philosophical Organon which the reader is

not to expect. And yet he comes upon so much of the matter and

so many of the questions on which such a manual would touch, that

he is apt to move through the text with a wrong measure in his

thought. The Notes are strictly a series of critical reflections on

certain finished systems, arising in a mind familiar with several, and

finding lacunae or contradictions in all. Of the beliefs thus dropped

1

Republic, 473 D. z Ibid. 592.
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off, like derelicts at sea without compass or anchor, are some charged
with the most precious of human treasures. To provide for their

recovery and reunion, the charts are revised, the longitude retaken,

the computations corrected, till the broken track is remedied, and the

common destination is plain once more. The unification of moral

conviction, aesthetic apprehension, and religious trust with intellectual

cognition, is the aim of which the author never loses sight. What
advances he makes towards its realisation it will be the object of the

following remarks to estimate.

To prepare the way for his own Provisioned Philosophy, Mr.

Balfour shows the need of it by reviewing in succession the two

systems now in the ascendant, the Naturalism of the Scientists and

the Idealism of the Hegelians, and by emphasising the missing requi-

sites in both. Either of them might work and give a coherent

account of ' Man's place in Nature,' if he had no personality, no

responsibility, no spiritual dependence. But neither of them finds

room for these facts, which he knows as certainly as he knows his

own existence.

The essence of Naturalism (often called Agnosticism, Positivism,

or Empiricism)

is sufficiently easy to describe. For its leading doctrines are that we may know
'

phenomena
' and the laws by which they are connected, but nothing more. More

there may or may not be
;
but if it exists we can never apprehend it

; and, what-

ever the world may be ; in its reality
'

(supposing such an expression to be other-

wise than meaningless), the world for us the world with which alone we are

concerned, or of which alone we can have any cognisance is that world which is

revealed to us through perception, and which is the subject-matter of the natural

sciences. Here, and here only, are we on firm ground. Here, and here only, can

we discover anything which deserves to be described as knowledge. Here, and

here only, may we profitably exercise our reason, or gather the fruits of wisdom.

Such, in rough outline, is Naturalism.3

The phenomena, then, which alone we can know, are changes
which turn up and constitute our experience of sensible perception.

They deliver to our knowledge certain contents of an outer world

the qualities of form, dimension, colour, relative place and move-

ment, of objects within sight ; and, in doing so, make us acquainted
with several varieties of sensation and judgment in ourselves. On
these empirical data science takes its stand and begins its work;

scrutinising them according to their kinds, physiologically and psy-

chologically ; noting down their order of succession in time and their

groups of co-existence in space; measuring their intensive and

extensive quantities ;
till their laws of occurrence are made out, and we

can read their story back into the past and forward into the future.

Are, then, these phenomena as scientifically known what they
were as presented in perception ? Are the qualities in a visible object

a facsimile of their idea in us ? Of a billiard ball e.g. is our idea

3
Pp. 7, 8.
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round, and hard, and red? If not, the quality which alone we
know has nothing in common with the perception which constitutes

our experience of it, and cannot be revealed by it
;
the phenomenon

present in our consciousness is in a different world from that of which

it is supposed to give report : and if we believe its report and ask no

questions, it is at our peril ;
for it has no credentials to offer. We

take it on trust, in blind reliance on the veracity of our modes of

cognition. Yet, the more closely we look at this seeming act of

immediate apprehension, the more does it elongate itself into a

chain bridge of many links unseen at first. The object's colour is

not its Own, but a selection of the light-rays which it can reflect
;

these *

rays
'

again turn out to be ether-undulations of definite and

calculable number, while the absorption of the rest depends on the

molecular constitution of the reflecting body. On the other hand,

the observer's conscious experience is conditional on neural changes
conceivable only as forms of motion in the organic elements

;
the last

of which, were it ever so visible, would only look down into the dark

chasm which separates physical movement from intelligent thought.
The knowledge therefore which Naturalism assigns to perceptive

experience of phenomena as its exclusive possession turns out, as

Mr. Balfour shows in an elaborate argument too ample for condensa-

tion, to be in the same plight as the metaphysical entities postulated

by ethics and religion. We are thus reduced to a very simple alterna-

tive. If nothing is to be taken as known, which comprises anything

assumed, the naturalistic field, as well as the ethic, the aesthetic, and

the religious, must be confiscated to the Agnostic. If it is legitimate for

Naturalism to assume the uniformity and determinism of the cosmic

causality, and the limitation of human cognition to phenomena, it

cannot be inadmissible for the human conscience and religious sense

to assume, as the truest interpretation of their experience, their rela-

tion, of free personality, with a Divine Author of duty and Sustainer

of spiritual life. The most resolute sceptic cannot escape meta-

physical beliefs by hiding himself among
'

phenomena.' In knowing

them, he knows himself as subject of the knowledge, and is aware

that, as phenomena, they are not self-existent, but must be referred

to some permanent ground to which they belong. The existence of

other minds, human or Divine, neither needs nor admits of '

proof
'

from premisses more certain than itself, and may well rely, for safe

keeping, on a position counterpart to the most certain of all, the

existence of the thinker himself.

Mr. Balfour's critique on * Naturalism
'

would perhaps have gained

additional strength, had his attitude towards these necessary postu-

lates in the premisses of the first possible proof been less ambiguous.
That there must be data from which to start your primary syllogism,

and that such data must be chosen as self-evident, is obvious, but

is a fact which Mr. Balfour does not willingly look in the face. It is
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more like a mere '

making the best
'

of a bad case than a firm assertion

of a good one. The word ; reason
' must not be applied to anything

'<i /(proven ;
such propositions, accordingly, are repeatedly called * non-

rational
'

or *
irrational.' For want of a well-grounded Epistemology

the reader is never distinctly told what it is to knoiv
;
what consti-

tutes the *

rationality
'

of beliefs which are not held on the tenure

of inference^ what stock there is of given premisses, which are

legitimate as self-evident, intuitively known. This is the more to be

regretted because the usual marks relied on for the singling out of

such data of belief, viz. their * inevitableness
' and their '

universality/

are expressly repudiated, on the ground that these features, with the

certitude which they secure, are the blind effects of custom, and afford

no guarantee of truth. Among the causes of our beliefs, none are so

irresistible or universally operative as inheritance, tradition, natio-

nality, education, the Zeitgeist and the genius loci', and none are so

ineffectual against these pressures of our environment as the reasons

which may prompt us to resist them. I will not dispute this estimate of

relative strength in the competition between custom and intelligence,

but must avow my surprise at Mr. Balfour's satisfaction with it. He
sides with the victorious inertia, and holds cheap the disturbing influ-

ence of thought. There is a strange caprice, not to say shabbiness, in

his treatment of ' reason
'

throughout. He pays it the compliment of

using it freely and with fine effect in his conflict with Naturalism
;

he disclaims any intention '

to discredit reason
;

' 4 he pleads that *
if

one consequence of his investigation has been to diminish the impor-
tance commonly attributed to reason among the causes by which

belief is produced, it is by the action of reason itself that this result

has been brought about. Yet he welcomes this depreciating result,

saying :

Nor is the comparative pettiness of the role thus played by reasoning in human
affairs a matter for regret. Not merely because we are- ignorant of the data required
for the solution even of very simple problems in organic and. social life, are we
called on to acquiesce in an arrangement which, to be sure, we have no power to

disturb
;
nor yet because these data, did we possess them, are too complex to be

dealt with by any rational calculus we possess or are ever likely to acquire ;
but

because, in addition to these difficulties, reasoning is a force most apt to divide and

disintegrate ; and, though division and disintegration may often be the necessary

preliminaries of social development, still more necessary are the forces which bind

and stiffen, without which there would be no society to develop.
6

The *

custom,' whose authority Mr. Balfour prefers, to the dictates

of '

reason,' is the mere product of the social environment, and has

only local, social, and temporal
'

inevitableness
'

and *

universality.'

A belief that has no more to show for itself than such relative marks

is as likely to be false as true. But when the '

inevitableness
'

and
'

universality
'

are unconditional, co-extensive with the faculty of

* P. 246. 5 Ibid. *
Pp. 228, 229.
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reason itself, and inherent in its constitution, they are genuine
vouchers for the truth of the belief. If what we all have to think in

virtue of our endowment with intellect cannot be depended on for

validity nay, must even be taken for false becaiise we think it our

whole cognitive apparatus becomes a fraud, and the only thing we

can know is our own doom of absolute ignorance. The syllogistic

analysis and organisation of '

proof
'

do not exhaust the business of

reason ;
in these is presupposed its higher function, viz. the dis-

crimination of primary from dependent beliefs, and the entry of them

as claiming intuitive recognition. To effect this selection reason

must apply itself to psychological phenomena fairly predicable of

mankind at large ;
and when it has got hold of what everybody can-

not help believing, yet nobody can derive from what is more certain

still, it has found the reality of which it was in quest, unless he has

been decoyed into the trap of a lying universe. The willing accept-

ance of this small group of postulated beliefs (including that of the

veracity of the world) may be called, if you will, faith instead of

reason. If reason be taken with Mr. Balfour as equivalent to rea-

soning, or mediated belief, faith will be its proper counterpart, as

denoting immediate belief. But I must refuse to tie up the intellect

in its search for truth to the business of ratiocination, and to allow

reason no partnership in a faith that is rational. The intuitive

apprehension of first principles, which may legitimately be assumed

as self-evident, is a surer sign of penetrating insight and clear judg-
ment than dexterous weaving of dialectic proof. Nor is this larger

interpretation of reason without sanction from Mr. Balfour. The

moment his thought springs from the human to the Divine sphere,

the '

pettiness
'

of the intellectual function disappears, and it becomes

creative and sublime. In the transcendent region it reigns supreme
as the cause of causes : it organises the cosmos, thinks out all truth

into reality, invents the varieties of beauty, and evolves the gradation

of spiritual good. On the theatre of human life it appears crippled

and insignificant overborne by a crowd of blind authorities that

dictate what we shall believe, in defiance of what we ought to believe.

This prevailing forgetfulness of the Divine relations of reason often

affects me towards Mr. Balfour's own theoretic attitude much as he

himself feels towards Mr. Spencer's naturalism and its outlook.

Mr. Spencer, who pierces the future with a surer gaze than I can make the least

pretence to, looks confidently forward to a time when the relation of man to his

^surroundings will be so happily contrived that the reign of absolute righteousness

will prevail ; conscience, grown unnecessary, will be dispensed with
;
the path of

least resistance will be the path of virtue
;
and not the '

broad,' but the ' narrow-

way,' will ' lead to destruction.' These excellent consequences seem to me to flow

very smoothly and satisfactorily from his particular doctrine of evolution, combined

Vith his particular doctrine of morals. But I confess that my own personal grati-

fication at the prospect is somewhat dimmed by the reflection that the same kind

of causes which make conscience superfluous will relieve us from the necessity of
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intellectual effort, and that, by the time we are all perfectly good, we shall also be

all perfectly idiotic.

I know not how it may strike the reader, but I at least am left sensibly poorer

by the deposition of reason from its ancient position as the ground of all existence

to that of an expedient among other expedients for the maintenance of organic life;

an expedient, moreover, which is temporary in its character and insignificant in its

effects. An irrational universe which accidentally turns out a few reasoning ani-

mals at one corner of it, as a rich man may experiment at one end of his park with

some curious l

sport
'

accidentally produced among his flocks and herds, is a uni-

verse which we might well despise, if we did not ourselves share its degradation.

But must we not inevitably share it ? Pascal somewhere observes that man, how-
ever feeble, is yet in his very feebleness superior to the blind forces of nature, for

he knows himself, and they do not. I confess that on the naturalistic hypothesis
I see no such superiority. If, indeed, there were a rational author of nature, and

if, in any degree even the most insignificant we shared his attributes, we might
well conceive ourselves as of finer essence and more intrinsic worth than the mate-

rial world which we inhabit, immeasurable though it may be. But if we be the

creation of that world if it made us what we are and will again unmake us how
then ? The sense of humour, not the least precious among the gifts with which

the clash of atoms has endowed us, should surely prevent us assuming any airs of

superiority over other and more powerful members of the same family of '

pheno-

mena,' more permanent and more powerful than ourselves.7

Mr. Balfour's recommendation to the general reader, to pass over

his chapter on Transcendental Idealism, I must accept as applicable

no less to his ordinary reviewer so far at least as to allow him only
the few sentences needful to indicate the position of the critique in

the author's arguments.
With the two factors of experience, the world perceived and the

perceiving mind, it is possible to work out the result from opposite
ends

; empirical psychology setting the senses to build up the mind
.as a natural product ;

and idealism reserving nature and all its tissue

of relations to be the creation of the mind's own activity. The

thinking subject and the object of thought do not, in this view, belong
to different worlds, of which either might exist without the other,

but are linked in interdependence : each kind of relation, be it of

resemblance, of co-existence or succession, of causality, &c., supplying
a, distinct category ;

and the whole manifold of categories being co-

extensive with the cosmos, and, when referred back to their unrelated

pre-existence, identical with Grod.
'

Grod/ says Professor Edward

Caird,
'
is the unity of subject and object/

I will not wrong Mr. Balfour's very effective criticism of this

strangely prevalent doctrine by any attempt to compress it. That the

doctrine takes away the predicate of personality, in any intelligible

sense, from both the human and the Divine agent, and that its deter-

minism leaves no room for ethical responsibility, is evident at a glance
a consequence which even Spinoza admitted to be serious.

' To the

belief in freedom/ he says,
' must be referred, at least in their higher

degrees, remorse and self-approval, i.e. sorrow and satisfaction, for

7
Pp. 74-76.
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something personally done with the consciousness of one's self as its

cause
;

' '

feelings of the utmost vehemence, from the belief which men
have that they are free

;

' 8 and similarly intensified are the affections

directed upon a free-will agent ;

' love and hatred in any given case

must each be greater towards a being supposed to be free than towards

a necessary instrument.' 9 And if the ethical enthusiasms are shamed

away as illusions at the bidding of this doctrine, still more desolate is

the religion which tries to worship the '

unity of subject and object.'

How are we to draw near to such veiled divinity ? What homage
can we bring ? To fall before Him with adoring thought is to make
Him an objective being ;

to say,
'

Lord, Thou knowest all things
'

is

to address Him as the subject of intelligence. In either case, we deny
Him by breaking the unity which is His essence. He is not reached

till we retreat behind the component terms of all relations
; being the

abstract prior of a universe made up of relational categories, on the

rise and in the presence of which He becomes * One that hideth Him-

self/ Consider only what this means. No predicate of any relational

term can He have. He is not matter. He is not mind. He does

not think or act. He is not good or evil. He is the Absolute of all

such antitheses, without causing them, or caring for them, or taking
sides in their history. If the universe, as Professor E. Caird says, is

' a thinking Being,' its
' dialectic process

'

is not His, but must be

sought in the consciousness of the creatures. He cannot be the

inspirer of thought, the object of love and trust, the rewarder of

righteousness, the perfection of holiness, of beauty, and of blessed-

ness.

"With the removal of the two systems of highest pretensions to

recognition as coherent and adequate philosophies of the world

Naturalism and Idealism the way is open for the advance to Mr.

Balfour's own provisional theory. As this, however, has to deal more

closely with theology, even on its historical side, than with speculative

philosophy, he approaches it through some interesting notices of

eighteenth-century opinion, and more recent modes of criticism and

doctrinal belief.

One memorable attempt to repair the insufficiency of Naturalism,

while saving its fundamental principle, Mr. Balfour thus describes :

the remedy

consists in simply setting up side by side with the creed of natural science another

and supplementary set of beliefs which may minister to needs and aspirations which

.science cannot meet, and may speak amid the silences which science is powerless to

break. The natural world and the spiritual world the world which is immediately

subject to causation, and the world which is immediately subject to God are, on

this view, each of them real, and each of them the object of real knowledge. But

the lawa of the natural world are revealed to us by the discoveries of science ;

Eth. iii. xxx.
; SeTiol. li. ScJutl. Def. Aff. 25, 27.

and Schol.
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while the laws of the spiritual world are revealed to us through the authority of

spiritual intuitions, inspired witnesses, or divinely-guided institutions. And the

two regions of knowledge lie side by side, contiguous but not connected, like empires
of different race and language, which own no common jurisdiction nor hold any
intercourse with each other, except along a disputed and wavering frontier where

no superior power exists to settle their quarrels or determine their respective

limits.10

It would have been well if, before speaking contemptuously of
' this patchwork scheme,' Mr. Balfour had authenticated his description

of it by citing some writer who upholds it. I do not r-emember ever,

in the pages of any author of philosophical repute, coming across this

strange partition of empires, between
' Causation

' and '

God/ and the

antithesis renews a regret, often felt in reading his volume, that Mr.

Balfour has not denned the meaning he attaches to the word f
Cause.'

That he should have alighted upon
' thousands of persons

' who believe

that where ' Cause
'

is
' God '

is not, and where God is Cause is

not, without reporting them to the Missionary, or at least to the

Geographical, Society, is surely a questionable reticence. What is

Nature but the province of God's pledged and habitual causality ?

and what is Spirit but the province of His free causality responding
to needs and affections of His free children ? the very end for which

Mr. Balfour insists on His *

preferential action/ There is nothing in

the regularity of cosmic laws to forbid its being simply the immanert

activity of God, and there is nothing in the free life of both the

Supreme Mind pervading it and the dependent minds within it to

preclude it from co-existence with the predetermined order and

thrust it out as an intrusive and * unconnected fragment.'
' Hetero-

geneous,' no doubt, the two modes of action are the legislated

and the optional ; yet, as Mr. Balfour well knows, they are not only

compatible, but essential to the unity of every personality.

In asking for a reference to some one who has earned this criticism

of Mr. Balfour's, I have perhaps overlooked an account given in a later

chapter, of the theoretical preconceptions of the deistical writers of

the last century, and of the ' natural religion
'

which they rendered

familiar to men's minds as at least the necessary prelude of revelation,

if not its entire substitute.
' The eyes of an eighteenth-century

deist,' it is said,
* looked at the natural world in its ordinary course,

as if it were a bundle of uniformities which, once set going, went on

for ever automatically repeating themselves,' and ' the apostles' and

prophets' message to mankind consisted in announcing the existence

of another or supernatural world, which occasionally upset one or two

of these natural uniformities by means of a miracle.' * 1 It would seem

from this that these deists may have been in view as the people who

thought that nature carried its own causation and went of itself, and

that God was wanted only for the spiritual world through His

10
Pp. 186, 187. P. 312.

p p 2
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prophets. If it be so, the imputation, as applied to a group of

writers by no means homogeneous, appears to me far from historically

just. Their ' Deism '

was not a foreign cutting grafted upon a

naturalistic stem that had no sap wherewith to feed it. Far from

committing themselves to the maxim,
' All we know is phenomena,'

they regarded the knowledge of God as on precisely the same footing

as the knowledge of our fellow-men, both being of realities. Nor did

they treat the world of perceptible objects and the world of spiritual

experience as mutually alien, so that the religion of the latter could

have nothing in common with the intelligence of the former, to save

their combination from being
*

patchwork/ Nor was their God

thought of as a retired architect, who might possibly be now and

then called in for repairs. There was nothing in their theology to

prevent their regarding Him as immanent in the world and in

communion with the soul of man. In the case of one of their most

eminent representatives, Lord Herbert of Cherbury, we meet with a

Theism which is indistinguishable from a direct light of Inspira-

tion. Much as there is in this school of writers which for me is

uncongenial and out of tune, their position, intellectual and spiritual,

will, I think, be underrated by readers who estimate it from Mr.

Balfour's supercilious expressions. That they could dispense with

miracles, yet live on in consciousness of Divine relations, shows an

attitude of mind touched by a deeper piety than that which cannot

wake till it is startled by signs and wonders. Never, I must own,

could I listen with patience to the conventional '

Apologist for God,'

who, on surveying the world and himself, finds such a godless look on

the face of all things that he must open his case by proving the

absolute Necessity ofa Revelation, which he proceeds to effect by brow-

beating Keason and Conscience out of their modest pleas and signifi-

cant experiences, and then calling a group of prodigies into the

witness-box on behalf of a religion at variance with both.

The antithesis Natural and Revealed is indeed ambiguous as

applied to religion, and needs some clearing up to become service-

able. Does the word ' Natural
' mean ' derived from the study of

nature,' and the word '

Kevealed/
' derived from the witness of

miracle
'

? Then the former will designate the knowledge or thought
about God which may be inferred from the constitution and govern-

ment of the perceptible world
;
and the latter, the trustful acceptance

from the prophet accredited by miracle of the contents of his mes-

sage, whatever they be. Cases will occur to every one of new convic-

tions, and even entire conversions, brought about under such

reported conditions. But how precarious become, with lapse of time,

the presuppositions tacitly involved in this faith, must be plain on

the slightest reflection. That He who has immediate access to all

minds and hearts should keep silence there, and circuitously avail

Himself of our stupid assumption that He was to be met with only
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in prodigies, is surely incredible. Can you suppose that in the very
act of giving us the truth He would humour us in our falsehoods ?

The twofold implication, that nature is self-active and God's agency
intrusive, is a childish misconception, which compels us to seek for

a more tenable interpretation of the contrasted terms.

This we at once obtain, if, under the words ' Natural and Revealed,'

we look at the relation, not of the opposite fields of phenomena
studied, but of the opposite movements of thought in the minds that

meet and find each other. The human intelligence, in its natural

working on its own experience, beats out the steps of inference which

lead to a knowledge of God, more or less distinctly realised. This is

a process consciously, even anxiously, elaborated in conformity with

recognised laws of rationaljudgment : man is the explorer, and stands

at last in the Divine presence, rendering the worship of his ' Natural

Religion.' But the God who has made Himself accessible by this

mediate process has not renounced the freedom of Infinite Spirit, or

bound Himself not to commune with the freedom He has lent to the

finite spirits of His children : and according to their needs, or in

response to their aspirations, He comes to them unseen, with a new
flash of insight, the hint of a higher ideal, or the touch of more hope-
ful enthusiasm, which lifts them from their level life, and joins them
to the prophets who best know His counsels and win men to His

righteousness. Here, then, the initiative is with God, of whose

quickening and illuminating wave of power Man is the recipient.

In his consciousness that he has not worked it out for himself, it

comes to him as revelation, and is accepted as a trust given for the

enlargement of faith and the consecration of life. Here, then,
* Revealed Religion

'

is the immediate Divine knowledge by the com-

munion of God's Spirit with man's, as distinguished from the Natural

Religion earned by the mediate operation of the human faculties of

search.

Thus understood, the antithesis in question appears to me per-

fectly tenable and applicable to the facts of religious experience. It

certainly assumes that, in working out its speculative theism, the

inquirer's Reason is let alone to do the best it can by its own laws.

It also assumes that a Freewill Theist may consistently attribute to

God new beginnings of spiritual influence on dependent minds,

though a Determinist doctrine would exclude them. This clear stage

in their respective cases, for the human and the Divine agents, Mr. Bal-

four, by a curious and original turn of thought, emphatically denies.

In man he does not believe *

that, strictly speaking, there is any such

thing as
" unassisted reason,"

'

and he is
' sure that if there be, the

conclusions of u natural religion
"
are not among its products.' And

in the sphere of Divine influence,
'

Inspiration is limited to no age,

to no country, to no people.'
* Wherever any individual soul has assimi-

lated some old discovery or has forced the secret of a new one, there
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is its co-operation to be discovered. Its workings are to be traced,

not merely in the later development of beliefs, but far back among
their unhonoured beginnings.'

I2
Kightly, therefore, have mankind

c almost always claimed for their beliefs about God that they were due

to God.' 13 As in this co-partnership of the believer's faculties and the

Inspirer's intervention no rule is given for distinguishing the shares,

there is no telling whether the mixed product is a Divine truth adul-

terated or a human inference ratified. And as the same two factors,

fallible and infallible, are co-present and indistinguishable in all reli-

gious beliefs, however conflicting and contradictory, the Divine element

lies hid in the chaos, and helps us to no truth. If we are really com-

mitted for our education to.this hopeless medley ofcausation asthe * Au-

thority
'

which c Reason '

is powerless to sift and clear, our position seems

not less desolate than it would be under mere naturalistic conditions.

Far better lay the follies and horrors of savage or sensual superstition
at the door of human incapacity or degeneracy, and denounce them
with a prophet's rage as abominations hateful to the Most High, than

apologise for them as the unclean instruments with which He has to

begin their discipline. A doctrine of the spiritual world which, instead

of providing a clear stage of relational action for the human spirit

and the Divine, tries to work up the functions of either personality
into the composition of the other, I take to be of serious danger to

both Morals and Religion.

Since it is not the function of Divine Inspiration to '

provide
mankind with a satisfactory criterion of religious truth,' and since
c the mere fact of its co-operation cannot in any particular case be a

protection against even gross error,'
14 some other purpose has to be

assigned for its intervention. Mr. Balfour finds that purpose in the ex-

perienced response given by the dispensation to some urgent want of

human nature. And the claims of each Religion to Divine sanction

must be estimated by its ability to stand this test. How will this

test work when, in its application to religions depending on historic

facts, it becomes requisite to authenticate its records and distinguish
fact from fiction ? If, in issuing a Revelation, God adjusts its facts to

the exigencies of human nature, so does Man, in either unconsciously

evolving or purposely inventing a new type of religion, seek to re-

lieve some oppression, or satisfy some aspiration of the burdened

heart. In either case, the adaptation is sure to be there as ' the

cause of belief :

'

but whether as its sufficient warrant can only be

determined by processes of historical investigation which Mr. Balfour

declines and underrates.

In the particular case of Christianity, taken as defined in the

three Creeds, the human need to which it responds is said to be

deliverance from the terror of so stupendous a Universe as this, and so

insignificant a life as ours
;
in thraldom to the body ;

with the image
12

Pp. 327, 330. 13 P. 327. H P. 333
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of God, if ever there, effaced by the inherited features of a brute

ancestry. What could so surely check and relieve the self-contempt
of such a creature in such a world as the assumption of his nature,

and the experience of its humiliations, and the consecration of its

opportunities by the Son of God ? Since that life of pure devotion,

of vanquished temptation, of sublime sorrow, and its return to God,
have not the estimates of moral greatness expanded to the dimen-

sions of the visible and invisible heavens ? Is there a constellation

in the sky fairer than the galaxy of graces in a holy soul ? Is there

any planetary cycle that will outlast the immortal life of the children

of God ? Eeborn under the Christian inspiration, we rise at a

bound from the stunning shocks of physical nature, and are no longer
alone and lost in the infinite spaces. The real drama of existence is

with the spirits, whether near or far, who can aspire and love and will

and act like ourselves or above ourselves.

There is no doubt a profound truth involved in this estimate of

the belief in the Incarnation. It has determined, in the right direc-

tion, the long-trembling balance between two competing ideals of

the Divine nature
;
identified in the one case with the fearful aggre-

gate of predetermining cosmic forces, and in the other with the

wisdom of an Infinite Mind, partly committed to a steadfast order, but

amply free to pity and to love. Has, then, the living God manifested

Himself in the Son of Mary ? Then we are not lashed to the wheel

of necessity, but in the hands of One who ' has compassion on the

multitudes,' who has not ordained temptation and sorrow and death

without knowing what they are, and how they may be sanctified. Is

this, then this
* stricken of God and afflicted

'

His ' Son :

'

then we
too are His sons, for this is our ' elder Brother.' Such an answer to

the fearful and desponding heart does meet a pressing want, and often,

doubtless, has relieved it. But to cite this result as an important
evidence of the Incarnation miracle is hardly admissible

; for, were it

fiction instead of fact, it would affect its believers as it does at present.
The whole creative impulse, indeed, which directs the religious

imagination and shapes its significant myths and ever-growing oral

traditions, is the yearning of some spiritual thirst within the soul, or

the pathetic silence of thought on some unanswered problem. The

need and the response are sure to find each other out, whether the

initiative be taken from the secret prayer of man or the realising

gift of God.

Anyhow, the essence of the influence claimed for the Incarnation

doctrine lies in this, that by humanising God it draws Him within

the sphere of our affections, gives deeper meaning to our assurance that

He knows our trials and our griefs, and identifies the moral perfection

and *

beauty of holiness
'

which is loved of God with our own aspirations

of conscience and enthusiasm of worship. In other words, the

Divinity of Christ destroys the dread distance between the Infinite
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God and our finite selves, by bringing to the front of a great human
drama the spiritual attributes, actual in Him, possible in us, which

make the personal natures homogeneous, and qualify us also to be
' Sons of God.' But in order to reveal this homogeneity, was it

necessary for God to be born and pass through the conditions of

finite humanity ? Whatever of godlike character such a being evinced

would in that case belong to Him as a unique subject, compounded
of two natures, and would afford no sample of what might be expected
from us 'mere men.' But let the order be reversed, and from the

human level let one appear who, born in the flesh, is reborn in the

Spirit ;
let him, through a few pathetic years with tragic close, leave

an indelible impression of how Divine may be a life of man at one

with God
;
and the unification and communion of the earthly and

the heavenly spheres, thus personally realised, are for ever secured

as the meaning of God for the soul of man.

A secret feeling of this overflow of the Divine essence into

humanity contributed, I believe, not a little to the intensity at

first view so strange of the early Arian controversy. Was the
*

person
'

of * the Son '

of ' essence like the Father's
'

? or of the '

very
essence of the Father's

'

? According to the Arians, the former
;
for

they ranked Him as still among the 'creatures' of the Divine

hand, though of a high order. According to the Athanasians, the

latter
;
for He was uncreated, not an organised product brought into

a certain grade, however eminent, of thinking and acting life on

terminable lease, but spirit itself, with its creative and self-directing

powers, commissioned freely to conduct the Divine administration of

an appointed finite province of time and space. Is not this, then, a

true conception, that we see in the mind of Christ the very essence

of the mind of God in what He loves and requires to see in us
;
not

the passiveness of an instrument or the obedience of a creature, but

the filial devotion, the self-renunciation, the enthusiasm of all

righteous affections, which must for ever constitute the ethics of all

worlds ? In opening to us this co-essentiality with God through His

own personality, did He show us what is true of His own individuality

alone ? On the contrary, He stands, in virtue of it, as the spiritual

head of mankind, and what you predicate of Him in actuality is

predicable of all in possibility. This interpretation of His life on

earth carries the Divine essence claimed for Him into our nature as

His brethren. In Him, as our representative, we learn our summons
and receive our adoption as children of God.

The '

Incarnation/ thus extended from the person of Christ to

the nature of man, may fitly be called ' the central mystery of re-

vealed religion.'
15 When Mr. Balfour places on the same line with

it the doctrine of Eedemption through the atoning blood of Christ,

and finds in this belief a satisfying response to a legitimate need of

15 P. 335.
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the human soul, I can only wish that he had more explicitly defined

the ethical beliefs which he has saved from the blight of naturalism.

For, however naturalism may fall short of the ideas of sin,

righteousness, and responsibility, as interpreted by the conscience, it

does not, like the vicarious atonement, assume them only to cripple

and betray them. That personal guilt and goodness are exchangeable

qualities that may be shifted by compact, like deficit and surplus
between debtor and creditor

;
that the '

Judge of all the earth/

having announced a penalty for wrong, cannot remit it to the penitent

offender, but may transfer it to a willing innocent
;
and that, in this

way, the actual sins of all Christian believers have been bought off by
the sufferings of Christ, and His holiness placed to the account of

the redeemed; are propositions condensing into a small compass
the maximum of contradiction to the very essence of morals. If it be

a *

pressing need '

of human experience to which such doctrine brings

response, it is assuredly no 'ethical need.' When the conscience,

cleared of its film, looks with open eye upon a recent sin, does it urge
the penitent to pray,

'

Lord, do let me off,' and suggest as a supporting

plea,
'

Or, if some notice must be taken, here is one who loves me, and

will suffer in my stead
'

? Do you hear in this the voice of repent-

ance, or that of selfish fear, that doubles guilt in clutching at escape
on any terms ? Compare with this haste ' to be saved,' the nobler

thought of Plato,
' that impunity is a more dreadful curse than any

punishment, and that nothing so good can befall the criminal as his

retribution, the failure of which would but make a double discord in

the order of the universe. The offender himself may spend his arts

in devices of escape, and think himself happy if he is not found out.

But all this plotting is but part of the delusion of his sin
;
and when

he comes to himself and sees his transgression as it really is, he will

yield himself up as the prisoner of eternal justice, and know that it

is good for him to be afflicted, and so, for the first time, to be set at

one with truth.' 15 To Mr. Balfour the problem of undeserved suffer-

ings in the world appears, though not theoretically solved, at least

practically lightened by the sympathetic endurance on the Cross of

the very God who administers them. To me, I confess, the difficulty

seems driven to its extremity when the holiest of beings is allowed,

by the maximum of suffering, to buy off the penal dues of all the

sinners who will accept the release.

Mr. Balfour's Notes, intending to deal with preliminaries only to the

study of theology, arrest themselves on the threshold of the Christian

Scriptures themselves. Hence, some important topics, especially the

claims and place of miracles, and the historical value of the canonical

books, are treated with a kind of half discussion, in which an esti-

mate is made of the right attitude of mind and legitimate presuppo-
sitions to be carried into the study of the literature itself, the

16
Gorg. 472 E

;
509 B

;
511 A

; 476, 525 B.
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contents and inter-relation of the several books being left in reserve

for the theological student. The topics thus bisected are treated at

such a disadvantage that I will refrain from comment which may be

superseded by the sequel yet to come. The presuppositions in favour

of miracles, moreover, can never be so strong as to avail much in

comparison with the testimonial evidence on which the case mainly
rests ; and, at best, an antecedent probability that a want will be met

may fulfil itself either by human invention or Divine intervention.

As Mr. Balfour's design did not require or allow him to enter

the field of historical criticism, the summary judgments which

he passes on unnamed writers, collectively described as ' various

destructive schools of New Testament criticism,' seem somewhat pre-

mature. From his speaking of them as all
'

starting from a certain

philosophy which forbade them to accept much of the substance of the

Grospel narrative/ I suspect he has in view the critics of the Strauss

period a highly important and '

epoch-making
'

class, no doubt, but

now fruitful chiefly through the sifting and elaboration of their theories

by successors of two generations to whom the same description by no

means applies. It is impossible for any one who follows the recent

course of strictly historic investigation to doubt that, with the in-

creased knowledge of the first two centuries of our era, the whole

position of the critic of early Christian history and its records is

altered, and his insight into their contents greatly cleared. Should

Mr. Balfour's public duties permit him ever to complete the task in-

dicated in these Prefatory Notes, I confidently anticipate a recall of

not a few contemptuous characterisations of writers who most freely

breathe in ' a climate
'

not congenial to him.

JAMES MAKTINEAU.
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THE DECLINE OF THE HOUSE OF

COMMONS

IN a recent number of this Keview,
1 some facts and considerations

were brought forward to show how much the power of the Lower

Chamber of Parliament has declined in recent years, and how largely

the nominal weight and influence it is assumed to exercise have in

reality shifted to the Cabinet. Among the criticisms and comments

which this paper evoked was one in particular which seems, at first

sight, forcible if not conclusive. It was pointed out that the argu-
ment seemed to be based in great part on the supposition that the

strict and rigid party system is likely to be further developed in the

immediate future, and that the dual division of parties is also likely

to be maintained. It is the interaction of the Cabinet and the Caucus,

the pressure of the party leaders and the party Whips, by which so

much of its old constitutional vitality has been squeezed out of the

House of Commons. But what, it is asked, if your preliminary condi-

tion be wanting ? What if your close and organised party arrange-
ment goes to pieces ? What if, instead of two parties in the House,

you have six ten a dozen ? In other words, is that development of

Cabinet influence, which some people would consider beneficial and

some unfortunate, at all possible if the group system continues to

develop also ? And are there not many signs that it is the system of

groups which gains ground, alike in Parliament and in the country,
and the division into two great, solid, well-defined parties which is

rapidly becoming obsolete ?

No one will deny that a certain fissiparous tendency in English

parties, and more particularly in one of them, has become very marked

of late years. Whereas it was formerly the practice for a man, be

he elector or elected, to label himself plain Whig or Tory, Liberal or

Conservative, and live, die, and vote comfortably under the one or the

other broad banner, he now shifts uneasily among finer shades of

opinion usually called principles by those who believe in them, and

fads by those who do not. It is not enough to ask him, as in those

1 Nineteenth Century, December 1891 :
* If the House of Commons were

abolished ?
'
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simpler times of a less complicated creed, whether he is Blue or Buff.

Before you can place him accurately, you may want to know his

attitude towards Socialism, his views on Irish government, his feel-

ings about municipal 'progress/ his sentiments towards Sir

Wilfred Lawson. A friend of mine, asked to define his political faith,

described himself as a Teetotal-Prohibition-Anti-Disestablishment-

Collectivist-Gladstonian-Home-Kule-Diggleite ;
and perhaps he could

not have more compendiously conveyed the information that he
was a Socialist Kadical, who supported Home Eule for Ireland and

the Church of England, and objected to the consumption by other

people of a kind of liquid nourishment^ which he did not himself

enjoy. It is likely enough that in the immediate future there will

be many members on one side of the House of Commons, and per-

haps on both, who will be in this person's case
;
that is to say, who, in

addition to their general allegiance to one or other of the great com-

binations called roughly Conservative and Liberal, will have also

pledged themselves to support the aims of some much smaller body
or sect. The question on which the future of English constitutional

politics largely turns is that of the relations which the one drift of

opinion will bear to the other in the mind and conduct of this kind of

bi-coloured legislator. When the crisis comes in which he has to choose

between his party and his group, or in the still more exacting
moment when he sees a chance of assisting the particular interest to

which he is pledged at the cost of voting against his leaders and the

allies with whom he usually acts, the member of Parliament, like

Desdemona before the Venetian senators, will
'

perceive here a

divided duty.' In a certain number of cases, at any rate, it is reason-

able to suppose that his decision will correspond to that of Brabantio's

daughter. To his group, no doubt, he owes a filial reverence.
' To you/ he may often say with truth,

' I am bound for life and

education
'

for political life and a sound education in particularism ;

and he would no doubt be willing to add

My life and education both do learn me
How to respect you.

After which very proper tribute to the sanctities of political kin-

ship we may perhaps expect him to throw himself, even as Desdemona

did, into the arms of that other more exigeant
'

party/ with whom he

is in daily conjugal relations. The Groupist in him will give place,

when the strain comes, to the Partisan.

In this region of prophecy it is dangerous to dogmatise ; but the

history of the immediate past is at least some guide to the politics

of the imminent future. It is worth while to pursue the historical

inquiry for a moment and examine what the conduct of the groups
has been during the last two years and a half. The Parliament

of 1892 started its political existence with members arranged.
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roughly speaking, under some such divisions and subdivisions as the

following :

1. Parnellites.

2. Anti-Parnellites.

3. Welsh Kadicals.

4. Scotch Liberals, divided into

(a) Those who wanted to disestablish the Church.

(6) Those who did not.

5. Teetotallers and Local Optionists.

6. Independent Labour Party, consisting of

(i.) Mr. Keir Hardie.

(ii.) Mr. Keir Hardie's friends.

V. Laboucherian Radicals.

8. The Gladstonian Party.

Besides these sections of the majority, there were of course the

Conservatives and Liberal Unionists forming the Opposition. It is

possible that some more laborious investigator into the original

documents of the period may discover that I have omitted a group
or two

;
but those I have enumerated, I think, are the principal.

Here, then, we have a Parliament divided among the better part of a

dozen larger or smaller factions, some of them openly and avowedly

playing for their own hand with an ostentatious disregard for their

partners in the game ;
and we have a majority which could at any

moment be converted into a minority by the defection of a single one

ofthebands of Free Companions which nominally fought under its flag.

It is impossible to conceive of two sets of political associates having less

in common than the '
official

'

Liberals inside and outside Mr. Glad-

stone's Ministry and the knot of Irish so-called Irreconcilables led by
Mr. Redmond

;
nor is the interval much less wide which separates from

the old economic Whig the latter-day
'

progressive
'

Radical, newly
minted, with the marks of the Socialist die sharp-edged upon him.

Xever in English political history has there been so conspicuous an

example of the group system at work
;
and one would have said that all

the inherent weaknesses and vices of that system would presently be

revealed, and that a Government, made up in this piecemeal, patch-
work fashion, would split asunder the moment a strain was put upon
it anywhere. In point of fact, that is what we did say : scores of

hostile pens were filled and emptied to show how utterly Mr. Glad-

stone's party lacked solidity and cohesion, and to point the inference

that it must go to pieces rapidly. The Government could not last a

year six months perhaps not six weeks after it was fairly face to

face with Parliament. It was not the enemy only that prophesied
an early dissolution. Ministers themselves, when they took office,
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anticipated that the disruptive forces beneath and behind them would
tear them from power within a few months. Sir Wemyss Keid has

told us 2 that in August 1892, when the leading members of the

new Government went down to Osborne to receive the seals of office

just surrendered by their predecessors, one eminent Cabinet Minister

remarked to his colleagues as they were crossing the Solent,
' I have

been thinking over the matter carefully, and I really do not see any
reason why we should not remain in for two years.' His words were
received with a burst of incredulous laughter from the other members
of the Administration. It seemed to them, and to everybody, quite
absurd to suppose that anything but speedy collapse awaited a

Government whose following was so composite and loosely jointed. The

prediction was plausible ;
but events have falsified it. It may be

that not long after these lines are in print the final catastrophe will

have occurred, and the party that was Mr. Gladstone's will be out of

office again. But, if so, its leaders may at least meet their fate

with the reflection that they have had their day, and a longer day
than they could have counted on. With Schiller's Thekla they may
say :

Ich babe genossen das irdische Gliick,

Ich babe gelebt und geliebet.

They have drawn their salaries and remained in office for two years
and a half

;
and a Ministry with a '

homogeneous
'

majority of a

hundred might be satisfied with the experience. The groups might
have put them out at any moment, but the groups never did. An
Irish revolt, a Welsh revolt, a Labour revolt, a Laboucherian revolt,

were talked about all the time
;
but the Sessions of '93 and '94 went

by, and the revolts did not take the shape of rebellion in the division

lobbies. The groups may have murmured in secret, and some of

their members even went so far as to threaten pretty freely in public;

but after all, when it came to the point, and they had before them the

alternative of voting for or against the Ministry, they ended invariably

if we except a minute number of legislators of unusual independ-
ence or exceptional eccentricity by doing as the party Whips bade

them. Never was there less loose voting than in this Parliament.

The disciplined cohorts of the country squires in the days of the Anti-

Corn Law debates did not follow their leaders with a more undevia-

ting loyalty when it was a question of voting than the members
of the half-score of sects and factions which gathered under the

Gladstonian umbrella. It was a curious and instructive spectacle.

The kaleidoscopic Parliament of 1892 for in common justice we must

remember that the grouping was not confined to one side, and that

the party which comprehended Mr. Joseph Chamberlain and Mr.

Chaplin was a little checkered too was divided as cleanly and

2 ' The Political Situation,' Nineteenth Century, January 3895.
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definitely, for voting purposes, as any of the Parliaments of the pre-

Peelitedays, when groups were almost unknown and practically every

member was Conservative or Liberal.

So far, then, as experience has gone and the test has been tolerably

severe it does not bear out the view that the group system renders

party government impossible, or that it tends to destroy the growing

authority ofthe Cabinet. The power of this body is largely due to the

fact that, once placed in office, it is practically safe against defeat until

its majority has been crumbled away by a long series of hostile by-
elections

;
and long before that has happened a Minister would usually

dissolve and receive either his dismissal or a fresh license to govern
from the constituencies. In point of fact, it is the electorate, not the

House of Commons, which makes the Ministry ; and, once made, the

House dares not unmake it, as the history of the last twenty years has

shown. The M.P. regards himself, and is regarded by others, as the

delegate of the dominant party in his division : he has been sent to

Parliament, not to register an independent vote which is considered

a very improper and almost an illegal thing to do but to support a

particular combination or set of public men. The Ministry, being able

to count upon the whole vote of the majority, is of course safe till a

general election; which does not, as a rule, occur till a sufficient tapping
of the by-election barometer has convinced the leaders that it is time to
'

go to the country.' Now, it is significant and informing to note, as

has been just said, that the heterogeneous and multi-coloured majority
of 1892 acted, in this respect, quite as its predecessors did, and

brought its
* brute voting strength

'

to bear down all opposition,

when any question of confidence in the Government arose, with even

more mechanical steadiness than such united and fairly harmonious

majorities as those of 1874 and 1880. It would seem, therefore, that

a Ministry pillared on a number of detached groups may be quite as

safe against defeat in the House as one planted on the solid pedestal

of a single compact party ;
and a Ministry safe against defeat in the

House is a Ministry absolute while it lasts.

In fact, the group arrangement does not really interfere with the

system of delegation and Ministerial election by the constituencies,

which is now the essential element in our public polity. Many of

the members of the Parliament of 1892 were elected as associates of

a comparatively small sect or faction they were Liberal Unionists,

Radicals, Labour men, and so on
;
but there was no member of the

whole 670 who did not owe his election primarily to the manner in

which he answered the fundamental question, Do you support Mr.

Gladstone, or do you support Lord Salisbury ? That was the real

test. The constituencies demanded, and of course received, a

plain answer to the question ;
and they expect their representa-

tives to abide by the answer : an expectation which has not been

disappointed, since the number of gentlemen who, have developed
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'

independence
'

during the present Parliament is so small as to be

scarcely worth considering. The Groupists have been just as staunch

or as servile as the official brigade. The theory of many
persons was, and is, that you cannot count on the members with

fads and with fixed ideas on minor points. But that seems to be an

error. Beyond and around the fad and the pet project is the all-

embracing gaseous envelope of party sentiment. This is the air

breathed into the lungs of the politician by the Caucus that turned

him from the wandering and troubled ghost called a Candidate

into the flesh-and-blood Member. Koughly and broadly, the con-

stituency sent its man to Westminster to keep in one set of political

players, or to get them out ; and to do anything but obey this mandate

would be as treasonous as if, for example, a Surrey bowler should fail

to do his best against the Yorkshire wickets because he disapproved
of his captain's views on Home Kule or Proportional Kepresentation.

On the other hand, it may be said that even if the groups would

hesitate to combine against the Ministry of their choice when it is a

question of a formal vote of confidence, there is no certainty that

they would not do so on other issues. Indeed, we have had examples
before now of a snap division taken on some minor point, and

inflicting a sudden defeat on a Government which in a general way
had a good working majority in the House. A very eminent states-

man, who has been good enough to send me some criticisms on my
former article, has pointed out that it is this circumstance which

renders it as necessary as ever it was for the Cabinet to contain

members who are adepts in the art of House of Commons manage-
ment and possess the confidence of the Chamber. It is true that the

Ministry is generally impregnable when it has had time to organise
electoral pressure, and to bring to bear the Caucus machinery on the

rank and file
;
but it is always liable, unless the House of Commons is

skilfully managed and properly held in hand, to sustain a rebuff on

some incident that may arise in the course of debate, or on some

question too remote from general interest to rouse the party feeling

of the constituencies. In other words, though you could not defeat a

Government on the second reading of a Home Rule Bill, you might

possibly do so on the Opium Question, the Eight Hours Day, Bimetal-

lism, or Miss Cass. As the parties are more and more broken up into

groups, no doubt temporary combinations among several of them to

support each other mutually, on the do ut des principle, might
become more common. But it is not at all certain that these com-

binations, even if they produced rather frequent successes in the

division lobbies, would really diminish the authority of the Cabinet.

In the midst of the shifting cliques and kaleidoscopic combinations

of the House of Commons, the Ministry would seem the one stable

element in the situation the one power which, on the large

issues, has the weight of public opinion behind it. The Ministers
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would probably be supported by the electors if they quietly dis-

regarded a defeat produced by any such temporary combination as that

suggested ; and, indeed, as things stand, they would almost be justi-

fied in treating the division as nothing more than a very emphatic

expression of opinion in favour of a particular policy or measure,
which need not for a moment involve anything so serious as their

own resignation. No one can have failed to observe a very distinct

tendency in that direction already ;
and the tendency will grow

stronger if the groups increase in number and diminish in size.

The Cabinet, feeling that it is in fact put into office by the vote

of the constituencies, expressed at a general election, may before long

formally avow the doctrine, already to a large extent informally

accepted and acted upon, that it ought not to be displaced except by
the authority which gave it existence

;
that is to say, that it will nob

go out till it is beaten either at a general election or in a long series

of by-elections. It may be said that it would be unconstitutional for a

Ministry to continue in office after a defeat in the House ofCommons
;

but a Ministry so defeated and yet unwilling to resign might find

an easy vindication.
' We have no reason to believe,' they would

say,
' that we have really forfeited the confidence of our constituents,

or even of their representatives. True, we have been worsted on a

side issue
;
but that tells us nothing as to the feeling of the country.

We were put in (let us say) as Unionists and Conservatives, with a

mandate generally to maintain the constitution and uphold the

integrity of the United Kingdom. A knot of Lancashire members,
who want us to impose a higher excise duty on Indian cotton, and a

number of Fair Traders, who are sulking with us over preferential

tariffs, have pro hac vice combined for good consideration offered

with the Kadicals and others to carry a resolution about Imperial

Penny Postage which we declined to accept. Very well. That shows

us that the majority of the House of Commons is, or pretends to be,

in favour of sending letters to Australia with a penny stamp on them
;

but it does not show that the majority of the country, or even the

majority of the House, is tired of Unionism and Toryism and would

like to go over to Separatism and Home Kule.' In fact, if the number

of parties increases very largely, it will be almost inevitable that this

view should be generally accepted.

Suppose, instead of ten or twelve groups, there were twenty or

thirty, or more
;
and suppose that some, at any rate, of these little

companies had really renounced their connection with the older and

larger parties, and were prepared to sell their swords to the highest
bidder as readily as the Scotch soldiers of fortune in the Thirty
Years' War. Obviously, in such circumstances, one could never

forecast the result of a division. The possible permutations and

combinations would make the business of the Whips very much a

matter of hazard and guess-work ;
and the most powerful of party

VOL. XXXVII No. 218 Q Q
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leaders might come down to the House any afternoon quite

uncertain whether the sudden defection of a squadrone volante, or

a hasty bargain struck with one of his guerilla captains, might not

leave him in a minority before nightfall. But would the country care

to be troubled with a general election each time one of these

episodes occurred ? Would it want to have a change of Ministry on

its hands four or five times a year ? Probably the common sense of

Englishmen would object to all this superfluous inconvenience, and

would quite contentedly support the action of a Cabinet which declined

to resign on any so-called defeat in the House of Commons less

regular and deliberate than a direct vote of censure. In fact, the

attitude of a Premier towards Parliament would be in some degree

analogous to that of the Chancellor in Germany and Austria. The
chief Minister in those monarchies is the nominee ofthe Emperor, not

of the elected Assembly : he is appointed to hold office at the pleasure

of his master without any special reference to the majority in the

Chambers. In England, under the developed group system, the

Premier would be the nominee, not of the Crown (except formally),

but of the constituencies, and he would be expected to retain office

till he received a clear intimation that the Sovereign People desired

another Grand Vizier : meanwhile doing his best to make up his work-

ing majority as he went along by a skilful manipulation of the

various parties and interests.

Many good observers, I am aware, think that the process of de-

velopment will be entirely different. They believe that Cabinets, being
no longer able to count on a stable majority from week to week or

day to day, would be rickety and feeble from their inglorious birth

to their premature and violent death, and that changes of Ministry
would be of constant occurrence. In fact, we should begin to approach
the condition of things which has existed in France since 1879, and

consider a Ministry exceptionally fortunate if it outlived its first

year of office. Most Englishmen would regard the prospect with

extreme distaste, and apart from this sentiment there are good
reasons for supposing that the course of political evolution is more

likely than anything else to turn to an increase of the power and

importance of the Cabinet. But at the same time there is un-

doubtedly a conscious desire on the part of some politicians and

especially of some active democratic leaders to assist the opposite

process. In their jealousy of the growing influence of the Cabinet

oligarchy they would not even shrink from a certain imitation of

French methods. It must not be forgotten that the system which

prevails in France, if it makes the Ministry weak, does also add con-

siderably to the strength of the Chambers, and especially to their

direct influence over administration. Englishmen, with the rather

Pharisaical belief they cherish in their own political excellence, are

never tired of moralising on the unhappy instability of the French
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institutions. Each time we hear that an ephemeral French Premier

has been ' used up
'

after a troubled reign of five months or so, we
shake our heads in our virtuous British fashion, and in that spirit of

gloomy resignation with which one is prepared to encounter the mis-

fortunes of one's neighbours, we whisper heavily of revolution. The
talk of French instability is indeed natural enough for those who will

insist on measuring the Gallic liquor in an English decanter. We
think of what our own feelings would be if we had seen nearly a dozen

Prime Ministers in and out of office in half that number of years, and

are appalled at the mere imagination.
But a little consideration of the history of the Third Kepublic

may lead us to doubt whether France is, after all, so unstable.

The people seem to be confident in themselves, and sufficiently

contented with those institutions we regard with so much bene-

volent distrust; they have borne themselves calmly enough under

the menaces of foreign war, in a financial crisis that seemed

enough to undermine the whole fabric of commercial credit, and

even through an event so shattering to the public nerves as the

assassination of the Chief of the State. No people could have behaved

with more firmness and self-control than the French after the murder of

President Carnot
;
no constitution could have answered more effectu-

ally to the sudden strain put upon it. As for those rapid changes of

Ministry which fill our journalists with thoughtful apprehension each

time they occur in Paris, they are taken quite coolly by Frenchmen.

Nobody goes to bed and dreams of barricades when one set of

slightly known gentlemen replaces another at the official residences.

On the contrary, the world rolls on much as usual
;
the French are

an excitable people, but it seems that it takes more than the fall of

a Ministry to excite them now. They have learnt by this time that

there is no occasion for alarm when one of these episodes occurs, and

that the changes may be rung among the twenty or so of available

Premiers without making any substantial difference to the ordinary

citizen, and without indeed producing any necessarily striking effect

upon the national policy. Above all they know that the administra-

tion of the Eepublic will run smoothly enough because it is, to a con-

siderable extent, not in the hands of Messieurs les Ministres at all.

The French Chambers have a control over administration much greater

than that exercised by the House of Commons. Its bureaux are not

merely examining and investigating bodies, but actual administrative

committees. By means of them the executive power is in great

part taken out of the hands of the Ministries. The Chamber has

its hand upon the details of finance, military and foreign affairs, and

the great departments of State ; and this, though it takes much from

the influence of the head clerks and expert wire-pullers who are

called Ministers, does on the other hand secure a continuity of policy

which renders the frequent change of Cabinets infinitely less im-
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portant than it must appear to those who consider the matter

from the English standpoint. The centre of administrative stability-

is not, as with us, in the Ministry, but in the ministerial committees

of the Chambers.

In fact, executive administration by fully responsible and tempo-

rarily autocratic Ministers hardly exists in its highly developed form

anywhere but in the Imperial Government of Great Britain. It

does not really exist in France
;

it cannot be said to exist in America
;

and what is particularly worth noticing is that it has never been

adopted in our local self-governing communities. A town council, a

school board, a vestry, a board of guardians, does not do its business

by means of a responsible Ministry. When the London County
Council was established, there was much debate on the question ;

but the Council decided to manage its administration on the same

lines as most other local elective bodies that is to say, by the system
of executive committees. The London County Council does not have

its Minister of Drains, its Minister of Fire Brigades, its Minister of

Music Halls, and so on, each nominally responsible to the whole

Council, but practically the nominees only of the party which is in

the majority and is to remain in the majority till the next election.

Instead, its fire brigade, its public works, its finance, its legal and

parliamentary business, and its other departments, are placed each

under its own committee, made up from both sides, though, of course,

in most cases there is a proportionately larger representation of the

majority. Each committee frames its own projects of administration

and legislation, and lays them before the whole House for acceptance
or rejection, acting, no doubt, more or less on advice of its chief clerks,

surveyors, engineers, and medical officers, who form its staff of tech-

nical experts, and correspond roughly to the permanent officials at

the head of the great departments of State.

So it is, generally speaking, with school boards, town councils,

vestries, and other local bodies, except that in many of these cases it

will happen that a great deal of power is wielded by the chairman,

who, if he is a man of character, may often contrive to make himself

a sort of President and Prime Minister in one. This system of govern-
ment by committee is now well established in our minor adminis-

tration
;

it has on the whole worked smoothly ;
it is understood by

some of the active * new ' men who have been trained for Parliament

in parochial and municipal politics ;
and it is not at all unlikely that

a serious attempt will be made to carry it further in the management
of the national business.

The idea would be that there should be ten or a dozen committees

say, of twenty to thirty members each which would be entrusted

with the general supervision and control of the great departments.
There would be a Budget Committee, an ArmyCommittee, a Navy Com-

mittee, a Foreign Affairs Committee, and so on. These bodies would

hold their sittings in private. No report would be published of their
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debates, nor any particulars of their divisions
;
and it would be dis-

tinctly understood that any decision arrived at would be announced

through the Chairman, and would be accepted by the minority, as

well as by the majority, as that of the whole. The committees

would have power to call for accounts and papers, to invite Ministers

to come before them and vindicate or explain their administrative ac-

tion, and even to examine the departmental officials and technical

advisers of the Cabinet.

This is the ideal of certain members of the progressive school,

and, I believe, in particular of some of the ablest of the advanced

Radicals, like Mr. John Burns, who have trained themselves for Par-

liament in municipal politics ;
and it must be admitted that there is a

good deal to be said in its favour. In the first place, it would restore

to the House of Commons some degree of control over the Executive.

At present it has little or none. The Cabinet, backed up by its

majority, the Caucus, and the official bureaucracy, have between them
so much power that the House can hardly get a finger upon the

machine of government.
Under the arrangement suggested, there would be a fairly

representative delegation of the House able to go closely into the

details of administration, and to report on them with a great

weight of authority; and a Minister would have to be very
sure of his ground before he ventured to traverse the conclusions

brought before the country by so strong and independent a body
as a committee of this kind would be. Secondly, this system
would have the effect of giving a certain share in the control of the ad-

ministration to others besides the members of the dominant party. At

present the minority of the House can do little more to influence the

action of Ministers than the members of a Parliamentary debating

society.
* The business of an Opposition is to oppose/ and that, of

course, the Opposition can always do, but only with the certainty that

it must inevitably be beaten as long as the majority holds together. It

is, at the best, a hostile critic of the government of the Empire rather

than a partner in it. But in the proposed committees the Opposi-
tion would be strongly represented ;

its members would be able to

criticise, suggest, and advise, in these weighty little conclaves, as well

as their colleagues from the opposite benches ;
as there would be no

division lists published, there would be no Caucus to fear, and conse-

quently the strict ties of party obligation would be loosened inside

the walls of the committee-room
;
members would be able to vote

and talk on the questions before them without reference to the

Whips or the local wire-pullers ;
and an influential and well-informed

Opposition speaker would often be able to carry the committee with

him, even against the opinion of the Minister, who, in the open
session of the House, could overwhelm him by the sheer voting

strength of his heavier battalions.

Certain great questions would have a much better chance of
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being removed altogether from the sphere of party such, for

instance, as those of national defence. What an increase of

public confidence there would be in a Government Naval Programme.,
if we could know that it had had to pass the test of a critical and

detailed examination (based on actual communication with the

Admiralty's military and scientific experts) on the part of a com-

mittee which might include Lord George Hamilton and Mr. Shaw

Lefevre, Sir Charles Dilke and Mr. Arnold Forster, Mr. Bowles and

Mr. William Allan, with Sir Edward Keed to represent the marine

engineers, Sir Edward Harland or Mr. Wolff for the shipbuilders,

Mr. Alpheus Cleophas Morton to see that the interests of economy
were not neglected, and Mr. John Burns to look after labour in the

dockyards and elsewhere ! If that committee were satisfied, probably
the House and the country would be almost satisfied too. On the

other hand, if the committee condemned the Admiralty scheme as

inadequate, it would need a most unusually strong and capable First

Lord to get Parliament and the constituencies to accept it. And

finally, to return to some of the advantages claimed for the Minis-

terial Committee system, it may be urged that it would secure a certain

continuity of administration. The personnel of the committees

would probably remain largely the same from Session to Session, and

perhaps even from Parliament to Parliament
;
and ifever we come to a

period of ephemeral Cabinets and frequent dissolutions, the existence

of these semi-permanent associations of members, conversant with

the details of public policy, would give us a sense of stability such as

I believe is to some degree secured in France by the control which is

vested in the hands of the bureaux of the Chambers.

Here, then, is one highly important change which may develop if

the multiplication of groups leads to the break-up of the party

system. The eventual result would be a great increase in the effec-

tive power of the House of Commons and a weakening of that of the

Cabinet. But whether or not this would be desirable, it is difficult

to see many signs of the tendency at present. So far, as I have

tried to show above, the indications that can be derived from the

history of the most '

groupified
' Parliament of modern times point

rather in the opposite direction. It is very probable, indeed, that the

party system will go to pieces ;
but if that does happen, the imme-

diate effect is likely to be an addition to the weight of the Cabinet,

and a wider recognition of the position which it has been quietly

allowed to assume of recent years. With a House of Commons

chaotic, disorganised, and palpably inefficient, the importance of the

other great working elements in the Constitution that is to say,

the Crown, the House of Lords, and the Cabinet will be more

sensibly felt
;
and we may reasonably look for a considerable increase

in the authority of all three of them, and particularly in that of the

Cabinet.

SIDNEY Low,
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PENALTIES OF IGNORANCE

ABOUT the year 1770 Madame Necker, describing a visit to a hos-

pital in Paris when the capital prided itself on its civilisation and

luxury, wrote :
* Patients who were recovering would have to share

their bed with those who were dangerously ill, the poorly or the

dying, a patient with an infectious disease or another merely tempo-

rarily indisposed. The most frightful scenes and fatal results were

the daily consequence of this state of things in the dreadful refuges

provided for earthly suffering. The human race was sacrificed under

the very eyes of doctors and nurses.'

Exactly a hundred years later, and shortly before the outbreak of

the Franco-Prussian War, I was taken by some friends to visit an

ancient abbey in another part of France which combined a convent

for Benedictine nuns with a general hospital for the sick. At the

period of my visit antiseptic surgery was in its infancy, and the life

history of disease was only beginning to be understood. That disease

was found to have a life history at all was chiefly due to the researches

of Pasteur, who had recently succeeded in proving the vitality of fer-

ments. On the publication of his book on the ferments of beer and

wine, Sir Joseph Lister, at once grasping the principle, never rested

until he had applied the knowledge to surgical practice. Still, the

result of the researches involved had, at the time of my visit, scarcely

emerged from the laboratory and the bondage of early opposition.

The management of all hospitals was consequently in a state of

primal simplicity when I passed through the wards of the abbey,
which had been open to the sick for 800 years.

After the trim look and efficient nursing of those English hospitals

to which I had been accustomed, I was greatly struck on entering
the wards to find our advent excited a general commotion, one half

of the patients darting back to bed, who had been attending to the

wants of the other half, too ill to rise.

This scuttling about revealed a condition of things better not

described, and was explained by the absence of the nuns, who were

occupied with their devotions in the chapel down below. But even

in these recent times cleanliness of the person and entourage was

so little considered that a visit to the wards was not only a pain, but

579
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a danger. On reaching the children's ward I could only look at the

crowd of helpless creatures from the door, being unable to cross the

threshold for the stench and reeking atmosphere within.

This, then, was the condition of things when the war broke out,

and the wounded were carried in hundreds from the comparative

safety of the battle-field to this sanctuary of death. Friends writing
at the time reported that * fever had broken out, and few left the

hospital alive.' Treated in ignorance, nursed in ignorance, they died

amidst continual but unavailing prayer.

No one was troubled with the thought that many of those pre-

cious lives might have been saved, for no one knew, or even suspected,

that these sacred walls had been the breeding-ground of living disease

for eight centuries of time, and that death in most cases was the

natural result of a violation of natural laws.

Not long ago I had an opportunity of visiting this hospital again,

and found that the epoch had made its mark. At first I had mis-

givings as to what I should find, for, passing through the lofty cathe-

dral, I heard the same old wail of the nuns at prayer, and peeping

through the grille saw a number of them rapt in meditation. But

in the wards all was changed ; knowledge had taken the place of

ignorance. Throughout the corridors a whirlwind of air swept day
and night, bathrooms were established, the wards were untainted

;

silence, order, and cleanliness scientific cleanliness prevailed.

Throughout the wards a sufficient number of '

sisters
' no longer

the gloomy, heavily clad nuns were in attendance, and they, in

common with the doctors and assistants, were clothed in modern

overalls of white. The pestilential children's ward no longer existed,

the children being dispersed among the adults. There was no need

to ask questions where everything told the tale of a new era begun.
It was one more evidence of the immense reform which had sprung
from Pasteur's Studies on Ferments, studies which link the brewery
with the hospital, the chemist with the physician and surgeon in one

united chain.

Not only, however, in France is the modernised hospital to be

found, but in Germany, Denmark, Finland, and Kussia, examples of

old hospitals may be met with admirably brought up to date, with a

relative decrease both in mortality and morbidity. The largest and

most perfect hospital existing is the Johns Hopkins in Baltimore,

which was built on modern scientific principles from basement to roof

about seven years ago.

Without entering too deeply into the well-known controversy

which focussed the attention of Liebig, Pasteur, and others on the

brewer's vat, it is sufficient to state that it lay with Pasteur to prove

experimentally, and determine for ever, that yeast was a living plant

which reproduced itself by budding. Further, that the diseases which

affected beer were caused by the presence of other living plants, all
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belonging to the lowest form of fungoid life and world of invisible

organisms.
To find the analogy between the working of the yeast and the

working of zymotic disease in the human subject, it will be necessary
to give a moment's attention to the life history of the little yeast-cell

as it performs the chemical operation of transforming the wort into

beer, an operation beyond the power of any human chemist or any
human brewer to perform. From a previous brew the brewer takes

a little yeast, adds it to the wort which he has prepared, and leaves

it alone. At first all appears to be quiet, for this is the period of

incubation, which means an immense deal of quiet energy before a

sign of fermentation can be seen.

At this stage our little yeast-cells are renewing their youth and

reproducing themselves under the influence of the free oxygen and

organised substances they find there
;
but gradually, as they absorb

from the mass that which they specially require for their subsistence,

certain elements are set free which entirely alter the original conditions

of their life.

As carbonic acid gas is one of these elements, it is evident that

free oxygen can no longer be within reach of our little cells, but

making the best of circumstances they still contrive to wrest from the

sugar of the barley just sufficient oxygen to enable them to become

acclimatised to the altered environment. At this point the multipli-
cation of the yeast cells becomes slower, while the splitting up, or

rather breaking down, of the elements goes on faster, fermentation is

visibly at work, and the final product of our little cells is the pure
alcoholic beverage known to us as beer.

If a second supply of yeast were now added to the already fer-

mented liquor, it would only cloud it, but have no more effect than a

second inoculation of infectious disease say scarlet fever would

have on a person just recovered. That element on which it formerly
existed is gone, therefore fresh-sown seeds would only remain inert

or perish.

With regard to the diseases of beer, it was demonstrated in the

course of these researches that the air everywhere about us is filled

with the living germs of moulds, ferments, and bacteria, which cling
to surrounding walls, and are wafted about by the wind. Carried on

particles of dust, they are ready to germinate or reproduce themselves

.anywhere on finding a suitable soil. Since these early days methods

have been found by which the different species can be isolated, culti-

vated, and studied separately.

Previous to these discoveries the brewing of beer was conducted

under all the disadvantages of ignorance ignorance as to the nature

of the yeast, and ignorance as to the nature of the diseases which

affected beer. As a natural result the brewer was tempted to sell it for

consumption before it was properly fermented. Further it was thought
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that any hole or corner was good enough for the brewing of beer, and

no consideration whatever was given to site or cleanliness. Hence, in

common with the hospitals of the period, the walls were the culture

ground of disease, and, in common with the surgeons of the period, the

brewers knew not whence the mischief came. The consequence was

loss of human life on the one hand, and loss of good beer on the other,

until the remedies were found.

These remedies were arrived at simultaneously by the late Herr

Jacobsen, an enlightened brewer of Copenhagen, who neutralised the

dangers of surroundings by keeping the air too cold for the vitality of

the putrefactive organisms, and by Professor (now Sir Joseph) Lister,

who introduced the present system of antiseptics. By the latter

process the danger of blood poisoning is averted by sterilising in cer-

tain acids all the instruments used in a surgical operation, and by

sealing the open wound against the entrance of disease organisms by
the use of carbolised dressings.

While recognising the enormous advantages which have accrued

to mankind by the application of these scientific principles to surgery
and brewing, let us now consider how far we have got in applying the

same principles to the every-day things of home life.

Since Pasteur in the course of his chemical researches dragged
the long-hidden cause of disease into light, and opened our eyes to a

hitherto unsuspected law of Nature, we can no more get rid of the

newly revealed facts than we can stop the rotation of the earth. And

yet this knowledge, so important in housekeeping, so useful to those

who are responsible for the health of others, and which so closely

concerns us all, forms no part in the general education of the people.

The precious key has been given to us, but, so far as domestic life is

concerned, the gates of knowledge remain closed. Now, if the poor
man understood the raison d'etre of the antiseptic dressing of his

wounds, and the rich man knew the beautiful part Nature takes in

providing him with the clear and sparkling ale and wine l on his table,

then would they severally learn that the matter of life or death,

success or failure in many things, depends on our realisation of that

world of busy living organisms which we cannot see. But as things
are at present, we accept our blessings, as we accept our pains and

penalties, in profound ignorance of why and whence they come
;
and

until we fully recognise this ; third realm ' and understand its direct

and indirect influence on our health and the healthiness of the

perishable things round about us, we are bound to suffer the conse-

quences of ignorance and waste.

1 The ferment that causes the fermentation of wine is deposited by Nature on the

outside of the grapes at the time of year they are beginning to ripen. If only the

inside of the grape were used apart from the husk, no fermentation would take place,

no wine would be produced, and the must would fall a prey to the organisms of

putrefaction.
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Not long ago I had a striking instance of the domestic penalties

attending ignorance of these natural laws which every woman ought
to know. During a visit to a country house my hostess complained
that life was an endless struggle with housekeeping, and that she
'

felt always walking in the dark, perfectly unable to anticipate what

would go wrong next/ The meat would not hang till it was tender

without going bad, the jam went mouldy, the apples went rotten when

stored, and the milk went sour. Such misfortunes were the troubles

of daily life, and were accepted as simply inevitable.

The house was a fine old English mansion which had served as a

family dwelling-place for over two hundred years. The drains and the

water supply had been brought up to date, but the larder was the

same as at the beginning.
This was a long narrow room receiving warmth from the adjoining

kitchen, and damp from the ground below. A small window at the

far end covered with perforated zinc was the only means of affording

light and ventilation, but as it opened into a walled court no moving
air could penetrate the damp and dim recesses where the meat was

kept. The whole place was scrubbed out once a week, but never

seemed to do any good ! Now, in circumstances such as these wet

cleaning could only add to the mischief, but from want of a little

scientific knowledge the trouble went on the same in the nineteenth

century as in the seventeenth. In the middle of the place hung an

ordinary meat safe, but, strange to say,
* the meat would not keep even

there !

'

On visiting this larder I was deeply interested to find myself in

the midst of surroundings which had become more or less familiar

to me in visiting various microbiological laboratories in different

parts of the world. Whatever it might be to the mistress of the

house, it was certainly to me most fascinating to discover dame Nature

at her work fulfilling her role undisturbed in this most disapproved
fashion. Here in the homely larder, Nature was having her way
unhindered by the scientific mind which in the laboratory keeps all

things under control. Some sausages which had been placed on the

shelf the night before were the first interesting objects that met my
eye, for they were beginning to develop a most beautiful growth of

the micrococcusprodigiosus, the same fungus which is accountable for

the miracle of the bleeding host. I found it also exuding like drops
of blood on some cheese not far off. This is a microbe which has

done more than any other to terrify the ignorant and credulous, as it

develops rapidly, and breaks outin unexpected places, not only on bread,

cheese, and meat, but on ponds and reservoirs, and when drawn into

the air may be discharged again in the form of rain, giving rise to

the phenomenon we hear of when it is said to rain blood. 2

2 This is a very minute vegetable micro-organism ;
the individual cells are only

visible by means of the microscope, and it is one of the most interesting of the colour-

forming bacteria.
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But this was only one species of organism in the midst of many
less demonstrative, though equally active in the work of destruction.

Everywhere the early signs of putrefaction had begun, leading to the

waste complained of. I was able to explain to my friend on the spot

that, although the shelves and floor looked so scrupulously clean, the

walls, the wire gauzes, the nooks, crannies, and corners, were laden

with the spores of many moulds and with bacteria, the invisible

agents of putrefaction and disease. In her larder every condition

was present that favoured their vitality and reproduction. This larder

was simply a culture ground for disease-germs, and was in fact in the

same condition that our hospitals were in before Sir Joseph Lister

introduced antiseptics. In the larder, food was the article provided
for the nourishment of living but invisible organisms, while in the

hospital it was human flesh and blood.

Something might have been done by placing charcoal over the

shelves and floor to absorb the moisture and purify the air, but, as

the place was radically bad, We agreed to condemn it forthwith in

favour of temporary quarters until thoroughly sanitary larders could

be established, which, by excluding the conditions which favour putre-

faction, were really suitable for the preservation of cooked and un-

cooked meats respectively.

We now passed on to the apple loft, to discover, if possible, why
the apples would not keep, although they were stored over the

laundry ! It happened that I had been visiting a friend not long
before in an ancient chateau near Arbois, and she had taken me to

see her apples stored in a cellar under the ground-floor of the castle.

These cellars or vaults were of vast extent, and were chiefly devoted

to the making of wine from her own vineyards. Throughout, the air

was pure, still, cold, and dry in fact, all that scientific knowledge
could make these cellars for my hostess was an ardent disciple of

Pasteur, who for years lived in the neighbourhood, and had conducted

some of his most interesting experiments on ferments on the Jura

mountains close by. As I was leaving the chateau that day I was

presented with one of the beautiful apples to eat on the journey. It

was cool, firm, and as fresh as the day it was gathered exactly a year

ago. When I reached Paris I placed the apple in a cupboard in my
bedroom, where it soon began to shrivel and decay. The change
from a temperature and conditions inimical to fungoid life, to an

atmosphere warm and damp, and teeming with the invisible spores

of innumerable organisms, soon proved fatal to the apple.

The remedy which naturally suggested itself in the present case

was to store future apples not the infected apples in a cold cellar

free from moulds.

A few years ago I went through similar experiences to those

above recorded, in a country house I had taken in Scotland for the

On paying my morning visit to the larder I found that all
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the meats cooked only the day before were moist and mildewy next

day. As this was the only larder of the establishment, every kind of

food was kept in it, as in the other case. Being large and well

lighted, it looked to the uninitiated all that the larder of a well-

appointed house ought to look. The reason of its disastrous influence

on the family food was not far to seek, for, besides being damp, it

rejoiced in the close proximity of a dust-heap, into which every kind

of putrescible matter was thrown. This foul spot was not hastily

removed in the height of summer, but was there and then covered

over with dry garden soil, which rendered it innocuous, and a new
larder was erected outside, where the pure air could circulate all

round it.

It is curious in these days of sanitary science to find so little

attention given to the larder as a factor in health, when its importance
should at least be recognised pari passu with the drains. As a rule,

there is only too close a connection between the two which it would

be advisable to cut off.

In order to realise the dangers to health which may arise from

neglect of our larders, we cannot do better than give some considera-

tion to the Local Government Keports on Food Poisoning. Therein

may be found every detail from the deadly feast to the subsequent

inquiry. The repetition of cases is truly bewildering. There is the
' Wholesale Poisoning of a Family ;

' '

Poisoning of a Wedding Party ;

'

the sausage case
;
the brawn case

;
the pork-pie case

; poisoning by
sardines, tinned meats, &c. In these cases the poison has not been

placed in the food by any murderous human hand
; but, manufactured

in the damp and dim recesses of the cellar, or larder, or in badly
closed tins, it finds its own way to the food with all the subtlety of an

invisible agent, acting in simple obedience to a natural law. To take

one* of the many cases. A family who had hot leg of pork for dinner

one Sunday were well on the following day. On that Monday one or

two members of the family ate the cold pork for dinner again, and

were attacked with illness from seven to nineteen hours later. Now,
in the evening of the same day, two other persons partook of the

pork and developed symptoms of poisoning after an interval of only
four hours. The poison at the end of the day had become more
intense as the day wore on, consequently the supper proved fatal, and

those two persons died. The history of the pig was traced, and it

was proved that the animal was healthy, and that no one else had

suffered from eating the other parts of the same pig. On the other

hand, the cellar where the cold pork was kept was found to be unfit

for the healthy preservation of meat, and it was observed that milk,

went quickly sour and would not keep in the cellar.

In the United States of America a few years ago a number of

people were poisoned by eating frozen custard, and the subsequent

investigation brought forth the following facts :
' The milk supplied
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to a small village had never been questioned. It was in constant use

by some fifty or more people, and no cases of illness had arisen which

could be in any manner attributed to the milk. In the preparation
for a festival, some gallons of this milk were obtained and made into

custard. The custard was divided into two portions, one of which
was flavoured with lemon, the other with vanilla. The lemon custard

was eaten without harmful effect, while a teaspoonful of that flavoured

with vanilla caused nausea, vomiting, and purging. Of course it was

quite natural to conclude that the vanilla was the poisonous agent,
because at first it seemed that the only difference between the samples
was that due to the use of the flavourings. Fortunately, however,
not more than half of the vanilla in the bottle had been used, and
the non-poisonous character of this flavouring was demonstrated by a

young man who took two teaspoonfuls of the remainder without

being in any way affected. The real difference between the portions
of the custard is explained by the following : the lemon custard was

frozen immediately and sent to the festival, while the vanilla custard

stood for two hours before being frozen in a very filthy room, the air

of which was said to have been like that of a privy vault. This room
had been some weeks before used as a butcher's shop, and had never

been cleansed, and the bits of decomposing meat rendered the air

foul, and supplied the germs with which the custard was infected.3

Even without any unpleasant smell and flavour of decomposition
to give warning, the products of microbes may be virulent. That is

to say, a chemical change in the material has been effected by
their presence. In cool and wholesome surroundings the multiplica-

tion of these organisms is retarded, hence the change from safety to

danger is too slow for accidents to happen as a rule
; but in damp,

warm, and unwholesome surroundings the change is rapid, giving
rise to mild or severe attacks of diarrhoea, followed in some cases by
death. In all albuminoid substances undergoing decomposition these

poisons are generated, and are now termed '

ptomaines/ from ptoma,
a dead body.

Examples of these have been obtained from putrid mackerel and

putrefying codfish, and one taken from the same sources is so

highly poisonous that it has been compared to the venom of the

cobra.

Another highly poisonous substance has been isolated from putrid

gelatine and sweetbread, and another from putrid cheese. It is not

the microbe itself that is poisonous, but its
'

product
'

that which it

produces that kills human beings when swallowed.

Apart from the danger of illness there are few houses where the

housekeeper does not suffer from perishable things perishing. We
have only to walk along the fashionable thoroughfares of our

metropolis in summer to become painfully sensible of the fact that

* Dr. Victor Vaughan, Michigan.
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sundry joints of meat and '

special fed
'

poultry are about to appear

on fashionable tables from a tainted source. It is not an uncommon

thing to find a milkshop in the midst of a mews surrounded with

steaming dungheaps. Often the milkshop has to do duty as a

post-office, where people are continually going to and fro, and some-

times it forms part of a general store, where things are sold not

altogether savoury. Poulterers' shops are apt to be the worst, for

there live rabbits are kept on the premises awaiting the hour of

their doom ;
and not long ago a friend going to buy a Christmas

turkey found, in addition to rabbits and other live creatures in

hutches, two large bulldogs, one gnawing the head of a turkey which

was dangling conveniently over its kennel. The natural result of

such a shocking state of things is that expensive poultry reaches the

table tainted, and tasting, as some one said, of the smell of the shop.

In the first place, the shop is in a street, and the street is overlaid

with dung and other impurities, and then watered to lay the dust.

Nothing could be better for the putrefactive organisms, or worse

for the meat, for the heat from above and moisture rising up from

below complete the necessary conditions of their existence, and favour

their rapid reproduction in the food.

Now there is no reason why we should accept any provisions that

are going through this putrefactive process, for the same principles

which have already done so much to save human life in hospitals,

and to save many important industries that suffered from deteriora-

tion and disease in various forms, may equally well, and with equal

advantage, be applied to every provision shop and every big and

little home throughout the country.
In America a great deal of waste is saved by a widespread system

of cold storage. An illustrated journal with a large circulation is

devoted to this subject alone. One contributor describes his losses

inbutter till he adopted the cold-storage system, which he recommends

being adopted in immediate connection with the farm, the object

being a purely scientific one namely, to save the butter from being

exposed even for a few hours between the churn and the cold chamber.

In this way it can reach the customer ' after keeping six months or

more, so that no expert can tell it from butter only a few days old.'

Another writer describes the profits derived from storing fresh

eggs in the same way for supplying the trade
; but for ordinary

domestic purposes eggs will keep fresh if protected from the air by

simply being rubbed over with salt butter while new laid, and if

possible while still warm.

It is regrettable to think that four millions sterling is paid away

annually for the importation of eggs from other countries while our

farmers, on the one hand, are deploring bad times, and the British

public, on the other hand, and with very good reason, are continually

deploring bad eggs. When we consider the over-abundance that
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comes in the spring and summer, and compare it with the scant

supply of farm produce in the winter, the only reasonable plan seems

to be to equalise the supply throughout the year by the adoption of

those scientific measures which are quite within our reach.

While we are still regarding ice as a luxury only to be used on

our table in the height of summer, the Americans have long since

adopted it as a domestic necessity for the daily preservation of food.

A few years ago, when visiting New York, I noticed that many
high -class houses had a mysterious little building at the back to which

the various cooks were continually bringing different articles of food,

or from which they were taking food away. These turned out to be

cold-storage places, which were daily .supplied with ice. They were

not the clumsy refrigerators to which we are accustomed, and which

hold so little, but spacious convenient cold cupboards.
Cold is one of the simplest and least objectionable antiseptics that

can be used in the case of food, and must not be confused with freez-

ing, which interferes more or less with the flavour of meat and game.
In applying cold it is sufficient to preserve exactly the amount of

chill that will suspend the vitality of the putrefactive organisms.
Meat that is brought from New Zealand and Australia is frozen owing
to the distance it has to come, but meat brought from America is

simply chilled. Great cold-storage depots are now established at the

docks for the reception of frozen and chilled meats pending arrange-
ments with the dealers

;
otherwise all the advantages gained up to

this point would be lost.

During the great Congress on Hygiene and Demography which was

held in London in 1891 many interesting papers were read on the

communication of disease from animals to man, and the diseases

which affect man from eating the diseased flesh of animals. As most

of the leading authorities of the world were assembled to take part

in the discussions, many curious facts were brought to light marking
the age of transition in which we live.

The precautions taken to prevent diseased meat getting into the

market were fully discussed. In Germany, apparently, the pre-

cautions taken are the most stringent and scientific, for in connection

with the abattoirs, which are under strict supervision, certain por-

tions of the carcass are subjected to microscopic examination before

being
'

passed/
In America, animals are examined before and after being killed -

but in our own country the condition of things seems to be so un-

satisfactory that one German professor expressed himself as surprised

to find in England
' the cradle of hygiene' that ' meat inspection,

one of the most important branches of public sanitation, had been so

thoroughly neglected, notwithstanding the fact that it might so easily

be enforced.'

It seems that if an inspector seizes meat at the market which he
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suspects to be tuberculous, he is not empowered to condemn it forth-

with, but has to take it before a magistrate to be condemned by him.

If the magistrate refuses to condemn, the meat goes back to the

market, and the owner is now at liberty to bring an action for damages

against the inspector. Dr. Vacher, Medical Officer of Health at

Birkenhead, who describes in his paper a frightful condition of things,

says he has known within his own experience such actions brought

successfully against the inspectors.

It is true that when infectious disease breaks out on a farm it has

to be notified to the local sanitary officer, who may at once condemn

the whole herd. Compensation may or may not be given, but there

the matter ends. Knowing what is before him, the farmer's object

in life is to conceal the outbreak of disease if possible, and to send

his animals off on the first sign of sickness to the nearest butcher,

where no questions are asked, and where no supervision exists.

There is no doubt that in most country places throughout England,

Scotland, and Ireland the farm buildings are much in the same con-

dition now as our hospitals were in a century ago, when disease and

its causes were not understood. No attention is given to ventilation

and cleanliness. When sickness breaks out the animals are either

ruthlessly slaughtered, or left to take their chance of recovery in con-

ditions which favour disease more than health death more than

convalescence. On the very farm which supplies the market daily

with milk and butter, sick and healthy animals may be herded to-

gether, sharing the same roof and attendants, no one knowing any
better, or able to recognise the danger. The laws of health in the

case of animals being exactly the same as with human beings, the

farm in such circumstances is no better than the pest-house in Paris

so vividly described by Madame Necker.

When we consider the enormous benefits which have accrued to

suffering humanity by reform in our hospitals, it is deplorable to

think that our farms are left behind the age, mere culture grounds
for the diseases of animals, and diseases that affect our milk, butter,

and most things on which our daily food depends.
A few years ago, when visiting a friend in the Highlands, I had a

fair opportunity of seeing the condition in which the average farm

of the country was kept. My hostess one day was complaining of the
* bad luck

'

she was having among the animals at the home farm, so I

went with her on a tour of inspection, and found the byre (cowhouse)
full of cows in every stage of dejection. Some had already died, and in

a small byre adjoining the larger one we found the dying a most

miserable herd.

Nobody knew anything about the disease, but it was mentioned

as a singular fact that the cattle left out in the field day and night
were perfectly well.

This farm had been built about forty years ago, under all the

VOL. XXXYII No. 218 R R
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disadvantages of universal ignorance of the most elementary laws of

health. The byre was a long narrow building with a blank wall to

the heads of the animals. Two windows, made not to open, were on

the opposite side. The flooring was not of concrete but of rough
stones. Within two yards of the entrance lay the usual farm dung-

heap, so that the only air that could reach the inside of the byre
and the dairy next door was polluted. To the eye of a sanitarian all

at first seemed hopeless ;
but pointing to the filth-laden walls, the cob-

webs of ages in the roof, and the slime of ages on the floor, I told

my friend that there the mischief lay.

Passing outside into the pure Highland air which was sweeping

up from the Souters of Cromarty, I relieved her mind by telling her

the remedy was at her door, in that pure air which was Nature's anti-

septic. The healthy animals in yonder field were mutely telling her

what to do, and she had only to do it.

The sickly animals were consequently turned into a field by
themselves and recovered, the dying died, the whole place was

cleansed, disinfected, reformed, and no more was heard of sickness

and disease.

It is not easy to see how the existing state of things can be

improved until the farmer is sufficiently instructed to recognise first

that he is the loser by his own ignorance, and secondly that his

calling is one of great responsibility towards the public. If the

landlord, instead of remitting so much per cent, on the rent owing
to ' bad times,' were to assist the tenant-farmer in the work of reform,

it would go far to strike at the root of the evil, and bring more hope
for better times in the future. Again, if the State were to

extend the scene of its energies from the end of the track to the

fountain-head of the mischief, and either insist on reform, or aid

it, the influence would be felt not only directly on the animals

and the produce of the farm, but indirectly on the health of man.

It stands to reason that if only healthy animals left the farm there

would be less to fear from the spread of disease at the market-

pljice, and the discovery of disease at the abattoirs and meat

markets. With disease playing havoc in our own country, it seems

doing things by halves to guard our ports and leave our insular

breeding-grounds free.

To turn to the other side of the picture, it is pleasant to think in

the midst of these depressing ideas that some of our large dairy

farms have already adopted enlightened measures for preventing
' milk epidemics

'

taking their origin in the farm.

When Pasteur was in this country about ten years ago he was

taken to visit the Aylesbury Dairy, which was the first to show the

lead in this direction. He was extremely interested to find that

the principles which had been already adopted by the advanced

hospitals and breweries of the world had been taken up by this
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dairy, which was conducted from beginning to end in a scientific way ;

the farm being under supervision, and the milk being daily inspected

by a scientific chemist, who was retained on the spot.

As it is now universally known that milk is one of the most
subtle of disease-carriers, there has sprung up a feverish anxiety among
mothers to boil the milk. Failing better methods, this is the only
wise precaution that can be taken

; but in the boiling of the milk it

should be remembered that certain antiscorbutic qualities are lost,

which do not matter to adults, who enjoy every variety of food, but

in infancy this loss is serious. In what is called humanised milk

this element is also wanting, from the sterilising or heating process it

is subjected to, and if continued to be given beyond the earlier

months of infancy it leads to bleeding gums and other symptoms of

scurvy.

Sir William Jenner, in one of his essays, asks :
' Can we wonder

that rickets is prevalent among the poor of London ? Can we fail to

wonder that geography, history, and crochet work form so large items

in the instruction imparted at our national schools, and the doctrines

of life so small an item ? Let the girls there educated be taught
that Constantinople is the capital of Turkey, if it be of any advantage
for them to know it, but let them also learn how to dress, feed, nurse,

and lodge an infant, so that it might run a fair chance of not swelling
the amount of that truly awful column in the Kegistrar-Greneral's

Keturn deaths under one year.'

Considering, then, the dire effects of ignorance, it is surely time

to ask when we may expect some of this practical knowledge to form

part of the general education of the people. As I have shown, it is

not enough to have professional inspection of food before it reaches

the consumer, for poison of the most deadly kind may be generated
in cooked and uncooked food through impure surroundings in the

home. We may take milk from the purest source and yet cause

agony and miserable health to our child by passing it through the

familiar feeding-tube, where the"germs of putrefaction find a breeding-

place, and from which it is almost impossible to dislodge them.

Hence from infancy to old age we are constantly the victims of our

own ignorance ;
and this is all the more strange in an age of immense

educational activity.

When we look around and see the countless houses everywhere,

indicating so many homes presided over by women of every degree
and in every station of life, it is deplorable to think of the domestic

chaos which the lack of more practical education brings about.

There is no doubt a movement in this direction, wisely favoured by
Board schools and County Councils, but merely to teach cookery and

dairy work is not enough. We must begin at the beginning and

teach the importance of cleanliness in the kitchen and in the entourage
of the dairy, and direct attention to the penalties of neglect. To

E R 2
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teach such things would be to excite in women a more intelligent

interest in housekeeping, and make them realise the high place

assigned to them in the order of Nature. To those who are in-

tellectually disposed the art of keeping a house healthy and those

within it in health might open up endless fields of interest, rival-

ling in mental exercise the more classical studies of Grirton and

Newnham.
When Napoleon the First was asked by Madame de Stael who-

was the woman he ' most loved,
5

his reply was 'My wife;' but on

being pressed as to the woman he ' most esteemed/ his answer was
' The woman who is the best housekeeper.'

4

To attain this art, then, in its highest sense, it is absolutely

necessary to extend a wider and more practical education to women
of every class ; and it is only through this channel that women can.

hope throughout married life to retain at once the ' love
J

of the

husband, and to secure man's lifelong
'

esteem.'

ELIZA PEIESTLEY.

4 St. Amand.
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DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN PARIS

DURING the last twenty or twenty-five years house-building in Paris

has undergone a remarkable evolution, the leading phases of which

deserve to be described.

It is well known that the Paris houses known as maisons de

rapport that is to say, those built to be let out differ essentially

from the London houses constructed for the same purpose. In

England every man desires to have his home, to be the only occupier

of the house he lives in, to be under his own rooftree
; but in France

people do not care to isolate themselves in this manner, they ar&

willing enough to share the same roof with others, and, provided there

is a solid door between them and the main staircase, they are fairly

satisfied.

Without seeking the reasons for this wide difference, to do which,

although easy, would be somewhat long, let us examine the advantages
and drawbacks of the two systems. To be really at home in one's

house ;
to be at liberty to go out and come in at will, without having

to undergo the scrutiny of an individual who sometimes claims the

right to watch your movements
;
to be free from the noisy racket of

other tenants, underneath or overhead these are great, and, to

certain natures, almost indispensable, advantages. But it is tiresome

to be constantly obliged to go up or down stairs, either to dress or

for meals, especially as English staircases are rarely wide and com-

modious
;
and to live in a house where the bedroom ceilings are low

and the drawing-rooms so small that one's guests can scarcely move

about, and are sometimes forced to take refuge on the landing, is also

very unsatisfactory. These are the stumbling-blocks of London

architects. There is another defect, to which the leading architects

are not blind that is, the necessity, in order to give their edifices an

appearance of uniformity, of applying one style of architecture to a

whole line of houses, in which the dwellings are divided into vertical

strips, so to speak. Hence a fatiguing symmetry, an unbroken same-

ness that displeases the artistic eye.

Economy also is sacrificed. Each of these inhabited strips must
593
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have its front door, its covered porch, and its staircase, so that for ten

families ten front doors, ten porches, and ten staircases are necessary.

How much better it would be to have but one of each of these

adjuncts, and, at less cost, to make them real works of art ! Look at

Paris houses !

If the reproach has been made that London houses are nearly all

built on small plots of ground, and that they resemble 'parrots'

perches/ it has also been said that Parisian habitations are like
' chests

of drawers/ This criticism is not very severe, and if it stopped there

the Parishouse would, at all events, be a commodious piece of furniture.

It possesses, in our opinion, one serious defect, namely, that its

occupants are not at home : one has the impression of being merely

camped there that one is living in the street. The principal entrance

is used by people of all sorts and conditions. If one of your fellow-

tenants happens to be standing there, you cannot pass in or out.

The staircase also is a public thoroughfare : you risk meeting dis-

agreeable faces, people with whom you do not care to come in contact.

Even the door of your apartment is public, as anybody can ring and

cause it to be opened, with the excuse of having mistaken the floor,

or even without any excuse at all. The tenant above you may have

dancing going on all night over your head, and the little daughter of

the one beneath may awaken you at dawn by her piano practice.

The French horn is about the only thing forbidden. The violoncello

is not prohibited, and a most perfidious instrument it is
;
when it

begins to groan it can be heard from the first floor to the sixth.

Paris houses of recent construction are more sonorous than the older

ones, on account of the extensive use of iron and hollow pottery.

The sound of the voice can often be heard from one flat to another.

Still, there are compensations for these annoyances. The man who
tortures his violoncello may have talent, or the neighbour's young
daughter may be a virtuoso in the bud. Even the people who elbow

you on the stairs may please you, and you may perchance attend the

ball on the floor above or the musical evening given below. After

all, these are only minor miseries, and could easily be borne if it were

not for the concierge.

The concierge is just as much a part of the Paris house as is the

corner-stone thereof. Whoever may be the landlord, the concierge

is the master of it. In former times he was called the porter, and

followed some lowly trade, such as tailor, cobbler, or mender of

broken china. From his lodge ascended strange odours of suspicious

cookery. He did not annoy the tenants, and his goodwill could be

bought for a few half-crowns. The species is not quite extinct, but

is now only found in the old parts of the city, in those houses of

plaster and rubble whose dilapidated fronts, sloping inward and

resting on antiquated bases, hide the secrets of five or six generations.
The modern concierge is a totally different person. He is provided
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with a lodge furnished, if not luxuriously, at least in excellent tas,te,

with stuff curtains to the windows, a carpet on the floor, carved table

and sideboard, and large comfortable armchairs. When you address

him, he replies, if at all, from the depths of one of these easy-chairs.

He will not deign to answer unless your appearance pleases him, or

it is to his interest to do so. Should it be your intention to become

a tenant of a flat in the house over which he rules, it is well to

examine him closely, as he will be your master. He will see your
visitors before you do so, and if he disapproves of them he will declare

that you are not at home. It is to him that the postman will hand

your letters and newspapers. He will read both, in order to 'know

your political views and your family affairs. The law does not forbid

him to do this, if he is so inclined. Quite recently a discontented

tenant carried the question before the court, when -the judge non-

suited him, deciding that every concierge has the right to read his

tenants' letters, provided he delivers them afterwards.

This is the great drawback of Paris houses. Certain persons

regarded it so seriously that they concluded it would be preferable to

live in houses built after the London style. Contractors came forward,

ground was purchased in the outer parts of the city, and some very
handsome '

birdcage
'

dwellings were erected. Some of the features

of English architecture were slightly modified, and, on the whole,

these houses did not present an unpicturesque aspect. In order to

give them a more English air, each house had a small garden in

front, in which two or three shrubs were planted. These abodes,

pompously called hotels, were promptly let, and the success of this

new departure enticed other builders, so that at a certain moment it

was believed that the English style would put the ' chest of drawers
'

into the shade. But the burglars caused this tendency to cease.

Abandoning their favourite pursuit of plundering servants' bedrooms,
which in houses built in flats are in the attics, and are seldom visited

by their occupants during the day, they combined together to transfer

their energies to these small isolated houses, where the booty

promised to be richer and easier to secure. Left unguarded during
the summer, these elegantly furnished abodes were a tempting field of

operations, and in a few months the burglars reaped an abunda*nfc

harvest ofplate, pictures, and works of art. Some of these gentry were

caught in the act, but the greater number escaped. The blow was

struck
; everybody said that these small places were unsafe, and that it

was wiser to live in a big house, protected by a high personage who
allowed no one to come in or go out without his knowledge. People

argued that although it was, no doubt, unpleasant that this func-

tionary should open the letters, it was still more annoying to find,

on returning from the country or the seaside, that one's house had

been ransacked.

The builders of big houses, who had been discouraged by the new
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craze, took heart again, and at the present time new edifices, with

five or six tiers of windows, are rising in all directions in the wealthy

portions of Paris. The great life insurance companies provide the

money, and architects supply plans in profusion. These companies
are compelled by law to invest their reserve funds either in Govern-

ment stock or in real estate situated in France. French rentes no

longer produce 3 per cent., and have ceased to be a remunerative

investment. House property in Paris gives a better return. Even

making allowance for the unlet portions, a revenue of 3 per cent,

can be counted upon from the second year after completion, and at

the end of three years it ought to reach 4 or 5 per cent., if the

house is well placed, solidly constructed, intelligently planned, richly

decorated if, in short, it has a fine appearance and sheds lustre on

those who live therein. The insurance companies are alive to the

importance of these conditions, and spare DO effort to meet them.

They give their architects a free hand, and are not niggardly as to

the choice of building materials, the interior and exterior decoration,

or the means of attracting tenants and keeping them. Capitalists on

the look-out for good investments, contractors who want to keep their

workmen employed, and others, follow the lead thus given. Every-

body feels obliged to go with the stream. The * boom '

may terminate

in a crisis, but in the meantime houses are springing up that might
be taken for palaces, and rich people in search of luxurious apparte-
inents have only too wide a choice.

The case is not the same as regards the poor. In the centre of

Paris small dwellings are getting dearer every day, while people who

go to live in the outskirts, beyond the walls, find that the cost of the

daily journey to and from town quite absorbs what is saved in rent.

This state of things is principally felt by employes and the modest

traders who have a small shop in the city. It will become more and

more difficult for these classes to battle with the stern necessities of

life, and we shall have the singular spectacle of a so-called democratic

country dominated by one aristocratic caste an aristocracy of

wealth.

It was under the Second Empire that house-architecture made its

first great stride in advance. The Third Napoleon himself took the

initiative by appointing M. Haussmann to be Prefect of the Depart-

ment of the Seine, which he did on the 23rd of June, 1853. It is

true that a few fine houses were erected during the reign of Louis

Philippe, but in those days the greater number were built of rubble,

which made Victor Hugo say that the last century had bequeathed
to Parisians a city of stone, whereas they would hand down to their

descendants a city of plaster. Thanks to the Empire and M.

Haussmann, Victor Hugo's witty prediction will not be verified.

The absorption of the suburban districts and the extension of the

city to the wall of circumvallation, which took place in 1860, gave a
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fresh impulse to house-building. New streets were made, and wide

boulevards and avenues, bordered by new houses, were laid out, to

make room for which an immense number of old tumbledown edifices

had to be cleared away. The eminent architects who were called

upon to regenerate the city endeavoured to give their creations a

monumental appearance. At the corners of some of the large

thoroughfares there arose round pavilions ornamented with imbedded

columns, and surmounted by cupola roofs. The plastered Corinthian

style with pilasters, or profiled with colonnades, flourished again as in

the time of Adrian. It was a return to classic art, a springing forth

of festooned friezes and acanthus-leaves. The traditions of the

Italian Kenaissance were resumed : windows with small columns, the

frontals having alternating angles and curves
;
balconies with balusters

resting on consoles carved with lions' heads. French architectural

art, brought back to life, and held momentarily in honour before

1848, again disappeared, to make room for a variety of pompous
forms.

For a long time, and almost down to the present day, architects

clung tenaciously to the laws of proportion as taught in the schools.

Even the boldest dared not design a window beyond the regulation

size, however great the need of more light. Hence that objectionable

monotony, that formal symmetry in the architecture of the newer Paris

streets; hence also the difficulty in arranging the various rooms

according to requirements, and the necessity of placing two windows

where one would be ample, and of putting but one where two would

barely be sufficient. If to these difficulties, due to a confined style,

one adds those caused by the configuration of the ground, it is not

surprising that efforts should have been made, not always with

success, to provide enough light and air, especially in the staircases, to

introduce improvements, and to discover a means of access to all the

principal rooms without being obliged to pass through one after

another. Immense progress has been made in these directions.

It is proper to state that in Paris the ground-plots are usually

large enough to contain a good- sized house, consisting of a main

building fronting the street, a wing forming with the first building
the shape of a set-square, and, at the rear of a courtyard, a third

building, having a separate staircase and containing flats of a more

modest character than the principal edifice. The ground-floor of

the last-named block is generally taken up by the stables and
coach-houses. The plots are rarely regular in shape, except in the

very newest quarters. Some dovetail into each other like pieces of

carpentry, others are long and narrow, while others again run so

far back that the builder, in order to utilise them, is compelled to

erect three or even four houses, separated by courtyards, which must
be spacious, so as not to shut out the light.

The selection of the ground is the first step of the capitalist and
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his architect. Paris, like many other great cities, tends to spread

westwardly. It is also extending along the valley of the Seine.

Sooner or later, the fortified wall will open on this side and embrace

the Bois de Boulogne. Speculators profit by this fact. At Auteuil,

Passy, in the Faubourg Saint-Honore and in the Plaine Monceau,

pieces of ground which, forty years ago, were only worth from ten to

fifty francs per square metre, have been sold at 200 or 300 francs.

Ground near the Pare de la Muette, belonging to the Municipality,

brings from 400 to 500 francs. Its value will be still higher when
he wall is removed. These plots have, furthermore, the advantage
over those in the heart of Paris of being larger and more regular in

shape. They are also much lower in price. On the Grands Boule-

vards the figure often reaches 3,000 francs, in the Faubourg
Montmartre 2,000 francs, while round the Halles it is still higher.

Street frontages are especially valuable. In the Champs-Elysees

ground has changed hands at the rate of 2,000 francs in the first

zone, facing the south, 1,500 in the second zone, and 1,000 francs

in the third, with frontage on parallel streets. In the Avenue du

Bois de Boulogne (formerly called the Avenue de I'lmperatrice)

there is a corresponding increase in value. In the east of Paris,

however, and even in some central streets, prices have a tendency to

drop, and they seldom exceed 500 francs per square metre.

These great differences in price are partly due to the laws and

regulations concerning public roads. In the interior of the city, if it

is a case of pulling down an old house and building another in its

place, the first obstacle met with is one which may cause much delay.

There are at least three adjoining owners, besides the City authorities,

to be reckoned with. Various interests are aroused
; servitudes,

hidden and apparent, have to be taken into account in brief, there

are the elements of four or five lawsuits. Perhaps, also, there are

no plans in existence, or there may be uncertainty as to the exact

area, the rights to light, or the party-walls. We pass over the many
points that crop up in verifying the title, the endless conferences

with the conveyancing lawyers, the preliminary borings to make
sure that there are no old quarries, subterranean watercourees, disused

sewers, or shifting sand-beds, and so on. When all these details are in

order, the next step is to apply to the Municipal Council for permission
to build, and for this purpose it is necessary to submit apian showing
sections and elevations, and full dimensions of everything. In the

course of three weeks the builder can begin operations, provided he

has not been forbidden to do so. It rarely happens that he is not

kept waiting, as the plans must comply with the regulations as to

salubrity, fire, drainage, cesspools, the area of the courtyards, the

height of the walls, the nature of the building materials, and the

size and position of ^the fireplaces and chimneys. There are, in fact,
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a host of obscure and intricate regulations, with which the most ex-

perienced people are not fully conversant.

Some of these regulations have the effect of considerably reducing

the value of even the best-situated sites, and all of them seem to

have been framed with the object of stifling every attempt at art

and originality. The height of the houses varies according to the

width of the streets. A decree dated the 23rd of July, 1884, pro-

vides that,
' measured from the pavement in front of the building,

at the highest part if the street slopes, this height may not exceed,

including entablature, attics, and everything plumb with the front

walls, the following limits, namely : 12 metres in streets 7 metres 80

centimetres in width
;
18 metres in those from 18 to 20 metres in

width, and 20 metres where the street is more than 20 metres wide.'

We will not touch upon some of the other prescriptions which refer

to minor details. The ridge of the roof must not exceed a radius of

8J metres. Thus, the largest houses cannot have a greater per-

pendicular height than 20 metres, or, to the top of the roof, 28

metres 50 centimetres. We are, therefore, a long way from the

American edifices of eighteen or twenty stories. It is impossible to

find a house in Paris having more than five square floors within the

perpendicular walls, a story in the roof, and some attics right under

the ridge of the roof, which latter are used as servants' bedrooms.

The height of the stories is regulated as follows : The minimum

height of the attics is 2 metres 60 centimetres, and that of the

ground-floor 2 metres 80 centimetres; then 16 centimetres must be

allowed for the threshold, 2 metres 40 centimetres at least for the

thickness of the floors, and 1 metre 50 centimetres for the loft under

the roof-ridge. This absorbs 9 metres 46 centimetres, which, de-

ducted from 28 metres 50 centimetres, leaves 19 metres 4 centi-

metres to be divided among the six other stories that is to say, an

average of 3 metres 18 centimetres per story. But as the first three

floors are made higher than the last three, the latter do not reach

this average.
The rules concerning projections are not less rigid. They seem

made to discourage boldness of conception, and to deprive the

finest houses of all artistic character. Up to 2 metres 60 centi-

metres from the pavement projections must not exceed from 4 to

10 centimetres. Pilasters above this height can extend outwards

from 6 to 10 centimetres. The string-course, cornice, entablement,

attics, consoles, crowns, capitals, &c., may project from 25 to 50

centimetres. The large balconies are allowed to extend outwards

from 50 to 80 centimetres, according to the width of the thorough-
fare. Shop-fronts must not project beyond 16 centimetres. Other

projections are regulated on the same scale. The height and

width of the various parts of the edifice are subject to restrictions,

of which a few are perfectly reasonable, but the larger number
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appear to have been invented for the sole purpose of checking
architectural progress, and finding posts for a crowd of useless

people who live comfortably at the taxpayers' expense. France has

several hundred thousand employes who are paid to place obstacles

in the way of intelligence and talent. We have in this article

referred to only a few of the vexatious regulations laid down, and

have not touched upon those applying to courtyards, internal arrange-

ment, chimneys, and so forth, an account of which would certainly

weary the reader.

It is surprising that, in spite of so many difficulties, Parisian

architecture should still have plenty of vitality left. Its red-tape
fetters seem to have stimulated invention instead of paralysing it.

Having little liberty as regards the exterior, architects have concen-

trated their ingenuity upon the inside. They have devoted their

efforts to the arrangement of the rooms and their ornamentation.

Yet, in the present period, new houses do not differ vastly in these

respects from those built in the preceding epoch. On each floor

the architect has provided either one or two complete sets of rooms,

according to the size of the ground, so that, the house having five

floors below the roof, there are five or ten flats for tenancy. In the

populous quarters the ground-floor is occupied by shops, while in

fashionable streets and large avenues it consists of bachelors' apart-

ments or sets of rooms called pied-a-terre. Apartments in houses

which have no shops are those most sought after, and are the dearest.

Flats are also dearer and more in demand where the house possesses

an entrance and courtyard for carriages.

The principal staircase is an important part of the edifice.

According to the space at his disposal, the architect makes it either

circular, or straight, with several flights. The latter are liked best,

because the equal steps give the staircase a more imposing appear-

ance. The circular staircases are usually built of wood, and the

straight ones of hard limestone, or, better still, of white marble. If

cost is not an object, the baluster is made of forged iron. Latterly,

Flemish staircases in oak have been much in favour : these allow of

some very handsome carpentry work
; yet many persons will not live

in a house the main staircase of which is built of wood, as, in case

of fire, escape is more likely to be cut off. The staircase walls were

formerly painted in oil to imitate marble, but this style of decoration

is now only seen in old houses or those of the fourth class. Its

place has been taken by polished stucco, inserted sometimes in the

undressed stone. At the present time the walls are also painted in

imitation of cloth, or are even hung with real stuffs, specially

manufactured and having large floral designs on them. In the very

best houses the luxury of tapestry is indulged in for the staircase walls.

On each landing lamps of gilded bronze shed the light of gas or electri-

city. In well-arranged houses a wide carpet covers the stairs ;
the lights
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are not extinguished until after midnight, and in certain cases a lamp
remains burniDg in the entrance-vestibule throughout the night.

This vestibule must be sufficiently large to contain the footmen

in attendance on their masters. There are capacious divans along
its walls, and in many instances the decoration of the vestibule and

its peristyle calls forth all the talent and imagination of the artist.

Columns without base support coffered ceilings, while the pavement
is in mosaic, with arabesques and flower-work. Very often there,

are a couple of white marble steps an instalment of the stair-

case. The latter begins either in front or on one side, and is at

least 1 metre in width, sometimes 2 metres. All this parade of

luxury has to be paid for, .and before the tenant has entered

the door of his apartment he already knows what it is going to cost

him.

Let us, too, enter the apartment. Harmonising with the pre-

dominant note of the staircase walls, the door is painted either black

or in imitation of some precious wood. When it is made of polished

oak it is considered the height of luxury, and one may deduce therefrom

that the whole house is built of the best materials. The richest

colour sometimes hides the lightest and thinnest of wood. All

these doors have two leaves. The lock is of very inferior quality,

like nearly all Paris ironmongery. It is extremely easy for a

burglar to gain an entrance into a Parisian flat, either by force or

artifice, even if it is situated in one of the hundred houses cited

as the finest triumphs of architectural art. Consequently a new
tenant loses no time in having his doors fitted with chains, bolts, and

safety-locks.

In the abode thus armed against the housebreaker's attacks the

first chamber seen by the visitor is the anteroom, or hall, which

varies in size, and is often badly lighted from the staircase ; oftener

still it is irregular in shape. Numerous double doors give access

to the principal reception-rooms the large and small drawing-

rooms, the dining-room, the master's study, and, apart from the

others, the boudoir of the mistress of the house. The bedrooms are
' *

reached by a corridor, which is frequently very narrow/and is entered

from the hall through a small door concealed by the wall-hangings or

the wainscoting.
The large drawing-room is decorated with plaster reliefs, which,

in the earliest period, represented rockwork or the convoluted wains-

coting of the reign of Louis the Fifteenth. Then the fashion

changed, and it was considered more correct and noble to imitate

sculpture of Louis the Sixteenth. Occasionally the architect went

back to the pomps of Versailles and Saint-Cloud. The Louis-Four-

teenth style remains in favour for drawing-room ornamentation,

except in those cases where a further step backward is made to

Henri the Second. The last-named style if style it can be called- is
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very much in fashion at present, but more especially for dining-rooms.
For drawing-rooms, the profile and festoons of Louis the Fourteenth's

time still predominate. The grounds are painted white, pearl-grey,
or light pink, and the reliefs are gilded. The gilding is dead, like

the grounds. If it is a first-floor flat and an expensive one, the

gilding may be burnished, so as to shine in artificial light. The

fireplace is always small and elegant, and is built of Carrara marble

machine-made. The small drawing-room will be similarly deco-

rated, but with less gilding : the painting will be darker say light

bistre, buff, or olive.

If the tenant is a lover of things ancient, he may hang these

walls with old tapestry, and, the greater its cost, the more beautiful

will it appear in his sight. The painting of the ceilings will per-

plex him sorely. It is scarcely possible to imitate the brilliant

periods of Louis the Fourteenth, Louis the Fifteenth, or even Louis

the Sixteenth, without decorating the ceilings ; yet, however great

may be the liberality of the insurance companies, the taste of land-

lords, and the talent of architects, it can hardly be expected that the

ceilings of houses built to be let out should be painted by first-rate

artists. Their brushes are only called into requisition when one

buys or erects a house for oneself. Therefore the decoration of the

ceilings of houses built in flats is usually confided to students or

workmen. More often than not it is the ordinary house-painter who
strews flowers and Cupids over the ceilings, even in the case of the

finest appartements. This work being paid for at so much per foot,

it would be too costly to employ men of talent. In France it is only
the State that is able to have its ceilings painted by renowned artists,

and very badly are they rewarded for their labour.

Vous leur fites, monseigneur,
En les volant, beaucoup d'konneur.

These ceilings are the despair of all persons of taste, and there

does not appear to be any way out of the difficulty, unless it is by

covering them, like the walls, with stuff or tapestry. But this would

reduce the height of the rooms, which is never too great in Paris

houses, where space has to be economised perpendicularly as well as

in other senses.

The dining-room fares better. Here the painter rarely applies

anything but dull tints or an imitation of walnut-wood, which cannot

compromise his artistic taste. An imitation of wainscoting reaches

to a height of about 5 feet, the rest of the wall being covered with

cloth, or with paper which is supposed to resemble Cordova leather.

The cornice is ornamented with reliefs, and the ceiling with coffers

or projecting beams. The fireplace, which is high, is of coloured marble.

It is of particular shape, and is called the '

dining-room fireplace' for the

reason that it is not customary to put anything like it in other rooms.
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Over the fireplace there is usually a mirror with bevelled edges ;
but

those who desire to pass for people of taste substitute a painting in

place of the mirror.

An innovation has been introduced latterly in Paris dining-rooms,

namely, an imitation of the English bow-window, only square instead

of round. Properly speaking, it is a balcony framed in with stained

glass. In this way the room is enlarged, but the balcony, as such, is

lost. This style of window was unknown half a dozen years ago, but

to-day every new house is provided with it, while the old ones are

being altered in order to satisfy this fresh craze. In some cases the

framework is of stone, and in others of iron. The iron frame being
often badly adjusted, wind, rain, and snow enter by the joints. It

has therefore been found necessary, in almost every instance, to have

a double window, which fills the whole width of the room. To com-

pensate the loss of light owing to the coloured glass, these projecting

windows are made enormously large. The French architect has not

given way without a struggle to the demand for more light. Little

by little, however, the windows have been made larger ; they have

lost their classic proportions, and we may say that it is now becoming
the practice to design them according to the needs of the occupant,

and not merely for external appearance.

The introduction of lifts was also resisted, not only by the archi-

tect, but by the builder as well. It is true that when first employed
in Parisian houses these apparatus were the cause of many terrible

accidents ;
but they have been greatly improved, and now no first-

class house is built without the necessary place being reserved for

the lift, including a door on the landing of each floor. At the begin-

ning the lift was erected in the well of the staircase, but this is no

longer done, except in a few special instances.

Another improvement has been made quite recently. Paris

houses are lofty, and the work thrown upon the servants on this

account is very considerable. Wine and fuel have to be carried up
from the cellars by way of a servants' staircase, which is frequently
too small, and when the family lives on the fifth floor this is no light

labour. The inconvenience is now remedied by the erection of a

second lift, which furthermore serves for raising and lowering luggage.
This is not all. One of the greatest" annoyances connected with Paris

flats is the getting rid of the household refuse. In some of the

newly built edifices there is a shoot, down which everything that can

be burnt descends to the heating apparatus in the basement. Thus,

this stove, which in winter warms and ventilates the entire house,

helps also to keep it clean.

Is everything, then, perfect in the Parisian house of to-day?
Far from it. We have described the drawing and dining rooms

;
let

us now proceed to the bedrooms. They are small, badly ventilated,

and ill lighted, light only reaching them from narrow courtyards.
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The walls are in ashlar-work, and so thin that heat and cold pene-
trate in their turn. There is no ornamentation whatever : the walls,

which are not always true, have a covering of paper, the floor is full

of cracks, the fireplaces give out no warmth, and, what is more

serious, the most offensive odours find their way in from the kitchen

and closets. This last remark holds good with respect to houses of

the most magnificent outward appearance, if the builder has not

solved the thorny problem, still pending before the Municipal Council,

of connecting the closets directly with the sewers. A flat with a

rental of 400J. per annum will have all these drawbacks, while con-

taining, besides the reception-rooms, only five or six bedrooms, of

which two, or at most three, will be really habitable and be situated

in the main building, the others being in a wing and in the neighbour-
hood of the kitchen. To reach them a long corridor must be

traversed. They are generally turned over to the maids, who do not

by any means consider themselves well lodged. It will be gathered
from the foregoing that everything is sacrificed to appearances, and

that, although vanity may be flattered, comfort and well-being are

still unattained.

A certain architect, who is a man of sense and a keen observer,,

attempted to meet both of these requirements of refined people.

Finding a large, well-shaped piece of ground, and a liberal and in-

telligent capitalist, he resolved to divide his flats into two portions,

He designed a vestibule or gallery running from the entrance to the

further extremity of the building, and having a width of at least

13 feet. On one side he placed the reception-rooms, and on the

other the private rooms of the family. He added a wing containing
some minor chambers, and wisely banished the kitchen, bath-room,

and waterclosets to a second wing, in order to remove the sources of

bad smells as far away as possible. The new system obtained imme-

diate favour, and to-day no first-class house is built in which it is not

adopted, provided the shape of the ground permits. These apart-

ments are greatly sought after, notwithstanding the fact that they
are dearer than the ordinary ones. If there is a well-appointed lift,

the difference between one floor and another becomes trifling ;
never-

theless, the first floor still remains what the Italians term piano
nobile. The ceilings are higher from 3 metres 60 centimetres to

4 metres while those of the floors above decrease in height at the

rate of 20 centimetres for each floor, down to 3 metres, which is the

limit in the best houses, although in third-rate ones it falls to 2

metres 80 centimetres.

In every case the tenant has to pay according to the richness of

the decoration, the luxuriousness of the staircase, the carpet covering

it, and the heating, which in some of the newer houses is supplied in

profusion to the antechamber, dining-room, and drawing-rooms of

each flat. The calorifere is placed in the cellars. The method of
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keating differs according to the size of the house. In the smaller

ones hot air is used, which is more economical than water, and can.

be shut off when not needed.

The lighting of those parts of the house that are used in common

by all the tenants is by hydrogen gas, in conjunction with the Auer

burner, which gives a white light and does not heat the atmosphere.
The invasion of the electric light, however, tends to supplant the use

of gas. In many apartments gas is not to be found in the living

rooms ;
it is entirely banished from the salons and bedrooms, and is

tolerated only in the antechambers and kitchens. An ingenious

system of boilers enables the ovens, water-bath, and roasting appara-
tus to be kept constantly heated. In some cases there is also a

reservoir of hot water for the bath-room, so arranged as to be ready

day and night. As a rule, however, the bath-room is merely a little

nook, and the water for it is heated by gas. The numerous accidents

caused by this system ought to bring about its abolition. The

kitchens are nearly all provided with gas cooking-stoves, in addition

to coal-fire ranges.

In the new houses, and in many old ones, the principal flats are

connected with the porter's lodge by a telephone. Some houses also

possess a telephone cabinet for the joint use of all the tenants.

Thirty years ago it was the custom for the concierge to announce

visitors by ringing a bell in the courtyard. Though retained in

private mansions, this practice has been altogether abolished in

apartment-houses. In some instances it has been superseded by an

-electric indicator, which makes less noise and is more easily worked.

Communication from room to room is supplied either by electric

bells or air-tubes.

This essay on the Parisian dwelling would be incomplete were

we not to add a few reflections concerning its external architecture,

the general physiognomy of which we have sketched above. An
exhaustive examination of this subject would entail an analysis of

the laws and regulations relating to house-construction in France,

and especially in Paris. We will merely say that these laws and

regulations place the architect in a veritable Gehenna. Every effort

at originality is quickly suppressed. When one threads the thousand

intricacies of these provisions, one is no longer astonished at the

dead uniformity of our facades. Neither is it surprising that rents

should have become so high, and should have increased more than

100 per cent, within fifty years. In the houses we have dealt with,

which form three categories whose boundaries are somewhat hard to

-define, an apartment with three bedrooms, if situated on the first or

second floor, generally costs 2001. a year. For a flat with from six to

-eight bedrooms, three drawing-rooms, smoking-room, &c., the rent

may amount to 600. or 800., including stable and coach-house
;
and

it may even exceed 1,000. if there is a ball-room, ornamented with
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columns and provided with a band-stand. Columns are expensive

things in Paris. They are made in polished stucco, so as to avoid

the weight and cost of marble
;
but their capitals are gilded in the

most lavish manner.

This monographic sketch may here close, as, in order clearly to

set forth the difficulties, sometimes insurmountable ones, which beset

builders, and to establish the cost-prices according to the quality and

nature of the materials, it would be necessary to go into questions
connected with the land, the locality, the legal aspect, the materials,

and even to introduce the reader to various industries which are

closely allied to the Paris house-building trade
; finally, it would be

requisite to draw a picture of the architect a somewhat complex

individuality, who is not invariably a genius, but who ought always
to be an upright man and a gentleman.

ALPHONSE DE CALONNE.
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SEX IN MODERN LITERATURE

IT is the open announcement of a certain section both of writers and

readers that the actual hour of a great new birth in literature

has struck. In the face of the fact that this is but a dull and

science-ridden age, when statement and proof have to enter hand in

hand if they are to obtain a hearing, there are, assert these watchers

on the tower, signs of the advent of the long-expected Kenaissance.

This Kenaissance has, they go on to tell us, already commenced

operations in that special province of the kingdom of letters in which

imagination has been hitherto supposed to sit sceptred and high-
throned. Poetry and fiction divide the entire domain between them,

and as, on the whole, fiction is found to be the more facile of the

two, alike in production and in assimilation, it is the producers of

novels, romances, episodes, and short stories who enjoy for the

moment the principal monopoly of printers' ink and of public

attention.

It is further claimed that the present time is a rarely propitious

one for the new birth, since not only is the resolution of the younger
schoolmen to get 'close to life/ in one form or other, wellnigh

universal, but the multitude, on its side, has declared with no uncer-

tain voice that ' close to life/ and nowhere else, will it willingly be led.

As evidence of this statement publishers'
'
secrets

'

are published at

the street corners, sale results are compared and quoted, and so far as

a credit and debit page can prove the point, the point may be taken

to be proven. In vulgar parlance, the market is firm, demand being
well up to supply.

For our own part, far from desiring to contest the truth of these

assertions, much less desiring to deplore them, we welcome every

suggestion of a great and far-reaching change in the taste of the

million readers for whose benefit, after all, the thousand and one

writers write. If the public is weary of the spoonmeat of, say, a

Trollope or a Wilkie Collins to name living authors would be rude

and unmannered it is a just weariness
;

if it is hungry for the real

and insistent on satisfying its hunger, the new appetite is in itself a

sound one, at once healthfuljand health-giving.
It must be conceded that in every department of research altars

607
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to what may broadly be termed realism have been freely erected by
their several professors. The high priests of science have made a

religion of realism
; they have claimed for it a national, nay, a

universal, worship.
' To keep close to life

'

is the highest aspiration

of, as it is the fullest meed of praise that can be bestowed upon, the

leaders of thought in biology and physiology.

Consult to-day an intelligent doctor on your actual or imaginary

malady, he is no longer the *

mystery man
'

so essential to the comfort

and well-being of the past generation. Alert, sprightly, almost gay,

he takes you sympathetically by the hand, he leads you in and out of

the intricacies of your own disease, interesting you profoundly in all

its subtle ramifications, explaining succinctly to you why this should

follow on that, and expounding his scientific diagnosis after the most

bracing and hearty fashion. Overcome with the sense of his goodness

in thus revealing you to yourself, you express your gratitude in be-

coming terms. To which, as likely as not, he makes answer on this

wise :
*

Surely, my dear sir, it is only right for a doctor to treat his

patient as if he were a reasonable being, quite as capable of under-

standing his own case as is the medical man he consults of explain-

ing it to him. Believe me, we no longer set up ourselves as oracles,

still less do we consider those who approach us as persons for whose

benefit bamboozlement and big medicine bottles are to be supplied in

equal proportions.' You leave your doctor cheered with the latent

conviction that you have entered into a sort of partnership with him,

that he has in fact called you in to assist at your own cure.

Certainly you are nat a fraction the worse for his having told you
the plain truth so far, that is, as he knows it himself.

Suppose that the medical profession generally, guided by those

who are justly acknowledged to be its leaders, were slow-witted

enough to refuse to recognise the growth of this legitimate desire

on the part of their clients the desire to be put into possession of

the facts. Suppose that the doctors one and all agreed to maintain

the methods of fifty years ago, roughly to be summed up as ' know-

ledge for me, treatment for you.' What would be the result ? Would

not a numerous class of empirics be immediately called into existence

by the rapidly increasing discontent of patients justly irritated at the

retention of a system by which they are arbitrarily defrauded of

what they conceive to be their plain right, namely, the right to

know ?

Into the unworthy hands of these half-informed persons, quacks or

worse, keen only to gather in the rich harvest whilst the sun is shining

for them, would quickly and inevitably fall a large percentage of the

doctor-consulting community. The orthodox practitioner thoroughly

recognises this as a truth for his own profession, however slow he may
be to admit its application to literature. It does, however, apply,

and so closely that the man of letters may justly retort upon the man
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of science and the man of medicine,
' Tu 1'as voulu, Georges

Dandin.'

The vast territory covered by that much misused term psychology
is surely every whit as real and as deserving of skilful and competent

exploration as are the laws of ' matter in motion '

or the lesions and

fractures of the animal frame. If granted, as granted it must be, that

it is on the whole beneficial and not hurtful that we should learn the

plain truth about the working of the machine known to us as our

body, surely it must be conceded that it is equally beneficial, equally

harmless, that we should be put into possession of the plain truth

about that other and far more delicate machine, which is disclosed to

us in its inner working in the realms of mind and spirit, in its action

and reaction on the world of motive and of circumstance a world in

which it directs and controls our outward performance quite as

certainly and quite as effectually as do the motor nerves of which we

nowadays so glibly prate.

To whom, then, does the treatment of this particular branch of so-

called ethical pathology, which embraces the eternal problems of
' morals in relation to life,'

* sex in relation to life,' naturally belong ?

Instinctively we answer, to the group of writers who have won their

spurs and made their reputations by good service and hard fighting in

the past. These have the first claim to be considered as the leaders of

the new movement, the force and sincerity of which, seeing how wide-

spreading, how far-reaching are its roots, can no longer be gainsaid.

But where are these legitimate captains ? Karely do we find them

in the front influencing or controlling those behind them. Many of

them have retreated to the rear rank, others have slipped altogether

out of the onward march, and have betaken themselves to the neigh-

bouring heights, whence to view the coming fray, giving vent to

jeremiads of desolation, or bursts of sardonic laughter, as their

individual temperaments may dictate.

4 To every coward safety and afterwards his evil hour,' says an old

Spanish proverb. For these deserters that hour will have arrived

when the conviction shall strike home to them that the power they
once possessed has, by reason of their refusal to exercise it, escaped
from their grasp for ever; their fate at last to realise the bitter

truth that they need no longer be at the pains to hide themselves

away in the rocks and caves of the earth, since no human being is

any more concerned to seek their counsels or to secure their alliance.

And the retribution will be just, for they, too, once cried each in his

now forgotten youth,
' Give me but the wages of going on.'

So imperative is the possession of courage in art, that the sky
is already darkening for the more timid school of fiction writers.

No matter how varied and complete the equipment of accom-

plishments they may bring to their craft, no matter how perfected

their form, how finely wrought their style, let them but turn away
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from the modern message of realism, declining to believe in the

urgency of the need for which it makes appeal, and they themselves

will have started the slow process of disintegration, they will them-

selves have removed the first coping-stone from the edifice of their

own well-earned popularity. The best proof of the truth of this

observation is perhaps furnished by the theatre. There the verdict

taken is, of necessity, an almost instantaneous one, and it is given by
a jury of both sexes, and of all sorts and conditions of persons, con-

cerned only to deliver a clear '

aye
'

*or
* no ' when the final curtain

shall be rung down. The consensus of opinion thus rapidly arrived

at has about it, all the critics in the world notwithstanding, some-

thing magnetic, something closely approaching to unanimity.
Produce a play in this present year of grace which does not deal

with the set of moral phenomena which are characteristic of men and

women, and characteristic of the relations existing between men and

women, and however exquisite its workmanship, however subtle its

underlying currents of etherealised emotion, however delicate the

embroidery of motive which adorns its entire fabric, gallery and pit,

at one with stalls and circles, will rise and with one accord announce

their contemptuous rejection, whispering or shouting, after their

various fashions,
* This is not what we came out for to see.'

What gives Ibsen his vogue to-day with the few, to be followed,

as some of us believe, by the acclamation of the many to-morrow, is

that he has contrived to get a firm grip of the human heart, and this

in spite of the tiresome allegory and the tortured symbolism which

the more fanatical of his followers insist upon reading into his works

works absolutely devoid of the sort of wit and humour to which

we are so well accustomed from the pens of other playwrights, and

absolutely without the 'relief called comic, which to some of us has

become a perfect terror. Never even in the most mystically con-

ceived of Ibsen's dramas is this grip on humanity relaxed. It

holds his audience as in a vice and in a way that they are at a loss

to explain in words even to themselves. The secret is that he has

taken them * close to life.' He has shown them the startling contrast

of the everyday and the commonplace ay, and of the sordid and the

mean cheek by jowl with the pitiful and the tragic. By this daring

process he has established an electric current between them and him-

self, for this is life as many of them know it. To his audience there

remains, whether it
' likes

'

or does not like what it has witnessed, an

abiding sense of his mastery, whether he is dealing with the larger
issues or with the smaller details. We are forced to give in our

allegiance to Ibsen's methods whether we personally enjoy the result

or not. From that conclusion there is no escape.
It may, we are well aware, be objected that no such diseased

appetite for roots of things roots generally bitter and oftentimes

poisonous prevails amongst average playgoers, and that the Ibsen
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cult is confined to a strictly limited number, never getting outside

that narrow circle, whereas to a feast of frolic like '

Charley's Aunt,'

or of finest spun nonsense like some of the latest stage productions,

the public returns gladly again and again. This objection is

sufficiently obvious, but it is not conclusive. As to '

Charley's Aunt,'

no one wishes to question the wholesome attraction which pure fun

holds for the gloomiest, the most Scandinavian-minded of us all, and

long may it continue to reign. As to the others, it is conceivable that

the major share of the just appreciation bestowed upon them may be

due to the naive delight of the audience at finding itself capable at

last of following their gifted authors in their brilliant somersaults

and intellectual topsey-turveydoms. To self-gratulatory joy at its

final emergement from the tunnel of its own complacent dulness

may be attributed a large part of the cap-throwing and the hurrahing
of the St. James and Haymarket habitues, rather than to any organ-
ised acceptance of the strictly limited diet of epigram and paradox
there set before it.

To pass from a lower to a higher key, from the plane of farce to

the heights of tragic emotion, the like may, in a different sense, be

also true of Ibsen. It remains to be seen whether if Ibsen plays were

given continuously for a season at some well-known house in London

they would not serve to create the taste that would ensure full

houses night after night. Until that experiment has been tried it

is premature to assert that London has rejected Ibsen. Certain

it is that, at the close of the short series which ran for a few weeks

in the spring of 1893, the theatre was well filled with a public who

manifestly were in no sense Ibsenites, but who apparently came, and

sent their friends, for the one good and all-sufficient reason that they
liked the bill and found its contents interesting.

It is obvious that serious plays and seeing that we are a ' dour
'

non-Celtic race, serious plays we shall always have with us must,

if they are to win any lasting measure of popular favour, depend

upon the presentment of serious issues. In other words, the sex

problem, with all respect to that prince of graphomaniacs
l Herr Max

Nordau, in one form or other is as essential to this class of drama as

is the apple to the dumpling. Thirty years ago we had our serious

plays, but they were then given to us in the somewhat elemental,

1 As this term may be unfamiliar to some readers, a definition of it, as given by
Herr Nordau himself, may be useful. ' The restless repetition of one and the same

strain of thought is characteristic of graphomania in the highest degree. The

mentally sane author who feels himself impelled to say something will once for all

express himself as distinctly as it is possible for him to do, and then have done with

it. The crazed graphomaniac, on the contrary, cannot recognise in his book the

satisfying expression of his thoughts. He will always be tempted to begin his work

afresh, a task which is endless because it consists in giving to formless ideas a fixed

linguistic form.' This is by far the best bit of criticism (all unconscious though it

is) of Herr Nordam's Degeneration that has as yet appeared.
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although perhaps more wholesome, form of
' Colleen Bawns' and ' Duke's

Mottoes.' To-day we have what may be briefly labelled the ' con-

tinuous-new-woman series,
5

a series opened by The Second Mrs.

Tanqueray and closed, if closed be not premature, by The Notorious

Mrs. Ebbsmith. Every manager knows that the woman with the

impedimenta of a past, a present, or a future has now become as in-

dispensable a property of the modern drama as was the innocent,

plotted-against, white-robed, finally triumphant maiden of the

romantic dramas that ran their hundreds of nights in the sixties and

the seventies.

That many persons are in open revolt against the present tyranny,

finding it '[distasteful,
5 *

tiresome,
5 '

degenerate,'
'

immoral,' and the rest

a finely varied collection of adjectives might here be made does

not displace the argument, rather does it go to establish it, for it can

hardly be supposed that numbers of superior persons would be found

willing to waste their valuable time in casting ashes on their well-

poised heads, and in ceaselessly crying Woe ! woe ! unless they were

convinced that there was something positive, something tangible to

lament over in the place of wailing.

To turn back to the world of fiction, where the choice both of
' schools

' and of individual writers is so vast as to wellnigh over-

whelm us : Infinite as are the varieties, bewildering as is the process

of selection, there is one broad line of distinction by which the chooser

may be guided. Books, like boots, are either hand-made or machine-

made. The hand-made book, like the hand-made boot, will bear

about it unmistakable marks of the human agent that has fashioned

it. To certificated criticism these marks will appeal as flaws and

blemishes. Such they undoubtedly are and must remain, for the

irregularities, the unevennesses, the incompletenesses, which the critic

instantly detects, and on which he fastens so lovingly, are but evi-

dence of the irregularities, the unevennesses, the incompletenesses, of

the instrument employed in the production of the work. They may
appear in its outer garment, which we call

'

style,' or they may lie

hidden away amongst its inner folds, which we call
'

imagination ;'

but there they will be, patent alike to the highest and to the

meanest intelligence.

Carlyle has somewhere scornfully remarked on the '

completeness
of a limited mind.' It is when this saying is fitted to a book that its

full significance becomes apparent. For perfected completeness^
whether in books or in boots, you must, if that is your demand, apply
at the machine-made counter, for in that department alone will you

get what you want. The machine-made book reveals no flaws.

Smoothly it runs its appointed course; suggestion of a possible
'

beyond
'

there is none. A good broad turnpike road conducts the

traveller from start to finish
;
an occasional glimpse right hand or

left into the well-kept grounds of villa residences, furnished with neat
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laurel hedges and important carriage
'

sweeps,' is all of the picturesque

or of the unexpected in landscape which he is permitted to see. It

may be that, in despair at the well-ordered monotony of the prospect,

he may end by flying from the useful macadam and betaking
himself to cross-country tracks. If he abandons the safe and the

known for the undiscovered and the accidenU, the exchange may
turn out badjy. But he will, at any rate, gain a widened horizon and

a greater possibility of adventure. In the old days the number of

volumes of a book used to serve as so many milestones one, two,

three, sometimes even four but now that the three-volume novel is

shortly to be condemned to the limbo where lie forgotten the

crinoline, the bonnet 'curtain,' and the four corner dishes of the early

Victorian dinner table, the anxious reader can no longer console him-

self, while he jogs conscientiously along, with the comfortable thought
* There goes one, two, three,' as he puts down each volume in turn.

He has now to take, or to leave, the prescription in the form of a

single bulkily oppressive tome. That there are layers upon layers of

bourgeois readers using the word in its wide, and not at all in its

special, sense who have to be supplied with good wholesome reading

stuff, of which they can prospectively enjoy the fine moral tonic whilst

tasting the faint peppermint flavour of properly permitted incident, is

not only a truth, but a very desirable one. But what is not a truth is

the assumption that the office of censor lies either with the writers who

produce this class of book, withimmense advantage to their pockets and

their principles, or with the readers, who, finding such books nourish-

ing and well suited to their mental digestion, read them and buy
them for their library shelves. Because a book, which suggests little

beyond its own faultlessness and the laboured culture of its author,

or authoress, has an abnormal sale of many thousands, it does not

follow that the book itself is epoch-making, nor that to those who so

pronounce it is entrusted the grave mission ofdeciding what utterances

do or do not contain the germinating forces which alone are to mould

the future. To claim this right on the mere score of numbers is but

to furnish a fresh instance of the grinding tyranny of majorities.

It is a relief to turn from the bourgeois well-intentioned novel to

imaginative realism of the higher order. In Tess of the D'Urbervilles

Mr. Thomas Hardy, poet and idealist as he is, has nevertheless boldly

ranged himself on the side of sincerity and outspokenness. But not

without a storm, the echoes of which linger yet in our ears. The

characterisation of his heroine on the title-page, in the simple phrase
1 a pure woman,' gave immense offence to many weaker brethren who
had found none such in A Pair of Blue Eyes or in The Woodlanders.

Mr. George Meredith, though perhaps unconscious of it, has also

suffered from the pressure of the Zeitgeist. No one can have read

Lord Ormont and his Aminta without being struck by the added

importance which the sex problem has of late assumed in his mind.
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His faithful followers have been in the habit of triumphantly point-

ing to his keen tracking of the career of an Egoist, or to his

following of the fortunes of an Evan Harrington, the son of the tailor

who should have been king, as proof positive that he at least amongst
the gods has determined to avoid the handling of the unclean thing.
Can they, with honesty, do so now ?

When Mr. Greorge Moore gave us his Esther Waters last year,

it was easy to point in its pages to examples of extravagantly bad

taste and to flagrant want of reticence. Passages are to be found

there which, without adding either to its power or its pathos, can

hardly fail to fill the reader with frank disgust. Yet, in spite of its

many surface blots, blots we are compelled to overlook and forgive,

the book as a whole stands out as a vibrating, passionate, and there-

fore enduring, record of vibrating, passionate humanity.

Many lesser writers are there who, without the inspirations of the

giants, without their fine instincts for selection and rejection, follow

them closely, dogging their footsteps, shadowing their movements in

the crowded market-place, eager to learn where they acquire their

materials and how they use them when acquired. And hideous

indeed is the result of this espionage. Instead of walking on the

mountain tops, breathing the pure high atmosphere of imagination

freely playing around the truths of life and of love, they force us

down into the stifling charnel-house, where animal decay, with its

swarms of loathsome activities, meets us at every turn. It is the

fashion of the hour to cry that women are here the chief offenders,

that the plague of the female scribe infests the land. Whilst male

authors proudly produce such books as The Great God Pan, such

stories as The House of Shame, such episodes as The Reclaiming of
a Reprobate, it is unjust to throw the greater blame on the writers

of the Theodoras, the Yellow Asters, and the multitudinous forms of

The Superfluous Woman. Kevolting as it is that it should be

possible for a girl to project herself into the mood of a man at one of

his baser moments, faithfully identifying herself with the sequence
of his sensations, as was done in a recent notable instance, is it less

revolting that a man should be able to conceive of a woman describing

her love for her husband to his young sister in these words :
' My

love for Henry is a purely sensual one
'

? These are only mild speci-

mens of the charnel-house school
;
there are many others far more

strongly featured which cannot be quoted here.

On whom, then, rests the responsibility for the reign of license

it would be a misnomer to call it liberty which bids fair to

make the most rapidly growing of all the schools of fiction a mere

foul reflex of the inner chamber ? Surely it rests on the writers

and readers who have strenuously refused to allow to sex its place in

creative art. Denied by them its rightful throne in the temple, it

now lives enthroned in the gutter, where it has fallen into the clutches
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of the chiffoniers, to whom the great drama of humanity is but a vast

gathering-ground, from which, if they are lucky, they may pick up
choice specimens for their own particular rag-bags. In the eyes of

these sans-culottes nothing is too sacred to be handled
;
for them sex

has no mystery, and without mystery there can be no charm.

Yet the mystery of sex, no matter how much or how often it is

ignored or misinterpreted, remains, and will continue to remain, the

most beautiful 'motif for all creative work in every department of Art.

It is the most powerful and the most convincing factor in life. It is

the prompter alike of the finest and of the basest actions. It is the very

atmosphere of life itself. To Tragedy it lends the wings by which

she soars beyond the circle of her own gloom. To Comedy it adds

the deeper note, without which her rippling laughter is but a hollow

sound. Those artists who shrink from the consideration of sex, and

who carefully arrange their
' studies

'

with a view to the total sup-

pression of its truths, will assuredly have to pay the price of their

insincere timidity. They may produce a series of admirable pictures

which smack of the careful studio, but they will not furnish forth one

specimen in which the clear flame of inspiration burns. In these

correct presentations, photogravures they might fitly be called, is no

breath of life, and this alone it is which gives to imaginative work its

ultimate value, and secures even for the ephemeral novel a sort of pale

immortality.
It is only by insisting on the essentially spiritual element in sex, by

accepting it as the direct manifestation of a divine law, that it can be

rescued from the camp-followers of literature and lifted back into that

pure region which is its natural home. To the patient observation of

phenomena and to the fearless exposition of the truths obtained by the

slow after-process of analysis, let us render all due honour. Truth so

arrived at is to be told; it can neither lawfully, nor safely,be suppressed,

however grim or sordid the air it may be thus compelled to wear.

But something else is imperative before the real can put in its claim

to be accepted as the actual. The getting
'
close to life

'

in its minutest

details will not of itself suffice. The real must be prepared to admit

the ideal to full and equal rights with itself
; more, it must consent

to abandon its supremacy even over those facts which are supposed
to belong to its own proper sphere. The Keal, uninformed by the

Ideal, may indeed give us
'

life,' but it is a life born of corruption and

doomed to return to the source whence it sprung. It is the corpse

eaten of worms.

When George Sand wrote to Flaubert, 'Le roman serait une

ceuvre de poesie autant que d'analyse. II y faudrait des situations

vraies et des caracteres reels meme, se groupant autour du

sentiment ou de 1'idee principale du livre/ she laid bare the root of

the question. Once accept this as the true theory of romance-writing,
and the works of Balzac receive a fresh illumination. Even with
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greater force does this apply to the author of the Kougeon-Macquart
series. Brutal as his facts often are, they are always grouped round

a great central principle, a great governing idea, and so far may
M. Zola be counted as an idealist. Indeed, so clearly is this accepted
in France, although but few here appear to be aware of it, that he is

already fast being deposed from the headship of the French realistic

school.

The sum of what has been said is, in a word, this. We are part
of nature, we are in nature, and by nature. But this natural world

of ours is essentially dual ;
it is a body animated by a soul. Essentially

dual, too, are the worlds of art and literature. The two elements,

the Keal and the Ideal, must, if they are to produce a perfect

harmony, have allotted to them equal rights and equal powers, for

each is the necessary complement of the other. Explore, dissect,

analyse the Eeal as the modern artist in letters may, there will be

no new birth, no breath of life, for any of his brain-creations until

the quickening spirit of the Ideal shall move upon the face of the

waters.

B. A. CKACKANTHORPE.
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THE GREATER ANTIQUITY OF MAN

IT is instructive to look back and note the changes of opinion that

have taken place within the last half-century respecting the age of

Man on the earth, whether among geologists or archaeologists. With

the latter we are not concerned. The former I have followed from

the beginning. So late as 1858 the belief in the recent origin of

man remained unshaken, and for this geologists themselves were

largely responsible.
1

It was only in 1847 that the Geological Society declined to pub-
lish a paper which would have had the effect of showing that man
co-existed with the extinct Quaternary mammalia, and would there-

fore be older than the age hitherto assigned, of about six thousand

years. Nevertheless it had not escaped the notice of a few inde-

pendent observers that there were facts which, if admitted and

sufficient proofs were shortly forthcoming of their truth must have

led to a modification of the prevailing belief. The Kev. J. Mac

Enery, a Koman Catholic priest living at Torquay in 1825-30,

exhumed from the celebrated bone-cave known as Kent's Cavern

flint tools evidently worked by man, in definite association with the

remains of the Mammoth, Rhinoceros, and other extinct animals, at

a depth of several feet beneath the surface and in undisturbed

ground. This discovery was noticed by so excellent a geologist as

the late Mr. Godwin-Austen, and confirmed a few years later by a

local committee, but the facts still failed to obtain recognition.

Here the subject rested for some years. There was a reluctance to

look the question in the face. The fact was rejected as impossible ;

but no special inquiry was made. In the meantime a French gentle-

man not a geologist but an experienced archaeologist residing at

Abbeville, and acting on theological rather than on geological grounds,
as well as in belief of the Diluvial theory current amongst the earlier

1 As a matter of history it may be recorded that so late as 1853, only six years
before the general conversion, a distinguished geologist contended in an ingenious

argument that Man was of recent origin, and that it was not on the evidence of such

intermixtures of human bones with those of the extinct animals, as reported in the

caves of England and Belgium, that we ought to admit readily either the high

antiquity of the human race or the recent date of certain lost species of quadrupeds.

617
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geologists, which attributed all the superficial deposits of sand and

gravel to the effects of the Mosaic Deluge, became imbued with the idea

that, if such were the case, the remains of antediluvian Man ought
to be found in those deposits. He accordingly set himself to search.

It was well known that remains of the mammoth, woolly rhinoceros,

hycena, reindeer, &c., had been found in beds of Quaternary age near

Abbeville and other places in the valley of the Somme. There he

therefore commenced, nor was he long without his reward. True he

found no remains of the human skeleton, as he expected ;
but he

found flints fashioned into shapes which his acquaintance with the

flint implements and weapons of the Stone or Neolithic period led

him to conclude were the work of human hands. There was no

exact identity of forms, yet a general resemblance so close that it

was evident that the makers of the two sets of implements had the

same objects in view, both sets being alike fitted for defence, offence,

and various domestic purposes. At the same time there were fixed

points of difference, such as that the Stone period implements were

mostly ground and polished, while the Drift implements were rough
and unpolished ; and, though clearly made to serve similar purposes,

there was a certain difference in the patterns.

The absence of human bones presents, however, no difficulty. In

the first place, whilst wild animals lived in vast numbers during the

Quaternary period early Man existed but in small communities;

secondly, his bones, if exposed, would speedily decay ;
or be removed,

if underground, by the infiltration of the surface waters, unless placed
under favourable conditions for their preservation, such as if covered

with a bed of clay, or when they were imbedded in the argillaceous

deposits of bone caves. So great is this property of infiltrating waters

that there exist beds of gravel, originally consisting of insoluble

siliceous elements mixed with pebbles of chalk and oolite, in which

the latter two calcareous elements have been completely dissolved

out, like so many lumps of sugar, and the indestructible siliceous

pebbles alone are now left. Man also could avoid many dangers to

life to which animals were exposed.

The statements of M. Boucher de Perthes, which were certainly

not free from the introduction of some questionable facts and figures,

were treated with neglect, and it was not until the late Dr. Falconer,

whose Indian experience had led him to believe in the antiquity ofman,
visited Abbeville in 1858, and urged the writer who had already

satisfied himself that the previous discoveries in Belgium and Devon-

shire constituted a strong prima facie case in its favour, and had, on

the first report of M. de Perthes's discovery, been intending to look

into the geological evidence that the investigation was undertaken.

In April 1859 I was able to corroborate the accuracy ofM. de Perthes's

.discovery,
2 and witnessed the finding of two undoubted worked flints

2 Trans. Royal Society for May 1859.
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in a mass of shelly shingle with mammalian remains, at a depth of

about twenty feet, in a pit at Menchecourt, near Abbeville, and sub-

sequently of one at Amiens in a bed of high-level gravel with fluvia-

tile shells. Sir John Evans showed likewise that long previously

similar implements had been found under the same conditions at

Hoxne, in Suffolk, and in Gray's Inn Lane, London, but had been

passed unobserved by geologists.
3

This satisfied men of science that Palaeolithic man existed in post-
Glacial times, and that the chronology of the human race would

have to be widely extended.

Shortly afterwards similar Palaeolithic flint implements, in asso-

ciation with similar mammalian remains, were found in the valley of

the Thames, in the neighbourhood of Salisbury, of Bedford, and

elsewhere in the south of England. They were likewise discovered

in many parts of France, in Spain, Italy, and elsewhere in the south

of Europe. Nor was it long before they were found on the north

coast of Africa and in Egypt ;
likewise eastward in Syria, Arabia,

in the Indian peninsula, and elsewhere.

In the meantime my report, and those of some geological friends

whom I had invited to accompany me, had led Sir Charles Lyell to

yisit the Somme valley, and to announce the discovery at the meeting
of the British Association at Aberdeen in September 1859, and after-

wards to publish all the facts bearing on the subject in his popular

Antiquity of Man in 1863.

We need not pursue this stage of the subject further : suffice it

to say that the discovery, so long rejected and then looked upon
with doubt, speedily became an accepted fact, and the antiquity of

Man enrolled amongst the gains of science.

Here the question rested for a time. But were we to stop there ?

Was there any reason to suppose that the relics met with in the

valley-drifts were the work of the earliest race of men ? The work-

manship on some specimens of the palaeolithic implements was not

very much inferior to that of neolithic times
;
and what was known of

the human frame indicated but slight, if any, inferiority in its

physical structure to that of modern man. All led one to suppose
that ruder ancestors preceded Palaeolithic man.

Isolated specimens were discovered in this country from time to

time in positions which suggested a greater antiquity ; but, as in the

case of the early palaeolithic discoveries, they failed to receive the

attention which many of them deserved. It was the same on the

Continent, where, however, certain of our colleagues would carry back

man to Miocene times
;
but many of these cases have either proved

illusive or else want confirmation. A recent discovery in Burmah also

associates man with Miocene strata : this again wants confirmation.

8 Trans. Society of Anti-qvaries for 1859, vol. xxxviii.
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My object at present is, however, with a more remarkable case at

our own doors, a case which relates not to isolated specimens, but

in which the finds, numbered at first by hundreds, now count by
thousands of specimens,

4 and which would carry back man to early

Glacial if not to pre-Glacial times, and thus give him the '

greater

antiquity
'

surmised as probable on other grounds.
For the discovery of this new location we are indebted to Mr.

Benjamin Harrison, a keen and enthusiastic naturalist trading in the

picturesque village of Ightham, in Kent. The small stream of the

Shode passes through the village, and flows into the Medway at a

short distance east of Tunbridge. In both the high- and low-level

gravels which flank the valley Mr. Harrison, prompted by the dis-

coveries in the valley of the Somme, found flint implements of the

ordinary Amiens and Abbeville palaeolithic types. These I have

already described. 5 But this did not satisfy him, and our business

now is with older ground.
At a short distance north of Ightham rises the escarpment of the

North Downs, there from 600 to 700 feet high, and forming part of

the elevated chalk plateau which slopes gently northward toward the

Thames. There Mr. Harrison set to work. No more unpromising

ground could have been chosen for further search. There are no

Btreams, and no valley-drift beds. But the habit of search prevailed ;

Mr. Harrison persevered, and soon became aware that in the Southern

Drift thinly scattered over the surface of the plateau there were some

flints which had the appearance of having been chipped and worked

by human hands. They were, however, so rude, and so little removed

from natural fragments of flint, that when a collection of several

hundred specimens was exhibited at a meeting of the Geological

Society they were by many treated with derision. In my opinion,

however, there could be no doubt of the artificial character or of the

greater age of the majority of the specimens ;
but at that time very

few shared in this belief.

The scepticism arose from two causes firstly, with respect to the

rudeness of the implements, which led to the denial of artificial work ;

secondly, to the absence of an important link in the chain with regard
to their geological age. We will deal with the last difficulty first.

It is a difficulty that arises from the absence of any beds of known

Glacial age associated with the plateau drift. Nor, with the exception

of the Crag beds (Diestian) of Lenham, which underlie the plateau

drift, are there any beds of pre-Glacial age present. The absence of

any organic remains constitutes another difficulty. None exist. But

are we therefore to retire discomfited and abandon the inquiry ?

4 In Mr. Harrison's collection alone there are now 3,589 plateau specimens. It

must be borne in mind that these flint implements are indestructible, and that their

numbers may represent the work of many successive generations. The total number

found up to the present time by the several collectors cannot be far short of 5,000.
5

Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. for May 1891.
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It has been long known to geologists that the Glacial deposits of

Hertfordshire and Essex do not extend to the south of the Thames.

Why, then, expect them in Kent ? All that can be done is to take

the case as it stands, and if we cannot enter by the front door let us

see whether a side entrance cannot be found. Has it been sought
for ? Perhaps it has been felt that it is easier to lie down at the foot

of a wall than to scale it.

There is really a perfectly practicable side door open to us in the

relative position of the different drift beds, and in the extent of de-

nudation or valley erosion that took place between the deposition of

the several drift deposits a work of demolition which marks time as

effectually as does that of construction.

It was evident, for various reasons, that if the implements were

the work of man they must have belonged to a much older race

than man of the valley drifts. How was this to be proved ? I

will endeavour to answer the question as briefly and with as little

technical detail as possible. It has, in the first place, to be re-

membered that what I have to say of the topography of the district

has reference to it at the time when the drift, associated with the

flint implements on the summit of the chalk plateau, was spread over

its entire surface, and, therefore, before the dry chalk valleys which

now intersect it were cut out and formed, and when also there was

higher ground to the south, where now the hills and valleys of the

Weald form part of the pleasant and fertile garden of Kent.

At present the rainfall on the plateau sinks into the chalk and

escapes by underground channels into the adjacent deep river

valleys. At the remote period here alluded to these valleys did not

exist, and the rainfall escaped by wearing for itself channels on the

clay-covered surface of the level plateau, which was at that time

dominated by higher ground to the south, while the whole line of

main drainage was to the north in the Thames valley. Here, then,

was a high level plain of chalk covered by argillaceous and drift beds,

which thus became furrowed by the escaping rainfall
;
and as the fur-

rows gradually deepened they ended in the formation of the existing
chalk valleys. It will, therefore, be seen that these valleys must be

newer than the hills through which they are cut, and consequently
that the beds of sand and gravel, with the remains of the extinct

mammalia, together with the flint implements of Palaeolithic man.

found in these valleys,. must also be newer than the drift scattered on

the summit of those hills. This is a simple proposition, but is one

seemingly not yet mastered by some of our geological friends.

The great valley of Holmesdale and the river valley of the Med-

way (part of this eroded series) form deep channels, the one parallel

with the chalk escarpment and the other cutting through it
;
and in

beth of these we find abundant traces of Palaeolithic man, associated,

where the conditions are favourable, with the remains of the mam-
VOL. XXXVII No. 218 T T
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moth, ivoolly rhinoceros, and other animals. The significance of this

fact cannot be too strongly insisted upon.

A preliminary objection was raised against our interpretation of

the plateau implements on the score of their alleged indefinite

shapes, and supposed absence of recognisable signs of workmanship
or design. This led many to reject them altogether as the work of

man. But, rude as a large proportion of the plateau implements are,

it soon became apparent that a certain number of them could be re-

solved into distinct groups, and that particular forms prevailed,

which constituted definite types, such as

1. Scrapers of various shapes. These predominate ; but, unlike

the scrapers of the Stone and Palaeolithic periods, which form each a

separate tool designed for the one object alone, these plateau scrapers,

though sometimes made for use as one implement alone, are most

frequently combined on the same flint with other forms of tools, such

as drills, trimmers, and hammers; or else a flat or chisel-shaped

scraper will have at the other end a circular scraper. Thus the one

implement may serve for several purposes. It is a case of generalised,

preceding special, forms.

2. Other scrapers have been formed out of split Tertiary flint-

pebbles, sometimes split naturally, at other times artificially. The

edges are trimmed generally all round, so as to act as a rough scraper,

in whatsoever position the pebble may best be held. At the present day
a similar practice prevails among some North American Indians, who,

whenever in want of a scraper, select a pebble, which they split and

then trim the edges. They rarely keep the old scraper, fresh ones

being so easily obtained. This tool is called a pashoa, or scraper,

and is used by the Shosbone Indians to dress skins.

3. Another common pattern is a flat roughly pointed implement,
of which the sides form scrapers, while the central point might serve

for other purposes. In some of these implements the point is very

slightly protuberant, and has lateral bow-shaped scrapers on either

side. This is a form peculiar to the plateau implements.

4. A fourth and peculiar type of scraper is in the form of a

crescent, from one to three inches in breadth. Sometimes these are

made out of a thin flat piece of flint
;
at other times they are rounded

and shaped like a bent fore-finger, and are about the size of one.

They may have been used for scraping bones or sticks. An iron tool

with a similar curve, termed a '
drawshave/ is now used in Kent

for scraping hop poles.

5. Other forms of these rude implements seem to have been

adapted for use as drills, small hand-picks, and other objects.

6. Flakes, so common in the valley drifts, are rare, and only a

few show the fc bulb of percussion/ which is so characteristic of arti-

ficial fabrication. A sharp blow on any flint always results (as with

the Suffolk flint-knapper's work of to-day) in a more or less prominent
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bulb. There are geologists who assert that they may have been

formed naturally an assertion which might be as difficult to disprove

as it would be to prove. Flakes simply for cutting purposes are rarely

found, whilst they are common in the valley drifts and in neolithic

depots.

7. Besides these more usual forms, implements of the spear-head

type,' so characteristic of the high-level gravels of the neighbour-
hood of Amiens and in the Thames valley, and of the flat ovoid-

shaped implements common in the lower gravels of Abbeville, are

occasionally met with. These plateau specimens true prototypes
of the later palaeolithic implements are, however, very much ruder

and smaller than the others
; and, though a few rare, finely worked

specimens are sometimes met with, there is reason to believe that,

like the neolithic implements also found in the same association, they
are of a different and more recent age.

8. But by far the larger number of the plateau specimens are

shapeless fragments of flint, usually flat, stained brown, and merely

chipped or roughly trimmed on the edges, just as at the present day
an Australian savage will take pieces of bottle glass or telegraph
insulators and chip them into some rude form adapted to his simple
wants. Some of these flints are roughly square, others long or pointed ;

but all show artificial chipping or trimming on the edges, though
whether so chipped by design or from use in chipping or breaking
other flints it is not always possible to say. They are merely rude

natural flint fragments which happened to have a shape that seemed

available for the object the searcher had in view, yet having no defi-

nite pattern. Still the work is evidently artificial, though to an

unpractised eye it may not always be easy to discern. It is, in fact,

often difficult to draw the line between the natural flints and those

which have been thus manipulated. From the circumstance also of

their having been merely natural flints picked up on the surface

their original aspect often predominates over the subsequent work.6

Nevertheless it is clear that the flints have been intentionally

modified,
'
for we know of no natural agency which could produce

the signs of work so abundantly shown upon them.' 7 Not only is the

workmanship of the rudest character, but the specimens have fre-

quently been so much worn that the work is commonly blunted and

often obscured. Although, however, there are hundreds of specimens

having undefined forms, a large majority even of these will still be

found to have relations more or less distinct (often very faint) with

the several types just described. It is evident that we are here

in the presence of a very simple and, maybe, nascent intelligence.

* The various forms of the plateau implements are figured in the Journal of the

Anthropological Institute for February 1892, and rearranged, with additions, in the

writer's Collected Papers on Controverted Questions in Geology.
7 Letter of Canon Greenwell to the author.

T T 2
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The work is, in fact, such as we might expect from a race of a time

so remote from us, and so remote even from the palaeolithic race of

men
;
for whereas at the time of the valley gravels this land had

assumed its present main physiological features of hill and dale, at

the time of the plateau drift these surface features did not exist. We
may judge from this how great was the distance of time which

separated the two races.

But, says one critic, rudeness of form is no test of age, and leaves

it to be inferred that these specimens are no older than other rude

forms of later ages. Who of the advocates of the plateau implements
ever said that it was ? I know of none. We particularly remarked

in 1892 that rudeness of form alone was no proof of antiquity, and

that there were plenty of very rude specimens of the valley types.
8

We would again emphasise the fact that there are rude implements
not only of the valley gravels, but also of neolithic times, whilst among
the stone implements of living savages there are many as rude as

those of the plateau group.

Each epoch had, however, its typical forms, and these are broadly

persistent, howsoever rude the specimens may be. In the neolithic

period axe and chisel shapes predominate ;
in the valley gravels the

long pointed and spatula-shaped implements are characteristic of the

period ;
and in the plateau group various forms for scraping and

hammering prevail. There are, no doubt, pointed forms in the plateau

group, but they have a different cachet from those of the valley group,
as these again differ from those of the subsequent Stone period.

There are, besides, certain generalised forms which persist throughout
all the periods, though perhaps varying a little in some minor details.

Simple flakes likewise, more or less worked, are found in all three

periods.

Another critic remarks on the fact that pointed forms of the

Amiens pattern occur on the plateau, and would have it, therefore,

that all other forms also belong to the same race of palaeolithic men.

But in the high and low level valley drifts types of the same cha-

racter are repeated, notwithstanding their difference of age ;
whilst

closely allied palaeolithic forms occur occasionally amongst neolithic

specimens, yet no one would seriously contend that the relative age
of the two was affected by the circumstance.

Others would have it that the implements are found in a peculiar

bed of clay which is of local origin, and is, therefore, not a drift

deposit. We, however, have never found them in that particular

flinty bed when undisturbed, though they are met with on its dis-

turbed surface. The drift on that surface is certainly not of local

origin, as is shown .by the presence in it of fragments of strata derived

from the hills some miles distant to the south.

Again, it has been contended that the small valleys began
8 Journal of the Anthropological Institute, February 1892.
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their career on the plateau and finished as the larger river valleys,

and consequently that they all belong to the same epoch forgetful

of the great lapse of time between the beginning and the end of

the valley excavation.

Some critics have even gone so far as to deny the workmanship
of the flints, because, as they contend, they show no bulb of percus-
sion. But how many of the valley specimens show such a bulb ?

Certainly not one in a hundred or more. Where the trimming has

been done by pressure or by slight chipping it is not likely there

would be any. The argument, however, is futile, because the fact is

that some, though very few, specimens of the plateau implements do
show such a bulb.

It has also been frequently asserted that these implements are

natural forms produced by the friction of the shingle on the shore or

in the beds of rivers. Challenged to show any such natural speci-

mens, those who have made the assertion have been unable, although

nearly three years have elapsed since the challenge was given, to bring
forward a single such specimen. If, moreover, implements were

formed in that manner, they should be found in gravel beds of all

ages and origins. So far from running water having this construc-

tive power, the tendency of it is to wear off all angles, and reduce

the flint to a more or less rounded pebble.

Such have been the main adverse arguments urged against the

plateau implements.
9 It will be seen that most of them have been

directed against conditions assumed apparently under misapprehen-
sion of the facts. We cannot, however, pretend to deny that there

are yet some unsolved difficulties, in the removal of which let us hope
that, after more of our critics have visited the ground, we may have

their co-operation.

That there should be hesitation in accepting the artificial charac-

ter of some of the work we are not surprised. Were it not for the

circumstance that design is shown in the frequent repetition of the

same form we could well understand that there should be some

scepticism.
10

Substituting 'form' for 'colour,' might we not look

upon this as a condition parallel with that of colour-blindness ?

In the one case certain colours are invisible to the patient ;
in the

other certain marks fail to be apparent to his apprehension.
One point of difference between the valley and the plateau forms

is that the former are commonly large and massive, and not adapted

9 The reader will find discussions in which these various objections are advanced
in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute for February 1892, on the occasion of

the author's paper on the plateau implements ;
and more recently on the occasion of

Professor Rupert Jones's address on the same subject at the Oxford meeting of the

British Association in August 1894, and reported in Natural, Science for October that

year.
40 The same scepticism was shown by a former generation with respect to the

implements from the valley drifts.
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for use in the hand (although there are marked exceptions to this),

but would appear to have been fixed to the end of a pole or stick for

use as weapons of offence or defence
;
on the other hand, the plateau

implements are mostly of small size, and fitted for use only in the

hand. This is further to be seen in the fact that they are generally

worked round all the edges, so that they could be used in different

positions and on all sides. This absence of the large massive imple-
ments is a noticeable feature. Whence could this have arisen ? The

elephant (E. antiquus), rhinoceros (R. etruscus), bear (Ursus

spelceus), and various formidable carnivora had already appeared on

the land, so that weapons of defence would appear to have been as

much needed as in the subsequent palaeolithic period. Was it from

want of skill or want of power ? Were those men so devoid of intel-

ligence or so unable to cope with their feral enemies that they

sought shelter and refuge in the trees of the forest ? Can we venture

on a conjecture that they were in that sense an arboreal race ?

These are questions we cannot pretend to answer. What little is

known of palaeolithic man leads us to suppose that he differed but

slightly in structure and habits from the modern savage. Of the

structure of the plateau man we know nothing. All traces of his

frame, as also of those of the local contemporary mammalia, which

might have inhabited the same wilds, have disappeared in the long
roll of ages. How surely this can be accomplished in permeable
drift deposits we have already (ante, p. 618) pointed out, in the instance

where the solid calcareous contents of a bed of gravel have been

removed as completely as if they had never existed.

Of what use, then, were the implements ? They could at least

be used for hammering, for breaking bones, for scraping skins, bones,

and sticks, and for chipping and trimming other stones for use. All

this points to a very simple and primitive race whose wants were few,

and who, perhaps, lived largely on fruits and roots. There may have

been races yet older in other parts of the world
; but in Britain none

older have yet been met with. What their age may be, in terms of

our chronology, we cannot say. In geological chronology we have

reason to believe that they preceded or were contemporaneous with

some part of the Glacial period that is to say, if we are right in

supposing that the great valleys of Holmesdale and the Medway were

excavated by the rains and ice of that period while a limit to their

antiquity is drawn by the superposition of the plateau drift on the

Lenham Crag of Pliocene age.

Of the greater antiquity, therefore, of the plateau men we think

there can be no doubt. Some estimate of the remoteness of that

time may be formed by considering the position and age of palaeo-

lithic man. As I observed on a former occasion,
11

when, thirty-five

years ago, the barriers which restricted the age of man to a limited

11
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. for August 1887.
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traditional chronology were overthrown by the discoveries in the

valley of the Somme and in Brixham Cave, the pent-up current of

geological opinion tended to the other extreme of assigning to man

(post-Glacial) an antiquity unwarranted by the facts. Measured by
our own limited experience of natural agencies, the deepening of the

valleys, the life of the successive generations of the Pleistocene mam-
malia, and the dying out or extinction of a large number of species

were thought to demand a very long period of time. Consequently it

was at first suggested that the Glacial period commenced possibly

about a million years since, and that the post-Grlacial period had lasted

about 200,000 years. It was felt, however, on the other hand, that the

very large proportion of existing species of land and marine animals

which lived during the Pleistocene period, and had since undergone no

change, combined with the stationary condition of man himself during
so long an interval, presented serious objections to adopting such

lengthened periods of time. On neither side, however, were the

conclusions based on any definite data. To the uniformitarian the'

assumption of limitless time was an indispensable need, and, therefore,

in the absence of any available geological scale, geologists were led

to adopt the astronomical chronology of the late Dr. Croll, who, after

first suggesting the higher figures, concluded that the insetting of

the Glacial period took place 240,000 years ago, and the end of the

post-Glacial period 80,000 years ago.

The extreme opinions, which, in reference to the Quaternary

period, dealt with millions of years, are now probably held by few
;

but still many and possibly the majority of geologists assign to the

Glacial and post-Glacial periods measures of time which involve for

the antiquity of man the vast periods just mentioned. Nevertheless

Dr. Croll himself considered that the modern doctrine of uniformity
had led geologists to over-estimate the length of geological periods.

In the result, the discussion of the hypothesis still left the disappear-
ance of palaeolithic man at a distance of 80,000 years from our own
times. We, however, can find no geological warrant for this greal

interval. There is no proof that neolithic man reigned throughout so

long a period. Time has been too much used to explain all diffi-

culties. Time, it is true, is illimitable, and there is no occasion to

be niggardly in its use
; yet, on the other hand, there is no occasion

for prodigality,
12 or to employ it in support of problems when other

explanations fail, and time is resorted to as the deus ex machina.

Of the length of the reign of palaeolithic man no definite measure

has been suggested. We have on previous occasions endeavoured to

form some approximate estimate. It is for those geologists who place

his disappearance at a distance of 80,000 years to say what additional

term they would require. . For our own part we know of no geological

evidence to support such very long terms. They rest altogether upon
* 2 Our observations apply only to the geology of the Quaternary period.
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CrolPs hypothesis, which entirely fails to satisfy the geological condi-

tions of the Tertiary and Secondary formations
; and, with the failure

of that hypothesis, those measures of time must also fall. We need

not here repeat the reasons which led us to conclude that the appear-
ance of palaeolithic man that is to say, the man of the Valley
drifts does not extend probably beyond a distance of about .20,000 to

30,000 years, and his disappearance at from about 10,000 to 12,000

years from our own times.

Palaeolithic man is admittedly post-Glacial. Between him and

Plateau man, or, as it has been suggested he should be termed, Eo-

lithic man, is the wide gulf of the period of extreme glacialism, when
this land was either under ice and snow or under an ice-covered

ocean. According to Croll this period would appear to have lasted for

more than 150,000 years. I have ventured on an approximate esti-

mate of 15,000 to 25,000 years, though it must be admitted that the

data for this are still very insufficient. For us, however, the important

question at present is to understand that anyhow the time needed

for the advance and retreat of the great ice streams must have been

long ;
and it is this which gives the measure of the interval between

the Plateau and the Palaeolithic races of men. A very considerable

length of time must also have been needed for the evolution of the

symmetrical forms of the valley-drift implements from the rude

plateau types, a transition greater than that which separates the work

of the Valley from that of the Stone period artificers.

No traces of older man have been met with on our land
;
and

though elsewhere instances have been recorded they have either

proved mistaken or else require confirmation. Of one thing I feel

satisfied : which is, that in no other instance do the phenomena ex-

hibit so well as in this part of Kent the successive geological stages

bearing upon the human occupation of the land, and so clearly help

to establish the ' Greater Antiquity' of Early Man.

JOSEPH PRESTWICH.
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THE LATEST IRISH LAND BILL

A SUGGESTION

I SHALL not attempt in these few pages to discuss Mr. Morley's Bill

in detail. Such a task would be beyond my purpose even if it were

within my powers. My object is rather to consider what is, for prac-

tical purposes, the best method of discussing those details, for, indeed,

the Bill is all details, and central principle there is none.

A short sketch is necessary, however, of the situation, and a bare

outline of the purpose of the Bill, in order to explain my argument.
The Bill professes to be a mere amendment of the Land Act of

1881. I voted for that Act, and have never regretted doing so, though
I always regarded it rather as a modus vivendi, pending the transition

by Purchase to a system of occupying ownership, than as a perma-
nent settlement. Admittedly it requires some amendment. From
the circumstances under which it was passed it was inevitably un-

satisfactory in some details, and it would be surprising if a measure

so novel in its principles, and so vague and obscure in the wording of

some of its most important provisions as Mr. Gladstone's Act, did not

need modification or elucidation after fourteen years' working under

the stress and strain that have characterised Irish history during that

period. I confess, however, that (apart from the distinctively Ulster

portion of the case, which I do not profess to understand) the points

on which amendment is urgently necessary do not seem important
or numerous enough to call for a Bill of such dimensions and involv-

ing the fate of governments and parties. Outside Ulster there is

practically no demand for a Land Bill except amongst extremists

who are aiming at '

prairie value,' or in the form of that vague but

perfectly natural desire for a reduction of rent by any means and on

any grounds which animates most farmers in Ireland, and probably
not a few in Great Britain.

Moreover, the mere raising of the question of Land Tenure must
interfere with the process of Land Purchase by tenants

;
for though

it is satisfactory to note that Mr. Morley regards Land Purchase as

the only ultimate solution, his contention that an amendment of the

law as to Tenure is necessary to afford a basis for negotiations as to

629
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Purchase, does not correspond with my experience, however plausible

in theory or for debating purposes ;
the fact being that one of the

chief inducements to landlord and tenant to come to terms as to

Purchase, is the desire to avoid all the harassing uncertainty, delay,

and expense of proceedings for fixing rent in the Land Courts set up

by the Act of 1881. I say nothing of the dismay with which the

English public must regard further prolonged Irish Land debates, or

the feelings much stronger than dismay with which the vast majority

of the House of Commons will regard such a prospect. From almost

every point of view, however necessary some amendment may be ad-

mitted to be, it will be deplorable if a large part of the Session is

spent on it unless there be something like a fair prospect of a

permanent pacification being thereby brought about.

On the other hand, once such a Bill is introduced it is difficult to

see on what grounds Unionists in either House could divide against

it on Second Beading, or the Government refuse it a fair and adequate
discussion in Committee. The case is quite different from that of

the Evicted Tenants' Bill last year. The latter was avowedly an

exceptional measure to meet a temporary difficulty, and one which, it

might reasonably be urged, would settle itself in course of time.

This Bill seeks to remedy defects of the existing law, some of which

are admitted, though, of course, opinions differ as to the number and

importance of these, and as to the nature of the remedy. Once raised,

such a question cannot lightly be laid aside, and Unionists would do

well to remember that every failure of the Imperial Parliament to

deal with Irish questions retards the conversion of moderate

Nationalists, which I believe under the opposite conditions to be a

mere question of time, which is already begun, but a steady growth
of which is essential to the permanent maintenance of the Union.

What, then, is the probable course that discussion will take under

the ordinary rules of procedure, and what prospect is there of a useful

and workable measure emerging from the process ?

The first thing that will strike anyone who studies the Bill, or

even reads Mr. Morley's speech on introducing it, will be the oppor-

tunities for necessary and inevitable discussion it offers, the numberless

vistas of debate it opens up, vistas beset with briars and thorns.

Friendly constructive criticism alone on so technical a measure would

absorb much parliamentary time, and what of the hostile and de-

structive ? Both landlords and tenants from different districts might
well differ amongst themselves on many points. At the best the

discussion must be long. It will also be intricate and tedious, every

clause, every amendment, involving references to the Act of 1881 and

even to the Act of 1870. All these difficulties might be encountered

patiently, if not cheerfully, were there a fair prospect of arriving at

any practical result. But here comes in the fatal crux : the Irish land-

lords (outside Ulster) are practically unrepresented in the House of
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Commons ;
the Irish tenants are absolutely unrepresented, unless

it be by their allies on the Government bench, in the House of Lords.

If reasonable men on each side could be brought together, it is

inconceivable that some fair settlement could not be arrived at on

such questions as the property in improvements, or the distinguishing
cnaracteristics of *

agricultural land
;

'

but so long as the two parties

are shut up in separate Houses, any such agreement is obviously
rendered vastly more difficult, and it is easy to see what is likely to

happen. The Bill, if opposed at all on Second Beading in the

Commons, will be carried by a large majority. In Committee it will

either be discussed ad nauseam, and with much loss of temper, for three

or four weeks, or closured and guillotined after obstruction. In either

case it will go up to the Lords in a form the latter notoriously cannot

accept. If it has been closured and guillotined, the temptation will

be great for the Lords to reject it on Second Beading, a result the

discredit of which would be pretty equally divided between the two

Houses, though extremists on either side might secretly rejoice, whilst

striving to throw the blame on others. And even if moderate

counsels prevailed in the Upper House, and the Committee stage were

reached ;
if the invitationLord Bosebery gave in the Home Bule debate

of 1893 were accepted, and the Bill were recast to suit the landlords

and returned to the Commons, wouldtheprospect be sensiblyimproved?

Probably the cry of ' mutilation
' would be raised by the Government,

and the Bill abandoned.

But even if an agreement were patched up by the clumsy method
of the Lords 'not insisting on disagreeing from the Commons'
amendments to their Lordships' amendments,' the experience of 1881

shows that the result would be a mere armed truce, the dispute being
transferred from the floors of the two Houses to the Land Courts and

Court of Appeal in Ireland, and vast sums being spent on the inter-

pretation of the studiously vague utterances of the parliamentary
oracle. The only point on which political parties could agree would

be to provide plentiful matter for the disagreement of lawyers and

courts of law, and the land war would break out afresh in a few years'

time.

It would seem, therefore, that, from a parliamentary point of view,

the best result that could be expected from the ordinary procedure
would be an unintelligible Act, and a bounteous crop of fresh litigation

between landlord and tenant, with a recurrence before long of the

parliamentary conflict
;
while it is highly probable that matters would

culminate rather in the shipwreck of the Bill, after much waste of

time, and perhaps some damage to political reputations.

From an Irish point of view, of course, such an Act would be worse

than none, but the loss of the Bill at the end of the Session, when

expectations had been raised by the long struggle, would surely be a

lame and impotent conclusion, and benefit nobody except the agitators
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in Ireland, and perhaps the assailants of the House of Lords in Eng-
land and Scotland.

It may, perhaps, be urged on the part of the Government that,

by referring the Bill to a grand Committee in the Commons, a

mode of procedure not in use in 1881, a discussion more practical

and business-like, though less protracted, may be secured. I fear,

however, the proceedings of grand Committees on contentious Bills

hardly answer to this description, though, owing to the small amount

of publicity given to their debates, it is difficult for outsiders to judge.
At any rate it is notorious that such a proposal would be strenuously
resisted by the whole Opposition, including members pledged, like Mr.

T. W. Kussell, to support the Bill in the main, and if persisted in

would certainly lead to attempts to reopen the discussion in Com-
mittee of the whole House, followed by charges of obstruction, closure,

guillotine, and the other consequences indicated above. Obviously no

help is forthcoming in this direction.

Is there then no chance of a settlement, no possibility of a reason-

able and business-like discussion ? On one condition only, as it

appears to me, namely, that the two parties can be brought together
face to face instead of corresponding by messages couched in clumsy,

confusing, and antiquated forms. Is such a mode of procedure

possible within the four corners of the constitution? It would

require the experience of the highest authorities on parliamentary

practice to answer this question, but the idea at any rate is not

foreign to the constitution.

Though not resorted to for the last fifty-nine years, a Conference

between representatives of the two Houses is part of the recognised

machinery for adjusting differences between them. The reason it has

fallen into disuse is obvious
;

for purposes of really fruitful discussion

it came at the wrong time, at the end of a long and probably bitter

controversy, when patience, temper, and time had been lost on both

sides, when no one would have either the inclination or the energy
for a careful study of details, and the only chance of agreement would

lie in a half-hearted compromise adopted from sheer weariness, which

legislators hardly attempted to understand, and lawyers would take

years to unravel and interpret.

Why not try a Conference for discussion of details at the begin-

ning instead of the end of the controversy always supposing that

principles have been agreed upon or settled by Parliament, and that

there is a bonafide desire amongst reasonable men on both sides to

come to an agreement ?

The first of these conditions is practically fulfilled in the present

case, the principles, bad or good, being in the main those of the Act

of 1881. Whether a desire exists for settlement will be tolerably

evident before the debate on Second Beading in the Commons has

concluded. If such a desire is disclosed (and without it no good
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result is possible under present circumstances by any conceivable

procedure), let the Bill be then referred to a joint Committee or Con-

ference of representatives of both Houses for consideration in detail.

This is already done in the case of some private Bills
; surely

it might be resorted to with advantage in that of a public Bill such

as this.

At any rate, do not let the parties be studiously kept asunder like

the principals in a duel whose seconds are afraid of their settling

their differences amicably, before the claims of ' honour ' have been

satisfied, as sanctioned by the '

Christless code That must have life

for a blow.'

MONTEAGLE.
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SOME AMERICAN
IMPRESSIONS' AND 'COMPARISONS 1

THERE can be little doubt that we Americans, as a people, have a

tendency to that disease which, on this side of the water, has been

very aptly termed *

Anglophobia.' It usually attacks us in our

school days while we are studying the elementary United States

History. Having been a victim of the disease myself, I have a vivid

recollection of how I first caught it. It all happened in a little

wooden district school-house, surrounded by the fertile farmlands of

beautiful Wisconsin. At the close of each history recitation there

was always one question which we knew would be propounded to us

before we were dismissed from the class.

'

Children/ asked our teacher,
' what was the cause of the war

between England and the American Colonies ?
'

Then we would all, boys and girls, with our lusty, youthful voices,

chorus back :

' Taxation without representation !

'

1 Was that right ?
'

*

No, ma'am !

'

We were not exactly sure just what taxation or representation

meant, but we felt that it was not right on general principles.

Afterwards, during the intermission, when we gathered in the

playgrounds, we amused ourselves with a game, the plot of which was

to be found in the inspiring old story of the first
' Boston tea party.'

I remember that towards the end of the rhyme we chanted something
like this :

So, before the rising sun,

They emptied the tea

All into the sea,

And England's reign was done !

Then we clenched our tiny fists and hated John Bull with all

our youthful mights. For me, that was the incipient stage of
'

Anglophobia,' and when, about two years ago, I arrived in Liverpool,

I was suffering from the disease in its most rabid form. At the

injunction of an American editor, I had come over to England for

a few months to study its
'

inferiorities,' and to compare them with
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the '

superiorities
'

of my own country. That there could be any-

thing besides
' inferiorities

'

never occurred to me, so my patriotic

nervous system received a terrible shock when, as I stepped off the

ship, I observed that the sun was shining quite as brightly in Liver-

pool as it shone in New York on the day of my departure. I remem-

bered to have heard an American man say that the sun never set on

the British Empire because it never rose, he having visited London

during December and January and seen nothing but fogs ! Hence,
I was not pleased at being greeted by sunshine quite as good as any
American sunshine I had ever seen, and I determined that when I

wrote my Impressions I would leave out the question of sunshine

altogether.

Arriving in London, I draped my windows, covered the furniture,

and hung the walls with the Stars and Stripes. One day, three

months later, it suddenly occurred to me that none of my English
visitors had paid any particular attention to these decorations or

said anything disagreeable about the Star-spangled Banner, and

then, in the fear that perhaps familiarity might breed contempt,
even for one's country's flag, I laid them lovingly away, and dis-

covered that my *

Anglophobia
'

was gradually disappearing, even in

the midst of the London fogs.

A few days afterwards I accompanied an American lady to the

theatre. At the close of the performance, I, with the rest of the

audience, stood up during the playing of ' God Save the Queen.' My
friend kept her seat, and, pulling at my sleeve, she whispered, in

horror-struck tones,
'

Sit down ! Sit down ! You're an American,

and they're playing
" God Save the Queen

"
!

'

* Yes.' I answered,
' I know I'm an American, and I'm proud of it,

but just at present I'm earning my living in England, and if God
doesn't save the Queen, what will become of me ?

'

It was on that day that some two hundred pages of manuscript
entitled My Impressions of John Bull went into the fire. I was

cured of '

Anglophobia
'

simply by living in England and allowing
the disease to run its course. Then I began to look about for other

and more unbiassed '

impressions.' I was quite convinced of the error

of the saying that ' First impressions are always the best.' In regard
to a new country or a new people, first impressions are the worst.

This is quite as applicable to Englishmen visiting America as to

Americans visiting England. Some one has very naively remarked,

that a foreigner knows very little about England until he has been

called upon to pay his income tax, and it may as justly be said that

one should live long enough in the United States for the taking out

of naturalisation papers before attempting to * write it up.'

Now, there is another disease which often attacks my country-

people after they have resided for some time in England. It is

4

Anglomania.' Indeed, I have known a number of persons to go
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from the one extreme to the other. Starting as
'

Anglophobiacs
'

they have ended by becoming
*

Anglomaniacs,' and it has always
seemed to me that their last state was worse than their first. In my
own case, however, I have never noticed the slightest symptoms of

this latter disease, and, so far as I have been able to discover, no one

has ever so much as questioned my nationality. I am still receiving
'

impressions
' and making

l

comparisons/ and though they may not

all be correct, they are now, I hope, unbiassed either by prejudice or

predilection.

It is but natural that having, during the past two years, spent
much of my time among the English working-people, I should have

begunbymaking comparisons between the lower classes of England and

those of my own country. In the United States, where we think we
believe that *

all men are created equal,' we often feel greatly
troubled because there is so much '

class distinction
'

in England.

Sitting by our own bright firesides, or rather our hot-air registers,

we have read in books and newspapers direful tales of the sufferings
of the ' down-trodden working people

'

in England, how they are the

slaves of the aristocracy, who, even if they save enough money from

their starvation wages to enable them to purchase a plot of ground

upon which to build their own huts, refuse to sell them the land.

In spite of our '

Anglophobia,' we are kind-hearted, we Americans,
and so our deepest sympathy and pity have been extended to our

unfortunate English cousins of the lower classes. When I first

started out in my '

disguises
'

among the working-girls, which brought
me much into contact with the working-men as well, I carried all

this sympathy and pity with me. I had heard the cry of the

English working-girl,
' We are underpaid,' and knowing that low

wages were the rule in nearly every department of female industry, I

set myself to discover, if I could, why the English working-girl was

so miserably
*

underpaid.' And in the end, I found that she was not

receiving a lower wage than she was worth : that in the majority of

employments her wages were commensurate with her capabilities.

I saw the servant-girl, in her neat black dress and cap and apron,

earning from fourteen to thirty pounds a year, with ' beer money
'

and ' wash money
' thrown in. Her wants were few, and, with a

reasonable mistress, her privileges were many. I found that, without

any inconvenience to herself, she was able to lay by fully two-thirds

of her year's wages, and I remembered that young women engaged
in the so-called

'

higher employments
'

considered themselves fortu-

nate if, after dressing and living as their position in life demanded,

they were able to come out ' even
'

at the end of the year. Both

during my career as a servant and as an inmate of a servants' home,
I failed to find a single servant, either in or out of a situation, who
had not a snug account at the savings bank in readiness for a rainy

day.
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Then, again, as an apprentice in a fashionable dressmaking esta-

blishment where about thirty girls were employed, I found, upon in-

vestigation, that the wages received by the majority of my co-workers

were what might be called '

low,' ranging all the way from a half-

crown to fifteen shillings a week
; yet I could not help being

impressed with the thought that they were not '

under-paid/ They
were simply

' hack workers,' acting only in accordance with the

instructions of the forewoman, who was herself a genius in her own

line, and well worth much more money than she received. She

directed the girls to sew straight seams, and they sewed them. Told

to stitch in a belt with a marking for the waist line to show precisely

where to begin and where to leave off, they accomplished the task,

sometimes creditably, sometimes otherwise. Given the number of

inches required in a collar, they could cut it out, and, informed that

a bodice required a certain number of buttons and button-holes, they
were able to sew them in the required places. But give them the-

materials and tools for making a bodice and they were helpless.

They were not capable of thinking or inventing. They only followed

where they were led. To be sure it was well for them that they knew
how to *

follow/ but it must be remembered that there were thousands

of other girls who could have ' followed
'

just as well, and that the

supply was much greater than the demand.

I have found this state of things in all the branches of female

labour in which, for a short time, I have been engaged. In nearly

every case I have noticed that the really capable and worthy workers

were paid reasonable wages, and that where a low rate of wages pre-

vailed, there also mediocrity and inefficiency prevailed among the

workers. In many of these employments the working-girls of Ame-
rica receive higher wages than do those of England, but I have not

failed to observe that, as a rule, the American working-girl is far

more capable than her English cousin in the same branch of industry,
and her higher wage is simply justice to higher accomplishments.

The English working-girl and working-man have the appearance
of being overwhelmed with a sense of their own importance on

account of over-attention and over-solicitude in their behalf, and they
are acting very much like spoiled children. Their condition is made
one of the chief subjects of sermons, parliamentary legislation, special

meetings, newspaper, magazine, and review articles, till one cannot

help feeling rather sorry for the upper middle classes and the aristo-

cracy, whose very existence seems in danger of being forgotten.
'

Why,' said an open-air orator in Hyde Park recently,
* what does

generals and queens and lords do to save England in time of war ?

It's Tommy Atkins what does the fightin' and saves the country !

'

;

This, to my American eyes, seems to be the spirit that pervades

the ranks of British working-men. They have become imbued with

the idea that the hewers of wood and the drawers of water are the-
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only British subjects worthy of consideration. It is true that the

wood must be hewn and the water drawn, and far be it from me to

depreciate the value of Tommy Atkins. He is, without a doubt,
' a

credit to his country,' but somehow I cannot get over the impression
that he would not be able to carry through successfully a campaign
on land or sea without the direction of those '

generals and queens
and lords' whom his enthusiastic defender affected so much to

despise.

Just as
' We are under-paid

'

is the habitual cry of the working-girl,
so the motto emblazoned on the banner of the British working-man
is,

'

Uphold the Dignity of Labour,' and yet he takes very little

pains to uphold it. I am here reminded of another speech I heard

in Hyde Park, a place which might well be called
'

Liberty Land.' I

was interested one Sunday in listening to the harangue of one of the

numerous speakers, a workman, as he described himself, who appealed
to his brother workmen to stand on their dignity and assert their

equality with the noblest in the land. Some time afterwards I re-

cognised that Sunday orator in a cabdriver who drove me to the

theatre, and cursed me for
* a fine lady with no pity on a poor man

'

because I refused to give him alms in the shape of a sixpence over

his legal fare ! I thought then that this was a strange illustration of

the '

dignity of labour.' And right here I cannot resist the tempta-
tion to add that had a cabdriver in the Northern States of America

ventured to show his '

dignity
'

by applying vile epithets to a woman
in the presence of others, he would have been knocked down by any
man who happened to be in the vicinity, while in the south he

would have been shot on the instant, thus becoming a victim of

a white ' southern outrage.' In London, however, there were but

two courses open to me to appear in a police court (not a pleasant

place for a woman), or report him at Scotland Yard and wait until he

attempted to renew his license, which would be refused him. In cases

of this kind I think that all Englishwomen will agree with me that

the American method of proceeding is the more satisfactory one.

Daring the late coal strike, having been sent to Lancashire as

woman commissioner by one of the London dailies, I again heard

much talk concerning the '

wrongs of the working-man,' and the

necessity of upholding the '

dignity of labour
'

even when it came to

strikes and riots. One evening I was called to the little room which

was a sort of combined sitting and bar room in the old-fashioned inn

where I stopped, to meet three of the most intelligent of the strikers.

Over huge schooners of beer and pipes of smoking tobacco, they re-

lated to me many of their *

wrongs,' telling me that their wives and

children were ' clemmin '

at home, and begged for some of the * funds
'

I carried with me in order to relieve their sufferings ! I was only a

woman journalist, and I did not pretend to know anything about the

rights and the wrongs of the dispute between mast ers and men, but
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somehow I could not make it clear to my own mind just how the
'

dignity of labour
'

could be upheld in a beer mug, especially while

the wife and children were ' clemmin.' During my subsequent in-

vestigations among the working people, one of the ideas that has

most impressed me has been that the whole working population of

England seemed to be reeking in beer, and I have often wondered

whether the superiority of the American working-man over the British

working-man a superiority which must be very apparent to one who

has studied both classes is not to a great extent due to the compara-

tively small amount of beer-drinking among the American workmen.

I do not now refer to the foreign element among our working classes,

but to the native-born American workman, who goes to his work at six

o'clock in the morning, and returns home at six o'clock at night to

the little house he is buying for himself, and expects to bequeath as a

legacy to his children. While the British working-man is stopping
off work in the middle of the morning and the middle of the afternoon

for what he calls
'

refreshments,' which usually consist of bread and

beer and cheese, the American workman, who gets paid by the hour

or by the piece, is putting in his time earning a few extra sixpences or

shillings, all of which go towards the buying of that ' home of his

own/
Another of the illusions of which my mind has become disabused

by a residence in England was the idea that I, in common with all

my countrypeople, had, that America was the land of liberty. The

thought that there was a much larger liberty in England than in

America came to me on my first visit to Hyde Park, which happened to

be on an Easter Sunday. It was not along the drive of Kotten Kow,
where the wealth and beauty of the aristocracy were displayed, that I

found this liberty, but in the common ground, where representatives

ofthe lower classes were gathered together. In what was a remarkably
small area of space, I noticed, standing on a box converted into a plat-

form, a man in shabby clerical garments, engaged in expounding to

his hearers certain of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Prayer-book ;
on

a chair near by, surrounded by a group of eager listeners, an enthu-

siastic Irish Catholic was telling the story of the first Easter Sunday ;

not far off a political speaker was crying out ' Down with the Lords !

'

and, yes, even ' Down with the Queen !

' Under a red and grey-

striped awning, perched upon a stool, a brilliant young atheist was

giving his reasons for the faith that was not in him
;
farther on, the

songs and the shouts of the Salvation Army were heard, while near

at hand were the more subdued praying and exhorting of the Church

Army ;
almost in their shadow the red flag of Anarchy was unfolded,

while Anarchist leaders were selling their seditious pamphlets under

the very eyes, and in spite of the prohibition of, the police officers.

Then there were the Humanitarians, the Socialists, the Labour

Unionists, and several other organisations, each labouring in its own

u u 2
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cause. Such an exhibition of liberty I had never seen before. Were
it attempted in Central Park, New York, most of the speakers and

many of the audience would be hustled off to gaol. Whether this

*

liberty
'

of England is injurious or helpful to either the upper or

lower classes is quite another question, but it cannot be denied by
one who has lived in both cities that there is more freedom in London

than in New York.

But there is in England among the better classes a '

liberty
'

of a

somewhat different sort, which Americans might imitate to advantage.
It is a liberty of speech in the home and in society, which does away
with that prudery and false modesty so affected by our American

Mrs. Grundy. In this respect the cultured English girl and English-
woman show more independence than their American cousins, who,
sometimes in doubt as to whether it is the correct thing to inform

their friends that they
*

go to bed/ are prone to substitute the word
'

retire/ and it is even a question as to whether it is proper to refer

publicly to the birth of an heir to the throne. Since I came to

London, I have had persons ask me in all seriousness if it really were-

true that in my country we talked aboat the ' limbs
'

of chairs and

pianos. While I am glad to be able to say that we do not carry our

modesty to quite such an extent as that, still I have a very keen

recollection of how one of my earliest, and, as I then thought,

cleverest, literary efforts was spoiled by a disagreement with my city

editor concerning the use of the word '

legs/ It was a few years aga
when the subject of women and knickerbockers was being agitated in

the papers of the town where I was then engaged as editor of a

woman's department. I wrote an argument against the adoption of

this style of costume. When my proofs were handed to me, I found

that the city editor's blue pencil had been run through the word
*

legs/ and ' limbs
'

written on the margin. Full of wrath, I took the

liberty of calling my superior officer to account for his intrusion,,

informing him that knickerbockers were a covering for the legs, and not

arms, as the general term he had substituted might imply. He was

a young married man, and became somewhat embarrassed as he tried

to explain that, as I was the only young lady on the paper, he was

anxious I should use only
i nice

'

expressions on my page, which ex-

planation in no way mollified me. Finally, we took our dispute to

the commander-in-chief, the managing editor, agreeing to abide by
his decision, which, greatly to my grief, was that we should compro-
mise the matter by leaving the objectionable sentence out altogether.

So I was obliged to write a new introductory paragraph, which, in my
own opinion, fell

'

flat/ and up to this day I have never quite forgiven

that city editor. Such an incident could not, 1 think, have happened
in an English newspaper office.

One of the things that have particularly interested me during m}
stay in England has been a study of the manners and characteristics
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of that class of British subjects known as ' self-made men.' In

America, as everyone knows, this class is a very numerous one. They
are to be found among our most talented journalists, our most gifted

authors, and they especially predominate in our state and national

legislative halls. Indeed, it is more often the rule than the exception
that the executive chair of the nation is occupied by a ' self-made

'

man. It might be said that a president is hardly respected by the

American people unless he can say that he sold newspapers or blacked

boots in the days of his boyhood. Among these ' self-made
' men are

to be found, not only our cleverest men, but our most perfect gentle-

men, men who are equally at home in the councils of the nation and

in society's drawing-rooms. I do not now refer to the wealthy pork-

dealer, who was once a butcher, and in the days of his affluence

brings his daughters to England to marry them off to the nobility,

and whom many English people mistakenly look upon as a typical

specimen of the American self-made man. I speak now of our

statesmen and our leaders, who have not had the advantages of a

course at Yale or Harvard.

In England I have met a number of men who style themselves
*

self-made,' and make it their boast that they
'

belong to the people
'

and have the people's welfare at heart. Clever and naturally talented

as many of them have appeared to be, I could not but be struck with

the thought that, as a class, they were vastly inferior to the same

class of men in America. I shall never forget the first specimen with

whom I came into contact. In search of some information concern-

ing the working people, I went to him with a letter of introduction

containing the information that I was an American journalist. The

haughty, arrogant, and domineering look with which he received me
was nothing compared with his greeting.

' So you are an American ! Let me tell you I hate Americans !

You are a nation of sycophants !

'

It is needless to say that I tarried with that man no longer than

I could help. Later in the day, on the same errand, that of obtain-

ing information concerning the working people, from whose ranks

that 'self-made' man sprang, I called upon a member of the

British aristocracy, a Conservative Englishman of the ' old school,'

^not one of the idle class, but a busy brain-worker. The courtly

grace, the friendly hand-shake, and the kind smile with which he re-

ceived me, and the interest he showed in the work I was doing, I

shall always remember as one of the many pleasant incidents of my
lournalistic career in London. This man, whose every minute was

valuable, spent three whole hours in helping me to get the informa-

tion I desired, and the lively interest he exhibited in the welfare of

the lower classes went far towards convincing me that, just as the

kind-hearted Southerners are the truest and most disinterested

friends the American negro has to-day, so the true benefactors of the
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English common people are to be found to a great extent among the

old aristocracy. Later investigations have only helped to strengthen
this conviction, and I have found numbers of the common people

themselves who were willing to admit it. When I was an inmate of

a servants' home, I was greatly interested in a discussion that I

heard on this subject. The * boarders
'

all agreed that they found

the mistress who was a '
real lady

'

far more kind and considerate in

her treatment than was the mistress who was herself an '

upstart,'

this term being explained to me as meaning a person who herself

had been a servant or working-woman in her earlier days. The
'
real ladies,' these girls declared, did not send their servants off to

the hospital when they began to feel the least bit ill, did not
1

haggle
' and *

worry
' and commit other offences with which they

charged the '

upstart.'

And all this takes me back to the accusation to which I have

above referred, and one that I have heard and read more than once,

though usually in less abrupt and more polite language than that

which I have quoted namely, that we Americans are a nation of

sycophants, and that, professing to believe in equality, we do nothing
of the kind. Do not those of us who spend a few months or years in

England prefer to associate with the aristocracy and the old families,

and are we not inconsistent in such preferences ?

Now, the fact of the matter is, that however inconsistent we may
be in some directions, we are most consistent in this regard. We
Americans, as a people, are ambitious always to obtain the best of

everything. We like the best hotels, with the best cooking ;
we

women like the best Paris-made dresses, and our men like to patro-

nise the best tailors. When we travel on the English railroads, we

prefer first-class to third-class accommodations, and when we go to

church we want upholstered seats and velvet foot-stools. I say we,

as a people, like all these things, and, if it is possible for us to obtain

them, we get them. And so, what more natural and consistent than

that, having discovered that the best English people are among the

higher instead of the lower classes, we should prefer to associate with

them ? We do not prefer the upper classes because they are the

upper classes, but because they appear to represent what is best.

And while on this subject of preferring what is best, I cannot

refrain from making a comparison between the younger and elder

generation of typical Englishmen as I have found them. Most Ame-

rican women who have not visited England, or who may have spent

only a very short time here, are under the impression that, as regards

courteousness to women, the English gentleman is greatly inferior

to the American gentleman. I think this impression is correct only so

far as the young Englishman is concerned. He is certainly not nearly

so deferential, polite, or considerate in his attitude towards women

as is his American cousin of the same age and the same position in
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life. When he condescends to talk to a woman, he seems to be

under the impression that he must talk down to her. His whole

attitude seems to say
' You are only a woman, and I am doing you

a great favour to give you my time and attention !

'

Now, the

American young man considers he is receiving, not giving, a favour

when a bright girl engages him in conversation, and he is always

ready to hand her a shawl, pick up her handkerchief, and pay her

the pretty little compliments which, though they may mean very

little, are always pleasant to feminine ears. And in all these things
the English young man is woefully lacking.

However, let us hope that in the years to come he will outgrow
his deplorable self-sufficiency and become more like his father, his

uncle, yes, and his grandfather, who, in point of courtliness and un-

affected kindness towards women, are the most perfect gentlemen to

be found on either side of the Atlantic. In all that goes to make up
the polished gentleman and faithful, true-hearted friend, I would

label the typical middle-aged and elderly Englishman par excellence.

I say
'

middle-aged
' and '

elderly
'

in this connection, for the term
* old

' would be entirely out of place, and is not to be applied to En-

glishmen of this type. They never grow old, even though they pass

the limit of threescore years and ten, or even fourscore and ten. The

increasing years seem almost to have a tendency to make them grow

young rather than old. I have often in my own mind compared such

men with many American men I have known, who, though much

younger in years, are apparently older, and I have sometimes almost

regretted the ' mad rush
'

of our American life, which is, without

doubt, the cause of the difference.

On the other hand, it has seemed to me that our American

married women of the well-to-do classes keep their youth and their

good looks much longer than do the English women, although just

why this should be so it is rather difficult to explain. The fact that

English women are, as a rule, the mothers of larger families could

hardly be urged as the reason of their earlier fading ;
for I have

noticed that they do not appear to give nearly the amount of personal
attention and supervision to their many children as do the American

mothers to their two or three children.

In what I have seen of English home life, it has seemed to me
that the English father is on terms of a closer acquaintanceship
with his daughter than is the American father. This may be due to>

the fact that the American father is much more occupied with his

business, and also to the additional fact that the American daughter
has more of self-reliance in her disposition, which renders her to a

certain extent more independent and capable of looking after her

own interests. In a certain sense, especially as regards monetary
and matrimonial matters, it might be said that the English father

acts for his daughter, while the American father allows her to act for
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herself. Those who have made a study of the American girl can have

little doubt that this independence is good for her, in both a mental

and moral sense, though it does not follow that the same course of

treatment would be good for the English girl. The American girl is

a product of her own country and her own environments, just as the

English girl is the product of hers
;
and it is well that it is so, for it

prevents the monotony which would surely arise if all the world were

peopled with typical American girls or typical English girls. It is

their differences and not their similarities that make them both

interesting.

There is one particular difference that I have noticed in the

matter of educating the sons and the daughters in American and

English families where economy must necessarily be practised. An

English father in such circumstances would exhibit a tender solicitude

in seeing his daughters well married, instead of sending them to the

higher educational institutions, while whatever educational advantages
could be afforded would be given to the sons. In an American family,
these advantages would be given to the daughters in preference to

the sons. This is particularly the case among the sons and daughters
of our farmers, where the father's income is only such as will allow

him to give one or two members of the family a higher education.

At the age of seventeen or eighteen, the boys are taken from school,

and told that if they want a college education, they must
' work their

way
'

through that is, earn money by teaching or clerking during
one half the year to pay their own expenses for the other half. The

daughters, on the other hand, are sent away to boarding-school, and

the strictest economy is practised in the household in order to educate

them. It is perhaps due to this fact that so many English people
have appeared to notice a superiority of what might be called the

American * middle-class
' women over the middle-class men

;
for not

all the boys, thus taken from school, have a disposition to spend six

or eight years in working their way through college, so they devote

their attention to business rather than professional pursuits. This

<iisposition on the part of the American men to '

give the women
the first chance

'

in education, as in every other advantage, is one of

their chief and most admirable characteristics, and one that I think

is always observed and remarked upon by foreigners visiting America.

While my residence in England has done much towards dispelling

the exaggerated idea that many Americans have concerning what is

called the '

inferior position of women in England/ yet I have not

failed to observe that, just as in America there is a greater degree of

education and culture among the women than among the men, so in

England the majority of the men are better educated and more

intelligent than the women.
It is the study of these differences in the people and the customs

of the two countries that makes it interesting for an American to
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reside for a few years in England. Those Americans who come to

London and then complain because, as they say,
'
it is not like home/

should remember that therein lies the charm of London. And that,

just as there is but one New York and one Chicago, so there is only
one London, great, glorious, smoky old London, in whose history, past,

present, and future, every English-descended American should take a

pride, and, without any disloyalty to his own flag, say to himself

that, if he were not an American, it might then be worth while to be

an Englishman.
ELIZABETH L. BANKS.
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THE HISTORICAL AND CLASSICAL PLAYS

OF THOMAS HEYWOOD

IF it is difficult to write at all on any subject once ennobled by the

notice of Charles Lamb without some apprehensive sense of intrusion

and presumption, least of all may we venture without fear of trespass

upon ground so consecrated by his peculiar devotion as the spacious

if homely province or demesne of the dramatist whose highest honour

it is to have earned from the finest of all critics the crowning tribute

of a sympathy which would have induced him to advise an intending
editor or publisher of the dramatists of the Shakespearean age to

begin by a reissue of the works of Heywood. The depth and width

of his knowledge, the subtlety and the sureness of his intuition, place

him so far ahead of any other critic or scholar who has ever done any
stroke of work in any part of the same field that it may seem over-

bold for any such subordinate to express or to suggest a suspicion that

this counsel would have been rather the expression of a personal and

a partly accidental sympathy than the result of a critical and a purely
rational consideration. And yet I can hardly think it questionable
that it must have been less the poetic or essential merit than the

casual or incidental associations of Heywood's work which excited

so exceptional an enthusiasm in so excellent a judge. For as a

matter of fact it must be admitted that in one instance at least the

objections of the carper Hazlitt are better justified than the com-

mendations of the finer and more appreciative critic. The rancorous

democrat who shared with Byron the infamy of sympathetic admira-

tion for the enemy of England and the tyrant of France found for

once an apt and a fair occasion to vent his spleen against the upper
classes of his countrymen in criticism of the underplot of Heywood's
most celebrated play. Lamb, thinking only of the Frankfords,

Wincotts, and Greraldines whose beautiful and noble characters are

the finest and surest witnesses to the noble and beautiful nature of

their designer's, observes that '

Heywood's characters, his country

gentlemen, &c., are exactly what we see (but of the best kind of what

we see) in life/ But such country gentlemen as his Actons and

Mountfords are surely of a worse than the worst kind
;
more cruel or
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more irrational, more base or more perverse, than we need fear to see

in life unless our experience should be exceptionally unfortunate.

Lamb indeed is rather an advocate than a judge in the case of his

fellow-Londoners Thomas Heywood and William Rowley; but his

pleading is better worth our attention than the summing up of a less

cordial and less competent critic.

I. From critics or students who regard with an academic smile of

cultivated contempt the love for their country or the faith in its

greatness which distinguished such poor creatures as Virgil and

Dante, Shakespeare and Milton, Coleridge and Wordsworth, no tole-

rance can be expected for the ingrained and inveterate provinciality

of a poet whose devotion to his homestead was not merely that of an

Englishman but that of a Londoner, no less fond and proud of his

city than of his country. The quaint, homely, single-hearted muni-

cipal loyalty of an old-world burgess, conscious of his station as ' a

citizen of no mean city,' and proud even of the insults which provin-
cials might fling at him as a cockney or aristocrats as a tradesman,

is so admirably and so simply expressed in the person of Heywood's
first hero the first in date, at all events, with whom a modern

reader can hope to make acquaintance that the nobly plebeian pride

of* the city poet is as unmistakably personal as the tenderness of the

dramatic artist who has made the last night of the little princes in

the Tower as terribly and pathetically real for the reader as Millais

has made it for the spectator of the imminent tragedy. Why
Shakespeare shrank from the presentation of it, and left to a humbler

hand the tragic weight of a subject so charged with tenderness and

terror, it might seem impertinent or impossible to conjecture except
to those who can perceive and appreciate the intense and sensitive

love of children which may haply have made the task distasteful if

not intolerable : but it is certain that even he could hardly have made
the last words of the little fellows more touchingly and sweetly
lifelike.

Were there nothing further to commend in the two parts of the

historical play or chronicle history of King Edward IV., this would

suffice to show that the dramatic genius of Heywood was not unjusti-

fied of its early and perilous venture : but the hero of these two

plays is no royal or noble personage, he is plain Matthew Shore the

goldsmith. We find ourselves at once in what Coleridge would have

called the anachronic atmosphere of Elizabethan London ; our poet
is a champion cockney, whose interest is really much less in the rise-

and fall of princes than in the homely loyalty of shopkeepers and

the sturdy gallantry of their apprentices. The lively, easy, honest

improvisation of the opening scenes has a certain value in its very

crudity and simplicity : the homespun rhetoric and the jogtrot jingle
are signs at once of the date and of the class to which these plays
must be referred. The parts of the rebels are rough-hewn rather
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than vigorous ;
the comic or burlesque part of Josselin is very cheap

and flimsy farce. The peculiar powers of Heywood in pathetic if not

in humorous writing were still in abeyance or in embryo. Pathos

there is of a true and manly kind in the leading part of Shore
;
but

it has little or nothing of the poignant and intense tenderness with

which Heywood was afterwards to invest the similar part of Frankford.

Humour there is of a genuine plainspun kind in the scenes which

introduce the King as the guest of the tanner
;
Hobs and his sur-

roundings, Grudgen and Goodfellow, are presented with a comic and

cordial fidelity which the painter of FalstafFs '

villeggiatura,' the

-creator of Shallow, Silence, and Davy, might justly and conceivably
have approved. It is rather in the more serious or ambitious parts

that we find now and then a pre-Shakespearean immaturity of

manner. The recurrent burden of a jingling couplet in the cajoleries

of the procuress Mrs. Blague is a survival from the most primitive
and conventional form of dramatic writing not yet thoroughly super-

seded and suppressed by the successive influences of Marlowe, of

Shakespeare, and of Jonson
;
while the treatment of character in such

scenes as that between Clarence, Kichard, and Dr. Shaw is crude and

childish enough for a rival contemporary of Peele. The beautiful

and simple part of Ayre, a character worthy to have been glorified by
the mention and commendation of Heywood's most devoted and most

illustrious admirer, is typical of the qualities which Lamb seems to

have found most lovable in the representative characters of his

favourite playwright.
In that prodigious monument of learning and labour, Mr. Fleay's

Biographical Chronicle of the English Drama, the common attribu-

tion of these two plays to Heywood is impeached on the aesthetic

score that '

they are far better than his other early work.' I have

carefully endeavoured to do what justice might be done to their

modest allowance of moderate merit
;
but whether they be Heywood's

or as Mr. Fleay, on apparent grounds of documentary evidence,

would suggest the work of Chettle and Day, I am certainly rather

inclined to agree with the general verdict of previous criticism,

which would hardly admit their equality and would decidedly

question their claim to anything more than equality of merit with

the least admirable or memorable of Heywood's other plays. Even

the rough-hewn chronicle, If you know not me you know nobody,

by which ' the troubles of Queen Elizabeth
'

before her accession are

as nakedly and simply set forth in the first part as in the second are

1 the building of the Koyal Exchange
' and ' the famous victory

'

over

the Invincible Armada, has on the whole more life and spirit, more

interest and movement, in action as in style. The class of play to

which it belongs is historically the most curious if poetically the

least precious of all the many kinds enumerated by Heywood in

earnest or by Shakespeare in jest as popular or ambitious of popu-
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larity on the stage for which they wrote. Aristophanic licence of

libel or caricature, more or less ineffectually trammelled by the

chance or the likelihood of prosecution and repression, is common
under various forms to various ages and countries

;
but the serious

introduction and presentation of contemporary figures and events

give to such plays as these as mixed and peculiar a quality as though
the playwright's aim or ambition had been to unite in his humble

and homespun fashion the two parts of an epic or patriotic historian

and a political or social caricaturist
;
a poet and a pamphleteer on

the same page, a chronicler and a jester in the same breath. Of this

Elizabethan chronicle the first part is the more literal and prosaic in

its steady servility to actual record and registered fact : the bitterest

enemy of poetic or dramatic fiction, from William Prynne to Thomas

Carlyle, might well exempt from his else omnivorous appetite of

censure so humble an example of such obsequious and unambitious

fidelity. Of fiction or imagination there is indeed next to none. In

Thomas Drue's play of The Duchess of Suffolk, formerly and plausibly

misattributed to Heywood, part of the same ground is gone over in

much the same fashion and to much the same effect
;
but the subject,

a single interlude of the Marian persecution, has more unity of

interest than can be attained by any play running on the same lines

as Heywood's, from the opening to the close of the most hideous

episode in our history.
' That the miserable life and reign of Mary

Tudor should have been staged to the show '

for the edification and

confirmation of her half-sister's subjects in Protestant and patriotic

fidelity of animosity towards Kome and Spain is less remarkable than

that the same hopelessly improper topic for historical drama should

in later days have been selected for dramatic treatment by English

writers, and on one occasion by a great English poet. As there are

within the range of any country's history, authentic or traditional,

periods and characters in themselves so naturally fit and proper for

transfiguration by poetry that the dramatist who should attempt to

improve on the truth the actual or imaginary truth accepted as

fact with regard to them would probably if not certainly derogate
from it, so are there others which cannot be transfigured without

transformation. Such a character is the last and wretchedest victim

of a religious reaction which blasted her kingdom with the hell-fire

of reviving devil-worship, and her name with the ineffaceable brand

of an inseparable and damning epithet. If even the genius of

Tennyson could not make the aspirations and the agonies of Mary
as acceptable or endurable from the dramatic or poetic point of

view
a
as Marlowe and Shakespeare could make the sufferings of such

poor wretches as their Edward the Second and Eichard the Second,

it is hardly to be expected that the humbler if more dramatic genius
of Heywood should have triumphed over the desperate obstacle of a

subject so drearily repulsive : but it is curious that both should have
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attempted to tackle the same hopeless task in the same fruitless

fashion. The ' chronicle history
'

of Mary Tudor, had Shakespeare's
self attempted it, could scarcely have been other if we may
judge by our human and fallible lights of the divine possibilities

open to a superhuman and infallible intelligence than a splendid
and priceless failure from the dramatic or poetic point of view.

The one chance open even to Shakespeare would have been to

invent, to devise, to create
;
not to modify, to adapt, to adjust.

Bloody Mary has been transfigured into a tragic and poetic malefac-

tress : but only by the most audacious and magnificent defiance of

history and possibility. Madonna Lucrezia Estense Borgia (to use

the proper ceremonial style adopted for the exquisitely tender and

graceful dedication of the Asolani) died peaceably in the odour of

incense offered at her shrine in the choicest Latin verse of such

accomplished poets and acolytes as Pietro Bembo and Ercole Strozzi.

Nothing more tragic or dramatic could have been made of her

peaceful and honourable end than of the reign of Mary Tudor as

recorded in history. The greatest poet and dramatist of the nine-

teenth century has chosen to immortalise them by violence to

give them a life, or to give a life to their names, which history could

not give. Neither he nor Shakespeare could have kept faith with the

torpid fact and succeeded in the creation of a living and eternal truth.

One thing may be registered to the credit, not indeed of the drama-

tist or the poet, but certainly of the man and the Englishman : the

generous fair play shown to Philip the Second in the scene which

records his impartial justice done upon the Spanish assassin of an

English victim. There is a characteristic manliness about Heywood's

patriotism which gives a certain adventitious interest to his thinnest

or homeliest work on any subject admitting or requiring the display

of such a quality. In the second and superior part of this dramatic

chronicle it informs the humbler comic parts with more life and

spirit, though not with heartier devotion of goodwill, than the more

ambitious and comparatively though modestly high-flown close of the

play : which is indeed in the main rather a realistic comedy of city

life, with forced and formal interludes of historical pageant or event,

than a regular or even an irregular historical drama. Again the

trusty cockney poet has made his hero and protagonist of a plain

London tradesman : and has made of him at once a really noble and

a heartily amusing figure. His better-born apprentice, a sort of

Elizabethan Gil Bias or Grusman d'Alfarache, would be an excel-

lent comic character if he had been a little more plausibly carried

through to the close of his versatile and venturous career
;
as it is,

the farce becomes rather impudently cheap ; though in the earlier

passages of Parisian trickery and buffoonery there is a note of broad

humour which may remind us of Moliere not of course the Moliere

of Tartuffe, but the Moliere of M. de Pourceaugnac. The curious
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alterations made in later versions of the closing scene are sometimes

though not generally for the better.

Lamb, in a passage which no reader can fail to remember, has

declared that '

posterity is bound to take care
'

(an obligation, I fear,

of a kind which posterity is very far from careful to discharge)
' that

a writer loses nothing by such a noble modesty
'

as that which induced

Heywood to set as little store by his dramatic works as could have

been desired in the rascally interest of those '

harlotry players
' who

thought it, forsooth,
*

against their peculiar profit to have them come
in print.' But I am not sure that it was altogether a noble or at all

a rational modesty which made him utter the avowal or the vaunt
*
It never was any great ambition in me, to be in this kind volu-

minously read.' For, eight years after this well-known passage was in

print, when publishing a '

Chronographicall History of all the Kings,
and memorable passages of this Kingdome, from Brute to the Keigne
of our Koyall Soveraigne King Charles,' he offers, on arriving at the

accession of Elizabeth,
' an apologie of the Author '

for slurring or

skipping the record of her life and times in a curious passage which

curiously omits as unworthy of mention his dramatic work on the

subject, while complacently enumerating his certainly less valuable

and memorable other tributes to the great queen's fame as follows :

* To write largely of her troubles, being a princesse, or of her rare and

remarkable Keigne after she was Queen, I should but feast you with

dyet twice drest : Having my selfe published a discourse of the first :

from her cradle to her crowne : and in another bearing Title of the

nine worthy Women : she being the last of the rest in time and

place ; though equall to any of the former both in religious vertue,

and all masculine magnanimity.' This surely looks but too much as

though the dramatist and poet thought more of the chronicler and

compiler than of the truer Heywood whose name is embalmed in the

affection and admiration of his readers even to this day ;
as though

the author of A Challenge for Beauty, The Fair Maid of the West,

and A Woman killed ivith Kindness, must have hoped and expected to

be remembered rather as the author of Troja Britannica, TwaiicsZov,

The Hierarchie of the Blessed Angels, and even this ' Life of Merlin,

sirnamed Ambrosius. His Prophesies, and Predictions Interpreted ;

and their truth made good by our English Annalls
'

: undoubtedly,
we may believe,

* a Subject never published in this kind before, and

deserves
'

(sic)
'

to be knowne and observed by all men.' Here

follows the motto :

'

Quotque aderant Vates, rebar adesse Deos.'

The biographer and chronographer would apparently have been less

flattered than surprised to hear that he would be remembered rather

as the creator of Frankford, Mountferrers, and Greraldine, than as the

chronicler of King Brute, Queen Elizabeth, and King James.

II. The singular series ofplays which covers much the same ground
as Caxton's immortal and delightful chronicle of the ' Histories

'

of Troy
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may of course have been partially inspired by that most enchanting
'

recuyell
'

: but Heywood, as will appear on collation or confrontation

of the dramatist with the historian, must have found elsewhere the

suggestion of some of his most effective episodes. The excellent sim-

plicity and vivacity of style, the archaic abruptness of action and

presentation, are equally noticeable throughout all the twenty-five
acts which lead us from the opening of the Golden to the close of the

Iron Age ; but there is a no less perceptible advance or increase of

dramatic and poetic invention in the ten acts devoted to the tale of

Troy and its sequel. Not that there is anywhere any want of good

simple spirited work, homely and lively and appropriate to the

ambitious humility of the design ;
a design which aims at making

popular and familiar to the citizens of Elizabethan London the whole

cycle of heroic legend from the reign of Saturn to the death of Helen.

Jupiter, the young hero of the first two plays and ages, is a really

brilliant and amusing mixture of Amadis, Sigurd, and Don Juan :

the pretty scene in which his infant life is spared and saved must be

familiar, and pleasantly familiar, to all worthy lovers of Charles Lamb.
The verse underlined and immortalised by his admiration ' For

heaven's sake, when you kill him, hurt him not
'

should suffice to

preserve and to embalm the name of the writer. I can scarcely think

that a later scene, apparently imitated from the most impudent idyl of

Theocritus, can have been likely to elevate the moral tone of the

young gentleman who must have taken the part of Callisto
;
but the

honest laureate of the city, stern and straightforward as he was in the

enforcement of domestic duties and contemporary morals, could be

now and then as audacious in his plebeian fashion as even Fletcher

himself in his more patrician style of realism. There is spirit of a

quiet and steady kind in the scenes of war and adventure that follow :

Heywood, like Caxton before him, makes of Saturn and the Titans

very human and simple figures, whose doings and sufferings are

presented with childlike straightforwardness in smooth and fluent

verse and in dialogue which wants neither strength nor ease nor

propriety. The subsequent episode of Danae is treated with such

frank and charming fusion of realism and romance as could only have

been achieved in the age of Shakespeare. To modern readers it may
seem unfortunate for Heywood that a poet of higher rank, who has

never (to the deep and universal regret of all competent readers) fol-

lowed up the magnificent dramatic promise of his youth, as displayed

in the nobly vivid and pathetic little tragedy of Sir Peter Harpdori

End, should in our day have handled the story of Danae and the

story of Bellerophon with such straightforward and triumphant

mastery as to make it impossible for the elder poet either to escape

or to sustain comparison with the author of The Earthly Paradise :

but the worthiest and most appreciative admirers of Morris will not

be the slowest or the least ready to do justice to the admirable
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qualities displayed in Heywood's dramatic treatment of these legends.

The naturally sweet and spontaneous delicacy of the later and

greater poet must not be looked for in the homely and audacious

realism of Heywood ;
in whose work the style of the Knight's Tale

and the style of the Miller's Tale run side by side and hand in

hand.

From the Golden Age to the Iron Age the growth and ascent of

Heywood's dramatic power may fairly be said to correspond in a

reversed order with the degeneracy and decline of human heroism

and happiness in the legendary gradation or degradation of the classi-

cal four ages. The Golden Age is a delightful example of dramatic

poetry in its simplest and most primary stage ;
in The Silver Age the

process of evolution is already visible at work. Bellerophon and

Aurea cannot certainly be compared with the Joseph and Phraxanor

of Charles Wells : but the curt and abrupt scene in which they are

thrust on the stage and as hastily swept off it is excellently composed
and written. The highest possible tribute to the simple and splendid

genius of Plautus is paid by the evidence of the fact that all his

imitators have been obliged to follow so closely on the lines of his

supernatural, poetical, and farcical comedy of Amphitryon. Heywood,
Eotrou, Moliere, and Dryden have sat at his feet and copied from his

dictation like schoolboys. The French pupils, it must be admitted,

have profited better and shown themselves apter and happier disciples

than the English. I cannot think that even Moliere has improved
on the text of Kotrou as much, or nearly as much, as he has placed
himself under unacknowledged obligation to his elder countryman :

but in Dryden's version there is a taint of greasy vulgarity, a reek of

obtrusive ruffianism, from which Heywood's version is as clean as

Shakespeare's could have been, had he bestowed on the Amphitruo
the honour he conferred on the Mencechmi. The power of conden-

sation into a few compact scenes of material sufficient for five full

acts is a remarkable and admirable gift of Heywood's.
After the really dramatic episode in which he had the advantage

of guidance by the laughing light of a greater comic genius than his

own, Heywood contentedly resumes the simple task of arranging for

the stage a mythological chronicle of miscellaneous adventure. The

jealousy of Juno is naturally the mainspring of the action, and the

motive which affords some show of connection or coherence to the

three remaining acts of The Silver Age : the rape of Proserpine, the

mourning and wandering and wrath of Ceres, are treated with so sweet

and beautiful a simplicity of touch that Milton may not impossibly
have embalmed and transfigured some reminiscence of these scenes

in a passage of such heavenly beauty as custom cannot stale. Another

episode, and one not even indirectly connected with the labours of

Hercules, is the story of Semele, handled with the same simple and ,

straightforward skill of dramatic exposition, the same purity and
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fluency of blameless and spontaneous verse, that distinguish all parts

alike of this dramatic chronicle. The second of the five plays com-

posing it closes with the rescue of Proserpine by Hercules, and the

judgment of Jupiter on ' the Arraignment of the Moon.'

In The Brazen Age there is somewhat more of dramatic unity or

coherence than in the two bright easy-going desultory plays which

preceded it : it closes at least with a more effective catastrophe than

either of them in the death of Hercules. However far inferior to the

haughty and daring protest or appeal in which Sophocles, speaking

through the lips of the virtuous Hyllus, impeaches and denounces

the iniquity of heaven with a steadfast and earnest vehemence unsur-

passed in its outspoken rebellion by any modern questioner or blas-

phemer of divine providence, the simple and humble sincerity of the

English playwright has given a not unimpressive or inharmonious

conclusion to the same superhuman tragedy. In the previous pre-
sentation of the :^tory of Meleager, Heywood has improved upon the

brilliant and passionate rhetoric of Ovid by the introduction of an

original and happy touch of dramatic effect : his Althaea, after firing

the brand with which her son's life is destined to burn out, relents

and plucks it back for a minute from the flame, giving the victim a

momentary respite from torture, a fugitive recrudescence of strength
and spirit, before she rekindles it. The pathos of his farewell has not

been overpraised by Lamb : who might have added a word in recogni-
tion of the very spirited and effective suicide of Althaea, not un-

worthily heralded or announced in such verses as these :

This was my son,

Born with sick throes, nursed from my tender breast,

Brought up with feminine care, cherished with love
;

His youth my pride ;
his honour all my wishes

j

So dear, that little less he was than life.

The subsequent adventures of Hercules and the Argonauts are

presented with the same quiet straightforwardness of treatment : it

id curious that the tragic end of Jason and Medea should find no place

in the multifarious chronicle which is nominally and mainly devoted

to the record of the life and death of Hercules, but into which the

serio-comic episode of Mars and Venus and Vulcan is thrust as crudely
and abruptly as it is humorously and dramatically presented. The

rivalry of Omphale and Deianeira for their hero's erratic affection

affords a lively and happy mainspring not suggested by Caxton

iof the tragic action and passion of the closing scenes.

At the opening of The Iron Age, nineteen years later in date of

publication, we find ourselves at last arrived in a province of dramatic

poetry where something of consecutive and coherent action is appa-

rently the aim if not always the achievement of the writer. These

ten acts do really constitute something like a play, and a play of

, various, progressive and sustained interest, beginning with
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the elopement and closing with the suicide of Helen. There is little

in it to suggest the influence of either Homer or Shakespeare : whose

Troilus and Cressida had appeared in print, for the helplessly

bewildered admiration of an eternally mystified world, just twenty-
three years before. The only figure equally prominent in either play
is that of Thersites : but Heywood, happily and wisely, has made no

manner of attempt to rival or to reproduce the frightful figure of

the intelligent Yahoo in which the sane and benignant genius of

Shakespeare has for once anticipated and eclipsed the mad and

malignant genius of Swift. It should be needless to add that his

Ulysses has as little of Shakespeare's as of Homer's : and that the

brutalisation or degradation of the godlike figures of Ajax and

Achilles is only less offensive in the lesser than in the greater poet's

work. In the friendly duel between Hector and Ajax the very text

of Shakespeare is followed with exceptional and almost servile fidelity :

but the subsequent exchange of gifts is of course introduced in imita-

tion of earlier and classic models. The contest of Ajax and Ulysses
is neatly and spiritedly cast into dramatic form : Ovid of course

remains unequalled, as he who runs may read in Dryden's grand

translation, but Heywood has done better to my mind at least

than Shirley was to do in the next generation ; though it is to be

noted that hirley has retained more of the magnificent original

than did his immediate precursor: but the death of Ajax is too

pitiful a burlesque to pass muster even as a blasphemous travestie of

the sacred text of Sophocles. In the fifth play of this pentalogy

Heywood has to cope with no such matchless models or precursors ;

and it is perhaps the brightest and most interesting of the five.

Sinon is a spirited and rather amusing understudy of Thersites : his

seduction of Cressida is a grotesquely diverting variation on the

earlier egend relating to the final fall of the typical traitress
;
and

though time and space are wanting for the development or indeed

the presentation of any more tragic or heroic character, the rapid
action of the last two acts is workmanlike in its simple fashion : the

complicated or rather accumulated chronicle of crime and retribution

may claim at least the credit due to straightforward lucidity of com-

position and sprightly humility of style.

In Love's Mistress, or The Queen's Masque, the stage chronicler

or historian of the Four Ages appears as something more of a

dramatic poet : his work has more of form and maturity, with no

whit less of spontaneity and spirit, simplicity and vivacity. The
framework or setting of these five acts, in which Midas and Apuleius

play the leading parts, is sustained with lively and homely humour from

induction to epilogue : the story of Psyche is thrown into dramatic

form with happier skill and more graceful simplicity by Heywood
than afterwards by Moliere and Corneille ; though there is here

nothing comparable with the famous and exquisite love-scene in
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which, the genius of Corneille renewed its youth and replumed its-

wing with feathers borrowed from the heedless and hapless Theo-

phile's. The fortunes of Psyche in English poetry have been as.

curious and various as her adventures on earth and elsewhere.

Besides and since this pretty little play of Heywood's, she has-

inspired a long narrative poem by Marmion, one of the most bril-

liant and independent of the younger comic writers who sat at the

feet or gathered round the shrine of Ben Jonson
;
a lyrical drama by

William the Dutchman's poet laureate, than which nothing more-

portentous in platitude ever crawled into print, and of which th&

fearfully and wonderfully wooden verse evoked from Shadwell's great

predecessor in the office of court rhymester an immortalising refer-

ence to
4 Prince Nicander's vein

'

;
a magnificent ode by Keats, and

a beautiful example of metrical romance by Morris.
*

Inexplicable and eccentric as were the moods and fashions of

dramatic poetry in an age when Shakespeare could think fit to pro-
duce anything so singular in its composition and so mysterious in

its motive as Troilus and Cressida, the most eccentric and inexpli-

cable play of its time, or perhaps of any time, is probably The Rape
of LucreceJ This may naturally be the verdict of a hasty reader at

a first glance over the particoloured scenes of a really noble tragedy,
crossed and chequered with the broadest and quaintest interludes of

lyric and erotic farce. But, setting these eccentricities duly or

indulgently aside, we must recognise a fine specimen of chivalrous-

and romantic rather than classical or mythological drama; one, if

not belonging properly or essentially to the third rather than to the

second of the four sections into which Heywood's existing plays may
be exhaustively divided, which stands on the verge between them
with something of the quaintest and most graceful attributes of

either. The fine instinct and the simple skill with which the poet
has tempered the villainy of his villains without toning down their

atrocities by the alloy of any incongruous quality must be acknow-

ledged as worthily characteristic of a writer who at his ethical best

might be defined as something of a plebeian Sidney. There are

touches of criminal heroism and redeeming humanity even in the-

parts of Sextus and Tullia : the fearless desperation of the doomed

ravisher, the conjugal devotion of the hunted parricide, give to the

last defiant agony of the abominable mother and son a momentary
tone of almost chivalrous dignity. The blank verse is excellent,

though still considerably alloyed with rhyme : a fusion or alternation

of metrical effects in which the young Heywood was no less skilful

and successful, inartistic as the skill and illegitimate as the success-

may seem to modern criticism, than the young Shakespeare.

A. C. SWINBURNE,
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LONDON AND THE WATER COMPANIES

THE London County Council has introduced into the House of

Commons eight Bills, authorising them to buy up the water com-

panies, by agreement if possible, but if not by arbitration. If carried

out, this will be the largest purchase ever made in the history of

the world, for the present value of the stocks of the water companies
exceeds 35,000,000^., and the London County Council are almost

unanimously of opinion that an additional supply will be required

from a distance which will cost at least another 20,000,000^.

Nor was any large purchase ever entered into with so little idea of

the probable cost and result. It seems almost incredible that we
should be asked to commit ourselves to so gigantic a transaction

without having some calculation of the expense. The late Deputy
Chairman did indeed prepare an estimate for the Water Committee,
tmt they did not think well to publish it, and when Mr. Beachcrofb

and I asked for some information on the subject, so that we might
.not take such a tremendous leap in the dark, we were outvoted !

The subject is also very complex. The Eoyal Commission

recommended a series of great reservoirs in the Thames valley. In

another article I have given my reasons for the belief that a supply
'from Wales will be more satisfactory, and in the end less expensive,

than to rely on the waters of the Thames and the Lea. This is also

the view of the London County Council
;
but in any case the necessity

for some additional supply in the near future is admitted on all hands,

.and will involve a very large expenditure.
Nor will I enter into the question of the method of valuation

proposed by the late London County Council. The Committee of the

House of Commons may safely be trusted to do what is fair and just,

and I do not believe the Council wish to treat the companies

unjustly.

The problem, however, which I desire to bring before the people
of London and of the Home Counties is whether it is desirable that

*the London County Council should buy up the water companies ;

and if not, what our policy should be.

The London County Council are now, as we know, of opinion that

it would be wise to buy up the water companies and to give any
657
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price which an arbitrator may award. But that has not always been

their view. In 1891 some of the London Vestries brought in a Bill!

to constitute a Water Trust, the formation of which the London

County Council opposed and succeeded in defeating.

With reference to that measure the Parliamentary Committee

presented a report, signed by their Chairman, Mr. Harrison, in which

they said :

REPORT OP PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE, FEBRUARY 1891.

One of the principal clauses of the Bill (6) is so drafted as to place the proposed
trust under a statutory obligation

' to carry into effect the purposes of the Act/ not

only by the acquisition of the companies' undertakings, but also '

by the enlarge-

ment and improvement of their waterworks, the construction of new waterworks,
and the supply of water from new and independent sources.'

It has been suggested to us that this is a mere error in drafting ;
but the ex-

planatory memorandum sent us by the promoters seems to leave no room for doubt

that the clause is so framed by design. It would impose on the trustees the 'trust?

not only of purchasing the whole of the existing works, but also of constructing new

waterworks and supplying water from new and independent sources, a policy to

which it can scarcely be conceived that the inhabitants of London ought to stand

committed. It is probably no exaggeration to affirm that, whereas a totally new and

satisfactory series of works might be provided at an estimated cost varying from

10,000,000/. to 15,000,OOOJ., this extraordinary scheme might cost London, if

carried out as proposed by the Bill, some indefinite sum approaching 50,000,000/.

This report was approved and adopted, and yet the late Council

pressed on Parliament the very course which, when proposed by
some of the Vestries, was denounced as * a policy to which it can

hardly be conceived that the inhabitants of London ought to stand

committed.'

Later on in the same year/after the defeat of this Bill, the Water

Committee presented to the Council an elaborate report on the whole

subject, signed by Lord Farrer. And what did the Water Committee

say ? They congratulated the Council and the ratepayers that the

water companies had not been bought up in 1880 under the * Smith '

arrangement. They said :

It has been shown, for instance, by the figures of the Government auditor, that

if the arbitration terms made by Mr. Smith, and adopted by Lord Cross in 1880,

had been sanctioned by Parliament, the inhabitants of London would have had to

pay to the shareholders of the companies much more than they have actually paid.

The annuity which Mr. Smith, the Government arbitrator or valuer, would

have given to the shareholders in 1890, was 1,056,2187., whilst the actual profits

received by the same shareholders in 1890 was only 838,3477., showing an excess

of the valuer's estimate over actual profits of 217,8717. The aggregate of Mr.

Smith's annuities to the shareholdersfrom 1880 to 1890 would have been 9,555,7197.,

whilst the actual profits earned by the same shareholders during that period have

been 8,498,1807., showing an excess in Mr. Smith's estimate of 1,057,5397. Further,

Mr. Smith's annuities would have been in Metropolitan Stock,*which is of course

a much better security and much more valuable than the stock of the water com-

panies.

They went on to point out that a new and vast expenditure was
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certain to become necessary in a very few years, and they con-

tinued :

In further illustration of this, it may be mentioned that it has been shown fcy

the evidence of the Chairman of the Southwark and Vauxhall Company this yea*^

that the shareholders of that company are, by the expenditure of new capital to the

extent of 300,000/., which was sanctioned in 1886, large losers every year until 1905,
and that the losses thus sustained will not be recouped until 1924.

But the outlay which the companies have already been compelled to incur en

comparatively small matters (e.g. in providing pumping power, new or extended

mains, or new filtering beds), is as nothing compared with the expenditure whiek

they would have to incur in providing a new or a largely increased supply, whether

that supply be provided by bringing water from a distance, say from Wales or

Dartmoor, or by making new and extensive reservoirs in the valleys of the Thame
and Lea. All such expenditure must, if the companies continue to supply London,
come out of or be charged on the rates which the companies are now entitled to

levy, for it is not to be supposed that Parliament will increase their rating powers;
and such expenditure must therefore pro tanto diminish the divisible income and

real value of the companies' shares.

It is therefore quite out of the question to determine what is the value of eaek

or any of the companies' undertakings until we know what that company would
need to spend upon a new supply ;

and it is quite impossible to determine what
this amount would be without a previous inquiry both into the present sources of

supply and into the nature and cost of any new sources which may be necessary
to replace or supplement them. Such questions are obviously beyond the province
of any arbitrator. 1

No such inquiry, I need hardly observe, has yet been made, or

rather, none has been made public.

The report continues :

The companies will no doubt desire, as they did in 1880, that London should

buy them on the footing of their present dividends, or of their present Stock Ex-

change value, without reference to their future liabilities, and especially without

reference to the question of a new supply. But to do this would be to make
London ratepayers pay the companies as if their present supply were inexhaustible

and unimpeachable ;
and then in all probability to make the same ratepayers pay

enormous additional amounts for supplementing that supply. It is no exaggeratioa
to say that London might in this manner be made to pay from thirty to forty

millions in purchasing the undertakings of the companies, and might then find

itself obliged to spend from ten to twenty millions more in providing a new supply.
This would in all probability be the result of an obligatory immediate purchase <nt&

arbitration terms, and such a purchase must therefore be resisted at all hazards.

Consequently, the Committee recommended and the Council agreed :

1. That the Council, whilst expressing its readiness, so far as its legal powers enable

it to do so, to undertake the duties and obligations mentioned in the 1st, 2nd, 4th,

and 5th recommendations in paragraph 5 of the Report of the Select Committee, i$

unable to accept the condition contained in the 3rd recommendation, that the

Council, if constituted the water authority, should be required to purchase the

undertakings of the eight water companies
'

by agreement, or, failing agreement,

by arbitration, within a fixed period.'

1
Report by Lord Farrer, Chairman of the Water Committee of the London

County Council, October 1891.
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- But this proposal which the Committee recommended and the Council

agreed should in 1891 'be resisted at all hazards,' is that of the

Water Bills now before Parliament.

The Water Committee further recommended and the Council

agreed :

4. That, in order to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion on this last question, it

is essential, before any terms of purchase can be considered, that the liabilities to

capital expenditure for new or supplementary sources of supply in the immediate
future should be authoritatively ascertained.

This, however, has not been done, and when proposed was

strenuously resisted by the whole of the Progressives.
But what was the policy of the Progressive majority on the late

Council ? We used to be told that they represented an overwhelming
majority of the citizens of the Metropolis, but that was not the fact.

The Progressive majority at the last election for the whole of London
was 30,000 out of 560,000 voters. Moreover, there were six seats

not contested by the Progressives, and, if they allowed the Moderate

majority of 2,500 in each, it would reduce the Progressive majority
on the whole to 15,000 only. That could hardly be called an over-

whelming majority. Moreover, in the recent election the Moderates

had a majority of the votes, though the Progressives still hold a

majority on the Council. I will not, however, dwell upon this
;

it is

.sufficient for my purpose to prove that there is no '

overwhelming

majority
' on the side of purchase.

I have already shown that, in the opinion of Mr. Harrison and

Lord Farrer, and their respective Committees and of the Council in

1891, the present proposals
'

ought to be resisted at all hazards.'

But the late Council itself was not consistent. Of course, the

arbitrators, in considering their decision, must consider the present

profits and dividends. Now, some of the water companies have Bills

before Parliament for additional works, and these have been opposed

by the London Council. In their petitions the London County
Council say that, in their opinion,

The dividends paid would be found not to be justified if the accounts of the

Company were properly investigated and proper allowance made in respect of

depreciation of capital and superseded works, and that any such profits must undergo
considerable reductions in consequence of the additional expenditure and liabilities

in which, according to the Report of the Royal Commission and the opinion of your

petitioners, the Company must be involved in the future.

With those facts before us, is it prudent or judicious to enter into

the question of purchase ? But, even supposing that purchase could

be effected at a fair price, and that the Council could carry out the

work economically which I very much doubt would it be wise for

the County Council to undertake the responsibility ? They are already

overwhelmed with work, and it is, I maintain, very unwise to impose
on them, in addition, the enormous responsibility of the management
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of the water supply of the Metropolis. Moreover, at present the

County Council exercises some check over the water companies, but

if it became the water authority, who would check the Council?

But, putting that point aside, there is the consideration of the

addition to our rates which purchase would involve. It must be

remembered that the County Council are under an obligation to pay
off their loans in sixty years. The water companies are under no

such obligation. If the Council buys up the companies, the present

ratepayers would not only have to pay for the water, but for the

redemption of stock, and this payment of 35,000,000?. in sixty years
would mean an addition to the water-rate of 4d. in the pound.

Moreover, an additional water supply, which the County Council

believed was absolutely necessary, from a distance would involve an

increased expenditure of at least twenty millions. Under present

<jircumstances that expense, if necessary and undertaken, would fall

on the companies, but if the bills of the Council pass, it would fall

on the ratepayers, involving another large increase in the rate.

But this is not merely a question for London, it affects the Home
Counties also

; indeed, it affects them more, because they are

doubly interested. They not only contain a large part of the popu-
lation supplied, but they also supply a great deal of the water. The

following table gives the figures :
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Middlesex, and Surrey not to mention more distant counties, such as Oxfordshire,

Buckinghamshire, and Berkshire will not passively allow their springs and streams

to be exhausted, or their wells to be lowered, in order that the present companies
or their successors may supplement the present supply of water from the Thames
and the Lea by an extended system of pumping from the chalk and the green-
sand outside London.

Now when I brought forward my amendment in opposition to the

motion for the second reading of the first of the London County
Council's Water Bills, I was supported not only by a large majority
of the London members, but by every representative of the Home
Counties, with, I believe, one exception, and it is understood that

they will unanimously oppose the proposal to hand over the water

supply of their districts to the London County Council.

We are often told that the tendency of public opinion is in favour

of placing the water supply in the hands ^of the London County
Council. I very much doubt this. The purchase is recommended

by its advocates on the plea that it would leave a large profit to go
in relief of rates. That, of course, is a tempting proposal, but I

have shown that it rests on no solid ground, and that the inevitable

effect would be the very reverse. Let us take, however, those who

have really studied the question. Lord Fairer, for instance, in his

evidence before the Labour Commission, said that :

The action of the London County Council on the Labour question had caused

many to doubt the wisdom of transferring to it 'public undertakings, and it con-

siderably damped his own ardour with regard to the water supply, so that he was

almost inclined to think with Sir John Lubbock that the water should remain in

the 'hands of the companies.

An opinion of that kind, coming from so high an authority, must

have great weight. Mr. Burdett, in his great standard work on Stocks

and Shares, referring to Lord Farrer's evidence, says :

This evidence indicates a change in public opinion, which now seems to be

settling down to the support of the policy of leaving the water supply in the hands

of existing companies.

There is certainly much force in Lord Farrer's reference to Labour.

It is very undesirable on several grounds that the governing body of

the Metropolis should be a gigantic employer of labour. It might
well become a question whether the Council would control the staff,

or the staff would control the Council. It would be a considerable

step towards the * Tammanification
'

of London.

One argument often used is that London should buy up its water

companies because other large cities have done so. The trading

experiences of other cities are not very encouraging ;
but that is a

subject too vast to be discussed here. I will only say that analogies

are often delusive. The cases are very different.

For instance, one strong reason often given is that it is desirable

to place the water supply in the hands of the municipality, so that
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one body should have complete control of the streets. But this

argument does not apply to London, because the streets are not

managed by the London County Council, but by the Vestries.

The main difference, however, between London and other cities

lies in the financial position of the water companies. Water, like

gold, may be bought too dear.

This brings me to the alternative policy which I venture to

suggest to the people of London and of the Home Counties.

The water companies, with, perhaps, one exception, are limited

to a dividend of 10 per cent., and they are bound to apply any
additional profit in reducing the price of the water. At present four

of the companies are able to pay the maximum dividend; of the

remaining four, one is paying 9J per cent., one 8 per cent., one 8

per cent., and one 6 per cent. Thus in the case of seven of the

companies but for one consideration any increase in their profits must

go in the reduction of the price of water
; while, if there should be a

loss, it would fall upon the shareholders. We must, however, take

into consideration that the companies claim the right to make up their

back dividends to 10 per cent., though there is some doubt about this.

At any rate the Chancellor of the Exchequer's Committee suggested
that that right should, as in the case of the gas companies, be

limited to six years, and that suggestion seems reasonable. The
section in the Metropolis Gas Act of 1860 is as follows :

' but it

shall not be lawful for any gas company by the application of any
of their profits or funds to make up to the prescribed rate, or the

rate of ten pounds per centum per annum, where no such rate shall

be prescribed, any dividend which shall have been payable more than

six years previously.' If the question is settled on this basis, it

would also be necessary that two or three directors should be placed
on each Board to protect the public interest one, say, by the

Government, one by the London County Council, and, in the case of

those companies that supply outside districts, one by the County
Council or District Council of those districts. Under this arrange-
ment the ratepayers would obtain all the benefit of the water supply,
while any loss would fall on the companies. And yet Londoners are

asked to surrender this position and to enter into this gigantic

speculation. If we do so and the undertaking succeeds, the rate-

payers would gain no more than we should under the plan now pro-

posed ; but, on the other hand, if it went badly, they would be involved

in the loss. The arrangement I venture to suggest is therefore

certainly the best for the ratepayers, but it would also be advan-

tageous to the companies themselves. It would save the present
endless expense of litigation to which they are now put, and it would

give them a security for their dividend which would be a recompense
for any sacrifice of possible future profit.

I am not, however, writing in the interests of, nor am I a director
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or even a shareholder in, the London water companies. My interests

are those of the people of London and of the Home Counties, and I

would sum up as follows :

1. In the case of the Southwark and Vauxhall, which is only pay-

ing 6 per cent., and if necessary the New Kiver Company, an equitable

arrangement as to maximum dividend should be made.

2. The other six companies are at, or close to, their maximum
dividend.

3. The right, or supposed right, to make up back dividends

should, in accordance with the recommendation of Sir W. Harcourt's

Committee, be treated as was done in the case of the gas companies.
4. On the Board of each company, and to protect the interests

of the public, one director should be nominated by the Government,
one by the London County Council, and one to represent any outside

-county supplied by the company.

By this plan the shareholders in the companies would escape

litigation and gain security ;
on the other hand the public would be

spared from the immense outlay which may be necessary to secure an

additional supply ; they would avoid taking a gigantic risk
; while, if

the profits should increase, the balance would have to be applied in

reduction of our water-rate.

JOHN LUBBOCK.
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THE 'DIATESSARON' OF TATIAN

IT is a curious fact that, in the great critical conflict regarding the

date of our canonical Gospels which has so long proceeded, the two

writers of the second century, who have perhaps occupied the most

conspicuous place Marcion and Tatian should both have been arch-

heretics. Marcion was denounced by the Fathers for laying violent

hands on a form of the third Synoptic, but his act has proved the

earliest evidence we possess for the existence of Luke. Tatian is

said to have made a Harmony of the four Gospels, and the Diatessaron,

destroyed by Theodoret as mischievous, is now claimed by Apologists
as the earliest witness for the existence at least of the fourth Gospel.

Until recently, the argument has mainly turned upon the inference

drawn from the name Diatessaron given to this Harmony, that, if

based upon four Gospels, these could be no other than those which

have been accepted by the Church
;
an inference which has been

steadily rejected by a majority of the greatest independent critics,

beginning with Baur, who affirmed that in no case could the fourth

Gospel have formed part of the Diatessaron.

A new phase of the debate has now been entered upon by the

discovery of two important works. The first of these is the Armenian

translation of a commentary said to be that which Ephraem Syrus
wrote upon the Diatessaron of Tatian, of which a Latin version was

published by Mosinger in 1876, but which did not attract much
attention till some years later. The second is an Arabic version of a

Syriac Harmony affirmed to be the Diatessaron of Tatian itself, pub-
lished with a Latin translation of the text by Ciasca in 1888. Dr.

Lightfoot was not acquainted with the former when he wrote his

essay on Tatian in 1877, and he could only refer to it, and to the

subsequently published work of Ciasca, in a note which he added to-

the essay in 1889. Without seriously examining these works, Dr.

Lightfoot's note merely assumed that they proved the *

ecclesiastical

theory
'

to be *

unquestionably true,' and the writers who, at that time

and since, have taken up the subject have seemed almost too jubilant
over the discovery, and too elated by supposed success to scrutinise

the evidence for these two works very closely, or fairly to estimate

their value, supposing them to be genuine, as testimony for the

fourth Gospel. I propose as briefly and simply as possible to review

665
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the whole argument, and to endeavour to state the case with fairness

and precision.

We know little of Tatian himself beyond what he tells us in his

spirited and sarcastic Oration to the Greeks. He was bora in the

land of the Assyrians, and, beginning his career as a Sophist, he
travelled through many lands, acquiring wide culture, and finally

came to Kome, where he became a disciple of Justin Martyr. His

Address to the Greeks displays a fearless and independent spirit, and
it is impossible not to admire the coolness and courage with which

he lashes their follies and vices, and proves the sincerity of his decla-

ration that he despises death. Meeting with certain 'barbaric

writings/ as the Athenians would call them, but which he describes

as too old to be compared with the opinions of the Greeks, and

too divine to be compared with their errors, he was led to abandon

paganism and adopt the religion which they considered mere '

barbaric

philosophy.' The Address to the Greeks was written after the death

of Justin, for in it he speaks of that event,
1 and boldly denounces

Crescens, the cynic, who had not only endeavoured to put his master

to death but also himself. Tatian numbered amongst his disciples

in Kome Khodon,
2 who afterwards wrote a work against Marcion, and

is said to have promised to refute some heretical book of Tatian's,

and also probably the still more distinguished Clement of Alexandria.3

No suspicion has been expressed as to his orthodoxy during the life-

time of Justin, but at some subsequent period his views became ex-

tremely ascetic and, leaving the Church, he lapsed into heresy, and

is said to have founded the sect of the Encratites,
4

denouncing mar-

riage, and enjoining total abstinence from animal food. Irenaeus

adds that the Encratites deny the salvation of our first parents, all of

which blasphemy Tatian was the first to teach.5

Before proceeding further, we must consider the date which must
be assigned to Tatian's literary career. According to Eusebius, Justin

suffered martyrdom A.D. 165,
G and the generally received theory is

that his death may be set about A.D. 163-165. Tatian's literary

activity seems to have begun after his master's death,
' and after this

we have to allow for his own career, first as an orthodox Christian

and then as a heretic.' 7 It is argued by some that Tatian was no

longer living when Irenseus wrote of him in the first book of his

great work, which, it is said, must be dated between A.D. 178-190
;
but

this is far from certain, and the expressions used by no means neces-

sarily convey such an inference. Nor does the mention of the
'

Assyrian
'

by the Alexandrian Clement as one of his teachers,
8 in

the first book of the Siromateis, written not earlier than A.D. 195,

C. xix.
2
Eusebius, H. E. v. 13.

9 Strom, i. 1, 11.
4
Eusebius, H. E. iv. 28.

5 lUd.
; Irenseus, i. 28, 1.

6 H. E. iv. 16
; Chron. PascTi.

7
Lightfoot, Essays on Supernatural Religion, p. 274. 8 Strom, i. 1, 11.
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throw much light upon the date, nor indeed the fact of Rhodon

having been one of his disciples. The Address to the Greeks, the

only one of Tatian's works which has been preserved, was written, as

has already been said, after the death of Justin, and is generally

dated about A.D. 170-175. This work was certainly written before

he had adopted the heretical views which led to his separation from

the Church, so that, at least, the date assigned to this composition is

some slight indication of the phases of his career. If, therefore, we
assume even A.D. 170 as the date of the Address, the Diatessaron,

which was condemned and destroyed as heretical, must at least be

assigned to a still later period. Dr. Lightfoot who, without arguing
the point, thought the date A.D. 170-175 'probably some years too

late' for the Address,
9
assigns the Diatessaron to A.D. 170,

10 but

unless good reasons can be given for dating the Address earlier

than A.D. 170-175, and these have not been forthcoming, it is un-

questionable that the Diatessaron must have been compiled at a

later date. The Address is completely orthodox, and no one who has

attacked Tatian's later views has, apparently, been able to discover

even an heretical tendency in its vigorous arguments. Some years

must, therefore, reasonablybe allowed to elapse before Tatian's opinions

changed and led him to arrange a Harmony of Gospels in accordance

with them. Probably the date assigned to it should not be earlier

than A.D. 175-180,
11 and the later part of this term may be con-

sidered the more reasonable. We have no information whatever as

to the date of Tatian's death.

If we examine contemporary writings, or such extracts as have

come down to us, for information regarding the works of Tatian,

we meet with references to several of his compositions. His pupil

Khoclon, as quoted by Eusebius, promises to write a work in answer

to one by Tatian in which he professes to explain certain obscuri-

ties in the sacred writings.
12 Irenseus denounces some of his

heretical views in no measured terms. 13 His disciple Clement

of Alexandria refers to his treatise On Perfection according to the

Saviour and likewise attacks his peculiar opinions, but makes, at

the same time, copious use of his Address to the Greeks. The author

of the work against the heresy of Artemon, quoted by Eusebius, cites

Tatian as an Apologist along with men like Justin and Clement,

and as maintaining the divinity of Christ. 15
Tertullian,

16
Hippolytus,

17

and Origen,
18 refer to him and combat his opinions. None of these

writers, however, makes any mention of a Harmony of Gospels in

connection with Tatian, nor does any writer prior to Eusebius.

The first time, then, that we hear anything whatever of a Harmony
s
Essays, 275. 10 The Fourth Gospel, 1892, p. 132.

11 Zahn dates it soon after A.D. 172. Foncliungen, p. 290 f.

12 H. E. v. 13. 13 Adv. Hcsr. i. 28, 1
;

iii. 23, 8. 14 Strom, iii. 12, 80 f.

15 H. E. v. 28.
ls De Jejun. 15.

17
Philosopb. viii. 4, 16; x. 18. w C. CeU. i. 16, &c.
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of Gospels ascribed to Tatian, or meet with any trace of such a work,

is in the mention of it by Eusebius, writing some century and a half

after the Harmony is supposed to have been composed. Eusebius-

says in the well-known passage :
'

Tatian, however, their former chiefr

having put together a certain amalgamation and collection, I know
not how, of the Gospels, named this the Diatessaron, which even now
is current with some.' 19

Beyond the mere statement that Tatian

made some kind of Harmony of Gospels which was called Diatessaron,

nothing could be less explicit than this passage. It seems to be
based upon mere hearsay, and the expression

' I know not how '

(ovrc

oIS' OTTWS-) does not indicate any personal acquaintance with the

composition to which Eusebius refers. Dr. Lightfoot, argues, on the

contrary, that,
' so far from implying that Eusebius had no personal

knowledge of the work, it' (the expression)
*
is constantly used by

writers in speaking of books where they are perfectly acquainted with

the contents, but do not understand the principles or do not approve
the method. In idiomatic English it signifies

"
I cannot think what

he was about," and is equivalent to "
unaccountably,"

"
absurdly," so

that, if anything, it implies knowledge rather than ignorance of the

contents.' 20 Dr. Lightfoot gives references to a number of examples
of its use in the treatise of Origen against Celsus, but when examined

they do not in the least prove his point. It is quite true that ov/c

oIS' OTTWS is frequently used to express partial, as well as complete,

ignorance ; ignorance of something in a book, as well as absence of

acquaintance with a book itself; but it always indicates ignorance,
real or assumed. If we look at the passage in Eusebius itself, there

is nothing whatever to indicate that the words are intended to express

anything but imperfect knowledge, or that Eusebius wished to

indicate disapproval of such a work. In his Epistle to Carpianus,
Eusebius writes of a similar Harmony of Gospels by Ammonius not

only without censure but with approval. If his purpose had been to

condemn the Diatessaron, he would have said more than this. As it

is, he has chronicled the existence of the work without a detail

evincing acquaintance with it, but, on the contrary, with a distinct

expression of ignorance. The best critics on both sides, amongst
whom may be mentioned Credner, Hilgenfeld, Holtzmann, Keuss 7

Scholten, Zahn and others, are agreed in inferring that Eusebius had

no personal acquaintance with the Diatessaron.

It must be admitted that the words of Eusebius give a very
scant account of a work of which not a trace has been found in the

extant literature of a hundred and fifty years after its supposed com-

position. Not only are we not told anything of the peculiarities or

arrangement of its contents, but we are left in total ignorance even of

19 *O HCVTOI 76 vptrepos avrwv a.p\t]y\)S 6 Tariavhs (TwaQftdv nva Kal ffvvaywyrjVi OVK

oltf STTWS, ruv evayyc\iwv ffvvOds, rb Sia rfffffdpwv TOVTO irpo(Tuv6iJ.a(r*v & Kal irapa

vvv ffptrai. H. E. iv. 29. Essays, p. 278.
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the language in which it was written, and we shall presently see that

this is a question of some difficulty. This absence of information is

particularly to be regretted in the case of such a work as a Harmony
of the Gospels which, in all probability, bore no author's name, and

the identification of which inevitably became more difficult as time

went on. Continuing our search for information regarding it, we
find the rapidly increasing Christian literature a complete blank so

far as any Harmony of Gospels by Tatian is concerned. We have

mentioned, incidentally, that, in his Epistle to Carpianus, Eusebius

refers to a similar Harmony of Gospels by Ammonius. No writer

mentions the Diatessaron again until we come to Epiphanius, writing
about the end of the fourth century, or some two hundred years

after its compilation. He makes the following remarkable statement :

1 It is said that the Diatessaron Gospel owes its origin to him (Tatian),

which some call the Gospel according to the Hebrews.' 2l

It is almost universally agreed that Epiphanius, the second writer

who refers to the Diatessaron, had as little personal knowledge of the

work as the first (Eusebius), but several important points are to be

deduced from the report which he chronicles. In the first place, it

is quite clear that, as has been suggested above, the name of Tatian

was not attached to the Diatessaron. Had it been so, the expression
1
it is said

'

could not have been used. By the time of Epiphanius
the connection of Tatian with his Harmony had already become

merely conjectural. How is the fact that some called it the Gospel

according to the Hebrews to be explained ? It is unnecessary to press

the possibility that what had been understood to be Tatian's Diates-

saron was nothing but the Gospel according to the Hebrews, which,
from having matter common to our Gospels, was mistaken for a

Harmony. The Gospel according to the Hebrews was, we know, used

by the Encratites, the sect founded by Tatian, and at least nothing
can be more probable than the hypothesis that, in a Harmony compiled
after he had separated himself from the Church, he must have made
use of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, to which his followers

were attached. Two facts which we know should be borne in mind

in connection with this confusion, if confusion it be, of the Diatessaron

with the Gospel according to the Hebrews, that this Gospel was con-

structed on the lines of our first Synoptic, and that it omitted the

genealogies, both of which peculiarities are said to be characteristic

of the Diatessaron. This will be further illustrated as we proceed.

More than half a century passes before we meet with any fresh

mention of Tatian's work, and then we come to a more detailed

statement regarding it than we have yet discovered. Writing about

A.D. 453, Theodoret gives the following account of what took place

in his diocese :

21
Ae^erot 5e rb 5ta reffffdpcav evayye\iov vir' ay-rot) yeyfv?](rdai, owep /caret

'

rives Ka\ovffi. Hair. 46, 1.

.VOL, XXXVII No. 218 Y Y
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He [Tatian] composed the Gospel which is called Diatessaron, cutting out the

genealogies and such other passages as show the Lord to have been born of the

seed of David after the flesh. This work was in use not only among persons

belonging to his sect, but also among those who follow the apostolic doctrine, as

they did not perceive the mischief of the composition, but used the book in all

simplicity on account of its brevity. And I myself found more than two hundred
such copies held in respect in the churches in our parts. All these I collected and

put away, and I replaced them by the Gospels of the Four Evangelists.
22

It will be observed that Theodoret does not say that the Gospel
of Tatian was a Harmony of four Gospels, but merely that it was
'

called Diatessaron,' and it is difficult to suppose that, if it merely
omitted * the genealogies and such other passages as show the Lord
to have been born of the seed of David after the flesh/ a bishop, even

in the fifth century, could confiscate two hundred copies of a book

when books were so scarce and precious. What could be expected
from a Harmony of Gospels but omission of some matter contained

in them ? One is tempted to think that when Theodoret speaks of
' the mischief of the composition/ he had in his mind more than

these omissions, though he does not enter into full detail. In any
case, the omissions specified are all that is added to our knowledge
of the Diatessaron by the statement of Theodoret.

It may be well to refer here to an apocryphal Syriac work, called

the Doctrine of Addai, giving a copy of correspondence alleged to

have taken place between * the Lord Jesus Christ and Abgar, King of

Edessa.' A very early date is assigned to it by many, but Dr. Light-
foot * cannot place it much earlier than the middle of the third

century/
23 and it might safely be set much later. In this little

work an account is given of the Church at Edessa, and it is

said that the people assembled for prayer and to hear read, along
with the Old Testament, 'the New of the Diatessaron:^ This

might well be explained as a mere reading of four Gospels, but there

are certain reasons for believing that it really means a Harmony.
Zahn has quoted the following rule from the Canons of Eabbula,

Bishop of Edessa (A.D. 412-435) :
' Let the presbyters and deacons

have a care that in all the churches there be provided and read a

copy of the distinct Gospel.' This * distinct
'

Gospel is understood

to be opposed to the Harmony of four Gospels, and light is thrown

upon the point by the fact that, in the Syriac Gospels of Cureton,

the first Gospel is described as the ' Distinct Gospel of Matthew/

meaning, probably, the Gospel in a separate form. Taking this with

the statement of Theodoret, it is probable that the Diatessaron re-

ferred to was that which he confiscated in his diocese. Be this as it

may, however, it is clear that, beyond the fact that the Diatessaron

was read, we have no further information from the Doctrine ofAddai
as to the contents of the Diatessaron, the particular Gospels from

which it was compiled, their reputed authors, or even the name of

the person who prepared the Harmony.
22

Theodoret, De Fab. Hcer. -3
Essays, p. 279.

24
Phillips, Doctr. Add. c. 35.
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The next reference to the Diatessaron which has to be considered

comes from Victor of Capua, about the middle of the sixth century.

Victor met with a Harmony entitled Diatessaron, which, as we have

already shown to be naturally the case with all such compilations^

was anonymous, and he consequently endeavoured to discover a

probable author for it. He went to Eusebius for information, and in

his Ecclesiastical History he found the mention of a Diatessaron

attributed to Tatian, which has been quoted above, and in his Epistle
to Carpianus, prefixed to the Canons, he met with the account of

another ascribed to Ammonius. The description of the Diatessaron

of Ammonius of Alexandria given by Eusebius may now be quoted :

4 He placed by the side of the Gospel according to Matthew the

corresponding passages of the other Evangelists, so that, as a neces-

sary result, the sequence in the three was destroyed so far as regards

the order of reading.'
25

Victor, however, read the passage of Euse-

bius with a singular variation from that which we have, and cites

him as saying that the Gospel which Tatian composed out of four

was entitled Diapente, or '

by five.'
26 Whether the copy of Eusebius

before him had this reading, or whether he corrected Eusebius from

the contents or from the title of his Harmony, cannot now be (defi-

nitely settled ; but there is the distinct statement, and it
is,

all the

more curious since he has just said ' unum ex quatuor,' and it is

therefore difficult to explain the immediate statement of Diapente
as the title, which contradicts the description, except as a copy of

something before him which he records. Dr. Lightfoot argues that

Victor, who knew Greek, can hardly have written Diapente himself
and attributes the curious reading to the blundering or officiousness

of some later scribe.27 But to write Diapente for Diatessaron is

scarcely like a slip of the pen, and the discrepancy between the

Harmony and the name must have been very striking to render,

probable the theory of officiousness. I will let Dr. Lightfopt's QWI*

words state the result of Victor's investigation :
'

Assuming that the,

work which he had discovered must be one or other, he decides in

favour of the latter (Tatian), because it does not give St. Matthew

continuously and append the passages of the other Evangelists, as

Eusebius states Ammonius to have done/ 28 A little later, Dr. Light-
foot adds :

'

Thus, Victor gets his information directly from Eusebius,

whom he repeats. He knows nothing about Tatian's Diatessaron

except what Eusebius tells him.' We have seen that this was

little enough. Dr. Lightfoot expresses a very decided opinion (which
he afterwards modifies) that Victor was mistaken in ascribing the

authorship to Tatian, but the discussion of this point must be reserved

for a more appropriate place further on.

25 Eusebius, Op. (ed. Migne), iv. p. 1276.
26 ' Ex historia quoque ejus [i.e. Eusebii] comperi quod Tatianus vir eruditissimus

et orator illius temporis clarus unum ex quatuor compaginaverit Evangelium cui

titulum Diapente imposuit.'
27

Essays, p. 286 f.
28 Ibid. p. 286.

Y Y 2
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In seeking for mention of the Diatessaron of Tatian in extant

literature, we have already had to make wide strides through time,

but these must now be much increased. In a Glossary of Bar-ali,

written about the end of the ninth century, we have the next refer-

ence to the work :
c Diastarsun (otherwise Diakutrum) : the Gospel

which is the Diatessaron, made by Tatian, the compiled Gospel. A
gospel made sense for sense on the sense of the combined four apostolic

Gospels. It contains neither the natural nor the traditional genealogy
of our Lord Christ

;
and he who made it, namely Tatian, has on this

account been anathematised.' 29 There can be little doubt that Bar-

ali derives his information from Theodoret, and does not know the

work himself.

The next reference is found in the work of Bar-Bahlul, a Syriac

lexicographer in the latter half of the tenth century. He says :

1

Diatessaron, that is to say, the Gospel compiled from the four

Evangelists.' And there follows :
' This was composed in Alexandria

by Tatian the Bishop.' This latter addition is only found in later

manuscripts, and is not contained in the oldest manuscript of Bar-

Bahlul's work, dated A.D. 1214, so that it is now recognised to be an

interpolation, and only the first short sentence is genuine. The
whole passage is interesting and instructive as showing the manner

in which glosses on the margin get into the text. But for the pre-
servation of the older manuscript, the whole would have passed as

the statement of Bar-Bahlul himself. Even as a gloss, the repre-

sentation that the Diatessaron was written at Alexandria is probably
as inaccurate as the elevation of Tatian to the episcopate. But the

question ever arises, Can we put faith in the accuracy of any state-

ment made regarding Tatian after the lapse of so many centuries ?

We have to pass over a long period before we again hear anything
of the Diatessaron. We receive some information regarding it from

Dionysius Bar-Salibi, who died A.D. 1207. He wrote a Commentary
on the Gospels in which there is the following statement :

Tatian, the disciple of Justin, the philosopher and martyr, selected and patched

together from the four Gospels and constructed a Gospel, which he called Diates-

saron, that is, Miscellanies. On this work Mar Ephraem wrote an exposition ;

and its commencement was: ' In the beginning was the Word.' Elias of Salamia,

who is also called Aphthonius, constructed a Gospel after the likeness of the

Diatessaron of Ammonius, mentioned by Eusebius in his prologue to the Canons

which he made for the Gospel. Elias sought for that Diatessaron, and could not

find it, and, in consequence, constructed this after its likeness. And the said

Elias finds fault with several things in the Canons of Eusebius,- and points out

errors in them, and rightly. But this copy [work] which Elias composed is not

cften met with.30

Ephraem, who is here referred to, is probably the Deacon of

Edessa who is said to have died about A.D. 373. It is a curious

,

M
Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syr. i. 869 ; Zahn, Forsch. i. 98

; Harnack, Gescli.

-aUchristl. Lit. i. 2 Halfte. 1893, p. 494.
30 This is the rendering of Dr. Lightfoot, Essays, p. 280.
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thing that we first hear of such a commentary from Bar-Salibi, a.

thousand years after the composition of the Harmony and some

eight centuries from the date of the alleged Commentary. Supposing
the Diatessaron of Tatian to have been the work read at Edessa,

according to the Doctrine of Addai, of which, however, we have no

positive evidence, it is likely enough that a commentary might be
written upon it by a deacon of the place. The mere statement that-

it began with the words,
' In the beginning was the Word/ does not

afford much help for identifying the Diatessaron, from the fact that

a dozen other Harmonies might have adopted the same opening,
which particularly commends itself for the purpose. That in the

course of the thousand years many Harmonies may have been made
admits of no doubt, and two at least are mentioned by Bar-Salibi in

this passage.

For the moment we must pass on to a statement which Gregory-
Bar-Habrseus, who died about A.D. 1286, makes in his Scholia on

Matthew.

Eusebius of Caesarea, seeing the corruptions which Ammonius of Alexandria

introduced into the Gospel of the Diatessaron, that is Miscellanies, which com-

menced,
' In the beginning was the Word,' and which Mar Ephraem expounded^

kept the four Gospels in their integrity, but pointed out the agreement of the words

by Canons written in red.31

Here we have an equally distinct statement that Ephraem wrote

a commentary on the Diatessaron of Ammonius, and that this

Harmony commenced with the same words. Of course apologists say
that Bar-Hebrseus was mistaken, and that he has simply misunderstood

and repeated in an erroneous way the words of Bar-Salibi, or some

corresponding passage which he had before him.32 But this is a very

royal way of getting rid of inconvenient evidence, and no sufficient

reason has yet been shown for accepting without question the state-

ment of Bar-Salibi, and rejecting with as little the account of Bar-

Hebrseus. The important points to be observed are, first, that the

Diatessaron of Ammonius commenced with ' In the beginning was

the Word/ and second, that Ephraem wrote a commentary upon this

Diatessaron of Ammonius. This will have to be clearly borne in

mind when we have to examine the claims of the discovered Dia-

tessaron and Commentary. With regard to the commencing words

of the Diatessaron of Ammonius, the statement of Gregory Bar-

Hebrseus is really not opposed to any evidence with which we have

met. Bar-Salibi supposes that a commentary which Ephraem is said

to have written upon a Diatessaron, the commencing words ofwhich

were ' In the beginning was the Word/ was written upon the

Harmony of Tatian
;
Bar-Hebraeus supposes that it was the Harmony

of Ammonius. There is really about as much, or as little, reason for

31 Assemani, Bibl. Orient, i. 57.

32
Lightfoot, Essays, p. 281, n. i.; Harris, I.e. p. 15.
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believing the statement of the one as of the other. In all probability
neither the one nor the other knew anything of the Diatessaron

apart from the Commentary, and it is by no means certain that they
even knew that, except as a matter of literary intelligence. They
certainly do not say that they do.

'

Bar-Salibi,' says Mr. Eendel

Harris, 'knew little of the Diatessaron of Ammonius, and we hardly
know more.' 33 Bar-Hebrseus professes to know a good deal. Of their

comparative means of forming an opinion we, in fact, know nothing,
and if we set the conflicting statements aside, all that remains of

agreement between the two witnesses is that Ephraem wrote a

commentary upon some Diatessaron.

Another writer at the beginning of the fourteenth century must
now give evidence. It is Ebed-Jesu, who wrote a Harmony of

Grospels on the model of one already existing. He says :

Tatian, a certain philosopher, when he had understood intellectually the sense

of the Evangelists, and had fixed in his mind the scope of their divine writing,
collected from the four of them one admirable Gospel, which he called Diatessaron,
in which, while carefully following the right order of the Saviour's words and

deeds, he did not add a single expression of his own.34

There can be little doubt that, by this time, the text of any ancient

Harmony had been corrected according to the later orthodox views of

the Church, as we shall presently show is the case with those which

have been preserved to us. A few lines ascribed to the same writer

have been added by Assemani, which must be quoted :

;
A Gospel was compiled by Ammonius, an Alexandrian, who is also called

Tatian, and he named it Diatessaron.^

Taking the two passages as they stand, it is clear that the writer

Supposes Tatian and Ammonius to be one and the same person.
Was he himself personally acquainted with the Harmony of which he

spe&ks ? and was it the Harmony of Tatian or of Ammonius ? We
have no means of answering these questions, but certainly the terms

in which he speaks of the work are far from suggesting that he

describes an heretical work supposed to be sneered at by Eusebius and

suppressed as mischievous by Theodoret. The fact probably is that

if Ebed-Jesu really had met with any Harmony of Grospels he could

not have identified it with the slightest certainty, but would merely

suppose it to be the Diatessaron of Tatian or Ammonius of which he

found mention in writings of the Fathers.

So little is known of the Diatessaron of Tatian that there is no

certainty as to the language in which it was composed. Zahn and

b
Harris, I.e. p. 15.

31 'Tatianus quidam philosophus cum evangelistarum loquentium sensum suo

inteHectu cepisset, et scopum scriptionis illorum divinae in mente sua fixisset, unum
ex quatuor illis admirabi'le collegit evangelium, quod et Diatessaron nominavit, in

quo cum cautissime seriem rectam eomm, quae a Salvatore dicta ac gesta fuere,

servasset, ne unam quidem dictionem e suo addidit.' Mai, Script. Vet. Nov. Coll.

x. 191.
35

Assemani, Sill. Orient, iii. 12.
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the great majority of modern critics are of opinion that the original
was written in Syriac, and Harnack almost stands alone in maintain-

ing a Greek original. His statement of the case is as follows :
'
It

was written by Tatian in Greek, not in Syriac as Zahn has tried to

make out
;
this is shown (1) by the title, it being known even among

the Syrians as Diatessaron
; (2) by a few Greek fragments which still

survive
; (3) by the Latin redaction which it received in the sixth

century; (4) by its rejection in the Muratorian fragment for that

the word "m-tia-i," carelessly corrected by the transcriber, stood

originally
"
tatiani," may be regarded as certain.' 36

It seems to me, for various strong reasons, that Harnack is right
in asserting a Greek original. It is true in regard to (1) that works

can be named having a title in a different language from the text

itself, but there is no reason for thinking that this was the case in

the present instance. Tatian wrote his Address to the Greeks, and all

the other works of which we have heard, in Greek. He is not said

by any one to have prepared the Harmony for special people, requiring
the use of Syriac. The Gospels which he employed to compile the

Harmony must have lain before him in Greek, and to suppose that

he actually proceeded to translate the Greek Gospels into Syriac, for

the purpose of making the Harmony, is to assume an object on
Tatian's part of which there does not exist a single indication in any
account we have of him. Although Etisebius did not know much of the

Diatessaron, he is likely to have mentioned the fact if he had heard, or

knew, that this Harmony with a Greek name was written in Syriac, but

of this he does not give a hint. The natural course would of course be

for Tatian to make his Harmony in the language of his Gospels, even if

he intended to translate it afterwards. There is not much weight to be

attached to (2)
37 and (3), I think, because there is no sufficient evi-

dence to show that the Greek fragments really formed part of Tatian's

Diatessaron, or that Victor of Capua's Latin translation was a version

of it and not of the Diatessaron of Ammonius. The argument (4),

based on the unintelligible word in the Muratorian Canon, can

scarcely go beyond conjecture, and must therefore remain in the

stage of mere opinion.

We now come to comparatively recent times. The Armenian
monks of St. Lazaro published in 1834 four volumes of translations

into Armenian of works of Ephraem Syrus, which contained a com-

mentary upon a Harmony of the Gospels beginning apparently with

the passage John i. 1 . Aucher, the editor of Ephraem, made a Latin

translation of the Commentary in 1841, which, being amended by
Professor Mosinger, was published in 1876.38 This is said to be the

Commentary which Ephraem is reported to have written upon the

36
Encyclopedia Brit. 1888, article on ' Tatian.'

37 Some Greek fragments exist in Codd. Vat. Or. 663, 733, 1190. Assemani, BiU.
Orient, i. 157.

38
Evangelil concordantis Escpositio facta a Sancto Epliraemo Doctore Syro, Venet-

1876.
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Diatessaron of Tatian, about A.D. 375. The editors state their opinion
that the Armenian was written about the fifth century, and that it is

a translation from the Syriac. The Armenian version attributes ther

Commentary to Ephraem, and I do not propose to enter upon any

argument here as to the correctness of that ascription. One thing
is certain : that the text of the Harmony has undergone such

manipulation in the course of its transfer from Greek into Syriac and

from Syriac into Armenian, not to add from Armenian into Latin,

that it no longer really represents the original. Zahn long ago

pointed out that the Commentary is evidently based upon exegetical

lectures, delivered probably to theological classes, perhaps the subse-

quent record of a student.39
Ephraem, moreover, or the writer

of the Commentary, whoever he may be, never himself calls the work

upon which he is commenting the Diatessaron, but sometimes

Scriptura, and occasionally Evangelium.
40 There is, in fact, nothing

whatever, apart from the tradition of Bar-Salibi and the note of the

translator, to indicate that this is a commentary upon the Diatessaron

of Tatian. The order is not always the same in the passages selected

for comment as that of the Harmony of Victor, or the Arabic Diates-

saron, and the texts of all have been so manipulated that, of course,

no weight is attached to them.

We may now conveniently return to the Latin Harmony of

Victor of Capua. It will be remembered that he was completely in

doubt as to the authorship of the compilation which had come in his

way, and as to whether he should ascribe it to Ammonius or to Tatian.

Finally, upon mere conjecture, he decided in favour of Tatian. Re-

garding this Dr. Hemphill writes :

Victor of Capua himself is an important witness
;
for lie was skilled in both

Greek and Latin, and was a man of considerable eminence as a scholar and con-

troversialist. And his solitary reason for attributing his discovery to Tatian is that

he found one passage in Eusebius which spoke of Tatian having compiled a patch-
work Gospel, which he judged to be the same, substantially, as that which

accidentally came into his hands. Not one other allusion to Tatian's work does

Victor mention
;
and the conclusion is that, but for the statement of Euse-

bius, he would have remained perfectly ignorant that such a work had ever

existed. . . . The Latin Harmony, as it now exists in the Codex Fuldensis, repre-

sents not the Harmony as it was found by Victor, but the Harmony as it was

modified and edited under his direction. The index, which somehow escaped

revision, does not in all cases agree with the body of the Codex, from which we

gather that the latter may have been to some extent changed in order, and inter-

polated as in the case of the genealogies ;
while the text which Victor found has

been changed piece by piece into the Vulgate of St. Jerome.41

Victor, making perfectly free use of the Latin Harmonywhich hehad

found, and altering it to suit his orthodox views, had it transcribed,

and his fine manuscript has come down to us in the Codex Fuldensis,

which is admitted to be almost the best authority for the text of the

39 Fortch. p. 61
; Eesch, Aussercan. Paralleltexte, p. 43.

Zahn, I.e. p. 57. 41
Hemphill, The Diatessaron of Tatian, pp. xi, xxiv. .
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Vulgate version of the Gospels. It is no authority whatever for the

text of Tatian's Diatessaron, with which, in the first place, it cannot

be identified, and to which, if it could, it no longer bears any likeness.

It must be apparent that the theory that the original of this

Harmony, which was done into Latin, was that of Tatian and not the

Diatessaron of Ammonius or some one else who may have compiled a

Diatessaron in the course of the four centuries between Tatian and

Victor, rests upon a most unsubstantial basis. The most striking

characteristic of Tatian's work, as we have seen, was the omission of

the genealogies, an omission which led to its being anathematised

by the Church. Well ! In the index which is cited to prove that

the original Latin Harmony began with John i. 1, and, conse-

quently, the work from which it was translated, we also find that it

contained the genealogy, V. de generatione vel nativitate Christi.

It is not possible, upon any real grounds of evidence, to identify

this Harmony with the Diatessaron of Tatian.

We now come to the last and most important document connected

with this discussion. It had long been known that an Arabic manu-

script existed in the Vatican Library purporting to be the Diatessaron

of Tatian. This work, which had been brought to the library by

Joseph Assemani, is described by him as Tatiani Diatessaron seu

quatuor Evangelia in unum redactaJ 42 It did not attract any atten-

tion till some years ago, when Agostino Ciasca, in 1883, published a

pamphlet describing it, and promising at some future time, if possible,

to publish the manuscript. He did not find an opportunity of doing

so, nor did Lagarde, who also thought of attempting it, till 1888, when
Ciasca was able to produce an edition of the Diatessaron based upon
this manuscript (XIV.) and a still more perfect one, which was pre-

sented to the Borgian Library in 1886 by Catholic Copts in Egypt,
with a Latin translation by himself.43 The latter manuscript, generally
called the Borgian Codex, contains notes at the beginning and end

stating that this is a translation of Tatian's Diatessaron from a Syriac

manuscript written by Isa ibn Ali el Mutatabbib, a disciple of Honain

ibn Ih'haq, by Abu-1-Faraj Abdullah Ibn-at-Tayyib. Honain is believed

to have died A.D. 873, and the death of Abdullah Ibn-at-Tayyib is set

down by Bar-Hebrseus as having taken place A.D. 1043. The existing

manuscript is assigned to the fourteenth century. The Syriac manu-

script was, therefore, written seven centuries after Tatian's time, and

the Arabic translation made some nine centuries after it. Beyond the

notes of the scribe, we have no external evidence that the original

Diatessaron was the work ascribed to Tatian, and, as has already

been fully stated, nothing could be more difficult than the identification

of an anonymous compilation of this kind. The first thing is to get
a clear understanding of the text and contents of this Arabic Harmony,
and, as I have hitherto done, I will cite opinions of critics not likely

to give an account too unfavourable to the documents.

42 Sill. Orient, i. 619. 43 Tatiani Evangeliomm Harmonic Arabice.
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In his treatise on the Diatessaron of Tatian, Professor J. Eendel

Harris says :

From what has been said, it will be seen that, in describing the manuscripts
from which Ciasca's text is made, we have been careful to avoid the assumption
that the text of the Arabic Harmony is necessarily and at all points identical with

that of the Diatessaron of Tatian. For, even if we accept the Harmony as Tatian's

on the ground of its general agreements with the traditional Tatian, we are obliged
to note in the manuscripts themselves a tendency to change in the most striking
Tatian characteristics

;
and further, since the Harmony is substantially a New

Testament manuscript, it is impossible that it could have remained in circulation

without being affected by the same causes which were in operation to change the

form of every successive recension of the New Testament into agreement with the

latest recension of all.
44

Now, even in a writer so anxious to be impartial as Mr. Harris

always is, there is insensibly a tendency to forget what we really know
of the ' traditional Tatian

' and how far we are able to judge that any

Harmony is
* in agreement

'

with it. All that we have been told of

Tatian's Diatessaron, whether rightly or wrongly, is that it began
with the opening words of the fourth Gospel and omitted the

genealogies and such other passages as show the Lord to have been

born of the seed of David after the flesh. More than this we do not

know. It may be added that a certain number of quotations in the

Homilies of Aphraates, a writer of about the middle of the fourth

century, are ascribed by Zahn to the Diatessaron, but this is pure

conjecture. The passages quoted are in substance found in the

Arabic Harmony, and, with one exception, in the same order of

arrangement, so that Mr. Harris is able to say :
'
It certainly looks as

if Zahn were right in his general statement that Aphraates used a

Harmony, and that this Harmony was that of Tatian.' 45 As to the

order, there is little wonder that there should be agreement, for as

this Harmony, like that of Ammonius, is mainly based upon the first

Synoptic, the ordinary sequence of the Gospels is usually followed.

But to jump from a conjecture of this kind to a positive theory that

Aphraates represents Tatian is inadmissible.

So little does the Arabic Harmony agree with what we are actually
told of the Diatessaron of Tatian, that elaborate explanation and

conjecture are necessary to support the statement of the Arab

translator or scribe that we have here that mysterious work. The
Diatessaron of Tatian was said to have commenced with the passage :

' In the beginning was the Word.' Now, in the Vatican MS. XIV.,
the Diatessaron does not begin with these words, but with the opening
words of the second Synoptic, 'The gospel of Jesus, the Son of the

living God.' This formerly convinced scholars that the Arabic

Harmony was not that of Tatian, but Ciasca suggested that the words

from Mark were added by another hand to supply the lack of a title.

,When the Borgian manuscript arrived, it was found that the intro-

ductory words from the second Synoptic are separated by a space from

41 The Diatessaron of Tatian, 1890, p. 9. 45 Ibid. p. 20.
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the text which follows. Which of these was the original form of the

work from which the Arabic version was made cannot now be deter-

mined, or whether the separation in the Borgian manuscript was the

result of a preconceived theory that the Harmony, being understood to

be Tatian's, ought to open with the words of the fourth Gospel. Then
the fact which we learn from Theodoret, that the genealogies and the

passages showing Jesus to have been born of the seed of David after

the flesh were omitted from the Diatessaron, in consequence of

which he resorted to the strong measure of '

putting away
'

a couple
of hundred copies of the work, is a still stronger obstacle to the

identification of the Arabic Harmony with it, for these passages

(Matthew i. 1-17 and Luke iii. 23-38) are contained in MS. XIV. In

the Borgian manuscript, however, these genealogies are removed from

the text and put as an appendix, under the title,
* The Book of the

Generation of Jesus.' It is argued from this, that we have here the

passages in the first stage of insertion they have got into the

appendix on their way into the text. But may it not with greater

probability be argued that they are in the first stage of omission

excluded from an inconvenient position in the text, where they
clashed with the theory ofthe Harmony being by Tatian, and relegated

to the appendix by the translators, who did not like to go so far as to

exclude such scriptural matter altogether ? One fact which seems to

support the latter view is that, in the index to the Latin Harmony
of Victor which, as we have seen, Zahn regards as representative of

the original Latin version of a Syriac Diatessaron which became

transformed into the Codex Fuldensis the fifth chapter is given as
* de generatione vel nativitate Christi.' In connection with these

difficulties it must never be forgotten that to identify the Arabic

Harmony with the work ofTatian we have really but the note of almost

unknown Arab scholars, writing, nearly a thousand years after the time

of Tatian, of a work which had no really specific mark of authorship.

Another indication may be given, valuable in the almost complete
absence of information regarding Tatian's Diatessaron, which likewise

opposes the identification of the Arabic Harmony with that work.

Dean Burgon
' 46

quotes an ancient Scholion, which he met with while

examining the Harleian manuscript 5647 (of Evan. 72, published by

Wetstein), which states that, in Tatian's Diatessaron, the verse of

the fourth Gospel,
' And another took a spear and pierced his side,

and there came out water and blood,' was inserted at verse Matthew

xxvii, 48, and the writer adds that it is also introduced into the

Evangelical History of Diodorus and divers other holy fathers, and

'this also Chrysostom says.' The only one of these assertions which

can be tested now is that regarding Chrysostom, and it is found to

be correct, for in Homily 88 the text occurs against a clear summary
of verse 48. Now, this is not found either in the Codex Fuldensis

or in the Arabic Diatessaron.

ts Last Twelve Verses of St. Mark, 1871, p.:316-i.
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Harnack considers that the Syriac manuscript from which the

Arabic translation was made contained an already manipulated
Catholic Diatessaron,

47 and elsewhere he says :
' In all cases where

I have referred to the Arabic Harmony, that is to say, at the passages

characteristic of the real Tatian, the characteristic had been re-

moved and the commonplace substituted.' But here again I have to-

repeat the remark already made, that we have no knowledge of what

was really characteristic in the Harmony beyond what was said to be

its opening words and the omission of the genealogies. All the rest

is mere unsupported conjecture. Resch, speaking of all these sup-

posed representations of the Diatessaron, after pointing out the effect

of the establishment of the canonical text as the only authority in

producing a process of fundamental extirpation (grundlicher Ausrot-

tungsprocess) of precanonical Gospel texts, says :
' In consequence

of this, the Diatessaron belongs to the number of wholly lost writings.

Neither Greek nor Syriac copies of this oldest Gospel Harmony have

been preserved ;

' and he only regards Ephraem, Aphraates, the Codex

Fuldensis, and the Arabic Harmony as sources for a partial reconstruc-

tion.48 Zahn's opinion of the text is not a whit more favourable.

It will be remembered that he said of the Latin Tatian that ' the trans-

lation, if we can so call it, has been made in such a way that the

fragments from which the Syriac book was compiled were sought for

in the Latin Bible in the version of Jerome, and transcribed from it.

It is equally clear,' he continues,
* that either on the occasion of the

translation from Syriac into Latin, or even previously in the Syriac

text itself which the Latinist had before him, the literary composition

of the Dialessaron had undergone a profound transformation. All

this, and much more,' he adds,
'

may also have occurred when the

Diatessaron was translated into Arabic.' 49

This being the case, it is evident that the wish is very much
father to the thought of those who accept the Arabic Diatessaron as

the Harmony said to have been compiled by Tatian. Considering the

difficulty or impossibility of identifying any anonymous Gospel

Harmony amongst others, possibly or probably made to a great extent

on similar lines, after a great lapse of time, it may seem equally rash

to affirm or deny any claim of this kind which may be set up, but at

least the Scotch verdict
' not proven

'

may unhesitatingly be brought
in concerning this Arabic Diatessaron, which has only in its favour

the notes in the Borgian manuscript, and against it that it does

not clearly bear the only marks by which we know the original to

have been distinguished.
In so far as its literary character is concerned, the identity of the

Diatessaron may be left an open question, to be settled as critics may

please, but in its much graver aspect as witness for the canonical

47 Gesch. d. altchr. Lit., 1893, i. p. 495.

48 Aussercan. Paralleltexte zu d. Ev., 1893, p. 42 f.

49
Zahn, GescJi. des N. T. Kanom, ii. 1891, p. 533 f.
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Gospels, and more especially for the date and authenticity of the

fourth Gospel, the argument admits of much more thorough treat-

ment, and this may now be carried to a definite conclusion. Let us

suppose it to be even demonstrated beyond doubt that the Diatessaron

of Tatian was compiled from our four canonical Gospels, in what

degree does this establish the authenticity of the fourth Gospel as the

work of the Apostle John ? Even according to apologetic critics,

as we have seen, the composition ofthe Diatessaron must be assigned

to A.D. 170, and there are good reasons for dating it some years later.
50

Of course the fourth Gospel must have been in existence before that

date, if it formed part of the Diatessaron. It must be remembered,

however, that the Harmony was not an official or ecclesiastical com-

pilation involving the idea of contents already recognised as canonical

by the Church. On the contrary, the Diatessaron was the work of a

heretic and, so far from having ecclesiastical sanction on any grounds,
it was condemned by the Church in the person of Theodoret, and the

copies of it circulating in his diocese were confiscated. The grounds
for this suppression which are stated are, it is true, the omission of

genealogies ;
but still the tendency was considered mischievous. This

judgment was pronounced little short of 300 years after its composi-
tion

;
but still, as the work of a heretic and an irresponsible writer, it

is not possible to maintain that the Gospels out of which it was com-

piled must previously have long enjoyed the sanction of the Church.

How long must the fourth Gospel have been in existence before

its supposed use by Tatian becomes reasonable ? It has to be borne

in mind that, in those days of manuscript books, a Gospel did not

issue from the hands of the scribe like a volume from the University

Press, with its author's name and a date on the title-page. A work

of the literary excellence of the fourth Gospel, evidently pretending
to have been written by the Apostle John, calling himself for no

one else did so the ' beloved disciple,' would in such an age rapidly

attain acceptance, especially as it would, for the mass of Christians, if

not for all without exception, have been impossible, even a year after

.such a manuscript work was circulated, to say when it had actually

been composed. If we suppose it to have been in circulation twenty
or twenty-five years, which would have been more than ample for the

purpose, that would only carry back the date of the fourth Gospel to

the middle of the second century, or if we even allow thirty or thirty-

five years an age at such a period we do not get back beyond A.D.

140. More than this, if even so much need be conceded, is not

demanded by the hypothesis that it was used by Tatian, and its

presence in the Diatessaron, whilst giving us no information what-

ever as to its authorship or authenticity, would thus in no way warrant

the ascription of the fourth Gospel to the Apostle John.

WALTER R. CASSELS.
50

Zahn, for instance, as has already been pointed out, dates it soon after A.D.

173.' Forsch. p. 290 f.
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THE ART OF SKOPAS & OF PRAXITELES

IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM

* HAS not the genius of the ancients, arising from their grave, cast

yours into captivity ?
* From these words, though they were origi-

nally addressed by Goethe to his countrymen as a rebuke for their

blindness to Gothic art, we may without any very great exercise of

ingenuity deduce a lesson for ourselves. De nobis fabula, for ever

since we have acquired the Elgin marbles we have allowed the proud

partiality of the owner to narrow our outlook and interest in the

whole field of ancient art. It is not, as in the case of the thinly

veneered Germans of Goethe's day, that we shrink from facing any
influence other than classical, but that, within the limits of classical

antiquity itself, we dwell fixedly among the monuments and memories

of the fifth century. And yet for twelve years we inclined to think

the marbles '

Koman,' and hesitated about paying the modest sum

asked for them by Lord Elgin; in fact, but for Canova's timely and

enthusiastic expressions of admiration, it is probable that we might
never have acquired them at all. But it is one of the favourite tricks

of Time to cure, or pretend to cure, ignorance by an inoculation of

dogma. The episode of Tarquin and the Sibyl has been repeated,

and we now read the oracles of all art history in the works for which,

at the outset, we declined to pay.

This attitude of ours towards the art of Greece is no peculiar or

accidental result of the shock of a great revelation. In the case of

literature, it is, or was till lately, just the same. We have been

accustomed to restrict the word * classical
'

to a tithe of the remains

of classical antiquity, blaming one thing because it is not another,

and in general calling those subjects of study dangerous or unprofit-

able which have not yet been included among the '

subjects of

examination.' It is true that the * decadence
'

of later Greece and

Rome has not unfrequently tempted morbid curiosity to venture

outside the path to *
class

'

distinction. It is also true that the intro-

duction into the Universities of a subject like archaeology, which must

perforce take one into the later periods of Greek and Koman litera-

ture, has done something towards enlarging the classical horizon.
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Yet it is only slowly that the '

elegant scholar' is coming to recognise

that, although silver is not gold, it may yet have a strength and

lustre of its own.

The way in which we have dealt with Koman copies of Greek

originals exactly illustrates what I mean. So long as these copies
were practically all that remained of the art of Greece, we, in common
with the rest of Europe, exalted them to the level of originals. But
when at last we were compelled to recognise the falseness of our gods,
we turned their faces to the wall, and now we hardly suffer them even

to be called heroes. To take only one, but that the most familiar,

instance. It was the deliberate opinion of Flaxman that the Apollo
Belvedere ranked as a work of ait above the ' Theseus

'

of the

Parthenon. But now every popular lecturer is bold enough to cast

a stone at the Apollo as at something
'

showy
' and *

vulgar.' In

Germany, however, where the whole system of teaching is incom-

patible with the exaltation ofone period at the expense of all the rest

where, in spite, or perhaps because, of the increasing multiplicity

of knowledge, students are made to cultivate and to keep an open
mind the recognition of the true value of the marbles of the Parthe-

non has had a very different effect. Artistic thought and speculation

at once became richer by the revelation
;
and the student, in posses-

sion at last of one safe standard, felt able to move with greater
freedom and sureness amid the works preserved in copies only. For

copies might be as ugly or as Eoman as you please ;
so long as they

were antique they had their definite position and significance in a

long line of development which it is the business of science to retrace.

In fact, as Wolff said in a famous dedicatory epistle to Goethe, the

Germans are not deterred from approaching the shrines of- the heroes
4

by the strange shapes with which they surround themselves.' They
do not abandon the search for lost forms of art even though it may
involve painful toil among the poorest copies from some Koman

workshop. And it is this habit of constantly varying the outlook

so different from our own way of placidly pondering what we know

by heart that adds so much to the German's chances of seeing and

finding something new. It becomes possible to estimate what we
must have lost in England by neglecting to cultivate this intellectual

alertness, when we reflect that not only have we left the greater part
of our Eoman copies to be discovered by foreigners, but that we have

failed to appreciate at their proper value the excellent originals we

possess of periods subsequent to the Parthenon.

And while there is little in a system which may be traced back,
in a measure at least, to the influence of the Universities, to

encourage the study of later periods of art, there is yet another

difficulty in the way of extending the area of our interest and inquiry
even to the art following immediately upon that of the Parthenon.

This arises from the fact that, here as elsewhere, the cant about
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the archaic seems for the moment to have taken complete posses-

sion of the popular mind. At the outset, however, we must observe

that the very directness and simplicity of the archaic forms make
them all the more easy to understand and remember. And this

may have something to do with our enthusiasm. The contempla-
tion of the archaic ladies of the Akropolis Museum certainly

involves far less of a tax upon the intellect than the effort to

divine the secret of the Demeter of Knidos. Again, the Apollo
of Tenea, smiling, as we may doubtless suppose they smiled in

the fresh simplicity of the golden age, is obviously more easy of

comprehension even in an age of brass than the Apollo Kitha-

roidos of Skopas, that majestic embodiment of the eternal spirit of

harmony and light. At the same time it is just possible that this

infatuation for the archaic may be a symptom of the nervous degene-

racy which M. Max Nordau dissects and describes. "We seek to allay

life's fitful fever by pressing as close as we can to the contrary of what

we are and must now grow to be more and more. But however this

may be, the fact remains that the art of the fourth and third cen-

turies has been comparatively neglected among us, notwithstanding
that the Museum which possesses the great Pheidian originals also

boasts an unrivalled, because unbroken, series of examples from the

two following centuries.

It is my object to examine more closely, in the light of recent

criticism of form, some characteristics of the art of the fourth century,
as it is represented at the British Museum in works of Praxiteles and

of Skopas ;
but such a study can only be fruitful if we first glance

back at those fifth-century types from which theirs were slowly

elaborated.

It happens that four of the most instructive, though by no means

the most beautiful, statues in the Museum, stand in a group at the

entrance to the collections of classical sculpture. The first of these

the larger one 0f two athletes binding a fillet about their brows

has long been famous as a copy of the Diadumenos of Polykleitos,
1

though the discovery of better and less shamefully restored replicas

has of late thrown our replica somewhat into the shade. Almost

opposite to it, under a column, is the statue of a boy who, from the

evidence of other copies, should be restored, holding to his head

the crown, reward of the victorious athlete. It is a work closely

allied to the Diadumenos in type of face, in attitude, in bodily

structure; but above all in a certain rhythmic symmetry of

outline. Each youth, unmindful of what he is about, steps grace-

fully forward in the attitude best fitted not for binding the

fillet, or for placing the crown but for throwing out the line of

the hip in an almost voluptuous curve. Between these statues

stand two others, the note of which is obviously and entirely
1 British Museum Catalogue of Greek Sculpture, vol. i. No. 500.
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different : the Farnese Diadumenos,
2

solidly planted on his feet

erect and strong not thinking of his pose, but of the fillet he is

tying ;
next to him the charming statue of a young hero who, with

firmly poised head and energetic stride, faces the world with a look

of vigour and decision. In these four statues we can distinguish the

working of two principles the realistic, underlying the art of Athens,

and the decorative, underlying that of Argos. For a long time they
worked themselves out in mutual rivalry, but at last they met and

mingled to produce, in the works of Praxiteles and his school, a type
which has been considered, to the exclusion of all others, the domi-

nant type of fourth century art. In the Praxitelean Satyr, surnamed

the '

Cup-Bearer,' of which there is an adequate copy in the third

Grseco-Roman room,
3 we can see plainly this mixture of aims and

methods. The movement of the arms is the inevitable outcome of

the act the act of pouring wine into a cup. The delicate operation

requires, of course, solidity of pose and great attention
; yet the boy

holds his right leg completely relaxed, in an attitude neither natural

nor necessary, but which imparts to the body a graceful balance.

The change in the Attic system of line due, in part at least, to the

novel search for decorative effect, is no less significant than the

change of spirit. The splendid vitality and energy of the earlier

Attic athletes, regardless of pose or the set of their crowns, with their

attention called out and arrested by some external object or event,

gives place, in the Praxitelean school, to an effeminate breed who,

shrinking more and more from the effort to control and use the world,

subside within themselves under the flattering impressions of sense.

Aristotle suspected that plants were animals that had lost their power
of motion, and in truth the Hermes reminds us of some tall flower fed

with sun and dew, barely swaying under the smooth secret impulse
of the genitabilis aura Favoni. This sensuous passivity is equally

apparent in the most popular and celebrated of all Praxitelean figures

the young Faun 4
who, in some deep woodland, has stopped to

catch, as it were, the echoes of his solitary fluting. These purely

voluptuous apparitions express an enjoyment in mere quiescent exist-

ence entirely alien to the Parthenon sculptures. Nevertheless they
are as clearly marked off from the earlier Argive statues, whose rhyth-
mical grace they have absorbed, as from their direct predecessors in

the Attic school. For every Praxitelean figure has potential if not

active emotion ;
but it was by neglecting action and emotion of every

kind, and aiming only at the maximum of harmony, that the Argive
school had attained its incomparable rhythm. The very melancholy
of the Polykletian faces seems nothing more than the accident of a

2 British Museum Catalogue, vol. i. No. 501.

3 British Museum, Graco-Roman Sculptures, p. 96, No. 184.

4
Replica of the head in British Museum, lately removed to gallery of Mausoleum

Room.
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pattern which is conventionally repeated throughout the school.

The Doryphoros who walks along carrying a spear, the Diadumenos
with the victor's chaplet, the Amazon,5 as she raises her arm some-

what senselessly on the side of her wound, are all constructed, various

as are their motives, after the same model pcene ad unum exem-

plum, as Pliny says, recording one of the very few ancient aesthetic

judgments which are anything more than a ready-made epigram or

a rhetorical commonplace. In Praxiteles, however, this same har-

mony, this eurhythmia, is the visible outcome of an idea not the

result of a mere seeking after external symmetry. It is owing to

this spiritual content that no two heads or figures by Praxiteles are

really alike. Compare, for instance, with the head of the Hermes
of Olympia, the lovely

f Aberdeen
' head in the British Museum

an original of the same period as the Hermes, and by the hand of

the master himself. Though the formal resemblances between the

two works especially in the upper part of the face are stronger
than the resemblances between any two other works of ancient art

known to me, yet the individuality brought to light in each work is

distinct.

The truth seems to be that, in the fifth century, artists were still

too much occupied in learning what line could and could not express
to trouble about inner qualities of temperament. It is instructive in

this connection to notice the different way in which the two leading
schools of Greece set about the conquest of the line. In Athens it

was effected by making every line of the human body converge
towards the point which arrests the interest, while the glance of the

eyes always follows closely in the same direction. Every statue from

the Parthenon the *
Ilissos

'

or the ' Theseus
'

any figure picked
out at random from the frieze, are instances of this. The same is

the case with figures in the round, among which a notable illustration

is afforded by the exquisite statue of a strigilist at Florence, every
line of whose supple limbs is drawn in relation to the action of the

strigil. In Argos, however, the problem was solved in a different

manner not by striving to make the line answer with perfect accuracy
to necessities imposed by an external action, but by so subordinating
this action to a preconceived harmony of line, that, in Polykleitos at

least, the action becomes little more than a mere convenient attribute

whereby to distinguish one statue from another.

The sculptors of the fourth century, then, found themselves in

possession of a double inheritance of freedom freedom to adjust line

to any motive, and freedom to dispose it in a scheme of itself sym-
metrical. The immediate and obvious result was that artists, relieved

from the pressure of technical difficulties, were now able to cope with

the more subtle problems of emotion and of mind.

We have considered for an instant the manner in which this

5
Replica of head in British Museum Catalogue, vol. i. No. 503.
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newly acquired sense of freedom affected Praxiteles ;
it is now time to

turn to his great rival Skopas.

Since the new arrangement of our galleries, the
' Aberdeen '

head,

already noted as by Praxiteles, has been placed among a series of

sculptures, to which it stands in instructive contrast. These are

the sculptured decorations of the Mausoleum of Halikarnassos,

which, according to a trustworthy tradition, were the work of Skopas
and his colleagues. In the centre of the room Mausolos himself

stands in melancholy majesty. This statue perhaps the first

successful attempt by a Greek artist at real portraiture and cha-

racterisation is of a beauty and significance which seem, curiously

enough, to have escaped archaeologists. In the Mausolos we seem

to realise the crsfivorr^s of the Oriental despot; but, at the same

time, there is more than a suggestion of the sullen sensuousness

of a tyrant in repose, who, in the solitude of pre-eminence, is

besieged all the more closely and intimately by the daemons of

egoism. Meanwhile, along the wall the frieze displays in immortal

continuity the struggle between the Greeks and Amazons. Certainly

the young god, or hero, pourtrayed in the * Aberdeen '

head, looks

strangely inappropriate amid the fierceness and the passion that

surround him. But it is by turning back to the Elgin room, and by

looking up at the fighting groups on the metopes of the Parthenon,

or, better still, by considering in the Phigaleian room, how the Greeks

of the fifth century had depicted the same episode, that we understand

what the lesson is which the Mausoleum can teach us. The daring,

the ro\fji7j, of the older warriors was crude and simple ;
their duty

was to die, and they did it, certain of their reward :

OV TL 7TOV TC0Vr]KaS,

vf](rois 8' ev p.aKapa)v <re (faacriv clvai.

But in the interval which separates the Mausoleum from the

Parthenon, man has begun to fall back from the simplicity of his first

illusions upon the only reality of which he has immediate and certain

knowledge. On the Mausoleum frieze, the strain and the passion of

the faces shows that the struggle of the new race of heroes was but

the tragic symbol of a spiritual combat. i Levez le front, mes braves

heros, 1'heure est venue ou le supplice vous est compte comme une

victoire.' The battle of life is now with a man's self, a struggle

with the phantoms that haunt the heart and brain.

Besides Skopas, we have the names of at least three other

artists who were employed on the Mausoleum
; but in spite of

the efforts made to detect, in the fragments preserved, traces of

different hands, it is evident that the sculptured decorations bear,

as distinctly as does the Parthenon, the impress of a single mind.

Sir Charles Newton, the illustrious discoverer of the Halikarnassian

sculptures, divined their dominating note to be that of Skopas, and

z z 2
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his intuition has been confirmed by subsequent discoveries. In a

comer of the Mausoleum room may be seen casts of two heads of

warriors, the discovery of which has helped to fix precisely the exact

characteristics of the art of Skopas. The heads the originals of

which are in Athens come from the Temple of Athena Alea at

Tegea, from the pediment on which was represented the hunt of the

Kalydonian boar. Skopas was the architect, or, more correctly, the

master of the works, the architekton, as the Greeks called it, of this

temple, which replaced an older structure burnt down in B.C. 394.

He therefore stands in the same relation to its sculptured decorations

as Pheidias to those of the Parthenon : that is, he must have designed

them, even if he did not execute every single detail with his own
hand. The Tegeatan heads are evidently the outcome of the same

tendencies observable in the Mausoleum
; passion and restlessness

finding outward expression in a striking and unmistakable system of

sharp decided lines. It suffices (for the heads have been repeatedly
and ably analysed) to call attention to the large, well-opened eye, to

the sharp line formed by the lids against the ball, to the turned up
ball, to the swelling nostrils, and the curving mouth with parted lips

that just disclose^the teeth. Now, since Skopas is the only common
factor between the Tegeatan and the Halikarnassian sculptures, it is

evident that the distinctive system of lines which meets us in both series

of sculptures must be his, even though in the Mausoleum there may
be slabs and figures in which the line, so characteristic of Skopas, was-

now modified, now exaggerated, by the one or by the other of his

colleagues or assistants.

The Tegeatan heads have been the starting-point for the recovery
of a number of Skopasian works. Among our Koman copies a bust

of Herakles, from Genzano,
6

is remarkable as being the finest replica

of a Skopasian Herakles which, has been preserved, at least in one

whole statue (now in the Louvre), and in a number of heads adapted
for the most part to terminal busts. The bust from Genzano is above

all valuable in having the nose intact, and we can see here more

clearly than in the mutilated Tegeatan heads, that it was not only

in the shape of the face and in the setting of the eye, but also

in the shape of the nostrils that the system of forms employed by

Skopas differed so markedly from that of Praxiteles. The Hermes

of Olympia has delicately cut and very thin nostrils
;
in Skopas, the

nostrils are not only thicker, but they are slightly drawn up so as to

convey the impression of actual breathing, a formation especially

suited to Herakles or to the warriors from the Tegeatan pediments.

Even so feeble a copy as the Apollo with the lyre in the Sala,

delle Muse of the Vatican, shows that the Apollo Kitharoidos of

Skopas must have been the most animated and resplendent of all his

creations. The movement of the legs beneath the drapery, and the

6 Grccco-Roman Sculptures in the Brit. Mas., Part I. 199.
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masterly manner in which the drapery has been made to contribute

to the rhythm and passion of the whole figure, is perhaps unrivalled

in the whole range of sculpture. Our Museum, fortunately, possesses

a copy of the head, which far excels the inferior Vatican replica. It is,

alas ! still labelled as ' Female Head,' and left in dishonour on a top
shelf at the back of the Graeco-Koman basement

; yet it is this copy

which, in spite of great hardness of execution, and of an exaggeration
of lines due to the copyist and easy to rectify by comparison with

.Skopasian originals, that we must turn if we wish to catch the fervour

of musical inspiration which animated the famous Kitharoidos of

Skopas.
But far more important for the understanding of Skopasian art

than any copy could ever be, more important perhaps than the Mau-
soleum marbles or the Tegeatan heads, is our great statue of Demeter

from Knidos, specially dear to English archaeologists as being the

flower and crown of Newton's excavations.

The knowledge that Praxiteles had worked at Knidos, for which

he made the famous nude Aphrodite, has induced critics to attribute

to this statue a Praxitelean character, albeit the structure of the face

and the whole emotional quality plainly show it to be the product of

& widely different school. The divergence from Praxiteles at once

becomes evident by comparison with the Olympian Hermes or with the
' Aberdeen ' head : the eye, always in Praxiteles almond-shaped, with

lids but slightly defined against the ball, producing that ' swim-

ming softness' for which Lucian praised the eyes of the Knidian

Aphrodite, is round and widely open in the Demeter, while the ball is

.so turned and raised as to give great intensity to the gaze. Further,

the structure of the face, the square jaw, and the modelling of the

brow, remind one, not of Praxiteles, but of Skopas. The statue may, I

think, be attributed without a doubt to the Skopasian school
; though

at present there are not sufficient data for attributing it to the master

himself, nor must it be forgotten that besides Praxiteles and Skopas,

Bryaxis (an artist whom I suspect to have had great affinities with

Skopas) is also known to have worked at Knidos.

Lately Mr. Pater thought he could detect in the Demeter a
1 certain pensiveness,' as of one who had : seen the seed fall into the

ground and die, many times/ True; but she has learnt something
in the process. If a sense of the lacrymce rerum, of pity for human
enthusiasm and its failures, pervades the Demeter, it is because to her

life and death have betrayed themselves as mere symbols and dreams,

.and the voice of questioning and complaint has sunk at last into the

great silence.

The Demeter marks the same advance in the direction of pro-

fundity and complexity upon the Pheidian goddesses as do the

warriors of the Mausoleum upon those of the Parthenon metopes or of

the Phigaleian frieze. Yet Skopas remained purely Attic
;
the Argive
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influence which exercised so powerful a spell upon Praxiteles only im-

posed upon the fire of Skopasian composition the restraint of rhythm
and of symmetry. The lines of his statues, the glance of their eyes,

are fixed as loyally as ever upon a point that lies without themselves,

but with this difference, that its position has been shifted, so to

speak, from the visible to the invisible world.

Strangely enough, though the works of Praxiteles were far more

extensively copied in Koman times than those of any other artist,

and though his reputation seems, even in antiquity, to have far out-

shone that of Skopas, yet his influence, outside the immediate circle

of his sons and pupils, seems to have been but slight. But it would

be easy, even without going beyond the museum, to realise how pro-

found was the influence of Skopasian models upon the subsequent

phases of Greek art. A beautiful head of Alexander,
7
expressive at

once of the buoyancy of youth and the recklessness of power, shows

us how some pupil or colleague of Skopas perhaps Leochares con-

ceived the youth of ' Macedonia's madman.' Our copies of an ' Eros

stringing his bow ' 8 a statue which, from its likeness to the famous

athlete with the strigil in the Vatican, has been traced back to an

Eros by Lysippos shows how the most popular, as also the most over-

rated, artist of antiquity vulgarised, while trying to imitate, the

qualities of Skopasian work. Further, the sculptural remains from the

temple of Athena at Priene 9 can introduce us to the Pergamene
development of Skopasian art, while a series of little figures in grey
stone belonging to the Indian collections prove that the influence of

Skopas was still working in Grseco-Baktrian times. My object,

however, is not to compile a catalogue of fourth and third century

sculpture, but to call attention to certain of its aspects which, as it

seems to me, have been somewhat unduly neglected. At the same

time I have tried to indicate, however imperfectly, some of the ways
in which a study of forms may enable us to apprehend those subtle

differences between the work of one school or one individual and

that of another, which must be appreciated if we would enter wholly
into the spirit of any epoch. In the kindred sphere of literature,

the necessity for drawing nice distinctions between the works of the

age vaguely known as that of Epic poetry, has been finely dwelt upon

by Professor Jebb :
' In any just perspective of European poetry,'

he writes, 'the resemblances between the Iliad and the Odyssey
must always be far more striking than the difference. . . . Never-

theless/ he continues, 'the differences between the Iliad and the

Odyssey, which every reader feels, require to be expressly noted. If

we omit to do so, we shall not adequately appreciate the range of

7 Placed at present in the Ephesos Room.
8 British Museum, Grecco-Roman Sculptures, p. 66, No. 146.
fl In the Mausoleum Room.
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power which marked this early age of Greek poetry! In the same

way, though in '

any just perspective
'

of Greek art the works of

Skopas and of Praxiteles doubtless present a resemblance 'more

striking than the difference,' yet to seize this difference and to

analyse it, remembering that la v&rite se trouve dans les nuances,
is to enlarge our comprehension of the range not only of the art

but of the thought of Greece in an age which, to mention only one of

its claims to our attention, saw the rise and culmination of the

philosophy of Plato.

We often hear it asserted, as of a thing well known, that the

study of minute formal details destroys or impairs artistic feeling,

and that the curiosity of the archaeologist is antagonistic to a just

appreciation of beauty. And it cannot be denied that there is a

reason in this reproach. An impartial observer, who had lived long

enough to witness the revolution in the study of art which has re-

placed inward reflection by scientific observation, might have seen

much in the exaggerated dogmatism of either school to recall the

cynicism of the Koman poet :

Dum vitant stulti vitia, in contraria currunt.

The old method of looking at works of art had at least this in its

favour, that it was born, not made; only men of a high order of

intellect and feeling could impose their conceptions upon the public,

to whom, under no circumstances could it have done much harm to

listen to a Goethe or a Byron. But now that the famous '

experimental
method '

has given something like a rule of thumb into the hands of

every student, it has become possible for those to ascend the pulpit
who under the old regime would never have been admitted within

the precincts of the church. The danger might indeed seem im-

minent were it not that, without the higher faculty of the critic and

the historian, the rule of thumb can take us but a very little way.
We have, however, to admit that the time has not yet come for

those larger reconstructions of history in which art will have its share.

The constant discovery of new material forces us to rest content for the

present in the analysis of detail detail which doubtless appears

sufficiently barren and dreary to those who, eager for resultant im-

pressions, care little for the accuracy of the facts from which impres-
sions are derived. But it is well to pause now and again in the

midst of our task in order to consider the goal towards which our

labours tend, though it may never be granted to us to reach it. The

student who spends his time assiduously comparing the forms of

any art, may feel cheered by the hope that he is hastening the

possibility of a fuller synthesis of art and history than would, per*"

haps, have been attainable without his patient drudgery.

EUGENIE SELLERS.

10 Growth and Influence of Classical Greek Poetry, p. 72. The italics are mine.
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WHAT IS CHURCH AUTHORITY?

I AM grateful to Canon Teignmouth Shore for his courtesy, and am

entirely at one with him in considering that the question between us

is to be viewed in the light of authority. Authority is a true note of

the Catholic Church, and I would that authority of a spiritual kind

had its free course amongst us.

But Canon Shore and myself differ as to what constitutes authority

in the matter at issue between us. Canon Shore looks to the divines

of the first few years of the Reformation period, under whose influence

the 'second Prayer Book, the Prayer Book of 1552, was issued. Hook
to the concurrent testimony of our chief divines from the commence-

ment to the closing period of the movement, which issued in the

revision of the Prayer Book of 1661, the Prayer Book now in use.

We differ, in short, in regard to what is meant by the Reforma-

tion.

Canon Shore's statement is as follows :

I most emphatically stated that the only [the italics are his] witnesses or autho-

rities on which I relied as to the meaning of changes made in the Prayer Book at the

Reformation, were the bishops and divines who were intimately associated with the

Reformation, and with the revision of the Prayer Book, and not men who lived

later, however learned and devout, and who differed widely in their interpretation

of the Prayer Book. As to the revision, which took place between 1549 and 1552,

my authorities were Cranmer, Latimer, Hooper, Jewell, i.e. the men who were

foremost in effecting the Reformation changes.

Canon Shore seems to forget that the revision of 1661 superseded
that of 1552

;
and that this final revision arose out of an eventful

history.

Our Reformation was preceded by a series of conflicts, temporal
and ecclesiastical

;
it was the outcome of resistance, long deeply

cherished, against undue authority which had o'erleapt itself, the

consequence of a growing disbelief of much of the doctrine that had

prevailed, and which, as the Scriptures were more and more widely

ci rculated, were seen to be unscriptural, and, as Patristic learning

grew, were also seen to be unprimitive, and, in the truest sense of

the word, uncatholic. The dormant forces which underlay the move-

ment broke out under circumstances favourable to them, not because

of the favourable circumstances, but because of the growing discontent
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and the gathering distrust of the then Church system, and the rising

in its strength, encouraged by the worldly interest of many in high

places, of a spirit of inquiry, continually quickened, as the printing

press, a new discovery, was busily at work.

Is it to be supposed, as Canon Shore seems to think, that the

mind of the Church of England could possibly make itself felt within

the first few years, when the storm was at its height, when men's

minds were endeavouring to steady themselves, and learning to

balance conflicting ideas and newly recovered truths, controversy with

Roman advocates being of the bitterest sort
;
and this, moreover, when

foreign Protestant divines, not at all of the English school of thought,

had gained important positions in England, and greatly influenced

the movements to which the changes which distinguished the second

Prayer Book were mainly due ? Was it not natural, and does not

history prove, that for many years after the immediate outbreak there

were various strivings of conflicting parties, fluctuations and counter

and cross currents of thought and feeling, partly at home, partly

between English and foreign divines, which characterised the century

that followed the first outbreak of reforming zeal, and during which

some of our greatest Church authorities witnessed to the truth of

Anglo-Catholic theology, whence issued the Prayer Book which bears

now authority, and to which we are subject ?

The Prayer Book, as we now have it, is the result of the Savoy

Conference, when the bishops met a select number of dissenting

ministers in solemn debate, heard and answered all their l

exceptions/

and made what changes seemed to them meet, correcting what was

amiss, or making clear what was insufficiently expressed. The

changes made were many, and some of very real importance. Dr.

Cardwell, in his 'History of Conferences
'

(p. 385, ed. 1811), after

summing up the corrections and alterations then made, says,
* These

and many other minor alterations, amounting, as Dr. Tenison com-

puted, to about 600 in number, were made in the Book of Common

Prayer by the Convocation of 1662, and were finally ratified by the

Act of Uniformity.'
It is under the Book thus revised and confirmed by authority,

after many a struggle and constant controversy, that we now act and

teach. The position thus fixed for us is accentuated by the depar-

tures from it which have been made or essayed from a less clear hold

of Catholic truth in important cases.

Thus, e.g., when the American Church, at its first establishment,

accepted our Prayer Book, certain omissions were decided on.

Among them were the following, and they touch the question which

has been under discussion between Canon Shore and myself.

In the Exhortation before Holy Communion, anyone who cannot

quiet his own conscience ' was invited to come '

to the minister

of God's Word, that he '

may receive such godly counsel and advice
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as may lead to the quieting of his conscience,' &c. The * benefit of

absolution
'

of our Prayer Book is omitted. In the '
Visitation of

the Sick,' the Eubric directing the minister to ' move '

the sick person
to make ' a special confession of his sins, if he feel his conscience

troubled with any weighty matter,' and the indicative form of

absolution, after such confession, by which ' the priest shall absolve

him (if he humbly and heartily desire it) after this sort,' were both

expunged and nothing substituted in their place.

It is also very significant that in the reign of William the Third,
when an influential body of the clergy, backed by the king,

attempted an alteration of the Prayer Book with the view of produc-

ing
' a good agreement between the Church of England and the

Protestant Dissenters
'

the earliest attempt at a comprehension
similar changes were proposed. Commissioners were appointed and

proposals were made with a view of removing the hindrances to a

perfect agreement. In the Exhortation before Communion ' the

benefit of absolution
'

was to be omitted, and only
*

spiritual advice

and comfort
'

to be given. In the * Visitation of the Sick
'

the term
'

Confession
'

as well as the direction to ' move '

the sick person to

it, was to be omitted, and instead a series of questions to be intro-

duced, of which the last was,
' Is your conscience troubled with any

weighty matter, in which you desire my advice and assistance ?
'

After these questions was to follow a prayer, and then, instead of the

indicative form of absolution, was to be said,
'

Upon thy true faith

and repentance. ... I pronounce thee absolved.'

The object of these proposals was to remove points of doctrine

and practice unpalatable to the Nonconformists. No amount of

discipline would have offended them. The stumbling-block to

them was Sacramental Confession. It is clear, therefore, that, in

their judgment, the words proposed to be omitted or changed, and

which still stand in their places, involved its use.

I would further add that, while declining to view the Reformation

otherwise than as a prolonged movement closing with the last revision

of the Prayer Book, I would none the less meet Canon Shore on his

own chosen ground of the years 1549-52. As to the main question

at issue there has never been any difference in our Prayer Book.

Great as were the losses in the Prayer Book of 1552, the lowest

point our Prayer Book ever touched, as compared with that of 1549,

it even then retained in the address to intending communicants

the invitation, if any one ' could not quiet his own conscience
'

to

come to the priest for
' counsel and the benefit of absolution,' and

also in the * Visitation of the Sick,' the direction to the sick person to

make a special confession,
'
if he feel his conscience burdened with

any weighty matter,' and this to be followed by the indicative

absolution. Both of these, as we have seen, have been the stumbling-
blocks to dissentients from our Church system.
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The Thirty-nine Articles include '

Penance/ with Confirmation

and Orders, under a common head, as '

commonly called Sacraments,'

though not as
*

having like nature with Baptism and the Lord's

Supper/ or what were then called
' Sacraments of the Gospel/ And

among the Homilies, though not intended to be theological treatises,

but popular addresses 'necessary/ as the Article says, 'for these

times/ there is, in the one entitled
' Of Common Prayer and Sacra-

ments/ a paragraph which may be regarded as illustrative of the

Article, because the Second Book of Homilies, in which it occurs, was

published in the same year in which the Articles underwent their

final revision. The passage is the most careful account we possess

in any of our documents of the ground of the distinctions between

the greater and the lesser Sacraments. It is well worth quoting
in full for its clear witness to our Sacramental system.

As for the number of them [the Sacraments], if they should be considered

according to the exact signification of a Sacrament, namely, for visible signs

expressly commanded in the New Testament, whereunto is annexed the promise

of free forgiveness of our sins, and of our holiness and joining in Christ there be

but two, namely, Baptism and the Supper of the Lord. For, although absolution

hath the promise of the forgiveness of sin, yet, by the express word of the New

Testament, it hath not this promise annexed and tied to the visible sign, which is

imposition of hands. For this visible sign (I mean laying on of hands) is not ex-

pressly commanded in the New Testament to be used in absolution, as the visible

signs in Baptism and the Lord's Supper are
;
and therefore absolution is no such

Sacrament as Baptism and the Communion are, and though the Ordering of Minis-

ters hath this visible sign and promise, yet it lacks the promise of remission of sins,

as all other Sacraments, beside the two above named, do. Therefore, neither it, nor

any other Sacrament else, be such Sacraments as Baptism and Communion are.

Canon Shore is hardly' correct as to the use of the expression
' solvitur ambulando

' when applied to the way in which confession

has made its way. He ascribes a meaning to the phrase different

from that in which, as I suppose, it is commonly used. He regards

it as if I meant that ' individual clergy are to keep on doing what

they happen personally to think best, and persistence in this course

for thirty or forty years is to settle the question/ I had no such

meaning and entirely reject it. I used the expression in its ordinary

sense, as meaning that '

practical matters are to be judged of by

practical experience.
5

Confession is surely a practical matter. When
revived among us, it not unnaturally awoke prejudices and suspicions,

which could hardly but arise from the remembrance of consequences

attaching to a very different use of this means of grace from what

our Reformation Settlement has secured for us, and which one

might hope would pass away as experience grew. This, one may
hope, has, to a great measure, been the case. At all events, my words

cannot be fairly drawn to support what our Anglo-Catholic divines

witness against. My reference to those chief authorities, dating from

Elizabethan times down to and beyond the last revision of the
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Prayer Book, and which might be readily continued to our own time,

must count as a dependable proof of a true Church of England use.

Canon Shore might, I think, and I say it with sincerest respect, have

drawn a truer distinction between what has and what has not such

authority. It is a time for men who love the Church of England to

gain, if possible, a better mutual understanding of the lines on which

they are being led, so as to view each other's motives and grounds of

action as fairly and dispassionately as possible, putting the best con-

struction on each other's unavoidable differences, not to make
differences wider.

No doubt our Prayer Book is our standard and our guide. But

it is our Prayer Book as it issued from the last careful revision it

underwent, when the heat of the conflict was over, and when the con-

current testimony of a long line of witnesses had sealed it with

precious memories, and illustrated it with an immense amount of

learning. The dangerous tendency of the present day is to lose hold

of the lines laid down for us by the great teachers of the Anglo-
Catholic school, strengthened as it has been by the great Tractarian

leaders. The departure from these sure lines may be from defect

equally as from excess.

T. T. CARTER.
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MANUFACTURING A NEW PAUPERISM

ONCE more the legislature is considering the problem of the unem-

ployed. The Government have very wisely appointed a committee

of inquiry, and schemes and suggestions will now no doubt be once

again tried in the fire of criticism. Naturally the committee could

propound no new policy in an interim report. To pull at the main
sticks and twigs of a nest is a hazardous operation, unless we wish to

pull it to bits
;
and it is probably no less hazardous to deal with such

a question as the provision of employment by the State, a problem
that affects the whole structure of our social life. Pending the

further deliberations of the Committee, however, attention may be

drawn to some of the large issues that are at stake.

There is evidence of new causes at work at the present time
;

and much may depend on the estimate that is formed of them. Pau-

perism has recently been low about 2*4 percent, on the population.
But vagrancy has increased. It is higher now than it was in 1869.

Formerly an increase of pauperism coincided with an increase of

vagrancy. Now, though there is a relation between the rise and fall of

each, the latter has increased quite disproportionately. More people
read and write, and the population of our prisons decreases, not

merely in relation to the population of the country, but absolutely.

On the other hand able-bodied paupers within the workhouses have

not decreased absolutely : their numbers remain much what they
were thirty years ago in relation to the population, though on analysis-

it would seem that many who are termed able-bodied are but poor
and weakly creatures. The charts of the commissioners of prisons
show indeed that the two follow divergent lines. The prison population

decreases, the workhouse population of these ' able-bodied
'

paupers-
increases. But outside the workhouse able-bodied paupers have

diminished very greatly in number. They are half as many as they
were in 1869

;
more than a fourth fewer than they were in 1873.

In proportion to the population they are nearly two-thirds fewer than

in 1869
;
and thus, taking together the able-bodied who receive indoor

and those who receive outdoor relief, the reduction in their total

number is wonderful. Parallel to these changes we find prices reduced

and wages augmented ;
and this suggests one cause for the diminution

697
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in the number of outdoor paupers. On the other hand the country has

suffered recently both from trade depression and from extremely severe

trade disputes, which in many instances are likely to have stirred and

dislocated large masses of unskilled labourers.

In this present winter more particularly, a new force has shown

its effects. The wave of sentiment that has dominated the country

during the last few years marks its line of advance in an increasing

pauperism. A new Local Government Act has moved the responsi-

bility of administration from the ratepayer as such, and imposed it

on the parochial elector. Prior to, and coincident with, this change,

municipal authorities have been put under contribution to supply

employment, which amounted to a kind of outdoor relief to the

able-bodied, without an enforcement of the conditions of the Regula-
tion Order with which guardians are bound to comply ; and an attack

has been directed against the Poor Law system, just where it is

always weakest, in its outdoor relief. The right to employment by
the State has also been widely advocated, with State feeding for

school children and State pensions for the aged. These clearly are

conditions very favourable to the creation of a new pauperism.
A weaker, better instructed, less criminal, more shifty and less de-

termined people, fed at cheap rates and easily moving at little cost

from place to place or district to district, may degenerate into a finer,

feebler, but not less injurious pauperism than that of former days.

In these circumstances the problem recurs, how can we relieve the

unemployed in their destitution without adding to the number of

the destitute unemployed in future years ; or, in other words, how
can we help them without fostering a habit of dependence and pro-

ducing a chronic relapse into pauperism on any slight emergency ?

One maxim has been handed down to us, the fruit of long

experience. It is the touchstone of the question. The condition

of the recipient of poor-relief must not be made more eligible than

that of the independent man who receives none. * To say the truth/

as Fielding wrote a hundred and fifty years ago,
'
this affair of finding

a universal employment for the industrious poor is of great difficulty,

and requires talents not very bountifully scattered by nature among
the whole human species.' And the puzzle of his day is again the

puzzle of many now, who will not accept the maxim of 1834, and yet,

as their proposals show, are seeking, sometimes furtively, sometimes

unconsciously, a test of ineligibility that shall not seem to be a test,

or a kind of deterrence that may not deter, but yet will not attract.

Why a less eligible treatment is wanted is obvious, but often

forgotten. To remove the responsibility of earning his livelihood

and maintaining his family from the individual and to impose it in

a greater or lesser degree on the community is to alter the centre of

gravity in society. The individual is originative and productive. If he

cease to originate and produce, he must as a rule succumb, unless some
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one makes good to him the deficiency that results from his barren-

ness of production. In that case he is, socially speaking, a slave, a

bad economic bargain. To shift the responsibility of maintenance

from the individual to the State is to sterilise the productive power
of the community as a whole, and also to impose on the State, if the

numbers concerned be large, so heavy a liability, so bad an economic

bargain, as may greatly hamper, if not almost ruin, it. It is also to

demoralise the individual. No social system of rewards and punish-
ments prison discipline for the habitual vagrant ;

the bread and

water of affliction for the empty-headed and unsettled
;
the gospel of

State labour for the '

deserving
'

poor will be a substitute for the in-

fluence of the social law by which energy, honesty, and ability have

their reward, and failure in these things carries with it its own

penalty. If our national morality were a mere artificial system, such

methods might avail. But it is of the very stuff of which we our-

selves are made
;
and these artifices of legislation will but touch the

merest surface of our social life.

The first instinct of the reformer is to number the people with

special reference to his proposed reform. Hence an enumeration of

the unemployed. But *

unemployed' has so different a meaning
when a man applies it to himself, to what it has when another applies
it to him, that verification of statements is essential. The old, the

weak, the more or less competent, and those crippled by the usual

failings of humanity, may all call themselves '

unemployed :
'

a man

employed with fair regularity four days in the week may return

himself as unemployed on the fifth
;
and to verify the statements

of a census by a sufficient investigation in each case is practically im-

possible. The count of unemployed persons in certain districts in

London, made at Mr. Ritchie's request in 1887 under the supervision
of the Superintendent of Statistics in the Registrar-General's office,

proved the futility of the method, one would think, once and for all.

* These returns,
5

the superintendent reported,
' are of very small sta-

tistical value.' We cannot, then, rely on returns : we must trust to

general evidence. Yet the statistics that are rather rough hewn by
the imagination than shaped by knowledge are of use, though not

of the use that their inventors suppose. They show the dimensions

of the problem in the minds of those who advocate changes. They
furnish an estimate of their desires and ambitions. They indicate

what far-reaching effects they anticipate from the acceptance of their

proposals ; and, in regard to the subject that we are discussing, they

suggest how large a population would habitually be thrown on the

State for relief-employment, if they had their way.
However this may be, the figures of London pauperism in February

last are startling,'though still more startling is the analysis of them.
Between the first week of January and the third week of February
pauperism in London increased by 43,00.0. Three causes for this
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increase may be at work : the depression in trade, the inclement

weather, the nature of the local administration of the Poor Law. We
may eliminate the first. Limiting our comparison to last year and

this, trade, we find, was better and pauperism less at the beginning
of January 1895 than in January 1894. Nor will the inclement

weather account for the difference. Pauperism rose before the

weather became very inclement
;
and it rose greatly in some, while it

remained almost stationary in other unions, the circumstances of

which were very similar. Thus at Camberwell (which is not a river-

side parish) in the first week of January the paupers numbered 6,622,

and 57*6 per cent, of them received outdoor relief. At St. Saviour's

the corresponding numbers were 5,716 and 23*5, and St. Saviour's is

probably the poorer district. In the fourth week of January, before

the severe frost, the two unions stood thus : Camberwell, 8,541, of

whom 66'4 per cent, received out-relief
; St. Saviour's, 6,006, of whom

25*9 received out-relief. In the worst week the third week of

February the numbers in Camberwell had reached 11,954, of whom
75*1 received outdoor relief; while at St. Saviour's the figures were

7,352 and 36*3. This, and other instances that might be quoted,

would seem to show that the more guarded out-relief policy of St.

Saviour's stood it in good stead at a crisis in which its neighbour union

nearly doubled its pauperism. St. Olave's, which of course had the

additional difficulty of a river population whose work was stopped by
the frost, is, however, a still more signal instance of the failure of a

policy of outdoor relief. As in the East End unions in 1868 and

1869, the workhouse accommodation was insufficient. Accordingly

the house was not offered, more especially as the guardians were

strongly in favour of outdoor relief. The ' record
'

they made is in-

structive. The figures are: first week of January 1895: Total

paupers 5,047, of whom 52 -9 per cent, received outdoor relief. Fourth

week : Paupers 9,184, of whom 73 '8 per cent, received outdoor relief.

Third week of February : Paupers 14,101, of whom 82 '5 per cent,

received outdoor relief. This was chiefly, no doubt, the result of

a labour-yard system with relief at 3s. Qd. a day. On the north of

the river St. Pancras rushed into outdoor relief wildly, and raised its

pauperism from 6,686 (first week of January) to 10,567 in the third

week of February. It is strange to compare these figures with

those of Stepney and St. George-in-the-East. The figures and

proportions per cent, of out-paupers to total paupers at these

unions for the weeks above mentioned were in their case : Stepney,

1,366,2-1; 1,407,2-2; 1,548, 7'3 ;
St. George-in-the-East, 1,164,

2-4
; 1,155, I/O

; 1,225, 2'8. Comparing, then, the pauperism of these

unions week by week, we find that a union which has a policy of

unrestricted outdoor relief multiplies its paupers, especially at a

time of pressure from the able-bodied ;
and a union with a reverse

policy adds but few to its roll. The increase of pauperism then was
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closely connected with administration; the administration was

weakest at the point of outdoor relief: and where there was an

acknowledged outdoor-relief policy and guardians had been elected

on an outdoor relief ticket to enforce it, under the pressure of the

season and of claimants assured of receiving outdoor treatment,

pauperism flowed like an unchecked tide. Five unions St. Olave's,

Camberwell, Greenwich, St. Pancras, and Poplar account for 28,000
of the 43,000 paupers added to the list of recipients of poor-relief

in London since the first week of January.

Clearly, then, the principle of administering relief in such a way
that the position of the recipient is not made more eligible than that

of the independent man is still worthy of consideration.

How far did these unions fail in tfe*r particular ? To the able-

bodied the boards of guardians in London, if they have not accommo-
dation in the workhouse or do not wish to offer it, may give out-

door relief, at least one half of which must be in kind, exacting in

return labour to be performed under their immediate supervision.

These conditions are based on the principle we have quoted ; but

it is obvious that the guardians in the exercise of their discretion

may in practice'annul that principle. They may give excessive relief,

reduce unduly the hours of work, or provide insufficient supervision.

Grood administration is more than a mere offer and supply of work in

a labour yard. Each case is thoroughly investigated, and more com-

petent assistant-relieving officers are put on for the purpose if

necessary. The test is strictly applied. The work is supervised

closely, so as to prevent idleness. The relief is given on a scale that

will not create a demand. It is sometimes supplied wholly, or almost

wholly, in kind. No outdoor relief is given to single able-bodied

men. To those who seem inclined to rely upon work in the labour

yard, after a certain time the house is offered
;
and even in so small a

matter as the payment of relief it has been found that to give the

relief to the men daily instead of weekly has of itself reduced the

numbers greatly. Further, the workhouse test is not abandoned.

It is applied in all doubtful cases. If necessary, more workhouse

accommodation is obtained to meet the emergency. There is close

co-operation with charitable societies. At St. Olave's and at the other

five unions it does not appear that these precautions, suggested more

particularly by the experience of Manchester and other towns in the

winter of 1878-79, were adopted. On the contrary, at St. Olave's for

instance, relief was given at the rate of 3s. 6cZ. a day, which would

probably be more than, or as much as, many of the men would earn

in the open market. For deterrence elsewhere, reliance was placed

on the fact that the men were only allowed to work a certain

number of hours a day a very feeble safeguard indeed. Elsewhere,

again, there was no labour yard, and outdoor relief without a test
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appears to "have been freely granted. Thus, on the whole, the old

principle of the Poor Law was set aside.

But there are other methods some charitable, some municipal,
some both each with its own test or presumed quality of restriction

or deterrence. London indeed, in the past decade, has been a kind

of winter laboratory. Experiments in relief-employment were made

in 1886 at Whitechapel, Lewisham, and Wandsworth
;
in 1887-8 at

various public gardens, and especially at Camberwell; in 1892-3 and

1893-4 at Abbey Mills. All these were charitable experiments. But

the vestries and district boards have also tried endless plans. Of these

may be cited two conducted last winter in combination with charity

at Poplar and West Ham, and, as an example of what has been done

by vestries, the employment scheme at Mile End.

In 1886 the conclusions drawn from the experiments made in

that year were as follows :

(1) It is very important that relief works should not be opened
unless there is a clear necessity for them. They should not be

allowed to become the ordinary resource of the labouring poor.

(2) The wage should not be a charity wage ; but 4d. an hour would

seem to be a fair compromise. But the work should be contracted

for in the ordinary way, on condition that the contractor should take

a proportion of unskilled men
;
or it should be measured or piece

work, and payments should be made by scale that is to say, a fixed

minimum per hour, and an additional payment according to ability

and industry. (3) There must be sufficient inquiry. (4) There

must be very close supervision. (5) Earth and spade and shovel

work is generally best.

Here the test, or drawback, lies in the 4d. an hour coupled wixh

the work being done by the piece a method in favour of which there

is abundant evidence from the days of the Cotton Famine onwards.

The relief-employment in 1887-8 confirmed these views
;
and

the report of that year drew special attention to the '

very large

number of men who, though always more or less unemployed during
the slack time of the winter, earned a fairly high wage at other

seasons/ and to the many men who ' were willing to work, but had

no capacity for continuous exertion, and were become by habit

undisciplined.' Such men as these are the first to fill the ranks of

the '

unemployed ;

' and they first apply for employment-relief, which

provides them usually with a winter job which lasts a short time, and

with which they are well content, and upon which they are only too

ready to rely. Such men, as a friend writes, represent a class, the

existence of which is habitually ignored by the organisers of relief

committees.

The experiments of 1892-3 and 1893-4 at Abbey Mills were

made without piece-work and with a payment of 6d. an hour. The
cases were investigated as in 1887-8, and a fortnight's employment
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was offered to the selected men in the first instance
;
and in both

years an attempt was made (as in 1888-9) to help those who were

employed, in some better and more permanent manner. In the second

year slight alterations were made in the plan qf work, but the figures

for the two years are very similar. In 1892-3 716 men applied; and

of these, owing to their living outside the area or on other grounds (as,

for instance, being found on inquiry unsuitable), only 253, or 35 per

cent., were employed; and 79, or 11 per cent., were subsequently
assisted. The corresponding figures for 1893-4 were 414

; 141, or 34

per cent.
;
and 49, or 11*8 per cent. As was shown by an inquiry

made at the request of the Labour Department of the Board of Trade,

the after-results of the winter's work in 1892-3 were very meagre.
Out of ninety-two cases which were investigated only twenty-seven
were in at all a better position ;

and there is no reason to believe that

had a similar test been applied in 1893-4 the results would have been

more favourable. Certainly the emigration cases turned out very
much worse: thirteen out of twenty-two or twenty-three were

failures.

Was, then, the offer of work at Qd. an hour, combined with some

little investigation, a sufficient test ? On this there is some difference

of opinion. In my judgment it was not. Out of a population of

293,000 in the Tower Hamlets, of whom Mr. Charles Booth states

that from 30 to 43 per cent, are poor, this offer of work in the second

year drew together 414 persons. Of these 141 were after inquiry
considered eligible. Evidently, therefore, the need for employment-
relief at all in 1893-4 was small. But even in the case of the 141

the willingness to work did not stand for much. Of the emigration
failures the following is an instance :

' Whole family were placed in

a situation described as an appointment for life. After a month, sent

back as drunk and insolent.' It is true that only thirteen were dis-

charged for idleness, and we would not ignore the reports made of the

work done by the men. But where piece-work has been given it has

proved certainly a much more severe test ofindustry than Qd. an hour.

At Glasgow in three weeks it reduced those engaged on employment-
relief from 560 to 75 or at the rate of 86 per cent. What would its

effect have been at Abbey Mills ? To use one's tools lightly is an art
;

and it is quite consistent with the avoidance of declared and palpable

idleness. There is a stroke, profanely called in London the Vestry

and, more recently, the County Council stroke, which, under the latter

name, will now no doubt disappear, as the Moderates rallied in such

force at the late election. It represents presumably a pitch of effort

carefully regulated between too great energy and too great idleness,

but verging just a few degrees towards the latter. To exclude those

who use their tools thus lightly is difficult.

Nor can it be argued that the offer of work at 6d. an hour was any
substitute for the tests of the Poor Law. No charitable relief-employ-
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ment can be. The Poor Law is in the nature of a last resort. It has to

provide for all comers, and, making more or less inquiry, it must use a

test generally applicable. Charity has to provide only for those whom
it wills. Those whom it does not help may, if they want assistance,

fall back on the Poor Law. Its tests accordingly are amateur and

insufficient. It has not to deal with destitute persons, all and sundry.
It has to prevent, remove, and relieve distress, without having regard
so much to the destitution of the applicant as to the possibility of

helping him in a fitting and thorough manner. At Abbey Mills it

would have been better to leave the work to be undertaken as a

matter of ordinary business by the municipality, if it were necessary
or useful to the community. As many men would thus have been

employed in a satisfactory manner. Mere employment, and not

relief-employment, would have been provided.
The Poplar experiment, which we discuss next, was a hybrid of

philanthropy and municipalisation. It originated with Mr. Hills, who
subsidised it to the extent of 1,0002., and it was adopted by the district

board. Four kinds of work were offered. ^Whitewashing of courts

and alleys. Stone-breaking, paid for by the piece. Clearing the site

of the animal charcoal works as a dust depot : here labourers were

paid at the rate of 4s. a day. Taking up stone pavement in Bow
Koad and laying it down in another road, and replacing it with wood

pavement.
Here again the theory was that the work would be a test, that

some would refuse. Also it was argued that relief given in return

for work was not charity, but wages.
What were the results ? First, all loafers, and subsequently all new

applicants, were put to the stone work, which was piece-work, and
1 convict labour/ as the agitators call it work such as is done in the

labour yards of the guardians. But it had a disadvantage, from

which the Poor Law employment is free. Men who had the knack

could earn as much as 8s.
;
others who had not, took as little as Is. 3d.

On the method of the Poor Law, at least enough is given to

maintain the family ;
but then it is relief, not '

wages.' Next, the

work on the Bow Road executed by the unemployed cost 570. ; by a

contractor it would have been done for 247. 10s. a difference of more

than 56 per cent., which could of course in this instance be made

good out of the subsidy of 1,000. In spite of this the unemployed

requested an increase in their wage from Qd. to 6^cZ., though

apparently their work was really worth 50 per cent, less, or only
about 3d. Another anomaly also arose. The painters, of whom

many were employed, were not allowed to whitewash for 6cL an hour
;

it was less than the trades' union rate. So they had to do general
labourers' work, clearing the site, &c., at Qd. an hour, while the

labourers did the whitewashing at the same rate. Finally, the

committee of the district board thus sum up in favour of their
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experiment :
' The work was necessary, and the men in want. Mr.

Hills' generous contribution supplied the deficiency that would other-

wise have fallen on the rates.'
'

Generally speaking, the outlay was

a little more than double what it would haye been had men
accustomed to the particular work been engaged ;

'

but '

it is only

necessary to refer to what has happened elsewhere under similar con-

ditions
;

for instance, wood-chopping resulted in a loss of 6s. 6d. per
100 bundles, cost of production having been 9s. and the market rate

2s. 6d. This shows the cost amounted to nearly four times as much
as it should have done, and it must be remembered that wood-chop-

ping is comparatively easy work ' and so on
; proving that if we

compare other places and experiments with Poplar and this experi-

ment, the loss is
' not by any means remarkable

'

which may readily

be granted.
Here the test disappears, except in so far as the ordinary labour

yard test is applied. It is costly municipal work, carried out on

charity terms, without any quality of '

ineligibility.' The man

employed by the district board was certainly better off than the

independent labourer, who was not fortunate enough to light upon so

satisfactory a job.

At West Ham a similar plan was adopted, with the result that, as

the report said,
' such work will have to be done in the future by the

State. In no other way can any satisfactory or permanent results

be arrived at.' Thus are we invited to translate a local failure into a

success by superseding local initiative by centralised action. It

would be as true to argue that the longer and the slacker the rein,

the greater the driver's control over his leader.

At Mile End the vestry had no philanthropic subsidy. They
employed 366 men on sewage works and paving. The rate of wages
was with them, too, sixpence an hour, for a day of seven to nine hours.

The cost of executing the paving by ordinary workmen was 2s. per

yard superficial; that executed by the unemployed was 4s. 4fcZ.

The difference in cost on the work done by the unemployed wag

1,273Z. the total excess being 1,538J. The committee of the

vestry conclude that,
'

taking into consideration the nature of the

work and the class of the men employed, the additional cost was

unavoidable, and they recommend that no further work should be

undertaken under similar conditions.'

It would seem, then, that this municipal employment cannot be

treated as ' a test that some would refuse
;

' and what is given in return

for it must be reckoned, not as wages, but as charity. If municipali-
ties are to give employment, it must not be with a view to

'

making
work '

or putting work into incompetent hands, but merely as a good

employer would employ his men, as far as he could, with a due

regard to economy, throughout the year a method that allows of a

very limited application, and can hardly be considered a solution of
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the difficulty of the '

unemployed,' as it has been sketched at the

beginning of this paper.

Besides these plans there is the scheme suggested by Mr. Hills.

He now practically adopts the conclusions of 1886-7
;
and in an

extreme emergency, when charitable relief-employment is absolutely

necessary, that method may very well be adopted. But we are now

suffering from '

exceptional distress
'

every year. It, or what passes

for it, is becoming the rule. We have had it in some measure the

past three or four years ;
and every year employment of some kind

has been provided. We are thus confirming the false impression that

it is the duty of somebody to supply work in the winter time. And
if Mr. Hills' suggestion of a State grant towards his relief-employ-

ment scheme throughout the country were adopted, and a grant from

local authorities were added, we should certainly establish a right to

employment without being at all able to enforce, on some such simple
and practical method as that applied by the Poor Law, conditions of
'

ineligibility
'

which would prevent the creation of the new able-

bodied pauperism.
In most of these schemes it is strange how the large part played

by charity is overlooked. No doubt charitable work could be done

better
; but, as the last few weeks have shown, it is a very potent

force in London. Why should not reliance be placed to a larger

extent on organised charity ? The employment which so many sug-

gest is after all charity, and there are better kinds of charity than

the artificial provision of employment. Where a good system is

already at work, relief may be administered without any extra cost

to the community. The organisation is separately provided. Other

sources of assistance, of which there are often many, are not over-

looked
;
and the relief thus supplements other efforts, as far as pos-

sible, and does not take their place. The help is most diverse in its

nature sometimes indirect, helping the family rather than the man

himself, sometimes direct. It touches many causes of out of work,

such as illness, which employment-relief can never reach. It is

wider, more effectual, more adaptable, more personal. It is in the

best sense economical. It uses relief as a means only, knowing that

in the right use of devotion, energy, experience, skill, and co-operation

lies the true economy which makes relief serviceable. If employ-

ment-relief, or that system of State and municipal employment which

some expect to create, fails as, I believe, except within the narrowest

limits and in the gravest crises, fail it must the better method of

charity remains. A large association of well-trained workers of all

classes is worth any number of relief works. It will create no expecta-

tions, for it will refuse as justly as it gives charitably, and it will

promote foresight and independence. It was never intended that the

whole burden of dealing with distress should be thrown upon the

Poor Law. Charity was always expected to bear a fair share of it;
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and this obligation the public at large is generally very ready to

fulfil when they are assured that their contributions are needed and

that they will be carefully applied.

There is then the policy of adherence to the old principle of 1834,

which was at that time found to be based on long experience, and has

since been confirmed by later knowledge. If it be accepted, the sole

question is whether any modifications should be made in its applica-

tion. It can hardly be said that the experiments of the past decade

suggest modifications in regard to the Poor Law, except on points of

administrative detail such as those noted by Mr. Macdonald and

referred to above as the result of the experiences of 1878-79. On the

other hand they indicate the methods that may best be applied, if it

were enacted, that, as in Scotland, no Poor Law relief could be given
to able-bodied men except in the workhouse. In that case municipal

employment-relief would be no more satisfactory than it now is
; but

the administration of charity might have to be in some measure

organised to cope with a demand which it would no longer be able to

leave the Poor Law to meet. It would have to take the place of the

out-relief to the able-bodied, and, if it adopted any system of employ-

ment-relief, it would have to devise such tests as would be effectual

in making the position of those assisted less eligible than that of the

independent labourer, while it relieved their distress. In doing this

it would have the advantage of being able to refer doubtful cases to

the workhouse.

But now the trend of opinion in some quarters favours the aban-

donment of the principle which we would defend. Even the bar of

the disfranchisement of the voter on his receipt of poor-relief is to

be removed. According to the common law, antecedent to the Reform

Act of 1832, to receive such poor-law relief or alms as amounted to

maintenance was a presumption that as a parliamentary voter the

recipient could not be independent ;
and employment at parish labour

paid at a lower than market rate was held to disqualify. It is now
said that at West Ham, of 1 1 ,000 men relieved, two-thirds would not

apply to the Poor Law because they would lose the franchise. If

this be true, it is evidence that the prospect of losing the franchise

is some obstacle to pauperism to the creation of a new pauperism.
But the revising barrister is not bound to expunge the names of those

in receipt of poor-law relief or alms unless objection is raised to them
;

and it would be interesting to learn how far objection is actually

raised. The law, no doubt, leaves a strong electioneering weapon in

the hands of a political association, if it is found useful by either

party to bring forward objections to this class of elector
; but pro-

bably both sides are parties to a conspiracy of silence, especially as the

clerk to the board of guardians is not required by statute to be present
and produce his books. Still, even in these circumstances the law is

salutary. We are told how at West Ham the 500 people in the corridor
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of the town council chamber had a very convincing effect on their deli-

berations. If they came in their capacity as voters, not for Parliament

only, but for the councillors themselves and the guardians, their

self-interest would be as great and their influence greater. The

political process of '

follerin' Moses 'thout losin' the fleshpots
'

might

rapidly ripen into a recognised democratic method. And
if, as we

are told, permanent State employment is to be provided for a large

proportion of the population, and if we are even to apprehend an

exhaustion of the rateable value of such a Union as West Ham unless

State grants are forthcoming, we may well be slow to remove an

obstacle that may still in some degree stand between the community
and this disastrous result.

We have then, as I have pointed out, all the elements of a new

pauperism in the country. The increase in London pauperism shows

how suddenly it may rise on an emergency ;
and the problem con-

cerns not London only, but all large towns. Whether we shall

manufacture this new pauperism or not, it is for Parliament and the

constituencies to decide. They are the arbiters. If they abandon

the old principle of 1834, we shall have it. If they adhere to that,

we shall be able to grapple well and sufficiently with times of diffi-

culty, and we shall not have a Poor Law that will make our people

less independent, self-reliant, and manly.

C. S. LOCH.

The Editor of THE NINETEENTH CENTURY cannot undertake

to return unaccepted MSS.
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AN OBJECT-LESSON IN 'PROHIBITION '

ALTHOUGH the prohibition by law of the use of intoxicating liquors

is commonly associated in the minds of the public with systems in

force in certain of the United States of America, there is no necessity

to travel into Maine, or Iowa, or the Dakotahs to discover what are

the practical effects of such a law. The most extensive system of

prohibition ever known has had a long and patient trial in British

territory under the most favourable circumstances which it is possible

to conceive, and among a population largely drawn from all classes of

the inhabitants of the United Kingdom. The operation of a law of

this kind among a people accustomed to the healthy freedom of

British institutions, and imbued with the British notions of liberty,

is likely to be far more interesting to Englishmen when they are

asked to try an experiment in this direction than the working of any
similar law in a foreign State, whether in Europe or America, where

the ideas of government and of personal freedom are widely different

from their own.

The territory in question is what is known as the North-West

Territories of the Dominion of Canada, which stretch from the borders

of Manitoba and Keewatin on the east to the Kocky Mountains on

the west, and are bounded on the south by the international boundary
line (49 N. lat.) between the United States and Canada. It is im-

portant to trace the prohibitory liquor law from its very commence-

ment, and to examine its operation in all its aspects. It is first met
with in a Dominion Act of 1873, respecting customs duties in

Manitoba and the North-West Territories, passed soon after their

VOL. XXXVII No. 219 3 B
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admission into the Union, where there is a clause providing that
'

spirits, or strong waters, or spirituous liquors of any kind,' were not

to be imported into or manufactured in the Territories, except by
special permission of the Lieutenant-Governor, under a penalty of

from 50 to 100 dollars (ten to twenty guineas) and costs, and, in de-

fault, imprisonment up to six months. By another Act, the corps
known as the North-West Mounted Police was established, the chief

part of whose duties was to see to the enforcement of this law. By
the North-West Territories Act of 1875, the law was greatly increased

in severity, for sect. 74 prescribes a penalty of from 50 to 200 dollars

or committal up to six months, unless the fine was sooner paid ;

while for a second offence the fine was to be from 200 to 400 dollars,

besides imprisonment up to six months in the discretion of the

magistrate.
There was a special and peculiar reason for the enactment of such

a law, for it was necessary for the benefit of the native tribes, in order

to protect them from unscrupulous traders from Manitoba and

Montana. These adventurers found it profitable to supply the Indians

with coarse spirits in trading with them for furs, thus having them
at their mercy, with the most disastrous effects upon their victims.

The Ked Indians are the wards of the Canadian Government, and in

the eyes of the civil law are minors, so that there can be no question
as to the propriety and justice of this law, which prevented their

speedy extinction through the unrestricted use of alcohol and the

disease and bloodshed which would inevitably accompany it. The
number of Indians was estimated by Sir W. F. Butler, in 1871 (then
Lieutenant Butler), as 17,000, besides whom there were some 2,000

Metis, or half-breeds, mostly French, in settlements not permanently
located. The number of white men in the Territory was insignificant,

and consisted mainly of the officials of the Hudson's Bay Company
and a few priests and missionaries. Such was the population with

which the Dominion Government had to deal during the first ten

years of the operation of this law, and meanwhile the Lieutenant-

Governor and his officers were engaged in making treaties with the

various tribes of Indians, and inducing the wandering bands to settle

on the Keserves, which had been specially set apart for them in the

best parts of the districts which they frequented. Government sur-

veys were also made in the southern parts of the Territories, within

what is called the wheat-belt, and information concerning the new

country was gradually spread throughout Eastern Canada and the

United Kingdom. In 1882 the Canadian Pacific Kailway began to

push its way westward from Manitoba across the prairies, to meet

the road already constructed on the Pacific side of the Eockies.

Upon this work, which was carried out with unparalleled vigour,

vast gangs of men were employed, and for the maintenance of order

and discipline in the camps, and the consequent speedy despatch of
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the work, the prohibition law proved most effectual, for the scenes of

riot and disorder which prevailed in the construction of certain

transcontinental lines in the States to the south were unknown

here.

This, however, is practically all that can be said in favour of the

law, and it will be noticed that none of the conditions already set out

are those which prevail in a civilised country, so that the experience

so far gained is useless for purposes of comparison. Eepressive

measures may be perfectly justifiable for the protection of native

races, or for the maintenance of order in an army of navvies who are

temporarily engaged, upon definite terms, on a great work of imperial

importance ;
but it by no means follows that it is proper to enforce

such measures in the case of a population of our own race, where

every man is engaged in following out his own particular occupation
in his own way. Coincident with the appearance of the railway

the flood of immigration began to pour into the Territories. In the

fall of 1882 and the spring of 1883, thousands of white settlers from

the old country and the eastern provinces took up every available

homestead within reach of the railway line
;
further away large tracts

were allotted to colonisation companies, many of which are now

reached by branch lines. In the Far West the extensive grass-lands

at the foot of the Kockies have been leased for ranching purposes,

while in the South-West coal-mines have been opened up, and every-

where towns and villages have sprung up to meet the requirements
of the settlers. It is the examination of the effects of prohibition

among a population of this kind which more immediately concerns

ourselves.

The law was no longer required for the benefit ofthe Ked Man, for he

was now sufficiently protected by the Indian Act, which provides that

any one who supplies an Indian with intoxicants shall be liable to im-

prisonment for from one to six months, with or without hard labour ; or,

to apenalty ranging from 50 to 300 dollars and costs
; or, toboth penalty

and imprisonment. As a matter of fact, this offence was very rare, and r

in the whole of my experience, although there were some 700 or 800

Indians on the Reserves near the town where I resided, I never met
with but one case, which was a result of a wanton frolic on the part
of some young English fellows. They were never brought to trial,

but the wholesome effect of the law was seen in the fact that most

of them fled across the boundary-line, while the last one had to

remain in hiding until the police were called off.

In the new condition of affairs, however, the Dominion Grovern-

ment took no steps to abrogate the law
; they did not even remain

passive in the matter
; but after a couple of years they positively

increased the rigours of the law, for in 1884 they allowed the punish-
ment of * hard labour

'

to be added to that of imprisonment. A con-

viction might be had before one magistrate, and the case proved by
3 B 2
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one credible witness. It must be observed that the white settlers

could not complain that the law was forced upon them against their

will, for they voluntarily came into the country where that law pre-
vailed

;
neither could they say that it was partial in its operation, for

it applied with equal impartiality to the whole population throughout
the Territories. Thus no question could arise as to the right of a

majority in any particular district to coerce a minority, nor even as

to the right of any private individual to have and to drink what

liquor he pleased, for the mere possession of intoxicants had been

illegal from the very outset of the organisation of the Territory ;

and consequently no opportunity was given for the acquirement of

anything in the nature of vested rights, whether attaching to

individuals in the shape of a license, or to houses by way of any duty

imposed upon their value by the powers in authority, for publicans
and public-houses had never existed in the country. Thus, the ques-
tion was free from all the complications which prohibitionists have to

face at home, and the expediency of such a law is the one matter

which has to be considered.

The only means by which you could have liquor lawfully in your

possession was by special permission in writing of the Lieutenant-

Grovernor (commonly known as a '

permit '),
but this was not easily

to be obtained, unless you happened to be known to him and your
discretion could be relied upon. Most people had to furnish a cer-

tificate of good character from a magistrate or some person of position,

and even then it did not follow that the permit would be granted.

Every possible care was taken that this method should not be abused,

for the governor personally supervised the issue of permits, and kept
a black list of offenders and doubtful characters

;
and although it is

obviously ridiculous that the chief officer of State should have had to

devote some portion of his time to such trumpery matters, yet it was

probably the best plan that could have been devised for the allowance

of a moderate quantity of liquor, for it gave the whole power into the

hands of one high authority for the whole country, and thus avoided

the far more objectionable alternative of bestowing the exercise of

such a bit of despotism upon different individuals in different districts.

The men who were primarily charged with the enforcement of the

law were the Mounted Police, who were neither more nor less than a

regiment of dragoons, and they acted in the capacity both of preven-
tive-men and police-constables, while their officers acted as magistrates.
As soon as the train from the east stopped at Moosomin, the first

station of importance in the Territories, it was boarded by the

police, whose duty it was to make a thorough search both of the

passenger-cars and the baggage-van, for which purpose you had to

surrender your keys, so that your trunks might be overhauled. If

any liquor was found for which no permit was producible, it was con-

fiscated, and the owner was liable to be brought before a magistrate,
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with the prospect of a minimum fine of 50 dollars and costs
;
and

without this document it was unsafe to bring even a pocket-flask of

whisky with you into the country. The police also searched the

freight and cattle trains, and kept watch on the trails leading in from

Manitoba and the States, and if any liquor was found concealed in a

wagon, the whole outfit might be confiscated. If any liquor was

forwarded to you by the Express Company, you could not obtain

possession of it until the police had inspected the parcel and you had

handed over your permit ;
the counterfoil was then detached, and no

authority for a further supply would be granted to you until you
returned the old permit to the governor.

In the course of time police were stationed at every railway
station throughout the country, and a regular patrol was established

along the boundary-line of the States ; but, in spite of every precau-

tion, an enormous amount of smuggling was carried on, which the

police were utterly powerless to put a stop to. Smuggling indeed

was reduced to a fine art, and every possible device was resorted to

for the purpose of evading the law, for liquor men will have by some

means or other. One instance in particular of an unintentional piece

ofsmuggling which came under my notice will show the sort of under-

standing which existed between the dealers in Manitoba and their cus-

tomers in the Territories. I happened to receive one night an urgent
summons to a whist party about 1 1 o'clock, soon after the mail train

from the east had arrived. On going to the house and being shown into

a quiet room, much to my surprise a case containing a dozen bottles

of various sorts of spirits was displayed in triumph. It was explained
to me that a dozen bottles of lemonade, which were really required,

had been telegraphed for in the morning at the railway depot, with

the result that the stronger article came through without the slight-

est suspicion, and was brought away without interference from the

police on duty. On another occasion I was at dinner at a friend's

house where the Lieutenant-Governor himself was present, and the

whole of the liquor which was used had been brought in on that very

day as Colman's Mustard. A successful piece of smuggling was regarded
with the greatest satisfaction by the public, for the law was resented

as a gross interference with personal liberty, and most people took a

pride in the breach of it, with the consequence that the law was very
soon held in utter contempt. And this was so among all classes of

the community ;
the Bar was certainly not inspired with any respect

for the law
;
the case of the medical profession was a peculiar one,

because doctors could prescribe a dose of spirits by way of medicine
;

the magistrates themselves would not hesitate to encourage the

illegal sale of whisky if they could do so without observation indeed

it was safer for an hotel-keeper to sell spirits to such men than to

casual customers some of whom might have the intention of inform-

ing against him.
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As to the public in general, not a single festivity or gathering of

any description was thought to be complete without a liberal supply
of whisky; dances, picnics, public entertainments, concerts, agricul-

tural dinners and farmers' meetings, election speeches and the humble
Methodist tea-party none of these was considered satisfactory by
the men unless the necessary libations were to be had.

It was not always an easy matter to get spirits on the spot, but I

never knew a case where perseverance did not meet with its reward.

When all other plans failed and every one solemnly assured the

inquirer that there was ' not a drop in the town,
5

a doctor was an

unfailing resource. I remember once when a high Court functionary

paid us his first visit, a few of us thought it fitting that we should

take him for a drive and show him the country. There had been no

time to go through the regular routine of getting up refreshments on

a permit, for the visit was unexpected, and there was none to be found

in the place probably the very presence of the visitor made people
a trifle nervous and we looked at each other with long faces. At

the^last moment, and just as we were about to drive off, the doctor of

the party rushed up with a bottle under each arm, and carefully

stowed them away in the trap. We looked on in amazement, but

nobody asked any questions, and our visitor was engaged in conversa-

tion on other matters.

But the smuggling of liquor and a general contempt for the law

were mere sentimental evils in comparison with the direct induce-

ments to drunkenness which were fostered by the law, whether the

liquor was obtained in accordance with its provisions, or in direct

defiance of them. If you were fortunate enough to get a permit
when you applied for it, you were subject to a number of petty

annoyances, and it was impossible to keep the fact to yourself ;
for

the document was sent down in a registered official letter which you
had to call for at the post-office, so that when you took it out every-

body who was about knew what it was, and made a mental note of it.

When your supply of liquor was sent up and put out at the railway

depot, you could not get it until it had passed through the hands of the

police, and it then depended upon the number of your
* friends

' how

long your liquor lasted. In most cases, of course, a drunken bout was

the immediate result, and theft of a bottle of spirits was considered

quite the correct thing when opportunity offered.

Permits, however, were the luxury of the few, and they may be

almost disregarded in the general consideration of the effects of the

law. If, upon application, the permit was refused, or if a man

thought it useless to apply for one, the only recourse was to

smuggling, when the results were worse, for the liquor had to be got
rid of with the utmost despatch, in order to avoid discovery by the

police, and consequent fine or imprisonment. The drink which was

almost universally used was rye whisky, because of its greater conveni-
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ence for carriage and its comparative cheapness, and the less expense

involved for railway charges, since it all had to come from Manitoba.

And when it was smuggled the bulk was a serious consideration, and

in such a case the spirit would generally be of the strongest and

coarsest description, with naturally far worse effects on the individual.

When the genuine article, coarse as it was, failed, mysterious stuff

having no aroma of any particular spirit was produced, the smell of

which alone was enough to take one's breath away. When every-

thing else failed, a quack medicine called
*

Pain-killer/ which con-

tained a quantity of alcohol, would be resorted to, or bottles of pre-

served ginger and anything else from which alcohol could be obtained

would be made use of, and a horrible drink concocted out of these.

Such are the devices to which men are driven when they are

prevented from obtaining liquor in the usual manner. As a matter

of fact, I never saw so much drunkenness, and that of an aggravated

sort, as I encountered in these Territories under the prohibitive law,

and I have known many men to be absolutely ruined by the habits

contracted or encouraged under its regime.

Among the other evils of the system were the tremendous tempta-
tions it afforded to the men who were employed to prevent the

smuggling of liquor and to put a stop to the traffic in it. These

men would have had to be something very much out of the

common to be able to withstand the temptations constantly thrown

in their way by the very nature of their duties. Besides having to

seize every drop of liquor that came into the Territories without a

permit, they were also supposed to spill all that was forfeited after

discovery and trial of an offender before a justice. It is scarcely to

be supposed that they would neglect to provide themselves with a

quantity for their own use during the long hours which they

necessarily had to spend in idleness. They were not exempt from

the ordinary failings of human nature, and were certainly no more

puritanical in their ideas than the troopers of any other cavalry

regiment; and from the fact that it would be dangerous to retain much

liquor by them on account of the risk of discovery on a visit by their

officers, the system must be regarded as having been a direct incite-

ment to hard drinking among them.

Or, take the case of a trooper who had caught an hotel-keeper in

the act of securing a quantity of whisky, what would be the tempta-
tion ? If he informed and got the man fined fifty dollars, and the

money was paid, he received half the fine. What if the hotel-keeper
made a better offer ? The money would be safe in his possession, and
he would have no more trouble about it

; whereas, if it was a second

offence, there would be all the greater probability of a handsome
settlement for the trooper. There is no need to enlarge upon this

;

human nature is the only thing to be considered, and the inducement

would certainly be great to a policeman to line his pockets well, so
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that he might retire into private life at the end of his five years'
service with a comfortable sum to start afresh on. If the bribe

happened to be a share of the whisky, the result would be still worse,
and thus the tendency of the law was clearly to demoralise the police.

Then another serious evil was the heavy temptation thrown in

the way of the medical profession. I suppose no system of prohibition
would be promulgated which would go so far as to prevent the

prescription of spirits by medical men in cases where they thought it

necessary, and, even if so, the consequence would only be an increase

of smuggling. Doctors in the North-West were few and far between,
and those who were there had consequently extensive districts to

look after, and the permits issued to them would necessarily have to

cover a very liberal allowance of liquor ;
for what would be the good

of leaving a wineglassful of spirits at the house of a man thirty miles

away ? Moreover, various schemes were resorted to for the purpose
of getting a good supply for a carouse

;
for instance, I knew of a

case where a boarding-house keeper was said to have given his men
some canned stuff for dinner, which made them all very ill, and the

amount of whisky required to set each man right was, of course,

considerable. And again, on the occasion of a certain Queen's birth-

day (which is always kept as a holiday in Canada), I knew a couple of

men who actually got eight bottles of spirits between them out of

the doctor on the ground of illness.

The chief part of a doctor's practice was among a great farming

population.
These people, having sunk their capital in their home-

steads, had to depend upon the crops and hay and stock for a return.

Suppose a poor harvest or a dry season, what was the consequence?

A dearth of money, and upon the results of the harvest the medical

man, like others, would have to rely for the payment of his bills.

But if a doctor allowed himself to be liberal in his notions as to the

supply of spirits, a splendid opportunity was open to him to replenish

his resources. Men would always be ready to pay down what we

should consider exorbitant prices for a supply of whisky ; money

wouldjbe forthcoming for this purpose when no other power could

wring it from a man, and custom would speedily increase when it was

found that too scrupulous inquiries would not be made as to the

necessity for the supply. On the other hand, if a doctor chose to

turn his study into a bar-parlour, and sell
' drinks

'

by the glass, it

would be a simple method of filling his pockets, and the difference in

the system would be a mere matter of detail.

A further repugnant feature of this prohibitory law was the

system of '

informing
' which it encouraged by giving to the informer

half the fine when paid, if he happened to be successful at a liquor

trial. If a private individual was found to give way to this sort of

thing, the people usually took the matter into their own hands, and

induced him to leave the place, under prospect of being tarred and
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feathered and ridden on a rail to the outskirts, for they would not

have such a man remaining in their midst.

I would also notice a very substantial evil which was a direct

result of the law namely, the constant drain which it caused upon
the resources of the people, and the absolute loss which ensued to

the country. In a new and struggling community this is a very
serious thing. If liquor was obtained by permission of the governor,
a tax had to be paid for the permit, the whole of the cost of the

article had to be sent out of the country to benefit people who could

not keep the money in circulation, and
L
in addition there was the

cost of carriage from a long distance. On the other hand, if the

liquor was smuggled in and discovered, with the ultimate result of

the imposition of a heavy fine, the money was generally paid by the

defendant or his friends, with the same consequence that it was

withdrawn from legitimate circulation, and was a dead loss to the

people. Possibly, however, the laws of political economy are not

proper to be considered where prohibition is concerned.

The last point which I have to notice was the unblushing spirit

of tyranny invariably exhibited by adherents of the (so-called)

temperance party. On the occasion of a certain election of represen-
tatives from the Territories to the Dominion House of Commons, I

was enabled through the kindness of a client to be present at a

caucus of delegates of the Liberal party held to lay down a '

platform
'

and select a candidate for the constituency. Among the resolutions

which they passed was one embodying the principle of universal

prohibition of liquor. This success, of course, was due to the fact

that the teetotallers formed the majority of the caucus, and were thus

enabled to force their opinions upon the remainder of the delegates,

upon the candidate himself, who swallowed the dose with a wry face,

and finally upon the whole of the Liberal party. Thus the whole of

the Liberal voters were made to support prohibition whether in favour

of it or not
; but, as it turned out, nothing was gained by the motion,

for not a single Liberal was returned throughout the whole of the

Territories.

When, however, the exercise of tyranny becomes legalised, and

such people as these are appointed to administer the law, the

power which is placed in their hands becomes disastrous in its effects ;

and, in addition, enormous encouragement is afforded for the exercise

of private spite on the part of the rank and file of the prohibitionists,

as well as on the part of the ill-disposed among the community

generally. One case in point will be sufficient to illustrate my
meaning. A bigoted prohibitionist had been appointed as a magis-

trate, and upon the information of some other teetotallers a man was

brought before him for trial for having a keg of whisky in his posses-

sion without a permit. The trial such as it was took place in a

back room in the magistrate's house, instead of in public, no evidence
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was called in a legitimate manner, and the defendant was made to

condemn himself out of his own mouth, and was thereupon fined the

maximum penalty of 200 dollars and costs, for the first offence.

When this justice was remonstrated with, and asked if he had no

notion of mercy, he indignantly replied that it was not a case for

mercy.
Such were the principal aspects of the system of prohibition

which the settlers in the Canadian North-West had to put up with

for a period of ten years. They were, however, powerless to do any-

thing except to petition the Dominion Government through their

representatives in the Territorial Council. This was the course which

was adopted year after year, until, to quote the words of Lieutenant-

Governor Eoyal in a speech from the throne,
' in response to repeated

memorials from the Territorial Legislature, the Parliament of Canada

finally yielded to them the power of legislating in respect to intoxi-

cating liquors, an exception being made regarding the portion of the

Territories not represented therein
;

'

thus acknowledging that prohi-

bition in the settled districts was a failure.

Out of twenty-six candidates at the election which followed the

granting of this power to the Assembly, there was only one who
stood on the absolute prohibition platform, and he was defeated.

The whole question was disposed of by this Assembly at their first

session after the power to legislate on the matter was put into their

hands, for they forthwith set to work and enacted a licensing law,

which came into operation during the summer of 1892.

T. C. DOWN.
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THE REAL RULERS OF TURKEY

THE Bulgarian atrocities once startled the world, and the end of

Turkish power in Europe seemed at hand. But the ' sick man '

has

managed to survive, albeit with the loss of another limb. A number
of people in this country are inclined to believe that whatever may
happen in the case of Armenia even if granted autonomy Turkey
will still continue to flourish as of yore.

The Armenians, however, are not the only suffering people.
It seems almost incredible that throughout the European press

little if any reference has ever been made to the condition of the

subjects of the Sultan in other parts of the empire. The recent

outrages, however taken up with such unexpected vigour on the

part of the European Powers, at the initiative of Great Britain and

Kussia are likely to mark the beginning of the end of Ottoman
dominion. It should be remembered that ' the Armenian atrocities

'

have been committed at a time when the whole structure of the

empire is shaken to its very foundation by the discontent and even

open rebellion of so many of the subject-races of the Sultan. The
entire population is anxiously looking forward to the moment when

they may be rid of the yoke of Turkish administration and the

tyranny of corrupt officials. Throughout the country Muhammadans
and Christians alike hate the very name of their rulers. Yemen has

already risen in arms. A new kaliphate has appeared to contest the

throne with the ' Commander of the Faithful,' and the fire of rebellion

is spreading wide and fast. The aspect of affairs in Macedonia is

threatening, and Crete is still a cause of anxiety. In Syria and in

Mount Lebanon the people are anxious to assert their rights, and only
await the hour when the means are placed in their hands to fight for

dear life and sweet liberty.

In spite of all the precautions taken by the Sultan's advisers to

prevent the knowledge of the Armenian outrages from reaching the

ears of his other subjects, there is not a single remote village in the

empire which the news of the lamentable affair has not reached and,
what is still more unfortunate for the rulers, in a considerably exag-

gerated form. The native press not only has not dared to make
the slightest reference to the subject, but has been compelled to

719
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publish statements as to the happy condition of the people through-
out the land,

' more especially among the Christian inhabitants of Asia

Minor, who, thanks to the unsleeping eye of the shadow of Allah on

earth, enjoy perfect freedom and bask in the sunshine of the protect-

ing goodness of the fountain of mercy, the Prince of the Faithful,' &c.

Further than this, the wily, self-interested advisers of his Majesty 9

fearing lest some intelligence of the Armenian affair may leak out,

have actually caused the servile editors, or rather sub-editors, of the

native press (for the censor is the actual editor) to insert an official

statement touching on Armenia, in order to throw dust in the eyes
of the public. The following is a translation of one published in a

Turkish newspaper recently :

Some of the European papers have had the audacity to make a number of

malicious statements, founded upon lies supplied by a few adventurers and rebels,

to the effect that some of the loyal subjects of his Imperial Majesty, the Sultan

of the Two Shores 1

and.High King of the Two Seas, have been maltreated by a few

loyal Kurdish servants of our lord and master, the Vicegerent of the Apostle of

God. Whereas these miscreants, supported by a handful of petty and interested

individuals in some of the Western Countries, and who have sought to rouse his

Imperial Majesty's loyal and contented subjects to rebellion, misrepresent the

true state of things. What actually took place was merely that a few Armenian

brigands, after pillaging some of the villages and carrying off the cattle of the

peaceful inhabitants, fled to the mountains, where they were soon pursued, and

some of them captured and punished for their misdeeds, &c.

Such stratagems may have had the desired effect in former years.

Now, however, statements of this kind, published in such papers, only
serve to increase the suspicion of the people, who in their secret

thoughts form their own conclusion. Notwithstanding the vigorous

steps taken to prevent the entrance into the country of European

journals having any reference to the Armenian atrocities, as well as

the entire prohibition of the 'Arab free newspapers' of which a

large number is now published in Egypt and elsewhere means have

been found to have these (especially the latter) circulated among the

natives in secret. Owing, probably, to the ignorance of the majority
of the people of comparative history, and the lack of even elementary
education (as regards modern geography, statistics, present means of

intercommunication, and the like), as well as to the possession of

remarkable imaginative faculties, they not unnaturally conclude that

the account of the horrors which reaches them does not disclose the full

extent of the atrocities. Two thousand killed at once become in their

eyes twenty thousand. The alarm quickly spreads. Secret meetings
take place. Charlatans take advantage and betray the innocent, awe-

stricken, and fearful few. Some are arrested and imprisoned on the

ground that they have uttered traitorous and threatening language

against the rulers. A panic takes place on such occasions, and the

1

By this are meant the European and Asiatic shores a title commonly employed
when reference is made to the Sultan in all writings published in Turkey.
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people begin to dread a general massacre. No one ventures outside

his home after nightfall. None the less in their hearts they vow

vengeance, and long for some power to help them, and the means of

self-defence. Yet they dare not complain to any European resident

of the country much less the consul of any of the Western Powers

lest they should be detected.

This is the present condition of affairs in most of the provinces in

Asiatic Turkey, especially in Syria and Mount Lebanon. Indeed,

in the latter places matters are fast approaching a crisis. Several

outrages have been committed by the Druses upon the Christians in

the vicinity of Sidon, on the borders of Mount Lebanon. Crimes of

every kind, assault, dishonour, violation, and murder occur daily and

pass unpunished, under some petty pretext on the part of the

Government officials, who are well-versed in explaining matters

away to the poor and helpless friends of the victims. A large

quantity of weapons has lately arrived in Syria and Mount Lebanon

and been forwarded to the Druse and Muhammadan quarters. The
unarmed and defenceless Christians live in daily terror of what the

next day may bring, having always in view the terrible massacre of

1860. It is true that things have in outward appearance changed

considerably since that memorable time, but not so much as is

generally imagined. The same corrupt rule, the same old ideas exist

as to ' the best means of governing the multifarious races of the

empire' a common expression, by the way, frequently employed by
Turkish statesmen.

It is no longer a secret that Arabi Pasha received considerable and

material encouragement from the Porte. Those who are not intimately

acquainted with the inner machinery of Turkish administration would

naturally consider that the consequences of that ill-advised move-

ment would serve as a lesson. As a matter of fact, the idea of '

ulti-

mate consequences
'

is perfectly incomprehensible to the mind of the

rulers or rather it should be said the '

Sultan's advisers.' Has the

Syrian massacre of 1860 prevented the Egyptian catastrophe of 1885,

and did that unhappy incident prevent the Armenian atrocities in

1894? Yet in all three cases (not to mention a number of other

minor incidents) the aggressors received secret encouragement and

material support from headquarters.

There is a general impression among the public of this country
that the main causes of misgovernment in Turkey and its backward

condition are due to the evil influence of the Islamic religion, while

others attribute them to the effeminacy of the Turks and their in-

capacity for ruling. The fallacy of the former is apparent from

the fact that the early Arab kaliphs not only managed to govern
their subjects with brilliant success, but maintained and considerably
added to the conquests of their predecessors. It would hardly be

maintained that the force of arms alone could have accomplished
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such a result, unique in the annals of the world's history. The

Greeks and Komans owed more for their success to the culture and

judicious guidance of their rulers than to mere physical force.

Nor can it be seriously argued that the Turks are an effeminate race.

Their achievements in the past, to say the least, prove the contrary.

The main cause of the present condition of Turkey is the manner

in which the Sultan obtains and maintains his power. When refer-

'ence is made to the ' Sultan's advisers/ it is naturally believed that

the term implies such of his statesmen as actually hold office in

the Ministry. As a matter of fact, those who are out of office

possess and employ greater power than those who are responsible for

the various departments of administration.

The so-called
' Sublime Porte

'

has but a small share in the actual

government of the empire or its relations with the European
Powers. A report of every deliberation and suggestion of the Council

of Ministers is submitted every week to the Imperial Palace. The

Sultan, however, possessing as he does (or is supposed to possess) the

direction of every Government act, is himself powerless to carry out

his own private desire and generally wise decision.

The autocratic power supposed to be possessed by Abdul Hamid
the Second is only nominal. Actual control of all affairs, internal

or external, is in the hands of a body of unscrupulous adventurers,

who live at, or have easy access to, the Imperial Palace and these

are the ullemahs, or so-called high-priests of Islam, attached to the

throne of the Osmanlis. They have gradually augmented in

numbers and in power, and the present Sultan himself has made

great additions to them not, be it understood, through choice, but

by constraint.

The entire power of the Sultans of Turkey rests upon their hold-

ing the high office of kaliph of the Islamic world or vicegerent of

the Prophet Muhammad on earth. And this power, being usurped
from the Arabs by the early Sultans, is only maintained by a system
of semi-bribery to those leaders of the religion who by foul or fair

means have found access to the ears of the Sultan.

As a proof of the importance attached to the title of the Kali-

phate may be cited the fact that at every Turkish embassy a religious

shaikh or priest (supposed to be learned in the Kuran and Muham-
madan traditions) is kept for the sole purpose of maintaining the

idea of the fact that the Sultan is the kaliph. Those spiritual

chiefs, on the other hand, keep the Sultan in constant terror of the

possibility of his losing the leadership of Islam, the only means

by which he can retain his seat upon the throne
;
and this they are

the better able to do owing to the fact that Abdul Hamid was

made kaliph and Murad deposed through the cunning machina-

tions of some of these so-called religious leaders or ' direct descen-

dants of the Prophet.'
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With all his many excellent qualities the present Sultan has the

failing of timidity or rather lacks the bold spirit of a great ruler.

Without entering into the history or the details of the manner in

which he was called to the throne, it may be interesting to note the

following pitiable but comical incident. At first his Majesty was

reluctant to accept the offer of his followers to place him on the

throne, although every argument was employed to induce him to

do so. Failing in their efforts, the projectors of the design sent a

deputation of the principal shaikhs to wait on him. The leader on

entering saluted him as * Prince of the Faithful.' After a long pause,

during which this individual went through a kind of stage-play such

as at one moment looking up to the ceiling, then on the person of

Abdul Hamid he at last turned to the others present and finally

addressed the Sultan in the following words :

' It is decreed and

registered in heaven that you are to be the Kaliph of Islam and

the Prince of the Faithful. You cannot disobey the command
and will of God and the Prophet.' The rest re-echoed the words,

whereupon each in turn went up and kissed the tail of his frock-coat.

This settled the matter, and the next day, after the nee essary formali-

ties, Abdul Hamid the Second was proclaimed Sultan.

Incredible as this farce may seem, it is well known to a number
of natives in Turkey. It has been confirmed, moreover, by the

statement made to me personally by one of the shaikhs (now, I

believe, enjoying high favour with the Sultan), who was asked to act

as spokesman on the occasion referred to, but who (as he declared)

could not * consent to such paltry stratagems
'

although I can hardly
credit that this scruple was the only motive which actuated him at

the time. The name of this individual is well known to every

Foreign Office in Europe.
As a rule, these shaikhs or ullemahs are of humble origin, but

are possessed of considerable talent. They begin by mastering the

Arabic language and literature, the Kuran, the traditions, and

Muhammadan law. Having perfected themselves in such knowledge,
and possibly a smattering of a few other Oriental languages especially

Turkish they get around them a small following and declare them-

selves
*

Seiyidists,' or * descendants of the Prophet.' In some cases

they have their lectures printed and circulated, in which cleverly

worded paragraphs are interpolated regarding the kaliphate, the

claims of a kaliph, his duties, and so forth. Intelligence of these

beings and their doings reach the Sultan's ears
;
and their friends,

among the successful body of ullemahs at Constantinople, exaggerate
the importance of the services to the throne of their proteges. This

is done on either one of two conditions : the one, a matter of hard

cash ' for value received
;

'

the other, as is more often the case, to

strengthen their own position and power. In the generality of cases,

these adventurers are summoned to Constantinople, where they
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are incorporated among the body of religious leaders and receive a

regular salary, varying from 30. to 300Z. a month, although in

many instances they manage to accumulate a large fortune by gifts

of money which they receive from the hands of his Majesty
himself. Their main occupation is, instead of helping the Sultan by
sound advice as to the best means of ruling his subjects, to do their

utmost to terrorise him into sanctioning the present maladministra-

tion founded upon a base system of corruption which, while it has

wellnigh crumbled the once mighty Turkish power, serves to enrich

these dishonourable knaves, at the cost of the misery, suffering, and

lives of thousands upon thousands of the unhappy subjects of his

Majesty.

These, then, are the Sultan's real advisers ! It is they who block

the way to any progress. They are responsible for the innumerable

ills from which the ruled suffer, and which have run down to earth the

ruler of Turkey, the vicegerent of Allah upon earth, and made him
even a suppliant of the Pope of Kome, who claims the same title from

his followers and from a large number of Christians a suppliant before

one who is regarded by Muhammadans as an unbeliever !

Additional strength is given to these so-called supporters and

advisers of the Sultan by the majority of Turkish ex-Ministers and

subordinates. A great number of these quondam officials flourish at

Constantinople, owing to the fact that every Cabinet Minister who
has once held office receives a life-pension, an amount varying from

1501. to 300Z. a month an additional cause, by the way, which

keeps Turkey in her present bankrupt state. Furthermore, some of

these ' Palace intriguers
'

are in the pay of one or more of the Foreign

Powers, who employ them as the best means of influencing the

Sultan in delicate matters directly connected with their own Govern-

ment affairs.

This is another proof of the importance attached to the power

employed by these individuals. In order to maintain their prestige

as religious leaders they resort to the artifice of encouraging the

Muhammadan population in their reckless ill-treatment of their

fellow-countrymen the Christians. Kace hatred and religious fanati-

cism, moreover, help to prompt the illiterate semi-barbarians to go
to extreme lengths from time to time. Then, when wholesale mas-

sacres take place and a protest is made by the Christian Powers of

Europe, the Sultan appeals to these tyrants, in the hope that they

may extricate him from the dilemma. They in their turn, having
added another pile to their ill-gotten fortunes from his Majesty's

bounty, assure him that he need have no fear of the infidel Govern-

ments of the West.
'

For,' they exclaim,
'

your Imperial and Sublime Majesty, the

Commander of the Faithful (and they particularly 'emphasise this),

who number countless millions and who are ready to raise the green
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standard of the Prophet, upon whom be eternal peace, have no cause

for apprehension from the barking of these dogs. Should perfidious

Britain fail in her pledged word to obey your command to support

your illustrious throne, Russia would undoubtedly and gladly supplant
her. Are not the other nations of the West bound by their obliga-

tions to your supreme Majesty to do your behests ? Besides, these

loyal subjects, the Kurds, have been considerably aggravated by the

intolerant independence and the license of their infidel Christian

neighbours, who dare to assume and claim the same privileges as

"the faithful" and God's elect over whom your omnipotent and

glorious Majesty reigns as Commander.'

With this and the like empty but bewildering rhetoric the poor
Sultan is continually harassed. Overwhelmed with the imaginary
idea of the power these ullemahs wield he succumbs and no wonder !

Then comes the difficulty of treating with stern, inscrutable ambassa-

dors. He has no alternative but to resort to the old wiles and shifts

employed from time immemorial by Turkish rulers and statesmen, and

by subterfuges to stave off
' the evil day,' assuring himself that '

to-

morrow all will be well.' If pressed too strongly, a stratagem is

employed by way of a supposed concession, as in the case of the

Turkish commission recently sent to Armenia.

The hour, however, for such stratagems is past. The night is

far spent the night of ignorance and dark deeds which has en-

shrouded Turkey for so many years past ;
and the day, the day of

reckoning, the day which will diffuse the light of liberty upon the

down-trodden subjects of the empire, is at hand ! The Great

Powers of Europe have unitedly pointed the finger of warning. The

whole of Christendom has heard the cry raised by the outpouring of

the blood of their fellow-men, and the barbaric violation of the

honour of their helpless sisters in the East. But, judging by the

determined attitude of the people in most of the provinces (of

which there is abundant proof), I am convinced that with or

without the support of the Great Powers, with or without the

aid of civilised humanity, the maltreated, dishonoured, and en-

slaved subjects of Turkish rule have at last resolved to endure their

sufferings no longer. They themselves will force their tyrannous
rulers to make redress and introduce the long-needed and long-

waited-for reforms or die in the struggle.

It is not out of the range of possibility that through the fox-like

cunning of Turkish officials the commission of inquiry sent to

Armenia may, in their report, while confirming the horrible outrages,

lay stress upon the probable fact that the Armenians had previously

shown signs of revolt and rebellion. The efforts of the three

European representatives of the Powers to arrive at the truth must,

at best, be greatly handicapped more especially in the face of the
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indisputable fact that they are the servants of States whose interests

in the East are complex and conflicting. Even on a large board of

inquiry at home considerable friction and divergence of opinion not

infrequently take place. Should it, however, be ultimately proved that

the Armenians had rebelled, I see no grounds for any excuse or modifi-

cation of the accusation now made by Europe against Turkey as to the

barbarous massacre of several thousands of unarmed men and helpless

women and children. It cannot be seriously denied that rebellion,

generally speaking, is the outcome of misrule or autocratic tyranny

excepting in the case where a pretender to the throne arises and

places himself at the head of a large, well-organised, fully-armed

body of followers, in order to contest power with the reigning
chief of the State. This condition can hardly be applicable to the

Armenians. They do not aspire to the throne of the Muhammadan

khaliph, nor have they a leader, nor an armed force. Hence, if in

despair a few turn (for a moment forgetful of their impotency and

heedless of the dire consequences of their rash act) and face their

tyrants, surely there is some justification ? But this would not

warrant the alleged dastardly cruelties recently perpetrated which,

even if exaggerated, must be founded on facts. And now there can

hardly be much doubt about the matter, confirmed as it is by in-

dependent investigators representing some of the leading British

journals.

Those who have closely watched recent events and developments
in the various provinces of the Ottoman Empire must have noted

that something of an exceptional character is taking place. Several
' Free Journals

'

free in the sense that they expose outrages con-

doned, and in most cases encouraged and supported by Turkish

officials have been established within the last few months in Egypt,
and even in Europe. These newspapers notwithstanding the strict

prohibition of their admission into the country and the heavy fines

and imprisonment imposed upon all those who are found to have

received a copy have a wide circulation in every part of the

Turkish Empire. The earnest exhortation of the writers to rouse

the dormant spirit of the people to a sense of self-respect has already

had telling effect. It should not, however, be imagined that these

journals are of a revolutionary nature. On the contrary, the Sultan

is spoken of with the greatest respect ;
indeed in almost every issue

of these journals judging by a rough glance at some before me
an appeal is made to his Majesty to succour the people against the

oppression and tyranny of the officials. But the Palace intriguers the

individuals to whom I have referred turn a loyal appeal or petition

to a disloval threat, and by cunning convince the Sultan that those

journals are full of sedition, and the writers therein are traitors and in

the pay of England. This last accusation is highly amusing, for, as

can be easily proved, not a single native paper, published in Egypt or
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elsewhere, receives a farthing from the British Government. On the

other hand, it is notorious that several of the Arabic papers published
in Egypt receive a subsidy, not only from Turkey but likewise from

an interested European Power in order, to abuse ' the English
' and

the present regime of reform introduced by the Khedive's advisers

in the valley of the Nile.

The spark engendered by the Armenian atrocities is one which

will be rapidly followed by others, causing a flame that will well-nigh
consume the whole fabric of Turkish dominion, not alone in Europe,
but likewise in Asia.

One thing, and that alone, can prevent the conflagration and

catastrophe, if speedily done. It is for the Sultan, who alone can

perform the deed of salvation salvation of his throne, his empire, and

his subjects to act fearlessly and boldly, and with a determined effort

crush the power that has hitherto enslaved him and has been the

bane of his suffering people. Let him but proclaim throughout his

empire that he desires in reality to grant to every man his legitimate

rights and liberty, be he of whatever creed
;

let him, through the

trusted few, whom he knows to be truly loyal and on whose support he

can rely, make known his intention of enforcing immediate reforms
;

let him but denounce the traitors who surround him at present,

and who, under the garb of a pretended religious avocation and

by false counsels, have brought him down to a position of degra-
dation in the eyes of both the East and the West, to which no former

kaliph has ever descended
;

let him but do this then he will find

that the real notables, the learned scholars, the educated classes and

the masses, throughout the Islamic world, will hail the act as .the fore-

runner of the firm re-establishment of their faith, in its purer sense, as

desired by their Prophet, inspired, as they believe, by the ' One God/
His Majesty need then fear no charlatan who walked the deserts ol

Arabia to proclaim his sanctity and divine calling, nor an unknown
and probable scapegrace from the Afghan passes, nor a runaway monk

embracing Islam for material advantage. These, like all false pre-

tenders to prerogatives to which they have no rightful claim, are, by
their very nature, cowards and would succumb and become them-

selves suppliants for the mercy which they had not shown when the

master spirit frees himself from their fetters and acts with boldness,

for the sake and in the name of truth, right, and justice !

I grant that it is not easy for the Sultan to attain such a desir-

able achievement. At first sight it may even seem that his Majesty
would run considerable risk, both as regards his person and the

throne of his ancestors. On the other hand, should he take such a

step, which it is unquestionably his bounden duty to take and this

he can safely do with the support of Europe at his back he will

find that the Great Powers, especially interested in the maintenance

of his present rule, will afford him moral and material support. This
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they will do if only for the sake of maintaining the present clear

horizon, which an ameliorated condition of the people of the empire-
would ensure. The downfall of Abdul Hamid the Second, brought about

by the general rising of his subjects, active or indirect, must neces-

sarily threaten the peace of Europe ;
albeit that would, under

existing circumstances, be but a temporary, passing cloud. Let not,

his Majesty and his advisers any longer rely upon their former belief

that Turkish dominion must continue to exist so long as the Powers

of Europe contend for supremacy in the East : thus feeling secure in

a false position. Such diplomacy of playing one Power against
another has doubtless formerly served its purpose but it has also

served its time !

It should, therefore, be clearly understood that the Sultan, as an

individual, is not directly responsible, much less is he the real cause

of the recent massacres and the outrages which take place day after

day in every province of his kingdom. On the contrary, at different

times and on various occasions indeed, ever since he ascended the

throne he has shown that he is truly desirous of leading Turkey
into the path of progress, and of introducing such reforms as are

compatible with the character of the innumerable races under his

rule. In some measure his efforts have been successful. His hands,

however, have from the beginning been fettered. The cause of this

and the main obstacle which has hitherto prevented the full con^

summation of his praiseworthy desires and aims has been fear the

fear of giving offence to those soi-disant '

religious leaders
'

his

present real advisers, who have until the present intimidated his

Majesty, by claiming supreme power over the many millions of sub-

jects who hail him the Khaliph of Islam ! Not unreasonably Abdul

Hamid also fears the consequences of suddenly introducing reforms

which the various non-Christian subjects may regard as based upon
Western (and in their opinion infidel) standards.

A careful study of the history of former Sultans and the state of

the country at their time, as compared with the present, suffices to

show that the present ruler is, by an immeasurable distance, superior

to his predecessors, and by far the most enlightened sovereign that ever

sat on the Ottoman throne. All the more reason, therefore, why he

should now rise to the occasion and allow posterity to turn to the

epoch of his reign with pleasure and pride, as the dawn of the day
which has brought the light of civilisation and progress to his

country. It should be remembered that Abdul Hamid ascended the

throne under conditions which would have made the strongest ruler

fearful and suspicious. On the eve of a terrible war (which nothing
could have averted) and the country being in a bankrupt state

;
with

the knowledge that his immediate predecessor was declared insane a

charge which he well knew at the time, and which has since been

proved to be false and with the murder in the dead of night of
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Abdul Aziz constantly in his mind, the present Sultan was summoned

or rather forced to assume the reins of government.
It has already been admitted that of late some kind of progress

has been made. The actual benefits derived by the subjects at large,

however, may be truly regarded as nominal. Apologists for Turkey

only take into account the external appearance of advancement, in

the way of the erection of private and public buildings, the facilities

afforded to European commerce, &c.

The removal of abuses cannot be justly termed true reform, which

aims at the introduction of additional benefits rather than the extinc-

tion of former evil. It is true that in a degree there is now a con-

siderable modification of the intolerance formerly shown by Muham-
madans to the Christians. About thirty-five or forty years ago, even

in a place so near Europe as Beyrout, no Christian, of whatever class,

ever dared to pass in the street a Muhammadan on the right hand.

If one did so by mistake, he would at once receive an indignant

rebuke, and be commanded to retrace his steps and go on the left.

The words ' To the left !

'

still ring in the ears of many an old man
at the present day in Syria. And frequently the expressions were

not of so mild a form, but rather,
' To the left, you dog of an infidel :

curses be on your cross and religion !

' On a few occasions, when self-

respect, common to man, asserted itself, and the individual made but

a simple reply, it resulted in his receiving a severe cuffing, and, not

infrequently actual murder took place. Thirty-five years ago no

Christian in any part of Turkey ever dared to wear about his person
a single patch of green, for it was asserted that green was the

colour of the banner of the Prophet. No Muhammadan, even a

porter, would address a Christian as *

Sir,' nor does he do so at the

present day, the idea being that Muhammadans are the lords and

conquerors, Christians being only held in tolerance.

It is true that schools and colleges have been founded in the

various towns and cities of the empire during the last sixteen years ;

but this by no means implies the spread of education, and they

might be non-existent so far as real benefit to the rising generation
is concerned. Were it not for the missionary establishments (wherein
the Christian youth receives an elementary education, mostly in lan-

guages) the entire population would be steeped in gross ignorance.
The restrictions placed on all educational institutions are so varied

and numerous that there can be no hope of imparting knowledge
in the way of the ancient and modern history of nations except in

the form in which the censor permits. As a matter of fact the exist-

ence of those so-called Turkish schools is as absurd as the existence

-of the Turkish press ;
and their establishment is merely a blind in

.order to deceive the people of Europe, and a make-believe that

Turkey is progressing. What good can accrue from a muzzled press
that dares not record the simplest facts should the illiterate censor
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object ? What good use is there in a school where no historical

books are permitted to be used, or a common encyclopaedia allowed to

enter intact ? Comparative philology is unknown, for the simple reason

that no inquiry is permitted into the derivation or signification of

Arabic words except as found in the '

inspired Kuran '

: the fear

being that if such study were allowed in other languages, it might
give rise to a desire to apply the same methods to the sacred lan-

guage of Islam, and ' disturb the souls of the faithful.' How can the

achievements of modern science be taught in a country where such

simple words as
'

dynamite
'

or '

telephone
' must not even be mentioned

or referred to in a journal ? All books in European languages upon
these and similar subjects are strictly prohibited, and if found are

burnt, and the hapless owners are heavily fined, or, if poor, impri-
soned.

In connection with the '

telephone
'

it may not be generally known
that in no part of Turkey is the introduction of so useful and impor-
tant a mode of communication allowed, lest it may afford extra

facilities for secret organisation and possible plots on the part of
*

suspected
'

rebels. These ludicrous ideas emanate, of course, from

the learned shaikhs and advisers of the Sultan. Things, however,

were even worse before Abdul Hamid's time. Formerly no official

was employed at the Sultan's palace who knew any language but

Turkish. Four years ago, at the introduction of the late Sir W.
White, I made the acquaintance of Sureiya Pasha, the Sultan's late

private secretary. He was an intelligent, genial man of the old school
;

and the official who acted as interpreter, and who spoke in French,

explained the reason why his Excellency could only converse in Turk-

ish. He alluded to the matter with childish pride as to the *

great

improvements of the present day, under the benign rule of his

Imperial Majesty, when every official is permitted to learn one or two

European languages.'

That there are many truly honest and able statesmen in Turkey
none can deny ;

but they are always kept in the background. The

cause of this is the very fact of their being loyal to their sovereign

and their country. Naturally they are in the minority, and no effort

is spared by those in power (and more especially by
' the religious

leaders
')

to keep them as much as possible in obscurity. They are

either sent as governors or sub-governors to distant parts of the

empire, or kept semi-prisoners at their houses in Constantinople. If at

any time one of these honest servants should venture to protest

against mismanagement or abuse and take a firm stand, striving to

let his voice reach the ears of the Sultan, then that man is Doomed !

There are many secret ways, even in Turkey to-day, of removing

objectionable persons ! A story has recently gained currency and is

told in whispers at Constantinople that Sureiya Pasha, the Sultan's late

private secretary, did not die a natural death, but that his end was
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brought about through the medium of a well-known Arab shaikh, for

having ventured to give the Sultan sound advice relating to the

Armenian troubles, and the imperative necessity of introducing
immediate reform.

Probably the most able and distinguished statesman that Turkey
has ever known was the late deeply-lamented Fouad Pasha. Through-
out his life he strove to induce his master to awake from his lethargy
and seeming apathy. Like others, this loyal servant and patriot

died disappointed ;
but he left a monument which will ever keep his

memory fresh in the minds and in the hearts of the oppressed people
whose condition he had striven to improve. This is in the form of

a communication which he wrote at the last hour, on his deathbed.

It is a remarkable document, from which I give a few extracts, arid

which I translate as literally as possible :

Honoured Sire and esteemed Master, There only remain of my life on earth a

few days, or rather a limited number of hours. These I dedicate to the common

good, and to the service of your Majesty and my country. I desire to bring to the

notice of your Imperial Majesty in all diffidence, and for the last time, certain

opinions which I have long held, and still hold now at the hour of approaching

death, and which are of a sad nature, but are based upon the close observation of

a life-long service and the outcome of an unhappy experience. When this com-

munication reaches your Majesty I shall have departed this life, and I feel therefore

convinced that you will, for this once, give heed to my words nor suspect their

sincerity -for the voice that rises from the (/rave must utter the truth! God,
whose name be ever praised, has placed you in an important position of great

trust, but one that is surrounded by dangers. In order that your Majesty may
rightly carry out the duties of this high office, it is necessary for you, above all

things, to recognise the sad but certain fact that the Ottoman Empire is in great

danger. The rapid advance of our Western neighbours, as well as the innume-

rable and gross errors and mismanagement of your predecessors upon your illus-

trious throne, have encompassed us by all kinds of perils and difficulties. To escape
these dangers and calamities it behoves your Majesty to forget the past with all

its evil administration, and rise and lead the nation to new and noble aims on the

path of progress. Some evil-minded and ignorant men have striven to convince

your Majesty that it is possible to restore our ancient glory by means of our

antiquated system of government. This is a grievous mistake and a, fallacy.

True, had our neighbours, the Europeans, remained stationary, and in the same

state in which they formerly were, then our traditional methods would have

sufficed to have placed you in the position of judge and arbitrator of the destinies

of Europe and its governments. But, alas ! where do the nations of the West
stand to-day, as compared with their position, say, about 200 years ago ? They
have one and all passed by, surpassed, and left us behind by an immeasurable dis-

tance. Reform of every kind is an imperative need for the country. Our military

and civil schools, above all things, require reorganisation. Unfortunately, those of

your advisers who pretend to uphold the Islamic world and safeguard the

interests of the Muhammadan religion bar the way to our progress in accordance

with advanced modern thought. Such persons cannot be regarded as true Huhani-

madans: they are only ignorant fanatics. There is, in reality, no difference

between Islamic and foreign learning for knowledge is universal and shines like

the sun to illumine the mind. I say 'this after having carefully studied the

works of Muhammadan authors, and I find therein no indication which would

warrant the exclusion of Western learning. On the contrary, our former rulers
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and sages encouraged the adaptation and translation of works by non-Muslim

writers.

I would not, I humbly assure your Majesty, at this last hour of my life, and

when I soon expect to stand before the Great and Omnipotent Judge of the Uni-

verse, strive to deceive my liege master, my country, and co-religionists. I assure

your Majesty that modern learning, which comes to us through the medium of the

West, does not contain anything which is incompatible with our holy religion.

Moreover, I solemnly aver that such knowledge is essential for the maintenance of

our faith and our empire, and unless founded on such knowledge no European
kingdom could exist.

We are not sufficiently powerful to contend with our enemies, nor withstand

them in the time of war, unless supported by our friends and allies, while we
cannot even safely rely upon their help. We have not hitherto found that the

friendship of Great Britain to UB is as firmly established as her own laws ! But

we have gained many advantages from that Power, nor can we be independent of her

help in the future. I am firmly convinced that the British will be our foremost
but the last of our European allies !

So long as general education is in its present lamentable state, we shall con-

tinue to be backward indeed, we shall sink even lower. Government schools and

colleges should be established throughout the empire upon a footing suitable to the

present day ; otherwise, we shall continue to remain the impotent and ignorant

people we are regarded as being by all the nations of Europe. Maladministration

has been one of the main causes which has retarded the advancement of education.

It is an all-important matter, to which I earnestly call the serious attention of

my successors, notwithstanding the fact that I am well aware that the majority of

ignorant and self-interested individuals regard me as an enemy to the religion and

to the government. The day, however, is at hand when they will realise, to their

bitter sorrow, their error and misjudgment of the man who has striven to loyally

serve your Majesty and the empire, which they have well-nigh crumbled to the

dust.

Lack of education, self-sought ignorance, religious fanaticism,

and the persecution of the Christians have all helped to keep Turkey
in a state of immobility added to the evil influence of the ullemahs

or religious leaders. Not only the Aimenians and the other Christians .

of Turkey suffer persecution. The non-Christian subjects, likewise,

are oppressed by Turkish official tyranny and misrule.

In truth, everything points to entire dissolution. At every turn

cne sees signs of rapid decay.

The dark, threatening clouds that are now hovering over Turkey
must inevitably break into a storm unless dispersed by an immediate,

vigorous action on the part of the Sultan himself. Low but continued

sounds, rising louder every day, are distinctly heard from one end

of the country to the other, and herald the coming doom.

Through the strenuous efforts of a few of their countrymen in

England the Armenians have succeeded in enlisting the sympathy of

the British nation, and the recent outrages have been made widely
known. As a matter of truth, however, similar atrocities (in a

minor degree) take place day by day in every province of troubled

Turkey.
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It is earnestly to be hoped that his Majesty the Sultan will now
rise from his kismet-like resignation and strike down the offenders,

removing the evil cause of the present unhappy state of the country,

and surround himself with able and loyal statesmen. With true,

trusty men at his right hand he may be enabled to repair the fabric

of his empire. Then the people of the country may rise, from the

ruins of the past, to equal heights of glory to those at present enjoyed

by the nations of the West.

H. ANTHONY SALMON^.
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A MAY QUEEN FESTIVAL
WITH LETTERS FROM MR. RUSKIN

I'm to be Queen of the May, mother.

TENNYSON".

SOME of Mr. Kuskin's schemes have been disastrous failures. The

phrase is his own. Our object is to speak of one that has been a

complete and ever-extending success viz. his desire to brighten and

elevate girl child-life. Our object is, next, to say to the reader, Go and

do otherwise in the same spirit ;
for no disciple of the Master is to be

a mere Euskinian. I shall show in his own words how thoughtful
he was for the young ;

how anxious he was to provide for their

entertainment ;
how he spared neither time nor thought nor money

in giving pleasure and teaching ways of enjoyment. It was fortunate

for the success of this scheme that he at last hit upon the place where

his lessons and gifts were sure to increase in a geometrical progres-
sion. Whatever his failures, he has been pre-eminently successful in

what surely needs to be taught viz. Simple and healthy, human and

ennobling, pleasures. He does not greatly believe in the teaching we
'hear so much about arithmetic, science, compulsory attendance, and

competitive examinations. Most of these things he cordially hates.

Most of our boasted teaching he likens to loading a barge with rub-

bish until it sinks. He would have only those taught who wish to

learn, and no others. What a Land of Groshen for teachers ! Reli-

gious education, and technical education, he utterly approves ;
and he

would have every girl taught how to sing, sew, dance, cook, and look

pretty. And he has taught many successive generations of our

students how much real and keen enjoyment can be obtained
;
how

much pleasure, with no sting in it, can be had from simple but pretty

dresses, wild flowers, dance and song ;
and these students in turn

have introduced such pleasurable enjoyment into hundreds and

hundreds of girls' and infant schools all over England. Such a mighty
increase is a crowning success.
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II

Then came faire May, the fairest mayde, on ground
Deckt all with dainties of her season's pride,

And throwing flowers out of her lap around.

SPENSEK.

May games appear to be a survival of the Eoman Floralia, Morales-

Ludi, feast in honour of the Goddess Flora, Spring Feast, a jollification

over the revival of Nature from her winter sleep. The Maypole,

according to some, is a mark of Nature-worship. Says Bourne, in his

Antiquitates Vulgares (chap. xxv. quoted in Strutt's Sports and

Pastimes, p. 351) :

On the Calends or 1st of May, commonly called May Day, the juvenile part of

both sexes were wont to rise a little after midnight, and walk to some neighbour-

ing wood, accompanied with music and blowing of horns, where they break down
branches from the trees, and adorn them with nosegays and crowns of flowers

;.

when this is done they return with their booty homeward, about the rising of the

sun, and make their doors and windows to triumph with their flowery spoils ;
and

the after part of the day is chiefly spent in dancing round a tall pole which is

called a May Pole
; and, being placed in a convenient part of the village, stands

there as it were consecrated to the Goddess of Flowers, without any violation being
offered to it the whole circle of the year.

It has to be sadly confessed that some evil was intermingled with

this good, and it is the good we want without the evil.

Spenser, in his Shepheard's Calender (JEgloga Quinta, May)

Is not thilke the mery mcneth of may
When love lads masken in fresh aray ?

Youngthes folke now flocken in everywhere
To gather may buskets and smelling brere,

And home they hasten the postes to dight
And all the kirk pillars ere daylight
With hawthorn buds and sweet eglantine

And girlonds of roses and soppes-in-wine [i.e. pinks].

Sir Thomas Malory tells us that Queen Guinevere held May
revels :

So it befel on the inoneth of may Quene Guenever called unto her knyghtes of

the Table Round and she gafe them warnynge that erly upon the morowe she wolde

ryde on Mayeng into woodes and feldes besyde Westmynstre [think of it
!]

and I

warne you that there be none of you but that he be wel horsed and that ye alle

be clothed in grene outlier in sylke outher in clothe and I shall brynge with me
ten ladyes and every knyght shall have a ladye behind him. . . .

1

1 Book xviii. cap. 1.
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In Chaucer's Court of Love all the court goes forth early on May
morning to fetch flowers, and branches, and blooms. And the whole

English Court in the time of Henry the Eighth frequently engaged in

May games, masks, and mummeries in Greenwich Park, not unaccom-

panied by the great Cardinal in a quiet and seemly way. Spring's

delights were pleasant to the bluff and jolly king. It is a long way
back to him who said * Dulce est desipere in loco, but it is an ever-

present truth, and proved his humanity, and his immortality.

The Spectator, No. 365 (1712), gives an account of the dancing
of milkmaids round the Maypole. In some places it was customary
to lead a cow about with her horns gilt, and her body nearly covered

with ribbons and green leaves and flowers.

The more or less melancholy spectacle of Jack-in-the-Green
,
now

rare, managed by chimney-sweeps, so dear to the sympathetic soul of

Elia, and followed by a wondering and mocking crowd of boys, is

almost all that remains of these delights.

Nearly every one of our large county histories contains descrip-

tions of May games, and Maypoles, for the cost of which many of the

churchwardens' accounts, published by the various Archaeological

Societies, stand in evidence.

May Day, then, as we learn from Dan Chaucer, Milton, Spenser,

and Shakespeare, was a day of rejoicing in all Old England ;
and it is

one of Mr. Kuskin's desires to make this Old England of ours, which

is now an older England, merrie England once more. And he has

partly succeeded, and is certain to succeed yet more.

\Ve are told that the parishes of London vied with one another

in the height and decoration of their Maypoles. One was kept in

Gerard's Hall, Basing Lane, forty feet high. At the Eestoration

one was erected in the Strand in mighty defiance of Puritan London,

130 feet high. So high and big was it that some of the sailors

under Lord High Admiral James Duke of York were employed four

hours to raise it up with ropes and pulleys. Pope refers to this one.

Then there was the Maypole from which St. Andrew Undershaft was

named. When taken down it was kept in Shaft Alley, resting on

hooks above the doors of the houses. But, alas ! after a sermon at

Paul's Cross in which this Maypole was denounced by name as a

symbol of idolatry, it was sawn up and burnt, each inhabitant taking
the piece that his house measured. And there was a grand one

erected in Drury Lane by John Clarges, a blacksmith, to commemo-
rate the fact of his daughter's marriage with Monk, afterwards Duke

of Albemarle. Hone says he saw a Maypole in Kennington in ] 795.

And some have been seen since then, and more we hope will be

seen.

Besant, in his racy and entertaining volume on London, recently

published, says :

'

Perhaps the greatest festival in the year was May
Day. ... All the young people went out on the Eve of May Day
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into the Fields to gather boughs and whitethorn flowers (for May
Day was a fortnight later then than it is now, owing to the change
from Old to New style September 3-14, 1752). And there was

morris-dancing with Robin Hood, &c., and Chepe and Cornhill and

Gracechurch Street were transformed into leafy lanes and woodland

ways, and alleys cut through hawthorn and wild rose.'

Washington Irving was delighted with the sight of a Maypole
somewhere in Cheshire, near where ' Deva wound its wizard stream.'

And he says :
' One can readily imagine what a gay scene it must

have been in jolly old London when the doors were decorated with

flowering branches, when every hat was decked with hawthorn, and

Robin Hood and Maid Marian were Lord and Lady of the May.'
It was not all delight, however, for in the time of Henry the

Eighth the 'prentices revolted and killed some foreigners, and so

that day was remembered as Evil May Day.
But the Puritans were the great enemies of May games and the

Maypole. During the Commonwealth all May games were pro-

hibited, and Maypoles ordered to be taken down and burnt, just as the

Long Parliament had ordered in 1644. At the Restoration, how-

ever, they were allowed again, as we have seen, and summer was

brought, and danced, and sung in, more riotously than ever
;
and the

roysterers decorated the houses of well-known Puritans other than

pleasantly.

The animosity of the Puritans was partly political, partly reli-

gious political because May games were commanded by the Book of

Sports, both of James the First and Charles the First
;
and religious

because they had been allowed in Roman Catholic times, and so were

denounced as idolatrous. Indeed, when a Puritan preacher was

gravelled for lack of better matter, there always remained for invec-

tive Maypoles, May games, the Scarlet Woman of Rome, and the

surplice of the English Church.

Sir Arthur Cokain says of them, jesting not amiss :

Because they May Poles hate with all their Soul

I think because a Cardinal was a Pole.

'

If,' said one preacher,
* Moses was angry when he saw the people

dance round a golden calf, well may we be angry to see people dan-

cing the morrice about a post
'

;
and again,

' the rude rabble set up
their Ensign of Idolatry and Profaneness even in Cheapside.'

A poem of 1646 says :

And harmless May Poles are rail'd upon
As if they were the towers of Babylon.

In a pamphlet of 1691 we have ' Remember the blessed times

when everything in the world that was displeasing and offensive to

the " brethren
"
went under the name of horrid and abominable Popish
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superstitions : organs and Maypoles; surplices and long hair
;
cathe-

drals and play-houses ;
set forms of prayer and painted glass ;

fonts

and Apostle spoons
'

a long list.

We still have Mayfair, but there is no fair now.

As a boy I remember in Lincolnshire morris-dancers called

Plough jags, with the hobby-horse, on Plough Monday i.e. the first

Monday after Old Twelfth Day. But these have almost ceased to

show their sweethearts' ribbons and rude fun. Chilham in Kent, and

Horncastle in Lincolnshire, are both mentioned in Hone, bat the

Vicars of these places have been kind enough to tell me that ' No old

May Day customs remain.' But the Vicar of Horncastle says :

'

They

carry about baskets of flowers/ thinking it only a modern custom,

whereas it is as old as the hills. My wife remembers as a child in

Devonshire the dances round the Maypole.
We have seen that it was customary to have a Lord of May as

well as a Lady as Queen of May. But it was long ago. Even the lan-

guage of the descriptions shows the long ago. The May King, Eobin

Hood, was to have a baldrick of blue tarantine, silver embroidered.

The May Queen, Maid Marian, was to be habited in watchet-coloured

tissue (light blue) and her two maidens were to have white courtpies

with girdles of silver baudekin ; they were to be dressed, that is to

say, in tabards or short jackets, with girdles of cloth of silver.

It is surely a poor result of our modern boasted civilisation that

all this game and play is of the long ago, as if we had now forgotten

how to play. The Englishman takes his pleasure sadly. The typical

workman's holiday with wife and children is it not a long journey,
in a crowded excursion train, starting in the small hours of one

morning and returning in the smaller of the next ? The governors
and masters of cities never play now with their apprentices, except,

perhaps, at cricket, for which last let us rejoice. And the Boat-race

remains a grand holiday for London.

The revived May games at Orpington, Kent, were not held last

year because of the unmanageable crowds that came the year before

by railway. It is sad that Mr. Joynson's revival of a good old

English May Day, with pole, and games, and processions, and dances,

and races, and shooting at the quintain, and all the rest of it, was

thus defeated, let us hope only for that once. We certainly need to

learn how to play. And we are learning. Nearly every boys' and

girls' school of any note has now a gymnasium. There are the Inter-

University sports ;
the Grasmere wrestling matches

; cricket, hockey ;

and now there may often be seen men and women carrying about

golf clubs with definite purpose of using them. And the young lady
in Punch l discovered

'

that golf was actually played in Scotland.
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III

To do observance for a morn of May.

Midsummer-Night"
1

s Dream.

Extracts from Mr. Buskin's Letters on the matter of the May
Queen Festival at Whitelands College.

January 25, 1881, Brantwood.

[After expressing a strong hatred against prizes, and competitive

examinations.]
'

Suppose you make it a custom that the scholars

should annually choose, by ballot, with vowed secrecy, their Queen
of May, and that the elected Queen had (with other more important

rights) that of giving the Proserpina to the girl she thought likeliest

to use it with advantage ? It would be a stimulus to me to get out

another volume quickly.'
2

I accepted with eager delight, and there followed on the 28th of

January, 1881 :

My dear Friend, I am mightily delighted by your concession to

my romantic fancies, and greatly interested to know how the thing
will work. Your idea of entrusting the Queen with some queenly
duties of helping others is very delightful also. In my first endeavour

to get this notion realised, it was to be in a country town all the

schoolgirls over seventeen and under twenty-one being eligible

and the electors to be all between ten and seventeen
;
and the Queen

was to choose two maiden colleagues whom she would, or ' ministers
'

rather, and, with their advice and personal aid, was to administer a

certain sum annually to the poor of the town, for their better comfort

and pleasure not parish relief, nor physic nor coals and blankets,

but nice things and unheard of, and unthought of, except by the

May Queen. I had nearly got this done by a girl who was at one

time a steady disciple of mine and rich. Her relations moved
heaven and earth to stop it (moved the other place and earth I mean),
and got it stopped until the girl fell in love with somebody who I

suppose taught her to make a better use of her money, for I have

never heard of her since. But I think in the quieter and yet more

dignified conditions under which the experiment will be tried at

Whitelands it has better chance of success. And for my own part of

the business, I will give you the entire series of my constant publi-

cations, every year, from the first to the last. This does not include

the Seven Lamps, of which the supply is limited nor Fors which

is not meant for girls,
3 but all the blue-backed ones with Frondes,

- Mr. Kuskin's Studies in Wayside Flowers, then in course of publication, and
which reached in all ten parts.

3 Yet both have always been given.
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the new Stones of Venice (i.e. sm. edit.), Bible of Amiens, &c., and

the Queen shall, by necessary rule, keep for herself either Sesame or

the Queen of the Air, whichever she likes best, and she shall give

one book to each of the girls whom she shall choose for it. ...
Ever affectionately yours,

J. KUSKIN.

Brantwood: April 4, 1881.

Dear Mr. Faunthorpe, It is still winter here
;
but by count of

days the May is coming, I suppose I've almost ceased counting them

in this last illness
;
but am awake out of the wild sleep once more :

and hope that I may still see a May morning in this and yet another

or another year.

I hope the May Queenship is beginning to be thought of. I

write to-day to my publisher to get a perfect set of books ready . . .

Ever faithfully yours.

April 6.

I've written to-day to a goldsmith in whom I have confidence

about a little cross of gold and white May blossom in enamel for the

Queen :
4 I think it will be more proper for the kind of collegiate

Queen it is to be than a crown or fillet for the hair.

I don't think you need be anxious about me any more just now
;

the illness has done me very little mischief, and that little mendable

in time, nor that a long time with common prudence. And so al-

ways believe me,
Ever affectionately yours.

April 6.

... I console myself with conveyance of a piece of, to me, very

pleasant news, that Mrs. Severn has made a sketch of our hawthorn

cross, which I think quite lovely, and I've sent it to be put in hand

to-day. . . .

April 21.

In case anything should be already in debate of the May matter

(though I hope you're still all at play, and nobody come back), this

is just to say that all your letter was delightful to me. and nothing

on my part to be said either more or modifying : except only that I

think there's just a souppon of too much fuss about the matter. I

should rather have liked the girls to have chosen their Queen in their

own time and way, and presented her to the Principal (who should

have been studiously kept out of sight, knowledge, and fear during

the election
;
and profoundly in the dark as to its results till May

morning), in a crown of primroses or violets at breakfast, the principal

being expected to be her most obedient all that day and then think

4 See Mr. Cooke's Studies in Rmldn, where it is figured.
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no more about her. That would seem to me a little the healthier

way. It will be very awful for the Queen surely as you have planned

it, but I suppose more morally tremendous and impressive to every-

body. Bat &c., &c. . . .

April 24.

Do you really think I've written no more than fifteen books?

You'll have to send me some more labels.
5 I've ordered the books to

be sent directly. The cross is sure to be ready in good time, I doubt

not, but the hawthorn blossom will only be gold this time. I couldn't

get enamel done safely.

April 26.

If I was a girl I'd like anybody to call me a Senior ! ... Of

course there's to be a cross every year. The being the likeablest or

nicest girl of one hundred and sixty is surely a thing which deserves

memory from all who care for her or will care worth at least so much

fastening of it as may be in a little golden trinket. The books are

sure to come all right, but I'm getting nervous about the cross. . . .

April 29.

My dear Faunthorpe, So far from being stupid or not enough,
this letter of yours is as sweet and full as one of our prettiest pools of

kindliest streams.

I am particularly happy in the change to the juniors for the

Queen ship.
6 It seems to me to avoid the harm of serious mortifica-

tion or even anger in the higher mind animis ccelestibus it will

answer all prudential conditions in the wise handmaidens, and image
more completely what should be the typical state of young Queens and

Kings, having graver advisers
;
also it makes the whole thing less

tremendous, more amusing, and in the following year the position of

the Queen much less invidious, or, to herself, difficult. .

The little cross is safe here and will do for this year, but it may
be much improved on when I am able to see after it in time next

year. It shall be sent so as to reach you registered by the Saturday

morning's post. I forgot this was Friday, but I had to telegraph for

another pattern of the chain, but it is sure to be in time posted on

Saturday.
I send a dozen more signed labels, some come more glibly off than

others, and there may be a little choice. I really thought the books

would have come to two dozen 7 but two or three are out of print. I

send only the first volume of Fors, which has pictures and it includes

the rest. The Seven Lamps may be out of print in a year, but I

hope Amiens in print ;

8 much the better book. . . .

5 The College prize label, put in each book and signed for many years by Mr.
Ruskin.

6 I.e. the May Queen was to be chosen by the whole college, from the junior or

first-year body.
7
They always come above three. 8

I.e. The SiUe of Amiens.

VOL. XXXVU No. 219 3D
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It afflicts me to find Edward the Confessor objecting to May
jollities.

In case any friends of Mr. and Mrs. Severn, or of mine should

appeal for admission on Monday, I am sure I may trust your kindness

to allow them to express their sympathy in the proceedings.
Ever gratefully and affectionately yours.

May, 1881.

But what do the girls know, then, if they don't know about the

cross or the books ? and what a confusion you'll have in their heads

all at once. I do hope no accident will hinder the arrival of the cross

in due time
;
but in case such a mischance should befall, the girls

can always make a little crown of flowers which will do for coronation.

I am pleased with the chain now, and think it well worth the little

risk of delay. Next year there shall be more than one thorn in the

cross, however
;

it isn't moral to be all blossom and no prickles.

As I count, the labels I sent will be exactly enough. I threw

away the others, but if any are wanting they can easily be put in

afterwards. I hope you will all have a happy and not harmful day,
9

and am affectionately yours.

You will be a little happier to know that I am really very well

myself, and am painting currant leaves, and have proof of the

Dabchicks from press this morning, and I think it reads well.

Perhaps you might read the first section to the girls to-morrow. . . .

May 2.

. . . We were all so grateful for your telegram . . . and have been

quite as happy as you ever since.

May 3.

. . . How could you find time to write me such a nice letter in

your busy day ? And it has made us all here intensely happy. It is

very delightful to me that the girls know each other's beauty as well

as goodness, and I like the three 'Queen likes her' for reasons

good.
10 The only thorn to me in the matter is a little ashamedness

of giving my own books only. . . .

Love to the Queen and her maidens,

Ever your affectionate

J. KUSKIN.

May 16, 1881.

Dear Faunthorpe, When am I to have my photographs ?
u I've

been getting more and more excited at every post, and there are two

a day even here. . . .

\Ve all did. On the whole, it was the most perfect May Queen Day, just be-

cause no one knew anything at oat it, and the students elected the right Queen.
10

I.e. why books were given.
11 That of the first May Queen, &c
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May 22.

Photos both quite safe, but I'm rather frightened ofmy Queen. She

looks to me between thirty-five and thirty-eight,
12 and rather as if

she would bring back the Inquisition and trial by the rack. Photo-

graphs are horrid things ! . . .

July 1, 1881.

My dear Friend I am so very glad to hear of this success of the May
Queen's choice. That Apothecary Gold Medal is a real distinction.

I will send Miss Croucher my next Proserpina the moment it's out. 13
. .

November 27, 1881.

Dear Faunthorpe, But, as far as I could make out, you had both 14

been telling her that her letters would only be troublesome, and I was

bound for truth's sake to efface that impression.

This refers to the letters of the Master to Ellen Osborne, the first

May Queen, of which the following are copies :

Brantwood, Coniston, Lancashire,

November 20, 1831.

My dear Queen, Your little note was a great comfort to me

yesterday, for I am in a little valley, or glen, of shadow just now, and

feel wonderfully tired and cold in it
;
and don't quite know what's

the matter
;
but a girl's letter always doss me good, more especially

a queen's or maid of honour's. I'm thinking over what next is to

come in that cabinet
;
but I chance to be among minerals just now

and I want you to have a good mineral cabinet at Whitelands before

long, as soon as I've written a grammar of crystals for you.

Meantime I've sent you to-day seven little crumbs of crystallised

gold, which if you will set in order as opposite on the little tray sent

also, will be rather a pretty beginning of things : under a lens No. 5

is one of the most delicate pieces I have ever seen. A series of such

things in a very shallow drawer under one plate of good glass is the

first thing we must try to achieve, and let me try to manage it under

your Majesty's reign, and remain always

Your affectionate and faithful servant,

JOHX KUSKIN.

The envelope with the gold is at the bottom of the box under the

cotton.
Brantwood, Coniston, Lancashire,

Thursday, November 24, 1881.

My dear Queen, It's very nice getting these pretty letters of

thanks with a little love at the end of each, which one can save up
and keep, and it will make ever so much in time, won't it ?

12 She was about twenty.
13 This refers to the Gold Medal given for Botany by the Apothecaries' Society,

which the College won sevtral limes.

14 The Principal, and Hiss Stanley, the head governess.

3 D 2
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I've been looking through my books to find some more that would

be nice for Whitelands, partly to get another letter, and partly

because I'm ashamed to have pretty books and never use them, and

practically I find that nearly all my books get mildewed on my
shelves for want of use. I hope one that I'm sending is pretty safe,

for it has always been near me, that's near the fire too, in my study :

the Hungarian noble's book on the wild plants of Hungary. It is

done like a gentleman, and there is a certain old Dresden china look

about its covers which one doesn't get now-a-days ! Also the plates

are so well yet so simply drawn that they may almost serve for

standards of right botanical drawing, and may be copied with extreme

advantage.
The two volumes of Italian birds are very good for modern work,

and parts of the plumage are very well drawn.

The two thin folios of heaths may interest the botanical class
;

and are thorough work.

Finally the book on palms is one which I did get so far in using
as to rend it all to pieces, and lose most of the text. That's my
usual elementary operation, and then I begin to make something of

what's left. But I see well enough I shall never do, or say, anything
about palms, and the wrecks of the books may be helpful here and

there to the classes.

I thought it immensely sweet of your Principal to accept some

ruins of the like kind of my own old working books
; please give him

my love and say how pleased I was with his letter as well as yours.

Ever, my dear Ellen, as far as my poor little
* ever

'

may reach,

Affectionately yours,

J. EUSKIN.

The books referred to above form a small part of Mr. Raskin's

gifts to the College.

IV

The flowery May who from her green lap throws

The yellow cowslip and the pale primrose.

Thus we salute thee with our early song
And welcome thee and wish thee long.

MILTON.

We will now give a brief account of the May Day celebration at

Whitelands, premising that in certain matters one account is the

account of all. There are variations of course. The mottoes in the

books are different each year. The May Queen has been invested

with Mr. Ruskin's beautiful gold May Cross by H.R.H. the

Duchess of Albany, H.S.H. the Princess Edward of Saxe Weimar, the

Duchess of Westminster, the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, Lady Cadogan,
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Lady Eden, Lady Savory, Mrs. Arthur Severn, Mrs. Bishop, Mrs.

Firth, &c., always, as the Master says, some one very pleasant and
1

Primrosy.' The Queen was invested one year by Mrs. Burne-Jones

(now Lady), and that year the cross was designed by her husband.

Since then it has been designed by Mr. or Mrs. Arthur Severn.

Then there is the dress of the May Queen ! This has exercised

our minds very much. Imagine, good lady reader, preparing a dress

which shall fit and suit a tall girl or a short
;
Miss Embonpoint,

or Miss Threetees (that thin thing). We have never succeeded

in pleasing the Master, even when Kate Grreenaway designed it for

us at his request. So now Miss Stanley, the head governess, arranges
beforehand a suitable simple robe that will fit anybody with a little

arrangement, and the students present it to their Queen.

It is not quite true that the students are up all night preparing,
as in some of the old accounts we read the '

youngthes folke
'

were
;

but they are up as soon as it is light ;
and if there be a pleasant spot

in London on the first of May that spot is inside the walls of White-

lands College. Be sure they do not require that morning old

Herrick's ' Get up, get up, for shame.' And all over the country,
from Newcastle to Exeter, Carlisle to Ramsgate, the friends of the

students have them in their thoughts, and there are so many parcels

of flowers in the morning that the postman has to come in the plural

number. There are no kirk pillars to dight, but the beautiful chapel,

and the cloisters, and the lobbies, and the day room, and the large
lecture room, which is to be the scene of the election, coronation,

Maypole dancing, &c., are all made as pretty as wreaths of evergreens
twined by willing and delicate fingers can adorn them. The dais

and throne are always very tastefully done. But there is alas ! no

whitethorn, no May blossom, for sufficient reasons.

First comes the procession into chapel, the students singing
' For

all Thy love ,and goodness
'

or some other suitable Spring hymn. A
more beautiful vision than that chapel with one hundred and sixty

young girls all clad in some simple dress and crowned with or carrying
flowers

;
with fifteen full-length figures by Sir Edward Burne-Jones

and Morris looking down upon them from the windows, is to be seen

once a year, and only once. That is a beautiful service on the Feast

of St. Philip and St. James.

There is a special collect for the giver of the day's pleasure, as

follows :

O Lord God Almighty, Lord and Creator of the bodies and souls of men,
Maker and Inspirer of the mightiest intellects, we all pray Thee to bless and pre-

serve John Ruskin, to whom we owe the pleasures of this day : stand by him in

troubles, so that they may have no power over him : let Thy holy angels ever

guard him : comfort him with the love of the young, for he is now Thy aged
servant : and finally take him to Thyself, for Jesus Christ His sake. Amen.

Procession round the small garden, weather permitting ; proces-
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sion through the day room and up to the dai's follows, led by the

last year's May Queen, headed by about twenty of the tallest students

with flower wands
;

all do obeisance and take their seats, whereupon
the last year's Queen resigns, with a pretty speech, and has a fillet of

Forget-me-nots put upon her head. This is figured in Mr. Cooke's

Studies of Ruslrin. The ballot for the May Queen then takes place,

and during the time the votes are being counted the Principal makes

a short address on some topic suitable to the occasion, as, for example,
books Mr. Euskin's books

;
his teaching ;

what he wishes girls to

learn, viz. how to cook, sew, and look pretty ;
or &c.

; glees are sung,
and the Maypole dance with coloured ribbons is danced once or twice or

oftener, and by this time the May Queen is known. As soon as the

Queen can be dressed, and as soon as she and her maidens have

decided to whom the forty volumes are to be given, all of which

takes a good hour or more
;
time occupied by the students in more

songs, and more dances, and more glees, and solos on the piano, &c.,

then follows the May Queen's procession ; anxiously rehearsed the

day before, so that there may be no hitch.

First comes the cross carried on a cushion, then the books by
bearers two and two

;
the bodyguard, and then the May Queen

attended by as many previous Queens as can come, all wearing their

crosses
; and, lastly, all the students two and two.

The Queen takes her seat on the dais. All the students do

obeisance, and there bursts forth the song,

Was never such a maiden.

Never such a Queen ?

The Queen is now invested with the cross and necklet, and the distri-

bution of royal gifts commences, the Queen keeping for herself by

right the Queen of the Air.

The inevitable photographer comes next, and Messrs. Eussell have

succeeded in taking some really good groups from time to time both

in college and at their own studio. The flowers are taken down,

made into posies, and sent to all the neighbouring hospitals, so that

the patients also know that it is May.
It will be seen from this brief account that Mr. Euskin has suc-

ceeded in a real revival of May games, in a real giving of elevating

pleasure to the young. For all the students, one hundred and sixty

four of them, are to be schoolmistresses, and one of the most grati-

fying facts is that every year we have accounts of May Queen cele-

brations in National and other schools up and down England. One

of the best was at Blackheath, near Dudley. Mr. Euskin has also

a Eose Queen in the High School for (Kris at Cork under Miss

Martin, a former Whitelands governess.

JOHN P.
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POSTSCRIPT. One of the most interesting outgrowths from the

College May Q,ueen Festival is the Rose Festival in the Whitelands

schools, the cross being given to the elected rosiere by Mrs. Faun-

thorpe ; and, were it not high treason, I should like to say that

the chapel quite full of little maidens, daintily dressed, and wearing
no flowers but a profusion of roses, is a more beautiful sight than on

the Feast of St. Philip and St. James. J. P. F.
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THE ANCIENT ENGLISH OFFICE OF

THE EASTER SEPULCHRE

THE ceremony of the ' Easter Sepulchre
'

was one of the most

beautiful and touching of the rites peculiar and appertaining to old

English church ceremonial
;
and although of the most simple, it was

one of the most elaborate. The Sepulchre itself, although in use for

a very short period, hardly two days in each year, was often an ornate

and costly structure, surrounded by a wealth of adornment
;
and to-

judge from the many and various gifts to it, and its beautifying

through a long series of years, it was the one of all the Passion-tyde
ceremonies by which the minds of mediaeval churchfolk were most

deeply affected .

On Maundy Thursday the celebrating priest consecrated three

Hosts
;
one for reception that day, another for use on (rood Friday,

when there was no Consecration, and the third to be shut up in the-

Pyx, and hidden away or buried in the Easter Sepulchre, where-

in it was deposited with the Cross from the time of the Adoration

of the latter on Grood Friday until the dawn of Easter Day, when it

was again replaced above the altar, a constant succession of watchers-

meanwhile, day and night, praying and reciting psalms and litanies-

before it.

The origin of this Sepulchre rite is not known. It may probably
have had its rise in the old Mystery Plays, which were wont to be

performed in the churches, and, indeed, the characteristics of some of

the Sepulchre Offices would lend support to such a theory. However,

we know that at first the Sepulchre ceremony appertained only to-

the burial of the Cross, and not to the Blessed Sacrament. It is true

that there appears to have been a continental fashion of setting up
the reserved Sacrament in a suitably adorned place of repose for the

purpose of adoration, and as a peculiar devotion of Holy Week, but.

the Latin Directory makes no mention whatever of the Sepulchre,.

nor of burying the Cross, neither is the name '

Sepulchre
'

given to-

the place of repose.

Moreover, we find an early approval given to a custom of certain

religious devised by them for the strengthening of the faith of the
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ignorant and of converts (indocti vulgi ac neophytorum); i.e. a place
was prepared at one side of the altar, to look like a tomb, to which r

after the solemn adoration of the Cross, the deacons came with the

Cross, which they had wrapped in a winding-sheet, and laid it in the

tomb, singing certain antiphons.

On the other hand both usages the burial of the Cross and of

the Host are found mentioned in a certain Norman treatise on the

offices of the Church (Migne, Patrologia, torn, cxlvii. p. 50), of John,
brother of Richard, Duke of Normandy, Archbishop of Rouen, and a

contemporary of Lanfranc, dated A.D. 1079, which gives directions

for honourable reservation of the Blessed Sacrament from Thursday
to Friday, and orders a light to be kept burning before it until the

extinction of the last taper in the * Tenebrse
'

office on that (Thursday)

night. The Cross, after its adoration on Good Friday, was to be

washed with wine and water, and the ablution given to the priests-

and people to drink after the Good Friday Communion, in memory
of the blood and water which flowed from the side of the crucified

Redeemer. After washing, the Cross was to be carried to the

Sepulchre, thence to be triumphantly taken early on Easter morn r

the choir singing the anthem Surrexit Dominus.

Thus it will be seen that the Blessed Sacrament had no connec-

tion whatever with the Sepulchre rite in the beginning, which alone

applied to the burial of the Cross after it had been crept to or adored

on Good Friday, and it was only in process of time that the Host

came to be reserved or ' buried
' with the Cross in the Sepulchre, when

the devotion of the faithful came to be more naturally directed to

the Blessed Sacrament than to the Cross itself.

The precise period when the addition took place is unknown, but

a French MS. of the thirteenth century shows that the ceremonial

described in Regularis Concor&ia of St. Dunstan was at that time

transferred to the Blessed Sacrament. (Office du Sepulcre selon I'usage

de I'Abbaye d'Origny, Paris, 1858. Vide Union Review for 1870,

p. 433.)

The Sarum Directorium of St. Osmund, edited by Dr. Rock, is

also of the thirteenth century, in which, though the directions for

Good Friday are wanting, the taking of the body of our Lord from

the Sepulchre early on Easter morning is mentioned, as well as that

of the Cross :

' In die Paschce ante Matut. duo excellentiores presbyteri in superpelliciis, prius
incensato sepulchro, cum magna veneratione corpus Dominicum super altare deponant,
deinde crucem de sepulchro tollant.' (Rock, vol. iv. p. 53.)

Nevertheless, at Hereford, previous to the fifteenth century,
the Cross only was placed in the Sepulchre, though the Missal

orders one of the Hosts, consecrated on Good Friday, to be placed
with the Cross in the Sepulchre. The York Missal, too, though
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giving directions about the Sepulchre, for the Cross, does not ex-

plicitly order the Blessed Sacrament to be placed there; and the

Arbuthnot Missal, while proving the extension of the devotion of the

Sepulchre to Scotland, on the contrary directs the Blessed Sacrament

to be placed with the Cross in the Sepulchre.
The original form of the Easter Sepulchre, or Pascal, as it was

sometimes called, was that of a simple arched recess generally (but
not always, as witnessed by the example at Brokenhurst Church, Hants,
which is on the south side of the chancel, and no sepulchral arches

appear of earlier date than the thirteenth century) in the north wall

of the chancel, in the vicinity of the High Altar. Many of the so-

called aumbries may have been utilised for this purpose, as well as for

the ordinary reservation where the suspended or hanging Pyx or Dove

was not in use : as, for example, the double recess, surrounded by a

nail-head hood moulding, in the north wall of the beautiful Early

English chancel at Bottesford Church, Lincolnshire, where the marks

of the hinges, bolts, and locks of the doors may still be traced, (rood

examples of such simple recesses may be seen at Hempstead-cum-
Eccles Church, Norfolk ;

the North Chapel, St. Mary's, Haddenham,
Bucks, a good specimen of thirteenth century work

;
at Garthorpe,

Leicestershire
;
and Cubbington and Long Itchington, Warwickshire,

where it stands at some height from the pavement, surmounted by a

pedimental canopy and probably of thirteenth century date.

In latter times, and especially in churches built during the

Decorated and Perpendicular periods, the design was developed into

elaborate erections of stone with a wealth of ornamental carving
tabernacle-work and symbolic detail. In the more ornate and elabo-

rate specimens we find, especially at the bottom, below the recess,

representations of the Eoman soldiers watching the grave, or the

figure of our Lord rising triumphantly from the tomb, usually ac-

companied by adoring angels with censers, as at South Pool, Devon, or

sometimes, as at Woodleigh, in the same county, the Descent from the

Cross, the Eesurrection, and the visit of the Women to the Sepulchre ;

or at Tarrant Hinton Church, where the latter subject is shown to-

gether with the inscription :
' Venite et videte locum ubi positus erat

Dominus,' a very late example of such an arrangement. At St. John's,

Winchester, at east end of north wall, shields are displayed bearing
the emblems of the Passion.

Thus we come to the handsome stone structures and these stone

and marble receptacles do not date earlier than the thirteenth cen-

tury built for the express purpose of enshrining the Host in the

ceremony of the Sepulchre, and of which fine, though more or less

mutilated, examples remain in many places, particularly at Lincoln

Cathedral, Heckington, in the same county, Northwold, Norfolk, and

Patrington, Yorkshire. The Easter Sepulchre at Lincoln is one of

the most remarkable in the county, dating about A.D. 1350. It is
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situated on the north side of the choir in the three easternmost bays,

a fine gabled monumental tomb, generally assigned, but doubtfully,

to Eemigius, the first Norman bishop of Dorchester, and first bishop
of Lincoln, whose splendidly carved coffin-lid has recently been

removed into the cathedral, and with whose presumed burying-place
is combined the Easter Sepulchre. It is a fine Early Decorated work,

with six lofty pedimental canopies and elaborate sculpture. The one

at St. Andrew's, Heckington, is in the same county, and is a very
beautiful one, sculptured in three tiers, and presumably by the same

artist as that at Lincoln. The tomb, lying beneath a highly enriched

arch, bears upon its front, below, crouching figures of Roman soldiers

in the attitude of sleep, with the Angel and the three Maries above.

At the entrance, Angels kneel in adoration, and surmounting it is

shown the risen Lord with censing Angels rejoicing at the Resurrec-

tion. It is dated about A.D. 1380, and said to be one of the finest of

such works remaining in England. The figures have received the

special praise of Flaxman, and it has been sketched by Mr. Sedding.
The example at Northwold, Norfolk,

1
is about a century older (c. A.D.

1480), and is larger than the Heckington and Lincoln examples, being
12 feet in height and 9 feet in length, and the upper part a mass of

niches and tabernacle-work ;
the front showing the four sleeping

soldiers, guardians of the Sepulchre. In the Dom, Mayence, the Easter

Sepulchre is a fine specimen of mediaeval sculpture, the figures life

size.

As these are all later than the Crusades, the greater development
and enrichment of Easter Sepulchres in general may, perhaps (like

the foundation of churches in imitation to that 'neere to the

Sepulchre of our Lord in Jerusalem
' 2

), be due in some measure to

eastern warfare and pilgrimage, when the dedication St. Sepulchre

became very common, the Order of the Templars to protect pilgrims

to the Holy Sepulchre being instituted A.D. 1118.

Easter Sepulchres of permanent construction often contained the

tomb either of the founder of the church or of the builder of the

Sepulchre itself, and upon these tombs, as well as in the simple plain

recesses, the carved, painted, and gilded erections of wood were placed.

Some were very narrow, others as wide as an ordinary tomb. Altar

tombs themselves appear to have occasionally been used for the pur-

pose, as at Long Melford, Suffolk.

Thomas Windsor, an ancestor of the Earls of Plymouth, in his

will dated A.D. 1479, writes :
' I will that there be made a plain tomb

of marble of a competent height, to the intent that it may bear the

Blessed Body of our Lord at the time of Easter to stand upon the

same
;
and mine arms and a convenient scripture to be set about the

same tomb.' Which tomb was erected ' in the north side of the

choir of the church of our Lady of Stanwell, before the image of our

1

Figured in Vetusta Monumenta. 2
Stow, Survey of London.
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Lady, where the sepulture of our Lord standeth.' (Testaments
Vetusta, p. 352.)

Eleanore, the second wife and widow of Roger Townsend, a

Justice of the Common Pleas, temp. Henry the Eighth, dying
A.D. 1500, by her will dated November 9, 1499, desired her body
to be buried by the High Altar, before our Blessed Lady, in the

chancel of the church of Eainham, St. Mary, and a new tomb to be

made for her husband's and her bones
; upon which tomb was to

be cunningly graven a Sepulchre for Easter Day, if a chapel be not

made at her decease
;
and if a chapel be made, then she would be

buried in the same, and her husband's bones to be had home into the

same chapel, and the tomb to be made there. (Blome field's Norfolk,
vii. p. 132.)

Thomas, Lord Dacre, A.D. ] 531, writes :

' My body to be buried

in the parish church of Hurst Monceaux, on the north side of the

High Altar. I will that a tomb be there made for placing the

Sepulchre of our Lord, with all fitting furniture thereto, in honour of

the Most Blessed Sacrament '

(Testamenta Vetusta, p. 653), which
tomb was erected three years afterwaids of Caen stone and Petworth

marble, and rises with its canopy of niches and tracery nearly the

whole height of the church.3

It would appear that minor altars themselves were occasionally
hollowed out for use as Easter Sepulchres (v. Wilkins, Concilia, i.

497), and in Martene we read that the Host was to be deposited on
Grood Friday in una parte altaris, and the Roman rubric directs :

Hodie paretur locus aptus in aliqua capella ecclesice, vel altari.

The altar in connection with the great rood in the loft may have

been used in some places, as the Sepulchre
' awlter

'

at St. Lawrence

Church, Reading, apparently, to judge from a '

Sayle of old Tymber/
of wooden framing,

'

imp'mis of Master Butler for ye loft over the

chancell crosses, where the sepulcher lighte dyd stand,' &c. (Kerry,
Account of the Sepulchre Altar, St. Lawrence's, Reading, anno 1498.)

In the cathedrals and other large churches a chapel, called the

Sepulchre Chapel, was reserved for the purpose. Such a chapel 01

the Holy Sepulchre was at Winchester, in the north wing (transept)
at the back of the choir stalls. Frescoes relating principally to the

Birth, Life, Passion, and Resurrection of our Saviour formerly covered

the entire walls and vaulting, but only those of the Passion are still

at all perfect.

But as before the Reformation almost every village church had

its Easter Sepulchre, as the reports of King Edward's commissioners

abundantly show, the usual construction of the Sepulchre was in the

shape of movable boxes, chests,
4 or closets of wood, the framework

3 Others are at West Dean, Sussex, Alfriston, Stoke Charity, Hants, and Stanton

Harcourt, Oxon.
4
E.g. the ' death or chesting of St. Etheldreda.'
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richly painted and gilt and otherwise adorned, very similar to the

portable shrine for relics, and in some instances may have borne some

likeness to what in modern time we know as a kennel for dogs and

such like. In the Inventories of Lincolnshire Churches, made A.D.

1566, at Barkeston was ' a sepulcre of lattes
;

'

at Elyton
' a sepulker

of wainscot
'

was taken from the church by the vicar,
' and remaineth

in his house, as we suppose ;

'

at Hollywell
' a sepulcre of wood was

burned.' In Peacock's list of Lincolnshire Church Furniture,

destroyed in the early years of Elizabeth's reign, very frequent refe-

rence is found to the breaking and burning of the Easter Sepulchre,

fifty out of as many churches, which would of itself sufficiently prove

that in ordinary churches at least the Sepulchre was of wood. Again
in some places, Durham, for instance, on Palm Sunday, after the

distribution of palms, &c., two priests were directed to bring the

Paschal (i.e. the tomb for the burial of Christ at Easter) in which the

,
crucifix was laid, and bear it in the procession. The Ghurchiuardens'

Accounts of St. Margaret's, Westminster, have also an entry under

the year 1520,
'

for the setting up of God's house and taking it down

again.'

Such wooden portable Sepulchres would only be brought out as

occasion required, and so, doubtless, would account for nothing now

remaining but the recesses in which they were wont to be placed.

Of these wooden structures themselves any that remain would be

great rarities, so complete was their destruction in the sixteenth

century. In a manuscript on Long Melford Church, Suffolk, by

Roger Martin, Esq., of Melford Place, who lived at the time of the

Reformation, a description of such a construction of timber has been

preserved to us :

' In the quire was a fair painted frame of timber to be set up about Maunday
Thursday, with holes for a number of fair tapers to stand in before the Sepulchre,
and to be lighted in service time. Sometimes it was set overthwart the quire
before the High Altar, the Sepulchre being always placed and finely garnished at

the north end of the High Altar
;
between that and Mr. Clopton's little chapel there

is a vacant place of the wall, I think, upon the tomb of one of his ancestors
;
the

said frame with the tapers was set near to the steps going up to the said altar.

Lastly [i.e. latterly], it was used to be set up all along Mr. Clopton's aisle, with a

door made to go out of the rood-loft into it.' (Neale's Views of Most Interesting

Churches, $c. vol. ii.

This frame was somewhat like a bier, and the Sepulchre was set

upon it with tapers set about the frame. Indeed, in one of the

Lincolnshire churches (Stallinybrock), the Sepulchre (i.e. the frame)
was used to carry the dead on after the Reformation.5

The tomb thus noticed is a rich canopied table tomb, with twelve

niches above, once filled with statues of the Apostles, between the

5
1 5G6, Gretford, Lincoln. ' Itm the frame of the Sepulchre broken yet remainge,

the cloth for the neither parte of the altare servinge for the same.' (Peacock, English
Church Furniture.')
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choir and the Clopton chapel, north side of chancel, the tomb of John

Clopton, Esq., of Kentwell Hall, who died A.D. 1497.

An ancient movable Easter Sepulchre, thought to have belonged
to Rilsby Church, Northamptonshire, is said to be in the possession of

a gentleman near Kugby. In shape it is somewhat like a wooden

coffer, three feet nine inches long, one foot three inches wide, and
one foot nine inches high, exclusive of its modern supports. It has

a cover, but this is comparatively modern. Its date is put down as

that of Eichard the Second, or the last twenty years of the fourteenth

century, judging from the draping of the carved figures, and particu-

larly of the hood worn by Pilate.

The back, where placed against the chancel north wall, is plain;
the ends and front have five square panels carved in relief, one at

each end and three in front. The size of each panel is thirteen

inches by eleven inches, and each has a group of figures. That at

the east end, taking it that the coffer was placed against the north

chancel wall, bears a representation of our Lord before Pilate, clad in

a long tunic the coat without seam with bound hands, with the

hood worn over the shoulders and in front of the breast, with a close-

fitting cap on His head. Of the five figures in the carving two are

soldiers, one of whom is in knightly fourteenth-century armour. (On
the head is a basinet with a camail, or tippet, of mail attached, cover-

ing the head and neck
;
the shoulders are protected with equalieres,

and a long sleeveless surcoat is worn over the body armour.) The
other soldier, who is accompanied by a figure in ordinary civilian

costume, standing in the background, is too indistinct to describe.

On the panel on the west end of the coffer our Lord is seen carrying
His Cross, clad in a long tunic, with a nimbus about His head

;
the

other figures of the group are a female, probably the Blessed Virgin

Mother, and a soldier. The front of the coffer, divided into three

groups, displays in the westernmost, it is presumed, the Deposition

from the Cross, the ladder, banner, and pincers, with figures ; amongst
them probably our Lady and St. John appear on the right side. In

the middle panel is shown the Resurrection, with four soldiers in

armour; and the last, or easternmost, shows our Saviour appearing to

St. Mary Magdalene in the Garden.

The above may be the one instance said to be known of a wooden

movable Easter Sepulchre, but it is suggested there may yet be

others degraded to the service of low and mean offices in cottages, &c.,

in out-of-the-way places. In Coity Church, South Wales, standing

against the chancel wall, is an elaborately carved chest, with a

saddle-back top, which shows the emblems of the Passion on the

exposed side, which may have been used for this purpose.

In the iconoclastic crusade against everything holy under Edward

the Sixth, few of these movable timber Sepulchres escaped, being

either sold and devoted to secular purposes, or broken, burnt, or
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otherwise destroyed, and those restored or remade under Mary only

met with a similar fate at the hands of her successor, Elizabeth.

Peacock, in his English Church Furniture, &c., 1566, shows us the

destination of many of them. Thus at

Ashbye iuxta Sleford.
' Itm. or Sepulcre broken and burned, a. o.

ij.
Elizabethe/

Bastone. ' Itm. one Sepulchre broken and defaced
'

;
and v&Biston the Sepulchre

was burnt in '

melting lead for the mend or churche.'

In one place (Blytori) it is recorded that the vicar moved the

Easter Sepulchre to his house ' as wee suppose
'

is guardedly added ;

at another (Castlebyth) it was made a 'coion' (communion) table of;

at another (Croxton), a shelf
'

for to set dishes on '

;
at another

(Dentori) it was sold to John Orson,
' and he haith made a presse

thereof to laie clothes therein'; at another (Durringtori) it was

broken and sold to ' William Storre and Eobert Cappe/
* who have

made a henne penne of it
'

;
at another (Stallingbrock) it was ' made

a bear (bier) to carie the dead corps and other things.'

Twywell Church, near Thrapstone, Northamptonshire, possesses

a good complete receptacle for the movable Easter Sepulchre. It

is attached to the north wall of the chancel, near the altar, and con-

sists of a low, broad, segmental arch on an attached filleted shaft in

each jamb, with moulded capitals and bases. Above the sepulchral

arch is a somewhat singular addition, consisting of two square and

separate deeply recessed aumbry-like compartments, above which a

sloping roof dies into the wall. A pedestal, presumably for a small

image, is placed at each lower angle of the small roof, and there is

likewise a singular slight projection in the middle of the same.

Altogether it is one of the best examples we have, and, though rather

plain, is in an excellent state of preservation. It is apparently of late

Early English or Early Decorated date.

Some of these old Easter Sepulchres must have been magnificent
affairs in their heyday, to judge from a description of one belonging
to St. Mary Redcliffe Church, Bristol, taken from an old docu-

ment :

1

Item, that Maister Canyne hath delivered this 4th day of July, in the year of

our Lord 1470, to Maister Nicholas Fetters, Vicar of St. Mary Redcliffe, Moses

Conterin, Philip Barthelmew, Procurators of S. Mary Redcliffe aforesaid, a new

Sepulchre, gilt with golde, and a civer thereto. Item, an image of God Almighty,

rising out of the same Sepulchre, with all the ordinance that longeth thereto, that

is to say, a lathe made of timber and the ironwork thereto. Item, thereto longeth
Heaven made of timber and stayned clothes. Item, Hell, made of timber thereto.,

with Divils to the number of thirteen. Item, four Knights armed, keeping the

Sepulchre with their weapons in their hands
;
that is to say, two axes and two

spears, with two paves [i.e. shields]. Item, four payr of Angels' wings for four

Angels made of timber, and well painted. Item, the Fadre, the Croune, and Visage,,
the Holy Ghost coming out of Heaven into the Sepulchre. Item, longeth to the

four Angels, four chevelures
'

(i.e. perukes).

Frequent and various mention is made in old churchwardens'
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accounts of the Easter Sepulchre, and its appurtenances and the

ceremonies connected therewith, e.g. 'For setting up the Sepulchre,

drying the Sepulchre's Cloth, bearing the whip [whatever that may
be] ;

for two pullies over the Sepulchre in the chancel roof
;
for mend-

ing an Angel standing at the Sepulchre ;
for dressing and watching

the Sepulchre ;
for tending the Sepulchre's Lights.' (Accounts of St.

Nicholas Church, Great Yarmouth, A.D. 1465.)
*

Payde for making
the Sepulture, 10s.

; forpaynting the same Sepulture, 3s.
;
for stones

and other charges about it, 4s. 6d.' (Accounts of St. Helen's

Church, Abingdon, A.D. 1558.) For '

making the resurrecyon play ij.

ob.,' and the ornaments belonging to the *

Sepulchre awlter in the

same church.' (Parish Archives, St. Lawrence, Reading. Invent-

ory, A.D. 1517.)
'

Itii) a Sepulchre wih the appurt. xxvis
: viij

d
.'

Inventory (3 Edward VI and lacking in his sixth year.) (Boston
Parish Church, Lincolnshire.)

At the time appointed, the Sepulchre was prepared and adorned

with '

painted
'

or '

stayned
'

clothes, tapestry and other hangings,
flowers and garlands, and surrounded with lights, to which frequent
reference is also found in the old accounts and inventories.

A veil of silk 'for the S^pulchr?.' (Sarum Inventory, A.D. 1222.)
'

Peyd for lawne to the Sepulchre, vs.' (31 j Henry VI, Churchwardens'

Accoun1s,St. Margaret's, Southward.)
'

ij steyned clothes' to hang
'

ye Sepulchre w* in y
e
Lentyii time of the Passion

of Cryste, w e

iiij Knyghtys and Mary Magdalen.' (The Calendars [All Hallows,

Bristol} Wardens' Book, 1395. Nicholls and Taylor, Bristol, Past and Present,
ii. 106.)

'
Itiii two clothes of gold of read and grene wth all the honourmts for the Sepul-

chre and for or ohetes and two of white cloth of gold.' (Left to Somerby Church,

Lincolnshire, by Will of Sir Thomas Cumberworth, A.D. 1440.)
' A steynyd clothe to cover the Sepulchre with the Trinitie, and ij clothes for

Peter and Paul.' (Among the Lent Stuff at Westminster Abbey, c. 1540.)
' Item oone old clothe of white damaske to hange by the Sepulchre with three

pilgrames embrowdered with pellicans.' (Ornaments of
' The Vestry' of King

Edward the Sixth, late Henry the Eighths, 1547).)
' Item oone clothe for the Sepulchre of crimson vellet embrodered wth Jhus

-and the picture of the resurreccon contg
iij peces.'

' Item three peces of purple vellet for the Sepulchre embrodered w* Rooses

>and flower de luces of playne clothe of golde conteyning x yardes di lyned w*

blewe Damaske fringed w*- A narrowe fringe of purple Silke.' (Among
'

Stufflate the

Duke ofNorff^S 1547. MS. Soc. Antiq. London, cxxix. ff. 466, 468b, 469.)
' Item unus pannus de panno adaurato rubro et blodio coloribus pro sepulchro

Domini.'
' Item unus pannus de blodio serico radiato ponderato cum diversis avibus et

tfloribus pro celetwra sepulchri Domini.' (St. George's Chapel, Windsor, Berks,

1384-5.) Dugdale, Mon. Anglicanum, vi. (1363-4)).
'

j pannus rubens aureus pro sepulchro.
'

j pannus albus de serico pro sepulchro cum frontello de nigro velvett.
'

j frcntellus de viridi pro sepulchro.' (Cobham College, Kent, 1479). Thorpe

Reg. Xoff., 240.
1 ANY It' cloth of crymson and tawny veluet embroyld wt fflos of gold, and for the
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nether p'te of the same crymson saten and cloth of bawdekyn for the sepulcr

Awlter.' (Inv. 1517.) (St. Lawrence, Reading ; Parish Archives.)
' A clothe for the Sepulchre of yallow silke popingey.' (Inv. 1552.) (Sarratt

Church, Herts.) A similar cloth was at Hunsdon, in the same county.

'Paid, for a cloth to the Sepulchre-house containing twelve yards at 8d. the yard,

8s. Paid to Hugh, painter, for painting the Sepulchre-cloth, 4s. Paid for setting

up of the Resurrection, 7d.' (Churchwarden^ Accounts, St. Peter's, Sheffield, just

prior to the death of Queen Mary.)
' Itm one Sepulchre clothe of lynnen,' sold and defaced. ( Wintertonne Church,

Lincoln, c. 1566.)
6

Not unfrequently rich articles of dress were bequeathed by will for

this purpose, e.g. the wife of Lord Bardolph (Chamberlain to Henry
the Sixth) left by will a '

purple gown with small sleeves/ to adorn the

Easter Sepulchre in Dennington Church, Suffolk.

These Sepulchre clothes were often of great richness, of gold and

silver tissue, and other costly fabrics, and often richly embroidered.

They were used to hang about and around the Sepulchre, and as

palls to be thrown over it. The veils of lawn, &c., were probably used

to hang in front of the open recess, so as to shield in a measure the

enshrined Host from the view. No Sepulchre was complete without

its
' cloth

'

(or pall) and light.
* Itm sepulcre or clothe for'y

* we had none.' (Return of Churchwardens of Bar-

liome, Lincolnshire (March 23, 1565.) Peacock's Church Furniture.)
1 Itm the sepulchre and the clothe,' broken and sold. ( West Reason, Lincolnshire,

April 29, 1566. Ibid.)

Upon and about the Sepulchre was set the Sepulchre Light and

lights upon frames and beams of timber, or, as they were called at

St. Lawrence's, Eeading,
*

lofts for the Light.' These lights were

tapers of wax, sometimes thirteen in number to" represent Christ

mid His Apostles every taper of six pounds weight,
* to burn around

the Sepulchre at Passiontyde.' The Sepulchre Light itself sym-
bolical of our Lord was usually thirty-six feet in height, but an

instance is on record where it was of '

Ixxviii. Ibs. weight, with xxii.

Ibs. wasted.' The Sepulchre Light burned continuously before the

'Sepulchre up to the procession on the Lord's Eesurrection on Easter

Day. It was extinguished with all other lights while the Benedictus

of the Tenebrce was sung, and also during the striking of the new

fire on the Vigil of Easter, until the Paschal candle was kindled.

At Salisbury Cathedral one wax taper at least was to burn before

the Sepulchre with the exception aforesaid, and the Arbuthnot Missal

gives a similar direction. At Hereford a lighted candle was to be

placed within the Sepulchre with the Cross, and the door closed.

1

Episcopus turincet sepulchrum et crucem, et accenso intus cereo claudat

sepulchrum.' (Harl MS. 2983.)

Altogether it appears that only one light the Sepulchre Light
was required, but no restriction was laid upon the devout as to the

6 Two painted clothes
' for ye Sepulcre

'

were sold out of Bainham Church, Essex,
2 Edward VI.

VOL. XXXVH No. 219 3 E
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number added by devotion for extra adornment, &c., and much emu-
lation was displayed in supplying these lights. Thus we find ' the

bachelors of the parish of Heybridge
'

delivering
* the nine tapers,

belonging to the Sepulchre, at the feast of Easter, each containing
five pounds of wax, and they have above all charges, 5s. Wd.

;
and

so remaineth in the stock, clearly above all forty-three pounds of wax,
which resteth in the hands of Eichard Langore, wax chandler. Also

in the said year, the maidens of the said parish delivered in the nine

tapers belonging to the said Sepulchre, at the feast of Easter, every

taper containing five pounds of wax, and they have above all charges
2s. IQd.' (Churchwardens' Accounts, Heybridge Church, 21 Henry
VIII. pp. 177,178.) The *

maydens lighte
'

belonging to Wintertonne

Church, Lincolnshire, was burned in the second year of Elizabeth.

Thomas, Lord Dacre, left by will A.D. 1531,
' 100. to be employed

towards the lights about the said Sepulchre, in wax tapers of 10 Ibs.

weight each, to burn about it.' (Testamenta Vetusta, p. 653.)
* Joh. Sterkyn gave 3s. 4d. to the light of the Holy Sepulchre

'

in

Haslingfield Church, Cambs. (Parish record, fifteenth century.)

'In 1494, William Skelman, of the same parish, left certain

bequests for the Sepulchre Lights and lights for the High Altar/

William Smyth, in 1436, left to St. Mary's Church, Devizes, a

legacy to provide
'

for the maintenance of three Sepulchre tapers/

(Wiltshire Arch. Mag. vol. ii. p. 252.)

John Baret, of Bury St. Edmunds, bequeathed in 1463 '

yeerly

be payd viij
d for viij tapers stondyng at the grave of the resurreccon

gylde,
7 that they be lyght eche yeer at my'dirige and messe.' (Camden

Society, Wills and Inventories, &c.)

The Corporation of Bridport possesses a document of 15 Kichard

the Second, in which Robert Clement delivers 25s., which he had 'to

find wax candles before our Lord's Sepulture.' (Sixth Report of
Historical MSS. Commission, part i. p. 476.)

An entry in the Church Accounts of Wagtoft Church, Lincoln-

shire, shows that there was in that parish at least an l Alderman of

the Sepulchre Light/ the duty of whose office was probably either

to superintend the parish collections for providing the light, or to

regulate the burning of the tapers and the watching at the Sepulchre.
* Alderman '

was a name for a chief governor of a secular guild,

becoming in time a name for a chief in a gildated city or town.

In this great watching or regular guarding of the Sepulchre, kept

up by a continuous succession of watchers, all classes took part in

reparation for the watching of the perfidious Jews and blind heathen

round our Lord's Sepulchre of humiliation in Jerusalem.

In the Constitutions of Office ofthe first deacon of Trinity Church,

Coventry, 1452, mention is made of the practice ;

'

also he schall

7 The Holy Sepulchre appears to have been under the care of a gild which derived

its name from assisting at the ceremonies observed there at Eastertide.
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wache ye Sepulcur on Aster evyn tyll ye resurrecion be don.' Of the

second deacon,
'

lie schall wache ye Sepulcur on gode fryday all nyght.'

During the day the parishioners relieved each other in the duty of

adoration and recitation of psalms and litanies. The church would

probably be closed at night, although the tapers would still burn and

men be appointed to watch. Thus at Walberswick, Suffolk, 1451, a

small sum is paid
'

for watching of candel Estorne nytis
'

;
and again

at St. Mary's, Devizes (1499), Is. 2d. is paid
' to four men for keeping

of the Sepulchre 2 nights.' Viid is paid at St. Margaret's, South-

wark,
'
for colys, brede, and ale, for watchyng of the Sepulchre.'

4s. 4d. is also paid at St. Margaret's, Westminster, 1538,
'

for mats

for the parishioners to kneel upon when they reverenced their Maker,'

while at St. Helen's Church, Abingdon, 1558, 22d. is paid 'to the

sexton for meat and drink, and watching the Sepulture, according to

custom.' In the Constitutions of the Brigittine nuns of Syon, it is,

said that only two tapers were to burn during the nights of Friday
and Saturday

' in a more syker place for eschewing of perelle.'

(Aungier's History of Syon, p. 350.)

Bishop Longland, preaching before Henry the Eighth on Good

Friday, 1538 (sermon printed by Petyt), alluding to this custom,

says :
' In the mean season I shall exhort you all in our Lord God, as

of old custom hath here this day been used, every one of you, ere you

depart, with most entire devotion, kneeling before our Saviour Lord

God, this our Jesus Christ, which hath suffered so much for us, to

whom we are so much bounden, who lieth in yonder sepulchre, in

honour of Him, of His Passion and Death, and of His Five Wounds, to

say five Paternosters, five Aves, and one Creed, that it may please

His merciful goodness to make us partners of the merits of His most

glorious passion, blood and death.'

According to the Use of Sarum >& Use which had for some time

before the Keformation practically superseded all others set forth in

& fifteenth-century MS., the procession was to go through the west

door to the place of the first station, on the north side of the church,

where the priest put off his * chesible
' and took the Cross with feet

unshod and in his surplice, and deposited it in the Sepulchre, and

then the Host, but in a Pyx, in the same Sepulchre.

In a printed Breviary, according to the same Use, a scarce though
somewhat well-known work, published in 1556, by Merlin, at Paris,

the rubrical directions are set out at greater length than in the MSi.

alluded to.

The Hereford Missal orders the Cross after its adoration on Good.

Friday to be washed with wine and water and wiped with a towel at

the door of the Sepulchre, the choir meantime singing in an under-

tone the Kesponsories Tenebrce fctctae sunt, &c. &c. This washing of

the Cross is mentioned by John of Avranches as occurring just

before the completion of the Adoration, the people (after the ,Com-

3 E 2
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munion) drinking the wine and water
;
but the Hereford Missal says

nothing of this drinking by the people.

A curious survival of this washing was practised at Gleniham

Church, Lincolnshire, until about sixty years ago. In the church is

a very large recumbent effigy, locally known as
'

Molly Grime '

a

corruption, perhaps, of the Malgraen, or Holy Image, of an ancient

local dialect and seven elderly maidens were wont to receive a

shilling each, every Good Friday, as a payment for washing this

figure with water from ' Newell's Well,' in the same parish. Anciently
the church seems to have borne the dedication of Our Lady of Sor-

rows, and a carving over the porch entrance still exhibits the figure

of the Blessed Virgin supporting the dead Christ in her arms. The

washing of an effigy of the dead Christ on Good Friday, and strewing
His bier with flowers, previous to a mock entombment, was a special

observance here. The ceremony was performed by virgins, clad in

mourning, with water carried in procession from the adjacent well.

The effigy some eight years ago lay at the western end of the church,

with a wooden staircase leading to a gallery erected over a portion of

it. It is considerably larger than the recumbent effigies usually
found in churches. The washing seems to have survived the

Eeformation, and continued till 1832, but shorn of all its former

solemnity.
Whether the cross was washed or no, it was, previously to its

deposition in the Sepulchre, swathed or wrapped in linen or silk cloths,

as we read,
' the deacons' bearers wrapping it in silk in the places

where it had been worshipped, brought it back to the tomb,' &c.,

which seems to infer that, in some cases at least, it had lain in the

Sepulchre with the veil drawn around it until it was worshipped in

the service of veneration.

Doubtless the Pyx containing the Host suspended above the altar

was generally used for the burial ceremony, but sometimes, probably,
in the more wealthy churches, an image or figure of the dead or risen

Christ in wood or one of the precious metals, in the breast of which

the Blessed Sacrament was placed, was used for the ceremony. Dug-
dale, in his Monasticon Anglicanum, mentions such a one of *

silver

and gilte, having a berale before, and a diadem behind,' as being at

Lincoln Cathedral, and others were at Durham and Wells. Peacock,

in his English Church Furniture, also mentions the destruction of

such a Sepulchre Pyx at Belton, in the Isle of Axholme, Lincolnshire :

'Itfn, a sepulker with little Jack broken in pieces one year ago

[1565 6th Elizabeth] ;
but little Jack was broken in pieces this

yeare [A.D. 1566] by the said churchwardens.' The *
little Jack

'

so

irreverently referred to was the box or Pyx in which the Blessed

Sacrament was enclosed and placed within the Sepulchre, and may
have been fashioned as a man, like the one at Lincoln.

In the absence of a Pyx, a chalice would be used, covered with its
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paten, pall, and chalice veil of red silk, and both Pyx or chalice

would stand and the Cross be laid upon a corporal spread within the

Sepulchre.
The Sepulchre at Hawton, Nottinghamshire, has on one side a

small recess, and similar vacant niches are found above the Sepulchres
at other places St. Peter's, Sibthorpe, in the same county, Pairing-
ton Church, Yorkshire, and the eastern bracket at Otford, Kent, for

instance which may have been receptacles for either the Pyx or the

Cross upon this occasion. At East Kirby Church, Lincolnshire, the

Sepulchre has, partly projecting from the ledge, a stone basin, without

perforation, intended, no doubt, for the reception of oblations made
at the Sepulchre, which were called in old accounts Creeping Silver,

which shows the connection of the Sepulchre ceremony with the ado-

ration or creeping to the Cross on Good Friday.
The author of the Rites of Durham, who was in all probability

an eye-witness of what he describes, gives us a description of the

Easter Sepulchre ceremony in the days of Wolsey :

' Within the Church of Durham,' he says,
' on Good Friday, there

was a most solemn service, in which service time, after the Adoration

of the Cross, and the Passion sung, two of the eldest monks took a

large, beautiful crucifix, all of gold, of the picture of our Saviour

Christ nailed upon the Cross. . . . The service being ended, the said

two monks carried the Cross to the Sepulchre with great reverence

[i.e. and with lights, and incense, and singing], (which was set up on

that morning on the north side of the Quire, nigh unto the High
Altar, before the service time), and then laid it in the Sepulchre with

great devotion, with another image of our Saviour, in whose breast

they enclosed with great reverence the Most Holy and Blessed Sacra-

ment of the Altar, censing It, and praying to It on their knees a great

space, and setting two tapers lighted before It, which burned till

Easter Day in the morning.
' On Easter Day, between three and four in the morning (the

Sarum Breviary has a similar rubric for Easter Day, and not the

Missal, since the ceremony did not immediately precede Mass), two

of the eldest monks came to the Sepulchre, set up on Good Friday
after the Passion, all covered with red velvet and embroidered with

gold, and then censed it on their knees. Then, rising, they took

from the Sepulchre a beautiful image of our Saviour, representing the

Eesurrection, with a Cross in His hand
;
in the breast thereof was

enclosed, in the brightest crystal, the Holy Sacrament of the Altar,

through which crystal the Blessed Host was conspicuous to the

beholders. When the anthem Christus resurgens was sung, they
carried this upon a velvet cushion all embroidered to the High Altar,

knelt and censed it. When the anthem was sung they took up again
the cushion and statue and proceeded to the south choir door, where

there were four ancient gentlemen belonging to the prior, appointed
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to attend their coming, holding up a very rich canopy of purple

velvet, tasselled round about with red silk and gold fringe ;
and they

bare this canopy over the Blessed Sacrament carried by the monks

about the church, the whole choir waiting on It with torches and a

great number of lights, all singing, rejoicing, and praying to Grod

most devoutly, till they returned to the High Altar, whereon they

placed the said Image, there to remain till the Ascension.' (The
Durham Rites, pp. 10, 11. Surtees Soc. ed.)

In the various * Uses
'

followed throughout England and Scotland,

very similar ceremonies to the above were prescribed.

In still earlier times, the Easter morning ceremonies at the

Sepulchre were very curious, and exhibit a singular likeness to the

early
*

Mysteries
'

which were wont at that time to be performed in

the churches. An Office of the Sepulchre in use in some Benedictine

monasteries prior to the Norman Conquest was somewhat as follows,

the custom varying in different places :

* In the night of Easter before

Mattins, after they had put the Cross in its place, three deacons in

dalmatics and amesses (amices ?), with their heads draped in the

manner of women, and holding a vase [thuribles with incense to'

represent the sweet spices and ointments] in their hands, came

through the middle of the Quire, and hastening towards the

Sepulchre, with downcast looks, said together this verse,
" Who will

remove the stone for us ?
"

Upon this, a boy, clothed like an Angel,
in albe, and holding a wheat-ear [or a palm-branch] in his hand,
before the Sepulchre, said,

" Whom do you seek in the Sepulchre ?
"

They answered, "Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified." The Angel

replied,
" He is not here, but is risen," and pointed to the place with

his finger. The Angel then departed very quickly, and two priests

in tunics, sitting without the Sepulchre, said,
" Women, whom do ye

mourn for ? Whom do ye seek ?
" The middle one of the women

said,
"
Sir, if you have taken him away, say so." The priest, showing

the Cross, said,
" Because they have taken away the Lord." The two

priests, sitting, said,
" Whom do ye seek, women ?

" The Maries,

kissing the place afterwards, went from the Sepulchre. In the mean-

time, a certain priest, in the character of Christ, in an alb with a stole,

holding a Cross, met them on the left horn of the altar, and said,
"
Mary !

"
Upon hearing this, the mock Mary threw herself at his feet,

and with a loud voice cried " Cabboin
"
[Rabboni]. The priest nod-

ding, replied,
* Noli me tangere

'

(Touch me not). This being finished,

the priest again appeared at the right horn of the altar, and said to

them as they passed before the altar,
" Hail ! Do not fear." He then

concealed himself; and the women, joyful at hearing this, bowed to

the altar, and turning to the Quire, sang,
"
Alleluia, the Lord is risen."

This was a signal for the bishop or priest before the altar with the

censer to begin aloud, Te Deum.' See Du Cange, v. Sepulchri

Officium^nd Martene, De AntiquisMonachorumRitibus(l590 A.D.).
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In some instances the recognition of Christ by St. Mary Magdalene
does not appear, but the women are recalled by the Angel to ' Come
and see the place where the Lord lay ;

'

and, withdrawing the veil

shrouding the Sepulchre, showed them the place, without the Cross,

but with the linen in which it was wrapped folded together. Putting
down their thuribles they took the winding-sheet and unfolded it

towards the Quire, and sang,
* The Lord is risen from the tomb,' and

spread the linen on the altar. Te Deum followed, and the bells were

rung.
A still more elaborate and similar ceremony was in use in the

Church of Rouen. Migne, Patrologia, cxlvii. 139, has given both

the words and the music. With greater or less solemnity accord-

ing to the rank or riches of churches, the Sepulchre ceremony
survived the Reformation of Henry the Eighth, continuing to be

observed until Edward the Sixth's second year, being abolished in

the third year of that monarch's reign. Mr. Green, in his History

of Worcester (vol. i. p. 127), gives extracts from a contemporary

manuscript (Bishop Blandford's), which shows the exact dates of the

changes in that city.

' A.D. 1548, March. 15th (second year of Edward the Sixth), being Palm Sunday,
no palms hallowed, no Cross borne on Easter Eve, no fire hallowed, but the Paschal

Taper and the Font. On Easter Day the Pix, with the Sacrament in it, was taken

out of the Sepulchre, they singing
" Christ is risen," with procession. On Good

Friday no creeping to the Cross.'

The next year, the third of King Edward, a still cleaner sweep
was made, for we are told that the ' Paschal

' and the '

Font,' hallowed

the year before, have not this year escaped, and the Pyx, with the

Blessed Sacrament, which was borne with such rejoicing from the

Sepulchre last Easter, is no more, for there was ' no Sepulchre or

service of Sepulchre on Grood Friday.'

In the reign of Mary an attempt was made to restore the old de-

votions
;
but it was only an attempt, for the advent of Elizabeth soon

placed things on their former footing, and in the early years of her

reign much church furniture which had survived the iconoclasts of

her brother's reign was destroyed, and the Easter Sepulchre went
with the rest.

Ancient inventories and churchwardens' accounts show how wide-

spread was the devotion as well as the destruction. In the returns

of the churchwardens of Lincolnshire, A.D. 1566 (eighth year of

Elizabeth), published by Mr. Peacock,
8 constant mention of the de-

struction of Easter Sepulchres and their appurtenances is to be found,
no less a number than fifty-one being explicitly stated as being de-

stroyed out of 153 churches, showing what had survived and had

8
English CJiurcTi Furniture, &c., from the Episcopal Register of Lincoln, entitled

Inventarium Monumcntorum Superstitionis, edited by Edward Peacock, F.S.A.

London, J. C. Hotten 1866.
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been retained after the violent reforms ofEdward the Sixth's ministers,

or restored in some few instances during the reign of Mary.
With the material before us, it is not difficult to conjure up to

the mind's eye the '

Sepulchre House '

as our pre-Reformation pro-

genitors were wont in their parish churches to behold it in the time-

of the celebration of the Passion of Christ.

We see the Sepulchre with all the wealth of its carved and painted

imagery and sacred story still further beautified and adorned with

sumptuously embroidered clothes and hangings ;
and the handiwork

of the English embroiderer had a European reputation. Garlands

of greenery and spring flowers were hung on every side, even the-

very tapers which added so much brilliancy to the scene being
twined around with primroses and lady-smocks from English lanes

and meadows
;
and in the midst of it all, shrouded with its veil of

shimmering gold-embroidered lawn or gauze, sparkled and glistened
like clustered constellations the jewels encrusting the sacred Pyxr

which enshrined the still more precious treasure of the ' Panem de'

cselo/ the Corpus Domini God tabernacled with men.

We see one company of devout parishioners after another taking
their part in the '

watching/ and in the singing of psalms and

canticles, while they
* reverenced their Maker/ and the clerks and

other singers quaffing draughts of good old English ale at intervals

that they may do their office all the more lustily ;
for in the good old

days cantors, clerks, and others whose prime duty it was to make

melody, were encouraged to ' wet their whistle
'

to a sufficient

degree that their vocal energies might not be impaired for want of a-

* refresher/

In the Greek Church they have a very similar ceremony to that

of the Easter Sepulchre. Upon Good Friday evening a procession

starts from each church, headed by a military band playing a funeral

march, priests, choristers, and others following immediately after it,

chanting a melancholy sort of dirge during all the intervals of

military music. Then comes an effigy of our Saviour, borne upon a,

bier (or sometimes only a painting upon white satin), as if going to

burial. As the dead are always carried in Greece in an unclosed

coffin, with the body exposed to view, so it is carried low by slings,.

that all may see it. Members of the several congregations in great
numbers follow the effigy, bearing lighted tapers in hand, and thus

they perambulate the streets, only stopping at the corners of some of

the principal thoroughfares for the reading of certain prayers and

for singing loj?, monotonous chants.

In the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the Greeks there bear in

procession, in lieu of the image, apiece of brocade embroidered with

a representation of the body of our Saviour, which is placed in the

tomb, and, after a short repose there, is brought out again and carried'

into the Greek Chapel.

HENRY J. FEASEY.
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A LOVE EPISODE IN MAZZINI'S LIFE

THE personality of Giuseppe Mazzini has, perhaps, been more hotly
contested than any other in this century, and is, as yet, only begin-

ning to disentangle itself from the passionate exaggerations alike of

partisans and of adversaries. In proportion as his lofty figure recedes-

into the past, the real Mazzini stands out with all his characteristics,

and the moment is approaching when his individuality will pass from

the domain of legend to that of historical truth.

There already exist numerous and important records which allow

us to fix the outlines of his tragic, tempest-tossed life. An authentic

basis for reconstructing some phases of his opinions, and of hi&

political and moral action, is furnished by the writings which have

been published by the Society entrusted with the task of editing

Mazzini's works. To these are joined a few autobiographical frag-

ments. His complete correspondence,
1 not as yet made public, will

also yield precious documents to his future historians. The key to-

a whole series of psychological moods is given by his letters to his

mother; their appearance is being delayed, however, on account of

the rather bitter and hasty judgments which he confides to the-

maternal breast. But the true account of his inner life during the-

first years of exile in England is contained in the intimate and hitherto-

unpublished letters accompanying this short notice. Some of them
are given entire

;
others as fragments.

The earliest date from 1837. Mazzini was then only thirty-

two years of age ;
his youth still occasionally rose in rebellion

desire had not yet died out in his heart. It was the saddest, the most-

cheerless period of his existence. To the friend 2 whom he is ad-

1 Some collections of Mazzini's letters have already been published, amongst
others: MazzinVs Unpublished, Correspondence with XXX. (Edoardo Sonzogno,

Milano, 1872); Giuseppe Mazzini's Letters to Daniel Stern, 1864-72 (Germer
Bailliere, Paris, 1872); Two Hundred Letters of Giuseppe Mazzini, with

'

Notes and"

Preface, by Domenico Giuriati (Torino, 1887) ; Giuseppe Mazzini's Letters to Andrea;

Giannelli (Amerigo Luigi Prato), 1888.
2
Luigi Amedeo Melegari, Vice-President of the Society of Young Italy, who, for

a long time, lived concealed in France and Switzerland under the name of Thomas

Emery. He was born at Castelnuovo, in the duchy of Modena, in 1805, the same year
as Mazzini, and studied at the University of Parma. Having been implicated in the

765
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dressing he reveals his deep melancholy, the inmost essence of his

being, the despair of his soul, a hunger for affection, yet condemned
to solitude, the conflicts of his faint-heartedness with the certainties

of a faith stronger than all disenchantments. This faith is for him
the corner-stone, the rock which nothing can shake. ' Were it to

fail me,' he says,
* I should kill myself, or become the worst of Don

Juans.'

Mazzini was then passing through a terrible crisis of misery and

isolation in London, where he had just arrived, a poor, persecuted,
unknown individual, forced to quit the country which had afforded him
a refuge and begin a new life with a broken heart. He had endured

years of hard trials 8 and cruel disappointments, and though his spirit

was of the stoutest, there were times when his courage deserted him.

He did not leave Switzerland without sorrow and regret. After

the defeat of the second Savoy expedition, which seemed to everyone
an irreparable disaster, the exiles, hitherto grouped in unity round

their leader, had dispersed. Some betook themselves to England,
others to Spain. Mazzini, L. A. Melegari, and the two Eufnnis 4 re-

mained in Switzerland, tolerated by the Government, and dividing
their residence between Lausanne, Granges, and Berne. The pact
of Young Europe that is to say, of the three peoples which had

not yet conquered their nationality Italy, Poland, Germany was

conspiracies of 1831, he was imprisoned for several months in the fortress of Massa.

After this he was condemned to death, but succeeded in escaping to France. In 1848,

after an exile of eighteen years, Melegari returned to Italy, and took a large share in

the public life of his country. He became a Deputy, a Senator, Minister of State,

then Minister for Foreign Aifairs, and died in Konie as Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary of the King of Italy to the Swiss Confederation.

8 On his banishment from Italy in 1831, Mazzini found an asylum in France,
where he joined his fellow-exiles, and united the diverse elements among them by the

bond of a common political creed. The formation of Young Italy, a new association

destined to replace the old Carbonari sect which had become inoperative through lack

of any positive belief, dates from the early days of Mazzini's stay at Marseilles, im-

mediately after the failure of the first Savoy expedition. At the beginning, the French

authorities openly encouraged the Italian refugees to enrol volunteers and to make
warlike preparations. The object of the latter was to enter Savoy and join forces

with the home conspirators, of whom several belonged to the Piedmontese army.
But the Sardinian Government was warned in time, and obtained from Louis Philippe
a promise that military deserters should be given up. The Prefect of Lyons suddenly
received orders to disband the men who had enlisted. Some were arrested, others

shipped to England. Far from allowing himself to be disheartened, Mazzini instantly
entered on a propaganda in favour of Young Italy, forming committees in the towns

of the Peninsula, and paving the way everywhere for insurrectional movements. An
expedition to Savoy was organised once more, but the conspirators were betrayed on

all sides and driven back into Swiss territory. This miserable failure threw the

leader of Young Italy into a state of despair. One condemnation to death followed

another in Piedmont; the prisons were overflowing. His friend, Jacopo Ruffim",

President of the Genoa committee, killed himself on being arrested, well knowing
the fate that awaited him. It seemed to Mazzini as if the dying man had bequeathed
a mission of vengeance, which it behoved him to carry out.

4

Agostino and Giovanni Ruffini. The latter was the author of Doctor Antonio,
and both were brothers of Jacopo Ruffini.
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signed in this last town. But the powers became alarmed at the

presence of the great revolutionist in the centre of Europe. Pressure

was brought to bear on the Swiss authorities, and persecutions began

against the refugees. A decree of expulsion was issued against the

leader of Young Italy. He concealed himself in the house of de-

voted friends, intending to wait till the violence of the reaction should

be spent ;
but the health of the brothers Ruffini suffered from the

confined life thrust on them. Mazzini had promised their mother

he would never desert them : out of regard for his word, and affection

for his friends, he decided to seek a refuge in England for them and

himself. The moments preceding his departure mark the most im-

portant period in his moral existence. He heard every one around

him despairing of Italy ;
desertions were increasing each day ;

material

resources were palpably diminishing; and almost insurmountable

difficulties were springing up between him and the object he would

fain attain. Even his friends were growing suspicious of his inten-

tions, and of the reasons that impelled him to continue an unequal

struggle. Then it was that * the tempest of doubt
'

assailed him.

Was he wrong, peradventure, and could the world possibly be in the

right ? He felt like a convicted criminal, conscious of his guilt, yet
unable to expiate it. After terrible inward conflicts, he suddenly ex-

perienced perfect tranquillity of mind. The first thought which

occurred to him was this :
* Your temptation has been a temptation

of egotism. You misunderstand life life is a mission. Any other

definition is false.'

. . . On that day, I bade a long sad farewell to all the joys and all the experiences

of individual existence on earth. . . I dug with my own hands the grave, not of

my affections, . . but of all the desires, exigencies, and ineffable comforts of affec-

tion
;
and I covered that grave with earth so that none might ever know the ego

buried beneath. For reasons, some of them apparent, some of them unknown, my
life was, is, and, were it not near its end, would remain, unhappy ;

but never since

that time have I for an instant allowed myself to think that my own unhappiness
could in any way influence my actions.5

He started for England in this frame of mind, reaching London

in the month of January, 1837. The legend which has arisen round

Mazzini's name will have it that the passion of love was always un-

known to him, and that from his youth up he lived like a monk
observant of his vows. The first of these hypotheses is contradicted

by the letters which we are now publishing. In them, the figures

of two women meet us at every turn. The name of one is Giuditta,

an Italian lady, a widow, and the mother of several children, whose

too marked patriotism had compromised her, and obliged her to leave

Italy. She joined the exiles of 1831 at Marseilles, and a connection

was soon formed between her and Mazzini. Of its nature there can

be no doubt after reading the following passage in a letter written by

5 Mazzini : Scritti editi ed inediti, vol. v.
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him from London to Thomas Emery, on the 22nd of July, 1838 :

' Do

you not know that Giuditta loves me, that I love her, and that I have

sworn to love her ?
'

At the time we are speaking of, the lovers had, however, been

living apart for some years. Giuditta had returned to Italy in order

to be near her children, and act as an intermediary between Mazzini

and the Italian Liberals. In 1834, the correspondence which she

carried on with him was seized by the police of the Grand Duke of

Tuscany. The intercepted letters were, however, sealed up again and

forwarded to their address. The copies of such passages as it was

deemed advisable to preserve still exist in the Florence archives.

Mazzini was then bound to Giuditta not only by respect for his word,

but his love for her, whether Platonic or not, was at its height. His

letters to her are extremely tender :

My Darling, How many letters in a few days! I bless you, not once, but a

thousand times, oil angel of consolation ! and I also bless the chance -which has

led to all your letters arriving almost together. My God, how I felt and how I

ptill feel the need of them, for you are my life all else is but sorrow and sadness..

You write with so much love
; your letter of the 15th was overflowing with such

expressions of affection that it thrilled me -with joy. Never doubt me
;
never

doubt my love
;
never doubt anything ;

a doubt would make you guilty guilty

towards me ; for during these last days I have been able to fully gauge the force of

the love that binds me to you.
I shower kisses on the lock of your hair. You know I always wear a lock of

your hair on my heart, but I had lost it.

Giuditta answers in the same strain of sorrow and love :

I have received your letters of the 6th and 8th, sealed with black. I felt the

strongest need of seeing your handwriting again, yet the appearance of the letters

filled me with such terror that I stood trembling and stupefied for some minute?,

without venturing to open them. The idea that you had written the address re-

assured me. Yet still I trembled. Now your letters are lying open before me, and

I am weeping sorely, for I intensely long to see you, if only for a second, that I

may let my tears fall on your brow, and tell you how weary I am of living.

Later on, she wrote in another letter :

Each day that passes proves to me I am a slave. Yet my thought?, like my
eyes, turn only towards one object liberty.

Their] love, of which patriotism had been the bond and the

stimulus, was fated to live by tears. Mazzini and Giuditta remained

separated, meeting in secret from time to time for a few days only.

. . . The tie between them did not, however, cease to exist, and even

in old age they were united by a faithful friendship. Though
unknown to the public at large, this romance of Mazzini's youth was-

no secret to a few people, whereas the chaste and ideal sentiment

disclosed in the letters to Thomas Emery has been absolutely hidden.

No one was aware of it, save the persons concerned.

6 Arcliirio segreto delta Presidenza del Buon Governo di Toscana.
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During his stay in Switzerland, the leader of Young Italy made

the acquaintance of a young girl, whom we will call Magdalen, in a

house where he was hospitably received. A child still in years, she

conceived for the exile a feeling of enthusiasm which in time turned

to love, if the name of love can be given to a perfectly pure senti-

ment, composed of tender pity and of generous emotion. She was

barely seventeen or eighteen when Mazzini was forced to quit

Switzerland, after renouncing all hope of personal happiness in the

terrible moral crisis already described. Magdalen's health was

delicate; the grief of separation, the thought of the poor refugee
alone in London, suffering misery without consolation or help, made
her ill

;
her family and friends became alarmed. They wished

Mazzini to come back in order to reassure her about his condition.

He fought against his feelings ;
he would have given his life for

her, but he was not free. The first letters addressed to his friend,

from London, show deep melancholy, bitter discouragement. The

difference in the standpoints of the two men, which was to estrange
them later on, is already beginning to appear.

7

A M. Thomas Emery, Lausanne

London: August 23, 1837.

Dear EMERY, I have delayed writing, but what can I write about ? I have no

news to give you. I can't have any ;
no one can ! The world is full of cowardice,

folly, corruption, and a pulling down of everything ! I might write about ideas

to you.. But with what object ? In your eyes my ideas are heretical. It is there-

fore best for me to be silent. Stolzmann 8 has arrived. I saw him yesterday.
He is well, and has brought me Eliza's and Madame X's 9

presents. I will write

to the latter to-morrow. He also handed me from you some numbers of the

Jeune Sm'sse,
10 for which I am very grateful. They are not the ones I should

have wished, but no matter !

A report is current of my having deserted Young Europe. My answer is

that Young Europe has deserted me. Does a single one of the men who origin-

ally signed share the ideas of Young Europe as I understood and still understand

them ? So much the worse for those who did not understand or who made

7
Divergencies were inevitable, given their temperaments. L. A. Melegari was

moderate by instinct, averse to violence, and opposed by the uprightness of his nature

to the life of a conspirator. He was always ready for action when he judged it

to be necessary and useful, or when he considered himself pledged to it. When the

moment came his tolerant, upright, and just mind naturally took the view that the

constitutional solution, under Carlo Alberto, was the most suitable for pressing needs,

and the fittest means, in the then state of Europe, to bring about a realisation of unity
-and liberty.

8 A German refugee whom Mazzini had known in Switzerland.
9 A clever woman of German origin, who threw open her hospitable house to the

exiles.

10 A paper founded in Switzerland by Mazzini, which had been suspended by
order of the Government.
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mental restrictions. You are all ofyou either materialists or Catholics. Pray join

Cavaignac
11 and Buchez 1

-; both of them will teach you sustained French

initiative. The Polish Catholics of C have already publicly accepted their

teaching and proclaimed the fact in print. Young Europe let me say so this

once was the only means of developing a salutary energy amongst the exiles.

Young Europe was founded with a view to things that will come true, but not for

us. It was to be a centre, embodying them
;
at least so I had hoped ;

it was a

delusion. You are, all of you, children of the past. May God forgive you, for

in your case certainly this is merely owing to an error of thought. Now-a-days I

am surrounded by people who pretend to belong to Young Europe, andwho gainsay
all the Society's ideas ; by people who only see in it a nominal bond, a series of con-

spiracies, and not an apostolate, a mission, a voice crying in the wilderness. On all

sides, both far and near, I only meet with mockery, derision and insults as regards

my opinions, and all that I have done or attempted to do.

For the last year I have suffered inwardly in a way that makes me think I am
immortal. Else I should have died ! For the last year I have seen one thing
after another fall away from me : love, friendship, religion, recollections, poetry,

sympathy, and this in the most painful manner, with everything that could be

devised to torture a soul, which only lives by faith in the future and a little

love. ... I am alone, completely alone, alone with God, with my recollections

and with my faith. Am I then guilty because no one shares this faith ? I am

forsaking, I am deserting Young Europe because my Young Europe is not yours.

In doing so, I suffer much more, believe me, than I tell you. You speak of Rome,
and you say that I might save Italy by leading her back there. I did intend lead-

ing Italy back to Rome, but I wished to do more
;
I wished to lead Europe and

humanity thither, and encircle Italy with a girdle of nations which should be

restored to their primal purity. I wished to make Rome the soul of the world, the

word of God amongst the nations. You also wish to attain the same result, but

by means of a worn-out gospel from which the Reformation has. estranged one half

of Europe and scepticism the other, by means of a faith which once existed, but

has now become a philosophy, thanks to you and with your adhesion of a faith

which you are striving to revive by dint of books, of learned interpretations and

of sophistical erudition. May God forgive you ! You understand neither history,

nor the law of the times, nor humanity, nor Christ Himself: Christ who died in

order that humanity might one day become sufficiently emancipated to rise to God

by its own strength. Do not let us speak of this any more. We do not belong to a

generation destined to act. Others will come after us who will act ! Nothing
remains for us but individualism

;
we cannot succeed in becoming one, in fusing'

two or three of our personalities into one whole. Do not imagine that I say these

things without grief.

The duty of each one of us would be to keep alive if only the name and political

opinions of Young Italy. Yet since I grew distrustful and withdrew from public

activity after the failure of the Savoy expedition, not a single adherent of Ycung

Italy has ever said l Our leader is old, but Young Italy is immortal !

' No one has

attempted to found a group which should issue a circular, if only every other

month ! And this notwithstanding what I said at Paris
; notwithstanding the

11 An ardent Republican, born at Paris in 1801. He was the founder of the
'

Society of the Friends of the People,' and of the '

Society of the Rights of Man,' and

a brother of General Cavaignac.
12 A Belgian politician and political writer, the founder of Carbonarism in France.

He studied medicines and natural sciences as well. His philosophical and social

works were much talked of at the time they were writton.
18 An Italian patriot and refugee.
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plan which I communicated to Ghiglione
13 and to others, a plan which, while ruin-

ing me in the estimation of Italy, might have brought about a renewal of confi-

dence. Now it is too late. No one can do so any longer. Even if I would I

could not. I have pawned my mother's ring, my watch, my hooks, my maps. I

am looking for employment as a proof reader, yet I cannot find any. Up to now,

only one article of mine has heen accepted, and perhaps it will not be paid for

before the end of the year. What can I do ? With the exception of tobacco, you
know that I have no vices. But in order to act, one must live. Therefore I am

obliged to gain a livelihood. I confine myself, however, to enunciating at random
a few truths, which I write, forced by necessity, for people who don't understand

them.

Do not call me proud any longer, and do not speak to me of an account which

I shall have to render to God. That sort of thing makes me laugh, but my
laughter is bitter. ... I feel I am in a state to present myself before God as pure
and with as much confidence as all the believers in the world. Henceforward this

is my one certainty.

You promised me a long letter about her u &c. Please write it, that I may know
all. I am on bad terms with the exiles of 1821, or rather they are on bad terms

with me.

Good-bye. Keep your affection for me, and tell me where you intend going
when you leave Switzerland. Good-bye.

II

A M. Thomas Emery, Montauban 13

London: October 24, 1837.

Dear A.10 I have received your letters, and I instantly reply. Your note I

will give to Stolzmann. I am grieved at the state of your health. Try to take

care of yourself. It would be very hard to die in exile, without having been able

to bear testimony to one's belief. Let us preserve our lives as long as possible. I

feel very weak, but this comes from my never taking exercise. Still, I am in good

health, but my brain is agitated by so many thoughts . . . and at night I dream

of such strange and terrible things, that I don't know how I manage to keep so

well.

I don't read a new book, a review, or an English paper, except a weekly

periodical. In London no one is a lender
; besides, I am reluctant to ask for any-

thing or to see people. Never have I been so entirely without anything to read.

I receive the National 17 and the Helvetia in exchange for some articles of mine,

that is all. Still, my material misery, my troubles and privations of every sort,

are nothing in comparison to my moral misery. Each day I feel more and more

the isolation and the solitude that surround me. No sensation reaches me from

without, as I have always lived an inner life and have seen nature through the

medium of my own feelings. Here I look at the sky, the moon, the earth, as at so

many dead things, as at a closed book. . . . Man cannot live alone, and there is

no one who cares to know what I think and feel. When I come home from the

14
Magdalen.

15 Thomas Emery had quitted Switzerland for the time being, and taken rafage in

France.
16 Amedeo. 17 A French ^aper.
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library, I seem to be entering a house that is not mine, a room that does not belong
to me. . . . They strike me as desolate and empty as the tomb. Life for me is a

perpetual struggle an alternation between unspeakable prostration, which, without

any immediate cause, makes me long to weep and commit childish acts, and a

spiritual exaltation, which I endeavour to attain by appealing to the full force of

my convictions on duty, on life, on the mission of man, on self-renunciation. Woe
-to me if I did not believe in these things ! I should have already become a Don

Juan, or worse still, or else I should have killed myself. In the struggle which I

-endure silently and passively, I have at least acquired the certainty that my faith

is strong, that it has taken root in my innermost self and will die there.

In the desert of my existence there come, however, rare, too rare moments,
when I feel a giant, and it seems as if God drew near to sustain me, and as if there

were still something I could do for the truth. They do not last, but they lend me

.strength for many days. Yet you speak of the scepticism which is displayed in

my last letters ! How can it be that SHE,
18 who has read what I wrote, and who

understands my soul, should likewise detect this scepticism and be distressed by
it ? Am I, then, always fated to be the involuntary cause of unliappiness to those

whose welfare I would fain purchase at the price of my blood ? I a sceptic ! I am
dissatisfied with what is taking place in the present generation; nay, if you will,

I am in despair over it
;
but that has nothing to do with humanity. I am indeed

hopeless of ever enjoying or being able to confer a ray of happiness, but that has

nothing to do with my belief. Do I exist does anyone exist in order to be happy ?

"Jf happiness were to be found on earth, would there be any meaning in a future

life ? Have I not said a thousand times, that this life is but the first stage of

another ; that man has been placed in the world by God for the accomplishment of

a mission, irrespective of the consequences to himself individually ? Have I not

said a thousand times that, while carrying out this mission, man must be free from

external preoccupations ;
that the supreme law of life is to be found in God, in the

conscience, in the study of the progressive life of humanity ; that, were the whole

universe to perish around him, man ought still to continue bearing witness to his

faith
; that, the more the wicked increase and multiply, the greater the duty of

those who hold the truth
; that, the more revoltingly selfishness manifests itself,

the more man should feel the necessity of combating it and destroying the very

.germ in the education of the future
; that, the more scepticism invades all minds,

the more he should sanctify his own by faith, and make of it a temple consecrated to

God? I have said all this a thousand times, and have you ever heard me abjure
-these beliefs ? Have you ever known me compound with mediocrity and self-

interest, with the dominant vices of the day ?

I complain, it is true, because I am a man, and because disillusionment of a cer-

tain sort causes me such great pain that I cannot help suffering ;
but why do you

wish to interpret a complaint as a revolt ? I may be weak at times
; my words

belong to human speech, and do not properly express the deepest feelings of the

soul. Christ, too, once said,
' My God, remove this cup from Me.' Did He doubt

on that account ? Was He the less holy ? To suffer does not mean to change. I

have never felt so religious as during the last months. All I feel and experience
is a proof to me that my beliefs are true : I see the state of dissolution of indivi-

dualism, to which the absence ofreligious opinions must necessarily lead. I see the

cause of our party's temporary ruin in this absence of religious opinions. In it I

ftnd the explanation of all the phenomena which sadden us. I know, moreover,
that I have been born at an epoch in which I shall not witness the accomplishment
of my desires. We shall die, I fear, in the period of transition. With the faith

that I have in the future, I feel the crushing want of harmony between my soul

And the world of to-day. But is that a reason for my becoming estranged from

"
Magdalen.
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'God ? I have never prayed to Him with so much fervour as now for the few beings

who are dear to me, and love me. Let those who love me pray for me also, and

let us strengthen one another. Here below, we can only help one another by faith,

affection and prayer. In the beyond, we shall understand one another better.

Meanwhile, let us fraternise with our souls
;
let us unite them in the same ardent

faith in God
;

let us display the same smile of resignation when face to face with

vthe evils and sorrows of life
;

let us console one another by the thought that we

.do.not stand alone when we pray, when we suffer, when we love.

Perhaps 'each one of us has need of the faith of another in order to withstand.

Perhaps and the idea has often occurred to me the ray of vitality and strength
*wtic!i jsem!etin\es cheers me is but the prayer of a kind-hearted creature who is

*bntrikhig of-me at that moment. Do not deprive any of this consolation by your
"doubts. Do not deprive me of the satisfaction of believing that my solitary thoughts

and prayers may likewise give some little strength to those who suffer. . . . Tell

her 19 all this, you who best know my convictions
;
be my surety to her. My be-

liefs may not be those of others ; they are not yours, but they spring in me from

an inward inspiration, which comes from God. Far above all creeds there is God
there is the consciousness of the soul's immortality ;

there is the faith in the ex-

istence of other worlds, where we shall be nearer to God
;
there is the feeling of a

necessary progress which must lead us to God
;
of a virtue which cannot but resist

very trial
;
of a constant self-sacrifice

;
of a love for humanity, in whose midst

}God has placed us
;
of a worship of prayer, of love, of divine poetry. ... In this I

am at one with you, with all. And if my heart is conscious of impulses that carry

far beyond this sphere ; if I seem to grasp the link that binds all religions to the

successive and ever vaster evolutions of the Divine plan ;
if I seem to behold beyond

all Churches, Catholic, Protestant, or others, a vaster fane, which, resting on them

all, embraces them all
;

if I seem to see, not man as an individual, but humanity
as a whole, bowing down in unity and devotion in this temple, am I less religious

than you for that ? One day, perhaps, I shall be able to express my ideas, give

utterance to what I imagine and foresee, point out the course that I have followed,

und you will then perceive with what tenderness I have weighed the various reli-

gious forms and expressions, which I reject as exclusive, because I have found in.

myself something that includes, comprehends, and explains them all as a great

educational plan of God for humanity. Meanwhile, do not judge or condemn me
on the strength of a phrase. Have confidence in my heart. I have repeated

several things which I have already told you, and with which you agree but I

was not thinking of you alone in writing them.

Good-bye. Write to me, and give me news of her and of the others. If you can

'help me about Foscolo, do so, but I am not fit just now to discuss anything else.

Continue to care for me, and believe me to be

Your GIUSEPPE.

Ill

A M. Thomas Emery, Montauban

London : March 7, 1838.

Dear A. I am filled with gratitude towards you for the lock of hair.
23 It shall

'foe sacred to me, and I will religiously preserve the secret. I have received a letter

from Madame X,
21 which I have not yet answered. I will reply in a few days.

19
Magdalen lived at Lausanne with her father and mother, but Thomas Emery

was in constant correspondence with the X family.
20 What is meant is a lock of Magdalen's hair which Mazzini wished to have. She

was then quite a child.
21

Magdalen's mother, with whom Mazzini kept up a close correspondence.

VOL. XXXVII No. 219 3 F
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You continue not to mention her to me. I don't mention her either, as I don't know
what to eay. My heart is greatly troubled, yet I have not the slightest consola-

tion to offer. The thought that she is perhaps praying for me whilst I am praying
for her is sometimes wonderfully soothing to me

;
I seem to be the stronger and

the better in consequence. . . .. But the feeling that she is suffering on my
account weighs very heavily on my soul. I would be willing even to forego her

thoughts and prayers, could she but forget me and find elsewhere a love that

consoled her. She is still so young and capable of so much happiness.
I am wearing myself out by searching for reviews and papers for which to

write, as I don't know how to manage. I have pawned my cloak in order to be
able to smoke the one thing which it seems to me impossible to do without.

And to-day the wind is howling like a fury. The rent is paid, and the little that

we eat assured for some time to come. But that is all, and we don't know what
to do about small expenses, which are, however, quite indispensable. Three months
have elapsed without one review having published the smallest thing of mine. I

shall see what happens the first days of next month. You would laugh could

you read the flood of praises with which my articles are returned. Notwith-

standing all my efforts, I cannot succeed in writing so as to please the taste of

others. My ideas and my style terrify. . . . All that is antiquated in my eyes is

novel in the eyes of the English ;
I dare not speak of a mission of humanity, of

continual progress, of socialism. It is considered an enigma when I say that there

is one epoch for individualism and another for association. Suffice it to remark

that, when people here write on the subject of existing historical systems in

France, they don't go beyond eclecticism, which is looked upon as unique, pre~

dominant, and very bold.

Each day I feel more and more the need of an organ that shall belong entirely
to us

;
such a paper, for instance, as the old Globe, or a review appearing once a

month or less frequently ;
of a periodical, in short, which shall openly bear on its

title-page the words Young Europe the paper or review of the three nations.

But the circumstances in which I find myself preclude my even dreaming of such

plans.

Meanwhile, I must live ! No one will accept my ideas as they suggest them-

selves to me, or pay for them. Therefore, during these days which I hope are

the last I must submit, not to prostitute my ideas I would rather die than do-

so but to commit moral suicide, to write articles on matters that bore me, to coL-

lect anecdotes about celebrated men and what not !

I am no longer intimate with Gioberti. He repents having written about

Young Italy, he has become an ultra-Catholic once more, and in politics he follows

the doctrine of the golden mean. He believes in the liberalism of the throne, and

in all the dreams P.22 harboured at his death. As to Gastone,
23 he is not to be

thought of, and if they do so secretly, it will be at their own risk and peril. I

will no longer make the slightest compromise with anyone, as all is useless except
to live and die faithful to our convictions. I say our in order to deceive one

another, as it were
; for, as a matter of fact, no two of us think alike on any single

subject.

Had I money enough for printing expenses, and were I writing a book for the

Young Italy of the future, I would do so in a harsher, more intolerant, more ex-

clusive manner than heretofore
;
not out of a reactionary spirit, of which I have

not a particle, but because our generation of patriots sickens me, and as long as

they are not dishonoured in the eye? of all, Italy will not arise from the dead.

22 An Italian patriot.
23 An allusion to Carlo Alberto, whose undecided character recalled that of Gaston

d'Orleans, brother of Louis the Thirteenth.
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Good-bye : continue to love me. My letters are empty and absolutely useless,

but it is not my fault, Take care of yourself as much as possible, and believe me
to be

Your GIUSEPPE.

IV

A M. Thomas Emery, Montauban

London : July 2, 1838.

I am without news of Eliza,
24

and, judging by the symptoms of her illness,

I greatly fear that the first which I receive may be fatal. Have I not been in

contact with her ? Did she not feel a childlike enthusiasm for me ? Did she not

call herselfmy little sister ? Necessarily, then, she was bound to inour the unmerited

curse which I carry about with me. If a catastrophe were to happen, I should

regret it, less for her than for her mother and sister. Madame X's long silence I

don't mean towards me, for I had promised to write a second time to her but

towards Stolzmann, fills me with anxiety for her herself. In her last letter she did

not speak of herself or of the others, only of Magdalen. Three nights ago I dreamt

that she had arrived in London. A note in her own handwriting summoned me to

the hotel where she waa alone in despair, having lost both mother and sister. The
first part of my dream will certainly not come true, but the second may, I am
afraid, as several dreams of mine have been realised. I hope you, or the others,

will soon give me tidings of her. Do me the favour not to mention America, I

have a strong antipathy to the very name of that country.

A M. Thomas Emery, Moiriauban

July 22, 1838.

Dear A. Why inflict useless tortures on me? Why propose my writing
to Magdalen, and why do so with the words,

* What do you mean to do for

this unfortunate child
'
? You ask me if my intentions are in accordance with

the only possible ending to such a pure love, and other things of the sort. My
God ! Am I in any way able to console her ? Can I have any intentions ? Am
I free ? God knows I am not. I am in the eyes of society and of men, who only

recognise de facto ties
;
but before my own heart and before God, who takes

cognisance of promises, I am not. Do you not know that Giuditta 20 loves me, that

I love her, and that I have sworn to love her ? Do you not know that she too
t

poor woman, is alone in the world, constrained to wander about the gates of the

town where her children live without being able to penetrate inside, and that even

from afar my love affords her some consolation? Do you not know that the

passions of her soul are strong and powerful, and that were the only person by
whom she considers herself really beloved to deal her such a blow, it would be a

cruel betrayal ? Has she any other friend who gives her a little pleasure ? And,
had she another, I would not love her the less. Even in that case, and did the

duty seem imperative of
, preserving another fellow-creature from eternal

unhappiness, should I succeed in the attempt ? Could I still confer happiness on

a virgin soul, I whose soul is sombre, exhausted by disappointments, grown
distrustful from treacheries experienced, sore with grief, and overcome by such a

feeling of despair that it could not even be dispelled by the caresses of an angel
like Magdalen ?

24 Madame X's youngest daughter, whom Mazzini called his little sister.

25 An Italian lady, celebrated for her patriotism, between whom and Mazzini

there existed an affection of many years' standing. Their correspondence was seized

by the Tuscan police, and can be seen in the Florence archives.

3 F 2
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Have I any right, either, to unite this angel's fate to mine, when three, six, ten

months later I may be forced to tear myself away from her love in order to confront

mortal dangers, and condemn her perhaps to eternal sorrow r
1

But these are idle

conjectures, for Giuditta loves me, and I love her.

Then why urge me to do what is impossible ? Why compel me to realise that

I am alone, that probably I shall always be alone, yet that it need not be ? ...
Do you suppose that, forsaken as I am by everyone, I lightly renounce the presence
of a being like her a young, pure, intelligent, religious, enthusiastic, God-given
creature, into whose heart I might pour out the world of feelings, dreams, beliefs,

and faith existing in me, and which will die with me ? Do you suppose that I do

not have to endure long, endless hours of loneliness, only comparable to the

loneliness of the damned hours so desolate that they fill me with terror, so

painfully wearisome that they make me long for death ? Do you suppose that

during such hours I would not, if I could, even at the price of my blood, seek out a

breast on which to lean my head, a friendly hand to caress my brow ? . . . No, I

can do nothing for her
;
I feel this, and it is not the least of my sorrows. I would

give anything except my hopes, and even my blood, to console her ! Were I sure

that she would love me to the last, the correspondence between us might be

of some use, as in that case fraternal relations with me would be of some slight

comfort to her. But were she to succeed in forgetting me, were I to die within

the year which has become a possibility were she for any reason to find

happiness eventually through someone else, would not the correspondence you

propose do harm ? I am a bad judge in the question, as I ana not judging coolly.

Do you decide
; or, what is better, let her decide for herself. Then tell me what I

am to do. But, reflect carefully. A correspondence carried on secretly, of which

the first words must be,
* We shall never be united,' is a serious matter, only to be

undertaken in order to prevent some desperate revolution. Anyhow, I repeat,

though unfortunately everything is useless, that if this or anything else I make
but one exception can do her good, you must tell me so. I shall be eternally

grateful to those who can point out any means of consoling her.

As to Giuditta, she is not in London, and will not come. She has not left, and

will not leave, Parma. I shall remain alone in London or elsewhere until the day
I can find an opportunity of engaging in some enterprise which shall finally cut the

Gordian knot that is tightening each hour around me, yet without putting an end

to my existence.

VI

wi M. Thomas Emery, Lausanne

September 24, 1838.

You defend your expression,
' Ad un santo fiori,'

2G in such a way as to throw the

gravamen of the implied doubt on me. If you were not thinking of what is no

longer in my hands,
27 how could you suppose that this condition was necessary ?

and when I wrote to her, of what evil object did you imagine me capable ? I

understood your phrase as I did there was no other means of explaining it

precisely because I could not possibly suspect you of such distrust. For the rest,

I refer you to my last letter.

I hope you will write and give me news of her health, to which, alas ! time

furnishes no remedy. I still trust it may to her love. What she, perhaps, loves

in me is my faith, my love for my country and for humanity, my writings, the

constancy displayed in the work which I have undertaken, and in its propagation. I

had imagined that distance, inaction, and a silence of nearly two years, would lead

29 An Italian proverb meaning
' Flowers to a saint.'

27 The reference here is probably to a letter written by him to Magdalen.
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her to think that, like others. I had changed, and was incapable of remaining
faithful to my mandate. Such was my bitter hope. But she comes before

everything, so if it be necessary to strip me of the qualities with which she

invests me in order to restore her peace of mind, do so, only do not say, like her

mother, that I have abjured all affection. Depict me as I am, a man like every
other

;
take from me the poetry with which she surrounds me ; point out my

faults, and not my few virtues. Perhaps the blankness of soul caused by ruining
me in her opinion, which might at first give rise to suffering no less acute than her

present sorrow, would hereafter lead to her forming other interests. I am now

saying things against which I rebel whilst writing them, but I say them, instigated

by my strong desire to see an improvement in her condition. I am also moved by
irritation against myself and against fate. The latter has always prevented my
making anyone happy on earth, and condemned me not only to be myself unhappy,

lonely, tempest-tossed, and deprived of consolation, but also to be an instrument of

misfortune to those whose pathway I long to strew with flowers.

VII

A M. Thomas Emery, Lausanne

November 21, 1838.

Later on we will speak of the things of this world, now let us speak of

ourselves. I know no better way of dispelling irony and the appearance of

scepticism than by talking ofthe affections and evoking the image of an angel. What
is she doing ? Do you suppose that I do not often pray for her ? If you only knew
how frequently I mingle my plans of a journey to Switzerland with the thought of

seeing her, even for one hour, with the idea of telling her that in this life I can neither

be happy myself nor make her happy, but that I am her brother and she must be

my sister, my guardian angel, and intercede with God lest I die a sceptic and a mis-

anthrope. . . . Then I reflect that this would be worse, and that even were I to go to

Switzerland I ought not to see her again. ... I hear from Stolzmann that, as I

feared, she has begun to cough once more. Give me news of her in your turn. As
I wrote to the mother, it is a mistake not to take the girl for the winter to Italy,

Nice, or elsewhere. A protracted cough so easily carries off a young creature. My
sister also died of a slight cough. I am not thinking of Magdalen alone, but also

of others. In my eyes, those who die in innocency and virtue are one degree less

unfortunate than the living ;
but we are on earth, and the conviction of their

happiness does not suffice, as she would wish, to diminish our grief. In order to

enjoy the fraternity of souls we need to be equipped with the same organs, to

live the same life. I believe in the survival of love. I believe that the souls of

my sister, of my earliest friend, hover round me full of love, that they inspire me
with strength, and are gratified when I think of them. Yet each loved one, as he

goes down into the grave, deepens the furrows on my brow, and fills my being with

fresh bitterness. Then my thoughts turn to her. Were she to die, how distressed

both she and her mother would feel at the idea that she might have been saved !

For a long time past I have had no news of Giuditta. Purely on her account

I had hoped for an amnesty in the Duchy of Modena, but apparently there is no

longer any question of one, Lately an amnesty was counted on at Genoa with

such certainty that mothers were already tracing out the return journey of their

sons. Without believing in it, I wished for one, of course not for myself. On
the contrary, I trusted that the fears of the Government would spare me the

terrible struggle between the longing to embrace my family and the pain of

accepting a favour from the oppressors of my country. Still, I wished for an

amnesty for the sake of others. Why should people who no longer recognise that

an exile has a mission, who only see defeat in banishment, or else a proof that there

exists a power superior to their own why should such people remain in exile r I

ardently wish to remain alone. Bat this is idle talk.
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VIII

A M, Thomas Emery, Lausanne

London : February 22, 1839.

Dear A. The news you give me of Magdalen is less alarming than before, but

it is alarming nevertheless. In her last letter, Madame X speaks of her as not

being very well, without any apparent fear of serious consequences. But a mother

always deceives herself, and I don't put any faith in the information she gives me.

I wrote to her lately, insinuating that it would be a good thing for her daughter to

spend the winter in the South, at Nice or elsewhere. As, unfortunately, she does

not suppose the girl to be seriously ill, she will pay no attention to my advice. I

believe Magdalen will recover, but I am perhaps deluded by my wishes. God
knows how I beseech Him, from the bottom of my heart, to shorten the years still

allotted to me, and to spare me this grief. ... I had hoped to make a short stay
with you this year, but more and more obstacles present themselves as time goes

by ;
financial difficulties stop me, then the thought of my mother, to whom I am

loth to cause fresh anxiety ;
and there are other reasons as well.

To the floods of bitterness that swept over me lately has succeeded a dull

calmness a dead blank, a violent despairing peace, as Dante has it. My faculties

are dwindling away, and I am aware that action alone, but action in the true sense

of the word, could revive them. I look around me, I dreain of many plans : all

are impracticable, owing to the absoute want of resources.

I come back to her. I do not quite know on what terms you are together, and

whether you ever speak of me. If you do, tell her from me for you may speak
in my name that I shall spend my whole life alone. Tell her I already live alone

in the midst of mankind under such painful circumstances that I should sink into

scepticism and blasphemy but for the pure and beloved beings who, though far

away, are ever present to my heart, who pray for me, and the thought of whom
gives me strength. Tell her that, were she to die, her image, which now appears
to me as a sad, yet holy and purifying memory, would haunt me with remorse

unmerited remorse, yet still remorse. Tell her, that if ever the opportunity should

occur, which I desire and seek for, of exposing myself for the love of our country
and of our faith, I should be fortified, and perhaps preserved from dangers, by the

idea that her prayers and good wishes accompany me.

Tell her that I shall think of her in the midst of peril, as of the one sister whom
I still possess. Tell her all this, which I cannot put into words, but which I feel,

and which you perhaps may divine.

*

Tell me about her and her sister. I am writing to her mother at the same

time.

IX

A. M. Thomas Emery, Lausanne

April 8, 1839.

I have received your letter. I cannot tell you the impression produced on me
by the sad news.- 8 What can I say ? These accumulated blows and misfortunes,

falling on the most innocent heads, strike me as an injustice. I shall become

neither sceptical nor rebellious that would be a sheer impossibility but my soul

is pervaded by a bitterness which is destroying my peace of mind and the quiet

resignation of my faith. 1 feel more weary of life, more disgusted with it than I

28 Madame X had just lost one of her daughters.
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can express. It is terrible not to enjoy quiet, even for six months at a time
;
to

expect some fresh sorrow with each letter to Imow beforehand the impossibility
of reckoning on any joy ;

and observe that I ask nothing for myself, I only mean
the joy of others. There is not one amongst all the beings to whom I wish the

good that has never fallen to my lot whose future does not seem unutterably sad

to me. To not one of them could I give a single day's happiness. Everything in

private life impresses me as sombre and dreary ;
in public life I only see gloom,

isolation and weakness. My mother and my belief are obstacles to my committing
suicide ; but for them I would cease to exist.

At the present moment I am awaiting letters from you. Heaven knows what
news they will bring. I have written to Madame X, or rather to Magdalen, for I

thought more of the latter, I confess, while writing, than of the poor mother. I

can't myself remember what I said. How is it possible to offer any consolation

when one is incompetent to put into words what one longs to express ? In accord-

ance with your advice, I added that, circumstances permitting, I would take a

journey to Switzerland this year, and such is really my intention. But I don't

possess sufficient money to go ten miles away from here. Do you know that, since

my arrival in London, I have never been able to economise the 51. necessary to

redeem a diamond ring of my mother's which I pawned to meet the exigencies of

the first months ? ... Do you know that I have not been able to get back my
cloak during the entire winter ? When money does come, it is absorbed by the

arrears. It would be a long and useless matter to explain how we have reached

this point. The fact is that we literally cannot live here
;
but the others don't

recognise this, and can't admit the possibility of living anywhere else. I admit it

I who am ready for any sort of life
;
but I have sworn not to separate myself

from them, and I cannot break my word. But let us leave this subject. Let us

talk seriously and frankly. Do you think I should act wisely to come, and that

my presence would do her good ? Supposing I see her two or three times before

other persons, how ought I to behave towards her ? But, supposing I were to see

her alone ? ... As I can only say one thing to her,
l Be my sister/ what will be

the result of the interview ? Serenity, or a still more violent storm ? Alas ! the

more I consider, the more I hear a voice say to me :
t You ought not to see her

again.' I hope little from time her soul seems to me one of those which do not feel

its effects. Yet, what if time were to weaken her recollection of me, and I were to

prevent the possibility by meeting her once more ? Give me your advice now, al-

though my coming is uncertain. . . . Don't you see that I had better die ! Heaven
knows what evil I may yet be destined to witness, and perhaps even to commit,
involuntarily.

X

A M. Thomas Emery, Lausanne

London : May 24, 1839.

Dear A. I have received your letter of the 7th ult., which I had been expect-

ing for a long time, and a day later came one from poor Madame X, which I have

already answered. I addressed myself, I confess, less to the mother than to the

daughter, as it was of the latter I was thinking as I wrote. Had I dared, and had
I not been kept back by the constant fear of making matters worse, I would have

liked to write directly to the daughter. I would have liked to state more clearly
to her what I said in a veiled way to her mother. I would have liked to tell her

that she cannot, that she must not, die : that she cannot, that she must not, trans-

form her image which now appears to me sad indeed, yet sacred and consolatory
as that of an angel, whose prayers ever follow me into a vision of remorse and

terror, making me hate myself, destroying the remaining strength, virtue and in-

telligence which I must still consecrate to my country, causing me to fail in
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the mission bequeathed to me by our martyrs, especially in the one I have

inherited from our poor Giacomo.29 Is it my fault if I am condemned to live alone

and unhappy ? Ah ! if she but knew under what a burden my soul is fainting ! If

she but knew the inexpressible bitterness which takes hold of me when I gauge-

the isolation of my life, when I feel that I shall die without having known or

given and this troubles me the most a single day of happiness, she would

take pity on me too, and recognise that I have almost a right to an effort on her

part !

Why should she welcome the idea of death ? "Why should she hasten the end

by yielding without a struggle to the grief that consumes her ? Life is burden-

some to me also, very burdensome
; I, too, might wish to escape from a fatality

which I cannot overcome, and I would have done so but for my mother and my
faith. Is there any inequality of destiny between us ? Am I, forsooth, less solitary

than she ? Am I less made for love ? Which of us two is the more punished ?

Had we met twenty years ago on this earth, should I have been less happy than

she ? To-day things are what they are. I no longer belong to myself. I belong
to God, to my country, to the martyrdom of solitude. I shall live on alone, bub

for all that my heart is not silent, my soul has not the less need of life. Were
she to die, she would deal me a final blow, she would annihilate me.

God is my witness that I give all I can. My soul is the sister of hers, and how
well I have felt this during these days when she has been passing through a pain-
ful crisis. I give all I can

; why should she not give me all that our fate allows ?

Why should she not be a sister to me, and find some alleviation in the tie ? I had

three sisters, and only one remains. She loves me, but her education, the family

into which she has entered, the distance at which we live, and the stamp of her

character, prevent her from understanding and sympathising with what takes

place in this soul of mine. She does not enter into the faith that inspires me, she

does not grasp the mysteries of my moral existence
;
she suffers with me, because I

suffer, but not because of the cause of my sufferings. She might be the sister who
understands me, the sister of my exile and my misfortunes. Let her assume the

position of a being, forbidden by God to make me happy here below, but who knows

that we shall meet in the beyond, where she can make me happy, and who watches

over me meanwhile, so that I may not become unworthy of that other life. The
affections of earth merely represent a single moment

;
what takes its rise here

below is but a principle, an aspiration. If the end is not found in this world/ it

is found elsewhere. We both of us believe that this life is but a journey, a day of

the soul's great journey ;
let us perform it with resignation, taking comfort one

and another in the thought that each passing hour is perhaps drawing nearer the

lines of our destiny, which, by no fault of ours, can never meet in this world..

Why does she wish to separate herself from me and my life still more than is the

case now ? Why does she wish to leave this world while I am still here ? Why
should she not continue to protect me by her prayers ? She would pray for me in*

heaven, it is true, but I should not know it ! ...
In my isolation I might perhaps forget her, abjure my mission, and forsake all

that she rightly loves in me. Our union can only be a mystical, a spiritual union,

but this is already much ! We are indeed exiled one from the other, yet her tender

soul must feel what the knowledge means to a banished man, that somewhere in the

world there is a being who thinks of him, whose good wishes follow him, who>

understands his duties and prays that he may succeed in accomplishing them.

Moreover, life is short without hastening its flight ;
it passes rapidly away. Entreat

her, therefore, to live, to take care of herself, to wish to live for her mother, for her

29 Giacomo Ruffini, born in 1833, a martyr of the Italian cause, and a brother of

Giovanni Ruffini, Mazzini's companion in exile, and the author of Doctor Antonio, andi

of several other works.
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sisters, for all her family, for me also, who am her "brother. Entreat her to do
this . . . and let me hear news of her as soon as possible.

As yet I can tell you nothing about myself, nor can I be sure whether I shall/

come or not this autumn. As I wrote to Madame X, I wish to come, and I will

do all that is possible to come, but I cannot positively promise. There are a
thousand difficulties hard to get oTer. You are acquainted with some, but not

with all. J long, and I am afraid to come. The victory between desire and fear

depends on circumstances which I cannot as yet foresee.

Write to me, and never cease to love me.

GIUSEPPE*

XI

A M, Thomas Emery, Lausanne

London : July 21, 183&

Dear Friend, Yesterday I received from Madame X a letter which gratified-

me in one respect by the affection she shows me, yet saddened me in another
;
for

she says, in a few words about her daughter, that the girl continues to cough and to

waste away. I regret she did not follow the doctor's advice and go to Wisburg.
How can she suppose that, in the event of my coming to Switzerland, I would not

seek her out wherever she were ? Does she, then, imagine that I do not think of

her ? that I do not, love her as a sister, as I am forbidden to love her otherwise ?

God is my witness that, if I ardently long to take the journey, it is entirely on
her account ! I know, however, as I have already told you several times, that

it will do us no good to meet again ;
on the contrary, we shall suffer the more.

Still, I will come, but solely for her sake. For the moment it is impossible. My
position is such that, far from being able to leave England, I could not quit
this town ! I had counted on some articles issued in different papers, but my hopes
have vanished. There are not two shillings in my pocket, and in the meantime I

exist by running into debt. I am beginning to ask myself whether I shall ever

succeed in getting out of my difficulties.

Though we live very poorly, we spend every day more than we receive from

home. It is absolutely impossible for us to live in London, yet the others 30 don't

recognise this, and how are their eyes to be opened ? Therefore, I can only say
this much: as soon as I have the money strictly necessary for the journey, I will

start, and I will do all that depends on me to hasten the moment. I am doing
some work, but the monthly review which takes my articles doesn't pay for them..

It was on the point of failure
;
we offered to try to give it fresh life on condition*

of being paid if successful. I shall attempt writing for other periodicals, but access

to them is made difficult by my ideas, which I neither can nor will change. How-

ever, whatever happens, I shall receive from home before 1840 a sum which, when,

added to what I shall get here, will, I think, allow me to make a move. Before-

then there is no chance of my doing so. And at that time she will be in France

at her sister's. But the possibility of my arrival must not lead her to alter her

plans ;
if it did, I should feel real remorse.

As soon as I have the necessary amount it shall be put aside for use at the

proper moment. Thank her for the message sent me through you. Tell her that

I shall bless her if she promises to take care of herself; tell her, if she consents to

listen, that she is infinitely dearer to me than she imagines, that I think and dream

of her every day, and that her life is an absolute necessity to me. . . . Tell her all

you can conceive of on my behalf
; you will never go beyond what I long to say to

her. I will reply to her mother in a few days.

I know you are intimate with Sainte-Beuve and Mickiewicz. God preserve

me from excommunication !

Write to me, and believe me to be Yours, GIUSEPPE.

30 The Ruffini.
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XII

A. M. Thomas Emery, Lausanne

London : September 14, 1839.

Dear A. I have received your letter of the 6th. Forgive my long silence. I

have been so occupied, so overwhelmed with work, that I have put off writing till

now. I wrote to Madame X a few days before receiving your letter I will soon,

write again to both of you.
A letter received by Stolzmann informed me that Magdalen was to leave home,

but it contained no positive news of her health, neither does yours. Yet you make
some very disquieting allusions to her condition. As I foresee the possibility of

her departure, I have told Madame X that if, as I hope, I am able to put my plan
into execution, I will warn her of it a fortnight or three weeks in advance. But

you shall be warned a full month beforehand, so that, without hastening her return,

which might destroy all the good done by the change of air, Magdalen may know
in time of the hour of my arrival. As to the plan itself, I tell you and I repeat

once more that/the sole obstacle is the absolute want of money. I repeat, abso-

lute. By alluding to vanished hopes, as you do, with a certain bitterness, you

merely add another to my many sorrows.

Though I am aware that the results of a journey to Switzerland will be evil

rather than good, yet, believe me, 1 would be ready to take it ten times over. I

shall only know my fate in the first days of January, and till then I can neither

come to any decision nor attempt to write anything : consequently Magdalen must

not think of travelling during this very cold month. She ought to remain in

France until she hears from Lausanne what my intentions are, and she must believe

that I will do all in my power to fulfil my promise.
I shall regret your leaving Switzerland, for I know of no one except yourself

in whom I can repose perfect trust. I make no exceptions, however
;

if your life

is to be made easier by going away, do so by all means. You will be equally useful

in France. I shall also regret your departure for Magdalen's sake. Your presence,

and the affection which you show her and all her family, are a support to her.

Good-bye.
Ever your GIUSEPPE,

XIII

A M. Thomas Emery, Lausanne

London : April 28, 1840.

Dear A. My long silence must have made you think that I was absent on %

journey, and this letter, when you receive it, will produce a gad impression on you,
as sad as the one I am under as I write. Yet it is not my fault, and you could

not say more to me than I do to myself. You cannot change fate, nor make what

is impossible possible. Money is necessary for a journey, and I have none. I had

counted on some writings of mine for which as yet I have found no publisher.

Then, other things also have happened, as I wrote to Madame X a few days ago. . . .

The Ruffinis' father is dead. Their mother, about whom we felt great anxiety, is

still living, but she has seen all her sons die one after another, except the two

with me (?) (II y a ici une erreur evidente, ce me semble) ;
and now she has lost

her husband. She is quite alone, . . and before dying she longs to embrace them,
to fortify them with her blessing for the years of exile still lying before them. I

crave this blessing for her and for them. The words of their aged mother might

perhaps restore the active religious life and faith which they no longer possess.

Consequently an interview must take place between them. Now, if she leaves

Italy, she would wish to see me, if only for one day. I shall never be able to scrape

together sufficient money for two journeys, and, if this difficulty did not exist, I
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could ^not possibly undertake two journeys in the same year without danger. The

attention of the police is being awakened everywhere with regard to us. I dare

not expose myself at this moment, when all my work has to be done over again ;

as soon as it is finished I shall be quite indifferent as to my life ! I must therefore

arrange matters in such a way as to conciliate both my duties. Perhaps by staying
a few days longer with you all I may gain what will balance the delay. The sole

obstacle to the success of my friends' plan is the want of financial means, but this

difficulty will be infallibly overcome this year. It's the only thing of which I feel

sure
; and, as to the moment, be my spokesman with Magdalen. Tell her every-

thing ;
her delicate feelings will teach her to understand my position and prevent

any misinterpretation of the delay on my part ; misinterpretation would add a

fresh sorrow to those we are already enduring.

XIV

A M. Thomas Emeryt Lausanne

London : July 21; 1840. ,

Dear A. Do you intend writing to me, or do you not ? Are you punishing
me because I am forced to put off my departure owing to my absolute want of

money, to the complications arising out of the death of the Ruffinis' father, and to

the necessity of avoiding all risks at this particular moment, when the circulars of

the Central Government to that of Soleure state that I am at Granges, and give
orders to have me watched ? or else, has something happened which you don't wish

to tell me P I have not had a line either from you or from Madame X for weeks.

* . . I know nothing of Magdalen's health or of yours. Since I have regained my
energy, you who used to spur me on and to reproach me with my inertia have

ceased to write yourself. Send me a few lines, I beg of you, about yourself, about

her, and then about anything else you like. If you do, I will write more fully

than is possible to-day.

Here and elsewhere things are being slowly reorganised. At Paris we have

determined enemies : Borgia,
31
Mamiani,

33 and many others. Our people are some-

what timid and undecided (and meet together in a haphazard fashion in the pro-
vinces ? ? ?). We shall see our way more clearly in a little time.

Ever yours, GIUSEPPE.

XV
A M. Thomas Emery, Lausanne

London : October 2, 1840.

I don't quite understand what you say of the unpractical spirit shown in the

general directions which I sent to you. If by practical spirit you mean organisation, I

may remark that it was necessary to confine ourselves to indispensable generalities,

on account of the necessary distinction to be made between Italy and foreign countries,

and even between different parts of Italy. As to the sincerity of the respect shown

to religion, it seems to me that it is proved, and proved very positively, by the way
in which the directions are drawn up. Allow me to add that this respect is neces-

sarily sincere, as my beliefs, whatever they be, are quite as sincere as yours or

those of anyone else. If by religious belief you mean the Christian, the Roman
Catholic belief exclusively, you cannot possibly demand such a declaration either

from me or from the association. I am neither a Christian nor a Roman Catholic,

as these terms are understood nowadays. Most members of the association are

31 An Italian refugee.
32 Terenzio Marniani della Eovere, a patriot and an eminent philosopher. He

played an important part in the liberation of Italy, and was a Minister of Pius the

Fourth in 1848.
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not either. Even if the mass of the Italian people were as you assert, we allow all

opinions to manifest themselves freely without taking sides for or against. Let men
come to us and work without prattling in the name of the Christ-God, and I will

reverence them as believers worthy of esteem and respect. 1 shall remain what I

am, in my quality of a private individual. I have not the right to shackle the

association by an exclusive formula, whether it is a religious one or not. When
Young Italy reaches the stage of action the society must formulate its own
beliefs. As to me, if you think that I possess any moral influence, make use

of it for our common aim. Be sure of one thing : if I am in error as to belief, the

harm I do will not be great, nor will it last.

I am very grateful for the news you give me of the X family. It is a greats

comfort to hear that Magdalen is better. If only she could forget me ! Yet, God
knows the need I have of pure souls who will love and pray for me. Still, if

she could but forget me ! ... What she is doing for Mickiewicz's wife is worthy
of her.

I say nothing of myself; my intentions are still the same, but I am more than

ever overwhelmed by misery. As regards health, I am neither ill nor well. I am

writing in an immense hurry. Continue to care for me, and believe in the affec-

tion of your

GIUSEPPE,

Mazzini wrote some further letters to Thomas Emery, but as

years rolled by the difference between their ways of thinking and

feeling became more marked. Without any open breach, without

any reproaches, their correspondence slackened, and finally came to

an end. After 1843 complete silence ensued. Mazzini never saw

either his friend or Magdalen again. Though his heart might still

remember, his lips were sealed to those who had loved him.

The remainder of the celebrated revolutionist's life belongs to

history alone. Posterity will judge him more equitably than did his

contemporaries. But, whatever the final verdict may be on the part

he played in politics, the fact that he was the first to conceive of and

to give a concrete shape to the idea of the unity of Italy will remain

Mazzini's greatest glory. The idea was shadowed forth only by
Macchiavelli

;
Mazzini gave it form and life, and, by basing it on

liberty, modernised it, and made it susceptible of practical applica-

tion. At bottom, all the Italian Liberals between 1814 and 1831 had

worked for their own special region ;
it was Mazzini who directed

their enthusiasm and their wills towards a single common aim.

Garibaldi has been described as a man fashioned after Plutarch's

theories; Mazzini may be compared to one modelled on Plato's.

Mr. Frederic Myers, who has written a most remarkable essay on

the leader of Young Italy, says of him :

' He is the man who has

carried down with him the instincts of love and philosophy from the

heaven where he has looked on truth
;
he mounts from step to step

that chain of high affections on which alone Plato teaches that a soul

can rise from the love of its human counterpart to the love of God.'

With regard to Mazzini's individual existence, if we consider his

life from the standpoint of outward success, it was a failure ; popn-
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larity has selected other names than his
;
the cause to which he

devoted his youth and his strength owes its triumph to men of action
;

tie died in isolation, almost a prisoner, in that native land on which he

iiad concentrated the whole force of his affections. But if we consider

'his existence from the standpoint of harmoniousness and consistency,
fione has been so complete as his. His positive mind had no compre-
hension either for superfine contradictions or for seductive complexities ;

in no way did he bear the stamp of that eighteenth century which

tiad scarcely come to an end at the moment of his birth. Indeed,
;he is connected with no particular period ;

he belonged to the race of

Carlyle's heroes and of Nietzche's superhuman men; one of those

characters who strain every nerve to remain on the heights. Con-

sequently no other soul could completely respond to his. As we have

seen by his letters, each step onward was the signal for a fresh dis-

appointment : friends, admirers, partisans, all disappointed him. He
lived alone, finding satisfaction only in the workings of his soul, and

expectant of immortality.

D. MELEGARI,
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MR. IRVING ON THE ART OF ACTING

A VERY eloquent and pathetic lecture on acting as an art has been lately

delivered by Mr. Henry Irving. I say
'

pathetic
'

because there is a

great pathos in his passionate pleading that for him time may not

bring oblivion, in the natural and wistful utterance of his conscious-

ness that his name cannot altogether die, that of the thunders of

applause which nightly greet his ear, some echo shall resound to the

generations yet unborn. His desire is natural; his claim to its

fulfilment is just, and founded on great gifts nobly used. But he

surely mistakes in supposing that the supreme test of art is its dura-

bility ;
it is surely a quite different quality i.e. its spontaneity.

The reason why acting has not been placed beside music, sculp-

ture, poetry, and painting, is certainly because it lacks, and must
ever lack, spontaneity, and that quality which is somewhat unsatis-

factorily called originality. Without the text of his part the actor

were dumb. Give to the composer some ruled sheets and a pencil,

and he will produce a Meistersinger or an Oberon-, give to the

painter a blank panel and a few ground earths, he will create a Mono,

Lisa or a Rape of Europa ; give to the sculptor a lump of wet clay

and an iron rod, and he will make Aphrodite smile and the Laocoon

writhe
; give to the poet pen and ink and paper, and he will, with no

other cabalistic signs than those of the alphabet, give you a Mid-
summer Night's Dream or a Wilhelm Meister. The actor, on the

contrary, prior to creation, must have an already existing creation,

a distinct suggestion from some other mind before him. He must
have the already invented and perfected work of another in his hands

before he can himself produce and present anything. Acting is an

art placed on another art, as the potter places pate sur pate in

creating an ornamented vase. This art is what is called in ceramic ware

barbotine
;
that is, beautiful forms copied from already existing forms,

and applied to an already existing foundation. If Shakespeare had

improvised Othello on the boards of the Globe, the actor would have

fulfilled the conditions required to make of acting a spontaneous art.

But it would have been impossible for him to do this had he been

capable of it which he might have been because no actor can fill
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more than one part at one time. The fact may or may not lessen

the value of acting that the actor must, before acting, make himself

master of verse or prose which is the work of another, in order to

graft his own creations on the creations of that other, but the fact

does unquestionably take acting into another category than that of

the arts. For those arts are self-fecundating, contain in themselves

all organs necessary for procreation, conception, and gestation ;

whereas the art of the actor must receive fecundation from without,

and, not receiving this, must remain sterile. Moliere is the only
actor on record who was at once brilliant as a histrion and as a

comedian. But even when this condition is fulfilled, the actor still

remains dependent on many extraneous aids and much pre-arranged
assistance. He is seldom, perhaps never, wholly a free agent. He is

not for a moment able to dispense with support, if he could even dis-

pense with costume or with scenery. The greatest King Lear would

be impotent with a vulgar or inept Cordelia
;
the finest Othello would

be embarrassed by an awkward Desdemona and a grotesque lago.

Personally, I should have equal pleasure in seeing Irving's King
Lear, or Mounet Sully's Orestes, if they were acting in a bare barn with

signposts to indicate the scene, lit by some pale oil wicks, as in seeing
them at the Lyceum or at the Francais

;
but the world in general

will have the actor environed by scenic effects
; and if we could dis-

pense with these effects, we cannot, to enjoy a fine play, dispense with

excellence in all the actors, not to a supreme, but to a considerable,

degree. Irving knows this well, since he is always heedful to environ

himself with his own scenery and play with his own trained company.
The complete independence and isolation which the other arts can

bear, and indeed enjoy, are, therefore, always denied to the actor.

Everyone who has seen '

stars
'

in the provinces is aware how largely

the highest histrionic talent is dependent on suitable companionship.
Thus the actor is environed by prosaic and cumbersome obliga^

tions. Tennyson could sit in a leafy bower, or in a warm ingle-nook,

and summon spirits from the vasty deep ;
Watts can call Daphne and

Europa to him in the solitude of his studio
; Gounod, without leaving

his own music-room, could bring around him the angel choir which

welcomed Marguerite ; Verdi, without stirring from his house, can

hear the carols of the frolicsome elves in Windsor Forest at midnight ;

but the great actor is obliged to study a'l the properties and person-

ages wherewith he must be surrounded, and when he seeks his

public over seas, to carry with him all his scenes and costumes, to

endure the Pullman car, the Cunard liner, the public receptions, the

eternal speeches and presentations, the whole vulgar, oppressive

routine of modern homage ;
half his life is wasted in these stupid

formalities, which Herbert Spencer the thinker can refuse, but which

Henry Irving the great actor cannot, or thinks he cannot. The

natural atmosphere of the actor is excitement
;
the natural atmo-
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sphere of the other arts is repose. The other arts create by daylight,

the art of acting is pursued by artificial light ;
their creations are

intimately associated with the home, with the library, the atelier, or

the music-room; his is as intimately associated with the cheering
crowds and the midnight streets. This fact in itself creates an

unalterable distance between his and theirs
;
and gives to it another

colour and complexion than theirs, as the earth in which they grow
modifies the hue and form of plants.

One cannot help grudging the time given by Henry Irving to

those annual progresses from San Francisco to Chicago, as one grudges
IRubens to his Embassy. But to the actor the flux and reflux of the

sea of life are necessary ;
he finds his inspiration in the mare magnum

of the great human movement, and the electric attraction which he

radiates is returned to him on its phosphorescent waves. He would

probably gather no inspiration from solitude
;
none from the silence of

the mountains and the woods. The other arts can exist without any
human sympathy, are often at their greatest when it is refused to

them
;
but without applause and popularity the actor is nothing.

This is one of the reasons why, of all artists, the actor is the most

beloved by his fellow-men. He needs them most; he loves them
'best. He does not offend his fellows by that pride as of Michel

Angelo, that isolation as of Wordsworth, that scorn as of Byron, that

disdain as of Handel, that crystalline coldness as of Groethe, common
to the other arts.

To say that acting is not a perfect art is not to say that the actor

may not be a true genius. Sarah Bernhardt is a woman of great
and dazzling genius, she has far more of it than some of the writers

who write for her
; yet her undoubted genius does not save her from

being obliged to have recourse to creations not her own to supply
her with the subjects which display her genius. It is presumable
that she could not conceive even so bad a drama as is Les Rois, since

she has to employ Jules Lemaitre to invent it for her. Actors will

reply impatiently that they are not dramatists, and never pretend or

attempt to be so
;
but the fact that they cannot move without the

dramatist any more than the steam-engine can move without fire

and water, does constitute an inferiority in the art of acting.

Henry Irving is a man of undoubted genius, and the writer of

the play of Charles the First was but a carpenter of unrhymed lines,

by courtesy called verse
; yet when the man of genius wished to

impersonate Charles the First he was compelled to go for his
' book

'

to Mr. Wills. Without the scenario of the dramatist, dead or living,

the actor cannot stir
;
he lies prone as the balloon lies a heap of silk

and cordage on the ground until the gas which is the breath of its

life is breathed into it. The inspiration of the actor is not from a

primary but from a secondary afflatus. Talma was a great genius
beside whom Joseph Chenier was but a political versifier

; but before
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Talma drew all revolutionary Paris to Charles the Ninth he was

obliged to find Joseph Chenier, who wrote Charles the Ninth. If the

.great actor is often the Pygmalion who breathes the breath of life

into a statue of clay, he is, nevertheless, dependent on that figure of

clay ;
he cannot create alone

;
the histrionic art is not bisexual, like

those sea-creatures which are their own procreators and which the

other arts in their plenitude of creative power do resemble. Mr.

Irving claims for acting that it includes all arts : that it is sculp-

ture through its attitudes, painting through its costume, poetry

through its imitative passions and its appeal to multiform emotions
;

but he forgets that it, in all these, is not independent of the

arts, but dependent on them, and that it never springs full-armed

from the head of Jove. Melpomene cannot weep, Thalia cannot

smile, until their sister muses take them by the hand and whisper
into their ear the message of the gods.

He would claim that the actor is the interpreter of such divine

messages to mortals here below. He is so, at times, no doubt
;
but

the message is never conveyed directly to him
;
it only comes to him

through the medium of the poet. If Mr. Irving resent this I shall

regret it, for I have the greatest admiration for his talent, for his

character, and for his devotion to that which he believes to be the

truth
;
but it seems to me an indisputable fact.

Acting has much of the positive in it, little of the idealic. It is

in its fittest sphere when dealing with representations of actual life.

The supernatural, the spiritual, do not accord with the foot- lights.

Personally I can never see the ghosts of Banquo, or of Hamlet's

father, without impatience ;
and even with all the imposing aids of

the lyric theatre the graveyard scene of Robert le Liable cannot in-

spire us with awe, and the incantations of Mephistopheles in Faust

do not inspire us with terror. For the essence of spiritual impression
is intangibility ;

and the stage cannot produce this purely visionary

effect, but does, on the contrary, reduce the spiritual to the tangible

and measurable. The vision of Arthur is no more to be rendered

on the stage than the Last Judgment in painting. Look as reve-

rently as we may at Tintoretto in Venice, at Michel Angelo in Kome,
we must feel that, however great the work, the theme remains one

beyond and above human powers to embody. So do the Arthurian

legends. Tennyson's Idylls of the King are poems beautiful in

much
;
but they are in no sense Arthurian, and, as has been well

said before now, their morality is that of a country rectory of England
in the nineteenth century, as Milton's Paradise Lost breathed the

-ethics of Chalfont St. Giles. There are three legends which no

modern hand should touch
; they are Troy, Avalon, and Eden.

There are some memories and legends which it is profanity to

touch
;
those of the great king, with the glory of his golden hair and

the effulgence of his radiant eyes, are such, and should be sacred.
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The romance of Arthur is not a theme for the theatre
;

it is too

visionary ;
music of the greatest might suggest it as it has suggested

the Nibelungenlied ;
but the golden mists in which Arthur and

Camelot lie hid are not to be rendered by the deftest scene-painter

that ever wielded brush
;
nor can that immortal figure,

*

cloth'd in

white samite, mystic, wonderful,' ever be embodied by any mortal form.

Berlioz in his greatest hours might have created some great lyric

drama of Arthur, with the sound of the wind and the seas of Tintagel

sighing for ever through it
;
but an ordinary play built on the Mdbi-

nogion hurts one, as it offends one to have scenes added to King
Lear. As well might one dare to add a canto to the Inferno, a peri-

style to the Parthenon, a figure to the Sistine.

Henry Irving, despite his poetic instincts, has never realised this ;

and that he is not the first to recognise it is to me passing strange.

For if the poet fail when he seeks to reproduce the demigods of

that great past which is covered with the enchanter's web of tradition,

how much more completely must fail the actor, because his art is so

much more material, so much more insistent, than the poet's. The

poet can make us believe in the magical might of Excalibur, but the

Excalibur of the stage can only be a stage-sword, a '

property,' like

any other mimic blade. We can ride through space on Kodomonte
when Ariosto calls

;
but Kodomonte on the stage could appear only a

circus trick-horse. The actor should never leave the confines of the

real
;
the immaterial belongs alone to the poet and to the musician.

The actor can* only inspire spiritual awe when he suggests it, not by

phantom or by limelight, but by the terror expressive in his own

countenance, from looking on which the spectator gathers and shares

his unspoken fears.

The poet and the musician suggest, the actor insists. When he

charms us he rivets us to himself; he does not unbind the zone of

our fancies and set them loose to stream upward to the stars.

Becket, Eichelieu, Lear, Eomeo, Mercadet, Tartuffe, Macbeth,

Triboulet, Biron, are all meet occupants of the stage; but not

Arthur, not Faust, and, to my taste, not Hamlet. Not Hamlet, be-

cause the finest essence of Hamlet evaporates in the theatre, and that

supreme incarnation of the wistful terrors of man before the unex-

plained mysteries of his own creation loses immeasurably in spiritu-

ality and force when it is brought in visible conjunction with the

skull, the grave-digger, the ghostly shade.

There are themes which we feel too profoundly, too purely, too

intensely, too delicately, to endure their attempted embodiments.

Great painters have attempted to embody the ceaseless circling of

Paolo and Francesca through the space of hell
;
but all their concep-

tions fail, become almost grotesque in their entire inadequacy to re-

cord that vision which the words of Dante have called up to us a

vision which is fugitive, impalpable, immeasurable, and for that
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reason is above and beyond all realisation by the painter's art. In

like manner the art of the actor fails, like the painter's, to embody
that which the soul of man alone has sight to see. The imagination
is like the lover; its visions are so fair that it shrinks from their pro-

fanation by others, even under the guise of sympathy. It is this

sympathy which the actor offers to us, but which not seldom is to us

unwelcome. He insists too much on that which is too sacred to us

to be thus accentuated.

Irving cannot comprehend why one shrinks from seeing the Faust

of Goethe manipulated and amplified by his commands. But if Sir

John Millais were to say to him one day,
* Come and see the

Madonna di San Sisto
;
I have borrowed it and repainted it

; you will

find it much improved,' would he go to the studio ? Would he

think the genius of Millais could excuse such a sacrilege ? A great

poem is not less sacred than a great painting. The Faust of Goethe

is at least as hallowed as the Madonna di San Sisto ;
is as supreme a

work of art, as pure and fine in its proportions and in its concep-

tions.

Irving would reply that the public of two hemispheres has seen

no sacrilege. Alas, no ! because it is the same public in both hemi-

spheres, or nearly the same, as imagines it sees wit in Charley's Aunt,

and thinks it finds a picture of the social and political life of England
in The Bauble Shop.

He desires greatly to promote the establishment of a State theatre

for London
;
but would a State theatre produce additional acts to Lear

and a Wills-erised Faust ? It is to be hoped not. The Theatre

Franais would certainly never produce a modern addendum to

Phedre or Le Cid.

It is extremely odd that Henry Irving, so striking an example him-

self of the power of talent to find its own vocation through the most

adverse circumstances, should be an advocate of the dry-nursing of

nascent talent by that most niggard of all foster-mothers the State,

The conditions in which the State alone can work, and the official

representatives of its power which it is forced to employ (i.e.
the

bureaucracy), are the worst enemies which talent can have. The

State, being called in to preserve Epping Forest and govern the New

Forest, immediately begins to turn the one into a cleared and formal

park and the other into a fir-plantation and a rifle-ground. This is

the manner in which public bodies always work and always will work,

whether their area be a woodland wild or a human intelligence. At

the presentmoment, to make the unsightly and unnecessary station for

the Paris Exhibition of 1900 on the esplanade of the Invalides, trees,

centuries old, priceless in their size and beauty, are being felled; the

Minister concerned, being called to account, regrets the mistake, pro-
mises to correct it. How can he replace the felled trees ? This is an

exact emblem of the action of the State in all countries, and of the
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incurable mischief done by its interference and 'dictation. Why
desire to cast its poisonous and depressing shade over the budding
freshness of courageous and imaginative youth ? Keal and great
talent will always remain as rare as a comet. Training schools can

only give the world its simulacrum.

It may be urged as regards the theatre that a play contains many
characters, twenty or thirty sometimes

;
that of these there are only

two or three which require talent
;
that the remainder are insignifi-

cant, yet that these insignificant parts require to be well filled to

make a harmonious whole, and that it is how to fill the small parts

properly that would be taught by a dramatic training school. No
doubt this may be so

; an4 the training school may teach correctly

the opening of a door, the placing of a chair, the delivery of a

message ;
but could there not, then, be attached to every playhouse of

note some actor, too old for appearance himself on the boards, who
could teach young men and womenthose elementary accomplishments,
as such professors teach them at the Conservatoire ? No doubt the

general high level of excellence for which the French dramatic com-

panies are conspicuous is due in a measure to organised teaching,

very patiently imparted and learned
;
but it is still more due to

certain qualities of the French esprit and character, and these are no

more to be imported into English soil than the Clos Vougeot vines

can be grown in Lincolnshire fens, or the Provenpal olive on Essex

marshes.

France has the gift of combining State protection with respect

for the liberty necessary to the development of talent, of fertilising

and endowing without stifling and humiliating. How admirable in

its work has been the institution of the Villa Medici ! But England
is of another temper ;

and all State protection in England degenerates
into a half-contemptuous patronage ;

and all patronage is an odious

and injurious thing. There is a fatal tendency in English taste to

run into the commonplace, the trivial, the mediocre
;
Pecksniff and

Podsnap are twin chairmen on every British Board, and if England
endure a thousand years Pecksniff and Podsnap will be always with

her, bred in the very marrow of her bones.

In Paris there can be no doubt that the histrionic art has owed much
to the State theatre; the Theatre Franpais has preserved the finest

traditions of that art, and given dignity to the position of the actor.

But in France there is always respect for talent
;
there is an instinc-

tive movement of deference before all talent
;
there is a sense of what

is due to talent so strong in the nation that we have seen how, in the

most violent and submersive times, the Franpais has always been re-

spected, and some man of great talent has always been placed at its head

as its director. But there is not this temperament in England.
A State theatre in London would pass under the rule of the

County Council, and become a mere gigantic job, Tory or Eadical,
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as chance might have it, but a job, like South Kensington and the

Imperial Institute.
'

Jamais,' cried Contat, when the privileges

of the Franais were menaced by the Hotel de Ville in 1787,

'jamais je ne recevrai d'orclre d'un municipal qui est mon chandelier

ou mon marchand d'etoffes !

' But in London it would be unques-

tionably the chandler and the draper by whom the actor, placed' and

paid by the State, would be commanded. The State theatre of

Mr. Irving's ideal would not be realised or approached in the

municipal dramatic government ofLondon, and were the State theatre

placed instead in the power of the Home Office or had a Minister

created on purpose for it, it would be no better off. We allknow the

way of work of a department ;
the official circumlocution, caricatured

by Dickens and still existing intact under disguises ;
the cut-and-

dried dicta of the official mind
;
the ' interest

'

which remains an all-

powerful though concealed divinity ;
we all know the polished and

meaningless official reply which turns in endless gyrations on the

same theme of uncompromising and colourless immovability, the

useless expectation, the fruitless waiting, the labyrinth of entangle-
ment which are the portion of those who have anything to do with a
'

department/ What would the actor gain by breaking his heart

and chafing his spirit in the silver-grey hell of officialism ?

If Mr. Irving became the doyen of a municipal theatre in London

he would speedily regret the brilliancy, distinction, and freedom of

his Lyceum ;
and it would be as impossible to him as it was to

Contat to be under the rule of chandlers and drapers, even if wholesale

dealers.

Moreover, despite the precedents of the Theatre Francais and

the Villa Medici, it is much to be doubted whether the principle of

State aid to any art is a good one. The more the State is kept out

of national life the better
;
for the State is itself, at its best, only a

gigantic job. It may be a lovely and alluring picture which fancy
draws of the State spreading its aegis over the head of the child of

genius. But in point of fact the child of genius is much better with-

out the State. The kind of talent which recommends itself to

officialism is not the finest kind. True genius requires as its first

condition of existence absolute freedom. Louis of Bavaria could

understand this when he sheltered Wagner ;
but no officialism could

ever understand it or could ever possibly act on it. Genius is not a

forced flower which perishes without a bell-glass over it
;
it is a young

forest sapling which only needs to be left alone to grow into the oak-

tree. True, the unkindness of adverse circumstances may cut like

an axe to the root of the sapling, and lay it low ere it has borne a leaf;

but it is a risk which it must run in common with the rest of the forest,

and it is better struck down at once than forced to live lopped and

pollarded in the dwarfed likeness of a grafted apple-tree. I have said

previously, elsewhere, that the greatest danger of modern life'is the
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yearly increasing tendency to appeal for State aid, to invoke on all

emergencies the intervention of the State, and that this tendency,
which might be good were the State some semi-divinity, some guardian

angel, is most pernicious, the State being what it is a mere con-

gregation of politicians and their nominees, of office-holders and the

seekers of place.

Great as is the Academy of France, it is a body which labours

under one marked disadvantage ;
it is compelled, whenever a vacancy

occurs in its ranks, to fill up that vacancy at once, without regard to

the fact, which often possibly exists contemporaneously, that there is

no one living wholly worthy to succeed the dead. More than once

in recent years it has been forced by scarcity to give fauteils to men

very inferior to their predecessors. This would be the great disadvan-

tage ofa Statetraining school, a State theatre for actors : aHenry Irving
and Ellen Terry would not come with every generation ;

it would be

forced to give its funds, its teaching, and its proscenium to medio-

crity nine times out of ten, and the public would be invited and

instructed to receive such mediocrity as talent. There are already
too many factories of pseudo-talent at work all over the world,

turning it out as Birmingham turns out sham jewels and simili

bronzes.

It is difficult to understand why a man so entirely successful as Mr.

Irving has been without any extraneous aid should so ardently desire

the aid ofthe State for others. He cannot seriously think that his own

position is less agreeable than that of Coquelin, who is at this moment
fined 500 francs a night for playing elsewhere than within the walls

of the Comedie Francaise. Nothing can be more galling than such

lawsuits and condemnations
; yet the Comedie Franpaise, in thus prose-

cuting Coquelin, is clearly only enforcing its just rights.

It is impossible to conceive, on the other hand, a situation more

enjoyable, independent, and dignified than Henry Irving's, or Charles

Wyndham's, or George Alexander's, or what was Mr. and Mrs. Ban-

croft's, as lessees and managers of the theatres in which they act or

acted. True, the cares, prosaic and pecuniary, of the management
must cause the loss of much time which it is a pity men of talent

should spend in the more sordid efforts of life
;
but then it is equally

certain that they need none of them be managers unless they wished

to be so. They would make equal wealth if they possessed no

theatre of their own
; possibly more, for their expenses would be

slight if they played for the highest bidder, as do lyric artists, and

their gains would be vast, whilst they would still remain infinitely

more independent than if they were the societaires of a State theatre.

What, then, could these men of unusual ability gain from the inter-

ference of the County Council or the Imperial Treasury with the

Drama ? Nothing, clearly ;
the only actors who would benefit would

be those of mediocre calibre, as the inferior creator and the inferior
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artist are those who benefit by the circulating library and the picture

exhibition.

No doubt acting is -much more capable of being taught than

are the other arts
; though apparently born of impulse and inspira-

tion, it is not really so except in a secondary degree ;
it is com-

pletely hemmed about by tradition, precedent, and collaboration, and

the limits of the language which it repeats. The actor who should

be so far carried out of himself as to improvise dialogue would set

all his fellow-players at sixes and sevens and stop the progress of the

action, since no one would be prepared with a replique or a fresh

situation. The limitations of language learnt by rote must at times

be irritating to the great comedian or tragedian, and that he does

not break through them shows that he can never be completely carried

out of himself as the writer, the painter, the sculptor, and the

composer constantly are in their hours of creation. Indeed, the

greatest players have always laid down as an axiom that for the actor

to achieve success on the stage it is absolutely necessary for him never

for a moment to forget that he is acting. On the other hand, the

electric current which flashes from the stage to the audience

arouses and impresses the sluggish fancy, the torpid comprehension
more instantaneously, more completely, than the other arts. The
actor can capture and enthral the ignorant as no other artist can

do. To the careless or unimaginative spectator the genius of the

histrion is as a blaze of light falling on a page hitherto hidden by
the dusk of twilight. Through the art of the stage the tragedian or

comedian has a much closer and more visible contact with the public
than any other, except the lyric artist. The force by which he moves

them is a physical emanation from himself as well as an intellectual

influence. If he lament that the influence is fugitive and must cease

entirely with his breath, it may fairly be replied to him,
'

Verily thou

hast thy reward; thy kingdom is of this world.' The writer cannot

follow his written words into the far recesses of thought, where they

may light the fires of action in sluggard souls, or soothe the tears

of sorrow, or carry glad tidings into the dark places of the earth
;
but

the actor can see his glad tidings light up the worn face of his hearer ;

he can unseal the fountains of tears and of laughter ;
he can play

on the human soul as on the strings of a harp, as David played to

Saul. Therefore he has in the immediate present, within his

palpable reach, his instantaneous and actual reward.

The actor, bringing to bear upon the part he studies all his

mental powers, may very possibly find in it meanings and sugges-
tions which have escaped even the scholar. If the conversations with

Napoleon recorded by Mme. de Eecamier are to be trusted, he said

to her that he had never fully understood the drift of the close of

Cinna until he saw the role of Augustus acted by Monvel, and that

he then realised for the first time that the closing words of Augustus
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were not intended to be inspired by clemency, as lie had always

thought ;
he perceived that they were intended to be inspired by craft.

The reading of the closet may fail to suggest many views,

inclinations, doubts, suggestions which may be thus offered by the

reading on the stage. We know that a clever actor will make of

some trifling and obscure part an interesting and conspicuous role,

by his mere skill of treatment and power of conception. Many of

the modern plays which have been placed on the London stage within

the last few years, especially within the last few seasons, and considered

eminently successful with and by the London public, are weak in com-

position and devoid of any value as literature
;
when read, they are seen

to possess no single literary quality ;
it is to the art of the actor who

has breathed life into their dry husks that they owe all their welcome

from the public. If we except such purely intellectual works as the

comedies of Dumas and Pailleron, there are no contemporary plays
which will bear the test of perusal. It is the custom to publish them

all, but it is not a wise custom, for the merciless lens of the closet

reveals the poorness of their language, the insignificance of their

resources, the plagiarism of their epigrams, the unlikeness of their

situations to any actual social life. Therefore it is entirely the talent

of the actor which clothes with flesh the dry bones of these skeletons ;

and it is no slight talent which can persuade the public that these

poor bones do move and breathe, and in any measure resemble

themselves. These modern plays are of no more worth than,

matchwood
; yet the matchwood is necessary to the actor as the-

foundation of his fires. They have offered the scaffolding of their

situations to the actor, and on that his talent has built up an edifice r

whether of palace, or of gin-palace, it is courteous enough not too-

curiously to inquire.

But this scaffolding the actor is unable to construct for himself.

Poor as it may be, he is obliged to obtain it from another
;
and here,

with every deference to the great actor, here does lie the difference-

of acting, as an art, from those self-contained arts which require no-

such extraneous and initial aid. However much he may vary and

embellish the original work given him, however much he may altery

ornament, and appropriate it, he is compelled, nevertheless, at

starting, to obtain its co-operation.
The dramatic author is frequently utterly the inferior of the

actor, and owes all the success he attains to his representative on the

stage ;
and it is natural that the great player, feeling his own superiority

to the inventor of his texts, may be tempted to hold his art superior
to the dramatist's art, especially on the English stage, where the

modern drama is but one long plagiarism from native novelists or

foreign playwrights. But, I repeat, however poor be the drama or

the comedy, it must be there to hand before the actor can move
;
he

must have his part ere he can speak; and this is what constitutes, I
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will not say an inferiority, but a certain helplessness in the art of

acting, from which the other arts are free. And here we return to

the self-evident proposition, that acting, though no doubt an art, is a

reflex art, and is not self-originating and self-contained. It is the

syrinx through which Pan blows his song over the listening river, but

it is not Pan.
' What shadows we are ! what shadows we pursue !

'

may be said of

us all, of the greatest as of the least
;
and of the length of remem-

brance which our creations may obtain from the changeful mind of

man no one of us can judge. But such an actor as Henry Irving
does at least hold his magic wand so that he can see the wonder-

flower bloom from it at its touch. Whether those flowers will be

immortal or not, will or will not blossom above his tomb, what

matters ? It is only the laurels steeped in the blood of carnage which

are wholly sure of such immortality as humanity holds it in its power
to confer.

OUIDA.
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WOMEN IN FRENCH PRISONS

FOR many years the English prison authorities have chosen to ignore
what has been passing in other countries solacing themselves with

the idea that their own system was perfection itself, and that they
had nothing to learn from others. Hence, no doubt, their frequent
refusals to take part in the International Penitentiary Congresses held

every five years in different capitals of Europe. Now, however, a new

spirit appears to be directing penitentiary affairs.

The Secretary of State for Scotland has appointed a Departmental
Committee not only to make inquiries as to the present methods of

dealing with certain offenders in Scotland, but also to ascertain the

methods in operation in other countries, and their experiences. The
Home Secretary has also appointed a Departmental Committee to

inquire, amongst other things, as to 'juvenile and first offenders, and

to what extent they should be treated as classes apart ; prison labour

and occupation, with special reference to the moral and physical
condition of the prisoners ; regulations governing visits to and com-

munications with prisoners ;
and regulations concerning prison

offences.' He, also, is anxious to know what is passing in other

countries, and has lately informed the French Government that

England will be represented at the International Penitentiary Con-

gress to be held in Paris in June 1895. One of the most important

questions to be discussed at this Congress will be,
' Whether there

ought not to be special regulations applicable to women's prisons,

differing from those in force in men's prisons as regards labour, dis-

cipline, and food, and whether there should not be a special code of

penalties applicable to women only/
The treatment of woman in prison is certainly one requiring

special attention. She is physically weaker than man, and differs

from him in moral strength. A regime which a man could bear

would either kill a woman or harden her in vice. She rarely takes

the initiative in crime, and often when she is concerned in an offence

it is because she has been coerced by a lover or a husband. Statistics

of all civilised countries show that not more than one-sixth of the

crimes are committed by women, and many of these are sudden acts

induced by love, hatred, or revenge.
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In France the treatment of the female prisoner differs somewhat

from that of England. Her reformation is sought by means of her

domestic affections. Thus she is allowed to retain her child in prison
until it is four years old, and she is given frequent means of commu-
nication by correspondence, and still more frequent opportunities of

conversation, with her family.

Having studied the French penitentiary administration, and, by
the courtesy of the Minister of the Interior, been enabled to lately

revisit the most important of the prisons for women, the result of

my investigations may, at the present moment, be of interest to

English readers.

The prisons for females consist of three classes (1) for long sen-

tences (maisons centrales) ; (2) for short sentences (maisons d'arret,

de justice et de correction) ;
and (3) correctional establishments for

young girls ( maisons penitentiaires). The first are the property of

the State
;
the second belong to the Department in which they are

situated, though their whole management is in the hands of the State ;

and the third consist of State institutions and private establishments

which are inspected, and in large measure controlled, by the State.

Of the first class there are but three in France Clermont, with

accommodation for 745 prisoners ; Montpellier, which can contain

505
;
and Rennes, with room for 900.

The feeding, clothing, and employment of the prisoners in the

maisons centrales is conducted under different systems. Firstly,

entreprise, where the contractor feeds and clothes the prisoners,

supplies beds, bedding, &c., and repairs the prison, receiving in return

sums varying from lie. to 51^c. per day for each prisoner, and the

value of their labour according to a fixed scale, minus the sum
allotted to them. When these contracts run out they will not be

renewed. Secondly, demi-entreprise, where the State pays all the

expenses of the prison, the contractor paying the State for the work

done according to a settled tariff, the prisoner's allowance being paid

by the State. Thirdly, regie directe, where the State itself employs
the prisoners, paying them a certain portion of their earnings. The

prison at Rennes is under the entreprise system, and Montpellier

prison under the regie directe. At Clermont prison a new system is

under trial, since the 15th of June last. The State pays all the

expenses of the prison, the contractor paying the State 50c. per diem

for every prisoner (whether working for him or not), and paying for

the work done according to an agreed scale. The State receives the

whole of the prisoner's earnings, and pays her an allotted proportion

The contractor makes his profit from the sale of the goods manufac-

tured. This contract is for three years, but it is terminable, on either

side, at the end of the first twelve months.

There were 1,439 prisoners confined in the maisons centrales for

women on the 31st of December, 1891 purging sentences of over one
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year and not exceeding five years (emprisonnemenf) ;
from five to ten

years (reclusiori) ;
and from ten years to '

life
'

(travaux forces). By
the law of the 30th of May, 1854, female forcates are allowed to-

undergo their sentences in maisons centrales in France. Prisoners

condemned to relegation are sent to Guiana or New Caledonia.

.Relegation is the consequence of several convictions, denoting an

obstinate evildoer. Women over 60 years of age are not sent to

the colonies.

By a law of the 14th of August, 1885, the Minister of the Interior,

acting on the advice of a committee composed of eight members,

representing the penitentiary department, justice, and public

security (surete generate), may liberate a prisoner who has undergone
half her sentence, providing she has been in prison not less than

three months. This liberation is, however, only
' conditional

'

until

the expiration of the original sentence. It speaks highly for the

conduct of French female prisoners that the proportion of those

released conditionally is in the ratio of about four to three, compared
with the men.

The principal offences for which women were confined in the

'maisons centrales were, on the 31st of December, 1891, as follows :

Infanticide . . . .263
Ordinary Theft . . . 254

Kobbery . . . .183
Murder .... 93

Manslaughter ... 77

Arson ..... 75

Concealment of birth . . 71

Cutting and wounding . . 48

Inciting to debauchery . .41
Receiving stolen goods . . 08.

Procuring abortion . . .35
Swindling . . . .32
Passing false money . . 19

The women are employed in hosiery, stay-making, sewing, sack-

making, shirt-collar-making, washing, and ironing. Each prisoner

receives so many tenths of her earnings, according to sentence and

criminal antecedents. The following table will show the proportions

paid to female prisoners confined in the maisons centrales on the

31st of December, 1891.
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Of these earnings one half is given to the prisoner at the expiration

of her sentence, the other half may be expended in the prison. The

following table will show how these earnings were expended by men
and women respectively in the maisons centrales.
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To encourage the children in good conduct and scholastic progress

they are granted rewards, such as savings-bank books, small sums 01

money, prize books, &c. The improvement in education was as

follows :
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is a doctor's consulting room, an operating room, and a kitchen.

The wards are lofty, well lighted, and well ventilated. The total

number of prisoners treated in 1891 was 365, the number cured 307,

transferred to hospital establishments 5, liberated 7, died 8, under

treatment on the 31st of December, 1891, 38. The proportion of

daily entries to average population was 0-171 per cent.; proportion
of deaths to average population, 1*532 per cent. From one of the

upper wards a small room has been partitioned off, having its own

separate staircase and entrance from the courtyard. This room and

staircase were specially constructed for the political prisoner Louise

Michel, who came here to purge her sentence, but never donned the

prison dress.

Leaving the infirmary, and passing behind the Sisters' quarters,

we come to the chapel. This has nothing to distinguish it from an

ordinary Catholic church, except that low benches without backs are,

with a view to surveillance, substituted for chairs. The high altar is

simply but tastefully decorated. There is an excellent choir, trained

by the Sisters, and it is a privilege to be selected to form part of it.

As I passed later Salut, or Benediction, was being sung, and the effect

of the sweet voices was most pleasing. Near the chapel on the ground-
floor is a workshop for those whose eyesight, or other infirmity,

renders them unable to occupy themselves with needle-work. Here

127 prisoners were employed in making pasteboard boxes, pasting
on the fancy ornaments, &c. Ascending to the first floor, we find

three long, lofty, and well-ventilated workshops, having large windows

on each side. In these are carried on the staple trade of the Clermont

Maison Centrale, stay-making. The first we enter is that of the

formates. Here are collected women who have been guilty of most

varied crimes infanticide, poisoning of husbands, and some of those

brutal murders caused by the ineffable rapacity of French peasants,

as exemplified by the answer of the peasant woman to her dying
husband's request for a little broth,

'

Qu'as-tu besoin de bouillon,

puisque le medecin a dit que tu es fichu ?
' In my imagination I

saw a fearful danse macabre, for I knew myself to be in the presence

of heroines, the names of whom will be for ever specially recorded in

the French criminal calendar, such as the two Grabrielles Feneyrou
and Bompard of whom the first drew her lover into an ambush at

Le Pecq, and helped her husband and brother-in-law to murder

him
;
the second, with Eyraud, strangled the huissier Grouffe, and

travelled about with a trunk (purchased in Euston Koad) in which

the body was finally discovered at Lyons. Here also was the

widow Berland, who incited her son and another youth of sixteen to

murder an old woman for the sake of her savings, which amounted

to but a few shillings. The young men were executed, but her

sentence was commuted to imprisonment for life.

The prisoners about ninety in all sit about a yard apart at
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two long tables, face to face, bending over their work, while on a

pulpit-like tribune sits the superintending Sister. Four prisoners,

specially selected, sit at two little tables busy with accounts of the

workshop. The next room we enter is similar, except that the long
tables and death-like silence are replaced by steam-driven sewing-
machines with their perpetual click. In the third room hand-sewing,

inserting whalebones, and various minutiae of the stay-making trade

ftre being carried on. Many prisoners are also employed in a

laundry.

The prisoners rise at 5.30 A.M., work commences at 6 A.M., and

continues until bedtime at 8 P.M. Two hours are allowed in the

course of the day for meals and exercise, and also the time necessary
for attending school. The average earnings of each prisoner are 75c.

per diem. The daily pay of those engaged in the infirmary is one

franc. Old hands naturally earn more than new arrivals. One woman,

engaged on special work, earned 97 frs. last month, but hers is a

very exceptional case. The prisoners wear well-fitting, drab stuff

dresses, with a blue check handkerchief (marmotte) wound round

their back hair, which is done up in a knot, a check kerchief crossed

over the breast, and wooden sabots. Those well-conducted prisoners

who, as a reward, are engaged in keeping the accounts, or as over-

lookers, receive an extra 5 centimes a day, and are distinguished by
a red check m (irmotte with a purple fichu. They are allowed to wear

shoes, purchased at their own expense, instead of the heavy sabots.

Of the 541 prisoners at Clermont on the 31st of December, 1891, six

were receiving one-tenth of their earnings, 15 two-tenths, 129 three-

tenths, 137 four-tenths, and 254 five-tenths. Of the 541, 149 had

been sentenced to hard labour, 83 to reclusion, and 309 to imprison-
ment.

Adjoining the workshops is the schoolroom. Every prisoner must
attend school. Above the workshops are three dormitories. They
also are lofty and well ventilated, with large bar-less windows, but

they are not warmed. They are lighted by gas, which is not entirely

extinguished throughout the night. Each prisoner is supplied with

a towel, washbasin, and convenience. Water is supplied from large

pitchers, and there is a sink into which are emptied the washbasins

each morning. The beds of the overlookers are raised higher than

the others, so that their occupants can command a view of those

under their charge those likely to be guilty of special offences being

placed near them. At the end of the dormitories there are small

rooms for the Sisters in charge. A large window in the wall, against
which their bed is placed, enables them to see all that is going
on in the dormitory. The forpates have a separate dormitory to

themselves.

Between this new building and the old castle are two exercise

yards, each divided into four quarters by rows of trees. Each set of
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prisoners walks on raised tile paths, being supervised by Sisters who
stand on elevated platforms. In the two large refectories each

prisoner has her allotted seat, and a small cupboard for spare food, &c.

Each prisoner receives 650 grammes of bread per diem. This

is all baked in the prison. Soup is served at 7 A.M. and at 4 P.M.,

soup and vegetables (pitance), such as beans, lentils, &c. On

Thursdays 120 grammes, and on Sundays 150 grammes of uncooked

meat are supplied. Prisoners are, however, allowed to spend half

their earnings, but not exceeding one franc per day, at the canteen.

Each day they may make their selection from the canteen bill of fare

for the morrow, and their choice is served to them in the refectory.

Here is a bill of fare with the prices. Milk, 4 decilitres, 10 centimes ;

fresh or saltbutter 27'50 grammes, 10 centimes
;
two eggs, 20 centimes;

fish, dry or marin&, 10 centimes
; ragout of meat with vegetables,

20 centimes
;
charcuterie (dried sausage), 75 grammes, 20 centimes ;

dressed salad, 10 centimes
; fruit, fresh or preserved, according to

season, 150 to 200 grammes, 10 centimes
;
stewed fruit, 100 grammes,

10 centimes
;
various cheeses, 10 centimes

; liquorice, 10 centimes

per stick
;

oil and vinegar mixed, 0*8 centilitre, 10 centimes
; cod,

303 grammes, 20 centimes; black coffee, quarter of a litre, -03

centimes; black coffee, sugared, quarter of a litre, 10 centimes. On

my way to the refectories I passed through the kitchen, where they
were just preparing to serve the four o'clock meal. I tasted the soup
and the beans, and certainly both were good, more hygienic than the

food of an English prison, a certain amount of culinary talent being

displayed, but the regulation portions did not appear to me to err on

the side of liberality.

"We now enter the castle proper. Here are the quarters of the

Protestants, who are entirely separated from their Catholic sisters,

having their own workroom, schoolroom, refectory, dormitory, exercise

yard planted with trees and flowers, and little chapel. With them
the Sisters have nothing to do

; they are under the charge of Pro-

testant Deaconesses. Although this is the only maison centrale to

which Protestants are sent, they were but few in number, and

were engaged on needlework. Above the Protestant quarters is a

workroom, in which all the uniforms and linen for the prison are

prepared. The majority of the prisoners employed in this workshop
are the old, the maimed, and the infirm. The upper floors are well

lighted and well-ventilated dormitories.

On Sundays the Sisters have interesting readings for the prisoners,

and there is a good library from which books are issued. I noticed

several prisoners busy reading as they took their monotonous walk

round and round the exercise yard. The eleven punishment cells

are each divided into two portions separated by iron railings, the

prisoner being in the inner cell. Light and air are derived from a

window in the outer cell. There are wooden shutters by which the
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cell may be partially or entirely darkened. There is a fixed wooden

plank bed, but a mattress and blankets are supplied at night.

Speaking to the Mother Superior as to the chances of reformation

amongst her charges, she said :

With the short-term prisoners there is little or nothing to be done their only

thought is when they will be free. With the long-term prisoners there is much
more chance, and we have many cases of real amendment. The chaplain, who
has had many years' experience, never intrudes his services upon prisoners if they
do not wish for them, nor does he listen to certain pious effusions. Our real sur-

veillance is to descry evidence of reform. We have a gift of ' soul-discernment
'

by which we diagnose the first symptoms of moral convalescence. Undoubtedly,

WLthfoi-gates, they are as a rule so long under discipline that we have no difficulty

in relaxing it a little, guiding ourselves by a spirit of religion, and, with judicious

kindness, they turn out thoroughly amenable in every way. We never ask any

questions, and only know in a vague official way what is their crime. There are

some natures so hardened that they resist even the greatest gentleness and kind-

ness with them strict discipline is necessary.

At Kennes and Montpellier, the discipline, food, and other details

of prison life are very similar to those at Clermont.

Having examined the arrangements at a wiaison centrcde, we
will now glance at the interior of two prisons for short sentences

St. Lazare, one of the oldest and most noted women's prisons in

Europe, and Nanterre, the latest development of modern ideas.

In the Kue du Faubourg St. Denis, not far from the Gare du

Nord, stands St. Lazare. In the building, now occupied by female

criminals and fallen women, St. Vincent de Paul and his missionaries

had their abode. The cell he occupied, and where he died in 1660,
now forms part of the private chapel of the Sisters of Marie Joseph,
the custodians of the present inhabitants. During the Revolution

this prison was the scene of many a thrilling episode.

The inmates of St. Lazare are divided into two distinct cate-

gories. Women awaiting trial and women sentenced to less than

two months form the first section
;
fallen women sent by the police

for infraction of rules, or for medical treatment, form the second

section. Women with children, sentenced in the Department of the

Seine, are also sent here. On the 31st of December, 1891, the

number of the first section was 278
;
that of the second 255, and there

were thirty-two women having thirty-four children with them.

In this great building, partly prison and partly hospital, the

utmost care is taken to keep the various categories separated. In

the Catholic Chapel (a modern building) two services are held each

Sunday. At the first service the convicted prisoners occupy the

body of the chapel, and those awaiting trial the galleries ;
at the

second service the same separation is carried out between the two

classes of fallen women. The same strict division is observed in the

workshops, dormitories, and infirmaries. There is but one refectory,

but the women of the two classes take their meals at different hours,

3 H 2
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and the same principle prevails in the exercise yards, which are large

and planted with shade trees. It is therefore impossible for one class

to corrupt the other, as so many newspaper writers have asserted.

The workrooms are large, high-roofed, thoroughly ventilated, and ;

lighted by large windows. The prisoners sit in rows on chairs, and

as they ply their needles, the Sister in charge reads aloud from some;

instructive and interesting book. Sometimes it is a prisoner who is

selected to act as reader. Those awaiting trial are of course not

obliged to work, but they invariably prefer to do so, thus not only

making the time pass more quickly, but also earning a few sous to

spend at the canteen. It is difficult to supply constant work to a

perpetually changing population. Sack-making and plain sewing
are the principal work carried on

;
there is one workshop where the

clothes for all the prisoners of the Department of the Seine are made.

The average earnings are forty-five centimes per day. Prisoners rise

at 5 A.M. in summer, and at 6 A.M. in winter; bedtime is at 7.30 P.M.

There are two meals a day soup in the early morning, and soup
with pitance in the afternoon

;
but here, as elsewhere in France, the

canteen supplements the regulation allowance.

The cells, which are neither warmed nor lighted, each contain

several beds, with wooden stools, water jugs, and slop basins. There

is one large dormitory with eighty beds, for fallen women. A
prisoner awaiting trial, if a first offender, may secure to herself a

room it can hardly be called a cell on payment of twenty centimes

per day, but she must pay for ten days at a time, and in advance.

There is also another series of single cells, 107 in number, which are

used for first offenders and young girls. These cells, of which there

are three stories, have a passage both in front and behind. The front

is open but for iron bars and wire netting, so that the Sister passing

along the corridor commands a view of every part of the cell. This

portion of the prison is familiarly called the '

Menagerie.'
The prisoners take their meals in the ancient refectory of the

Lazarists, a fine hall with a high ceiling and a carved portal. The

priest, pastor, and rabbi, and ladies belonging to a Catholic or Pro-

testant Prisoners' Aid Society, constantly visit those women who are

desirous of seeing them. There is a Protestant chapel in which a

weekly service is held, and a small room is used as a synagogue.
Prisoners awaiting trial may write every day. Those convicted may
receive visits twice a week, and write once a week. The number of

offences against prison discipline punished by the governor was 273,

and the number of women offending 1 64. There is a large and well-

selected collection of books for the prisoners' use.

At the back of the prison proper, and separated from it by the

chapel and large exercise yard, is the hospital for fallen women, but

I do not propose to deal with so large a subject here. I may, how-

ever, mention that the building is of three stories, two of which it
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has been found necessary to devote to the unlicensed prostitutes a

fact which speaks for itself. The wards are lofty, and large windows

supply plenty of light and ventilation. As I passed through the

wards on the second floor, a young girl, almost a child, had just died.

The good Sisters had placed lighted candles .at her bedside, and on

her breast was a crucifix. One of the saddest sights I witnessed in

my round was the wards (of which there are two) for mothers with

their children. Each ward contains twenty beds for women, with

the children's cots beside them. Adjoining each ward is a small

kitchen, where the food for these poor prison mites is prepared. At
the back of thejiospital is an extensive garden, planted with trees,

and the windows of all the upper wards command a magnificent view

of Paris, from Montmartre to the Pantheon.

Within the walls of St. Lazare the bread is baked for all the

prisons of Paris, but .the bakers, who are men, have no connection

with the prison proper.

The Maison cellulaire d'Arret et de Correction at Nanterre is

about six miles from Paris. Here are confined female prisoners sen-

tenced to less than one year, and girls under parental correction.

Some few long-sentence prisoners have also been allowed to work out

their sentences in the cells of Nanterre. The population on the 31st

of December 1891 was 22 1.
2

They eat, work, and sleep in separate

cells, and are under the charge of ordinary female warders, who
here replace the Sisters. This women's prison is situated inside the

great Depot de Mendicite of the Department of the Seine. Owing
to the limited space, it could not be constructed on the radiating

principle of the modern model prison. It, in fact, consists of four

separate pavilions, two on each side of the main entrance of the Depot.
Each pavilion has accommodation for 124 prisoners 496 in all.

The cells are in three tiers, with a round tower in the centre of a

wide passage, with two short cross passages. On the first floor of the

tower is the high altar, and by an ingenious arrangement the cell

doors can be so fixed that each prisoner can follow the service without

seeing, or being seen by, any of her neighbours. The service is held

once a month in each block. Each pavilion is a complete prison in

itself, having its own visiting room, doctor's consulting room, baths,

&c. The Government contracts with the Department for the priso-

ners' food, which is supplied from the kitchen of the D6pot de Men-
dicite. The cells are large, and well heated by steam. Above the

door of each cell is a shelf. There is a convenience connected with

the sewer, and a constant supply of water. Each cell is lighted by
gas, and an electric bell enables the prisoner to communicate with

the female warder, who sits in the central tower. The furniture

consists of an iron bed, turned up against the wall, with bedclothes

2 At that time only two pavilions were occupied by women. The whole prison is

now devoted to women.
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folded behind. Opposite the bed is a fixed basin, with water-tap,

and also a small table under the window, a stool, and a cupboard
for food, &c. The floor is of oak, beautifully polished. The same

contractor who supplies the vast Depot de Mendicite furnishes the

work for the prisoners. It consists of fine sewing, book-stitching,

slipper-knitting, and sack-making for the old and infirm. The

average earnings are 40 centimes per diem. The prisoners rise at

6.30 A.M., and work from 7 A.M. to 6.45 P.M., with two hours for

exercise and food. The schoolmistress visits the adult prisoners in

their cells, but the girls attend schools by categories, in a large triple

cell. The exercise yard is a large circle of iron railing, divided into

sections by high brick walls, radiating from a centre tower. A single

prisoner is enclosed in each section, and the female warder in the

tower can overlook all those who are at exercise. There are punish-
ment cells, but they are not very forbidding. In France parents
are enabled, with very little difficulty, to imprison their children if

disobedient, idle, or vicious, for one month if under sixteen, and for

six months if over sixteen. Little girls of eight and nine years of age
are sometimes sent to these Nanterre cells for fifteen days,

c under

parental correction/ These girls under parental correction, and those

ordered by the Courts to be detained until twenty years of age, are

not allowed to have recourse to the canteen, but the food supplied is

more abundant, and of a better quality than that given to the ordi-

nary prisoners. They are allowed to play together in the gardens
at different hours, according to the category to which they belong.
The necessary implements for various games are supplied. Whilst

I was there, two new sets of croquet were brought in.

Two societies interest themselves in the reclamation of prisoners,

and ladies belonging to these societies constantly visit St. Lazare and

Nanterre. The initiative of the (Euvre Protestante des Prisons des

Femmes de Paris came from a woman whose name in connection

with prisons has become a household word, Mrs. Elizabeth Fry. The
foundation of this (Euvre dates back to 1839, the epoch of the second

visit of Mrs. Elizabeth Fry to Paris. Her first visit had taken place
in the previous year. Some persons, stirred up by what they had heard

of Mrs. Fry's efforts for prisoners in England, invited her to France,

to enlighten them with her advice and experience. The necessary

permission to visit the prisons was given, and the Society started, and

it has never since ceased to carry on its good work. One of the

original founders, Mademoiselle Dumas, remained its active head till

three years ago. She died in 1891, at the age of ninety. More than

twenty-five years after the Protestant Society was established, the

Catholic Society was formed- the (Euvre des Liberees de St. Lazare,

which is now carried on under the active management of Madame
Isabelle Bogelot, and has two country asylums to receive repentant

prisoners on their release. The Protestant Society, now under the
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direction of Madame Henri Mallet, shares its work of reclamation

with another Society the Patronage des Detenues et des Liberees.

Having dealt with the involuntary prisoners, I cannot quit my
subject without a few words on the voluntary prisoners. As will have

been seen, there are no female warders at the Maisons Centrales for

women. Their duties are fulfilled by the Sceurs de la Sagesse,

assisted by lay-sisters (Soeurs converses), who do the rough work, and

who appear almost equal in culture to the religious Sisters. The

habit of the latter is very picturesque grey with a becoming and

not too austere coif. That they are most heartily devoted to their

work is evinced by the fact that at Clermont I saw one Sister who
had been there for thirty-eight years, and another thirty-six years,

and I was informed that one had left, shortly before, who had spent

fifty years of her life in prison. They never leave the prison even for

4
retreat

'

at the mother house in Brittany, the annual retreat being

passed in the prison itself. In my round at Clermont, I saw many of

the Sisters, and the faces of one and all were beaming with good

nature, with no affectation of religion. The Protestant deaconesses,

whose mother house is in the Kue de Keuilly, in Paris, wear a black

dress, and a sort of coif, and they also looked kind and energetic.

Since the 1st of January, 1850, it is the Sisters of Marie Joseph who
have undertaken the arduous duties of looking after the inmates of

St. Lazare. They wear a black habit, and three veils, one white,

one blue, and one black. The rough work is done by hired women-

servants. The Sister who went round with me had passed upwards of

forty years in that prison.

That, in these days, when attempts are being made on every side

in France to laicise, and banish religion from all public institutions,

no word has been raised against these Sisters, is an overwhelming

testimony to the admirable way in which they perform their painful

and anxious duties. As the director of one of the prisons said tome,
* The laic may bring in letters or other contraband articles. One

contraband article she must bring in her outside griefs or anxieties.

The Sister has none of these. Her life is calm, and all her earthly

anxieties are for those under her charge.' In one of the cells at

the Depot of the Prefecture of Police may still be seen the touching

inscription :
' Les Soeurs sont toujours bonnes, meme quand on leur

fait du mal.'

It will be seen that the treatment ofwomen in French prisons has

much improved. Serious endeavours are made not only to humanise

her, but also to raise her self-respect. She is encouraged to support
her present position as an atonement to society which she has

offended, and to her family whom she has disgraced. She is not

treated as if she were dead to all family affections ; on the contrary,

frequent communication with her family is considered of the very

greatest assistance in the work of reformation. In many cases she
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is allowed to have her child with her, and she may send home money
out of her scanty earnings.

There are two points which occur to me for criticism. I refer in

the first place to the apparent anomaly of permitting youthful

prisoners under parental correction at Nanterre to associate with

each other in school and at exercise, whilst the prison system itself

lays such stress on their perfect isolation at other times. I am
informed by a high prison authority that 99 per cent, of the girls so

detained are imprisoned for acts of debauchery, in the generality of

cases of a very pronounced character. Such a discipline, therefore,

as mentioned above, seems to me in some measure to nullify its own

purposes. The other point that strikes me is that of the canteen,

the necessity for which, in the case of women, is based on their

physical inability to submit themselves to one uniform regimen.
The climatic conditions of France largely define the nature of the

aliments in different provinces. For example, the food of the north

is not adapted to the populations of the south. This appears to be-

the principal argument in favour of the canteen for women a system,

whether for men or women, I hold as an abuse as favouring the

rfaidiviste who earns much as against the unfortunate first-offender

who earns little. A sufficient answer to this argument for the canteen

would be the adapting of the prison food to the district.

No more striking contrast can be imagined than that between the

old prisons and the spick-and-span new Nanterre. With the-

simple and the ignorant, however, ideas of morality cannot be

separated from religion to produce good effect. Whether the-

cells, monthly services, and lay female warders will effect more

genuine reformations than the tender, religious care of the Sisters,

the frequent services, and the religious emblems visible everywhere-

in the older prisons, may reasonably be doubted, but time alone will

show.

EDMUND R. SPEARMAN*
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TRUE AND FALSE NOTIONS OF PRAYER

IT is usually assumed that prayer in the ordinary sense of the term

can find no place in any scientific conceptions of the universe. It is

obvious, indeed, that if natural causation prevails universally, the

belief in miraculous interference with the orderly course of events

must be discarded
;
and as every prayer answered would amount to a

miraculous interference of this kind, belief in the efficacy of prayer
must apparently be discarded also.

It is sometimes urged by theologians that though natural causa-

tion is the rule, it is not an invariable rule, and that what we call

miracle is a manifestation of some *

higher law,' with which we are not

acquainted. This theory rests on a misconception of the meaning of
* law of nature,' and in any case offers no solution of the difficulty \

for if the so-called miracle is in fact a manifestation of law, it ceases

forthwith to be miraculous. But, quite apart from this objection, the

theory is practically worthless as a justification of prayer, seeing that

prayer implies a belief, not in occasional but in frequent interferences

with the natural order of things ;
and I think that most theologians are

disposed to admit that whether or not God can interfere, He does not, as

a matter of fact, habitually interfere with the orderly course of nature. 1

The same objections to prayer for divine interference with the

order of things external to ourselves apply with equal force to prayer
for the modification of our own characters. ' Make me a clean heart>

Grod,' is as naked an appeal for miraculous interference as a prayer
for rain. Each alike, if granted, would be a disturbance of natural

causation, seeing that human character, no less than the weather, is-

a product of natural causes.

Even on religious grounds, prayer in its ordinary sense is open to

some serious objections. If it be assumed that everything is ordered

for the best by divine benevolence and wisdom, it is surely more than

presumptuous to pray that this order should be altered. Moreover,,

it often happens that our wishes could only be granted at the expense
of our neighbours, and in such cases prayer becomes an outburst of

pure selfishness, which strikes at the very roots of Christian morality.
It is said, however, that the tendency to prayer is inveterate

;
that

1

Indeed, science cannot strictly go much further than this, seeing that its.

theory of a natural order is only an inference from the past to the future
;
and it is

no doubt conceivable that the power of prayer to disturb this order may be here-

after established on evidence which is not at present forthcoming.

813
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men in all ages have been accustomed to address prayers to their

deity or deities ;
and that this universal tendency can only spring

from some a priori apprehension of religious truth. But in estima-

ting this argument it is well to consider what was the character of

primitive prayer, and to what sort of deities it was addressed. Primi-

tive prayer is almost invariably of one type, which in its best form is

abject deprecation, and in its worst, devil-worship. The earliest

deities were nearly all malevolent, and required constant propitiation :

such as were not were not considered worth praying to. M. Keville,

in his History of the Devil, quotes a prayer of the Madagascans to

Nyang, the author of evil according to their creed :

Zamhor, to thee we offer no prayers. The good god needs no asking. l5ut

we must pray to Nyang. Nyang must be appeased. O Nyang, bad and strong

spirit, let not the thunder roar over our heads ! . . . Thou reignest and this thou

knowest over the wicked, and great is their number, Nyang. Torment not,

then, any longer the good folk.

The Jahveh of Judaism was no exception to this rule, and, as

depicted in the earlier parts of the Old Testament, was precisely

such a deity as one would expect to find in the religion of a race of

fierce and implacable warriors. Mr. Conway in commenting on the

absence of any devil from the mythology of the Jews, observes that

this conception was superfluous, as the jealous and vindictive Jahveh

was quite enough. (Demonology, i. 10.)

It was not till the century preceding the birth of Jesus that the

higher conception of God as a Heavenly Father appeared in Jewish

thought. This view was embodied in the teachings of Jesus, and

readily passed into the doctrines of Christianity. But as it grew it

thrust the old savage conception of Jahveh more and more into the

shade. Among the Gnostics, Cerinthus, about 115 A.D., held that

the God of Christianity was not identical with the deity of the Jews ;

and a little later Marcion, and perhaps also Cerdo, proclaimed Jahveh

to be a spirit of evil. But though the characteristics of Jahveh may
have practically disappeared from our conception of God, they have

left their mark on our prayers ;
and the deprecations of divine anger

which abound in our church service are relics of an ancestral belief in

divine malevolence.

Nevertheless, in spite ofthe obj ections of science, and the arguments
of philosophy, and, stranger still, in spite of the apparent fruitlessness

of their appeals, thousands of men and women do continue to pray ;

and many of those whose convictions have driven them to abandon

the practice have broken regretfully with the old faith. This is a

fact which cannot, and indeed ought not to be overlooked, and may
well make us pause, and consider whether prayer may not yet fill a

place in religion from which science has no need, and, perhaps, no

power to expel it.

And first, it is necessary to determine what prayer in its ordinary

acceptation is understood to comprise. To avoid the invidiousness of
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selecting from individual writers, I seek a definition from impersonal

sources. In the Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical Theology
it is defined as * the act and habit of petitioning God for spiritual or

physical benefits which we cannot obtain without divine co-operation.'

The Dictionary of Religion gives it rather a larger scope, affirming
that ' in its wider meaning prayer includes not only petition to God
for ourselves and for others, but also confession of sin, thanksgiving
for mercies received, and also praise and adoration of God for His great-
ness and glory, to which last the term of worship is properly applied/

If from these definitions can be gathered a sufficiently accurate

account of the theological conception of prayer, how far can prayer,

as thus defined, be brought into conformity with the views of science

and philosophy ? Tried by this test, I think it is clear that anything
in the nature of petition for spiritual or physical benefits must be

eliminated from it. Science, of course, could not, in the present
state of our knowledge, pretend to sanction petitions for mira-

culous interference with the order of nature. But there is also

a formidable objection from the religious side of the question,

to which I have previously alluded, namely, that if God has

already fore-ordained the course of events, no prayer can alter His

will. Both the authorities from which I have quoted face this objec-

tion fairly, and admit, with the most commendable candour, that it

is practically unanswerable. The Dictionary of Religion says,
' How

there can be a place for petition when God foresees everything is the

mystery of prayer ; but there is likewise the mystery of free-will,

and the one is the necessary complement of the other.' In the same

strain the Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical Theology re-

cognises that the difficulty is 'one of those mysteries which en-

compass the great question of free-will . . . and there is little or no

hope of ever coming to a perfect understanding of such mysteries
without a further revelation from God, or a further exaltation of man's

mental powers.' Again,
' How shall we reconcile these two opposite,

or apparently opposite, facts that a beneficent God knows our wants

before we can name them, and is loving enough to satisfy them with-

out being asked to do so, and yet requires us to put those wants

before Him in prayer and ask Him to satisfy them ? We cannot

reconcile them. They are facts that depend for their explanation on

mysteries of God's nature which He permits to remain mysteries.'

I have quoted these frank admissions at length in order to make
it clear that theologians cannot dispose of the above objection to

prayer, but are content quite properly, of course, from their own

point of view to let it remain a mystery. One argument, however,
which is raised by The Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical

Theology requires a brief notice. It is said that though God has

foreordained the course of events, yet answers to prayers themselves

are among the circumstances which God's will has foreordained. But
if the answers are foreordained, the prayers to which they are answers
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must also be foreordained ;
and it is obvious that a foreordained

prayer cannot be the product of human free-will. In other words,

the only kind of prayers which are efficacious are those from which the

free-will of the person praying is excluded. I may also point out

that though both of the above authorities assume (fairly enough)
that the will is free, yet this proposition is disputed by a large, and

perhaps a preponderant number of psychologists.

It seems, too, that anything in the nature of deprecation, and

anything like confession of sin, should also be eliminated from

prayer, because both appear to rest on a false conception of the

nature and attributes of God and of man's relation to the order of

the universe. Deprecation, as I have already said, is a relic of devil-

worship, and is clearly allied to self-immolation, self-mutilation, and

generally to every form of that degradation of the creature so

strangely supposed to be acceptable to the Creator, of which the

excesses of St. Simeon Stylites may be taken as an example. It is akin

to the propitiatory sacrifices of Judaism, and, like them, it must

disappear before a higher form of religion.

With regard to confession of sin, the propriety of this depends

entirely on the view taken of sin itself. According to theologians, if

I rightly understand theological opinion on the subject, the heinous-

ness of sin lies not so much in the moral character of the act as in

the fact that it is a violation of a divine command. Indeed, in some

cases the theological sin has no necessary bearing upon conduct.

Thus in the case of heretical belief or disbelief, the condemned

opinion, however sinful theologically, is morally colourless. Conse-

quently if sin consists in the violation of the commands of a divine

lawgiver, who may nevertheless be induced to forgive the offence

and remit its penalties, confession of sin is legitimate, and perhaps

inevitable, seeing that it is implied in the prayer for forgiveness.

But if the term sin be limited to conduct which is an offence

against a divinely constituted order of nature, confession of sin

must disappear with the prayers for forgiveness to which it is now
linked. It is well to appreciate the full weight of this distinction.

If the order of nature is constant, no such interference with it as the

forgiveness of sins would entail can be possible. To sins against

this order there are attached inexorable, though natural, penalties,

subjective or objective or both, and no prayer can procure divine inter-

vention to save the wrongdoer from the consequences of his own act.

And here I will briefly refer to a theory lately advanced by an

American writer. Mr. Edward S. Martin, in an article on ' The

Possibilities of Prayer,' appearing in a recent number of the

North American Review, propounds what I think may be described

as a mechanical theory of prayer. His view is that prayer is, or

ought to be, not so much an appeal to God, as a scientific manipula-
tion of force. He writes,

* Men pray to God, but there is no natural

force that the idea of God does not include. The more rational idea
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of prayer would seem to be not an argument or entreaty which

influences the sentiments of the Deity, but a force which acts directly

on some force which is included in God.' He considers that at present,

prayer is still in the experimental stage, but that, as our knowledge
of it becomes more scientific,

' when we see a comet coming our way,
we may be able to pray our planet out of its course as easily as we

steer a ship out of the course of another, and avoid a collision.' So

far, this is an intrepid attempt to place prayer on a purely mechanical

basis. It is prayer on the principle of the penny in the slot. The

disposal of all natural force is regulated by a complex machine, which

is none the less a machine because it is intelligent, and we have only

to touch the right button to elicit the requisite manifestations of

force. The author, however, seems, not unnaturally, to be rather

afraid of his own conclusion, and qualifies it by the condition that

prayer
'
is of no use as a force except so far as it conforms to the will

of God.' But if this be so, surely all useful *

possibilities of prayer
'

disappear. If we pray for something that has already been ordained

by the divine will, our prayer is superfluous ;
if for something that

has not been so ordained, our prayer, since it cannot alter the Divine

will, is useless.

Nevertheless, in spite of what I venture to think are its errors,

Mr. Martin's article is interesting as indicating the desire felt by

intelligent minds to preserve prayer in some form, in spite of the

dissatisfaction with which they regard the orthodox conception of it.

And surely this may be done. It is surely possible to strip prayer
of its outworn components, and yet leave much that is well worth

retaining. If it be asked what residue will be left of prayer after

these components have been struck out, I turn to Cardinal Manning
for an answer. In one of his sermons (Sermons, vol. ii. xvii.) prayer
is described as a means of realising man's personal relation to God.

There is little in this description which could not be accepted by

any scientific man who does not altogether deny the existence of a

Deity. But indeed no science can lawfully forbid man to believe that

he, with his past and his future, belongs to a system of existence

which is inspired to struggle upwards by
' a power that makes for

righteousness.' His relations to such a power would be outraged by

petitions for the disturbance of this order, and degraded by the

deprecation and self-abasement which can only fitly belong to the

worship of the malign. In these relations alone must we seek for the

true explanation of man's place in the scheme of nature, and for

trustworthy guidance of his right conduct therein. To him, as the

latest and highest product of this scheme, its due progress seems to

be specially committed : and consequently, conduct which impedes
his own struggle upwards is not only an offence against his own

highest interests, but is a sin against the order of the universe.

This belief as to the nature of the scheme of existence is no bar to

the impulse which so naturally arises in us to commune with the
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divine power which is behind and within this scheme. Such com-

muning is surely a means of '

realising man's personal relation to

God/ and may fitly be described as prayer. Prayer, however, of this

kind, has nothing in common with the narrow and often selfish

petitions for special benefits, or the wailings of the *

miserable

sinner
' which at present pass under its name. So far, at any rate,

as this world is concerned, man stands at a height on the upward
path from which he can *

say of the past,
" Quorum pars magna fui,"

and of the future,
" It is mine alone

;

" ' and he need not, albeit in

all reverence, fear to stand face to face with a Deity, who must needs

share with him the responsibility, if such there be, for human im-

perfection. Speaking in the general terms which alone are possible

in reference to this subject, prayer will then become the expression
of man's recognition of the divine power and intelligence manifested

in the universe, frank submission to its order, ready acceptance of

the burdens of his high part therein, and earnest resolve to play that

part well.2

Keligion, as Dr. Martineau truly observes, is a mode of feeling as

well as a mode of thought ;
and though, in the long run, the current

of religious feeling must submit to the control and guidance of

religious thought, it often happens that the latter is in advance of

the former. "We are at present passing through one of these phases.

Thought is fast discarding the religion of the past, with its lower

conceptions of the Deity, and all the doctrines and ritual of propitia-

tion
;
but feeling still lingers by the ancient shrine. Small wonder,

then, that prayer, of which feeling is the fountain head, should still

pour forth through the old and well-worn channels. Perhaps it is

well that this should be so for a while, seeing that of all the com-

ponents of our mental heritage, religion needs, and indeed deserves

the most tender handling, and is the least capable of enduring any
convulsive reform. Feeling, however, will in due course follow in the

footsteps of thought, and the prayer of the future will be attuned to

those higher conceptions which religious thought has already reached.

Not less reverent, though more robust than the prayer of to-day,

it will embody the religious inspirations of man trained, indeed,

to a truer apprehension of Nature and Nature's Grod, but freed from

the trammels of theological dogma and priestly mediation; and

though it may draw man away from the altar, it will lead him

nearer to the throne.

NORMAN PEARSON.

2 It may be objected that communing of this kind is impossible with an imper-
sonal Power. The answer is as old, at least, as Heraclitus. */ rb <ro<f)bv IJLOVVOV

\fyeffOat OVK f6f\fi Kal ^fleAct Zrjvbs ofjvop.a (The one and the only wise wills not, yet is

willing to be called by the name of Zeus). Though an infinite personality is obvi-

ously inconceivable, it is permissible for the finite intelligence of man to represent
the Deity to itself in that personal form under which alone any intelligence is com

prehensible to it.
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COLOUR-SHADOWS

VERY few of the general principles of science which we have learned

ever become realities to us. Even when we remember the general

formulae, we fail to grasp their bearing upon the phenomena around

us
;
and this is so even when the phenomena which illustrate them

pass daily and hourly before us. We have, as a matter of fact,

neither the time nor the energy to think out for ourselves the results

of such general principles as happen to lie outside our particular

intellectual beat. Any real understanding of them must therefore

come to us from without.

The phenomena of colour-after-images are a case in point. The

general principle which governs them is familiar enough. It is

beginning to be popularly understood that the phenomena of our

colour-vision can be best explained by the assumption of three pairs of

contrast colours, white and black, red and green, and blue and yellow ;

and almost everybody is familiar with the conception that each of

these primary colours calls up an after-image of its complementary or

contrast colour. But, on the other hand, probably very few of us

have realised what the complete after-image really is
; and very few

of us have realised that, if our after-image phenomena were to lapse,

the purples would fade from the shadows under the trees, from^the

distances, and from the mountains at sunset and dawn.

And we must therefore endeavour at the outset to frame an ade-

quate conception of the after-image phenomenon. We may, for

instance, consider the case of a stimulation of a portion of the retina

field by yellow light. Now the reaction to the retinal stimulation

in such a case would manifest itself in the form of a ' blue response
'

;

and this blue response would, as Hering has shown, involve not the

stimulated area alone, but the whole of the retinal field. It would

not, however, manifest itself simultaneously over the whole of the

retina. And here we must distinguish.

On the stimulated portion of the retinal field the blue response

would continue in partial abeyance as long as the yellow stimulation

lasted. As soon, however, as the yellow light was withdrawn, it would

manifest itself as a definite after-image phenomenon. We may desig-

nate this portion of the blue response the '

after-image proper.' It

819
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corresponds to what is popularly understood by the term 'after-

image.'

On the unstimulated portion of the retina the after-image phe-
nomenon will be identical with that which occurs on the stimulated

portion of the retina, except for the fact that the blue response will

here be contemporaneous with the period of the yellow stimulation.

It will begin when the eye is turned to the yellow light, and it will

cease when the eye is averted from it. We may, with Hering, desig-
nate this portion of the blue response the '

colour-shadow.'

Our complete after-image phenomenon will therefore consist of

an '

after-image proper
' and a ' colour-shadow

;

' and it is with the

colour-shadow that we are particularly concerned in this paper.

We may therefore begin by endeavouring to see for ourselves what

our colour-shadows really are ; and we shall employ only the simplest

methods of demonstrating them. The simplest method of all is to wait

for a good red sunset, and then to hold up a sheet of white paper to

catch its red reflection in a bay-window facing west. We then inter-

pose our hand between the sunset and the paper in such a manner as

to cast a pattern of shadow upon it. This pattern of shadow, which

will still be illuminated by white light reflected from the ceiling or

the side window, will appear ofa brilliant green. These green shadows

are * colour-shadows.'
l

Or, in default of our red sunset, we can have the lamps or the gas
lit a little earlier than usual, when it is still light enough to read.

If we then place ourselves in such a position that the shadow of our

hand is thrown upon the white paper of our book, we notice that the

part of the paper which is shaded from the lamp, but which is still

illuminated by the light from the window, has acquired a distinctly

blue colour. This blue colour in the lamp-shadows is a colour-shadow.

It is an after-image effect of the yellow lamplight. It is a part, in fact,

of the blue response which, as we have seen, is elicited from the whole

of the retina when any portion of it is stimulated by yellow light.

We may now proceed to investigate the conditions under which

our blue shadow appears. We may, for instance, pull down the

blinds behind us, and we shall then notice that the colour of our

shadow instantly changes from blue to black. It is thus evident that

a certain illumination of the retinal area which corresponds to the

colour-shadow is an essential condition of its appearance. And a little

further experimentation will show that the greatest intensity of blue

upon the colour-shadow is obtained only when we adjust our illumina-

tion in such a manner as almost exactly to balance 2 the daylight
and the lamplight against each other. We can effect this in the

1 The brilliant green shadows which a red sun casts upon the snow are of course

perfectly similar colour-shadows.
2 The more brilliant the daylight and the lamplight we employ, the more brilliant

will be our colour-shadows.
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simplest manner by moving either a little nearer to or a little farther

from the window.

A very convenient place to watch these twilight and lamplight

shadows from is the corner-seat of a railway carriage. For as the

daylight begins to fail, and the lamplight begins to throw shadows,

we need only look up to see a distinct blue upon the upper part of

the window-pane where the blind screens it from the lamplight ;

and we can sit and observe the blue colour fading out and lighting

up again as the train passes in and out of the tunnels.

Another simple observation of colour-shadows can be made by
the help of a coloured lantern (an ordinary photographic lantern

will serve) and a common lamp.
3 We begin by placing these lights

side by side, and by holding up a flat ruler in front of them in

such a manner as to throw two vertical shadows on a white paper
screen

; and, having done this, we have only to bring the edges of

the shadows into contact without any overlap, and to adjust the

illumination in such a manner as 1o throw two shadows of equal

intensity on the paper. We can do this by moving our ruler

either a little nearer to or a little farther from the paper screen,

and by moving forward either the lamp or the red lantern. We
shall then find that the shadow which is cast by the photographic
lantern assumes a vivid bluish-green colour. This bluish-green is of

course an after-image effect of the yellowish-red light which is shed

from the lantern
;
and the purpose which the lamplight serves in

the experiment is only that of showing up the blue-green reaction

which is taking place on the area of the retina which is not illumi-

nated by red light. And if we view this reaction, and we are entitled to

do so, as in some sort the equivalent of a certain amount of paint laid

on to the paper, we shall have no difficulty in appreciating how an

excess of lamplight upon our lantern shadow renders the colour of

the after-image pale and unsaturated, and how a deficiency of lamp-

light renders it black by supersaturation, and how, in fine, the correct

amount of lamplight to employ is the amount which just suffices to

render visible the whole of the after-image colour.

We have thus dealt with two of Hering's three pairs of contrast

colours, and we have seen that yellow induces a blue response, and

red a green response, upon the retina. We need hardly delay to

establish the converse of these propositions, but may pass on directly

to deal with black and white, our third pair of contrast colours. The

phenomena which take place in connection with these are familiar to

everybody. When we place a piece of white paper upon a black

background, or when we place a piece of black paper upon a white

3 The phenomena of the colour-shadows can be demonstrated much more perfectly

with the assistance of a dark room and the arrangement known as Hering's shutter.

This shutter arrangement throws up the colour-shadows by colourless daylight, in-

stead of by the yellow lamplight. We are at present, however, concerned, not with the

best, but with the simplest, methods of demonstrating these after-image phenomena.

VOL. XXXVII No. 219 3 I
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.background, the white and the black mutually intensify e-ach other.

The white induces a black response on the area of the retina which

corresponds to the black, and the black induces a white response on the

area of the retina which corresponds to the white
;
and these pheno-

mena are evidently exactly analogous to those which we have seen in

connection with the other contrast colours. And it is important for

us to recognise that all the phenomena with which we are dealing are

manifestations of physiological processes which are in operation either

on our retina or elsewhere in oar nerve centres. There are no grounds
whatever for the assumption that they are due to '

errors ofjudgment.'
We may now pass on to illustrate the manner in which these

after-image phenomena manifest themselves in ordinary life.

It is reported that a famous physicist, who had good-naturedly
consented to undergo a catechising process at the hands of some of

his students, had reluctantly to confess, in reply to their first question,

that he knew no reason why the wet portions of a white towel should

show up, as they do, as black spots. As a matter of fact, the question
was not a question in physics ;

for the fact that more light is trans-

mitted and less light is reflected back to the eye from the wet portions

of the towel accounts for nothing more than a diminution of the

whiteness of the towel. The question was in reality a question in

physiology. The black colour can be readily accounted for by the

black response which is evoked upon the retina by the whiteness of

the towel. And the association of this black response with the wet

portions of the towel is evidently a function of the diminished illu-

mination upon the corresponding portions of the retinal field.

The black colour which all dark objects assume when the ground
is covered with snow has an exactly similar explanation ;

and the

converse phenomenon is illustrated by the exaggerated whiteness

which a swan's plumage assumes when the bird is seen against a

background of dark water.

Pure black and white are comparatively easy to deal with. When,
however, we pass on to consider the ordinary coloration of nature,

we find ourselves confronted by the fact that the primary colours

are very seldom found pure. For instance, nearly all the reds

with which we are familiar contain an element of either blue or

yellow ;
and the greens in nature can be similarly distributed into

a class of blue-greens and a class of yellow-greens. And, in addition

to these blends of compatible primary colours, we have in nature a

continual blending of incompatible, i.e. opposite, contrast colours.

These blendings of opposite contrast colours give us the greys which

take such a predominant part in the colouring of landscape.
Some of our difficulties in recognising the after-image phenomena

in nature are closely associated with these facts. For instance, since

we are never dealing with pure colours, but always with colour-mix-

tures, we have compound and not simple colours to deal with in our
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shadows. Again, we are in nature often dealing with greys or with

colours which have a large admixture of grey, and such colours evoke

either no after-images or at best only very feeble after-images.

But these are not our greatest difficulties. Our greatest difficulty

is perhaps the fact that there is rarely enough light upon the shadows

in nature to show them up in their true light as colour-shadows.

The ordinary shadows which we see are, in fact, comparable to our

lamp-shadow-swhen there is too little daylight upon them to bring
them out in their true character as blue colour-shadows

;
and it is only

on comparatively rare occasions, either when there is a coloured light

and snow upon the ground, or when the landscape is covered with a

brilliant sunny mist,
4 that we have enough dispersed light to give us

the illumination on the shadows which is requisite to show them up
as pure colour-shadows.

And there is yet another great difficulty which hinders us from

recognising our colour-shadows in nature, and this is the fact that

we see our shadows, not, as we have seen them in our experiments,

against a colourless background, but against a background which has

a distinct colour of its own
;
and the coloured background naturally

modifies the coloration of the colour-shadows, either by giving in-

creased brilliancy to one or more of the colour-factors which constitute

the complete colour-after-image, or more generally by neutralising

either one or more of these factors into grey.

And thus, unless when the circumstances are unusually propitious,

we must go through a certain schooling before we can detect our colour-

shadows in nature. We must know exactly what to look for and

exactly where to look. We may take the case of the colour-effects

which can be seen in country or park on any sunny summer day. We
shall suppose ourselves to be looking, for instance, at a patch of green-
sward dotted over with trees. We may first note that the leaves of the

trees and the grass in the foreground are of a bright yellowish-green.

Now the after-image colour to this yellowish-green will evidently be

bluish-red or purple, and this colour-shadow will manifest itself only

upon those portions of the retina upon which the light is compara-

tively subdued. In other words, it will manifest itself upon the less

illuminated portions of the colour-picture before us. Now the less

illuminated portions of our colour-picture will evidently be the far dis-

tances and the deeper shadows under the trees
; and, as a matter of

fact, we do actually see a purple colour upon these portions of our

picture. If there should be any uncertainty whatever in our minds

upon the subject, we can convince ourselves that this is so by referring

the matter to the trained eyesight of the landscape-painter ;
and a visit

4 Under these circumstances of illumination, 'Turner,' like the consummate

colourist he was, makes no distinction between the lights and shadows except a dif-

ference of tint the shadows being blue or purple, and the lights a warm yellow or

fleshy colour.' Colour as a Means of Art, by Frank Howard, London, 1838.

3 i 2
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to any picture gallery will show us that the landscape-painter invariably

paints a purple into his shadows in such a case as we are dealing with.

We may perhaps note, in passing, that it is an important part of the

landscape-painter's craft to paint these after-image phenomena. For

it is only by making the colours which he employs in his high lights

cast the appropriate colour-shadows that the artist can convey to us

anything of the brilliant colouring of nature
;
and as it is out of the

question to obtain a sufficiency of light upon his picture indoors to cast

adequate colour-shadows, the artist must of necessity resort to a ruse,

and must paint the subjective after-image phenomena upon his canvas

as if they were objective colour-phenomena. He must, in short, paint
his shadows not as black shadows, but as true '

colour-shadows
'

i.e.

as shadows which take on the contrast colour to the dominant colour

of the environment. The instinct of the true colourist seems to guide
him unerringly in this matter. When he is dealing with a fore-

ground of bright green grass, he, as we have seen, introduces a

purple into his deep shadows
;
and when he changes this foreground

of grass for a foreground of withered beech-leaves, he abandons his

purples and introduces a turquoise-green into his shadows. An artist

of this order has no need whatever to know the principle which

determines the coloration of the shadows. But when it falls to a

critic to decide whether a particular tint is or is not a correct repre-

sentation of nature, an acquaintance with the general principle which

determines the coloration of the shadow will be of advantage. It will

at least render it unnecessary for him to go out and lay a sheet of

white paper in the shadow of a tree upon a lawn, as Mr. Ruskin

relates that he did on a particular occasion, with intent to determine

whether the objective colour of a shadow on a sunlit lawn is, or is

not, a brilliant red, as Turner painted it. For the law of the colour-

shadow would teach him that the coloration which would be seen-

in such circumstances would be almost entirely a subjective coloration ;

and it would teach him that the green grass must evoke a red?

response upon his retina, and it might also teach him that Turner

would not have been the great colourist he was if he had not painted
his vivid after-images upon his canvas.

We may, however, return to our purple shadows under the trees ^

and it will perhaps be well to convince ourselves by a very simple

experiment that these purples are really an after-image of the yellow-

green of the leaves and grass. We need only take a strip of bright

yellow-green glass,
5 and hold one edge of it close along a white sheet

s In default of a strip of yellowish-green glass and direct sunlight, we can perform
the experiment with the aid of a couple of lamps and a sheet of green paper. At a

pinch the greenish cover of this magazine would serve. We hold up one of the sheets

of paper between ourselves and the brighter of the two lamps, and then introduce

our fingers between the sheet of green paper and the lamp-shade in such a manner

as to thrDw a pattern of shadow. We now bring the other lamp into such a position
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of paper, in such a manner as to make a somewhat acute angle with it.

The best place for the experiment is a bay-window in the direct sun-

light, where we have also light coming in from the sides. The green

Jight which passes through the strip of glass will now represent the

green light which niters down through the leaves of the tree, and the

light which comes in under the free margin of the green glass will

represent the light that comes in from under the foliage. We may
now spread the fingers of one hand across the strip of glass in such a

manner as to throw a pattern of shadow upon our paper. The
shadows of our fingers will now be found to stand out as purple
-colour-shadows against a green background.

And the effect is just the same if we hold a strip of white paper
in front of our green pane, and thus cast a faint, instead of a dense,

shadow upon our paper screen. For the after-image is strong enough
to neutralise the dull green light which filters through the strip of

paper, and to leave us with a large balance of purple to the good.
The colour-phenomena which we can obtain with our strip of green

glass are thus comparable to those which we see in nature. For the

purples under the branches are evidently comparable to the shadows

which are thrown by our fingers ;
and the purples under the denser

masses of foliage are similar to those which we see in the thinner

shadow of the semi-translucent strip of white paper.

Only one thing more is necessary to render the similarity com-

plete. We must graduate the light which falls upon our colour-

shadow. If we have allowed too much light to come in under the

free margin of our strip of green glass, our purple colour-shadows

would be nearly as bright as our green background, and we should

Jiave exactly what Turner paints in his sunny mists, but we should

not have an accurate representation of the darker shadows which we
see on a clear sunny day. To represent these we should have to

diminish the amount of colourless light which comes in from behind

our sheet of glass until a black shade begins to appear upon our

colour-shadow. We shall now, at last, have before us an accurate

representation of a shadow as we see it in nature. It is not a black

shadow, as the unsophisticated eye sees it, nor again is it a pure

-colour-shadow, but it is always something intermediate between these :

-and though the artist learns gradually to see every shadow as a pure

colour-shadow, this is not, as he deems it, a process of '

recovering a

lost naivete of our colour impressions,'
6 but a question of the concen-

tration of the attention upon the coloured element in the shadow,

with the view to exploiting it for artistic uses. For there is no doubt

as to light up our finger-shadows ;
and when we have graduated the light correctly,

we shall see that our finger-shadows stand out as a red pattern upon the greenish

background.
6

Collier, A Manual of Oil-Pointing. 1889.
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that the artist obtains his best results by treating his shadows not as

black shadows, but as true colour-shadows.

We have, however, yet another set of colour-effects to consider in

connection with the shadows of the trees on our lawn. For we must

note that the shadows of our trees upon the open greensward are

generally greyish blue-green, not purple like the shadows actually

under the trees ;
and the difference is not due to a difference in the

after-image phenomenon, but to a difference in the background

against which the colour-shadow is projected. The colour-shadow is

seen as purple under the trees, because it is seen in its true colours

against a background which has no very definite colour of its own.

But the colour-shadow, as seen in the shadows in the open, is seen

as a blue-grey, because the red element of the purple after-image

phenomenon is neutralised into grey by fusion with an equivalent of

green light from the grass. The actual colour of the tree-shadow

as we see it in the open greensward is the result of a blending of this

blue-grey with the unneutralised balance of green.

We can illustrate what occurs by a very simple modification of our

last experiment. We need only cover up a portion of the white paper

upon which we threw the purple colour-shadows with a sheet of green

paper. We shall then see that our purple shadow changes into a greyish

blue-green as soon as it reaches the margin of our green paper, while

it, of course, continues to show up of a purple colour up to the

edge of the white paper.

We need not pursue this matter further, for we have already

sufficiently illustrated the principle that every difference of illumina-

tion on a uniformly coloured surface will be associated with a change
ofcolour which is due to the appearance ofan after-image phenomenon

upon the shaded areas.

We may now pass on to consider the part which the after-image

phenomena which we have been discussing play in determining the

character of the colour-combinations as aesthetically agreeable or

disagreeable.

But as a preliminary step we must, of course, arrive at some

understanding as to what constitutes an aesthetically agreeable

colour-combination
;
and we have not to go very far in search of a

principle which will, at any rate, serve as a basis upon which the

matter can be discussed. We may lay down that no combination

of colour is agreeable which involves the juxtaposition of violently

contrasted colours. A saturated blue does not look well in combina-

tion with a saturated yellow ;
nor does a saturated red combine well

with a saturated green. But these colour-combinations acquire a

very considerable aesthetic worth as soon as the over-vivid contrast

is toned down by the employment of a ground-colour which is common
to both of the contrasting colours. We may, for instance, recall the

fact that some of the most beautiful colour-effects in nature are
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produced by the combination of yellow-greens, such as those of the

foliage of the larch in spring, with blue-greens, such as those of the

foliage of the Scotch fir. Again, we may recall the beauty of the red-

gold colours of the sky as seen in association with the purples on the

hills over which the sun is setting. In the first case we are of course

dealing with a yellow and blue contrast upon a green ground-colour ;

and in the case of the sunset it is a question of the same yellow and

blue contrast upon a red ground-colour.
But our simple black and white, yellow and blue, and green and red

contrasts, even when quite unrelieved by any ground-colour, are quite

agreeable in comparison with such double-colour contrasts as result

from a juxtaposition of either a distinct yellow-green with a distinct

blue-red, or of a distinct orange with a distinct blue-green. Colour-

combinations such as these can only be tolerated when the saturation

of the colours is reduced either (as, for instance, in the modern '
art

colours') by a large admixture of grey, or (as in colours seen in

bright weather out of doors) by the large excess of colourless light
which falls upon them. It is notorious that we can bear many things
in the way of colours in the bright sunlight out of doors which would

be intolerable in a room. But even in the world out of doors we may
note a certain disagreeable quality in the double contrast of yellowish
red against bluish green which we note in the unripe berries as

contrasted with the blue-green foliage of the holly or mountain ash.

When the berries ripen we have instead an agreeable contrast of a

blue-red upon a blue-green.

Having now a basis of principle to work upon, we may proceed to

determine the part which the after-image phenomena play in the

determination of the aesthetic worth of every colour-combination
;

and it is evident that the colour-shadow may contribute either a

desirable or an undesirable element to the colour-combination. It

may, to take the simplest case first, heighten the intensity of opposite

contrast colours in such a manner as to produce an over-violent

contrast effect. We have an instance in point in the case of the

unripe berries and blue-green leaves of the holly and rowan tree.

For there can hardly be any doubt that in such a case as this the

after-image phenomena aggravate the original unpleasantness of the

double-colour contrast. When, therefore, it is a question of blending
colours with a view to obtaining an agreeable effect, we must evi-

dently allow for this mutual intensification of opposite contrast colours;

and even where we are not employing opposite contrast colours, we

have to consider what the effects of our colour-shadows will be. For

instance, if we place a bright yellow side by side with a bright red,

we shall find that our yellow throws a blue colour-shadow upon our

red and our red similarly throws a green colour-shadow upon our

yellow. In short, the colour-combination which might otherwise
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have been irreproachable is transformed by the after-image pheno-
mena into a disagreeable double-colour contrast.

But if the after-image phenomena come in thus and depreciate

the sesthetic worth of many of our colour-combinations, they compen-
sate by introducing an unexpected extraneous element of beauty into

other colour-combinations. The colour-shadow, for instance, of the

blue sky on a bright day probably does not go for nothing in the

pleasurable colour sensations which we derive from the bright yellow-

greens which we see in the grass ;
and the whiteness of the sky above

the skyline long after sunset is no doubt intensified by the white

colour-shadow of the black ground. Similarly, beautiful effects are pro-

duced by the green colour-shadows on the sails of the ships when we

see them against a red sunset.7
Again, the soft purple colour-shadows

under the trees are an almost constant element in the pleasures of

landscape. And similarly we have beautiful purple colour-shadows

upon the sea in calm sunny weather. We can perhaps see them

best when we are looking down upon the shadows of ships at anchor

in the bright green shoal water, but we can also see them far out

where the currents show up as purple trails over the surface of the

sea. Finally, the more splendid purples on the hills which contrast

so magnificently with the orange-gold of the sunset are an after-

image phenomenon of the sky. For consideration will tell us that

our eye must project a bluish-green colour-shadow from this orange

sky upon the relatively dark background of the hills, and it will tell

us that the red glow of the lower strata of the atmosphere through
which we are looking will drown all traces of green in this colour-

shadow. The blue element will, therefore, be all that is left
;
and

this blue element of the colour-shadow would change into purple the

red mists on the lower reaches of the hills.

And the skilful painter is the painter who knows how to manipu-
late his after-image phenomena so as to get an added brilliancy upon
Ms colour wherever he may require it. Such a painter will, for in-

stance, render in marvellous brilliancy the bright yellow-green glint

of the moss when it is shone upon by the sun after rain
; but when we

come to inquire how he gets all this brilliancy into his greens, we find

that he has introduced lavender-purples into his shadows
;
and it is

evidently the after-image of these purples that has reverberated back

upon the yellow-greens in his high lights. And, again, the really great

colourist is the man who has acquired an absolute mastery over the

after-image phenomena. Such a colourist has it, for instance, in his

7
Cf. the following

*
word-sketch,' taken from Weir-Mitchell's Doctor and Patient.

'

August 6 (on a steam -yacht awaiting the yachts which were racing for the Newport

cup) ; time, sunset; level sea; light breeze
;
fire-red sun on horizon

;
vast masses of

intensely lighted scarlet clouds
;
a broad track of fiery red on water, three yachts

with all sails set coming over this sea of red towards us. Their sails are a livid

green'
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power to put on a patch of colour that will blaze from one end to the

other of a long gallery ;
for he can concentrate upon that patch of

colour all the after-image phenomena which by a correct exploitation
of the contrast colour he has evoked over the whole remainder of his

picture. Mr. Whistler, for instance, is a master in this art.

We may, however, turn aside to the simpler problems which crop

up in connection with the application of colour to house-decoration

and to dress, for the phenomena of colour as treated by the artist

are too subtle to admit of any hasty analysis.

When we apply colour in any form to the walls of a room, whether

it is as paint, or as distemper, or as wall-paper, we find ourselves con-

fronted with very distinct after-image phenomena. For instance, if

we colour the walls pink, and leave the ceiling untinted, we shall find

that our ceiling assumes a distinct yellowish-green colour. If we
now desire to make our ceiling show up as a pure white,

8 we shall

evidently have to set to work to neutralise this yellowish-green
colour-shadow by a suitable application of pink. Or if we desire to

have a pink-tinted ceiling, we shall evidently have to employ, first, a

certain quantum of pink to kill the greenish colour-shadow, and,

on the top of this, such surplus of pink as would, upon an absolutely

white wall, give us the depth of pink tint that we desire.

But our after-image phenomena do not appear on the ceiling only.

Consideration will show that each wall must be casting colour-shadows

on every one of its companion walls
;
and these colour-shadows will

make themselves felt in the diminished intensity of the colour-sensa-

tions we derive from the walls. It is worth while attending to this

phenomenon, for it is an illustration of the general principle that the

intensity of a colour '

goes off' when it comes to occupy a large area

of the retinal field.

And perhaps the easiest way of understanding how this occurs is

to take the case of painting a wall which is of such a size as just to

occupy the whole of the visual field. We shall for convenience sup-

pose the wall to be subdivided into four equal party, and we may now
consider how the colour which we apply to each of these wall-spaces

will modify the coloration on all the others.

When we have painted our first wall-space pink, the condition of

affairs will be as follows. One quarter of our retinal field will be

occupied by pink, and this will have induced a greenish response all

over the retina. On the area which is stimulated with pink, this

will make itself apparent in a certain diminution of the colour-

8 This is really a simpler form of the problem that the landscape-painter has to

deal with when he wants a patch of snow in a snow-landscape to stand out as a pure
white. In such case he has evidently to consider how he can neutralise all the

colour-after-images which project themselves upon that patch of snow. He has to

introduce green upon his snow-patch if he fears a red after-image from the green

foliage in his landscape, or red if he is afraid of a green after-image from a patch of

red anywhere in his picture.
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intensity. On the unstimulated area of the retina, the green response
will manifest itself in the form of a green colour-shadow. This will

be projected upon each of the three remaining wall-spaces.

When our second wall-space has been coloured in, we shall

evidently have a correspondingly increased amount of green response

upon our retina
;
and this will make itself felt on the unstimulated

portions of our retira in the form of two superimposed colour-shadows,

while upon the stimulated areas it will manifest itself as in an equi-

valent diminution of the apparent pink coloration.

And, similarly, when we have covered our third wall-space, we shall

have a still further increase of the after-image response both on the

stimulated and upon the unstimulated portions of the retina.

Lastly, when we have painted our whole wall pink, our after-image

phenomena will be repressed by a pink stimulation all over our retina,

but they will continue to make themselves felt in a very perceptible

fading off of the original intensity of our pink.

Similarly we have to take our after-image phenomena into

account in making a selection of tints for coloured wirdows. A pane
of red glass will be found to acquire a bluish tinge when placed in

juxtaposition with a yellow-tinted pane. A yellow pane will simi-

larly take a greenish tinge when it is placed beside a red pane. And
a neglect to take these after-image colour-shadow effects into con-

sideration would thus often involve us in undesired colour-contrasts.

It is also essential to take into our reckoning the predominant

after-image effect of any room for which we are selecting furniture.

A particular yellow shade in a curtain may have a certain aesthetic

worth when seen on a grey background ; but it would be overlaid

with a green colour-shadow if it were seen against a red wall-paper ;

and it would be too yellow if seen against a blue paper, and it would

be orange if seen against a green paper.

Again, it is the neglect to take mental note of the colour-shadows

of surrounding objects which makes it so difficult a matter to '

carry

away a colour in one's eye,' and to choose an appropriate match for it.

A correct exploitation of the colour-shadows constitutes a very

important element, if it does not constitute the essence, of the

art of dress. For instance, a black evening dress casts invaluable

white colour-shadows over a bare neck and shoulders, and mourning
throws a similar added whiteness over the face. Again, a dark green

dress, especially if there is a shade of blue in the green, lights up
dark auburn hair in a very beautiful way with its bright colour-

shadows. On the other hand, such a material as blue serge throws

up into disagreeable prominence the unpleasant yellows of some of

the lighter shades of * red
'

hair. The vivid yellow colour-shadows of

any bright blue are very 'trying' to any complexion. A similar

remark applies to pink, for, unless in youth and health, when there

is a sufficiency of natural pink in the cheeks to repress the after-
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image phenomena, the yellowish-green colour-shadows make their

appearance, and give a ghastly hue to the complexion. Lastly, the

unpleasantness of a bright yellow-green dress is probably due to the

fact that its purple colour-shadows overlay the natural pink of the

cheeks, and so give rise to an over-vivid double-colour contrast.

We need not, however, go into the minutiae of this matter.

They will present no difficulty to any one who has familiarised him-

self with the three pairs of contrast colours and with the importance
of the colour-shadow as a factor in all our colour-sensations.

A. E. WRIGHT.
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GEORGIAN TREATIES WITH RUSSIA

A BROKEN TREATY

FROM the origin of the Eastern Question down to our own times,

Georgia has always been the theatre of war. It is evident that she

will play an important part in the near future, when the rival powers
ofEurope and Asia come into collision. Yet, in Europe, there are none,

excepting a few specialists, who know anything at all about Georgia
that is not derived from official Eussian sources, not generally to be

relied upon. We therefore think it might be well to make the

British public acquainted with the true state of political and social

feeling in a country whose geographical position must give it a vast

importance during the approaching events in the East.

Georgia, with Tiflis its capital, forms the basis of operations for

Russia's aggressive policy in Central and Western Asia. From Tiflis

the Eussian Government directs the movements of troops and

topographic surveys on the frontiers of Afghanistan ;
from this point

attacks and annexations take place, now in Persia, now in Turkey ;

and even the projected occupation of Varna, Burgas, and other

Bulgarian ports, in November 1886, was arranged in Tiflis, and the

expedition was to have been sent from the Georgian ports, Batum,

Poti, and Sukhum-Kaleh. 1

But, despite the enormous political and strategic importance to

Russia of the possession of Georgia, with her fortresses, her impreg-
nable passes, despite the vast natural resources of the land, with its

fertile, well-watered and well-tilled valleys,
2 the internal policy of

the Eussian Government ever since the Crimean War, especially the

policy of forcible Eussification during the reign of Alexander the Third,

has strained every nerve in order to paralyse the economic and intel-

lectual growth of the country. By an unbroken series of measures the

Government has irritated the population of a land which gave itself

1 At the time of General Kaulbars's famous agitation in Bulgaria the army of

Western and Central Transcaucasia (i.e. Georgia) was ready to take the field.

3 Cf. Evgenii Markov, OcJierki Kavltaza,,
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up to Kussia voluntarily and by treaty, a population which has

always bravely defended the general interests of the Russian Empire,
and has produced a line of the most brilliant generals, beginning with

Bagration and Tsitsiani, and ending with Amilakhvari, Imeretinskii,

Chavchavadze, Orbeliani, &c.

In consequence of this fatal doctrine of forcible Russification,

which had the well-known journalist Katkov as its apostle, and the

notorious Count Muraviev 'the Hangman' as its champion, the

Government of Alexander the Third began to treat Georgia as

a conquered country, forgetting that the Georgians, loyal to the

conditions of the treaty, refused, at the most critical moment of the

Crimean War, the offer of independence made to them by the Allied

Powers, on the sole condition that they would remain neutral and

not help Russia.3
Notwithstanding the Treaty of the 19th of

November 1800, the faithful observance of which was guaranteed,

By Our Imperial Word, in the Manifesto of the 18th of January

1801, the Government of the country has been handed over to a

military and bureaucratic administration. Georgians are almost

wholly excluded from the service of their country, the Georgian

language is replaced by Russian, in the administration, the law

courts, the schools, and now an effort is being made to expel it from

the national church, one of the most ancient in Christendom.

Things have gone so far that Georgian recruits, foreign to Russian

in language, culture, mode of life, and even food, are sent to serve

in Russian regiments in the North, in Siberia, and the pupils of the

Ecclesiastical Seminary, the future priests of Georgia, are not only

deprived of instruction in their mother tongue, but are now actually

expelled from the Seminary for reading books in their own language.
4

These measures have led to disorder in the Seminary, which has

been closed
; they have caused desertions from the army, and the

consequent terrible punishments. And now the Government organs
of the press demand the dismissal from the administration of the

few Georgians who are left,
5 and the strengthening of the Russian

element by the grant of land to Muscovite peasants. Journalistic

apologists for police-licence, and pseudo-scientists from
i.
various

Government offices, have taken upon themselves to prove that Georgia,
is a conquered country,

6 and that therefore the Government can deal

with it as with Poland and Circassia in 1863-1864. The best and

most enlightened people, not only in Georgia but in Russia itself,

view with disgust the lawless and capricious behaviour of the

Russifiers. But internal policy is not directed by the enlightened
8
Bogdanovicb, Tstoriya Vostoclmoi voiny. In the appendix will be found Omar

Pasha's proclamation to the Georgians.
4
Listok, Russian Free Press, London, Nos. 2 and 7.

* Novoe Vremya, Nedyelya, &c., articles on Professor Khakhanashvili's report.
6 Ad. Berge, Prisoedlnenie Gruzli k Itossii

; three articles in RussJtaya Starinaf

1880, published by Semevskii.
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and humane Russia of Pushkin and Rylyeev, Herzen and Byelinskii,

Turgenev and Tolstoi, but by the fanatic Russia of Pobyedonostsev,

the soldiery and gendarmery of Vanovskii, Durnovo and Cherevin.

And no man dares to raise his voice in defence of treaties and legality.

Any one who dares to stand up for law and justice meets with perse-

cution, imprisonment, and exile
;
he shares the fate of the nobility of

Tver in 1861-2, the Municipal Council of Petersburg in 1867, the

zemstvos of Chernigov, and, finally, of the Marshal of the Imere-

thian nobility, D. I. Kipiani, who was murdered by police agents.
7

But Berge, a Frenchman in the Russian service, and the hirelings

of the press wittingly subvert the truth and deceive the public.

Georgia is not a conquered country. The Manifesto of the 18th of

January 1801, and the text of the Treaty, printed in the complete
collection of the Laws of the Russian Empire, tell a very different

story. In the manifesto, which was posted up in the streets of

Petersburg, we read :

King George
8
(seeing that the end of his days is near), the magnates, and the

Georgian people have sought Our protection . . . they have asked, through pleni-

potentiary envoys, that the regions subject to the Georgian Kingdom be taken

under the immediate rule of the Russian Imperial Throne ... In accordance with

their petition . . . We have resolved to fulfil the request of George, son of Irakli,

and of the Georgian people, and We have therefore commanded . . . that our

troops be sent into Georgia. And hereby We declare on Our Imperial Word that

on the union of the Kingdom of Georgia . . . not only will all the rights and

privileges of Our faithful new subjects of the Kingdom of Georgia and the regions

subject thereto be maintained and respected in their entirety, and the property

legally belonging to every man ; but, from this time forth . . . they shall enjoy in

addition all the rights, immunities, advantages and privileges belonging to Our

former subjects . . . they shall find solace under Our protection . . . Given at St.

Petersburg in the year 1801 since Christ's birth, on the 18th day of January ; and

in the fifth year of Our reign, and the third year of Oar Grand-Mastership (of

Malta). The original signed in His Imperial Majesty's own hand, thus :

PAUL.'

The following extracts from the Treaty will show what rights were

guaranteed to Georgia by the Imperal Manifesto :

Art. 1. King George, the magnates, the clergy, and the people desire once for

all to become subjects of the Empire of all the Russias, and to take upon themselves

all the duties incumbent upon the subjects of Russia.

2. King George and his heirs are to remain on the throne with the title of

Kings, and retain the chief rule in the Kingdom, but without legislative power.

7
Kipiani, translator of Shakespeare and author of a Georgian grammar, for pro-

testing against the behaviour of a drunken Kussian monk, who anathematised

Georgia, was exiled in 1886, and soon afterwards murdered (Listok, Russian Free

Press, No. 2). For the other cases mentioned, cf. Stepnyak, Wallace, Kennan,

Koshelev, Herzen.
8
George the Thirteenth, of sad memory, destroyed his reason by his excesses.

He was known by the nickname ' Zaki qlapia
'

(glutton, lit. calf-swallower). He

reigned from the llth of January, 1798, till 1801. For the tragic fate of his wife,

Queen Maria, who was insulted by the Russian general Lazarev, cf. Rottiers, Boden-

stedt, and'Wardrop's Kingdom of Georgia.
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3. That a salary be appointed for the King, and estates assigned to him in

Russia, the revenues of Georgia and the profits of the mines being under the entire

control of the Emperor.
8. The Georgian people to enjoy immunity from taxation for twelve years.

9. Money is to be coined, bearing on one side the Imperial cypher and on the

other the arms of Georgia.

Arts. 4-7, 10-14, and 16 are to the following effect :

(a) The number of Russian troops to be kept in Georgia shall not exceed six

thousand, (b) Concerning the occupation of Georgian fortresses, (c) On the

appointment of tlieir commanders, (d) On the construction of new fortifications,

(e) Military service among the Georgians is to take the form of a national militia

in national costumes. (/) The Russian troops are to buy provisions at the market

price, (g) The protection of Georgia against foreign foes. (K) The rights of the

independent Georgian Church.

Art. 15. That all Georgians should enjoy the same rights as Russian subjects.

Such is the Treaty confirmed by the Emperor Paul and signed by
the Georgian Ambassador, Prince Gersevan Chavchavadze, and his

companions, and there is no other treaty or ordinance concerning the

government of Georgia signed by any plenipotentiary of that country,
and everything undertaken by the Imperial Government which does

not correspond with this Treaty is a flagrant breach thereof.

The original Treaty was in duplicate. One copy was kept in

Petersburg, and published in the Complete Collection of the Laws of

the Russian Empire. The Georgian original, published in Georgia
on the 16th and 17th of February, 1801, was kept in Tiflis, in the

ancient national cathedral church of Sion. But at the time of the

Crimean War it was secretly carried away to Petersburg by the

Russian Metropolitan, Isidor. A detailed account of the various

clauses of the Treaty has been published in the following historical

works :

B. Rottiers, Itineraire de Tiflis a Constantinople. Bruxelles, 1829. (British

Museum, 10076 c. i.)

Platon loseliani, Life of King George XIII., in Georgian, pp. 114-138.

P. G. Butkov, Materials for the modern History of the Caucasus, in Russian.

St. Petersburg, 1869. T. ii. 461-2.

N. Dubrovin, Transcaucasia, from 1803 to 1806, in Russian. St. Petersburg,
1866.

F. Bodenstedt, Die Voiker des Kaiikasus, gives a brief account.

II

CHRISTIANITY IN GEORGIA

We have already referred to the fact that the future priests of the

Georgian people are forbidden to read anything in their own language.
Is this language, then, alien to Christianity and culture, and are the

Russian persecutors, with Pobyedonostsev at their head, acting in the

interests of religion and civilisation ? They are so fond of talking
about their civilising mission in the East !
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The Colchis of the ancient Greeks, Iveria, Georgia, Fief of the

Blessed Virgin in the middle ages, was one of the first lands to accept

Christianity. According to tradition, a ruined church which still

exists in Apkhazia marks the spot where St. Andrew the Apostle

preached the Gospel. Irenseus and Baronius, writers of the fifth

century, tell us that in the time of Bishop Clement, during the reign
of Trajan, 98-117 A.D., there were many Christians in Iveria, in

Colchis. In the third and fourth centuries, there were already fifty

bishoprics in Cappadocia, which was inhabited by Georgians.
9

In the days of the Georgian king, Mirian, and S. Nina, in 318

A.D., Christianity was recognised as the national religion, and, in the

sixth century, Procopius of Csesarea declares that ' of all the peoples
known to him the Iverians are they who best observe the ordinances

of Christianity.'
10

Together with Christianity, Greek education and

culture were disseminated throughout the country, and attained

their widest development in the reigns of David the Renewer (1089-

1125) and his successors, especially Queen Tamara the Great (1184-

1212). The philosophers and poets of Greece were translated into

the Georgian tongue, the youth of Georgia went to study in Athens

and Byzantium, the national literature could boast of Rustaveli,

whose great epic,
* The Man in the Panther's Skin

'

(Vephkhvis

Tqaosani), for beauty of form, elegance of diction, richness of imagina-

tion, loses nothing by comparison with the works of Firdusi and

Tasso. The numerous literary and architectural monuments of that

epoch bear witness to the high degree of civilisation to which the

country had attained, while its political position was almost pre-
dominant in Asia Minor and Palestine. It is true that its power and

influence were exhibited almost exclusively in the defence of Chris-

tianity, but we must not forget that this was the epoch of the Mus-
sulman invasion and the Crusades. Kirakos, an Armenian historian

of the thirteenth century, says that :

Tamara made a treaty of peace with the Sultan of Damascus . . . since that

time, the Sultans have treated Christians more humanely . . . the taxes on the

monasteries were lessened . . . the plundering of pilgrims on their way to Jeru-

salem was forbidden, especially if they were Georgians . . . they were free from

taxation in the dominions of the Sultans and in Jerusalem, where Tamara was
held in high honour. 11

Dositheus, patriarch of Jerusalem, says :

The pious Iverian Kings have always teen administrators and protectors of

the Holy Sepulchre and the other holy places. . . ,
13

During the war of the Greeks and Franks against the Arabs and

9 Professor Chubinov, drevnilth dborigenalih, Kapadoltii i Djanetii.
10 M. D shvili, Gruzinsldya, obitfili v sv. zemlye.
11

Brosset, Additions et eclaircissements, p. 416.
12 He says the Georgians sent 252,667 gold piastres for the ransom of the Monas-

tery of Holy Cross (Bulletin scientijique, t. v.).
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their Sultans, the monasteries in the Holy Land were almost ruined,

but the Georgians supported them. 13
According to the Arab historian

Ibn Shaddana, Queen Tamara offered Saladin 200,000 dinars for the

Holy Cross, and, in 1187, asked that the monasteries taken from the

Christians should be restored. 14 Even at the present day there are

at the holy places twenty churches and monasteries built by Georgians,

but lost through the fault of the Russian Government. 15

The sovereigns who busied themselves most about the holy places

were Mirian (318-342), Gorgaslan (f 499), Bagrat (980-1014),
David the Renewer, and Tamara. The Georgians not only enriched

the monasteries in Palestine and in their own country, but they built

and endowed monasteries in Greece, three on Mount Athos, in

Bulgaria, Syria, Cyprus, Antioch. King David built a monastery on

Mount Sinai, on the spot where, according to tradition, God appeared
to Moses, and sent thither yearly gifts of thousands and tens of

thousands of gold pieces.
16

This readiness to support Christianity won for Georgia the good
will and respect of the Christians of the East.

The Georgians (says the Armenian historian Sanout) are a very warlike people

and bold in battle. They have strongly fortified castles, a great and powerful

army, wherewith they have done much hurt to Saracens, Persians, Medes, and

Assyrians. . . . The Georgians alone had the right to enter Jerusalem with flyiny

banners, paying no tribute. The Saracens dared not affront them. 17

And this respect on the part of the Mussulmans lasted unbroken

until the first alliance with Russia; at the end of the eighteenth

century Georgia quarrelled with Persia, and with Turkey during the

reign of Catherine the Second. In 1520 Sultan Suleiman placed

guards at the church ofthe Holy Cross and ordered a tax tobe collected

from every pilgrim, fourteen pence from a Catholic, seven from a

Greek, three from Arabs and Egyptians ;
but the Georgians preserved

their right of free access. 18
Concerning the great influence of Georgia

in Palestine, and the numerous churches erected by Georgians at the

holy places, we find much information in the works of European
travellers and pilgrims, e.g. Rauwolf (1575), Prince Radziwill (1580),
Bernard Surie (1644-7), Theophan, Paisii, Dositheus, patriarchs of

Jerusalem in the seventeenth century, the erudite Russian Barskii

(xviii. c.).
19 The last independent king of Georgia, Irakli the Second,

freed the church and monastery of the Holy Cross from debt.

18
Seleznev, Bullet. Sclent, t. v. 205-255.

14 Professor Tsagareli, Palextinskii Sbornik, t. iv. 49.
15

Djanashvili, GruzinsTtoya tserkovn istoriya, pp. 91-100.
16 M. Brosset, Addit. et eel. p. 416; M. D shvili, Gruzinsklya oliteli.
17

Tsagareli.
18 Bulletin sclent, t. v. 215

; Tsagareli, in Zhurn. Min. Narod. Prosv. t. xl. 132.
19 Cf. Brosset, Seleznev, Tsagareli, Chubinov, Djanashvili, &c.

- VOL. XXXVII No. 219 3 K
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The Cross (says a Russian writer)
20 has necessarily become the fatherland of the

Georgian, the symbol of his nationality, of the defence of Christendom the theme

of all his history. The Georgian people are essentially a crusading people. . . .

The whole life of the nation has been divided between prayer and bloody fights

with Islam. For more than a thousand years they never laid down the sword,
and if the cross was not sewed on the shoulders of their mantles, it was nevertheless

deeply engraved on the heart of the nation.

We have wearied the reader with quotations. But we crave his

indulgence when we tell him that Pobyedonostsev and the ignorant
Russian clergy are depriving this martyr-nation of the right of read-

ing their sacred books in their own language, and the history of their

own church. This may seem incredible, but it is an indisputable
fact. 21 The Russian clergy of the present day have been brought up
in all the absolute ignorance characteristic of the Russian bursa

(theological boarding-school). A former pupil, in a series of vivid

and terrible pictures, has told the Russian public all the incredibly
awful details of the coarse, ignorant, and dissolute life of the future

ministers of the Russian Church. Neither in the Oliver Tivist of

Dickens nor the Dead House of Dostoevsky can we find scenes of

such coarseness and cynicism as in Sketches of the Bursa, by ]N
T
. G.

Pomyalovskii. And it is no wonder if the products of such convict

establishments, when once they have become the controllers of

ecclesiastical life in Russia, set about the persecution of Stundists,

Jews, Raskolniks, and Catholics. These boors, with the fanatic

Pobyedonostsev at their head, care naught for Georgian treaties with

Russia, nor the historical part the Georgians have played in the

defence of Christendom. They may do in Georgia what they have

done to the Roumanians in Bessarabia : forbid the printing of new
editions of the sacred books, and as the number of old copies dimi-

nishes, replace them by the Slavonic versions of the Russian Church.

But exasperation alone will result. Let these persecutors remember
the fate of Spain, Persia, and Turkey nations which have not gained
much by religious tyranny and torture !

Ill

RUSSIAN POLICY IN GEORGIA

On'the fall ofByzantium, Georgia found herself completely isolated

from the rest of the Christian and civilised world
;
there was now

nowhere to send her young men for higher education. All of Greek

19 Ev. Markov, Oclierlti Kavliaza^ t. ii.

21 The Ecclesiastical Seminar}7 in Tiflis was closed on account of a protest from

the Georgian pupils who had first been deprived of instruction in their own language,

and then were expelled for reading Georgian books. , For the details, see Listok,

Russian Free Press, London, >so^. 2 ani 6.
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learning which had escaped the devastating hands of the Turks

sought shelter in the West, especially in Italy ;
the exiled students

of Athens and Constantinople laid in Europe the foundations of a

Kenaissance, the echoes of which only reached Georgia slowly and

intermittently. Nevertheless, the country did not cease to maintain

a connection with the West, chiefly with Eome, for a part of the

Georgians had for a long time professed Catholicism. 22 But neither

the all-powerful Papacy nor the France of Louis the Fourteenth,

whither Saba Orbeliani's embassy went,
23 nor Joseph the Second of

Austria, could or would give Georgia any help in her thousand-year

struggle for the Cross and Christian culture.

Hard was the destiny of this small nation, and we cannot but

wonder how it escaped falling into the barbarism of the Balkan races,

whose intellectual revival only began in the first decade of the pre-

sent century.
24 The light of learning still burned, feeble and pale

indeed, especially in comparison with the Golden Age of the eleventh

to the thirteenth centuries, yet the envoys of Peter the Great, in

1723, found both printing-presses and schools in Tiflis, and Potem-

kin, in one of his reports to Catherine the Second, expresses the sur-

prise he felt on meeting the Georgian ambassador Sulkhan, a man
of excellent education,

' he speaks French, and one cannot believe

that he is an Asiatic.'
25

This ceaseless striving after a stable connection with Christendom

and European civilisation drove Georgia into the arms of Eussia,

which, under the guidance of Peter, was beginning to adopt European
forms of political and social life. Peter saw what service Georgia

might do him in the execution of his project to seize the Caspian
and block the overland route to India, and, in 1723, he proposed to

Vakhtang the Sixth that they should act in concert against Persia.

The Emperor assured his ally
' that if success crowned their efforts

he (Vakhtang) would profit immensely thereby, for ... Tie would

have dominion over all the Christians in those regions.
1 2G On the

Cth of September of the same year a Georgian army, numbering
30,000, joined the Kussian expeditionary force.

* Success crowned '

Peter's undertaking ;
but what was the despair of the Georgians

when they learned that Peter had concluded a separate treaty with

Persia and Turkey (the 12th of June, 1724), acknowledging the

Suzerain rights of the latter over Georgia, which was formally
ceded ! Persian and Turkish troops raided the country, and ruined

22 Tn 1629 a Dlzlonario Giorgiano-Italiano was published in Eome, besides a

grammar and several devotional works.
23 A translation of Orbeliani's famous story-book, The Book of Wisdom and Lies,

is now being printed at the Kelmscott Press.

24
Pypin, Istoriya slav. literat.

25 Butkov, Materialy dlya novoi ist. Kavltaza, t. i.

26 Butkov, op. cit. t. i. 31-32. It is to be noted that all the quotations in this

chapter are taken exclusively from Russian official documcn j

s and Eussian histories.

3 K 2
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the southern provinces, as a punishment for helping the' Russians.2
"

Such treachery seems incredible
;
but the truth is that the whole of

Kussia's policy in Georgia during the eighteenth century was a

systematic attempt to weaken the country, so that it might fall into

her hands unconditionally without any treaty. This fact stands out

clearly in the reign of Catherine the Second. While the Empress
was writing flattering letters to Irakli the Second, she at the same
time sternly commanded her. agents

*

by no means to do anything"

likely to strengthen Georgia,'
28 or she ordered her troops to withdraw

at the critical moment of the war, as in the case of General Totleben?

and Colonel Burnashev.29

The lesson Peter had taught the Georgians cooled the relations

between the two countries for half a century. Irakli the Second

(1744-1798) understood better than anybody the sorrows that friend-

ship, alliance, or union with Kussia would bring upon his kingdom.
This sovereign, the patron of education and European ideas, a typical

1

representative of the national tradition and character, sent two-

embassies to Europe, to Joseph the Second, in the hope of finding

support and assistance in the struggle with Islam. These missions

only brought back expressions of warm sympathy and assurances of

the amazement of Christendom at Irakli's heroism,
30 but no material

help could be given ; Turkey, still powerful at that period, blocked

all the routes from Europe to Georgia. Irakli had to depend upon
himself alone. He succeeded in restoring the ruined towns and

villages, he made Persia and Turkey acknowledge anew the rights of

Georgia and the Christians in Palestine, he freed the Church and

Monastery of the Holy Cross, near Jerusalem, from debt,
31 he multi-

plied the number of schools and encouraged education.32
Georgia

revived, and recovered from the blows inflicted on her by the alliance?

with Peter. Yet all this work was destined to be undone during
Irakli's reign, owing to an alliance with Russia, to Russian protec-

tion.

While Catherine the Second was preparing for war with Turkey,

she wrote, through Count N. Panin (in 1768), to Solomon, King of

27
Butkov, p. 62.

28 The Empress's order to Medem, July 28, 1772, in Aldy arltlwogr. Komm.
20

Aldy, and Butkov, t. i. 277, 282
;

t. ii. 25-26.

30 Russia regarded Irakli's successes and hisfame in Europe in an unfriendly spirit. In

the supplement of the St. Petersburg Vyedomosti, the 16th of November, 1753, we read of

Prince Irakli, so famous in Europe, and almost compared with Alexander the Great.'

Nevertheless, Catherine the Second had to agree with Voltaire that Irakli was <

wise,

brave, most powerful' (Letter of the 19th of January, 1770). We might refer to the

panegyrics on Irakli by Frederick the Great, Lessing, and the journalists of the

period.
31 M. Soloviev, in Mosk. Vyedomosti, No. 2, 1894; M. D shvili, Gruzinsk.

obiteli.

32 His contemptible heir, George the Thirteenth, used to dispute at home with

his kinsfolk against the ideas of Voltaire and the encyclopedists (loseliani).
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Imerethi, begging him to persuade Irakli to take part in the attack

on the infidels. Irakli hesitated to join in the enterprise ;
but when,

in 1769, he learned that Austria was to take up arms, he decided to

ally himself with Russia, although the Turks had sent a special mis-

sion offering him favourable terms. With gloomy forebodings, he

signed a treaty with Kussia, guaranteeing him the possession of

Akhaltsikhe and the Georgian provinces held by the Turks. The
Russian auxiliary forces were commanded by General Totleben, who
had just been let out of prison, where he had been sent for offences

against the criminal law.33 By a judicial sentence, this adventurer

had been stripped of his rank and orders and expelled from Kussia.

But it was just such a man that Catherine needed for her treacherous

work, so that ' in no way should the strengthening of Georgia be

contributed to.' It was only generals of the stamp of Totleben,

Knorring, and Medem who could be trusted to execute such a shame-

less policy. At the very beginning of the war, under the walls of

Akhaltsikhe, in the village of Aspinzi, the allied armies met the

Turks. Irakli had already begun the battle, when suddenly Totleben

ordered the Russians to retire, saying that he had received orders to

that effect from Petersburg.
34 Irakli begged him not to ruin the

country ;
it is even said that he knelt before the Russian. But

Totleben and his troops retired and departed.
35

By a prodigy of

valour, Irakli and his mountaineers defeated and scattered the Turks.

But this did not save Georgia from trouble in the future. Persia and

Turkey could not forgive this new alliance with Kussia. All Russian

"historians agree that this alliance was the ruin of Georgia.

From the date of the arrival of the Russians the position of Irakli became
worse and worse . . . Georgian merchants in Persia, Turkey, and elsewhere were

plundered, enslaved or slain . . . many Armenians and Georgians fled . .

.agriculture fell into ruin.36

Georgia was again left to protect herself against foreign and domestic foes, left

qust at the time when she most needed help?"
1

The Emperor Alexander the First on his accession bears witness

to the disastrous effects of the alliance with Kussia :

The sudden and unexpected withdrawal of the Russian troops from Persia,

Armenia (i.e. Ganja and Erivan, tributaries to Irakli), and your boundaries, de-

stroyed your just hopes. All the sufferings you have since endured, the invasion

of infidel and foreign races,
38 the devastation of towns and villages, the captivity

33 Documents in Tsagareli's Akty, St. Petersburg, 1893
34 Alex. Orbeliani, Aspinzi's Omi, p. 1 5.

33
Butkov, i. 277-82.

36
Butkov, ii. 177-8.

37
Dubrovin, Zakavkazie, p. 12.

38 The invasion by the Persian Shah Aga-Mehmed-Khan, who had been Iraki i's

friend till the last alliance with Russia. The Persians sacked Tiflis in 1797. The

aged Irakli, with the greatest difficulty, escaped to the mountains. Bowed down
with grief, his laurels faded, he died on the llth of January, 1798. Dm. Bakradze

Tiflis v istoricliesk. otnosh.
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and slavery of your fathers, mothers, wives, and children. . . . All these united

ills have well nigh exterminated from the face of the earth not only the people,

but even the very name of the Georgian nation, erstwhile so glorious throughout

Asia, (Manifesto of Alexander the First, 12th of September, 1801.)

Such results being achieved, Eussian policy, having
* in no case

contributed to the strengthening of Georgia,' found it convenient to

speak of her union with the Empire, and, in Tiflis, as early as the

23rd of November, 1799, Count Rostopchin signed, on behalf of Paul

the First, a preliminary treaty with George the Thirteenth, and in

the following year a Georgian embassy, headed by Gersevan Chav-

chavadze, signed the treaty which we have reproduced in our first

chapter.

But the Russian Government was not satisfied with the destruc-

tion of the political importance of Georgia. It encouraged intrigue
and corruption among the nobility, until the best families were com-

promised.
39 The reports of generals Gudovich, Knorring, Lazarev, &c.,

are full of revolting details of their attempts to corrupt and demoralise

the political life of a country the honesty and disinterestedness of

whose people had been universally acknowledged.
40

IV

OPPRESSION AND RUSSIFICATION

After reading Alexander's Manifesto of the 12th of September,

1801, one might think that the policy of enfeebling Georgia, resulting
in its political ruin, would be replaced by a more honest method,

particularly when we take into account the Emperor's own avowal.

And, indeed, the young Sovereign's proclamation awakened the hopes
of a simple and honourable folk. In the Registers of Protocols of the

Council of State, in 1801, we find that, in the Emperor's opinion,

force alone gave the Empire no right to annex a country if the

inhabitants did not desire union. Whereupon the General-Procu-

rator Beklamishev informed the Council ' Of the extreme dislike of

His Imperial Majesty to take that kingdom into subjection to Russia,

considering that it was unjust to take possession of the property of

another.' 41 On this ground, a mission, similar to that of Kaulbars to-

Bulgaria, was sent, four days later, to the Georgian Court, headed by
General Knorring as special commissioner. We shall see by. his

behaviour what his instructions were. The Georgian embassy was

told to" wait for news from Knorring, who was going to negotiate

39
Rottiers, Itineraire

; Prince Ivane, Kalmasola, pp. 42-50.
w * Les Georgiens sont les plus probes et les plus honnetes gens de la terre

;
ils

sont hospitallers, fideles comme leur epee . . . braves au combat et affables an logis.

Bodenstedt, Pcuplcs du Caucase, p. 204.
41 This remarkable protocol is quoted in Dubrovin, Zabavltazie, p. 23.
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with the king in Tiflis. But they learned afterwards that all this

was a comedy, and that in reality a scheme was being elaborated by
which Georgia would be governed by Eussia as an ordinary province
of the Empire. The embassy protested, and Gersevan Chavchavadze

soon left Petersburg.
It was strange to hear on the one hand of unwillingness to steal

other people's property, when it was a question of a regularly confirmed

treaty granting the rights of autonomy, and on the other hand to

find a complete readiness to seize this same property as a conquered

province, and put it under Russian military despotism. But the

explanation is simple. After Count Rostopchin had signed the pre

liminary treaty, in 1799, the Russian troops entered Georgia, and

occupied the fortresses and the Dariel Pass. When once they held

the strategic points, the Russian Government considered the treaty
a troublesome obstacle which ought to be set aside as soon as possible ;

they began by pretending that they did not wish to annex the

country ;
and when, two months later, Knorring announced the success

of his mission, they simply discarded the document. Knorring
carried out his instructions most successfully. It was officially,

announced that he came to Georgia to fulfil the conditions of the

treaty, and the people therefore hailed his arrival with enthusiasm. .

The people (he wrote to the Emperor), thinking that Ihad come to execute the will*

of the Emperor Paul the First, met me in crowds all the way from the Georgian
frontier to Tiflis, and joyfully poured forth prayers to the Almighty.

42

With still greater gladness did they meet the first Russian troops,

as we find from a letter of Kovalenskii, the first head of the Russian

Civil Government in Georgia.
43

Knorring entered Tiflis on the 9th

of April, 1802, accompanied by Kovalenskii.

The popular enthusiasm was of short duration. On the 8th of

May, barely a month after his arrival, Knorring invited representa-

tives of the chief families of the kingdom to assemble in the Cathedral'

of Sion and hear the manifesto read. All went joyfully, expecting to

hear a confirmation of the manifesto published on the 16th and 17th

of February. Unpleasant suspicions were roused in the minds of

many when they were requested to leave their arms outside the.

church, but they offered no objection. After mass, they listened to

the reading of the manifesto, which declared that, eager to promote
the welfare of Georgia, instead of the treaty, the Emperor had ordered

that the general Russian administration be introduced, and demanded

an oath of allegiance from them, the most influential men of the.

land. The discontent of all was boundless : not one would hear of

taking the oath, and they began to disperse, when they saw that they

42
Knorring's report to Alexander the First, in the Akty.

A*
Berge, in Riissk. Stariiia, 1880, No. 5, p. 5. See also Dubrovin, Butkov, and.

the reports of General Lazarev.
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were surrounded by Eussian troops, with their muskets pointed
towards the cathedral, and they themselves were unarmed! The

city broke out into an uproar, merchants and artisans closed their

shops. But the best and most important persons were arrested.

Nevertheless, the Georgians and the Armenians who had long been

settled in Tiflis went to the royal prince David, heir to the throne,

and offered to drive out the Kussians. His uncle, Ivane, chief of the

artillery, asked permission and promised to drive the Kussians beyond
the Caucasus.44 But David, either through fear of the Kussians or

dreading the future fate that would befall Georgia if she were exposed
to the hatred of Kussia as well as of Persia and Turkey, would not

consent to an attack, and submitted to force.45

This measure (says a Russian historian), directed against a nation which had

voluntarily asked to become subjects to the Emperor, did not please the Georgians.
All the nobility (says General Lazarev) are dissatisfied with the present mode

of managing affairs.40

In Kartalinia they would not obey the tribunals; the Tartars

decided upon flight. The merchants of Tiflis (Armenians) would not

pay their taxes.47 In Kakheti, the Georgians and Lesgians rose

several times, but they were defeated, and many were exiled to

Siberia. The nation had to submit to force, and Knorring and

Kovalenskii set about the establishment of Kussian institutions.

In the public departments Georgians were not only openly insulted, but were

even beaten. In cases of mere suspicion they were seized, their hands tied behind

them, halters put round their nec-Jcs, and, like common criminals, they were driven

away on foot to a distance of fifty versts and more. The civil and military officers

carried away women and girlsfrom the villages and outraged them.48

Free, warlike mountaineers could not bear this
;

riots and revolts

arose everywhere. The authorities in Petersburg became alarmed
;

they feared that the whole of Georgia would rise, and that the fruits

of the policy of deception and enfeeblement carried on for the last

forty years would untimely perish. They therefore appointed as

governor Tsitsiani, a Georgian of exceptional ability, related to the

royal family,
49 and entrusted him with the task of organising the

41 We have learned these details from family papers. Among the representatives
of the nobility were Andronikashvili, Baratashvili, Chavchavadze, Lionidze, &c. A
great-uncle of the present writer was also arrested, and afterwards exiled to Siberia.

45 loseliani's Life of George the Thirteenth. Prince Ivane, author of the popular

pamphlet Kalmasola, accuses the Georgian ambassadors of treachery.
48 A ktt/ i rapporiy.
47

Immunity from taxation for twelve years had been granted by Art. 8 of the

Treaty.
48 Prince Tsitsiani's report of the 9th of February, 1803, to Alexander the First.
49 All the historians of Transcaucasia (Berge, Butkov, Dubrovin, Bodenstedt,

Brosset, loseliani) unanimously admit that Tsitsiani was the most remarkable man
and the only real statesman among all the Russian governors of Georgia.
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country, on an aristocratic but thoroughly elective national basis,

politically, administratively, and judicially.

According to this new Constitution, the following privileges were

granted :

1. An elective principle for all public offices.

2. All judicial proceedings to be in the national language, and according to the

code of King Vakhtang the Sixth.

3. National church and schools under the supreme control of officers confirmed

by the Russian Government.

4. freedom from the Russian military system, and organisation of a national

militia.

5. National coinage (minted till the reign of Alexander the Second).

In accordance with these fundamental rights, the following system
of government was organised :

The appointment of an internal administration in Georgia.

On the original, the confirmation of the above appears in His

Imperial Majesty's own handwriting, thus :

' Let it be thus. ALEXANDEE.
1 Given in Moscow, 12 September, 1801.'

Georgia was divided into five districts. The officials and their

residences were thus appointed :

Commander-in-Chief
;
Governor

; Supreme Georgian Government, to reside in

Tiflis. This Supreme Government is divided into four departments, of which a

detailed list is given.

The Governor, the chiefs of departments (appointed by the Imperial Govern-

ment), and the councillors (elective) are the members of the Supreme Georgian
Government.

The General Assembly of the Supreme Georgian Government is a court of appeal

against the departments, and by a majority of votes it decides cases finally. (Here
follow details concerning provincial organisation.) For the first year the councillors

are to be nominated by the Commander-in-Chief. At the end of a year from the

formation of the newly established Government, the election of Georgian princes

and nobles to the office of councillors and other posts is entrusted to the will of

t'he princes and nobles.

This aristocratic Constitution, about which the country had never

been consulted, was imposed upon Georgia by force, and she sub-

mitted to it only because she was forced to do so. The first elections

took place in 1803. Gersevan Chavchavadze, who, as we have seen,

had protested against the violation of the treaty, was chosen Marshal

of the Nobility. Tsitsiani insisted upon the confirmation of all the

elections, as the only means to the political pacification of Georgia ;

and, for a time, it seemed as if the country were at rest. Many
thought that by the granting of the aforesaid five constitutional

principles the loss of the treaty was counterbalanced, especially

as the government of Tsitsiani and his immediate successors was

thoroughly Georgian. As regards the nobility, they were, to a great
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extent, corrupted, not only by the aristocratic character of the Con-

stitution, but by large bribes from the Russian Court. Nevertheless,

the nation never acknowledged the violation of the treaty as legal.

Enfeebled by wars and Persian invasions, and girdled with an iron

belt of Russian bayonets, Georgia was silent. But when the next

generation had grown up, when the lash of Nicholas's censorship fell,

and enlightenment became the object of persecution, a plot was
formed for the separation of the country from Russia. Young men
of the most distinguished families took part in this conspiracy.

50

But the conspirators were arrested in 1832, before they had realised

their plan. The poets Orbeliani and N. Baratashvili, the dramatists

Gr. Eristavi and Dm. Kipiani, Andronikov, Chelokaev, Chavchavadze,
were exiled to distant towns in the north of Russia,

51 and kept under

police supervision. The customary cruelty of the Government was
held in check by the fear of a revolt, which, in this case, might have

been supported not only by Turkey, but by some of the Western

powers, whose interest in the East was at that time rapidly increas-

ing. The Emperor Nicholas even sent his aide-de-camp Chevkin to

express his trust in the invariable loyalty of the Georgians, assuring

them, on his part, that the Government would faithfully observe to

the letter the law granting self-government.
52 But this promise was

not fulfilled. The treaty fell more and more into the background ;

new reforms, such as the grant of local self-government and elective

justices of the peace, were not extended to Georgia, and the country
was gradually degraded to the position of a conquered province, and

deprived of all its rights.

In a brief sketch, composed, as far as possible, of quotations from

official documents, we have endeavoured to narrate to the reader the

history of the annexation of a land which, though small, is yet rich,

both in natural resources and in past national greatness. We may
now boldly assert that for the decline and ruin which befell our

country in the last century, for the loss of our position in Christen-

dom, for the oppression of our national life at the present day, we
have to thank official Russia, the Russian autocracy. We purposely

separate official Russia, composed of adventurers of all nations,

especially Germans, from the cultivated class, and the Russian

people. The interests of the latter have always met with affectionate

sympathy in Georgia.
53 But it does not follow from this that

Georgia must become Russified. The interests of European
50

Bodenstedt, Peuples dii Cancase, p. 121.
51 The biography prefixed to Gr. Eristavi's Works.
52 Eristavi's Biography.
51 Since 1861, in all the struggles of Russian Society against tyranny Georgians

have taken an active part, and have bravely affronted imprisonment, penal servitude,

Siberia; e.g. Qamkrelidze, Jabadari, Zdanovich, Tsitsiani, Argutinskii, Grelidze,
Maria Shirvashidze, M. Kipiani, may be mentioned.
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humanity and science were always dear to our fathers, and they have

bequeathed this love to us, together with the struggle for our rights.

And if the Eussian Government continues its policy of forcible

Eussification, if it does not restore to Georgia her legal rights, to the

observance of which five emperors have successively sworn, the nation

will be obliged to seek some other means of salvation. A hundred

years ago Georgia approached Eussia only because she was cut off

from Europe. In our days, and in the present state of culture,

Europe is nearer to us than Moscow and Petersburg. From the

economic and educational point of view, Georgia is only riveted by
force to Eussia, as the legendary Prometheus is chained on the

summit of one of her grandest mountains.

We think that these common interests with Europe will give

Georgia even more support in the struggle to obtain the satisfaction

of her just demands than they gave Bulgaria. Let the Eussian

Government consider the matter carefully. The Eastern Question,

with all its complexity, the Armenian and other questions, can only
find their settlement in the creation of an autonomous and neutra-

lised Georgia, or, as the friends of peace think, in a neutral federation

of all the nationalities of the Caucasian isthmus. On the policy of

the Eussian Government it depends entirely whether this question is

settled in a sense favourable or hostile to them.

V. E. CHEEKEZOV.
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JOAN OF ARC

AFTER a long oblivion the French have just lately awoke to the

remembrance that they have a national heroine. The Pope has

already conferred on Jeanne d'Arc the title of Venerable, and he is

urged to go a step further and canonise her. At her native village

of Domremy a large basilica is in course of building, where prayers

are to be offered up and masses sung daily for French soldiers

throughout the world. The edifice is a national monument to her

memory, the money for its erection being collected throughout France

under the name of le sous de Jeanne d'Arc by La Ligue des Soeurs de

Jeanne d'Arc; the members of the league are young girls who
undertake to collect Joan of Arc's penny from rich and poor, for the

finishing of the building and the maintenance of the services. In

front of the church stands a marble group executed by the sculptor

Andre Allar, representing Jeanne listening to the voices of St. Michael,

St. Katharine, and St. Margaret, who stand around her. The face of

the heroine is wonderful from the variety of emotions it expresses ;
a

startled look, surprise, awe, pain, and obedience can all be read in that

uplifted countenance.

A special interest attaches to this basilica in that it is erected on

the site of a chapel built and endowed by two great-nephews of

Jeanne d'Arc Etienne Nordal, Archdeacon of Toul, and Claude du

Lys, cure of Greux and Domremy a fact verified by inscriptions and

fragments of the chapel which have lately been dug up. It is stated

by her confessor, Fr. Pasquerel, that Jeanne sent by him her dying

message to Charles the Seventh. Say to the king our master from

me,
*
will he please to have chapels built where people may pray for

the souls of those who die in defence of their country.' We know

not if Charles acceded to her request, but evidently her great-

nephews respected and fulfilled it.

When Jeanne d'Arc appeared on the world's stage to play her

appointed part thereon, France was torn by three contending parties :

The English bent on completing the conquest begun by our Henry
the Fifth, although the claim was wholly unjust and inadmissible ;

the Duke of Burgundy, who allied himself with the English, hoping

thereby to secure an enlargement of his territory ;
and the Dauphin,
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son of the late King Charles the Sixth, the rightful heir to the crown

of France, disinherited in consequence of the Treaty of Troyes made

by his mother, Isabeau of Bavaria, the terms of which treaty were

that her insane husband, Charles the Sixth, should during his life-

time be titular king, and at his death the crown of France should

descend to Henry the Fifth and his heirs. Only a small part of

France acknowledged the Dauphin as king upon his father's death,

and in that part he lived, going from castle to castle with his little

court, more intent on ease and pleasure than on regaining his

kingdom, indeed unwilling to fight lest he should lose the little terri-

tory he possessed. Though in the end he came to the throne, he was

a conspicuous example of one who ' had greatness thrust upon him/
With such an heir to the kingdom, it is not to be wondered at that

his army fought with little zeal
; moreover, in the struggle of Eng-

land to conquer France, which lasted altogether a hundred years, the

sturdy English nature was, at the epoch of which we speak, wearing
out the less robust French temperament, so much so that when
Jeanne came to the rescue the French hardly dared to face the

English in the open field. Agincourt and numerous other victories

had cowed them
; they could with difficulty be induced to engage in

battle, and if they did, soon gave way. Expecting to be beaten, they
were beaten.

Nor was the condition of the people any more satisfactory than

that of the king and the army. The country, ravaged by the three

contending rivals, was preyed upon by each in turn, while the

organised bands of brigands called Free Companies fell upon every

spot where booty was to be found, and burnt, and stole, and destroyed
till many villages were without an inhabitant, and rank vegetation
and brushwood flourished in places where once fruitful fields had

been. Eobbery and license reigned supreme, and the peasantry were

reduced to extremest misery over almost the whole of France.

Meanwhile, the deliverer was being prepared for her mission. In

order to read Jeanne d'Arc aright, it is necessary to know what

were the influences that moulded her character and stimulated

her throughout her career. These transforming influences, which

changed the lowly peasant girl into saint, soldier, and martyr, are

admirably depicted as follows by Miss Parr in her Life of Joan of
Arc:

Her parents were poor peasants who brought up their children to fear God,
work hard, and honour the saints. She learnt to say the Creed, the Lord's

Prayer, and the Ave Maria at her mother's knee, and the priest told her stories

about the saints. Two of these she specially loved to hear about St. Katharine

and St. Margaret. He also taught her the history of France. She learnt to look

upon France as a holy country lovsd by God, and the king of France as God's

deputy to rule France.

In the autumn of 1424, when Joan was twelve years old, the troubles of war

reached Domremy, and from that time it had no peace. Now a troop of English
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appeared, and now a troop of Burgundy men, and wherever they went were blood-

shed and weeping. For fear of the soldiers, the flocks and herds were driven into

a fortified camp "by the river, and Joan was kept at home to spin and do household

work with her mother and sister in the house. Hard by was the church, the

door open every day and all day long. Now and then came a begging friar to

Domremy, tired, and seeking a night's rest and a meal, telling of the bitter dis-

tresses he had seen on his journeyings, and, opening the Gospels, he spoke of the

helpfulness of Christ to helpless men. In Joan's heart his words struck deep
root. She thought constantly of the sorrows of her own people ;

she pitied all

the desolated people of France
;
she felt compassion for the young king dispossessed

of his inheritance. There was an ancient prophecy that the kingdom brought to

ruin by a woman should be restored by a Maid, a virgin from the borders of

Lorraine, a virgin from the old oak forest only a mile away which could be seen

from the door of Jeanne's cottage. She mused on the prophecy. A Maid from

Lorraine was to save France never more in need of saving. Would God call her?

Would God entrust the glorious task to her ? The thought that God would give

her the mission grew into a vivid hope, and at last into a firm expectation. And
so it came to pass. One hot summer noon, when she was thirteen years old, being
in the garden thinking alone, suddenly a great light broke upon her, and she

heard a voice speaking out of it, saying :
f

Jeanne, be thou a good child andfrequent
in church, for the King of Heaven Tiath chosen thee to restore France? Smitten

with awe and terror, she fell on her knees and made a vow to remain a virgin ;

virginity, she knew, was an essential qualification for her who was to restore

France, and therefore in all obedience she instantly took the vow. From that

hour Jeanne believed that God had given her a charge, and she prayed that He
would teach her by the Voice what to do she called it her Counsel.

Like other saviours of society, Jeanne d'Arc had to pass a certain

period of probation in her own sphere before beginning the beneficent

work to which she was called.

In consequence of this apparition, Jeanne became more than ever constant in

her religious duties : at home she lived obedient, affectionate, submissive. She

spun diligently, sewed industriously, took her turn to drive the cattle to the

fortified place, in the season went out to field-work with her brothers, ploughing,

hoeing, reaping did all her bounden duties well. No forlorn beggar came to her

door but she would give him some little gift out of her own poverty, and the

mother of any sick child in the village knew always where to find a tender nurse

to aid her. . . . Two or three years passed over Jeanne's head. She sprang up into

a fine figure of a girl, with dark, expressive eyes, a high forehead, and small

hands and feet. She was above the common height of women, and her frame was

magnificent. She was perfectly well-proportioned, and had extraordinary vigour,

agility, and gracefulness. Her health was strong, but she had begun to be very
restless and troubled. She was always eager to learn about the war, and the

state of the people, and the Dauphin. Her parents would have married her, in

hopes that she would settle down into a good wife and a happy mother of children.

They pressed a lover upon her, a young man of the village, but Jeanne refused to

hear him
;
she had no inclination to marriage, and then she had her vow to

keep.

One day in the spring of 1428 (Jeanne was then sixteen) an army of English
and Burgundians entered Domremy. The inhabitants fled some to the old oak

forest, some to distant towns for shelter
;
Jeanne's parents fled to Neufchateau

with their sons and daughters, and took refuge at an inn kept by a decent woman,
where they remained a fortnight. "When they returned to Domremy they found

the church robbed and burnt, their homesteads destroyed, everything wantonly
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wasted that could not be carried off. This was a picture of what whole provinces

in France were suffering. The sight quickened Joan's indignation against the

English and her pity for the prince and people. From that day the voice con-

stantly spoke to her of the misery of France, and one day again the mysterious

light broke over her, and the voice she knew so well spoke :
' Why doft thou delay ?

God has great pity on the people of France? She was afraid, she wept, she pleaded
she was but a girl and knew nothing of war. The voice answered her,

' What
God bids thee, do without fear. St. Katharine and St. Margaret will teach thee

and help thee.' Never, except in refusing marriage, had Jeanne disobeyed her

parents in the least thing ;
but now she felt she must obey the voices rather than

her parents, and fulfil the mission appointed her by God.

The voice continually urged her f Go into France, deliver Orleans, crown

the king.' Having these distinct directions, the question was how to set about

fulfilling them. The voice told her the best way was to appeal to .Robert de

J Jaudricourt, governor of Vaucouleurs. She begged an uncle to conduct her to the

governor. When Jeanne presented herself before the governor, an experienced

soldier, he saw in her only a tall, beautiful country girl, poorly clad in a red dress,

who gravely informed him that she had received by a voice a command from her

Lord to go into France, to make war upon its enemies, and to carry the king for

his coronation to llheims. l The kingdom of France is not his, but my Lord's,

nevertheless my Lord wills that he shall be king, and it is I who am to bring him

to his crown.' The governor asked her who was her Lord. ' The King of Heaven,'

replied she. The governor laughed, advised her uncle to box her ears and send her

back to her father. He refused to give her any help or encouragement whatso-

ever. . . .

But a few months later she fled from her father's house to Vaucouleurs. It

soon was noised about that there was a girl come from Domremy demanding of the

governor a guard and a guide to conduct her to the king, and that she gave her-

self out to be commissioned by God to deliver France from the English. The

feeling of the people was with her. The governor was influenced by it, and, after

consulting his confessor, he at last granted her request. He presented her with

a sword and with a letter to the Dauphin. One morning, the 24th of February, a

crowd of townsfolk and country people assembled before the governor's house saw

her come out changed into a young soldier, looking of the middle height of men,

straight as a lance, her thick hair cut round her ears, alert, fearless in manner,

spirit, and speech. Her escort waited for her in the street. De Baudricourt, who
Lad made them all swear to defend her life and honour with their own lives till they

brought her to the king, came out with her and set her in the saddle. Looking
round her at her friends, Jeanne said joyously,

'

Adieu, I am going into France.' l

*

Go,' answered Baudricourt,
' and let what will come of it, come.'

Then she rode away the maid who was to rouse the apathetic

spirit of the king to make at least some effort to regain his crown

and succour his forlorn people, and who was to instil courage into the

disheartened soldiery and animate them to expel the invaders.

Dunois said that before the maid came 200 English could defeat

1,000 French; after, 500 French could defeat the whole English
force in France. How was this ?

* Thrice is he armed that has his

quarrel just
'

is one answer ;

* God had great pity on France
'

is another.

There is in this war no revenge, no malice, no cruelty, even no

ambition. 'France is the Lord's,' and He wills it shall be ruled for

1 Jeanne was a French subject. The'part of Lorraine where she lived belonged
to the French crown.
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Him by the heir to the throne. ' Surrender to the King of Heaven

and to King Charles
' was the form of Jeanne's summons to a town

before she attacked it. Thus the regeneration of the French soldiers

was effected by very righteous means faith in God, and faith in

Jeanne as His messenger. Never, perhaps, was the power of belief

exhibited in this world on so grand a scale. Belief in good and

belief in evil equally wrought its miracle. Jeanne's soldiers believed

her when she told them God was with them, and they fought with

irresistible courage ;
the English believed her to be a witch and

scourge of God, and fled from her in the wildest panic : so true is it

that what we call the influence of others on us is nothing but the

emotion whose seat is in our own soul. Jeanne was no witch (what-

ever that may be), but the English thought her so, and the thought
affected them as the evil presence would have done. Nor was the

dauntless courage of Jeanne's soldiers due to anything in her, but to

the faith in God she so diligently and successfully awakened in theiir

souls. For a specimen of the panic fear she excited, take the battle

of Patay.

On seeing her army approach, Lord Scales led out his garrison in hopes to reach

Yenville. The French pursued them, and at last the English stopped and drew

up in order of battle. The Duke d'Alencon said,
l

Jeanne, there are the English

in order of battle, shall we fight ?
'

Jeanne, who had been diligently observing

the enemy's host for some time, surprised him by inquiring while the Cointe

Dunois and others stood by,
' Have you all good spurs ?

' ' What !

'

cried Alengon,
' shall we have to turn the back and flee ?

' Jeanne answered him :
'

Nay, nay ;

but they will flee and be discomfited, and never stop, and you must have your

spurs to chase them.' So confident were they that what she said would happen
that captains were immediately chosen to lead the pursuit. The battle of Patay
finished the destruction of the splendid army the Earl of Salisbury had brought

over to conquer France. The battle was not so much a battle as a desperate flight,

a mad race to get into Yenville
;
but the people of Yenville shut their gates in their

faces, and the English fled on as if the devil were behind them. A few got away
and were never caught, amongst them Sir John FalstafF, who forfeited his Order of

the Garter for his cowardice. Over 2,500 were killed.

It was not superstition alone, we may depend upon it, that pro-

duced these effects. Every common soldier on either side must

have been conscious that the French cause was the just one, and the

English the unjust. Conscience came into the field, and the English
had to feel that ' Conscience does make cowards of us all.'

Jeanne herself was singularly free from superstition. She-

applied means to ends with tact and care. When in command the-

wants of the soldiers both as to food and ammunition were supplied)

better than under other captains, and the generals said that in

marshalling the soldiers, rallying the fugitives, renewing the attack

and '

keeping them at it,' she had not her equal. Some one said to-

ner that if God chose He could save Orleans without fighting. She

answered,
' The soldiers must fight and God will give the victory.'
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She was asked at her trial,
' Was your hope of victory founded on your

standard or on yourself ?
' She answered,

'

It was founded on God and

on none else
;

' and further explained how her victories had been

won :
' I said to my soldiers,

" Go in boldly," and I went myself.'

Outside her mission she pretended to no prescience and no other

power than any one else possessed. Some one asked her where she

would like to die. She answered,
' Wherever it pleases God. I

know that I shall die some day, but when, or where, or how, I know
no more than you.' (Happy ignorance ! ) When women brought
their rings and jewels for her to touch, smiling, she would turn to

the lady sitting beside her and say,
' You touch them

;
it will do

just as well.' When the people almost worshipped her as she rode

about amongst them she invariably turned their attention from herself,

saying,
' Trust in God, and he will give peace to France.' ' Have a

good hope and confidence in God; you shall be freed from your

enemies,' she repeated. One of her short authoritative letters

addressed to the general conducting the siege of Orleans expresses

well all she felt about the war. It runs thus :
' You men of England

who have no right in the kingdom of France, the King of Heaven

sends you word by me, Jeanne the Maid, to quit your fortresses and

retire to your own country, or I will give you such a driving as shall

be had in perpetual remembrance.' Strong in the justice of her

cause, her hopes for France never wavered for a moment. At her

trial she was asked how her expectations for her country were to be

fulfilled now that she was a prisoner. She answered,
' Before seven

years are over the English shall lose a greater prize than Orleans,

and they shall lose all France. Greater ruin shall come upon them

than they have ever yet had, and it shall be by a victory that God
shall give the French.' ' How do you know this ?

'

'I know it by
a revelation that has been made to me. Before seven years are at

an end it shall come to pass : and very wroth am I that it is so long

delayed.'
' On what day will it happen ?

'

'I know neither the day
nor the hour.'

' In what year ?
' * That I will not tell you.'

*

By
whom do you know that this event will happen ?

' '

By St. Katherine

and St. Margaret.' This prophecy was fulfilled when Charles the

Seventh entered Paris as its king in 1436. One day Jeanne

was surprised by a visit from Jean of Luxembourg, who had taken

Jier prisoner and sold her to the English; with him were the

Earl of Warwick and Lord Stafford.
'

Jeanne,' said Jean of Luxem-

bourg,
' I am come to treat for your ransom, if you will promise

never more to bear arms against us.' She looked up at him and

replied,
' You are mocking me

; you have neither the will nor the

power.' He repeated his words and she still answered,
' You have

neither the will nor the power.' When he still insisted, glancing at

Warwick and Stafford she said,
* I know these English will kill me,

thinking after my death to recover all the kingdom of France ; but

VOL XXXVII No. 219 3 L
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were there 100,000 goddams more than there are, yet should they
never have the kingdom.' Stafford was so enraged at her words and

look that he would have struck her, but Warwick caught his arm.

She often predicted that all the English would be thrust out of

France except those who died there. This prophecy was fulfilled

when, twenty-five years after her death, the English had lost every-

thing in France except their old conquest of Calais, and for the last ten

years of his life her king, Charles the Seventh, reigned over a country
in which the English possessed not an inch of ground save that town,

which in the next century they lost also (1558) ;
and then was literally

fulfilled her prediction that the English would ' be all thrust out of

France except those who died there.'

To end the miseries of France and to prevent England from

swallowing up France were the objects of Jeanne's mission. No
less noble than her fiery zeal for the expulsion of the unrighteous
invaders was her care to restore domestic peace. At her second

interview with the Dauphin Jeanne made him three requests, all of

which he granted. First, that he would hold his kingdom as a trust

from God ; next, that he would forgive all the princes his relatives

who had fought against him ;
and lastly, that he would forgive all his

subjects, whether great or small, who returned to their allegiance.

And she herself tried the blessed work of reconciliation. On the very

day that by her means Charles was crowned at Kheims, she retired

from the banquet and wrote to the Duke of Burgundy, the king's

relative, urging him that the King of France and he should make ' a

good, firm, and lasting peace.' She adds,
'

Forgive one another with

a good heart, fully as loyal Christians should, and if you must fight,

go against the Saracens.' (They were at this time threatening

Europe.) No notice was taken of this letter at the time, but who
shall say that it did not touch the heart of Philip the Good of Bur-

gundy ? and had it not, perhaps, some share in bringing about a few

years afterwards the peace she pleaded for ?

We will only mention one more detail of her soldier life. She

considered it a soldier's first duty to go on service with a clean con-

science, that the dread of death and judgment might not unnerve

him in the shock of battle.
' Battles were often lost because of men's

sins.' In the camp and out of it her own life was universally allowed

by those who examined into it to have been '

prudent, circumspect,

devout and chaste
;

'

pronounced by one who knew her intimately
' a

beautiful life, and it would be impossible for a man to utter a word

against her.' Jeanne d'Arc was indeed a model woman and a

model soldier, but was she a model member of the Church Universal ?

It was not the English who put her to death, though they thirsted

for her blood, but it was her own people and her own Church upon
whom rests the infamy of that judicial murder. It is true that,

twenty-five years after she had been burned alive, and her ashes, by
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command of Cardinal Beaufort, Bishop of Winchester, thrown into the

Seine, Pope Calixtus acceded to the prayer of Charles the Seventh

that the former trial of the Maid should be examined into by a papal
commission. Whether, now that her efforts for him were crowned

with success and her prophecies fulfilled, he believed in her at last,

and his heart smote him for his utter neglect of her in her adversity,

or whether his pride shrank from its b.eing thought that he owed his

success to a witch, Charles the Seventh persevered for five years in

his solicitations, and the Pope yielded in the end. This commission,

presided over by Jean Brehal, Chief Inquisitor, reversed the judgment
of the former court, commanded the obnoxious sentences (there were

two)
2 to be torn from the records and publicly burnt by the hangman,

and a cross to be erected on the spot where she had suffered. The

stigma of heresy was removed, but, all the same, State documents

show that she died because she would not deny her divine inspira-

tion at the bidding of the Church, and though Eome never had

more passionately devout daughter, yet the spirit of Albigensis and

Huguenot was in her seen in her inflexible resistance to priestly

dictation and immovable adherence to her private judgment on that

one point, her inspiration by Voices.

Article XI. of her indictment runs thus :
' Thou dost say, with

regard to the voices and spirits which thou dost call St. Michael, St.

Margaret, and St. Katherine, that thou hast obeyed their counsel

without asking the advice of thy cure or priest, and nevertheless thou

dost believe these voices came on the part of God as firmly as thou dost

believe the Christian faith and that our Lord Jesus Christ has died/
c Without asking the advice of thy cure or priest

'

there was the

sting !

Article XII. says the same thing more fully. Thou dost say that if

the Church would have thee do contrary to the commands thou dost

assert were given thee by God, thou wilt not for anything obey ;
that

thou knowest well what is in thy trial came to thee by command of

God, and that it would be impossible for thee to do contrary to it,

nor on it wilt thou refer thyself to the Church on earth, nor to any

living man, but to God only. Thou dost say that this answer is not

given of thy own head, but by the command of God, though the

Article
'Unam Sanctam Ecclesiam Catholicam

'

has often beenexplained

to thee, and though according to that article every Christian ought
to submit all his words and deeds to the Church militant, especially

in the case of revelations and such things.'

Because she would not submit this question to the Church (repre-

sented in her case by the University of Paris, one inquisitor, and the

Bishop of Beauvais and his assessors) Joan of Arc was, at the age of

2 The first sentenced her to imprisonment for life on bread and water
; the last,

to be burnt alive,

3 L 2
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nineteen, burnt alive at Kouen on the 30th of May, 1431, her last

words from the flames being,
' My Voices have not deceived me.'

The commissioners appointed by Pope Calixtus, after long and

thorough examination into the whole case, published their report m
1457. They say :

'

Having implored the aid of heaven that our

judgment may emanate from God Himself, the only true Judge, and

the only One knowing the reality of these revelations ... we decide-

that ... it is difficult to judge of revelations, since St. Paul says of

his own that he knows not whether his soul was in the body or out

of the body when he received them, and refers himself to God, who-

alone can know that it was not for her judges or evenfor the Church

itself to pronounce on her revelations, but for God only.' Then they

proceed not to dictate, but to reason on the subject :
' that there was-

cause to believe they were divine because she was pure, humble, and

pious ;
she sought no worldly reward, but her salvation alone

;
her

visions, the first terror over, were attended with holy joy. Her voices

taught her nothing but what was good. With regard to her predic-
tions they say it was not possible for her to have invented what she

foretold. The spirits that showed themselves to her are presumed to-

have been good, for all she did with regard to them breathed a fervent

piety/ . She is cleared from having
' taken up errors of faith, and,

besides, she actually submitted to the Church/ The report was
drawn up by the Grand Inquisitor, and is admirable for its largeness
of mind and nobleness of spirit wise and great. But where the

commissioners can have found that Jeanne *

actually submitted to the

Church
'

it is difficult to see.
' To the last she maintained that she

had been appointed by God, and none of her revelations would she

deny/ This is said of her when she was on her way to the stake. It

was then also that her remorseless enemy, the Bishop of Beauvais,

confronted her.
'

Bishop, I die by you/ said Jeanne. ' You die

because you have returned to your former iniquities,' was the answer.

The '

iniquities
'

being her belief in her voices and wearing male attire.3
-

On Easter Eve the two judges and councillors visited her in

prison to hear her answer to the following question :
' If the Church

tells you that your revelations are diabolical things or superstitious

things, will you not submit yourself to the judgments of the Church

upon them ?
'

'I will submit myself to the judgment of God, whose

bidding I always do. What I have said is done by the command of

God, it would be impossible for me to deny/
' Do you not believe

that you are subject to the Church on earth that is, to the holy
father the Pope, the cardinals, archbishops, and bishops ?

' '

Yes,
God first served.' This was Jeanne's compromise submission to the

Church after she had done God's work committed to her. The

Bishop asked her '
if she would amend her ways by his advice/ She

3
Adopted because suited to her soldier life, and resolutely retained because to

cast it off would be to renounce her mission. This was '

impossible,' she said.
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answered,
*
I have a good master in God

;
to Him I will submit, and

to none other.'
' Will you submit to our holy father the Pope ?

'

' Take me to him, and I will answer him.' A cautious answer, and,
as the appeal was never made, ive cannot tell if Jeanne ivould have
submitted had the Pope's decision gone against her revelations. A
priest was sent to her in prison who told her that ' unless she would
submit to the Church, the Church would cut her off like a heathen
woman and a Saracen.' '

Nay,' said she,
' I am a Christian. I was

baptised, I shall die a Christian.' 'Jeanne, you shall have the

Eucharist if you will submit to the Church.' ' Of that submission I

will not answer otherwise than I have done. I love God and serve

Him. I am a Christian, and Holy Church I would aid and maintain

with all my might.'

Everything shows how clearly Jeanne distinguished between the

faith of her Church (to which she clung with every fibre of her being)
and its government. To the churchmen who arrogated to themselves

authority over her conscience she never did yield (except for a tran-

sient moment, instantly repented), and this authority the wiser

amongst them in after years repudiated, as we have seen. It is a

wonderful sight this girl of nineteen at bay resisting such enemies

as England and the Church. The unlearned confronting the learned

a peasant defying princes and nobles a mere girl against a court

consisting of doctors of divinity, doctors of canon law, bachelors of

common law, forty-two men, her judges : one against the world one,

for not a creature stood beside her, neither man nor woman. She was
indeed alone !

If the Church of Rome is satisfied with such a submission as that

of Jeanne d'Arc let it canonise her but let it be clearly understood

that she went to the stake for defying the ecclesiastical judges and

maintaining her private convictions.

And as to those convictions, what are we to think ? Were they
true ? Did Jeanne hear real voices ? Were there any voices to hear ?

No one will doubt her veracity ; every one will acknowledge that she

thought she heard them, and that the thought had the same effect

-on her as the physical sound would have. But why should we doubt

that she was thus instructed ? Surely the mission was grand enough
to warrant (so to speak) a communication so unusual so divine.

And there was a fitness in the direction of Jeanne by a living voice.

Persons of trained intellect reason, and trust the conclusions of reason,

and are satisfied if thought sanctions a course of action. But Jeanne

had not reached this point of intellectual development. The aid of

the senses had to be called in. She never knew how to write 01 iead.

She was an unlearned peasant girl, and inexperienced, living remote

from cities and such sources of knowledge as cities afford. If the

idea had entered her mind that she ought to fight for her country,
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how could she have trusted the notion ? How have satisfied herself

that so outrageous a departure from custom could be right when

conflicting duty said Nay ? But she could trust her senses
;
when

the angelic voice caught her ear hesitation vanished, resolution

became immovable. She was told by a voice precisely what to do,

and assured of its Tightness because it was God's command.

She was physically organised, too, for this mode of communion.

She was extremely sensitive to sound. She heard her voices in the

wind as it played amongst the trees in the forest, but more particu-

larly she heard them when the church bells rang. They did not fail

her, however, when she most needed them, though neither forest

wind nor church bells conveyed the words. She heard her voices

when before her judges bidding her ' answer boldly ;

'

in the stir of

battle, encouraging her to *

go in boldly
' when the right moment for

the triumphant rush had come; in the hour of repentance for her

momentary failure of courage, when she abjured for
'

fear of the fire/

The papal commissioners remark truly that all the voices said was

good, and all the predictions they inspired were fulfilled. It is diffi-

cult not to believe that we have here in the early years of the

fifteenth century (almost in our own time comparatively) a national

deliverer guided like some Hebrew lawgiver or prophet of old by
a Voice heard.

When Jeanne was asked at her trial,
' Why was the angel sent

to you and not to another ?
'

she answered,
' Because it pleased Grod

by a simple maid to drive away the adversaries of the king.' The

exquisite humility and veracity of these words every one must feel,

but some perhaps will recognise in them something more a charac-

ter worthy of an extraordinary mission, worthy of preternatural aid,

and that the speaker was worthy to hear angelic voices, being herself
*

only a little lower than the angels.'

C. SOUTHWOOD HILL.
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THE FALSE PUCELLE

IN the long array of historic impostors the foremost place is the due

of the False Pucelle. That False Pucelles should arise, indeed, was

not strange ;
rather it would have been strange had they not arisen.

The death, anywhere but in his bed, of a popular hero, was seldom

regarded by public sentiment as definitely ascertained. Like Arthur,

the hero does not die,
' in Avalon he waxeth old.' Examples crowd

on the memory. Every one has heard of the False Nero, the False

Demetrius, of the incredulity about the death of James the Fourth

at Flodden, about the death of Gordon at Khartoum. ' The death of

Kichard the Second was never doubted,' says Horace Walpole, for-

getting
' The Mammett of Scotland,' the false Kichard the Second.

Meanwhile Walpole himself upholds the claim of Perkin Warbeck to

be the Duke of York
; and, indeed, no one has ever explained the

real character of Perkin. In a much later age, in Walpole's own,

his friend, Horace Mann, at Florence, believed that the leader of the

clans at Gledsmuir, and in the race to Derby, was a false Charles

Edward! The long incognito of that prince gave opportunity to

false Charleses, who were detected in Scotland, England, Prussia, and

Italy, while reports of the real prince's death were put into circula-

tion by the Hanoverian Government, to draw the truth from the

Jacobites.

Through the middle ages the common policy of secretly murder-

ing political prisoners was always dogged by the nemesis of preten-

ders. When one was put down another arose. These shadows

played their parts with varying success, but not one of them had so

hard a part to play, not one of them played it with such spirit and

unparalleled success, as the false Pucelle.

Let us consider the difficulties which attended her enterprise.

She was obliged to represent a character unique in the history of

the world, a maiden warrior whose face, whose ways, and ' noble

manners
'

were intimately familiar to her kinsfolk, to the court, to

the army, to the companies, to the clergy, and to many of the cities

of France. She had to deceive or to make accomplices of the brothers,

and probably of the cousins, of Jeanne d'Arc. Now, if the brothers

may have had something to gain by the resurrection of their sister,

the cousins gained nothing, but were at the expense of ' much good
859
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cheer.' Again, this shadow was obliged to beguile the whole town
of Orleans, where Jeanne d'Arc was intimately well known to every-

body above the age of twelve. The impostor was welcomed by
gentlemen who had seen the true Maid at the Coronation in Kheims.

Finally she rode * boot to boot
'

beside the Marechal de Rais, as

Jeanne d'Arc had often ridden six years before !

For this impostor, unlike Perkin Warbeck, enjoyed no advantage
from long lapse of time and confusion of memories. The Maid's

brother had charged beside her at Compiegne in 1430 : the town of

Orleans had entertained the Maid in 1430, yet both the city and the

brothers accepted the shadow in 1436 !

The burning of the true Maid had been witnessed by tens of

thousands of people, on the 30th of May, 1431
; nevertheless the

autumn of 1436 saw the false Maid accepted by the very people who
knew the true Maid best.

1

Mysterious in her origin, the false Pucelle evades us in her

decline. We lose sight of her for ever in 1457. It is only certain

that all domestic and official belief in her must have expired with

the reversal of the judgment of the Court of Kouen, by the

Inquisition, in the previous year. The whole affair is the most

inscrutable of historical romances, and is complicated by some slight
inaccuracies and confusions of learned modern French historians. To
them and to their diligent researches in archives we owe all our

information, yet it must be said that they occasionally mislead or

perplex us by making errors not very difficult to avoid.

Meanwhile the fame of the true Maid has suffered among the

ignorant, or careless, by the contamination of facts, or fables, derived

from the history of the false Maid. These may even have delayed
her canonisation. We shall try, therefore, to state the evidence

about the impostor, which is now as vague as a dream, now as

explicit as account books and official documents can make any
record.

We must begin, strangely enough, by detecting an error of the

learned and cautious Quicherat. As we have remarked, the whole

problem is complicated by inaccuracies. In particular the dates 1436

and 1439 seem to have become confused in certain historical works.

Quicherat writes, probably for the sake of brevity,
2 that Pere Viguier

(or Vignier) published an extract from the Chronicle of the Doyen of

St. Thibaud of Metz, in the Mercure Galant for 1683. Now the

Pere Vignier was dead long before that date ! As to the Chronicle,

M. Quicherat supposes it to have been written at Metz, in ] 445.

Its author says,
' At Kouen the Maid was burned in a fire, so they

chose to say, but afterwards the contrary was found to be true.' 3

1 The absurd suggestion has been made that the English party started the im-

postor to veil their own shame.
2
Proces, v. 321. " Ibid. iv. 322.
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This, however, is not the extract concerning the false Pucelle,

which was printed, according to Quicherat, by the Pere Vignier in

the Mercure Galant of 1683. That extract was really published in

the periodical cited, in a letter to the Due de Grammont, by the

brother of the Pere Vignier, deceased. The document may be read

in Jeanne d'Arc ria point ete brulee a Rouen. 4

Monsieur Vignier says that the Due de Grammont has been sur-

prised by his maintaining that Jeanne was not burned. His

authority for his scepticism is the extract from the Metz Chronicle

discovered by his brother, Pere Vignier, and copied out for him by
a notary royal, as early as March 1645. This famous extract may
be abridged to the following effect :

On the 20th of May, 1636, la Pucelle Jehanne arrived at La

Grange aux Ormes, near St. Privay. Thence she was taken to see

some noblemen at Metz,
' et se faisoit appeler Claude.' That same

day came two of the maid's brothers, Pierre du Lys, a knight, and

Petit Jehan, an esquire. They thought that their sister had been

burned, but, so soon as they saw this woman, they recognised her, as

she did them. Presents of arms, horses, and jewels were conferred

on this False Pucelle, who passed into Luxembourg, where she was

entertained at Arlon, by Madame de Luxembourg Elizabeth of

Gorlitz. Thence the Count of Warnonbourg (Wiirtemberg) led her

to Cologne : he loved her much, and gave her a very fair cuirass. (Some
of the gentlemen who welcomed this false maid had seen Jeanne

d'Arc at Rheims, says M. Lecoy de la Marche.) From Cologne she

returned to Arlon, and married the knight Robert des Armoises, or

des Hermoises. The bride and bridegroom retired to Metz,
' and

lived, as long as they pleased, in Robert's house before the church

of Saincte Segoleine.'

This is the sum of the extract, and the Metz chronicler had him-

self, doubtless, seen the False Pucelle at Metz. M. Vignier adds that

his brother, rummaging in the charter chest of the family of des

Armoises, found the actual contract of marriage between Robert des

Armoises and * Jehanne d'Arc, called la Pucelle d'Orleans.' This was

news, but ver^ good news to the contemporary des Armoises, who

had not been in the habit of studying his family papers.
5

This revelation, published in 1 683, caused a good deal of stir. But,

as Quicherat observes, the public did not know that in 1650, five

years at least after the Pere Vignier discovered the Metz extract, its

authority had already been invalidated. In 1650 Symphorien Guyon,
in his History of Orleans, had published an extract from another

4 Rouen, 1872.
5 M. Marius Sepet attacks Jerome Vignier as ' a literary forger, whose misdeeds

have recently been denounced by critics.' M. Sepet gives no reference for the

denunciation. Thus M. Sepet regards the contract of marriage and the deed of

sale presently to be adduced as ' tres suspects
'

(Jeanne d'Arc, p. 278, n. 2. Tours,

1874).
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MS. of the Metz Chronicle. This is a mere abridgment of the state-

ments already made, but it acknowledges the deception.
' Plusieurs

en furent abusez, et, par especial, tous les plus grandz.'
6

Both versions agree in declaring that two brothers of the Maid

accepted the False Pucelle. This is, perhaps, the most marvellous

part of the mystery, and it is established by irrefutable proofs.

What was the value of their recognition ? What manner of men
were Jean and Pierre du Lys ? They had been with their sister during
most of her career. They had been ennobled, with all her family, by
Charles the Seventh. Pierre had ridden by the dauntless Pucelle

when she brought up the rear of her men at Compiegne, and with

her had been taken prisoner on the 23rd of May, 1429, falling into the

hands of the Bastard de Vergey, who put him to ransom. One de

Brecy lent Pierre money for his ransom, and Pierre, in return, made
over to him certain dues of a town, as the King had assigned to

Pierre revenues on the bailliage of Chaumont. De Brecy had trouble

and even battle in recovering these dues.7 Of Pierre's financial posi-

tion we know a good deal. On the 28th of July, 1443, Charles

d'Orleans (newly returned from prison in England) granted to him,

on his petition, all the profits and revenues of the He aux Bceufs, in

the Loire, near Orleans, for two lives. This isle is now a mere sand-

bank, and even in 1481 was worth only a yearly grazing rent of eight

gold crowns. Probably some adjacent lands may have been included
;

later they were certainly in possession of Pierre's descendants. MM.
de Bouteiller and de Braux prove that Pierre himself held the castle

of Baigneaux, near the He aux Boeufs, and was a knight of the Duke
of Orleans' Order of the Porcupine. In 1452 he bought a site in

Orleans, where he built a house. 8 It is to be observed that, in the

citation from the petition of Pierre to the Duke of Orleans, he speaks

of '
his sister,' not * his late sister.' He says that he has been at the

wars with her, jusques a son absentement (not till her captivity or

death), and has (

exposed his body in battle
'

up to the present hour.

He has been compelled to ransom himself by selling his wife's heri-

tage. Perhaps he was made captive more than once.9
Later, in July

1450, the Duke of Orleans gave a brother of the Maid's a slight alms

this brother may have been Pierre ' to help him in his necessity.'

In 1454 both Pierre and Jean received pensions. Jean was now

Captain of Chartres. In 1468 he was Provost of Vaucouleurs, the town

whence the Maid started on her mission. Other gifts and pensions
occur in books of accounts, and the family of du Lys long held its

head up in the world, and has left (in the female line) many
descendants of merit. M. Boucher de Perthes, the geologist, de-

scended from the house of d'Arc.

postoi , Proces, v. 323. 7 Ibid. iv. 210.
2
Procu. 8 Nouvelles Reclierclies, p. 16. 9 Prods, v. 212.
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On the whole it is plain enough that the brothers of the Maid,

newly ennobled, were needy men in 1436. Are we, therefore, to

accuse them of conspiring in a deliberate and disgraceful imposture ?

Assuredly there is no sign that they were ever punished for the fact.

But, if they were not criminal, they must have been credulous to an

extent which would pass belief, if their credulity had not been shared

by the whole town of Orleans.

So much for the contradictory versions of the Metz Chronicle.

The next witness is Jean Nider, Prior of the Dominicans in Bale,
an inquisitor who had burned many witches.

' About '

1439 (accord-

ing to Quicherat) he read to the Council of Bale (vainly appealed to

in 1431 by Jeanne d'Arc) a treatise on heresy, named Formicarium.
After telling how the true Maid was burned for being possessed

of an evil spirit, he entered on a story about the False Pucelle. ' Last

year,' he says (that is, in 1438, if Quicherat rightly dates the Formi-
carium in 1439, but in 1437, according to M. Lecoy de la Marche),
'
last year our Professor of Theology, Henry Kaltysen, as he told me

himself, saw a virgin going about Cologne in man's dress/ Now,
the False Maid, as we shall show, was certainly married in 1436 ! In

1438, therefore, the phrase of Nider, virgo qucedam, no longer applies
to her. This woman went armed like a lord's retainer, drank deep,
danced with men, and called herself Jeanne la Pucelle ! She also

interfered in an election of an archbishop ! She was patronised and

guarded by Ulrich, Count of Wiirtemberg, a fact also vouched for by
the Metz chronicler. At Cologne she exhibited feats of legerdemain,

breaking glasses, tearing napkins, and then showing them whole and

sound. For these harmless performances she was suspected of witch-

craft by the aforesaid Professor of Theology, Kaltysen, and was sum-
moned to be tried. The Count of Wiirtemberg, however, carried her

safe out of Cologne. She went into France, and there married, but,

being seduced by a priest, she fled with him to Metz, and there lived

with him in concubinage.
If there is any truth in this narrative of Nider's, we must date

the Formicarium in 1437, for the False Pucelle was in Cologne in

1436. The date cannot be of 1439, and the events of 1438, as in

Quicherat's opinion.

As to the tale about deserting the husband, Eobert des Armoises,
or des Hermoises, for a priest, there is no confirmation of it, and it

is probably untrue. The Metz chronicler must have known the facts,

which would be notorious. Proof of the marriage of the False Pucelle

we have in a deed of sale, published by Calmet, and dated the 7th of

November, 1436. Kobert des Armoises, and his wife,
' Jehanne du

Lys, La Pucelle de France,' sell, to Collard de Failly, a fourth of their

possessions in the town and district of Haraucourt. In place of sign-

ing they append their seals. Can the woman have actually sealed

with the sword supporting the Crown, between the lilies of France ?
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Why did they want to raise money ? Was it for an expedition of

the False Pucelle?

Here we meet a piece of testimony which would be strange among
the strangest, were it authentic. The author of the ' Life of the Con-

stable Alvaro de Luna '

wrote about 1460-70. He had, says Quicherat,
1 the best information,' les meilleurs renseignements. In the year

1436, he observes, la Poncela de Francia, being at Eochelle, wrote

to the King of Castile, and sent him her ambassadors ! La
Poncela had been dead for five years in 1436. Yet the envoys came,
in addition to the ambassadors of the French king, and they demanded
naval assistance '

according to treaty.' The reference must be to a

treaty negotiated in 1434-35, in which the Constable de Luna was

one of the agents for Castile. 10 The Spanish King received these

envoys at Valladolid, and conferred on them great honours. The
Constable showed the Pucelle's letter,

' as though it were a very sacred

relic/ for he was a man much taken by the great deeds of the Pucelle.

Therefore the Spanish King, by the Constable's desire, equipped five

men-of-war and fifteen caravels, and with their aid the Pucelle took

the town of Kochelle, and won other victories,
' as is written in the

Goronica de la Poncela, and will be found there when it comes to

light.'

In 1439 the Constable was driven from power. The events

chronicled must therefore have occurred between 1435 and 1439.

Vallet de Viriville dates the Kochelle affair
* about June 1439.'

This sounds authoritative, but what is the Spanish
* Chronicle of

the Pucelle
'

? Lenglet du Fresnoy, in the last century, could not pro-
cure it, nor could M. Quicherat. But the latter received information

which convinced him that it was a mere wild romance. There exists

a unique copy of 1514, published at Seville, and now in the French

Bibliotheque Nationale. In this novel, for it is no more history than

Le Grand Cyrus, the story told by the biographer of the Constable

de Luna is repeated, almost verbally. Did the biographer (who had
' the best information

')
take his tale from the still unfinished Chro-

nicle, or did the chronicler receive the anecdote from him ? In any
case the legend is valueless, and we need examine it no further. It

has no real bearing on the history of the False Pucelle. 11

We are now to have a nearer view of the False Pucelle.

On the 9th of August, 1436, the town's accounts of Orleans

record payment to a pursuivant, Fleur-de-lys,
*
for bringing letters

from Jehanne la Pucelle.' On the 21st of August, Jean du Lys, the

brother of Jeanne d'Arc, was given twelve livres toumois, to pay his

expenses on his return to *

his sister.' He was in company with

four other horsemen, and the king (whom he visited in Touraine)

10
Beaucourt, diaries the Seventh, ii. 489.

11 Comte de Puymaigre, Rev. des Questions Historiques, April 1881.
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had ordered that a hundred francs should be assigned to him, dont

on ne fist riens. The magistrates of Orleans, therefore, gave Jean

du Lys twelve livres tournois. They had entertained him sumptu-

ously before, on the 5th of August, 1436, perhaps when he was on

his way to see the King. M. Lecoy de la Marche seems to confuse

these two occasions, the 5th of August and the 21st. 12 Four days
later a messenger got drink money, because he had carried letters

from Jehanne la Pucelle.

Once more, Cosur-de-Lys (another pursuivant of Orleans) left the

town on the last day of July (1436), and returnedJon the 2nd of

September. He had visited the so-called Pucelle at Arlon in Luxem-

bourg, and carried epistles of hers to the king at Loches.
4 Le dit Coeur-de-Lys disoit avoir grant soif/ and his great thirst

was quenched at the town's expense.
This man of Orleans had probably seen the true Maid in 1429-30,

yet we do not hear that he expressed any suspicion. We now lose

sight of the impostor for three years, during which she seems to have

borne two children.

In 1439, on July 18, the good town of Orleans made to dame
Jehanne des Armoises the ordinary formal present of wine, and she

stayed at Orleans, royally entertained, till the 1st of August.
On that day the town gave her a dinner, when she left Orleans,

and * after deliberation held with the town council, and for the

good which she had done the city during the siege, the town

presented her with two hundred and ten livres.'
13 She appears to

have departed hastily, as the wine drawn for her was drunk, in her

absence, by Jean Luilier, the very tailor who had made clothes for

the true Maid in 1429. 14
Possibly the false Maid fled from a

misgiving as to an encounter with her tailor, who of all men would

have been able to detect an imposture. Her tailor's bill had been

paid, we may add, by Charles d'Orleans. But she was not yet un-

masked.

On the 4th of September, 1439, the impostor again received the

wine of honour at Orleans. Three weeks later the account books of

the town of Tours contain a note of payment to a messenger, who-
' carried sealed letters to the king from the Bailli of Touraine

concerning Dame Jehanne des Armoises, and a letter which the said

Jehanne wrote back to the said lord
'

(the king).

Thus, for the space of three years at least, 1436 to 1439, this

remarkable woman was acknowledged by the two brothers of the

Maid, and by the town of Orleans, where the real Maid was as well

known as the Church of St. Aignan. She corresponded with the king
of France, and it is difficult to guess how she so long evaded a

meeting with him, or with the mother of Jeanne d'Arc.

12 Le J?oi Rent, i. 315. 13
Precis, \. C31.

'

Ibid. v. 112.
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We now reach the fall of this pretender, yet our sources are here

but indistinct.

In June 1441 15 the king acknowledges having received the

petition of Jehan de Siquemville, a Gascon esquire. This gentleman
avers that ' about two years ago

'

(1439) the late Sire de Rais sent

him to Mans to take over the troops under Jehanne, who called her-

self Pucelle

'About two years before/ June 1441, brings us to 1439, and in

September of that year the Bailli of Tours was writing to the king

concerning
* Madame Jehanne/ while that pretender was also in

communication with the king. And ' about
'

that date, probably in

the autumn of 1439, the False Pucelle was superseded in her military
command at Mans, where there was a kind of * Eunabout Raid '

of

civil war.

Here M. Lecoy de la Marche is curiously unfair to the False

Pucelle.
* To have been in relations with a miscreant like Rais, to

have shared, perhaps, his good graces for a moment, and to have held

a command under him, . . . are aggravating circumstances, and cast

on her rather a lurid light.'
17

The learned author forgets that if the light is lurid it beats far

more heavily on the true Maid !

The Marechal de Rais was a monster of lust, cruelty, and art

magic, but he met the true Maid at Chinon, he rode with her to

relieve Orleans ;
he fought at Les Tourelles, at Jargeau, at Patay ;

he

was at the coronation at Rheims, and in the attack on Paris. The

amazing fact is, that the False Pucelle dared to go near a man who
had ridden beside the true Maid in her days of victory and triumph .

The False Pucelle left her command in autumn 1439. What

happened next ?

The 'Journal de Paris/ under date August 1440, informs us

that a false Pucelle had arisen, had been '

very honourably received

at Orleans/ was beginning to attract belief in the capital, and had

been summoned to Paris by the University (which condemned the

real Maid) and by the Parliament. She was shown in Paris to the

people, and was preached at. She here made a confession, wholly
incoherent. She was married to a knight, had two sons by him

;
had

committed some crime,
' such as striking father or mother, priest or

clerk/ and so had been obliged to make a pilgrimage to Rome. She

travelled in the dress of a man,
'

fought in the war of the Holy
Father, Eugene, and therein slew two men. And, when she was in

Paris, she returned to war, was in garrison, and then went away.'
18

15
Proces, v. 332.

16 The Marechal de Rais was strangled and burned, after torture, on the 27th of

October, 1440, at Nantes. Proceedings against him began on the 30th of July, 1440.

Yiriville, ii. 417 n.
17 Le Rri Rene, i. 319. 18

Proces, v. 335.
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This is all as unsatisfactory as possible. Why was not this False

Pucelle punished? To what garrison did she carry her sword?

Whither did she '

go away
'

? Mystery !

How was the False Pucelle detected ? Here we have fair third-

hand evidence for a romantic story. In 1516 an old man, Pierre

Sala, wrote a work named Hardiesses des Grands Rois et Empereurs.
In 1480 he had been a gentleman of the chamber of Charles the

Eighth, whose son had an aged tutor, the Seigneur de Boisy, who

again, in his youth, had been a favourite of Charles the Seventh.

Now Sala, a very old man, tells us the tale which Boisy, a very old

man, heard from Charles the Seventh, in the king's old age. Nearly

eighty years and three aged memories are to be taken into account

when we are estimating the value of Sala's evidence.

The tale, though romantic, is simple. It is well known, on good

contemporary testimony, that the true Maid, in one of her first

interviews with Charles, during March 1429, said something which

filled him with joy, surprise, and faith in her mission. This is the

famous sign given to the king. It was connected with doubts

which he had entertained on the subject of his own legitimacy.

Sala seems to imply that the Maid repeated to Charles the terms of

a secret prayer which he had uttered, dedans son cueur. However

this may be, no compulsion or threat of torture could make Jeanne

divulge the king's sign to her judges at Rouen.

The sign was given in 1429. According to de Boisy, reported

by Sala, the False Pucelle was brought to Charles ten years later

that is, in 1439, probably after leaving her command at Mans.

M. Lecoy de la Marche, indeed, makes Sala say that Charles's

interview with the false Maid occurred ten years after the death of

Jeanne d'Arc, consequently in 1441. Certainly the context gives

this impression, and if so, Charles must still have been in doubt

about the pretender a year after her alleged public confession in

Paris. But this is so very improbable that possibly we are to under-

stand Sala to mean ' ten years after March 1429 '

that is, in 1439,

when Charles was in communication with the False Pucelle. 19

As was done ten years earlier, a gentleman of the court pretended
tobe king. The False Pucelle, however, knew Charles, who was wearing
a soft boot, on account of an injury to his foot. The woman, there-

fore, who was aware of this, recognised him easily. He was astonished,

and knew not what to say ;
then courteously saluting her, he spoke

thus,
'

Pucelle, m'amye, you are welcome back, in the name of Grod,

who knows the secret that is between us.
J

' Thereon the False Pucelle, falling on her knees, confessed her

treason, for which some were sharply punished, as was fitting.'

Nothing proves that the Maid's brothers were punished ; quite

19 See Le Roi Rene, i. 323.
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the reverse
; yet who deserved it more ? Who were more guilty

accomplices ?

Possibly we should assume that a wonderful personal likeness

existed between the True and the False Pucelles, a likeness which

startled even the king. In any case the brothers of the Maid

accepted this woman. At Orleans, where there were ladies who had

shared Jeanne's bedchamber, and had seen her at the bath and in

les etuves (vapour baths), the impostor was coming and going, and

being feasted, for three years, undenounced. The Marechal de Kais r

the true Maid's frequent companion in war, made the False Maid
an officer of his at Mans. Thus, for three years at least, this asto-

nishing person played, undetected, the most difficult of all parts, in

circumstances where detection seemed inevitable.20

"We now lose sight of the False Pucelle for twenty-five years, and

then, thanks to the researches of M. Lecoy de la Marche, we meet

her again in 1457. The circumstances, we are inclined to think 7

may be even more curious than M. Lecoy de la Marche was aware

of when he published his Roi Rene in 1875. In February 1457

we find Kene of Anjou (the merry musical King Kene of Scott's

Anne of Geierstein, the father of Margaret, wife of our Henry the

Sixth) giving a remission to * Jeanne de Sermaises.' M. Lecoy de la

Marche takes ' de Sermaises
'

as equivalent to * des Ermaises
'

or ' des

Armoises,' but we shall show reason for thinking that ' de Sermaise
'

may, perhaps, be the right reading. This Jeanne, at all events, is
* at

present the wife of Jean Douillet.' Having, somehow, made herself

detested by
' the kindred of the Dame de Saumoussay,' Jeanne had

lain for about three months in prison in Saumur, and, on her release,

she was banished from Anjou. She is now accused by Kene's police of
'

having long called herself Jeanne la Pucelle, and deceived many
persons who had seen Jeanne at the siege of Orleans.' The petitioner,

Jeanne, maintains that no other charge or vilain cas has ever been

made against her. She therefore begs to be allowed to come and go

freely, as she has been used to do, in Anjou, and in the town of

Saumur. Kene has been addressed by others in her favour, and he

grants her full liberty for five years,
*

provided that she bear herself

honestly in dress, and in other matters, as a woman should do.' So

Jeanne de Sarmaises (not Sermaises in this second spelling) has her

petition granted. The decree is given at Angers, February 1457.

It will be observed that Jeanne does not '

positively confess her fault,

and declare that she renounces her audacious pretensions,' as M. Marcus

Sepet avers,
21 she merely states that the charge has been brought

against her,
*
il lui a ete impose,' and that she has not been ' con-

vaincue d'aucun autre vilain cas.' Perhaps convaincue implies

20 Vallet de Viriville himself discovered the error by which he identified the False

Pucelle with the ' Pucelle du Mans,' a personage of a much later date.
21 Jeanne d'Arc, p. 285.
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admission of guile, but, alas, convaincue is M. Sepet's own rendering ;

the original is actainte.'22 Thus we learn that, six months after the

rehabilitation of the martyred Maid, the impostor, in the very Loire

country where Jeanne d'Arc had shone, was still, apparently, wearing
male dress, or suspected of intending to do so. Moreover, Rene, as

Due de Bar; had himself fought under the banner of the Maid, so in

his realm the impostor was perilously near one who might detect her.

We have said that the False Pucelle probably deceived the

cousins as well as the brothers of Jeanne d'Arc. The statement is

correct if the woman who deceived them was identical with Jeanne

des Armoises. In November, 1476, Collot de Perthes, son of Pierre

de Perthes and Mangotte his wife, produced in court witnesses to prove
that his mother was the daughter of a maternal uncle of Jeanne

d'Arc. One Jehan le Montigneue, aged seventy, deposed that, sixty

years before, one Jehan Vouthon, native of Vouthon, a place within

a league of Domremy, came to Sermaise with his wife, three sons,

one of them named Perinet, and a daughter, Mangotte. Mangotte,
after losing a husband in war, married Pierre de Perthes, and Collot

de Perthes is their son. Now twenty-seven years ago (1449)

deponent remembers that one Jeanne calling herself ' Pucelle
' came

to Sermaise, and feasted in the house of Perinet de Vouthon, her

cousin. He had also seen the maid's brother, Jean du Lys, at the

house of the Vouthons. The genealogy runs thus : Jacques d'Arc

married Isabel de Vouthon, and had offspring, Jacquemin, Pierre,

Jean, Catherine, and Jeanne d'Arc. Jean de Vouthon, brother of

Isabel d'Arc (the mother of the Maid), had four children, Perinet,

Poirissoi;, Nicholas, and Mangotte, mother of Collet de Perthes.

Perinet and the others are thus cousins of Jeanne d'Arc, and

to Perinet's house in Sermaise came a so-called Pucelle, and was

entertained as late as 1449-1452.

Th evidence of the next witness is so extraordinary that we give

it almost in full. If we do not misunderstand this testimony, the

brothers of the Maid must have been revelling at their cousin's house

in Sermaise, with a False Pucelle, as late as 1452, ten years and more

after the exposure of the False Pucelle by the King. As we have

already shown, the petition of Pierre du Lys to the Duke of Orleans,

in 1443, is written as if he did not believe in the death of Jeanne.

He calls her * his sister,' not * his late sister
'

;
he speaks of ' her ab-

sence,' not of her death. In 1443, and still more in 1452, nothing
was to be gained by pretending to believe in the False Pucelle. Yet it

seems that the belief endured, and we can hardly suppose that it can

have been transferred to a new False Pucelle. Here, then, we must >

recognise the old one, namely, Jeanne des Armoises.

The witness is Henry de Vouthon, called Perinet, a son of Perinet

de Vouthon, who, again, was son of Jean, brother of the mother of

22 See the document in Le Roi Rene, ii. 281-283.
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Jeanne d'Arc. Thus Henry's father was first cousin of Pierre du Lys
and of Jeanne d'Arc. In 1476, Henrywas

* about fifty-two years of age,'

that is, he was born about 1424, and, when he saw the true Maid at

Domremy, he could not have been more than four years old (1428).

He bears witness that * Pierre du Lys, chevalier, and Jean du Lys, his

brother, and the said Jeanne la Pucelle, their sister, came several

times to Sermaise, where he has seen them reside for a number of

days, at the house of his father, Perinet Youthon, where they made

good cheer. . . . And they reckoned him, the deponent, their cousin,

in all places where he has eaten, drunk, and conversed with them.'

Now Henry Vouthon is manifestly not speaking of his childhood,

before 1428, and of several visits from the true Maid to Sermaise

previous to her mission. Before 1428, Henry, a very little boy, could

not have been revelling with his father's cousins, at Sermaise ' on

several occasions.' Indeed he indicated this, by averring that de son

jeune aage (that is, aged about four) he had visited Domremy with

his father, and seen the true Maid, qui pour alors estoit jeune fille,

that is, not older than seventeen. His eatings and drinkings with
* Jeanne la Pucelle' at Sermaise must have been not in his early

infancy, but in his maturity. The date is probably that fixed by
the next witness,

' about twenty-four years ago,' namely, about 1452,

when a Pucelle was feasting and playing tennis at Sermaise.

Now comes a singular fact.

' The deponent also says that the late King Charles the Seventh,

at the time above mentioned '

(which time, 1452 ?),
* and at the inter-

cession of Jeanne la Pucelle (as he believes) wrote to or at least in-

structed the late Thomas, then Abbe of Chemynon, to give leave and

license to Nicholas de Vouthon, deponent's uncle, to be chaplain of

the said Jeanne his cousin. And Nicholas accompanied her in all her

feats of arms which she did since that date.'

Now we know who the chaplain of Jeanne d'Arc was, namely
Jean Pasquerel, who joined her at Tours, before her mission, and who
was taken in the sortie at Compiegne (May 23, 1431), her last feat

of arms. Of a chaplain named Vouthon not a word is said : of Pas-

querel we often hear, and he gave evidence in the trial of Eehabi-

litation (1450-1456). Hence it seems as clear as day that Charles

the Seventh permitted the False Pucelle to select a monk as her

chaplain !

An objection may here be urged. In M. Quicherat's collection of

documents we find this :

* Pieces signalees par divers auteurs modernes, et qui n'ont pu
etre retrouvees.

1429

Nicolas Romee, dit de Vouthon, religieux profes en 1'Abbaye de Che-

minon, ordre de Citeaux . . . reoit dispense deson Abbe, a la requete
23

Proccs, v. 252.
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de la Pacelle, et par commandement du roi, de suivre Jadite Pucelle

aux armes, pour lui servir de chapelain et aumonier, comme etant

son cousin germain.'

Quicherat adds :

1 This document is thus reported in the Traite sommaire du nom
et des armes de la Pucelle, revw en 1628, written by one of the

family of Du Lys.' This work was written by the great-grandson of

Pierre du Lys, Charles du Lys, avocat general, born about 1559.2t

The treatise was edited and republished, with notes, by M. Vallet de

Viriville, in 1856. Not a word is said, in that edition, about apiece
or document, bearing on Nicholas Vouthon, and reported or adduced,

by the author, Charles du Lys. What we do find is this.

Jean de Vouthon, uncle ofJeanne d'Arc, (says Charles du Lys) had

several children,
' entre autres, Frere Nicolas Komee, dit de Vouthon,

religieux profes en 1'Abbaye de Cheminon, auquel ladite Pucelle

fit donner dispense et permission de son Abbe, par commandement
du Koy, de la suivre par les armees pour lui servir de chapellain
et aumonier, comme estant son cousin germain.'

Charles du Lys (in M. Vallet de Viriville's edition) cites no piece.
But we know that he had in his possession the Inquest of 1476, from

which we quote Henry Vouthon's identical statement about Nicholas

Vouthon. For that Inquest is published by MM. de Braux and de

Bouteiller, from the document in the collection of MM. de Maleissye,
who inherit the papers from Charles du Lys.

25

Does there, then, exist any si ch permit, or any report of such

permit of 1429, in favour of Nicolas Vouthon, as is cited by
M. Quicherat ? If M. Vallet de Viriville has edited properly the

Traite of Charles du Lys (written in 1612, revised in 1628) we may
suspect that Charles du Lys drew his facts merely from the evidence,

(which he possessed) of Henry Vouthon, in 1476. And that evidence

appears to refer to the False Pucelle !
26

One Jean Collin, in the Inquest of 1476, a man of sixty-eight, says

that he has known Henry Vouthon, cure of Sermaise, who regarded
Perinet and Poiresson and Mangotte Vouthon '

as his near relations,

and they succeeded to his goods on his death, as next of kin/ 27

MM. de Bouteiller and de Braux regard this Henry as identical

with Nicolas de Vouthon. Having abandoned the monastic habit,

he would get the cure of Sermaise,
* and change his monastic name

of Nicolas for that of Henry.' All the witnesses call him by his
f monastic name/ Nicolas, which is curious. MM. de Braux and de

Bouteiller say that the nature of the disposition of his property
*

fait

24 This is Charles du Lys's own theory of his genealogy, which, however, has been

impugned.
25 Nouvelles JRechercJieg, pp. v, vi.

26 Nicolas is named by a cloud of witnesses as a son of Jean Vouthon.
37 Nouvelles ReckercJtes, pp. 14, 15.

3 M 2
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de lui forcement un oncle.' But if an uncle of Perinet and Mangotte-

Vouthon, how can he also be their brother, and he is their brother, if

Nicolas is Henry !
28

Probably Henry was their uncle, and the uncle

of Nicholas also.

Thus, unless a document of 1429 is, at least, reported by Charles

du Lys (who reports a very much more extraordinary document,

rejected by M. Quicherat),
29 we incline to think that it was the False

Pucelle who employed Nicolas Vouthon as her chaplain. Jeanne d'Arc

did not need two chaplains, and Pasquerel served her in that quality,

by desire of her mother, and other friends.30 Therefore Charles -

the Seventh gave the false Pucelle leave to choose a monk foe

chaplain.

Whatever the truth may be as to the False Pucelle and her chaplain,

it seems clear that the brothers and cousins of the Maid were carous-

ing with a false Pucelle as late as 1449-1452
;
that is, after the

Proces for clearing the character of their dead sister had been initiated

by the king.
If we want more evidence, we have it. In the Inquest of 1476,

the cure of Sermaise, Simon Fauchart, aged fifty-three, averred that,

about twenty-four years earlier,
* a young woman in male dress, calling,

herself Jeanne la Pucelle, came to Sermaise. He himself drank and

played at tennis with her, and she remarked,
"
Say boldly that you

have played tennis with la Pucelle," whereat he was right joyous, and

he saw her making good cheer with her cousins, Perinet and Poiresson.

de Vouthon.' 31 Was not this woman Jeanne des Armoises, and, when
in Anjou is it not possible that she may have been styling herself
' Jeanne de Sermaise,' from the scene of her freaks and tennis matches ?

Finally, is Kene's Jeanne, the Jeanne who played tennis with the cure-

of Sermaise ?

These are all questions which perhaps French archivists may some,

day answer. Meanwhile we know one negative fact about the False

Pucelle. She was not a younger sister of Jeanne d'Arc (as some-

28 Nouvelles RecJierches, p. 20.

29 The document is a grant of arms to Gui de Cailly. This gentleman, according

to Charles du Ljs, was Lord of Rouilly, near Orleans. He hospitably entertained the

Maid
;
he was with her just before the taking of the bridge fort at Orleans

;
he was

with her when she had, or, according to the grant, he shared with her, a vision of

angels ! Consequently, a month later, by the Maid's desire, the King gave to Guy
'

de Cailly a grant of new arms ' on a field azure, three heads of cherubim, winged*,

bearded in flame-colour, which is or shadowed with gules' The document contains

the story of the vision.

A copy of the original grant, in Latin, and in the hand of Charles du Lys, is in

the library of Carpentras. The original has never been found. This Charles du Lys,.

the great-great-grandnephew of the Maid, was the husband of Catherine de Cailly,

gteat-great-granddaughter of Guy de Cailly, who saw the angels ; and, if Charles

did not forge a grant of arms, he copied one in the possession of his wife's family..

No one accuses him of forgery, and there the matter stands. Proces, v. 342 ;
Traitc

Sommaire, pp. 90-93.
:o

Proces, iii. 100-112. 31 Kouvelles Rechercltes> pp. 10, 11.
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have conjectured) because Jeanne d'Arc had not a younger sister.

No sister at all is named in the grant of nobility to all her kith and

kin. There is an inquest into the claim of one Jean Royer to be a

member of the Maid's family. By one of the usual maddening
'blunders, it is dated ' 8th October, 1855,' by MM. de Braux and de

Bouteiller.32 The right date is 1555. In this case a woman named

Hellouy Robert, aged sixty-six, deposes that she is the grand-

daughter of Aveline le Yauseul, a maternal aunt of Jeanne d'Arc.

Now, on leaving Vaucouleurs to undertake her mission, Jeanne

begged her aunt Aveline, who was expecting a child, to name it

Catherine, if it proved to be a daughter,
' in memory of the Maid's

-dead sister, Catherine.' 33 The child was a girl, was named Catherine,

and was the mother of the witness, Hellouy Robert, to whom she told

the story. These facts demonstrate that the Maid had no sister who
could undertake the unworthy role of pretender.

Here, then, we leave the mystery. There is but one agreeable
feature in the evidence. It is certain that the Maid's brother, Pierre

du Lys, a knight, and his mother, feasted and entertained at Orleans,

in Pierre's grand hostel, not only their poor relations, but any casual

visitor from their countryside. We hear little of a person so worthy
of veneration as the pious mother of Jeanne d'Arc, mater dolorosa.

But from the testimony of Thomas Senlis, in 1476, we catch a

.glimpse of her old age at Orleans. 'La dame Ysabelot receut de

foon et loyal courage ledict depposant et 1' embrassa de ses bras, en

luy demandant comment se portoient les diets Perrinet et Henry ses

cousins. ... Et en iceluy hostel fut faict par icelle Ysabelot et

son fils une tres grand, singuliere, et aymable chere.
'

The peasant's wife, the mother at whose knee the Maid, as she

says, learned all her religion, has become the Lady Ysabelot, and

-dwells near her son, a knight, in a great hotel by the Loire. But her

heart goes out to her own countryside, and to all who have known her

own people, her sister's children. The scene is like a clear shining
after rain. The great bitterness of grief is gone by, and the memory
of the Martyr has been cleared by the Church.

To one slight but significant fact it is not easy to assign the

exact value.

The account books of Orleans, for 1432, 1435, 1436, and 1439,

record expenses for the Memorial Service of Jeanne d'Arc. These

expenses do not occur after 1439, but their appearance in that year
seems strange, as the people of Orleans were then actually feasting

Jeanne des Armoises, in her character of the Pucelle.

Here, then, we leave the mystery of the False Maid.

Even in an uncritical age, when communication between places
was difficult and slow, the success of Jeanne des Armoises is one of

the most astonishing facts in history. At any moment some lucky
32

Of. cit. p. 47. 33
Op cit. p. 62
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archivist may discover an elucidatory document, and already we have

escaped from many of the not unnatural confusions of M. Vallet de

Yiriville. Yet we cannot be absolutely assured, though practically

convinced, that the Pucelleof Sermaise (1449-52) is the same person
as the Jeanne des Armoises of 1436-40, and as the Jeanne de Sermaise

of 1457. We are only certain that no fact or fable about that strange
False Pucelle who * came eating and drinking,' and whose identity
with the martyr of Eouen is asserted in contemporary documents,,

can any longer soil the memory of Jeanne d'Arc.34

ANDREW LANG.

34 As late as 1889, a '

freethinking
'

book, La Fin d\tne Legende, by M. Lesigne,
identified the false with the true Maid. It is of no critical value.
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BRAGGADOCIO

ABOUT THE MEDITERRANEAN
A REJOINDER

MY article, printed under the heading of ' The Millstone round the

Neck of England,' in the March number of this Keview, has pro-

voked, both at home and abroad, comment and criticism, for the

quantity and quality of which I was equally prepared. There has

been much abuse of my suggestions, accompanied by a magnificent

outpouring of ridiculous braggadocio, and of what may be called

technical cant and quackery ; but of real argument there has been

singularly little. The Times, of course, has rated me; and, in-

genuously blind to the fact that opinions of an anonymous leader-

writer generally, with thoughtful people, carry no more weight than

those of the humble individual who labels his views with his name,

gaily lets fly against
' loose and heedless talk/ and '

irresponsible dis-

cussion/ I have also been flagellated in the St. James's Gazette, a paper
which is almost alone among the evening journals in generally taking
a broad, modern, and intelligent interest in naval matters, by Mr.

David Hannay, who, however, does not appear to have had the

leisure to carefully study my arguments before he sat down to

oppose them. After demanding exactly what is meant by retiring
from the Mediterranean, he asks :

'

Is it to be understood that we
are never to return ?

' He would not, I think, have written thus

had he read my article with a little more attention
; but, to prevent

further misapprehension, either by him or by others, I will to-day

explain myself more fully on that point. I have, in addition, been

taken to task by Admiral Sir G. H. Kichards, by Mr. T. Miller

Maguire, by a great host of unknown and anonymous journalists ;

and, in the April number of this Keview, by Colonel Sir George
Clarke.

It is for one reason satisfactory to me that I have now an oppor-

tunity of answering Sir George. In answering him, I answer the

ablest spokesman of the party which desires the maintenance of our

present provocative and dangerous attitude in the Mediterranean.

875
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If his defence of that attitude be unsound, I natter myself that the

advocates of the status quo will find it hard indeed to offer a better.

But, for another reason, I am sorry that it is Sir George Clarke who
is my opponent. One is prone to deal too gently with a controver-

sialist who, in other fields, commands one's high respect and admira-

tion. Yet, since, as I said in March, I believe that it is very

necessary to speak plainly, I feel it my duty to forget, for the

moment, who Sir George Clarke is, and what services he has rendered

with regard to other Imperial questions, and to oppose him as

determinedly as one ought to oppose any man whose opinions seem

dangerous to the future welfare of one's country.

When (says Sir George) a writer, speculating in days of peace, bids us abandon

a policy which has undergone the test of great wars, abundantly justifying the

views of the statesmen and sailors who have consistently upheld it, he incurs a

grave responsibility. The more plausible his statements, the greater should be

the suspicion with which they are regarded, since he can but offer us personal
surmise in place of history.

This preamble is, doubtless, a perfectly fair translation into the

language natural to Sir George Clarke, and to a great many who
think with him, of my gallant opponent's honest mental summary of

the nature of his rejoinder ; but, since I have carefully read not only
the preamble itself, but also the whole of what follows it, and since I

have thus familiarised myself with the writer's attitude and mode of

thought, I must be excused if for reasons which I shall offer later

I hesitate to accept Sir George's language, and if I prefer a translation

into a tongue better understanded of the people. My Englishing of

Sir George's mental position runs thus :

In days long since past, England won great naval successes under statesmen

and sailors who, amid conditions which are entirely modified, and with materials,

weapons, and limitations which no longer exist, pursued a policy dictated by con-

siderations which were then of prime importance, but which, it is at least possible,
have since changed somewhat. Now comes a man who, in peace-time, and while,

therefore, there is no pressing necessity for us to bother our heads about such

matters, actually ventures to suggest that we ought seriously to consider whether
we should not adopt a frankly modern policy. Such an intemperate fellow deserves

no toleration. The more plausible his arguments, the less respect do they com-
mand at the hands of people who, making all their deductions as they ought to

make them from ancient history, are disinclined to admit that the world has

moved far since the beginning of the century. We know what (barring accidents)
resulted when certain things were done a hundred years ago. We have this ex-

perience as solid ground to stand upon. But as for this fellow, he does not even

pretend to offer us anything better than a mass of ridiculously modern facts, with

reasons deducible from them. He wants us to agree with him that modern facts

and conditions are necessary factors in the prosperity of so old and well-established

a country as Great Britain. Can you imagine a more suspicious character?

This is a legitimate summary of the larger part of Sir George's
article. It is the article of a Don Quixote, of a Chinese paterolater.
The time has, happily, not yet come for the writing of an essay on
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* How the Great British Admirals ruined their Country
'

;
and it will,

I trust, never come at all
;
but if it is not to come, we must persuade

Sir George Clarke, Vice-Admiral Colomb, Mr. Spenser Wilkinson,

the naval leader-writer of the Times, and a few other able, but

exasperatingly monophrontic essayists, to come quickly to reasonable

conclusions concerning the * Use and Abuse of Nelson.' And we
must persuade them,

* in days of peace,' to set right public opinion
on this most important question; for, surely, it is better to face

coolly in days of peace the onerous possibilities of the future, than

to postpone all serious thought until war hurries us into instant

decisions. No one can have a higher respect for the genius of Nelson,

or for the character and genius of Hawke, than I have
; yet all com-

manders are creatures merely of their day and of their weapons and

circumstances
;
and the opinion of Nelson or of Hawke concerning

the importance to us of maintaining a permanent fleet in the

Mediterranean is not necessarily any more valuable to-day than the

opinion of My Uncle Toby on the subject of how to lay siege to a

fortress. We must accept, modify, or altogether reject it in accord-

ance with the plain teachings of what we have learnt since their

time. Nelson did not blindly follow his predecessors ;
nor should we

blindly follow him. Let us not, therefore, too hastily fling Nelson at

one another. We must use, in discussion as in warfare, modern

material
;
and it by no means follows, because Nelson said something

while standing on the quarter-deck of the Victory in 1805, that he

would say the same thing while standing on the bridge of the Royal

Sovereign in 1895. It is, I am afraid, a fault of the Eoyal Navy that,

in peace-time, at all events, it is a little too fond of worshipping the

heroes of its magnificent past.

The ire I will not say the argument of Sir George Clarke and

of many less intelligent critics has been poured out against me
because I have dared to advocate that, instead of sitting in rapt con-

templation of the omphalds of our nautical glories, and of occasionally

rising in a mechanical manner to burn a joss-stick or two before the

image of Nelson, we shall rouse ourselves and recollect that, although
we have prestige and tradition, we have also, in the shape of a world-

wide empire, something more tangible, and vastly more important,
to think about the defence of. In order to deal at all exhaustively
with my critics, I must take seriatim the various points upon which

I endeavoured to insist in my March article, and, after briefly reca-

pitulating each of them, examine what has been urged against them.

For the sake of clearness, and of ready reference, I now number my
contentions.

1. We are not now strong enough in the Mediterranean, as regards
either ships or bases, to be justified in believing that in war-time we
can maintain our position there in the face of all possible enemies.

To this Sir George Clarke replies :
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I ... state my firm belief that, so far as France is concerned, we are at this

moment perfectly able to make good our position in the Mediterranean, and that

every instructed naval officer and politician across the Channel is well aware of

the fact. ... It has never been possible in all cases to distribute navies in precise

accordance with the strategic conditions arising on the outbreak of war, and the

Mediterranean fleet has never been kept at war strength. The cheap
'

makeshift,'

as Mr. Laird Clowes contemptuously styles it (the support of the Mediterranean

fleet by the Channel squadron) has the sanction of long experience even in days
of storm. I presume him to infer that, because the ships ready for mobilisation at

Toulon, would render the French fleet numerically superior to our peace strength
in the Mediterranean, our position is necessarily imperilled. Newly mobilised

ships, however, require weeks to develop their full fighting powers. From Ply-
mouth a modern squadron would reach the Mediterranean in four days. There

are some people who appear to believe that a great naval war can break out

without any warning whatever. They have not, however, explained the modus

operandi.

This is about all that is vouchsafed upon that aspect of the subject.

My rejoinder is plain and definite. We have, as I write (the 15th of

April, 1895), in commission in the Mediterranean, 10 ironclads of

various types, mounting in all 399 guns. The French have in actual

and full commission there 13 ironclads of various types (not including
an ironclad gun-vessel), mounting in all 464 guns. Of the British

guns, 112 only are of 4*7 in. calibre or upwards. Of the French guns,
179 are of above 4'7 in. calibre. Of the British guns 40, and of the

French guns 58, are of 10 in. calibre or upwards. Beyond those iron-

clads, we have upon the spot but one, the Orion, in reserve, and she is

useless. In addition to the French ironclads in full commission in the

Mediterranean, France has in commission there more cruisers than

we, together with a number of torpedo-boats. She has also about 50

torpedo-boats in reserve, and can man and send to sea at least half

of them within ten hours. We have no ]

torpedo-boats in commission,

and less than a dozen in reserve
;
nor can we man those which we

have in reserve, and which are all old ones, without taking crews for

them out of larger warships, and so imperilling the efficiency of

the latter. In the Mediterranean we possess two protected coaling-

stations only, and but three docks, including a double one. France

possesses half a dozen or more protected coaling-stations, and docks

as follows : at Marseilles, 6
;
at La Ciotat, 1

;
at Toulon and La Seyne,

8 built, besides 1 approaching completion ;
and at Algiers, 2 total,

17. France builds ships of all sizes and classes in the Mediterranean.

We, in modern times at least, have never attempted to build there

anything larger than a sloop. France has at the back of her Mediter-

ranean littoral all the material resources of the richest country of the

Continent. We have neither at Malta nor at Gibraltar any resources

beyond those which we send thither by sea. Sir George Clarke's

belief that, so far as France is concerned, we are at this moment

1

Unless, indeed, four old boats, temporarily commissioned by officers and men of

the ships at Malta, be counted.
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perfectly able to make good our position in the Mediterranean appears

to me, therefore, to rest on very precarious foundations. Our ships

may be so much better than those of France as to compensate for the

numerical inferiority of our fleet in Mediterranean waters
;
and our

men may be better, too
;
but we dare not count upon this, and we

should be worse than fools deliberately to base our policy upon any

opinion to that effect. And if we are inferior, or barely equal, to

France alone, what, I would ask, must be our position in face of

France and Eussia, or of France and Italy in alliance ? It may be

true enough that if we have the ships ready at Plymouth we can

send them thence in four days to Gibraltar
; but, as a rule, we do not

have them ready for such sudden action, and, supposing us to be at

war with France and Eussia simultaneously, are we going to neglect

the Baltic, the North Sea, and the Channel, in order to reinforce

the Mediterranean, or may we be obliged, for a time at least, to let

the Mediterranean fleet shift for itself ? I confess to being one of

those people who believe that a great naval war, especially in the

Mediterranean, and especially while we maintain there our attitude

of provocative swagger, may break out without any warning whatso-

ever
; and I have even, pace Sir George Clarke, ventured to indicate

one of the numerous ways in which it might break out.
2 If it did

break out thus suddenly, we should almost certainly experience a

grievous disaster, unless, indeed, we fled into the Atlantic. I am

delighted to see that the danger is recognised by Admiral Sir

George Elliot, who, in a letter to the Times, writes :

' My contention

is that we are at present in a false position by assuming a controlling

power which we do not possess. It does not look like business, and it

invites aggression and incurs considerable risk/

2. For reasons financial, diplomatic, or otherwise, we cannot, or

will not, in peace-time so improve our position in the Mediterranean

as to render it reasonably secure.

Sir George Clarke practically admits this, for he says that surely
I must be ' aware that the peace strength of our Mediterranean fleet

is merely based upon diplomatic considerations
'

: yet this, apparently,
does not prevent him from regarding our presence in the Mediterranean

as a serious ' naval occupation/ What would Sir George, as a military

strategist, think of the German Emperor, if that vigorous sovereign,
instead of holding his western frontier in such strength as to render

any invasion of it a desperately risky undertaking, were deliberately,

in deference to diplomatic considerations, so to weaken his forces

there as to put the French army-corps, immediately across the border,

into a position of thirty per cent, numerical superiority ? Would not

such a policy be '

provocative
'

? Would it not invite attack, and
render some sort of German disaster nearly inevitable ? And if there

2 The Captain of the Mary Rose '

: A Tale of To-morrow. By W. Laird Clowes.

Tower Publishing Co. Ltd., 1892.
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were real reasons why the Emperor could not hold his western frontier-

line in overwhelming strength, would not Sir George counsel rather

withdrawal and concentration in adequate force upon an inner line

than partial and ineffective occupation of the more advanced positions ?

That is but one of several points which ought to be borne in mind,

for, of course, there is no complete parallelism between land and sea

operations. But I think that the point would have much weight,
even if our situation with regard to French naval strength in the

Mediterranean were not complicated by the fact that we have no naval

base eastward of Malta, and by the additional fact that a considerable

portion of our Mediterranean fleet is often in the Levant, while

'between it and the other portion is the whole force of the Toulon

fleet. Sir George does not seem willing to admit that naval bases

are of much importance to a modern fleet. He rather derides my
frequent insistence upon their necessity, and he declares triumphantly
that recent events in the Yellow Sea tell all in his favour. Possibly he
does not know that one of the first operations of the Japanese was

to establish a base on the coast of Korea, and that, instead of fighting
the decisive battle of Hai-yun-Tau 800 miles from this, they had it

practically close under their lee. They had, it is true, no docks at

their improvised base, but there was, for example, provision made
there for running a seriously disabled ship ashore on a soft bottom,
behind a well protected mine-field, and there were admirable facilities

for coaling in security, and enormous reserves of ammunition,

kelson could operate during long periods at great distances from his

bases. Anything of the kind is now impossible for heavy vessels, and
must remain so until hulls can be made less vulnerable and less

inclined to foul than they now are, and until someone devises a

system of quickly and safely coaling at sea in all weathers.

3. We have much less business in the Mediterranean than is

commonly supposed.
4. The value of the Mediterranean and of the Suez Canal as part

of a practical route to India in war-time is immensely overrated, and

would really be almost nil.

5. In peace-time the presence of a heavy or permanent fleet in

the Mediterranean is not necessary to ensure the safety of our com-

merce. In war-time, even if we had the command of that sea, we
could not possibly prevent France or Italy, by any measure short of

the seizure of all its littoral, from so grievously annoying our commerce
as to compel the suspension of three-quarters of it.

Sir George Clarke tells us and I accept his figures without

attempting to check them that the total of British trade passing
the Straits of Gibraltar is about 214,000,000^., and that, of this,

purely Mediterranean commerce stands for 97,220,000. These are

big sums, and the mention of them is liable greatly to impress the

weak brethren. But the 97,000,000^. of trade carried on with the
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Mediterranean looks small in comparison with the 1 70,000,OOOL of

trade carried on with British possessions outside the Mediterranean ;.

and still smaller does it look in comparison with the 195,000,000^. of

trade carried on with the American continent and islands, including,

our territories there. Nor is it, after all, a very large proportion of

the whole of our sea-borne trade, which in 1893 was valued at

681,836,000. Yet I have not characterised our Mediterranean trade,

as Sir George Clarke represents, as * valueless and unproductive/ I

have reserved those expressions for our Mediterranean territorial

possessions : and I stick to them. How much, I wonder, does Sir

George Clarke think that we should have lost of this trade if we had

not maintained a fleet in the Mediterranean in 1893? Is United

States, or German, or Dutch, or Brazilian trade in the Mediterranean,

.endangered because the United States, Germany, Holland, and Brazil

do not keep large fleets permanently in the inland sea ? Surely our

trade in the Baltic and in the Black Sea does very well without the

continuous guardianship of our men-of-war. And surely, nevertheless,

almost as good arguments can be discovered for the maintenance of

an *

occupation
'

of the Baltic and Black Sea as of the Mediterranean ?

We have had to occupy both seas in war-time, and we may have to

do so again. Sir George Clarke is not logical. He declares that
1

now, as always, the true objective of a navy is an enemy's fleets/

and that ' where those fleets are, the British navy must be
'

;
but I

am morally certain that he is not prepared to declare that

therefore we must permanently hold the seas where the Kussian

navy is strongest, although he knows as well as I do that we
have generally even more reason to anticipate trouble with Eussia

than with France. He hurls Nelson, St. Vincent, Hawke, Howard,,

and Mahan at me. Anything will apparently do as a missile.

But his dash is more conspicuous than his reflection. He admits

the possibility of our being unable to guarantee our Mediter-

ranean trade-route in war-time
; yet he seems to think that, after

our first victory in war-time, we shall be justified in sending our

transports, colliers, and storeships along the Mediterranean and

through the Suez Canal, protecting them by the way by some device

which he does not hint at. He says that, to prevent the canal from

being blocked by an enemy's foul play, it would be '

merely necessary
to pass all mercantile ships through the waterway with a guard on

board/ But this, I have the best possible reason for knowing, would

not be nearly enough. If any nominally neutral vessels whatsoever

were admitted into the canal in war-time, the waterway, guard or no

guard, could be blocked quite easily. It is not necessary to make

public how ;
I will only say that, to preclude the possibility of certain

plans being carried out, Sir George would have not merely to put a

guard into each vessel, but also to first remove every other soul from

her, and, in addition, to place the ship in dry-dock, or upon a pontoon.,
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before admitting her
;
and that even then he could not make abso-

lutely sure.

6. A bad defeat in the Mediterranean would be one of the worst

disasters that could befall us.

7. If we cannot (or will not) strengthen our position in the

Mediterranean to the requisite point, by largely increasing the fleet

there, and by establishing there a sufficient number of bases and

docks, we must, to avert the danger of a great disaster to ourselves,

evacuate that sea while peace still reigns.

Upon these points I have been misapprehended in the most

singular and inexplicable way by Sir George Clarke, as well as by all

my other opponents. I have clearly enough, as I should suppose,

dwelt upon the fact that I advocate an evacuation of the Mediter-

ranean in peace-time, and that I am at issue with Lieutenant-

Colonel Elsdale, who has advocated an evacuation upon the outbreak

of war. My object is to avert the danger of disaster at the opening
of the campaign, a danger which we now elaborately court by the

relative smallness of our forces on the spot, and by our habitual

dispersal of them. But I have written no word intended to convey
the impression that I contemplate a perpetual abandonment of the

Mediterranean, no matter what may happen. If we ever become

involved with a Mediterranean Power, and if we must fight either

for honour or for our material interests, of course we shall go again
to the Mediterranean, as we went of yore. Yet, with war already

broken out, we shall not go rashly, or in too small force, nor

shall we expose ourselves to surprise. We shall advance, as

the case may require, prudently, and with regard to the con-

ditions of modern naval warfare. We shall seize bases as we

go. We shall ensure the keeping open of a line of communica-

tions until such time as we are able to clear the enemy from the sea,

either by driving him into port or by destroying him. And we shall

not be handicapped by having, from the outset, to provide for the

safety of several exposed outposts which have little or no means of

supporting themselves, should our sea-power fail to guarantee them

for a few weeks. It is, in my view, a still more important point that,

by evacuating the Mediterranean, and by only going thither when
the most imperious business summons us, we shall avoid a risk, which

is now ever present, of being drawn into quarrels that do not suffi-

ciently concern us. To-day a dynastic revolution in Bulgaria, or a

Franco-Italian frontier row, might drag us into a great war before we
knew where we were, and long before we had time to examine into

the merits of the questions involved. I do not advocate, as some

have supposed, the abandonment of any friends who may have just
and reasonable claims on us. Cyprus might be left, though still

under Turkish suzerainty, as well off as Samos now is. As for Egypt,
have we not promised to evacuate it ? And, if the country be still
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unable to run alone, cannot France,
3
tempered by respect for the

other Powers that are interested, do the dirty work of the bond-

holders as well as Great Britain ? France is only dangerous to us so

long as we scatter and attenuate our sea strength unnecessarily. And
Malta would, I believe, accept the Pope with the greatest joy. To pre-

tend that the permanent
*

occupation
'

of the Mediterranean, or of any

part of it, in peace-time, is necessary to our success there in war-time is

the veriest nonsense. Sir George Clarke, indeed, like Balaam, blesses

where he came forth to curse, and, quite unconsciously, demonstrates

that it is nonsense. Says he :
*

Throughout the long struggle with

the French Eepublic and Empire the vital necessity of holding
on to the Mediterranean was made manifest, notwithstanding that

our trade interests were then relatively trivial. Inferiority of force

did not deter our admirals from entering it, and, when temporarily

abandoned, it was quickly reoccupied. At the beginning of 1798, the

French controlled the Mediterranean from end to end. At its close

two French ships of the line both subsequently lost remained

afloat. If Mr. Laird Clowes's
" law of self-preservation

"
had found

favour in the days of real national stress, Nelson, with a force inferior

to the Toulon fleet, would not have entered the Mediterranean in

May 1798, and the battle of the Nile would never have been fought.'

Here we have a glorious victory following immediately upon a period

when not, I admit, in consequence ofthe deliberate pursuit ofa policy,

but in consequence ofa mistake in interpretation of the policy intended

the Mediterranean had been evacuated. Because Nelson was on that

occasion in inferior force, no one has a right to contend that to attempt

important operations with inferior forces is generally a wise proceeding.
Yet Sir George appears incidentally to put forward that contention.

He seems to jeer at my advocacy of the policy of endeavouring to make
ourselves reasonably safe. I almost wonder that he does not at once

reduce the matter to an absurdity, and boldly urge us to try to hold

the Mediterranean in war as well as in peace with a single gunboat.
There is difficulty now financial or diplomatic in keeping an

adequate British fleet in the Mediterranean
; but, if we had a just

national quarrel, and if the necessity were plain, we should have no

difficulty of either kind in war-time. As things stand we may suffer

a defeat there before we can reinforce the fleet
;
but with matters

as I would have them such a catastrophe becomes almost impossible.

8. We may evacuate the Mediterranean now without imperilling

any of our material interests, if, when, or ere we do so, we adopt
certain strategic precautions ;

some of which we must adopt in any
event, as replies to the policy now being pursued by France towards

Madagascar, and near the mouth of the Ked Sea.

9. The measures of precaution to be taken include the consider-

3 A project for the gradual neutralisation of Egypt has, since the above was

written, received support from the French press of the better sort, and seems to

deserve respectful consideration.
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able strengthening of our squadron and naval bases in the Indian

Ocean and on the Cape station
;
the creation of a fortified naval

harbour at Perim, with outlying works on the mainland contiguous ;

the construction of new works at Gibraltar
;
and the occupation, a&

a naval base ofthe first class, of Tangier, and of some adjacent territory.

10. By way of the Cape of Good Hope, the pivot of our Empire,
lies the only route to India which, with a strong navy, we can be

sure of keeping always open.

Upon the objects to be gained by these precautionary measures,
and upon the manner in which the objects are to be gained, Sir

George Clarke dilates in a manner which, I am confident, nothing
that I have written will justify. He charges me with advocating a

policy of '

pure defence
'

;
he implies that I desire that France, when

at war with us, shall be allowed to do exactly as she pleases in the

Mediterranean
;
he says that * at the great gates of the Mediterranean

and Ked Sea we are bidden to maintain an expectant attitude, await-

ing an attack close to our fortified ports of Gibraltar and Tangier on

the one side, and Aden, Perim, Bab-el-Mandeb, and Siyan on the

other.' I do not know where he picked up all this. The ideas ex-

pressed are quite new to me. I am not aware that I ever mentioned1

a policy of pure defence : certainly I have never advocated it in this

connection. If we must fight an enemy we shall, as heretofore,

fight him as close as possible to his own frontiers, be they on sea or on

land. I, at least, have not heard nor imagined anything to the contrary.

Nor have I ' bidden
'

anyone to maintain an expectant attitude at Gib-

raltar or elsewhere. In truth, I did not travel so far from my immedi-

ate subject as to deem it necessary to touch at all upon what we ought
or ought not to do, in the event of our finding ourselves at war with

a Mediterranean Power. My business was with the position advisable

for us to maintain during peace. Since, it appears, I must now

say something about the position in war-time also, I venture, with

confidence, to put it to Sir George Clarke that, if ever again we have

to watch Toulon, and to fight near it, we shall do so more advantage-

ously with a fine base, such as I would have at Tangier, behind us and

between us and home, than with no base at all on the route between

Toulon and Plymouth. I cannot regard Gibraltar, as it now is, as a

serious base for naval operations. There is no dock
; only one dock is

in contemplation ;
and vessels coaling in the bay must, at least for some

time to come, lie very much exposed to seaward, and quite open to

attack from long-range guns on the Spanish side. Upon the question
whether in war-time the fleet is to act in front or in the rear of its

bases I naturally said nothing, although Sir George chooses to imply
that I wish it to act behind them. It never occurred to me that any-
one could possibly credit me with the stupidity of supposing that a

base exists for any other purpose than for the facilitation of operations
in front of it and on the line of communications

; but people are
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evidently shakier than I imagined on the subject of bases, and so, I

dare say, I ought to have left nothing to be taken as granted.
I do not understand Sir George to deny that, if such dispositions

as I have advocated were made, a very effective watch could be kept, by

squadrons having their headquarters at Tangier and Perim respectively,

upon all craft, and especially upon all large bodies of ships, passing those

places. The work of observation would not be in the least difficult in

peace. In war, when it would be very harassing, it would still be simply
so much blockade duty, and whether the commander-in-chief chose, at

any given moment, to watch at the '

Gate,' or to advance to Toulon or

to Suez, as the case might be, hardship and insecurity would be in-

evitable for all engaged. Sir George quotes against me Captain
Mahan's principle, that the first object of Great Britain should be * to

grasp firmly some vital chord of the enemy's communication, and

so force him to fight there.' This petard hoists not me but the

gallant Engineer. At present, supposing us to be strong enough, we

grasp the communication between Toulon and Algeria. At Gibraltar

and Tangier we should grip far more efficaciously a much more im-

portant chord the route between Toulon and the French Atlantic

ports ; and, if for once I may fling a bit of Nelson at my opponents

(they respect little else), I would point out that most of our naval

strategy in Europe during the long wars was directed to the preven-
tion of the concentration of the French fleets from these places. We
now grasp, as I think, very loosely, a chord which is not vital

;
the

new arrangement would give us an extremely tight grasp of a chord

of the utmost importance. And if, with its base in the Straits, we

kept a fleet even a little less powerful than our present Mediterranean

and Channel Squadrons combined, together with a force of destroyers,

we should have an almost impregnable interior position. Besides, we

should still threaten on the flank the French communications with

Algeria. At the other end, at Perim, a far smaller force would suffice

if it were backed by a fairly large and modern squadron in the Indian

Ocean, with docking accommodation to match. France would not

be likely ever to attempt to send a large naval force down to or

through the canal, if she knew that at Gibraltar, or nearer, there was

a British force competent to deal with her entire Toulon fleet
;
and if

she did attempt it, many of the conditions would be favourable fpr a

second and modernised edition of the battle of the Nile. Moreover,

the news of the dispatch of any expedition from Toulon would reach

Bombay in time to allow of reinforcements thence reaching the Ked

Sea before the French force could appear there. Sir George is

pleased to make merry over my contention that Perim is
'

admirably
suited for holding Obock in check.' That is because he will not realise

that bases are now nearly as important as fleets, owing to the com-

paratively limited radius of action of modern battleships, to the rapid

expenditure of modern ammunition, to the necessity for frequent

docking, and to the impossibility of effecting serious repairs to a man-
Vor, XXXVII No. 219 3 N
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of-war except in dock. I do not deny that bases may be abused as

well as used ;
but because the Chinese in the late war abused them,

it does not follow that such things can be dispensed with.

Quite apart from the Mediterranean question, it is incumbent

upon us to largely strengthen our position in the Indian Ocean. As

I have pointed out, France is about to found a new eastern empire for

herself in Madagascar an island the natural riches of which are well

known to be enormous. I might have also pointed out that the

recent policy of Kussia towards Persia suggests that the Northern

Power hopes one day to touch the sea in the Persian Gulf, and that

we may soon have to revise our relations with Oman and Muscat.

As regard the strategical importance of the Cape of (rood Hope, Sir

George seems to forget, first, that it is one of the greatest of the

British colonies
; next, that, if the Mediterranean and canal route to

India were ever blocked (and he admits the possibility of such a

thing), our only way eastwards would be by the Cape ;
and thirdly,

that on the ocean route between Gibraltar and India the Cape is

our only big coaling-station.

Indeed, my opponents appear to forget a very great deal which,

as patriotic Britons, they ought to remember. One is that the British

Empire of 1895 is a very different thing from the British Empire of

1800. In that year Anglo-Australasia had a white population of only

10,000 souls, and commerce valued at no more than 200,000. It

now has a population of more than 5,000,000, and commerce worth

at least 113,000,000^. In 1800 British India had a population

certainly not exceeding 35,000,000, and commerce worth only about

8,500,000. The population is now about 300,000,000, and the

commerce is worth upwards of 200,000,000^. In 1800, again, we did

not possess the Cape of Good Hope, nor any important footings in

Africa excepting at the Gambia and at Sierra Leone. We had not

Mauritius, nor Singapore, nor Hong Kong, nor British Guiana, nor

British Columbia, nor New Guinea, nor North Borneo. There was

probably not an Englishman in New Zealand. All Canada had a popu-
tion not exceeding that of the Birmingham of to-day. We had a

sovereign, who, happening to be also Elector of Hanover, Duke of

Brunswick and Liineburg, Arch-Treasurer and Prince of the Holy
Eoman Empire, and much more, was necessarily interested in a great

many Continental events, which otherwise might have been regarded
with comparative indifference by this country. In addition, there was

ramping in Europe the most able and ambitious military adventurer

that the modern world has produced a man such as, happily, is

seen only once or twice in a thousand years. It was in those very

exceptional circumstances, and, indeed, in that year, that we acquired

Malta. Europe then meant very much more to us than it means

now
; the British Empire beyond the seas meant very much less.

Besides, ours was a self-supporting country in those times. We
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grew our own wheat
;
we did not depend, even to the extent of one

ounce, upon American flour, upon Australian mutton, upon sea-borne

beef. No enemy, potent though he might be at sea, could rob us of

our bread and meat, though he might stint us of our luxuries. Even

now, we could at a pinch dispense for a long period with all that

comes to us through the Straits of Gibraltar, and specially with that

part of it that cannot come to us by way of the Cape ;
but if we failed

to hold the Atlantic, and the ocean trade-routes to America and

Australia, we should run risk of starving within three months. More-

over we should lose our most valuable possessions in all parts of the

world
;
and the empire, which is now the largest that history has

known, would presently shrink to a despicable shadow. This result

is the price which we may be called upon to pay to-morrow for

our continued policy of peacock-strutting in the Mediterranean in

peace-time. We have a diamond of untold value to guard. We are

neglecting it in order to sacrifice before an immaterial fantasy.

Even if what I call the fantasy be no fantasy at all, but the splendid

reality which Sir George Clarke, and those who think with him, would

have us to believe it to be, we are still courting danger ; for our

Mediterranean fleet is too weak, and our Mediterranean resources are

too small, to justify us in thinking that, when the strain of war with

one or, it may be, with two or three Powers comes, we can be reason-

ably sure of maintaining our huge pretensions.

Sir George Clarke puts forward, as one of the reasons why, at all

costs, we must hold on to the Mediterranean, that the inland sea

provides us with an unrivalled training ground for our fleet. The

Duke of Wellington was in his old age helped over a crossing by an

officious admirer, who at once began to express in exaggerated
terms his pride and delight at having been for a moment arm and

arm with so great a man. The Duke shut him up with a phrase
such as only the conventionalities of controversy prevent me from

now using to my gallant opponent. If the Mediterranean be indeed

such an incomparable training ground, I do not know why we

should not continue to use part of it, occasionally, as such, provided

always that we do so as other non-Mediterranean nations do that is,

as visitors and not as freeholders. But, for my part, I do not think

that the Mediterranean is a better training ground than the Channel,

the Atlantic, the West Indies Station, or the Pacific, and it is at

least significant that our Training Squadron goes thither compara-

tively little, and spends much more of its time in the Atlantic. For

practice in steam tactics the Mediterranean is a good place. So would

be the pond in St. James's Park, if only it were a little larger than it

is. But practice in the Bay of Biscay, or off Gibraltar, is likely to

be more instructive, I have watched steam tactics in dirty weather

as well as in fine, both in the Mediterranean and in the Atlantic
;

and I can make a pretty shrewd guess as to which station teaches the
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more useful lessons. In suggesting that I advocate the abandon-

ment of the Mediterranean because we are liable to attack there, Sir

George Clarke is entirely mistaken. He is equally mistaken in sup-

posing that I urge the abandonment because ' we may perhaps have

to fight there.' I urge the abandonment solely on the grounds that,

so long as we hold the Mediterranean as we now pretend to hold it,

we are deliberately and gratuitously courting very grave disaster :

that, short of doing what Sir George himself admits to be impracti-
cableviz. : greatly strengthening our fleet there, and, at the same

time, acquiring and fortifying fresh naval bases up the Straits we
shall best ensure our real objects by adopting the policy which T have

outlined ;
that the adoption of this policy will free us from many pre-

occupations that at present trammel us unnecessarily, and will im-

mensely strengthen our general position ;
that it will also be

economical in the long run
;
and that it will enable us to pay the

attention which we ought to pay to the world-wide character of our

empire,
4 and to our dependence upon it, rather than upon the attitude

of the Powers in the Mediterranean.

At present, in spite of recent agitation, of the Naval Defence Act,

of Lord Spencer's programme, and of official optimism, our navy is

unequal, particularly in the matter of armoured ships of all kinds, to

the combined navies of France and Italy, or of France and Kussia.

We have made up a good deal of lee-way since 1885, but we still

remain far to leeward. While we are in this position we ought not

to play tricks, nor to incur daily risk, in consequence of our outposts

being too weak and much too far advanced, of being caught at a disad-

vantage and of being cut up. Our immediate and most pressing duties

to our own empire are fully as much as, and indeed almost more than,

we can be reasonably certain of fulfilling until such time as we have

fleets, crews, and bases on a considerably more extensive scale than the

scale of to-day. To be, in such circumstances, in the Mediterranean

for the sake of attemptingto keep the peace there among the Mediterra-

nean nations may be very good philanthropy, yet very bad policy.

To cling to pretensions which, in all human probability, we cannot

make good, is surely provocative swagger, and seems unworthy of us.

Sir George Clarke cannot reconcile philanthropy with provocative

swagger. Alas ! I fear that in these latter days the couple often run

together in double harness in England.

W. LAIRD CLOWES
('
NAUTICUS

').

4 At the moment of writing, when it may be necessary for us to interfere in the

China Seas, either to check the jealous intervention of Russia, backed by France, or

to moderate the natural, yet possibly unwise, enthusiasms of Japan, our squadron on

the spot is inferior, both in number of ships and in number of quick-firing guns, alike

to the Japanese and to the Franco-Russian fleets.

The Editor of THE NINETEENTH CENTURY cannot undertake
to return unaccepted MSS.
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ENGLAND AND FRANCE ON THE NIGER

'THE RACE FOR BORGU*

IT has been the reproach of the British possessions in West Africa

the Gambia, Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast, Lagos, and the Oil rivers

that though they have been under the British flag for so many
years (some of them, indeed, for several centuries), little or nothing
has been done to extend our influence into the interior. British

administration has been content to sit as a custodian at the ports,

and to reap the benefit of such commerce as found its outlet there,

conducted, as it mainly was, through unscrupulous negro middlemen,
who denied the real producers access to the markets, and levied such

arbitrary exactions from the natives of the interior as their own

avarice and greed might prompt. Cannibalism, human sacrifice, and

the worst forms of slavery might go on unchecked in the interior,

and even among the middlemen, as witness the recent orgies of the

natives of the coast town of Brass, but the British traders ' meant

dollars,' and, like Gallio,
* cared for none of these things.' Until the

year 1809 the dollars accumulated by the British traders were the

direct price of human blood, but in that year the slave-trade was

abolished, and the exports took the form of palm oil and other natural

products. The abolition of the oversea slave trade was, however,

but a veneer of humanity which soon overlay a practice hardly less

destructive to the native races than the slave trade itself. In ex-

change for the commercial products which had superseded the traffic

in slaves, the European
'

pioneers of civilisation
'

imported into the

country thousands nay, millions of firearms, with powder, and a

VOL. XXXVII No. 220 3
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flood of poisonous liquor. These imports continued unchecked until

very recently, when the obligations incurred under the Brussels Act

necessitated some prohibition of the import of firearms. The import
of spirits, however, remained practically unchecked. Humanitarian

motives now furnished an excellent cover for the imposition of duties

on spirits which, though too low to check the import, served to en-

rich the administrations of the coast ports, and to provide a large
revenue for the mere trouble of collection.

It is due to the unceasing energy of French extension in West
Africa an extension which in England we have invariably stigmatised
as *

aggression/ notwithstanding the fact that our colonies had during
all these years made little or no effort to develop their own hinter-

lands that within the last year or two England has awakened to the

necessity of some action, however vacillating, with regard to her

West African possessions.

Kecently, the energy and enterprise of Sir Gilbert Carter have

boldly faced the problem of the middlemen, and the defeat of the

Jebus, followed by the submission of the Egbas in 1891, has

thrown open the hinterland of Lagos to British exploitation. The
immediate hinterland of Lagos consisted of the country of the

Yerubas, a most industrious race passionately devoted to trading.
The majority of their country, up to the eighth degree of north

latitude, abounds in the oil palms. The ' Elu '

bush (Lonchocarpus

cydnescens), largely cultivated for its 'excellent indigo dye, thrives

everywhere ; cotton is grown in great quantities, and the native looms

produce an admirable, strong, and beautifully woven cloth
;
the forests

abound in rubber, and the industry of the people produces in abund-

ance these and other products in exchange for the imports of Lagos,
which consist, alas ! for the most part of poisonous gin, for which

a more extended market has thus been created by this opening up
of the interior. So far, however, Lagos has succeeded in penetrating

only some 120 miles from the coast. Beyond this, to the north-west,

the Yorubas are harassed by large plundering bands of the Borgu.

Passing southwards from their own boundary (about lat. 9 N.), and

circling round the larger towns, these freebooters cut off communica-

tions from the south, fall daily upon little parties of traders, and, not

content with plundering, massacre them with ruthless cruelty. The

greater part of northern Yoruba has thus become a wilderness, and

in such centres of population as still exist the towns are defended by
lines of walls within walls, by deep moats and massive gates. Out-

side of their fortifications the Yorubas dare not call their lives their

own, and every party passing from the north to convey their produce

to, or visit their friends in, the southern towns, is escorted by a small

army of warriors. When these escorts meet the enemy they are

usually victorious, but a superstitious dread of the witchcraft and of

the deadly poisoned arrows for which the Borgu are famous through-
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out West Africa, has prevented their ever making head against them

by an invasion in force of Borgu. Such an invasion has been

attempted, but the Yorubas are firmly convinced that the Borgu

possess the power of creating dissension in the minds of their enemies,

and thus predisposed to panic, it is little to be wondered at that the

result they dreaded overtook their armies, and internal dissensions

compelled them to abandon the war. Sir Gilbert Carter was not the

man to allow this unsatisfactory state of things to continue, but his

energies were for the moment directed towards the north-eastern

frontier of Yoruba, and the settlement of a difficulty between two

powerful sections of the Yoruba peoples the Ibadans and the

Illorins detained his officers. The Ibadans represented the Yoruba

people properly so called, and were in treaty with the Lagos Govern-

ment; the Illorins represented the Foula Mohammedan conquerors of

the great. Sokoto Empire, who had in earlier times overrun the whole

country, but were now restricted to its north-eastern district under

the Foula Emir of Illorin. This Emir, as an outlying tributary of

the Sokoto Empire, was in treaty with the Koyal Niger Company,
and since that company thus already controlled a half of northern

Yoruba, it lay at least as much to their hand as to that of the Lagos
Government to undertake the administration of the remainder of the

northern district by entering into treaty relations with its principal

chiefs.

The coast area of the Royal Niger Company is but small, con-

sisting merely of the main mouth of the Niger, with some portion of

its delta. Their role, in opposition to that of the other Govern-

ments of the West Coast, had been the development of the far interior.

Situated, as the mouth of the Niger is, in the angle of the great curve

called the Gulf of Guinea, the term hinterland could hardly be

applied to their territories, which consist of the countries accessible

from both banks of the river and its great tributary the Benue. The

Niger is navigable by light-draught steamers for three months and by
launches for nine months, to a point a few miles past the small river-

island of Jebba (lat. 9 10' N.) ;
and the countries which border this

northern part of the river as far as Jebba are Nupe and Illorin, both of

which have long been in treaty alliance with the company. On the left

bank Nupe extends far beyond the limit of navigation, and as the

countries on this, the eastern, side of the river were secured to

England under the treaty with France (August 1890), which fixed

the boundary between the two Powers at a line drawn from Say, on

the Upper Niger, to Barrua, on Lake Chad, there is no question as to

the European suzerainty in this district. On the right bank, how-

ever, the case requires more explanation. The company maintain

that the Say-Barrua line, being an east and west line, has no signifi-

cance unless it be to delimit the territory lying between the

meridians passing through its extreme points. They maintain, there-

3 o 2
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fore, that all the territory lying south of the Say-Barrua line (with

the exception of a portion of Dahomey, which was admitted as

within French influence by separate and simultaneous instruments),

is, under this international agreement, a part of British territory

quite independently of any local treaties with tribal chiefs. They

support their contention by the fact that the inception of the treaty

was in order to protect the hinterland of the French Mediterranean

possessions, and this is specified in the text. These possessions are

distant from the Say-Barrua line more than 1,500 miles, and the

intention, therefore, was clearly to secure to France all this vast area

north of the latitude of Say, except a small protruding portion of the

Sokoto Empire, while that lying to the south sjiould remain British.

There was no indication in the treaty that the area assigned to

Great Britain should be limited to the east side of the Niger. On
the contrary, the company maintain that the purpose of the treaty

was to assign to France the whole of the Upper Niger (navigable

throughout its greater portion), together with sole control over all

territory on both its banks, provided that Great Britain obtained a

similar control on the Lower Niger south of Say. This intention

was clearly understood in the pourparlers which preceded the signa-

ture of the treaty, and the French thereupon, abandoning all idea of

finding an outlet for the trade of their countries by the lower Niger,

proceeded to connect by a railway the towns of Bammako, on the

Upper navigable Niger, with Medina, on the navigable Senegal river,

so as to bring the products of the ' buckle of the Niger
'

to the sea-

port of St. Louis in French Senegal. At a later period, however,

after the French had annexed Dahomey, it seems to have occurred to

them to dispute the validity of England's exclusive claim to the right

bank of the Niger. North of Jebba, and debouching for a few miles

on the Lower navigable Niger, extends the eastern limit of the

country of Borgu. The Borgu chief who owned sway over this

riverine territory, had his capital at Boussa, above the rapids (south of

Say). His authority over the whole of that portion of Borgu which

extends along the Niger appeared to be unquestioned, and he ener-

getically insisted that he was moreover titular king of all Borgu.
With this chief the Koyal Niger Company concluded a treaty in

January 1890, and since that date he has never swerved in his alle-

giance to the company, from whom he has been in receipt of an

annual subsidy. North of Borgu the company had treaty rights over

Gurma, a province of Gandu, whose territories bordered the river on

both sides up to and beyond Say. As a portion of the Sokoto Empire,

moreover, these countries were especially excluded from any French

interference under the treaty of August 1890. Such was the posi-
tion in 1894.

The French meanwhile had been gradually extending eastwards

from their possessions in Senegambia, on the Atlantic coast, and had
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cut off all the natural hinterland of the British colonies of the

Gambia, Sierra Leone, and the Gold Coast, together with those of the

Free Negro State of Liberia. It now became evident that it was their

intention to carry this extension to the rear of German Togo-land

and the Lagos territory of Yoruba, gaining a fresh outlet to the sea

through their new possession of Dahomey. Entirely setting aside the

British claims under the international agreement I have described,

they went further, and threw doubts on the validity of the Boussa

treaty under which the company claimed to have acquired suzerainty
over all Borgu. Suddenly, therefore, this little-known country became

the centre of interest to three of the greatest Powers of Europe.

Extending as it does to the north of Yoruba (Lagos), Dahomey
(French), and part of Togo-land (German), each nation became eager
to contest the title-deeds to its possession. But important as it was

to France and Germany, it was of vastly greater importance to

England. By the Berlin Act of 1885 freedom of transit on the Niger
was secured to the commercial vessels of all nations. But so long as

the territory on both banks from the mouth up to Say was exclusively

British, while the navigation of the river north of Jebba was hopelessly

interrupted by cataracts, this freedom of transit could not be em-

ployed to injure the company's revenues. On the Upper Niger,

between Bammako and Timbuctoo, the French have placed steamers

and gunboats, and if they could also acquire Borgu, and so obtain a

long stretch of the right bank of the Lower Niger, they could draw

the trade from the British regions of the central Soudan to the

detriment of the British revenues.

The possession, therefore, of Borgu became a matter of some

importance to France, but of vital importance to the Koyal Niger

Company if they desired to maintain the sole control of the lower

waterway by Great Britain. In pursuance of these aims France now
declared that the British treaties with Boussa were valueless as regards
the suzerainty of Borgu. The leading French journals emphatically
insisted that Nikki alone was the capital of all Borgu, and its

king the ruler of the whole country.
1 Convinced that the powerful

expedition which had suddenly left France for Dahomey on the 24th

of July 1894 under Captain Decceur would reach Nikki long before

any other could possibly arrive there, they were loud in their

protestations that whoever first concluded a treaty with the King of

Nikki would be the real European suzerain of Borgu.
' It is,' said

the Politique Coloniale, the chief colonial organ in France, 'a

veritable steeplechase to which France, England, and Germany are

devoting themselves to gain that part of the buckle of the Niger

1 ' The authority of the King of Nikki extends to the north, and to the east as far

as the right bank of the Niger, where it includes the important points of Gomba and

<of Boussa.' Politique Coloniale, December 19, 1894. Vide also same paper, dated

January 29, 1895.
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which impinges on the lower river
'

(December 19, 18 94),
2 and believ-

ing, as they did, that France was bound to win the race, they scarce

took the trouble to restrain a somewhat premature exultation. Already
M. Ballot, Governor ofDahomey, had prepared the way for Decoeur by

proceeding beyond the northern limits of Dahomey, through the

Sabe country to the borders of Borgu. Decoeur on landing had but

to march straight through to join him, and thence only some fifty

miles separated him from Nikki. It would seem that the feverish

anxiety of France had placed in the field some four or five separate

expeditions to gain her object. In the far west Monteil was advancing
on Kong with an army of 1,146 soldiers, while towards Borgu itself

were directed the expeditions of Captain Decoaur, Captain Toutee,

Lieutenant Baud, and M. Alby, TAdministrateur' of Dahomey (Pol.

Col. December 19, 1894).

Under such circumstances the Royal Niger Company were not

idle, though at this period they had no knowledge of the scale of

preparations which were being made by France. Decceur's depar-
ture was known, but inquiries only resulted in the assurance that his

objects were solely confined to Dahomey. Although maintaining
that the treaties with Boussa were effective over the whole of Borgu,
the company was well aware how difficult would be the task of

proving this by native evidence against a French treaty with Nikki.

They therefore entrusted to me a mission, whose object was to en-

deavour to anticipate French enterprise in this direction. I left

London on the 28th July, 1894, with this object.

The country of Borgu which had thus acquired a temporary noto-

riety is one of the few districts remaining in Africa which were as yet

unexplored by Europeans. The invasions of the Foula Mohamme-
dans who swept over all this portion of Africa, and formed the

mighty empire of Sokoto-Gandu and Samory, spent their force

against it in vain. To the north, south, east, and west their conquests

met with no check, but Borgu remained unconquered. At the present

day the Foulas, who throughout these vast regions hold a position

as a superior race, and call themselves ' White men/ are but slaves

in Borgu. It is estimated that at the present moment the kings of

Sokoto and Bornu could place a force numbered by thousands both

of infantry and cavalry in the field. The armies of Samory and

Ahmadou offshoots of the Foula race which have been opposed
to the French, have likewise numbered many thousands. El Hadj
Omar's original army in 1854 numbered 12,000 men, while later

armies opposed to the French advance by his successors, Ahmadou
and Samory, have included much greater numbers, and the vast

quantities of arms of precision and munitions which from time to

2 *
C'est une veritable course au clocher que se livrent en ce moment la France,

I'Angleterre et 1'Allemagne pour la mainmise de la partie de la bouche du Niger
attenante au cours moyen du fleuve.'
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time fell into the hands of the victors, included ' Gras
'

rifles of native

manufacture. It is no wonder, then, that the comparatively small

nation of Borgu, which alone had resisted the tide of Foula conquest
which had repelled with equal success the incursions of the invin-

cible army of Dahomey with its dreaded Amazon warriors from the

south should have attained a singular prestige a prestige so great

that throughout the western Soudan the people of Borgu were credited

with occult powers of witchcraft. Not only had they thus held at bay
the hostile hordes which had annihilated the nations around them,

but hitherto they had, as we have seen, excluded the European ex-

plorer, and the greater part of their country remained wholly un-

known to Europe. Wolf, a German, in 1889 succeeded in penetrating
Western Borgu, and arrived near to Nikki only to die. Kling had to

turn back before he reached that point. Duncan, in 1 846, had travelled

far into Borgu only to meet the same fate as Wolf. Later, in 1893,

the expedition of M. Hess, a Frenchman travelling northwards from

Yoruba, was cut to pieces by the Borgu, and the leader was himself

killed by a poisoned arrow. In the extreme east only, near the Niger,

had Clapperton and Lander succeeded in passing unscathed. The

great traveller Barth had left Borgu to the south, though he collected

much information about the country. The latest writer on the

Niger district thus sums up the available information about Borgu :
3

These people are decidedly the most interesting of the tribes of the Middle

Niger, being the sole pagan tribe which has successfully resisted the Mohammedan
invasion. For years did the Foulas of Sokoto and Gando attempt to conquer the

country, desisting, however, in the end, in the firm belief that the blessing of their

prophet was not with them in fighting against this strange people. They them-

selves ascribe their invincibility not so much to their fighting powers as to their

religion, which they affirm is that of '

Kisra, a Jew' (our Christ?) who gave his

life for the sins of mankind. They are most indignant, and perhaps justly so, at

being called pagans, considering themselves in every way far superior to the

Mohammedans. They say that their forefathers were originally settled in the

north of Africa, and were driven from thence about the eighth or ninth century

by the Mohammedan conquerors. They claim connection with Bornu, and it is to

be remarked that, as Bariba is the native name for Borgu, so also the native name
for Bornu is Berebere, or Barri-bari. The two tribes, therefore, before they were

driven south, possibly formed part of the Barbary States. Be that as it may, there

is no doubt that Borgu and Bornu established order and a regular form of govern-
ment in their present provinces ages before any other tribe of these parts dreamt

of such things ;
and to this day both have remained unfettered by the Foula yoke.

The Borgu people are much feared by their neighbours, since they have frequently

proved their bravery in the field.
' Ten Borgu horsemen are enough to defeat one

hundred Foula horsemen '

is a Housa proverb.
' The Borgu arrow is very poison-

ous
'

expresses the NupeV view of their neighbours ;
while in Yoruba-land old

women say,
' God deliver one from a Bariba war.' Their arms consist of spears

and arrows, the poison on the latter being very deadly, and they have been able to

hold their own with these weapons even against the forces of the King of Dahomey,
armed with muskets. . . . Their knowledge of medicines is proverbial.

* What-

3
Mockler-Ferryman, p. 144.
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ever disease cannot be cured in Bariba-land can be cured nowhere else,' is a common

saying- among the tribes of the Western Soudan. With all their good points,

however, the Borgu are cut-throats and robbers at heart, and travelling in their

country is attended with much danger, and . . . caravans, unless well armed,
have to pay a heavy blackmail to secure a safe passage.

Without endorsing everything here stated, my experience in

Borgu led me to conclude that this verdict is in the main correct.

The English expedition under my command consisted of forty

soldiers undisciplined and raw Housa recruits hampered by large

impedimenta, numbering over 320 unarmed men and some forty

donkeys. The ' race for Borgu
' made it imperative to start without

waiting for the cessation of the rains. The flooded watercourses and

swollen rivers, the dense impenetrable vegetation which in Africa

springs up during the rainy season, and the mortality among the

transport^ animals unable to stand the wet and exposure, together
with other difficulties which it is needless to specify here, made pro-

gress far more difficult and slow than it would have proved a few

months later.

I may perhaps be permitted to digress in brief explanation, since it

is probably hard for English readers to appreciate how very greatly the

difficulties of African travel are increased when it is necessary, as it

was in this case, to start during the rainy season. Had we waited,

however, for
' a more convenient season,' without attempting to sur-

mount these difficulties I should have been at least two months too

late, and instead of anticipating Captain Decceur by sixteen days, I

should have reached Nikki a month or two after it had become (in

his view) a French possession. It took us, for instance, eight hours to

cross our first stream, fordable with hardly a check later in the year.

A single tiny canoe, obtained after great delay and with much diffi-

culty, carries across about fifteen loads (or twelve of the men who
can't swim) at each journey. Crossing and recrossing the boiling

stream more than a score of times, the passage is at length effected,

while the transport animals are unladen, and swum across one by one

and reladen on the other bank. On another occasion, where no canoe

was available for an unfordable stream, we had to construct a rough

bridge by cutting down such trees as overhung the water. Such

\*ork was familiar to me, but to my men it was wholly new, and to

describe the difficulty of getting savages to grasp one's intention and

assist with any semblance of sense, especially when one is ignorant
of their language, is a task beyond the ability of my pen. Apart
from swollen streams, the dense dripping grass six feet high which

soaks the sacks of hay which do duty as saddles and doubles their

weight the descending torrents of rain, which induce fever among
the Europeans, and send the porters to bed foodless by extinguishing
their camp fires, while it utterly prostrates the donkeys all these

add to their discomfort, and delay the progress of the march. Beyond
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extra work and discomfort, however, there is a more serious side.

The men and animals tired, and often foodless through a march spun
out from day-dawn to sunset, straggle hopelessly, and the caravan

(at shortest a mile in length) becomes indefinitely prolonged. The
dense grass which later will be burned by the annual fires of the

Soudan invites an ambush, and prevents the sounds of conflict

reaching through the intervening
'

bush.' This, in a dangerous country

teeming with freebooters and robbers, adds greatly to a leader's

anxieties and to his work. I quote these minor details only to show

that the imperative necessity of reaching our objective before our

rivals knew no law of delay ;
that we succeeded in spite of these

obstacles was entirely due to the unwearying efforts of my comrades,

Messrs. Mottram and Keynolds, whose energy nothing could deter,

and whose willingness nothing could damp. Material indeed were

not wanting for the more graphic pen of a '

special correspondent/

eager to excite the imagination of his readers.

Landing at Akassa, at the mouth of the Niger, Boussa, some 650

miles from the sea, was visited on the 15th of September, the ascent

having been made by steamer as far as Jebba, and thence overland

for one hundred miles. The whole expedition reached Kiama, the

first inland district of Borgu, a month later, and on the 10th of

November I concluded a treaty with the King of Nikki. Five days
after we had left Nikki the French expedition under Captain Decoeur

arrived, and it was closely followed by a second under M. Alby. In

spite of the prior treaty made by myself, the Frenchmen determined

to conclude one, and the French papers state that they succeeded in

doing this on the 26th of November. The English papers, however,
announce that a report was current in Lagos in January, long before

the news of the English treaty was known, to the effect that French

protection had been refused by the Borgu. Two officers of the

Deco3ur expedition travelling down the Niger many months later

informed Lieutenant Turner that the expedition consisted of 500

Senegalese. These '
tirailleurs

'

were, it is believed, armed with

magazine rifles, and in addition it is reported that the French had

some guns. In the face of such a force the Nikki king would sign

anything, for he was apparently taken wholly by surprise. In fact,

there was no rumour of the advance of the French at the time we left

the town, only four or five days apparently before their arrival.

According to the French papers Captain Decoeur concluded his treaty,

and M. Alby, on his arrival, added to this a declaration that no

previous treaty had been concluded. Their telegrams announcing
the French treaty made no reference to the English expedition, so

that when the news of the prior treaty by the British reached Europe,
the French press naturally stigmatised it as false, remarking that it

was absurd to suppose that Captain Decceur would not have heard

of my having been at Nikki. But, strange to say, the two French
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officers already alluded to acknowledged that they were well aware the

British had been before them ! The British expedition passing south-

wards concluded treaties with the frontier chiefs of North Yoruba, and

obtained a voluntary declaration from the chief of Southern Borgu that

he was wholly bound by the treaty entered into by his brother at Nikki.

Meanwhile the commanders of the French expeditions, claiming

Borgu as theirs in virtue of their belated and futile treaty at

Nikki, considered, I presume, that the English treaty of 1890 with

Boussa had thereby become valueless, since they had emphatically
maintained that the Nikki king was suzerain of all Borgu, including
Boussa. They, therefore, proceeded to visit that town, and thence

passing southwards they established themselves on the Niger. It

appears that from here they endeavoured to open a route to north

Dahomey. I had, however, been careful to close this very route by

prior treaties with Kishi and Ilesha. Later intelligence is to the

effect that they have quarrelled with the Nupe chiefs on the left

bank of the Niger, and have plundered and burnt a Nupe village.

Nupe (aportion ofthe Sokoto Empire) has for manyyears been included

in the Niger Protectorate, and has been in treaty with the Niger Com-

pany, and in receipt of a large annual subsidy from them. The quarrel

has probably arisen from arbitrary and wholly unjustifiable exactions

and demands for food and canoes, which should have been made through
the company's agent. If it be true that an armed French expedition has

actually crossed the Niger, the position becomes still more critical.

It is stated that Captain Toutee is a private individual, but in the case

of both Emin Pasha and Dr. Carl Peters, who led armed expeditions
into British East Africa in 1889-91, the German Government formally

disavowed their acts and repudiated them. Is the French Govern-

ment prepared to act with similar courtesy in the case of Captain
Toutee ? Evidence, however, is not wanting, and can be produced
on requisition, that Captain Toutee did not start in the capacity of

a private traveller, though it is easily credible that he may have

subsequently exceeded his instructions. In brief, the case stands

thus : the company claim that the French had no right to enter

Borgu east of the meridian of Say under the international agree-
ment of 1890. Apart from this, Borgu belongs to whichever Power
first concludes a treaty with the local king. The company claimed

to have done so in respect of their treaty with Boussa. In deference,

however, to the repeated assertions of France, that Nikki was the

sole and only suzerain of Borgu, they sent me thither. The British

treaty (concluded solely in deference to this assertion by France)

preceded the French treaty by sixteen days, consequently it

*
baffles the wit of man '

to divine on what grounds the French can

justify the continuance of their expeditions in Borgu territory, while

we on our part are willing to admit the error which led to their

arrival, and to rest content with their immediate withdrawal. If the
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later news be true that any armed French expedition, private or

otherwise, has crossed the Niger, it is nothing short, of a national

insult, and for the sake of our good relations and continued peace
with our neighbour, it is earnestly to be hoped that the French

Government will lose no time in repudiating any such action on the

part of its officers.

The extremely untenable nature of the French claims towards the

Niger, and the gratuitously aggressive appearance of some of the

actions of their agents in this direction among which may be

included the forcible entry into the Niger of the French gunboat
* L'Ardent,' in violation of international law lead me to infer that

these actions must have a definite ulterior motive, and that it is

absurd to suppose that that motive can possibly consist in the idea of

justifying such acts of wanton aggression, and thereby acquiring any

rights in the territories in question. The real objective of France

as I have repeatedly pointed out during the last three years is the

Nile Valley. Events have now justified my forecast. Her motive is

triple. (1) Access to the navigable waterway of the Nile, as an outlet

for the trade of her Central Soudan possessions, a claim she would be

certain to advance if she had a station on any navigable tributary of

the Nile. (2) Extension of her African Empire from the Atlantic to

the Ked Sea, an extension for which she has long been energetically

preparing from her base at Obok and Tanjurrah, opposite Aden, and

by agents in Abyssinia. (3) The embarrassment of England in Egypt
by the acquisition of the Upper Nile and the control of the waters of

the river.

The steady and uniform policy pursued by France in West
Africa since 1876 a policy never interrupted, and prosecuted at a

cost of millions forbids us to judge French colonial extension by
the standard of our own spasmodic efforts. In spite of almost in-

superable difficulties, the splendid victories of Achinard, Humbert,
and Combes over the great armies of Ahmadou and Samory secured

the steady advance of France eastwards from Senegambia. This un-

broken policy of annexation has of late years been similarly inaugu-
rated in the more southern possession of the French Congo. Early
last year we heard of an extremely powerful army under Colonel

Monteil, which was reported to be marching from the rapids at the

juncture of the Welle and Mobanghi rivers towards the Bahr el Gazal

and the Nile. Monteil was indeed recalled with a portion of his force

in order to undertake new operations against Samory and Kong, but

the bulk of the force presumably remains, with an enormous staff of

officers and munitions. 80,000. was voted unanimously in the

French Chamber for the establishment of a telegraph and the placing
of gunboats on the river, in order to make in fact (and there was

no secret about it) a thoroughly effective base for an expedition to-

wards the Nile. These events took place a year ago, and long before
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that time it was understood that Captain Decaze had been engaged
in transferring an already powerful -expedition from the lower to the

upper river. What has become of these forces, and of the money
voted for the prosecution of these schemes? The French papers

boasted that the Anglo-Congo treaty would be confronted with un

fait accompli ;
and it is likely we may ere long find that their boast

was not an idle one. From Bungasso to Dem Suliman on the navi-

gable Bahr el Gazal, the great tributary which enters the Nile at

Sobat (Fashoda), is not more than 300 miles. The time we have

wasted in inaction is more than sufficient for an army, even in Central

Africa, to accomplish this distance. An authoritative statement

recently made in Parliament by the responsible Minister of the

Crown, has irrevocably committed this country to uphold her rights

in the Nile Valley ;
and all who have our national interests and our

national honour at heart are glad of it. But the time has come aye,

and almost passed for definite action, and not for mere words. There

are several forms which that action might take, but it is beyond the

scope of the present article to deal with this large and very grave

question, nor would it, perhaps, at the present moment be advisable

to do so here.

Borgu is a peculiar country to travel in. The British expedi-

tion was invariably received with courtesy and hospitality by the

chiefs of villages and towns. But in every Borgu village there

is a faction led by one or more '

princes,' whose business it is to

raid and plunder the surrounding district. Over these lawless

spirits the village chief has little or no control, and doubtless, in

some cases, there may be collusion between the two. The leader of

a caravan has, therefore, to exercise peculiar vigilance, and is never

free from fear of treachery, or at least from sudden hostility where

everything had worn the garb of friendship. The British expedition

had made many friends at Nikki, and the king declared that hence-

forth the agents of the company would be welcomed throughout the

length and breadth of Borgu. 'He thanked God, he said, that this

great event had happened in his lifetime, and declared himself especially
struck by the strict discipline and supervision which had rendered

the stay of so large a body of men unfruitful of any quarrels with

the peasantry, and had redressed their lightest complaints. His

letters and guides procured us a hearty welcome in each town we

passed through; but while I was in the act of receiving cordial

messages and presents from the chief of the town of Neeshi, it was

whispered in my ear that a combination of the freebooting
'

princes
'

and their lawless followers had determined on a night attack.

Reports reached me from time to time that the old chief was

doing his utmost to dissuade these robbers from their scheme, and

his bona fides was proved later by a midnight message of warning.
But the princes had called together allies from many neighbouring
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villages and would not now be deterred. Baffled in their intention

of a night surprise, they waylaid us as we left camp the following

morning. The attack was repulsed with much loss on their side.

One porter in our caravan was struck in the shoulder by a poisoned

arrow, and though our guide from Nikki gave him antidotes and

charms, and he was carefully tended, he was never fit for anything

afterwards, and on the return of the expedition into the Niger
territories he had to be left in a friendly village, unable to walk.

The only casualty in the fighting line was myself, an arrow having

penetrated deep into my skull. I ate indiscriminately all kinds of

native concoctions said to be antidotes against the poison ; for, as

various kinds of poison are employed, the antidotes are necessarily as

various, and are administered on the principle that if one does not

succeed another may ! Undoubtedly some of the roots, &c., which

were brought to me to eat had powerful properties, as one could

perceive from their taste and action, and I have brought home samples
of each for analysis. They probably could not have been obtained

under other conditions, and no one is likely to court a wound merely
in the interests of science. The result proved satisfactory, though
the process of *

waiting to see what will happen
'

is by no means an

agreeable one under such circumstances.

The robber bands of Borgu, who appear to form a very large part
of the population, appeared to have made up their minds that this

large caravan, laden with expensive goods, and defended by but forty

rifles, whose presence was inappreciable in so large a concourse, was

a godsend which fate had delivered into their hands. They had seen

the beautiful damasks and shawls, the brocaded satin taborets, and

heavily embroidered covers which had formed the presents sent by
the company to the kings and chiefs with whom treaties had been

concluded. Their imagination filled the boxes of ammunition, the

cases of provisions, the tent loads and paraphernalia of the expedition

with similar valuables. A retrospect of the various reports and warn-

ings which reached us from the time we entered Borgu, induces me
to think that these marauders had from the first looked upon us as

their legitimate prey, only deferring the climax until we should be

well in the heart of the country, and anticipating that the King of

Nikki would decline to receive us at the capital, and so place us in

their power. The lesson their hastily organised band had received at

Neeshi taught them caution, and they determined to attack in over-

whelming force on the next occasion. The bands, led by various well-

known robber chiefs, were reported to number from 200 to 600 fighting

men apiece, and I received incontrovertible evidence that an extremely

powerful combination had planned an attack upon us as we marched

out of Ilesha, the most southern and one of the largest of the towns

of Borgu. The dense six-foot grass and heavy jungle, as yet unburnt

by the annual bush fires of the Soudan, favoured their plan of attack
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by simultaneous ambushes on various points of the mile-long caravan

as it wound along the narrow jungle path. By a stratagem I avoided

them, and entered North Yoruba safely.

I was at much pains to ascertain by continual inquiry the limits

of Borgu, or Barbar, as it is more commonly called. On the east the

kingdom is bounded by the river Niger from the confluence of the
,

Moshi in the south to the borders of Gurma, a province of Gandu, in

the north. This province of Gurma, extending approximately along

the 12th parallel of latitude, forms the northern limit of Borgu, which

includes the important frontier town of Illo. On the west the ' Gurma

road
'

separates Barbar from Mossi, Gerunsi, and Salaga, the frontier

town on the main Salaga road being Kirri-kirri, E. long. 1 34'

(Kippert), and this meridian forms the general western limit. From

Kirri-kirri, the southern boundary, roughly speaking, follows the 9th

parallel of latitude, though the Sabe country north of Dahomey
extends a few miles to the north of that parallel, and Ilesha is situated

some six miles below it. From Ilesha the boundary trends north-

wards, and follows the Moshi river to its confluence with the

Niger.
The Borgu are a proud and self-important race, they are steeped

in superstition, and their dread of witchcraft and fetish influences

most of the actions of their daily lives. When going to battle or to

raid, they festoon themselves and their horses with innumerable charms

to render them invulnerable. There are few or no firearms in Borgu.
The horsemen are armed with swords and lances, but the bow and

deadly poisoned arrow is the main weapon of their armies. Its light-

ness renders them active in thick bush, and its noiselessness and the

speed with which volleys of arrows can be discharged pre-eminently

adapt it for the ambushes and night attacks in which the Borgu

delight. The whole nation appears permeated with a passion for

organised plundering. The robber chiefs appear to have little diffi-

culty in recruiting their bands to many hundreds strong, and small

armies of these freebooters form war-camps throughout Northern

Yoruba for the purpose of raiding the roads which connect the principal

towns. Colonies of Foulas are settled in separate villages attached to

most Borgu towns, but, as I have already said, these people the con-

quering race of West Africa, from whose royal stock the great kings

of Sokoto, Gandu, Nupe, and Illorin are drawn are but mere slaves

in Borgu, as are also the Yorubas settled in the country.

There are few or no striking physical features in Barbar-land.

The country is uniformly level or undulating, with no mountains and

but small chains of hills. Geologically the formation consists of

masses of ironstone and honeycombed lava impregnated with iron,

alternating with surfaces of grey granite. It is sparsely inhabited and

thickly wooded with jungle and dwarf forest. Various trees of the Ficus

class are cultivated around the villages ;
the cotton-tree, adansonia,
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tamarind, and acacia are met with, though not in abundance. The

shcea tree is common, and its
* butter

'

is collected for trade. The
* Elu '

dye plant (Lonchocarpus cyanescens) and a superior tobacco

form, with capsicums, &c., articles of trade. The oil-palm and the

rubber vine appear in the south towards Yoruba, and become more

and more plentiful as one travels southwards. There is, however, but

little trade in the country owing to the predatory instincts of the

people ;
but since the great trade route connecting the commercial

centres of Kano, &c., in the Sokoto Empire with the marts of Salaga
and Yendi passes through the heart of Borgu from east to west, there

is no doubt that with an era of security a considerable volume of trade

would pass through Borgu. The imports are principally Kola-nuts,

potash, salt, brass, and iron, and leatherwork. Horses thrive in the

country and are imported from the north, but both these and donkeys
are scarce and expensive. All the kinds of African grain are cultivated,

but the devastations caused by flights of locusts (from the N. and

N.W.) compel the people to rely chiefly on yams against the con-

tingency of famine. Very excellent native cloth is woven in the

country. The Borgu do not appear to be much addicted to slave

raiding or slave trading. A few slaves pass constantly through the

country on their way from the north and east to the southern markets

of Yoruba and Illorin, but, in contradistinction to the peoples and tribes

who surround them, my observation Jed me to conclude that the

Borgu are not a slave-raiding people. Cattle and flocks are conspicu-

ous by their absence, and indeed the people are essentially poor in all

that constitutes wealth in Africa. This they owe not to the incapa-

city of their land, but to the lawless bands which keep trade and

industry out of the country. Spirits in small quantities have pene-
trated from Lagos, but the same causes which have impoverished the

country have also contributed to keep it practically free from the in-

road of firearms and spirits.

F. D. LUGARD.
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ALLIANCE OR FUSION?

I

THE CASE FOR ALLIANCE

1 DON'T count your chickens before they are hatched/ ' Don't cry
before you are out ofthe wood.1* These are wise proverbs, but all the

same it would be absurd for Unionists to pretend that they do not

expect to win at the next general election. This is a view from

which there are virtually no dissentients. Under these circumstances

it is incumbent on both sections of the Unionist party to consider

what is the best and firmest settlement for the cause in which they
both believe. To put the matter plainly: Is it to be fusion or

alliance ? In other words, if the leaders of the Unionists form at no

distant date that joint Administration which everyone agrees must

be formed, is it to be a Coalition, and to rest on an alliance of the

two sections, or is it t represent a fused and amalgamated party ?

This is the problem I want Unionists of both shades of opinion to

consider. The governing consideration, the consideration which

must determine the answer, is clearly which will be best for the

cause of the Union, fusion or alliance ?

I believe that the cause of the Union will be best served by
alliance, that is, by the Liberal Unionists maintaining their separate
name and their separate organisations. It is quite true, as Mr.

Balfour said in his frank and generous speech at the annual

meeting of the Primrose League, that on the chief points of policy

we are agreed, and that no divergence of interests or views need

for a moment be feared. He was not exaggerating in the least

when he declared that ' on the main lines of maintaining our

Empire, of maintaining our institutions, maintaining individual

liberty, maintaining security, on these great principles we are united

to a man.' I am equally sure that he gave voice to the feelings of

Liberal Unionists when he went on :

* I do not believe that the forces

exist which could separate those who have been brought together to

carry out this work, and I look forward in the future, it may be a

near future, or it may be a remote future, but I look forward with

absolute confidence to the time when Liberal Unionists and Conser-
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vative Unionists, united in one Government, drawn together by one

great set of principles to carry out one great work, shall have earned

the gratitude not only of their own time, but of posterity.' This

community of views and interests makes it easy, nay, demands that

the two sections of the Unionists shall be united in one Govern-

ment. But Mr. Balfour was careful not to go beyond suggesting
what I may term a consummation of the alliance. He did not in any

way urge the actual amalgamation of the two parties.

The arguments against fusion are partly practical and partly

sentimental, but the operative part of all of them is that fusion

would mean a loss of electoral force at the polls, while alliance would

not. I will take what I conceive to be the most important argument
first. Alliance prevents the question of the Union becoming a mere

party question. The existence of the Liberal Unionist party in

alliance with their hereditary enemies is a world-wide advertisement

of the fact that the Union is not, and cannot be, a mere party ques-
tion. It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of main-

taining and emphasising this. It is absolutely essential that the

country should be prevented from slipping into the belief that Home
Rule is, like other political cries, an affair of Whig and Tory, and so

certain to be brought about some day by the eternal seesaw of party
warfare. I am sure that no Unionist, Liberal or Conservative, will

deny the value of developing this feeling in regard to the Union, be

the immediate effect on the polls great or small. As a matter of

fact, however, the effect is by no means insignificant. In almost

every constituency there is a small, but none the less perfectly

appreciable, body of men who, by reason of their mental constitution,

are intolerant of party. They hate party as something unpatriotic

and irrational. These men are naturally attracted to the Unionist

banner, because it is clear to them that it is not a mere party

symbol. If, however, a regular fusion were to take place between the

Liberal Unionists and Conservatives, and they were to become one

party face to face with a Gladstonian party, these men would be

tempted to assume their old attitude of abstention. They would

declare with disgust that they had been deceived, and that, after all,

the Unionists were only party hacks like the rest.
' We are not

going to be dragged into the regular sham fight between the ins

and the outs.' That would be their argument. Unquestionably

it is by pursuing the policy of alliance rather than of fusion that the

Unionists can best bring home to men's minds the great truth that

the cause of the Union is something different from, and much more

important than, an ordinary party question. By alliance we secure

thejsupport of the men who stand outside party. But theirs is

an electoral force, take the whole country through, which it would

be extremely foolish to despise.

The next great argument against fusion is, that it would certainly
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send a considerable portion of the Liberal Unionists back to the

Grladstonians. No doubt it is very ridiculous and very irrational of

people to lay so much stress upon names, but since they do so, it

would be foolish to neglect the fact. There are thousands of English-

men and Scotchmen who will defend the Union if they can call them-

selves Liberals, but who, if they cannot, will go over to the enemy.
' Whatever happens, I can't and won't give up being a Liberal.' That is

a feeling to be found everywhere, and one whioh will not bear arguing
with. At present the advocate of the Union may say,

' But I don't ask

you to give up being a Liberal. There is no sort of reason why you
should not remain as good a one as John Bright was. All I ask you is

to vote against a man who you admit is proposing the dangerous and

ill-considered policy of Home Eule.' No one who has canvassed or

otherwise tested the feelings of a constituency at first hand can doubt

that an enormous number of votes are saved for the Union owing to

the fact that a man can now vote for the Union in a uniform with a

Liberal badge. Of course, in reality, a man might remain just as

good a Liberal supporter of the Union without employing the name
of Liberal Unionist; but in a vast number of cases he would not

think so. Unless they can call themselves Liberal Unionists, and

belong to a Liberal Unionist organisation, there are numbers of voters

in every constituency who will be stung back into the Gladstonian

ranks by the stupid taunt of '

traitor,'
*

turncoat,' or ' deserter
*

names in reality far more applicable to the men who deserted the

Union in 1886. Depend upon it, fusion would make it impossible
for the Liberal Unionists to bring as many forces into the field as

they could bring under alliance. Fusion, then, would mean a shrink-

age of the Unionist vote. Some of the men whose pride it is that

they have been Kadicals all their lives
'

aye, better Kadicals than

Gladstone himself, for we were as good as John Bright' might

despondingly accept absorption into the Conservative ranks, but

others would assuredly drift into Grladstonianism.

Yet another reason to be found against fusion is the fact that it

would be an attempt to supersede an arrangement which has worked

perfectly well by one which at any rate has not been tested. If the

alliance had not worked well, and had been the source of weakness and

friction, there would be a great deal to be said for trying a new system.
But the alliance has worked admirably. While the Conservatives were

in office from 1886 to 1892, not a complaint was to be heard. In the

cold shade of opposition it has succeeded equally well. The only

difficulty was the Leamington election, and there the ultimate solu-

tion of a situation of great ambiguity is a proof not that the alliance

works ill but that it works well.

There is no reason to suppose that in the future it will be less

successful. Clearly, then, it would be wise to leave the existing

arrangement alone. Quieta non moveri is as much the motto of the
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politician as of the trustee. Here, then, are three essential argu-
ments against fusion :

1. Fusion would prevent the country having before it, as now, a

perpetual reminder that the question of the Union is not a party

question.

2. Fusion would prevent the Union obtaining the support of a

large number of men who now support it as Liberals, but who would

not support it under any other name.

3. Fusion would do away with an arrangement which has answered

perfectly in the past, and would substitute instead one that has never

been tested, and might very likely prove far less satisfactory.

In the interests, then, of the Union, Unionists of all shades of

opinion should favour alliance rather than fusion.

The possibility of amalgamation at some distant date is another

matter. Of that possibility each man will entertain his own opinion.

I do not think, however, that in any case the time for fusion can

safely come till the Union is no longer a matter of conflict till, that

is, the question of disintegration in all its Protean forms is as purely
an academic question as it was from 1850 till 1880. The Liberal

Unionists are, as it were, the sacred band of the Union. They came
into existence to save it, and they dare not disband themselves while

there is any possibility of their services being required. To say this

is not to imply the faintest shadow of a doubt in regard to the

perfect loyalty of the vast majority of the Conservatives to the

Union. The fact, however, remains, that the Liberal Unionists have

a right to regard themselves as specially dedicated to the work of

opposing Home Kule. Should the Conservative party ever be tempted
to make terms with the enemies of the Union anything is pos-
sible in politics and should a portion of them seem likely to yield,

the existence of the Liberal Unionists may be of the greatest possible

service. A Conservative leader like Mr. Balfour may then be able to

point to the fact that to parley with Home Kule will be to lose their

old allies, and to show that, if nothing else, this fact forbids any

thought of compromise with the advocates of disintegration.

But granted that alliance and not fusion is the basis upon which

a Unionist Administration is to be formed, it may be as well to con-

sider the terms upon which the alliance should be sustained.

When I use the word l

terms,' I use it, of course, solely in the sense in

which friends employ it when they draw up a scheme of common
action. It would be utterly preposterous for the Liberal Unionists

to talk about dictating the conditions under which they would

consent to take part in what Mr. Balfour so happily designated a

United Government. The Liberal Unionist leaders would be the

last men in the world to adopt so ridiculous and so unnecessary an

attitude. But though no one must be given any excuse for saying

that the Liberal Unionists have been domineering or suspicious, it is

3 P 2
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course of action.

I shall now venture to set forth what seem to me to be the

most likely to secure a satisfactory alliance under a united Go-
er

ment.

A COALITION GOVERNMENT

In the first place the Government ought to be a Coalition Gover
"

ment. I mean by this that it should not be merely a Conservati?

Government, with one or two Liberal Unionists, as it were, accidentally

introduced. Instead, the Ministry should show by its form and

composition that it is the outcome of an alliance, and not merely a

first step towards fusion. My reasons for advocating strongly that the

Ministry shall clearly be a Coalition Ministry are in effect the general
reasons I have given above against fusion. If the Ministry is a Coa-

lition, then the non-party men will be able to feel that there is a

Government in existence with which they can sympathise. Again,
the timid Liberal Unionists will not be made to feel that they are

losing their political identity, and that they and their leaders are

being absorbed into the body of the Tory party. If the Liberal

Unionists are to be kept together as an efficient electoral force, I

believe it to be absolutely essential that nothing shall be done which

looks like a policy of absorption. For this reason, then, the Ministry
must have the form rather of a coalition than of an ordinary Conserva-'

tive Government enforced by one or two prominent Liberal Unionists.

Of course, in advocating this I do not for a moment suggest that the

Liberal Unionists, who will probably not number more than sixt"

members in the next Parliament, should dictate the composition
the Ministry, or take an equal, or anything like an equal, share of

'
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offices, chief or subordinate. They are the smaller wing of the party,
and can only expect to have the lesser share. Giving full allowance,

however, to this fact, and without '

spoiling
'

the Liberal Unionists,

jt will be quite possible to show the country, by the composition oi

the Ministry, that it is a Coalition Government.

To enter more into detail on this subject would be either futile

or indiscreet. There is, however, no reason to suppose that the

matter is one which will present any serious difficulty. Lord Salis-

bury and Mr. Balfour on the one hand, and the Duke of Devonshire

and Mr. Chamberlain on the other, have always shown themselves

perfectly loyal to each other, and have proved themselves well able to

sink their personal claims and interests for the good of the cause.

No friction, we may be certain, will arise on this score. What Mr.

Balfour said on this matter a month ago (speech to the Primrose

League, the 26th of April last) is worth quoting in this context.
' Not easily,' said Mr. Balfour, speaking of the possibility of the

Unionist alliance being dissolved,
'

will the personal ties of affection

and regard which unite those who have now so long fought shoulder

to shoulder on the same side in the same great contest, not easily

will those ties be [dissolved. Not easily will those who have so long
laboured together divert their energies into separate, and what will

ultimately prove antagonistic, channels.' Men who speak of each

other in this tone are not likely to find any great difficulty in the

matter of forming a coalition which shall satisfy the primary condi-

tion of doing nothing to injure the cause of the Union. And here

it may be worth while to notice shortly the common prejudice

against coalitions. People often talk as if coalitions were necessarily

weak and feeble, and, parrot-like, repeat Lord Beaconsfield's

remark that *

England does not love coalitions.' No doubt certain

coalitions in our history have been weak, feeble, and detested, but

that was because they were coalitions formed, like that of Fox and

North, between men of hostile views, men who merely combined for

selfish and personal ends, and to enjoy the spoils of office. Coalitions

formed on public grounds have proved the strongest possible of

administrations. The Ministries which ruled during the great war

with France were virtually Coalition Ministries, for they represented

both Whigs and Tories. Yet they showed no failure of strength. A
Coalition Ministry, based upon a great national duty such as the

maintenance of the Union, should have more, not less, stability than

a Ministry formed on ordinary party lines.

THE OVER-KEPRESENTATTON OF IRELAND

1 The main item in the terms of agreement, and one which Conser-

k vative Unionists will insist on quite as much as their Liberal brothers in
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arms, must clearly be that the maintenance of the Union shall always

be considered the first charge on the policy of the coalition. Not only
must nothing be done that could in the least degree endanger the

Union, but steps must be taken, whenever possible, to strengthen
the cause of the Union and render new attacks upon it less dan-

gerous. The united Ministry must act, if possible, in such a way
that future attacks on the Union will be rendered less hurtful than

those organised by Mr. Gladstone in 1886 and 1893. Our fortifica-

tions must be looked to and repaired, and no breach must be left

open through which an enemy could possibly gain an entrance into

the stronghold of the Empire. Upon the abstract necessity for doing
this all Unionists will assuredly agree.

But if this principle is accepted, it follows at once that the

Unionists must undertake to reduce the representation of Ireland to

its proper proportions. This can be done with perfect fairness to

Ireland, and is urgently demanded as an act of bare justice to

England. Till it is done, the Unionists will have no right to say that

they have done all they can to make the Union secure. Think of

the facts. We give Ireland twenty members more than she has a

right to have in a Parliament which has to decide the fate of

the connection between the two countries. We give Ireland, that is, a

prerogative voice in the counsels of the Empire. That this is no

academic grievance is shown by the fact that one of the most

important clauses of the Home Eule Bill of 1892, the clause settling

the Irish constituencies which were to send members to Westminster

to govern us, though we were not to govern Ireland, was passed by

only seventeen votes. It was carried, that is, by the over-repre-

sentation of Ireland. Practically there could have been no such

thing at all as the Home Rule Bill of 1893 had it not been for the

over-representation accorded to Ireland. If, then, the late Unionist

Government had done their duty and reduced the over-representation
of Ireland before they dissolved in 1892, there would have been no

Home Rule Bill. That, however, is a matter of past history. The fact

which remains is, that as long as the Unionists allow the over-

representation of Ireland to continue, they have not done their best

to put the Union out of danger.
It cannot be said that this dealing out of equal justice to England

and Ireland presents any physical difficulties too great to be sur-

mounted. The facts lie in a nutshell, and may be stated in the

following form :

The population of the United Kingdom in 1891 was 37,740,283,
and the total number of members of the House of Commons is 670.

Dividing the population by the number of members, each member
should represent a population of 56,331. As it is, however

England, with a population of 27,483,008, has only 465 members,
or one member for every 59,103 persons.
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Wales, with a population of 1,518,010, has 30 members, or one

member for every 50,600 persons.

Scotland, with a population of 4,033,103, has 72 members, or one

member for every 56,001 persons.

Ireland, with a population of 4,706,162, has 103 members, or one

member for every 45,692 persons.

At the proper proportion of one member to represent 56,331

people

England should have 488 members, not 465, as at present.
Wales should have 27 members, not 30, as at present.
Scotland should have 72 members, as at present.

Ireland should have 83 members, not 103, as at present.

Therefore Ireland has 20 members too many, Wales 3 members
too many, and England 23 too few.

If, then, we are to do bare justice to England, and to make the

Union as safe as we can justly make it, we mast take away twenty
members from Ireland and three from Wales, and give them to the

great centres of population in England. How much this operation is

needed can be shown by one fact. Ireland and London have practi-

cally the same population. Yet Ireland sends 103 members to West-

minster, London only 64.

It might be supposed that there would be no opposition among
Unionists to the abolition of so gross, so dangerous an anomaly an
anachronism which, during the last three years, has put us at the mercy
of a Government controlled by the Irish party. Unfortunately, how-

ever, a certain portion of the Conservative party seem to have taken

it into their heads that it would not be to their advantage to reduce

the over-representation of Ireland. ' If it is done,' they argue,
' we

shall be obliged to have a scheme of redistribution for England as well

as for Ireland. This will mean the disfranchisement of a large number
of small boroughs. But the small boroughs are our chief sources of

electoral strength. Therefore, to do away with the small boroughs
would be to injure the Conservative party. We cannot then help on

any scheme which will lead to redistribution in England/
I venture to say that this view is an entire delusion. I do not

believe for a moment that the small boroughs are really Conservative

strongholds. On the contrary, I believe that the strength ofthe Conser-

vatives lies in the great centres of population like London and the sub-

urban counties. These places are now most scandalously under-repre-

sented, and therefore not only the majority of the twenty members
taken away from Ireland, but also the majority of the fifteen or twenty
members taken away from the small boroughs of England, would almost

certainly fall to the Conservatives. They could not lose in Essex, Kent,

Surrey, and Middlesex, or the metropolis. Yet it would be here that

the extra members would largely be transferred. But even if the

Conservatives were not to a great extent the necessary reversioners of
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the redistributed borough seats, and if the Gladstonians were to

get as large a share as they would, it does not follow that the destruc-

tion of the small boroughs would have a bad effect on the Conserva-

tive party. People seem to forget that the Gladstonians hold a con-

siderable number of the minute constituencies spared by the last

Keform Bill. For example, the two smallest boroughs in England,
Durham City and Pontefract, are represented by Gladstonians. To
illustrate this more fully, I will give a list of seven very small con-

stituencies held by Home Kulers :

SMALL BOROUGHS HELD BY GLADSTONIANS

Population.

Bedford 28,023
Boston 18,927
Durham City 15,287

Peterborough 26,464
Pontefract ... .. . ^ . .

<
. 16,407

Stafford 20,270
Whitehaven 19,217

No doubt these could be matched and perhaps over-matched by a

list of small boroughs held by Unionists, but I have at any rate given

proof that it is an entire delusion to suppose that there is any neces-

sary connection between modern Conservativism and rotten boroughs.
Take one more fact. What is the one constituency in which the

flowing tide of Unionism has recently had a check ? Was it the

great county division of Brigg or the populous metropolitan con-

stituency of Walworth? No. It was the comparatively insignifi-
cant borough of Colchester. Depend upon it the real strength of the

Unionist party is to be found in the great centres of population. But
even if I am wrong, and if it could be shown that the twenty members
transferred from Ireland to England would one and all be absorbed-

by the Gladstonians an assumption which may be compared to the

assumption that yellow is red I should still say that it was worth

while to make every effort to reduce the over-representation of Ireland.

And for this reason. An English Home Kuler is far less dangerous to

the Union than an Irish one. Cromwell once said,
' I had rather be

overrun with a Cavalierish interest than with a Scottish interest
;
I

had rather be overrun with a Scottish interest than with an Irish

interest. I think of all this is most dangerous. If they shall be able

to carry out their work they will make this the most miserable people
on the earth, for all the world knows their barbarism.' I think all

Unionists must agree. I would far rather be overrun by a Gladstonian-

interest than by an Irish interest, for these are the most dangerous.

By all means let us give Ireland her fair share of representation, and
treat her with scrupulous justice, but in Heaven's name do not let us

be so foolish as to endow her with twenty votes more than she has a

right to, and ourselves with twenty votes less, and so place the
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destinies of the Empire in the hands of the priest-ridden peasantry of

Kerry and Donegal.

Very probably one of the objections that will be raised against the

reduction of the Irish representation will be this.
;

If you undertake

redistribution you will ruin the new Parliament, for of necessity re-

distribution must be followed by a dissolution.' No doubt it must,
but why should redistribution be taken at once ? Why should not

electoral reform be the last measure of the new Parliament, as it was
in the Parliament of 1 880 ? I agree that it would be a thousand pities

to put redistribution first in time, though I hold it to be first in im-

portance. The new Parliament should first complete its legislative

work and then turn to the problem of redistribution. There is an

extra reason for this in the fact that redistribution can best be carried

out after the completion of the Census. If a new Parliament is elected

next spring, or even before, the next Census returns might be available

for use in its last year. In any case the reduction of Irish represen-
tation to fair and just, proportions would properly belong to the end,
not to the beginning of the new Parliament.

Before I leave this subject, one other consideration may be dealt

with. It has been urged that the best way of treating the over-

representation of Ireland would be not by any form of redistribution,

but by reducing the total members of the House of Commons by the

surplusage of Irish members. In this way the House of Commons
would be rendered a less numerous body, and thus a double improve-
ment be arrived at. From many points of view the House of Commons
is at present a somewhat unwieldy assembly, and by reducing its

numbers a step might be taken in the direction of increased

efficiency. But it is to be feared that this way of dealing with the

matter would be denounced as unfair by the Gladstonians. In case,

however, the plan were agreed on, it should be noticed that the

amount of reduction in the Irish representation then required to

produce equality would be about twenty-seven instead of twenty.

SOCIAL LEGISLATION

I now come to the legislation that should be undertaken by the

Coalition Government. Here again there must most emphatically be

no question of the Liberal Unionists dictating terms, but merely of

an explicit understanding as to the course of legislation to be pursued.

Obviously it will be the duty of the Unionists to take up and try to

find a solution for those problems connected with the condition of

the people which the Home Eule party in its eagerness for organic
reform has neglected. The Gladstonian party, though professing,

and no doubt also feeling, as all parties in a democratic State must

profess and feel, an interest in social legislation, has chiefly directed

its attention to great constitutional changes. Home Kule, the
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abolition of the powers of the House of Lords, and Disestablishment

these have been the measures which have monopolised the atten-

tion of the present Government and their supporters in the House of

Commons. It is to these questions that the energies of the party and

the time and attention of Parliament have been devoted. The Union-

ists propose instead to deal with those problems of social reform with

which Mr. Chamberlain has so honourably and so courageously iden-

tified himself. But though the Liberal Unionist leader may have

been foremost in advocating a social programme, there is nothing in

that programme, even remotely, antagonistic to the spirit of Con-

servativism. The Conservative party is by tradition closely connected

with the cause of social reform, and therefore finds itself naturally

disposed to take up this branch of legislation. The leaders of the

Conservative party have indeed already adopted Mr. Chamberlain's

social proposals. Lord Salisbury and Mr. Balfour have both of them

expressed in public their strong approval of the measures sketched in

outline by Mr. Chamberlain. The understanding in this respect is

indeed, as the Duke of Devonshire pointed out last February, already

perfect. Speaking of the allegation that the Unionist leaders were

divided among themselves on the programme of social legislation

propounded by Mr. Chamberlain, he declared that the whole story of

disagreement was a fiction.
' We are all agreed. So much for that.'

Mr. Chamberlain's social programme may very well then be taken as

a basis for the legislative policy to be pursued by a Coalition Govern-

ment. Under these circumstances it will be as well to state shortly
and in outline the main items of Mr. Chamberlain's scheme.

One of the proposals upon which Mr. Chamberlain has always laid

special stress is that for enabling the working-classes in England to

become the owners of their own homes. It is a proposal with which

Mr. Balfour is in special sympathy. Broadly, Mr. Chamberlain pro-

poses that working-men shall be enabled, by the aid of the State, to

become the owners of their own houses. He wants in fact to give

practical shape to the pious hope expressed in the Keport made by
the Koyal Commission for inquiring into the Housing of the Working
Classes in 1885.

4 Your Majesty's Commission/ says the Eeport,
'

meanwhile, would

recommend generally, with reference to all kinds of dwellings, that

facilities should be given to allow capital to be repaid in rent, with a

view to giving tenants facilities for becoming freeholders.'

Into the details of Mr. Chamberlain's scheme I cannot enter now,
but it may be said generally that a careful and judicious use of State

credit, supervised by the municipal authorities, and supplemented by
the efforts of the individual to be benefited, will enable a working-
man in a comparatively short time to convert himself into an urban

freeholder a class the social value of which it would be difficult to

exaggerate. Every working-man would not, of course, buy his home,
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but even if one in twenty did so a great deal would have been

achieved.

A proposal of perhaps even more importance is that made by Mr.

Chamberlain in regard to compensation for injury. He proposes not

merely that the injured workman shall be compensated if and when
he can show that he has not been negligent and did not bring the

accident upon himself, but that every case where injury occurs shall

be a case for compensation. That is the only satisfactory way of

dealing with the matter, and that is the way proposed by Mr. Cham-
berlain. At present, if a man is injured in the course of his trade, it

is about five to one against his being able to get compensation ;
for

over 80 per cent, of the accidents that happen are due either to the

negligence of the injured man or else come from those inevitable risks

for which the employer is not and cannot be considered morally or

legally responsible. Clearly the aim of legislation should be that

expressed by Mr. Chamberlain when he said :

In my opinion the compensation for every accident in every employment is

rightly the first charge on the cost of production. If you are going to manufacture

gunpowder you know that whatever you may do there will be a certain average of

accidents in the course of fifty years. I say the provision for those who risk their

lives, who lose their lives, or who are injured by those accidents the certainty of

which can be foreseen ought to be thrown on the trade. It ought to be added

to the cost of the gunpowder. It is part of the cost, the most deplorable part of

the cost if you like, without which the gunpowder cannot be manufactured.

No attempt has, of course, yet been made to arrive at a final pro-

posal in regard to this matter, but it is clear that a solution by means
of an accident fund to which the State, the employer, and the workman
shall all be contributories, is the right direction in which to travel.

The lastmain proposal in Mr. Chamberlain's social programme is that

concerned with Old Age Pensions. In attempting to provide a remedy
for the pauperism of old age a form of pauperism which per se has

in it nothing that is flagitious Mr. Chamberlain has unquestionably
aroused the attention and touched the heart of the nation. There is

no matter which more keenly interests the working man, and none
which appeals more strongly to those who ardently wish to see the

lot of the poor improved without, however, pauperising and demoralis-

ing the mass of the working class. Mr. Chamberlain has essayed to

give an answer to the question,
' Can't we secure a comfortable old age

to working men and women who have led sober and respectable lives,

and whose only fault is to have outlived their powers of work on

the one hand, and not to have saved on the other ?
' That he has not

yet been able to find a complete solution of the problem is, no doubt,

true, but unquestionably his plan for encouraging men by means of

State aid to insure against old age is in itself neither impracticable nor

rash. He proposes byputting a premium on thrift not only to help indi-

vidual savers, but also to induce the great Friendly Societies to turn
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their energies in the direction of providing old age benefits for their

members, and to use their influence with their subscribers to make
them adopt the policy of insurance against old age. It must be ad-

mitted, however, that for Mr. Chamberlain's scheme of old age

pensions to succeed, the Friendly Societies must become more con-

vinced of its benefits and more enthusiastic in regard to it than they
are at present. For this reason, and also because the scheme has

not yet made sufficient way with the public at large, and finally

because, as was declared in the minority Eeport of the last Aged Poor

Commission, there is need for further expert investigation, this item

of the Unionist social programme should, I think, be the last to be

taken up and put in operation. The housing scheme and the com-

pensation for injuries are very large and complicated measures, and

would, in company with subsidiary schemes of legislation, fully occupy
the first year and a half or two years ofthe new Parliament I assume

that the Unionists will not, like their opponents, attempt to choke

Parliament with impossible Bills, and to turn the House of Commons
into a hoarding for the display of political advertisements and by
that time the question of old age pensions may be ripe for solution.

Though it is, perhaps, in essentials quite as important as the other

two measures, it is clearly not so ready for carrying into immediate

action.

THE HOUSE OF LORDS

Whether the Unionists would be justified by the state of public

opinion in dealing with the question of the House of Lords is a very
difficult question. No doubt many considerations urge them to fortify

the Second Chamber by reform. On the other hand, and when any

particular scheme of reform is proposed, the difficulties in the way of

change seem insurmountable. Personally, and speaking as an indi-

vidual member of the Unionist party, I should prefer to see the House

of Lords let alone, and merely endowed with the right to add a

referendum clause to any Bill on which they considered that the

opinion of the country had never been properly taken a clause, that

is, directing a poll of the people to be taken on the question whether

this Bill shall or shall not become law. Hand in hand with this re-

form might go an Act allowing any constituency that chose to do so

to elect a peer and to send him for as long as they chose to sit in the

Commons. I am enough of a democrat to consider that if a con-

stituency chooses a man to represent it, nothing should be allowed

to prevent him accepting their mandate, and I cannot help thinking
it most unfair to banish men from the Commons who do not want to

be banished. A constituency should have a free range of choice over

all British subjects.
In recapitulation of what I have written I will only say that I

hold it to be to the best interests of the cause of the Union
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(1) That there should be Alliance rather than Fusion.

(2) That the next Unionist Government should be clearly

indicated as a Coalition Grovernment.

(3) That it being the first duty of that Grovernment to

maintain the Union, they should get rid of the over-representation of

Ireland.

(4) That before entering upon office the Unionists should agree

upon a scheme of social legislation of the kind already promulgated

by Mr. Chamberlain, and endorsed by Lord Salisbury, Mr. Balfour,

and the Duke of Devonshire.

These appear to me to be the natural terms of alliance between

the two sections of the Unionists the terms which what may be

called the physical forces of the situation seem destined to produce.
At any rate they are in my opinion, and, I believe, in the opinion
of many other Liberal Unionists, likely to prove the line of least

resistance and the line of greatest safety.

J. ST. LOE STRACHEY.
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ALLIANCE OR FUSION?

II

THE CASE FOR FUSION

" QUOD fieri non debet factum valet." The wisdom of the old Latin

adage applies especially to the question on which the Editor of this

Keview has been good enough to ask me to express my views. The

maintenance of the Liberal Unionist party as a distinct political organi-

sation as I have often before now contended in these pages may
have been an error in tactics and a blunder in policy. But this opinion

of mine, whether sound or unsound, did not commend itself to the

leaders of the party. The Liberal Unionists have remained a separate

division of the Unionist party, a minority united with the majority for

all practical intents and purposes, but differentiated from it by certain

refined distinctions more intelligible, I trust, to themselves than

they are to the outer world. They have succeeded in keeping up the

dual system under which the Unionists are divided into two bodies

acting under dual leadership, bearing different appellations, and

sitting in Parliament upon opposite sides of the House. The more

closely the Liberal Unionist minority has gravitated in all substantial

respects towards the Conservative majority, the more tenaciously it

has stuck to the theory of its individual independence. I may, and

do, doubt the advantage of straining at the gnat when you have

swallowed the camel. But in politics, as in all other matters, one

must accept facts as they are, and the dominant fact of the present

political situation is that the approaching contest in defence of the

Union will be fought not by one united force, but by two separate

forces allied for one common purpose, but distinguished from each

other by different names, different leaders, and to some extent by

independent, if not conflicting, interests. I may, and do, regret this

division, but I see no chance of its being discarded at the present
moment in favour of a complete and avowed fusion. Even if fusion

were possible, the eve of a general election would clearly not be the

time for carrying it into effect. If Home Rule is, as I hope and

trust, to receive its quietus when the question of the maintenance or

repeal of the Union is decided by the impending appeal to the con-
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stituencies, the Unionist cause must not only win the day, but

win it by such a majority as will prove all idea of conceding

legislative independence to Ireland to be a manifest delusion. To
attain this end we have need of every vote we can command

;
and if

there is really any considerable body of Liberal Unionist voters who
would not vote for the Union unless they were allowed to retain a

separate organisation, under which they can flatter themselves that

they are not quite the same as the Conservatives, it would be folly to

risk the loss of their support by forcing on the solution of a question
which must before long settle itself by the logic of facts. It is obvious,

therefore, that, as things are, the Unionists will have to go to the coun-

try under the dual system. This being so, even those who hold with me
that our prospects would have been better, our cause more popular, our

position more logical, if we had accepted fusion in lieu of alliance, will

also agree with me that the controversy between the partisans of fusion

and of alliance must be postponed till after the elections have been

fought and won. For the moment our one object is to carry all the

seats we can
;
and this being so, it is the duty of every man who

believes that the maintenance of the Union is a matter of life or

death for the country to subordinate all other considerations to the

attainment of an overwhelming Unionist majority.
I think, however, that at the present moment it may not be useless

to try and remove certain apprehensions whose tendency is to check

that cordial co-operation between the Liberal Unionists and the Con-

servatives which is the necessary condition of decisive electoral

success. I am assured by men who have the means of knowing that

there is a not unimportant section of the Liberal Unionist party
who view with dislike the possibility of their absorption into the

Conservative ranks, and who therefore, as in the case of the Leam-

ington election, attach more importance to the assertion of their

individual existence than to the general interests of the Unionist

cause. Granted that this dislike is reasonable, the apprehensions in

question cannot be said to have no foundation. If, as there is every
reason to expect, the Unionists carry the day at the general election,

whatever may be the amount of their majority, it is certain that the

Conservatives must offer seats in the new Government to the leading
members of the Liberal Unionist party. Whether this offer will be

accepted or refused it is not for me to say. But my own forecast is

that it not only ought to be accepted, but that it will be accepted in

the interest of the cause which both Conservatives and Liberal

Unionists have alike at heart. If this should be the result if, for

instance, the Duke of Devonshire, Mr. Chamberlain, Sir Henry James,
and Mr. Courtney should become members of a Unionist Ministry
I fail to see how the present artificial division of the Unionists into

two sections could be maintained any longer. It seems to me, there-

fore, that there is a possibility, not to say a probability, that within
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the next few months or weeks the fusion may become complete in

name as well as in fact. Now the question which I would ask my
Liberal Unionist friends to consider is whether there is anything in

such a contingency to justify distrust or, still less, dismay. I cannot

honestly conceal from the Liberal Unionists that if their leaders enter

a coalition Ministry, and that if the rank and file support this Ministry

by their votes, they will probably be called Tories by the Grladstonians
;

and I am afraid the great public will fail to draw any very clear dis-

tinction between the two categories of Unionists. But hard words

break no bones, and I have far too high an opinion of the good sense

and patriotism of the Liberal Unionists to believe that any large section

of them will allow the fear of being called Conservatives to deter them
from supporting a coalition Ministry. The more serious question is

whether there is anything in this support inconsistent with principles

to which a section of the Liberal Unionists, whether large or small,

do undoubtedly attach genuine importance.
I hope I may not be accused of egotism if I endeavour to answer

this question by reference to my own opinions on the subject. In as

far as I am aware, there is no particular originality in my political

views. I allude to them only because I think they represent fairly

enough the commonplace sentiments of men who, in common with

myself, were Liberals for a large portion of their lives, and who now,
even if they call themselves Liberal Unionists, have practically become

Conservatives. To put the matter briefly, I hold that all the important
reforms consistent with the maintenance of our existing institutions

have been now accomplished, and that any minor reforms which still re-

main to be executed can be accomplished more safely and more satisfac-

torily on Conservative than on Kadical principles. I believe that indi-

vidual liberty, freedom of contract, the rights of private property, and

the integrity of our Empire are threatened by the policy of the present

Liberal party ;
and therefore I hold that all who value the principles

on which Liberalism, in the days when I was a Liberal, was under-

stood to be based are bound, if they are true to their old beliefs, to

oppose the Liberah'sm of to-day. I am quite ready to admit that

this contention of mine is open to dispute. I am not going to discuss

at present the arguments for or against my assumption that the

Liberalism of the present day is something not only different from,

but opposed to, the Liberalism of the days of Palmerston and Kussell.

I only refer to this conviction, whether well or ill grounded, as the

justification for the action of ordinary commonplace Liberal Unionists,

such as I am, in parting company with the Liberals. The adoption
of Home Kule by the Liberal party under Mr. Gladstone's influence

was the immediate cause of our secession. But our alarm at the

proposal to disintegrate the Empire and rescind the compact which
we had been taught throughout our lives to consider the foundation

of England's greatness, if not of her independence, was not confined

~"
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to the probable consequence of this particular measure. We saw, or

thought we saw, in it a proof that Liberalism had grown out of

harmony with the fundamental principles of our political faith, and,

seeing this, we had even before we were called upon to espouse
Home Kule come to the conclusion that the time was near at hand
when we must choose between our principles and our party.

It is not, however, our English fashion to look far ahead, and I

have no doubt that when the secession took place in 1886 the great
bulk of the seceders regarded the schism as of a temporary character.

Their calculation was that the result of their protest would be to

induce the Liberals to drop Home Eule, and that then Liberals and
Liberal Unionists would be reunited once more in one common party.
If Mr. Gladstone's individuality had been less omnipotent, or if his

personal conviction had been a less important factor in the determina-

tion of his policy, these calculations would probably have been justi-

fied, and the Liberal Unionists would have been won back to the

Gladstonian fold by the withdrawal of Home Kule. The rupture
between the two sections of the Liberal party would thus have been

at an end, though, in my opinion, it must have broken out again at no

distant period even if Home Kule had been consigned to oblivion.

Fortunately, Mr. Gladstone, on his side, laboured under the delusion

that when it became apparent to the Liberal Unionists that the

Liberal party were steadfast in their espousal of Home Rule, they
would come back to the Liberal fold. Each party to the schism

believed the other would give way as soon as it was manifest that

its opponents were in earnest. The belief on either side proved

erroneous, but it was honestly entertained; and, in consequence,
the struggle between the Gladstonian and the Seceding Liberals

bore at the outset a striking resemblance to a game of bluff.

I dwell on this aspect of the Secession controversy because it

explains and justifies, to my mind, the resolution of the Liberal

Unionists to form themselves into a separate party, acting with the

Conservatives in the opposition to Home Kule, but retaining their

position and appellation as an integral part of the Liberal party.

Their mistake, as I have always held, and hold still, lay in their

failing to realise that this attitude of isolation, however excellent as a

temporary expedient, was not fitted for a permanent policy. They
had reckoned on their secession bringing the Liberals to reason. But
when they found their reckoning was at fault, and that Home Kule,

to quote a saying of Mr. Gladstone's, still held the field, they were

bound, in the language of poker, to go one better. And ' the one

better
'

was obviously, to my way of thinking, direct fusion with the

Conservatives, the great English party by which alone the proposed

repeal of the Union could be permanently resisted.

It is now some years since I expressed my conviction in these

pages that the British public would never understand the attitude of
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a party which sat on the Liberal benches, insisted on calling them-

selves Liberals, and yet voted steadily with the Conservatives. I

argued, further, that the Liberal Unionists must in the end go back

to the Liberals or join the Conservatives, unless they were prepared to

undergo political extinction. I admit that the decline of the Liberal

Unionists as a distinct political party has been less rapid than I

anticipated, owing chiefly to the extraordinary personal energy and

ability displayed by their leader, Mr. Chamberlain ; but, to say the

very least, they have lost ground. Indeed, the course of events has

fally justified my forecast that the only logical outcome of the Liberal

secession must be found in a fusion with the Conservatives. Count-

ing one's chickens before they are hatched is at all times an unpro-
fitable occupation ;

and when the Unionist victory is assured, it will

be time enough to discuss the arrangements which must be made in

order to reap the full fruits of success. This much, however, I ven-

ture to say, as the expression of my personal opinion, that if after

the impending General Election the Liberal Unionist leaders

decline to take part in forming a Unionist Government, and insist

on maintaining a distinct party organisation of their own, they will

not only impair the chances of our getting rid of the Home Rule

agitation for once and for ever, but they will condemn their party to

political sterility.

For my own part, I fail to see why the prospect of fusion should

be regarded with disfavour by the Liberal Unionists. Even under

two distinct and not altogether harmonious organisations, Conserva-

tives and Liberal Unionists have approximated towards each other till

the division betweenthem has become a distinction without a difference.

Indeed, the approximation has been more marked on the part of the

former than of the latter. The limits of space would preclude my
entering on any discussion of the causes which have led to this result.

It is enough for my present purposes to say that these causes are

permanent. The various electoral, economical, and social influences

which have transformed the conditions of party warfare so as to

.render it nowadays a contest between the partisans of the Constitu-

tion and the advocates of revolutionary changes must tend to

render the policy of the Unionist party more and more the policy
of moderate Liberalism as represented by the Liberal Unionists.

It is manifest to my mind that the influence of the Liberal Unionists

upon a Unionist Administration can be exerted more efficiently if

they are formally associated with the Conservatives than if they
remain casual allies whose support can only be relied upon for certain

special purposes.
Of course the reciprocity must not, as the Irishman said, be all

on one side. There are certain questions such as that of the State

Church on which the Conservatives as a body feel much more strongly

than^the more advanced Liberal Unionists can be expected to do.
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But it is obvious that under a Unionist regime any controversy as

to the expediency or inexpediency of maintaining a State Church can

never proceed beyond the stage of academic discussion. My own

feeling, which is that, I fancy, of the great bulk of Liberal Unionists,

is that whatever theoretical objections there maybe to the connection

between Church and State, the Church of England as by law established

does a vast amount of practical good, fulfils the religious require-

ments of the day, and has most deservedly secured the respect and

esteem of the great majority of our fellow-countrymen. Even, there-

fore, if we had no motive for studying the reasonable susceptibilities

of the Conservative party, we should oppose any suggestion for the

disestablishment of the Church of England. I am aware that a certain

section of the Liberal Unionists do not share these views, and object
in principle to State Churches. I can understand that the Libera-

tionists to be still found amidst the Liberal Unionists, of whom Mr.

Chamberlain is the most conspicuous, should find it difficult to vote

against a Ministry who staked their fate on a Bill for the disestablish-

ment of the Church ofEngland ;
but I am utterly unable to comprehend

what difficulty they could find in supporting a Ministry which does

not make Disestablishment part of its programme. If, in the words

of Henri Quatre, Paris was well worth a Mass, the maintenance of

the United Kingdom is surely well worth the tacit adjournment of the

State Church controversy to a more convenient season. With the

exception ofthe Church of England question, I can see no issue of first-

-lass magnitude at all likely to come to the front during the next

few years on which there is a prospect of any material divergence of

opinion between the Conservatives and the Liberal Unionists. One of

the chief advantages of fusion as compared with alliance is that, under

the former system, the leaders of the Liberal Unionists must neces-

sarily take an active part in the administration of public affairs. It

follows that both the general policy ofthe Gfovernment and the particular
measures by which that policy is to be carried into effect must be

determined beforehand under the supervision of Liberal Unionist as

well as of Conservative Ministers. I fully admit that, even if the re-

lations between the two wings of the Unionist party remain unaltered,

the next Conservative Administration would be as loyally anxious

as their predecessors to avoid giving umbrage in any way to their

Liberal Unionist allies. But the danger of such umbrage being given

unintentionally is immensely increased by the non-participation

of the Liberal Unionists in the actual work of administration,

while the same cause diminishes very seriously their effective power
of influencing the course of public affairs in accordance with their

own ideas and views. For instance, we may take it for granted that,

so long as the Conservatives are allied to the Liberal Unionists, no Con-

servative Government, even iftheyhad the wish, woulddream of directly

attacking the principle of Free Trade. But it is quite possible that

3 Q 2
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under a purely Conservative Administration measures which, indirectly,

were inconsistent with these principles might receive a certain amount

of Government support. I need hardly point out that such support

would be extremely distasteful to many Liberal Unionists whose faith

in Free Trade as a panacea for all times and all countries is infinitely

more robust than my own. Yet, if support of this kind had once been

promised, it would be very difficult either to withdraw or disown the

promise without straining the relations between Liberal Unionists and

Conservatives. Under a joint Administration similar dangers could

not possibly occur
;
but a joint Administration must involve a fusion

in lieu of an alliance.

If fusion, however beneficial in itself, is distasteful to the Liberal

Unionists simply and solely because it may interfere with their claim

to continue to call themselves Liberals, there is no more to be said.

The objection belongs to the domain of sentiment, and matters of

sentiment are not matters for argument. But I decline to believe that

any large section of my friends are prepared to forego the opportunity
of advancing the principles of Liberalism for fear of impairing their

title to the name of Liberals. The facts speak for themselves. All

Liberal Unionists are agreed that the maintenance of the Union is

the first duty of the party to which they belong ; they are conscious

that the Union can only be upheld by placing a Unionist Admini-

stration in power ;
and they are aware that any such Administration

must rely mainly for support on the Conservative party, and must

therefore be an Administration conducted in the main in accordance

with Conservative views. Given these conclusions, the question arises

whether it is not better, in the interests of true Liberal principles, that

the views of the Conservative majority should be modified in as far

as possible by the views of the Liberal Unionist minority. I fail to

understand how, from a Liberal Unionist point of view, this question

can be answered otherwise than in the affirmative. The home ques-

tions which will probably occupy the attention of the next Parliament

will be the concession of such local self-government to Ireland as

may be consistent with the absolute denial of legislative independence ;

the redistribution of seats, so as to make representation correspond

with population ;
the reorganisation of the House of Lords upon its

present basis of an hereditary chamber
;
and the placing of the rela-

tions between labour and capital upon a more satisfactory footing.

It is obvious that these questions are more likely to be settled in

harmony with the traditions of Liberalism if the Liberal Unionist

party has a distinct voice in framing the measures dealing with the

subjects in question.

Upon many of these issues my personal preference would probably
be more in favour of the mode of treatment which would commend
itself to the Conservative wing of the Unionist party than of that

which would commend itself to the Liberal Unionist, But in
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this article I have endeavoured, in as far as possible, to look at the

alternative of fusion or alliance from the standpoint of my Liberal

Unionist friends whose belief in the Liberalism of the pre-Gladstonian
era has remained unshaken and inviolate

;
and from this standpoint

the advantages of fusion are, to my mind, overwhelming. This view

of the case is one which I would submit respectfully to their careful

consideration, as I hold that the course of legislation during the

next few years a period probably of momentous importance to the

fortunes of England will be largely influenced by the decision of the

Liberal Unionists as to whether, after the general election, they
elect or decline to act with the Conservatives as one united party.

The time, however, for such a decision has not yet arrived. Nor

can it now arrive till the result of the approaching appeal to the

constituencies has been ascertained. In the meantime, the duty of all

Liberal Unionists, whether they are in favour of fusion or alliance,

is to postpone every other consideration to the one object of placing

in power a Unionist Government supported by a decisive Unionist

majority. If once we can achieve a victory which will knock the

bottom out of any future coalition between any English party and

the Irish Nationalists, it will be time to consider whether the

interests of the Liberal Unionist cause can best be advanced by fusion

or alliance. The victory may seem probable, but it has not yet been

won
;
and till it is won the manifest duty of fusionists and anti-

fusionists is to work together for their common cause.

EDWARD DICEY.
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THE MUSSALMANS OF INDIA AND
THE ARMENIAN QUESTION

Now that the question of the alleged Armenian atrocities is under

the consideration of a Commission composed of the representatives

of various European Powers that have shown an interest in that

question, it may appear injudicious to write anything for or against
either the Government which is held to be responsible for the

alleged barbarities, or those persons who are responsible for the

agitation which has led to the appointment of this Commission.

Public opinion ought to remain silent and neutral regarding the

main questions at issue
;

it should wait for the judgment which the

Commissioners, after due investigation, would pronounce. When the

public opinion of Europe, acting upon the Governments of their

respective countries, has succeeded in effecting the appointment of a

Commission composed of members who are expected to be impartial
and independent, it is natural that the agitated feelings and popular
outbursts should stop for a moment, and give way to a feeling of

expectancy.
But it is not on the appointment of the Commission, or the

truth or falsehood of the current reports regarding Armenian

cruelties, that I propose to write. Indeed, Armenia and the Com-
mission are of secondary importance as regards my present subject.

I hope the Commission will publish a correct and impartial report of

the doings of the Sultan's officials and the Armenian agitators, so

that a fair man, a man of ordinary common sense, may be able to-

distribute his sympathies on either side, without feeling the pricking
of his conscience which must be experienced when he bases his

sympathy or his hatred on a one-sided, incomplete, and distorted

view of any matter. At the same time, I must say that such com-

missions, whether they are appointed for the investigation of any
political, or diplomatic, or legislative question, have as yet proved of

little practical utility ;
and that if a history of hundreds and thou-

sands of Government commissions were written, they would be
found conspicuous only by their negative results. However, it is

but just to hear the judgment of competent judges before sentence
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is pronounced ;
and all men who are either interested in the Eastern

Question, or whose sympathetic natures are shocked by the tales of

unheard-of barbarities committed by a fiendish soldiery on an

inoffensive people, must speak only after they have heard the evi-

dence on both sides.

But the interest which the English Government has in the

Eastern question generally, and in this particular instance of the
' Armenian atrocities,' is much greater than, and of quite a different

nature from, the interest which it would have as one of the European
Powers merely, or even as one of the signatory Powers of the treaties

of Berlin and Paris. The interest which Great Britain has in all

questions relating to the welfare and vitality of Turkey is not merely
a platonic interest. England is certainly a Christian Power

;
and

as such it has, and should have, natural sympathies and antipathies ;

but then she is something more. She is, in one sense, the greatest

Muslim Power in the world. This is a phrase which has been

often repeated, but few realise the true significance of this single fact.

Any person who has carefully studied the numerous elements

of which the vast Empire of Britain is composed will be struck

with the enormous number of the Muhammadans who owe allegi-

ance to the British sovereign. Excluding those scattered numbers

of the Mussalmans that are found in almost every English colony
or possession in Africa, Asia, and in Australia, the Muhammadan

population of the Indian Empire, according to the latest census, is

more than fifty-seven 'millions. So that Her Majesty is the ruler of

a far greater number of Mussalmans than the Sultan of Turkey, or the

Shah of Persia, or both of these together, rule.

This aspect of the question should never be lost sight of. In her

dealings with other Powers, England has accordingly duties and

responsibilities which no other Power has in the same degree. Here

is a unique instance of an Empire which comprehends almost all

religions and races on the face of the earth, and which is so situated

that by the very force of circumstances it cannot, and should not,

adopt any policy other than that ofthe large-hearted and noble-minded

Emperor Akbar, whose vast dominions it has inherited by a series of

unforeseen and fortuitous circumstances.

Now, if we except the Christian, or rather the European, element,

which is naturally the governing and dominant element, the Muham-
madans are, as a people, the most important portion of those in-

numerable masses of human beings in India that own our Queen
Victoria as their rightful sovereign. Not only on account of their

numbers, but also by reason of their being the most loyal subjects of

Her Majesty, they form an important part of the British Empire.
There is one thing more. The Indian Muhammadans are the

only ones who are being largely influenced by the pressure of the

civilisation of the West. They are the only followers of the Prophet
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who are intellectually free, and who can study any sciences and arts

they like
;
who can expound new philosophical theories, evolve new

religious speculations, or entertain new ideas of social life
;
and who

can, in short, enter into the race for progress and civilisation without

any hindrance. If Egypt be partially excluded, the Mussalmans

of no other country but India possess the right of free speech, and
have a free press. All these things combine to make them more
or less united, and to produce amongst them a sense of nationality
and a public spirit which is in most respects new to the East.

It is true the Muhammadans of India, when compared even with

other important portions of the community, are in a miserable

plight, and are far from being a wealthy or prosperous people. But
such is the case all over the world, the difference being only this,

that in the case of the Indian Mussalmans there has been, for the

last quarter of a century, a new movement and a real awakening on

their part. The eloquent writings and speeches of the Honourable

Sir Syed Ahmed Khan Bahadur and of Nanah Mohsin-ul-Mulk

Mahdi Ali, and the incomparable poems of the great national poet

Hali, have raised in many of the Mussalmans quite a new spirit.

Some of them are making earnest efforts to reform their abuses, and

to do away with all those prejudices that are a bar to their progress,
and to infuse new and high ideas in them, and to impart high

English education to the Muhammadan youths. This movement
for the progress and regeneration of the Indian Mussalmans has

only just begun, and it will be premature to say that it has, to any

great extent, succeeded; yet some effects of the movement are

already observable. The Mussalmans have established, for diffusing

high education amongst them, a Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental college
at Aligarh, in which more than three hundred Mussalman youths from

all parts of the country permanently reside, and which may in time

become the nucleus of a great Islamic university. They hold a

Muhammadan Educational Conference in different parts of India, to

devise means for the general spread of Western education amongst
themselves

; they edit several hundred vernacular papers ; they
write articles and publish pamphlets in short, not a few are earnestly

trying to ameliorate the condition of their co-religionists, an attempt
in which they have often the cordial support of the Government
officials in the country. The result of these endeavours can be easily

ascertained in the number of the Mussalmans who have recently
raised themselves in the Indian world of letters and politics. Mr. Syed
Mahmud, lately of the Allahabad High Court, whose genius as a

lawyer and jurist has made his name famous throughout the legal

world, and Mr. Justice Amir Ali, the learned author of the Spirit

of Islam, are distinguished examples of the product of English edu-

cation. Such men can hold their own in the society of great English
writers and lawyers.
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Now this education, imparted in the colleges and schools of

India, is gradually producing Mussalmans who are sufficiently versed in

the English language, and who study the writings of English authors

and the speeches of English statesmen almost as eagerly as English-
men themselves. These men read and admire the writings of

Thackeray and Carlyle ;
write articles on Tennyson and Macaulay ;

peruse the works of Mr. Herbert Spencer and Darwin, and the

treatises of Mr. Morley and Mr. Frederic Harrison. Some of them
follow the debates of Parliament and read the speeches of Mr.

Gladstone, Lord Salisbury, Lord Kosebery, and Sir William Harcourt.

They can thus understand the course of English policy and the drift

of European diplomacy, and they appreciate ordinary English litera-

ture as much as any Englishman who reads his morning papers and
studies his monthly magazines. Such men, even if they might not

understand the doings of Europeans and correctly appreciate the

policy of various English statesmen, think that they know the

tendency of the European politics of the day. They eagerly read

and discuss whatever is said in any quarter of the *

civilised world
'

about the Muhammadans; for the press makes them acquainted
with all such matters. They praise and condemn, admire and

abhor, and every Mussalman in British India who can read and

understand the vernacular of the country (i.e. Urdu) has the benefit

of the opinions expressed even in the remotest corner of the world,

and forms his conclusions regarding the question.

Now such an important portion of Her Majesty's subjects must
never be omitted from the consideration of English statesmen.

England, if she is fully conscious of her duty, as by far the greatest
Moslem Power in the world, governing in all nearly 60,000,000

Muhammadans, is bound by the very nature of the circumstances

in which she is placed to widen her political horizon, to regard

every political question that comes out not merely in the provincial

spirit, to which some of her politicians are apt to tend. There are

some questions which affect not only the feelings of the inhabitants

of England, Scotland, and Ireland, but also the feelings and senti-

ments of innumerable masses of human beings whose sentiments,

mistaken though they may be, and whose feelings, though they might
not be fully understood by European statesmen, are not for that

reason to be neglected and despised.

Now, of the political feelings of the Mussalmans of India, perhaps
the most firmly seated is an attachment to the Mussalman Powers

that still exist in the world.

Of the Mussalman kingdoms, Turkey is the most important, both

on account of its vastness and power, and also because of the

position she occupies as the guardian of Mecca and Medina, the

former being the centre of Islam, the latter being the adopted
home of the Prophet, where he is buried. These two places are the
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of pilgrims from all parts of Asia

resort of hundreds of thousandsnnot visit them entertain a pro-

and Africa
;
and even those who ca* ?f Islam. The less cultured of

found reverence for these holy places , idea that His Majesty the

the Indian Mussalmans have also a din^eir Caliph, or religious

Sultan of Turkey is somehow or other supported by competent
head. This is an opinion which is hardly k^ople, not merely in

authorities and traditions
;
but the mass of the pe^spotic in their

India and Asia, but everywhere in the world, are defection of their

nature, and will brook no contradiction or rational correb\ure right,

notions and prejudices. From one point of view they
* sia and

The greatest Moslem Empire, which rules those parts of ^fail to

Africa where the former caliphates were situated, cannot 'inks

strike the imagination of an ordinary Moslem. He naturally tfcal-

of that Power as something more than an ordinary secular Mus&t
man Power, which may have a natural claim on his sympathy, bf

not on his reverence. The great proportion of the Mussalmans o.

India are moreover of the Sunni or orthodox sect, to which the Sultan

belongs. The Sunnis constitute the bulk of the Mussalman popula-

tion, the rival sect of the Shias (adherents of Ali) being chiefly

confined to the upper classes and the older families. The Shias, like

the enlightened Sunnis, have no religious reverence for the kingdom,

yet they cannot forget that it is a Moslem Power, and that its fall

will lower the prestige of Islam throughout the world.

I do not think that the Mussalmans of India regard themselves

bound to the Turkish Empire so much that they would rise in rebel-

lion against the English Government if, in their opinion, it took an

unfair advantage of the weakness of Turkey, and brought about its

downfall. Such a supposition would be pronounced absurd on

the very face of it by every person who has ever lived and moved

amongst the Indian Mussalmans. They are loyal to England through
conviction and interest. They are perfectly assured that their present

position, though by no means prosperous, is very satisfactory. They
are safe under the rule of Britain. Their religious freedom is secured.

They have a possibility of future progress and development such as

no Moslem country allows to its inhabitants. Their staunch loyalty

to England cannot be doubted, and, with the exception of a few old-

fashioned Englishmen, who might be still haunted by the phantom
of a supposed Wahabi insurrection, it has been universally acknow-

ledged by the English officials in the country that the Muhammadans
of India are the most loyal of Her Majesty's subjects.

But suppose that a crusade is proclaimed against the remaining
Moslem kingdoms of the world, that Christian fanatics in various parts

of Christendom preach against Islam and the Mussalmans, and stir up
bad blood in the followers of both religions by abusing the Prophet
and insulting the religion of the Muhammadans, and by hounding on

the Christians to attack and annihilate the Mussalmans then it is
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not difficult to conceive that the loyalty of the Muhammadans will

not remain unshaken. Let us assume that their religion is false

and inhuman, which is a very irrational assumption; still, that

is no reason why they should not feel insulted and injured by such

treatment. We may even take another and more probable case, of

English statesmen giving way before the torrent of invective and

calumny which has been for centuries past directed by the en-

thusiastic, the philanthropic, the ignorant, and the bigoted against
the 'unspeakable Turk,' and, joining with the Christian policy
of annihilating Turkey, pursue with regard to the Mussalmans the

policy of Kussia
;
this will again produce ill-feeling and anger in

the Mussalman population.
I trust, indeed, that time may be very far from us. The leaders

of both English parties, at present, pursue the same foreign policy.

Lord Kosebery's foreign policy is believed to be even more im-

perialistic than the policy of his great rival, Lord Salisbury ;
and an

imperialistic policy is nothing if it does not carefully take into

account the wishes and feelings of the various nations that people
the vast dominions of which the Prime Minister of England is for

the time being the executive head. On the other hand, there is a

provincial policy which would limit the horizon of English states-

manship, and would make the foreign policy of the Empire sub-

servient to the sentimental desires of a few noisy clubs and societies.

A statesman of this school would be indifferent to that public opinion
of his fellow-subjects that exists outside the limits of his own ken.

He would be carried away, not by deep and broad principles, as he

may think, but by a very narrow-minded and short-sighted policy.

Such a statesman might be a model ruler for a small State, uncon-

cerned with the rest of the world, having no interest in common
with other peoples, but such an one is evidently not fitted to rule the

Empire of Britain.

I have made it sufficiently clear that the elements of Christian

prejudice and bigotry should be wholly eliminated from the

foreign relations of Britain
;

for while the natural prejudices and

sentiments of the Christian population are neutralised by the equally

strong prejudices of the Mussalman population of the Empire, the

question remains, as it ought ever to remain, in the domain of

secular politics. It is not as Christians versus Mussalmans that the

responsible rulers of this vast Empire should view this question, nor do

I think that they have generally viewed it in this light ; but a

campaign of reckless abuse, led by prominent English politicians, and

even by members of the Cabinet, would make it not impossible that

those statesmen might try such a course. It is not impossible that

racial and religious prejudices might at last triumph over reason.

No single person can be pointed out as the originator of the

prejudices held by many Englishmen against the Turks. The
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history of sucli prejudices against the Muhammadans in general, and

against the Turks in particular, would be very interesting. It dates

back to the commencement of the Crusades
;
and the feeling

strengthened and became intense in the Middle Ages, when narrow-

mindedness was looked upon as the greatest imaginable virtue, and

bigotry was synonymous with piety and religion. This '

Age of

Chivalry
' and darkness, as Burke eloquently expresses, and Caiiyle,

with emphatic scorn, confirms,
'
is gone,' but it has still left in the

minds of not a few persons, otherwise enlightened and cultured, an

inheritance of prejudice and bigotry. It is due to the laws of
4

heredity
'

that the European mind cannot completely purge itself

of those erroneous notions which the former generations had accu-

mulated. To many Englishmen the word Turk or 'Mahometan'

has very disagreeable associations. It means a tyrannical, loathsome

creature, unscrupulous in his conduct, callous as to human suffering,

dull and inactive, and a confirmed polygamist. He is supposed to

have, to use Mr. Gladstone's witty phrase,
' a double dose of original

sin.' We need not believe in an '

angelic theory
'

(to quote Mr.

Balfour's equally brilliant retort) to affirm that the Turks are, as a

rule, made like other men, that they have their virtues and vices,

their excellences and their faults. No nation has a right to attribute

to itself all moral excellence, and to assign to some other nation,

particularly disliked, everything that is disagreeable or distasteful.

But the Turks have long suffered from such unreasonable pre-

judices. They have a different religion, a different nationality, and

their name has become in Europe a byword for all unnatural and

inhuman vices. This is to many persons a sufficient reason why
they should always pronounce their infallible judgment against

them, and expel them from all the civilised parts of the world.

Such a state of mind may be very natural, and even excusable, in

the case of the ignorant and the unthinking masses. But when

persons of undoubted ability and information, who advocate the equal
and liberal treatment of all mankind, irrespective of class, colour, and

religion, and who profess to regard man as a noble being, and as such

an object of their natural sympathy, forget all those professions of

justice and fair dealing, and declaim against a whole race, represent-

ing them as worse than brutes, then indeed we are surprised, and can-

not but condemn. They draw, as Burke said, an indictment against
an entire nation.

Granted that there are many shortcomings, and even perverse

principles, in the Turkish system of government, two questions

naturally arise. Do these things exist nowhere but in Turkey, and
have no other government and no other people in the world, or

even what is called the civilised world, any such faults ? And do
the gentlemen who constantly declaim against the Turkish Empire
sincerely desire that it should reform its system of government and
make a real internal progress, unchecked and unhindered ?
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For if there are faults in the system of government, and honest

efforts are being made by the Sultan and his Court to improve the

machinery of the Government, to develop the resources of the

Empire, and to advance the education and the civilisation of the

people as far as may be possible, no rational man will condemn them

simply because the rate of the progress is not as rapid as in his

opinion it ought to be, and because they move slowly and do not

adopt all that their critics want them to adopt. If such critics of the

Turkish Empire were really desirous of its moving with the spirit of

the times and adopting the most improved forms of government and

administration, no one could blame them. They would be the true

friends of that country, though they might be somewhat impatient
critics. It might be said in their favour that they really desire

the welfare of the people under the Turkish rule, though they do-

not clearly appreciate the enormous and harassing difficulties which

the Sultan and his advisers have to overcome before they introduce

effective reforms into the country. But, in fact, those who condemn

Turkey, condemn it root and branch : they think that from the begin-

ning to the end it has been a curse to mankind, and that the Turks

never do and never will do any good a contention which implies
that the critics are all-wise, and that their judgment is free from

errors and their actions are above criticism. With such immaculate

beings it is impossible to argue.
Of the two questions mentioned above, I wish to briefly discuss

the latter question first Whether the critics of the Turks earnestly
desire the amelioration of the condition of those various races that

own the sway of the Sultan? If they do, they certainly do not

adopt the best method to effect their ends. I do not deny that these

gentlemen arehonest in their intentions and sincere in their professions
of benevolence and philanthropy ; though the benevolence is somewhat

partial and the philanthropy somewhat mixed with something other

than love. Yet they either fail to recognise or knowingly shut their

eyes to the fact that, on the whole, Turkey has been steadily trying
to reform its old abuses and to change itself according to the require-

ments of the age. This change towards improvement is observable

in every department. Leaving aside its older history, and coming to

the very recent times after the last Russo-Turkish war, one fact will

be evident to every careful and honest student of the course of

Turkish politics and Turkish history. The present reigning monarch,
Sultan Abdul Hamid Khan, is as conscientious and hard-working a

prince, and is as much desirous of the welfare and progress of his

subjects, as any of his contemporaries can be. In the performance
of his duty he does not spare himself. He constantly strives to-

improve every department of his Government. If the force of cir-

cumstances, or the prejudices and notions developed by the laws of

what is called
'

heredity
'

in the philosophy of Mr. Herbert Spencei%
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has not allowed the Empire to advance to an ideal State, or has not

allowed it to advance as much as might satisfy its ardent critics, we

can only condemn the laws of nature, and not any particular set of

men. If once it is conceded that personally the Sultan and his

Ministers are honestly working for the good of the Empire as a whole,

then it becomes the duty of every one interested in the fate of the

Christian or the Moslem subjects of Turkey to assist and encourage
that Government in its good resolves. Violent invectives against the

Turkish nation, and reckless abuse of their religion, and stormy agita-

tion in the country, are the worst possible means to strengthen the

hands of Turkish authorities or to make them desirous of working in

the right direction.

But that is the only encouragement the Sultan and his Ministers

ever get. Not a single peaceful period is given to them for working
out internal reforms and making progress. A periodical cry is raised

against them that they have been weighed and found wanting.

They are told that the respite allowed to them has expired, but that

they have not mended their ways. They are made the victims of rhe-

torical attacks and of abuse not very scrupulous. Such treatment

makes the Turk doubly angry. It grievously wounds his pride, and he

is naturally disgusted and mortified. He looks back fondly to the old

system of government, when no one dared raise his voice against the

constituted authorities, and when the rights granted to the subjects

and the alien races were the free gifts of the sovereign, and not de-

manded with such violence. He beshrews the day in which he was

forced by Sultan Mahmud to partially adopt the Western methods
;

for every concession is followed by another agitation. Every act of

his is misrepresented and distorted into some hideous crime
;
and a

mountain is made of a molehill, and invectives and abuse are the only

rewards which he gets for his toleration. Such behaviour makes him

angry. It wounds his pride, and he determines once more to return

to the former methods of government, and to oppose inch by inch

every attempt that is made to drag him against his will to the new

schemes. So the good that is done is greatly neutralised by the evil

effected by these military campaigns and the campaigns of abuse

directed against it by Christian Europe.
But our adverse critics give neither the Sultan nor his advisers

any credit for good intentions. As I have said, they seem to think

the Turkish race to be an incarnation of the evil principle of Nature,

from which no good can be expected, and to whose destruction they
should direct their energies. They have made in their mind a picture
of the Turk and his government, and they persist in regarding this

abnormal creature, which has only a subjective existence, as having
an objective reality. Unless they bring an impartial and unprejudiced
mind to the consideration of the evidence that might be produced in

favour of Turkey, no facts will convince them
;
for their subjective
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picture will effectually bar the entrance of the notion of the real Turk

into their minds. This only can be respectfully recommended to their

consideration : whether a race of human beings can be so abnormally

wicked and unspeakably cruel as they represent and suppose the

Turk to be. If they think there is some exaggeration in that, it

would be better if they considered the question apart from racial and

religious prejudices. Let them judge the Turk as they would judge any
Christian people similarly placed. If they cannot do so, they have no

right to insist that their fancies should be taken as real and patent
facts.

The other question is this : Are the abuses complained of in

Turkey such as exist in no other part of the world, and is the Turkish

system more decidedly corrupt and cruel than the system of any other

Christian Government in the world ? If this fact should be con-

clusively settled against Turkey, then indeed there would be strong
reason for condemning a Government which suffers such barbarities

to be perpetrated, and allows such laws to exist in its dominion as are

entirely foreign to the civilised sense of the world, and wholly given

up by every other State. But no statesman, even no ordinary

politician, who knows enough of the general character of the different

Governments, not to say of the world, but of Europe only, will venture

to make any such sweeping assertion. No one, however strongly pre-

judiced he may be against Turkey, can deny that the severe and

oppressive despotic system of Kussia, according to which system half

the European continent is governed, is in no way less lenient, less

barbarous, or more humane than the corresponding Turkish system.
The world cannot easily forget the late heartless expulsion of hundreds

of thousands of Jews. Men were driven from their homes, where

they had lived for centuries, their property was confiscated, and they
were driven out in absolute poverty, and pushed forcibly on into other

reluctant countries. It is impossible to calculate the amount of

human suffering brought about by this expulsion ; yet the collective

humanity of civilised Europe was hardly powerful enough to save one
'

Jew from being expelled from his native place. The press did not

raise its mighty voice, the indignant protest of hundreds and thousands

of enlightened friends of the human race did not make the Kussian

officials anxious. The press either uttered some cold phrases of re-

probation, or even justified the action of the Kussian authorities by

specious reasoning.
The Mussalmans of India, informed by the vernacular papers of

all these contemporary events, take notice of these facts, and generally
look upon all such professions of philanthropy and human sympathy
as hypocritical pretensions. No doubt they are wrong in their sweep-

ing condemnation, which is owing to their not being fully acquainted
with the political ideas and principles current in Europe, and with

the methods in which the Europeans express their opinions. But
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though they may be erroneous, they are excusable. Any man of

common understanding, not gifted with an extraordinarily subtle and

discriminating conscience, would fail to find any reason why laws and

practices in a Christian country should be passed over in silence,

while similar laws and practices, which entail even lesser evils, when

found in a neighbouring Moslem kingdom, should be denounced from

all public places, from the senate, the pulpit, and the platform. In

such cases there must be either a strong religious antipathy, or racial

hatred, or both ;
and if so, the humanitarian gentlemen come down

almost to the level of vulgar agitators and the bigots who excite the

religious animosities of the masses.

I do not mean to say that the Turkish system is even compara-

tively perfect. There are, indeed, grave errors of principle, as well as

of detail, in the administration. The most important and perhaps

the greatest grievance is the absolute suppression of the liberty of the

press. The fact that no paper or book can be published or brought
into the country without passing through the severe ordeal of being

inspected and ' corrected
'

by a very watchful and ruthless licenser

is shocking to the minds of men who have been brought up in the

midst of a free press and free discussion. This practice is the greatest

curse to the people. It stagnates the minds of men, and retards

every kind of intellectual progress. For the sake of human nature

itself such a benumbing influence should be cautiously and gradually

taken away by the Sultan from his subjects ;
and a reform in this

direction would make the name of Sultan Abdul Hamid doubly illus-

trious in the history of this century. No doubt a Government

placed in such a delicate and difficult position cannot safely act

according to abstract propositions. It has to look carefully upon the

results of the practical applications of such
'

philosophical principles.

But even if we take into account all the evils of a moderately free

press and free institutions in such an empire as Turkey, the advan-

tages of such institutions far outweigh any incidental evils that might
accrue.

But the Mussalmans of India naturally suppose that the English

public have no right to denounce Turkey for its suppression of the

liberty of the press before they exert themselves to give a free press to

the Christians of Kussia, by inducing their Christian ally to grant
that right to its subjects. When we consider that it was only a

few years back (1878) that an Act was passed by the Governor-

General of India in Council to take away the liberty of the native

press, an Act which was repealed by the truly sympathetic Viceroy,
Lord Kipon ;

and when we see that even now not a few Englishmen
of India, who are known as the Anglo-Indians, loudly desire to sup-

press the liberty of the native newspapers, we ought to be a little

more lenient in condemning the Oriental Government of Turkey.
The Mussalmans of India also think that the alleged cruelties in Ar-
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menia do not exceed what is said and written about the cruelties suffered

by the Siberian prisoners ;
but while the former are still hypothetical,

the latter are certain and patent facts
; yet all the eloquence of a

.great English party and a great press is exhausted in depicting the

unnameable Turkish horrors, while only a faint and cold sympathy is

given to their suffering co-religionists and fellow-men in another part
of the world.

Such considerations produce anger and contempt in the minds of

the Mussalmans, who repose even less confidence in the partial

philanthropy of interested politicians than the diplomats have in the

political treaties. It was a few days ago that I heard some leading
Muhammadans saying in perfect good faith, without thinking them-

selves cynical in expressing such sentiments, that treaties between

unequal powers are only so much waste paper ! The stronger always
consider them worthless, in so far as they are in favour of the weaker

powers, while any terms in favour of the stronger power are most

sternly enforced by that power. The general treatment of the weak

Asiatic and African Governments by the powerful military kingdoms
of Europe is regarded in no better light than this ! International

morality may be realised between equals, or perhaps (but this I say
with great reserve) between the Europeans ; but as to an equitable

dealing between the Europeans and the poor weak people of Asia,

the belief does not exist in the Oriental mind. I think that they

exaggerate the examples of selfishness which they find in the

Europeans, and that they forget that the Europeans are also men,
and so have natural faults

;
but the truth is that such instances of

European partiality and prejudice come into strong relief, owing to

the professions ofa sublime morality, and the claim of their having a

high ideal of justice, which are unfortunately seldom realised. The
Mussalmans of India, like other Orientals, are not, as a rule, favourably

impressed by the political and the diplomatic methods of the European
statesmen and diplomats. They have come to look upon the public
avowal of humane sentiments and noble principles as the diplomatic

screening of very questionable purposes.

Such an unfavourable idea of the Europeans formed on the part
of their Asiatic fellow-beings, however partial and erroneous that

idea may be, is much to be regretted. I have tried here to prove

that, if such ideas are held by a large number of the Indian Mussal-

mans, they are not wholly to be blamed ;
and that Englishmen also

contribute to the formation of such prejudices.

It is impossible to write on the question of England and Turkey,
and on the sentiments of the Indian Mussalmans, without mention-

ing the name of Mr. Gladstone. I have not the least wish to say
one word against this illustrious and veteran statesman. Personally

speaking I have the highest admiration for this great Liberal leader

of the century. Indeed I may sincerely say that amongst the

VOL. XXXVIII No. 220 3 R
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Mussalmans I am perhaps his greatest admirer. His pure and

lofty character, his genius and eloquence, and the services that

he has done to the Liberal party of England, will make his name

retain an honourable place in the history of the nineteenth century.

I think the greatest achievement of his life is this : he has intro-

duced a high moral tone in all political and diplomatic questions of

the day. He has established noble principles, where formerly

expediency alone prevailed. Even regarding the Turkish Empire
his attitude is far from being entirely indefensible. Whatever he

did and wrote and spoke against Turkey was quite natural in a

gentleman of warm sympathies, of great susceptibilities, who is

easily carried away by his emotions, and who is moreover a sincere

believer in all the ecclesiastical dogmas of modern Christianity dog-
mas which teach him that the Muhammadans, being non-Christians,

are infidels, who have as such no right to desecrate the sacred soil

of Europe. With all these qualities, anybody having only defective

and one-sided information, and no opportunities of calmly deliberating

over the remote results of his actions, might be expected to do exactly

what Mr. Gladstone did with regard to Turkey. Mr. Gladstone

fondly believes tales of horrors that are told to him by scheming

persons. He has a natural prejudice, almost antipathy, to the very
name of the ' Turk/ His mind in some important respects resembles

that of some pious, learned, but narrow-minded priest of the middle

ages ;
and his unreasoning prejudice against the Turk is indeed

mediaeval, and worthy of those dark ages of blind belief and Quixotic

chivalry.

A person of such character, however graphic and sublime it

may be, should not have such a great political influence on the

minds of millions of his fellow-beings he should not be at the

head of such a vast Empire as that of England of to-day if he can-

not control his emotions and his ecclesiastical prejudices. He is a

sublime moral leader of men, but a statesman of Mr. Gladstone's

position should be more calm, more deliberate, and should weigh his

words more carefully before he speaks. He should take great care

that his writings and speeches do not wound the feelings of millions

of his fellow-subjects. The late Prime Minister of England has

seldom thought of the very existence of the Indian Mussalmans,

but the Indian Mussalmans often think of him. They hear every

word that he utters about the Turks. I do not know, though I can

imagine, what the Turkish Mussalmans think of Mr. Gladstone
; but

amongst the Indian Mussalmans he is far from being popular. To

his true admirers, like myself, this is very painful. But Mr. Glad-

stone never thinks on both sides of the Turkish question. Carried

away by his ardent imagination and his rushing eloquence, he

delivers speeches and writes pamphlets, which, however noble they

may be trom a Christian (or rather a dogmatic) and anti-Turkish
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point of view, are neither statesmanlike in spirit nor sound as to

facts.

But it is not of Mr. Gladstone as an individual, but of Mr. Glad-

stone as a leader of a great political party, that the actions in this

respect ought not to be approved. If the British and the Irish

people, either Conservative or Kadical, calmly think over the great

responsibilities which they have, as the rulers of the greatest

Empire now existing in the world, and if they clearly appreciate

their duty as the rulers of the greatest Moslem community in the

world, they will not be carried away by racial or ecclesiastical

prejudices. They will calmly and impartially judge before they
condemn or agitate against any Moslem power or kingdom with which

sixty millions of their fellow-subjects have strong sympathies. They
will not readily take part in any outcry against Turkey, or any
Mussalman State, simply because the latter is not a Christian or a

European State.
1 Noblesse oblige,' says the proverb, and it may be said, with equal

truth, that vast empires and large dominions have also their peculiar

obligations.

GHULAM-US-SAQLAIN.

3 H 2
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IN THE DAYS OF HER YOUTH'

Tms paper is a plea for a rational system of girls' education. It

attempts to show that such is not and cannot be exclusively

intellectual, physical, or moral, and that the most approved methods

of to-day err as widely in their practice as did the old-established

seminaries whose ineptitude and artificiality have passed into a

proverb. Decorum and vain accomplishments were admittedly bad

tests of womanhood, but have we put anything better in their place ?

Are our girls more modest, more self-restrained, more pure of word

and thought, more sympathetic, more worthy of honour and reverence

than in the much-derided days of *

prunes and prism
'

?

For if they are not, there must surely be something very wrong
in our improved methods : we must have omitted some essential

factor, if, with all our confessed intellectual gain, there is no advance

in the higher qualities of humanity. Is it a gain for our daughters

to know more than their mothers, if they feel less ? Is a woman

really more successful, if in cultivating manly qualities and vocations

she has sterilised and abandoned those which were essentially her

own
;
and shall it profit her if she gain the whole world and lose her

own soul ? Has she not lost it already, some of us feel disposed to

ask, as we look at her pictures in the illustrated weeklies, read her

descriptions of imaginary vices in contemporary fiction, or listen to

the plays at which she sits smiling and unashamed ? Can these

draggle-tailed indecencies of form, thought, and emotion really be

what our girls have grown to like ? and if so, with what strange
blindness must their teachers have cultivated their intellects, and

neglected their character !

I was once telling a great novelist of my difficulties in story

writing, when he said to me,
c Are you sure you have begun at the begin-

ning? for that is one of the most necessary, and, I have always found,

one of the most difficult things to do.' The truth of the remark

struck me greatly, and it recurs to me forcibly in connection with the

present paper, for I find that the necessary condition of determining
the right method and scope of a girl's intellectual training, is the prior

determination of what her parents desire, or at least can be induced

to tolerate and sanction. To discuss elaborately, in a practical essay
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such as the present, a scheme which would not receive such permission
and approval, would be, however interesting, foreign to my purpose,
nor would the limits of space suffice for even the most brief discussion

of the physiology of the intellectual powers, their training, and rela-

tive importance. Such an analysis has moreover been thoroughly
and scientifically made by many capable writers, and Professor Bain,
for instance, in his Science of Education deals luminously with it

from a popularly scientific point of view. The whole question of the

relation between the senses and the intellect is indeed one which the

teacher should study intimately, as thereon depends the due develop-
ment of the latter, and it affords much help in the selection, arrange-

ment, and co-ordination of the various subjects of study. But, how-
ever theoretically well acquainted with what may be called the

philosophical and physiological right order of subjects the mistress

may be, she will find that as a guide to practical teaching such

knowledge is rarely efficacious
;
the conditions do not allow of its

being followed. Let me speak quite frankly and say that the insuper-

able obstacle lies in the wishes and demands of the parents, and in the

limitations under which alone they will permit their daughters' educa-

tion to be effected. It is the mental and moral attitude of guardians
and relations, and their insistence upon certain studies and accom-

plishments, which tie the hands of the most intelligent and unselfish

teachers and reduce their instruction frequently to the level of con-

ventionality and routine.

The astounding illogicality of the average English mind is nowhere

shown more clearly or with more disastrous effect than in this futile and

stupid interference of the father and mother with the special province
of the schoolmistress an interference which would not be for a moment
tolerated or contemplated if the child were a boy instead of a girl.

Conceive the possibility of a father saying to the head-master of his

boy's school,
* My son must learn this, that, and the other subjects,

whether you think him capable of doing so or not.' Fancy a father of

such foolishness that he removed his son from the school in which he

had been taught for years to give him a term or so with new masters

to finish his education !

Is a boy who has no taste for art or music forced to waste

half his school life over those subjects, because they are for the

moment fashionable? Is every detail of study, recreation, and

discipline in a boys' school made the subject of continual criticism

and complaint ? Conceive a boy's father writing to a head-master

to blame him severely for the lack of progress made by his son, and

asserting gravely that the fault must lie in the master, as the boy's

abilities were beyond dispute.
1 But all these are daily experiences

1 I saw a letter in which these assertions were made to a head-mistress but a

few days since, and another wherein the father scolded the head-mistress severely
because his daughter had to change her wet shoes before sitting down to class.
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in the case of girl pupils. Nor are they by any means the worst

hindrances, since these are to be found in the curious distrust and

even suspicion which refuse to allow the girls' mistress the same free-

dom of action and supreme control which are granted without question

in the case of boys. In all questions outside the department of actual

intellectual study the female teacher finds herself equally hampered.
She may have an ideal of thorough teaching, but she may not follow

it beyond a certain and very limited point. She may consider the

moral teaching of her girls of at least equal importance with the

intellectual, but she has little chance of carrying out their training in

such regard. Let her system of discipline be never so wise, it will be

challenged immediately it presses hardly upon a single individual.

A pupil can only be punished at the risk of removal, and so re-

stricted and thwarted is she, that in nine cases out of ten she ceases

the unequal contest, and allows the school life and teaching to drift

on in the direction of least resistance.

There should follow here, did space allow, the demonstration of

the various points in which the modern boarding school compromises
with the parents in the above respects ; but I have been forced to

omit this, and to supply its place, in some measure at least, by the

enclosed tables, the first of which shows an average distribution of

studies and recreations at a good boarding school, while the second

contrasts with this usual practice the method of study and life

which recommends itself to the present writer. In a subsequent table

I show the division of study, and to some slight extent the method
of teaching the various subjects to pupils of varying age, and the

manner in which those subjects may be most wisely distributed over

the school course. For purposes of reference I have named the

ordinary system Minerva House, and the proposed scheme Bryanston
Manor.

The first table has been arrived at by a comparison of a great

many actual prospectuses of schools in various parts of England,
2 as

it would obviously have been both invidious and inaccurate to take

any individual school as a type of the ordinary practice, and some

care has been exercised in averaging the subjects included under the

head of ordinary course and extras. It will be seen at once that the

great defects of Minerva House are (a) that the course of instruction

depends upon the inclusion of extra subjects ; (6) that there is no

physical instruction, with the exception of sewing and calisthenics,

which is not treated as an extra; (c) that the amount of time

devoted to mental study is altogether out of proportion to that

occupied in physical exercise
; (d) that various subjects which are

really related to each other are split up into different branches of

2 About two hundred; the average fees of which amounted to 100Z. yearly. This

amount presumed that the pupil took at least three extra subjects, i.e. an average
number.
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study and classed as separate extras
; (e) that there appears to be no

idea on the part of the principal of a necessary course, or of one by
which the pupil should be restricted to certain subjects ; (/) that

moral and religious instruction are practically non-existent.

Now extra subjects are at once the blessing and the curse of the

modern boarding school, and no one who has not studied the subject

from within can know how vitally they affect the value of its teaching.
In one way the schoolmistress relies upon them as a means of

swelling her terminal account
;
in another they have to be, as it were,

pressed upon the parent in order that the pupil may be creditable.

The fact of their being extra charges, takes them to a considerable

extent out of the jurisdiction of the mistress, and she has strong pecu-

niary inducements to persuade or attract pupils to studies for which

they have very possibly no special capacity. Nor is this all : the study
itself is also affected, it can neither be taught in the same way, nor fre-

quently by the same master and mistress, as the ordinary subjects,

and its relativity to and connection with those subjects are practically

ignored. There are many other objections to this extra system, such

as its inducements to' vanity and superficiality, the onus of choice

being left to the parent which generally means the pupil instead of

to the teacher, one result of which is to disturb the proper relationship

of obedience and authority ;
and last, but by no means least, the fre-

quent throwing out of gear of the ordinary studies, in order to admit

of the student attending the extra classes. The truth is that in the

six years, beyond which a schoolgirl's life rarely extends, there is not

room for more than half the number of subjects which she is encou-

raged to take up, and those studies for which there is time must, if a

good result is to be obtained, be most carefully selected and co-

ordinated for her by the head-mistress of the school, after serious

consideration of her age, her mental and physical aptitudes and

condition, and the idiosyncrasies of her character. A few pages
further on I show a possible scheme by which this could be done ;

here it is sufficient to say that this necessity alone is really in itself

a vital objection to the extra system.
To return to Minerva House and the omission of physical instruc-

tion. This is where the instruction of girls has always failed at school,

and it fails to-day as much, or nearly as much, as ever. I am speak-

ing from actual knowledge and experience when I say that it is

apparently impossible to persuade either parents or mistresses of the

fact that girls' bodies require exercise and systematic development as

much as those of boys, and that the cultivation of special organs of

the body is just as much a part of the schoolmistress's duty as the

cultivation of special qualities of brain or heart. Tennis and walking,

walking and tennis, and a little sham gymnastics, are the sole pro-

vision for physical development in hundreds and even thousands of

English girls' schools. And as to systematic development of the body,
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I have never yet met with a schoolmistress who had even considered

the possibility of training specially the ear, the eye, and the hand,

except in so far as one or the other of the school classes involved such

training.

As this department of education is one wherein my view of what

is possible and necessary departs most widely from the ordinary

practice, I will now examine in some detail the desirability of

this special physical instruction being given at school. The whole

question is intimately connected with that of muscular exercise

and recreation, and, so far as my experience goes, is ignored in all

girls' schools, though, after questions of health and discipline, it

is perhaps the most important of all, and certainly the one which

offers most opportunities to the instructor of increasing the pupil's

happiness in after life. This is the individual training of the senses

and their special organs the cultivation of the eye, the ear, the

hand, the voice, the senses of taste and smell, and that last acquired

faculty which is (thank Grod!) growing gradually hereditary the

sense of beauty.
It is not less than surprising to find that this important division

of education receives scant mention in any treatise, and is, except in

what are known as ' technical schools,' absolutely disregarded by
teachers. Take any syllabus of a school course whatever as a proof
of this. You shall find in one or another school, teaching provided
for almost every subject under the sun, and for many which must, I

think, have been born beneath the moon and been inspired by the

influence of that luminary. But is there in existence a school which

sets out with the statement that one department of its endeavour

will be to develop the various capacities of (say only) the eye, the

hand, and the ear ? If there be such a one, the present writer, at

all events, can find no trace thereof.

This being so, three questions naturally follow : (1) Is such train-

ing desirable ? (2) Is such training feasible ? (3) How can such

training be accomplished ? The first question to be answered is con-

cerned with the relative necessity of such developed faculty to the

other requirements of education, and when solved will determine the

place which must be assigned thereto in the school system.
We will take these queries in the given order, the subject being

one of such importance as to demand full consideration
; and, as

our space will forbid us to give a separate demonstration to each

organ, let us take the eye as an example, and ask the question in the

following form : Is any systematic and special training of the faculty

of sight desirable at school ?

There will be little hesitation in assenting to the following propo-

sition : that the development of all natural faculties is desirable,

unless it can be shown either that those faculties are themselves

injurious physically, or that they can only be developed at the ex-
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pense of others which are more beneficial to the individual or the

race. Again, if the faculty in question is one which, in its normal

state, confers upon its possessor more pleasure than pain, we shall be

justified in believing, unless there is distinct proof to the contrary,

that to increase its power and delicacy, to make it stronger, more

refined, and more accurate in adjustment to the phenomena of life

and thought, will result in an increase of happiness.

Can we suppose that the training of the eye will be injurious to

either our mental capacity, or that of any physical organ, or of the

organism as a whole, or, lastly, to our moral nature ?

Remembering how much of our knowledge comes to us through
the eye how most of the details which inform us of the appearance

of the world, and most of the judgments we form concerning our

fellows, are also due to our powers of vision it is evidently the case

that visual training, so far from being injurious to mental development,

is an absolutely necessary element in the latter. The intellect

cannot reason or decide truly upon insufficient or inaccurate evidence,

and on the eye's accurate and full perception will depend the evidence

offered to the brain. If, therefore, we require to have right decisions

and draw accurate inferences, we must have accurate and trained

reporters ;
in other words, we must educate and develop our eyes.

3

Is there any other part of our muscular ornervous system which will

suffer by this training ? To that physiology supplies us with an answer

at once prompt and decisive, since it tells us that there is no organ
in the human body of which the healthy exercise does not tend

towards the health of all the rest
; unless, therefore, we give to the

training of the sight such undue attention as to develop it abnor-

mally, we may rest assured that its increase of faculty will help
rather than injure the body as a whole. As a matter of fact, we see

in the present instance that several of the finest achievements of the

hand are only possible through the increased capacities of trained

sight.

Lastly, can we imagine that the cultivation of our powers of sight

is likely to bear injuriously upon our moral nature ? The reverse is

demonstrably the case. The beneficial influences of fine art and

beautiful nature are a commonplace which no moral instructor has yet
daredto question, and howean such influences be perfectly apprehended
with an imperfect organ ? Why does Mr. Barnett, par exemple, col-

lect the finest pictures people will spare him, and hang them in

Toynbee Hall, plain for all Whitechapel folk to see ? Is it not that

their subtleties of colour and form may in some measure not only

3
Objectors may urge that this education, however necessary, does not require

special provision, as the circumstances of life will insure its accomplishment. The

reverse, however, can easily be proved. It is only necessary to examine half-a-dozen

girls, or, I am sorry to say, women, to discover that scarcely one in six understands

the'report of the eye, or is accustomed to receive and consider it. The simple test

of describing form, colour, &c., of any ordinary object will be quite convincing.
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gladden the poor folk's lives, but may lead them to look for beauty
in their daily experience may train their eyes, in fact and so help
them to higher pleasures than those towards which their harassed

lives habitually tend ?

If these reasons are conclusive as to our having nothing to fear

from the developed faculty of which I am speaking, I think we
must regard that development as desirable, and pass'to the next point :

Will it increase our happiness to have trained eyes ?

May not that question be left to answer itself ? For, by some
blessed provision of Nature, or of that Providence through whom
Nature lives and works, there is set round each one of us, in city or

in country, if he but have eyes to see, what is in very truth a wil-

derness of beauty a wilderness, indeed, through which there are few

beaten tracks, and across which we must guide ourselves only by the

light within us. All of this cannot, indeed, be seen with the material

eye, save in the gentle companionship and at the prompting of feeling

and sympathy ;
but as the sight grows keen, faithful, and subtle, so

too, in a vast majority of cases, do comprehension and care for our

surroundings increase likewise, and we see not only the aesthetic value

of each dew-spread morning or quiet eve, but something of its life

significance to those passing outward to their work in wood or

meadow, or homewards through the blue vistas of the city streets

over which the sunset hangs its smoke-shrouded glory.

Many other instances of this training of special organs will be

found given in detail in a work which will, I hope, be ready for

publication in the course of next autumn.

I shall pass the excessive hours devoted to brain work, either

preparatory or in class, with the brief remark that they are in most

schools at least 20 per cent, too long for even the eldest girls, and for the

juniors 50 per cent. Girls up to the age of sixteen will benefit more

and really learn more by four hours' head work, than by six, and for

girls from twelve to fifteen, three hours' study is ample. In these

hours I do not include music, and of course none of the physical or

semi-physical classes. It is possible, I know, that if the school

course ignores the necessity of muscular instruction, and for the

training of hand, eye, etc. above spoken of, the longer hours of

lesson-book time may be got through without actual breakdown.

That they cannot be got through with full benefit to the pupil's

mind and body, I am well assured, and it is only necessary for any
one who doubts this fact to visit a boarding school where these long
hours obtain, at separate periods of each term, to discover how, as

the term proceeds, the vivacity and elasticity of the pupils
4

gradually

disappear ;
but the question is one upon which all physiologists and

men of science are practically agreed, only their agreement has not

4 Of the mistresses also : the ' strain
'

of the ceaseless change, and rush of lessons

day after day, break down many teachers even when there is no actual overwork.
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yet been accepted as a guide by head-mistresses. Will you have the

real reason for their unwillingness ? It is to be found in the fact

that, owing to the unsystematic arrangement of the lessons, it is

only by the adoption of these long hours that the too numerous

classes and branches of study can be got through at all. From first

to last the day is a scramble of mistresses and pupils a perpetual

rush from one little snippet of study to another.

This leads me to the last vital objection to Minerva House, the

one which sums up the case against its training the one for which

I have sought to work out a remedy, the account of which forms the

second part of this paper. This is, the absence of any progressive course

of study, of any idea on the part of head-mistresses that there is a

necessity for the adoption of such course, and that, if adopted, the sub-

jects of lessons, their order, and the method of their teaching, can

be selected, arranged, and conducted harmoniously and logically from

the first hour of the girl's school life to the last. That by due thought
and consistency, such a course may be planned as will at once

develop the intellectual, the physical, and the spiritual sides of a girl's

nature, is, nevertheless, entirely certain, as certain as a logical demon-

stration. That such order of study shall incidentally, as it were, teach

a girl far more thoroughly and efficr'ently than the present jimble-

jumble of separate lessons on innumerable and disconnected subjects,

is at least equally sure, whilst it is most certain of all that the

attractiveness of girls who are so perfected in their natural capacities

will exceed, beyond all comparison, that of conventionally accomplished
or academically distinguished students. All that is necessary to such

end is that the aim should be seen clearly from the first, that wise

selection should be made between the subjects of education, that

studies should be arranged in their natural and logical connection and

sequence, that girls of various degrees of immaturity should receive

instruction appropriate to their intellectual age, and lastly that there

should be such discipline and subordination of the pupils' physical
and emotional appetites and inclinations as may at once subdue and

regulate them, in wise relation to the affections and duties of life.

Headers will have noticed that in the foregoing remarks upon the

customary subjects and methods of teaching in girls' schools I have

confined myself entirely to essential defects, and have assumed

throughout that the subjects set down are satisfactorily and thoroughly

taught, so far as that is possible when each subject is taught sepa-

rately. But no one with any practical experience of private schools

will be ignorant that this is far too favourable an assumption. In

very many there is little more than a pretence at real teaching ;
an

hour once a week is offered as an adequate time for the study of art

or literature or science
; religion and morality are relegated to Sundays,

or the few minutes of daily prayer-time ;
and of the manner in which

proficiency, or rather passable incompetency is obtained in the extra
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accomplishments, the less that is said the better. Moreover, even in

the few cases where the amount of time given is more adequate,

the teaching, especially in all departments of aesthetics, suffers from

want of basis and principle, from absence of method and lack of

breadth. For instance, drawing and painting are habitually taught
as separate subjects, generally by different instructors, and neither

is accompanied and explained as it should be by lectures on

colour, form, light and shade, the principles of composition, the

different phases and aims of graphic art, its history, its connection

with music and literature, its use and right place in life and

thought.

In my very brief space I cannot follow out these and other

errors in detail, and must content myself with alluding to them

generally, and to the almost greater mistake which is habitually com-

mitted by the head-mistresses of employing a resident staff who are

not trained to work in unison. Nothing has surprised me more in

connection with this subject than to find that in any given school

where there are resident teachers, they are habitually, and are

even encouraged to be, ignorant of each other's work
;
that there is

an almost entire absence of reciprocity in their teaching ; nay, that

there is even in many cases a scarcely veiled jealousy between the

class mistresses, the result not of devotion to the special department
of their work, but to what is conventionally considered its educational

importance and social necessity. It appears almost impossible to con-

vince governesses of the unity of knowledge, and the interdependence
of the various branches of education. Here and there a lip assent may
be gained, but any attempt to influence their teaching by such consi-

derations, is sturdily if silently resented. The lack of a general point

of view is (I am speaking, be it understood, of good private school

teachers, many of whom have been educated at the High Schools, and

passed important University and other examinations) almost universal.

The idea that, given a certain number of classes and a certain staff,

there may be obtained a result which will satisfy parents, and not

discredit the head-mistress and the school, constitutes the general
limit of aim, and all effort appears to be concentrated towards the

achievement of such object. Let me say, in passing, that there must

not be too much blame given to teachers for this deficiency. At

least half the blame must be given to parents whose ignorant and

.mistaken interference is a continual hindrance to any departure from,

the conventional order of things, and whose insistence upon the

utmost possible show of accomplishment is inconsistent with the only'

true form of education, that which develops capacity.

Sooner or later it will be seen that here lies the crucial point of the

whole question : the choice must be made between the sham and the

reality, the superficial and the essential. To know is one thing, to
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show another. To draw a figure or a landscape is not art
;
to '

play a

piece
'

or sing a song is not music. A list of all the countries, cities,

populations of the world is not geography ;
nor is it history to know

the dates of wars and treaties, the relationships and the friendships

of kings and prime ministers. And all these things together, and all

the other subjects of classes, do not make up education, though they

may be and are most useful instruments. They are incidentals, not

essentials fair and wide-spreading branches of the tree of knowledge,
not its main trunk

;
not the sap which gives life to the whole.

For that main stem and that life blood we must seek elsewhere,

and it is the teacher's first duty to recognise this vital essence. A
boy's teacher has first of all to make him, or prepare him, to be a man

so must a girl's teacher make her, or prepare her, to be a woman
and even at this end of the nineteenth century, with a decadent poet
on the right hand and a ditto artist on the left, whilst Mr. Grant

Allen * booms free love
'

(to use the Times' happy expression) over

our shoulder, let us dare to say our girl must not only be a woman,
but a good one. This is the first and the last step in her schooling ;

this must permeate and colour all her teaching. The next question
is what subjects are necessary for her to learn in order that (1) her

faculties may be fully developed ; (2) that she may be able to dis-

charge her duties in life
; (3) that she may be able to enjoy and grace

the world.

In the foregoing table I have endeavoured to give an answer

to these questions, and I would earnestly ask those readers who have

followed me through this, I fear, somewhat tedious examination, to

consider carefully whether the scheme is not a sound and practical one.

Its primary characteristics are the progression of the instruction, and

the substitution in the earlier stages of principles and simple concepts
for complicated ideas, and isolated facts.

5 The conception of art and

musical teaching is based upon the idea that to understand and to

appreciate is more necessary for the ordinary student than to perform,
and that the right education in these aesthetics is that which will make
us enjoy them in after life, rather than be praised for superficial pro-

duction. The most important point of the system which does not

(necessarily) appear upon the scheme is the manner in which the various

branches here set down are to be connected together. This I must here

leave unexplained ;
the description of it, to be intelligible, would occupy

far more than the few lines I have left for exposition. In this scheme

science and one art are obligatory in the first course, that for girls from

twelve to fourteen, and alternative in the second and third. The
reason is a very simple one. The primary facts of each are necessary

for the education of the mind, eye, and ear, and, also, until the pupil
has given some time to both studies, the teacher cannot certainly de-

5 Grammar, for instance, is a most elaborate concept, and one with which a

childish intellect is quite unfit to deal advantageously.
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termine her natural bent and the effect of either upon her reasoning

faculty and moral requirement. On the other hand, after two years,

these last matters will have become evident, and the choice can be made

wisely, and with approximate certainty. The choice must be made

because in regard to the other subjects of school life, it is impossible

to afford time for the serious study of both art and science. In art

itself our system only contemplates one form for each pupil, graphic

art or music ; though here again, should the pupil's predisposition be

doubtful, preliminary study in both will be permitted. From the

first, the practice in art will be associated with an account of its

principles, its varieties, and its history, and in this way a connection

will be formed between art, and geography, history, and language.
6

The subject of languages is so important and so generally mis-

understood educationally that I will express the reason for my view

in the above scheme somewhat in detail.

Lessons in languages as ordinarily given, both in schools and

privately, are more uninteresting to the average pupil than any
other kind of lesson. For languages suffer more than other subjects

from being taught in isolation, instead of in conjunction with one

another, since, whereas history, however stolidly taught, cannot fail,

from the intrinsic value of each detail, to attract more than super-

ficially one who cares for it at all, there is nothing exciting or

personal in grammatical rules to the girl who plods on through
them for the sake of being able to do her translation rightly. This

is because a language, taught grammatically by itself, has no con-

nection with anything else a girl knows or is learning. She studies

rules for the satisfaction of teachers and examiners, but she learns

as much of the language as she eventually acquires, much more from

translation which she likes, and is perhaps interested in, by the

correction of her mistakes in exercises by memory of eye and ear,

and not by appreciation of principles. The ordinary French (or

German) book used in schools, has an English and a French exercise

in illustration of each new set of rules
;
the girl writes her transla-

tion of the first, by carefully copying, wherever any difficulty occurs,

the model provided in the second. Taught in that way, a language
leads nowhere ; it is a dead weight, and of scarcely any use in studying
another. So long as it is

'

kept up
'

by speaking and reading, it

may remain
;
but so soon as constant practice is impossible, it will

fade away, and leave nothing useful as the result of perhaps many
years' work. But if every language studied is taught in rela-

tion to the pupil's native tongue, is compared and contrasted with

it, the likenesses and dissimilarities insisted upon, the common

origin of a great part of the words pointed out, the reason of variety
of inflection shown, the idea of grammar as a thing apart disappears
at once, and the pupil begins to see that grammar is to a language

6
Cf., e.ff., the various terms used in music and painting.
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much what history is to a people : if you want to grasp its present

state, you must find out what things have brought it about. And
this cannot be done without entering on the fundamental relationship

of the European tongues, their influence on each other, the growth
into importance of the younger, the decay of the older. Even if a

girl only learns one language besides her own, it is necessary that she

should be taught these things, and given a proper estimation of the

value, and origin of what she is working to acquire. This is as essential,

in my opinion, as that a girl should not study the small division of

history belonging to England without some faint idea of its place and

importance in regard to the world's history, and that of Europe in

particular. Even the most limitative teachers cannot make '

English

history
'

intelligible without some reference to that of France
;
children

must understand that the French had occasional bursts of activity.

In the same way, in their study of English language, the elder pupils

learn that at the time of the Norman Conquest a large importation of

French words, not of course in their modern shape, was forced on the
*

English
'

people. But in learning foreign languages pupils are

generally left to suppose that these have suffered no change in the

course of centuries, and are asked to accept them, rules and all, with-

out any explanation of their existence.

And that is why with young children, who want all lessons made

interesting to them, so much time is thrown away in French or

German lessons, over work which they would cheerfully do at, say,

fourteen, when they have been trained to expect a certain amount of

dryness. The amount of actual French learnt, on the ordinary

system, from eleven to thirteen, could be taught without any diffi-

culty in a very few months, in precisely the same way, to an older

girl accustomed to
'

words, rules, exercises/ or their equivalents in

other subjects.

And yet, to get any permanent grasp of French, or Italian, or

German, it is the character of the language which must be understood,

not merely the outward form. Then, however much fluency slips

away, a distinct possession is left you la langue vous fourche, but

understanding remains. If, when quite young, a child can associate

with speech of a certain kind a nation, and its tribulations, or successes,

every one of which leaves traces in words, she will have a chance of

appreciating distinctive peculiarities, and of adopting them, instead of

keeping all her life to a more or less accurate translation of her own

thoughts in her own native tongue. On our system the pupil's

lessons in both history and geography prepare the way for the ex-

planation that our modern languages have a common origin. I do

not think it advisable to enter into the question of Slav dialects at

all, beyond a mere statement of their existence, and the names of the

races who speak them.

The first thing necessary is to impress the pupil with the relative
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position and antiquity of each language, and the fact that they are

all only modified versions of either Latin or Gothic German, their

differences resulting from the influence of time, intercommunication r

and importation from foreign races. Then will come the character-

istics of each group : broadly, the Latins are light, pleasant, and

musical, vowel sounds preponderating, whilst the Germans are power-

ful, heavy, and often discordant, with a large proportion of consonants.

English is a happy meeting-ground for the two, partaking of the

qualities of both. This will prevent children who have only learnt

English grammar, as opposed to English language, from believing

that English was introduced at the Creation ready-made, as they

speak it, and has so remained ever since, and that every other form

of speech is comparatively inferior and modern. I remember hearing

two girls of fifteen and sixteen, who had passed some examinations,

say to a younger one of eleven, who spoke French and German well,

whereas her English was scanty :

' Oh ! but you can't think in French,

you know
; you must translate it all somehow !

'

Perhaps the most unusual feature in our scheme is the introduction

of logic ;
it is also the one to which the present writer holds most firmly,

and from which he expects most. This science is not only the foun-

dation of all others, but is the basis of all right understanding in the

matters of practical life. Again, it stands alone amongst sciences, in

this particular, that the first steps therein, iftaken under the guidance
of a capable teacher, are neither difficult nor uninteresting. Again,
if there be one branch of human intelligence which has up to the

present time been disregarded by women, and her ignorance with

respect to which has continually vitiated her conclusions, and impaired

her usefulness, it is this science which concerns itself with the laws

of evidence and the foundations of all right thinking. I do not

think it is an exaggeration to say that the most vital drawback to

the modern education of women is the absence of logical study, and

of its application to their other lessons.

In brief resume of the suggested scheme I would say, that if a

girl learns the seven branches set down therein, as any girl of

ordinary capacity might learn them in the six years from twelve to

eighteen, and has lived, too, during that time with careful moral and

religious training, and the physical cultivation I have dwelt upon at

the beginning of this article, she will be able not only to perform all

life's duties adequately and easily, but will be able to enjoy its plea-

sures with zest and intelligence. She should be healthy and strong,

morally, intellectually, and physically ; educated, in the true sense of

the word, so that what is most vital and admirable in her nature will

have attained its legitimate development, and what is weak, unworthy,
and perverse will have been discouraged and checked, if it has not

been rooted out altogether.

HARRY QUILTER.
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THE AFTER-CAREERS OF

UNIVERSITY-EDUCATED WOMEN

MANY mothers among the upper-middle classes are in these days

anxiously puzzling over the problem how best to educate their

daughters. The old order of home training by private-governess
education is passing away, and many harassed parents are now asking
whether the new schemes for the higher education of women are

entirely satisfactory. The alert mother and the practical father of

daughters want to know, What future does a university education

open out for women ? and how much or how little do girls benefit

by devoting some of the brightest years of their young lives to ac-

quiring a higher education than was attained by their mothers and

grandmothers ? Some valuable information about the after-careers

of university-educated women may be obtained by studying the

various reports recently published by the principal women's colleges

of Great Britain and Ireland.

Any parent entering upon the examination of these reports should

endeavour to do so with an unbiassed mind, and without prejudice
for or against the so-called 'higher education of women.' Pre-

conceived ideas should as far as possible be laid aside, and the inquirer

try to gain some practical knowledge as to what a university training
leads to for women, and how far it is worth while for girls to spend
some years and some money in acquiring a solid knowledge of the

higher branches of learning, such as mathematics, classics, moral

science, &c., and whether this course of training does really,

ultimately, make women's lives freer and happier, and if the

honours they gain at college enable them to earn their own living by
newer and more interesting means than by the old-fashioned methods

of teaching, companionship, and needle-work.

Mrs. Sidgwick's report of Newnham College gives us the following

interesting particulars : The total number of students who have left

the college from October 1871 to June 1893 was 720. Leaving out

sixteen who have died, and thirty-seven foreigners who have gone
back to their own countries, we find that 374 are at the present time

engaged in teaching as a profession. Forty-seven have married, in-
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eluding nine or ten of the lecturers and teachers. Of the rest 230 are

living at home, of whom 108 are married, five are engaged in medical

work, two as missionaries, one as a market-gardener, one as a book-

binder, two or three are working at charity organisation, and the re-

mainder are for the most part engaged in secretarial work. Of the

374 who are engaged in teaching as a profession the following table

gives particulars :

Head
'

Assistant
Mistresses Mistresses

Endowed schools 14 23

Schools of the Public Day Schools Co. 6 36

Other proprietary and high schools 29 66

Private schools 24 32

Elementary schools and training colleges 2 13

75 170 = 245

Lecturers at Newnham College ....... 12

Lecturers elsewhere .
' 10

Principal of the Cambridge Training College .... 1

Visiting teachers 23

Teachers under county or borough councils .... 4

Teachers in .the Colonies and in America...... 27

Private governesses 23

Teachers taking an interval of rest or study .... 14

Teachers looking for posts . . ' 7

Teachers from whom no return has been lately received . . 8

374

At Girton the number of students who had been in residence

since the foundation of the college up to the time when the Eeport
was published in June 1893 was 467. Of these seventy-five had not

yet completed their course of training ;
but of the 335 who obtained

degree certificates 123 were engaged in teaching, forty-five were

married, two were missionaries, six were in Government employment,
four were engaged 'in medical work, and six were dea<3.

Judging from the reports issued by these two Cambridge col-

leges, the larger proportion of university-educated women do not

seem to make marriage their career in life. Of the ex-students of

Newnham only 120 out of 720 have married, and at Girton forty-six

-out of 335.

From the report of Girton College we may deduce the following

interesting, and, if I may venture to say so, amusing particulars.

Of the seventy-nine students who have obtained the certificate

for the mathematical tripos, six have married
;
of the ninety-seven

who passed the classical tripos, ten have married
;

of the forty-

seven who passed the natural science tripos, seven have married.

The only student who passed the theological tripos has married. Out
of the thirty who passed the historical tripos, four have married.

Of the twenty-one who passed the moral science tripos three have

married. But of the forty lady students who have taken the ordi-

nary pass degree, fifteen have married, a much larger proportion, as
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will be seen, than among the students who have obtained the

honours degree certificate.

From the Newnham College report I have not been able to ascer-

tain the percentages of marriages among the ex-students who have

taken merely the ordinary degree ; but an examination of the tripos

lists gives very much the same result as those of Girton namely, out

of eighty-five who passed the mathematical tripos, five married
;
of the

sixty-five in the classical tripos, eight married
;
of the thirty-three in

the moral science tripos, six married
;
of the seventy-four in the natural

science tripos, ten married
;
of the sixty-four in the historical tripos,

nine married
; and of the thirty-eight in the mediaeval and modern

language tripos, one married. The only student who passed the law

tripos has not yet married.

It appears, therefore, that about one in ten of those who take

honours at Girton marries, as against one in nine who take honours

at Newnham
;
while about two in every five marry of those who take

an ordinary degree at Girton. Leaving out Theology and Law, as

to which the data are insufficient, the order of precedence (matri-

monially) of the various studies is as follows : At Girton : Elementary

Studies, Natural Science, Moral Science, History, Classics, Mathe-

matics, and last of all Mediaeval and Modern Languages. At Newnham :

Moral Science, History, Natural Science, Classics, Mathematics, and

again last Mediaeval and Modern Languages.
I am well aware that a large number of readers will consider these

details viz. the percentages of marriages, &c. puerile and foolish
;

nevertheless many men, and, I venture to think, some mothers, will

consider them suggestive.

Turning to the reports furnished for our information by the

women's colleges at Oxford, we find that of the 173 students who

left Somerville College between the years 1879 and 1892 seventy-

three are engaged in teaching, twenty-nine are married, and one is an

assistant-librarian of the Eoyal Society. Miss Cornelia Sorabji, a

Parsee lady who was educated in England, after taking her B.A.

degree at Oxford returned to her native country, and is now a

partner in a solicitor's firm in Bombay, and she comes over to London

this year in charge of a case that has been unreservedly placed in

her hands by one of the Kanees of India. Miss Marshall, another ex-

student of Somerville College, is on the staff of the National

Observer.

The report printed by the principal of Lady Margaret's Hall gives

fewer statistics, but one gathers that the larger proportion of the

ex-students now at work are engaged in teaching. The number

of students in residence at Lady Margaret's Hall averages thirty-

eight. Holloway College has only been at work for seven years, and

there has not been time for much development in the after-careers

of students, but of the 197 who have left seven are married, about
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sixty-nine are teaching or preparing to teach, two are nurses, two are

studying at the School of Medicine for Women, and about forty-seven

are residing at home.

From Victoria College, Belfast, Mrs. Byers sends the following

particulars :

' In addition to over 1,500 students of Victoria College certificated

by the Queen's University, Ireland
; Trinity College, Dublin

;
Cam-

bridge, Edinburgh, and London Universities
;
the College of Preceptors,

London, and the Intermediate Education Board, Ireland, there are

fifty-one graduates of the Koyal University, Ireland. These include

graduates in arts and medicine. Eight former Victorians are at

present medical undergraduates, with a view to becoming medical

missionaries.
'

Many have become wives of missionaries, and sixteen unmarried

ladies, former Victorians, are] at present engaged in zenana medical

and educational work among the women of Syria, India, and China.

Twenty-one former students are now principals of flourishing middle-

class girls' schools in Ireland, in most cases of schools founded by

themselves, while a large number who were engaged as private or

other teachers have since married.

'Twelve are at present head-mistresses or assistant-mistresses in

high schools and other middle-class schools in England and the

Colonies.
'

Many of our students have successfully taken up sick-nursing as

a vocation. Some of these hold important posts as the heads of

hospitals and other similar institutions at home and in the Colonies.
' The entire certificated staff of ladies at Victoria College, with the

exception of four, has been educated at Victoria College.
' A kind of university settlement from Victoria College instructs

and trains for domestic service destitute girls at Victoria Homes,
Belfast. These are detached homes, in which there is now room and

the appliances for training eighty-eight girls in every kind of house-

hold work/

Alexandra College, Dublin, is a large day-school where girls come

up to study painting, music, and various other subjects that are not

taught at Newnham ;
but of the sixty-one ex-students of the college

who have taken the University of Ireland B.A. degree from the

college, and who would, therefore, be of the same standing as those

who have left Newnham and Girton, forty-one are engaged in teach-

ing, six have married, one is a medical doctor, one is assistant to Sir

C. Cameron, City Analyst, and the remaining eleven are apparently

living at home.

The total number of ex-students from Girton, Newnham, Somer-

ville Hall, Holloway College, and Alexandra College whose after-

careers we have mentioned above amounts to 1,486; of these 680 are

engaged in teaching, 208 have married, eleven are doctors or prepar-
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ing to be doctors and medical missionaries, two are nurses, eight or

nine are in Government employment, one is a bookbinder, one is a

market-gardener, and one is a lawyer. Besides these regular employ-

ments, which are enumerated and duly scheduled in these reports,

there must be, without doubt, a great deal of unpaid work done by
those ex-students who live at home which it is difficult, indeed im-

possible, to put into any list. For instance, some university-educated
women are engaged in literary work, while others employ them-

selves with various useful works connected with philanthropic and

charitable undertakings around their homes, and are doubtless doing
their business all the better and more practically for their university

training ;
but these diverse occupations are hardly of a kind to be

called a definite career.

The ladies' settlements in Southwark and Bethnal Green furnish

an important career for highly educated ladies. In 1887 a women's

university settlement was established at 44 Nelson Square, South

London, and in 1889 a guild of ladies from Cheltenham College
followed their example, and took a house in the Old Ford Koad,
Bethnal Green. In Mansfield the Congregationalist College also

started a settlement
;
and the influence of the Church settlement of

the Oxford House, Bethnal Green, established a ladies' branch in St.

Margaret's House, Victoria Square, E. American ladies have promptly
taken up the same type of charitable work in the U.S.A., for education

on university lines has taught many women the need for organisation

and co-operation in all their charitable undertakings, for few pro-
fessions in this world need more careful and correct training than the

difficult and complicated one of philanthropy.

In former days marriage, teaching, and philanthropy were the

principal professions that were open to women. The careful study
of the reports published by the women's universities will, I think,

incline parents to question if a university training has yet succeeded

in opening the doors of any other profession. A few exceptionally

gifted women have entered the medical profession, and a very few (as

we can gather from the statistics published) have become workers in

other fields, such as bookbinding, market-gardening, &c. But with

these very few exceptions nearly all ex-students are engaged in teach-

ing or are preparing to teach, and therefore it would seem that

unless a girl has some special capabilities of mind and brain which,

combined with a power of organisation, will place her at the head of

the teaching profession after her training at the university is com-

pleted, she cannot, at present, hope that the years and the money
devoted to her higher education will do very much for her in enabling
her to enter upon a money-earning career in the future.

The percentage of marriages among less highly educated women
is greater than among university-trained maidens.

It is, of course, in these days of progress an open question, that
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must be decided according to each woman's individuality, whether

marriage is to be considered an achievement or a ' come down
;

'

but

mothers will be prudent if they realise that, on the whole, the statistics,

so far as we can judge at present, do not lead one to the conclusion

that marriage is either desired or attained by the majority of very

highly educated women. There are some notable exceptions, which

will readily suggest themselves, and doubtless many of the other

students whose names are upon the list of those who are still
' in

maiden meditation fancy free' will marry eventually. But it

must be remembered that education has, in most cases, this very

valuable result : it does make women more fastidious in their choice,

and as university training, at any rate, enables many of them to earn

their living more or less by teaching, it obviates the necessity of their

having to rely on matrimony as a means of support, and therefore

prevents many early, uncongenial, and improvident marriages.

But whereas 680 of the ex-students are engaged in teaching only

208 can be traced as having yet married ; therefore, according to the law

of averages, if a mother sends her daughter to one of the universities

she is more likely to become a teacher than a wife. Moreover, it is

a question if the kind of training that girls receive at these universities

does not, on the whole, make them inclined to look upon the prospect

of married life as a rather dull and unintellectual career. All

women would be glad to marry their ideal hero; but heroes are

scarce, and the average man who proposes marriage to the average

girl can at best offer her no wider prospect than a round of careful

housekeeping, motherhood, and thrift
;
and it must be doubted if,

taking all things into consideration, a university training is adapted

for developing these homely and prosaic virtues. But though the

development of the higher education of women has not opened any
new profession for women, it has most undoubtedly succeeded in en-

larging the sphere of the old ones, and teaching, secretarial, and

charitable work must benefit greatly by being undertaken by well-

educated, instead of superficially accomplished, women
;
and there is

food for reflection in these wise words of the Principal of Somerville

College, Oxford :

' The wider interests, the larger outlook on life which students

gain in their college life, and the trained intelligence which they can

bring to bear on their work, whatever it is, are of unspeakable value

in any sphere, small or large.'
ALICE M. GORDON.
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THE CELESTIAL EMPIRE OF THE WEST

THEY who have not yet reached middle life often seem to us who
remember the days of stage coaches along the turnpike roads to

belong not so much to another generation as to another world. It

is not only that they can with difficulty conceive how people could

live without steel pens, and lucifer matches, and the morning bath,

and evening papers, but that they cannot at all imagine the mental

atmosphere in which we their seniors carried on our strange existence

say only fifty years ago. It was when we were school boys that we
learnt that China had been '

opened out to European civilisation
;

'

and I well remember when the newspapers narrated how the Chinese

treasure, or a portion of it, had been conveyed to the mint, and how
one of the boxes burst open in the transit before the wondering

eyes of the multitude, who cheered vociferously at the glorious sight
that dazzled their wondering eyes. But what strange notions we
had in those days ! We were told that China had been severely

punished for its insolent attitude to ourselves; that for at least a century
it had held itself aloof from all the other nations of the world

;
that

during all that period it had enjoyed an unbroken peace and unity,

seeking for no aggrandisement, disdaining to add to its conquests,

engaged in the study of its own literature, having no standing army,
in all things self-contained and self-supporting; calling itself the

Celestial Empire, and having no other term by which to designate the

other peoples on the face of the earth but the single opprobrious

designation of * Outer Barbarians.' In our pride of triumph over these

distant and very odd human creatures for human we were assured

they were we laughed immoderately, and assured ourselves that a few,

a very few, years would change all this, and to a great extent changes
have come about accordingly. Yet the Celestial Empire still

remains practically in its integrity. The attitude of that lofty and

all but unapproachable sovereign whose sway is acknowledged with a

mixture of pride and superstitious awe by the hundreds of millions

yonder, where
the clouds are lightly curled

Round their golden houses, girdled with the gleaming world,

is pretty much as it was
;
the mysterious Emperor still dwells apart
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in a kind of sacred isolation, still is regarded by his subjects as king of

kings and lord of lords, still asks for nothing but that he should be left

alone and undisturbed
;
and though to be sure he and his empire may

be troubled by wars and rumours of wars on the outer borders of his

enormous empire, now and then coerced by force majeure, he seems

far enough as yet from abating his immeasurable pretension;

changes there may have been, but the end is not by-and-by. There

are many who still believe that China will rise up again, and that a

great future may be before her
;

some who prophesy that Zeus

will yet triumph over the Titans, and that the Prometheus of to-day,

who has stolen for a while the divine fire, will be bound to his rock,

pinioned and paralysed, while the gods of Olympus look down and

calmly smile.

Meanwhile among us of the West it is sometimes forgotten that

we, too, have a Celestial Empire, whose sovereign, precisely as the

Emperor at Pekin does, changes his name when he assumes his crown
;

one who claims supremacy over all other potentates in the civilised

world
;
whose laws are to override all other legislation ;

whose decrees

it is impious to gainsay ;
whose authority it is worse than treason to

revolt against ;
in whose presence every knee must bow

;
whose lightest

word as he sits upon his throne is
* as the voice of a god,' from which

there can be no appeal.

We, who talk so loftily of the great things we have done, are

doing, and intend to do
; we, the free and the givers of freedom, as we

reckon ourselves to be we, the Christian folk of peoples, and nations,

and languages whose mission, so we say, is to abolish despotism in all

its forms of arrogance, we have in our midst a sovereign Pontiff whose

enormous claims upon our allegiance possess for some minds an almost

overwhelming fascination, even to the extent of their assuming that

the audacity of those claims proves their right to be allowed.

So it comes about that while we hear every now and then, with a

perplexed horror and wonder, that a gracious license has been issued

to this poor wretch or that from the sanctuary at Pekin, permitting
him to bring his life to a close in any way he may prefer, from

the Eternal City on the seven hills there issue periodically procla-

mations no less magniloquent and condescending, offering to those

whom it may concern the assured hope of eternal life upon condi-

tions explicitly set forth.

The last of these splendid offers has been held out to the people
of England, specially selected to become the recipients of the incom-

parable boon.

It appears that certain advances have lately been made to the

Curia or to the Pope of Eome by some well-meaning persons in this

country, having for their object the bringing about a union of all

Christian Churches in one great and world-wide federation
;
for such I

presume to be the end which these excellent gentlemen have in view.
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The idea of federation between nations or churches is no new one
;

nor is it likely to be abandoned, though the attempts to carry it out

in practice should fail again and again. Union is in itself so much
to be desired ;

it is in theory so essential to all great forward move-
ments

;
it implies so much harmonious concord, so much surrender

of those centrifugal instincts which always act adversely to every
kind of noble cohesion

;
it seems to hold out so fair a prospect of

Christian love becoming at last the ruling force in the social fabric
;

it is a word of such infinite promise, that it is no wonder if they who

put forth any scheme for such a union of Christendom as is contem-

plated should find a sympathetic response in the hearts of many
devout and earnest ones, and a grateful longing that they may suc-

ceed in their endeavours. On the other hand, there are others who
do not deserve to be counted as Philistines, who have arrived at the

conviction that this much talked of Federal Union of Christians can

never be, and never was meant to be, realised
;
who hold that the

Ideal and the Actual can never coalesce under conditions which have

to do with imperfection and finality. The parallel lines, as the

mathematicians assure us, can only meet in infinity.

Be that as it may, this at any rate is certain, that there can

be no union in commerce, in politics, in society, in religion which is

not based upon mutual concession.

The two initial barriers to all union between Anglicans and

Eome are, first, the denial of the efficacy of Anglican baptism,
which affects the laity equally with the clergy; and second,

the denial of the validity of Anglican Orders. Let the ques-
tion of the Efficacy of Baptism be passed by for the present.

They who choose may perplex themselves with it on the assump-
tion that it is a matter for Christian archaeologists to dispute

about, though by no means to settle to their satisfaction. The other

question, however, is a very different one
;

it has hardly anything to

do with the minutiae of ceremonial observances. It is a simple

question of historic fact which any judicial mind of average culture

and training would be perfectly competent to decide by the ordinary

processes of weighing evidence and examining documents. The

Anglican contention is that, however willing they may be to mini-

mise the points of difference which keep Christian Churches apart, and

however much they may incline to believe that a union between those

Churches can be brought about, if at all, by a coalition in which the

Eoman Church shall be a consenting and a cordially consenting party,

the one claim put forward by Anglicans must be conceded as a

sine qua non the claim that her bishops have been canonically

consecrated, and her clergy have been as duly ordained as any other

Christian bishops or clergy in the world, neither more nor less. If

this one point were conceded as a preliminary, it might be worth

while to go on with the diplomacy. Until it is conceded all negotia-
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tions between the contending parties are impossible. Some of us

are not sorry that the fact of their being impossible is made clear to

most reasonable men.

I know not whether Kome has yet authoritatively declared it to

be an article of Faith that the Anglican Church is not only an

heretical and schismatical Church (as the Eastern Churches are de-

clared to be), but is actually no Church at all, its organisation being
a mere pretence and sham. But if Rome has not committed herself

so far as to pronounce such a dogma, there might conceivably be left

to her, not, indeed, a locus pcenitentiw, for that is not to be heard of,

but a way of escape from the difficulty in which her rasher polemics
have involved her. Why should not the question of validity be left

open, pretty much in the same way as the claim to saintship is left

open, until the Curia has proceeded with its long examination of

evidence, the laborious inquiry has been brought to a close, the

report sent in, and the Pope pronounced the decree ex cathedra ?

I suspect that even if this were done the objection to any such

scrutiny would come from a large number of those Anglicans who
would count it intolerable that their sacerdotal position should be

left in doubt. These are they who protest that they are either

Christian priests or impostors.
' How could an honourable man/

they ask,
' continue to discharge the duties of any important office

under the Crown at the moment when a court of inquiry was engaged
in deciding whether or not he held a commission which was a

forgery ?
'

But Rome, true to her old traditions, has not condescended to

touch the very edge of questions such as these. If there have been

any such advances made to Rome as we have heard so much of during
the last few months, the Pope, at any rate, does not condescend even

to allude to them in his missive to the outer barbarians of his celestial

kingdom. The letter of ' Leo the Thirteenth to the English People
who seek the Kingdom of Christ in the Unity of the Faith

'

has not

a word to say about concession not a hint about the very existence

of Anglican bishops or Anglican clergy. The assumption in every

line is that there are no such functionaries they do not exist. What
it does say, if words mean anything, is this :

Ye people of England who are sighing for union, why should ye
not enjoy it? Do ye look for it ? It is here : here in the Roman

Communion, and here alone ! Here, where there are no doubts to

solve, no idle questions to vex, no uncertainties about the efficacy of

the priestly functions. If you yearn for peace, accept it where it is

to be found, and pray for it in the way which we assure you is the

best of all ways. But for such trivialities as worry the hearts of the

unstable we pass them by as not worth our notice, and therefore not

worth yours. Union is to be found in devout submission, as recon-
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ciliation shall be the reward of those who come as suppliants for

favour.

It is not a little remarkable that, by a coincidence which, it seems,

was wholly undesigned, almost on the very day that the Papal letter

Ad Anglos was sent out from the Vatican there issued from the

Cambridge University Press, under the imprimatur of the learned

Bishop of Salisbury, who has written the noble and dignified preface,

a volume which is fit to take its place beside the most scholarly

and famous books ever written by Anglican controversialists. The

work, entitled De Hierarchia Anglicana Dissertatio Apologetica in

its original Latin form, is meant primarily for scholars here and on

the Continent. 1 It is written in a singularly lucid and simple style,

which contrasts very favourably with the sometimes clumsy and in-

elegant Latinity of German and Italian divines
;
but an English

translation has been, I am informed, published for the use of those

among ourselves who may prefer to read it in their own language.
It is not a theological treatise

;
it does not touch upon points of

doctrine
;

it has no concern with those matters of faith on which the

Eoman and the Anglican are hopelessly at variance. It is a mere

appeal to history from the obstinate perversity of the Papacy in pro-

nouncing without adequate inquiry that Anglican orders are invalid.

The issue is a very simple one : either the Elizabethan prelates were

duly consecrated or they were not
;

if they were not, there has been

a solution of continuity in the succession from Apostolic times. If,

on the contrary, such solution of continuity can be disproved, then

the Anglican hierarchy stand exactly upon the same level as the

Pope himself or as the French or Spanish bishops, whatever differ-

ences there may be in the formularies or the ritual of one Church or

the other.

Now it need not be denied that a great deal ofvery foolish writing
and talking has been indulged in by half-taught and incompetent

people from time to time on that bugbear to other people whose fierce

prejudices are the ruling force of their declamation I mean the

subject of Apostolic succession. I am not the man and the pages of

this Eeview are not the place for dealing with that. But it is unde-

niable that there are thousands of simple and gentle men and women

among us at this moment to whom the thought of their having
been married by a person not in holy orders would be very shocking
and distressing. And there are thousands of thoughtful, devout, and

earnest clergymen, averse to anything approaching extreme views on

Church doctrine or ritual, to whom it would be simply horrible to

suspect that they had no credentials for the ministry which they
have exercised in the Church of England during half their lives.

Let it be borne in mind that this is no merely academical ques-
1 De HierarcMa Anglicana Dissertatio Apologetica anctoribus Edwardo Denny,

A.M., et T. A. Lacey, A.M. Prasfante K.D. Sarisburiensi Epo.
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tion, it is a profoundly practical one, as practical and as serious as if

the inheritor of a great patrimony and a great name were led seriously

to doubt whether his grandfather had been born in wedlock. He
could not rest under such a dreadful uncertainty.

When in the first half of the last century a party of devout enthu-

siasts, with Archbishop "Wake at their head, set themselves seriously

to consider the terms on which a union of Christendom might be

brought about, they were met by the Ultramontane divines by a non

possumus. The validity of Anglican orders was denied, and that

denial was supported at any rate by the semblance of argument.
It is not a little remarkable that in those days the ablest supporter

of the Anglican position was a French divine, Father Courayer, a

canon of Ste. Genevieve, whose defence of English orders was for long

accepted as settling the question at issue, and as demolishing the idle

stories which the Koman polemics had put forward as truth. Courayer
was hunted out of France and compelled to take refuge in London,
where he died. He never joined the Church of England, but continued

to the end of his life in full communion with Kome
; though he ap-

pears to have been deprived of his preferment, and to have had no

means of support, except an annuity which his friends in England
secured for him.

During the last twenty or thirty years the opening of our archives

has brought to light fresh evidence all pointing in the same direc-

tion, and the most careful and minute study of that evidence has

made the Anglican position very much stronger than it was. San-

guine people have been too ready to assume that while they had been

learning much that their grandfathers were ignorant of, the other

side had kept pace with the progress of historic discovery, and that the

time had come for inviting their opponents to reconsider the allega-

tions which could no longer be maintained. A new statement of the

case was accordingly drawn up ;
and it may reasonably be doubted

whether any fuller setting forth of the evidence for the Anglican
contention can be looked for hereafter. The book is to all intents and

purposes a last word in a controversy which has closed.

From henceforth the Sovereign Pontiff must be left, as far as we
are concerned, in the full enjoyment of his celestial infallibility. We
of the Western islands must submit to be reckoned outer barbarians.

Meanwhile if the Anglican clergy are content to remain in ignorance
of the real strength of their position they have no one to thank but

themselves.

If, on our side, it should become imperative on all candidates

for holy orders to get the mastery of a book which will supply
them with some little training in estimating the value of evidence,

and arriving at conclusions which no mere authoritative pronounce-
ment can ever settle, so much the better for them and their people.
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It is becoming more and more clear to some among us that the

theology of the future must inevitably submit to ally herself with

history more unreservedly than heretofore
;
that she will inevitably

become less positive and intolerant in her tone
;
that her champions

will not shrink from allowing that there are some truths which are

so much truths in tendency that they do not admit of being formu-

lated in terms of mathematical precision, and that they who assert

that they are yearning for a firmer hold upon the Historic Christ

however vague the words may sound may have to be reckoned with

in the near future. They certainly will have to be reckoned with if

they set themselves to stutiy the Evolution not only of Kitual, but of

dogma, according to methods of scientific enquiry, and demand that

even on these questions the light of all that the present century has

brought us should be turned without fear of what may follow.

I, for one, cannot doubt that the attitude of thoughtful and earnest

men in the next generation will be the attitude of inquirers engaged
in the attempt to discover why our forefathers thought as they did,

rather than of those who aim at expounding what they thought.

They will not admit as readily as their forefathers that a conclusion

arrived at a thousand \ears ago, and accepted then as final, is to be

regarded as a precious crystal never to be tampered with, hardly,,

indeed, to be reset, lest the smallest modification of its original form

should diminish its brightness or its value. The historic method

must more and more invade the realm of Theology, and I seem to

see in this little volume a step on the right road : the little cloud in

the West, no bigger than a man's hand as yet, but with a portent

that the wise will mark.

AUGUSTUS JESSOPP.
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ADVERTISING

AS A TRESPASS ON THE PUBLIC

WHATEVER may be the fate of the Kural Advertisements Bill in the

present session, the subject with which it deals is one which must

engage the very serious attention of future Parliaments. It is

sometimes assumed and not always by the kind of people who have

a motive for being obtuse that the determination to check the

ravages of the disfiguring advertisers is an amiable foible of a few

visionary persons morbidly sensitive to picturesque effect. The very
reverse is the truth. The movement is the work of men and women
who take their stand on common sense, and are well aware that they
cannot carry the dictates, even of right reason, to uncompromising

lengths. They are not asserting any new principle in public policy ;

it is rather their purpose to secure the application of time-honoured

methods to a department which has till now simply because the

abuse is of recent growth remained outside the pale of wholesome

regulation. In brief, they are engaged in asserting, as a matter of

grave and urgent public interest, the effectual protection of one

of the chief elements in the national wealth
; or, to look at the

matter, not as a question of collective property, but of individual

liberty, they claim for the seeing eye the same relief from wanton

injury as is already afforded in the case of every other organ of sense.

It is well at the outset to lay stress on this essential aspect of

our aims. We are, in the strictest sense, champions of the utilities.

We are alive to the instincts and the impulses of an industrial and

competitive age. We believe in untrammelled production and free

exchange ;
in the march of invention

;
in a word, in all the fine abstrac-

tions which our detractors (for we are not exempt from the invariable

penalty of good intentions) fondly picture us as despising or neglect-

ing. We are for civilisation as against barbarism, and for progress
as against degradation. Above all, we are for individual freedom

now, unhappily, impaired by anarchic license.

There is in some minds, apparently, a good deal of confusion as to

what constitutes the wealth of the nation. We all see that man
needs or enjoys a great many things for the supply of which human
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exertion is necessary. Most of us would say that in an ideally

constituted society everyone ought to contribute to the common
stock of comfort by a certain amount of effort, and should get as his

reward his own share of the benefits resulting from the toils of the

others. I, for one, hold that the existing social system gets as near

to this standard as the infirmities of mortal man permit. But,

unluckily, the arrangement by which labour is remunerated in

money wages has developed in many a habit of mind which occasion-

ally leads to very erroneous notions concerning the elements of general

well-being. Because for so many things we depend on exertion which

has to be directly purchased, and because it is convenient to estimate

the value of these services in terms of the currency, people are apt to

forget that a very large part of the things that minister to happiness
bear no price at all, Bracing air, fine scenery, cannot be sold by the

gallon or the square mile, but they form as real a part of the riches

of the community that commands them as fine wheaten loaves or

dainty books. An able schoolmaster rightly receives a large salary ;

but who would venture to appraise in figures, or who would question
the essential importance of the infinite devotion of a wise and tender

mother ? A clever cook possesses a marketable accomplishment, but

what would be the dinner without the unpriced flow of talk? I

must not labour a truth which, once it is asserted, may appear a

truism. But, elementary as the doctrine is, it is frequently lost sight
of in discussions on the manifold phases of the condition-of-the-people

problem. It is treated with tacit contempt by those who defend the

undisturbed liberty of advertising-disfigurement, and this is my only
excuse for trespassing thus far on the outskirts of social science.

There is no need, surely, of demonstrating that the aspect of

unspoilt English country gives genuine delight to multitudes of our

people. We are not all susceptible in the same degree to the charm

of landscape, but scarcely anyone is wholly indifferent to the freshness

of the fields and woods. If it were not so, excursion trains and the

tourist traffic generally would be phenomena baffling explanation. It

is quite true that a great many of the places to which the picnicking
masses resort are not patterns of sylvan seclusion. But the good-
humour, or, let us say, the equanimity with which the throng of

honest folk who are having a day's outing bear the catchpenny eye-
sores ought not to be interpreted as deliberate acquiescence. Taste

is not confined to one class, and many workmen, whose means do not

permit them to escape from the horrors of the wayside, feel as keen

a resentment at the wanton fouling of what is fair as the most
fastidious artist or the master of a jealously guarded Highland
retreat. The simplicity of rural prospect is a portion of the national

wealth which it is emphatically a popular interest to save from

destruction and impairment. In many ways already the State and
the municipalities, as well as private benefactors, have recognised
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the importance both of developing the sensibility for beauty and of

providing facilities for gratifying the implanted tastes. Art museums

are kept up at great cost. Encouragement is given in elementary

schools to the training of the eye and hand, with a view mainly to

help the children to enjoy the gracious aspect of outward things.

History is taught, or ought to be taught, in the hope that the

study will engender a patriotic pride in connecting the memories of

the past with the scenes in which great things were done and endured

by our forefathers, or in which generation after generation have lived

their unrecorded lives. It is, I assert, an accepted article of public

policy to cultivate the very feelings which the plague of placards

persistently wounds. Surely it is gross inconsistency, on the part of

a nation which prides itself on being practical, to spend a large part

of our resources on creating a craving for what is fair and dignified,

and then hesitate about repressing abuses which render the culture

imparted a source of pain. Consider the amount of labour that is

given every year, in every English town, to the maintenance of parks
and gardens. Yet our native land, which, till comparatively recent

times, was one glorious panorama, is, for want of a little pre-

science, becoming a mere background for painted boards along the

more frequented routes. It is not merely a question of the mischief

that has been done already. The saddest and most serious part of

the business is, that in the miserable competition of the people who
resort to this means of catching custom the evil must grow and

spread indefinitely.

The pest, I grant, is not as yet everywhere. The enthusiastic

pedestrian can escape easily enough from its immediate presence.

There are stretches of country still in which no jarring emblem

spoils the harmonious perfection of the landscape. But wher-

ever the beaten track leads there is either recurring disfigure-

ment or the indefinite fear of encountering the detested objects.

Just as certain microbes abound in the soil where certain plants are

.grown, so this fungoid growth fastens on the high-roads and the by-

ways. If a village becomes a place of pilgrimage by reason of its

old-world beauty, forthwith descends upon it the shower of enamelled

placards. The weary seekers of sequestered nooks, driven from one

retreat to another by the advance of the enemy, discover one year
that some fishing hamlet has escaped the sweep of the advertising

agent. When they return next summer they are greeted by the

odious soap and the execrated pills. One snatches only a precarious

respite ; what is to multitudes the delight of their lives is held on

sufferance at the discretion of the foe who works in darkness and

blazons his deeds in killing light. If it were possible to suppress the

resentment which these perpetual affronts are so admirably calculated

to cause, and regard the phenomenon in a purely scientific spirit,
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there would be something to admire in the stupid mechanical

tenacity with which the persecutors do their work.

The reader will, I hope, see at once the pertinence to the matter

we are considering of the economic truism with which I delayed
them on the threshold of our inquiry. If a man tried to draw

attention to the fact that he wanted to sell a cough mixture by
blowing up the British Museum, he would be punished for destroy-

ing property on which the people set great store. Why should he

be allowed to destroy another, no less valuable and no less cherished

possession the refreshing charm of rural views? Is Nature so

ridiculously inferior to art ? Is the attempt of the painter to simu-

late landscape on canvas to be recognised as a legal chattel, and the

landscape itself to be treated as a thing of no worth ?

Again, to look at the question in another aspect. If the vendor

of blacklead follows me down the road, yelling into my ear that his

article is incomparably the best, his molestation is, I suppose, action-

able. Why should I have no redress when he waylays my eyes with

his impudent tablet in vivid blue and white, and annoys not me only,

but everyone who chances to pass that way ? On mere grounds of

humdrum comfort we honest ratepayers are surely entitled to the

peaceful enjoyment of the highway which has been made at our cost.

It is, alas ! no slight or exceptional grievance that we labour under.

The attack is directed against rights which are of enormous and ever-

growing importance to the well-being of the community. Amid all

the obstinate questionings concerning our social state, it has become

a commonplace to speak with deep concern of the tendency of

population to herd in great cities. Town councillors who would not

for worlds be suspected of ' aesthetic proclivities
'

do not hesitate to

avow that undiluted town life is bad, and, with commendable energy,

municipalities have set themselves to repair as best they may the

loss by laying out parks. No form of benefaction is more highly

appreciated than the gift by a local magnate of a pleasaunce for the

masses. Lord Meath's association and the Kyrle Society have done

great things in this way for the Metropolis, and that admirable

organisation which devotes itself to the preservation of commons
has saved for posterity many a fine tract of breezy down and many
a picturesque old village green. But although these things are

welcomed, both as good in themselves and as illustrations of the bent

of popular feeling, the net result of the conflict of forces is to leave

our urban population infinitely poorer in one of the essential

elements of happiness.
The creeping blight of disfigurement has blasted infinitely more

beauty than creative energy has brought into being. The measure

of the loss is not the mere area of the ground that has been trans-

formed into dumping-ground for catchpenny eyesores. If we wish

3 T 2
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to estimate aright the extent of the injury done, we have to think

of the effect on the opportunities of enjoyment in the everyday life

of the average individual. For one trip taken for pure purposes of

pleasure, thousands of journeys are undertaken in the ordinary

course of business. The view from the window of the railway-

carriage used to be a real pleasure to those whom affairs called from

one great centre of activity to another. A considerable portion of our

City folk live out of town for the sake of escaping from the eternal

tokens of competitive strife in the streets. But now the sole avenue

of approach has been set thick with the horrors
;
and the vexatious

incongruity of the intrusion adds keenness to the smart. No trifling

part of the modern Englishman's existence is spent in transit to and

fro between home and shop, or office, or factory. It is surely the very

height of folly, while we are all bewailing the unavoidable drawbacks

of crowded civilisation, to permit this wanton and utterly unpro-

ductive sacrifice of our solaces, and addition to our worries. The

persistence with which these engines of torment infest our thorough-
fares takes away half the pleasures of the deliberate holiday.

Granted that there are spots beyond the reach of the profaner, the

ordeal of affronts through which the pilgrim has to pass en route

blunts present delight and spoils the retrospect. To recur to our

economic truism, the toleration of disfiguring advertisements causes

every day and every hour wholesale destruction of that natural

wealth which consists of the restfulness or the beauty of the outlook.

We spend millions without grumbling on the maintenance of an

army and navy to defend our shores from the foreigner ; but by a

defect in our system of local government which an Act of a few

clauses would make good we permit domestic foes to play havoc

with our native country. We resent an insult to the flag, but with

inexplicable tameness of soul we allow anyone (who is mean enough
or foolish enough to do the deed) to mar the very face and features

of the fatherland. Some there are who talk of restoring the land ta

the people ;
let them, first of all, save from sordid eclipse the glory of

our common domain.

Let me illustrate, by reference to a single pursuit, the wrong done

to large classes by the absence of legal protection against assaults

upon the eye. Bicycling is an institution which nearly everyone

regards with favour. Those of us who are not adepts willingly take

our chance of being knocked down and the certainty of being
whistled at (which is almost worse) in consideration of all the bless-

ings the machine confers upon the rider. The Queen's Counsel or

the City clerk can leave behind him, when the blessed hour sounds

for release from court or counter, the stifling atmosphere of London,

and in a few hours find himself in Arcadia. But, unluckily, Arcadia

is approached by metalled roads, and every day that passes sees

these highways equipped with more frequent, more staring, objects
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specially designed to brand upon the retina the most galling features

of the turmoil which it is the cyclist's one desire to forget ;
and the

worst of it all is, that some unreflecting gentlefolk lay on the poor
wheelmen the blame of vulgarising the region through which their

routes lie. I acquit the people who do the mischief of all deliberate

malignity ;
but if they were on principle enemies of their race, they

could not devise more effectual methods of torment. Above all, they
make war upon the working-man. It is on the lines which the artisan

(whose field of choice is necessarily limited by the facilities of cheap

travel) has to use that the blots are most diligently multiplied. The

poor are robbed even of the treasure that costs nothing, and yet is of

priceless worth. Some of the experts in this form of highway robbery
add insult to injury by pretending that ' the people don't mind

;

'

that

they
' rather like

'

the vulgar blaze. This is calumny. The people

have to endure, and, alas ! they have not yet learned to resist

to good purpose. But to say that they enjoy the horrors is a bad

variant of the old fable that eels acquire a taste for being skinned

alive.

An edifying tale may here be told. A party of mechanics were

going in a special excursion train from the East-End to Oxford. At

one point the train was detained for some time. It happened to be a

place where an exquisitely beautiful reach of the Thames is disclosed,

or, rather, used to be disclosed, and where, as a natural consequence,
the gentlemen who treat scenery only as decoy for possible

customers had raised a more than usually bountiful crop of blazing

field-boards. Indignation waxed warm among the party. It was

proposed and carried unanimously that they should descend from

the carriage and demolish forthwith the offensive emblems. It

required a very strenuous discourse (delivered, the legend runs, by a

convinced Home Ruler who was in charge of the party) concerning
the reverence due to legality to dissuade them from executing

summary justice. One of the company argued that if the medicine

man hit him in the eye he was entitled to hit back. The train,

however, moved on, and the controversy remains an open and burning

question to this day.

Once again I must ask the reader to bear in mind the true con-

ception of wealth. If the production of a bicycle is to be regarded
as a service to the community, on the ground that it enables the

townsman to get to the fields and villages, the destruction of the

features which make the country a source of pleasure is, even from

the industrial point of view, impoverishment.
It is hardly necessary to add that in a tourist track picturesque-

ness is a commercial asset which it argues strange blindness on the

part of hotel-owners and others locally interested to subject to

deterioration.

Even if the wares which it is the purpose of the annihilators to
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commend had the virtues ascribed to them by those interested in

their sale, if good soaps were only made by the anarchist firms, and

if no physic was so potent as that compounded by the nihilistic pill-

men, the havoc wrought by their boards far exceeds any conceivable

addition to household cleanliness or the healthy action of the public-

liver. Some of us would sooner die than save our lives by absorbing

the nostrums so nauseously puffed.

But, of course, not the smallest good results either to the con-

sumer or to the whole class of producers to which the disfigurers

belong. The starch of blatant A may supplant in the market the

starch of modest B, but the laundresses use no more and no less of

the commodity in question. The only effect is that little by little

all the makers are drawn into the insane rivalry by placards, and that

the wearers of stiff shirt-fronts have to pay in their washing-bills for

the monstrosities which embitter their existence.

There would be little purpose in thus analysing the nature of the

evil if the inquiry were not an essential preliminary to suggestions
for a remedy. Deliverance, I contend, is assured as soon as those

who are especially sensitive to the affronts realise that the question
is essentially a public one, and that they may fearlessly and resolutely

appeal on broad grounds of national interest to the judgment of their

fellows. I admit at once that those who feel very acutely are but a

small percentage of the community. But if reforms depended upon
the ardent, and concurrent, and spontaneous demand of a majority
there would have been no change of institutions since the Flood. It

is the fervid conviction of minorities that has worked all the great

revolutions. It suffices if the numerically small band can obtain even

the languid assent of the many, and are not confronted by a hostile-

minority equal in influence to themselves. Now, the most dismal

theory that has ever been propounded regarding popular taste does-

not assume that the masses have a craving for the naughty super-

fluities which offend the select. They are supposed to tolerate them ;

but the sounder doctrine is, that they have too many other things to-

think of to take note of the loss they sustain, or to meditate on modes

of redress. If only we who are keenly interested make our views

known, the eyes of thousands will be opened to the extent ofthe injury

done. If we are a minority, we are a minority not less powerful
than the minorities that fought successfully the battle of sanitation,

of popular education, of factory regulation, and of the many other

beneficial reforms which a generation ago were laughed at as crazes,

and to-day are accepted by the lineal intellectual descendants of

those who scoffed as elementary institutions of civilisation.

Everyone at present (to confine ourselves to one illustration) ac-

cepts without murmur the dispensation by which he is bound under

frightful penalties to connect his drains in a particular way with the

public sewers. But there was a time, not so long ago, when the
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notion of preventing each householder from flinging his own rubbish

into the thoroughfare was derided as ' chimerical/ Now, in the case

of the limitations hitherto placed upon private liberty of action the

sacrifice imposed on each individual is often grave. Compulsory

education, for example, deprives many a struggling father of the

earnings of his boys for several years. The ultimate advantage to

society is not always obvious or intelligible to those affected. Yet

everyone now conforms readily to the standard prescribed by law, as

if it were an article of elementary morality. It is, therefore, the

merest bogie of the pessimist imagination to suppose that there will

be any difficulty about restraining a handful of pushing tradespeople
from destroying, in ignorance or wantonness, a large part of the

visible wealth of the country. The advertisers themselves have no

strong inducement to persist in this particular form of publicity

hunting. What they each severally desire is relative, not absolute,

notoriety. The old practitioners will have the advantage of their past

activity, and have, therefore, a selfish motive for acquiescing in regu-
lation. And many of them, I hasten to add, will hail with intense

relief a bar upon a morbid phase of competition which uselessly

diverts a good deal of their capital to unproductive channels. Most
of them resort to the practice of disfigurement only in self-defence :

only because some of their rivals have started in the repulsive line.

For those who, on good grounds or bad, still desire to puff their

wares there are plenty of other methods open.
The proposition that indiscriminate placarding is not good for

trade as a whole, and that the existing license is not valued by
vendors as a class, may appear to those who have not thought the

matter out a paradox ; but to those who have considered the data it

is a truism.

So far from regarding the purpose we have in view as a quixotic

dream, the present writer is persuaded that in the next decade people
will be puzzled to understand how or why patriotic Englishmen
allowed the quiet beauty of their land to be disturbed for want of

recourse to the principles which govern every other department of

activity except that which is concerned with the appeal to the eye ;

just as we wonder now, with a comforting sense of superiority, at the

folly of our ancestors, who left the protection of life and property at

night to the care of a decrepit old watchman, and who trusted conser-

vancy to chance.

It is for us, to whom this matter appears one of urgent moment, to

follow as best we may in the footsteps of the pioneers to whom we owe
the blessings that their descendants take for granted. They were

lectured and derided by the pompous persons of the day, who, because

they were destitute of business-like imagination, prided themselves on

practical insight. The reformers of former days did not squander on

the invention of fanciful difficulties the energies which were needed
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for propagating sound opinions. The speed with which our cause

will triumph depends wholly upon the willingness of each one of us

to do his best within his own sphere.

But on what lines ? To answer the question would be to rewrite

the programme of the National Society for Checking the Abuses

of Public Advertising. Here I can but sketch in vague outline the

heads of effort. (1) We make no secret of our aversion to the

disfiguring emblems. As a result, we find that nine people out of

ten we speak to are converted already at any rate to the essential

unsightliness of the things. If we see that a particular commodity
is puffed, or that a particular establishment is made conspicuous by
means which appear to us inconsistent with decent regard for the

rights of passers-by, we take pains to find out a commodity which

is not an occasion of offence, and a shop that is conducted on

neighbourly principles. By doing this we not only enjoy the luxury
of a good conscience, and generally get the article we want at a lower

price, but most effectually spread the light of right doctrine. Nothing
does more to interest a respectable shopkeeper in the movement than

a simple request that he will keep in stock something that one can

take on his recommendation. It is, so far, a reversion to the old

fashion of honourable retail trade. Little by little, as the observance

of our golden rule grows, the dealer and middleman will find that the

articles
' asked for

'

are not the articles recommended by the Torture

Boards
;
and at last it will dawn on the intelligence of the nostrum-

mongers themselves that the roadside game is played out, and that

they must try new ways which are not aggressively anti-social. We,

further, are not ashamed or afraid to rouse people to the sense of the

value of rural scenes, and of the interesting aspects of town life.

Through the schoolmaster we seek to influence the young, and

implant in them the perceptions which, in a well-ordered England,
will hereafter open up to them an inexhaustible source of unbought

happiness.

(2) The taxation of exposed advertisements is a matter which

requires thought and careful handling. But, unquestionably, any

impost would at once render unprofitable a large class of sporadic

bills which, I am glad to say, are already condemned and deplored by
the respectable bill-posting firms. Assuming that taxation would

tend to dimmish the total area of display at any one time, it does not

follow that printers and billstickers would lose, for the bills must be

changed more frequently, and more careful workmanship will become

habitual.

(3) Concerning railways, we are very well aware of the obliga-

tions which the directors are under to the shareholders, and of the

connection between advertising-rents and dividends. We make no

extravagant demands upon the virtue of the managers, being content

to urge them in their own interest, as well as out of compassion
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for innocent passengers, who have never done them any harm, to

assign definite spaces in the stations for the exhibition of announce-

ments, these spaces being so planned as to have a harmonious relation

to the general architectural design. It is the higgledy-piggledy,
'
stick-them-up-anywhere

'

system that mainly offends at present.

The substitution of posters which, if not always
'

things of beauty/
are at least not '

pains for ever,' for the things that stare at us week

after week and year after year from glazed frames and japanned

plaques, would rob a railway journey of half its unpleasantness.

(4) So far, it will have been observed, the agencies invoked are

purely moral. But we cannot dispense with the assistance of the

Legislature. So long as there is no authoritative control, the com-

munity will be at the mercy of anyone stupid enough not to know that

he is doing harm, or selfish enough to disregard the injury he inflicts.

Laws against theft would be useless if there were not a moral sense

in favour of probity ;
but the moral sense would soon disappear from

a people among whom theft was not treated as a crime. Everyone
understands the value of order in a crowded thoroughfare; but if there

were no constables to regulate traffic, there would be a hopeless block of

vehicles and jostling of pedestrians. A single ill-conditioned person
could make the good feeling and good sense of the others of no avail.

I have not, I hope, said anything that reflects on the personal
character of the average advertiser. I have not scoffed at his taste or

upbraided him with greed. There is even a pathetic side to the in-

cessant efforts of advertisers to neutralise each other's attempts to catch

the eye. Their desire to ply a profitable trade is in itself no

more despicable than the acquisitive instinct which leads professional

men to obtain a competence by services which are of real importance
to the commonweal. I desire rather to rest the case for regulation
on the truth which underlies nearly the whole body of our legislation

that there are certain things which every individual as a separate
unit has an inducement to do, but which it is good for all the

individuals composing the social aggregate to prohibit.
' We live in

an advertising age.'
' We are all advertisers nowadays.'

' Trade

is cut-throat competition.' Be it so. For myself, I feel very

strongly that this humiliating description is grossly unjust to our

times. The number of callings in which artificial notoriety counts

for anything is not considerable when the vast volume of our

industry and commerce is taken into account. But let us assume

that, owing to the complexity and bewildering bulk of modern

society, owing to the decay of personal relations and of the spirit of

local patriotism, there is a temptation to seek custom by impressing
the memory through the much-enduring eye. What then ? As

soon as primitive man discovered that the spirit of acquisitiveness was

rife, it saw the wisdom of protecting the physically weak against the

physically strong. There was a reason for the existence of footpads ;
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but restraints on highway robbery followed. Similarly, although

the disposition to assault the nerves of wayfarers with striking

arrangements of vivid colours is quite intelligible, the wholesale

indulgence of the propensity involves, as a necessary corollary, in

civilised jurisprudence, provisions for saving those who are using a

public road from molestation in the exercise of an undoubted right.

But in applying to the facts as we find them the cardinal prin-

ciple, our society proceeds with the caution and reserve proper to

a body which describes itself as *
National.' It does not dream of

prohibition. It does not propose to arm the central authority with

any powers, nor does it ask that regulation, even in local hands, shall

be universal or of one pattern. Only the rural districts come within

the scope of the Kural Advertisements Bill
;
interference with notifica-

tions on land and premises relating to business conducted thereon

is expressly excluded. In brief, the County Councils are simply to

have a discretionary power of framing bye-laws for regulating strictly

advertising display.

Some will object that we make too small a demand. Some of

the most galling instances of abuse occur, it will be said, in large

cities, on shops, factories, and other places which come under the

saving clause. I have no title to speak for others
;
but for myself

I wish to say that I look forward with absolute confidence to the

time when the use of the alphabet in public places for the purpose
of catching the public eye will be subject to as rigid and effectual

municipal ordinances as house-construction, the drainage of private

premises, the disposal of refuse, street traffic, street music, the com-

bustion of smoke, and many other things, now are. Eegulation would

be a simple matter of rule and scale, and when in force would work a

marvellous transformation. We should hear no more the doleful

heresy that cities are necessarily vulgar and ugly. We should wake

up to the enjoyment of the picturesque and other elements of interest

in which our English towns abound, when architecture, ancient and

modern, is allowed a fair chance. Apart from what it is the custom to

call aesthetic considerations, the requirements of business would neces-

sitate some restrictions ofthe present chaos ofannouncements on shop-
fronts and the eclipse of fapades by mammoth hanging letters. The

advertising mania should surely stop at swamping in the deluge
of what are erroneously called signboards the identity of individual

shops that customers may really wish to find.

But this vision of the future has nothing to do with the Kural

Advertisements Bill. I could not deny myself the chance of winning

posthumous fame as a seer, but as a social politician I am a cold-

blooded opportunist. I think the passing of the Eural Advertise-

ments Bill, or some similar measure, will mark the turning-point in

the contest between the forces which make for restfulness and order

in the aspect of our world of England, and the forces which make for
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vexatious confusion. Yet I do not anticipate from it any wide and

immediate effect. We should fail in our larger purpose if we aimed

beyond the scope of everyday experience. Trade would flourish

mightily if the practice we desire to abate ceased altogether out of

the land
;
but every trader does not know this. We are all creatures

of habit, little addicted to looking beyond the tip of our nose, and sharp
business men are more ordinary than ordinary people. They must

be guided gently, led step by step into that fuller realisation of what

is truly
'

practical
'

which, with eyes open, they cannot see. If we were

to believe one set of pessimists, County Councillors are such absolute

Philistines that they will never be induced to use the powers with

which we wish to invest them. We take comfort, however, when we
learn from another school of despondent advisers that your County
Councillor is a fussy creature, whose only delight is to exalt his office

and domineer over his fellows
;
to stick his blundering broom of bye-

laws into every quiet household corner. It is my good fortune to be

able to take a more charitable and cheerful view of the nature of the

County Councillor. I think he will wish to do very much what he is

convinced local feeling strongly desires, and will not be persuaded to

stir till the signs of local eagerness are very clear. Being in this

pleasant frame of mind, I anticipate that the bye-laws will be framed

with a view to enabling the authorities to interfere where the need

of interference is glaring. Again and again representations are made

to municipal bodies regarding some particular outrage. The resi-

dents in a body complain ;
the Council sympathises with them

;
but

the clerk, repressing his private indignation, declares officially that

the law as it stands gives no power of granting redress. Sometimes,

by a legal fiction which assumes danger to life or limb, or public

morals, measures are taken to abate the nuisance. In such cases

our short and simple measure for amending or, rather, supplying an

accidental omission in local government law would operate to the

delight of everyone. As to the structures reared in fields or by the

riverside, whose only reason for existing is the chance of wounding
the eyes of those using the highway or the stream both portions of

the public domain I do not say that everywhere there would be

zeal for their suppression ;
but in many instances they are resented

by the neighbourhood as gross affronts. People who do not value

scenery for themselves may easily become aware that, as an attraction.

to visitors, it is worth protecting from ravage ;
and in tourist tracks

especially innkeepers, car-owners, and others who live by exercising

hospitality towards paying guests, have a direct interest in keeping
the prospect clear of blots. For reasons of a more romantic hue the

vicar and the squire would sometimes appeal to the County Council

to save their pretty village from the visitation of the providence
which scatters enamelled plaques over a land that no longer

smiles. No one would, I imagine, espouse the cause of those who
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stick printed screeds on the rocks wherever the coast is particularly

fine. Regular bill-sticking associations (as has been told already)

are keen in their hatred of the flying poster. There is one type of

the touting notice encountered on every country road which, I think,

moves to disgust and anger every honest man. To bring to a sum-

mary close a list which might be indefinitely extended, I may allude to

the prevailing practice of pasting bills on walls and palings which

are private property, in opposition to the will of the owner. This,

surely, is a case in which authority should afford more protection than

it now does to those who wish to order their own possessions with a

careful regard for the general comfort.

I have suggested in several places that the custom of advertising-

disfigurement is due to an instinct of rivalry and imitation which

often is quite dissevered from intelligent calculation. We may rely

on the play of enlightened competition for the growth of the counter-

acting tendency. At present, if the intrinsic attractiveness of St.

Mary's-on-the-Sandhills is impaired by the blaze of placards on the

pier, the beach, and the esplanade, the chairman of the Local Board

is comparatively apathetic, because he knows that if the visitors

take flight to St. Ann's-below-the-Cliff they will find the ungracious

objects there in similar profusion. But when St. Ann's wakes up to

a regard for its amenities, even to the extent of purging its pier of the

accretions, the era of intelligent competition will have commenced,
and little by little communities will discover that it does not pay to

allow a few people to make money by practices, otherwise useless,

which spoil the trade of their neighbours.

It would be more flattering to national pride, I own, to hope that

emancipation was to be obtained at once by some great outburst of

enthusiasm
;
but it is our English way to do things slowly, and to

effect even a beneficial revolution by reliance on the free play of local

judgment and mole-like prudence. If those who view with shame and

grief the loss of so much that was lovely and pleasant in the Britain of

our fathers will add patience and moderation to patriotic zeal
;

if they

will, lay aside the longing for a cataclysm, and make the most of the

mere turning of the tide, our children may inherit a land worthy of

their love. But ifwe are content to nurse an impotent disdain, posterity

will, with good cause, reproach us, and not the defacers, with the doom
to which we leave them

;
for the deformities which beset us now are

but signs and tokens of the desolation that must be hereafter.

RICHARDSON EVANS.
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CHITRAL AND FRONTIER POLICY

WHEX Solomon declared that in the multitude of counsellors there is

safety, he probably had a prophetic vision of a modern government
surrounded by self-constituted advisers so contradictory in their

opinions that they might all be ignored without danger of damaging
criticism. On the policy which led to the costly Chitral expedition
and that which should be pursued on its conclusion the Government
of India has certainly had the questionable advantage of a vast

amount of contradictory advice
;
and writers whose names carry with

them the highest authority and respect, such as Lord Koberts, Sir

James Lyall, General Sir Michael Biddulph, and General Sir Neville

Chamberlain would have left nothing further to be said had they been

in accord, instead of in opposition. As it is, it seems not inopportune
to note a few considerations which must influence the decision of the

Indian Government, and which may assist the English public, which

knows little of the North-west Frontier, to an intelligent appreciation
of the points at issue. What I desire to suggest rather than to prove

by detailed argument, impossible in a brief article, is that frontier

defence may be made so costly as to be altogether out of proportion
to the advantages to be secured

;
that a reasonable defence of Imperial

interests against Kussia is distinct from and opposed to a childish and

unworthy alarm at every step she makes towards our border
;
that

our best security in the high Himalayas is found in their difficulty of

access, and the intractable character of the independent tribes
;
and

that everything we do to break their spirit and every mile of military

road we construct in their country are no more than throwing away
the impregnable position we already occupy.

As a military feat of arms the Chitral expedition has been

brilliantly successful, and the Indian army may be assured that a

profound impression on Europe has been made, not alone by their

gallantry, but by the completeness of preparation and the immense

physical difficulties overcome with swiftness and enthusiasm. It is

well that Europe, which is in its second childhood, should learn by

object lessons. It makes for peace to demonstrate what our Indian

soldiers weigh in the balance of power. I have known the army o?

North India for many years, in quiet and in rough days, and I have
981
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always declared that, man for man, led by English officers, the Sikhs,

Pathans, and Gurkhas were superior in dash and intelligence, and

equal in steadiness, to any picked troops that Kussia can put in the

field.

Nevertheless the Chitral policy has been disastrous, and our suc-

cess is a Pyrrhic victory. Telegrams from India state that the cost

of the expedition will be two crores l of rupees, and even if we dis-

count this estimate, and take it as one million sterling, it is obvious

that if our frontier squabbles are to be conducted on this scale and at

this cost, the administration of India will become financially impos-
sible. It was imperative to rescue British officers and troops from

impending destruction ;
the mistake was to place them in a position

from which they could only be extricated by an army at a cost which,

the Indian treasury is unable to bear.

The danger to India at the present time is from financial dis-

organisation, rather than Eussian ambition. In order to meet urgent
administrative necessities, economy is enjoined in every department,
and works of pressing public importance are everywhere suspended.
Yet this is the time selected for extravagant political adventure, in

defiance of the painfully acquired experience of the North-west

Frontier. Every one possessing an intimate knowledge of the border

tribes predicted the certain result of placing an English officer with a

handful of men, without possible support, in an advanced post in a

hostile country. What have we to do with the private quarrels of

obscure chiefs, 200 miles beyond our border ? Why should we inter-

fere because one barbarian murders another in order to possess him-

self of a wilderness of rocks, worth little to him and nothing to us ?

Conflict, violence and assassination are the immemorial rule of the

hill country, as of every country in which society is still in the

primitive stage of development, and no talk of a higher ethical law

will in any way affect the situation. There are other parts of the

world, claiming a more advanced civilisation, which favour the same

political methods, but England does not think it necessary to interfere

whenever faction washes the streets of Lima or Kio de Janeiro with

blood. If intervention be imperative to secure English interests, we

inflict the punishment, recover the penalty, and at once retire. The

policy which has been pursued towards Nicaragua is precisely that

which has always been followed by the Punjab Government towards

the independent tribes on its border.

There are many officers, whose gallantry and cleverness I freely

allow, who decry the frontier policy which is associated with the

name of
thej

late Lord Lawrence. No doubt the conditions of the

North-west Frontier have changed, and every sensible man will admit

that the advance of Russia has necessitated a thorough reconstruction

1 A erore is one hundred lakhs, or ten million rupees, equal to one million sterling

when the rupee was at two shillings.
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of our line of defence, which has been admirably accomplished by
successive viceroys and commanders-in-chief. Lord Lawrence would

have done the same had the necessity arisen in his days. But these

considerations, as I shall attempt to show, do not really touch the

present question of Chitral. That I hold to be a mere matter of

local border politics, which would have been dealt with more wisely
and soberly by the Local Government than by the uninformed or

misinformed Supreme Government in Calcutta.

Lord Lawrence's well-balanced mind had, what his critics lack,

a due sense of proportion. He would not have taken a sledge-
hammer to kill a mosquito, or have wasted a million sterling in the

Chitral mountains when his treasury was empty. Concerning his

policy I will quote a passage from a speech I made at a dinner given
to me at Simla, in 1880, after the return of the army from Afghani-
stan. I spoke with a sense of responsibility, for Sir Charles Aitchison,

Foreign Secretary, was in the chair, and Sir Donald Stewart, who
had successfully commanded the army in the field, was sitting

beside me :

I shall never, after to-night, speak as an official of the Punjab Government, so

you will forgive me if I make a last confession of political faith.. I have probably
been, during the last twelve years, as much concerned in Afghan and frontier

politics as anyone now in India, and I leave the Punjab with the unshaken con-

viction that the foreign policy of Lord Lawrence, my friend and master, is the only
sound one. His views are called obsolete, but the principle which inspires them
is of truth and common-sense ; and Lord Lawrence's reputation will live when the

clamour of his detractors has been long forgotten.
'

Masterly inactivity
'

which,

by the way, was a phrase used a hundred years before Lord Lawrence's time is,

rightly understood, the proper foreign policy for India. It does not signify national

humiliation or indifference to the national honour. Masterly inactivity abroad

means masterly activity at home, the development of the country, lightened taxa-

tion, and the general prosperity of the people. India cannot enjoy both military

glory and internal progress, and if she stretches forward to clutch the soldier's

laurels she will assuredly find her hand filled only with thistles. It is not fair to

compress a policy into an epithet. Suppose, for example, I were to dissect ' the

scientific frontier,' which I hope will ere long be swept, together with Wynaad
gold mines and narrow-gauge railways, into that limbo where all Indian rubbish

is treasured. Gentlemen, our scientific frontier is not the Indus. It is not any
mountain range, stretching from the Khyber to the Sufed Koh, from the Sufed Koh
to the Hindu Khush, and from the Hindu Khush to bankruptcy. The scientific

frontier of India the only one worth having is to be found in the strong arms

and brave hearts of a loyal and contented people Sikhs, Punjabi Muhammadans,

Dogras, and Gurkhas : what can you wish more ? These troops, led by British

officers, and supported by and excited to a noble rivalry by British soldiers, will

scatter like chaff any army which any power, European or Asiatic, can ever bring

against you.

The truth of these words does not seem to me to have been

affected by any advance of Kussia, while the critical condition of the

Indian finances only increases any force they may have possessed.

The old frontier policy was to avoid unnecessary interference with
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the independent tribes ;
to protect energetically our own border, and

to punish sharply and quickly any aggression thereon
;
to cultivate

friendly relations with all our wild neighbours, and to influence

them favourably by encouraging their settlement in the plain

country and their enlistment in our frontier army. And the policy

was eminently successful. During the nine years that I was

Secretary to the Punjab Government, from 1870 to 1880, under two-

able and distinguished Lieutenant-Governors, Sir Henry Davies and

Sir Robert Egerton, the improvement in order and prosperity was

remarkable, so much so, that when Lord Lytton, who disliked the

Punjab Government being, as he termed it, the Foreign Office

of India, proposed to remove the frontier from its jurisdiction

altogether, we were able successfully to defend our position. In

those days the local government had a corps d'armee under its direct

orders, the famous and incomparable Punjab Frontier Force, and

expeditions against aggressive tribes were frequently undertaken.

But they were carried out cheaply and effectively, without much fuss

and without special correspondents, and the money spent on the

Chitral expedition would have paid for twenty of them. Nor was

trouble spared to conciliate more distant chiefs. The then ruler of

Chitral, Aman-ul-Mulk, a truculent old savage, was friendly, and

sent me shaggy ponies from his mountains; and once I had to

hastily decline the proposed present of two slave girls. The Akhund
of Swat, who had the influence of a Pope among the fanatical

tribes, and who could summon them at a word to a holy war

against the infidel, became our friend, and more than one military

expedition was avoided by his wisdom and authority. But we did

not pretend to interfere in tribal disputes, and did not consider that

British prestige suffered when one robber chief removed another in

the time-honoured fashion of the border. The visits of Englishmen
to independent territory from which we might have to rescue them

by force of arms were discouraged, and even Mr. George Curzon would

have been refused permission to cross the frontier.

The interference of English members of Parliament in frontier

politics is much to be deprecated. Hitherto they have been content

to occupy themselves with the dissemination of strange political

doctrine, criticism of gaol management, abuse of the opium trade, or

denunciation of the wholesome precautions taken by the Government

to preserve the health and efficiency of the English army. Should

they now try their inexperienced hand at amateur diplomacy a new
terror will be added to Indian official life. Mr. Curzon certainly fills

a conspicuous position in contemporary Asian history. Like Puck,

flitting hither and thither, it is impossible to fix him. Now he is

discussing Japan politics with the monarch of Corea, now advising
his Majesty of Siam on his relations with France. Another moment
and he is found, an equal potentate, re-arranging alliances with the
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Amir of Kabul, or discovering the source of a new Oxus in the first

likely stream issuing from a propitious glacier. His sense of humour

even permits him to suggest that if fortune had vouchsafed him a

conversation with Umra Khan of Jandol the Chitral expedition would

have been unnecessary.
It is obvious that if Mr. Curzon's interesting letters in the

Times, both as special correspondent and in his own name, had

merely expressed his own opinions they would have had no

political value whatever. What more can he know of the North-

west Frontier, its languages, people, history, and politics, than could

be hurriedly gathered by any intelligent and cultured tourist during
a record ride, for pace, in the high Himalayas ? But his opinions,

even when most inaccurate, have a distinct force and value for the

reason that they represent, and necessarily represent, the views of

frontier officers, weary of monotonous exile and thirsting for action,

who poured their ideas into him as into an open vessel. These

officers are gallant, clever, and versatile men, and thoroughly under-

stand the work they have been appointed to do. But officers in

charge of outposts are not competent to dictate the conduct of the

army. They have no extended point of view
;
the politics of a petty

Khanate loom larger to them than the interests of India or Russia,

and although their opinions are of extreme value to those who know
how to utilise them, they are as dangerous as undiluted strychnine

to the uninitiated. We have always complained of the manner in

which Russian frontier officers, far distant from effective control,

force the hand of their Government. If our own officers are to be

allowed to influence public opinion and dictate Imperial policy

through the voice and pen of irresponsible members of Parliament,,

the sober, economical, and well-considered administration of frontier

affairs will be seriously impeded.
So far from Chitral being an important strategical position,

it is-

of very small strategic value, and the idea of a Russian invasion by

any of the passes to the north is fantastic and chimerical. A mere

mountain valley, in the midst of lofty, snow-covered ranges and

reached by passes which are closed by snow for six months in the

year, Chitral would be useless to an invader. It produces the scanty

supplies which are sufficient for the hardy and frugal inhabitants,

but nothing which could support even a small invading force, which,

if it contrived to reach the valley during the summer months, would

soon find its retreat cut off by the first snow.

It could only be in time of war with Russia that any attack could

be made, for although we have chosen to consider the Himalayan,
tribes as independent, this has been merely from prudence and with-

no intention of allowing other powers to interfere with them. For

example, the treaty of the 30th of March, 1855, between the British

Government and Amir Dost Muhammad Khan recognised that chiei?

V^OL. XXXYII No. 220 3 U
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as ruler of Kabul and all those countries of Afghanistan at that time

in his possession, and any pretensions to authority over such Afghan
.countries as Buner and Swat on the part of the Amir of Kabul were,

.in 1857 and 1858, expressly repudiated by the Government. In the

same way, the present Amir Abdur Rahman Khan has been more than

once warned to abstain from interference with tribes and districts

which were not made over to him in 1880, and which had never

formed any part of Afghanistan in the time of Dost Muhammad
Khan. So with Russia

;
it is distinctly understood and agreed that,

whether we call the tribes south of the Oxus subordinate or indepen-

dent, they are, nevertheless, within the English line, that any tamper-

ing with them would be an unfriendly act, and that occupation or

invasion of their country would be resented by England. No doubt

a few Russian officers with a scanty escort have been met wandering

beyond the acknowledged boundary, but we have never been so jealous

as the Russians of stray intruders, and we may be quite sure that the

more they look at the country the less they will like it. When the

impracticable nature of the country is realised, and the enormous

amount of transport, in men and mules, for these alone can be used

to carry the guns, stores, and food of even a small force, it may be

pronounced impossible for any attack in force to be delivered from

this direction. In time of war a small Russian detachment might

perhaps occupy Chitral, but the British Empire would not collapse

because a few hundred Cossacks foolishly immured themselves in a

death-trap, commanded on every side, whence they could only advance

to certain destruction, and where, if they remained, the only alterna-

tives would be starvation or surrender. The whole situation is

summed up in the consideration that no movement could be made

by Russia from the Chitral side unless she were in complete military

occupation of Afghanistan or in friendly alliance with the Amir,
because the position of Asmar, just within the Afghan border, abso-

lutely blocks the way. Even that inspired madman Skobeleff would

have hesitated to advance against English troops in front with a

hostile Afghan army on his flank. If Russia were in occupation of

Afghanistan or the Amir were friendly, there are many roads over the

Hindu Khush far safer and easier than those of Chitral.

I cannot but believe that these considerations will commend
themselves to the Government of India, and that they will, at the

earliest convenient time, withdraw the army and abandon all idea

of a permanent occupation of Chitral. Even should no permanent

occupation be approved, the construction of a military road from

British territory to Chitral seems injudicious for two reasons. Firstly,

it would facilitate, and indeed invite, the attack that we desire to avoid.

A prudent householder does not protect himself against burglars by

placing a ladder to his first floor balcony and leaving the drawing-
room windows open. The road to Chitral would be to India what the
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construction of the Channel Tunnel would be to England. It would

for ever destroy the incomparable defensive position we now enjoy.

The Indian army is barely large enough to garrison the country and

hold important positions in force. We cannot place a division in the

field without disorganising the entire system of internal defence, and

the construction of an easy road through what is now an impracticable

country would compel a large and immediate increase of the army.

Secondly, a military road through the highlands would turn the

mountain tribes, now indifferent, into declared enemies. Their inde-

pendence is the one point on which they are sensitive, and to threaten

it is to unite them against us. If we respect it they can easily be

persuaded or bribed to fight on our side
;

if we endanger or destroy it

they will as certainly join our enemies. These considerations pre-

vented us from constructing a military road through the compara-

tively easy Kohat Pass, uniting the neighbouring cantonments of

Koht and Peshawar.

It may be plausibly asserted that the excellent road through the

Khyber Pass proves that the difficulties of constructing and keeping

open a military road may be exaggerated, more especially as the

Afridis of the Khyber are more fierce and unruly than the Yusafzais,

Swatis, and Chitralis who would be affected by the proposed route.

The reply is that the Khyber has through all historic times been the

principal trade road between the Northern Punjab and Kabul, and

the sections of the Afridi tribe who dominate it have for many years
been in our pay as its guardians. It was a constant care of the

Punjab Government to keep this route open, and Colonel Warburton,
who has for many years been in charge of the arrangements, is an

experienced and trusted Punjab officer. During the two Kabul

campaigns it was 'necessary to transform the old and difficult moun-
tain pass into a first-class military road, and although our defensive

position is in one sense weakened by its construction, in other direc-

tions we are strengthened, seeing that the Amir is our friend and

that the Khyber is the direct road to Jalalabad and Kabul. This

would not be the case with a road from British territory to Chitral.

Supposing the ruler of Afghanistan were hostile to us, we should never

be able to occupy the Chitral cul-de-sac on a Kussian advance, for the

independent tribes would undoubtedly join the side for which the

Amir had declared himself. Those persons who argue about strate-

gical positions as if they were abstract mathematical propositions

do not take into account the prejudice and fanaticism of the Muham-
madan tribes. They will go with their co-religionists, and an advance

to Chitral with Afghanistan unfriendly would be as foolish for us as

I have shown it to be for a Eussian commander under similar condi-

tions. We have occupied Gilghit, an extreme point on the Kashmir

border, and the Government did well to occupy it, though many
excellent authorities questioned the policy of the advance. But
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Oilghit is held by Kashmir troops, and the Maharaja of Kashmir

is a responsible potentate, subject to our immediate control and a*

feudatory of the Queen-Empress. As a post of observation Gilghit

is sufficient, and it was so declared by the Government when we went

there.

The correspondents who are so eager to advance, and who tele-

graph from Simla that Sir James Lyall, the late Lieutenant-Governor

of the Punjab, holds antiquated views, and that Sir Neville Chamber-

lain, as able as he is experienced, does not realise the change that

the introduction of breechloaders has made in frontier warfare,

hardly call for serious reply. No thoroughly sound and consistent

policy is antiquated, though it may require well-considered modifi-

cation
;
but a policy of hasty advance, in opposition to the teaching

of experience, is rotten before it is ripe. Is it supposed that the

independent tribes do not know the value of breechloaders ? In the

Kohat and Khyber passes I have generally noticed more rifles than

matchlocks in their hands. As to ammunition, we are waiting to

hear who have been cashiered and who sent to penal servitude for the

theft of vast quantities of Government cartridges found in the hands

of the enemy in Chitral. Is it realised that the troops of the Amir
are now well armed with Sniders or Martinis

;
that his manufactories

turn out excellent breechloaders and cartridges, and that the Afghan

army, composed of fighting material as excellent as any in the world,

will be a much more difficult nut to crack than Kussia has supposed ?

Her disastrous experiences on the Danube against the soldiers of

Turkey are likely to be repeated in Afghanistan, to her exceeding

annoyance and surprise. Campaigns in these wild and inhospitable

regions are not the simple military promenade which is imagined,
and the difficulties of occupation will increase by delay in evacuation.

At the end of the Kabul campaign we had, if I remember rightly,

nearly 70,000 men garrisoning the country and holding open our

communications. Yet we only held the ground upon which we stood.

The success of the Chitral expedition has been due not to breech-

loaders or Maxim guns, but to the fact that the military authorities,

learning one lesson from the Afghan war, sent a force so large as to-

be virtually irresistible. Lord Lytton, inspired by his evil genius
Colonel Pomeroy Colley, invaded Kabul with a few thousand men.

and England has never known how nearly that force was absolutely

lost and overwhelmed. It took twenty millions of money to bring
it back, and in those days the Afghan army was not armed, like

the Afridis, with rifles, but with knives and matchlocks.

Although the occupation of Chitral, the establishment there of

English officers and garrison and the construction ofa military road are

inexpedient, it is still possible to obtain some useful results from the

expedition. A native agent at Chitral, preferentially a member of a

priestly family, will secure us both information and influence, and he
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will not require the protection of Indian troops. The tribes along
the route may be subsidised, and in ordinary times may be counted

upon to fulfil their engagements. I was President of the Committees

for Frontier Militia and Defence, and along the whole border from

Kashmir to Sind the work of the regular troops is supplemented by
the help of a rough but effective militia drawn from the tribes. But
it must not be supposed that the complete control which Sir Kobert

Sandeman obtained over the Biluch tribes can be repeated on the

Afghan frontier. The Biluchis have an oligarchical form of govern-

ment, rendering obedience to their acknowledged chiefs, who are the

'Eatural channel of communication with their tribesmen, and through* O
whom any desired amount of control can be effectively exercised.

The Afghan constitution is rather republican than aristocratic
; every

tribe is divided and subdivided into numerous clans, each independ-
ent of the other, and yielding but small obedience to its own petty
(headmen. They are consequently far less amenable to control, and
<the system of management of Afghans and Biluches has always been

essentially different. Analogies drawn from the southern border are

certain to be misleading when applied to the north, and those who
find it convenient to oppose what they call Sir Kobert Sandeman's

policy to the Punjab policy are either ignorant or disingenuous. He
invented nothing new, and his so-called policy was carried out without

assistance and with the funds of the Punjab Government.

With the Amir of Kabul it may be possible to make arrange-
ments to open to free trade the route up the beautiful Kunar valley

to Chitral, he receiving permission to send troops direct through the

country, when necessary to relieve his posts in the Afghan Pamir,

instead of sending them, as at present, by a difficult and circuitous

road. Arrangements might also be made to thoroughly survey the

easy Kunar, Asmar, and Chitral road, which is still little known,

although the Asmar Boundary Commission has seen something of it.

Nor should the propriety of restoring Umra Khan of Jandol be

omitted from consideration. He has fought gallantly against us, and

treated his English prisoners with great kindness and chivalry, and

an Afghan is always a better friend for having been well beaten. His

ambitious attempts to secure the entire sovereignty of Bajour, of

which Jandol is one of the subdivisions, should have been encouraged
rather than crushed, as it would have been much easier for the

Government to have influenced one strong chief than half a dozen

petty ones.

In conclusion I would observe that the policy which has culminated

in the costly Chitral expedition is not one that can be justified in

the present state of the Indian finances. If we had an overflowing

treasury and a large reserve army, a policy of adventure, though un-

wise, would not be criminal. Military expeditions on a reasonable

scale, and to effect quickly a desirable object, are of great advantage
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in stimulating military spirit, and compelling the troops to shake off

the apathy and love of ease which cantonment life must necessarily

bring to even the best soldiers. Prolonged peace is good for no

army, and a military expedition is far better training than autumn

manoeuvres. But war is a luxury which cannot be afforded by a

Government which has been compelled, by financial causes beyond
its control, to reduce establishments, increase taxation, and abandon

necessary works of public utility and convenience. It is more

important to keep India prosperous and contented than to spend
enormous sums of money on a policy the advantage of which is at any
rate disputed, and which many hold to be attended with danger and

disaster. The advance of Kussia towards India has already imposed
a heavy burthen upon the country in measures of defence, and

sensible men will not complain of the cost, for it was imperative to

so strengthen our position as to guard adequately the main gateways
of India. But there is a limit to such precautionary measures, and

this limit is overstepped when we leave the main lines of defence to

establish an outpost in a distant wilderness of mountains, far from

support, and spend a million sterling in extricating the garrison. If

it be a risk to leave Chitral unoccupied, which I deny, let us accept it

with equanimity. A great and powerful Empire like England must

accept daily risks, and there are a thousand places in the world where

she is far more exposed to attack than Chitral. If the Imperial

treasury were full, it would have been wiser to have spent a million

on the fortifications of Dover or Gibraltar, which are more likely

than Chitral to hear the sound of hostile guns. It is beneath the

dignity of a great nation to make extravagant preparations against

hypothetical or impossible dangers. We are prepared, if need be,.

to fight for the possession of India, but we cannot afford to block

every pass over which a few soldiers might painfully make their

way across our mountain barriers, or place our officers and men in

dangerous and distant positions where we lose the immense advantages
which we possess on our own Indian border. I am not one of those

who regard lightly the honour of England, nor would I surrender a

single square mile of her territory to any foreign power ;
but I do not

believe that her prestige can be endangered by a resolute refusal to

drag our coat through Asia for barbarians to trample on.

LEPEL GRIFFIN.
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BIMETALLISM

I

AS A BUBBLE

IN last November's number of this Keview, I replied to the challenge
of Mr. Heseltine to the monometalists to give reasons for the faith

that is in them. This was merely a broad general popular outline of

the case, and I avoided minute details as much as possible.

To this article Mr. Tuck replied in the February number of the

Keview, where he has made several assertions respecting details of

the most vital importance. I must now show that these assertions

are absolutely erroneous, and I propose to deal with each of them

separately.

First let me recall the attention of readers to the sole and simple

question at issue. It is this :

Suppose that gold and silver are coined and issued in unlimited

quantities at a fixed legal ratio

(1) Is it the fixed legal ratio between the coins which regulates
the relative value of the metals in bullion ?

(2) Or is it the relative value of the metals in bullion which regu-
lates the relative value of the coins ?

(3) And if it is not possible for any single state to maintain a

fixed legal ratio between the coins differing from the market ratio of

the metals, is it possible for the whole world, or a combination of

the principal mercantile states, to do so ?

In order that I may not misrepresent the doctrines of the

bimetalists, I shall cite the published doctrines of two of their most

prominent advocates.

Senator Stewart, of Nevada, one of the most prominent American

advocates of bimetalism, said, in the Forum, that the t
free and

unlimited coinage of both gold and silver has always maintained the

parity of the two metals at the ratio established by law.'

Mr. Tuck, in his article, says :
*

They, i.e. the bimetalists, claim

that the exchangeability of silver for debt equally with gold should

be restored with free coinage in the ratio of 15J ounces of the

former to 1 ounce of the latter a ratio which has stood the test

991
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of centuries with perfect success as against the novel and doleful

experiment of the present generation/

Yet the very same Mr. Tuck says, a little further on in the same

article :

' Mr. MacLeod makes no allowance for the very important

fact that in all past experience there have been two or more "
legal

ratios
"
coexisting in the world, and that the consequent disaccord

has accounted for the seeming inadequacy of law to maintain the

fixed legal ratio and concurrent simultaneous circulation of the two

metals equally in all countries.'

Is it possible to conceive a more flagrant self-contradiction than

between these two allegations ?

Mr. Everett also said, in the House of Commons, that for two

hundred years prior to 1873 the ratio of gold to silver had stood at

15J to 1.

The reckless audacity of these assertions is enough to take one's

breath away, for there is not the slightest vestige of truth in them.

With respect to Senator Stewart's assertion that the two metals

had always maintained the parity established by law, I at once ask

what law ? It is a notorious fact that, up to the present time, every

nation has had a different ratio for coining gold and silver, which,

the bimetalists affirm, was the sole cause of the monetary disturb-

ances, and they are now endeavouring, for the first time, to establish

a uniform ratio throughout the world, or at least a common ratio

between the principal mercantile countries.

Mr. Tuck and Mr. Everett assert that for centuries the ratio of

gold to silver was 15 J to 1. I have now before me authentic tables

of the mint ratios of gold to silver in the principal countries of

Europe, and in no country whatever has the mint ratio been 15J

to 1 for centuries. In England, Spain, the Netherlands, and Portu-

gal, the ratio was never at any time 15J to 1
;
in France this ratio

was only adopted for the first time in 1785, and confirmed in 1803,

at which it at present nominally remains
;
in Germany it was adopted

for the first time in 1850, and so continues. Thus, the allegation of

Mr. Tuck and Mr. Everett, that it has prevailed for centuries, is

shown to be utterly fallacious. Again, Senator Stewart asserts that

the market value of the metals has always maintained the parity

established by law. Again I ask seeing that the mint ratios of

gold and silver were different in every country by which law ? I

have now before me an authentic table of the market ratio of gold to

silver for every year from 1687 to 1893, and out of these 206 years

there is only one year 1861 in which the market ratio of gold to

silver was 15J to 1. It varied from year to year from a minimum
of 14-14 to 1 to a maximum of 28'52 to 1.

Thus, the whole basis of the assertions of the bimetalists is cut

away from under them by reference to authentic facts.

I will now take Sir David Barbour as a very prominent English
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bimetalist, who lias held a very important office. Out of several

passages in his Theory of Bimetalism which might be quoted, I will

cite these :

The contention of the bimetalists is that it is possible to declare a fixed ratio

of exchange for certain purposes between the two metals while used as money, debts

Toeing paid at the option of the debtor in coins of either metal, and that the exis-

tence of this fixed ratio for the purposes of the currency will control and regulate
tlie market price of the two metals so as to prevent it varying in any material

degree from the fixed legal ratio of the currency.

He also says :

I have not thought it necessary to consider a proposal which has recently been
discussed to fix a ratio between gold and silver as a temporary measure, and to vary
it by authority from time to time, according to the state of the market. This system
would not remove the evils from which we now suffer, would be found intolerable in

practice, and is unnecessary, since if the ratio icere oncefixedfor the world it would
never require to be altered.

Here, then, we have a bold, clear, and distinct statement of the

doctrine of the bimetalists in its extremest form, and, indeed, the

only one in which it is tenable. Sir David Barbour, one of the most
esteemed leaders of the bimetalists, an Indian official of great capa-

city, gravely alleges that States have, by fixing a legal ratio between
the coins, the power to regulate the market value of the two metals

;

and that, if the world were to fix a legal ratio between gold and
.-silver in this present year of grace 1895, it would maintain a fixed

ratio between gold and silver to the end of time say 1,000 or

1,000,000 years hence. Will not such an assertion make most men
of common sense gape and stare ? But, as I have shown that the

bimetalists have so utterly misread the past, how can we have any
confidence that they can correctly forecast the future?

Now, in diametrical contradiction to the assertions of these and
other bimetalists who never had any experience of bimetalism, we
have the clear, unanimous, and decided testimony of a series of

illustrious writers Oresme, Copernicus, Gresham, Petty, Locke,

Harris, Sir James Stewart, Lord Liverpool, and the Indian Govern-

ment for five hundred years, that it is the market ratio of the

inetals which controls the relative value of the metals in coin, and
that the legal ratio of the coins must always conform to the market

value of the metals. And, as a matter of fact, after governments
had given up the idea that they could regulate the value of gold and

silver by law, they repeatedly changed the ratio of gold to silver to

conform to the market value of the metals. But they found that

the attempt was hopeless, and only led to perpetual disturbance and

confusion, and finally abandoned it, and took refuge in mono-
metalism.

I wonder if Sir David Barbour and other prominent Indian offi-

cials who take such a conspicuous part in advocating bimetalism at
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the present day are aware of the solemn minute of the Government

of India in 1806, who, after an experience of forty years of every

form of bimetalism, utterly condemned it in the strongest and most

energetic terms ?

Two OR MORE KATIOS

Mr. Tuck, then, after alleging that bimetalism at the ratio of

15J to 1 had stood the test of centuries with satisfactory success,

cuts the ground from under his own feet by alleging that in all past

experience there had been two or more '

legal ratios
}

coexisting in

the world (and, as we have seen, every country had its own ratio

differing from every other), and that it was the disaccord which has

always existed in past experience which is the basis and raison d'etre

of Gresham's Law. Now, Mr. Tuck is a classical scholar. Let me
remind him of what Aristophanes says. Athens had the most beau-

tiful gold coinage in the world, which greatly conduced to her com-

mercial supremacy. In the stress of the Peloponnesian war she issued

a debased coinage, and all the good gold coins immediately dis-

appeared. Aristophanes says :

The state has very often appeared to us to be placed in the same position

towards the good and noble citizens as it is with regard to the old currency and

the new gold. For we make no use at all of those which are not adulterated, but

the most beautiful of all money, as it would seem, which are alone well coined and

ring properly both among Greeks and foreigners, but of this base copper struck

only yesterday and recently of a most villanous stamp.

This is the first occasion that I am aware of that the fact was

noticed that bad money drives good money out of circulation. And
what had it to do with there being two or more legal ratios in the

world ? As a fact, legal ratios, in the sense advocated by the bi-

metalists, never existed in the world in those times. In every

country in Europe, when good and bad coin were allowed to cir-

culate together, the bad coin invariably caused the good coin to

disappear, for the reason I explained in my former article. And
what had this to do with there being two or more legal ratios ? And
so universal is this law that in Massachusetts, when depreciated

paper money was issued which drove all the coin out of circulation,

and a still more depreciated paper money was issued, the more

depreciated paper money drove the less depreciated paper money out

of circulation. What had this to do with there being two or more

ratios in the world ?

Gresham's Law, which had been anticipated by Oresme and

Copernicus, may be stated in these terms :

' The worst form of currency in circulation regulates the value

of the whole currency, and drives all other forms of currency out of
circulation'
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Now when the law attempts to make coins of different metals

circulate together in unlimited quantities and be equally payment
of debt at a fixed legal ratio which differs from the market ratio of

the metals, that is in fact making the coin which is overrated equal
in value to the coin which is underrated, and is exactly the same

thing in effect as allowing bad and degraded coin to circulate along
with good coin, and the coin which is underrated entirely disappears
from circulation, and the coin which is overrated alone remains

current. Thus when the law declares that 20s. in silver which are

only equal in market value to 10s. in gold shall be equal to 20s. in

gold in payment of debts, that is in all its practical effects declaring
that half a sovereign, or a sovereign debased with 50 per cent, of

alloy, shall be equal to a standard sovereign, and consequently all

standard sovereigns immediately disappear from circulation.

Copernicus said that there cannot be two measures of value in

one country, any more than there can be two measures of length,

weight, or capacity. Endeavouring to maintain a legal ratio between

the coins differing from the market ratio of the metals is attempting
to maintain two measures of value in the same country, and has

uniformly failed in every age and in every country in the world,

thereby establishing the universal truth of the Law of Oresme,

Copernicus and Gresham.

Bimetalists are now constrained to admit the truth of this law in

every separate and single state, but they allege that if all the world

or at least a number of the principal mercantile states were to

combine and agree to fix upon a common ratio, the law would cease

to operate, and that under such a condition gold and silver would

circulate together at the fixed legal ratio in unlimited quantities.

It is surprising that bimetalists fail to perceive that if two or

more countries combined and agreed to adopt a common system of

coinage, based upon a uniform fixed legal ratio, they would for the

purposes of coinage become one country, and that the very same
laws which operate in each of the separate states would operate in

exactly the same way on the combined state as they do in every

separate state.

And we have the doctrine of the bimetalists condemned in the

very words of the arch-hierophant of bimetalism. M. Cernuschi

says himself :
* Two ratios cannot work simultaneously on the face of

the globe/ But if the whole world were to agree on a common legal

ratio, that would be doing exactly what M. Cernuschi himself declares

to be impossible ;
for then there would be the common legal ratio

and the market ratio throughout the world. Thus there would be

two measures of value throughout the world, which Copernicus says

cannot be in any one country, and which M. Cernuschi says cannot be

throughout the globe. Thus bimetalism has received its death wound

from a shaft drawn from the quiver of its own arch-hierophant !
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But Mr. Tuck and other bimetalists plaintively ask If all nations

were to agree to a common ratio, where in that case would the gold

go to, and to what use would its owners apply it ? The answer

is very simple. The gold would go either into the stocking or

the melting-pot. In the hasty and imperfect way in which the

bimetalists have got up their case, they suppose that if a different

ratio exists between different countries, the export of the metal is

the sole method of disappearance of one of the metals from circula-

tion
; but, instead of there being only one method of disappearance

from circulation, there are three methods of disappearance. Every
one of Lord Macaulay's intelligent schoolboys knows perfectly well

that if either coin goes to a premium, as it is called, it is either (1)

koarded away ;
or (2) it is sent to the melting-pot. If 20s. of

standard gold has only the same effect in paying debts as 10s. of

standard gold, it is sent to the melting-pot, as anyone may see in

any of the standard treatises on the coinage or in any newspaper.

Thus although, no doubt, one of the methods of the disappearance of

the underrated coin is removed, the other two remain, and equally

produce its disappearance. So that if it were attempted to restore

by international agreement the ratio of gold to silver at 1 to 15J
while the market ratio was 1 to 35, the infallible result would be the

most tremendous convulsion the world ever saw
;
it would simply be

universal bankruptcy, every debtor would pay off his debts at 10s. in

the pound, gold would entirely disappear from circulation, and silver

would become the only metallic currency in the world.

ON THE EFFECTS OF ESTABLISHING A FIXED KATIO BY INTERNATIONAL

AGREEMENT

Bimetalists assert with the lightest of light hearts that the fixing

of a common ratio by international agreement is a mere insignificant

matter of detail, a mere bagatelle. The thing to be done is to fix upon
some or any ratio. If, then, as Sir David Barbour asserts, the nations

were to fix upon a common ratio it would regulate the relative

value of gold and silver for ever, why not, as Locke said, at once declare

that gold and silver shall be equal in value weight for weight ? If the

bimetalists believe in the doctrine which they so persistently assert,

why do they hesitate at that which would greatly simplify matters ?

And then every fortunate possessor of silver would find himself thirty-

five times as rich as he was before. If the bimetalists believe that

the ratio to be fixed upon is an insignificant detail, they either, as

the Chancellor of the Exchequer said, show that they know nothing
about the matter, or will not argue honestly.

Suppose that a congress of pure bimetalists of all nations, free

from the presence of any fossil monometalists, were to meet to settle
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the question, the main and only question would be What is to be the

ratio ? And then they would find their troubles begin.
Now let us examine the effects of settling a ratio.

M. Cernuschi, the arch-hierophant of bimetalism, has repeatedly
declared that France will consent to no other ratio than 15J to 1.

Now what would be the effect upon England of establishing a ratio

of 15^ to 1 when the market ratio was 35 to 1 ?

It would simply be that all debtors the Government, all banks,
all corporations, all traders, and all private persons who had contracted

to pay their debts with 20s. in gold would be allowed to discharge
their debts with a quantity of silver only equal in value to 10s. in

gold, which simply spells universal bankruptcy for England. Does

anyone of common sense suppose that England would ever agree to

such a proposal ?

Suppose on the other hand, however, that the present market ratio

of 35 to 1 was adopted : what would that mean to France ?

The Bank of France has an enormous mass of silver in reserve

which is valued at 50,000,OOOZ. But how is it valued at that sum ?

Simply by retaining the obsolete and imaginary ratio of 15J, and

rigorously closing its mints to the free coinage of silver.

French five-franc pieces, which are now legal tender to an unlimited

amount, are in reality as much token money as our shillings, whose

present market value is somewhat less than 5d. The market value

of the silver in the five-franc pieces is about 2% francs.

If the French mints were opened to the free coinage of silver at

the present ratio of 35, the bimetalists maintain that silver bullion

would rise to the value of silver coin. But the exact reverse would

take place. The silver coin would fall to the value of silver bullion.

The Bank of France would instantly lose about 28,000,000^. in the

value of its assets. Every debtor in France would be allowed to pay
his debts in five-franc pieces worth about 2 francs. French rentiers

would be paid in five-franc pieces worth less than half their nominal

value.

The silver currency in France in five-franc pieces cannot be

estimated at less than 200,000,000^. All this mass of currency would

instantly fall to its market value as silver bullion. Everyone in

France would instantly lose more than half of his income. That

means instant bankruptcy and ruin to France. Does any person of

common sense suppose that France would ever consent to such a

proposal ? The leading French bimetalists have explicitly declared

that they would do nothing of the sort.

But it is absolutely impossible for France to agree to bimetalism

at any ratio. She cannot stir a step in the direction of bimetalism-

without bringing on national bankruptcy. Even if the whole world

were to agree to the ratio of 15J insisted upon by the keenest French

bimetalists, it would not have the slightest effect upon the laws of
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nature. The whole of the active currency of France at present

consists in these silver five-franc pieces, and if the French mints

were opened to the free coinage of silver, at any ratio, the value of

the whole silver currency would at once descend to the market value

of silver bullion, notwithstanding all the cobwebs of international

agreements, and that would spell universal bankruptcy for France.

She is therefore firmly and immovably fixed in her present position.

She cannot adopt bimetalism at any ratio without bringing on at

once a national bankruptcy, and that at once shows that the hopes of

the bimetalists are utterly futile.

Thus suppose that this conclave of bimetalists were to meet to

establish a common fixed ratio by international agreement, the very

first proposal to fix upon a definite ratio would at once shatter it to

atoms, like a bomb shell of dynamite, and it would vanish into

nothing. So much for the contention of the bimetalists that the

fixing of a common ratio by international agreement is a mere

insignificant matter of detail.

The great fundamental law of the coinage, first demonstrated by
Oresme in France, by Copernicus in Poland, and by Gresham in

England, that inferior coins and superior coins cannot, in the nature

of things, circulate together in unlimited quantities at a fixed legal

ratio which differs from the market ratio of the metals in bullion,

which has been found to be true in all ages and countries, and which

has been recognised as true by all sound economists, is not confined

to single and separate states, any more than the law of gravitation

or the laws of optics are. These, when once demonstrated in any one

country, are found to be true throughout the world. So this funda-

mental law of the coinage is true through however large an area

which has a single system of coinage. And it is no more possible to

fix a legal ratio between gold and silver by an international agreement

among several states than it is for single states separately, or to tie

the planets together by packthread, or to suppress volcanoes, earth-

quakes, or tornados, or typhoons ;
or to compel the waters of the

Granges to flow back from the Sonderbunds to the Himalayas, or to

compel the sun to rise in the west.

THREE EXAMPLES OF BIMETALISM

In my former article I gave three examples of bimetalism founded

on the principle advocated by our present bimetalists, and showed

their complete and total failure: (1) the period from 1666 to 1797 in

England; (2) the period from 1766 to 1818 in India; and (3) the

period from 1803 to 1874 in France. The first two of these are un-

challenged and indisputable. With respect to the last a vehement

controversy still prevails. The bimetalists maintain that it was

the closing of the French mints in 1874 which caused the great fall
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in the value of silver. Monometalists who have carefully studied the

case contend that it was the fall in the value of silver which com-

pelled the closing of the French mints to the free coinage of silver.

In that article I showed that the necessity of closing the mints

was foreseen by the ablest economists six years before it took place.

Since that article was laid before my readers, Mr. Shaw has published
a much fuller and more detailed account of the whole business, to

which I may refer them. But I may cite his deliberate judgment
on the case, which exactly agrees with my own.

He says :

The second idea which is commonly entertained with regard to the action of

France during this latter period (from 1803 to 1874), viz. that her action secured

for the world at large a fixed and steady ratio, is equally indeed, still more fal-

lacious. At no point of time during the present century has the actual market

ratio dependent on the commercial value of silver corresponded with the French

ratio of 15, and at no point of time has France been free from the disastrous

influence of that want of correspondence between the legal and commercial ratio.

The opposite notion, which prevails and finds expression in the ephemeral bimetal-

lic literature of to-day, is simply due to ignorance. From 1815 England has been

withdrawn from this action of a bimetallic law, and the modern insular pam-

phleteer has before his eyes no sign of its working in his own country. He therefore

assumes a universality of such experience, and attributes it to the French legisla-

tive ratio. It is in no polemic spirit, but simply in the interest of science, that this

particular misapplication of history to the squaring of a theory is to be branded.

The plainest facts of history are thereby absolutely misrepresented, and the as-

sumption of cause and effect is so far from being true that the repose of the English

currency history of the nineteenth century is to be attributed to the absence of a

bimetallic system to its despite rather than its presence and influence.

I most heartily endorse every word of this.

I have been blamed in certain quarters for the severe language in

which I have spoken of bimetalism. I may be permitted to say that

I have not taken up this question for the nonce or in view of the pre-

sent disturbance in commerce. I have carefully considered the question

of a double standard or bimetalism as its advocates are pleased to term

it for thirty-five years. Forty years ago circumstances compelled me
to take up economics, and I saw that one of the great defects of the

current works on the science was the insufficient attention they gave
to the theory of the coinage and the history of the coinage. The

theory of the coinage and the history of the currency is one of the

most important departments of the economics of a country. In my
Elements of Political Economy, published in 1857, I for the first

time gave a sketch of the history of the coinage of England. In the

course of this investigation I came upon Sir Thomas Gresham's letter

to Queen Elizabeth, which for the first time in this country explained

that bad money always drives out good money. Perceiving the

transcendent importance of this law, I suggested that it should

be called Gresham's Law : this has now been universally accepted.

In 1864 the great treatises of Oresme and Copernicus were first
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published in a popular form under the editorship of my friend M.

Wolowski, and it appeared that they had already anticipated

Gresham's Law in their respective countries. This great fundamental

law has been invariably verified in the history of the coinage of every

country during 500 years, and notably so in the period from 1803 to

1874 in France, which the bimetalists cite as the golden age of

bimetalism, which it was in the sense of demonstrating its utter

futility. Bimetalism has ruined and destroyed every system of

coinage which it ever touched.

When, then, I saw persons in responsible positions addressing

cheering meetings and gatherings of artisans and rustics, making
assertions which I knew to be founded on fictitious facts and distorted

and falsified history, holding out anticipations which I knew to be

utterly delusive, and making promises which I knew to have no

more value in them than so many bills drawn upon the Bank of

Elegance or Aldgate Pump, it was difficult to refrain from the lan-

guage of severe censure.

Since then, as I have said, Mr. Shaw has published a work which

like my own embodies the results of a careful study of the history of

the coinage of the principal European countries for 500 years ;
and

his judgment agrees in every point with mine, and he speaks of the

bimetalists in just as severe terms as I do. He says :

In economic history there is no department inVhich the study of the experience
of other times and nations is more necessary and resultful, lessonful, wisdomful,,

than the domain of currency. The verdict of history on the great problem of the

nineteenth century bimetalism is clear, crushing, and final, and against the

evidence of history no gainsaying of theory ought for a moment to stand.

And also

The modern theory of bimetalism is almost the only instance in history of a

theory growing not out of practice, but of the failure of practice ; resting not on data

verified, but on data falsified and censure marked. No words can be too strong

of condemnation for the theorising of the bimetalist who by sheer imaginings tries to

justify theoretically what has failed in five centuries of history, and to expound theo-

retically what hasproved itselfincapable of solution save by cutting and casting away.

I endorse every word in Mr. Shaw's treatise. It would be too-

much to expect the bimetalists to betake themselves to the study of

the huge volumes containing the history of the coinage of different

countries, as Mr. Shaw and I have done, but at all events no bimetal-

ist who has the least regard for truth can be excused from studying
Mr. Shaw's epitome of them, and no bimetalist who is endowed with

the faintest capacity for scientific reasoning can fail to see that the

mirage of bimetalism has vanished into the absolute nothing. I have

now said my say. Requiescam in pace.

HENRY DUNNING MACLEOD.
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BIMETALLISM

II

AS A NEW WAY TO PAY OLD DEBTS

(AN APPEAL TO MR. BALFOUR]

IT will be granted, I think, that both sides in the controversy on

universal bimetallism admit that, if the proposed idea could be prac-

tically carried out, it would be a very great relief to all debtors.

Supposing it were to be enacted to-day that all the mints of all the-

Governments of the world were to be opened to the free coinage of

silver and gold, in the proportion of 15J of the former to 1 of the

latter, the historical ratio of the Latin Union, and that these coins

should be unlimited legal tender for all debts public and private,

it would be equivalent, according to the bimetallists' contention,

to fixing for ever a price of 60cZ. per ounce for silver, and the volume-

of the world's currency would be enormously increased. The present

price of silver is about 3Qd. per ounce. But you cannot so increase

the supply of counters without increasing prices, as measured in those

counters. That, I take it, is one of the principal avowed ends at

which the bimetallists are aiming so far as I understand their posi-

tion. They propose to raise prices of commodities and to assist

debtors.

I am anxious to avoid as far as possible all technical phraseology
and abstract reasoning in the few remarks I have to make, which are

really directed to general readers, many of whom are not supposed to-

be conversant with the controversy. I wish to put things plainly and

elementarily. First let us realise that it is proposed to go into cur-

rency partnership with nations who have always been accustomed to

silver as unlimited legal tender, while to us in England for long

generations silver as unlimited legal tender has been as alien to our

practice and our theories as inconvertible paper money. The adoption
of silver is not for us the reverting to some previous practice which
has been tried and prov( d to be satisfactory. It is for England an

entirely new departure, and this is a point that requires to be clearly

emphasised at the outset. We have never in all our history been
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associated with any other nation in currency legislation. Leaps in

the dark should never be taken light-heartedly. Let us try then

to see where we are likely to be landed, by taking some concrete

examples.
If I have 2001. in a savings bank or a salary of 2001. a year

or an income of 2001. from consols, debenture stock, or rent-charge
in a word, if I have any bank balance or any fixed income or any

salary or wages, I shall find (after universal bimetallism is adopted) that

the money derived from these sources will remain the same, but that

the prices of everything I consume, food, clothing, house rent, railway,

tramway, and omnibus fares &c., &c., will be enormously, growingly,
and permanently raised because the counters in which these things

are measured will have been enormously increased and will continue

to be increased.

Take again the case of a debtor. Suppose that a couple of years

ago I borrowed 2,000. from Smith, to enable me to buy myself a

house. After the currency has been increased by bimetallism, I shall

find that it can be sold for very much more than I gave for it. If I

'sell it and repay Smith his loan, I shall secure a handsome profit.

Shall I have earned it ? On the other hand, Smith will find that the

cheque for 2,0001. which I repay to him will buy only about one half

of the commodities which it would have bought when he made the

loan to me. Smith will therefore lose. Has he deserved to lose ?

Similarly with wages. If a man is earning anything, whether it

is 14s. or 40s. or 4.1. per week, he will find everything he has to buy
about doubled in price ;

but it will take a very, very long time before

his wages rise in anything like proportion, unless all the previous

experience of the world is to be falsified. But it may be said, If you
admit that wages will ultimately, though it may be after a very long

interval, adjust themselves to the new currency conditions, what in

the world does it matter to England, as a country, whether you lose

and Smith gains, or vice versa, in your borrowing and lending trans-

actions ? If the debtor gains and the creditor loses, it is after all a

question of tweedledum and tweedledee. Is it ? I cannot myself
think so because Smith and I, both being Englishmen, never

dreamed, when we made our bargain, that he could be paid in silver,

whether he liked it or not, at 15 to 1, or any other ratio which other

nations may join in fixing for him in 1895. To vary a contract

without consent of the parties to it can only be justified by extreme

necessity. I suppose we all admit that.

Let us carry our examples a step further. If what we have

said above be true of individual debtors and creditors in England, it

is, of course, equally true of nations who are debtors and creditors.

Now, the whole New World, particularly that portion of it which

embraces the United States, Mexico, and Australia, owes mountains;

of gold debt to Europe debt which increases every day of every
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year ;
and the same New World owns mountains of silver on the

Pacific slope and in Australia. Obviously it will be very convenient

to the New World to use those mountains of silver to balance those

mountains of gold debt if Europe is obliging enough to fix a rate at

which she will take their silver in exchange for her gold. Any boy or

girl in a board school will comprehend that proposition. It is, in a word,

a new way to pay old debts. But it may be said, what does it matter

if the New World gains and Europe loses ? Are we not all a brother-

hood of nations ? True it is that England holds the lion's share of

these mountains of debt, and that for generations she has not admitted

legal payments of debts in silver over 40s. in amount. True it is that

she holds the sceptre of sovereignty in trade and commerce, and that

she is the banking centre of the world. But why should she be

selfish and not anxious to pass the sceptre on to younger and, in

some respects, stronger hands ? Is it not better to be altruistic than

egoistic ?
'

Giving the world credit for that exiguous amount of

sense which will cause it to act in what it may consider its own

interest, without being deterred by the fact that it may be benefiting
others .to a greater extent

'

if I may borrow the language of a

gentleman, personally unknown to me, but who is amongst the

leaders of the English bimetallists, as I gather from his signature
and business address in a letter to the Times of the 5th of March

last.

My answer is simply that we have not all yet in England
become ' so perfectly good that we are all perfectly idiotic.' Why
should we take the principal and interest of our gold debts in silver

when it is admitted that the extra quantity of silver to be thrown

into circulation will enormously increase the prices of all the commo-
dities that bondholders want to buy ? Let me insist here on the un-

deniable fact that the bulk of the gold obligations now held by British

investors has been acquired by them since 1873, or since the Latin

Union closed its mints to the coinage of silver. When the borrowers

came, hat in hand, to negotiate their loans, and when the lenders

were naturally anxious to let them have their money on safe security,

both parties to the contracts knew perfectly well what they were

about. Neither of them was ignorant. They both well knew at that

time that there was every prospect of gold appreciating or of silver

depreciating in value (whichever way one likes to put it), else why
were the bonds made specifically payable in gold ? Now, when our

debtors have got our money, and when most of them are perfectly

solvent and abundantly able, in time, to fulfil their contracts, we are told

that the creditors are '

Shylocks,' and we cannot even get an answer

from the English bimetallists as to the figure of the ratio at which they

propose to convert our gold into silver. I cannot help fancying
sometimes that at the back of all this agitation for bimetallism in

England,
* there is a power, not ourselves, making for unright-

3x2
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eousness,' unrecognised and unbeknown to the leaders and the honest

men.

Let it be granted that many of the bondholders are ' otiose
'

persons (I myself prefer the word 'idle'). Still they are surely

entitled to be treated with a certain amount of consideration by their

Governments particularly by Conservative Governments. In these

closing years of the nineteenth century is it wise to point the finger,

with the piquant phrase of the French revolutionaries, at *

les gens

qui se levent tard
'

? The application is wide. I don't know that

the horny-handed son of toil is particularly impressed by the produc-

tive work even of politicians in the House of Commons. I think he

sometimes echoes Carlyle's words in showing that distinguished

assembly to Emerson :
' Do you believe in a Devil noo ?

'

Kemember,

too, that the rich idle men with friends in Capel Court will not be

caught. They can always protect themselves by borrowing money from

their bankers and buying real property, railway stocks, &c., with the

proceeds. In vain is the net spread in the sight of those old strong

birds. But the widows and orphans, the Savings Banks depositors, the

genteelly poor maiden ladies (dim and faded human beings many of

them, with no one particularly to look after their interests) with their

slender little annuities of 2001. or 400. a year, which anxious parents

have secured for them in what they considered the safest securities in

the world left in Consols and debenture stocks they are the people

who will finally be mulcted by universal bimetallism, in order to pay
for the unbridled extravagance of their too well-to-do kinsfolk in the

New "World. Is this treatment not a little ruthless ? There seems to

be no sufficient reason why we should want to throw our poor
'

army
of the orderly English annuitants,' defenceless, abandoned, bound

hand and foot, into the fiery furnace of the silver kings of

Nevada.

For years past many of us who question the possibility of the

proposed bimetallist solution and who would still question the

wisdom of it for Great Britain even if it were possible have con-

tended that, in any event, looking to the growing popular feeling in

favour of the proposal, naming the figure of the ratio must, from

every point of view, be a condition precedent to any further useful

public discussion of the subject. For weal or for woe it has now

become a matter of universal interest. The hustings ring with noisy

disputants. Frankenstein has been created. What are we to do

with him ? It should be no matter of surprise that believers grow
in numbers and in fervency of belief, for bimetallism, as we all admit,

will unquestionably be a boon to all debtors, and debtors are a very

powerful class. When the suggestion came from Germany, some

little time ago, for another monetary conference, which heralded anew

the approach of practical measures instead of theoretical discussion,

the question entered into a much more acute phase than previously,
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and to Lord Farrer belongs the credit of having brought the English
bimetallists more or less to book in the Times. In the discussion of

his question,
'

Wanted, a Katio/ Mr. Balfour's name is conspicuous for

its absence. Yet in Mr. Balfour we all recognise the most powerful
leader of the English bimetallists, as well as a statesman who must (so

far as human foresight sees) become Prime Minister of this country
within a measurable distance of time, and, moreover, as one who has

the rare advantage of being universally respected and admired by all

political parties, both at home and abroad, for his candour, his

courage, and his courtesy in a word, for his
'

chivalry,' as Count

Herbert Bismarck happily phrased it. He has proved himself a most

acute abstract thinker as well as a most competent man of action.

These are all the qualities of a leader of men and he leads men.

But this power of his carries with it a corresponding responsibility.

It is matter of common knowledge that a very great number of

professed bimetallists in England are so because Mr. Balfour is an

ardent believer in bimetallism. His is the power of authority now
in matters of opinion. Is there any valid reason why he cannot

name the figure which he would recommend a British representative

to aim at for the universal bimetallic ratio, supposing that a mone-

tary conference were to meet on this current 1st of June, 1895 ? It

is probable that within a few months invitations will be issued for a

real conference. On the judgment of the person who holds power
in England at that time the burden of a great decision will be laid.

Are we to go there merely in a friendly way to discuss the difficulties

of the silver question, but with our minds quite made up not to dis-

cuss the question of a universal bimetallic ratio ? Or, on the other

hand, are we to go there with the avowed object of discussing the

figure of the ratio ?

It seems to me that our danger lies in drifting into the latter

course before the people of this country have become fully alive to the

situation, and before they have made up their minds as to what they

really want. It is easy to go into conference under these circum-

stances, but it may be a very difficult business to get out again
with credit. If we once allow other nations (many of them our

debtors) to have a voice in fixing what our golden sovereigns are to

be exchanged for in silver, we shall never again, in all the time that

is to come, be masters of our own currency. Is it not very

like hauling down the Union Jack ? Mr. Balfour may bethink him-

self
*

longum illud tempus quum non ero magis me movet quam hoc

exiguum.' Let there be no mistake about it our choice is brief,

and yet endless.
' Cosa fatta capo ha.'

Being the greatest by far the greatest creditor-nation, we run

the chance of becoming the dumping-ground for all the silver of the

world. It is a colossal conception. In all the years of our history

we have never tried so tremendous an experiment as abnegating our
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own control of our own standard of value. The proposal can only be

characterised by one word. It is
'

revolutionary.'

So far we have managed our own affairs, and we have not

managed them badly on the whole. The British golden sovereign is

the symbol of our supremacy. Why not leave it alone ? This may
be very conservative doctrine, but I do not think on that account it

is necessarily bad. No doubt we have ills to bear plenty of them

agricultural and other, but it may be better to bear them than

fly to others that we know not of; and Mr. Balfour will not tell

us that bimetallism will make the United States, Russia, India,

Australia, and Argentina produce less, or check their means of trans-

portation to this island. He will not tell us that competition will be

materially checked by currency changes.

Let me end by stating two broad positions. A great many voters

in this country do not want to go to any conference where the question
of bimetallism is to be discussed. On the other hand, a great many
voters do want to go into conference with the other nations for

the purpose of discussing the figure of the ratio. All the voters are

necessarily interested in the outcome of the discussion. If the voters

who want to go to conference to discuss a ratio are in the majority, or

if from the circumstances of party position they have the chance and

the power of sending representatives to the congress, surely the voters

on the other side have the privilege of asking, or the right of demand-

ing, what the conference people mean to aim at. The question of a

ratio is absolutely vital to all their financial interests. If bimetallism

is to be a good thing for England, why make any mystery about the

ratio ? Why is it that English bimetallists alone find any difficulty

in naming the exact fractional figure which they demand or desire ?

The proposal is to go into currency partnership with France and

the United States amongst other nations. These two represent over

100,000,000 people, full of silver, and if it ever comes to voting they
will naturally vote as one man for 15^ to 1, a proportion which, to

the French mind, is
' eternel et immuable '

as a ratio ought to be.

There is no particular reason why Grerman bimetallists, who chiefly

represent the agrarian party mortgaged up to the hilt, should object
to the same figure and it is always pleasant to be on the side of the

big battalions. What will Great Britain say? Will she be the
'

predominant partner
'

then ? That is the question to which we
should like to have an answer from Mr. Balfour, the acknowledged
leader of the English bimetallists.

If any word I have written here or elsewhere on this subject
savours of want of respect for fair-minded bimetallists, I herewith

make my amende. I consider them fatally mistaken and no doubt

they consider us anti-bimetallists equally mistaken. The burden
of proof rests with those who want to make a change. So far as I

am concerned, I wish to keep the discussion free from personalities.
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Persiflage may sometimes come to the end of one's pen in a letter,

but it is certainly not my attitude of mind towards bimetallism,

which is undoubtedly the most momentous question of the time

outside the question of war between any great Powers. The whole

world is standing intently expectant as to England's real attitude. So

far England has led the van in finance and commerce. How would it

be if she were no longer free ? In my humble opinion, bimetallism is

another name for bondage bondage with ease, perhaps, to debtors.

I hope and believe that most Englishmen still prefer strenuous

liberty.

J. W. CROSS.
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THE TWO SALONS.

THE two great annual exhibitions of painting and sculpture in Paris

are important events. Artists prepare for them, and the public look

forward to them, long beforehand. They are called Salons, as in

Diderot's time, and people go there, the first day at least, dressed as

elaborately as for some brilliant social function. This first day
which is not that of the actual opening, but the day before is called

the vemissage, and corresponds to the Varnishing Day of the Royal

Academy. The crowd at a vernissage is so dense that it is hardly

possible to circulate. Of the pictures and other works of art one sees

nothing at all only pretty women and their toilettes. The art of

dressing quite eclipses that of painting, and conversation turns

exclusively upon frocks and bonnets. ' Have you seen Sarah Bern-

hardt's green train ?
' * What do you think of Yvette Gruilbert's

spangled bodice ?
' and so forth, while marked notice is taken of the

floral edifice crowning the head of Mademoiselle X., and of the

impertinent manners of Mademoiselle Z. They are all demoiselles,

these ladies who come to the vernissage to inaugurate the spring

fashions, and they are followed, welcomed, and applauded just in the

same way as at the theatre.

One vernissage not being considered enough, a second has been

instituted. The two take place a few days apart, one at the Champ
de Mars, and the other in the Champs-Elysees. There are also some

minor vemissages, of a more private character, under the auspices

of the Pastellistes, the Aquarellist es, the Internationalistes, and

particularly the Independants. At the last-named show French

gaiety finds abundant scope for exercise.

There was formerly but one Salon, and it was under the control

of the State. French people usually submit docilely enough to State

control, but as the State did not in this case open the doors suffi-

ciently wide to satisfy artists, the latter met together one day with the

object of getting them opened wider. After a while, the entrance

was again found to be too limited, and the result was a split between
those who wished to get in and those who were unwilling to turn out.

In this way arose the second Salon, which was established at the

Champ de Mars.
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It was thought at the outset that the two Salons would form two

distinct schools, but this expectation has not been realised, and it is

now clearly demonstrated that France has only one single school,

having, it is true, infinite varieties of style and modes of execution,

and possessed also by a strong inclination to abandon the pathway of

art and to enter the great field of industry. The consequences have

not been slow to manifest themselves
;

art as a pursuit has many
more followers, while the level has fallen to a painful extent. At

the Champ de Mars exhibition now open, there are not fewer than

1,284 paintings and 471 sketches, while at the Salon in the Champs-

Elysees 1,962 pictures and 851 sketches, crayons, and watercolours

are hung. These make a formidable total of 4,500 paintings and

drawings displayed every year to the gaze of the Paris public. We
must add thereto about a thousand productions which are on view in

the numerous private exhibitions, as well as four times that number

which never come out of the studios
; for, although the Champ de

Mars Society allows exhibitors to present as many as ten pictures in

each class, the Champs-Elysees authorities are more jealous of the

vast galleries at their disposal, and will only permit two to be sent in.

The Champs-Elysees exhibition is organised by the ' Societe des

Artistes francais,' and the other one by the ' Societe nationale des

Beaux-Arts.' Both are open to foreign artists, with this difference,

which is almost the only one between the two societies, that the

Champ de Mars society is mainly composed of foreign painters,

Americans for the most part, so that the more national of the two is

not the one describing itself as such.

If the four or five thousand pictures and drawings which it has

been our duty to contemplate since the end of last month were

all masterpieces, we should be obliged to confess that neither antiquity

nor the Kenaissance had witnessed anything of the like. Unfortu-

nately, those that rise above honest mediocrity are few, and a judg-
ment of any value can only be based on a small minority of the

works exhibited.

At the Champ de Mars we do not find anything this season from

the brush of M. Carolus Duran, whose portraits invariably denote free,

brilliant execution, or from that of M. Jean Beraud, who manages to

excite our curiosity by transporting scenes of Holy Writ to our own

time. On the other hand, among the painters of large pictures

M. Puvis de Chavannes has remained faithful, and three new com-

batants have entered the lists.

M. Puvis de Chavannes' big canvas is a long frieze broken in the

middle by a door. It is intended for the adornment of the staircase

of the library at Boston, Massachusetts, and represents, on a severely

simple background,
' Les Neuf Muses inspiratrices acclamant le

Genie, messager de la Lumiere.' In reality it is the same old fable

of Apollo on Parnassus
;
but here it is the Muses who inspire, while
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Genius illumines, not through the mind, but with torches uplifted

in either hand. It will be seen that the ancient fable receives quite

a material rendering. Happily, the white-robed Muses floating in

the air lend a little of the ideal to the composition. The painting

is done in that grey tone so characteristic of the artist, and so well

suited for the decoration of public buildings.

Of quite another character, and in a totally different spirit, is a

second large canvas, representing the Central Markets of Paris, and

destined to be hung in the Hotel de Ville. One is struck by the

natural appearance of the figures, which the painter, M. Lhermitte,

a talented artist of the new generation, has evidently taken from life.

His scheme of colour is warm and harmonious, his types carefully

observed, but the work is lacking in unity. It was perhaps impos-
sible to impart any to a subject of this description.

M. Weerts, one of the most popular portrait painters of the day,

has been more fortunate, or more skilful, and has attracted much
attention by a large picture, which depicts in a sober style, and with

a fidelity thoroughly French, one of those allegorical subjects which

thrill the national fibre. It is a picture of Christ on the Cross a

Calvary. The sky is sombre, but a luminous ray pierces the clouds,

and almost gives life to the Saviour's body. At the foot of the Cross

lies a soldier of our last war, who has come to throw himself down

with his horse at this spot. Christ died for humanity ;
the soldier

dies for his country. This is the connecting idea. The execution of

the work is altogether that of a disciple of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

who has retained something of the Flemish spirit instilled by his

early studies.

Diverse opinions exist with regard to two other large canvases,

namely,
* LaFuite de Charles-le-Temeraire apres la Bataille de Morat,'

by M. Burnand, and ' Les Joies de la Vie/ by M. Koll. This represen-

tation of the '

joys of life
'

is very singular. Some nude women are in

a meadow with three musicians wearing evening coats and playing trios

on stringed instruments
;
in the background are some trees, on which

light is thrown in various manners. It would seem as if the elements

of the work had been thrown together at haphazard, and the execution

done at a gallop. M. Koll's talent is much vaunted. We admit

that when he confines himself to simple rural scenes he produces
fair work. A few years ago he painted a farmer's wife returning

from milking, which showed that the young artist had studied

diligently ; but somebody told him he had genius, and he believed

it. Thus are reputations formed in certain art circles, where glory is

distributed without measure. The ' Charles-le-Temeraire
'

is of quite

another stamp. It is traced with a hand fine and firm. A number
of horsemen, in a compact group, are fleeing at full speed through a

forest of fir trees
;
their brows are careworn and their hands nervously

grasp their bridles. Charles has the hard, fierce features attributed
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to him in history. If M. Burnand's work had more precision and

harmony of colour, this painting would be one of the best of the

year.

Of the other decorative pieces, M. Friant's ' Les Jours heureux '

is almost the only one deserving mention. This young artist has

become known during the past four years by his pictures of domestic

life, into which he puts a certain touching grace, and a tone of soft

melancholy, which go to the heart. In the effort to produce a work

of larger dimensions he has, however, lost part of his former qualities

without acquiring those that ought to pervade large compositions.

Some time ago the good people of Nancy resolved to decorate

the grand hall of their Hotel de Ville, and some hundreds of towns

followed suit. This aroused great interest among painters, and

gave them a taste for big pictures. Most of them tried to imitate

the effaced harmonies of M. Puvis de Chavannes, whose fame was

then just dawning ;
but they could not borrow either his style or

the grandeur of his conceptions, while their subjects, both those of

their own choosing and those thrust upon them, gave little scope for

originality or for great accuracy of treatment. To depict a stone-

cutter's yard, or the simple sports indulged in at a village festival, a

moderate degree of talent was sufficient. Some, half ashamed of

these sterile subjects, hid them under an impenetrable mist. In

this way decorative painting lost all accent. To-day, however, this

method is no longer followed
; painters have abandoned their fictitious

fogs, and returned to a clearer mode of execution. Only a few

obstinate ones make it a point of honour to persist in their obscure

ways.
We have in France a painter whose praises are loudly sung by

the blind portion of the critics. These praises have, perhaps, crossed

the Channel. It
(
is asserted that M. Carriere is a man of talent.

We know not, never having been able to see through the clouds of

vapour that enshroud his pictures. Behind these clouds are con-

cealed, this year, some vague, mysterious figures ;
what they are is a

question each person must answer for himself according to the

wealth of his imagination. For our part, we can merely discover in

this picture a pretentious effort to induce us to take the dream for

the reality.

The pictures contributed by Mr. Burn e-Jones excite great interest.

It is an indication of a return to favour of thoughtful, deeply studied

works. Already in 1893 this eminent artist had introduced himself

to Parisians by his 'Persee,' his 'Profondeurs de la Mer,' and

his * Portrait d'Enfant.' French eyes, which had become accustomed

to the sweeping strokes and superficial style of work then in vogue
with the younger generation, were somewhat taken aback by these

elaborate studies in which nothing was neglected, as much care being
bestowed on a pebble as on a leading figure. People admired, but
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were disconcerted. The question was asked whether it was really

worth while to put on so much finish and thus lose the benefit of

the contrasts that spring naturally and without effort from a perfected

principal subject surrounded by subsidiary parts designedly slurred.

Celebrated precedents were cited to prove that Mr. Burne-Jones's

perfection of detail had no firmly established aesthetic value
;
but

there is reason to believe that if certain painters of the first rank

have left works unfinished, it was not with the idea that it would

add to their merit. If Leonardo da Vinci omitted to put the final

touches to his
*

Joconde,' of which so many replicas exist, we can

guess his motive, which was in no sense aesthetic. The first impres-
sion past, it was recognised that a work entirely finished in all its

details could lose nothing thereby, provided it were dominated by a

fruitful idea amply and strongly expressed. The two pictures by
Mr. Burne-Jones now on view at the Champ de Mars realise this

perfection in a high degree. His ' L'Amour dans les Euines,' and

his ' Portrait de jeune Fille,' which have captivated attention and

caused opinion to veer round, are undoubtedly known in England,
and many persons will be interested to hear to what an extent these

examples of English art have taken hold of thoughtful critics. They
at once detected the work of a poet, and we think they were right.

It is difficult not to feel moved before these two figures, united in

heart and in hand amidst these ruins, symbols of human decay. The

calm, pensive eye of the young man, and the fixed, fearsome gaze of

the girl, are very touching. The profile in the ' Portrait
'

wears a

look of deep, mysterious thought, the meaning of which is divined

rather than read. Into this single head the artist has put an entire

poem. As to the material execution, it is delicately fine, in utter

opposition to the latest practices of French painters, who proceed by

superposed tones, getting decorative effects which permit of rapid
work but which sometimes lead to failure. It is to be hoped that

Mr. Burne-Jones's example will not be lost upon French art. Painters

of large decorative pieces have nothing to learn from him, but the

painter of familiar subjects and the portrait painter can find in his

works a profound knowledge of the human soul and a determination to

give it the most beautiful expression. The French painter who
seems to us to approach nearest to the English school is M. Blanche.

He cannot render that far-reaching look of a superior spirit, as does

Mr. Burne-Jones, but his portraits have an attitude, a bearing, and a

carriage of the head which seem of English origin. The Champ de

Mars exhibition has a large portrait of a lady by him, and also the

portrait of a young girl huddled in a garden chair. These are

suggestive of Mr. Herkomer, although the scheme of colour is more
vivid than is usually that of the Anglo-German artist. Alongside, we
have the flowing skirts which Mr. Alexander, an American, delights
to inflate like balloons. He supplies just now the place of Mr.
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Whistler, with his grey and violet symphonies. Mr. Whistler has

sent us nothing this year not, we are sure, because he felt doubtful

of success.

I do not know whether the name of M. Besnard is familiar to

Englishmen. It deserves to be, for there is not a more audacious

painter in France than M. Besnard. This gentleman studied at the

Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and in 1874 gained the Grand Prix de Rome
;

but he has completely abandoned the classic genre since his return

from the Holy City, and has started in search of a new form of art,

which he has not yet found, although he has striven zealously to reach

that goal. He has recently returned from Spain and Africa, bringing
back with him a couple of views of the port of Algiers that are incom-

parable in their colouring, a mixture of red, green, and blue
;
a view

of an Arab horse market, the animals receiving from his brush all the

colours of the rainbow, and some Moorish heads which only faintly

resemble the human species. M. Besnard has warm admirers who

support him energetically in his efforts to avoid the commonplace,
which efforts, however, are not always successful.

It is at the Champs-Elysees Salon that portraiture triumphs. We
find it there in every form and of every quality. The most noticed

specimen is a portrait of M. Felix Faure, President of the Republic,

by M. Bonnat. It occupies a place of honour, and the Chief of the

State does not cut a worse figure than did M. Carnot a short time ago.

He is as stiff as could be desired, is adorned with a white waistcoat,

and wears the Grand Cordon of the Legion of Honour, which serves

to give him an official air. According to M. Bonnat's usual method,

the brow is lighted from above, while the background is formed of a

large reddish patch. This patch we see again in another portrait,

that of a lady clothed in a canary-yellow frock. This portrait is a

better one than that of the President, and bears witness to a delicacy

of tone and touch not often found in M. Bonnat's work. Among the

finer portraits must be mentioned those by MM. Wenker, Leon

Comerre, Marcel Boschet, a former winner of the Grand Prix de Rome,
two excellent men's portraits by M. Aime Morot, and two portraits by
M. Benjamin Constant. The first of M. Constant's figures is a

portrait of Madame A. Oppermann, the other of Mdlle. M. S. Both

are very fine. The first portrait presents this peculiarity, that the

brow is covered by a transparent shadow which reminds one of M. E.

Hebert's method. The other is in profile, the whole face being

enveloped in the light and shade of the Venetian school. This

charming head has a history. It replaces a portrait which would have

caused a sensation had it been exhibited that of M. Oppert (de

Blowitz), Paris correspondent of the Times. Just when the artist

was about to send this portrait to the Salon, we had that dispute

which resulted in M. Constant's model having to mount the stool of

repentance. The painter hastened to withdraw his canvas, preferring
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this course to the alternative of engaging a couple of policemen to

protect it from insult.

But we must not linger further before the portraits, not even the

one of H.E.H. the Prince of Wales, by M. Detaille, which is really a

page of history.

The Champs-Elysees exhibition contains some thirty large decora-

tive works, one or two of which might be measured by the acre. The

biggest- and that which has attracted most attention, on account of

the painter M. Jean Paul Laurens, rather than by its somewhat in-

significant subject bears a title little calculated to reveal its beauties.

It is called
' La Muraille.' The people of Toulouse are occupied in

constructing a wall between the castle, filled with the troops of Simon

de Montfort, and the town which the Toulousians, faithful to their

lord, Kaymond the Seventh, defended so energetically and success-

fully against the chief of the Albigeois in the year 1218. One can

imagine how ungrateful the subject must have been, presenting

nothing but masonty and scaffolding. The artist has only succeeded

in introducing one or two episodical figures of a commonplace type.

To relieve the work he has put, in the sky, two symbolical figures, an

angel and a saint, patrons of the city. The subject is unworthy of

the painter, and its sole interesting feature is the process employed,
which is distemper, after the manner of scenic artists, but more

substantial.

Although notice will be taken of the ' Maria Padilla
'

of M. Paul

Gervais, it will not be on account of its surpassing merit. The

artist has chosen for his subject the narrative of a chronicler :
' When

the beautiful favourite took her bath it was the custom for the king

(Peter the Cruel) and his courtiers to go and keep her company.'
M. Gervais has elaborated this text according to his fancy, and in

such a manner as to render it difficult to exhibit his picture in

public. One marvels what historical passage authorises such a grave

impropriety and so improbable an interpretation of the theme. The

figure of Maria Padilla is erect in the midst of the court, while the

king, who is buried in the depths of an armchair, scans her from

head to foot, the courtiers grouped behind and the maids of honour

in front ! It is astonishing that a scene in such bad taste should

have tempted so talented a man as M. Gervais.

M. Csok, a young Hungarian who will make a name for himself,

has also selected a subject which some may consider indecent :

Elizabeth Bathori ordering a number of women to be stripped of

their garments so that they shall die from the cold. Perhaps the

powerful portrayal of anguish saves the work from vulgarity. The

bearing and expression of Elizabeth Bathori denote that the artist

already possesses unusual knowledge and maturity of thought.
We may also cite, among the large compositions, a canvas by

M. Ehrmann, which is to be executed in tapestry at the Gobelins
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manufactory,
'

Letters, Science, and Art in the Middle Ages.' The
work is so planned and combined as to throw no insuperable difficulties

in the way of our tapestry makers.

Many pictures, belonging to the category called machines, offer

a target for our shafts were we inclined to launch any. We think

the reader will be satisfied if we confine ourselves to saying that it is

a pity they ever saw the light.

We feel more at home in front of the small pictures, or those of

medium size. A number are excellent, and one or two are really

works that will live. Much attention is bestowed on the equestrian

portraits of their Koyal Highnesses the Prince of Wales and the Duke
of Connaught, by M. Detaille. This work is not mere portraiture,

but high class painting fit to take rank in a great collection. The
two princes, on horseback, are reviewing some Highland regiments.
The attitude of the Heir Apparent is most dignified and perfectly

natural withal
;
with outstretched arm he is showing his brother some-

thing on the horizon. One is struck by the Prince's lofty mien, as

well as by the thoroughly English character imparted to his face.

The Duke of Connaught is represented in profile, inclining towards

his royal brother with a movement full of ease. Behind them follow

the aides-de-camp, while the serried ranks of red-coated infantry

extend over the plain on the right. It would be difficult to imagine
a composition more simple and yet so imposing at the same time.

The horses are absolutely perfect : one almost moves instinctively

aside to let them pass, so naturally do they appear to advance straight

upon the beholder. We believe that this historical work will take

a high place in contemporary art. It has not that deep and intimate

expression characteristic of English art, but is in a manner en

dehors
; nevertheless, it is a sound and substantial example of the

French school.

We always meet with this intimate expression in M. E. Hebert's

productions. It is quite in his line to be its interpreter. His
' Sommeil de 1'Enfant Jesus

'

is a panel picture in which the three

figures the mother, the Child, and the angel, who is kissing the

infant's feet are of almost natural size. They appear in a penumbra

softly tinted in the dissolved colours seen in the Madonnas of Jean

Bellin. This transparent shadow which enshrouds the whole picture

is darkened to the utmost limit
;

it is warm as a summer mist,

having none of that icy chill which many French painters of the

present day delight to spread over their pictures for the purpose,

perhaps, of hiding their negligent touches. It is curious to contrast

with this picture the one by M. J. J. Henner, which hangs beside

it. They belong to one and the same school, yet what a difference

between the two ! M. Henner's first exhibit is a lady's portrait :

white on a black background. Nothing could be simpler. The
lines blend, the head sinks into the black. The process suits the
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painter : why ask more of him ? His other canvas shows us a corpse

lying upon its back. The artist affirms that it was the wife of

Ephraim the Levite he wished to depict. The figure would pass

just as well for any other woman, or even for a boy. It is merely a

white body upon a black ground, which is somewhat inadequate.
The fine moulding of the limbs, the delicate mellowness of the

flesh, do not suffice to convey an idea of art. M. Henner's art is

devoid of thought ;
it reveals itself only by an originality of execu-

tion which he would be unwise to abandon, as he has nothing
to put in its place. The imprudent persons who go to him for their

portrait know this to their cost. He has his type, and imprints it on

all his figures.
' But this portrait does not resemble me,' a client

said to him one day.
{

Ah, you want a likeness/ replied he,
' then go

to a photographer. I only produce Henner.' The curious part of it

is that the great artist was right ;
instead of being a servile copyist

of nature he is a painter, and he does not care to be anything else.

If he sought to impart a resemblance, and especially a reflection of

the human soul, he would no longer be Henner, nor would he become

a Titian.

Among secondary works we may mention a picture by M. Brouillet,

which ought to be attractive to mothers of families. It is entitled

Le Yaccin du Croup,
5 and represents a hospital ward where the

operation is being performed on a little girl by the Head Surgeon,
surrounded by the students. The colour is a dull white, but the

composition is ably worked out. Copies of this picture will no doubt

be seen in all the illustrated journals and print shops, the subject

being a popular one. There are quite a number of such themes
; they

attract the crowd, and cause connaisseurs to flee. But there are also

some which, in addition to the interest of their subject, testify to great

ability of execution. Among these are ' Les dernieres Grlanes/ Sby M.
Jules Breton

;

' Les Pecheurs de Merlans,' by M. Tattegrain ;

* Les

Femmes des Pecheurs/ with their pretty heads, by M. T. Kobert

Fleury ;

* Le Pelerinage/ from the brush of M. Emile Adan, and, in

particular,
' Les Bibliophiles/ by M. Lessi, an Italian. The last named

is a really fine picture, cunningly executed.

The celebrated Hungarian painter, M. de Munkacsy who hasmade
France his adopted country, and whose * Christ au Pretoire

'

was so

much admired a few years ago has now contributed ' Les saintes

Femmes au Pied de la Croix.
5

This is a strong, rugged work, in which
it would be useless to look for refined, conventional attitudes, but

which bears the seal of originality. On another canvas, of medium

dimensions, he has composed a scene entitled ' Avant la Greve/ in

which, in the smoke-laden atmosphere of a wineshop, a seething crowd
of workpeople are listening intently to the wild oratory of one of their

leaders. M. de Munkacsy has created this scene out of his own

imagination. We have ourselves witnessed the preparations for a
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-strike in a coal district. They are conducted in a more orderly

manner than is here depicted. It is only later, when spirits have

become exasperated, that matters assume this hideous and threaten-

ing form.

Much praise was bestowed last year upon the '

Cigareros
'

of Mr.

Walter Gay, a pupil of the French school, but a native of Boston.

The painting was weak, but the scene was well arranged, with all the

figures varied and instinct with life. This season it is the '

Cigareras,'

the scene being laid at Seville. The same good qualities and the

same defects are repeated, while the colouring is still weaker.

Mr. W. Zuiller Orchardson has sent the ' Salon de Madame
Recamier' and a portrait of Sir James Thornton. The portrait

follows closely the style of Keynolds, with the addition of a little

new colouring. As for the ' Salon de Madame Recamier,' it gives

one the impression of a theatrical scene, or even of a Hindoo temple.
The idol is on her sofa we mean her altar and her worshippers are

sitting or standing before her in an attitude of adoration rather than

one of conversation. There are two distinct pictures, or at all events

two groups, having apparently no connection except that of contem-

plative silence. This fine and scrupulously exact painting does not

strike one as being something new, and it only attracts the attention

of cultivated people. The subject is out of date, and the present

generation does not understand it. It is true that they understand

just as little the profound thoughts embodied in the symbolical paint-

ings of Mr. Burne-Jones. These are sealed books to the Parisian

snob, as also are the laborious investigations of those French painters

who venture into the domain of symbolism.
If you are told that the latest pictures of M. Rochegrosse and M.

Henri Martin are greatly admired, it is a deception. Attention is

paid to them because people like to profess to be able to read their

inner meaning. In reality, M. Rochegrosse's peonies and poppies

defy intellectual interpretation, and M. Henri Martin's method of

painting is too much like marquetry to pass muster at the hands of

critics who know their business.

It is doubtful whether the frieze exhibited this year and intended

for the Hotel de Yille will be placed there without serious opposition.

It has men in black coats who are intermingled with nude women,
an artificial combination repugnant both to good taste and to good
sense. I refer to the matter because it is one that is certain to give
rise to discussion.

Another picture which will be talked about is M.' Roybet's
*
Sarabande,' representing a gentleman and a lady teaching some

children to dance to the sound of a stringed instrument copied from

the museum of the Conservatoire de Musique. The clothes are rich,

and date from the early part of the seventeenth century : the children

are dressed like Velasquez' Infantas. What can this mean ? What
VOL. XXXVII No. 220 3 Y
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can have been the idea in the painter's mind ? Surely none at all.

He has simply aimed at producing colour. In that he has succeeded,

but apart from that, the work contains nothing whatever. When a

painter has nothing but colour to put into a picture he would do well

to confine himself to landscapes.

French artists hold landscape painting in high esteem. They

generally put in too much mist and too much blue ; their foregrounds

are undefined, their tones crude, and their verdures heavy. They
commence well, but finish badly or do not finish at all. It is curious

to observe how negligent they are. Two, however, are free from this

reproach MM. Francais and Harpignies, who belong to two different

schools, but who both possess talent of the first order. There are

hours of the day when we prefer the one, and times of the year when

we incline to the other
;
the wisest course is to admire both of them

all the year round. M. Francais shows this year at the Champs
Elysees a view of the ' Bords de 1'Indre

'

which is perfectly fresh,

notwithstanding that it dates from the year 1855, and a 'Vue
d'Antibes

'

which has warmth, although it was painted during a very
cold winter. These pictures are destined for collections. M. Har-

pignies also shows two views, one in the Vendee, and the other of an

old oak tree. But what a tree ! It covers a good acre of forest, and

must have thrown its grateful shade during four or five centuries.

The view of ' La Sevre Nantaise
'

is extremely original. In the fore-

ground, some trees, their branches spreading like a transparent fan ;

in the middle distance the river, and in the background verdant

slopes, on the summit of which are seen the ruins of the Chateau de

Clisson, yellow with age and the sun's rays. Overhead a clear moist

sky, recalling Corot's skies. These two landscapes are of medium

size, and will take a prominent place in the museum where they are

intended to be hung.
The preceding pages sufficiently demonstrate that the Salons of

1895 are not inferior to former ones, and that French art has not

deviated from its usual lines
; well balanced themes, with a certain

symmetry in the figures, little colouring, and great poverty of thought.
Can it be that the fact of having a definite conception to work out

causes the hand to falter ? If the hand does not falter, it is certainly

not in every case sufficiently educated. Hurry is also visible in

nearly all the big pictures, while the portrait painters pay great
attention to the head, but neglect everything else.

Sculpture, which occupies an important place in French art, is

largely represented at the Champs Elysees. Yet we cannot say that

it is distinguished this season by any works of unquestionable merit*

There are, as usual, a good many busts labelled Venus or Diana
;
a

large array of nude figures described as Eves or Cleopatras, as well as

a large number of military monuments, in bronze or in marble, and
statues of peasants and women of the people for the ornamentation
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of public gardens and cemeteries. There are also numerous figures

of Joan of Arc, some of them equestrian, aud others representing her

on foot. We have ourselves counted five, three of which have been

executed to order. M. Paul Dubois, whose name and talent are well

known in England, has been entrusted with the equestrian statue of

Joan which is to be erected before the entrance of the Cathedral at

Kheims. The sculptor, in spite of his great ability, has not succeeded

in his task. The work is studiously elaborated, and its details are

finished to perfection, but the general aspect is, nevertheless, poor.

With outstretched arm Joan is holding her sword. Her head, which

is thrown back, is small and narrow
;

it is the head of a young girl,

rather than that of a woman lusty as any soldier of the period. She

is gazing upward, and wears a mystic look, not at all becoming a

robust, practical woman such as Joan was. In front of the great
cathedral this statue will cut a poor figure.

M. Antonin Mercie, another celebrated sculptor, and, like M.

Dubois, a member of the Academic des Beaux-Arts, has placed before

the eyes of the public a plaster model of the principal group on the

national monument at Domremy. Joan is standing ;
her left hand is

placed on her heart, and her right arm holds aloft her sword.

Behind towers a tall figure, which is supposed to represent France,

but which in reality is merely a woman crowned with fleurs de Us

and draped in a royal mantle. There is no inspiration, and no

grandeur other than that of size. If the artist is wise he will begin
his work entirely over again.

Joan of Arc number three, which has been executed by M. Lanson

for the small town of Jargeau, is simpler than the last mentioned.

Here she is on foot, the standard in her right hand, while the left hand

is raised to her head, from which her helmet has been torn in the

shock of the battle. The heroine believes she is wounded, so that

the gesture is a natural one.

Finally, two monuments have been ordered for Switzerland.

One, which M. Antonin Mercie has chiselled from a block of

greyish marble, is a representation of William Tell, and is to be

set up at Lausanne. The other, by M. Bartholdi, is in Carrara

marble, and consists of a group of eight figures representing
* La

Suisse secourant 1'Alsace' and protecting her with her shield. A
broad-winged angel supports her on the right, and on the left a

mother is confiding her children to her care. This enormous

monument, destined for the city of Berne, is more remarkable for its

bulk than for its execution. It does not appeal to the soul of the

spectator in the language in which it ought to speak. Indeed, were

it not for the large ribbons on the head of the figure which

personifies Alsace, it would be difficult to guess what this immense

mass signifies.

In spite of these criticisms somewhat severe ones, perhaps it

3 Y 2
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must be admitted that if there is a good school of sculpture in the

world it is in France that it must be sought for. The German

sculptor copies his model without always comprehending it
; England

has not yet evolved a style original to herself
;
Americans know how

to design, but are still only serving their apprenticeship ;
while the

Italian loses himself in details, and imagines that mere delicacy of

hand is sufficient to make an artist. French sculptors alone know

how to make a statue. The one hurriedly moulded by M.

Falguiere to represent Henri de Larochejacquelin, although weak in

one leg, already gives promise of being a truly great work.

ALPHONSE DE CALONNE.
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' TRUE AND FALSE CONCEPTIONS OF

THE ATONEMENT'

MR. GLADSTONE'S very interesting article under the above title in this

Keview for September last, did not meet my eyes till some months

later, and even then I had not the means of answering it, having
neither a copy of my biography nor of my early essay on the atone-

ment within my reach. This must be my apology for my belated

answer
;
but the questions raised are so important, and the inner

truth hidden under the ecclesiastical dogma of the atonement is of

such perennial interest, that I take advantage of the unwritten law

which gives to an assailed person the right of reply in the periodical

that assailed him, less to defend myself than to submit to the

thoughtful public a '

conception of the atonement' that may, to

some, prove suggestive and helpful.

I may dismiss in a few lines the personal badinage with which

Mr. Gladstone fills his first pages. I do not care to retort in similar

fashion, curiously easy as the task would be, did I wish to hurl

tu quoques at the venerable statesman. It is enough to say that

intellectual growth must imply intellectual change of view, and that

the change will occur in the field in which the intellectual energy is

exerted; thus we see Mr. Gladstone clinging in his age to the

theology of his boyhood, but in the sphere of politics, where his

intellect has spent its strength, how vast and numerous his changes.

Changes are a sign of weakness only when a person sways backwards

and forwards in opinion, without new evidence being available ; to

remain doggedly fixed in immature opinions against new and cogent
evidence is rather a sign of intellectual obtuseness and obstinacy
than of strength.

I am a little puzzled with Mr. Gladstone's statement that there is

no evidence that the propositions he quotes were subjected to any
serious examination, or any pains taken to verify them as found in the

teachings of the Churches ;
and with his phrase,

' the ipsa dixit of

Mrs. Besant.' For it is equally difficult to believe that he made this

grave accusation, lending to it the weight of his great name, without

referring to any writing of mine on the atonement, or that, having so

referred, he could have penned so misleading a statement. Leaving
1021
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this as unintelligible, I content myselfwith quoting two brief passages,

from an essay in which the growth of the doctrine in the Church was

traced from the patristic conception in which the death of Christ

was a sacrifice made to Satan, that no injustice might be done even

to the devil, in wresting man from him down to the crystallisation

of the mediaeval conception in Anselm's Cur Deus Homo. I wrote :

The seal was set on the '

redemption scheme '

by Anselm in his great work,
Cur Deus Homo, and the doctrine which had been slowly growing into the theology

of Christendom was thenceforward stamped with the signet of the Church. Roman
Catholics and Protestants, at the time of the Reformation, alike believed in the

vicarious and substitutionary character of the atonement wrought by Christ.

There is no dispute between them on this point. I prefer to allow the Christian

divines to speak for themselves as to the character of the atonement. No one can

accuse me of exaggerating their views, if their views are given in their own words.

Luther teaches that ' Christ did truly and effectually feel for all mankind the

wrath of God, malediction, and death/ Flavel says that ' to wrath, to the wrath

of an infinite God without mixture, to the very torments of hell, was Christ deli-

vered, and that by the hand of his own father.' The Anglican homily preaches
that l sin did pluck God out of heaven to make him feel the horrors and pains of

death,' and that man, being a firebrand of hell and a bondsman of the devil,
' was

ransomed by the death of his only and well-beloved son
'

;
the l heat of his wrath,'

' his burning wrath,' could only be '

pacified
'

by Jesus,
' so pleasant was the sacri-

fice and oblation of his son's death.' Edwards, being logical, saw that there was a

gross injustice in sin being twice punished, and in the pains of hell, the penalty of

sin, being twice inflicted, first on Jesus, the substitute of mankind, and then on the

lost, a portion of mankind
;
so he, in common with most Calvinists, finds himself

compelled to restrict the atonement to the elect, and declared that Christ

bore the sins, not of the world, but of the chosen out of the world
;
he suffers ' not

for the world, but for them whom thou hast given me.' But Edwards adheres

firmly to the belief in substitution, and rejects the universal atonement for the

very reason that ( to believe Christ died for all is the surest way of proving that

he died for none in the sense Christians have hitherto believed.' He declares that
1 Christ suffered the wrath of God for men's sins

'

;
that ' God imposed his wrath

due unto, and Christ underwent the pains of hell for,' sin, Owen regards Christ's

sufferings as ' a full valuable compensation to the justice of God for all the sins
'

of

the elect, and says that he underwent ' that same punishment which . . . they
themselves were bound to undergo.'

l

To show that these views were still authoritatively taught, I wrote

further :

Stroud makes Christ drink l the cup of the wrath of God.' Jenkyn says
l He

suffered as one disowned and reprobated and forsaken of God.' Dwight considers

that he endured God's ' hatred and contempt.' Bishop Jeune tells us that ' after

man had done his worst, worse remained for Christ to bear. He had fallen into

his father's hands.' Archbishop Thomson preaches that 'the clouds of God's

wrath gathered thick over the whole human race : they discharged themselves on
Jesus only.' He ' becomes a curse for us and a vessel of wrath.' Liddon echoes

the same sentiment :
' The apostles teach that mankind are slaves, and that Christ

on the cross is paying their ransom. Christ crucified is voluntarily devoted and
accursed '

;
he even speaks of 'the precise amount of ignominy and pain needed for

the redemption,' and says that the ' divine victim
'

paid more than was absolutely

necessary.
2

1

Essay on the Atonement, published in 1874. 2 Ibid.
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In face of this, in addition to the lists of books given as studied in

the biography, Mr. Gladstone's '

ipsa dixit of Mrs. Besant
'

is well,

unintelligible.

But to turn away from these trivialities to the main question.
We may rejoice in the distinct repudiation by Mr. Gladstone of the

idea of sin as a mere debt, which can be detached from the debtor

and paid by somebody else, so that the debtor is clear
;
such a view,

we are definitely told, puts moral laws in danger my own old con-

tention. Also ' the undiscriminating grace of God which saves or con-

signs to damnation according to mere choice or pleasure,' is repudiated

again Mr. Gladstone and my old self are at one. Whether Mr.

Gladstone does or does not slip into heresy need not concern us : we
can note and be glad of his statements. Also he admits that man
is not relieved from the CODsequences of his past sins, but only from

their '

penal consequences,' i.e. eternal damnation, and this is whole-

some and true teaching, though it will bring Mr. Gladstone into

conflict with vast numbers of worthy Christian people, who will find

this enunciation of inevitable sequence, of consequences that cannot

be evaded, the reverse of '

comforting.' Instead of analysing Mr.

Gladstone's twelve statements one by one, I prefer to put over against
them a different

*

conception of the atonement,' and leave the reader

to judge whether of the twain appeals most to his intuition and his

reason.

Ineed not here argue the question of the Divine Existence, whence

is our world
;

for Mr. Gladstone as Christian, and I as Theosophist,
can agree that our world and our universe result from the Will and

Thought of the Logos, who was and is
* God.'

Now, if we study this physical world, as being the most available

material, we find that all life in it, all growth, all progress, alike for

units and for aggregates, depend on continual sacrifice and the

endurance of pain. Mineral is sacrificed to vegetable, vegetable to

animal, both to man, men to men, and all the higher forms again
break up, and reinforce again with then1

separated constituents the

lowest kingdom. It is a continued sequence of sacrifices from the

lowest to the highest, and the very mark of progress is that the

sacrifice from being involuntary and imposed becomes voluntary and

.self-chosen, and those who are recognised as greatest by man's

intellect and loved most by man's heart are the supreme sufferers,

those heroic souls who wrought, endured, and died that the race

might profit by their pain. If the world be the work of the Logos,
and the law of the world's progress in the whole and the parts is

sacrifice, then the Law of Sacrifice must point to something in the

very nature of the Logos ;
it must have its root in the Divine Nature

itself. A little further thought shows us that if there is to be a

world, a universe at all, this can only be by the One Existence con-

ditioning Itself and thus making manifestation possible, and that
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the very Logos is the Self-limited God ; limited to become manifest,,

manifested to bring a universe into being ; such self-limitation and

manifestation can only be a supreme act of sacrifice, and what wonder

that on every hand the world should show its birth-mark, and that

the Law of Sacrifice should be the law of being, the law of the derived1

lives.

Further, as it is an act of sacrifice in order that individuals may
come into existence to share the Divine bliss, it is very truly a

vicarious act an act done for the sake of others
; hence the fact

already noted, that progress is marked by sacrifice becoming voluntary
and self-chosen, and we realise that humanity reaches its perfection
in the man who gives himself for men, and by his own suffering pur-
chases for the race some lofty good.

Here, in the highest regions, is the inmost verity of vicarious

sacrifice, and however it may be degraded and distorted, this inner

spiritual truth makes it indestructible, eternal, and the fount whence
flows the spiritual energy which, in manifold forms and ways, redeems-

the world from evil and draws it home to God.

The working out of human evolution shows us another phase of

the great truth, and its bearing on the individual soul. The world

in which we are, the universe of which it is a part, is but one in the-

mighty chain of universes which runs backwards into the darkness of

an infinite past, as it stretches forwards into the darkness of an infinite

future. Each universe has for its harvest a multitude of perfected
human souls, grown to the * measure of the stature of the fulness of

Christ.' Christs that are the outcome of the long training of many
lives in which experience brought pain, and pain gave knowledge-
and endurance and sympathy, until on the anvil of life, in the fire of

suffering, the metal had been wrought into perfection. These Christs

of one universe are the father-souls of the next, who generate, within

the physical and animal beings evolved by lower nature, the embry-
onic human souls for whose evolution the universe itself exists..

These souls they watch over and aid and guide, giving another

example of the ever-recurring sacrifice in its loftier form, and as even

of self-sacrifice, sacrifice for others, vicarious sacrifice.

The soul itself, in its evolution, offers another instance of the

same law. At first ignorant, it gathers a little experience in its life

on earth, and then, passing through death, it spends a long period in

assimilating and working into its own nature the experience-

gathered; with this enriched nature it reincarnates on earth, it&

faculties and its powers depending on the amount of experience it

has assimilated, and so on, life after life. This persistent individual

taking on body after body, life after life, is, in a very real sense, a
Christ crucified in the body of this death, and between it and the yet
active animal side of man there is constant conflict

;
its continuous

memory is the voice of conscience striving to rule the lower nature ;:
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the reflection of its agony is the remorse that rends us when we have
fallen

;
its hope is the lofty ideal which in silent moments shines out

before our eyes. This is the Christ that is being formed in every
man, for the forming of which the Christ-souls travail.

Remains the truth at first repellent, then austere but attractive,

finally peace-giving and inspiring, that each step upward is only won

by pain. By pain we learn when we have struck against a law, and
the law which pierced us when we opposed it becomes our strength
when we place ourselves in harmony with it. By pain we learn to

distinguish between the eternal and the transitory, and so to strike

our heart-roots only into that which endures. By pain we develop

strength, as the athlete develops muscle by exercising it against

opposing weights. By pain we learn sympathy, and gain power to

help those who suffer. Thus only is the Christ-soul developed and at

length perfected, and when this is once realised pain is no longer

grievous nor an enemy, but a sternly gracious friend whose hands are

full of gifts. Nor are these gifts for self, as separated, but for all.

For men are one by their common origin and their common goal ;

they are one body, and every gift won by the pain of each circulates

through every vessel of the body, and every sacrifice of each adds to-

the general strength. We can neither live, nor die, nor enjoy, nor

suffer, alone, for that which one feels all are affected by, and all gains
and losses enrich and impoverish the whole.

If the vicarious atonement be made into a merely historical event,

be regarded as unique, and be isolated from the general law of the

world, its defenders are compelled to guard it by forensic weapons,
and these wound the truth that is defended more than they drive

back its assailants. Here, as elsewhere,
' the letter killeth.' But if

the Law of Sacrifice be seen as the necessary condition of the mani-

festing Logos ;
if it be seen as the law of progress ;

if it be seen as-

that by which man ultimately becomes united to the Divine Nature ;

then vicarious sacrifice becomes the foundation-stone of the world,

and in all its forms it is recognised as essentially one and the same

truth. We shall understand why it appears in great religions, and

shall be able to separate the essential truth from the allegories that

often garb it, and the ignorant distortions that conceal. All sacrifices

made for love's sake are seen as spiritually flowing from the supreme
Act of Sacrifice, as minor manifestations of the Divine Life in man,
as reflections of that cross which Plato holding the ancient doctrine

here set forth spoke of as drawn by Deity on the universe.

Besides, this conception of vicarious sacrifice of atonement, if

atonement means not a propitiatory offering, but a uniting of man
with Grod leaves no room for the undermining of moral laws in the

minds of men : a danger from which the historical and forensic con-

ception will never be free. That law is inviolable in all regions of

consciousness, as inexorable in the mental and moral as in the
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physical world ;
that a wrong consciously done must result in injury

to the moral nature ;
that an evil habit formed can only be slowly

unwrought by painful effort
; that the cruellest thing that could

happen to us would be if disharmony with the Divine Nature,

expressed in the laws of the spiritual, mental, and physical worlds,

could bring aught but pain all this needs constant enforcement if

man is to grow upwards, to become the Christ in strength not in

weakness, triumphant not crucified.

Thus have I learned from the teachings of the Divine Wisdom,
from the Theosophy which is the core of every spiritual religion.

ANNIE BESANT.
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PROVINCIAL PATRIOTISM

THE commonplace in English politics upon which nearly everybody
at present agrees is, that Home Rule is dead. You seldom hear it

mentioned in political circles in any other connection. One party

proclaims it aloud, the other sotto voce. So that here we have one

more of those predictions that a thing is inevitable turning out

false. It is, indeed, often a sign of the absence of good arguments
for a cause when its promoters cry out that its victory is inevitable.

We were told last year that the submerging of the temples of Philse

was inevitable. We have been told all our lives, and no doubt our

children will also be told, that the abolition of the Lord Lieutenancy
of Ireland is inevitable. But the list of such things is interminable.

Yet, as it is a fact that some predictions of the inevitable do turn out

true, so, when we assert that a political movement is dead, we may be

wrong. It may be resuscitated through some strange combination of

interests, even through the mental aberration of some great political

genius ;
and even without such a resurrection, a movement politically

dead may still be influencing politics, or, if not, social and economic

questions. A poison caught by infection or administered by a mur-
derer may, indeed, be thrown off by the physical vigour of the victim.

But though the latter escapes death, it may be many a long

day before the baneful effects are eradicated from his system. The
ruffian who administered the dose may escape hanging, and yet he

may be guilty of ruining his victim's life. It is, indeed, hardly to be

expected in politics that we should escape once for all from the

consequences of a great crime and a great blunder
;
and so, I think,

as regards the spirit of Home Eule,
*

though the tyrant is dead, the

tyranny still lives.' We are now suffering, and shall long suffer,

throughout the British Empire from the consequences of that deplor-
able agitation.

The illustrations which I shall now offer in support of this state-

ment will be mainly Irish, because of my intimate knowledge of

that country. But they will not be exclusively so, and will even be

wide enough to show that the mischief is spreading over the whole

Empire, and that the damage is imperial, not local. Most of these

instances, however, though widely separated in locality, and various

1027
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in form, are so intimately connected with the idea of patriotism that

a few general considerations on that virtue will give us a good clue

to follow the details.

It is not an easy virtue to analyse or to defend upon high
moral grounds. For it means, I suppose, such love of the country
and people to which we belong by birth and heredity that we are

ready to sacrifice our personal fortunes, or even our lives, in their

defence. That was certainly the old notion of mori pro patria,
which was utilised by ambitious men, conquerors or politicians, to

cloak their own aggrandisement. It was of little consequence what

the quarrel was, or what the motive of the quarrel. Once at war,

with the enemy in the field, every man ought to be a patriot, and

sacrifice all to ensure his country's victory. A thorough cosmopolitan,
bound by no ties to any land, might laugh at this strong feeling.

He might ask you whether your country was right or wrong at the

outset of jbhe quarrel. If right, then you should fight, not for your

country, but for the right. If wrong, then to support your country

against a righteous adversary is no virtue, but a vice. .From the

purely cosmopolitan point of view patriotism is, therefore, either

unnecessary or mischievous. But we all know well that in human
ethics the mere correctness of a principle is not sufficient to stir men
to action. We require strong emotions to inflame our zeal, even in a

righteous cause. And therefore patriotism, the love of our country
as such, may be of great practical use in giving a nation strength to-

stand fast or to make a great effort in an arduous struggle. This

benefit is, however, not obtained without many risks. For it may
lead a nation into the habit of justifying to itself a policy of

ambition and of aggrandisement, or of fighting out to extremities a

contest in which the dictates of truth and of equity would have

demanded a confession of wrong and a restitution to the adversary
for the losses unjustly inflicted upon him.

Such are the abuses of patriotism in international disputes or

wars. What are the corresponding dangers in the usual relations of

peace ? Here again the patriot is supposed to promote the well-being
of his country in every way. But in cases of competition, is he

bound to obey only patriotic considerations ? Is he bound to violate

obligations of justice, or of benevolence towards strange nations for

the sake of promoting his own ? Above all, is he bound, as a patriot,

to promote the interests of individual countrymen which may
or may not coincide with those of his country at large ?

Such are the obvious difficulties in being a true patriot under any
circumstances. But these difficulties are not yet exhausted. What
is your country, and within what limits is your patriotism to be con-

fined? We are all agreed that the absolute cosmopolitan cannot

maintain this virtue with any intensity. His view is too wide. We
ought also to agree that the mere parochial creature, whose prospect
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is bounded by the limits of a few miles, and a petty society beyond
which he never travels in spirit or in fact, who has no interests

beyond those of his farm or his trade, cannot attain to it. His view is

too narrow. Here, then, as in so many human virtues, we must

determine the mean. And as Aristotle observed that there were

virtues in which the right mean was very near to one of the extremes,

so in the case of patriotism, I think, there is very little danger of

our finding too large an object for it, very great danger in the other

direction.

Since the formation of the great European kingdoms there can

be no doubt that patriotism has greatly expanded, according as the

country which each patriot loved grew to be a very large unit. But

we cannot say that the virtue was impaired, or that the world suffered

, by its misdirection. After Henry the Fourth had made a united

I France, Victor Emmanuel a united Italy, Bismarck a united

I Germany, there must have been many disturbances of this feeling.

!
Men that had regarded their province as their patria may have found

it difficult.to accommodate themselves to the new facts. Yet what

patriotism was more genuine and splendid than that of the French,

both aristocrats and republicans, for all France, or that of our soldiers

and sailors for the enlarged British Empire ? Nor is there reason

to think that patriotism, in the best sense, will decay in Germany
and Italy under their newer conditions, but rather that it will grow
and flourish. There is no nation more obtrusively patriotic than the

American, yet no one there finds any difficulty in embracing that

immense territory in his idea of a native country, and loving it

enthusiastically as such.

It is very remarkable that in the British Empire of to-day this

very difficulty is not only a real, but an increasing one. Patriotism

for the Empire is waning very fast, and is still to be found only in

that limited class that read history, and know the splendid record of

the last two centuries. But in each section of that Empire it is

being replaced by a local patriotism, not, perhaps, less strong than the

old feeling, though of a very different character. The leading form

is now, Australia for the Australian, Canada for the Canadian, Ireland

for the Irishman, and so forth
;

till we come to closer quarters, and

find that each province in each of these sections is developing its own

patriotism, not only positive, but exclusive. For if both Canada and

Australia still express themselves with courtesy, and even with affection,

towards the Empire, the conduct of each province to its neighbour is

anything but patriotic, and degenerates frequently into the action of

a jealous rival, which seeks to overreach and damage a troublesome

competitor.
It would require too long a discussion to enter into all the causes

of this degradation of patriotism. One, I am convinced, is the con-

cession of local self-government to those who will not recognise its
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proper limits. This concession is generally regarded as the outcome

or effect of a cry for independence. In most cases, so far as I can

judge, local self-government has rather been the cause, and local or

separatist patriotism the effect. If you keep encouraging people to

debate and determine their own petty affairs, and give this power to

the masses, who do not look beyond their parish and their county,

it is perfectly certain that narrow local interests will be so magnified

by discussion as to fill the place of all larger and loftier politics. But
I will not here insist further upon this debatable assertion, for a

cause more proximate and undisputed is the artificial cry for Home
Kule, which originated in Ireland. This was created not only by a

large concession of local self-government, afterwards retracted, but

by the admission with excessive representation into the Imperial
Parliament ofa sentimental people burning with some real and many
imaginary wrongs.

And it may, I think, be admitted, that though the practical con-

cession of Home Kule to this and other very intimate portions of the

Empire was encompassed with insuperable difficulties, the sentimental

claim has not been denied. All over the world I have found a great
consensus of Americans, French, Germans, Hungarians, Italians, in

every society, declaring the vague and idle proposition that every
nation has a right to manage its own affairs. Not one in a thousand of

the people whom I have heard say this has any definite idea of what

he means by the word nation, and it is easy in most cases to show such

people that the greatness of their respective empires depends upon
the flat denial of the proposition, in the vulgar or shibboleth sense.

For thoughtless though general admission does not prove that any
statement is true, or even reasonable. There was a similar consensus

of opinion about false and mischievous propositions uttered by Kous-

seau and his school in the last century. But whether true or false, the

present admission has had very serious effects upon Ireland, Scotland,

Wales, Canada. For ifthe practical execution of the principle is denied
,

while its sentimental truth is admitted, the result is a certain false ten-

derness for thecomplaining province, and a desire to make up by sugar-

plums and toys for the moon which you are obliged to deny to the cry-

ing child. And in the recipient of these doles is generated no feeling
of gratitude, but one of grasping for more, of demanding material

benefits in lieu of political rights, of asserting provincial claims as

paramount, and imperial claims as of no importance.
The outcome of this feeling, expressed in the phrase Ireland for

the Irish, Wales for the Welsh, &c., is the demand for Protection in

its most odious form. We know very well that if Ireland were granted
Home Kule, the very first efforts of its Parliament would be to

protect every Irish industry from all competition, English or

foreign. Public opinion would insist upon it. In Canada, for

example, it already appears in the protection of professions. The
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qualified medical man of one province is excluded from practising in

the next. So is the most eminent physician who emigrates from

England, till he spends time and money on obtaining an inferior local

qualification* None of our self-governing colonies admits the prin-

ciples of Free Trade. In Ireland, the general public and the Press go
so far as to demand free trade for Irishmen in England and her colonies,

but refuse all reciprocity. It is almost incredible, but, like many other

incredible things, it is strictly true in Ireland. You will have the most

respectable Irish paper full of correspondence, endorsed by a leading

article, clamouring against the appointment of an Englishman or

Scotchman to a post in Ireland, and the next week you will have them

denouncing with indignation some English board who will not admit
an Irish candidate to a competition !

There was a time when all important places in the provinces or

dependencies of England were filled up in London, and either

Englishmen or men of influence in England were sent out to fill

them. Thus, bishops and chancellors were sent to Ireland, and the

ablest natives had small chance of preferment. Now the case is

completely altered. The sentimental side of Home Eule dominates

even the central authority, and instead of passing over competent
natives, the Government or the local authorities now appoint incom-

petent natives rather than face the odium of disregarding the so-

called claims of distinct nationalities within the British Empire,
even within ' Great Britain . and Ireland.' Let me quote some
instances of the influence of this provincial patriotism. I have

already spoken of the professional restrictions established by the

provinces of Canada as regards medical men. Let us come nearer

home, and consider the clerical profession in Wales. It is now

adopted as a sort of principle that no man, however competent, shall

obtain a bishopric there unless he can preach in the Welsh language.
The restriction is absurd and mischievous. A .bishop is not meant
to be a popular preacher. All his clergy, all the laymen of importance,
transact business with him in English. Why, then, should the

selection be restricted to those that are natives of Wales, except to

gratify the cry of Wales for the Welsh ? It may happen any day that

no really competent man can be found with this qualification. In any
case, there will often be far abler and better men with the proper

qualifications passed over in favour of this sentimental condition.

The Church of Ireland is in the same temper. Instead of being

supplied with bishops some bad, some very great from England, we

supply ourselves with respectable parish clergymen never heard of

beyond their diocese. And presently, when chairs of theology come to

be filled up in a Church where learning is at a large discount, third or

fourth rate Irishmen will probably be selected in preference to the

very best Englishmen because, to use the newspaper phrase,
'
Irish-

men have a right to all the appointments in Ireland.' This accursed
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provincial patriotism is likely to produce very grave results, for it

thrusts itself into every department. A high official in the present

Irish Government told me, not long ago, that in all the offices where

appointments are made by patronage the Government is now

absolutely afraid to appoint an Englishman, however competent,

against Irish candidates, however incompetent, on account of the

howl of the patriots. For now patriotism is no longer a matter

of sacrifice, but of emolument, and every Irish place-hunter uses it

as part of his stock-in-trade. If other electing bodies, who do not yet

study popularity (like the Irish Government), proceed to act upon
the mere merits of the case, they are, in the first place, told in pompous
testimonials that the local candidate has every qualification under

the sun. Then, when facts make it plain that this is false, they are

told that the local candidate is at least quite competent good enough
is the phrase, as if that were the question. When these arguments
fail there is the howl of patriotism behind them. When the present
director of the Irish National Gallery was appointed the Irish papers
were full of this sort of thing, though at that time an Irishman was

adorning the corresponding (but far greater) post in London.

When the present Professor of Music was appointed by the

University of Dublin, though nobody for one moment questioned
that he was the strongest candidate, the papers howled patriotism
for a whole month. It seems less and less likely that the members
of electing boards will face this storm of unpopularity, and so we
shall have Ireland and Wales, and possibly Scotland, reduced to pro-
vinces with their own patronage, their own standard of excellence,

their own intellectual level, their own local prejudices. We shall

then have decentralisation with a vengeance !

The deplorable consequences of promoting the interests, not of

Ireland, but of individual Irishmen, by this narrow and often dis-

honest patriotism cannot be long delayed. Hitherto, upon the

understanding that all things were open to all within the limits of

the United Kingdom, the English people have not complained that a

vast number of valuable appointments have fallen to able and com-

petent Irishmen. But then, Ireland has not been closed to English-
men. Presently the strong sense of fairplay will, however, wake up
in England, and the want of all reciprocity on the part of Ireland

cannot but be resented. Meanwhile the Irish standard of learning,

competence, diligence, public honesty, will be degenerating because

all competition from without is excluded. There will have been

many judges, bishops, civil servants, heads of departments, appointed
inferior to the imperial standard. It will then be discovered at any
rate, it will be asserted that Irish qualifications are not on a level

with those recognised in England. Then, what was of old a sporadic
insult

,

' No Irish need apply,' will be adopted as a principle of retalia-

tion, and the isolated provincial will be cut off from the great harvest
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of promotion which he reaped under the unity of the Empire. For

every good Englishman now postponed to bad local candidates in

Ireland hundreds of good Irishmen will be disappointed in England ;

the Nemesis will be crushing, and the provincial patriot who posed as

the vindicator of local claims and the advocate of local candidates

will find himself cursed as the author of a Home Rule which he never

-anticipated. For intellectual decay is sure to follow upon this

.-severance of one section from the interests of the rest. Young men
of ability will not adventure their prosperity in a society whose

/narrowness and decay preclude all rise to eminence. Even prudent

parents will take warning, and migrate to England, where the market

"for intellect is still open, and where the competition may be

severe, but is still fair and sound, and leads to great and honourable

rewards. Thus the alleged deterioration of Irish qualifications will

become more and more real. The strict protection of its home
manufacture will have so injured the quality that all chance of export
trade will disappear. And yet hitherto the exportation of intellect

&as been the greatest staple of Irish prosperity.

Such are, I conceive, the dangers threatening both Ireland and

-other provinces of the Empire from the sentimental side of Home
Eule, loudly asserted by the Provincial, not contradicted by the Im-

perialist. It may be urged in reply, that these consequences are only

hypothetical, and that such gloomy predictions need not alarm us in

the absence of actual instances to support them. But there are not

wanting instances, some of them isolated and occasional, others not

so, which show clearly how the wind is likely to blow. There are

cases which can be quoted of English electors to medical appoint-
ments openly preferring London to any provincial degrees, because

of an impression that the professoriate and the general training of

the provinces were inferior to those of the capital. If, when a chair

of physic or surgery was vacant in the provinces, local electors had

invited a great Englishman to take the post it might be as a mere

figure-head the English elector would have had some guarantee that

the provincial schools were as good as the metropolitan. Specialists

know that some of them are far better, but specialists are not to be

found on every electing board. Again, even the State gives special

advantages to engineers from Cooper's Hill, though the provincial

schools only ask for an open competition with that college to test

the question of their superiority.

But I pass to a larger and more important instance. The one

great profession which the English people have learned to keep to

themselves is the scholastic profession. It is a very"splendid profession

there, full of great prizes I mean particularly those connected with,

or arising out of, the schoolmaster's calling. The system of the Eng-
lish public schools provides for a host of ushers in comfort, house-

masters in affluence, head-masters in luxury, not to speak of the
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many promotions to canonries, deaneries, headships of colleges,

bishoprics, which are attained even by moderately successful head-

masters. From this great profession Irishmen, so long as they are

such by education and training, are excluded. If a young Irishman

goes first to an English public school, and then to Oxford or Cam-,

bridge, he is admitted to the competition ; otherwise he has hardly

any chance. No success in an Irish school, no training as a scholar,

no proficiency as an athlete, will obtain for an Irishman coming
from Ireland any fair consideration. I need not say how terribly

this has damaged the profession in Ireland. The ablest members of

it and most able some of them are have no future before them.

They can attain to no more than a decent competence, and that

with the greatest difficulty.

If we look for the causes of this disastrous severance, we shall

find them, not in the comparative wealth or poverty of the countries,

but in the gradual dissociation of the respective school systems, and
in the growing strictness with which Englishmen have been excluded

from head-schoolmasterships in Ireland. A good many years ago-

I pressed upon a Royal Commission the expediency of fusing together

many small and useless Irish endowments, and making at least one

large school with sufficient equipment to rank with the English public
schools. If the Commissioners had adopted that sound policy, and not

given way to the claims of particular districts, I should have next

urged upon them not to exclude Englishmen from the control of the

school. But the cry of Ireland for the Irish is too strong. We heard

it the other day again, when an Englishman got a small appointment
of the kind. And so the Irish have punished themselves.

How the evil is now to be remedied I know not. But this I say

deliberately that if it could be remedied by appointing none but

Englishmen as head-schoolmasters throughout Ireland for the next

twenty years, the general gain to Irishmen would counterbalance the

particular losses a million times. What any real patriot wants to

I secure for what he considers his country, is not the advancement of

this- or that man, not the exclusion of the so-called alien from some

petty emolument, but the certainty that all good things everywhere,
both in his own country and among its neighbours, shall be open freely
to his deserving countrymen. How this is to be accomplished without

allowing open competition at home is indeed an insoluble problem.
But if the stupid or dishonest cry of Ireland for the Irish be persisted
in till the English people begin to exercise retaliation, it will not only
be schoolmasters, but men of all the professions, that will suffer. These

professions will sink into narrow provincial grooves, both their honours

and theiremoluments will decline, and we shall presently be ruined by
Home Rule sentiment perhaps more completely than we should have
been by Home Rule legislation. It is almost inconceivable that sane
men should imagine it reasonable to exclude from every emolument in
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their province the most competent outsider, yet to claim their share

in all the emoluments beyond that province. And yet this is the

contention of the provincial patriot. Do such absurdities arise from

crazy logic, from stupid over-appreciation of a little society, or from

that short-sighted dishonesty which grasps at what seems expedient
for the moment, without consideration of consistency or of principle ?

I have shown in one great profession what may happen in the

rest. And yet any attempt at a better course will bring upon
Irish electors a shower of obloquy. No doubt we shall also be

told that, whatever Englishmen we appoint as schoolmasters here, we
shall only be throwing a sop for nothing to a thankless neighbour.
That will be the argument used in each single case. And yet the

only chance to obtain fairplay for able Irishmen, or Scotchmen, or

Welshmen in England, is to show that able Englishmen have fair play
in these provinces. The first schoolmasters, for example, who would

be promoted from Ireland would almost certainly be Englishmen who
had gone over and worked there. But with the habit of bringing

any men from Ireland the day of the Irishman must certainly come.

Once more, in conclusion, I apologise for taking so many illustra-

tions from one discontented corner of the British Empire. But as the

spirit of separatism has been most openly preached there, and

adopted from Irish teaching in other parts of the Empire, so most of

the evils which I have pointed out will be found, mutatis 'mutandis.

to be threatening all alike. To plead against this subtle and

insidious influence is the duty of every Imperial patriot.

J. P. MAHAFFY.

3 z 2
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A JOURNEY TO SCOTLAND

IN THE YEAR 1435

A JOURNEY to Scotland was not, in the fifteenth century, the pleasure

trip so many tourists have since accomplished. It was a serious and

difficult undertaking, not to be attempted lightly. The men from

abroad who visited the kingdom in those times usually came on im-

portant business ; they came, in fact, because they could not do

otherwise
;
salmon and grouse were not considered then a sufficient

attraction
;
no hotels had been built in picturesque spots ;

the beauties

of Loch Lomond and Loch Katrine were allowed to pass unobserved

and unvisited. The country was so far distant, so secluded from the

rest of the world, that rather vague notions were entertained as to its

very situation. We have an account of the kingdom, written in the

year 1498, in which it is described as '

bordering by sea on Brittany,

France and Flanders. Towards the west there is no land between

Scotland and Spain. Scotland is nearer to Spain than London.'

Strange as it may seem, these geographical particulars are not

supplied by some ignorant compiler writing from hearsay, but by no

less a person than Don Pedro de Ayala, Spanish ambassador at the

Scottish Court. He had drawn up his report at the particular

request and for the enlightenment of his masters, Ferdinand and

Isabella,
* who desired a full description of Scotland and its king.'

Near to France and Spain as the country was supposed to be,

according to ambassadorial observation, still experience proved that

the journey was not a short one. Tempests were frequent ;
much

more, indeed, than now, for the reason that what we call a rough sea

was a storm for the quaint, unmanageable ships of the period. The

sea, besides, was held by the English a fact which contributed in no

slight degree to dimmish the enjoyment of journeys between Scot-

land and the Continent. The actual ruler of the country, King James
the First, was a living example of what could be expected, as he had
been taken by the English in his youth, when on his way to France,
and had remained nineteen years a captive in the Tower of London,
at Newark, Evesham, and in other prisons.
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When the sea was smooth, and the English were busy elsewhere,

then the traveller had to fight another enemy, namely ennui : he

had no comfortable accommodation in which to sleep away the time,

no novels to read, no tobacco to smoke
;
the numerous days he was

bound to spend in his ship appeared even more numerous. Froissart

has given us a description of those long, tiresome journeys, and the

means resorted to in order to fill the empty hours : passengers

played dice, or made bets
;
a knight laid a wager that he would

climb in full armour to the top of the mast
;
while performing the

deed his foot slipped, he fell into the sea, and the weight of his

armour sank him in a moment. * All the barons were much vexed at

this misfortune/ observes Froissart by way of funeral oration,
' but

they were forced to endure it, as they could not in any way
remedy it.'

Tiresome or dangerous as they were, still journeys had to be

undertaken. Scotland played then a part of its own in European

politics ;
she fought the English not only on the Border, but also by

the Loire, with her auld ally, France. Intercourse had to be kept

up. Ambassadors came from the French or Spanish king, from the

Pope, from the fathers of the Basle Council. Several of them took

care to leave an account of their experience of far-off Scotland, and

their journals have been recently collected by Mr. P. Hume Brown,
under the title Early Travellers in Scotland. There will be found

descriptions of the kingdom by Jean Froissart, JEneas Sylvius Picco-

lomini, who was to be Pope Pius the Second, George Chastelain,

Pedro de Ayala, and others.

This fine collection is not, however, quite complete, and one at

least very curious document has escaped the notice of the learned

editor.

This document consists in the report drawn by the French

ambassador sent to Scotland in the years 1434-6, by King Charles

the Seventh, to fetch the Lady Margaret, daughter of James the

First, who had been betrothed six years before to Louis, Dauphin de

Viennois, heir to the crown, and the future Louis the Eleventh.

This ' Kelation
' remains unprinted to this day ; it is in French, and

is preserved in the National Library, Paris.

Everybody knows how King Charles of France, who was not yet

Charles le Victorieux, and had not been rescued by Joan of Arc,

wanting to tighten the bonds between his and the Scottish kingdom,
had despatched in 1427 a mission to King James, asking for the

hand of his daughter Margaret. The mission was composed of John

Stuart of Darnley,
' constable of the Scotch in France,' of Eegnault

de Chartres, archbishop-duke of Keims, and of Alain Chartier the

poet, to whom the oratorical part of the business had been entrusted.

Alain delivered in the presence of the king, queen, and assembled

Court such a beautiful Latin speech that it made matters quite easy
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for the other ambassadors. The speech has come down to us, and a

copy of it is preserved at Paris. But as the betrothed was only

three years old, and the dauphin five, the two royal families con-

sidered that the marriage could be conveniently postponed, and it was

only when the couple had reached riper years, being then nine and

eleven respectively, that the French king decided to send for the

dauphiness that was to be.

His choice for this important mission fell upon Maitre Regnault

Girard, knight, Seigneur de Bazoges, one of his councillors and

masters of the hostel
;
a very worthy man indeed, prudent, trusty,

and wise, but as little warlike and as little inclined to seamanship as

he well could be. The news of the great honour bestowed upon his

person was to him most unwelcome
;
the idea of the turbulent sea

and hostile English was too much for his pacific mind ;
he was, indeed,

unable to bear it. Honest Kegnault Girard, knight, forgetting

entirely his knighthood, bethought himself of some means to eschew

the unattractive duty, and resorted to one which would be considered

very strange in our day. He made it known that he would pay down
the sum of 400 crowns to the plucky one who would consent to be

ambassador in his stead.

But even then the thing was considered inconsistent with the

discipline to be maintained in a kingdom. Charles informed his

councillor and master of the hostel that he had to go in his own

person to Scotland, and in order to be fully assured that the Seigneur
de Bazoges would not escape, he sent the Comte de Vendosme to La
Eochelle to see the unwilling ambassador off. Eegnault Girard had

therefore no choice
;
he had no shame nor remorse either, for if he

was not plucky he was honest, and we have the story of the 400

crowns on his own testimony. He has noted it in his '

Eelation,' as

a proof doubtless, if not of his courage, at least of his wisdom and

foresight.
' I did not like in the least to go,' says he, not only on

account of the season,
' but also because the king was at war with

the King of England and the Duke of Burgundy, and could not

expect any help from the Britons. For which cause the said embassy
was a full perilous and dangerous one, and to avoid the danger of the

sea I offered 400 crowns to the one who would undertake thejourney,
so that the king would hold me excused. But the king would never

consent, and ordered me expressly to go. . . for I was meant to obey
him, as he was my master and sovereign lord.'

II

With a sorrowful heart and painful misgivings, theambassador got
ready and took his way towards the sea. He was accompanied by
his son Joachim

; he, at least, had no fear, either of the sea, the English,
or anything. Others came, too, who were also to be of the journey,
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among them a famous lawyer,
' famosus clericus

'

says Bower, Aymeri
Martineau by name, who would be of use to draw up deeds and docu-

ments
;
and also a man who was to prove very useful in his way,

called Cande, or Crenede' in Girard's '

Relation,' Hugh Kennedy of

his true name, a sturdy Scotchman, who, unlike the ambassador,

enjoyed the idea of the expedition very much.

Monseigneur cle Vendosme did not fail in his duty, and met the

travellers at La Eochelle, one of the few ports belonging then to the

French Crown. He had with him instructions made out at Orleans

and signed by the king, containing a lengthy account of what the

ambassador would have to say ;
also the agreement between Charles

on the one hand and J. Puver on the other, the latter undertaking to

provide the '

navy
'

necessary for the bringing home of the dauphi-

iness, with an escort of about two thousand Scotchmen. Puver was to

feed them on board and the king was to pay him five reals a head that

is, 6,000 reals at the beginning of the journey, and the remainder on

his return. Then follow some provisoes which we may suppose made

poor Eegnault Grirard shudder : the king stated what he would do in

the case of Puver's '

navy
'

being rifled by the English, and in the

case of Puver himself being taken. If the mishap occurred to the
*

navy 'during the outward journey, Puver would receive nothing

beyond what would have been paid to him at starting ;
if it occurred

-during the homeward journey, then a full payment would be due.

In case of his being taken, the king
l will help him to the value of

400 reals.' The whole being promised by the prince
' in good faith,

and upon his word as a king.'

These papers and some others having been given to Regnault

Oirard, who copies them in full in his
'

Relation,' Vendosme informed

him that Charles had taken care to fix the particular day on which

they were to sail namely, the 14th of November, 1434. They all,

therefore, got ready, and at the appointed time the embassy left the

town to go to what was then the usual starting-place, the little

hamlet of Chef-de-Baye, on the sea, one league from La Rochelle.

They were accompanied by Vendosme and by the good men of the

city on horseback, to the number of one hundred or more. 'We
then took leave to go on board, which was not without great sorrow

and tears on both sides. Then we went into a boat, which took us

to a whaler belonging to me Regnault Grirard, of which whaler the

master was (after Grod) Tassin Petel. We numbered altogether

sixty-three persons, including seamen as well as land men. Puver

was of the journey, and came in his own ship, which was well filled

with goods.'

All went well at first. The travellers had put to sea ' with Grod's

blessing' on the evening of the 14th, and four days later, on the

18th of November, towards two in the morning, they found them-

selves off the Scilly Islands. But there their troubles began and their
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worst anticipations were fulfilled.
*

There, on the sudden, we wer

caught by such a great and marvellous storm, that we missed the-

harbour in the said islands. We missed the land of Ireland, and w
bad, according to the advice of the sailors, to launch into the great

ocean sea. And the said tempest lasted for five days and five nights ;

we were driven more than a hundred leagues beyond Ireland, accord-

ing to the chart. The storm was so great that we were divided from

Puver's ship, and lost sight of her.'

The unwilling navigator and envoy was in fact, and unknown t-

himself, on his way to America. But this unexpected glory was not

reserved for him, and he was not to discover the other shore of the
*

great ocean sea.' He made a vow to an Irish saint whom he calls

1

St. Treigney
'

(St. Trenan), who was supposed to enjoy great in-

fluence in heaven, and who had then a greater fame on earth than hs

has now
;
for which reason, it will not be perhaps useless to point

out how well chosen the saint was to whom Girard applied in this

pressing necessity. Trenan was a monk of the sixth century, and a

disciple of St. Columba
;
he had had once to undertake, by order of

his chief, a journey between Ireland and Scotland ; at the appointed

time, the pilot who was to guide his ship was not to be found, and

Trenan inclined, therefore, not to go ; but Columba, addressing him,
said :

' Go all the same
;
thou wilt find wind and weather as thou

wishest.' Trenan put to sea, the winds filled his sails, and it seemed

as if they were guiding the ship themselves ; and the monk reached

happily and miraculously the opposite shore.

Eegnault Girard remembered this in good time, and promised
the blessed navigator a silver ship, to be hung from the roof of his

chapel in Wales, with the arms of France engraved on it. Not in

vain. The tempest abated, and the sailors were again able to steer

their boat. They made anew for Ireland,
' and on the 24th day of the

same month of November, by the grace of God, we reached the

extreme end of Ireland, and there found a very high and marvellous

rock called Kibon, which stands at the very end of all lands, towards

the west. It is an uninhabitable land
;
and there we anchored under

the shelter of this rock. But then the tempest began again, and for

five days we had to fight the storm
; and our anchors and ropes sus-

tained great damage.'
On the 29th they left their place of shelter, and, while the sea

continued very rough, they
' risked the adventure,' and followed ths

Irish coast, though none of their seamen had ever been there, and
the land was an unknown and a desert one. At length, on the 2nd

day of December, they perceived that the land was no longer so wild
;

habitations were descried, and they began again to know where they
were. They sailed past

'

St. Patrick,' then past
' Le rax de Cantier/

that is, the Mull of Cantire, a * marvellous place,'
' the straits between

Ireland and the wild islands of Scotland.' They had then an addi-
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tional satisfaction, for they met the long-lost Puver, with his ship,

quite safe.

At last, on the 8th of January, 1435, they found themselves once

more on dry ground, and they landed in Scotland,
*

having remained

at sea from the 14th of November, when we left La Rochelle, for

fifty-six days together, in the very heart of winter, and in stormy
weather. And we had a great deal to endure, we ran great risks^

and experienced adventures which it would be too long to tell.*

Ill

On Scotch ground Kennedy became a most useful associate
;
a

true Scotchman, he proved to be hospitable, clever, and practical.

The first thing he did was to make his companions enjoy the benefit

of clanship and kinship. He took his worn-out fellow-travellers to the

house or ' hostel
'

of a lady to whom he was related, the house being
called

; Hostel Cambel.' The lady received them very well, and made
them good cheer, the more willingly as a son of hers, as was the

case then in many Scotch families,
' had served the King of France as

body-guard.'

Thoroughly refreshed and comforted, the travellers remembered
'
St. Treigney,' and, before beginning their land journey towards

Edinburgh, they made their pilgrimage and offered to their protector,

as agreed, a silver ship bearing the arms of France. They had in the

meanwhile despatched a messenger towards King James, to inform

him of their coming and ask to be admitted to his presence. On the

14th of January, their pilgrimage being ended, they were again in

the friendly house of Kennedy,
' who feasted us greatly. He had

called to meet us a number of his friends and relations. Then we
went to Dompbertrain (Dumbarton), and there remained six days wait-

ing for the answer of the King of Scotland.' While there they learnt,

with no little anxiety, that a brother of the Scotch queen (Jane

Beaufort, granddaughter of John of Gaunt),
' brother also of the Earl

of Somerset in England, had come to Scotland in great state with a

mission to prevent the intended marriage of our lord the dauphin.'
In consideration of this news, Kennedy observed that, after all the

splendour displayed by the English envoy, it would be unwise and

contrary to the dignity of the French king if his ambassadors made
their entry into Edinburgh, 'which is the chief town of Scotland/

without having a proper retinue and escort. He therefore called

together as many as he could of his relations and friends
; they came

on horseback, knights all of them, or esquires, and the French embassy
was thus enabled to make some figure, as they were sixty horse

altogether when entering the town. To honour them the king had

sent to meet them on their way the Bishop of '

Brequin
'

(Brechin.)
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and others so far as a town which Girard is pleased to call Liscou,

but better known as Linlithgow.

The entry took place on the 25th of January ;
the ambassadors

were lodged at the house ' of one Alexander Neppar
'

;
and there,

again, they received the civilities of the same Bishop of '

Brequin,' of

the Lord Privy Seal, of the High Chamberlain, of Sir William Crichton,
and many other prelates, knights and esquires. The following day

they were received by James in person ;
he was staying then in the

convent of the Franciscans, according to the wont of the Scotch kings

(and other kings too), who lived then as much as they could in convents

and friaries, not only in consideration of the holy character of the

place, but also because living there cost them nothing.
* The Scotch

kings/ writes Pedro de Ayala,
*
live little in cities and towns. They

pass their time generally in castles and abbeys, where they find

lodgings for all their officers.'

James received the ambassadors most honourably ;
he had with

him the Bishops of ' Abredin
' and '

Brequin
'

(Aberdeen and

Brechin), the Earls of ' Glaz
' and *

Angluz
'

(Douglas and Angus), and

others, whose names were as accurately noted by Regnault Girard.

He listened with great attention to the message of the chief envoy,

who, as he had had no lack of time to learn by heart his instructions,

explained, we may believe, with the utmost fidelity, the views of his

master.

But Girard was fated not to find smooth waters anywhere; contrary
winds arose, and difficulties began. The questions to be settled were

manifold
; first, there was the marriage itself and the conveying of

the young princess to France, then the question of the French alli-

ance and the sending of Scotch auxiliaries, the question of the

expenses of the home journey of the embassy and their escort, the

question of the English war, and many other questions. And there

was one more question, not mentioned in the instructions, but which

stood foremost in the mind of James the question, namely, of his

consenting to part with a beloved and very youthful daughter, the

firstborn of a happy marriage, the favourite child of the queen, that

same Jane Beaufort whom James had loved while a prisoner at

Windsor, and for whom he had composed his delightful King's Quhair.
The Scotch royal family was a united, loving family, and from this

arose the main difficulty the French ambassadors had to encounter.

James was bound by his word, but it was not forbidden him to try
to postpone at least the fulfilling of it.

First he appointed representatives to discuss matters with

Regnault Girard
; they discussed for six days together with great

zeal, after which they found themselves unable to agree on any point.
The affair was then referred to the king, who said that he could do

nothing without having consulted with the queen. He thereupon
left town and went to '

St. Genston '

that is, St. Johnstown, other-
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wise Perth, and asked the ambassadors to meet him there, towards

the end of February.
To Perth the ambassadors repaired accordingly ; they were pre-

sented to the queen, to the future dauphiness, and to a number of
'

lady countesses and baronesses
'

;
then they resumed their negotia-

tion. A roll was at last drawn up and signed, which gave them

great satisfaction, and scarcely less to the king, for there were in it

so many clauses and provisoes that it was impossible not to submit

them to the French king himself, and this meant no little delay.

The roll ascribed to France the cost of the *

navy
'

to be purchased
and sent to Dumbarton to fetch the princess, the cost also of the
*

bread, biscuit, beverage, salt and other victuals
'

to be consumed in

the outward journey. The King of Scotland would supply meat, fish,

butter, cheese and wood for the homeward journey ;
he would bring

together two thousand carefully chosen soldiers the choosing requir-

ing, of course, much time to accompany the dauphiness and protect

her while at sea. Besides, the King of Scotland wanted to know
where his daughter would live

;
she must have a place assigned to her,

where a Scotchman would be in command
; and she must be allowed

to have Scotch ladies with her. James, however, understood that

it was proper for her to have also on her retinue French gentlemen
and ladies

' to teach her the manners of the country, and to inform

her concerning her situation.' A galley also, of particular excel-

lence, and carrying crossbowmen and chosen troops, was to be provided,

besides the fleet for the two thousand men
;
on which galley the

princess would take passage. The fleet was bound to reach Dumbarton
in May. And so on.

Nothing obviously could be done without the assent of the

French king. The envoys resolved that two of them would

undertake this additional journey, and go back to La Eochelle.

Kennedy and Aymeri Martineau were appointed to do this. Eegnault
Girard considered that he had better stay ;

but his son Joachim went,

also Dragance, pursuivant of Scotland, and the four thus departed
on Shrove Monday, 1435.

Left alone in Scotland,
* which was not without great regret and

sorrow' on his part, Regnault Girard established his quarters at

Stirling, where the Princess Margaret mostly lived, and having there

nothing to do but to wait for the return of his companions, he found

the time very long and the winter very dull. James perceived it,

and advised the ambassador not to stay at home so much, but to go
about and see the country. He provided Girard with people to

accompany him, and the French envoy began to visit
' several among

the good towns of the kingdom, to spend time, and place himself out

of the reach of ennui.' Girard went thus to Dundee,
' where he was

greatly feasted by the burgesses,' to St. Andrews, where he was hand-

somely received by the bishop and the prior of the place, and where
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lie had also some intercourse with ' those of the University,' and to
' several other towns and abbeys/ He was everywhere well received.
* To speak truth, in all the places where I went, I was most honourably
treated, for the sake of the King of France, and the greatest civilities

were shown me as well by churchmen and nobles as by the common

people, and they all evinced so much good will in all that concerned

the King of France, that I had an impression that nowhere could be-

found more loyal Frenchmen.'

Time thus passed ;
the appointed date for the coming of the*

fleet was drawing near, and there was no news of the travellers.

Girard then asked King James to take into account the unavoidable

impediments which must have stopped them on their way, such as

the lack of wind, and to agree that the delay for the coming of the-

ships might be increased. James had only pleasure in agreeing ;

and the date of the 20th of September, instead of the end of Mayy

was accepted by him.

In the course of the summer Aymeri Martineau, accompanied by
Dragance, the pursuivant of Scotland, came back at last, bringing
news of the assent of Charles to several of the conditions proposed,
and of his dissent concerning the rest. Somewhat later the other

travellers, Kennedyand Joachim Girard, came back also; theyhad taken

passage on the fleet gathered together for the bringing home of the

dauphiness, and the said fleet arrived within the delay newly granted"

by James, and anchored at Dumbarton on the 12th of September
' or

thereabout/

IV

Aymeri and Kennedy brought letters for Girard and for the King
of Scotland. Charles expressed in them his satisfaction at the happy
turn taken by the negotiation, congratulated his envoy upon his zeal'

and cleverness, expressed the joy he had felt on '

hearing good news-

of the good health and prosperity of the King of Scotland, the queen,
and their daughter.' He agreed to send the navy for two thousand

men
;
Puver would fulfil his contract, and leave La Kochelle on the-

15th of July with his ships ;
France would provide bread, biscuit, salt,

and wine
; Scotland, meat, fish, butter and cheese. Charles would do-

his best to secure the wished-for galley meant for the dauphiness.
But no such galley could be found in France, and much less in Scot-

land
;
for the art of shipbuilding was not yet a Scottish art, and the-

hammers were not at work, as they have been since, along the Clyde.

Spain was the great shipbuilding country ;
Charles had sent there

special delegates ; but their success was greatly to be doubted, for

war was raging
' between the Kings of Castile and Arragon. Peace

seems to be remote, and no ships, or almost none, are allowed to leave-

the kingdom of Castile.'

Concerning the attendance of the young princess the views of
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Charles greatly differed from those of his *

good brother
' James

;
for

the one wanted Margaret to become as French as possible, and

the other wished her to remain as Scotch as could be. Grirard was

instructed to do all in his power to lessen the number of people sent

to stay with her, to reduce it to nothing if he could, or, at least, to

not more than one or two women, and as many men :
* For so long as

she will have with her people of her nation, she will not willingly

learn French, nor adopt the manners of the French kingdom.' As

for a place of safety under the command of a Scottish officer, there

was no need for it, for she would stay with the Queen of France, and

be treated as if she were a ' carnal daughter
'

of the French House.

Concerning the two thousand men of the escort, the King of

France would not deprive his brother of such a valuable force, and

they would be sent back to Scotland as soon as the journey was

finished. Charles felt the more at liberty to do so as affairs had taken a

better turn with him
;
he had the pleasure to inform James that * his

people had recovered the town and abbey of St. Denis, which stands

near Paris, also the Pont Sainte-Maxence, upon the Oise river and the

town of Kue on the Somme, to the great confusion and diminution of

his enemies and adversaries/ The Earl of Arundel had been routed,

and it was to be hoped that,
'

by the help of God, the French party
would perform great warlike exploits against their foes.' The better

to show the excellent state of the kingdom where the young princess

would have soon to come and live, Charles added, naively enough, that

'he had sent a great many men-at-arms and crossbowmen to Nor-

mandy, and beyond the Oise river, to continue the war,
* so that he

had relieved his provinces of the men-at-arms, and others who wanted

to stay and plunder there, by which the state of his people had been

greatly improved.'
But a more satisfactory piece of information was supplied in a

paragraph where Charles stated that *

Messeigneurs the Duke de

Bourbon, constable of France, the Count de Vendosme, the Chancellor

de Harcourt, the Marshal de Lafayette,' and others, to the number of

a thousand horse or more, had gone
* in very great state to the town

of Arras,' to treat there of peace with the English, in the presence of

cardinals sent by the Pope. A sort of European congress, in fact,

was meeting at Arras, one of the first on record
; and, whatever be the

outcome of the negotiation, Charles pledged himself to keep his brother

of Scotland well informed of everything, and not to sign any arrange-
ment that could in any way slacken the bonds and impair the old-esta-

blished alliance between France and Scotland. So wrote Charles le

Yictorieux, on the 13th day of July, 1435, when he was staying in his

castle of Amboise, on the Loire.

All these papers were communicated to James, then at Stirling.

The ambassadors pointed out that the fleet was now ready, and that

the time had come to fulfil the *

appointments
'

agreed upon.
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But neither James nor the queen could make up their minds to

part yet with their daughter. James observed that the fleet had been

very slow in coming, that ' winter was very near, and that no mar-

riage was allowed during that season between right-minded people.'

He added that the queen would never be persuaded to consent to it,

that the danger from the sea was very great at this time of the year ;

' and that we knew full well in what peril we had been ourselves when
we came to the land of Scotland.' A sly smile accompanied doubtless

the delivery of this last observation.

The ambassadors made counter-observations, produced other

papers ;
all proved of no avail. It was at length arranged that Margaret

would spend one more winter in her native country, and that towards

the March moon her father would trust her ' a 1'aventure de Dieu.'

The fleet, therefore, remained idle at Dumbarton. The king, after

some discussion, consented to pay the expenses of this prolonged stay,
' no small matter, as it was to last about half a year.' Months went on,

very slowlyin the estimation oftheFrench ambassadors, only too quickly
for the royal family of Scotland. The only event which happened in

the interval, and has been noted by Girard, was an epidemic among
the seamen of the fleet, of whom a great many died.

In February 1436, towards Candlemas, the envoys betook them-

selves to the town of ' Sainct John Stom '

that is, Perth to remind

the king that ' the month of March was now near,' and that everything

ought to be made ready for the journey. This time James had to

consent and to prepare in earnest for the fulfilling of the treaty. A
farewell banquet was offered by him to the ambassadors. They sat at

the royal table
;
the king was there, and the queen too,

*

sitting next

him in a chair.' It was decided that Girard would go to Dumbarton

and see that the fleet was in order, while Kennedy would stay and

assist in the choosing of the escort.

The following day another ceremony took place, and a very

touching one. The king and queen, the ambassadors being present,

ordered the young princess to be brought before them: 'they
addressed to her several fine words, and memorable ones, reminding
her of the honour done to them by the King of France, and of the

honour of the prince whom she was to marry. They entreated

her to behave well, and God knows the tears which were shed on

both sides, while this was going on.' The audience having come

to an end, the ambassadors took their leave, and the poor father,

not knowing how to make Margaret dearer to the French envoy,

'for the sake of his brother the King of France, ordered me,

Regnault Girard, to kiss the queen, and the queen kindly and

gracefully consented, and kissed me : which kiss I repute the greatest

honour ever bestowed upon me. We left thereupon.'
The day after fine gifts were sent by James to the house where

the ambassadors lodged, and '

speaking of this we must not forget
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that from the day we met him in his town of Edinburgh in the realm

of Scotland, which was the 25th of January, 1435, we were defrayed

by him of all our ordinary expenses, wheresoever we went.'

Girard and his son, as well as Aymeri Martineau, left Perth on

the 15th of February, 1436, and went to the ships to consult with the

seamen. They saw that all would be got ready for the first tides of

the March moon, and in order the better to attend to the business

honest Eegnault Girard, bad sailor as he was, went on board at once

and there remained :
' and I kept the sea for fifteen days before the

king came, and I felt great discomforts/

While he was thus tossing on the water a ship came from France,

with goods to enable him to offer in Ids turn presents to the Scotch

king. Whatever may have been the gifts of James, the ambassadorial

ones were of primaeval simplicity. They consisted first of a gentle
mule c

ung mullet bien gent
} whom * I had ordered by the advice of

Monseigneur de Vendosme, who had spoken to me about it when I

took the sea, for he had seen the mule himself at La Eochelle. This

mule I caused to be offered to the King of Scotland
;
and he received

it with great joy, and it was considered a very strange animal, for

there are none in that country. As for the queen, I caused her to be

presented with three casks full of fruit, such as pears, apples, chest-

nuts, and others, and with six casks of wine
;
and she was very happy

to have them, for there is very little fruit in Scotland.'

At last, at the beginning of March, the army as well as the

fleet being ready, the king came with the dauphiness to Dumbarton,
and with the noblemen who were to accompany her, such as the

Bishop of Brechin, the Count 'Derquenay' that is, the Earl of

Orkneys and other gentlemen whose names are equally transformed

by the pen of Grirard. One last thing James would do before trust-

ing Margaret
* ' a 1'aventure de Dieu,' and in this his fatherly

anxieties appeared again.
' One day the king came to see the ships,

and he wanted to have a trial of them, and he ordered them to sail,

so that he might ascertain which of them was fastest and best

appointed to carry our said lady. And he found me there, on the

ships, and he treated me wonderfully well and honourably.' A sort

of race was thus run in the presence of James, and it turned out

that the swiftest ship was the one belonging to Peter Chepye

(Percipey as he is called by Bower, whose narrative closely agrees on

many points with Girard's).
'

It was a new one and an excellent

sailer, and had been built in the kingdom of Spain ;
it was agreed

that our whaler would constantly keep by the said ship, to help and

protect our lady in
r

case of need. Of which whaler my son Joachim

Girard had command.'
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James having thus arranged matters and left the ships, 'the

masters of the same were not at all pleased with the arrangements

taken by him, and they began to discuss the question noisily among
themselves. They came to me, and said that in all the fleet there was

but one Spanish ship, and that all the rest hailed from France and

Brittany ;
that it would put to shame all the masters of those ships

to suffer that our lady the dauphiness took passage on the ship of

Peter Chepye, that they would not allow it for any consideration,

that they would fight Chepye as soon as they were in the open sea,

whatever be the decision of the King of Scotland, and that the said

Chepye would not have the honour of carrying their mistress,

Madame la Dauphine.'
An additional danger of an unexpected sort was thus threaten-

ing the princess, and who knows what might have happened if

the impending fight had taken place? Regnault Girard displayed

again in this occurrence the resources of his diplomatic mind
;
he

tried his best to pacify the seamen, he spoke soothing words, and

as these would not suffice
* for sailors are very difficult to manage,

and they magnify things to a wonder,' he promised them that as soon

as they should be out of view of the Scottish coast he would put the

princess into the whaler,
' and thus the French fleet would have the

honour of carrying her, and by this means I pacified them.'

On the 27th of March the king came for the last time. He had his

daughter with him. He saw her on board the ship of Peter Chepye,
ordered Girard and Aymeri Martineau to take passage with her

;
the

Earl of Orkneys, the Bishop of Brechin, and other noblemen, and a

number of chosen archers came into the same boat. Hugh Kennedy
was in command of one of the warships called Saint-Gille. The officers,

soldiers, and archers of the escort went on board their respective ships.

Everything being thus arranged, and no cause or pretext remaining
for a more prolonged stay, the poor father had to take his leave

;

' the king did not stay long, but went away weeping many tears, for

tlie sorrow of his leaving our lady the dauphiness his daughter/
The fleet weighed anchor

;
the number of warships was eleven,

containing about one thousand or twelve hundred men, all of them

chosen Scottish soldiers, without speaking of the sailors manning the

fleet, who were French. The weather was favourable for one day
and night, then contrary winds arose, and, instructed by experience,

and not at all desirous to risk the worst, the ambassadors ordered the

fleet to go back, and they stopped for a little while in a harbour of

Scotland. Then the wind turned, and they put to sea again, and

they had fine weather during all the rest of the passage,
' thanks be

to God, and we came in view of La Palice, not far from La Kochelle,
on the 17th of April ;

and on the following day we reached Chef-de-

Baye, at a distance of about one league from the said town.'

The intention had been to have the city of La Kochelle prepared
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and adorned against the coming of the princess. Margaret would

remain in her ship which ship it was, whether Peter Chepye's or

the whaler, we do not know till the town was ready. But a tempest
interfered with the ceremonial

;
it was so sudden and terrific that

the boat carrying Margaret had to be conveyed without any delay to

the inner harbour of the town
;
the other ships managed as they could,

and drew near the Great Tower with the chain (still in existence) ;
but

in so doing, one of the ships, built in Brittany,
' was greatly wounded.'

On that day
' our lady was not shown to the people, because it was

late and the town was not decorated/ The day after, at early dawn,
before she could be seen by any one, she was taken to a neighbouring

abbey, and there waited till the 'Kochelle people had had time so to

adorn their town that a princess might decently make an entry
into it.

She received in the meanwhile the visit of several great men sent

by the king to congratulate her upon her coming ; among them was

the chancellor of the kingdom, this same Kegnault de Chartres,

archbishop-duke of Keims, who had gone nine years before to Scot-

land to ask for the hand of the same Margaret.
On the 10th of May, 1436, all was at last ready, and Margaret,

retracing her steps, went back to La Kochelle, accompanied by a

splendid retinue of Scottish men-at-arms, French noblemen of the

region, special envoys of the king, &c. She was welcomed by the

mayor and the guilds ;
a little further on by the ladies and burgesses,

and then * she received a fine present of silver plate, which she

greatly liked, as it was the first she received in this kingdom/
Then she went to Niort, where she was complimented by the Lady

Perrette de la Riviere, dame de la Roche Gruyon, first lady of honour

to the queen, and by Blanche de Gramaches, dame de Chastillon,

another lady of honour; she passed other towns where she was

received in great state and presented with fine gifts. At Poictiers

brilliant festivities had been prepared for her; the mayor and

notables came out of the town to the distance of more than one

league ;
after this she was met by gentlemen belonging to the Court

of Parliament, then by the doctors and students of the University,

and by representatives of various dignified bodies.
* While she was

entering the town a child, disguised as an angel, was let down from

the portal of the city, and placed a chapel (crown) on her head, a

thing which was most genteelly and craftily performed.' At the

main crossings, according to the custom of the time, Margaret, whose

thoughts were perhaps far away, lingering over the beloved remote

places where her childhood was spent, had to admire a variety of

allegorical personages, richly dressed and adorned, and to listen to

numerous complimentary addresses.

While this was going on Grirard went to Bourges, where the king

was, to render account of all that had taken place, and receive instruc-
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tions for the marriage. He was graciously treated by the king, who

congratulated him upon the success of his embassy, and appointed

that the marriage should take place at Tours, on the day after the

feast of St. John the Baptist.

All concerned met then at Tours. The king arrived on the

morning of the nuptials, and, as the manners of the time allowed,

went, in order to ascertain how his daughter-in-law looked, 'into

her room while she was being dressed. He was greatly pleased

with her person, and felt great joy at the sight.' So says Regnault

Girard, and well he might, as Margaret was, according to Mathew

d'Escouchy,
*

beautiful and well shaped, and adorned with all the

qualities befitting a noble and high lady.'

Soon after, the princess, wearing the crown, was taken to the door

of the church, and there she met and saw for the first time the

prince who was to be her husband, according to the arrangements

signed when she was three years old. Young Louis wore the royal

garb and was followed by the princes of the blood. The marriage
was at once blessed and consecrated by the Archbishop of Reims.
' Great was the feast,' writes Regnault Girard, who abstains from

giving any details. Not so great, however, for the town accounts have

survived centuries and revolutions, and we still know exactly what

the good men of Tours spent to welcome the Lady Dauphiness.

They had had little time to get ready, and all they could do is

commemorated in the following entries :

Firstly, to Robin Lebarbier, sent to Chinon and to Loudun, to try
and find .dresses for a play to be played on the joyful coming of my Lady
the Daupbiness, for his expenses and the hiring of his horse . . .35 sols.

To Richard Gaugain, for four old bed sheets, used to make three

dresses for those who shall dance the morris before my lady . . .,15 sols.

To Jean Avisart, tailor, who cut, sewed, and made the said dresses . 15 sols.

To Denis, the painter-glazier, for having hastily and richly painted
those dresses and four beards for the same dancers . . . . .40 sols.

To Gervaise Lechanteur, for twenty-seven dozens of bells, distributed

among the said dancers and the taborer . . . . . . .30 sols.

To the same, for the hiring of part of those bells, which were after-

wards returned 5 sols.

To Andre* Hacqueteau, saddler, who sewed on leather the said bells,

for them to be placed on the hands and legs of the dancers . . .5s. Qd.

To two women who had gathered flowers to make head-wreaths for

the said men 2s. Qd.

To Pierre Rossignol (nightingale) and his companions, minstrels, who
sounded their horns in the hat market on the coming of my lady . . 10 sols.

To four fellows who built a scaffold on the drawbridge of the bulwark
of Our-Lady-the-Rich, where the organs were. ... To four fellows who

brought there and back the said organs . 30. 4<7.

To master Robert-the-Devil, one of the dancers, for his trouble, and
for having ordained the said dance

;
for having attended to the making

and
painting of the dresses, and for a pair of hose which he asserted to

have burst while dancing 30 sols.
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We shall stop here our quotations, not without some suspicion
that Master Eobert-the-Devil who put forth such assertions, which the

town accountant only half endorses, well deserved, maybe, his nick-

name. As for the others, the items concerning them give a clear

idea of what took place, and we see how the inhabitants did their

best, having so little time, to get up a play, tried to find ready-made
dresses, failed, and had to be content with a morris dance, the dancers

being
'

richly and hastily
}

apparelled in dresses cut out of old bed

sheets, and tinkling all over with their twenty-seven dozens of little

bells sewed on their arms and legs. This sound was accompanied by
the music of the church organ brought out into the open air for the

occasion. They carry flowers on their heads, they dance and jump,

they make merry, and Eobert-the-Devil distinguishes himself and
bursts his hose,

' as he asserts.'

The men from Scotland were handsomely treated
; they received

''fine gifts
' which remain nondescript in the i Kelation

'

of Grirard, now

drawing to its close. A few of her compatriots were allowed to stay
with Margaret. Eegnault Grirard was appropriately appointed her

first master of the hostel, and Joachim the esquire of her stables.
1 And thus came to an end the embassy sent to fetch from the

kingdom of Scotland our most redoubted and mighty lady, Margaret,
eldest daughter of the king of the kingdom of Scotland, Dauphiness
of Viennois Thus signed : Kegnault Hue Crenedi Aymeri Mar-

tineau.'

VI

Festive days passed. The daughter of the Stuarts was not long
in discovering the sort of man she had been married to. Beautiful

and kind, bred at the fireside of a loving father and mother, endowed

herself with a loving nature, fond of art and poetry, she found herself

tied for life to a man without a heart, who never cared for father,

mother, or wife, and whose only interest in life was political ambition.

The historian Commines has thus summed up his opinion concerning
the tastes and inclinations of his hero :

' He was very fond of falcons,

but not quite so much as he was of dogs. As for ladies, he never

cared for them.'

Poor Margaret, deserted by her husband, tried to find some allevia-

tion to her sorrows, and used the means which had been the resource

of her father many years before, when he was a captive in the Tower
of London. She read books and wrote poetry. But she could not

forget her grief; gnawing thoughts preyed upon her; vile calumnies

brought her to the verge of despair. She "could no longer rest nor

sleep, but sat on her bed, musing, regretting*the dear far-off mother-

country.
' Were it"not for my pledged_jword,' she said once,

' I would

fain regret having ever left Scotland.'

The king and queen loved her dearly, and did all they could to

4 A 2
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soothe her. They lived with her as much as possible ; they tried to

amuse her ; they said that she should not ' merencolier
'

herself sov

The king once inquired why she looked so pale ;
a friend of Louis

hastened to answer that the cause was that she overworked herself.
' She would,' he said,

' write roundels, and busy herself so much with

such work, that she would write as many as twelve in a day ;
a thing

which is most unwholesome for her.'
* What !

'

said the king,
' does

such writing give headaches ?
' *

Yes,' answered Jean Bureau, who

happened to be there,
' to those who overdo it, though such things

are only trifles.'

Years went on, Louis forsook her more and more, she looked paler
and paler ;

she was fading away. She died at Chalons on the 16th of

August, 1445, a heartbroken childless wife, being then only twenty.
And this was the real end of ' the embassy sent to fetch from the king-
dom of Scotland our most redoubted and mighty lady, Margaret,

daughter of the king of the kingdom of Scotland, Dauphiness of

Viennois/

J. J. JUSSERAND.
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THE RECENT < WITCH-BURNING'

AT CLONMEL

THERE seems to be no doubt, if we examine the motives which

appear to have led to this crime, that the ten persons, nine of whom
are to be tried on the capital charge of wilfully murdering Bridget

Cleary, in the recent case of witch-burning at Clonmel, acted, if we

may use such a word in connection with so ghastly a tragedy,

honestly, and, as they undoubtedly appear to have believed, for the

best.

This cruel and unnatural murder, as at first sight the crime

seems to be, was committed deliberately, in cold blood, and through-
out the preliminary examination no evidence, however slight, tended

to indicate that either the woman's father, her husband, or any of

those concerned in it were actuated by anger, malice, or motives of

.gain. The account given on all sides of the reasons for inflicting the

tortures which eventually caused the death of this woman, with

whom, apparently, all parties concerned were on the best of terms, are

both too fantastic on the one hand, and, on the other, too authentically

based on what was at one time a very widely spread superstition, to have

been invented. That such a superstition should still be so deeply

ingrained in the minds of these peasants as to lead in practice to so

horrible a deed seems surprising enough on first sight, and becomes

doubly surprising when we consider to how primitive a stratum of

belief it belongs.
It appears from evidence given at the committal that Bridget

Cleary, in consequence of certain nervous, excited symptoms which

she had exhibited, was forced to swallow certain herbs, was beaten

and burned, and was repeatedly asked the question,
' In the name of

God, are you Bridget Cleary ?
'

During this treatment she received

the injuries of which she died, but it is, I think, quite clear that the

men neither wished nor meant to kill her. All the witnesses, who
on important points entirely corroborated each other, agreed in saying
that the object of this treatment was to drive out from her body the

Jairy which had taken possession of it, and which exhibited its
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presence by her nervous disorder. The woman's own soul would

then be able to return.

This is not, then, a case of witch-burning at all. Bridget Cleary,

they believed, was possessed, and they tried by violent means to-

make the invading spirit come out of her. But what is more con-

vincing than the testimony of all the witnesses is the fact that they

were acting strictly in accordance with a primitive and savage

superstition.

However, the woman died, and we notice that after her death,

which I hope to show was entirely unpremeditated and undesired,

the prescription as it were having failed to act, these men fell back

on another very common superstition. They do not seem ever to

have been thoroughly convinced that they had succeeded in driving

the spirit out of the woman's body, and when she died they still

hoped that it was the possessing spirit they had killed, and believed

that the real Bridget Cleary would return, sitting on a grey or white

horse, the reins of which would have to be cut to enable her to come

back. According to the latest accounts this is still believed, and

men wait in the *

fairy inhabitance
'

for the coming of the white

horse that will bear Bridget Cleary.

Now, these two superstitions are quite distinct, and must be corn-

pletely dissociated from one another. The second one only comes

into notice after her death, when, being still unconvinced that they
had driven the spirit out, the men concluded that she was body and

soul a changeling. But while they were burning and beating her it

is quite clear they did not think that she was a changeling, but that

a fairy had taken possession of her body. This changeling idea is

common enough among early superstitious beliefs though it is

somewhat rare for an adult to be changed, the victims being usually

children and is particularly common among Teutonic peoples. But
it is that which possessed these men's minds (for truly it was they
who were possessed, not she) as they were torturing her which I pro-

pose to examine, for it carries us back to a stratum of belief belong-

ing altogether to a primitive and savage era. Also, as I have said, it

can, I think, be made evident that this is not a case of witch-burn-

ing at all, and ought to be called manslaughter rather than murder.

Primitive man knows nothing about germs, microbes, nerves, or

laws of nature, and when the simplest and most evident of natural

phenomena, like disease, death, or storm, are brought before his notice,

he forms an equally simple and natural theory about them when he
refers them, as he invariably does, to the work of some malignant

spirit. To the savage, and to primitive religion generally, the idea of

a purely beneficent god is altogether foreign. To him life, health,
and the supplies of the simpler means of life are the normal condi-

tions of his consciousness
; sickness, famine, and death the abnormal,

the work of some external agency, obviously malignant. And we
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therefore find that the earliest conceptions which he forms about the

forces over which he has no control represent them as entirely evil,

interfering in the normal and beneficent course of events.

That the idea of external agencies being malignant should belong
to the earliest stages of religious belief is natural enough, for evil is

more readily referred to a cause than its opposite. The destruction of

a crop by a thunderstorm, for instance, is easily traceable to the

malignant spirit in the thunderstorm ; whereas the slow ripening of

wheat under the kindly influence of sun and rain is a more subtle

phenomenon, because it is a less evident process, the workings of

which are altogether hidden from him, and a more natural one, since,

on the whole, wheat ripens more often than it fails to do so. Health,

again, is naturally regarded as normal, and when disease attacks a

town it is obviously due to a demon of disease, an evil hostile

power, whereas health cannot be definitely referred to any one cause.

Similarly, recovery and convalescence are but a reversion to normal

conditions, due to the cessation of the action of the demon who sent

the disease.

This theory accounts for the undeniable fact that a purely healing
cult finds no place in any system of early religious belief. The

primary function of the spirit who is concerned with such matters is,

not to remove, but to send disease, though, in a secondary manner, he

is regarded as being able to remove it, inasmuch as he can stop sending
it. But by degrees, as spirits pass from being considered the enemies

into becoming the friends of man, prayer and sacrifice begin to be

offered to them, that they may confer directly prosperity and health,

and remove evils not necessarily of their own sending. In other

words, the secondary function of primitive gods becomes at a later

stage their primary function. So, also, the sorcerer, who was the

medium between man and the malignant spirit, and who induced him
to send disease and death, while remaining his medium, becomes the

priest of the god of health and life, and induces him to restore his

suppliants to strength.

Now, the earlier of these two stages brings us back to the most

primitive and elementary forms of belief, and it is to such a stage of

belief that the death of Bridget Cleary is to be referred. Evil

agencies are at work about mankind to injure, to destroy, and

particularly to take possession, and they must be fought against in

all their manifestations. The idea confronts us most prominently
and immediately in the methods by which savages deal with disease,

and in the functions exercised by their doctors. A few instances will

suffice to illustrate this point.

The Patagonians regard all disease as possession by an evil spirit,
1

and in Australia illness used to be considered due to the agency of

ghosts of dead men, who gnawed the livers of the living. Similarly,
1
Denny's Folklore of China.
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in Spain epilepsy was considered to be possession by a devil, who had

to be exorcised ;

2 and the same idea is found in the Gospels. Again,

among the Veddahs of Ceylon medicine is never administered to

sick men, but offerings are made to the demon who has sent the

disease.
3

In accordance with this idea, we find that in many savage tribes

the priests or sorcerers are the only doctors. In Tonquin, the

magicians, who were the medium between the malignant spirits and

man, could also drive out disease.4 In the Bodo and Dhimal tribes

of North-east India the exorcists who can drive out disease are

priests of the tormenting deity.
5

Again, among the Vancouver

Indians the doctor used to pommel his patient in order to drive the

spirit out, while all the family beat sticks together, in order to frighten

it away.
6

So, too, in Western Australia, the doctor or sorcerer, here,

as in so many places, identical, used to run round and round his

patient, shouting as loud as he could, in order to frighten the

possessing spirit away.
7 In other parts of Australia the idea of death

by disease appears to have been incomprehensible. If not the result

of violence, it was always attributed to the possession of a spirit, in

most cases a demon called
'

Brewin/ who is like the wind, and has to

be exorcised. One of the Kurnai, for instance, who cures his father

of colic, does so by calling
' Brewin

'

opprobrious names until he quits
his body.

8
Again, in Cambodia the Steins make a great noise day

and night round the beds of their sick in order to drive the possess-

ing spirit away, and the Dacotas rattle gourds and shout for the same

purpose.
9

So, too, in Malabar, when a man was ill, the magicians, who
were also the doctors, used to beat drums and basins round him, and

blow on trumpets, in order to eject the tormenting spirit.
10

Again,
the Hottentots of the Cape of Good Hope used to '

shake, jolt, and

pommel
'

a dying man in a final effort to drive the spirit of disease

out of him. 11 But invariably, as time advances, these demons,

originally malignant, and treated as enemies, to be got rid of by force

and hostility, are found to be amenable to gentler means. In New
Guinea, for instance, we find that the doctors used to paint their

patient all over with bright colours, in order to please the spirit

which possessed him, and induce him to come out. 12 He is still

malignant, but can be approached in a friendly manner. A similar

custom has been noticed among the Chippewa Indians, who, when an

inmate of the lodge is sick, procure a sapling, and tie various coloured

2
Tylor, Anthropology, pp. 354, 355.

* Transactions of Ethnological Society, N. S., vol. ii. (Bailey).
4 ChurchilVs Voyages, vol. v. pp. 28, 135, 366.
5
Tylor, Primitive Culture, ii. p. 119. 6 Trans. Eth. Soc. t N. S., vol. iv. p. 288.

7
Lubbock, Origin of Civilisation, p. 25.

9 Fison and Howitt, Kamilaroi and Kurnai, p. 250.
9
Tylor, Primitive Culture, ii. p. 18. lu Churchill's Voyages, vol. vi. p. 160.

11
Sparman's Voyages, vol. i. p. 310. la Lubbock, Origin of Civilisation, p. 25.
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threads to it, which are deemed acceptable to the manito, who has

sent the sickness as a mark of his displeasure.
13 This growing

familiarity with spirits originally malignant, and their gradual change
towards beneficence, has been traced on the Gold Coast. The natives

there used to have a deity called Abroh-ku, a malicious god who lived

in the sea-surf, and whose sole functions were to upset the canoes of

his worshippers. But when they got to know him better he was

found to be friendly, and now he raises the wave which carries them
in safety to the shore.14

Now, all the details of the death of Bridget Cleary point to the

earliest stage in such beliefs, when the possessing spirit was thought
to be purely malignant, and had to be forcibly ejected. What caused

these men to imagine that she had been taken possession of by a

fairy was the exhibition of certain nervous and excited symptoms.
This, again, is well paralleled from the folk-lore of other nations. To
take a few instances : among the Zulus there are spirits, called

amatongo, supposed to be the ghosts of ancestors. A man possessed

by them exhibits hysterical symptoms, which are regarded as a sign
of possession.

15
Among Siberian tribes, children liable to convulsions

are looked upon as being possessed by the divining spirit.
16

So, too,

the priestess at Delphi passed into an epileptic trance before the

oracular spirit descended on her,
17 and the oracle of Trophonios

produced hysterical laughter in those who consulted it.

A further confirmation of this theory as applied to this case is

shown in the fact that the door was left open, in order that the

ejected spirit might pass out. Had these men wished to murder the

woman, the very last thing they would have done would be to leave

the door open ; but such a proceeding is entirely in accordance with

the idea they had in their minds. Like the Hottentots, who '

jolt

and pommel
'

a dying man in order to drive the spirit of disease out,

so they beat and burned this wretched victim of superstition in order

to expel the spirit that possessed her. Far from wishing to murder

her, they wished to bring her back into the land of the living, and it

seems that the remorse with which her husband was seized after her

death was perfectly genuine. It is inconceivable that, if they had

wished to kill her, they would have left the door open, that they
should have allowed their shouts to attract the neighbours, or that

ten persons should have been admitted to witness the deed. Terrible

and ghastly as the case is, we cannot call it wilful murder.

After her death they were influenced by an entirely distinct and

different superstition, one that is commoner to the country, less

primitive, and more elaborate. They had been unable to completely

13
Schoolcraft, Thirty Tears with Indian Tribes, p. 101.

11
Ellis, Tshi-tpeaking People of the Gold Coast, p. 45.

15
Tylor, Primitive Culture, ii. 120. 16 Ibid. 121.

17 Pind. Pyth. iii. 2
;
Eur. Iph. Taur. 1250 ; Hyginvs lab. 53, &c.
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satisfy themselves that the soul of the woman had returned to her

body, and they fell back on the hope that they had killed, not Bridget

Cleary, but a changeling which had been substituted for her. In

neither case was murder present to their minds, for in the first stage
their design was to bring her soul back to her body, and in the second

they believed, and still seem to believe, that it was not she who was

dead.

It seems, then, that whatever explanation we accept of the

beliefs which led to Bridget deary's death, we cannot suppose that it

was the purpose of these men to murder her. The account given of

the matter by all the witnesses is too fantastic and too uniform not

to be genuine. We cannot imagine that they, by pure chance,

invented a course of reasoning to excuse their act which entirely

tallies with a widely spread and primitive superstition, nor is there

the smallest evidence to show that any of those motives which, for

the most part, lead to murder were influencing, or had influenced,

any of the actors. The story is too strange not to be true.

That such superstitions should still be believed in a Christian

country, and by men who by religion are Christians, is appalling

enough ; but the remedy for such a state of things is not to be found

in the hangman's noose, nor yet, perhaps, in the convict prison, and

one cannot but feel that it would be in the spirit of that wise and

merciful law which ordains that boys under a certain age may not

be hanged for capital offences to spare these men, even if they are

condemned
;
for children they are if, as can, I think, be proved, they

have acted under the influence of such superstitious fears, as surely

as the savage who fears his own shadow is a child. It is as impos-
sible for educated and unsuperstitious people to appreciate the enor-

mous force which such beliefs exercise on untutored minds as it

is for a heathen to estimate the immense power of religion in

determining the conduct of a man. But if, as this paper has tried

to show, they killed, but not with intent to kill, still less should the

extreme penalty be inflicted.

E. F. BENSON.
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LINES ON A 'SABBATH OBSERVANCE' BILL
WRITTEN IN 1834 BY THE MARQUIS WELLESLEY

Tres imbria torti radios, &c. VIBGIL, ^Eneid, viii. 429.

Grim-visaged limping Vulcan strained his skill

To forge for Jove a thundering Sunday bill.

Three classes he involved in twisted sense,

With three provisoes, gloomy, dark, and dense

Three full of wind and noise and horrid glare

And sounds of fear both Church and State to scare ;

Next added fuming rage and furious flame

With sly delay mixed in wise Caution's name.

The god of fire then by great Jove's command
Intrusts the direful bolt to Wynfords hand :

' Venom it wants !

'

he cries, then dips it deep
Where Qui Tarns Fi Fas writs their vigils keep.
Forth flies the dart, and scathes the blest retreats

Of peace and joy, the peasant's humble seats ;

But leaves lords, lawyers, doctors free as air

To sport, to eat, drink, dance, game, curse and swear.

Contributed by the DUCHESS OF LEEDS.

[The above lines were suggested by the very animated debate of May 15, 1834, in

the House of Lords. The sarcastic comments of the Lord Chancellor on Lord

Wynford's proposed control of the public-house trade were so galling that

Lord Wynford rose to order ( ! ), and an excited discussion ensued. The Lord

Chancellor's speech probably inspired Lord Wellesley's lines, and is well worth re-

perusal at the present time. ED.]
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THE GENTLE ART OF BOOK LENDING

A SUGGESTION

IT will be well at the outset to confess that the history of book

collecting, as such, is a history relieved but rarely by acts of pure and

undiluted unselfishness. We all agree with the witty opening words

of Mr. Locker-Lampson's delightful preface to the Eowfant Catalogue,
that '

It is a good thing to read books, and it need^not be a bad thing
to write them ; but it is a pious thing to preserve those that have

been sometime written.' It is, however, doubtful whether the average

bibliophile or bibliomaniac is prepared with the further beatitude
* Blessed are those who, having preserved, put them at the disposition
-of those who have not.'

' Neither a lender nor a borrower be
'

has

been the habitual attitude, and, as Mr. Lang has pointed out, the

average amateur, not without admiration for his own smartness,

inscribes his bookplates with some such churlish device as ' The un-

godly borroweth and payeth not again,' or '

Gro to them that sell, and

buy for yourselves.' Others, again, like ' Vathek '

Beckford, ofunhappy
because of selfish memory, hide their treasures behind doors fashioned

apparently to stand a siege.

A Lenox who buys duplicates to lend is well nigh without parallel,

whilst we must hie us back to Plutarch to discover a Lucullus whose

library was '

open to all.'

And I here contend (pace Mr. Locker-Lampson) that the Apel-
licons, who are <tn,\6fii,fi\oi, pa\\ov rf $1X00-ofoi, are as a rule pestilent
fellows to the generation to which they are unquestionably indebted,
-whatever they may prove to be to a posterity to which it were hard
to demonstrate an indebtedness at all.

Who can have patience, for example, with that boastful plutocrat
mentioned above, who bought the whole of Gibbon's library at

Lausanne, for the sake of reading in it for six weeks as he passed

through, and then left it locked up and unused for years, a vaunting
monument to his prodigality and worthlessness ?

It seems to me, and has seemed for years, that our private libraries

grow musty for want of ventilation, and I have set myself the task
of

considering whether something cannot be done compatible with
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justice to ourselves and our books (for I am aware that consideration

is due to the latter as well as to the former) to give our possessions a
wider range of usefulness. Are not many of our collections, large and

small, about as useless as Petrarch's priceless library, which, left by
him to St. Mark's, was not heard of for two or three centuries, and

was then found in a musty chamber, somewhere near the great bronze-

horses, petrified into fossils or crumbling into dust ?

I was much struck lately to find in an account of Franklin, quoted
in Edwards's Memoirs of Libraries, to which fascinating volumes I

am indebted for many delightful hours, the prototype of what I had

up till then believed to be a new idea. Writing of his early struggles

he says,
* At the time when I established myself in Pennsylvania there-

was not a good bookseller's shop in any of the colonies to southward

of Boston. . . . Those who loved reading were obliged to send for

their books to England. The members of the " Junto "
(a half con-

vivial, half literary club) had each a few. We had left the alehouse

where we first met, and had hired a room to hold our club in. I pro-
posed that we should all of us bring our books to that room, ....
and for some time this contented us.'

This is the federation of private libraries in the germ state, which

seems to me to be the obvious cure for our deadlock. Not that the*

scheme will prove to be by any means so easy of handling as wa&

Franklin's, for our social conditions are as complex as his and his

neighbours' were simple.

We are always gazing at the great Universities from a distance-

and thanking Heaven for the blessed lectures that they, in their

goodness,
' extend

'

to us, but we forget the Carlylean truth that the

true university of these days is a collection of books. Let us recog-
nise in each of our libraries a '

college,' and, by seeing to their incor-

poration, bring about local and permanent universities.

Of course I am not writing for those who are within reach of the-

great reference libraries of London, Manchester, Birmingham, and a

score of others. I am writing on behalf of the thousands of less-

densely populated townships, villages, and districts which can never

hope for anything better than what Sheridan somewhat intemperately
called

* that evergreen tree of diabolical knowledge,' the local circulat-

ing library. Not that we would put ourselves into competition with

this or any other existing institution. What we would do is to-

supplement it locally, as the London Library parcel supplements the-

box from Mudie's. Our object is not to increase the facilities for

reading sensational fiction, but to give to those less fortunate than our-

selves the opportunity of studying standard works and consulting
works of reference. To use an amusingly old-fashioned expression,

we want to make available more of the utile and less of the dulce.

It is only by listening very attentively to nature that we can get
her to yield up her most valuable secrets, and so it is with books of
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sterling merit. They prove very reticent to those who will not give

them time and consideration.

We must not forget that the whole thing is merely a matter of

organisation, of using material which is ready to our hand.

Only those who have taken the trouble to inquire can be aware

of the treasures that lie scattered about and hidden in our midst.

Just as those who visit the winter exhibitions at Burlington House

are astonished anew, year after year, at the apparently inexhaustible

art treasures of our private collections, so will every lover of books be

astonished when he comes to realise the literary treasures which now

only lie out of his reach because of the conventions by which they
are rendered unavailable. It is our object here to discover how this

condition of things may be remedied.

Before proceeding to the consideration of ways and means let us

dwell for a moment upon the various sources that are likely to

provide us with material. As I have pointed out, it is for books of

reference and standard works, rather than for the ephemerae of litera-

ture, that we, in country districts and small townships, find ourselves

gravelled. And I unhesitatingly assert that we shall, wherever two

or three thousand persons live within a workable radius, discover

books which, if concentrated, would make a library of reference of no

inconsiderable value.

One man has taken the Dictionary of National Biography from

the beginning. Another is a subscriber to Dr. Murray's great

Dictipnary. This lady goes botanising with Anne Pratt. That one

is content with nothing less than Sowerby's five-and-twenty-pounds'

worth. Our neighbour on one side is topographic in his tastes, and

has Lewis's Dictionaries of England, Wales, and Ireland
; Mr. Briggs,

our neighbour on the other side, ranks Elaine's Encyclopaedia of

Rural Sports next to his Bible. Mrs. Ponsonby de Tompkyns has

Burke's, Dod's, Debrett's, and Foster's Peerages up to date, whilst her

brother, the dilettante, finds his reading in Moberly's Print-Col-

lector, Cripp's Old English Plate, and hangs his walls with the

publications of the Arundel Society. The incurable but harmless

bibliomaniac over the way possesses the works of Hain, Panzer,

Maittaire, Brunet, Lowndes and Allibone, and our good vicar has all

the sermons, theology, and works of the Fathers that we shall need.

He, too, will have the ancient classics, for which, alas ! there will be

but small demand. In some places we shall find a library or two of

considerable value to form the backbone of our scheme, but we must

not despise the little that others can put at our disposal. It will

even be worth while to look round those * so-called libraries where no

one goes, and where the master of the house keeps his boots, an

assortment of walking-sticks, the Waverley Novels, Pearson on the

Creed, Hume's Essays and a collection of sermons,' for, though we may
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not particularly want his books, we do want to interest him in the

scheme we have at heart.

Now it is obviously impossible for us in a small community of,

say, 5,000 persons to start and maintain a public reference library

in any way adequate to the wants of the individuals who go to make

up that community. It is obvious, too, that only a small proportion

of us can afford to belong to the London Library, the only lending

library of reference, I believe, available to dwellers in the country.

On the other hand, it is more than plain that, by generous recogni-

tion of the claims which our neighbours, the '

have-nots/ have upon

us, the '

haves,' and a wise joining of forces, we may, as a community,
become twice blest.

I know that many will carp at this scheme, and refuse to be

bothered with anything so Utopian, and that some would as soon

think of studying or referring to a book that has passed through a

dozen hands as of eating off another's soiled plate. Let me remind

them that even that is hardly as bad as washing another's feet. At

any rate let such go and live at Kipaille, with the rest of the rascally

rabble of people who will not lend. Let them there set up as their

patron saint John Cotton, who would not even admit such a one

as Bishop Burnet into his treasure-house without a recommendation

from the Archbishop of Canterbury, countersigned by a Secretary of

State. Let them refuse Charles Lamb admittance, for did he not

write ' How beautiful to a genuine lover of reading are the sullied

leaves and worn-out appearance nay, the very odour (beyond Kussia)

if we would not forget kind feelings in fastidiousness of our old
"
circulating library

" Tom Jones or Vicar of Wakefield ?
9

But let that pass. For ourselves, we will take as motto Pirck-

heimer's Sibi et Amicis, remembering, as Oxenstiern says, that ' the 1

quantity of. books in a library is often a cloud of witnesses of the

ignorance ofthe owner ;

' and being ware lest, in addition, ours may be

called to testify to our selfishness in the day when we render our

account. The thing is far from being outside a practical range. I

have discussed it with men of light and leading in my own neighbour-

hood, and by the time this is published we look to have it on a work-

able footing.

We must clearly realise our position. Not for us is the long list

of authorities on the best methods of forming a library, from the

Advispour dresser une Bibliotheque of Naude to Mr. H. B. Wheatley's

admirable 'little handbook. Our library is already in existence. The

only question for us is, How can it be best made available ? Our

books have been selected by the various owners, carefully and systema-

tically by some, chancewise and fortuitously by others. Here is our

auriferous soil ; by what process are we to separate the gold and

render it into current coin ?

First and foremost, we must safeguard the interests of those who
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are prepared to place their treasures at our disposition. Coleridge (or

was it Wordsworth ?) and his butter-knife will have to be reckoned

with, as well as the gentleman who wets his finger for the better

turning of the leaves.

It can, however, be proved by statistics that the risk of damage
to books loaned by reference libraries is but an inconsiderable fraction

of what would naturally be expected. Experience shows, as I shall

more clearly demonstrate by-and-by, that the fate of such books is

very different from that ofthe trash of the ordinary circulating library.

Books in constant use must, of course, gradually suffer, but I think

that, in the case of books which can be replaced, the consciousness

that they have been of use to our neighbours may well prove sufficient

compensation. Nor need this in any case be a practical objection, for

the expense of rebinding and replacing a certain class of works might
well, under certain restrictions, be met by the funds of the society.

Of course it is a wholly different matter when we come to consider

the lending of items from our special shelves of treasures, although,

respecting them, it would be well to remember that, even before

the days of printing, when many volumes could only be replaced

by special embassage of a transcriber to some distant place, the

monastic libraries had a regular system of lending to strangers. Still,

it must be recognised that we all have a book or two, or a shelf or

two of books, too precious to be trusted to the tender mercies of those

who may not know how to handle them. Indeed, I was lately as

much pained to see my Lord Bateman (first edition) held up by
one ear, as could be any dame at seeing her pet poodle so outraged.
A Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Books would find me a

ready supporter, and I am far from convinced as to the immorality
of rescuing by theft a treasure from the clutches of a brutal owner, ify

by so doing, I could give it a good and comfortable home.

I am not so unreasonable as to expect indiscriminate loans from
* a black-letter man, or a tall copyist, or an uncut man, or a rough-

edge man, or an early English dramatist, or an Elzevirian
'

(or, for

that matter, an Aldomaniac),
* or a broadsider, or a pasquinader, or an

old brown calf man, or a Grangerite, or a tawny moroccoite, or a gilt-

topper, or a marbled-insider, or an editio princeps man.'

I should not desire a Douce or a Cousin, if we were lucky enough
to have them as near neighbours, to run the risk of impairing the

completeness of their theatrical collections by doing more than show
their treasures under personal supervision. Indeed, I would go so

far as to say that the owner of a unique or extremely rare volume,
or collection of volumes, has no right to allow their unrestricted use.

He is a trustee for the whole world. Ambrose De Bono Mortis,
stained with the blood of Boniface, should, were it mine, be handled

by no man.
In fact, we must clearly recognise the distinction drawn by
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Mr. Andrew Lang between books and literature, between bibliography
and criticism. Oar business here is more with the bookworm than

with the book-hunter, though we have room for both.

To take examples of what I mean, Mr. Stock's facsimile of the

first edition of Robinson Crusoe would be of more use to us than a

genuine copy of the 1719 issue, and a plain-bound book than one

stamped with the Bees of de Thou.

I think I have said enough by way of preparation. We will now
consider the practical details.

In the first instance, we must get together as strong a committee

as possible of the chief library owners of the district, having already
sounded and discovered them to be alive to their neighbourly

obligations.

At the outset it must be made clear to them that we recognise
the absolute necessity of respecting privacy as well as of safeguarding

property, and that we have elaborated a method by which personal
contact between lender and borrower is wholly obviated, unless

.acquaintanceship already exists or is mutually desired. For this

fear of impairing the impregnability of his
'

castle
J

is at the bottom of

more than half of every Englishman's selfishness and uncharitableness.

It is imperative, at any rate in the initiation of such a scheme as

this, to show that the high social electricities shall run no risk of

being drained for lack of a serviceable insulator.

This insulator (and here our metaphor must go the way of its

kind) will be the honorary librarian or official go-between from lender

to borrower and from borrower to lender.

The office of librarian will require some one who is tactful,

businesslike, and resourceful, and, I am inclined to think, will be best

filled by some capable lady, who will call to her assistance, for

secretarial and other executive purposes, some of her younger sisters

who are unoccupied only for lack of opportunity for, believe me,
uch are to be found in every community.

Our librarian (let us presuppose a lady) having been fixed upon,
it will be her first duty to set to work to compile a general catalogue,
and it must be borne in mind that this is the most important part of

the whole matter. As Edwards says,
* A poor library with a good

-catalogue will often be of more utility to the student than a rich

library with a bad, or carelessly compiled, one.' And, if this be so of a

library to which we have perambulatory access, how much more must
it be so where our catalogue is our all in all, seeing that we can never

come face to face with the books of our library but through it?

We cannot expect all at once and in every district to find an

expert cataloguer ready to hand. Cataloguing and index-making are

businesses of a far more complicated nature than is generally

supposed by those who have never tried their hands at it, even in

departments with which one is familiar. Kemember what Stevens

VOL. XXXYII No. 220 4 B
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says :
* If you are troubled with a pride of accuracy, and would have it

completely taken out of you, print a catalogue !

' At the same time,

with care and industry, very respectable work can be done by any-

one with a reasonable aptitude that way. Of course, much help may
be given to our librarian by the owners of books, to whom some

scheme of headings under which to put books which are to be at the

disposal of the society should be submitted. Such lists may be

found in Edwards's admirable report to the sub-committee of the

Manchester Free Library in 1851.

We cannot, of course, expect in our first or our twentieth

catalogue to arrive at perfection, but we can always be tending that

way, drawing what encouragement we may from the fact that it

actually took a century to complete the catalogue of the world-

renowned Harleian !

Nor must we forget that our catalogue will be subject to frequent

revision, owing to the removal or death of the owners of libraries.

From which it will the more appear that with the satisfactory

cataloguing and re-cataloguing of our federated libraries will rest

the whole success of the undertaking.
Of course we would not confine ourselves to one copy of each

book. Duplicates and triplicates should undoubtedly be catalogued.
Otherwise books in greatest demand would inevitably prove hardest

to get. As Mebuhr complained when at Bonn,
' I am here much

worse off for books than when at Eome, where I was sure to find

whatever was in the library, because no books were ever lent out
;

here I find that just the book which I most want is always lent out.'

Kemember Heber's noble justification of his plurality of purchases.
'

Why,' said he,
*

you see, sir, no man can comfortably do without

three copies of a book. One he must have for his show copy, and he

will probably keep it at his country house
;
another he will require

for his own use and reference
;
and he must needs have a third at the

service of his friends.'

Another essential peculiarity of our library will be that every
item will have some special condition attaching to its use, and this

in addition to the general and more obvious obligations of a borrower.

Such conditions I should propose to indicate at a glance by an arbi-

trary use in our catalogue of different types.
It would be pointed out to each lender that every book would

fall into one of three main categories. Firstly, books to be lent

outright ; secondly, books to be referred to under superintendence
of the librarian at some appointed place and time; and, thirdly,

books to be seen under the supervision of the owner at his house and
at a time to be appointed by him. It would be for the lender to

intimate how each of his books is to be catalogued.
Those in the first category would be in ordinary type, those

in the second in italics, those in the third in small capitals; so
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that the conditions under which they are available could be seen

at a glance.

We should then have something of this kind :

' Africa Stanley in Darkest.
*

African Association, Proceedings of, for Promoting the Dis-

covery of the interior Parts of Africa, 1810.
' ALDUS MANUTIUS. Horse Beatse Mariae Yirginis, 1497.'

In our first category would naturally come standard books of

travel, fiction, history, and the like
;
in our second, standard works

of reference
;
in our third, rare and valuable books which could not

easily be replaced.

In dealing with the first, two check-books would be required,

one as between the owner and the librarian, and another as between

the librarian and the borrower. Fines for non-observance of rules

I would strictly enforce from the very outset, with unhesitating
refusal of further loans until payment. As showing how small a risk

is run under a strict system of this sort, it may be mentioned that

only two volumes were missing in ten years after the introduction of

dockets in the Dublin University Library ;
at Ghent, out of 16,307

volumes lent, only twenty were lost or injured, and these were all

replaced by the borrowers
;
whilst at Bruges, during nineteen years,

only one was lost and one damaged. These are somewhat better

records than that of the library of French Charles the Fifth, from

which there were missing at his death one-seventh part of the whole,

whilst no means existed of tracing a single volume.

As regards books in the second category, which will mainly be

books to which only passing reference would be required, arrange-
ments would be made for the librarian to be in attendance between

certain hours at a certain place on a certain day of every week, armed

with all books which she has had due notification will be required.

To take an example, A takes in the Dictionary of National

Biography ;
B is anxious to refer to the account therein of Byron.

B notifies his requirements in the prescribed form to the librarian.

The latter obtains the necessary volume from A, and produces it at

the appointed place and time (maybe in her own house, or at a

parish room lent for that purpose), and B attends to make his

reference.

In this case only one check-book will be brought into operation,

viz. that between owner and librarian, since the book would never

pass beyond the librarian's possession.

As regards books in the third category, they, being too'precious^to

part with, would only be shown by the owner himself in his own

house and at his own specified time. A, we will say, is owner of the

Horce Beatce Marice Virginia of Aldus Manutius, dated 1497.

B has read of this beautiful book and would see it. He communi-

cates his desire to the librarian. The librarian informs A of B's

4 B 2
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wish, and A appoints an hour when he will be at home and prepared
to show his treasure to B

;
or perhaps B has a copy of the book

himself and would compare his copy with a brother aldomaniac's.

Thus enthusiast meets brother-enthusiast, to the edification of both,

and the millennium is measurably approached.

Such is broadly the scheme which it is proposed to adopt.

It was not until 1 840 that London possessed a lending library of

reference books. It was then irresistibly borne in upon Carlyle and

others that such an institution was essential to the well-being of

that vast community. Before that, for a writer or student to tackle

any large subject, historical, theological, scientific, or otherwise, was

practically out of the question, unless he happened to be a man
whose ample means allowed him to purchase for private use a valuable

collection of books to form the basis of his work.

For a poor man there was no alternative but to work in the dis-

comfort of a public library, from which books could not be carried

away for deliberate consideration * where they can be read best, in

the study, and by the fireside.' Now, any man or woman can, for

the sum of three pounds per annum, have the run of a superb

library of some 166,000 volumes, all of which may be taken out for

use at home, ten volumes or fifteen at a time according to the distance

of residence from the General Post Office. To those who can afford

it, this is a blessing hard to estimate. Unfortunately, there are many
more to whom the expenditure of three pounds a year on a luxury is

absolutely out of the question; and this more especially in the

country, where the cost is practically doubled by the expense of

carriage backwards and forwards. It is mainly on behalf of the

enormous number of persons who are practically cut off from the

study of literature worthy of the name that this scheme should meet

with earnest consideration. Mainly, I say, for it will also prove of

immense value to those who have books themselves, and would wish

to have access to those of their neighbours.

Indeed, I look forward to a time when our commonwealth of

libraries will be so fully recognised that it will only require a letter

of recommendation from one local librarian to another to throw our

federated libraries open to a traveller wherever he goes, just in the

same way as a member of a recognised London club is as a matter of

course admitted temporarily to the privileges of one in the country.
The world moves very slowly, notwithstanding the enormous

activity of steam and electricity. Even the latest voyage of the

Argonauts does not seem likely to land us through the North-west

Passage of science. And nothing has brought this more home to me
of late than an incident in the history of libraries which is curiously
instructive in view of the subject we have in hand.

As long as forty-five years ago, when a commission was appointed
to report upon the Bodleian Library, it was suggested by Mr. (after-
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wards Dr.) Jowett that college libraries might be made more gene-

rally useful by allowing Masters of Arts access to other college libraries

as well as to their own. Another witness proposed that friendly
relations should be established between the Bodleian and the other

libraries of Oxford. '

This,' he said,
'

might be effected by employing
some person to compile a catalogue of all the printed books existing
in those libraries which are not to be found in the Bodleian. It

would form a supplement, and a very valuable one, to the Bodleian

catalogue.'

Upon this point the commission reported :
* When it is remem-

bered that, according to the enumeration hereafter given, there are

in Oxford more than thirty libraries, a question naturally arises

whether, by greater co-operation, the resources of each might not

be expended in a manner more conducive to the general interests of

learning ?
'

And yet here, nearly half a century later, we have Mr. Macray,
the well-known historian of the Bodleian Library, writing in a letter

which lies before me to my friend Mr. Kichard Sims,
' Several col-

leges now have, as you no doubt know, their own printed catalogues ;

but one general list of books to befound elsewhere than in the Bodleian
is still a great desideratum !

'

Now, we are not Phalansterians. Phalansteries have been tried

and failed. Still they have left behind them a residuum of social

principles, as valuable as Fourierism was impracticable. The princi-

ples were choked by the inelasticity of the grand edifices in which

they were confined. Freed from these and given scope under God'&

heaven they will surely flourish.

Let us then recognise a wider freemasonry of letteie. Let us

throw open, under wise restrictions, our libraries to our less fortunate

neighbours. We have nothing to do but to organise forces already
to our hand. Our funds need to be of the most modest description,

seeing that we have no dividend, no rent to pay, no stock to buy.
All our expenses are those of administration. Curiously quit, for

example, are we ofany necessity for fire insurance, for even an Emperor
Leo the Third (The Iconoclast), who was so thorough in his methods
as to burn not only libraries but also their librarians, might well

quail before an attempt to deprive us of ours.

But surely enough has been said. An attempt has been made
here to deal with the broad outlines of the subject. Details must be

filled in according to local exigencies. We should run to too great a

length were we to discuss amount of subscriptions, whether per annum
or per volume, methods of transporting books from house to house,

eligibility for membership, the composition of library committee,
and a dozen other minor matters. These will vary in every commu-

nity. The main question is, Are we prepared to show that we are

honestly hoping for the federation of the world by lifting our little
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finger to help it on ? Are we content to do '

dog in the manger
'

still, or to hail our neighbour-

Come, go with us, we'll guide thee to our house,

And show thee the rich treasure we have got,

Which, with ourselves, all rest at thy dispose !

With so little self-sacrifice, we in a modest way can at least put
Oxford to the blush for its fifty years' neglect of an obvious duty. I

confess to an itching impatience at the thought that there could ever

have been such delay in such a matter.

GrEORGE SOMES LAYARD.

The Editor of THE NINETEENTH CENTURY cannot undertake

to return unaccepted MSS.
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Apollo, temple of, at Delphi, 247-248
- the Hymn of, 250-251

Architecture, Domestic, in Paris, 593-

606

Armenia, official Turkish falsehoods

about, 720

Armenian Question, the Mussalmans of
. India and the, 926-939

Army officers' expenses, 467-470
'

Atonement, True and False Concep-
tions of the; 1021-1026

BIS

Auricular Confession and the English

Church, 71-85

and the Church of England, 281-
289

Australia, legislation for settling in-

dustrial disputes in, 404-408

"DALFOUR (A. J.), his 'Foundations
JD of Belief,' 552-566

Balfour's (Mr.} Attack on Agnosticism,
527-540

Banks (Miss Elizabeth L.), Some
American '

Impressions
' and ' Com-

parisons; 634-645

Beaconsfield, Lord, the Queen and, 32-

44

Beast-Stories, Ghost-Stories and, 258-

270

Beer, diseases of, 580-582

Belief, the Foundations of, 552-566

Benson (E. F.), The Recent ' Witch-

Burning
'

at Clonmel, 1053 1058

Besant (Mrs.),
' True and False Con-

ceptions of the Atonement :
' a Reply

to Mr. Gladstone, 1021-1026

Bimetalism, is it a Delusion ? 274-280
as a Bubble, 991-1000

as a 'Neiv Way to Pay Old Debts,'

1001-1007

Birds and tJieir Persecutors, 45-56

Birrell (Augustine), Noticeable Book:

Mrs. Banner's 'Life of Charles Brad-

laugh,' 349-354

Bishop (Mrs.), her ' Memoir of Mrs.

Augustus Craven/ noticed, 346-349
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BON

Bonner (Mrs.), her ' Life of Mr. Brad-

laugh,' noticed, 349-354

Hook-Lending, the Gentle Art of, 1060-

1070

Books, Noticeable, 337-354

Borgu, the British and French expedi-

tions to, 893-899

the country and people of, 900-903

Bradlaugh, Mrs. Bonner's life of, noticed,

349-354

Brett (Reginald B.), The Queen and

Lord Beaconxfield, 32-44

Brown (H. F.), his ' Life of J. Adding-
ton Symonds,' noticed, 342-346

Burne-Jones, pictures of, at the Champ
de Mars salon, 1011-1012

Buxton (E. N.), Stony Sinai, 138-155

pALONNE (Count de), Domestic
\J Architecture in Paris, 593-606

The Two Salons, 1008-1020

Canada, the prohibitory liquor law in,

see l Prohibition
'

Carter (Canon), Auricular Confession

and the Church of England, 281-289

What is Church Authority? 692-

696

Cassels (Walter R.), The Diatessaron of

Tatian, 665-681

Cavalry, Officers' Expenses in the, 467-

476

Chamberlain (Mr.), social politics of,

914-916

Cherkezov (V. E.), Georgian Treaties

with Russia, 832-847

China, provocative policy of, towards

Japan, 157-163

Chinese Di-ama, the, 497-515

Chitral and Frontier Policy, 981-990
Church of England, Auricular Confes-

sion and the, 71-85, 281-289

Church Authority, what is? 435-439,
692-696

Clarke (Sir George), England and the

Mediterranean, 541-551

Cleaver (R. S.), Sir Walter Scott and
Mrs. Veal's Ghost, 271-273 .

Clerraont, the prison for women at, 803-

807

Clonmel, the Recent '

Witch-Burning
'

at,

1053-1058

Clowes (William Laird), The Millstone

round the Neck of England, 369-381
- Sir G. Clarke's reply to, 541-551

ELS

Clowes (William Laird), Braggadocio
about the Mediterranean: a Rejoinder,
875-888

Cock (Alfred), The Crown's 'Right of
Reply,

1 304-312

Collectivist Prospect, the, in England,
15-31

Collins (J. Churton), Language versus

Literature at Oxford, 290-303

Colour Shadows, 819-831

Commons, House of, the Decline of the,

567-578

Confession, see Auricular

Corea, the, 159-163

Crackanthorpe (Mrs.), Sex in Modern

Literature, 607-616

Craven (Mrs. Augustus), Mrs. Bishop's
memoir of, noticed, 346-349

Crispi, Francesco, 165-176

Cross (J. W.), Bimetallism as a ' New

Way to Pay Old Debts; 1001-1007

Croivn's 'Right of Reply,
1

the, 304-312

T)EFOE'S' Apparition ofMrs. Veal,
y

"**
95-100

Delphi, 241-257
'

Democrats,' Single Chamber, 177-194

Demomism, the word, 531

Devonshire (Duke of), On some Legal
Disabilities of Trade Unions: Prefa-

tory Note, 393-394

Dicey (Edward), Alliance or Fusion t

the Case for Fusion, 918-925

Divorcees, Innocent, Marriage of, 355-

336

Dogs, fashionable mutilations of, 441-

443

Douglas (Professor Robert K.), The

Triumph of Japan, 156-164

Down (T. C.), An Object-Lesson in

t

Prohibition,' 709-718

Drama, the Chinese, 497-515

Dress, colour as an element in the art

of, 830-831

"TOASTER Sepulchre, the AncientEng-~
lish Office of the, 748-764

Education, girls', 940-954

Elsdale (Lieutenant-Colonel H.), Should

ive hold on to the Mediterranean in

War? 215-225
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England, the Millstone round the Neck

of, 369-381

and France on the Niger, 889-

903

and the Mediterranean, 541-551

English People, the Good Sense of the,

382-392

Europe, Stern's history of, noticed, 341

Evans (Richardson), Advertising as a

Trespass on the Public, 963-980
4
Evolution, Social,' 226-240

T7AUNTHORPE (Rev. John P.), A
-T May-Queen Festival, 734-747

Feasey (Henry J.), The Ancient English

Office of the Easter Sepulchre, 748-

764

Fleming (Dr. George), The Wanton

Mutilation of Animals, 440-461

France, popular indifference to changes
of Ministry in. 575-576

France, England and, on the Niger, 889-

903

French Prisons, Women in, 798-812

Frontier Policy, Chitral and, 981-990

Fuad Pasha, deathbed address of, to the

Sultan, 731

Fusion, Alliance or? 904-925

r\ ARNETT (MissLucy M. J.), Women
^X under Islam: their Social Status

and Legal Rights, 57-70

Georgian Treaties with Russia, 832-847

Gesture, Written, 477-490

Ghost-Stories and Beast-Stories, 258-

270

Girard (Regnault), embassy of, to Scot-

land in 1435, 1038-1 Ool

Girls, education of, according to a

rational system, 940-054

Gladstone (Mr.), an Indian's opinion of,

937-939

-Gordon (Mrs. J. E. II.), The After-

Careers of University -t cated Women,
955-960

Government, vitality cv the present,

131-132

Graham (Professor Wil n), The Col-

lectivist Prospect in E land, 15-31

Gregory of Tours, 125-1 27

Griffin (Sir Lepel), Chitr. 'and Frontier

Policy, 981-990

IRE

Grimthorpe (Lord), Marriage of Inno-

cent Divorcees, 325-336

Gulam-us-Saqlain (Khwaji), The Mus-
sulmans of India and the Armenian

Question, 926-939

HANDWRITING
as indicative of

character, 477-490

Hardie (J. Keir), The Independent
Labour Party, 1-14

Harem, the, 61, 69

Harrison (Frederic), Noticeable Book? :

The Countess Martinengo Cesares-

co's ' Liberation of Italy,' 337-340

Professor A. Stern's * Geschichte

Europa's, 1815 bis 1871,' 341

Heywood, Thomas, the Plays of, 646-
656

Hill (Mrs. Southwood), Joan of Arc
t

848-858

History, the science of, 236-237
Holland (Bernard), On some Legal

Disabilities of Trade Unions, 393-

408

Horses, fashionable mutilations of, 443-
461

Houses, Parisian, 595-606

Hovey, (Richard), Maurice Maeterlinck,
491-496

Hughenden Church, the memorial

tablet to the Earl of Beaconsfield in,

32

Hume (David), his argument against

miracles, 259

Huxley (Professor), Mr. Balfours
Attack on Agnosticism, 527-540

TBEX-HUNTING in Sinai, 138-152
-L

Ibsen, plays of, 610

Ignorance, the Penalties of, 579-592

India, frontier policy in, 982-990

India, Night Travelling in, 101-111
the Mussalmans of,

and the Arme-
nian Question, 926-939

Ireland, legend of the round towers of,

427-430

over-representation of, inParliament,
909-913

social evils of the Home Rule spirit

in, 1030-1035

belief in witchcraft in, see f Witch-

Burning
'
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EM

Irish Land Sill, the Latest, 629-633

Irving, Mr., on the Art of Acting, 786-

797

Islam, Women under, 57-70

Italy, destruction of birds in, 46-50

the Prime Minister of, see Crispi

the Countess Martinengo's book on,

noticed, 337-340

JAPAN, the Triumph of, 156-164
**

Jessopp (Rev. Dr. A.), St. Martin

of Tours, 112-130

The Celestial Empire of the West,

961-967

Joan of Arc, 848-858

Jusserand (J. J.), A Journey to Scot-

land in 1435, 1036-1052

KEBBEL
(T. E.), The Good Sense of

the English People, 382-392

Kennedy (H. A.), The Paintings at

Pompeii, 86-94

Kidd (Benjamin),
' Social Evolution?

226-240

Kingston (C. C.), his measure for the

settlement of industrial disputes in

South Australia, 404-408

Kitchen, People's, how to organise a, in

London, 409-420

Knock apparition, the, 262-263

TABOUR Party, the Independent, 1-

r^ 14

Lang(Andrew), Ghost-Stories and Beast-

Stories, 258-270
- The False Pucelle, 859-874

Language versus Literature at Oxford,
290-303

Languages as a part of school tuition,

952-954

Latimer (Bishop) on confession, 79-80
Lawless (Emily), The Builder of the

Round Towers, 421-434

Layard (George Somes), The Gentle Art

of Book-Lending, 1060-1070

Lilly (W. S.), Noticeable Book: Mrs.

Bishop's
* Memoir of Mrs. Augustus

Craven,' 346-349

Liquor law, prohibitory, see 'Prohibi-

tion
'

Lister (Reginald), Delphi, 241-257

MEA

Literature, Modern, Sex in, 607-616

Loch (C. S.), Manufacturing a New
Pauperism, 697-708

Logan (Mrs.), Night Travelling in India,
101-111

London, how to organise a People's
Kitchen in, 409-420

London and the Water Companies, 657-
664

Lords, House of, the agitation against

the, 10, 135-137

Lords, House of, how to ' mend 1

the,

195-205

Low (Sidney), The Decline of the House

of Commons, 567-578

Lubbock (Sir John), London, and the

Water Companies, 657-664

Lugard (Captain), England and France
on the Niger :

l the Race for BorguJ
889-903

'

MACDONAGH
(Michael), A Night

in the Reporters' Gallery, 516-526

MacLeod (Henry Dunning), Bimetal-

lism as a Bubble, 991-1000

Maeterlinck, Maurice, 491-496

Mahaffy (Professor), Provincial Patrio-

tism, 1027-1035

Man, the Greater Antiquity of, 617-628

Margaret of Scotland, contemporary
account of the embassy sent to bring

her to France, 1037-1051

Marriage of Innocent Divorcees, 325-

336

Marriage law of Moslems, 60-62

Chinese, 512

Marriages of university-trained women,
959-960

Martin (Edward S.),his theory of prayer,

816-817

Martin, St., of Tours, 112-130

Martineau (Dr.), The Foundations of

Belief, 552-566

Martinengo (Countess), her ' Liberation

of Italy,' noticed, 337-340

Marx, his theory of society, 237-238

May- Queen Festival, a, 734-747

Mazzini (Giuseppe), incapacity of, as a

political leader, 166-167

Mazzini's Life, a Love Episode in, 765-

785

Meath (Earl of), How to 'mend' the

House of Lords, 195-205
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Mediterranean, should we hold on to the,

in War? 215-225

. criticism of the foregoing article,

369-381

England and the : a Reply, 541-551

Braggadocio about the : a Rejoinder,

875-888

Melegari (Mile.), A Love Episode in

Mazzinfs Life, 765-785

Millstone, the, round the Neck of Eng-

land, 369-381

Monteagle (Lord), The Latest Irish

Land Bill, 629-633

Mussalmans1

of India, the, and the Arme-

nian Question, 926-939

VTATURALISM, the term, 533
IN New Year's Eve, a, 367-368

Niger, England and France on the, 889-

903

QFFICER& Expenses in the Cavalry

and other Arms of the Service,

467-476

Ouida, Birds and their Persecutors, 45-56

Mr. Irving on the Art ofActing, 786-

797

Oxford, Language versus Literature at,

290-303

-pAINTINGS, the, at Pompeii, 86-
*

94

Paris, Domestic Architecture in, 593-606

Parliament, labour representation in,

see Labour

reporting in, experiences of, 516-526

the group system in, 567-578

Parties, English, fissiparous tendency
observable in, 567

Pauperism, manufacturing a New, 697-

708

Patriotism, Provincial, 1027-1035

Pearson (Norman), True and False

Notions of Prayer, 813-818

Pigeon- shooting, barbarity of the sport

of, 53

Political Patent, infringing a, 206-214

Political Situation, the, 131-137

Pompei, Valle di, 313-324

Pompeii, the Paintings at, 86-94

Praxiteles, Skopas and, in the British

Museum, 682-691

Prayer, True and False Notions of, SIS-

SIS

SCO

Prayer Book, precepts of the, with re-

gard to confession, 74-82

Prestwich (Professor Joseph), The

Greater Antiquity of Man, 617-628

Priestley (Lady), The Penalties ofIgno-

rance, 579-592

Prisons, French, Women in, 798-812
'

Prohibition,
1 an Object-Lesson in, 709-

718

Pucelle, the False, 859-874

UEEN, the, and Lord Beaconsfield,

32-44

Quilter (Harry), In the Days of her

Youth; 940-954

"REFERENDUM principle, the, 185-

188

Reid (Sir Wemyss), The Political Situa-

tion, 131-137

Rembrandt and Sir Joshua Reynolds,
462-466

Reply, Right of,
1

the Crown's, 304-312

Reporters' Gallery, a Night in the, 516-

526

Robinson (Sir Charles), Rembrandt and

Sir Joshua Reynolds, 462-466

Rome, ancient, intellectual condition of,

527-530

a Celestial Empire in, 962

obstacles to union between Anglicans

and, 963-967

Rosebery (Lord), speech of, at Brad-

ford, 133

Rossetti, Christina, Reminiscences of,

355-366

Round Towers, the Builder of the, 421-

434

Ruskin (Mr.), letters from, on the May
Queen festival, 739-744

Rusaia, Georgian Treaties with, 831-

847
'

< &ABBATH Observance
'

Bill (1834),
. Lines on a, 1059

Salmone (Professor H. Anthony), The

Real Riders of Turkey, 719-733

Salons, the Two, 1008-1020

Schooling (John Holt), Written Ges-

ture, 477-490

Scotland, a Journey to, in 1435, 1036-

1052

Scott, Sir Walter, and Mrs. VeaVs

Ghost, 271-273
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Sellers (Edith), Hoiv to organise a

People's Kitchen in London, 409-420

Sellers (Miss Eugenie), Skopas and
Praxiteles in the British Museum,
682-691

Sepulchre, Easter, the Ancient English

Office of the, 748-764

JSex in Modern Literature, 607-616

Shadows, Colour, 819-831

Shore (Canon Teignmouth), Auricular

Confession and the English Church,
71-85

What is Church*Authority? 435-439

Shrine, the Making of a, 313-324

Sinai, Stony, 138-155

Single Chamber '

Democrats,' 177-194

SJwpas and Praxiteles in the British

Museum, 682-691

-Slavery, female, in Turkey, 66-68
' Social Evolution,' 226-240

Socialism, the Collectivist form of, its

impracticability, 15-31

Spearman (Edmund U.), Women in

French Prisons, 798-812
Stern (Professor Alfred;, his <Ge-

schichte Europa's/ noticed, 341

Strachey (J. St. Loe), Infringing a Poli-

tical Patent, 206-214

Alliance or Fusion? The Case for

Alliance, 904-917

Swinburne (Algernon Charles), A New
Year's Eve, 367-368

The Plays of Thomas Heywood, 646-
656

.Symonds (J. A.), Mr. Brown's life of,

noticed, 342-346

681
, the Diatessaron of, 665-

"Trade Unions, on some Legal Disabili-

ties of, 393-408

Traill (H. D.), Noticeable Book : Brown's
1 Life of John Addington Symonds/
342-346

Travelling, Night, in India, 101-111
Tuck (Edward), Is Bimetallism a De-

lusion? 274-280

Turkey, the Real Rulers of, 719-733

Turkey, condition of women in, 57-70

feeling of the Indian Mussalmans

towards, 929-930

ZEY

UNEMPLOYED,
the question of the,

697-708

Unionists and Conservatives, future
relations of, see Alliance

University-educated Women, the After-
Careers of, 955-960

'S (Mrs.) Ghost, Sir Walter
Scott and, 271-273

WALLACE f(R.), S^gle Chamber
'

Democrats,' 177-V
Water Companies, London and the,
657-664

Watts (Theodore), Reminiscences of
Christina Rossetti, 355-366

Wellesley (Marquis), Lines ona
' Sabbath

Observance '

Bill (written in 1834)
1059

West, the Celestial Empire of the, 961-
967

Whitelands, May Day at, 744-747
William the Conqueror's wooing, legend

of, 129-130
1

Witch-Burning,' the Recent;at Clonmel,
1053-1058

Wolffsohn (Mrs.), The Making of a

Shrine, 313-324

Women, English working, pay of, 636-
637

Women under Islam, their Social Status

and Legal Rights, 57-70
in French Prisons, 798-812

University-educated, the After-
Careers of, 955-960

Working man, English, political creed
of the, 206-214

English and American, compared,
637-639

Wright (Professor A. E.), Colour

Shadoivs, 819-831

Written Gesture, 477-490

YORUBAS,
the, 890-891

'

Youth, in the Days of her,'940-954

an Ottoman poetess of the

fifteenth century, 63-64

Sfottistcoode < Co. Printers, New-street bquttre, London.
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